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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Tms volume has no such ambitious aim as that of being a
final commentary on the Gospel according to S. Luke.
The day is probably still far distant when any such commentary can be written. One of the difficulties with which
the present commentator has had to contend is the impossibility of keeping abreast of all that is constantly
appearing respecting the Synoptic Gospels as a whole and
this or that detail in them. And the Third Gospel abounds
in details which have elicited special treatment at the hands
of a variety of scholars. Every quarter, indeed almost every
month, brings its list of new books, some of which the
writer wishes that he could have seen before his own words
were printed. But to wait is but to prolong, if not to
increase, one's difficulties: it is waiting dum dejluat amnis.
Notes written and rewritten three or four times must be
fixed in some form at last, if they are ever to be published.
And these notes are now offered to those who care to use
them, not as the last word on any one subject, but simply
as one more stage in the long process of eliciting from the
inexhaustible storehouse of the Gospel narrative some of
those things which it is intended to convey to us. They
will have done their work if they help someone who is far
better equipped entirely to supersede them.
The writer of this volume is well aware of some of
its shortcomings. There are omissions which have been
knowingly tolerated for one or other of two adequate
reasons. (I) This series is to include a Commentary on
a
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the Synopsis of the Four Gospels by the Rev. Dr. Sanday,
Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, Oxford, and his distinguished pupil, the Rev. W. C. Allen, Fellow and Lecturer
of Exeter College. Various questions, especially as regards
the relations of the Third Gospel to the First and Second,
which have been but slightly touched or entirely passed
?Ver in this volume, can be more suitably treated, and will
be much more efficiently treated, by those who are to comment on the Synopsis. (2) Economy of space has had to
be considered and rigorously enforced. It has been
thought undesirable to allow more than one volume to
any one book in the New Testament: and therefore subjects, which might with propriety be discussed at som;:length in a work on the Gospel of S. Luke, have of
necessity been handled very briefly or left entirely untouched. Indeed, as editor of those New Testament
volumes which are written by British scholars, the present
writer has been obliged to strike out a good deal of what
he had written as contributor to this series. And it has
been with a view to economize space that the paraphrastic
summaries, which are so very valuable a feature in the
commentary on Romans, have been altogether omitted, as
being a luxury rather than a necessity in a commentary on
one of the Synoptic Gospels. For the same reason separate
headings to sections and to special notes have been used
very sparingly. The sub-sections have no separate headings, but are preceded by an introductory paragraph, the
first sentence of which is equivalent to a heading.
The fact of the same person being both contributor
and editor has, in the case of this volume, produced shortcomings of another kind. Two heads are better than one,
and two pairs of eyes are better than one. Unintentional
and unnecessary omissions might have been avoided, and
questioriable or erroneous statements might have been
amended, if the writer had had the advantage of another's
supervision. Even in the humble but important work of
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detecting misprints the gain of having a different reviser is
great. Only those who have had the experience know how
easy it is for the same eye to pass the same mistakes again
and again.
If this commentary has any special features, they will
perhaps be found in the illustrations taken from Jewish
writings, in the abundance of references to the Septuagint
and to the Acts and other books of the New Testament, in
the frequent quotations of renderings in the Latin Versions,
and in the attention which has been paid, both in the
Introduction and throughout the Notes, to the marks of S.
Luke's style.
The illustrations from Jewish writings have been supplied, not because the writer has made any special study
of them, but because it is becoming recognized that the
pseudepigraphical writings of the Jews and early Jewish
Christians are now among the most promising helps
towards understanding the New Testament; and because
these writings have of late years become much more
accessible than formerly, notably by the excellent editions
of the Book of Enoch by Mr. Charles, of the Psalms of
Solomon by Professor Ryle and Dr. James, and of the
Fourth Book of Ezra by the late Professor Bensly and Dr.
James. 1
A very eminent scholar has said that the best commentary on the New Testament is a good Concordance,
and another venerable scholar is reported to have said that
the best commentary on the New Testament is the Vulgate.
There is truth in both these sayings: and, with regard to
the second of them, if the Vulgate by itself is helpful, d
fortz'ori the Vulgate side by side with the Latin Versions
which preceded it is likely to be helpful. An effort has
1 For general information on these Jewish writings see Schiirer, Hist. of the
/ewish People in the Time ofJesus Clm'st, Edinburgh, 1886, Div. II. vol. iii.;
W. J. Deane, Pseudepigrapha, Edinburgh, 1891; J. Winter und A. Wiinsche,
Die jUdische Literatur seit A/Jschluss des Kanons, Trier : Part III. has just
appeared.
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been made to render those who use this commentary to a
large extent independent of a Concordance, and to some
extent independent of the invaluable edition of the Vulgate
now being produced by the Bishop of Salisbury and Mr.
White. Great trouble has been taken with the numerous
references to the Septuagint, the books of the New Testament, and other writings. The large majority of them
have been verified at least twice. But the difficulty of
excluding error in such things is so great that the writer
cannot suppose that he has succeeded in doing so. It is
possible that a few references have accidentally escaped
verification. A very few have been knowingly admitted
without it, because the reference seemed to be of value,
the source was trustworthy, and verification was not easy.
Reasons are stated in the Introduction for regarding a
study of S. Luke's style as a matter of great interest and
importance; and it is hoped that the analysis given of it
there will be found useful. A minute acquaintance with it
tells us something about the writer of the Third Gospel.
It proves to us that he is identical with the writer of the
Acts, and that the whole of both these books comes from
his hand. And it justifies us in accepting the unswerving
tradition of the first eight or nine centuries, that the writer
of these two books was Luke the beloved physician.
Dogma in the polemical sense is excluded from the plan
of these commentaries. It is not the business of the commentator to advocate this or that belief. But dogma in the
historical sense must of necessity be conspicuous in a commentary on any one of the Gospels. It is a primary duty
of a commentator to ascertain the convictions of the
writer whose statements he undertakes to explain. This
is ·specially true of the Third Gospel, whose author tell9
us that he wrote for the very purpose of exhibiting the
historical basis of the Christian faith (i. 1-4).
The
Evangelist assures Theophilus, and with him all other
Christians, that he knows, upon first-hand and carefully
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investigated evidence, that at a definite point in the history
of the world, not far removed from his own time, a Prophet
of God once more appeared in Israel to herald the coming
of the Christ (iii. 1-6), and that his appearance was immediately followed by that of the Christ Himself (iii. 23,
iv. 14, 15), whose Ministry, Passion, Death, and Resurrection he then narrates in detail. On all these points
the student is again and again met by the question, What
does the Evangelist mean? And, although about this
or that word or sentence there may often be room for
discussion, about the meaning of the Gospel as a whole
there is no doubt. If we ask what were "the things
wherein" Theophilus "was instructed" and of "the
certainty" concerning which he is assured, the answer is
not difficult. We may take the Old Roman Creed as a
convenient summary of it.
nurrEUlll Eis 0EOV '11"0.TEpa. 'll"O.VT01Cp1hopa. (i. 37 1 iii. 8, XI. 2-4,
xii. 32, etc.). Ka.l Eis XpLa-rOv 'l'l)aouv, utov a.ihou TOV p.ovoyu-ij
(i. 31, ii. 21, 49, ix. 35, x. 21, 2 2, xxii. 29, 70, xxiii. [33] 46 :
comp. iv. 41, viii. 28), T~v KUpLov ~p.wv (i. 43, ii. 11, vii. 13, x. 1,
xi. 39, xii. 42, x:vii. 5, 6, xix. 8, 31, xxii. 61, xxiv. 3, 34) TOV
yEvV1J9EVTa. EK 'll"VEUJl-O.TOS 4y£ou Ka.l Ma.p£a.s Tijs '11"a.p9ilvou (i.31-35, 43,
ii. 6, 7), TOV il'll"L noVT£ou nLXBTOU 1TTa.up1118EVTO. KO.L TO.i!>EVTO. (xxii.,
xxiii.), tjj Tp£111 ~p.ilp~ dva.aTaVTa. EK VEKpwv (xxiv. 1-49), dva.j34VTa.
Eis Toos o~pa.vous (xxiv. 50-53), Ka.&,jp.Evov lv 8E~L~ Toil 'll"a.Tpos
(xxii. 69), o9Ev EPXETO.L Kp'iva.L twVTa.S KO.L VEKpous (comp. ix. 26,
xii. 35-48, xviii. 8). Ka.l ds 'll"vEilp.a. ilyLov (i. 15, 35, 41, 67, ii. 26,
iv. 1, 14, xi. 131 xii. 10, 12)· 4y£a.v EKKX'l)ala.v (comp. i. 74, 75,
ix. 1-6, x. 1-16, xxiv. 49)· iii!>Eaw llp.a.pTLiilv (i. 77, iii. 3, xxiv. 47)·
aa.pKOs dvBcrrO.ITLV (xiv. 141 XX. 27-40).

The Evangelist's own convictions on most of these
points are manifest ; and we need not doubt that ·they
include the principal things in which 'Theophilus had been
instructed, and which the writer of the Gospel solemnly
affirms to be well established. Whether in our eyes they
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are well established depends upon the estimate which we
form of his testimony. Is he a truth-loving and competent
witness? Does the picture which he draws agree with
what can be known from other authorities? Could he or
his informants have invented the words and works which
he attributes to Jesus Christ? A patient and fair student
of the Third Gospel will not be at a loss for an answer.
ALFRED PLUMMER
University Colle~, Durham,
Feast of S. Luke, r8qlr

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
T1rn correction of many misprints and other small errors
has been greatly facilitated by the generous help of several
correspondents, and by the invaluable Concordance to the
Greek Testament, according to the texts of WH., Tischendorf, and R.V., by Moulton and Geden, an indispensable
aid, which had not been published when the first edition
of this volume appeared. But to no one is the writer more
indebted than to the Rev. John Richard Pullan, who has
bestowed upon the work of a stranger an amount of
attention which one would not venture to solicit from
an old friend.
This edition has also been improved by many small
insertions, chiefly of references to books, which have either
appeared, or have come to the writer's knowledge, since
the first edition was published. First amongst these in
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importance is vol. i. of the new Dictionary of the Btble,
edited by Dr. Hastings, which should be in the hands of
every Biblical student. Three articles in particular may
be mentioned, both on account of their excellence, and also
of their helpfulness to the student of the Third Gospel:
these are the articles on " Angels" (for this Gospel might
be called the Gospel of the Angels, so often does it mention
these glorious beings); on the "Chronology of the New
Testament" ; and on the "Acts of the Apostles." To this
must be added the new edition of A. S. Lewis' translation of the Sinaitic Syriac Palimpsest; the editions of
Tke Assumption of Moses and The Apocalypse of Baruch,
by R. H. Charles; and of The Book of the Secrets of Enoch,
by Morfill and Charles ; Das K indheitsevangelium, by
A. Resch; Bi"belstudz"en and N eue Bibelstudien, by G. A.
Deissmann, both of which contain valuable illustrations
of Biblical Greek from papyri; Grammatik des NT.
Gn'echisch, by F. Blass; and the instructive but eccentric
Hz"storical Greek Grammar, by AN. Jannaris. The interesting work on the Philology of the Gospels, by F. Blass,
is chiefly occupied with the Gospel of S. Luke, and should
be read side by side with the sections of the Introduction
to this volume which treat of the same topics. The writer
has only to add, that nothing which he has read since
he wrote the Introduction has shaken his convictions as
to the authorship, date, or integrity of this Gospel.

A. P.
University Cql/ege, Durham,
Whitsuntide, r8t;8.
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edition is marked by the correction of some errors
had escaped notice, and by the addition of numerous
references and short notes. Since the second edition
was published, three volumes have appeared which the
student of the Third Gospel cannot afford to neglect.
These are the H()rae .Synopticae of the Rev. Sir John C.
Hawkins, The Gospel according to S. Luke in Greek, edited
by the Rev. Arthur Wright, and vol. ii. of the Dictionary
of the Bible, edited by Dr. Hastings. In the last of these,
the article on "Jesus Christ" is a masterpiece of critical
acumen and lucidity combined with reverential treatment.
The present writer desires to express his obligations to all
three volumes. Mr. Wright suggests in his preface that
his own work should be used in conjunction with this
commentary ; and those who use the commentary will
certainly profit greatly if they follow his suggestion.
THIS

~hat

A. P.
University College, Durham,
Wliitsuntitie, rr;oo.
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INTRODUCTION.
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~ 1.

THE AUTHO~.

As in the case of the other Gospels, the author is not named in
the book itself. But two things may be regarded as practically
certain, and a third as highly probable in itself and much more
probable than any other hypothesis. (i.) The author of the Third
Gospel is the author of the Acts. (ii.) The author of the Acts
was a companion of S. Paul. (iii.) This companion was S. Luke.
(i.) The Author of the Third Gospel is the Author

of the Acts.

This position is so generally admitted by critics of all schools
that not much time need be spent in discussing it. Both books
are dedicated to Theophilus. The later book refers to the former.
The language and style and arrangement of the two books are so
similar, and this similarity is found to exist in such a multitude of
details (many of which are very minute), that the hypothesis of
careful imitation by a different writer is absolutely excluded. The
idea of minute literary analysis with a view to discover peculiarities
and preferences in language was an idea foreign to the writers of
the first two centuries; and no known writer of that age gives
evidence of the immense skill which would be necessary in order
to employ the results of such an analysis for the production of an
elaborate imitation. To suppose that the author of the Acts
carefully imitated the Third Gospel, in order that his work might
be attributed to the Evangelist, or that the Evangelist carefully
imitated the Acts, in order that his Gospel might be attributed to
the author of the Acts, is to postulate a literary miracle. Such an
idea would not have occurred to any one; and if it had, he would
not have been able to execute it with such triumphant success
as is conspicuous here. Any one who will underline in a few
chapters of the Third Gospel the phrases, w9rds, and constructions
which are specially frequent in the book, and then underline the
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same phrases, words, and constructions wherever they occur in the
Acts, will soon have a strong conviction respecting the identity of
authorship. The converse process will lead to a similar result.
Moreover, the expressions which can be marked in this way by no
means exhaust the points of similarity between the two books.
There are parallels of descnption; e.g. about angelic appearances
(comp. Lk. i. 11 with Acts xii. 7; Lk. i. 38 with Acts i. 11 and
x. 7; Lk. ii. 9 and xxiv. 4 with Acts i. 10 and x. 30); and about
other matters (comp. Lk. i. 39 with Acts i. 15; Lk. ii. 39 with
Acts xiii. 29; Lk. iii. 8 with Acts xxvi. 20; Lk. xx. 1 with Acts
iv. 1; Lk. xxi. 18 with Acts xxvii. 34; Lk. xxi. 35 with Acts
xvii. 26; Lk. xxiii. 2 with Acts xxiv. 2-5 ; Lk. xxiii. 5 with Acts
x. 37; Lk. xxiv. 27 with Acts viii. 35). 1 And there are parallels
of arrangement. The main portion of the Gospel has three marked
divisions: The Ministry in Galilee (iii. 1-ix. 50), between Galilee
and.ferusalem (ix. 51-xix. 28),and in.ferusalem (xix. 29-xxiv. u).
And the main portion of the Acts has three marked divisions:
Hebraic (ii.-v.), Transitional (vi.-xii.), and Gentile (xiii.-xxviii.).
In the one case the movement is from Galilee through Samaria,
etc. to Jerusalem : in the other from Jerusalem through Samaria,
etc. to Rome. And in both cases there is an introduction connecting the main narrative with what precedes.
(ii.) The Author of Acts was a Companion

of S.

Paul.

A full discussion of this statement belongs to the commentary
on the Acts rather than to the present volume : but the main
points in the evidence must be noted here. It is perhaps no
exaggeration to say that nothing in biblical criticism is more
certain than this statement.
There are the "we " sections in which the writer uses the first
person plural in describing journeys of S. Paul. This " we " is
found in Codex Bezae as early as xi. 28 at Antioch, and may
represent a true tradition without being the original reading. 2
It appears certainly xvi. 10 at Troas a and continues to Philippi
(xvi. 17). 4 Several years later it reappears at Philippi (xx. 5) 5 and
continues to Jerusalem (xxi. 18). 6 Finally, it reappears at the
departure for Italy (xxvii. 1) 7 and continues to Rome (xxviii. 16).8
1 J. Friedrich, Das Lukasevangelium und die Apostelgeschichte Werke
dessel/Jen Veifassers, Halle a.S., 1890. The value of this useful pamphlet is
somewhat lessened by want of care in sifting the readings. The argument as a
whole stands ; but the statistics on which it is based are often not exact.
2 For Cl.va.crras lie els iE a.fnw11 D has uv11ecrrpa.µµhw11 lie f,µw11 l</>TJ els iE
a.&rw11, reverlenti/Jus autem no/Jis ait unus ex ipsis. This reading is also found
in Augustine (De Serm. Dom. ii. 57 [xvii.]).
5 lµe11011 f,µJi.s.
s i!;TJriJua.µev ife"AfJeU..
' f,µw lKpa.te11.

• •luJi••

o Ila.W.os uv11 f,µi11.

7 ToO cl.r01r>.ew f,µJi.s.

s eluffMa.µ•11 Eis 'PwµTJ"·
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The "we" necessarily implies companionship, and may possibly
represent a diary kept at the time. That the " we " sections are
by the same hand as the rest of the book is shown by the simple
and natural way in which they fit into the narrative, by the references in them to other parts of the narrative, and by the marked
identity of style. The expressions which are so characteristic of
this writer run right through the whole book. They are as
frequent inside as outside the " we " sections, and no change of
style can be noted between them and the rest of the treatise.
The change of person is intelligible and truthlike, distinguishing
the times when the writer was with the Apostle from the times
when he was not : but there is otherwise no change of language.
To these points must be added the fact that the author of the
Acts is evidently a person of considerable literary powers, and the
probability that a companion of S. Paul who possessed such
powers would employ them in producing such a narrative as the
Acts. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 29.
(iii.) The Companion of S. Paul who wrote the Acts and the
Third Gospel was S. Luke.
Of the companions of S. Paul whose names are known to us
no one is so probable as S. Luke; and the voice of the first eight
centuries pronounces strongly for him and for no one else as the
author of these two writings.
If antiquity were silent on the subject, no more reasonable
conjecture could be made than "Luke the beloved physician."
He fulfils the conditions. Luke was the Apostle's companion
during both the Roman imprisonments (Col. iv. 14; Philem. 24;
2 Tim. iv. 11), and may well have been his companion at other
times. That he is not mentioned in the earlier groups of Epistles
is no objection; for none of them coincide with the "we" sections
in the Acts. Moreover, the argument from medical language,
although sometimes exaggerated, is solid and helpful. Both in
the Acts and in the Third Gospel there are expressions which are
distinctly medical ; and there is also a good deal of language
which is perhaps more common in medical writers than elsewhere.
This feature does not amount to proof that the author was a
physician ; still less can it prove that, if the author was a physician,
he must have been Luke. The Apostle might have had another
medical companion besides the beloved physician. But, seeing
that there is abundance of evidence that Luke was the writer of
these two documents, the medical colour which is discernible here
and there in the language of each of them is a valuable confirmation of the evidence which assigns the authorship of both to
Luke.
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For the voice of antiquity is not silent on the subject; and we
are not left to conjecture. There is no need to argue whether
Timothy, or Titus, or Silas, or some unnamed companion of the
Apostle is more likely than S. Luke to have written these two
bpoks. The evidence, which is both abundant and strong, is
wholly in favour of Luke. Until we reach the blundering statement in Photius near the end of the ninth century, there is no
hint that any one ever thought of any person but Luke as the
author of either treatise. Photius has this statement: "Some
say that the writer of the Acts was Clement of Rome, others
Barnabas, and others again Luke the Evangelist ; but Luke
himself decides the question, for at the beginning of his preface
he mentions that another treatise containing the acts of the Lord
had been composed by him" (Ampkil. Qu. 123). Here he seems
to be transferring to the Acts conjectures which had been made
respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews. But at any rate the
statement shows that the Third Gospel was regarded as unquestionably by Luke.
The Pauline authorship of Romans and Galatians is now commonly regarded as certain, and the critic who questions it is held to
stultify himself. But is not the external evidence for the Lucan
authorship of the Third Gospel and the Acts equally strong? If
these are not named by any writer earlier than Iremeus, neither are
those Epistles. And the silence of the Apostolic Fathers respecting the Third Gospel and the Acts is even more intelligible than
their silence respecting Galatians and Romans, because the two
former, being addressed to Theophilus, were in the first instance
of the nature of private writings, and because, as regards the
Gospel narrative, the oral tradition still sufficed.
But from
Irem:eus onwards the evidence in all these cases is full and
unwavering, and it comes from all quarters of the Christian
world. And in considering this third point, the first point must
be kept steadily in view, viz. the certainty that the Third Gospel
and the Acts were written by one and the same person. Consequently all the evidence for either book singly is available for
the other book. Every writer who attributes the Third Gospel
to Luke thereby attributes the Acts to Luke and vice versa,
whether he know anything about the second book or not. Thus
in favour of Luke as the author of the Third Gospel we have
three classes of witnesses viz. those who state that Luke wrote
the Third Gospel, those who state that Luke wrote the Acts, and
those who state that he wrote both treatises. Their combined
testimony is very strong indeed; and there is nothing against it.
At the opening of his commentary on the Acts, Chrysostom says
that many in his day were ignorant of the authorship and even of
the existence of the book (Migne, lx. 13). But that statement
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creates no difficulty. Many could be found at the present day,
even among educated Christians, who could not name the author
of the Acts. And we have seen that the late and confused statement in Photius, whatever it may mean respecting the Acts,
testifies to the universal conviction that the Third Gospel was
written by Luke.
But we obtain a very imperfect idea of the early evidence in
favour of the Third Gospel when we content ourselves with the
statement that it is not attributed to Luke by any one before
Irenreus and the Muratorian Fragment, which may be a little
earlier than the work of Irenreus, but is probably a little later.
We must consider the evidence of the existence of this Gospel
previous to Irenreus ; and also the manner in which he himseH
and those who immediately follow him speak of it as the work of
S. Luke.
That Justin Martyr used the Third Gospel (or an authority
which was practically identical with it) cannot be doubted. He
gives a variety of particulars which are found in that Gospel
alone ; e.g. Elizabeth as the mother of the Baptist, the sending of
Gabriel to Mary, the census under Quirinius, there being no room
in the inn, His ministry beginning when Jesus was thirty years
old, His being sent by Pilate to Herod, His last cry, "Father, into
Thy hands I commend My spirit" (1 Apo!. xxxiv.; Try. lxxviii.,
lxxxviii., c., ciii., cv., cvi. ). Moreover, Justin uses expressions
respecting the Agony, the Resurrection, and the Ascension which
show that the Third Gospel is in his mind.
That his pupil Tatian possessed this Gospel is proved by the
Diatessaron. See Hemphill, Diatessaron of Tatian, pp. 3 ff.
Celsus also knew the Third Gospel, for he knew that one of
the genealogies made Jesus to be descended from the first man
(Orig. Con. Cels. ii. 32).
The Clementint:: Homilies contain similarities which are proably allusions (iii. 63, 65, xi. 20, 23, xvii. 5, xviii. 16, xix. 2).
The Third Gospel was known to Basilides and Valentinus, and
was commented upon by Heracleon (Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. 9,
P· 596, ed. Potter).
Marcion adopted this Gospel as the basis for what he called
the " Gospel of the Lord " or " Gospel of Christ." He omitted a
good deal as being inconsistent with his own teaching, but he
does not appear to have added anything. 1 See§ 7; also Wsctt.,
lnt. to Gospels, App. D ; Sanday, Gospels in the Second Century,
App.
In the Epistle of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne to the
Churches in Asia there is a quotation of Lk. i. 6 (Eus. H.E. v. 1. 9).
1
What Pseudo-Tert. says of Cerdo is perhaps a mere transfer to Cerdo of
what is known of Marcion.
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These instances, which are by no means exhaustive, may suffice
as evidence for the early existence of the Third Gospel. It remains to notice the way in which Irenreus and his later contemporaries speak of the book. Irenreus, who represents the traditions
of Asia Minor and Rome and Gaul in the second half of the
second century, quotes it many times and quotes from nearly every
chapter, especially from those which are wholly or in the ·main
peculiar to this Gospel, e.g. i., ii., ix.-xix., xxiv. In a very remarkable passage he collects together many of the things which this
Gospel alone narrates and definitely assigns them to Luke : " Now
if any one reject Luke, as if he did not know the truth, he will
manifestly be casting out the Gospel of which he claims to be a
disciple. For very many and specially necessary elements of the
Gospel we know through him, as the generation of John, the
history of Zacharias, the coming of the angel to Mary," etc. etc.
(iii. 14. 3. Comp. iii. 10. 1, 22. 4, 12. 12, 14. 4, etc.). It will be
observed that he does not contemplate the possibility of any one
denying that Luke was the author. Those who may reject it will
do so as thinking that Luke's authority is inadequate; but the
authorship is unquestioned.
Clement of Alexandria (A.D. 190-202) had had teachers from
Greece, Egypt, Assyria, Palestine, and had received the tradition
handed down from father to son from the Apostles (Strom. i. l,
p. 322, ed. Potter). He quotes the Gospel very frequently, and
from many parts of it. He definitely assigns it to Luke (Strom.
i. 21, p. 407, ed. Potter).
Tertullian (A.D. 190-220) speaks for the African Church. He
not only quotes the Gospel frequently in his other works, but in
his treatise against Marcion he works through the Gospel from
eh. iv. to the end, often calling it Luke's.
The Muratorian Fragment (A.D. 170-200) perhaps represents
Rome. The first line of the mutilated Catalogue probably refers
to S. Mark; but the next seven unquestionably refer to S. Luke,
who is twice mentioned and is spoken of as medicus. (See Lft. on
Supernatural Religion, p. 189.)
It would be waste of time to cite more evidence. It is manifest that in all parts of the Christian world the Third Gospel had
been recognized as authoritative before the middle of the second
century, and that it was universally believed to be the work of
S. Luke. No one speaks doubtfully on the point. The possibility
of questioning its value is mentioned ; but not of questioning its
authorship. In the literature of that period it would not be easy
to find a stronger case. The authorship of the four great Epistles
of S. Paul is scarcely more certain. In all these cases, as soon as
we have sufficient material for arriving at a conclusion, the evidence
is found to be all on one side and to be decisive. And exactly
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the same result is obtained when the question is examined as to
the authorship of the Acts, as Bishop Lightfoot has shown (art.
"Acts" in D.B.2). Both the direct and the indirect argument for
the Lucan authorship is very strong.
With this large body of historical evidence in favour of S. Luke
before us, confirmed as it is by the medical expressions in both
books, it is idle to search for another companion of S. Paul who
might have been the author. Timothy, Sopater, Aristarchus,
Secundus, Gaius, Tychicus, and Trophimus are all excludt.d by
Acts xx. 4, 5. And it is not easy to make Silas fit into the " we"
sections. Titus is possible : he can be included in the "we " and
the "us" without contradiction or difficulty. But what is gained
by this suggestion? Is a solution which is supported by no evidence to be preferred to an intrinsically more probable solution,
which is supported by a great deal of evidence, and by evidence
which is as early as we can reasonably' expect?
Those who neglect this evidence are bound to explain its
existence. Irenreus, Clement, and Tertullian, to say nothing of
other authorities, treat the Lucan authorship as a certainty. So far
as their knowledge extends, Luke is everywhere regarded as the
writer. How did this belief grow up and spread, if it was not
true? There is nothing in either treatise to suggest Luke, and he
is not prominent enough in Scripture to make him universally
acceptable as a conjecture. Those who wanted apostolic authority
for their own views would have made their views more conspicuous
in these books, and would have assigned the books to a person of
higher position and influence than the beloved physician, e.g. to
Timothy or Titus, if not to an Apostle. As Renan says, "There
is no very strong reason for supposing that Luke was not the
author of the Gospel which bears his name. Luke was not yet
sufficiently famous for any one to make use of his name, to give
authority to a book" (Les Evangiles, eh. xiii. p. 252, Eng. tr.
p. 132). "The placing of a celebrated name at the head of a
work . . . was in no way repugnant to the custom of the times.
But to place at the head of a document a false name and an
obscure one withal, that is inconceivable. . . . Luke had no place
in tradition, in legend, in history" (Les Apotres, p. xvii., Eng. tr.
p. u). 1 See Ramsay in the Expositor, Jan. 1898.
1 Even JUlicher still talks of" the silence of Papias" as an objection (Einl.
zn das N. T. § 27, 3, Leipzig, 1894). In the case of a writer of whose work
only a few fragments are extant, how can we know what was not mentioned in
the much larger portions which have perished? The probabilities, in the
absence of evidence, are that Papias did write of Luke. But we are not quite
without evidence. In the "Hexaemeron" of Anastasius of Sinai is a passage in
which Papias is mentioned as an ancient interpreter, and in which Lk. x. 18 is
quoted in illustration of an interpretation. Possibly the illustration is borrowed
from Papias. Lft. Supernatural Religion, pp. 186, 200. Hilgenfeld thinks
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S. LUKE THE EVANGELIST.

The name Lucas is probably an abbreviation of Lucanus, but
possibly of Lucilius, or Lucius, or Lucianus. There is, however,
no proof that Lucanus was shortened into Lucas. 1 Nevertheless
some of the oldest Latin MSS. (e.g. Corbeiensis and Vercellensis)
have secundum Lucanum as the title of the Third Gospel. Lucas,
like Apollos, Artemas, Demas, Hermas, and Nymphas, is a form
not found in classical literature, whereas Lucanus is common in
inscriptions. Lobeck has noticed that these contracted proper
names in -ii> are common in the case of slaves (Patholog. Proleg.
p. 506). Slaves were sometimes physicians, and S. Luke may
have been a freedman. Antistius, the surgeon of Julius Cresar,
and Antonius Musa, the physician of Augustus, were freedmen.
That Lucas=Lucanus is probable. 2 But that Lucanus=Silvanus, because
lucus=silva, and that therefore Luke and Silas are the same person (Van
Vloten), looks like a caricature of critical ingenuity. Equally grotesque is the
idea that Luke is the Aristion of Papias (Eus. H. E. iii. 39- 4, 6), because d.pur·
re6e1v = lucere (Lange).

Only in three places is Lk. named in Scripture ; and it is worth
noting that in all three of them the other Evangelist who is not an
Apostle is named with him (Col. iv. 10, 14; Philem. 24; 2 Tim.
iv. 11 ). These passages tell us that "the physician, the beloved
one" (6 laTpo> 6 dya11"l'JT6s), 8 was with S. Paul during the first
Roman imprisonment, when the Epistles to the Colossians and to
Philemon were written, and also during the second imprisonment,
when 2 Timothy was written. Besides telling us that Luke was a
physician very dear to the Apostle, they also tell us that he was his
"fellow-worker " in spreading the Gospel. But apparently he was
not his "fellow-prisoner." In Col. iv. 10 Aristarchus is called
uvvai~<JYTo>, and in Philem 2 3 Epaphras is called such ; but Lk.
in neither place.
Almost all critics are agreed that in Col. iv. 14 Luke is
that the preface to Papias shows that he was acquainted with the preface
to Luke. Salmon is disposed to agree with him (Intr. p. 90, ed. 5).
1 The argument from the Greek form (that AwKa.vos, not AouKa.v6s, is the
equivalent of Lucanus) is inconclusive. After about A.D. 50 forms in AouKbegin to take the place of forms in AwK-.
2 Comp. Annas for Ananus; Apollos for Apollonius (Codex Bezae, Acts
xviii. 24); Artemas for Artemidorus (Tit. iii. 12; Mart. v. 40); Cleopas for
Cleopatros; Demas for Demetrius, Demarchus for Demaratus, Nymphas for
Nymphodorus, Zenas for Zenodorus, and possibly Hermas for Hermodorua.
For other examples see Win. xvi. 5, p. 127; Lft. on Col. iv. 15; Chandler,
Grk. Accent. § 34.
a Marcion omitted these words, perhaps because he thought that an Evangelist ought not to devote himself to anything so contemptible as the human
body (Texte und Unters. viii. 4, p. 40).
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separated fr_?~ "those of the ci~cumcision,''. a.nd therefore was a
Gentile Christlan. 1 Hofmann, T1ele, and W1ttichen have not succeeded in persuading many persons that the passage does not
necessarily imply this. Whether he was a Jewish proselyte before
he was a Christian must remain uncertain : his knowledge of
Jewish affairs and his frequent Hebraisms are no proof. That he
was originally a heathen may be regarded as certain. He is the
only one of the Evangelists who was of Gentile origin; and, with
the exception of his companion S. Paul, and possibly of Apollos,
he was the only one among the first preachers of the Gospel who
had had scientific training.
If Luke was a Gentile, he cannot be identified with Lucius,
who sends a salutation from Corinth to Rome (Rom. xvi. 21). This
Lucius was Paul's kinsman, and therefore a Jew. The identification of Luke with Lucius of Cyrene (Acts xiii. 1) is less impossible.
But there is no evidence, and we do not even know that Lucas
was ever used as an abbreviation of Lucius. In Apost. Const.
vi. 18. 5 Luke is distinguished from Lucius. Nor can he be identified with Silas or Silvanus, who was evidently a Jew (Acts xv. 22 ).
Nor can a Gentile have been one of the Seventy, a tradition which
seems to have been adopted by those who made Lk. x. 1-7 the
Gospel for S. Luke's Day. The tradition probably is based solely
on the fact that Luke alone records the Mission of the Seventy
(Epiph. Hmr. ii. 51. 11, Migne, xli. 908). The same reason is fatal
to Theophylact's attractive guess, which still finds advocates, that
Lk. was the unnamed companion of Cleopas in the walk to
Emmaus (xxiv. 13), who was doubtless a Jew (vv. 27, 32). The
conjecture that Luke was one of the Greek proselytes who applied
to Philip to be introduced to Christ shortly before His Passion
(Jn. xii. 20) is another conjecture which is less impossible, but is
without evidence. In common with some of the preceding guesses
it is open to the objection that Luke, in the preface to his Gospel,
separates himself from those "who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the word " (i. 2 ). The Seventy, these
Greeks, and the companion of Cleopas were eye-witnesses, and
Lk. was not. In the two latter cases it is possible to evade this
objection by saying that Luke means that he was not an eye-witness
from the beginning, although at the end of Christ's ministry he
became such. But this is not satisfactory. He claims to be
believed because of the accuracy of his researches among the best
1
Of the six who send greetings, the first three (Aristarchus, Mark, Jesus
Justus) are doubly bracketed together: (I) as o! l!vres EK 7l'Ep1roµ/qs, (2) as µ6vo1
uweP'Yol els rT,v fJau1"/\elav rou 0eoiJ, i.e. the only Jewish converts in Rome who
loyally supported S. Paul. The second three (Epaphras, Luke, Demas) are not
bracketed together. In Philem. 23 Epaphras is uvva1xµd"ACc1Tos, and Mark,
~ristarchus, Demas, and Luke are ol uvvep"'(ol µ,ov, while Justus is not men•
tloned.
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authorities. Had he himself been an eye-witness of any portion,
would he not have let us know this? Why did he not use the first
person, as in the " we" sections in the Acts ? He belongs to the
second generation of Christians, not to the first.
It is, however, possible that Chrysostom and the Collect for
S. Luke's Day are right in identifying "the brother whose praise
in the Gospel is spread through all the Churches" ( 2 Cor. viii. 18)
with S. Luke. But the conjectures respecting this unnamed
brother are endless; and no more can be affirmed than that Luke
is a reasonable conjecture.
The attempt to show that the writer of the Third Gospel and the Acts is a
Jew is a failure ; and the suggestion that he is S. Paul is absurd. See below
(§ 5) for evidence that our Evangelist is a Gentile writing for Gentiles.

Besides the three passages in the Pauline Epistles and the
preface to the Gospel, there are three passages of Scripture which
tell us something about S. Luke, viz. the "we " sections. The first
of these (Acts xvi. 10-17) tells us that during the second missionary
journey Luke accompanied Paul from Troas to Philippi (A.D. 51 or
52), and thus brings the physician to the Apostle about the time
when his distressing malady (2 Cor. xii. 7) prostrated him in Galatia,
and thereby led to the conversion of the Galatians (Gal. iv. 13-15).
Even without this coincidence we might believe that the relation
of doctor to patient had something to do with drawing Luke to
the afflicted Apostle, and that in calling him "the physician, the
beloved one," the Apostle is not distinguishing him from some
other Luke, but indicating the way in which the Evangelist earned
his gratitude. The second section (xx. 5-xxi. 18) tells us that about
six years later (A.D. 58), during the third missionary journey, Luke
was again at Philippi I with Paul, and went with him to Jerusalem
to confer with James and the elders. And the third (xxvii. 1xxviii. 16) shows that he was with him during the voyage and
shipwreck until the arrival in Rome.
With these meagre notices of him in the N.T. our knowledge
of Luke ends. We see him only when he is at the side of his
magzster and illuminator (Tertull. Adv. Marcion. iv. 2) S. Paul.
That he was with the Apostle at other times also we can hardly
doubt,-i'nseparabilzsfait a Paulo, says Irenreus: but how often he
was with him, and in each case for how long a time, we have no
means of knowing. Tertullian perhaps means us to understand
that Luke was converted to the Gospel by Paul, and this is in itself
probable enough. And it is not improbable that it was at Tarsus,
I Renan conjectures that Luke was a native of Philippi.
Ramsay takes the
same view, suggesting that the Macedonian whom S. Paul saw in a vision (Acts
xvi. 9) was Luke himself, whom he had just met for the first time at Troail
(S. Paul the Traveller, p. 202).
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where there was a school of philosophy and literature rivalling
those of Alexandria and Athens (Strabo, xiv. 5. 13), that they first
met. Luke may have studied medicine at Tarsus. Nowhere else
in Asia Minor could he obtain so good an education : cpi>..ouorp{av
Kat T. t1Uriv 'll'atllelav lyK"vK>..iov ct'll'auav (l.c.). Our earliest authorities appear to know little or nothing beyond what can be found in
Scripture or inferred from it (Iren. i. 1. 1, 10. 1, 14. 1-4, 15. 1,
22. 3; Canon Murator. sub t'nz"t.; Clem. Alex. Strom. v. 12 sub
fin. ; Tert. Adv. Marcion. iv. 2 ). Nor can much that is very
trustworthy be gleaned from later writers. The statement of
Eusebius (H. E. iii. 4. 7) and of Jerome (De vt'r. t'll. vii.), which
may possibly be derived from Julius Africanus (Harnack, Texte
und Unters. viii. 4, p. 39), and is followed by Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, and Nicephorus, that Luke was by family of
Antioch in Syria, is perhaps only an inference from the Acts.
•
~ oe
~' To' 1uv
' yevo>
'
.. Twv
~ a'll'
• ' 'AvTioxna>
' (E us. ) need no t mean
a_ovKa>
wv
more than that Luke had a family connexion with Antioch; but it
hardly "amounts to an assertion that Luke was not an Antiochian."
Jerome says expressly Lucas medt'cus Antt'ocltenst's. This is probable
in itself and is confirmed by the Acts. Of only one of the deacons
are we told to which locality he belonged, "Nicolas a proselyte of
Antt'och" (vi. 5) 1 : and we see elsewhere that the writer was well
acquainted with Antioch and took an interest in it (xi. 19-27,
xiii. 1, xiv. 19, 21, 26, xv. 22, 23, 30, 35, xviii. 22).
Epiphanius states that Luke "preached in Dalmatia and Gallia, in Italy and
Macedonia, but first in Gallia, as Paul says of some of his companions, in his
Epistles, Crescens in Gallia, for we are not to read in Galatia, as some erroneously think, but in Ga!lia" (Hmr. ii. 5I. II, Migne, xii. 908); and Oecumenius
says that Luke went from Rome to preach in Africa. Jerome believes that his
bones were translated to Constantinople, 2 and others give Achaia or Bithyniaas
the place of his death. Gregory N azianzen, in giving an off-hand list of primitive martyrs-Stephen, Peter, Andrew, etc.-places Luke among them (Ora!.
adv. Ju!. i. 79). None of these statements are of any value.

The legend which makes Luke a painter is much more ancient
than is sometimes represented. Nicephorus Callistus (H. E. ii. 43)
in the fourteenth century is by no means the earliest authority for
it. Omitting Simeon Metaphrastes (c. A.D. 1100) as doubtful, the
Menology of the Emperor Basil n., drawn up A.D. 980, represents
1 It has been noted that of eight narratives of the Russian campaign of
18!2, three English, three French, and two Scotch, only the last (Alison and
Scott) state that the Russian General Barclay de Tolly was of Scotch
extraction.
2 His words are : Sepultus est Constantinopoli [ vixit octoginta et quatuor
annos, uxorem non habens] ad quam uroem rn'cesimo Constantii anno ossa ejus
cum reliquiis Andrem apostoli translata sunt [de Achaia]. The words in
brackets are not genuine, but are sometimes quoted as such. The first insertion
is made in more than one place in De v<r. ill. vii.
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S. Luke as painting the portrait of the Virgin. The oldest witness,
however, is Theodorus Lector, reader in the Church of Constantinople in the sixth century. Some place him as late as the eighth
century; but the name is common, and between A.D. 500 and 800
there may have been many readers of that name at Constantinople.
He says that the Empress Eudoxia found at Jerusalem a picture of
the ®rnµ:frrwp painted by Luke the Apostle, and sent it to Constantinople as a present to her daughter Pulcheria, wife of Theodosius 11.
(Collectan. i. 7, Migne, Patr. Gr. lxxxvi. 165). In 1204 this
picture was brought to Venice. In the Church of S. Maria
Maggiore at Rome, in the Capella Paolina, is a very ancient picture
of the Virgin ascribed to S. Luke. It can be traced back to
A.D. 847, and may be still older. 1 But although no such legend
seems to be known to Augustine, for he says, neque novimus faciem
virgi'nis MartiE (De Trin. viii. 5. 7), yet it is many centuries older
than Nicephorus (Kraus, Real-Enc. d. Christ. Alt. ii. p. 344, which
quotes Gliikselig, Christus-Archiiol. 101; Grimouard de S. Laurent,
Guide de l'art chret. iii. 15-20). And the legend has a strong element of truth. It points to the great influence which Luke has
had upon Christian art, of which in a real sense he may be called
the founder. The Shepherd with the Lost Sheep on His shoulders,
one of the earliest representations of Christ, comes from Lk. xv
(Tert. De Pud. vii. and x.): and both medieval and modern artists
have been specially fond of representing those scenes which are
described by S. Luke alone : the Annunciation, the Visit of Mary
to Elizabeth, the Shepherds, the Manger, the Presentation in the
Temple, Symeon and Anna, Christ with the Doctors, the Woman
at the Supper of Simon the Pharisee, Christ weeping over J erusalem, the Walk to Emmaus, the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal
Son. Many other scenes which are favourites with painters might
be added from the Acts. See below, § 6. i. d.
The four symbolical creatures mentioned in Ezek. i. and Rev.
iv., the Man, the Lion, the Ox, and the Eagle, are variously explained by different writers from Irenreus (iii. 11. 8) downwards.
But all agree in assigning the Ox or Calf to S. Luke. "This
sacerdotal animal implies Atonement and Propitiation; and this
exactly corresponds with what is supposed to be the character of
St. Luke's Gospel, as one which more especially conveys mercy to
the Penitent. . . . It begins with the Priest, dwelling on the
Priestly family of the Baptist ; and ends with the Victim, in our
Lord's death" (Isaac Williams, On the Study of the Gospels,
Pt. I. sect. vi. ).
l For an interesting account of this famous picture, and of others attributed
to the Evangelist, see The Madonna ef St. Luke, by H. I. Bolton, Putnam,
1895.
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THE SOURCES OF THE GOSPEL.

The idea of a special revelation to the Evangelist is excluded
by the prologue to the Gospel : his narrative is the result of careful enquiry in the best quarters. But (a) which "eye-witnesses
and ministers of the word" were his principal informants,
(b) whether their information was mostly oral or documentary,
(c) whether it was mostly in Aramaic or in Greek, are questions
about which he is silent. Internal evidence, however, will carry
us some way in finding an answer to them.
(a) During a large portion of the time in which he was being
prepared, and was consciously preparing himself, for writing a
Gospel, he was constantly with S. Paul ; and we may be sure that
it was among S. Paul's companions and acquaintances that Luke
obtained much of his information. It is probable that in this way
he became acquainted with some of the Twelve, with other
disciples of Christ, and with His Mother and brethren. He
certainly was acquainted with S. Mark, who was perhaps already
preparing material for his own Gospel when he and S. Luke were
with the Apostle in Rome (Col. iv. lo, 14; Philem. 24). S. Paul
himself could tell Luke only that which he himself received ( 1 Cor.
xv. 3); but he could help him to first-hand information. While
the Apostle was detained in custody at Cresarea, Luke would be
able to do a good deal of investigation, and as a physician he would
perhaps have access to people of position who could help him.
(b) In discussing the question whether the information was
given chiefly in an oral or a documentary form, we must remember
that the difference between oral tradition and a document is not
great, when the oral tradition has become stereotyped by frequent
repetition. A document cannot have much influence on a writer
who already knows its contents by heart. Luke tells us that many
documents were already in existence, when he decided to write ;
and it is improbable that he made no use of these. Some of his
sources were certainly documents, e.g. the genealogy (iii. 23-38) :
and we need not doubt that the first two chapters are made up of
written narratives, of which we can see the conclusions at i. So,
ii. 40, and ii. 52. The early narrative (itself perhaps not primary),
of which all three Synoptists make use, and which constitutes the
main portion of S. Mark's Gospel, was probably already in writing
when Lk. made use of it. S. Luke may have had the Second
Gospel itself, pretty nearly in the form in which we have it, and
may include the author of it among the 7ro'A.'A.o{ (i. l). But some
phenomena are rather against this. Luke omits (vi. 5) "the
sabbath was made for man, and not man for the sabbath" (Mk.
ii. 27). He omits the whole of Mk. vi. 45-viii. 9, which contains
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the digression into the borders of Tyre and Si don and the incident
with the Syrophenician woman, which is also in Matthew
(xv. 21-28). And all this would have been full of interest to
Luke's Gentile readers. That he had our First Gospel is much
less probable. There is so much that he would have been likely
to appropriate if he had known it, that the omission is most easily
explained by assuming that he did not know it. He omits the
visit of the Gentile Magi (Mt. ii. 1-15). At xx. 17 he omits
" Therefore I say to you, The kingdom of God shall be taken away
from you, and shall be given to a natz'on bringing forth the fruits
thereof" (Mt. xxi. 43). At xxi. 12-16 he omits "And this gospel
of the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world for a testimony
unto all the nations" (Mt. xxiv. 14 ; comp. Mk. xiii. 10). Comp.
the omission of Mt. xvii. 6, 7 at Lk. ix. 35, of Mt. xvii. 19, 20 at
Lk. ix. 43, of Cresarea Philippi (Mt. xvi. 13 ; Mk. viii. 2 7) at Lk.
ix. 18; and see p. xii. Both to S. Luke and his readers such
things would have been most significant. Again, would Luke have
left the differences between his own Gospel and that of Matthew as
they are, if he had been aware of them? Contrast Mt. ii. 14, 15
with Lk. ii. 3g, Mt. xxviii. 7, 10, 16 with Lk. xxiv. 49; and generally mark the differences between the narratives of the Nativity and
of the Resurrection in these two Gospels, the divergences in the
two genealogies, the "eight days" (Lk.) and the "six days" (Mt.
and Mk.) at the Transfiguration, and the perplexing phenomena in
the Sermon on the Mount. These points lead us to the conclusion
that Lk. was not familiar with our First Gospel, even if he knew it
at all. But, besides the early narrative, which seems to have been
nearly coextensive with our Second Gospel, Matthew and Luke
used the same collection, or two similar collections, of " Oracles "
or " Sayings of the Lord" ; and hence the large amount of matter,
chiefly discourses, which is common to Matthew and Luke, but is
not found in Mark. This collection, however, can hardly have
been a single document, for the common material is used very
differently by the two Evangelists, especially as regards arrangement.1 A Book of" Oracles" must not be hastily assumed.
In addition to these two main sources, ( 1) the narrative of
events, which he shares with Matthew and Mark, and (2) the
collection of discourses, which he shares with Matthew ; and besides (3) the smaller documents about the Infancy incorporated
in the first two chapters, which are peculiar to himself,-Luke
1 There are a few passages which are common to Mark and Luke, but are
not found in Matthew: the Demoniac (Mk. i. 23-28 = Lk. iv. 33-37);
the Journey in Galilee (Mk. i. 35-39 = Lk. iv. 42-44); the Request of the
Demoniac (Mk. v. 18 = Lk. viii. 38); the Complaint of John against the
Caster out of Demons (Mk. ix. 38 = Lk. ix. 49); the Spices brought to the
Tomb (Mk. xvi. I = Lk. xxiv. 1). Are these the result of the time when
S. Mark and S. Luke were together (Col, iv. IO, 14; Philem. 24)?
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evidently had (4) large sources of information respecting the
Ministry, which are also peculiar to himself. These are specially
prominent in chapters ix. to xix. and in xxiv. But it must not be
forgotten that the matter which S. Luke alone gives us extends over
the whole range of Christ's life, so far as we have any record of
it. It is possible that some of these sources were oral, and it is
probable that one of them was connected with the court of Herod
(iii. 1, 19, viii. 3, ix. 7-9, xiii. 31, xxiii. 7-12; Acts xiii. 1). But
we shall probably not be wrong if we conjecture that most of this
material was in writing before Luke made use of it.
It is, however, begging the question to talk of an "Ebionitic
source." First, is there any Ebionism in S. Luke? And secondly,
does what is called Ebionism in him come from a portion of his
materials, or wholly from himself? That Luke is profoundly impressed by the contrasts between wealth and poverty, and that,
like S. James, he has great sympathy with the suffering poor and
a great horror of the temptations which beset all the rich and to
which many succumb, is true enough. But this is not Ebionism.
He nowhere teaches that wealth is sinful, or that rich men must
give away all their wealth, or that the wealthy may be spoiled by
the poor. In the parable of Dives and Lazarus, which is supposed to be specially Ebionitic, the rich Abraham is in bliss with
the beggar, and Lazarus neither denounces on earth the superfluity of Dives, nor triumphs in Hades over the reversal of positions. The strongest saying of Christ against wealth, " It is easier
for a camel to go through a needle's eye, than for a rich man to
enter into the Kingdom of God" is in Matthew (xix. 24) and Mark
(x. 25) as well as in Luke (xviii. 25). So also is the story of Peter
and Andrew, James and John leaving their means of life and
following Christ (Mt. iv. 18-22; Mk. i. 16-20; Lk. v. 1-n). So
also is the story of Matthew or Levi leaving his lucrative calling to
follow Christ (Mt. ix. 9; Mk. ii. 14; Lk. v. 27, 28). In both these
cases Luke expressly states that they forsook all (v. 11, 28), which,
however, is sufficiently clear from the other narratives. In the
story about Zaccha!us, which is peculiar to Luke, this head taxcollector retains half his great wealth, and there is no hint that he
ought to have surrendered the whole of it. Elsewhere we find
touches in the other Gospels which are not in Luke, but which
would no doubt have been considered Ebionitic, if they had been
found in Luke and not in the others. Thus, in the description of
the Baptist, it is Matthew (iii. 4) and Mark (i. 6) who tell us of
John's ascetic clothing and food, about which Luke is silent. In
the parable of the Sower it is the others (Mt. xiii. 22; Mk. iv. 19)
who speak of "the deceitfulness of riches," while Luke (viii. 14) has
simply "riches." It is they who record (Mt. xix. 29; Mk. x. 29)
that Christ spoke of the blessedness of leaving relations and pro-
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perty (&:ypov<>) for His sake, where Luke (xviii. 29) omits &:ypo1k
He alone preserves Christ's declaration that he who sits at meat
is superior to him who serves (xxii. 27), and there is no hint that
to have servants is wrong. While the others tell us that Joseph
of Arimathrea was a man of rank (Mk. xv. 43) and wealth (Mt.
xxviL 57), Luke is much more explicit than they are about his
goodness and rectitude (xxiii. 50, 51), which does not look like
prejudice against the rich. And it is Luke alone who tells us of
the women, presumably well-to-do, who "ministered unto them of
their substance" (viii. 3). To which may perhaps be added the
fact that in the quotation from Ps. cvii. ro in Lk. i. 79 those "fast
bound in poverty" (TrTwxdq.) are omitted. Throughout the Third
Gospel there is a protest against worldliness; but there is no
protest against wealth. And there is no evidence that the protest
against worldliness is due to some particular source from which he
drew, and from which the others did not draw. Rather it is
something in the writer himself, being apparent in the Acts, as
well as in the Gospel; and it shows itself, sometimes in what he
selects from his materials, sometimes in the way in which he treats
it. As Jiilicher says, Man hat von dem ebionitischen charakter dieses
Evang. gesprochen und nach den judi'schen Einflussen oder Quel!en
gesucht: sehr mit Unrecht. . . . Von tendenzioser Ebionitisirung
des Evangeliums kann bei ihm nz"cht die Rede sein (Ein!. § 27,
p. 206).
(c) Frequent Hebraisms indicate that a great deal of Luke's
material was originally in Aramaic. These features are specially
common in the first two chapters. In translating Aramaic sources
Luke would have ample opportunity for exhibiting his own predilection for certain words, phrases, and constructions. If the
materials were already in Greek when Luke made use of them,
then he could and did somewhat alter the wording in appropriating them. But it will generally be found that wherever the expressions which are characteristic of him are less frequent than
usual, there we have come upon material which is common to him
and the others, and which he has adopted without much alteration.
Thus the parable of the Sower (viii. 4-15) has few marks of his
style (lv µ.lcr",!, ver. 7 ; lJ ..\6yo<> -rov ®£ov, ver. II; 8€xonai and
cicp{cr-ranai, ver. 13) which are not also in Mt. (-rov CT7r£t,pai, ver. 5)
or in both (lv -r<iJ CTTr£{pnv, ver. 5). But absence or scarcity of
Luke's characteristics is most common in those reports of discourses which are common to him and Matthew : e.g. iii. 7-9, 1 7 =
Mt. iii. 7-10, 12; vii. 6-9 =Mt. viii. 8-10; ix. 57, 58 =Mt. viii. 191
20; vii. 22-28 =Mt. x1. 4-11; vii. 31-35 =Mt. xi. 16-19. This last
passage is one of those which were excised by Marcion. As we
might expect, there is much more variation between the Gospels
in narrating the same facts than in reporting the same sayings ;
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and the greater the variation, the greater the room for marks of
individual style. But we cannot doubt that an immense amount
of what Luke has in common witll Matthew, or with both him
and Mark, was already in a Greek form before he adopted it.
It is incredible that two or three independent translations should
agree quite or almost word for word.
It is very interesting to notice how, in narratives common to
all three, individual characteristics appear: e.g. viii. 2'2-56 = Mk.
iv. 35-41, v. l-43=Mt. viii. 23-34, ix. 18-25. These narratives
swarm with marks of Luke's style, although he keeps closely to
the common material (see below, § 6. ii.). Thus he has £i71"£V 7rpor;
avTOV'>, E71"LU'TUTa, llioµ.ai <rov, etU..(Niv &.7r6, iKav6r;, ell£tTO avToii, cn!v,
v7r6<rTpHp£, 7rapa Toilr; 7r61lar;, 7rapaXP~P.a, etc., where Mark has A.i.yH
awol:r;, llillauKaA£, opKtt~ IT£, £t£A.(h'iv EK, p.£yar;, 7rap£KaA££ avT6v, P,£Ta,
v1l"ay£, 7rpor; Tovr; 11"6/lar;, £V8vr;, etc.
Moreover Luke has lv T<i'
c. t"njin., Kat OVTO'>, Kat avT6r;, V1l"UPX££v, 71"Qt; or d.7rar;, p.ovoy£v~-;;, etc.,

where the others have nothing. The following examples will repay
examination: iv. 38-41=Mk. i. 29-34=Mt. viii. 14-17; v. r2-16
= Mk. i. 10-45 =Mt. viii. r-4; v. 17-26 = Mk. ii. 1-12 =Mt. ix.
l-8; ix. 10-17=Mk. vi. 30-44=Mt. xiv. 13-21; ix. 38-4o=Mk.
ix. q, 18 =Mt. xvii. I 5, 16; and many others. It is quite evident
that in appropriating material Luke works it over with his own
touches, and sometimes almost works it up afresh; and this is
specially true of the narrative portion of the Gospel.
It is impossible to reach any certain conclusion as to the
amount of material which he had at his disposal. Some suppose
that this was very large, and that he has given us only a small
portion of it, selected according to the object which he is supposed to have had in view, polemical, apologetic, conciliatory,
or historical. Others think that his aim at completeness is too
conspicuous to allow us to suppose that he rejected anything
which he believed to be authentic. Both these views are probably
exaggerations. No doubt there are cases in which he delt"berate(y
omits what he knew well and did not question. And the reason
for omission may have been either that he had recorded something
very similar, or that the incident would be less likely to interest or
edify Gentile readers. No doubt there are other cases in which
the most natural explanation of the omission is t"gnorance : he does
not record because he does not know. We know of a small amount
which Mark alone records ; of a considerable amount which
Matthew alone records ; of a very considerable amount which
John alone records; and of an enormous amount (Jn. xxi. 25)
which no one records. To suppose that Luke knew the great
part of this, and yet passed it over, is an improbable hypothesis.
And to suppose that he knew scarcely any of it, is also improbable.
But a definite estimate cannot be made.
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The statement that Luke avoids duplicates on principle has been
made and accepted too hastily. It is quite possible that he has
deliberately omitted some things, because of their similarity to
others which he has recorded. It is possible that he has omitted
the feeding of the 4000, because he has recorded the feeding of
the 5000; and the anointing by Mary of Bethany, because of the
anointing by the sinner ; and the healing of the Syrophenician's
daughter at a distance, because of the centurion's servant at a
distance ; and the cursing of the barren fig-tree, because of the
parable of the same ; and the mocking by Pilate's soldiers, because
of the mocking by Herod's soldiers. But in many, or even most,
of these cases some other motive may have caused the omission.
On the other hand, we must look at the doublets and triplets
which he has admitted. If he made it a rule to exclude duplicates,
the exceptions are more numerous than the examples, and they
extend all through the Gospel.
The Mother of the Christ has a song (i. 46 ff.), and the father of
the Baptist has a song (68 ff.). The venerable Simeon welcomes
the infant Christ in the temple (ii. 28), and so does the venerable
Anna (38). Levi the publican is converted and entertains Jesus
(v. 27 ff.), and Zacchreus the publican also (xix. 1 ff.). The
mission of the Twelve (ix. 1) is followed by the mission of the
Seventy (x. 1). True disciples are equal to Christ's relations
(viii. 21), and to His Mother (xi. 28). Twice there is a dispute as
to who is the greatest (ix. 46, xxii. 24). Not content with the
doublets which he has in common with Mt. (viii. 19-22, ix. r6, 17,
xxiv. 40, 41), he adds a third instance (ix. 6r, 62, v. 39, xvii. 36 ?) ;
or where Mt. has only one example (xxiv. 37-39), he gives two
(xvii. 26-29). So also in the miracles. We have the widow's son
raised (vii. r4), and also Jairus' daughter (viii. 54), where no other
Evangelist gives more than one example. There are two instances
of cleansing lepers (v. r 3, xvii. r4); two of forgiving sins (v. 20,
vii. 48); three healings on the sabbath (vi. 6, xiii. ro, xiv. r);
four castings out of demons (iv. 35, viii. 29, ix. 42, xi. 14). Similar
repetition is found in the parables. The Rash Builder is followed
by the Rash King (xiv. 28-32 ), the Lost Sheep by the Lost Coin
(xv. r-ro); and the Friend at Midnight (xi. 5) does not involve
the omission of the Unrighteous Judge (xviii. 1). The exceptions
to the supposed principle are still more numerous in the shorter
sayings of Christ: viii. r 6 = xi. 33 ; viii. r 7 =xii. 2 ; viii. r8 = xix.
26; ix. 23=xiv. 27; ix. 24=xvii. 33; ix. 26=xii. 9; x. 25=xviii. r8;
xi. 43 = xx. 46; xii. r r, 12 = xxi. 14, r 5; xiv. II= xviii. r4;
xix. 44 = xxi. 6 ; and comp. xvii. 3 r with xxi. 2 1, and xxi. 2 3
with xxiii. 29. These instances, which are not exhaustive, suffice to show that the Evangelist cannot have had any very
strong objection to recording duplicate instances of simila• inci·
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Could more duplicates be found in any other

For recent (since 1885) discussions of the Synoptic problem see Badham,
The Fonnation of the Gospels, 1891; Blair, The Apostolic Gospel, 1896; Jolley,
The Synop#c Problem, 18g3; Salmon, Historical Introduction to the Books of
the N. T., 5th ed. 1891 ; Wright, The Composition of the Gospels, 1890; Synopsis
of the Gospels in Greek, 1!Sg6; Holsten, Die synopt. Evang. nach Form
ihres Inhalts dargestellt, 1886; Holtzmann, Einleitung in das N. T. 1892;
Jiilicher, Ei"ni. in das N. T. 1894; Nosgen, GeschichteJesu Christi, being Part
I. of Gesch. der N. T. 0.ffenbarung, 1891; H. H. Wendt, Die Lehre und das
Leben /esu, 1885-1890. Other literature is mentioned on p. lxxxv.
See especially Sanday in Book by Book, 1893, p. 345 ff.; in Diet. of the
Bible, 2nd ed. 1893, supplement to the article on "Gospels," pp. 1217-1243;
and in the Expositor, 4th series, Feb. to June, 1891.
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(i.) It is a disappointment that Bishop Lightfoot's admirable
article on the Acts (D.B. 2 i. pp. 25-43) does not discuss the Date.
The Bishop told the present writer that he regarded the question
of date as the province of the writer of the article on S. Luke, an
article which has not yet been rewritten. The want has, however, been to a large extent supplied in the Bampton Lectures for
1893 (Leet. vi.), and we may safely accept this guidance.
The main theories respecting the date of the Third Gospel
contend respectively for a time in or near the years A.D. 10o, A.D.
80, and A.D. 63.
(a) The strongest argument used by those who advocate a
date near the close of the first century or early in the second 1 is
the hypothesis that the author of the Third Gospel and of the
Acts had read the Antiquities of Josephus, a work published about
A.D. 94. But this hypothesis, if not absolutely untenable, is highly
improbable. The coincidences between Luke and Josephus are
not greater than might accidentally occur in persons writing independently about the same facts ; while the divergences are so
great as to render copying improbable. At any rate Josephus
must not be used both ways. If the resemblances are made to,
prove that Luke copied Josephus, then the discrepancies should
not be employed to prove that Luke's statements are erroneous.
If Luke had a correct narrative to guide him, why did he diverge
from it only to make blunders? It is much more reasonable to
suppose that where Luke differs from the Antiquities he had independent knowledge, and that he had never read Josephus.
Moreover, where the statements of either can be tested, it is Luke
who is commonly found to be accurate, whereas Josephus is often
1 Among these are Baur, Davidson, Hilgenfeld, Jacobsen, Pfleiderer, Over·
beck, Schwegler, Scholten, Volkmar, Weizsiicker, Wittichen, and Zeller. The.
more moderate of these suggest A.D. 95-105, the more extreme A.D. 120-135.
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convicted of exaggeration and error. See the authorities cited by
Lft. D.B. 2 p. 39; by Holtzmann, Einl. in d. N.T. p. 374, 1892,
a.nd by Schanz, Comm. Uber d. Evang. d. h. Lukas, p. 16, 1883.
The relation of Luke to Josephus has recently been rediscussed; on the one
side by Clemen (Die Chronqfogie der paulin. Briefa, Halle, 1893) and Krenke!
(Josephus und Lukas; der schriftstellerische Einjluss des judischen Geschichtschreibers au.f den christ!ichen, Leipzig, 1894), who regard the use of Josephm'
by Luke as certain; on the other by Belser (TMol. Quartalschrifl, 'fiibingen,
1895, 1896), who justly criticizes the arguments of these writers and especially
of Krenkel. 1 It is childish to point out that Luke, like Josephus, uses such
words as ri.'lf'Otrre"J\"11.etP, ri.rpt1<PEt1T8at, au~ri.PetP, 'lf'O.tolov, 'lf'Eµ'lf'EtP, 7rU"!l.1J, K.T."11.., in
their usual sense: and such phrases as 7rpoeKo'lf'Tev tjj tTorplq. Kai 'fi"!l.tKlfl. (Lk. ii. 52)
and e~ltTTaPTO 7rri.PT€S o! ri.KOVOPTES arlro0 t'lf'I tjj ITVPEITEt KO.I TO.LS ri.'lf'OKpllTEITtP arlroii
(ii. 47) are not strikingly similar to <ls µe-yd.X.,,, 'lf'atoelas 7rpoi1Ko7rrov t7rloOtTtv,
µvfiµy TE Kai tTUPEtTEt ooKwv otarplpetv (Jos. Vita, 2) and OavµatTas rl}v ri.7r6KptlTtP
ailroO tTorpT,v offrc.1 'YevoµeP1JP (Ant. xii. 4 9). Far more striking resemblances
may be found in writings which are indisputably independent. Luke alone in
N. T. calls the Sea of Galilee Ti Xlµv1J I'ePP1JITapb. Could he not call it a lake
without being prompted? Josephus also calls it a Xlµv.,, but his designations
all differ from Luke's : I'ePP1JtT0.p fi Xlµp1J, fi "II.. I'ePP1JIT&.p, "II.. fi I'evP1JITapi.ns, ii
I'ePP1JtTap'iTis "I\. (B. J. ii. 20. 6, iii. IO. 7; Ant. xviii. 2. I ; Vita, 65), and other
variations. Luke has 7rpolTE'lf'EITEP To'is 'Y6vatTtP 'l1JtTOu (v. 8), and Josephus has
Toi.s 'Y6vatTLP ailroii 7rp01T7re1ToPTes (Ant. xix. 3. 4). But Josephus more often
writes 7rpOIT7rl7rre'" TtPt 'lf'pOS rO. ')'6PaTa, and the more frequent phrase would
more probably have been borrowed. Comp. 1Tvvexoµev1J 7rVpET</j µE')'aAtp (Lk.
iv. 38) with Terapral'T' rvpeT</j ITVtTXeOels (Ant. xiii. 15. 5); µfi µETec.1plse1TOe
(xii. 29) with Ant. xvi. 4. 6, sub Jin. (where, however, vevec.1Tepwro is the more
probable reading); 11.rpavros ryevero ri.7r' ailrwv (xxiv. JI) with ri.rpavfis rylvero
(Ant. xx. 8. 6). In these and many other cases the hypothesis of copying is
wholly uncalled for. The expressions are not very uncommon. Some of them
perhaps are the result of both Luke and Josephus being familiar with LXX.
Others are words or constructions which are the common material of various
Greek writers. Indeed, as Belser has shown, a fair case may be made out to
show the influence of Thucydides on Luke. In a word, the theory that Luke
had read Josephus "rests on little more than the fact that both writers relate
or allude to the same events, though the differences between them are really
more marked than the resemblances" (Sanday, Bampton Lectures, 1893, p.
278). As Schiirer and Salmon put it, if Luke had read Josephus, he must
very quickly have forgotten all that he read in him. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 30.

In itself, the late date A.D. 100 is not incredible, even for those
who are convinced that the writer is Luke, and that he never read
Josephus. Luke may have been quite a young man, well under
thirty, when he first joined S. Paul, A.D. 50-52; and he may have
been living and writing at the beginning of the second century.
But the late date has nothing to recommend it; and we may
believe that both his writings would have assumed a different
form, had they been written as late as this. Would not oXpiuTo<;,
which is still a title and means "the Messiah" (ii. 26, iii. 15, iv. 41,
ix. 20, xx. 41, xxii. 67, xxiii. 35, 39, xxiv. 26, 46), have become a
J F. Bole, Flavius Josephus iiber Christus und die Christen in den Judischen
Alterthiimern, Brixen, 1896, defends the disputed passage about Christ (xviii •
.3· 3) rather than the independence of S. Luke.
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proper name, as in the Epistles ? Would not & Kvpio~, as a
designation of Jesus Christ, have been still more frequent? It is
not found in Matthew or Mark (excepting in the disputed
appendix); but it is the invariable designation in the Gospel of
Peter. In Luke (vii. 13, x. 1, xi. 39, xii. 42, xiii. 151 xvii. 5, 6,
xviii. 6, xix. 8, xxii. 61, xxiv. 34) and in John this use is beginning, but it is still exceptional. Above all, would xxi. 32 have stood
as it does, at a date when "this generation" had "passed away"
without seeing the Second Advent? Moreover, the historical
atmosphere of the Acts is not that of A.D. 95-135. In the Acts the
Jews are the persecutors of the Christians ; at this late date the
Jews were being persecuted themselves. Lastly, what would have
induced a compant"on of S. Paul, whether Luke or not, to wat"t so long
before publt"shing the results of his researches 7 Opportunities of
contact with those who had been eye-witnesses would have been
rapidly vanishing during the last twenty years.
(b) The intermediate date of A.D. · 75-80 has very much
more to recommend it. 1 It avoids the difficulties just mentioned. It accounts for the occasional but not yet constant
use of o Kvpio~ to designate Jesus. It accounts for the omission of the very significant hint, " let him that readeth understand" (Mk. xiii. 14; Mt. xxiv. 15). When the first two Gospels
(or the materials common to both) were compiled, the predicted
dangers had not yet come but were near ; and each of these
Evangelists warns his readers to be on the alert. When the Third
Gospel was written, these dangers were past. It accounts for the
greater definiteness of the prophecies respecting the destruction of
Jerusalem as given by Luke (xix. 43, 44, xxi. 10-24), when compared with the records of them in Mark (xiii. 14-19) and Matthew
(xxiv. 15-22). After the destruction had taken place the tradition
of the prediction might be influenced by what was known to have
happened ; and this without any conscious tampering with the
report of the prophecy. The possibility of this influence must be
admitted, and with it a possibility of a date subsequent to A.D. 70
for the Gospel and the Acts. Twice in the Gospel (viii. 51, ix. 28),
as in the Acts (i. 13), Luke places John before his elder brother
James, which Mt. and Mk. never do; and this may indicate that
Luke wrote after John had become the better known of the two.
Above all, such a date allows sufficient time for the " many " to
" draw up narratives " respecting the acts and sayings of Christ.
1 Some year between A.D. 70 and 95 is advocated by Beyschlag, Bleek,
Cook, Credner, De Wette, Ewald, Glider, Holtzmann ?, Jiilicher, Keim?,
Kostlin, Lechler, Lekebusch, Mangold, Ramsay, Renan, Reuss, Sanday,
Schenkel, Trip, Tobler, Weiss, and others. And the more trustworthy of these,
e.g-. Ramsay, Sanday, and Weiss, are disposed to make A.D. 8o the latest date
that can reasonably be assip;ned to the Gospel, or even to the Acts.
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(c) The early date of about A.D. 63 still finds advocates; 1 and
no doubt there is something to be said for it. Quite the simplest
explanation of the fact that S. Paul's death is not recorded in the Acts
is that it had not taken place. If that explanation is correct the
Third Gospel cannot be placed much later than A.D. 63. Again,
the writer of the Acts can hardly have been familiar with the
Epistles to the Corinthians and the Galatians : otherwise he would
have inserted some things and explained others (Salmon, Hist.
.lnt. to N.T. p. 319, ed. 5). How long might Luke have been
without seeing these Epistles? Easily till A.D. 63; but less easily
till A.D. 80. Once more, when Luke records the prophecy of
Agabus respecting the famine, he mentions that it was fulfilled
(Acts xi. 28). When he records the prophecy of Christ respecting
the destruction of Jerusalem (xxi. 5-36), he does not mention that
it was fulfilled. The simplest explanation is that the destruction
had not yet taken place. And, if it be said that the prediction of
it has been retouched in Luke's record in order to make it more
distinctly in accordance with facts, we must notice that the words,
"Let them that are in Judreafi'ee to the mountains," are in all three
reports. The actual flight seems to have been, not to the mountains, but to Pella in north Pera~a; and yet "to the mountains "
is still retained by Luke (xxi. 21 ). Eusebius says that there was
a "revelation" before the war, warning the Christians not only to
leave the city, but to dwell in a town called Pella (H. E. iii. 5. 3).
This "revelation" is evidently an adaptation of Christ's prophecy;
and here we reasonably suspect that the detail about Pella has been
added after the event. But there is nothing of it in Luke's report.
Nevertheless, the reasons stated above, and especially those
derived from the prologue to the Gospel, make the intermediate
date the most probable of the three. It combines the advantages
of the other two dates and avoids the difficulties of both. It may
be doubted whether any of the Gospels, as we have them, was
written as early as A.D. 63; and if the Third Gospel is placed
after the death of S. Paul, one main reason for placing it before
A.D. 70 is gone.
(ii.) As to the Place in which Luke wrote his Gospel we
have no evidence that is of much value. The Gospel itself gives
no sure clue. The peculiarities of its diction point to a centre
in which Hellenistic influences prevailed ; and the way in which
places in Palestine are mentioned have been thought to indicate that the Gospel was written outside Palestine (i. 26,
ii. 4, iv. 31, viii. 26, xxiii. 51, xxiv. 13). The first of these
considerations does not lead to anything very definite, and the
1 Among them are Alford, Ebrard, Farrar, Gloag, Godet, Grau, Guerike,
Hahn, Hitzig, Hofmann, Hug, Keil, Lange, Lumby, Nosgen, Oosterzee, Resch,
Riehm, Schaff, Schanz (67-70), Thiersch, Tholuck, Wieseler, and now Blass.
Harnack gives A.D. 78-93 as the limit.·
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second has little or no weight. The fact that the Gospel was
written for readers outside Palestine, who were not familiar with
the country, accounts for all the topographical expressions. We
do not know what evidence Jerome had for the statement which
he makes in the preface to his commentary on S. Matthew :
Tertius Lucas medicus, nati'one Syrus Anti'ochensis (cujus !aus in
Evangelio), quiet discipu!us aposto!i Pauli, in Achaire Bceotireque
partibus volumen condidit (2 Cor. viii.), qumdam altius repetens,
et ut ipse in protEmi'o conjitetur, audita magzs, quam vzsa describen$
(Migne, xxvi. 18), where some MSS. have Bithynim for BtEotim.
Some MSS. of the Peshitto give Alexandria as the place of composition, which looks like confusion with Mark. Modern guesses
vary much: Rome (Holtzmann, Hug, Keim, Lekebusch, Zeller),
Cresarea (Michaelis, Schott, Thiersch, Tholuck), Asia Minor
(Hilgenfeld, Overbeck), Ephesus (Ki:istlin), and Corinth (Godet).
There is no evidence for or against any of them.
§

5.

OBJECT AND PLAN.

(i.) The immediate Object is told us in the preface. It was
written to give Theophilus increased confidence in the faith which
he had adopted, by supplying him with further information
respecting its historical basis. That Theophilus is a real person,
and not a symbolical personage representing devout Christians in
general, 1 is scarcely doubtful, although Bishop Lightfoot, with
characteristic caution, has warned us not to be too confident of
this. A real person is intrinsically more probable. The name
was a very common one,-fairly frequent among Jews, and very
frequent among Gentiles. It is thus quite unlike such obviously
made up names as Sophron and N eologus in a modern book,
or Philotheus, to whom Ken dedicates his Manual of Prayer for
Winchester scholars. Moreover, the epithet Kp&:nuT£ is far more
likely to have been given to a real person than to a fictitious one.
It does not however necessarily imply high rank or authority (Acts
xxiii. 26, xxiv. 3, xxvi. 25), and we must be content to be in ignorance as to who Theophilus was and where he lived. But the tone
of the Gospel leads us to regard him as a representative Gentile
convert, who was anxious to know a good deal more than the few
fundamental facts which were taught to catechumens. The topographical statements mentioned above, and such remarks as "the
1 The idea that Theophilus may symbolize the true disciple is as old as
Origen (Hom. i. in Luc.), and is adopted by Ambrose: scnptum est eoangelium
ad Theophilum, hoe est ad euf11 quem Deus dilig# (Comm. in Luc. i. 3).
Epiphanius regards the name's denoting 'll"iis 4v8pW7ros 0eov <i')'a.7rwv as a possible
alternative (Hlllr. ii. I. 5r, Migne, xii. goo).
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feast of unleavened bread which i:; called the passover" (xxii. 1),
would not have been required for a Jewish convert.
But, although Theophilus was almost certainly an actual person
well known to Luke, we need not suppose that the Evangelist had
only this one reader in view when he wrote. It is evident that he
writes for the instruction and encouragement of all Gentile converts, and possibly Greek-speaking converts in particular. Theophilus is to be the patron of the book with a view to its
introduction to a larger circle of readers. Perhaps Luke hoped
that Theophilus would have it copied and disseminated, as he
probably did.
Among the many indications that the book is written by a
Gentile for Gentiles are the substitution of Greek for Hebrew names,
o Z11>..wT1]<> for o Kavaval:oi; (vi. 15; Acts i. 13), and Kpavfov for
l'o>..yo8a (xxiii. 33); his never using 'Pa{3{3tl as a form of address,
but either 81McrKaA£ or i.11"tcrTarn; 1 his comparatively sparing use
of &µ-r]v (seven times as against thirty in Matthew), for which he
sometimes substitutes &.>..110ws (ix. 27, xii. 44, xxi. 3) or €7r' &>..110£{ai;
(iv. 25, xxii. 59); his use of vo1uK6s for ypaµµaT£v<; (vii. 30, x. 25,
xi. 45, 46, 52, xiv. 3); his adding aKaOapTov as an epithet to
8mµ6vwv (iv. 33), for Gentiles believed in good 8aiµ6vta, whereas
to a Jew all 8aiµ6via were evil ; his avoiding Jl-ET£µopcpti:i()11 (Mk.
ix. 2 ; Mt. xvii. 2) in his account of the Transfiguration (ix. 29), a
word which might have suggested the metamorphoses of heathen
deities ; his notice of the Roman Emperor (ii. 1 ), and using his
reign as a date (iii. 1) ; his tracing the Saviour's descent to Adam,
the parent of Gentile as well as Jew (iii. 38). Although full
honour is shown to the Mosaic Law as binding on Jews (ii. 21,
27, 39, v. 14, x. 26, xvi. 17, 29-31, xvii. 14, xviii. 20), yet there is
not much appeal to it as of interest to his readers. Luke has no
parallels to Mt. v. 17, 19, 20, 21, 27, 31, 33, xii. 5-7, 17-20,
xv. r-20. The quotations from the Old Testament are few as
compared with Matthew, and they are found mostly in the sayings
of Christ (iv. 4, 8, 12, 18, 19, 26, vi. 4, vii. 27, viii. 10, xiii. 19,
28, 29, 35, xviii. 20, xix. 46, xx. 17, ;;7, 42, 43, xxi. 10, 24, 26, 27,
35, xxii. 37, 69, xxiii. 30, 46) or of others (i. 15, 17, 37, 46-55,
68-79, ii. 30, 31, 32, iv. 10, 11, x. 27, xx. 28). Very little is said
about the fulfilment of prophecy, which would not greatly interest
Gentile readers (iii. 4, iv. 21, xxi. 22, xxii. 37, xxiv. 44); and of
these five instances, all but the first occur in sayings of Christ
addressed to Jews. Many of the quotations noted above are mere
•
1 The following Hebrew or Aramaic words, which occur in the other Gospels,
are not found in Luke: 'AfJ{Jfi (Mk.), Boa11'l)p-yes (Mk.), ra.fJfJa.Ofi (Jn.),
'EfJpa.i.irrl (Jn.), 'Eµ.µ.a.11ovfi'A (Mt.), itf>tf>a.Oa (Mk. ), KopfJii.11 (Mk. ), KopfJo.vas
(Mt.), Mecrcrlas (Jn.), W<Ta.1111&. (Mt. Mk. Jn.), together with the sayings, Ta.'A«04
o:oliµ• (Mk.) and {J..wt. Awt. K. r. \, (Mt. Mk. ).
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reproductions, more or less conscious, of the words of Scripture ;
but the following are definitely given as citations: ii. 23, 24, iii. 4,
iv. 4, 8, lo, u, 12, 18, 19, vii. 27, x. 27, xviii. 20, xix. 46, xx. 17,
:18, 37, 42, 43, xxii. 37 Excepting vii. 27, they may all have come
from LXX.1 And vii. 2 7 does not agree with either the Hebrew
or LXX of Mal. iii. 1, and is no evidence that the Evangelist
knew Hebrew. But, excepting Eyw, it agrees verbatim with Mt.
xi. lo, and we need not doubt that both Evangelists used the same
source and copied it exactly. Add to these his command of the
Greek language and his use of " J ud:.ea " for the land of the Jews,
i.e. the whole of Palestine (i. 5, iv. 44 ?, vii. I 7, xxiii. 5 ; Acts ii. 9,
x. 37, xi. 1, 29). This combination of non-Jewish features would
be extraordinary in a treatise written by a Jew or for Jews. It is
thoroughly intelligible in one written by a Gentile for Gentiles.
In his desire to give further instruction to Theophilus and
many others like him, it is evident that Luke aims atfulness. He
desires to make his Gospel as complete as possible. This is clearly
indicated in the prologue. He has " traced up the course· of all
things accurately from the first" (tlvwfhv micnv), in order that
Theophilus may "know in full detail" (Emyv<{is) the historic
foundqtions of the faith. And it is equally clearly seen in the
Gospel itself. Luke begins at the very beginning, far earlier than
any other Evangelist; not merely with the birth of the Christ, but
with the promise of the birth of the Forerunner. And he goes on
to the very end : not merely to the Resurrection but to the Ascension. Moreover his Gospel contains an immense proportion of
material which is peculiar to himself. According to one calculation, if the contents of the Synoptic Gospels are divided into 172
sections, of these J7 2 Luke has l 2 7 (!), Matthew 1l4 (~ ), and
Mark 84 (}); and of these 172 Luke has 48 which are peculiar to
himself (-f), Matthew has 22 (~), and Mark has 5 (;;;1..,). According
to another calculation, if the total be divided into l 24 sections, of
these Lk. has 93, Matthew 78, and Mark 67; and of these 124
Luke has 38 peculiar to himself, Matthew 17, and Mark 2. 2 The
portions of the Gospel narrative which Luke alone has preserved
for us are among the most beautiful treasures which we possess,
and we owe them in a great measure to his desire to make his
collection as full as possible.
1 Jerome (Conznz. in Is. vi. 9, Migne, xxiv. 100) says, Evangelistam Lucam
tradunt veteres Ecclesim tractatores medicinm artis fuisse scientt"ssimum, et
magis Grmcas litteras scisse quam Hebrmas. Unde et sermo ~jus, tam in Evanplio quam in Actibus .dpostolorum, z"d est in utroque volumine comp#or est, et
recularem redolet eloquentiam, magisque testimoniis Grmcis utitur quam Hebrmis.
2 Six miracles are peculiar to Luke, three to Matthew, and two to Mark.
Eighteen parables are peculiar to Luke, ten to Matthew, and one to Mark.
See p. xii. For other interesting statistics respecting the relations between the
Synoptists see Westcott, Intr. to Gorpels, pp. 194 ff.
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It is becoming more and more generally admitted that the old
view of the purpose of Gospel and Acts is not far off the truth. It
was Luke's intention to write history, and not polemical or apologetic treatises. It was his aim to show all Christians, and especi·
ally Gentile Christians, on how firm a basis of fact their belief was
founded. The Saviour had come, and He had come to save the
whole human race. The work of the Christ and the work of His
Apostles proved this conclusively. In the Gospel we see the
Christ winning salvation for the whole world ; in the Acts we see
His Apostles carrying the good tidings of this salvation to the
whole world. Luke did not write to depreciate the Twelve in the
interests of S. Paul; nor to vindicate S. Paul against the attacks of
Judaizing opponents; nor yet to reconcile the Judaizers with the
disciples of S. Paul. A Gospel which omits the severe rebuke
incurred by Peter (Mt. xvi. 23 ; Mk. viii. 33), the ambitious
request of James and John (Mt. xx. 21; Mk. x. 37), the boastful
declaration of loyalty made by all the Twelve (Mt. xxvi. 35 ; Mk.
xiv. 31), and the subsequent flight of all (Mt. xxvi. 56; Mk.
xiv. 50); which promises to the Twelve their judgment-thrones
(xxii. 30), and trusts them with the conversion of" all the nations"
(xxiY. 47), cannot be regarded as hostile to the Twelve. And why
address a vindication of Paul to a representative Gentile? Lastly,
how could J udaizers be conciliated by such stern judgments on
Judaism as Luke has recorded ? See, for instance, the following
passages, all of them from what is peculiar to Luke: iv. 28, 29,
x. IO, 11, 31, 32, xi. 39, 40, xii. 47, xiii. 1-5, 15, xvi. 15, xvii. 18,
xviii. 10-14, xxiii. 28-31; Acts ii. 23, v. 30, vii. 51-53, etc. It is
well that these theories as to the purpose of the Evangelist have
been propounded : the examination of them is most instructive.
But they do not stand the test of careful investigation. S. Luke
remains unconvicted of the charge of writing party pamphlets
under the cover of fictitious history.
(ii.) The Plan of the Gospel is probably not elaborated. In
the preface Luke says that he means to write "in order" (Kafh~~!;),
and this most naturally means in chronological order. Omitting
the first two chapters and the last chapter in each case, the
main features of the First and Third Gospels agree ; and in outline
their structure agrees to a large extent with that of the Second.l
LukP perhaps took the tradition which underlies all three Gospels
as his chief guide, and inserted into it what he had gathered from
other sources. In arranging the additional material he followed
chronology, where he had any chronological clue ; and where he
1 As regards order, in the first half the Second and Third Gospels commonly
agree, while the First varies. In the second half the First and Second com·
monly agree, while the Third varies. Matthew's additions to the common
material are mostly in the first half.; Luke's are mostly in the second.
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had none (which perhaps was often the case), he placed similar
incidents or sayings in juxtaposition.
But a satisfactory solution of the perplexing phenomena has not yet been
found : for what explains one portion of them with enticing clearness cannot be
made to harmonize with another portion. We may assert with some confidence
that Luke generally aims at chronological order, and that on the whole he
attains it; but that he sometimes prefers a different order, and that he often,
being ignorant himself, leaves us also in ignorance as to chronology. Perhaps
also some of his chronological arrangements are not correct.
The chronological sequence of the Acts cannot be doubted; and this is
strong confirmation of the view that the Gospel is meant to be chronological in
arrangement. Comp. the use of Ka0<~?js viii. I ; Acts iii. 24, xi. 4, xviii. 23.
That the whole Gospel is elaborately arranged to illustrate the development
and connexion of certain theological ideas does not harmonize with the impression which it everywhere gives of transparent simplicity. That there was
connexion and development in the life and work of Christ need not be doubted ;
and the narrative which reports that life and work in its true order will illustrate
the connexion and development. But that is a very different thing from the
supposition that Luke first formed a scheme, and then arranged his materials to
illustrate it. So far as there is " organic structure and dogmatic connexion " in
the Third Gospel, it is due to the materials rather than to the Evangelist.
Attempts to trace this supposed dogmatic connexion are instructive in two
ways. They suggest a certain number of connexions, which (whether intended
or not) are illuminative. They also show, by their extraordinary divergences,
bow far we are from anything conclusive in this direction. The student who
compares the schemes worked out by Ebrard ( Gosp. Hist. I. i. I, § 20, 21 ),
McClellan (.N. T. pp. 427 ff.), Oosterzee (Lange's Comm. Int. § 4), and Westcott (Int. to Gospels, eh. vii. note G) will gather various suggestive ideas, but
will also doubt whether anything like any one of them was in the mind of the
Evangelist.

The analysis which follows is obtained by separating the
different sections and grouping them under different heads. There
is seldom any doubt as to where one section ends and another
begins ; and the grouping of the sections is avowedly tentative.
But most analyses recognize a break between chapters ii. and iii.,
at or about ix. 51 and xix. 28, and between chapters xxi. and xxii.
If we add the preface, we have six divisions to which the numerous sections may be assigned. In the two main central divisions,
which together occupy nearly seventeen chapters, some subsidiary
grouping has been attempted, but without confidence in its correctness. It may, however, be conducive to clearness, even if
nothing of the kind is intended hy S. Luke. 1 The mark § indicates
that this portion is found in Luke alone; • that it is common to
Luke and Mark; t that it is common to Luke and Matthew; *that
it is common to all three.
1 The divisions and subdivisions of the Gospel in the text of WH. are most
instructi.ve. Note whether paragraphs and sentences have spaces between them
or not, and whether sentences begin with a capital letter 01 not. The analysis
of the Gospel by Sanday in Book by Book, pp. 402-404 (Isbister, 1893), will be
found very helpful.
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There is a presumption that what is peculiar to Luke comes from some
source that was not used by Mark or Matthew ; and this presumption is in some
cases a strong one; e.g. the Examination of Christ before Herod, or the Walk
to Emmaus; but all that we know is that Luke has preserved something which
they have not. Again there is a presumption that what is given by Luke and
Matthew, but omitted by Mark, comes from some source not employed by the
latter; and this presumption is somewhat stronger when what is given by them,
but omitted by him, is not narrative but discourse ; e.g. the Parable of the
Lost Sheep. Yet the book of " Oracles," known to Matthew and Luke, but
not known to Mark, is nothing more than a convenient hypothesis for which a
good deal may be said. And it would be rash to affirm that the few (p. xxiv)
sections which are found in Mark and Luke, but not in Matthew, such as the
V.'idow's Mite, come from some source unknown to Matthew. The frequency
of the mark § gives some idea of what we should have lost had S. Luke not
been moved to write. And it must be remembered that in the sections which
are common to him and either or both of the others he often gives touches of
his own which are of the greatest value. Attention is frequently called to these
in the notes. They should be contrasted with the additions made to the
Canonical Gospels in the apocryphal gospels.

I. i. 1-4. §THE PREFACE.
l'HE GOSPEL.

THE SOURCES AND OBJECT Oil

II. i. 5-ii. 52. §THE GOSPEL OF THE INFANCY.
i. The Annunciation of the Birth of the Forerunner (5-2 5).
2. The Annunciation of the Birth of the Saviour (26-38).
3. The Visit of the Mother of the Saviour to the Mother of
the Forerunner (39-56).
4. The Birth of the Forerunner (57-80).
5. The Birth of the Saviour (ii. 1-20).
6. The Circumcision and Presentation of the Saviour
. (2I-40).
7. The Boyhood of the Saviour (41-52).
III. iii. 1-ix. 50. THE MINISTRY, MAINLY IN GALILEE.
i. The External Preparation for the Ministry; The Preach•
ing of the Baptist (iii. 1-22 ).
1. §The Date (1, 2).
2. * The New Prophet, his Preaching, Prophecy, and
Death (3-20 ).
3. * He baptizes the Christ ( 21, 22 ).
§The Genealogy of the Christ (23-38).
ii. The Internal Preparatz"on for the Ministry; * Tk Tempta·
tion (iv. 1-13).
iii. The Ministry £n Galilee (iv. 14-ix. 50).
1. Visit to Nazareth; At Capernaum an unclean Demon
cast out (iv. 14-44).
2. §*The Miraculous Draught and the Call of Simon ,
*Two Healings which provoke Controversy ; *The
Call of Levi ; *Two Sabbath Incidents which
provoke Controversy (v. 1-vi. r 1).
0
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3. *The Nomination of the Twelve ; t The Sermon " on
the Level Place"; t The Centurion's Servant;
§The Widow's Son at Nain; t The Message from
the Baptist; §The Anointing by the Sinner; §The
Ministering Women ; *The Parable of the Sower;
*The Relations of Jesus; *The Stilling of the Tempest; *The Gerasene Demoniac; *The Woman with
the Issue and the Daughter of Jairus (vi. 12-viii. 56).
4. ""The Mission of the Twelve; *The Feeding of the
Five Thousand; * Peter's Confession and the First
Prediction of the Passion ; *The Transfiguration ;
*The Demoniac Boy ; *The Second Prediction of
the Passion ; *Who is the greatest? Not against
us is for us (ix. 1-50 ).
0

IV. ix. 51-xix. 28. THE JOURNEYINGS TOWARDS JERUSALEM:
MINISTRY OUTSIDE GALILEE.
i. The departure from Galilee and First Period of the
Journey (ix. 51-xiii. 35).
1. §The Samaritan Village; t§ Three Aspirants to Discipleship ; § The Seventy : The Lawyer's Questions
and §the Good Samaritan ; § Mary and Martha
(ix. 51-x. 42).
.
:i.
Prayer; *Casting out Demons by Beelzebub; §True
Blessedness; *The Demand for a Sign : § Denunciation of Pharisaism ; t Exhortation to Sincerity ;
§The Avaricious Brother; §The Rich Fool; God's
Providential Care; §The Signs of the Times (xi. 1xii. 59).
3. §Three Exhortations to Repentance; §The Woman
with a Spirit of Infirmity; *The Mustard Seed;
t The Leaven; The Number of the Saved; §The
Message to Anti pas and t the Lament over J erusalem (xiii. 1-35).
ii. The Second Period of the Journey (xiv. 1-xvii. 10).
r. §The Dropsical Man ; § Guests and Hosts; § The
Great Supper; §The Conditions of Discipleship;
t The Lost Sheep ; § The Lost Coin ; § The Lost
Son (xiv. 1-xv. 32).
2. §The Unrighteous Steward; §t Short Sayings; §The
Rich Man and Lazarus; Four Sayings on *Offences,
§Forgiveness, t Faith, §Works (xvi. 1-xvii. 10 ).
m. The Third Pen"od of the Journey (xvii. 11-xix. 28).
1. §The Ten Lepers; §*The coming of the Kingdom;
§ The Unrighteous Judge; §The Pharisee and the
Publican (xvii. r r-xviii. 14.).
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*Little Children; *The Rich Young Ruler; *The
Third Prediction of the Passion ; *The Blind Man
at Jericho; § Zacchreus; §The Pounds (xviii. 15xix. 28).

V. xix. 29-xxi. 38. LAST DAYS OF PUBLIC TEACHING:
MINISTRY IN JERUSALEM.
1. *The Triumphal Procession and §Predictive Lamentation; *The Cleansing of the Temple (xix. 29-.48).
2. The Day of Questions. *Christ's Authority and John's
Baptism ; * The Wicked Husbandmen ; *Tribute ;
*The Woman with Seven Husbands; *David's Son
and Lord ; *The Scribes ; The Widow's Mite;
*§Apocalyptic Discourse (xx. 1-xxi. 38).
0

VI. xxii.-xxiv. THE PASSION AND THE RESURRECTION.
1. The Passion (xxii. 1-xxiii. 56).
l. *The Treachery of Judas (xxii. 1-6).
2. *The Paschal Supper and Institution of the Eucharist;
*The Strife about Priority; §The New Conditions
(xxii. 7-38).
3. *§The Agony; * The Arrest; * Peter's Denials ; The
Ecclesiastical Trial; *The Civil Trial ; § Jesus
sent to Herod; * Sentence; *Simon of Cyrene;
§ The Daughters of Jerusalem ; * The Crucifixion ;
§The Two Robbers ; • The Death (xxii. 39xxiii. 49).
4. * The Burial (xxiii. 50-56).
u. The Resurrection and the Ascenst'on (xxiv.).
1. *§The Women at the Tomb (1-11).
2. § rPeter at the Tomb (12).]
3. §The Walk to Emmaus (13-32).
4. §The Appearance to the Eleven (33-43)
5. §Christ's. Farewell Instructions (44-49).
6. §The Departure (50-53).
Note that each of the three divisions of the Ministry begins
with scenes which are typical of Christ's rejection by His people :
the Ministry in Galilee with the attempt on His life at Nazareth
(iv. 28-30); the Ministry outside Galilee with the refusal of
Samaritans to entertain Him (ix. 51-56); and that in Jerusalem
with the Lament over the city (xix. 41-44). In the first and last
case the tragic rejection is heightened by being preceded by a
momentary welcome.
It will be useful to collect for separate consideration the Miracles and the
Parables which are recorded by S. Luke.
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Unclean Demon cast out.
* Peter's Wife's Mother healed.
§ Miraculous Draught of Fish.
* Leper cleansed.
• Palsied healed.
* Withered Hand restored.
t Centurion's Servant healed.
§ Widow's Son raised.
* Tempest stilled.
* Gerasene Demoniac.
"Woman with the Issue.
" J airus' Daughter raised.
* Five Thousand fed.
*Demoniac Boy.
t Dumb Demon cast out.
§ Spirit of Infirmity.
§ Dropsical Man.
§ Ten Lepers cleansed.
* Blind Man at Jericho.
§ Malchus' ear.
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PARABLES.

§ Two Debtors.
*Sower.
§ Good Samaritan.
§ Friend at midnight
§Rich Fool.
§ Watchful Servants.
§ Barren Fig-tree.
* Mustard Seed.
t Leaven.
§ Chief Seats.
§ Great Supper.
§ Rash Builder.
§Rash King.
t Lost Sheep.
§Lost Coin.
§Lost Son.
§ Unrighteous Steward.
§ Dives and Lazarus.
§ Unprofitable Servants.
§ Unrighteous Judge.
§ Pharisee and Publican.
§Pounds.
* Wicked Husbandmen.

Thus, out of twenty miracles recorded by Luke, six are peculiar to him;
while, out of twenty-three parables, all but five are peculiar to him. And he
omits only eleven, ten peculiar to Matthew, and one peculiar to Mark (iv. 26-29).
Whence did Luke obtain the eighteen parables which he alone records? And
whence did Matthew obtain the ten parables which he alone records? If the
'' Oracles" contained them all, why does each Evangelist omit so many? If
S. Luke knew our Matthew, why does he omit all these ten, especially the
Two Sons (Mt. xxi. 28-32), which points to the obedience of the Gentiles (see
p. xxiv ). In illustration of the fact that the material common to all three
Gospels consists mainly of narratives rather than discourses, it should be noticed
that most of the twenty miracles in Luke are in the other two also, whereas
only three of the twenty-three parables in Luke are also in Matthew and Mark.
It is specially worthy of note that the eleven miracles recorded by all three
occur m the same order in each of the Gospels ; and the same is true of the
three parables which are common to all three. Moreover, if we add to these the
three miraculous occurrences which attest the Divinity of Christ, these also are
in the same order in each. The Descent of the Spirit with the Voice from
Heaven at the Baptism precedes all. The Transfiguration is placed between
the feeding of the 5000 and the healing of the demoniac boy. The Resurrection
closes all. Evidently the order had already been fixed in the material which all
three Evangelists employ.
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CHARACTERISTICS, STYLE, AND LANGUAGE.

(i.) It has already been pointed out (p. xxxv) that Luke aims at
fulness and completeness. (a) Comprehensiveness is a charac·
teristic of his Gospel. His Gospel is the nearest approach to a
biography ; and his object seems to have been to give his readers
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as full a picture as he could of the life of Jesus Christ, in all the
portions of it-infancy, boyhood, manhood-respecting which he
had information.
But there is a comprehensiveness of a more important kind
which is equally characteristic of him : and for the sake of a
different epithet we may say that the Gospel of S. Luke is in a
special sense the universat Gospel. All four Evangelists tell us
that the good tidings are sent to "all the nations" (Mt. xxviii. 19;
Mk. xiii. lO; Lk. xxiv. 47) independently of birth (Jn. i. r2, 13).
But no one teaches this so fully and persistently as S. Luke. He
gives us, not so much the Messiah of the O.T., as the Saviour of
all mankind and the Satisfier of all human needs. Again and
again he shows us that forgiveness and salvation are offered to all,
and offered freely, independently of privileges of birth or legal
observances. Righteousness of heart is the passport to the Kingdom of God, and this is open to everyone ; to the Samaritan
(ix. 51-56, x. 30-37, xvii. II-r9) and the Gentile (ii. 32, iii. 6, 38,
iv. 25-2 7, vii. 9, x. l, xiii. 29, xxi. 24, xxiv. 4 7) as well as to the
Jew (i. 33, 54, 68-79, ii. lo) ; to publicans, sinners, and outcasts
(iii. 12, 13, v. 27-32, vii. 37-50, xv. l, 2, rr-32, xviii. 9-14, xix.
2-10, xxiii. 43) as well as to the respectable (vii. 36, xi. 37, xiv. l);
to the poor (i. 53, ii. 7, 8, 24,iv. 18, vi. 20, 21, vii. 22, xiv. 13, 21,
xvi. 20, 23) as well as to the rich (xix. 2, xxiii. 50). And hence
Dante calls S. Luke "the writer of the story of the gentleness of
Christ," scriba mansuetudinis Christi (De Monarchia, i. 16 [ 18],
ed. Witte, 1874, p. 33; Church, p. 210). It cannot be mere
accident that the parables of the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal
Son, the Great Supper, the Pharisee and the Publican, the rebukes
to intolerance, and the incidents of the sinner in the house of
Simon, and of the penitent robber are peculiar to this Gospel. Nor
yet that it omits Mt. vii. 6, x. 5, 6, xx. 16, xxii. 14, which might be
regarded as hostile to the Gentiles. S. Luke at the opening of the
ministry shows this universal character of it by continuing the
great prophecy from Is. xl. 3 ff. (which all four Evangelists quote)
till he reaches the words "All flesh shall see the salvation of God"
(iii. 6). And at the close of it he alone records the gracious
declaration that "the Son of Man is come to seek and to save that
which was lost" (xix. lo; interpolated Mt. xviii. rr ).1
It is a detail, but an important one, in the universality of the
Third Gospel, that it is in an especial sense the Gospel for women.
Jew and Gentile alike looked down on women. 2 But all through
this Gospel they are allowed a prominent place, and many types
l Comp. also the close of the Acts, esp. xxviii. 28; and the 7riis (Lk.
xvi. 16), which is not in Mt. (xi. 12).
I In the Jewish liturgy the men thank God that they have not been made
women.
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of womanhood are placed before us : Elizabeth, the Virgin Mary,
the prophetess Anna, the widow at N ain, the nameless sinner in
the house of Simon, Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Susanna, ~he woman
with the issue, Martha and Mary, the widow with the two mites,
the "daughters of Jerusalem," and the women at the tomb. A
Gospel with this marked antipathy to exclusiveness and intolerance
appropriately carries the pedigree of the Saviour past David and
Abraham to the parent of the whole human race (iii. 38). It is
possible that Luke simply copied the genealogy as he found it, or
that his extending it to Adam is part of his love of completeness;
but the thought of the father of all mankind is likely to have been
present also.
It is this all-embracing love and forgiveness, as proclaimed in
the Third Gospel, which is meant, or ought to be meant, when it
is spoken of as the " Gospel of S. Paul." The tone of the Gospel
is Pauline. It exhibits the liberal and spiritual nature of Christianity. It advocates faz"th and repentance apart from the works
of the Law, and tells abundantly of God's grace and mercy and the
work of the Holy Sp£rit. In the Pauline Epistles these topics and
expressions are constant.
The word 'll'l<TTH, which occurs eight times in Mt., five in Mk., and not
at all in Jn., is found eleven times in Lk. and sixteen in the Acts: µeTcivoia.,
twice in Mt., once in Mk., not in Jn., occurs five times in Lk. and six in Acts:
xcipis, thrice in Jn., not Mt. or Mk., is frequent both in Lk. and Acts: lXeos,
thrice in Mt., not in Mk. or Jn., occurs six times in Lk. but not in Acts: l1.tfJe<Ttf
dµapT.iS'Jv, once in Mt., twice in Mk., not in Jn., is found thrice in Lk. and
five times in Acts; and the expression "Holy Spirit," which is found five times
in Mt., four in Mk., four in Jn., occurs twelve times in Lk. and forty-one in
Acts. See on i. 15.
It is characteristic that T£va /J.L<TfJov fy_€'T'e (Mt. V. 46) becomes TOia uµ'iv
xcipts f<TTLV (Lk. vi. 32); and fre<TfJe vµlis TeAELO•, WS 0 'll'O-T'l/p uµwv ci ovpcivios
TEAet6s f<TTLV (Mt. v. 48) becomes "(llle<TfJe olKTlpµoves, KafJws o 'll'aT'l/p uµw.,,
ol KTlpµwv t!<Tnv (Lk. vi. 36). Note also the incidents recorded iv. 25-27 and
x. 1-16, and the office of the Holy Spirit as indicated i. 15, 35, 41, 67, ii. 25,
26, 27, iv. 1, x. 21, xi. 13, all of which are peculiar to Lk.

But it is misleading in this respect to compare the Second
Gospel with the Third. From very early times the one has been
called the Petrine Gospel, and the other the Pauline. S. Mark is
said to give us the teaching of S. Peter, S. Luke the teaching of
S. Paul. The statements are true, but in very different senses.
Mark derived his materials from Peter. Luke exhibits the spirit
of Paul : and no doubt to a large extent he derived this spirit from
the Apostle. But he got his material from eye-witnesses. Mark
was the t"nterpreter of Peter, as Irenreus (iii. I. 1, 10. 6) and Tertullian
(Adv. Mardon. iv. 5) aptly call him: he made known to others
what Peter had said. Paul was the i'/lumz"nator of Luke (Tert. iv. z):
he enlightened him as to the essential character of the Gospel.
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Luke, as his "fellow-worker," would teach what the Apostle taught,
and would learn to give prominence to those elements in the
Gospel narrative of which he made most frequent use. Then at
last " Luke, the companion of Paul, recorded in a book the Gospel
preached by him" (Iren. iii. 1. 1 ).
Jiilicher sums up the case justly when he says that Luke has adopted from
Paul no more than the whole Catholic Church has adopted, viz. the universality of
salvation and the boundlessness of Divine grace: and it is precisely in these two
points that Paul has been a clear-sighted and logical interpreter of Jesus Christ
(Einl. § 27, p. 204). See also Knowling, The Witness of the Ejn"stles, p. 328,
and the authorities there quoted.
Holtzmann, followed by Davidson (Jntrod. to N. T. ii. p. 17) and Schaff
(Apostolic Christianity, ii. p. 667), gives various instances of parallelism between the Third Gospel and the Pauline Epistles. Resch (Aussercanom"sche
Paralleltexte, p. 121, Leipzig, 1893), while ignoring some of Holtzmann's ex.tmples, adds others ; but some of his are not very convincing, or depend upon
doubtful readings. The following are worth considering : S. LUKE.
iv. 32. i11 eEovulq. ~11 b Myos a.woil.
vi, 36, 0 7rar7,p vµ.w11 OlKrlpµ.w11 etTT[11.
vi. 39• µ.1Jn ov11ara1 rvtj>Ms rvtj>\011
OOryye'iv;
vi. 48. l81JKEll Oeµ.Duo11.
vii. 8. 1!110pwr6s elµ.1 uro
rairu6µ.e11os.

viii.

e~ovirla"

12. 'lf'LUT€6fTaJITES uwOWuLv.

S.

PAUL.

I Cor. ii. 4. o Myos µ.ov • • • 411
drooe!Ee1 rvevµ.aros Ka1 0V11aµ.ews.
2 Cor. i. 3. o rarl)p rw11 olKr1pµw11.
Rom. ii. 19. rlroi!Jas ireavrov 001J'YOll
el11ai rvtj>Xw11.
I Cor. iii. 10. Oeµl;\1011 l011Ka.
Rom. xiii. l. t!Eovirla1s urepexovira11
urorairir€ir0w.
I Cor. i. 2 I. uWuaL roUs 7rt<TTeVovras.
Rom. i. 16. els uwr11pla11 ravrl r.
'W'&trreU011TL.

viii. 13. µ.era xa.pas olxona1 r. Myo11.

l

Thes. i. 6. oeEO.µ.e1101 T. >.6yo11 • • •

µ.era xapa.s.

x. 7. U.E1os yap b epyd.T1}s roil µ.<ir8oil
ailroil.

x. 8. eirOlere ra rapanOlµ.e11a uµ.w.

l

Tim. v. 18. l!E1os

o t!pydr11s

roil

JU.u!Jou ain'ou.
l

Cor. x. 27. ra11 ro rapanO€µ.e11011

uµ.111 t!uOlere.

x. 16. b aoerw11 vµ.as eµl ciOeret' b

l

OE eµl d.Oerw11 d,()eret TOii U1rOITTElXavrd.

f('Oll

Thes. iv. 8. o d!Jerw11 ovK u.,,opw·
d,(}ere'i a>.M TOii 0e6v.

.UE.

X. 20. ra 0116µ.ara Vµ.wll eryeypa1rTQ.I.
e11 rots oflpavo'ts.
xi. 7. µ.1/ µ.01 K6rovs rd.pexe.

xi. 29. Ti ye11ea ai!r11 • • • ir11µe'to11
5°1JTEI.

xi. 41. Ka! loov rd.vra Ka0apa uµ't11

Phil. iv. 3. t!J11 ra i,116µ.ara €11 fJlfJX'T'
5wi]s (Ps. lxix. 28).
Gal. vi. 17. K6rovs µ.01 µ11ods rapexhw.
I Cor. i. 22. 'Iovoa'to1 u11µ.e'ia alroilir•"·
Tit. i. 15. ra11ra KaOapO. ro'ts KaOa.-

eurl11.

po'is.

xii. 35• ltTTWIT0.11 Up.Wll al OITtj>VES
rep1e5'wirµl11a1.
xii. 42. rls /!pa t!ur!11 b r1uros
olK0116µ.os ;
xiii. 27. d:r6ur1}T€ a,,,.• <!µ.oil 11'UllT€S
epyara1 ao1K[a.s (Ps. vi. 8).
xviii. 1. oel11 ravrore rpoirevx<uOa.i.

Eph. vi. 14 ITTi]re ou11 rep15'wuaµe1101
r7,11 outj>v11 uµ.w11 (Is. xi. 5).
l Cor. iv. 2. 511re<ra1 iv rots olK0116µ.o1s f11a 1rltTT6S TIS e/JpeOfJ.
2 Tim. ii. 19. drour1}rw dro d,01Kla.1
ras b 0110µ.d)wv TO 6110µ.a KVplov.
Col. i. 3. rallTorE 7rpOITEVX6µe1101.
2 Thes. i. 11. rpouevx6µ.e!Ja raProrw.

a.U,.gt}s,
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KO.I µ.'I, EvKO.K<'ill.
xx. 16. µ.'I, "fEllOL'TO.
xx. 22, 2 5. t~elT'Tw '1tµ.8.s Ko.ltro.p1
tf>6po11 000110.1 l) oil ; d.11"600T~ .,.a, Ko.l<To.pos Ko.£1Ta.p1.
xx. 35. o! 0€ Ka.T~LOJ0tll'T<f roO o.lw11os
tKe£11ov TVXeLll.
xx. 38, 1rd.ll'T<S "fil.p a.{mfj rw<TLll,

xxi. 23. l!T'Ta.L "fil.p • • • 6n'I/ ni
'Aa.c;J ro&rtp.
xxi. 24. /J.x.p1 oii 1rA'flpW0W<TLll ICa.t.po!
eOvwv.
xxi. 34- µ.-fi 1rOT< {Ja.p'f10W<TLll a.! 1Ca.po£a.1
vµ.wv iv Kp<1rd.'Av ica.! µ.EOv • • • Ka.I
f1rt<T'T'fj tq,' vµ.0.s tq,11£oios ., Tiµ.Epa. EICElll'fl
Ws 7ra:y{s.
XXi. 36. d."fpV1r11Et'T'e OE Ev 1ra.11Ti Ka.t.pc!J
oe6µ.evoi.
xxii. 53, '1 E~OV<Tla. ro0 ITICMOVS.
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Gal. vi. 9. µ.'I, e11ica.icwµ.e11.
Rom. ix. 14, xi. II; Gal. iii. 21
Rom. xiii 7. d.1r600Te
ril.s
6tf>e1Ms, rc;J ro11 q,Opov ro11 <f>6pov.

,,.a,,.,,.

2 Theo. i. 5. els 'TO Ka.ra.~iwlfflvo.1
vµ.8.s r7js f1a.<T1'Aela.s TOG 0eo0.
Rom. vi. II. rw11ra.s rc;J 0ec;J.
Gal. ii. 19. %11a. 0ec;J N<Tw.
I Thes. ii. 16. l<f>Oo.<Te11 0€ ,,,., a.V..oi>t
Ti
•ls Tt'Aos.
Rom. xi. 25. /J.x.p1 oii ro 1r'A-fipwµ.a.
rw11 t011w11 <1,,.eMv.
I Thes. v. 3-5. r6r~ a.l<f>v!Oios a.&ro'is
t...l<Tra.ra.1 ~'AeOpos • • • vµ.els 0€ OUK
EIT'TE iv ITICOTEL, tva. ., '1µ.epa. vµ.0.s Wf
icM1rT'flS [ic'Afara.s] KO.ra.M.fJv.
E~h. vi. 18. 1rpo<Tevx6µ.e1101 iv ,,.a,vrl
Ka.t.p4J • • • Ka.I d."fpV1rvoOvres.
Col. i. 13. tic r7js i~ov<Tla.s roO <TKMOVf.

dm

It is not creditable to modem scholarship that the foolish opinion, quoted
by Eusebius with a </Ja.IT! oe (H. E. iii. 4- 8) and by Jerome with quidam suspicantur (De vir. i"llus. vii.), that wherever S. Paul speaks of "my Gospel"
(Rom. ii. 16, xvi. 25; 2 Tim. ii. 8) he means the Gospel of S. Luke, still
finds advocates. And the supposition that the Third Gospel is actually quoted
1 Tim. v. 18 is incredible. The words AE"f« Ti "fpa.<f>-fi refer to the first sentence
only, which comes from Dent. xxv. 4- What follows, "the labourer is worthy
of his hire," is a popular saying, adopted first by Christ (Lk. x. 7; Mt. x. IO)
and then by S. Paul. Had S. Paul quoted the saying as an utterance of Christ,
he would not have said 'AE"fet Ti 'YPa.<f>-fi. He would have used some such expression as p.v'flp.011e6et11 rw11 'A6"fwv roO Kvp!ov 'I'fl<TOO 6n a.&ros 'AE"fei (Acts xx. 35), or
1ra.pa.ne'A'Aei o ic6p1os (1 Cor. vii. lO, 12), or µ.eµ.11,,,µ.E1101 rwv 'A6"fw11 roO Kvp!ov
'l'fl<ToO, oOs £M'A'fl<TEll (Clem. Rom. Cor. xiii. l; comp. xlvi. 7), or simply eTn11
oK6p1os (Polyc. vii. 2). Comp. l Thes. iv. 15; l Cor. ix. 14, xi. 23o

(b) More than any of the other Evangelists S. Luke brings
before his readers the subject of Prayer; and that in two ways,
( 1) by the example of Christ, and ( 2) by direct instruction. All
three Synoptists record that Christ prayed in Gethsemane (Mt.
xxvi. 39; Mk. xiv. 35; Lk. xxii. 41); Mark (i. 35) mentions His
retirement for prayer after healing multitudes at Capernaum, where
Luke (iv. 42) merely mentions the retirement: and Matthew
(xiv. 23) and Mark (vi. 46) relate His retirement for prayer after
the feeding of the 5000, where Luke (ix. 17) relates neither. But
on seven occasions Luke is alone in recording that Jesus prayed :
at His Baptism (iii. 21} ; before His first collision with the hierarchy
(v. 16); before choosing the Twelve (vi. 12); before the first
prediction of the Passion (ix. 18); at the Transfiguration (ix. 29);
before teaching the Lord's Prayer (xi. I) ; and on the Cross (xxiii.
[34], 46). Moreover, Luke alone relates the declaration of Jesus
that He had made supplication for Peter, and His charge to the
Twelve, "Pray that ye enter not into temptation" (xxii. 32, 40)
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It was out of the fulness of His own experience that Jesus said,
"Ask, and it shall be given you" (xi. 9). Again, Luke alone records the parables which enjoin persistence in prayer, the Friend
at Midnight (xi. 5-13) and the Unrighteous Judge (xviii. 1-8);
and to the charge to "watch" (Mt. xxv. 13; Mk. xiii. 33) he adds
"at every season, making supplication, that ye may prevail," etc.
(xxi. 36). In the parable of the Pharisee and the Publican the
difference between real and unreal prayer is illustrated (xviii
I l-13).
(c) The Third Gospel is also remarkable for the prominence
which it gives to Praise and Thanksgiving. It begins and ends
with worship in the temple (i. 9, xxiv. 53). Luke alone has preserved for us those hymns which centuries ago passed from his
Gospel into the daily worship of the Church : the Gloria in
Exce!sis, or Song of the Angels (ii. 14); the Magnijicat, or Song
of the blessed Virgin Mary (i. 46-55); the Benedii:tus, or Song of
Zacharias (i. 68-79); and the Nunc Dimittis, or Song of Symeon
(ii. 2g-32). Far more often than in any other Gospel are we told
that those who received special benefits "glorified God" (8o~atnv
TOv ®Eov) for them (ii. 20, v. 25 1 26, vii. 16, xiii. 13, xvii. 151
xviii. 43). Comp. Mt. ix. 8, xv. 31; Mk. ii. 12. The expression
"praising God" (aivEtv TOv ®Eov) is almost peculiar to Luke in
N.T. (ii. 13, 20, xix. 37, xxiv. 53?; Acts ii. 47,iii. 8, 9). "Bless·
ing God " ( Ev.\oyE'iv TOv ®Eov) is almost peculiar to Luke (i. 64,
ii. 28, xxiv. 53 ?) : elsewhere only Jas. iii. 9. "Give praise (a!vov
8i86vai) to God" occurs Luke xviii. 43 only. So also xa{pnv,
which occurs eight times in Matthew and Mark, occurs nineteen
times in Luke and Acts ; xapa seven times in Matthew and Mark,
thirteen times in Luke and Acts.
(t!) The Gospel of S. Luke ,is rightly styled "the most literary
of the Gospels " ( Renan, Les Evangiles, eh. xiii.). "S. Luke has
more literary ambition than his fellows" (Sanday, Book by Book,
p. 401). He possesses the art of composition. He knows not
only how to tell a tale truthfully, but how to tell it with effect. He
can feel contrasts and harmonies, and reproduce them for his
readers. The way in which he tells the stories of the widow's son
at Nain, the sinner in Simon's house, Martha and Mary at
Bethany, and the walk to Emmaus, is quite exquisite. And one
might go on giving other illustrations of his power, until one had
mentioned nearly the whole Gospel. The sixth century was not
far from the truth when it called him a painter, and said that he
had painted the portrait of the Virgin. There is no picture of her
so complete as his. How lifelike are his sketches of Zacharias,
Anna, Zacchreus, Herod Antipas ! And with how few touches is
each done ! As a rule Luke puts in fewer descriptive details than
Mark. In his description of the Baptist he omits the stran!!e attire
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and food (Mk. i. 6; Mt. iii. 4). In the healing of Simon's wife's
mother he omits the taking of her hand (Mk. i. 31; Mt. viii. 15).
In that of the palsied he omits the crowding at the door (Mk. ii. 2).
And there are plenty of such cases. But at other times we have
an illuminating addition which is all his own (iii. 15, 21, iv. 13, 15,
40, 42, v. 1, 12, 15, 16, vi. 12, viii. 47, etc.). His contrasts are
not confined to personal traits, such as the unbelieving priest and
the believing maiden (i. 18, 38), the self-abasing woman and the
self-satisfied Pharisee (vii. 37 ff.), the thankless Jews and the thankful Samaritan (xvii. 17 ), the practical Martha and the contemplative
Mary (x. 38-42 ), the hostile hierarchy and the attentive people
(xix. 47, 48), and the like; the fundamental antithesis between
Christ's work and Satan's 1 (iv. 13, x. 17-20, xiii. 16, xxii. 3,
31, 53), often exhibited in the opposition of the scribes and
Pharisees to His work (xi. 52, xii. 1, xiii. 14, 31, xv. 2, xvi. 141
xix. 39, 47, xx. 20), is brought out with special clearness. The
development of the hostility of the Pharisees is one of the main
threads in the narrative. It is this rare combination of descriptive
power with simplicity and dignity, this insight into the lights and
shadows of character and the conflict between spiritual forces,
which makes this Gospel much more than a fulfilment of its
original purpose (i. 4). There is no rhetoric, no polemics, no
sectarian bitterness. It is by turns joyous and sad ; but even where
it is most tragic it is almost always serene. 2 As the fine literary
taste of Renan affirms, it is the most beautiful book in the world.
(e) S. Luke is the only Evangelist who writes history as distinct
from memoirs. He aims at writing "in order," which probably
means in chronological order (i. 5, 26, 36, 56, 59, ii. 42, iii. 23,
ix. 28, 37, 51, xxii. 1, 7), and he alone connects his narrative with
the history of Syria and of the Roman Empire (ii. 1, iii. 1 ). The
sixfold date (iii. r) is specially remarkable : and it is possible that
both it and ii. 1 were inserted as finishing touches to the narrative. The words tTo> (H) and µ~v (18°) occur more often in his
writings than in the rest of N.T.: and this fact points to a special
fondness for exactitude as regards time. Where he gives no date,
-probably because he found none in his authorities,-he frequently lets us know what incidents are connected together
although he does not know in what year or time of year to place
the group (iv. 1, 38, 40, vii. l, r8, 24, viii. 1, x. l, 21, xi. 37, xii. r,
xiii. l, 31, xix. II, 28, 41, xxii. 66, xxiv. 13). He is very much
1
Both in Mark (i. 21-28) and in Luke (iv. 31-37) the miracle of healing the
demoniac in the synagogue at Capernaum is perhaps placed first as being
typical of Christ's whole work. But there is no evidence of any special
"demonology" in Luke. With the doubtful exception of the "spirit of
-infirmity" (xiii. ro) there is no miracle of casting out demons which he alone
records.
1
A marked exception is the violent scene so graphically described xi. 53, 54-
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less definite than Josephus or Tacitus ; but that is only what we
ought to expect. He had not their opportunities of consulting
public records, and he was much less interested in chronology than
they were. Yet it has been noticed that the Agricola of Tacitus
contains no chronology until the last chapter is reached. The
value of Christ's words and works was quite independent of dates.
Such remarks as he makes xvi. 14, xviii. 1, 9, xix. 11 throw far
more light upon what follows than an exact note of time would
have done. Here and there he seems to be giving us his own
estimate of the situation, as an historian or biographer might do
(ii. 50, iii. 15, viii. 30, xx. 20, xxii. 3, xxiii. 12) : and the notes,
whether they come from himself or his sources, are helpful. If
chronology even in his Gospel is meagre, yet there is a continuity
and development which may be taken as evidence of the true
historic spirit. 1 He follows the Saviour through the stages, not
only of His ministry, but of His physical and moral growth (ii. 40,
42, 51, 52, iii. 23, iv. 13, xxii. 28, 53).
He traces the course of
the ministry from Nazareth to Capemaum and other towns of
Galilee, from Galilee to Samaria and Perrea, from Per<ea to Jerusalem, just as in the Acts he marks the progress of the Gospel, as
represented successively by Stephen, Philip, Peter, and Paul, from
Jerusalem to Antioch, from Antioch to Ephesus and Greece, and
finally to Rome.
(f) But along with these literary and historical features it has a
marked domestic tone. In this Gospel we see most about Christ in
His social intercourse with men. The meal in the house of Simon,
in that of Martha and Mary, in that of a Pharisee, when the
Pharisees were denounced, in that of a leading Pharisee on a
sabbath, when the dropsical man was healed, His sojourn with
Zacchreus, His walk to Emmaus and the supper there, are all
peculiar to Luke's narrative, together with a number of parables,
which have the same quiet and homely setting. The Good
Samaritan in the inn, the Friend at Midnight, the Woman with the
Leaven, the Master of the house rising and shutting the door, the
Woman sweeping for the Lost Coin, the Father welcoming the Lost
Son, all have this touch of familiar domesticity. And perhaps it
is to this love of homely scenes that we may trace the fact that
whereas Mk. (iv. 31) has the mustard-seed sown "on the earth,"
and Mt. (xiii. 31) makes a man sow it "in his field," Lk. (xiii. 19)
tells us that a man sowed it "in his own garden." Birks, Hor. Ev.
(ii.) When we consider the style and language of S. Luke, we
are struck by two apparently opposite features,-his great com1 Ramsay regards Luke as a historical writer of the highest order, one who
"commands excellent means of knowledge • . • and brings to the treatment of
his subject genius, literary skill, and sympathetic historical insight" (S. Paul
tlu Traveller, pp. 2, 3, 20, 21, Hodder, 1895).
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mand of Greek and his very un-Greek use of Hebrew phrases and
constructions. These two features produce a result which is so
peculiar, that any one acquainted with them in detail would at
once recognize as his any page torn out of either of his writings.
This peculiarity impresses us less than that which distinguishes the
writings of S. John, and which is felt even in a translation ; but it
is much more easily analysed. It lies in the diction rather than in
the manner, and its elements can readily be tabulated. But for this
very reason a good deal of it is lost in translation, in which peculiarities of construction cannot always be reproduced. In any
version the difference between S. Mark and S. John is felt by the
ordinary reader. The most careful version would fail to show to
an attentive student more than a good portion of the differences
between S. Mark and S. Luke.
The author of the Third Gospel and of the Acts is the most
versatile of all the N.T. writers. He can be as Hebraistic as the
LXX, and as free from Hebraisms as Plutarch. And, in the main,
whether intentionally or not, he is Hebraistic in describing Hebrew
society, and Greek in describing Greek society. It is impossible
to determine how much of the Hebraistic style is due to the
sources which he is employing, how much is voluntarily adopted
by himself as suitable to the subject which he is treating. That
Aramaic materials which he translated, or Greek materials which
had come from an Aramaic source, influenced his language considerably, need not be doubted ; for it is where he had no such
materials that his Greek shows least sign of such influences. In
the second half of the Acts, where he writes of his own experiences,
and is independent of information that has come from an Aramaic
source, he writes in good late Greek. But then it is precisely here
that he is describing scenes far away from Jerusalem in an Hellenistic or Gentile atmosphere. So that it is quite possible that to
some extent he is a free agent in this matter, and is not merely
exhibiting the influence under which he is writing at the moment.
No doubt it is true that, where he has used materials which directly
or indirectly are Aramaic, there his style is Hebraistic; but it may
also be true that he has there allowed his style to be Hebraistic,
because he felt that such a style was appropriate to the subjectmatter.
He has enabled us to judge of the two styles by placing two
highly characteristic specimens of each in immediate juxtaposition.
In the Acts the change from the more Hebrew portion to the more
Greek portion takes place gradually, just as in the narrative there
is a change from a Hebrew period (i.-v.), through a transitional
period (vi.-xii.), to a Gentile period (xiii.-xxviii.). 1 But in the
1 Compare in this respect the letter of Lysias (xxiii. 26-30) and the speech
of Tertullus (xxiv. 2-9) with the speeches of Peter (ii. 14-39, iii. 12-26).
·
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Gospel the remarkably elegant and idiomatic Greek of the Preface
is suddenly changed to the intensely Hebraistic Greek of the opening narrative. It is like going from a chapter in Xenophon to a
chapter in the LXX.1 And he never returns to the style of the
Preface. In the Gospel itself it is simply a question of more or
less Hebrew elements. They are strongest in the first two chapters,
but they never entirely cease; and they are specially common at
the beginning of narratives, e.g. v. 1, 12, 17, vi. 1, 6, 12, viii. 22,
ix. 18, 51, etc. It will generally be found that the parallel passages
are, in the opening words, less Hebraistic than Luke. In construction, even Matthew, a ] ew writing for ] ews, sometimes exhibits
fewer Hebraisms than this versatile Gentile, who writes for Gentiles.
Comp. Lk. ix. 28, 29, 33, 38, 39 with Mt. xvii. 1, 2, 4, 15; Lk.
xiii. 30 with Mt. xix. 30 ; Lk. xviii. 35 with Mt. xx. 29 ; Lk. xx. 1
with Mt. xxi. 23.
From this strong Hebraistic tinge in his language some (Tiele,
Hofmann, Hahn) have drawn the unnecessary and improbable
conclusion that the Evangelist was a Jew; while others, from the
fact that some of the Hebraisms and many other expressions
which occur in the Third Gospel and the Acts are found also in
the Pauline Epistles, have drawn the quite impossible conclusion
that this hypothetical Jew was none other than S. Paul himself.
To mention nothing else, the "we" sections in the Acts are fatal
to the latter theory. In writing of himself and his companions,
what could induce the Apostle to change backwards and forwards
between "they" and "we " ? As to the former theory, good
reasons have been given above for attributing both books to a
Gentile and to S. Luke, who (as S. Paul clearly implies in Col. iv.
11-14) was a Gentile. The Hebraistic colour in the Evangelist's
language, and the elements common to his diction and that of the
Pauline Epistles, can be easily explained, and more satisfactorily
explained, without an hypothesis which imports more difficulties
than it solves. The Hebraisms in Luke come partly from his
sources, partly from his knowledge of the LXX, and partly from
his intercourse with S. Paul, who often in his presence discussed
the O.T. with Jews in language which must often have been
charged with Hebraisms. The expressions which are common to
the two Lucan documents and the Pauline Epistles are partly
mere accidents of language, and partly the result of companionship between the two writers. Two such men could not have
been together so often without influencing one another's language.
S. Luke's command of Greek is abundantly shown both in the
freedom of !us constructions and also in the ri'chness of hts vocabulary.
1 There are some who attribute the strongly Hebraistic tone of the first two
chapters to a conscious and deliberate imitation of the LXX rather than to the
influence of Aramaic sources.
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(a) The freedom of lzis constructions is seen not infrequently
even in his Hebraisms. Two instances will suffice. ( r) His
frequent use of fylv£To is often purely Hebraistic (i. 8, 9),
sometimes less so (vi. 1), sometimes hardly Hebraistic at all
(Acts ix. 3, xxi. 1). This will be found worked out in
detail in a detached note at the end of eh. i. ( 2) His
frequent use of periphrastic tenses, i.e. the substantive verb
with a present or perfect participle instead of the simple
tense, exhibits a similar variety.
The use of ~" with pres. or perf. part. as a periphrasis for imperf. or pluperf.
indic. is of Aramaic origin in many cases and is frequent in the Gospels,-most
frequent in Luke ; but it is not always easy to say whether it is a Hebraism or
a use that might very well stand in classical Greek. For ~" with pres. part. see
i. 10, 21, 22, ii. 33, 51, iv. 20, 31, 38, 44, v. 16, 17, 29, vi. 12, viii. 40, ix. 53,
xi. 14, xiii. IO, II, xiv. 1, xv. 1, xix. 47, [xxi. 37], xxiii. 8, xxiv. 13, 32. Most
-0f these are probably due to Hebrew or Aramaic influence; but many would be
admissible in classical Greek, and may be used to im_ely continuance of the
action. In i. 21, 22, ii. 51, iv. 31, xv. 1, xix. 47, xxui. 8, xxiv. 13, 32 the
simple imperf. follows immediately in the next clause or sentence. That such
cases as ii. 33, iv. 20, ix. 53, xi. 14, xiii. rn, II, xiv. I are Hebraistic need
hardly be doubted. So also where ~" with perf. part. is used for the pluperf.
(i. 7, ii. 26, iv. 16, 17, v. 17, ix. 32, 45, xviii. 34), i. 7 and ix. 32 with most
of the others are probably Hebraistic, but v. 17 almost certainly is not.
Anyhow, Luke shows that he is able to give an Hellenic tum to his Hebraisms,
so that they would less offend a Greek ear. Much the same might be said of
his use of Kai. to introduce the apodosis, which may be quite classical (ii. 21),
but may also be Hebraistic, especially where loo6 is added (vii. 12, xxiv. 4), or
a.irr6s (v. 1, 17, viii. 1, 22, ix. 51, etc.): or of his frequent use of b Ttii with the
infinitive (i. 8, 21, ii. 6, 43, v. 1, etc.).
Simcox, Lang. of N. T. pp. 131-134, has tabulated the use of periphrastic
imperf. and pluperf. See also his remarks on Luke's Hebraisms, Writers of
N. T. pp. 1g--22.
But Luke's freedom of construction is conspicuous in other respects. Although he sometimes co-ordinates clauses, joinmg them, Hebrew fashion, with
a simple Ka.£ (i. 13, 14, 31-33, xvi. 19, etc.), yet he is able to vary his sentences
with relatives, participles, dependent clauses, genitive absolutes, and the like,
almost to any extent. We find this even in the most Hebraistic parts of the
Gospel (i. 20, 26, 27, ii. 4, 21, 22, 26, 36, 37, 42, 43); but still more in other
parts: see especially vii. 36-50. He is the only N. T. writer who uses the
optative in indirect questions, both without ll.11 (i. 29, iii. I 5, viii. 9, xxii. 23; Acts
ll:Vii. II, xxi. l3, xxv. 20) and with it (vi. II, xv. 26; Acts v. 24, x. 17), sometimes preceded by the article (i. 62, ix. 46). In xviii. 36 the 411 is doubtful.
The elegant and idiomatic attraction of the relative is very common in Luke
(i. 4, v. 9, ix. 36, xii. 46, xv. 16, xxiii. 41; Acts i. 22, ii. 22, iii. 21, 25, etc.),
especially after ,..as (ii. 20, iii. 19, ix. 43, xix. 37, xxiv. 25; Acts i. 1, x. 39,
xiii. 39, xxii. rn), whereas it occurs only twice in Matthew (xviii. 19, xxiv. 50)
and once in Mark (vii. 13). His more frequent use of Te is another instance of
more idiomatic Greek (ii. 16, xii. 45, xv. 2, xxi. II (bis), xxii. 66, xxiii. 12,
xxiv. 20): only once in Mark and four times in Matthew. Sometimes we find
the harsh Greek of Matthew or Mark improved in the parallel passage in Luke :
e.g. rw11 1JeMvrw11 iv o-roXa.'is rep17ra.re'i11 Ka.I cl.u7r041l'OVS iv ra.Zs cl."(opa.Zs (Mk. xii. 38)
has an awkwardness which Luke avoids by inserting .pi'A.06vrw11 before cl.ura.uµ.ous (xx. 46). Or again, c!.XM etrwµe11 'E~ d11!Jpi}J7rw11-e.po{Jovvro rlw llx>..011•
11ra.vres 'Yttp elxo11 ro11 'Iw&.v7111 llvrws lirt rpo.pfirqs ~" (Mk. xi. 32) is smoothed
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Be et7rwµev 'E~ d.v8pdJ7rwv, o>.aos li'lrat
KaTa°M8d.creL 7JµQ.s· 7re7rewµEvos "'{6.p ecrn11 'lwd.111711 7rpo</>1JT7Jll etva1 (xx. 6). Compare Kal 7rpwl lv11vxa >.ta11, which perhaps is a provincialism (Mk. i. 35), with
"'{evoµe1171r Be 7Jµepas (Lk. iv. 42). In the verses which follow, Luke's diction is
in more details than one in Luke : e0.11

smoother than Mark's. Compare also Lk. v. 29, 30 with Mk. ii. 15, 16 and
Mt. ix. 10, II ; Lk. v. 36 with Mk. ii. 21 and Mt. ix. 16; Lk. vi. II with Mk.
iii. 6 and Mt. xii. 14- The superior freedom and fulness of Luke's narrative of
the m~c of the Baptist (vii. 18-21), as compared with that of Matthew
(xi. 2, 3), JS very markeil.

(b) But Luke's command of Greek is seen also in the richness
of hi's vocabulary. The number of words which occur in his two
writings and nowhere else in N.T. is estimated at 750 or (including doubtful1 cases) 851; of which 26 occur in quotations from
LXX. In the Gospel the words peculiar to Luke are 31 2 ; of
which 52 are doubtful, and I I occur in quotations. Some of these
are found nowhere else in Greek literature. He is very fond of
compound verbs, especially with 8,&. or ('If'~ or with two prepositions, as £7rav&.yEiv, £7rEt<rlpXE<TBai, d.vT,7raplpXE<rBa,, crvyKaTaT1Bl11ai,
7rpo<rava{3alvEw. He may have coined some of them for himself.
The following are among the most remarkable words and expres·
sions which occur either in both his writings and nowhere else in
N.T., or in his Gospel and nowhere else in N.T. No account is
here taken of the large number, which are peculiar to the Acts.
Those in thick type are found in LXX. Those with an
asterisk are shown by Hobart to be frequent in medical writers.
Many of these might be frequent in any writers. But the number
of less common words, which are peculiar to Luke in N.T., and
are fairly common in medical writers, is remarkable; and those of
them which are not found in LXX are specially to be noted.
Thirty times in G. and A. lyivETo Sl (not Jn, x. 22).
Nine times in G. and A. fiµEpa "'{L11eTa1 : nine in G. pi.
Eignt times in G. lv a.~T'!I T1i (-fiµepg., .;pq., oMg.).
Seven times in G. and A. 411"08lx•ria.L, * crvvjJfilELv, ev Tats -fiµepats Ta6rats.
Six times in G. and A. Ka.90TL, 11"01'1Jpos as an epithet of 7rvevµa : six in G.
brtCTTcl.Ta, :Xe"'{etv 7rapd.fJo>.1Jv.

Five times in G. and A. l~ijs, Ka8e~?)s, Ka()' o>.?)s rijs, 7rpocrexeTe faVTols, 0
npa7'7/"f6s or ol np. Tov lepov, o -11\(tLaTos or -11\(tLaToll (of God): five in G.
4va.1<p(vELV (in the legal sense), Kal oV!-os, Kai ws, >.Cf1o"1J• ev µtef Twv.
Four times in G. and A. c111"TeLv, 61a7rop.Lv, l"ll"a.LpELv fliv cf>wv.)v, l11"Lcf>wv.-iv,
1<a.9LEva.L, * oSvvii.ria.L, * Of1oL>.civ, *crvva.p1r0.t£Lv, afrtov, lva.vT£ov, .~>.a.IJ.)s,
KpaTLCTTos, * rapa>.e>.vµevos (in the medical sense of "palsied") : four in G.
* 1<0.Ta.K>.(v£Lv, jJa.>.>.O.vTLov, cf>0.TV1J, ws ;)yyLaEv.
Three times in G. and A. 4va.t1JTEiv, 4~Lo11v c. injin., 8LE>.9Eiv lws, 8LLaT0.va.L, l11"LjJLll0.tnv, * l"ll"LXELP•iv, CM1flo1r>.1Jpovv, a.~TU tjj .:lpq., ci.11"' a.twvos, TO.
84a,..a., 8oJ>.11. lva.vTL, la"ll"lpa., ea.,..pos, IJ011>.1j TOV 0Eov, *!a.aLll, 7rO:XIT71s, Tyj
.,.,..,pa. TWV aa.IJjJO.Twv, *crvyylvELa., Ta {nrcl.pxoJITa aV.,.c;;, x•1p K11pLo11: three in
G. 9£pG.1r..UELV ci.11"0, a1<0.11"T£Lv, aKLpTq;v, 1CaTO. TO t8os, aLTE11ToS, '1J -fiµEpg. Toil
cra{J{Jd.Tov, b µL~ Twv -fiµ•pwv.
1 Owing to the various readings it maybe doubted either(I) whether the word
is used by Luke, or (2) whether it is not used by some other writer. In the lists
on pp. Iii, !iii, the lower number has generally been preferred in doubtful cases.
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Twice in G. and A. ci11a6eiK11611cu, ci11ctKal1lt~'"• * &va.cnrcj:v, &va.+a.Cvuv,
* &vEvp(O'KELV, &vTEL'll'Eiv, G'll'oypcr.cl>>), * &.'ll'oTLVcl.crO"nv, * 8Lcr.nipeiv, * Buaxvpl•

tE<rl1ai, * 8Lo8evuv, * lvo8pEvELv, l'll'L8<iv, * 1{1TCSv..,., rii ix_oµ.l11'D, ll.'Xf" Ka.tpofi,
* Kcr.Tcr.KAECnv, KO.TO.KoAov8•iv, KJl.dou, KA(vn 'Ii 'IJf'lpcr., * KALv(8,ov, lipw61,
* '11'cr.pcr.j3L0.t•ricr.L, '11'EpLA0.,.'ll'ELV, 'll'Opevov Eli; dp>)niv. * '11'poj3filuv, '11'p0'11'0p1V•
1ricr.L, *'11'po0'8oK(a., *'ll'pov'll'tipxuv, O'Tpcr.nO., o-vveiva.•, Tpcr.v,.cr.TCtuv, Tpcr.xv1,
XP'o+LU'"lll : twice in G. 11.'YP"• * &v6.'ll'ELpo1, * &vTL'll'cr.plpxericr.L, GO"l'pti'll'Tnv,
ll.TEp, * cr.{.O"l''llP61, j3ovv611, yEAq:v, 61a'YO')"YVte111, 61C£Jl.all.eL'11, *Sox>), lKf'VK""llp(.
t•Lv, iKTEAeiv, l'll'cr.LTEiv, * l'll'cr.vlpxericr.L, lci>'lll''P(cr., tEvyo1, ./ryeµ,oveuei11, o{.O"(a.,
4J 'll'cr.it, '11'p0.KTfllP• '11'pEO"j3dcr., 'll'pocl>lpuv, * O''ll'cr.pycr.vovv, O'VKocj>avT1iv, * ~'ll'O•
X"'peiv.
It is not worth while to make a complete list of the words (over 200 in

number) which occur once in the Third Gospel and nowhere else in N.T. The
following will give a good idea of their character :ci'Ypa11Jl.e'i11, &epoCtuv, &Uoyev1)1, &f''11'EAovpy61, &.vti8EL~Lll, * ci11dll.71µ,1ft"•
* ci11a<f>w11eiv, * GVTLj36.Jl.Auv, ci11'ctpru;µ,6s, &.'ll'EA'll'Ctuv, * G'll'oKAeCnv, ci11'orr-roµ,cr.·
-rlte111, * &.'11'0"1vxnv, cipx1reJl.cfJ1171s, * afJr61l'T71s, • a<f>pbs, * f3el\.6117J, * j3oA1), j3p•~CrL•
,.o,, * y1Jpcr.1, * 8Lcr.j30.Unv, r;,"'YP1/'YOpet11, * 8Lcr.A.C'll'ELV, 8LO.f'EpLO'f'OI, 8Lcr.VEVELV,
* 8Lcr.v.S'llf'O., * 8Lcr.VVKTEpEvnv, * oict11'pct'Yµ,ctTeuerrl1ai, * 8Lcr.O"dew, * 8Lcr.X"'PCtELv,
"8n\Y'llO'LI, * ~yKvo-;, * l8£tnv, * lKKpl,.cr.ricr.L, * lKX"'PEiv, * ell.Kov11, * 1,.136.JI..
Anv, i11(;ix,era1, i1l'ctlipoltei11, i11'eiM/11'ep, l'll'ELO'lpxEricr.L, TO h1f3dll.Jl.011, * l'll'Lf'EAWll,
l'll'L'll'Opevericr.L, l'll'LO'LTLO'f'Oll, * l'll'LO')(VELV, * l'll'LXEiv, * efJ<f>ope'i11, * 4if'L8cr.v1)i;,
* 8Efllp(cr., * 8Vf'Llj:V1 * LKf'0.ll, lrrci'Y'YEAOS, * KO.T0.j3cr.O'LI, * KO.Tcr.8eiv, KC£TC£Jl.1f1atei11,
Kara1l'Jl.eZ11, * Kcr.Tcr.+vxuv, Kepdriov, KALO"Ccr., Kpe11'all..,, Kp1111'rfi, Jl.aµ,11'pws, * A1]po-;,
* AvO'LTEAEi, * l'""'"'PCtEw, µ,epirrrfis, * li8ev•w, 6µ,f3pos, * li'll'TOll, * 6cl>p1'1l,
11'ctp.11'll.7Jliel, 1l'a11aoxe'iov, 1l'ct116oxeus, * 'll'cr.p0.80~011, 1l'C£pctKctll.V11're111, * 11'ctparfip7J<ris,
11'epiKpu11'Teiv, 11'epio!fciiv, 11'•p•<r11'~"' 1l'frya11ov, * 1l'ietei11, * 11"111aKta1011, * 'll'A'lll'f'vpcr.,
* '11'pcr.yf'cr.TEvEricr.L, 11'poµ,eJl.er~11, * '11'poO'cr.vcr.j3cr.(vuv, 1rporr6ct11"C£11~11, 1rporr•P'Y"l°errl1ai,
* 1rporr1ftave111, * 11"rorrrrei11, * ~1Jyf'cr., * O'tiA01, O'(KEpcr., o-ividteiv, rr1roµ,bp1011,
* O'VKO.,.woi;, rr11Koµ,opea, O'VVKO.TO.TL8lvcr.L, * O'VVKvp(cr., * O'VV'll'('ll'TELV, • O'VV•
cj>vuv, * rell.err<f>ope'iv, TETpct'lrll.bos, * Tpctv,.cr., * ~p61, * {J(;pw11'tK6s, * ~o
O'Tpfllvvvvcr.L, * cj>oj3'118pov, </Jpo11£µ,ws, * xii.O'f'O.> * <ltov,

But the words which are peculiar to Luke in N.T. are by
no means even the chief of the marks of his style. Still more
striking are those expressions and constructions which he uses
frequently, or more frequently than any other writer. Many of
these occur more often in S. Luke's writings than in all the rest
of N.T. A collection of them is rendered much more useful by
being to some extent classified; and the following lists have been
made with a view to illustrating the affinities between the diction
of S. Luke and of S. Paul and that of the Epistle to the Hebrews
both jointly with the Pauline Epistles and also by itself. In this
survey the Pastoral Epistles have been kept distinct from the main
groups of the Pauline Epistles, in order to show their harmony with
the diction of the Apostle's beloved companion. Words peculiar to
Luke and to the Pastoral Epistles are not improbably Pauline.
Words which are found in other Pauline Epistles as well as
in the Pastoral Epistles and in Luke's writings are still more
safely regarded as Pauline.
Eight classes have been made ; and in them the very great
variety of the words included,-many of tbP.m quite classical or of
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classical formation,-illustrate the richness of S. Luke's vocabulary
and his command of the Greek language. ( 1) Expressions peculiar
to S. Luke and S. Paul in N.T. (2) Peculiar to S. Luke and
S. Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews. (3) Peculiar to S. Luke
and the Epistle to the Hebrews. (4) Not found in any other
Gospel and more frequent in S. Luke than in the rest of N.T.
(5) Found in one or more of the other Gospels, but more frequent in S. Luke than in the rest of N. T. (6) Due to Hebrew
influence. (7) Miscellaneous expressions and constructions which
are specially frequent in his writings. (8) Expressions probably or
possibly medical. In the first of these classes the second list contains expressions peculiar to the writers in question, although not
frequent in Luke. The figures state the number of times which
the word occurs in that book or group ; and in fractions the upper
figures indicates the number of times that the word occurs in the
writings of Luke, the lower figure the number of times which it
occurs elsewhere : e.g. in class 3 the fraction i means twice in
Luke's writings and once in Hebrews; and in classes 4 and 5 the
fraction f means seven times in Luke's writings and four times in
the other books of N.T. Where various readings render the exact
proportions doubtful a "c." is placed in front of the fraction; e.g. c. i·
In classes 1 and 2, when a reference to chapter and verse is given,
this is the only instance of the use of the word in that book or group.

( 1) Expressions peculiar to S. Luke and S. Paul in N. T.
S. PAUL.

S. LUKE.
Gosp.
d.118' wv
d.11"0>..0')'elo·Ocu
a'll"o Toil
*aTe,,LS-ew

,,i),,.

*4TO'll"OS

61a.ropeveu8a.1?
fytca.>..e'i"
TO elp71µl"o"
ifa.'ll"o1TTe>..>..e11'
if""YO-trla.
it{>11TTd.ra.1
*fiuuxd.S-eiv
l6or} -yd.p
tcO.ICOVfY'IOf
/CO.TO."f'tf>..;\.E&ll
ICO.TiJ.')'Ell'
ICO.TO.l'T~I'

.. ..
. .

... ...
. .

..
.
.
. ..
..
..

..
...
.
..
.

3
2

I xii. J3

s

xviii. 6
lO
2

2

xxiii. 41
3

xvi. 4
6

ii. 24
.. 'f 8
xu.

2

7

s

4

7
2

s

Main.

Acts.

I1

2
1

ix,

II

2

Th. ii.

10

2

Cor. v. 16
2
2 Th. iii. 2
Rom. xv. 24
Rom. viii. 33
Rom. iv. 18
2
Eph. iv. 19
l Th. v. 3
I Th. iv. II
2 Cor. vii. II
2

II

JI

7
9

I

2

2 Tim. ii. 9

3
v.

Past.

I Rom.~· 6

~
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CHARACTERISTICS, STYLE, AND LANGUAGE

-

I

S. LUKE,

I

Gosp.

. ..
. ..
.

Ka.Ta.E1r.11/1jV<U
Kvplov ,
olKovoµla.
Tci 1'Ep£
,
•
O'v11e.Sba.1, -u~ew •
t/ta.')\µ.6r

o')\6-yor T.

.
. .

.

xx. 35

I

S. PAUL.

Acts.
v. 41
6

3
3

II

2

3
2

Main.
2 Th. i.~
I Th. i.
5
5
I .Cor. iv, 4
3

I

Past.

?1Tim.i.4

All the above are proportionately common in S. Luke's writings ; but there
are many more which illustrate the affinities between the two writers ; e.g.
6.orill.or
a.lq>11ll31or
a.lxµ.a.')\=£rew
d11d-y11r.10'tf

avdlleµa.
UJIO.Kp£11Etll
a11a.')\£0'KElll

..
.
..

.. ..

..
.
..

.
.
.
*dva.rEµ.:rreLv •
. .
.
a11a.T£llEO'l/a.1,
.. ..
*tJ.11EO'lf,
.
dvcSr,Tor
.. .. ..
6.11010. •
6.11Ta..,,.6ooµa.
..
6.11T0.1'0Kp£11EO'l/a.1
6.11TIKEUTlla.1.
dva.AVeLP

dvaO'Ta.ToilP •

. .. .
. .

6.11n')\a.µfJd11eO'lla.1 •
tlre11/1jr
6.1m')\1j
6.7rOOEIKllUll4'
6.7ro{Jo')\1)
•
*6.'ll'OAOUEO'l/a.1
6.7roO'ToA1)
6.7rp60'KO'll'Of •
6.7rwllel0'1/a.1 •
6.pa.; or 6.pa.;
6.poTpt~ll

..
. .. ..
.
.. ... ...
. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. ..
. .

*6.0'<f>a'}\eia.
*tJ.TO'll'Of
6.x6.p10'1'0S
{Jrip{Ja.por
{J1"11'tK6f
{Jvlllre111
OE'170'tll 'll'OtEtO'lla.1
0EKT6f.
I

-----·--

xi. 44
xxi, 34
xxi, 24
xxiii. 14
ix. 54
xii. 36
3

xxiv. 25
vi. II
xiv. 12
xiv. 6
2
i. 54
i. 17

xiii. 15
xxiii. 14
5
?xxv. 21
2
xxv. 14
xxiv. 23

xx. 35
xxvi. 19
2
xxvii. 22
xxii. 16
i. 25
xxiv. 16
3
viii. 30
v. 23
2

5

10
2?
Phil. i. 23
Philem. 12
Gal. v. 12
Gal. ii. 2
4
3

2
2Tim.iii.9

Rom. i. 30
Eph. vi. 9
2
Rom. xi. 15
I Cor. vi. II
3
2
2
Gal. ii. 17
l Cor. ix. 10
l Th. v. 3
2 Th. iii. 2

l

2
Tim. vi. 2
3

l

Tim. i. 19

2 Tim. iii.
2

xxi. 34
v. 7
v. 33
2

2 Tim. iii. 6
I Tim. iv. 13

Rom. xi. 9
Rom. ix. 20
4

2

xviii. 8
xvii. 7
i. 4
xxiii. 41
vi. 35

Cor. xiv. 8
Th. v. 3
2
2 Cor. iii. 14
I
I

2

4
2

x. 35

Phil. i. 4
2

I
I

Tim. vi. 9
Tim. ii. I

lvi
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I

S. PAUL.

S. LUKE,

l
..
.. ...
. ..
... ...
. ..
.

61a:yyfl.Xe11' ,
6111.1~w

6uira'Y'1
61epµriveve1v
Mryµo,.
6p6µor
6wci.CTT1}S
el 6€ Kal
eµ.pa11fir
lv8oEor
e1186eu8a1
EllK<tKELP
bvoµos
eEaprl!ew
eEov8e11e<v
eEovu[a T. ITK6TOVf
eEovu1ci.)<1P
f1ra111ELP
,

f7rava7raUeu8a.1.
br<ixEL•
br'LElKEl<t
briµiJ..eW-Oa1
brltTT<tlTIS
brt<fJalP€1P

Gosp.

Acts.

Main.

ix. 6o
xv. I2

xxi. 26

Rom. ix. I7
I Cor. xii. JI
Rom. xiii. 2
4

vii. 53
ix, 36
2
2
viii. 27

xxiv. 27
ii. I
i. 52
xi. I8

x. 40
2
xxiv. 49
xviii. I
xix, 39
xxi. 5
iv, II

2
xxii. 53
xxii. 25
xvi. 8
x. 6
xiv. 7

2
xxiv, 4

xix. 12

efuref3e'i11

)<!€IP T. 'lrVEVµctTI ,
!riµla .
)orypiiv
*)WO"(OPELll
O<larpo11
Kct8f}KEIP
KarevOU11er11 •
Klll6ev11EUElll •
KpctT<tlOV1T8a1
KVpteUe1.11

. .
. .

'Aehre111 =fail

----

5

I Cor, ix. 21
2 Tim. iii. I 7
8
Col. i. 13
3
4
Rom. ii. 17
Phil. ii. 16
2 Cor. x. I

v. IO
xvii. 33

vii. 19
2
xxii. 22

i. 79
viii. 23
2
xxii. 25
xviii. 22

2

2 Cor. xi. 28
Eph. iv. II
I Cor. i. 26

2
2
2

I

2
2 Tim. iv. 5
l

Tim. v. 4

Rom. xii. II
2
2Tim.ii. 26
l Tim. vi. I3
I Cor. iv. 9
Rom. i. 28
2
I Cor. xv. 30
2

5

xvi. 4
xii. 45
x. 42
iii. II
v. 17

. .

I Tim, iv. 16
I Tim.iii.5

xxiv. 12
xxvii.20
xxi. 8
xvii. II
xvii. 23
xviii. 25
2

i. 79

EV"(<vfis

2 Tim.iv. 7
I Tim. vi. I5

4
Rom, x. 20
2
I4

2

EV«Y'fEAllTT~S

µapr6peu8a1 •
µe81urci.11a1 ·<111
µe8V1TKE1T8a1
µeplr
p.era6166va< •
110µ0618ci.1TK<tAOS
1101T</Jl)eu!Ja1 •
11ov8ere'iv
E•vla
fvpO.u8a1

2

Past.

3
2
2
2
4

v. 34
2
xx, 31
7
xxyiii. 23 Philem. 22
XXI, 24
2
I

I Tim. vi. 15
2

I Tim. i. 7
Tit. ii. lo

I

§ 6.)
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j

i

S. LUKE.

I

S. PAUL.

·Gosp.

2
i. 7S
iii. 14
xxi. 34
xi. 22
xx. 23
iv. 23

7ra.po~UllE!T0a.L

...

<TKO'lrE"iv

xvii. 33

xxii. 66
i. 18
I vi. 16

I

IO

Rom. xv. 6
2 Cor. xii. I
Eph. iv. 24
3
Rom, xi. 9
2
4
5
I Th. iv. 2
3
1 Cor. xvi. 6
1 Cor. xiii. 5
2
Eph. iii. 15

xxvi. 19

3

2
x. 10
2
xvii. 16
7
iii. 25
3
xix. 19
xx. 28
3

3

xxii. 28
xxiii. I
ix. 21
xxii. 5

.

..
.

. .
'

Past.

ii. 31

Philem. 9
vii. 52
i. 16
xvii. IJ
ii. 31

2
4
Gal. iii. 8
2
Rom. xiii. 14
5

xxiv. 2
iv. 28
xix. 36
2
xvi. 22
xvii. 23

2
2 Cor. xi. 25
2Th.ii.4
5
4
Eph. ii. 6
3
4
4
Rom. viii. 26
3
2 Cor. viii. 19
2
3
2 Cor. ii. 4
1 Cor. vii. 29

xi. 35

xxi. 24
xxii. 55
v. 6
3

x. 40
xv. 2
xi. 48
xxi. 25

I

3

2
Tit. iii. 12

Tit. iii. I
I Tim. v. 13
I Tim. iii. I 3
2
2

Eph. ii. 12
Phil. i. 27
2

ii. 52

.
. .
.. .

ITTO<XELll
1TvyKa.8£tEtll ,
IT"YKAEletll
1Tvyxa.lpet11
!Tllp.{Jt{Jtf.tELll •
1T1111a.vrt'Xa.µf3d.11ei11 •
1T611oe1Tµos
ITIJllEK01Jp.OS •
ITIJllE1T8let11
ITIJllEIJOOKELll
ITIJllOX.fi
ITIJ!TTEAAELll

.

ii. 4

i. I

.. .
.. .

Main.

--

. ...
. ..
. ..
..
.

0µ0811µ,a.oov •
61rra.a-La.
01Tt1Yr1/s
6if;w11tov
.ra:yls.
.ra.1101r'Xla.
T0.1'011fYYlO.
.rtf.JITWS
.ra.pa:yye'Xla. •
.ra.pa.ITKEIJd.SEtll
,,._..-a.pa:x.etµd.tetv

.ra.pp1J!TLtf.SE!T80.L
7ra.rpt6.
.ret8a.pxe'i11
TEplEfYYOS
.rept7rOtEt!T8a.t
f7rl TAELol/
.r'X71potf>ope7:11
.roN.rela.
7rOAtTEUE1T8a.&
7rOp8e7:11
.rpEtT{Jureptov
7rpEIT{JUr1JS
7rpOOOT1JS
.rpOEL7rEW
.rpo811µla.
7rpOtoe'i11
.rp0Ko.rret11
7rp611ota.
.rpooplsetv
.rpo.rerfis
KO.Ta 1rpOITW7rOV
pa.f3oltet11
ITE{Ja.ITµ,a.

Acts.

3
viii. 23
xix. 29
2
2
v. 6
'

1 Tim. iv. 14
Tit. ii. 2
2 Tim. iii. 4

3
2 Tim. iii. 4

I viii

[~ 6.
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I

I

S. PAUL.

S. LUKE,
Gosp.

.
.. ...

tT61fJ.4TIK6S
ro u0Jrl/p1011 ,
tT61tppOITUll7J
rerp&.rolJa.
*rfip7JtTIS
lJofiva.1 r6rov
IJ{Jp1s
VtjKOOS
vr"'1r1&.t'e111
v1TTep71µ.a.
q,&.uKe111
q,1'/\a.118p617rla.
<fJ1Mn11pos
q,6pos
</Jp61171u1s
xa.p£t'eu0a.t.
xa.p1rofi11
Xflporove'iv
x.pfjuOa.1

.. ..
.. .
. ..
. .
. ..
... ... ..
. .

iii. 22
2

xiv. 9
xviii. 5
xxi. 4
xvi. 14
2
i. 17
3
i. 28

Acts.

Main.

I

Past.

1 Tim. iv. 8

xxviii. 28 Eph. vi. 17
xxvi. 25
2
Rom. i. 23
2
I Cor. vii. 19
2
2
2 Cor. xii. 10
2
vii. 39
I Cor. ix. 27
8
2
Rom. i. 22
xxviii. 2

4

xiv. 23
2

2

Tit. iii. 4
2Tim. iii. 2

2
Eph. i. 8
15
Eph. i. 6
2 Cor, viii, 19
2

7

( 2) Expressions peculiar to S. Luke and S. Paul and the

Epistle to the Hebrews.
Gosp.

.

11µ,Eµrros
&.11a.-yKa.l'os
d11&.µ1171uis
dVTa.rolJ1lJ611a.1
d~1ofi11

droKe"itTOa.1
droMrpwuis ,
dtT<fJa.'Afi•
d</J11TT&.,,..
{Jou'Afi ,
•
lJ1a.µa.(YT1'peuOa.1
81' 1)11 a.lrla.11 ,
EKtpepe111?
EKtpefJ'Ye111
£11lJ1111a.µofi11
€11rlJ"YX&.11e111
€7r[0e<TIS
Ka.ra.n•'"
'Ae1ro11fYY<W

.

..
.

Acts.

Main.

Past.

---i. 6
2

[xxii. 19)
2
vii. 7
xix. 20
xxi. 28
4
2
xvi. 28
viii. 47
xv. 22
xxi. 36

xiii. 7

2

3
4
2
4
2 Th. i, II
Col. i. 5

(

Heh.

viii. 7
viii. 3
x. 3
x. 30
I Tim, v. 17
2
2 Tim. iv. 8 ix. 27
Tit. iii. 14

7
Phil. iii. l
3
2
2 Cor. xii. 8
6
2
7
l Th. iv, 6
9
3
3
3
I Tim. vi, 7
4
2
3
ix. 22
3
3
=v.24
3
viii. 18
2
2 Tim, i, 10
24
xiii. 2 Rom, xv. 27

2

vi. 19
iii. 12
vi. 17
ii. 6
ii. l I
vi. 8
2
?xi. 34
vii. 25
vi. 2
ii. 14
x. II

-
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CHARACTERISTICS, STYLE, AND LANGUAGE

Gosp.
J\.etTOVf"YlO.
i. 23
µe-ra.J\.a.µfJ6.'11e,.,
vvvl
xxii. 22
*oplie'"
71"0.pa.LTEUrlJO.,?
3
7ra.p6.ICJ\.'f/ULS
2
7rep&a.,pe'iv
'ITEP'EPX,EO'IJa.' •
0'1CJ\.11p6ve'"
i. 8
T~LS
TV')'X6.VEL1'
xx. 35
*inrOUTEJ\.J\.etv
iv. 18
x.ple'"

II

Acts.

Main.

Past.

Heb.

I
3

4
2

5
XXV, II

4
2
2
xix. 9

5
2
2

19
2 Cor. iii. 16

Rom. ix. 18
2
3
Gal. ii. 12
2 Cor. i. 21

2
2
2?

2 Tim. ii. 6

18?
Rom. i. 4

]

iv. 7
4
1 Tim. iv. 13

3
3

x. II
I Tim. v. 13 xi. 37
4
6
2
2 Tim. ii. 10
x. 38
i. 9

(3) Expressions peculiar to S. Luke's Writings and to the
Epistle to the Hebrews.
clra.6exe0'1Ja.tf, d.va.IJewpe'Lvt, d.va.O'T6.0'ews Tll')'Xavetv t, * avoplJoflvt, avifrrepov},
*clra.J\.J\.c£0'0'E'1'f1 a7rlY'(pa<f>eO'IJa.tf, apx'1/')'6si, aO'aheVTOSt, a<TTEtost, i!O'TpoviJ,
* /IOJjlJe&a.t, 8ta.Tl1Je0'1Ja.•i, p.e-r' elin71171st, elO'IEl'O.'f• E1Chel'1Te1vf-, * e11ox\etvt, ll'TpO·
µost, WIO'TEJ\.J\.e•11t, eO'WTEpost, * eillJe-rosf:, lepa.TEla.t, IJ\.dO'ICEO'IJa., i. /CO.T0.71"0.VeL'llt,
Ka.Ta.<f>e&ye•v
ICe<f>6.\a.•ov t, J\.6TpwO'•sf:, µboxot!, 6plJ6st, 7ra.Aa.1ou11t, els TO
'/TO.l'TeAest, * 71"0.pa.AUEO'IJO.tt, 7rO.pOLKEi11t, * 7ra.po~v0'µ6st, 'ITO.Tpt6.px'l)s f, 'ITEpLKEL<TIJa.l
nt, r6ppw1Je11t, O'VVa.vr~vt, O"XE86vt, nJ\.elwO'•st, t!ra.p~ist. Excepting d.va.IJewpeiv,
d.va.O'T<iO'ews 'T111X6.vet11, d.vW.-epo11, eO'W.-epos, and els TO 'll'O.VTEAes, all the above are
in LXX.

+,

(4) Expressions not found in the other Gospels and more frequent
in S. Luke's Wn'tings than in all the rest of N. T.
d.-ya.]l.]l.la.O"LSf, a.l11etvf, * aVO.'ll'EfJ.'ll'ELvt, avlJ' wvt, a7roJ\.qyetO'IJa.tf, dO'<f>aAELO.f,
*d.Te11l(e&'llY, *clTorosf, d.<f>tO'Tdva.tlj, fJovJ\.·I)!, fJpe<f>ost, ota.µa.pupeO'IJO.•'i', OLO.'ITOp·
eveO'IJa.tt, E-yKa.Aetvf, lµ<f>ofJosf, €~a.7roO'TEJ\.J\.e•v V, t7repxeO'IJa.• t, * EfYYO.O'la.f, iulJ?jsf,
eiia.neJ\.l(eO'IJa.tff, e<f>tO'Tdva.t V, *f/O'vxd(e•v t, Ka.Ta")'e•vf, Ka.Ta.vr~v!, *Ka.TepxeulJa.1
c. 1t, oJ\.6")'os Tov ICvplovf, µelJtO'Tava.,t, µeplsi, µ.1,11 11, d.ro Tov vvvf, 07rTa.ula.t,
*opl!ew J, ra.veO'IJa.,t, Ta 7rept y, TpeO'fJvrip•o111;, 7rpoepxeu0a.• c. f, *7rpoud")'e111 c. t,
'FVK1'6st, O'''Y~"t· O"FEV8e111f, • O'TEZpa.f, O'VPO.llT~•t, v7rdpxe111 (excluding Ta V'll'Up·
xovTa.)ff, *inro8EJ(e0'1Ja.,f:, *vro\a.µfJcl.11et11f, v'IToO'Tpe<f>etv Y : and several others
which occur twice in Luke and once elsewhere. All of these occur in LXX,
except 6.Pa.reµre'"·

(5) Expressions found in one or more of the other Gospels, but more
frequent in S. Luke's Writings than in all the rest of N. T.
il'}'ELV c. ·H·, * d.Kp,13;;,,., -iOTEpov .;., l71'' d.A.178E{a<; f, d.µ.cp6'rEpot f,

·n,

civa'Ynv 2-j, * d.vaipE'i:v '¥, d.vwrcfva' c.
d.vrr.Afynv f, &,.,,.anlAA.Hv c. ft,
cl71'0'TclO'O'EWi, aVpwvf, Kat a{n-6<>-H·, /J.cpEUL<; .dp.aprtwvf, /3o~V C.f,
1
ylverai cpwv~ t'. f, 8liu8ru ../, 8iaµ.Ep{,nv !, 8iavol'Ynvf, &aurpicpnvf,
8tau1dl:'uvf, 8iarauuuv~, 8dpxEu8a' t'.fi, 8i7fY£'i:u8a,f, 8owa, 1/ ,
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-J', d 8t µ.1/ye:{, e:!s ~KaUTos~, du&yu11.g., e:lucplpt:tll f, lKaTOllTdp)(YJS
(K!T'Ta<TLst, iA.n1µ.o<TVll7J
ip:1rip.7rA&.11ai.,
lµ.7rA.~8t:i11 -}, £118&.8t: !, U&.yn11 !, £ea£<f>117Js !, £eatrrils !-, £e7J'YE'iu8ai t.
l{t!T'Td11ai V, l7riAaµ.(3&.11t:u8at 1-(, £m7rl7rT£WC.!, f7rt<TKt11"T£<r8ai-f, frosjf,
w -ral:s ~µ.lpatsif, Ka8• ~µ.lpa111j, 8avµ.&.,t:i11 £7rlf, *lau8atif, l8ot.
y&p-f, lKa116~ C.ft, lµ.a-riuµ.6s~., Ka8aip£'i11!, Ka-r&.A.vµ.aj-, Ka-ra11ot:'iv!,
Ka-ra<f>iA.e:t:11!-, KoAA.ii.u8ai{, Ko11iop-r6sf, Kpt:µ.~11!, KTau8a1f, KwAvt:wfi,
11"0.S 6 M..6s1;, µ.t:yaAVll£Lll!, *µ.t:<TOvVKT£011f, µ.11;,µ.af, 110µ.{,t:wf, 110µ.iK6s !, .;, oiKovp.b-7J f, &116µ.a-r1 V, &p8wsJ-, 7raVTaxov i, d7rt:'i11 or A.lyn11
7rapa(30A.~111.f, 7rapayl11t:u8ai c. 1f, *7rapaT7Jpt:'i11!-, 7rapaXPT/µ.a 1-J, 7r£plxwposf, 7r~pa-!, 7rA 7J8ELll 2/ , * 11"A;,8os 2/ , 7rA~ll H. * 7rA~p7JS V'. 7rpou8oK~ll 1-l, 7rpoUTi8l11ai 1/ , 7rpou<f>wvt:'i11f, pvp.7J!f, uaA.t:Vt:ivf, UTduisf,
8i0. UT6µ.a-rosf, UTpl<f>t:u8ai'f, uryKaAE'i11f, uvAA.aA.£1:111, *uvAA.aµ.{30.11£w 1/ , uvp.7ropt:ve:u8ai f, u-611 c. ji, uvvlpxt:u8aiH, * <TVV'x,e:i111,
uv11-ri8lvaif, Tau<T£W c. f, T£TpapX7Jsf:, T{<; ft {,µ.Giv{:, 311 -rpo7roll{,
iJ(3p{,e:i11J;, -ra furtlpXOVTaf, {11ro8t:iK11v11ai-f, tiifti!T'Tos-J;, xaA~11f, ~£{ c.tt.
Excepting &.Kp1(3t!T'T£po11, 11.cpt:<Tt<; aµ.ap-riw11, £{avTT,s, &116µ.a-ri, T£TPdpX7J';,
and -rls £{ ilµ.w11, all the above are found in LXX.
To these may be added a few which are specially frequent in
Luke's writings, although not in excess of the rest of N. T. taken
together: 11.pxe:uOaiH, 11.XPt c.-H, 8lxt:u8a1i{, E7rtTdu<r£t11f, 6 A.6yos
-rov ®t:ovif, A.vxvos~, 7rapayylAA.n11#, 7rpo<T7rl7rT£t11-!, 7rpou8'xt:u8a1+,
uxl,t:i11-§-, -rp£cpt:wt, -rpocprjf, xapis twenty-five times i.1 Lk. and Acts,
not in Mt. or Mk., and only thrice in Jn.
Phrases which indicate the expression of emotion are unusually
common, and belong to the picturesqueness of Luke's style ; e.g.
cpo(3os µ.lyas!, xapO. JLE')'dA7J or 7roUH, cf,w11~ JLE')'dA'TJ M·
Equally remarkable is his fondness for &.11rjp, where others have
II.118pw7ros or e:fs or nothing. Thus, vi. 8 -r<i} &.118p~ Mt. and Mk. Ttfj
&.118p6'7r'I!; viii. 27 &.in}p -rts, Mk. /1.118pw7rO'>; ix. 38 &.~p, Mt. 11.v8pw7ros,
Mk. e:!<;; xxiii. 50 &.11rjp, Mt. II.118pw7ros, Mk. nothing. Comp. v. 8,
r2, r8, viii. 38, ix. 30, xxii. 63: and the word is very much more
frequent in Lk. than in all the other Gospels together.
The expression 7ral:s av-rov or uov in the sense of "God's servant"
is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (i. 54, 69; Acts iii. r3, 26, iv. 25, 27, 30),
with the exception of Mt. xii. r8, which is a quotation from Is.
xlii. 1.
41~11}, lyyl,e:wH, Was 1

v'

v'

(6) Expressions frequent in S. Luke's Writings and probably
due to Hebrew Influence.

The frequent use of ly£11£To is discussed at the end of eh. i.
Add to this Luke's fondness for 1!116'7rto11, which does not occur
in Mt. or Mk. and only once in Jn. (xx. 30). It is found more
than thirty times in Lk. and Acts, especially in the phrase £v6'1rwv
rov ®t:ov (i. r 9, 75, xii. 6, xvi. r 5) or Kvplov (i. r 5 ). With this corn-
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pare 1rpO 1rpouif>'lrov Tw6s (vii. 27 1 ix. 52, x. l) and KaTa Trp6u(J)11"6v Twos (ii. 31). The frequent use of l8ov (i. 38, ii. 341 48,
vii. 25, 27 1 34, etc.) and Kal Hlot'i (i. 20, 31, =36, ii. 25, v: 12, v!!· 12,
37, etc.); of pT]p.a for the matter of what is spoken (1. 65, 11. 15,
19, 51); of o!Kos i~ the sense of "family" (i. 27!, 33, 6~1,,ii. 4.
x. 5, xix. 9); of eis m the sense of ns (v. 12, 17, vm. 22, xm. 10,
xx. 1) or of 1rpwTOi (xxiv. 1) ; of vV" u To s for "the. Most High"
(i. 32, 35, 76, vi. 35), illustrates the same kind of influence. So
also do such expressions as 'lr'otetv V1.rns p.nd (i. 72, x. 37)
and p.eyaA.vvuv V..Eos p.na (i. 58); 'lroLEl:v KpaTos (i. 51); lK
KoiA.las p.7JTp6s (i. 15); combinations with lv Tii Kap8{q. or lv
rnts K., such as 8iaA.oyl,eu8ai (iii. 15, v. 22; comp. xxiv. 38), 8iarqpetv (ii. 51 ), 81.uBai (i. 66, xxi. 14), uvv/3aA.Aeiv (ii. 19); £v rnt<;
.;,p,lpais (i. 5, 39, ii. r, iv. 2, 25, v. 35, etc.); Tfj ~P-'-P'!- Tov ua/3
f:1d'TOV (xiii. 14, 16, xiv. s); with perhaps Bia <T'TOp.a'TO<; (i. 70),
where both the expression and the omission of the article seem to
be Hebraistic : in LXX we commonly have, however, iv T<ii uT6p.an
or £K Tov <TTOp.aTo<;. Nearly all these expressions are found in the
Acts also, in some cases very often. The frequent use of periphrastic tenses has been pointed out above (p. li) as being due
in many cases to Hebraistic influence. The same may be said of
the attributive or characterizing genitive, which is specially common
in Luke (iv. 22, xvi. 8, 9, xviii. 6; comp. x. 6, xx. 34, 36);
and of the frequent use of Kal ah6s (ii. 28, v. 1, 17, viii. 11 22,
XVll. II, XiX. 2), Kal av'T~ (ii. 37), and Kal aVTO{ (xiv. 1 1 XXiV. 14)
after £yl.vETo, Kal l8ov, and the like. Phrases like 8oEa,uv TOv
@E6v (v. 25, 26, vii. 16, xiii. 13, xvii. 15, xviii. 43, xxiii. 47), o
:\.6yos Tov @eov (v. 1, viii. II, 21, xi. 28), and l'lra{puv T~v
cf>wv~v (xi. 27) may be placed under the same head; and they all
of them occur several times in the Acts.
In common with other N.T. writers S. Luke uses several
Hebrew words, which may be mentioned here, although they are
not specially common in his writings: ap.~v (iv. 24, xii. 37, xviii.
17, etc.), f3u,ef3ovA. (xi. 15, 18, 19), yewva (xii. 5), 11"auxa (ii. 41,
XXU. I, 7, 8, II, 13 1 15), ua{3{3a'TOY (iv. 16, 31, Vi. 11 2, 5, 6, 7, 9,
etc.), uaTavas (x. 18, xi. 18, xiii. 16, etc.). Three others occur
once in his Gospel and nowhere else in N.T.; /30.Tos (xvi. 6),
KOpos (xvi. 7), u{Kepa (i. 1 5). Other words, although Greek in
origin, are used by him, as by other N.T. writers, in a sense which
is due to Hebrew influence; l1neA.os (i. II, 13, 18, etc.), ypap.µ.aTEvs (v. 21, 30, vi. 7, ix. 22, etc.), 8idf3oA.os (iv. 2-13, viii. 12),
Wv'Y/ (ii. 32, xviii. 32, xxi. 24 bis, etc.), elp~'YJ (i. 79, ii. 29, vii. 50,
etc.), Kvpios (i. 6, 9, u, 15, etc.); and lcf>TJp.ep{a (i. 5, 8) is a Greek
word specially formed to express a Hebrew idea.
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(7) Miscellaneous Expressions and Constructions whi'ch are
specially frequent in S. Luke's Writings.

In his use of the article he has several favourite constructions.
He is very fond of lv Trfl followed by a present infinitive to express
time during which (i. 8, 21, ii. 6, 43, v. l, 12, viii. 5, 42, etc.) or
by an aorist infinitive to express time after which (ii. 27, iii. 21,
ix. 34, 36, xi. 37, etc.); also of Tov with an infinitive to express
purpose or result (i. 73, ii. 27, v. 7, xii. 42, etc.). He frequently
employs To to introduce a whole clause, especially interrogations,
much as we use inverted commas (i. 62, ix. 46, xix. 48, xxii. 2, 4.
23, 24, 37).

In the case of certain verbs he has a preference for special
constructions. After verbs of speaking, answering, and the like
he very often has 7rpos and the accusative instead of the simple
dative. Thus, we have Ei7rEtv 7rpos (i. 13, 18, 28, 34, 61, ii. 34, 48,
49, etc.), ..\a..\Et:v ?rpos (i. 19, 55, ii. 15, 18, 20, xii. 3, etc.), ..\iynv
7rpos (iv. 21, v. 36, vii. 24, viii 25, ix. 23, etc.), &.7roKp£v£u8ai 7rpo<;
{iv. 4, vi. 3, xiv. 5 ?), yoyyv,Ew 7rp6s (v. 30), uvv,'l'JTE'Lv 7rpos (xxii. 23),
uvv..\a..\Eiv 7rpo> (iv. 36). It often happens that where Mt. or Mk.
has the dative, Luke has the accusative with 7rpo> (Mt. ix. 11; Mk.
ii. 16; Lk. v. 30). Whereas others prefer £UpxEu8ai lK, he has
£~ipxEu8ai &.7r6 (iv. 35, 41, v. 8, viii. 2, 29, 33, 35, 38, ix. 5, etc.),
and for 8avµa,Eiv n he prefers 8avµa,nv ~?rl nvi (ii. 33, iv. 22,
ix. 43, xx. 26). For 8Epa7rw£iv v6uovs he sometimes has 8Epa7rEVEtv
&.7r6 v6uwv (v. 15, vii. 21, viii. 2). He is fond of the infinitive after
8td. To (ii. 4, viii. 6, ix. 7, xi. 8, xviii. 5, etc.), µ£Td. To (xii. 5, xxii.
20), and 7rpo Tov (ii. 21, xxii. 15). The quite classical tXEtv n is
common (vii. 42, ix. 58, xi. 6, xii. 17, 50, xiv. 14). His use of the
optative has been mentioned above (p. li).
Participles with the article often take the place of substantives
(ii. 27, iv. 16, viii. 34, xxii. 22, xxiv. 14). They are frequently
added to verbs in a picturesque and classical manner : &.va<TTavTEs
l~i{Jall.ov (iv. 29), Ka8{uas £8{8a<TK£V (v. 3), <TTa8£t<; ;KlAEv<T£V (xviii.
40), <rTpacflEt> ~7r£TLJ1-Tf<T£V (ix. 55), etc. They are sometimes strung
together without a conjunction (ii. 36, iv. 35, v. u, 19, 25, etc.).
S. Luke is very fond of 'Ira>, and especially of the stronger
form a?ra>. It is not always easy to determine which is the right
reading; but a?ra> is certainly very common (iii. 21, iv. 6, v. 26,
viii. 37, ix. 15, xix. 37, 48, xxiii. 1; also in Acts). Elsewhere in
N.T. a?ras is rare. Not unfrequently Luke has 'Ira, or a?ras where
the others have nothing (iii. 15, 16, 21, iv. 37, v. 11, 28, vi. lo, 17,
19, 30, vii. 35, etc.). 7r4<; b AUO'i and a?ra<; b ,\, are very freq.
In the use of certain prepositions he has some characteristic
expressions: Eis Td. ~Ta (i. 44, ix. 44) and Els T4s d.Koas (vii. 1), lv
Tot> wulv (iv. 21) and & µiu"l (ii. 46, viii. 7, x. 3, xxi. 21, xxii. 27, 551
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xxiv. 36); KaTO. TO Wos (i. 9, ii. 42, xxii. 39), To El9urp.ivov (ii. 27),
'l'O Elw96s (iv. 16), TO Elp11p.bov (ii. 24), and TO wpicrp.bov (xxii. 22);
'lf'apO. Tovs 'lf'68as (vii. 38, viii. 35, 41, xvii. 16), whereas Mark has
1rpos T. 'lf'68as (v. 22, vii. 25). Luke is very fond of crvv, which
is rather rare in the other Gospels but is very frequent in both of
Luke's writings. Sometimes he has crVv where the others have
p.mi (viii. 38, 51 1 xxii. 14, 56) or Kal (xx. I) or nothing (v. 19).
The pronouns aV7-6s (see below) and oVTos are specially common.
The latter is added to a numeral, Tp{T1Jv TaVT1JV ~p.tpav (xxiv. 21 ),
tO make it more definite. T{s £~ vp.wv j is almost peculiar to him
(xi. 5, xii. 25, xiv. 28, xv. 4, xvii. 7), and so also is T{s £crTiv oVTos
-Os; (v. 21, vii. 49). The indefinite ns with nouns is freq.
In using conjunctions he is very fond of combining 8€ with Ka{,
a combination which occurs twenty-six times in his Gospel (ii. 4,
iii. 9, 12, iv. 41, v. lo, 36, vi. 6, ix. 61, etc.) and seven in the Acts.
It is rare in the other Gospels. His Hebraistic use of Kal a&6s,
a{JT~ or a-LJTo{, and of Kat l8ov, to introduce the apodosis to fybETo
and the like, has been pointed out above (p. lxi). But Luke is
also fond of Kat a {JT6s at the beginning of sentences or independent
clauses (i. 17 1 22, iii. 23, iv. 15, v. 37, vi. 20, xv. 141 etc.), and
of Kat oVTos, which is peculiar to him (i. 36, viii. 41 ?, xvi. 1,
xx. 28). In quoting sayings he most frequently uses U, and t:l'l!"EV
8t occurs forty-six times in the Gospel and fourteen in the Acts.
It is not found in Mt. or Mk., and perhaps only once in Jn.
(xii. 6 [viii. l 1,J ix. 37 ?) : they prefer &8£ Et'll"Ev, or Kat A.trEi, K.T.A.
Luke also has EAE')'EV St nine times in the Gospel; it occurs twice
in Mk., once in Jn., and never in Mt. Five times he begins a
sentence with Kat ws (temporal), which is not found elsewhere in
N.T. (xv. 25, xix. 41, xxii. 66, xxiii. 26; Acts i. lo). The interrogative El is found eighteen times in Gospel and Acts (vi. 7, 9,
xiii. 23, xiv. 28, 31, xxii. 49, 67, etc.), El 8£ P.~'YE five times, and El
apa twice. All of these are comparatively rare elsewhere.
The idiomatic attraction of the relative is very common in both
books (i. 4, ii. 20, iii. 19, v. 9, ix. 36, 43, xii. 46, xv. 16, xix. 37,
etc.): it is rare in Mt. and Mk., and is not common in Jn.
After Toin-o he has Jn in Gospel and Acts (x. II, xii. 39, etc.);
Mt. and Mk. never; Jn. only after 810. TovTo.
He is fond of combinations of cognate words, e.g. tjlvA.acrcroVTES
'fj>vAaKas (ii. 8), £,Po/3~811uav ,P6f3ov p.trav (ii. 9), f3a'lf'Ticr8bns To f3a'lf'ncrp.a (vii. 29), ~ d.CTTpa'7r7, d.CTTpa'lf'Tovcra (xvii. 24). Some of these
are Hebraistic, especially such as lm9vp.{!f lTrE8vp.'l'Jcra (xxii. 15).
(8) Expressions probably or possibly medical.

It was perhaps not until 1841 that attention was called to the
existence of medical phraseology in the writings of S. Luke. In the
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Gentleman's Magazine for June 1841 a paper appeared on the
subject, and the words ax>..vs (Acts xiii. 11), Kpat7ra>.:q (Lk. xxi. 34),
7rapa>..U..vµ.lvos (v. 18, 24; Acts viii. 7, ix. 33), 7rapo,vuµ,6s (Acts
xv. 39), uvv£xoµ,€v'Y/ 7rVpu<e p,Ey&.>.ip (Lk. iv. 38), and V8pwmK6s
(xiv. 2) were given as instances of technical medical language.
Since then Dr. Plumptre and others have touched on the subject;
and in 1882 Dr. Hobart published his work on The Medical
Language of St. Luke, Dublin and London. He has collected
over 400 words from the Gospel and the Acts, which in the main
are either peculiar to Luke or are used by him more often than
by other N.T. writers, and which are also used (and often very
frequently) by Greek medical writers. He gives abundant quotations from such writers, that we may see for ourselves ; and the
work was well worth doing. But there can be no doubt that the
number of words in the Gospel and the Acts which are due to
the Evangelist's professional training is something very much less
than this. It may be doubted whether there are a hundred such
words. But even if there are twenty-five, the fact is a considerable
confirmation of the ancient and universal tradition that " Luke the
beloved physician" is the author of both these books. Of
Dr. Hobart's long list of words more than eighty per cent. are
found in LXX, mostly in books known to S. Luke, and sometimes
occurring very frequently in them. In all such cases it is more
reasonable to suppose that Luke's use of the word is due to his
knowledge of LXX, rather than to his professional training. In
the case of some words, both of these causes may have been at
work. In the case of others, the medical training, and not familiarity with LXX, may be the cause. But in most cases the probability is the other way. Unless the expression is known to be
distinctly a medical one, if it occurs in books of LXX which were
known to Luke, it is probable that his acquaintance with the expression in LXX is the explanation of his use of it. If the expression is also found in profane authors, the chances that medical
training had anything to do with Lk.'s use of it become very
remote. It is unreasonable to class as in any sense medical such
WOrdS as a8po{,nv, UKo'lj, avatpEtV, ava,\aµ,{3avEtV, avop6ovv, a7ratTELV,
cl71"aAAauunv, a11"0Avuv, a7rop£'i:v, aucpaA£ta, 11.cpEUtS, etc. etc. All of
these are frequent in LXX, and some of them in profane authors
also.
Nevertheless, when Dr. Hobart's list has been well sifted, there
still remains a considerable number of words, the occurrence or
frequency of which in S. Luke's writings may very possibly be due
to the fact of his being a physician. The argument is a cumulative one. Any two or three instances of coincidence with medical
writers may be explained as mere coincidences : but the large
number of coincidences renders this explanation unsatisfactory for
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all of them ; especially where the word is either rare in LXX, or
not found there at all.
The instances given in the Gentleman's Magazine require a
word of comment. Galen in treating of the diseases of the eye
gives axA.vs as one of them, and repeatedly uses the word, which
occurs nowhere else in N.T. or LXX. Perhaps Kpai7raA'YJ, which
in bibl. Grk. is found Lk. xxi. 34 only, is a similar instance. It
occurs more than once in Aristophanes, but is frequent in medical
writers of the nausea which follows excess. In 7rapaA£AV/L~vos we
have a stronger instance. Whereas the other Evangelists use
?rapaAvriKos, Luke in harmony with medical usage has ?rapaA£Av/Llvos, as also has Aristotle, a physician's son (Eth. Nie. i. 13. 15).
But this use may come from LXX, as in Heb. xii. 12. That ?rapoevu/L6s is a medical term is indisputable; but as early as Demosthenes it is found in the sense of exasperation, as also in LXX
(Deut. xxix. 28; Jer. xxxix. [xxxii.J 37). The instance in Lk. iv. 38
is perhaps a double one: for uvv£xo/Llv'Y/ is possibly, and 7rvp£-ro/
/L£YaA<i! probably, a medical expression. Moreover, here Mt. and
Mk. have merely 7rVptuuovua, and in Acts xxviii. 8 we have the
parallel 7rVp£T0l'> Kat Sv<T£11T£pf.ie <TVV£XO/L£VOV. In vSpw7rtKOS we have
a word peculiar to Luke in bibl. Grk. and perhaps of purely
medical origin.
By adopting doubtful or erroneous readings Hobart makes other instances
double, e.g. hre1mrEv for t?reuEv (Acts xiii. 11), {3apuvOwu1v for f3ap1JOwu1v (Lk.
xxi. 34). Again, whether or no dva11"TVCTCTE1V has any medical flavour, Lk.
iv. 17 must not be quoted in connexion with it, for there the true reading is
dvo~as.

To the examples given in the Gentleman's Magazine may perhaps be added such instances as SaK~A<i! 7rpouif!au•w (xi. 46), where
Mt. has SaKruA<i! Kiv1/uai: Sia -rp1f/La-ros {3£AOV'YJ'> (xviii. 2 5), where Mk.
has Sia -rpv/La>..ias pacp£Sos: ~<TT'YJ ~ pvms -rov ai/La-ros (viii. 44), where
Mk. has £ew1...Vt8'YJ ~ 'Tr'YJrtJ T. alp.aTO<;: l<TT£pEw8'YJ<TUV ai (3a<TEL<; a~ov
KaL -ra ucpvSpa (Acts iii. 7) ; and more doubtfully o86v'Y/v -rluuapuw
dpxal:<; Ka8il/L£VOV (Acts x. II) and av£Ka8iuEv (vii. 15 ; Acts ix. 40).
Luke alone relates what may be called the surgical miracle of
the healing of Malchus' ear (xxii. 51). And perhaps the marked
way in which he distinguishes demoniacal possession from disease
(vi. 18, xiii. 32; Acts xix. 12) may be put down to medical training. His exactness in stating how long the person healed had been
afflicted (xiii. l 1 ; Acts ix. 33) and the age of the person healed
(viii. 42; Acts iv. 22) is a feature of the same kind. For other
possible instances see notes on iv. 35, v. 12, vii. lo.
The coincidences between the preface of the Gospel and the
opening words of some medical treatises are remarkable (see small
print, pp. 5, 6). And it is worth noting that Luke alone records
Christ's quotation of the proverb, 'Ia-rpE, 8•pa7rEV<rov <r£avr61
e
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(iv. 23) ; and that almost the last words that he records in the
Acts are S. Paul's quotation from Is. vi., which ends Kat l&.uop.at
avTOV!>

(xxviii. 26, 27).

The following table will illustrate some characteristics of S.
Luke's diction as compared with that of the other Synoptists :S.

S.

MATTHEW.

iii. 10. 1Jo71 ae.
iii. 16. 7r11euµa. 0eoD.
iii. 17. <j>"1117j iK T. oflp·
a11Wv.
iv. 1. d.111rx.fJ71.

iv. 12. d.11ex,wp71ire11.
iv. I 8. rl]11 Od.Xa.irira.11.
iv, 20. d.<j>eVTeS Ta o£KTVa.,
viii. 2. Xe7rpos 7rpoire>..Ow11
rpocreK611e1 a.frr,P.
viii. 4. Ka.I Xfye1 cl I 7J1Ious.

ix. 2. 7rpoire<J>epo11 a.frr<i
7ra.pa."XVTIKOP.
ix. 7. fyepOels.
ix. 8. ltf>o{Jfi071ira.11.
ix. 9. Ma.OOa1011 Xry6p.e11011.
xii. 50. TO OE>..71µ.a. .,., 'lrO.T·
p6s µ.ou.
xiii. 7. hi Tas d.Kd.110a.s.

xiii. 19. T, M'Yo" T. {Ja.·
1nXe£a.s.
xiii. 20. Xa.µ.{Jt!11"'".
xiii. 21. irKa.116a.Xl!e-ra.1.
v. 15. Ka.louirw X&.\'.11011.
viii. 21. KVf"e.
viii. 30. d'YE>..71 xolp"111
ro>..>..w11.
ix. 18. l6otl il.p'X."'" [els]
7rpoire>..Ow11 7rpouK611e1 a.frrt;.

S.

MARK.

i. 10. To '11'11eOµ.a..
i. II. <j>"1"7J iK T. oflpa.·
11w11.
i. 12. TO,,.,,, a.VrOll 4K{JA·
Xe1.
i. 14- ~Mw.
i. 16. rl,11 Ot!Xa.irva.•.
i. I 8, d.tf>Ev-res Ta 6£KTUO.,
i. 40. Xwpos 7ra.pa.Ka.Xw11
a.VrOll Ka.I 'Y0llU'1reTWJI,
i. 44. ica.I Xfye<.
ii. 3. tf>epo11Tes 'll'pOS a.frrO,.
ra.pa."XVTIKOP,
ii. I 2. 1tYip(J71 Ka.I efl(J6J,
ii.

12.

eflna.irOa.i.

ii. 14• .Aeuel11.
iii. 35. TO oex.,,µa. .,.•
0eo0.
iv. 'l • els TO.s dtCt!110a.r,
iv. 14 TOii M'Yo11.
iv. 16. Xa.µ.{Jt!11ouir111.
iv. 17. na.116a.Xl!o11Ta.i.
iv. 38. 616t!irKa.Xe,
v. 7. clpKls"' ire.
v. II. ct'YE>..71 xolP"'"

µ.e"(-

t!>..71.

v. 22. lpxera1 els Tw11 dpx•irwa.'YW-r"'" ica.I Trl'lrTel
vpos Toils r66a.s a.woii.

v. 23, i<TX.t!'f'"1S lx,e1.
v. 29. efJOtls iE71pt!11071 1J

x. 14- il;epx6µ.e1101 lE111.
xvi. I 5• Xfy•'-

11'7/'ri.

vi. 11. IK'll"opeu6µ.e11oi eKe&8111,
viii. 29- f1r7]pifrra..

LUKE,

iii. 9. 1Jo71 ae Ka.l.
iii. 22. TO '11'11, TO ll.'YIOll.
iii. 22. </>"1111/11 IE oupa.1100
'Ye11iirOa.1.
iv. i. V'll'f1IToe.pe11.
iv. 5, 9. 1i'Ya.'Ye11, 1!1111·
7a.'Yw11.
iv. 14. V'lriirTpet/le11,
v. I, rl]11 Xlµ.117111,
V. II. d<j>fPTfS 7rd.11Ta.,
v. 12. d.111/p 7r"X-fip711
'A br pa. s 7reirw11 ITrl ,,.poir •
wTro11 JO e Ti O71 a.iJTou.
v. 14. Ka.I a.flTOS 'll'a.p•
l'Y'Ye1Xe11,
v. 18. il.vopes <J>epo11Tes
, , • Ta.pa.Xe>..uµ.i11os.
v. 25. 'll'a.pa.xpfiµ.a. a.,,.
GO'T"Ar E11cfnrio11 a.&rWv.
v. 26. eTX-fiir071ira.11 </>6·
{Jou.
v. 27. 6116µ.a.T1 .Aeuel11.
viii. 21. TOP °AO'YOll T.
0eoD.
viii. 7. '"µ.fir"' T. dKa.11•
Ow11.
viii. II. cl °AO'YOST. 0eou.

viii. 13. Hx 011Ta.1.
viii. 13. d<j>lirTa.llTa.1.
viii. 16. Mx11011 4.Pa.s.
viii. 24. br1irTt!Ta..
viii. 28. 6ioµ.a.l irov.
viii. 32. ct'Ye>..71 xolp"111
lKa.110>11.
viii. 41. ul l6ou T,>..Oe11
dvl]p Ka.I O~TOS ii.PX"'" Tfis
irvva.'Y""YiJS vrf'Jpxe11· Ka.I
'll'EIIWll 'Ira.pa TOUS 'll'ooa.s
'I 71iroO,
Viii, 42. Ka.I a. iJT'I/ a'/rf·
011711IKell,
viii. 44. 'll'a.pa.xpfiµ.11
f1IT71 1J pVIIIS,
ix. 5. IEepx6µ.e1101 dr6.

ilL

20.

d7re11

&'-
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MATTHEW,

20.

S.

MARK.

viii. 30. E7re-rlµ11u-ev.

bre-rlµ11u-ev,

xvi. 28. d.µ:/iv "A.fy"' vµ'iv.

ix. I. &.µ:/iv "A.fy"' {Jµ'iv,

xvii. 4. Kvpie.
xvii, 16, 7rpOU-fJ11e"'(K<J,,
xvii. 18. i9epa,,..ev97J

ix. 5. 'Pa,{J{Jel.
ix. 18. el7ra,,
ix. 27. avltTT1J,

o

JJ"a.Ls.

xix. I 3. 11'a,1ola,.
xxii. I 8. 'YVOVS T:/iv 71'01'·
fJpla,v.
xxvi. 20, µe-ra T, ocfioeKa,
µa,91}TWV,
xxvi. 27. "A.a,{Jwv.
xxvi. 29. oo µ:// d,,..' /J.pi,

X. 13. 7ra,1o[a,,
xii. 15. elaws ..:i,v (,,..6.
1Cp1tTl11,
xiv. 17. µe-rO. TWV owoef(a,,

xxvi. 41. 'YP1J"'fOpelTe Ka,l
7rpotrefrxeu-9e.
xxvi. 64. d,,.. /J.p1.
xxvii. 2. d.mh'a,'YOV KrU
,..a,p/a,,,Ka,v Ile1Xd.T1j1.

xiv. 38. 'YP1J'YOpe'iTe Ka,l
7rpou-efrxeu-9e.

xiv. 23. "A.a,{Jcfiv.
xiv. 25. 00Kb1 otJ µ1,.
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ix. 21. E'll"IT1µ.1,u-o.s 11'a,p·
fi"'t"'fel"Aev.
ix. 27. xe-y,,, llµ'iv d.>.. 'f/•
6ws.
ix. 33. E'lrltTTd.To..
ix. 40. l/Jefi()"I"·
ix. 42. lcfoo.ro TOP
ro.'i/Ja,,
xviii. 15. rO, {Jpltf>'lf.
xx. 23. Ko.ro.1101,u-o.s T:/i•
'r(J,1IOVP"'fla,V,
xxii. 14. o! d.7r6trro"A.oi
trv,, a,O..fi>.
xxii. 17. oe~dµ.e11os.
xxii. 18. 00 µ:// a'lro roil
11Vv.

xxvii, I 3. "A.fye1,

xv. I, d.7r1JvryKa,11
ra,pllJ"1Ka,v Ile1"A.dT1j1.
xv. 4. er11pW..a,,

xxvii. 57. /J.v9p<47roS 7r"A.oV·
u-1or, To<Jvoµa, 'I,,,u-1/tf>.
xxviii. 8. a.,..eMofiu-a,i •••
lopa,µov a'lra,'Y'Ye'i"Aa,i To'iS
µ.a.61}TU'is a,O..ofi.

xvi. 8. lfeMofitra,i
oo/Jevl !WIJEv elra,v.

Ka,I

xxii. 46. d.11a,u-rd11Tes
rpou-evxeu-6e.
xxii. 69. d,,..o Tov vvv.
xxiii. 1. d.va,u-rav il'lra,11
ro 7r"A.fj6os a,0..wv 11"'f(J,"'f0V
o.O..ov brl r. IleiXii:Tov.
xxiii. 9. f7r7JpcbTa, iv M'YOIS lKO.VOLS,
xxiii. 50. u! lllov d.v:/ip
6v6µa,ri 'I., {JovXeVT:/is
il'll"apx,,,v.
xxiv. 9. V'lrotrrplif;a,tro.&
, , , a'lrfi"'f'Ye&"A.a,11 Ta,trro.
'II" d ,,,.a,
To'is lvoeKci Ka,I
rii:u-iv Tols )\017ro£s.

These are only specimens taken from a large number of
instances, and selected for their brevity and the ease with which
they admit of comparison. The student who has mastered the
main features of Luke's style will be able to find many more for
himself.
§ 7. THE INTEGRITY OF THE THIRD GOSPEL.

This question may be regarded as naturally following the diseussion of S. Luke's peculiarities and characteristics, for it is by a
knowledge of these that we are able to solve it. The question has
been keenly debated during the last forty years, and may now be
said to be settled, mainly through the exertions of Volkmar,
Hilgenfeld, and Sanday. Dr. Sanday's article in the Fortnightly
Review, June 1875, in answer to Supernatural Religion, was pronounced by Bishop Lightfoot to be "able and (as it seems to me)
unanswerable" (On Sup. Rel. p. 186). This article was incor-
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porated in The Gospels in the Second Century, Macmillan, 1876,
now unfortunately out of print, and it remains unanswered. It is
now conceded on all sides 1 that Marcion's Gospel does not
represent the original S. Luke, and that our Third Gospel has
not been largely augmented and interpolated, especially by the
addition of the first three chapters and the last seven verses; but
that Marcion's Gospel is an abridgment of our S. Luke, which
therefore was current before Marcion began to teach in Rome in
or before A.D. 140. The statements of early Christian writers (not
to be accepted as conclusive without examination) have been
strongly confirmed, and it is right to speak of Marcion's Gospel as
a " mutilated " or "amputated" edition of S. Luke.
Irenreus says of Marcion : id quod est secundum Lucam evangelt'um
circumcidens (i. 27. 2, iii. 12. 7); and again: Mardon et qui ab eo sunt, ad
intercidendas conversi sunt Scripturas, quasdam quidem in totum non cognoscentes, secundum Lucam autem evangelt'um et epistolas Pauli decurtantes,
!use sofa legitima esse dicunt, qum ipsi minoravertint (iii. 12. 12). Similarly
Tertullian : Qui's tam comesor mus Ponticus quam qui evangelt"a corrosit?
(Adv. Marcion. i. l). Marcion evangelt'o suo nullum adscribit auctorem.
. • . ex £is commentaton'bus quos kabemus Lucam videtur Marcion elegisse
quem cmderet (ibid. iv. 2). Epiphanius also: 0 µe11 -yd.p xo.po.Krl/p TOU KO.TO. AovKa11
1rqµo.l11•• TO <VO.'Y'Y0..•011• WS oe 1/Kpw-r11plo.CTT0.• µfrre dpx+,11 lxw11, µfJT• µluo., µfrre
TeAos, !µo.Tlov {J•{Jpwµl11ov {11ro ro;\J..w11 U'Y/TW" hrlxe. To11 Tplrrro11 (Hmr. i. 3. II,
Migne, xli. 709). Epiphanius speaks of additions, Td. oe 1rpOUTllJ11ui11: but these
were very trifling, perhaps only some two or three dozen words.

The evidence of Tertullian and Epiphanius as to the contents
of Marcion's Gospel is quite independent, and it can be checked
to some extent by that of Irenreus. Their agreement is remarkable, and we can determine with something like certainty and
exactness the parts of the Third Gospel which Marcion omitted ;
not at all because he doubted their authenticity, but because he
disliked their contents. They contradicted his doctrine, or did
not harmonize well with it, or in some other way displeased him.
In this arbitrary manner he discarded i. ii. and iii. excepting iii. 1,
with which his Gospel began. Omitting iii. 2-iv. 13, 17-20, 24,
he went on continuously to xi. 28. His subsequent omissions
were xi. 29-32, 49-51, xiii. 1-9, 29-35, xv. 11-32, xvii. 5-10,
xviii. 31-34, xix. 29-48, xx. g-18, 37, 38, xxi. 1-4, 18, 21, 22,
xxii. 16-18, 28-30, 35-38, 49-51, xxiv. 47-53. Perhaps he also
omitted vii. 29-35; and he transposed iv. 27 to xvii. 18.
It should be observed that not only does Marcion's Gospel
l An exception must be made of the author of Tke Four Gospels as
Historical Records, Norgate, 1895, pp. 93-95. The work is retrograde, and
rakes together criticisms and positions which have been rendered impotent and
untenable. One is tempted to apP.IY to it the author's own words (respecting a
volume of very real merit and ability, which has rendered signal service to the
cause of truth), that it "may be said, without much injustice, to beg every
question with which it deals" (p. 491 ).
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contain nearly all the sections which are peculiar to Luke, but it
contains them in the same order. Where Luke inserts something
into the common tradition, Marcion has the insertion ; where Luke
omits, Marcion omits also. This applies in particular to " the
great intercalation" (ix. 51-xviii. 14) as well as to smaller
insertions ; and this minute agreement, step by step, between
Marcion and Luke renders the hypothesis of their independence
incredible. The only possible alternatives are that Marcion has
expurgated our Third Gospel, or that our Third Gospel is an
expansion of Marcion's ; and it can be demonstrated that the
second of these is untenable.
( 1) In most cases we can see why Marcion omitted what his
Gospel did not contain. He denied Christ's human birth;
therefore the whole narrative of the Nativity and the genealogy
must be struck out. The Baptism, Temptation, and Ascension
involved anthropomorphic views which he would dislike. All
allusions to the O.T. as savouring of the kingdom of the Demiurge
must be struck out. And so on. In this way most of the
omissions are quite intelligible. The announcement of the
Passion (xviii. 31-34) and the triumphal entry into Jerusalem, etc.
(xix. 29-48), were probably disliked as being fulfilments of O.T.
prophecy. It is less easy to see Marcion's objection to the
Prodigal Son (xv. 11-32) and the massacre of Galileans, etc.
(xiii. 1-9); but our knowledge of his strange tenets is imperfect,
and these passages probably conflicted with some of them. But
such changes as "all the righteous" for "Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob and all the prophets" (xiii. 28), or "the Lord's words" for
"the law" (xvi. 17 ), or "those whom the god of that world shall
account worthy" for "they that are accounted worthy to attain to
that world" (xx. 35), are thoroughly intelligible. Others which his
critics supposed to be wilful depravations of the text are mere
differences of reading found in other authorities ; e.g. the omission
of alwvwv (x. 25) and of~ 1upiurfiv (xii. 14); and the insertion of
\ ,
'
,
'
A.. ,
(
...
)
Kai' KaTal\VOVTa
TOV
voµ.ov
Kai' TOVS'
7rpO't'7JTaS'
xxm.
2 •
(2) But the chief evidence (in itself amounting to something
like demonstration) that Marcion abridged our S. Luke, rather
than the Evangelist expanded Marcion, is found in the peculiarities
and characteristics of Luke's style and diction. These run through
our Gospel from end to end, and on the average are as frequent in
the portions which Marcion omitted as in the rest. In the first
two chapters they are perhaps somewhat more frequent than elsewhere. It is quite incredible that the supposed interpolator made
a minute analysis of the style and diction of Marcion's Gospel,
practised himself in it, and then added those portions of our
Gospel which Marcion did not include in his Gospel : and that he
accomplished this feat without raising a suspicion. Such a feat in
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that age would have been a literary miracle. Only those who
have worked through the passages expunged by Marcion, carefully
marking what is peculiar to Luke or characteristic of him, can
estimate the full force of this argument. But the analysis of a few
verses will be instructive.
The dotted lines indicate that the expression is found more
often in Luke's writings than in the rest of N.T., and the fraction
indicates the proportion : e.g. the !- with Kafh'iA.£V means that
KaOaiplw occurs six times in Lk. and Acts, and three elsewhere in
the rest of N.T. The plain lines indicate that the expression is
peculiar to Luke in N.T., and the figure states the number of
times in which it occurs in his writings : e.g. KaTa TO UJor; occurs
thrice in Lk. and Acts, and nowhere else in N. T.
Ka0e,A£V ! 8vvaO'Tar; d.?TO Op6vwv, Kat 15.pwcuv Ta?Tnvovr;, ?TnvwvTar;
/
'
\ /
'
I "\""""""ii2 '
~
·~
10
Of€1Tl\'YJCTEV
2 aya o~
wv, Kai ?Tl\OVTOVVTar;
E'"a?TECTT(tl\(V
2 KEVOV<;. aVTEl\a•
p~~····f;paT,,\ ?:~~~~-~ t a&ov, µ.v71CT~:;,;;.~· ..ii..i~"{,s (Ka06ir; iA.&A71u£V
'
'
I
(
.... )
' Kai' T<f>. . CT7rEpµ.an
,
, . . nr;, TOV
'
?Tpor;
TOV<;
?TaT€par;
71µ.wv
T<fl~ 'A/3paaµ.
avTOV
1
Q.z;;;-~a. "Eµ.eiv£V llE Mapiaµ. uvv H a{,Tjj i:is µ.-ijvar; -j Tpe,r;, Kat
fut-i<M"pa/Ja 8/ dr; TOV olKov at,ri}~··(i. 52-56),
...... .
·-·····k;;.Cb;.opevovTo oi yove'r; a&ov KaT' lTor; M Elr; 'I€povuaA.T,µ. Tfj
foPTii Tof-:,;:;t;;=x;;.:··· Kat
fyiveTo lTw~·g 8w8eKa, d.va{3aiv6vTwv
aVTWV KaTa TO Wor;J rljr; fopT-ijr;, K~r·TEAnwuaVTWV Tar; T]µ.f.par;,
lv Tqi wo<M"pic/mv 8-j a{,ToVr; v?Tiµ.eiv£V 'I71uovr; &?Ta'r; £v 'IepowaA.~µ.·
K·;;,r·~~~-·l:y:;,~;;:~;-~i yove'r; a&ov· voµ.luavm t llE a&ov iv rfi CTVvoUCf
elvai ~AOov T]µ.ipai; &86v, Ka~ d.vet~~-.;,;·3··;;&ov iv To'r; uvyy£Vf.ui Kat
TO''> 2 yvw<M"oLr;' \ 2 Kat µ.T, €Vp6vTEr; furEO'Tpetfrav 8/
Eir; 'lepovuaA.~µ.,
1
J".
•·:..··. ••• •••• •••• .t I
\
t
I
-·o··;•··;--;--·-- "" f'
.t \
'
ava..,71TOVVTE<; 3 aVTOV. Kat !X.~'!'.~:.? µ.e 71µ.epar; Tpnr;, rupov aVTOV Of
T<fi iepi{J, KaOe,6µ.aov lv µ.iCT<fl TWV 8i8aCTKaAwv, Kat d.KoVOVTa avTwv, Kat
l?TepWTWVTa a&ovr;· l{t;;.:;.;;.:;,TO
llE ?TaVTE<; oi d.KOVOVTE<; airToil tl?Tt
r6 CTVviCT£L Kat Ta'r; &.:;f~~p{;;.~~~v aVTOV (ii. 41~47).

/ \

\ \
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THE TEXT.

The authorities quoted for the various readings are taken from
different sources, of which Tischendorf's Nov. Test. Gnu. vol. i.
ed. 8, Lipsire, 1869, and Sanday's App. ad Nov. Test. Steph.,
Oxonii, 1889, are the chief. The Patristic evidence has been in
many cases verified. Gregory's Prolegomena to Tischendorf,
Lipsire, 1884-94, and Miller's edition of Scrivener's :Introduction
to the Criticism of N.T., Bell, 1894, must be consulted by those
who desire more complete information respecting the authorities.
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(1) GREEK MANUSCRIPTS.

M

Pn'mary uncials.
Cod. Sinaiticus, srec. iv. Brought by Tischendorf from the
Convent of St. Catherine on Mt. Sinai ; now at St. Petersburg. Contains the whole Gospel complete.
Its correctors are
M" contemporary, or nearly so, and representing a second
MS. of high value ;
M• attributed by Tischendorf to srec. vi. ;
N° attributed to the beginning of srec. vii. Two hands of
about this date are sometimes distinguished as ~ea and
~eh.

A. Cod. Alexandrinus, srec. v.

B.

C.

D.
L.
R.

T

Once in the Patriarchal Library
at Alexandria; sent by Cyril Lucar as a present to Charles 1.
in 1628, and now in the British Museum. Complete.
Cod. Vaticanus, srec. iv. In the Vatican Library certainly
since l 533 1 (Batiffol, La Vati'cane de Paul iii, etc., p. 86).
Complete.
The corrector B2 is nearly of the same date and used a
good copy, though not quite so good as the original.
Some six centuries later the faded characters were
retraced, and a few new readings introduced by B3•
Cod. Ephraemi Rescriptus, srec. v. In the National Library
at Paris. Contains the following portions of the Gospel :
i. 2-ii. 5, ii. 42-iii. 21, iv. 25-vi. 4, vi. 37-vii. 16 or 17,
viii. 28-xii. 3, xix. 42-xx. 27, xxi. 2 l-xxii. 19, xxiii. 25xxiv. 7, xxiv. 46-53.
These four MSS. are parts of what were once complete Bibles,
and are designated by the same letter throughout the LXX
andN.T.
Cod. Bezae, srec. vi. Given by Beza to the University
Library at Cambridge 1581. Greek and Latin. Contains
the whole Gospel.
Cod. Regius Parisiensis, srec. viii. National Library at Paris.
Contains the whole Gospel.
Cod. Nitriensis Rescriptus, srec. viii. Brought from a convent
in the Nitrian desert about 1847, and now in the British
Museum. Contains i. l-13, i. 69-ii. 4, 16-27, iv. 38-v. 5,
v. 25-vi. 8, 18-36, 39, vi. 49-vii. 22, 44, 46, 47, viii. 5-15,
viii. 25-ix. l, 12-43, x. 3-16, xi. 5-27, xii. 4-15, 40-52,
xiii. 26-xiv. 1, xiv. 12-xv. l, xv. 13-xvi. 16, xvii. 21-xviii. lo,
xviii. 22-xx. 20, xx. 33-47, xxi. 12-xxii. 15, 42-56, xxii. 71xxiii. II, 38-51. By a second hand xv. 19-21.
Cod. Borgianus, srec. v. In the Library of the Propaganda at
Rome. Greek and Egyptian. Contains xxii. llO-xxiii. 20.
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X. Cod. Monacensis, srec. ix. In the University Library at
Munich. Contains i. 1-37, ii. 19-iii. 38, iv. 21-x. 37,
xi. 1-xviii. 43, xx. 46-xxiv. 53·
A. Cod. Sangallensis, srec. ix. In the monastery of St. Gall in
Switzerland.
Greek and Latin.
Contains the whole
Gospel.
S. Cod. Zacynthius Rescriptus, srec. viii. In the Library of the
Brit. and For. Bible Soc. in London. Contains i. 1-9,
19-23, 27, 28, 30-32, 36-66, i. 77-ii. 19, 21, 22, 33-39,
iii. 5-8, I 1-20, iv. I, 2, 6-20, 32-43, V. I 7-36, vi. 21vii. 6, 11-37, 39-47, viii. 4-21, 25-35, 43-50, ix. 1-28,
32, 33, 35, ix. 41-x. 18, 21-40, xi. 1, 2, 3, 4, 24-30, 31, 32,
33·
If these uncials were placed in order of merit for the textual
criticism of the Gospel, we should have as facile princeps B, with
N as equally easily second. Then T, :S:, L, C, R. The Western
element which sometimes disturbs the text of B is almost entirely
absent from the Gospels.
Seeondary Uncials,
E. Cod. Basileensis, srec. viii. In the Public Library at Basle. Contains
the whole Gospel, except iii. 4-15 and xxiv. 47-53.
F. Cod. Boreeli, srec. ix. In the Public Library at Utrecht, Contains
considerable portions of the Gospel.
G. Cod. Har!eianus, srec. ix. In the British Museum. Contains considerable
portions.
K. Cod. Cyprius, srec. ix. In the National Library at Paris. Contains the
whole Gospel.
M. Cod. Campianus, srec. ix. In the National Library at Paris. Contains
the whole Gospel.
S. Cod. Vaticanus, srec. x. In the Vatican. The earliest dated MS. of the
Greek Testament. Contains the whole Gospel.
U. Cod. Nanianus, srec. x. In the Library of St. Mark's, Venice. Contains
the whole Gospel.
Only six uncial MSS., NB K M S U, afford complete copies of all four
Gospels.
(2) VERSIONS.

The Versions quoted are the following :
The Latin (Latt. ).
The Vetus Latina (Lat Vet).
The Vulgate (Vulg.).
The Egyptian (Aegyptt.).
The Bohairic (Boh.).
The Sahidic (Sah.).
The Syriac (Syrr.).
The Curetonian (Cur.).
The Sinaitic (Sin.).
The Peshitto (Pesh.).
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The Harclean (Hard.).
The Palestinian (Hier.).
The Armenian (Arm.).
The Ethiopic (Aeth.).
The Gothic (Goth.).
We are not yet in a position to determine the relation of the
t"ecently discovered Sinaitic Syriac (Syr-Sin.) to the other Syriac
Versions and to other representatives of primitive texts : and it
would be rash for one who is ignorant of Syriac to attempt a
solution of this problem. But the readings of Syr-Sin., as given
in the translation by Mrs. Lewis, are frequently quoted in the
notes, so that the reader may judge to what extent they support
the text adopted in this commentary.
It should be noticed that four of the seven instances of Conflate Readings, cited by WH. (ii. pp. 99-rn4) as proof of the
<::omparative lateness of the traditional text, are found in this
Gospel (ix. 10, xi. 54, xii. 18, xxiv. 53). Mr. Miller, in his new
edition of Scrivener's Introduction to the Criticism of the N. T.
(Bell, 1894), denies the cogency of the proof; but the only case
with which he attempts to deal, and that inadequately (ii. pp. 292,
293), is Lk. xxiv. 53. See the Classzi:al Review, June 1896, p. 264.
§ 9.

LITERARY HISTORY.

It is not easy to determine where the literary history of the
Third Gospel begins. The existence of the oral tradition side by
side with it during the first century of its existence, and the
existence of many other documents (i. 1) previous to it, which
may have resembled it, or portions of it, very closely, are facts
which render certainty impossible as to quotations which bear
considerable resemblance to our Gospel. They may come from
this Gospel; but they may also have another source. Again,
there are possibilities or probabilities which have to be taken into
account. We do not know how soon Harmonies of two, or three,
or four Gospels were constructed. The Third Gospel itself is a
combination of documents; and there is nothing improbable in
the supposition that before Tatian constructed his Dz'atessaron
others had made combinations of Matthew and Luke, or of all
three Synoptic Gospels (Sanday, Bampton Lectures, p. 302).
Some early quotations of the Gospel narrative look as if they
may have come either from material which the Evangelists used,
or from a compound of their works, rather than from any one of
them as they have come down to us. On the other hand the
difficulty of exact quotation must be remembered. MSS. were
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not abundant, and even those who possessed them foun<! a difficulty in "verifying their references," when rolls were used and
not pages, and when neither verses nor even chapters were numbered or divided. In quoting from memory similar passages of
different Gospels would easily become mixed ; all the more so, if
the writers who quote were in the habit of giving oral instruction
in the Gospel narrative ; for in giving such instruction they would
be in the habit of constructing a compound text out of the words
which they chanced to remember from any two or three Gospels.
What they wanted to convey was the substance of "the Gospel,"
and not the exact wording of the Gospel according to Matthew, or
Mark, or Luke.
There is nothing in the Epistle of Barnabas which warrants us
in believing that the writer knew the Third Gospel : and the coincidence of Koivwv-rj<T£L'> Ev 7ru<Tiv Tei> 11"A'YJ<Tlov <Tov, Kat ovK lpE'ii;
Wia ETvai (xix. 8) with Acts iv. 32 is too slight to be relied upon.
Comp. .Didache iv. 8. Indeed it is not impossible that this
Epistle was written before our Gospel (A.D. 70-80 ). In the
Epistle of Clement, which doubtless is later than the Gospel
(A.D. 95, 96), we have the perplexing phenomena alluded to
above.
MT. v. 7, vii.

1,

2.

µaKap1oi. ol D..•T,µoves,
8r1 a.tlrol IAeriOfiuovra.1,
µ'tJ Kp/.PETE, rva. µ'tJ
Kpt0frre• b cj; -yQ.p Kplµa·
TI Kplvere Kp10T,ueuOe,
Ka.I tv ~ µ&p<tJ µerpe'ire
µ<rpriOfiuero.1 vµi'P.

CLEM, RoM.

Cor. xiii.

2.

oi!Tws -yap .r,,..v · <Xe11.re, lva. O..eriOfrre· arf>lere,
rva. dtj>eOfi vµw• ws 11'01·
e'ire, oi!Tw 11'01'1/0Tiu<ra.1
vµur WS i!iUiore, oi!Tws
oo(JT,uera.1 Vµ'fv• WS Kp£PETE, oi!Tws Kp10T,<T<<T0E'
ws ')(p'1/ITTEVE<T0e, oi!Tws
'}(P'1/ITTevOT,uera.1 Vµtv • ~
µ&p<tJ µerpiiTE, EP a.frr~
µerpriOT,uera.1 vµw.

LK. vi. 3&-38,
-ylvE<T0E olKrlpµoP<S Ka.9·
WS 0 11'a.r/ip VµWP olK·
rlpµwv eur[v• Ka.I µt
KplPETE 1 Ka.I 00 µ'tJ Kp10fiTE'
Ka.I µ'tJ Ka.Ta.OIKajeTE, Ka.I
oil µ'tJ Ka.ra.01Ka.uOfrre,
a11'o'>i.uere, Ka.I a11'0Xv(JT,uE1T0E. i!i£i!iore, Ka.I i!ioOT,uera.1 vµlv • • • ~ -yap
µfrp<tJ µerpEtrE aPTlµETp'1/•
OT,uera.1 [or µerpriOT,uera.1]
Vµ.7.v.

This quotation is found in the Epistle of Polycarp (ii. ~) in
this form : JLV'YJJLOVWOV'TEt; 8f: 0v E!11"EV l> Kvpioi; 8i8aCTKWV' µ.~ KptV£TE,

Lva µ.~ Kpi8f']Tc' &cpt£T£, Kat &cp£8-rjcrrai flµ.l.v· l>1.£UT£, i'va lA.ETJfJ;,T(' ce
µh(Xt µ.£Tf1EtT£, dvnµ.£TpTJ8-r/cr£Tai fiµ.'i.v. And Clement of Alexandria

(Strom. ii. 18, p. 476, ed. Potter) has it exactly as Clement of
Rome, with the exception of avTLJLE'Tp'YJ8-r/cr£Tai for µ.£Tp'YJ8-r/cr£Tai :
but he is perhaps quoting his namesake. If not, then the
probability that both are quoting a source .different from any of
our Gospels becomes much greater (Resch, Agrapha, pp. 96,
97).
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MT. xviii. 6, 7, xxvi. 24

CLEM. RoM. Cor. xlvi. 8.

as i'J' 8.v cr1eavoaXlcrv lva

e!7rEV
'YrlP' ooal Tc;;
d.vlJpw7rljJ i1eel11'1'' 1eaMv
i}v ailrc!l el 001e ryevvfi1J71,
?'} lva TWV i1eXeKTWV µov
crKavoaXlcra' • 1epe'i.TTov i}v
airrl; TrepiTelJfjvaL µvXov
1eal KaTa'll'OVTLcrlJfjvai els
T'1)v IJ6.Xacrcrav, ?'} lva Twv
iK°AeKTWll µov oiacrTplif;ai.

rWv
7rLU'Tev611Tw11 els iµe, crvµ,iplp<L aVrc;; fva KpeµacrlJfj
µvXos 011i1eos Trepl T. TpriX'l°Aov airroO Kai KaTa7rOVTLcrlJfj 1!11 Tc;; Tre°Ari'Yei
Tfjs IJaAricrcr71s. ooal Tc;;
1e6crµCjJ • •••
ooal OE Tc;; d.v1Jpw7rljJ
i!KelVCjJ
OU ci vlos TOV
d.v1Jpw7rov
TrapaolliOTa.KaMv ~v avTcll el oiJK
ryevvfJIJ71 o IJ.vlJpW7rOS
i1ee'ivos.
TWP
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p.LKpWv TOV76'11,

a,·

LK. xvii.

1, 2,

xxii. 22,

d.11evoeKT611 icrri11 Toil
Tei cr1e6.voaXa µ,'1) i!AIJe'i.v,
11'A'1)v ooal oi' OU tpxeraiAVO'LTeXe'i. aoTc;; el XlOos
µv°ALKOS 7replKeLTaL 7repl
TOii Tprix71Xov airroO Kai
lppi'll'TaL els T'1)v IJ6.Xacrcrav,
?'} tva cr1eavi5aXlcr71 TWll
µLKpWll Toirrwv l11a.
oval np d.vOpcfnr'i' i1eel11'1'
oi' OU 7rapai5loOTaL.

Here again Clement of Alexandria (Strom. iii. 18, p. 561)
quotes exactly as Clement of Rome, with the exception of µ:rf for
ovK after e~ and the omission of -n}v before 8a>..a1T1Tav. In Clem.
Rom. Cor. lix. 3 we have a composite quotation (Is. xiii. 11 ; Ps.
xxxiii. ro; Job v. II, etc.), which may possibly have been influenced by Lk. i. 52, 53, xiv. II, xviii. 14; but nothing can be
built on this possibility. We must be content to leave it doubtful
whether Clement of Rome knew our Gospel according to Luke;
and the same must be said of Polycarp (see above) and of Ignatius.
In Eph. xiv. we have cpavep(w TO 8lv8pov d?To TOV Kap?TOV avTov,
which recalls EK yd.p Toil Kap?Tov To 8lv8pov yivWITKETai (Mt. xii. 33)
and lKalTTOV yd.p 8lv8pov EK TOV l8lov Kap?Tov yivW1TKE-rai (Lk. vi. 44).
Smyr. iii. we have the very remarkable passage which perplexed
Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome as to its source : 6TE ?Tpos Tovs ?Tepl.
Ilfrpov ~>..Oev, i!cp71 aVTo'Ls· A&./3rre, tfr71A.acp'lj1Ta-rl µ,e, Kal. t8e-re 6-ri ovK
elµ,l. 8aiµ,6viov drTwµ,aTov. This may be a condensation of Lk.
xxiv. 36-39, or may come from oral tradition or a lost document.
Of other possibilities, To w-Vp -ro 11.u{3erT-rov (Eph. xvi.) recalls Mk.
ix. 43 rather than Lk. iii. I 7 : KaAovs µ,a~-rd.s id.v cpiA.fjs, x&.pis ITOL
ovK i!<TTw (Polyc. ii.) is not very close to Lk. vi. 32 : ~8oval. -rov
{3fov (Rom. vii.) is found Lk. viii. 14, but is a common phrase:
and other slight resemblances (e.g. Magn. x.) may as easily come
from other Gospels or from tradition.
We are on surer ground when we come to the Didache and
the Gospel of Peter, the dates of which remain to be determined,
but which may be placed between A.D. 75 and 125. In the former
we find further evidence of a combination of passages from
Matthew and Luke, of which we have seen traces in Clement ot.
Rome, and which suggests the possibility of a primitive Harmony
of these two documents.
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'YP1/'Yope'ire

LK. xii. 35·

xvi. I.
{nrep

T1jf

tw7is vµ,w11· ol Xt\x110•
lln 0611: ot6o.re r1,11
#Jµ,Epo..,, oMe T1,11 (J)po.11.
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V!J.Wll µ,1, 1T{Je1T61/1TWITO.ll,
11:0.I o.I 6IT<f>iles vµ,w11 µ,?,
eKXve1T6w1To.11, axxa. 'Y,,,_
e1T6e bo•µ,o&. ou -yO.p or6o.Te
T?,11 C:,po.11 €11
o Kvp•os
i]µ,w11 lpxercu.

v

l!1TTw1To.11 vµ,w11 o.l d1T<f>ver
7rep•et"w1Tµ,€110.• Ko.I ol Xvx11oi Ko.16µ,e1101, KO.I vµ,e'is
/Jµ,0101 d.116pcfnro1s 7rp01T6exoµ,i11ou To11 Kvp1011
io.vrw•.

Here the acquaintance with our Gospel is highly probable, for
of the Evangelists Luke alone has the plural of A:Vxvo> and of
lJucpvs. In giving the substance of the Sermon on the Mount, the
Didadze again seems to compound the two Gospels.
MT. vii., v.
l~ 7rd.11To. 0~11 l11To. €0.11
6/Xvre r110. 'll"OLWITLll vµ,w
oi li116pw7roL, oi!Tws KO.I
VµeLs rOLEfre aln-ois.
44 ii'Y0.'11"8.Te Tous ex6po!Js
vµ,w11 Ko.I 7rpo1TEVXE1T6e
V'll"ff TW/I 6•w11:611TWll vµ,8.s.
€0.11 -y0.p a-yo.7r1/IT'7Te
To1is d:yarWvras Vµas,
Tl110. µ,&1T6011 lx_ere ; • • •
47 • • • ouxl KO.I ol
'6P•Kol. To o.frro 'll"O•oiiow ;

1111 81TT•s 1Te po.7rlt"ei els
r1,11 6ef•0.11 1TLO.'Y6110., 1TTpeto11 o.frrcil Ko.I T?,11 11.n,,11.
lllTT•S ITE ano.peVITE•
µ.l>.•Oll /!11, iJ'll"O.'YE µ,er'
o.frrou 6vo.
Tcil 6l).011Tl
IT°' Kpi()fjvo.L Ko.I TOii XLTwPd. 1Tov Xo.{Je'i11, dq><s
o.frrcil Ko.I To lµ,d.rio11;
a ~ o.IToii11Tl 1Te 66s, Ko.I
TOii 60..011ro. d.7ro ITOU 60.11l!To.1T9o.• µ,1, a'll"OITTpo.<f>fJs.

'°

DIDACHE

i. 2-5•

rd.11To. 6€ 81To. €0.v 6eX·
1/ITVS µ,1, 'Yl11e1T60.l ITO•, KO.I
ITU liXXlf' µ,?, 7role• • • •
euXo-ye'ire TOVS lfO.To.pwµ,Evovs {,µ,'iv Ko.I 7rpOITEUxe1T6e V7rep TW/I tx.9pwv
vµ,wv, "'11TTeuere 6< v7rep
TWll 6LwK611TWll vµ,8.s• 'll"Olo.
-yap xd.p•s, €0.11 d.-yo.'11"8.Te
TOUS d.'YO.'ll"WllTO.S uµ,8.s ;
ouxl Ko.I TO. /!(),,,, TO o.Vro
'll"OLOUIT•ll j j,µ,e'is 6e ii'YO.·
'11"8.Te TOUS µ,LITOU/ITO.S vµ,8.s
Ko.I otlx l!fere tx.6p611 •••
Eall TLS ITOL 6cil pd.'ll"•IT/J.11. EIS
T?,11 6ef•0.111T•O.'Y6110., ITTpbf;"
o.frrcil KO.I T?,11 11xx,,,,, KO.I
l!uv TAe•os. €a11 lino.·
peUITV ITe TLS µ,£Xiov l!v'
ii'll"O.'Ye µ,er' o.frroii 6uo· €0.11
lipv T•s To lµ,&.ri611 1Tov,
60s o.frrcil KO.I TO/I XLTWllO..
e0.11 MfJv Tes a'll"o 1ToO To
1T611, µ,?, d'll"o.lTei • oMe
-yO.p 6u110.1To.•. '11"0.llTI Tcil
o.ITouvrl ITe 6l6ov, KO.I µ,?,
d7ro.lTe•.

LK. vi.
11 Ko.6ws 6eXere r110. 71"°'·
C,,,.111 vµiv ol 11116pw7ro1,
'll"OIE'iTe o.tlTOLS oµ,olws.
ll8 etlXo-yeiTe TOVS KO.TO.·
pwµ,e11ovs vµ,8.s, 7rpoueuxe1T6e 'll"Epl TW/I h,,peo.·
t"6vrw11 vµ,8.s.
'ZI d.XM
ii'Yo.7r8.Te Taus €x6pous
VµWv.
82 KO.I el a-yo.'11"8.Te TOUS
a'YO.'ll"wllTO.S vµ,8.s, 7rolo.
vµ,Zv x&.p•s elTTlv ; Ko.I 'Yap
o! aµ,o.prwXol Tous a-yo.7rw11To.s o.frrous <i'Yo.7rwu111.
Ill! 7rX7,11 a-yo.'11"8.Te TOUS
tx.6pous vµ,w11 • • • KO.I
l!uro.1 0 µ,11T9os vµ,w11
7roMs.
29 Tcil TV'll"Tovrl ITE brl
r1,11 ITI0.')'0110. 7rd.pexe Ko.I
r7,1111xx,,11,
KO.I dm} TOU o.rpo11T6s ITOV
TO lµ,d.TLOll KO.I TOii XITWllO.
µ,?, KWAVITVS. 80 '11"0.llTI o.1TOVPTl ITE 6£6ov, KO.I a'll"o
Toil o.(povros TO. 1TO. µ,?,
a'll"o.lre•.

Expressions which are peculiar to each form of the Sermon
are here so abundant that we conclude that this doctrine of the
Two Ways has been influenced by both forms. But the order in
which the several precepts are put together is so different from
both Gospels, that the editor can scarcely have had either Gospel
before him. Very possibly the order and wording have been
disturbed by oral instruction in Christian morality given to catechumens (Sanday, Bamptons, p. 302 ). But the evidence of
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acquaintance with the Third Gospel is strong ; and it is somewhat
strengthened by the fact that in the Didach& Christ is called the
"Servant ('1"a'is) of God" (ix. 2, 3, x. 2, 3), a use of '1"a'is which in
N.T. is almost confined to Luke (Acts iii. 13, 26, iv. 27, 30;
comp. iv. 25; Lk. i. 54, 69). But this use is common in LXX,
and may easily be derived from Isaiah or the Psalms rather than
from the Acts. Nevertheless there is other evidence of the influence of the Acts on the Didache, and scarcely any evidence of
the influence of Isaiah or of the Psalms : indeed the references to
the O.T. are remarkably few. And this not only makes it quite
possible that the use of o'1"a'is uov comes from the Acts, but also
still further strengthens the conviction that the Didache is indebted to the writings of S. Luke. Comp. uvyKowwv?jueis SE
'1"aVTa -r<i> tlSe>..<f><f uov Kai ovK £pei:s laia eivai (Did. iv. 8) with oME
e!s TL TWV V'1"apx6v-rwv aUi-<i> :>..eyev l8iov eivai, d>..>..' ~v av-ro'is '1"aVTa
Kotva (Acts iv. 32). Bryennios and Wiinsche see traces of Lk.
ix. 1-6 and x. 4-21 in Did. xi.; but this chapter might easily have
stood as it does if Luke had never written. Yet there is enough
in what has been quoted above to establish the fact of the influence
of Luke on the Didach&.
It is generally admitted that the fragment of the Gospel oj
Peter suffices to show that the writer of that apocryphal narrative
was acquainted with all four of the Canonical Gospels. But it
will be worth while to quote some of the expressions and statements which have a marked resemblance to Luke in particular.
LK. xxiii., xxiv.

GOSPEL OF PETER.

4- lle•Xli'l'os 'lreµif;a.s 7rpos 'HpwB.,,,,,

5. Ka.! <raf3(3a.'1'ov i'lr•<f>w<rKet.
10.

1jPE"fKOP livo KO.KOVP"fOV$.

7, IleiXoiTos • , • &..€.,.eµ'fev a.V'l'o•
..-pas 'Hpc,lli.,,v.
54· KO.I <ra{J{Ja.'l'OP i'lre<f>w<rKev.
32. il'YoV'l'o lie KO.! bepo• ica.Kofipyo<
Bfo.

13. eTs lie 'l'L$ 'TWP KO.KOVP"fWP iKflvwv
wvelli•<reP a.vTovs, Xi"(wv· '1,µe'is But 'l'<i
KO.Ke Ii WOtfi<ra.p.ev olfrw 'lrE'lf'6vlJa.µev,
0Vr0$ lie <r6"1"1/p "fEP6}l-flfoS 'TWP 6.vllpW7rWP
'l'l 1,BlK'l/O"EP '1,µ8.s ;
15. i}Xios lliv.
28.
Xa.os 4ra.s "foyyVseL Ka.I K6r'l'e'l'a.L 'l'<i O"'Tfill'll.
34. rpwta.s Be hn<f>w<rKov'l'os TOD <ra.{3·
{Ja'l'OV.
36. livo 4vlipa.s Ka.'l'EAIJ6PTa.s iKe'ilJep
roM <f>e'Y"fos txovTa.s.
50. 6plJ pov lie Tfjs icvp•a.Kfjs • • • hr I
r~ µvfip.a.'l't.
54• Ii <f>epop.ev els P.11'1/P,OO"tiv'l/P O.VTOV,

o
o

39. efs lie 'TWP icpeµa.<rlleP'l'wV KO.KOVp'YWV i{J"/l.a.<r<f>fiµei a.V'l'bv. , • •
41. ll.~ta. "(CLP WV i7rp~a.µev a'lroXa.µ(30.voµev· 0~'1'0$ lie oUliev li.'l'O'lrOP Wpa.~ev,

45, 'l'OV '1,Xlov tKXel'lroPTos.
48. 7rdV'l'E$ o! O"VP7r0.pa."(ev6p.evOL 6xX01
, , 'l'W'l'OP'l'ES 'l'<i <T'l'filJ'll•
54 Ka.I <ra{3(3a.Tov brl<f>w<rKev.
4 li.vlipes Bfo hre<T'l"T]<ra.v a.V'l'a.'is b
l<rllfj'l't d.O"Tpa.r'l'oV<r!J.
I. TV B< p.t~ TWP <ra.(3(30.Twv 6p1Jpov
(3a.IJ€ws brl 'TO µvfiµa. 1}Alla.v <f>epov<ra•
a 1,'l'olµa.<ra.v 6.pwµa.ra..

These resemblances, which are too close and too numerous to
be accidental, are further emphasized when the parallel narratives
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are compared. S. Luke alone mentions the sending to Herod.
He alone uses the expression cr&.f3f3aTov bdcpwcrKEV (contrast Mt.
xxviii. 1 ). He alone calls the two robbers KaKovpyoi. He alone
tells us that one of the robbers reviled, and that one contrasted
the justice of their fate with the innocence of Jesus. He alone
mentions the sun in connexion with the darkness. He alone
speaks of all the multitudes of spectators, and of their beating
their breasts. He alone calls the two Angels at the tomb av8p£>
(Mt. and Mk. mention only one), and calls the tomb µ.W,µ.a; and
he alone uses cplpnv of the women bringing the spices. There are
other passages in which the Gospel of Peter resembles Luke with
one or more of the other Gospels ; but what has been quoted
above is sufficient to show that the writer of the apocryphal gospel
was influenced by S. Luke's narrative. It must be remembered
that these ten coincidences are found within the compass of fiftyfi ve verses, and that they are not exhaustive. The inscription on
the cross, o~T6> £crnv o f3acriA.£:U> rov 'Icrpa~A. ( 11 ), is closer to that
given by S. Luke, o {3. Twv 'Iov8alwv o~o<; (xxiii. 38), than to any
of the other forms; and perhaps the words of the robber, crwTiJp
y£v6µ.£voi; (see above, 13), are suggested by crwcrov crEav-r6v Kal -t,µ.as
(xxiii. 39). The use of /J.ECT'YJp.f3pla for "midday" ( 15) is found
in N.T. nowhere but Acts xxii. 6. The cry of the Jews after
?r6crov 8tKai6<; ECTTLv (28), looks like an
Christ's death, lBETE
adaptation of the centurion's confession, oVTw> b 11v8pW7ro> o~o<;
8{Kaio<; ~v (xxiii. 47); and perhaps £~craVTo ?rri.vra iI.?rEp £l8ov (45)
is an echo of £&,yovvTo Ta £v rfi o8cp (xxiv. 35). And, as already
pointed out (§ 1), Pseudo-Peter always speaks of Jesus Christ
as b K6pio>, a use which begins to be common in the Third
Gospel.
The evidence of another interesting document of about the
same date is worth quoting. The Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs is a Jewish Christian writing which almost certainly was
composed between the two destructions of Jerusalem, A.D. 70 and
135. It shows marked traces of a knowledge of the Synoptic
traditions and of S. Luke's Gospel in particular. Some of the
coincidences given below are probably the result of independent
citation of the 0.T. But the citation may have been suggested
to the later writer by acquaintance with it in the Gospel narrative.

on

TEST.

XII.

PATR.

of11011 Ka.I ulKepa. oiJK h-1011 (Reuben i.).

$.LUKE.

of110•

ira.I

trlKepa. oiJ µ/IJ 'lrl1J (i.

Num. vi. 3).
{"f""'" /fr• 81Ka.lws 'lrd.uxw (Sim. iv.).
{ueu!Je eupltrKOllT<S xcf.p111 evtJnr1011
.eeou Ka.I d.11!Jp,f,'lrw11 (Sim. v,).

IS ;

Ka.I fiµels ,dv 81Ka.lws (xxiii. 41).
'I'11T0US 1rpoEK011"TEV • , • Xlif"TI 'lrllpG
Ka.I d.111Jpt1nro1s (ii. 52 ; I Sam.

e•.;;

ii. 26).

~
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O 0eos awµa. 'A.a.{Jwv r:a.I <TVvetr9£wv
d.v9pcfnro•s ltrwtrev a.l'lrous (Sim. vi. ).
d.vec#x.911tra.11 al ofJpa.vol (Levi ii.,
xviii.).
7repl Tov µlJ\"A.ovTos 'AVTpoDtr9a.L Tlw
Itrpa.'lj"A. (Ibid.),
lws i1f"L<TKftf1JTO.< Kup•os 7rdvTa. Tb.
l(Jv., iv tr1f"'A.d')"X.vOLS vloD a.i'Jroi) lws
a.lwvos (Levi iv.).
<rvveT'ljpovv Taus M-yovs TOUTovs iv TV
r:a.pBlq. µov (Levi vi.).
Ka.l-ye lKpvif;a. ToDTo iv TU Ka.plilq. µov,
r:1d ofJK dvtyyet"A.a. a.l'lro 1f"a.VTI dvfJp<lnr.,, (Levi viii. ).
liuva.µLS 'Tif;l<TTOV (Levi x.vi. ).
bre1f"etrev E7r' a. l'lrovs Tp6µos (Judah

iii.).
'lrote'iv 7rdVTa. Tb. BtKa.twµa.Ta. Kvplov Ka.I
VrO.KOUeLV iVToMs 0eoi) (Judah xiii.).
dvot;nltrovTa.t br' a.07-ov al ofJpa.vol,
7rveDµa., d"A.o-yla.v Ila.Tpos 0,-ylov
(Judah xxiv.).
o! iv ,,..,.wxelq. Btb. Kuptov 1f"AOVTL<T8f,troVTa.•, Ka.I o! iv 'lrev(q. x.opa.tr9f,11011Ta.t, Ka.I o! iv dtr9evelq. l<T')(.utroV<Tt
(Judah xxv.).
brL<TTPftf" Ka.plila.s d.TeL8e'is 1rpOs
Kupiov (Dan v.).

'""ea.•

Ka.I eb.v oµo"A.o;nltra.s µ.era.v~<T"fl /J.tf>es
a.il-r</i (Gad vi. ).
Ka.I a.l'lros ll\9wv ws /J.v9pW1ros, itr9lwv
ira.I 'lrlvwv µeTb. TWV d.119pw1rW11 (Asher
vii.). See above, Sim. vi.
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<rwecr9let a.l'lro<s (xv. 2) c.omp. <rvvetfJd-yoµev Ka.I <rvvnloµev a.in-.,, (Acts
x. 41).
dve'f'x.9ljva.t T011 ofJpa.v6v (iii. 2 I ; Is.
!xiv. 1).
a.fJT6s ecrT<11 o µll\"A.wv 'AVTpoDtr9tu TOv
'ltrpa."lj"A (xxiv. 21 ).
litb. tr7rM')"X.va. e>..iovs 0eoD 7Jµw11 iv
ors E1f"t<TKftfeTO.L 7,µ8.s dvO.TOA~ '~ IJ>fovs
(i. 78).
<rvver">lpet Tb. pf,µa.Ta. mDTa. , • • i•
TV Ka.plilq. a.l'IT?)s (ii. 19; comp. ii. 51).
Ka.I a.07-ol itrl')'1/tra.11 Ka.I o6lievl d.onfy-yet"A.a.11 iv iKel11a.u Ta.ls 7,µepa.u ofJlie11
,r,,, ~wpa.Ka.v (ix. 36).
liuva.µts 'Tif;l<TTov (i. 35).
tfJ6{Jos bri'lretrev i7r' a.fJT6v (i. 12 ;

comp. Acts xix. 17).
1rope6oµe110• iv 7rdtra.•s Ta.'is iVToAa.'is
KO.I litKCl.LWµa.<Tt11 TOV Kvplov (i. 6).
dve.,,x9ljva.t T011 ofJpa.vov Ka.I Ka.m{Jlj11a.t TO 1f"veDµa. TO 11.-ytov (iii. 21, 22).
µa.tc6.ptot o! 'lrTWX.Ol, lfrt VµeTepa. E<TTlll
.;, {Ja.trt"A.ela. TOV 0eoD. µa.tc6.pto• o! 'lretvwVTes 11Dv, lh-t x.opa.tr9'1jtretr9e (vi.
20, 21;

Mt. v. 3-6).

i7f"t<TTpeif;a.t Ka.plila.s 1f"O.Tepwv i1f"I
TEKva. • Ka.I 6.1ret9e'is iv t/Jpov"ljcret littca.lwv
(i. 17 ; Mai. iv. 5).
Ka.I ib.11 µ.era.1101,trv, 11.tfJes a.l'IT<ii

(xvii. 3).
ll\"lj"A.v(Je11 o vlos ToD dv(JpW..011 ltr(}wv
Ka.I 'lrl11w11 (vii. 34 ; Mt. xi. 19).

Besides these verbal coincidences there are many coincidences
in thought, especially respecting the admission of the Gentiles to
the Kingdom through the Messiah, who is the Saviour of all, Jew
and Gentile alike. " The Lord shall raise up from Levi a Priest,
and from Judah a King, God and man. He shall save all the
nations and the race of Israel " (Simeon vii.). "A King shall rise
from Judah and shall make a new priesthood . . . unto all the
nations (Levi viii.). Comp. Judah xxiv. ; Zebulon ix. ; Dan. vi. ;
Naphtali iv., viii.; Asher vii.; Benjamin ix. Moreover, there are
passages which are very similar in meaning, although not in wording, to passages in Luke : comp. the end of Joseph xvii. with
Lk. xvii. 27, and the beginning of Joseph xviii. with Lk. vi. 28.
It is hardly necessary to trace the history of the Third Gospel
in detail any further. It has been shown already (pp. xv-xvii)
that Justin Martyr, Tatian, Celsus, the writer of the Clementine
Homilies, Basilides, Valentinus, Marcion, and the Churches of
Lyons and Vienne, knew the Third Gospel, and that Iremeus, the
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Muratorian Canon, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and others
definitely assign it to S. Luke. In the second half of the second
century this Gospel is recognized as authentic and authoritative ;
and it is impossible to show that it had not been thus recognized
at a very much earlier date.
The order of the Gospels has not always been the same. But,
just as in the interpretation of the four symbolical creatures, the
calf has uniformly been taken as indicating S. Luke, so in the
arrangement of the Gospels his has almost invariably been placed
third. The order with which we are familiar is the common order
in most MSS. and Versions : but in D 594, a b c def jf2 i qr and
the Gothic Version, and in the Apostoli'c Constitutions, what is called
the Western order (Matthew, John, Luke, Mark) prevails. The
obvious reason for it is to have the two Apostles together and before
the other two Evangelists. In a few authorities other arrangements
are found. X and the Latin k have John, Luke, Mark, Matthew,
while 90 has John, Luke, Matthew, Mark, and 399 John, Luke,
Matthew. The Curetonian Syriac has Matthew, Mark, John, Luke.
§ 10.

COMMENTARIES.

A good and full list of commentaries on the Gospels is given
by Dr. W. P. Dickson in the English translation of Meyer's Commentary on S. Matthew, i. pp. xxiii-xliii and of commentaries on
S. Mark and S. Luke in that of Meyer's Commentary on S. Mark
and S. Luke, i. pp. xiii-xvi. It will suffice to name a few of the
chief works mentioned by him, especially those which have been
in constant use during the writing of this commentary, and to add
a few others which have appeared since Dr. Dickson published
his lists (1877, 1880), or for other reasons were omitted by him. 1
Of necessity the selection here given in many cases corresponds
with that in the volume on Romans by Dr. Sanday and Mr.
Headlam; and the reader is referred to that (pp. xcix-cix) for
excellent remarks on the characteristics of the different commentaries, which need not be repeated here.
I. GREEK WRITERS
0RIGEN (Orig.); t 253.
Homili83 in Lucam in Origenis Opp.
ed. Delarue, iii. 932; Lommatzsch, v. 85; Migne, xiii. 1801,
1902. These thirty-nine short Homilies are an early work, and
have been preserved in the Latin translation made by Jerome. A
few fragments of the original Greek survive in the Philocalia (ed.
l See also Int1-oducttim to the Synoptt'c Gospels by Dr. P. J. Gloag, T. & T.

Clark, 1895, and the literature quoted p. 209.
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J. A. Robinson, Camb. 1893) and elsewhere. The genuineness of
these Homilies has been disputed, but is not doubtful. A summary of the contents of each is given in Westcott's article
ORIGENES, D. Chr. Biog. iv. 113. The first twenty art on Lk.
i., ii., and the next thirteen on Lk. iii., iv., leaving the main portion
of the Gospel almost untouched. Besides these there are fragments of notes in the original Greek, which have been preserved
in Venice MS. ( 28, 394); Migne, xviii. 311-370. They extend
over chapters i.-xx.
EusEBIUS of Cresarea (Eus.); t before 341. El> To KaTO.
AovKav d1ayyl>..wv in Migne, xxiv. 529. Only fragments remain:
on Lk. i. 5, 18, 19, 32, 35, 38, ii. 32, iv. 18, vi. 18, 20, vii. 29, 30,
viii. 31, 43, ix. 1, 3, 4, 7, 26, 28, 34, x. 6, 8, xi. 21, xii. II, 22, 34,
36, 37, 42, 45, xiii. 20, 35, xiv. 18, xvii. 3, 23, 25-31, 34, 37,
xviii. 2, xix. 12, 13, 17, xx. 2, 3, xxi. 25, 26, 28-32, 36, xxii. 30, 57,
xxiv. 4.
CYRIL of Alexandria (Cyr. Alex.); t 444. 'EHr1<n> £1> To
Kara AovKav evayyl>..wv in Migne, lxxii. 475. Only portions of the
original Greek are extant, but a Syriac version of the whole has
been edited by Dr. R. Payne Smith, who has also translated this
version into English (Oxford, 1859). The Syriac version shows
that many Greek fragments previously regarded as part of the commentary are from other writings of Cyril, or even from other writings which are not his. The Greek fragments which coincide with
the Syriac prove that the latter is a faithful translation. The commentary is homiletic in form.
THEOPHYLACT (Theoph.), archbishop of Bulgaria ~1071-1078);
t after 1II8. Migne, cxxiii.
EUTHYMIUS ZIGABENUS (Euthym.) j t after II I 8. Migne,
cxxix. 853.
These two almost contemporaneous commentaries are among
the best of their kind. They draw much from earlier writers, but
do not follow slavishly, and are far superior to medireval Latin
commentaries. The terseness of Euthymius is not unlike that of
Bengel.
2. LATIN WRITERS.
AMBROSE (Ambr.); t 397. Expositio Evang. sec. Lucam;
Migne, xv. 1525. Ambrose follows Philo and Origen in seeking
for spiritual or mystical meanings under the natural or historical
sense, and these are sometimes very far-fetched: in verbis ludit, in
sententiis dormitat (Jerome, Prol. in Hom. Orig. in Luc.).
EucHERIUS; t 449 or 450. Liber instructionum in Luae
Evang. ; Migne, 1. 799.
ARNOBIUS JUNIOR; t after 460. Annotationes ad quredam
Eva'Pgeliorum loca; Migne, liii. 570, 578.
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P ATERIUS of Brescia ; friend of Gregory the Great. He collected from the writings of Gregory an Expositio Vet. et Nov.
Test., of which Book III. is a catena of Passages on S. Luke ;
Migne, lxxix. 1057. In the eleventh century the monk ALULF
made a similar collection ; Migne, lxxix. l l 99.
None of these works are very helpful as regards exegesis.
Eucherius and Arnobius do not repay perusal. The extracts from
Gregory are mainly from the Moralta or commentary on Job, full
of allegorical interpretation.
BEDE, the Venerable; t135. In Lucam Exp. Libri VI.;
Migne, xcii. 307; Giles, xi., xii.; ed. Colon. 1612, v. 217. The
character of the work may be given in his own words : "I have
made it my business, for the use of me and mine, briefly to compile out of works of the venerable Fathers, and to interpret according to their meaning (adding somewhat of my own) these
following pieces "-and he gives a list of his writings (H. E. sub
fin. See also the Prol. in Marc.). This commentary is far
superior to those just mentioned, and is an oasis in a desert.
SEDULIUS ScoTus; t c. 830. A mere compiler, often from
Origen ; Migne, ciii. 2 7. W ALAFRID STRABUS of Reichenau ;
t 849. Glossa ordinaria, a compilation with some original matter;
Migne, cxiv. 243, 893. It became very famous. We may pass
over with bare mention CHRISTIANUS DRUTHMARUS j c. 850;
Migne, cvi. 1503 : BRUNO AsTENSIS; c. n25; Migne, clxv. 33:
and PETRUS CoMESTOR; c. n8o; Migne, cxcviii. 1537·
THOMAS AQUINAS, Doctor Angelicus; t 1274.
Expositio
continua or Catena aurea in Evangelia, a mosaic of quotations (to
be accepted with caution) from over eighty Christian writers, from
Ignatius to Euthymius, so arranged as to form a summary of
patristic theological teaching. Opp. ed. Venet. iv. 5 ; translated
Oxford, 1845.
ALBERTUS MAGNUS of Ratisbon j t l 280.
3. REFORMATION AND POST-REFORMATION WRITERS.
ERASMUS, Desiderius ; h 536. Adnotaft'ones in N. T., l 5 l 6 ;
Paraphrases, 1522.
BUTZER or BucER, Martin; t l 55 l. In sacra quatuor Evangelia Enarrationes, l55I.
CALVIN, John; t 1564. In harmoniam ex Matt. Marc. et Luc.
compositam Commentarzi', 1553; Brunsvigre, 1868; translated by
the Calvin Trans. Society, l 842 ; strong and independent.
BEZA, Theodore; t 1605. Adnotationes in N.T., 1565 1
1 594·
GROTIUS (Huig van Groot); t 1645. Adnotationes in N.T.,
1644. Arminian ; an early attempt to apply philological principles
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(learned from J. J. Scaliger) and classical illustrations to the Bible;
still useful.
HAMMOND, Henry ; t 1660. Canon of Christ Church, Oxford ;
"the Father of English Commentators." Paraphrase and Annotations of the N.T., 1653, 1845; "reveals genuine exegetical tact
and learning." Biblical paraphrase is of English origin.
One or two Roman Catholic commentators in this period
require mention.
CAJETAN, Cardinal (Jacob de Vio); t 1534; a Dominican. In
quatuor Evang. et Acta Apost. Commentarii, 1543· Under pressure
from Luther ( 1518) he became considerably emancipated from
patristic and scholastic influence.
MALDONATUS, Joannes (Maldon.); t 1583; a Spanish Jesuit
Commentarz"i in quatuor Evangelia 1596; ed. Sansen, 1840; ed.
K. Martin (condensed) 1850. Admirable of its kind: he rarely
shirks a difficulty, and is often sagacious in his exposition. An
English translation by G. J. Davie is being published by
Hodges.
CORNELIUS A LAPIDE (van Stein); t 1637; a Jesuit. Comm.
in quatuor Evang., 1638. Part of a commentary on almost the
whole Bible. A voluminous compilation, including much allegory
and legend; devout and often edifying, but sometimes puerile.
English translation of the Comm. on S. Luke, Hodges, 1887.
EscoBAR Y MENDOSA, Antonio; t 1669; a Spanish Jesuit,
whose casuistry was gibbeted by Pascal. In Evangelia sanctorum
et temporzs commentarz"i, 16 3 7.
Two great names in the eighteenth century serve well as a
transition from the writers of the two preceding centuries to the
present age.
BENGEL, Johann Albrecht (Beng.) ; t 1751. Gnomon N. T.,
1742. A masterpiece, rivalling Euthymius Zigabenus in terseness,
and excelling him in originality and insight. English translation,
Clark, 1857.
WETSTEIN, Johann Jacob (Wetst.), t 1754. Nov. Test.
Grrecum, 1751, 17 5 2. A monument of criticism and learning.
Wetstein was a leader in the field of textual criticism, and the
stores of learning collected in his notes have been of the greatest
service to all subsequent students of N.T.
4. MODERN WRITERS,
ScHLEIERMACHER, Fried. Dan. Ernst; t 1834; Ueber die
Schriften des Lukas, 1817. Translated anonymously by Thirlwall,
1825.
BORNEMANN, Fried. August.; t 1850. Scholia in Lucre Evangelium, 1830
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DE WETTE, Wilh. Mart. L. ; t l 849. Kurze Erkliirung der
Evangelien des Lukas und Markus, 1839. Free, precise, and
compact.
MEYER, Hein. Aug. Wilh.; h873. Kritisch exegetische1
Kommentar uber das N.T. Markus und Lukas, 1846. Excellent
A good English translation of the fifth edition was published by
T. & T. Clark, 1880. Grammar is sometimes ridden to death;
but this is still one of the best commentaries for English readers.
The German revisions of Meyer by Bernhard and Johannes Weiss,
1885, etc., are superior, especially as regards the text.
OosTERZEE, Jan Jacob van; t 1882. In Lange's Theologischehomiletisches Bibelwerk, 1857-1876, he commented on S. Luke.
English translation published by T. & T. Clark, 1864. The notes
are in three sections throughout ; critical, doctrinal, and homiletic.
H.<lHN, G. L., Professor of Theology at Breslau. Das Evangelium des Lukas, 1892, 1894. Two substantial volumes, full of
useful material, but grievously perverse in questions of textual
criticism.
SCHANZ, Paul. Das Evangelium des heiligen Lucas, 1883.
Probably much the best Roman Catholic commentary.
LASSERRE, Henri. Les Saints Evangiles, 1886, 1887. A
French translation of the Gospels with brief notes. Uncritical, but
interesting. It received the imprimatur of the Archbishop of
Paris and the praise of Leo xm., ran through twenty-five editions
in two years, and then through the influence of the Jesuits was
suppressed.
, GoDET, Frederic, Professor at Neuchatel. Commentaire sur
!' Evangile de S. Luc, 187 l, 1872, 1888. Equal to Meyer in
exegesis, but weak in textual criticism. The edition of l 888 is
greatly to be preferred. An English translation of the second
edition was published by T. & T. Clark, 1879.
ALFORD, Henry; t l87I. Greek Testament, vol. i. 1849, 5th
ed. 1863. Sensible and clear.
WORDSWORTH, Christopher, Bishop of Lincoln; t 1885.
Greek Testament, vol. i. 1856, 5th ed. 1866. Scholarly and devout,
supplying the patristic element wanting in Alford, but otherwise
inferior ; weak in textual criticism.
McCLELLAN, John Brown. The New Testament, a new translation, from a revised text, with analyses, copious references and
illustrations, chronological and analytical harmony, notes and dissertations, vol. i. l 87 5 ; unfortunately the only one published.
Contains some grotesque renderings and perverse arguments, with
a great deal of valuable matter.
PLUMPTRE, Edward Hayes; t l89I. The Sy11vptic Gospels in
Bishop Ellicott's Commentary for English Readers, Cassell, 1878.
Popular and suggestive, with a tendency to excessive ingenuity.
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JONES, William Basil, Bishop of St. David's, and CooK,
Frederic Charles, Canon of Exeter; St. Luke in the Speaker's
Commentary, 1878. Inadequate.
CARR, Arthur, Notes on the Greek Testament, St. Luke, 1875.
A scholarly handbook.
FARRAR, Fred. William, Dean of Canterbury. St. Luke in the
Cambridge Greek Testament, 1884 and later. More full, but less
precise, than Carr.
SADLER, Michael Ferrebee: t 1895. Gospel acc. to St. Luke,
1886. Dogmatic and practical rather than critical: somewhat
capricious in textual criticism.
Bo ND, John. WH. text of St. Luke with introduction and
notes, l 890. Brief to a fault, but useful.
CAMPBELL, Colin. CriHcal Studies in St. Luke's Gospel, 1890.
Fails to establish a special demonology and Ebionite tendency,
but contains many useful remarks.
BERNARD, Thomas Dehany. The Songs of the Holy Nativity,
1895. Did not come to the knowledge of the present writer until
the commentary on chapters i. and ii. was in print. 1
BRUCE, Alexander Balmain. The Synoptic Gospels in ·.he
Expositor's Greek Testament, Hodder & Stoughton, 1897. T. R.
with introduction and notes ; modelled on Alford.
BLASS, Fredericus. Evangelium secundum Lucam st"ve Lucae
ad Theophilum Liber Prior, secundam Formam qum videtu,.
Romanam, Trubner, 1897. Western text with introduction and
critical notes.
Index II. contains the names of many other writers whose
works are of great use to the student of this Gospel.
1 A similar fact caused the omission at p. xxix of some recent discussions of
the Synoptic problem: e.g. The Abbe Loisy, Essays in L'Enseignement
Biblique, 1892, Revue des Religions, 1894, and Revue Biblique, 1896 (see the
Guardian, August 1896, p. 1317); W. Arnold Stevens and E. De Witt Burton,
A Harmcnr ef tl# <ifls.l'ls for Hislori..al Study, Boston, r896.

ABBREVIATIONS.
Ecclesi'asti'cal Writers.

Ambr.
Aug.
Bas.
Chrys.
Clem. Alex.
Clem. Hom.
Clem. Recogn. •
Clem. Rom.
Cypr.
Cyr. Alex.
Cyr. Hier.
Dion. Alex.
Epiph. .
Eus.
Euthym.
Greg. Naz.
Greg. Nys.
Herm. .
Hippo!..
Ign.
Iren.
Iren-Iat.
Jer. (Hieron.) •
Jos.
Just. M.
Orig.
Orig-lat.
Tert.
Theopb.

--

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Ambrose.
Augustine.
Basil.
Chrysostom.
Clement of Alexandrfa.
Clementine Homilies.
Clementine Recognitions.
Clement of Rome.
Cyprian.
Cyril of Alexandria.
Cyril of Jerusalem.
Dionysius of Alexandria.
Epiphanius.
Eusebius.
Euthymius Zigabenus.
Gregory of Nazianzum.
Gregory of Nyssa.
Hermas.
Hippolytus.
Ignatius.
Irenreus.
Latin Version of Irenreus.
Jerome.
Josephus.
Justin Martyr.
Origen.
Latin Version of Origen.
Tertullian.
Theophylact.

Versions.

Aegyptt.
Bob.
Sah.

Egyptian.
Bohairic.
Sahidic
lnxvi

ABllREVIATIO~ S

Aeth. ,
Arm.
Goth.
Latt.
Lat. Vet. •
Vulg.
Cod. Am.•
Syrr.
Cur.
Sin.
Pesh.
Hard.
Hier.
Cov.
Gen.
Luth.
Rhem.•
Tyn.
Wic.
AV.
RV.
Editors.
TR.
Tisch.
Treg.
W}I.
Alf.
Beng.
DeW•.
Grot.
Maldon.
Mey.
Nosg. .
Wetst..
Wordsw.
Miscellaneous.
Burton.

C. I. G.
Didun, J. C.

L.J. .

v. de]
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Ethiopic.
• Armenian.
• Gothic.
Latin.
• V etus Latina.
• Vulgate.
Codex Amiatinus.
• Syriac.
• Curetoniao.
• Sinaitic.
• Peshitto.
• Harclean.
• Jerusalem.
Coverdale.
Geneva.
Luther.
• Rheims (or Douay).
Tyndal e.
• Wiclif.
Authorized Version.
Revised Version.

Textus Receptus.
Tischendorf.
Tregelles.
• Westcott and Hort.
Alford.
Bengel.
De Wette.
Grotius.
Maldonatus.
Meyer.
Nosgen.
Wetstein.
Wordsworth (Chr.).

Burton, N. T. Moods and
Tens:s.
Corpus Inscrzptionum Gr&
ea rum.
• Pere Didon, Jesus Christ.
LebenJesu.
Vie de Jesus.
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Lft. Epp.

Wsctt. .
Edersh. L. &- T.
Hi'st. ofJ. N.
Rob. Res. in Pat.
Schurer, J. P. in T. of.f. C.
Scriv. Int.
Stanley, Sin. &- Pal.
Trench, Mir.
Par.
Syn.

•

Tristram, Nat. Hist. of B.
.D. B. 1 or .D. B. 2
.D. Chr. Ant. .
Kraus, Real-Enc. d. Chr. Alt••
Herzog, PRE. 1 or PRE.I
Crem. Lex.
L. & S. Lex.
Greg. Proleg. • .

•
•

Win. .

•

om.
ins.

B. Lightfoot, 1 Notes on
Epistles of S. Paul.
Westcott.
Edersheim, Life and Times
ofJesus the Messiah.
History of theJewish Nation.
Robinson, Researches in
Palestine.
Schurer, Jewlsh People in the
Times ofJesus Christ.
Scrivener, Introduction to
the Criticism of the New
Testament.
Stanley, Sinai and Palestine
Trench, Miracles.
Parables.
" New Testament Syn"
onyms.
Tristram, Natural History
of the Bible.
Smith's .Didionary of the
Bible, 1st or 2nd edition.
Smith's .Dictionary of Chrirtian Antiquities.
Kraus, Real - Encyklopiidie
der Chri'stlii:hen Alterthumer.
Herzog's
Protestantt"sche
Real-Encyklopiidie, 1st or
2nd edition.
Cremer, Lexicon of New
Testament Greek.
Liddell and Scott, Lexicon.
Gregory, Prolegomena ad
T£schendorjii ed. N. T.
Winer, Grammar of N. T
Greek (the page refers to
Moulton's edition).
omit.
insert.

N.B.-The text commented upon is that of Westcott and Hort. The
very few instances in which the editor is inclined to dissent from this
f;ext a.re noted a.s they occur.
l

The name of John Lightfoot is not abbreviated in this volume.
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THE TITLE OF THE GOSPEL.

THE title cannot be any part of the original autograph. It is
found in different forms in ancient authorities, the earliest being
the simplest: KaTa AouKciv (~ B F), d1ayy{)uov KaTa AovKav (AC
D '.S), To KaTa AouKav d1ayy{)uov or ,.{i KaTa AovKav 3.ytov d1ayytA.wv
(cursives).
The KuT6. neither affirms nor denies authorship: it implies conformi'ty to a
type. But, inasmuch as all four Gospels have the KO.Tel., these uniform titles
must be interpreted according to the belief of those who gave the titles, viz. the
Christians of the first four centuries ; and it was their belief that each Evangelist
composed the Gospel which bears his name. Had the Ko.Tel. meant no more
than "drawn up according to the teaching of," then this Gospel would have
been called KO.Ta IIo.u:>..ov, and the second Gospel would have been called Ko.Ta
llfrpov; for it was the general tradition that Mark wrote according to the
teaching of Peter, and Luke (in a different sense) according to the teaching of
Paul. The Ko.Tel., however, is not a mere substitute for the genitive of authorship, but indicates that the same subject has been treated by others. Thus,
.;, .,,.o.:>..o.ia 15io.8~K1/ Ko.Ta Tovs €~!50µ,~Kovro. points to the existence of other transla·
tions, just as "0µ,ripos Ko.Ta 'Apio-To.pKov or Ko.Ta 'Apio-To<f"ivriv points to the
existence of other editions. That the Ko.Tel. does not exclude authorship is
shown by such expressions as ii KO.Ta Mwiio-i!o. 'lrevTci.TEvxos (Epiphanius) and
iJ Ko.8' 'Hp615oTov lo-Topia (Diodorus): comp. iv Tois {nroµ,vriµ,o.no-µ,ois Tois KO.Tit
rov Neeµ,io.v (2 Mac. ii. 13). Strictly speaking, there is only one Gospel,
evo.yyi!:>..iov 8eou, the Gospel of God concerning His Son (Rom. i. r) ; but it
has been given to us in four shapes, evo.yye:>..iov T<Tp&.µ,op<f>ov (lren. H11Jr.
iii. r r. 8), and the KO.Tel. indicates the shape in which the writer named
composed it.

L 1-4.

THE PROLOGUE OR PREFACE.

The classical style of this opening, and its similarity to the
prefaces of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Polybius, hardly amount
to proof that Lk. was well read in classical literature, and consciously imitated Greek historians ; but there is nothing improbable
in this supposition. Among the words which are classical r&her
I
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than biblical should be noticed E71" ·f,~1rep, fa·ixnpe'tv, &vaTauueu8ai,
8i~y17ui<;, Ka8etrj<;. The construction also is classical, and in no
way Hebraistic. We have clauses idiomatically interlaced, not
simply co-ordinated. The modest position claimed by the writer
is evidence of his honesty. A forger would have claimed to be an
eye-witness, and would have made no apology for writing. Ewald
remarks that "in its utter simplicity, modesty, and brevity, it is
the model of a preface to an historical work." Its grammatical
construction should be compared with that of the preface to the
synodical epistle in Acts xv. 24, 25: 'E71"et8~ ~Kovuaµ.ev ••• i!.Soeev
~µ.'tv.

This prologue contains all that we really know respecting the
composition of early narratives of the life of Christ, and it is the
test by which theories as to the origin of our Gospels must be
judged. No hypothesis is likely to be right which does not
harmonize with what is told us here. Moreover, it shows that an
inspired writer felt that he was bound to use research and care in
order to secure accuracy.
I. 'ETI"et8~11"ep. A stately compound, suitable for a solemn
opening : freq. in class. Grk., but not found in LXX, or elsewhere
in N.T. Quom'am quidem, "For as much as," Weil denn einmal.
TI"oh>..oL The context seems to imply that these, like Lk., were
not eye-witnesses. That at once would exclude Mt., whose Gospel
Lk. does not appear to have known. It is doubtful whether Mk.
is included in the 7roA.A.ot. The writers of extant apocryphal
gospels cannot be meant, for these are all of later origin. Probably
all the documents here alluded to were driven out of existence by
the manifest superiority of the four Canonical Gospels. The
t11"exe[p11uav cannot imply censure, as some of the Fathers thought,
for Lk. brackets himself with these writers (i!.Soee Kdµ.o{); what
they attempted he may attempt. The word occurs 2 Mac. ii. 29,
vii. 19; Acts ix. 29, xix. 13; and is freq. in class. Grk. in the sense
of "put the hand to, take in hand, attempt." The notion of
unlawful or unsuccessful attempting is sometimes implied by the
context : it is not contained in the word. Luther renders unter
wunden haben, "have ventured." Lk. must have regarded these
attempts as insufficient, or he would not have added another.
Meyer quotes Ulpian, p. 159 (in Valckenaer), E71"n8~7rep 7repl TovTov
'll"OAAot E'll"exe{p17uav d"11"0Aoy~uau8ai.
It is doubtful whether
E'll"ixeip. necessarily implies a great undertaking.
dvaTa~auOai 8i~y11uw.
"To draw up again in order a narra·
tive "; i.e. to arrange afresh so as to show the sequence of events.
The verb is a rare one, and occurs elsewhere only Plut. Moral
p. 969 C, De sollert. animal. xii. (Reiske, x. p. 36), m the sense of
"practise, go over again in order," Iren. iii. 2 I. 2, and as v.l. Eccles.
ii. 20. The subst. implies s9mething more than mere notes or
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anecdotes; "a leading through to the end" (durchfuhren), "a
narrative" (Ecclus. vi. 35, ix. 15; 2 Mac. ii. 32, vi. 17 ; Plat. Rep.
392 D; Arist. Rhet. iii. 16. 1).
Versions vary greatly: ordinare narrationem (Latt.), componere narra·
tionem (Beza), stellen die Rede (Luth.), "ordeyne the telling" (Wic. ),
"compylc a treates" (Tyn. ), "set forth the words" (Cov. ), "set forth the
declaracion" (Cran.), "write the historie" (Gen.), "compile a narration"
(Rhem.), "set forth in order a declaration" (AV.), "draw up a narrative"
(RV.), composer une narration suivie (Godet), coordonner en corps de dcit
(Lasserre), "restore from memory a narrative" (Blass).

Twv 'll'E'll'>..11pocj>op11p.lvw11.
" Of the things which have been
carried through to the end, of the matters which have been accomplished, fully established." Here again English Versions differ
much; but "surely known" (Tyn.), "surely to be believed"
(Cran.), "surely believed" (AV.), cannot be justified. The verb
when used of persons may mean "persuade fully, convince," and
in pass. "be fully persuaded" (Rom. iv. 21, xiv. 5); but of things
it means "fulfil" ( 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17 ). Here we may render
"accomplished." Others less well render "fully proved." See
Lightfoot on Col. iv. 12. The ev 1)p.iv probably means "among us
Christians." Christendom is the sphere in which these facts have
had their full accomplishment. The 7jJLLV in ver. 2 shows that contemporaries are not meant. If these things were handed down to
Lk., then he was not contemporary with them. The verse is
evidence that the accomplished facts were already fully established
and widely known, for they had already been narrated by many.
See Westcott, Intr. to Gosp. p. 190, 7th ed.
2. Ka0ws '11'apl8oaav 1)p.~v. "Even as they delivered them to us."
The difference between ws, "as,'' and KaOws, "just as,'' should be
marked in translation : the correspondence was exact. Lk. implies that he himself was among those who received the tradition.
Like the TroA.A.ol, he can only arrange afresh what has been handed
down, working at second hand, not as an eye-witness. He gives
no hint as to whether the facts were handed down orally or in
writing. The difference between the 7rOAAol and these avT67r-rat is
not that the Tro>..A.ol wrote their narratives while the av-r6Tr-rai did
not, but that the av-r67r'Tai were primary authorities, which the
TroAA.ol were not.
i'.o1r1JpE-rai yevop.evoL Toil Myou. They not only had personal knowledge of the facts (aw6Tr-rai), they also had practical experience of
the effects. They had preached and taught, and had thus learned
what elements in the Gospel were of most efficacy for the winning
and saving of souls. That -roil A.6yov belongs to ilTrYJpfrai only, not
ito a~6Tr-rai, and means "the doctrine,'' i.e. the Gospel (Acts vi. 4,
viii. 4, xiv. 2 5, xvi. 6, xvii. 11 ), is manifest from the context.
Origen and Athanasius are wrong in making -roil A.6yov mean the
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personal Word, the Son of God, a use which is peculiar to Jn.
The a?T' &.p)(fJs refers to the beginning of Christ's ministry (Jn. xv.
27, xvi. 4). For li'll'TJPETTJ'i see on iv. 20 and comp. Acts xiii. 5.
3. E8o~E Kdp.ol. This is the main sentence, the apodosis of
l?Tn8~?TEP ?ToA.A.o~ l?TExElp7Juav.
It neither implies nor excludes
inspiration : the ~80,E may or may not have been inspired. The
wish to include inspiration caused the addition in some Latin
MSS. of et spiritui sancto (Acts xv. 28), which makes what follows
to be incongruous. With £8otE comp. the Muratorian Fragment:
Lucas z'ste medz'cus . . . nomine suo ex opinione conscripsitDominum tamen nee ipse vidit in carne-et idem, prout assequi
potuz't, ita et a natz'vitate Joannz's incepit dz'cere. The K&.µol shows
that Lk. does not blame the ?ToA.A.ol: he desires to imitate and
supplement them. It is their attempts that encourage him to write.
What they have done he may do, and perhaps he may be able to
improve upon their work. This is his first reason for writing a
narrative. See Blass, NT. Gram. p. 274.
11'0.pTJKOhou6TJKOTL. This is his second reason for writing, making
the argument a fortiori. He has had special advantages and
qualifications ; and therefore what was allowed to others may be
still more allowed to him. These qualifications are fourfold, and
are told off with precision. In the literal sense of "following a
person closely so as to be always beside him," ?TapaKoA.ovBE'i:v
does not occur in N.T. Here it does not mean that Lk. was
contemporaneous with the events, but that he had brought himself
abreast of them by careful investigation. Comp. the famous
passage in Dern. De Cor. cap. !iii. p. 285 (344), ?Tap7JKOAovBYJKora
rol:s ?Tpayµauiv £t &.pxr/s : also De Pal. Leg. p. 42 3.
civw9Ev. This is the first of the four qualifications: he has gone
back to the very beginning, viz. the promise of the birth of the
Forerunner. " From the first" is the meaning of d.vwBEv here, not
" thoroughly," radz'citus, as in Acts xxvi. 5, which would make
d.vwBEv almost the same as ?Tauiv. Vulg. has a principzo, and d has
desusum (comp. the French dessus). It is the 'll'iiaw which implies
thoroughness ; and this is the second point. He has begun at the
beginning, and he has investigated everything. The Syriac makes
?Tauiv masc., but there is little doubt that it is neut., and refers to
?Tpayµ.arwv in ver. 1.
&KpLj3ws. This is the third point. He has dohe all this
" accurately." There is no idle boast in any one of the three
points. No other Gospel gives us this early history about the
Baptist and the Christ. No other is throughout so full, for of
170 sections contained in the synoptic narrative 48 are peculiar
to Lk. And, in spite of the severest scrutiny, his accuracy can
very rarely be impugned. We cannot be sure whether he means
to imply that &.Kpi(3wr; was not true of the ?ToAA.ol, but we may be
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sure that none of them could claim all three of these points. In
any case we have an inspired historian telling us in his inspired
writings that he is giving us the results of careful investigation.
From this it seems to follow that an inspired historian may fail in
accuracy if his investigation is defective.
Ka0e~~s. This is the fourth point, resulting from the other three.
He does not propose to give a mere collection of anecdotes and
detached sayings, but an orderly narrative systematically arranged.
Chronological order is not necessarily implied in Ka(h~Tj'>, but
merely arrangement of some kind. Nevertheless, he probably
has chronological order chiefly in view. In N.T. the word is
peculiar to Lk. (viii. 1; Acts iii. 24, xi. 4, xviii. 23), as is also
the more classical ~~>(vii. II, ix. 37, etc.); but f.cp£~7j .. does not
occur.
Kp&.nlTTe 0eocl>L">..e. The epithet Kpart<rTo'>, often given to persons
of rank (Acts xxiii. 26, xxiv. 3, xxvi. 25), is strongly in favour of
the view that Theophilus was a real person. The name Theophilus
was common both among Jews ( = J edidiah) and among Gentiles.
But it was a name likely to be used to represent any pious reader.
See Lft. on" Acts," D.B. 2 pp. 25, 26. The word Kpan<rTo<; occurs
in N.T. only here and in the Acts, where it is evidently a purely
official epithet, for the persons to whom it is applied are of bad
character. See Deissmann, Bt'tlelstudien, p. 19, for the name.
4. LVG .lmyv<tis irepl ~v KGTIJX~0ris Mywv rljv dac!>&.">..eLGV. "In
order that thou mightest fully know the certainty concerning the
words wherein thou wast instructed." The A.6yoi are not the
7rpayp.aTa or historic facts, but the details of the A6yo<; or Gospel
( ver. 2 ), which " ministers of the word" had communicated to
Theophilus. The compound EmyvciJ'> indicates additional and more
thorough knowledge. It is very freq. in Lk. and Paul : see esp.
Rom. i. 28, 32; I Cor. xiii. 12; Lft. on Col. i. 9; Trench, Syn.
lxxv. In N. T. KarYJx£'i:v, "to sound down into the ears, teach
orally," is found only in Lk. and Paul. The position of T~v
&<rcpaA£tav gives it solemn emphasis. Theophilus shall know that
the faith which he has embraced has an impregnable historical
foundation.
The idiomatic attraction, 7r<p! wv KO.TTJX~Oris 'Xlrywv, is best resolved into
'II"< pt rwv >.lrywv oOs KO.T'f/X~Oris, not 7r<p! rwv M-ywv 7r<p! wv KO.T'f/X~Oris. Only
of persons does 7r<pl T<>OS stand after Ka.rrix<<v (Acts xxi. 21, 24): of thz'ngs
we have the acc. (Acts xviii. 25; Gal. vi. 6). These attractions are very freq.
in Lk. See Blass, Gr. p. 170.
On the superficial resemblance between this preface and Jos. Con. Apion. i.
9, 10, see Godet, i. pp. 92, 93, 3eme ed. 1888. The resemblance hardly
amounts to remarkable coincidence, and such similarities are common in
literature.
It is more interesting to compare this preface with that of the
medical writer Dioscorides. The opening words of Dioscorides' treatise, 'll"epl
O>.ris la.rp1Kfjs, run thus: Ilo'X'Xwv 06 µ6vov d.pxa.lwv, d.'X'Xcl. Ka.l vewv rrvvra~a.µfvw11
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rep! T?js TWll <f>apµdKWll O'KevatTlas TE Ka! 8v11dµews Kai 8oK<µatTlas, <f>lXTaTe 'ApeZe,
7r<tpdtToµal O'OL rapatTT?jtTaL µ+, KEllT,11 µ'T}M l!XO')'Oll opµ+,11 itTX'f/KEllaL 7rp0s T'fi118e TT,~
rpa')'µaula11. The date of Dioscorides Pedacius is uncertain ; but, as Pliny

does not mention him, he is commonly assigned to the first or second century
A.D. He is said to have been a native of Anazarbus in Cilicia, about fifty
miles from Tarsus ; and in that case he would almost certainly obtain his
medical knowledge in the great school at Tarsus. That he and S. Luke may
have been there at the same time with S. Paul, seems to be a not impossible
conjecture. The treatise 7repi apxal'T}s l'f/TPLK?js, commonly attributed to Hippo·
crates (c. 46o-350 B.C.), begins: '0K6<IOL wexelp'T}<IaJI rep! l'T}TptKfis AE')'ELJI i)
')'pd<f><t11, K. T.A.

I. 5-II. 52.

THE GOSPEL OF THE INFANCY.

These chapters have often been attacked as unhistorical.
That Marcion omitted them from his mutilated edition of this
Gospel is of no moment. He did not do so upon critical grounds,
but because their contents did not harmonize with his doctrine.
It is more to the point to urge that these early narratives
lack apostolic authority ; that they cover ground which popular
imagination, in the absence of history, would be sure to fill ; that
they abound in angelic appearances and other marvels ; that
their form is often highly poetical ; and that it is sometimes
difficult to reconcile them with the narrative of Mt. or with
known facts of history. To this" it may be replied that reserve
would keep Christ's Mother from making known these details at
first. Even Apostles may have been ignorant of them, or unwilling
to make them known until the comparatively late period at which
Lk. wrote. The dignity, beauty, and spirituality of these narratives
is strong evidence of their authenticity, especially when contrasted
with the silly, grotesque, and even immoral details in the apocryphal gospels. They abound in historic features, and are
eminently true to life. Their independence of Mt. is evident,
and both accounts bear the stamp of truthfulness, which is not
destroyed by possible discrepancies in a few minor points. That
Lk. is ever at variance with other historians, has still to be proved ;
and the merit of greater accuracy may still be with him, even if
such variance exists.
This Gospel of the Infancy is made up of seven narratives,
in two parallel groups of three, followed by a supplement, which
connects these two groups with the main body of the Gospel.
I. 1. The Annunciation of the Birth of the Forerunner
(5-25); 2. The Annunciation of the Birth of the Saviour (26-38);
3. The Visit of the Mother of the Saviour to the Mother of
the Forerunner (39-56).
II. 4. The Birth of the Forerunner (57-80); 5. The Birth of
the Saviour (ii. l-20); 6. The Circumcision and Presentation of
the Saviour (ii. 2 l-40 ).
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III. 7. The Boyhood of the Saviour (ii. 41-52).
On the two accounts of our Lord's infancy see Resch, Das
!iindheitsevangelium, pp. 10 ff., 1897; Gore, Dissertations on
Subjects connected with the Incarnation, pp. 12 ff.: Murray, 1895.
I. 5-25. The Annunciation of the Birth of the Forerunner.

"When John the Baptist appeared, not the oldest man in
Palestine could remember to have spoken even in his earliest
childhood with any man who had seen a prophet. . • . In these
circumstances it was an occurrence of the first magnitude, more
important far than war or revolution, when a new prophet actually
appeared" (Ecce Homo, eh. i.). The miracles recorded are in
keeping with this. God was making a new departure in dealing
with His people. We need not, therefore, be startled if a highly
exceptional situation is accompanied by highly exceptional facts.
After more than three centuries of silence, Jehovah again speaks
by prophecies and signs to Israel. But there is no violent rupture
with the past in making this new departure. The announcement
of the rise of a new Prophet is made in the temple at Jerusalem,
to a priest of the old covenant, who is to be the Prophet's father.
It is strong evidence of the historic truth of the narrative that no
miracles are prophesied of the new Prophet, and that after his
appearance his disciples attribute none to him.
5. 'Eyt!vETo lv Ta.i:s ~p.t!pa.ts. The elegant idiomatic Greek of the
preface comes abruptly to an end. Although the marks of Lk.'s
style are as abundant here as in any part of the Gospel, yet the
form of the narrative is strongly Hebraistic; so much so that one
may be confident that he is translating from an Aramaic document
These first two chapters seem to consist of a series of such documents, each with a distinct conclusion (i. 80, ii. 40, ii. 52). If they
are historical, the Virgin Mary must have been the source of much
that is contained in these first two chapters; and she may have
been the writer of documents used by Lk. In any case, we have
here the earliest documentary evidence respecting the origins of
Christianity which has come down to us,-evidence which may
justly be called contemporary. Both ey&(To and ev rn'i:> ~1dpai>
are Hebraistic (see on ver. 39); but there is no need to understand
~v or any other verb after eyev£To, "It came to pass that there was."
Rather, "There arose, came into notice," or simply "There was."
See on iv. 36, and comp. Mk. i. 4; Jn. i. 6.
'Hp~Sou j3a.aLAEws -rijs 'louSa.(a.s. Herod "the Great," a title not
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given to him by his contemporaries, who during his last years
suffered greatly from his cruelty. It is in these last years that the
narrative of Lk. begins. The Herods were Idumreans by birth, 1
though Jews by religion, and were dependent upon the Romans
for their sovereignty. As Tacitus says : Regnum ab Antonw
Herodi datum victor Augustus auxit (Hist. v. 9. 3).
The name 'Hf'<PIJ71s is contracted from 'HpwllJ71s, and should have iota sub·
script, which is well supported by early inscriptions. Later inscriptions and
coins omit the iota. In the Codex Ambrosianus of Josephus the name is
written with iota adscript, Hpw11J71s (Ant. xi.-xx.). See the numerous
instances from inscriptions cited by Schurer in the Theo!. Lz'tztg. 1892, No.
21, col. 516. The roO inserted before f3a1n'Mws in A and other texts is in
accordance with classical usage. But in LXX the art. is commonly omitted
in such cases, because in Hebrew, as in English, "Saul, king of Israel,"
"George, king of England," is the common idiom (Gen. xiv. 1, 2, 18, xx. 2,
xxvi. I, etc. etc.). See Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. 47.

f30.a1>..lws Tijs 'lou8o.lo.s. This was the title conferred on him by
the Senate at the request of Antony, Messala, and Atratinus (Jos.
Ant. xiv. 14. 4). Judrea here may mean "the land of the Jews,
Palestine " (vii. 1 7, xxiii. 5 ; Acts ii. 9, x. 3 7, xi. 1, 2 9). Besides
Judrea in the narrower sense, Herod's dominions included Samaria,
Galilee, a great deal of Perrea, and Crele-Syria. For the abundant
literature on the Herods see D.B. 2 i. p. 1341; Herzog, PRE. 2 vi.
p. 47; Schurer, Jewish People i'n the T. ofJ. C. i. 1, p. 400.
tepeos TLS 3v6p.o.TL Zo.xo.plo.s. In the Protevangelium of Jamu
(viii.), Zacharias is called high priest; and this has been adopted by
later writers, who have supposed that the incident narrated by Lk.
took place on the Day of Atonement in the Holy of Holies. But
the high priest would not have been called iepw> n>, and it could
not have been by lot (;A.axe) that he offered incense on the Day of
Atonement. Priestly descent was much esteemed. The name
means "Remembered by Jehovah." For 3v6p.o.TL see on v. 27.
l~ l<f>11p.ep(o.s 'Af3ul.
The word ~cf>'Y/µepla has two meanings :
1. "service for a term of days" (N eh. xiii. 30; 1 Chron. xxv. 8;
2 Chron. xiii. 10) ; 2. "a course of priests who were on duty for a
term of days," viz. for a week (1 Chron. xxiii. 6, xxviii. 13; 1 Esdr.
i. 2, 15). These courses were also called Biaip£a·m, and by Josephus
"TraTpia{ and f:cp'YJµep{Be> (Ant. vii. 14. 7; Vita, i.). Abijah was descended from Eleazar, and gave his name to the eighth of the
twenty-four courses into which David divided the priests ( 1 Chron.
xxiv. 10; 2 Chron. viii. 14). Of these twenty-four only the courses
of J edaiah, Imm er, Pashur, and Harim returned from captivity
(Ezra ii. 36-39); but these four were divided again into twentyl Tempus quoque Herodis alienigenre videlicet re,gis etiam ipsum Domenico
attestatur adventui. Prredictum namque .fuerat, quia non deficiet princeps ex
Juda, donec veniat qui mittendus erat (Bede). See Farrar, The Herods, eh. vi,. vii.
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four with the old names. So that Zacharias did not belong to the
original course of Abijah, for that did not return from exile. Each
course was on duty twice during the year; but we know far too
little about the details of the arrangement to derive any sure chronology from the statements made by Lk. See on ii. 7.
Wieseler places the vision of Zacharias early in October A. u.c. 748 or B.C. 6
(Ckron. Syn. ii. 2, Eng. tr. p. 123). With this result Edersheim agrees (L. and
T. i. p. 135), as also does Andrews (L. of our Lord, p. 52, ed. 1892). Lewin
prefers May 16th, B.c. 7 (Fasti Sacri, 836). Caspari is for July 18th, B.C. 3,
but remarks "how little reliance is to be placed upon conclusions of this kind"
(Ckron. Einl. § 42, Eng. tr. p. 57). For the courses of priests, see Herwg,
PRE. 2 art. Priestertum im A. T.; Schurer, jewisk People in tke T. efJ. C.
ii. 1, pp. 216-220.
yu~ a.:,Titi iK Twv 0uyaTlpwv 'AapC:w.
"He had a wife," not "his
wife was" (AV.). Lk. follows LXX in omitting the art. with the
gen. after OvyaT'YJP: comp. xiii. 16 and the quotations Mt. xxi. 5
and Jn. xii. 15, and contrast Mt. xiv. 6. To be a priest and
married to a priest's daughter was a double distinction. It was a
common summary of an excellent woman, " She deserves to marry
a priest." In the fullest sense John was of priestly birth. See
Wetst.: Sacrosancta prrecursori's nobilitas non solum a parentz"bus,
sed etiam a progenitoribus gloriosa descendit (Bede). Aaron's wife
was Elisabeth= Elisheba ="God is my oath."
6. 8(KcuoL. Once a term of high praise, and meaning righteousness in the fullest sense (Ezek. xviii. 5, 9, n, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26);
but it had come to mean little more than careful observance of
legal duties. The addition of the Hebraistic ivavT(ov Toil 0eoii
(Acts viii. 2 I j Gen. vi. 8, II' I 3, vii. I' x. 9) gives olKawt its full
meaning: Zacharias and Elisabeth were saints of the Q.T. type.
Symeon is called o{Katos (ii. 25), and Joseph (Mt. i. 19). Comp.
olKawv e!val µ.' lJ v6µ.os ~ cpv<TtS ()' aµ.a 7rape'ixe T<{J ®e<{J (Eur. Ion.
643). The Gospel was to restore to lilKaws its original spiritual
meaning. See detached note on the word 8(Kcuos and its cognates,
Rom. i. 17. For O.p.cj>6TEpoL see on v. 7.
'Tropeuop.evoL tv m£acus Tal:s tVTo>..al:s Kal 8LKmwp.aaLv T. K. Another
Hebraism (Deut. xxviii. 9; 1 Sam. viii. 3, 5; 1 Kings iii. 14, etc.).
The distinction often drawn, that lvToAal are moral, while 01Km6'µ.aTa are ceremonial, is baseless ; the difference is, that the latter
is the vaguer term. Here, although they differ in gender, they
have only one article and adjective, because they are so sim£lar in
meaning. Comp. Col. ii. 22; Rev. v. 12; and see Win. xix. 3 c,
p. 157. The two words are found combined Gen. xxvi. 5 and
Deut. iv. 40. For 8LKcuwp.am, "things declared right, ordinances,"
comp. Rom. ii. 26 and Heb. ix. 1, and see note in Sp. Comm. on
1 Cor. v. 6 as to the force of the termination -µ.a.
The genitive
here, as in Rom. ii. 26 and viii. 4, expresses the authority from
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which the ordinance springs. The ap.Ep.11ToL anticipates what
follows, and, of course, does not mean that they were sinless. No
one is sinless ; but the conduct of some is free from reproach.
Comp. Phil. iii. 6. See the quotation Eus. H.E. v. r. 9.
7. Kal o~K ~" a1hois TEK11011. This calamity is grievous to all
Orientals, and specially grievous to Jews, each of whom is ambitious
of being among the progenitors of the Messiah. It was commonly
believed to be a punishment for sin (Lev. xx. 20, 21; Jer. xxii. 30).
The story of Glaucus, who tempted the oracle at Delphi, and " at
the present time has not a single descendant" (Hdt. vi. 86. 16),
indicates a similar belief among the Greeks. Zacharias and
Elisabeth had the sorrow of being childless, as Anna of being
husbandless, and all three had their consolation. Comp. the
births of Samson and Samuel, both of whom were Nazirites, and
of Isaac.
iccdlcSTL. Peculiar to Lk. "Because that" (xix. 9; Acts ii. 24, xvii. 31),
or "according as" (Acts ii. 45, iv. 35). In class. Grk. editors commonly
write Ka8' Ii TL. The clause Kai dµtp6Tepo1 • • • 1,uav does not depend upon
Ka86n, which would be illogical, but is a separate statement. Their age
would not explain why they had had no children, but why they were not likely
to have any. "They had no child, because that Elisabeth was barren ; and
they were both advanced in years," so that they had no hope of children.

11'po/3E/3YJKOTES ~v Tai:s ~p.lpaLS achwv. Hebraistic: in class. Grk.
we should rather have had rfi ~AtKl<t. In LXX we have 7rpo(3£(3.
~µ.f.pai~, or ~µ.Epwv, or Twv ~µ.Epwv ( 1 Kings i. 1; Gen. xxiv. 1; J ash.
xiii. 1). Levites were superannuated at about sixty, but a priest
served as long as he was able.
8. 'EylvETo ••• U1.a.xE. On the various constructions with eyeveTo in
Lk. see detached note at the end of this chapter; and on lv Tcji LEpa.TEUELV
a.iiTov, "while he was officiating as priest," which is another very favourite
construction with Lk., see on iii. 21. The verb l•paTeveiv is freq. in LXX,
but occurs nowhere else in N.T. It is not found earlier than LXX, but is not
rare in later Greek. See Kennedy, Sources ofN. T. Grk. p. l 19. The phrase
ica.TU TO lllos is peculiar to Lk. in N. T. (ii. 42, xxii. 39), but occurs in Theod.
Bel l 5 ; and €Bos occurs· ten times in his writings, and only twice elsewhere
xix. 40; Heh. x. 25). Comp. KaTa TO Ei81uµEvov (ii. 27) and KaTa TO eiw86s
(iv. 16; Acts xvii. 2). It is for the sake of those who were unfamiliar with the
usages of the temple that he says that it was "according to the custom of the
priest's service" that it was decided by lot which priest should offer incense.
To take KaTa TO Wos rijs lepaTias with what precedes robs it of all point; it is
tautology to say that he was officiating as priest according to the custom of the
priest's service. But the number of cases in which Lk. has a clause or word
which is grammatically amphibolous is very large; vv. 25, 27, ii. 22, where
see note. The word leparela occurs in N. T. only here and Heh. vii. 5. "In
relation to lepwuvv1J (Heh. vii. II, 12, 24) it expresses the actual service of
the priests, and not the office of priesthood" (Wsctt. on Heh. vii. 5).

an.

EXaxE Toil 9up.Lcium. The casting of lots took place twice a day,
at the morning and the evening offering of incense. In the morn·
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ing the drawing lots for offering the incense was the third and chief
of a series of drawings, four in all ; in the evening it was the only
one. We do not know whether this was morning or evening. N 0
priest might have this honour twice; and the number of priests
was so great that many never offered the incense. The fortunate
lot was a t/Jiicpo> ArnK~, to which there is a possible reference
Rev. ii. 1 7. The priest who obtained it chose two others to help
him; but, when they had done their part, they retired, leaving him
alone in the Holy Place. For the very elaborate details see
Edersh. The Temple, its Ministry and Services, pp. 129-142.
The gen. Tov IJvµ.tilu-o.t is probably governed by ~o.x•, which in class. Grk.
commonly has a gen. when it means "became possessed of," and an acc.
when it means "obtained by lot" (Acts i. 17; comp. 2 Pet. i. 1). In I Sam.
xiv. 47 we have ~o.ouX ~o.xe [al. l. KO.To.KA?)poDTo.i] Tov {JMtAEV€LI' hr! 'fopo.-fiX.
The •lu-•XIJwv Eis TOii 110.611 must be taken with IJvµ.iilu-o.i, not with ~o.xe : "he
obtained by lot to go in and burn incense," not "after entering into the vo.6s
he obtained by lot to burn incense." The lots were cast before he entered the
Holy Place, which was the front part of the vo.6s.

10. 1T&v TO 1T">.:iJ0os ~v Tou >..a.oil 1Tpoueuxop.evov. Cod. Am. has the
same order, omnis multitudo erat popull orans. The position of
Tov Aaov is against taking ~v with 7rporrrnx6/Levov as the analytical
tense instead of the imperf., a constr. of which Lk. is very fond
(vv. 20, 21, 22, ii. 33, iv. 17, 31. 38, 44, etc.); ~v may mean
"was there," or "there was," and Tov Aaov be epexegetic of To
7rA{i8oi;. But certainty is unattainable and unimportant. We need
not infer from 7riiv To 7rA{iBoi; that there was a great multitude. As
compared with the solitary priest in the va6i;, all the worshippers
outside were a 7rA{i8oi;. The word is a favourite one with Lk., who
uses it twenty-five times against seven in the rest of N.T. It is
temarkable that prayer is not expressly mentioned in the Law as
part of public worship, except in connexion with the offering of the
first-fruits (Deut. xxvi. 15). But comp. 1 Kings viii. 33-48,
2 Chron. vi. 14-42; Is. lvi. 7. The people were inside the iep6v,
although outside ( l~w) Llie va6i;, and the other priests would be
between them and the va6i;. Syr-Sin. omits
11. wc1>011 8€ a.ih4J O.yyeAos Kupfou. It was the most solemn
moment of his life, when he stood alone in that sacred spot to offer
the pure and ideal symbol of the imperfect prayer which he and
those outside were offering. The unique circumstances contributed to make him conscious of that unseen world which is around
all of us (2 Kings vi. 17; comp. Lk. xv. 7, 10). For Jicp871 see on
xxii. 43 ; and for an analysis of the psychological facts see Lange,
L. of Christ, bk. ii. pt. ii. § 2; Eng. tr. i. 264. But must we not
choose between admitting an objective appearance and rejecting
the whole as a myth? To explain it as a "false perception " or
optical delusion, i.e. a purely subjective result of psychological

ze-.
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causes, seems to be not admissible. In that case Zacharias, like Lord
Herbert of Cherbury,1 would have accepted the sign which he supposed that he had received. To believe in the reality of a subjective appearance and not believe its testimony is a contradiction.
Moreover, the psychological explanation leaves the dumbness to be
explained. Again, we have similar appearances ver. 26, ii. 9, 13,
xxii. 43, xxiv. 4. Can we accept here an explanation which is very
difficult (ii. 9, 13) or inadmissible (xxiv. 4) elsewhere? Are all
these cases of false perception ? See Paley, Evidences of Christianity, prop. ii. eh. i. ; Mill, Pantheisti'c Principles, ii. I. 4, p. l 231
2nd ed. 1861; Edersh. L. &- T. i. p. 142, ii. p. 751.
tK 8E~Lwv Tou 8uuLa.uTTJpfou. The place of honour. It was "the
right side of the altar," not of Zacharias, who was facing it. Comp.
Acts vii. 55, 56. The right side was the south side, and the Angel
would be between the altar and the golden candlestick. On the
left, or north side, of the altar was the table with the shewbread.
12. 4>6J3os ~'ll"l'll"E<TEV t'll"' a.1h6v. Fear is natural when man becomes suddenly conscious of contact with the unseen : HumantJJ
fragili/atis est spiritualis creaturre vz'sione turban· (Bede). Comp.
ii. 9, ix. 34; Judg. vi. 22, xiii. 22; Job iv. 15, etc. For the phrase
comp. Acts xix. 17; Exod. xv. 16; Judith xv. 2. In class. Grk.
the dat. is more usual: Thuc. iii. 87. 1; Xen. Anab. ii. 2. 19; Eur.
Andr. 1042.
18. Et'll"Ev St 'll"pos a.GT6v. Both E!71'Ev 8t and Ei71'EV 7rp6<; are very
freq. in Lk., who prefers Ei'lTEV 8t to Ka.~ Ei'lTEV even at the beginning
of narratives, and uses 'lTpO<; a.vT6v, a.vTov<;, K.T.A. in preference to
a.lmii, al!Tot•>, K.T.A., after verbs of speaking, answering, etc., to an
extent which is quite remarkable (vv. 18, 19, 34, 55, 61, 73,
ii. 15, 18, 20, 34, 48, 49, etc. etc.). This 7rp6<; is so strong a mark
of his style that it should be distinguished in translation : El'lTEV
'lTpO<; a.vT6v, "He said unto him," and El'lTEv a.vTcfi, "He said to him."
But not even RV. does this. See pp. lxii, lxiii.
M~ 4>oJ3ou. This gracious charge is specially common in Lk.
(ver. 30, ii. 10, viii. 50, xii. 4, 7, 32; Acts xviii. 9, xxvii. 24).
Bengel says of it, Primum alloquium cceleste in aurora .N. T. per
Lucam amcenz'ssime descripta. Comp. Gen. xv. l ; Josh. viii. 1;
Is. xliii. 1, 5, xliv. 2; Jer. xlvi. 27, 28; Dan. x. 12.
8,6n. "Because," as generally in N.T. Comp. ii. 7, xxi. 28.
It never means "therefore"; not Rom. i. 19 nor 1 Thes. ii. 18.
EL1T1JK01lu011 ~ 8l11uls uou. "Thy supplication was heard," at the
time when it was offered. The pass. is used both of the petition
(Acts x. 3 r ; Ecclus. li. II) and of the petitioner (Mt. vi. 7 ; Heb.
v. 7). The word 8€7Jut<; implies personal need; it is a "special
petition for the supply of want " (Lft. on Phil. iv. 6 ; Trench, Syn. Ii.).
Unlike 'lTpo<TEVX~• it may be used of petitions to men. The worJi
1
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favours, but by no means proves, the view that the prayer of
Zacharias was for a son. And the context at first seems to confirm this. But would Zacharias have made his private wishes the
main subject of his prayer at so unique an opportunity? Would
he have prayed for what he regarded as impossible? As Bede
remarks, Nemo oral quod se accepturum desperat. Having prayed
for it as possible, would he have refused to believe an Angel who
told him that the petition was granted? It is much more probable
that he and the people were praying for the redemption of Israel,for the coming of the Messiah's kingdom ; and it is this supplication which was heard. To make 8£1/CTl'ii refer to habitual supplication, and not to the prayer offered with the incense, seems
unnatural.
What Didon points out (p. 298) in quite a different connexion seems to
have point here. It was an axiom with the Rabbins that a prayer in which
there was no mention of the kingdom of God was no prayer at all (Baby!.,
Beracoth, fol. 40, 2) ; and in the ritual of the temple the response of the
people to the prayers of the priests was, "Blessed be the name of the glory of
the Kingdom of God for ever" (Baby!., Taanith, fol. 16, 2): Jesus Christ,
ed. 1891. See also Edersh. The Temple, p. 127.
Kal ~ yuinl aou 'E>..eLanj3ET yevv~aeL utov CTOL. Not f] yvv~ yap.
" For thy wife shall bear thee a son" would have made it clear
that the son was the answer to the 8£1JCTL<;. But "and thy wife
shall bear thee a son " may mean that this is an additz"onal boon,
which (as ver. 17 shows) is to prepare the way for the blessing
prayed for and granted. Thus, like Solomon, Zacharias receives
the higher blessing for which he prayed, and also the lower blessing
for which he did not pray.
r<vvaw is generally used of the father (Mt. i. l-16; Acts vii. 8, 29; Gen.
v. 3-30, xi. 10-28, etc.); but sometimes of the mother (ver: 57, xxiii. 29;
Jn. xvi. 21). The best authorities give 'Iwav17s, with only one " (WH. ii.
App. p. 159). In LXX we have 'Iwav17s (2 Chron. xxviii. 12); 'Iwavav
2 Chron. xvii. 15; Neh. xii. 13); 'Iwvav (Neh. vi. 18); 'Iwva (2 Kings
xxv. 23; comp. Jn. xxi. 15-17). All these forms are abbreviations of Jehohanan, "J ehovah's gift,'' or " God is gracious." Gotthold is a German name
of similar meaning. It was a Rabbinical saying that the names of six were
given before they were born-Isaac, Ishmael, Moses, Solomon, Josiah, and
Messiah.

14. iro>..>..ol tlirl ,-n yevlaeL mhou xap~aOVTQL. With the 1rOAAol
here contrast 7raV'Tl T<f> A.a<() in ii. 10. The joy at the appearance of
a Prophet after centuries of need was immense, although not universal. The Pharisees did not dare to say that John was not a
Prophet (Mt. xxi. 26); and Herod, until driven to it, did not dare
to put him to death (Mt. xiv. 5). The word &yaA.A.foui<; means
"extreme joy, exultation." It is not class., but is freq. in LXX.
Elsewhere in N.T. only ver. 44; Acts ii. 46; Jude 24; Heb. i. 9
(from Ps. xliv. 8).
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In class. Grk. xa.lpei11 more often has the simple dat., but brl is usual in
N. T. (xiii. 17; Acts xv. 31 ; Mt. xviii. 13, etc.). It marks the basis of the
joy. The reading 'Y•vv~u•• (G X r) for "fEPE<r•• (~A BCD) probably comes
from "(evv~uet in ver. 13.

15. i1uTcn yap p.lya.s ~vw'll'•Ov [Toii] Kup£ou. For he shall be great
in the truest sense of the term. Whatsoever a character man has
before God, of that character he really is.
The adj. ivwrios is found in Theocr. (xxii. 152) and in LXX, but ivwr1011
as a prep. seems to be confined to LXX and N. T. It is not in Mt. or Mk.,
but is specially freq. in Lk. (vv. 17, 19, 75, iv. 7, v. 18, 25, etc.), as also
in Re~. The phrase ivw7r<Ov roD Kvplov o~ 0eoD is a Hebraism (xii. 6, xvi. 15;
Acts iv. 19, vu. 46, x. 31, 33; Judg. x1. II; I Sam. x. 19; 2 Sam. v. 3,
vi. 5). The preposition retains this meaning in modem Greek.

o!vov Ka.l uLKEpa. oG p.~ 'll'LTI· He is to drink neither wine nor
any intoxicating liquor other than wine. The same Hebrew word
is rendered sometimes <FLK£pa., sometimes µ.U}vuµ.a, and sometimes
u{K£pa µi.Ovuµa (Lev. x. 9; Num. vi. 3; Judg. xiii. 4, 7, 14).
Wiclif here has "ne wine ne syder." See_ D.B. 2 art. "Drink,
Strong." John is to be a Nazirite, not only for a time, as was
usual, but for all his life, as Samson and Samuel. This is not
disproved by the omission of the command not to cut his hair
(Edersh. The Temple, p. 322). Eusebius (Prmp. Evang. vi. lo. 8)
has gen. <FLK£pos, and uiKipaTo> is also quoted; but u{Kepa is usually
undeclined.
'll'VEup.a.Tos &yfou 'll'Al'J0"9~unm. This is in obvious contrast to
o!vov Kat cr{Kepa. In place of the physical excitement of strong
drink he is to have the supernatural inspiration of the Holy Spirit.
The whole phrase is peculiar to Lk. (vv. 41, 67; Acts ii. 4,
iv. 8, 31, ix. 17, xiii. 9); and the two elements of it are specially
characteristic of him. Excepting Mt. xxii. 10, xxvii. 48, the
verb 1T{p.1TA'f//J.t occurs only in Lk., who uses it twenty-two times.
Mt. has the expression "Holy Spirit" five times, Mk. and Jn. each
four times. Lk. has it fifty-three times, of which twelve are in the
Gospel. He uses three forms: 1TVEVµ.a aywv (i. l 5, 35, 41, 67,
[ii. 25,] iii. 16, iv. l, xi. 13); TO aywv 7TVEVp.a (xii. 10, 12); and TO
1mvµ.a TO aywv (ii. 26, iii. 22). According to Schoettgen (i.
p. 255), "to be filled with the Holy Spirit is" locutioJudmisjamiliarz"s. He gives one example. Comp. the contrast in Eph. v. 18.
ln lK KOL~L<>i l11JTpOi a.{iTov. A Hebraism (Ps. xxii. 11, lxxi. 6; Is.
xlix. 1, 5: comp. Judg. xiii. 5, 7, xvi. 17; Job xxxi. 18, etc.); instead of
the more classical iK 'Y•verfjs, with or without eUOvs (Hom. I!. xxiv. 535, Od.
xviii. 6; Arist. Eth. Nie. vi. 13. 1, vii. 14. 4, viii. 12. 6). For •he en
comp. hi EK f3pi<f>eos, ht ar' apxfis frt Kai EK rap6vrwv where l!n seems to
mean "even." The expression does not imply that Joh~ was filled with the
Spirit before he was born (ver. 41). In LXX Ko1Xla is often used of the
womb (see esp. Jer. i. 5); but this is very rare in class. Grk.
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16, 17. The two personal characteristics just stated-subjection
of the flesh and sovereignty of the spirit-will manifest themselves
in two external effects,-a great religious revival and the preparation for the Messianic kingdom. The first of these was the
recognized work of every Prophet. Israel, through sin, was constantly being alienated from God ; and it was one of the chief
functions of a Prophet to convert the people to God again (J er.
iiL 7, 10, 14, xviii. 8; Ezek. iii. 19; Dan. ix. 13).
Ka.L a.{.Tcl~. The personal pronouns are much more used in N.T. than in
class. Grk., esp. in the oblique cases. But even in the nom. the pronoun is
sometimes inserted, although there is little or no emphasis. Lk. is very fond
of beginning sentences with Ka.I a.vr6s, even where a.{Jr6s can hardly mean
"he on his part," as distinct from others (iii. 23, v. 14, 17, vi. 20, etc.). In
11"poeXevcrera.' we have another mark of Lk.'s style. Excepting Mk. vi. 33
and 2 Cor. ix. 5, the verb is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (xxii. 47; Acts xii. 10,
xx. 5?, 13).

lvwmov a.1hou. "Before God," who comes to His people in
the person of the Messiah (Is. xl. 1-11; Mal. iii. 1-5). It is
unlikely that a~rov means the Messiah, who has not yet been
mentioned. There is no analogy with a~ros f.cpa, ipse dixit, wnere
the pronoun refers to some one so well known that there is no
need to mention him by name. For ~vw'll'Lov see on ver. r 5 ; and
for Suvafl-LS, on iv. 14, 36. Elijah is mentioned, not as a worker of
miracles, for "John did no sign " (Jn. x. 41 ), but as a preacher of
repentance : it was in this that the Baptist had his spirit and
power. For Rabbinic traditions respecting Elijah as the Forerunner see Edersh. L. & T. ii. p. 706. Comp. Justin, Try. xlix.
The omission of the articles before 'lrvevµa.n and 8vvaµei is probably due
to the influence of an Aramaic original, in which the gen. which follows
would justify the omission. Proper names in ·a.s pure commonly have gen.
in -ov (Mt. i. 6, iii. 3); but here 'HXe!a. is the true reading.
~'ll'LCTTpe'ijtm Ka.pSla.s 'll'a.Tepwv t'll'l TEKva.. The literal interpretation
here makes good sense, and perhaps, on the whole, it is the best.
In the moral degradation of the people even parental affection had
languished: comp. Ecclus. xlviii. 10. Genuine reform strengthens
family ties; whatever weakens them is no true reform. Or the
meaning may be that the patriarchs will no longer be ashamed of
their offspring: comp. Is. lxiii. 16. In any case, 11.lreLlkLs is not to
be referred to rlKva. It is not the disobedience of children to
parents that is meant, but that of the Jews to God.

The Vulg. renders a'lredle<s by t'ncredibiles, for which some MSS. have
incredulos: comp. dissociabilis, penetrabilis for adjectives in -bilis with this
force. Lat. Vet. varies: ineruditos (j), non consentz'entes (d), contumaces (e),
lv cf>pov.\<TEL 8LKa.£wv. The prep. of rest after a verb of motion expresses
the result of the motion (vii. 17 ; Mt. xiv. 3) : "Turn them so as to be in
the wisdom of the just." For '(>p6v-qcr's see Lft. on Col. i. 9: the word
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occurs only here and Eph. i. 8 in N.T. De Wette, Bleek, and others maintain that tpp6v7J<ns here means simply "disposition,'' Gesinnung. In what
follows it is better to make froiµaqa,1 dependent upon i7r1nplif;a,i, not
co-ordinate with it. The preparation is the consequence of the conversion,
and the final object of the 7rpoe\evG"ETa,1 : ne Dominus populum imparatum
majestate sua obterat (Beng. ).

18. Ka.TO. TL yvwuofl-a.L TouTo; The very question asked by
Abraham (Gen. xv. 8): "In accordance with what shall I obtain
knowledge of this ? " i.e. What shall be in harmony with it, so as
to be a sign of it? Comp. the cases of Gideon (Judg. vi. 36-39)
and of Hezekiah (2 Kings xx. 8), who asked for signs; also of
Moses (Exod. iv. 2-6) and of Ahaz (Is. vii. 11 ), to whom signs
were given unasked. The spirit in which such requests are made
may vary much, although the form of request may be the same;
and the fact that Zacharias had all these instances to instruct him
made his unbelief the less excusable. By his ly6' yap dp.i, K,r •.\., he
almost implies that the Angel must have forgotten the fact.
19. U'll"OKpLIM~ 0 iiyy•lo~ El'll"EV· In Attic a'lrOt<plvoµa,i, in
Ionic u7ro1<plvoµa,1, is used in the sense of "answering." In
voµa,1 occurs only once (xx. 20), and there of" acting a part,"
ing": comp. 2 Mac. v. 25. But a'!rOKpdJels for the class.
(which is rare in N.T.) marks
the middle voice is dying; in
about B.c. 250, is perhaps
a7re1<p1vdµ7Jv in the sense of
d7re1<p1vdµ7Jv is rare (Judg. v.
Veitch, Greek Verbs, p. 78.

Homeric and
N. T. U7rOKplnot "answera7ro1<p1vaµevos

the decay of the middle voice. In bib!. Grk.
mod. Grk. it is dead. Machon, a comic poet
the earliest writer who uses a7ret<pl87Jv like
'' replied, answered." In LXX, as in N. T.,
29 [A]; I Kings ii. I; I Chron. x. 13). See

19. 'Eyw et,.... ra.j3p•~>...
Gabriel answers his lyw elµi with
another. "Thou art old, and not likely to have children, but
I am one whose word is to be believed" : ayy£.\<e a?Tw·rel's, Kal r¥
d.?ToUTe[.\avn (Eus.). The names of two heavenly beings are given
us in Scripture, Gabriel (Dan. viii. 16, ix. 21) and Michael (Dan.
x. 13, 2 1, xii. 1 ; Jude 9 ; Rev. xii. 7) ; other names were given in
the later Jewish tradition. It is one thing to admit that such
names are of foreign origin, quite another to assert that the belief
which they represent is an importation. Gabriel, the " Man of
God," seems to be the representative of angelic ministry to man ;
Michael, "Who is like God," the representative of angelic opposition to Satan. In Scripture Gabriel is the angel of mercy, Michael
the angel of judgment. In Jewish legend the reverse is the case,
proving that the Bible does not borrow Jewish fables. In the
Targums Gabriel destroys Sennacherib's army; in the O.T. he
instructs and comforts Daniel. The Rabbis said that Michael flies
in one flight, Gabriel in two, Elijah in four, and Death in eight ;
i.e. mercy is swifter than judgment, and judgment is swifter than
destruction. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 97.
o 'll'a.peOTIJKWS lvw'll'•ov Tou 0eoG. See on ver. 15. Gabriel is "the
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angel of His presence" (Is. lxiii. 9; comp. Mt. xviii. 10). "Standing before" implies ministering. In LXX the regular phrase is
7rapacrrijvai lv6'mov (Job i. 6, which is a close parallel to this; 1 Kings
xvii. 1, xviii. 15; 2 Kings iii. 14, v. 16). It is also used of service
to a king (1 Kings x. 8). But when Gehazi "stood before his
master," we have 7rap£iCTT/iK£L 7rp0<; TOV K-fipwv avrov ( 2 Kings v. 2 5).
Only here and ix. 27 does Lk. use the unsyncopated form of the perf. part.
of f<rrriµ• and its compounds. Elsewhere he prefers i<rrws to E<TT1JKWS (i. II,
v. 1, 2, xviii. 13; Acts iv. 14, vii. 55, etc.). In Mt. xxvii. 47 and Mk. ix.
I and xi. 5, E<TT1JK6rwv is the right reading.
In Jn. the unsyncopated form
is common.

d.'ll"eOT<lXtJv >..a>..~ua.L 1rpos 11~ Kal e&ayye>..luauOa[ 110L raiira. This
reminds Zacharias of the extraordinary favour shown to him, and
so coldly welcomed by him. It is the first use in the Gospel
narrative of the word which was henceforward to be so current,
and to mean so much. In LXX it is used of any good tidings
(2 Sam. i. 20; 1 Chron. x. 9), but especially of communications
respecting the Messiah (Is. xl. 9, Iii. 7, Ix. 6, lxi. l). See on ii. lo
and iii. 18.
20. Ka.l t8ou Eun 11LW'll"wv Kal p.~ 8uvap.evos >..aMjua.L. The i8ov is
Hebraistic, but is not rare in class. Grk. It introduces something
new with emphasis. Si'gnum poscentt" datur congruum, quamvis non
optatum (Beng.). The analytical form of the fut. marks the duration of the silence (comp. v. 1 o, vi. 40 ?, xvii. 35 ?, xxi. 17); and µ.i,
Svv&µ.evor;, K.r.>..., is added to show that the silence is not a voluntary
act, but the sign which was asked for (comp. Dan. x. 15). Thus
his wrong request is granted in a way which is at once a judgment
and a blessing; for the unbelief is cured by the punishment. For
criw7r&w of dumbness comp. 4 Mac. x. 18.
We have here one of many parallels in expression between Gospel and
Acts. Comp. this with Acts xiii. II; i. 39 with Acts i. 15; i. 66 with Acts
xi. 21; ii. 9 with Acts xii. 7; xv. 20 with Acts xx. 37; xxi. 18 with Acts
xxvii. 34; xxiv. 19 with Acts vii. 22.
In N. T. µfi with the participle is the common constr., and in mod. Grk.
it is the invariable use. In Lk. there is only one instance of ofJ with a parti·
ciple (vi. 42). See Win. Iv. 5. {3, pp. 607-610; Lft. Epp. OJ St. Paul, p. 39,
1895. The combination of the negative with the positive statement of the
same thing, although found in class. Grk., is more common in Heh. literature.
In Acts xiii. I I we have l<r71 ru<fi'Aos µ'I] {3'Ahrwv; comp. Jn. i. 3, 20, iii. 16,
x. 5, 18, xviii. 20, xx. 27; Rev. ii. 13, iii. 9; Ps. lxxxix. 30, 31, 48; 2 Sam.
xiv. 5; Is. xxxviii. 1, etc.
S.xp• ~' ~foLlpo.9. Gal. iii. 19 is the only certain exception to the rule
that ax.p•, not d.x.pis, usually precedes vowels in N.T. Comp. xvii. 27, xxi.
24, and see on xvi. 16. For the attraction, comp. Acts i. 2; Mt. xxiv. 38.
Attractions are specially freq. in Lk. See on iii. 10; also Blass, Gr. pp. 169, 214.
6.v9' ~v. Only in this phrase does avrl suffer elision in N. T. It is
equivalent to dvrl rovrwv lir•, "for that, because" (xix. 44; Acts xii. 23 ;
2 Thes. ii. 10; Lev. xxvi. 43; 2 Kings xxii. 17; Ezek. v. II). It is found
in class. Grk. (Soph. Ant. w68; Aristoph. Plut. 434).
2
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oYTLVES. Stronger than the simple relative: "which are of such a
character that." Comp. ii. 10, vii. 37, 39, viii. 3, 15. Almost always in nom.
etc; TOV 1<a.Lpov a.uTwv. That which takes place in a time may be regarded
as entering into that time: the words go on to their fulfilment. Comp. els TO
µ{\'Aov (xiii. 9) and Eis TO µE'Ta.~v 1ni(3(3aTov (Acts xiii. 42 ).

21. ~v b >..aos 1Tpou801<wv. As in ver. 20, the analytical tense
marks the duration of the action. Zacharias was longer than was
customary; and the Talmud states that the priests were accustomed
to return soon to prevent anxiety. It was feared that in so sacred
a place they might incur God's displeasure, and be slain (Lev. xvi.
13). Hence £9aop.atov ev Ti;i xpovlte•v, "Therwere wondering while
he tarried." Comp. ver. 8, and see on 111. 2r. The common
rendering, "at his tarrying," or" because he tarried," quod tardaret,
is improbable even if possible. This would have been otherwise
expressed: Wavp.a,ov l7rl (ii. 33, iv. 22, ix. 43, etc.), which D reads
here; or Bia (Mk. vi. 6 ; Jn. vii. 2 l ?) ; or on (xi. 38 ; Jn. iii. 7, iv.
2 7) ; or 7r•p[ (ii. l 8).
22. oOK e8uvaTO >..a>..~uaL aOTo~s. He ought to pronounce the
benediction (Num. vi. 24-26) from thtJ steps, either alone or with
other priests. His look and his inability to speak told them at
once that something extraordinary had taken place ; and the sacred
circumstances would suggest a supernatural appearance, even if his
signs did not make this clear to them.
The compound lT(yv111ua.v implies clear recognition and full knowledge
(v. 22, xxiv. 16, 31); and the late form 611"Ta.u(a.v (for 61/;iv) is commonly used
of supernatural sights (xxiv. 23; Acts xxvi. 19; 2 Cor. xii. l ; Dan. ix. 23,
x. l, 7, 8, 16). For 1<a.\ a.uT6c;, "he on his part," as distinct from the congregation, see on ver. 17, and Win. xxii. 4. b, p. 187. The periphrastic tense
~v 8La.ve1'111v again calls attention to the continued action. The verb is found
here only in N. T., but occurs twice in LXX (Ps. xxxiv. 19; Ecclus. xxvii.
22). In 8LE,...ELVE 1<111cj>6c; both the compound and the tense emphasize the fact
that it was no mere temporary seizure (xxii. 28; Gal. ii. 5; 2 Pet. iii. 4).

23. c:is e1T>..~u0'1)uav at ~p.lpat ~s >..eLToupylas nOTOU. When the
week for which the course of Abijah was on duty for public service
was at an end. See on vv. 15 and 57. In class. Grk. A.nrovpyla
(A.ews, £pyov) is freq. of public service undertaken by a citizen at
his own expense. In bibl. Grk. it is used of priestly service in the
worship of God (He b. viii. 6, ix. 2 l ; N um. viii. 22, xvi. 9, xviii. 4;
2 Chron. xxxi. 2 ), and also of service to the needy ( 2 Cor. ix. l 2;
Phil. ii. 30). See Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 137·
d.~>..0ev ets TOV ot1<ov a&rou. This was not in Jerusalem, in the
Ophel quarter, where many of the priests resided, but in an unnamed town in the hill-country south of Jerusalem (ver. 39). It is
probable that most of the priests who did not live in the city itself
resided in the towns and villages in the neighbourhood. Convenience would suggest that they should live inside J udrea. In
Neh. xi. lo-19 we have rr92 priests in Jerusalem; in l Chron. ix.
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13 we have 1760. Later authorities speak of 24,000; but such
figures are very untrustworthy. The whole question of the residences of the priests is an obscure one, and Josh. xxi. must not be
quoted as evidence for more than a projected arrangement. That
it was carried into effect and maintained, or that it was revived after
the Exile, is a great deal more than we know. Schurer, Jewish
People in the T. ofJ. C. ii. 1, p. 229.
24. uuvl>..a(3ev. The word occurs eleven times in Lk. against
five times elsewhere. He alone uses it in the sense of conceiving
offspring, and only in these first two chapters (vv. 31, 36, ii. 21).
This sense is common in medical writers and in Aristotle. Hobart
remarks that the number of words referring to pregnancy and
barrenness used by Lk. is almost as great as that used by Hippocrates: lv yauTpt £xew (xxi. 23), liyKvo~ (ii. 5), untpa (i. 7), t'l.nKvo<;
(xx. 28). And, excepting lv yacrTpt l!xeiv, all of these are peculiar
to himself in N.T. (Med. Lang. of Lk. p. 91).
11'eptlKpu(3EV fouTI]v p.~vas m1VTe. The reflexive pronoun brings
out more forcibly than the middle voice would have done that the
act was entirely her own (Acts xxiii. 14; l Cor. xi. 31; l Jn. i. 8);
and the compound verb implies all round, complete concealment.
Her motive can only be conjectured; but the enigmatical conduct
and remark are evidence of historic truth, for they would not be
likely to be invented. The five months are the first five months;
and at the end of them it would be evident that she had ceased
to be Tj crTe"ipa (ver. 36). During these five months she did not
wish to risk hearing a reproach, which had ceased to be true, but
which she would not care to dispute. She withdrew, therefore,
until all must know that the reproach had been removed.
The form l!KpvfJov is late : in class. Grk. l!Kpvif;a is used. But a present
Kpv{Jw is found, of which this might be the imperfect.
It can hardly be accidental that µfw is scarcely ever used in N. T. in a
literal sense by any writer except Lk., who has it five times in his Gospel
and five times in the Acts. The chronological details involved in this
frequent use are the results of the careful investigation of which he writes in
the preface. The other passages are Gal. iv. IO; Jas. v. r7, and six times
in Revelation. So also fros occurs fifteen times in Lk. and six in Mt. Mk.
and Jn.

25. t'll'ei:Sev d.ct>eX.ei:v om86s p.ou tv &v0pW'll'OLS.

The object of

ltre"ioev is neither <p.£ understood (as all English Versions except
Wic. and Rhem.) nor
ovei86<; 1wv (Hofmann), but &.cpe'Ae"iv:

To

"watched to take away, taken care to remove." The constr. seems
to be unique; but comp. Acts xv. 14. Alford and Holtzmann
translate " hath deigned, condescended to remove" ; but can
ltre'i8ev mean that? Elsewhere in N. T. it occurs only Acts iv. 29;
but in class. Grk. it is specially used of the gods regarding human
affairs (Aesch. Suppl. r. 1031; Sept. 485). Hdt. i. 124. 2 is not
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rightly quoted as parallel. Omitting ~'ll"£tO£v, Rachel makts the
same remark: 'Acp£'i:A£V 6 ®£6s µov TO ovnoos (Gen. xxx. 23; comp.
Ps. cxiii. 9 ; Is. iv. 1) ; but the different position of the µov is
worth noting. In lv av8pw7rois we have another amphibolous
expression (see on ver. 8). It may be taken with acp£/...£'Lv, but
more probably it belongs to To ov£i86s µov (ver. 36).
26-38. The Annunciation of the Birth

of the Saviour. 1

The birth of the Baptist is parallel to the birth of Isaac; that
of the Messiah to the creation of Adam. Jesus is the second
Adam. But once more there is no violent breach with the past.
Even in its revolutions Providence is conservative. Just as the
Prophet who is to renovate Israel is taken from the old priesthood,
so the Christ who is to redeem the human race is not created out
of nothing, but "born of a woman."

n

26. ELS 11"6>..w Tijs ra>..t>..alas
ovo11a NataplT. The description
perhaps implies that Lk. is writing for those who are not familiar
with the geography of Palestine. There is no reason for believing
that he himself was unfamiliar with it. Comp. ver. 39, iv. 31,
vii. 11, viii. 26, ix. 10, xvii. 11, xix. 29, 37, 41.
Galilee is one of many geographical names which have gradually extended
their range. It was originally a little "circuit" of territory round KadeshNaphtali containing the towns given by Solomon to Hiram (I Kings ix. II).
This was called the "circuit of the Gentiles," because the inhabitants were
strangers (I Mac. v. 15, ra>.. d>.>.otfn'i>.w11). But it grew, until in the time of
Christ it included the territory of Naphtali, Asher, Zebulon, and Issachar
(.D.B. 2 i. P· III7). For a description of this region see Jos. B.J. iii. 3. I-3.
Nazareth 1s mentioned neither in O. T. nor in Josephus, but it was probably
not a new town in our Lord's time. The site is an attractive one, in a basin
among the south ridges of Lebanon. The sheltered valley is very fruitful, and
abounds in flowers. From the hill behind the town the view over Lebanon,
Hermon, Carmel, the Mediterranean, Gilead, Tabor, Gilboa, the plain of
Esdraelon, and the mountains of Samaria, is very celebrated (Renan, Vie de J.
p. 27). It would seem as if Mt. (ii. 23) was not aware that Nazareth was the
original home of Joseph and Mary.
1 " It has been argued that the different modes in which God is recorded to
have communicated with men, in St. Matthew by dreams and in St. Luke by
Angels, show the extent of the subjective influence of the writer's mind upon
the narrative. But surely those are right who see in this difference the use of
various means adapted to the peculiar state of the recipient. Moreover, as St.
Matthew recognizes the ministry of Angels (xxviii. 2), so St. Luke relates
Visions (Acts x. g-I6, xvi. 9, xviii. 9, IO) . • . . It is to be noticed that the
contents of the divine messages (Matt. i. 20, 2I ; Luke i. 30-33) are related
conversely to the general character of the Gospels, as a consequence of the
difference of character in those to whom they are addressed. The promise of
Redemption is made to Joseph; of a glorious Kingdom to the Virgin" (Wsctt.
.lnt. to Gospels, p. 3I7, 7th ed.). See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 93.
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The form of the name of the town varies much, between Nazareth, Nazaret
Nazara, and Nazarath. Keim has twice contended strongly for Nazara (J. r/J
Naz., Eng. tr. ii. p. 16, iv. p. 108); but he has not persuaded many of the
correctness of his conclusions. \VH. consider that "the evidence when
tabulated presents little ambiguity" (ii. App. p. 160). N a!ap&.O is found
frequently (eight out of eleven times) in Codex A, but hardly anywhere else.
Na!apa is used once by Mt. (iv. 13), and perhaps once by Lk. (iv. 16).
Na!ap€0 occurs once in Mt. (xxi. II) and once in Acts (x. 38). Everywhere
else (Mt. ii. 23; Mk. i. 9; Lk. i. 26, ii. 4, 39, 51; Jn. i. 46, 47) we have
certainly or probably Na!apfr. Thus Mt. uses the three possible forms
equally; Lk. all three with a decided preference for Nazaret; while Mk. and
Jn. use Nazaret only. This appears to be fairly conclusive for Nazaret. Yet
Scrivener holds that "regarding the orthography of this word no reasonable
certainty is to be attained" (Int. to Grit. iJ/ N. T. ii. p. 316); and Alford
seems to be of a similar opinion (i. Prolegom. p. 97). Weiss thinks that
Nazara may have been the original form, but that it had already become
unusual when the Gospels were written. The modern town is called En
Nazirah, and is shunned by Jews. Its population of 5000 is mainly Christian,
with a few Mahometans.

27. EfJ.V1JUTEup.lvriv. This is the N.T. form of the word (ii. 5): in
LXX we have µeµvrirrTwµ. (Deut. xxii. 23). The interval between
betrothal and marriage was commonly a year, during which the
bride lived with her friends. But her property was vested in her
future husband, and unfaithfulness on her part was punished, like
adultery, with death (Deut. xxii. 23, 24). The case of the woman
taken in adultery was probably a case of this kind.
e~ o'LKou .t.a.ue(8.
It is unnecessary, and indeed impossible, to
decide whether these words go with av8p{, or with 7rap0£vov, or
with both. The last is the least probable, but Chrysostom and
Wieseler support it. From V'C. 32 and 69 we may with probability
infer that Lk. regards Mary as descended from David. In ii. 4 he
states this of Joseph. Independently of the present verse, therefore,
we may infer that, just as John was of priestly descent both by
Zacharias and Elisabeth, so Jesus was of royal descent both by
Mary and Joseph. The title "Son of David" was publicly given
to Jesus and never disputed (Mt. i. 1, ix. 27, xii. 23, xv. 22,
xx. 30, 31; Mk. x. 47, 48; Lk. xviii. 38, 39). In the Test. XII.
Patr. Christ is said to be descended from Levi and Judah
(Simeon vii.); and the same idea is found in a fragment of
Irenreus (Frag. xvii., Stieren, p. 836). It was no doubt based,
as Schleiermacher bases it (St. Luke, Eng. tr. p. 28), on the fact
that Elisabeth, who was of Levi, was related to Mary (see on
ver. 36). The repetition involved in Ti)s '11"ap9lvou is in tavour of
taking t~ OLKOV Aavel8 with av8pt: otherwise we should have expected avrfjs. But this is not conclusive.
28. Xa.~pe, Kexa.pm11p.lV1J. 1 Note the alliteration and the con1 The Ave Maria as a liturgical address to the Virgin consists of three
parts, two of which are scriptural and one not. The first two parts, "Hail,
Mary, full of grace; the Lord is with thee," and "Blessed art thou among
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nexion between xa'lpe and xapis. The gratia p!ena of the V ulg.
is too indefinite. It is right, if it means "full of grace, which
thou hast received"; wrong, if it means "full of grace, which
thou hast to bestow." From Eph. i. 6 and the analogy of verbs
in -6co, K£xapiTwµ£v71 must mean " endued with grace " (Ecclus.
xviii. I 7). Non ut mater gratim, sed ut ji!ia gratim (Beng. ).
What follows explains KexapiTwµf.v71, for with µeTa crov we understand €crn, not lcrTw (comp. J udg. vi. 12 ). It is because the Lord
is with her that she is endued with grace. Tyn., Cov., and Cran.,
no less than Wic. and Rhem., have "full of grace"; Genev. has
"freely beloved." See Resch, Kindheitsev. p. 78.
The familiar w"ll.o-y71µE1171 uv €11 "(wa1~l11, although well attested {AC DX
A II, Latt. Syrr. Aeth. Goth., Tert. Eus. ), probably is an interpolation
borrowed from ver. 42: ~ B L, Aegyptt. Arm. omit.
29. Here also liiouua {A), for which some Latin texts have cum audisset,
is an interpolation borrowed perhaps from ver. 12. It is not stated that Mary
saw Gabriel. The pronominal use of the article {Yi M) is rare in N. T.
(Acts i. 6; Mt. ii. 5, 9). It is confined to phrases with µ.i11 and iif, and
mostly to nom. masc. and fem.

r

8ieTa.pax611. Here only in N.T. It is stronger than l-rapd.xB'Y/
in ver. 12. Neither Zacharias nor Mary are accustomed to
visions or voices : they are troubled by them. There is no
evidence of hysterical excitement or hallucination in either case.
The l'iie>..oy(teTo, "reckoned up different reasons," is in itself
against this. The verb is confined to the Synoptic Gospels
(v. 21, 22; Mk. ii. 6, 8): Jn. xi. 50 the true reading is A.oyfl;,mBe.
iroTa.mSs. In N.T. this adj. never has the local signification,
"from what country or nation?" Clij·as? (Aesch. Cho. 57 5; Soph.
O.C. 1160). It is synonymous with ?Toto>, a use which is found in
Demosthenes; and it always implies astonishment, with or without
admiration (vii. 39; Mt. viii. 27; Mk. xiii. r; 2 Pet. iii. II; r Jn.
iii. r ). In LXX it does not occur. The original form is 7ToOa?T6>,
and may come from ?Tov a?T6; but -oa.?To> is perhaps a mere termination.
EL1J. It is only in Lk. in N.T. that we find the opt. in indirect questions.
In him it is freq. both without lf.11 (iii. 15, viii. 9, xxii. 23; Acts xvii. II,
xxi. 33, xxv. 20) and with lf.11 (vi. II; Acts v. 24, x. 17). In Acts viii. 31 we
have opt. with lf.11 in a direct question. Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. I 12;
Win. xii. 4. c, p. 37 4·

30. M~ cf>of3ou, Ma.pLap., E~pes yO.p xapLv ira.pa T~ 0e~.

See on

women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb" {ver. 42), are first found in the
Liber Antiphonianus attributed to Gregory the Great ; and they were authorized
as a formula to be taught with the Creed and the Lord's Prayer, c. A.D. u98.
The third part, "Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners now and at
the hour of death," was added in the fifteenth century, and was authorized by
Pope Pius v. in I 568.
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ver. 13. The EVpEc; x&.piv '1r. T. ®. explains KExapiTwphTJ. The phrase
is Hebraic: NwE EVpEV x&.piv lvavTCov Kvptov TOV ®Eov (Gen. vi. 8.
comp. xviii. 3, xxxix. 4). See on iv. 22.
'
av>..>..~l'-"1TI· For the word see on ver. 24, and for the form comp. ii. 21,
xx. 47; Acts i. 8, ii. 38, xxiii. 27; Jn. v. 43, xvi. 14, 24. In Ionic we have
fut. Mµifoµa.1. Veitch, p. 359; Win. v. 4 f, p. 54.
TE~n

The same wordof Ishmael, and Is. vii. 14 of Immanuel.
Comp. Gen. xvii. 19 of Isaac, and Mt. i. 21 of Jesus. In all cases
the Ka.A.lune; is not a continuation of the prophecy, but a command,
as in most of the Ten Commandments (Mt. v. 21, 27, 33; comp.
Lk. iv. 12; Acts xxiii. 5, etc.). Win. xliii. 5. c, p. 396. The
name 'ITJuovc; was revealed independently to Joseph also (Mt. i. 2 l ).
It appears in the various forms of Oshea, Hoshea, J ehoshua,
Joshua, Jeshua, and Jesus. Its meaning is "Jehovah is help," or
"God the Saviour." See Pearson, On the Creed, art. ii. sub init.
p. 131, ed. 1849. See also Resch, Kindheitsev. pp. So, 95.
32. oOTo<; e<TTm p.lyac;. As in ver. 15, this is forthwith explained; and the greatness of Jesus is very different from the
greatness of John. The title uic'is 'Ylji(uTou expresses some very
close relation between Jesus and Jehovah, but not the Divine Sonship in the Trinity; comp. vi. 35. On the same principle as ®eoc;
and Kvpioc;, ~YtfriuTo<; is anarthrous: there can be only one Highest
(Ecclus. vii. 15, xvii. 26, xix. 17, xxiv. 2, 23, xxix. II, etc.). The
Kh'IJ9~ueTaL is not a mere substitute for (uTai : He not only shall be
the Son of God, but shall be recognized as such. Tn the Acta Pauli
et Theclre we have MaK&.pwi ot uocf>{av A.af36vTe<; 'I'Y/uov XpiuTov, 6n
a~rot viol iltfr{uTov KA7Jftrfuovrni (Tischendorf, p. 239). For TOv 9povov
Aaue(8 comp. 2 Sam. vii. 12, 13; Is. ix. 6, 7, xvi. 5.
AauEl8 Toll 'll'llTpc'is mhou. This is thought to imply the Davidic
descent of Mary; but the inference is not quite certain. Jesus
was the heir of Joseph, as both genealogies imply. Comp. Ps.
cxxxii. l l ; Hos. iii. 5. There is abundant evidence of the belief
that the Messiah would spring from David: Mk. xii. 35, x. 47,
xi. lo; Lk. xviii. 38, xx. 41; 4 Ezra xii. 32 (Syr. Arab. Arm.); Ps.
Sol. xvii. 23, 24; Talmud and Targums. See on Rom. i. 3.
33. (3aaLJ\eoaeL • • • elc; Too<; atwva<;. Comp. "But of the Son
he saith, God is Thy throne for ever and ever" (Heb. i. 8, where
see Wsctt.); also Dan. ii. 44, vii. 14; Jn. xii. 34; Rev. xi. 15.
The eternity of Christ's kingdom is assured by the fact that it is to
be absorbed in the kingdom of the Father (1 Cor. xv. 24-28).
These magnificent promises could hardly have been invented by a
writer who was a witness of the condition of the Jews during the
half century which followed the destruction of Jerusalem. Indeed,
we may perhaps go further and say that "it breathes the spirit of
lv ya<TTpl Kal

ing is found Gen. xvi.

uiov, Kal KahEcrEL<; TO ovop.a.
l l
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the Messianic hope before it had received the rude and crushing
blow in the rejection of the Messiah" (Gore, Dissertations, p. 16).
Comp. vv. 17, 54, 55, 68-71, ii. 38.
The constr. {3a<nXeve111 brl c. acc. is not classical.
xix. 14, 27.

We have it again

34. nws Eirrm TouTo. She does not ask for proof, as Zacharias
did (ver. 18); and only in the form of the words does she ask as to
the mode of accomplishment. Her utterance is little more than
an involuntary expression of amazement: non dubitantis sed admirantis (Grotius). In contrasting her with Zacharias, Ambrose says,
Hrec jam de negotio tractat; ille adhuc de nuntio dubitat. It is
clear that she does not doubt the fact promised, nor for a moment
suppose that her child is to be the child of Joseph.
1hre1 avSpa o~ YLVWO'K61.
Comp. Gen. xix. 8; Judg. xi. 39;
Num. xxxi. 17. The words are the avowal of a maiden conscious
of her own purity; and they are drawn from her by the strange
declaration that she is to have a son before she is married. It is
very unnatural to understand the words as a vow of perpetual
virginity, or as stating that such a vow has already been taken, or
is about to be taken. It is difficult to reconcile olJK iylvwuK£V (imperf., not aor.) allr~v tws (Mt. i. 25) with any such vow.I
35. nveup.a il.yLoV 11lre>..euanaL t!n-1 <J'E, It may be doubted whether
the article is omitted " because Holy Spirit is here a proper name " ;
rather because it is regarded impersonally as the creative power of
God. Comp. Kal 7rVevµa ®eov £1mplpeTO E'Travw TOV v6aTOS (Gen. i. 2):
the two passages are very parallel. See on ver. l 5. Both 7rvevµa
and aywv have special point. It is spirit and not flesh, what is
holy and not what is sinful, that is to produce this effect in her.
With £7reAruuemi €7rt ul comp. Acts i. 8. Excepting Eph. ii. 7 and
Jas. v. l, the verb is peculiar to Lk. (xi. 22, xxi. 26; Acts i. 8,
viii. 24, xiii. 40, xiv. 19).
Suvap.LS 'YijiLaTou lmaKLaaEL aoL. For Suvap.LS see on iv. 14; for
c!maKLaaEL comp. the account of the Transfiguration (ix. 34), and
for the dat. comp. the account of Peter's shadow (Acts v. 15)· It
is the idea of the Shechinah which is suggested here (Exod. xl. 38).
The cloud of glory signified the Divine presence and power, and it
is under such influence that Mary is to become a mother.
81.6. This illative particle is rare in the Gospels (vii. 7; Mt. xxvii. 8);
not in Mk. or Jn.

To yevvwp.evov il.yLov KX.1J911auaL utos eeoil. "The holy thing which
shall be born shall be called me Son of God," or, "That which
1 H. Lasserre renders j>uisque fe n'az" nu! rapport avec mon mari, and explains that dvijp signijie mari, epoux ; et la phrase marque la voeu de vir,ginitl
conjugate fait par Marie (pp. 2?5, 564, ed. 1887). It is impossible that 0.vop<!.,
without either article or possessive pronoun, can mean "my husband."
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shall be born shall be called holy, the Son of God." The latter of
these two renderings seems to be preferable. Comp. d.yiov T<fl Kvp{<f
K.Ar,fNrreTai (ii. 22); Na~wpa'los KA'YJ8~rreTai (Mt. ii. 23); v1o£ @wv
KA'YJO~rrovTai (v. 9); £>..axirrTos KA'YJO~rreTai and µiyas KA. (v. 19). In
all cases the appellation precedes the verb. The unborn child is
called ayiov as being free from all taint of sin. De hoe Sancto idem
angelus est locutus, Dan. ix. 24 (Beng.). The €K rrov, which many
authorities insert after y£VvwfL£Vov, is probably an ancient gloss, derived perhaps from Mt. i. 16: ~A B C3 D and most versions omit.
The title "Son of God," like "Son of Man," was a recognized
designation of the Messiah. In Enoch, and often in 4 Ezra, the
Almighty speaks of the Messiah as His Son. Christ seldom used
it of Himself (Mt. xxvii. 43; Jn. x. 36). But we have it in the
voice from heaven (iii. 22, ix. 35); in Peter's confession (Mt.
xvi. 16); in the centurion's exclamation (Mk. xv. 39); in the devil's
challenge (iv. 3, 9); in the cries of demoniacs (Mk. iii. 11, v. 7).
Very early the Christian Church chose it as a concise statement of
the divine nature of Christ. See on Rom. i. 4, and Swete, Apost.
Creed, p. 24. For c!ytov see on Rom. i. 7. The radical meaning
is " set apart for God, consecrated."
36. Kal. L8ou 'E>..eiud/3ET ~ uuyyevls uou. Comp. ver. 20. Mary,
who did not ask for one, receives a more gracious sign than
Zacharias, who demanded it. The relationship between her and
Elisabeth is unknown.
"Cousin," started by Wiclif, and continued until RV. substituted "kinswoman," has now become too definite in meaning. The kinship has led
artists to represent the two children as being playmates; but Jn. i. 31 seems
to be against such companionship. It has also led to the conjecture that
Jesus was descended from both Levi and Judah (see on ver. 27). But Levites
might marry with other tribes ; and therefore Elisabeth, who was descended
from Aaron, might easily be related to one who was descended from David.
This verse is not evidence that Mary was not of the house of David.
The late form uuyy<vls (comp. <v;«vls), and the Ion. dat. rflp« for -yfipq.
(Gen. xv. 15, xxi. 7, xxv. 8), should be noticed; also that oV7-os being the
subject, the noun has no article. Comp. xxi. 22. The combination Ka.I
o~Tos is peculiar to Lk. (viii. 41 ?, xvi. I, xx. 28). The relative ages of Jesus
and of John are fixed by this statement.
We may take Ka.Xouµ,lvri as imperf. part., "Used to be called." This
reproach would cease when she reappeared at the end of the five months
(ver. 24). rnXouµ,<vos with appellations is freq. in Lk.

37. o~K d.8uvcniJuei "Ira.pd. Toil 0eou "II"&~ p~p.a. The negative and
the verb are·to be closely combined and taken as the predicate of
7rav fJYwa. We must not take ovK without 7rav. This is plain from
Gen. xviii. 14: /L~ 6.0VJ1an! Trapa To/ ®eciJ P~/La; i.e. "Hath God
said, and can He not do it?" or, Is anything which God has promised impossible? RV. here has "be void of power" for &ovvaTeiv;
but it is doubtful whether the verb ever has this signification. Of
things, it means "to be impossible" (Mt. xvi i. 20); and of persons.
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"to be unable"; in which case, like 8vvaTei:v (Rom. xiv. 4; 2 Cor.
1x. 8), it is followed by the infin. That "be impossible" is the
meaning, both here and Gen. xviii. 14, is probable from Job xlii. 2,
ol8a iln '11'avTa 8vvacrai, &.Suva Tei: 8£ croi oVOlv ; and from Zech. viii. 6,
where &8vvan]crei is used of a thing being too hard for man but not
too hard for God; and from J er. xxxii. I7, where both Aquila and
Symmachus have ovK &.8vvaT~crei for ov µ,~ &7T'oKpv/3fJ of LXX. We
render therefore " From God no word shall be impossible." The
• •
'ov~ • • . 1T'a>,
'. . m
• the sense of '' a11 . . . not, " t.e.
• " none, " 1s
.
1d10m
probably Hebraic. Comp. Mt. xxiv. 22. It is less ~ommon in
N.T. than in LXX (Exod. xii. 16, 43, xx. 16; Dan. 11. 10, etc.),
Win. xxvi. 1, p. 2r4; Blass, Gr. p. 174.
38. '1800 ~ 800}\11 Kuplou.
That i8ov is not a verb, but an
exclamation, is manifest from the verbless nominative which follows
it. Comp. v. 12, 18. "Handmaid" or "servant" is hardly
adequate to 8ov>..17. It is rather "bondmaid" or "slave." In an
age in which almost all servants were slaves, the idea which is
represented by our word "servant" could scarcely arise. In N. T.
the fem. 8ov>..17 occurs only here, ver. 48, and Acts ii. 18, the last
being a quotation.
ylvom; fl-OL K«Tn TO p~flo&. aou. This is neither a prayer that
what has been foretold may take place, nor an expression of joy at
the prospect. Rather it is an expression of submission,-" God's
will be done" : 1T'lv~ e1µ,i ypacpoµ,evos· () f3ovA.eTat o ypacpev>,
ypacpfrw (Eus.). Mary must have known how her social position
and her relations with Joseph would be affected by her being with
child before her marriage. There are some who maintain that the
revelation made to Joseph (Mt. i. 18-23) is inconsistent with what
Lk. records here; for would not Mary have told him of the angelic
message? We may reasonably answer that she would not do so.
Her own inclination would be towards reserve (ii. 51); and what
likelihood was there that he would believe so amazing a story?
She would prefer to leave the issue with regard to Joseph in God's
hands.
&nijMev &11'' uo~s 8 ayyeAos. Ut peracta legatione. Comp.
Acts xii. 10; Judg. vi. 21.
On the whole of this exquisite narrative Godet justly remarks: " Que!!e
dignit!, quel!e puret!, quelle simplicit!, quelle d!licatesse dans tout ce dialogue!
Pas un mot de trop, pas un de trop peu. Une telle narration n' a pu emaner que
de la sphere sainte dans laquelle le fait lui-m!me avail eu lieu" (i. p. 128, 3eme
ed. 1888). Contrast the attempts in the apocryphal gospels, the writers of
which had our Gospels to imitate, and yet committed such gross offences against
taste, decency, and even morality. What would their inventions have been if
they had had no historical Gospels to guide them ?
Dr. Swete has shown that the doctrine of the Miraculous Conception
was from the earliest times part of the Creed. Beginning with Justin
Martyr (Apo!. i. 21, 31, 32, 33, 63; Try. 23, 48, 100), he traces back
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through Aristides U. R. Harris, p. 24 ; Hennecke, p. 9 ; Barnes, Canon. and
Uncanon. Gospp. p. 13), Ignatius (Eph. xix.; Trail. ix. ; Smyr. i.), the
Valentinians, and Basilides, to S. Luke, to whom these Gnostics appealed.
The silence of S. Mark is of no weight; his record does not profess to go
farther back than the ministry of the Baptist. In the Third Gospel we reach
not merely the date of the Gospel (A.D. 75-80), but the date of the early
traditions incorporated in these first chapters, traditions preserved (possibly
in writing) at Jerusalem, and derived from Mary herself.
The testimony of the First Gospel is perhaps even earlier in origin, and is
certainly independent. It probably originated with Joseph, as the other with
Mary (Gore, Bampton Lectures, p. 78; Dissertatz'ons on Subjects connected
with the Incarnation, pp. 12-40). Greatly as the two narratives differ, both
bear witness to the virgin birth (Swete, The Apostles' Creed, eh. iv.).

39-56. The Visit of the Mother of the Saviour to the Mother

of the Forerunner.

This narrative grows naturally out of the two which precede it
The two women, who through Divine interposition
are about to become mothers, meet and confer with one another.
Not that a desire to talk about her marvellous experience prompts
Mary to go, but because the Angel had suggested it (ver. 36).
That J oseph's intention of putting her away caused the journey, is
an unnecessary conjecture.

in this group.

It is not easy to see why the Song of Elisabeth is not given in metrical
form either in WH. or in RV. It seems to have the characteristics of Hebrew
poetry in a marked degree, if not in so full a manner as the il:fagnijicat,
Benedictus, and Nunc Dimittis. It consists of two strophes of four lines
each, thusEril\O"y7J/J.EV7J av iv -yvva<~lv,
Kai evA.o-y7Jµ.lvos () Kap7ros T1js Ko1A.las aov.
Kai 7r08ev µ.o< TOVTO
Zva Ol.871 ii µ.fiT7JP Tov Kvplov µ.ov 7rpos iµ.l ;

loov -yap ws eylveTo ii <fJwv:;, ToD damiaµ.oD aov els Ta W,.d. µ.ov,
laKlpT7Jaev iv d.')'aA.A.1&.aE< To fJpe<fJos iv TV Ko1A.lq. µ.ov.
Kai µ.aKapla ii 7r1anvaaaa /Jn laTa• TeA.elwa1s
TOLS A.aA7J/J.fVOIS avTii 7rapa Kvplov.

On all four songs see a paper on "Messianic Psalms of the N. T.," by

B. B. Warfield, Expost'tor, 3rd series, ii. pp. 301, 321 ff.

39. 'Avncmiaa. A very favourite word with Lk., who has it
about sixty times against about twenty-two times in the rest of
N.T. It occurs hundreds of times in LXX. Of preparation for
a journey it is specially common (xv. 18, 20; Acts x. 20, xxii. 10,
etc.). Lk. is also fond of such phrases as tv rn'is ~1.t.Epa1s Tathms,
or (v -ra'is ~p.lpais Twos (ver. 5, ii. 1, iv. 2, 25, v. 35, vi. 12, ix. 36,
etc.; Acts i. 15, ii. 18, v. 37, vi. 1, vii. 41, etc.). They are not
found in Jn., and occur only four times in Mt., and the same in Mk.
Here " in those days " means soon after the Annunciation. As
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the projected journey was one of several days, it would require time
to arrange it and find an escort. See small print note on ver. 20.
i11'opeu8'1 ets '"iv 6pw1]11. There is no trace of '0p£Lvi/ as a
proper name; ~ opivi/ means the mountainous part of Judah as
distinct from the plain (ver. 65; Gen. xiv. 10; Num. xiii. 29;
Josh. ix. 1, x. 40; comp. Judith i. 6, ii. 22, iv. 7). It is worth
noting that in this narrative, which is from an independent source,
Lk. twice uses ~ opiviJ. Elsewhere, when he is on the same ground
as Mt. and Mk., he uses, as they do, TO opo~ (vi. 12, viii. 32, ix.
28, 37). None of them use either opo~ or Ta Op'YJ. Lft. On a Fresh
.Revision of N.T. pp. 124, 186, 3rd ed. 1891. For the shortening of
op£Lvi/ to opiviJ see WH. ii. App. p. 154. Grotius rightly remarks on
µ.eTa 0"1Tou8~s, ne negligeret signum quod augendai ipsz'us jidudai Deus
assignaverat. Comp. Mk. vi. 25; Exod. xii. 11; Wisd. xix. 2.
ets 11"0>..111 'lou8a.. Lk. does not give the name, probably because
he. did not know it. It may have been Hebron, just as it may
have been any town in the mountainous part of Judah, and Hebron
was chief among the cities allotted to the priests. But if Lk. had
meant Hebron, he would either have named it or have written T~v
?r6A.iv in the sense of the chief priestly dwelling. But it is very
doubtful whether the arrangement by which certain cities were
allotted to the priests was carried into effect; and, if so, whether
it continued. Certainly priests often lived elsewhere. Eli lived
at Shiloh, Samuel at Ramathaim-Zophim, Mattathias at Modin.
None of these had been allotted to the priests. See on ver. 23.
That 'Iov8a. is the name of the town, and represents Juttah ('!Tai' or 'IeTTa
or Ta.Pu), which was in the mountain region of Judah (Josh. xv. 55), and had
been allotted to the priests (Josh. xxi. 16), is possible. Reland (1714) was
perhaps the first to advocate this. Robinson found a village called Yuttah in
that region (Res. t'n Pal. ii. p. 206), and the identification is attractive. But
the best authorities seem to regard it as precarious. A tradition, earlier than
the Crusades, makes At'n Karim to be the birthplace of John the Baptist.
Didon (Jesus Christ, App. D) contends for this, appealing to V. Guerin,
Description de la Palestt"ne, i. p. 83, and Fr. Lievin, Guide de la Palestine, ii.
But it is best to regard the place as an unknown town of Judah. In any case,
the spelling "Juda" (AV.) is indefensible; comp. iii. 33.

41. lylvETo ••• t1TK(pT'J1TE11. See detached note at the end of
the chapter. It is improbable that in her salutation Mary told
Elisabeth of the angelic visit. The salutation caused the movement of the unborn child, and Elisabeth is inspired to interpret
this sign aright. Grotius states that the verb is a medical word for
the movement of children in the womb, but he gives no instances.
It is used Gen. xxv. 22 of the unborn Esau and Jacob, and Ps.
cxiii. 4, 6 of the mountains skipping like rams. In class. Grk. it is
used of the skipping both of animals and of men. For l11'>..~CT8'J
11'veuµ.a.Tos AyCou see on ver. 15. c:is ="when" is very freq. in Lk.
42. d.11ecj>W111J1TE11. 1 Chron. xv. 28, xvi. 4, 5, 42 ; 2 Chron.
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v. 13: here only in N.T. Lk. frequently records strong expressions of emotion, adding p.Eyu>..11 to Kpa.uy~, cpw11f,, xa.pa, etc. (ii. 10,
iv. 33, viii. 28, xvii. 15, xix. 37, xxiii. 23, 46, xxiv. 52). It is
perhaps because Kpa.vyf, seemed less appropriate to express a cry of
joy that it has been altered (AC D) to the more usual cpw11f,. But
it is convincingly attested (~ B LS). It means any cry of strong
feeling, whether surprise (Mt. xxv. 6), anger (Eph. iv. 31), or
distress (Heb. v. 7). Comp. Apoc. Baruch, liv. 10.
Eo>..oy11p.lV1J ao iv yuva.L~lv. A Hebraistic periphrasis for the
superlative, "Among women thou art the one who is specially
blessed." Mary has a claim to this title KaT' e~ox.Y,11. Comp.
vii. 28. Somewhat similar expressions occur in class. Grk., esp. in
poetry: © cplA.a. yv11a.tKWJ! (Eur. Ale. 460); © <FXETAt' ci118pwv (Aristoph.
Ran. 1048). In N.T. eliA.oyT}µtvos is used of men, eiJA.oyTJT6s of
God : see on ver. 68. With EOX.oy11p.lvos 6 Ka.p'll'os Tijs KoL>..Ca.s aou
comp. e/JA.oy'Y}µlva. Ta £Kyo11a. T~s K. <rov (Deut. xxviii. 4) and Kap7rov
KDLAlas (Gen. xxx. 2; Lam. ii. 20). See small print on ver. 15.
43. Ka.l '!1'69Ev p.oL TOuTo. We understand yeyo11£Y : comp. Mk.
xii 37. Modestire jilii prreludens qui olim Christo erat dicturus, <rv
£pxo 7rp6s µe; (Grotius). It is by inspiration (ver. 41) that Elisabeth
knows that she who greets her is .;, µfirrlp Tov Kvpfov, i.e. of the
Messiah (Ps. ex. 1 ). The expression " Mothel' of God " is not
found in Scripture.1
In rva. Ol.Ov we have a weakening of the original force of tva., which begins
with the Alexandrine writers as an alternative for the infinitive, and has
become universal in modern Greek. Godet would keep the telic force br,
arbitrarily substituting "What have I done?" for "Whence is this to me? '
"What have I done in order that?" etc. Comp. the Lucan constr., TOVrO
IJT, (x. II, xii. 39; Acts xxiv. 14). See Blass, Gr. p. 224.

44. '1800 yO.p c:is ~ylvETO ~ cj>w~ Tou dC111'a.ap.ou aou. On this
-ytip Bengel bases the strange notion that the conception of the
Christ takes place at the salutation: yap rationem experimens, cur
hoe ipso tempon's puncto Elisabet primum "Matrem Domini sui"
proclamet Mariam. . . . Nunc Domt'nus, et respectu matris et
progenitorum, et respectu locorum, ubi conceptus reque ac natus est,
ex Juda est ortus. It is a mark of the delicacy and dignity of the
narrative that the time is not stated; but ver. 38 is more probable
than ver. 40. Excepting 2 Cor. vii. 11, 18ou yap is peculiar to Lk.
(ver. 48, ii. 10, vi. 23, xvii. 21; Acts ix. II). For eylvETO ~ cj>wvfi,
see on iii. 22 and ix. 35, 36.
45. p.a.Ka.p(a. ~ 'll'LaTEuaa.aa. <lTL. Latin texts, both of Lat. Vet.
and of Vulg., vary much between beata qure credidit quont'am and
beata qure credz'dt'stt' quont'am. English Versions are equally varied,
even Wic. and Rhem. being different.
" Blessed is she that
l P. Didon inaccurately renders this, Comment se fai't· ii que la mere demon·
Dieu vienne a moi (p. III).
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believed " is probably right. This is the first beatitude in the
Gospel; and it is also the last : p.aKapwi oi µ~ l86vr•s Ka~ 7ri<rrduavns (Jn. xx. 29). In Mk. p.aKapw> does not occur; and in
Jn. only xiii. 17 and xx. 29. It is specially common in Lk.
This verse is one of many places in N. T. in which /in may be either "that"
or "because": see on vii. 16. There can be little doubt that Luther, Erasmus,
Beza, and all Latin and English Versions are right in taking the latter sense here.
The liri introduces the reason why the belief is blessed and not the contents (Syr.
Sin.) of the belief. There is no need to state what Mary believed. Elisabeth
adds her faith to Mary's, and declares that, amazing as the promise is, it will
assuredly be fulfilled. Only a small portion of what had been promised (31-33)
had as yet been accomplished ; and hence the ll1'T<l.L Te>..etwlJ'~§, "There shall
be a bringing to perfection, an accomplishment" (He b. vii. II). Comp. E~el\e6croµai els Tel\elwcr111 TWP l\6-yw11 w11 il\al\ficraTe µer' EµoO (Judith x. 9).

of Mary.
This beautiful lyric is neither a reply to Elisabeth nor an
address to God. It is rather a meditation; an expression of personal emotions and experiences. It is more calm and majestic
than the utterance of Elisabeth. The exultation is as great, but it
is more under control. The introductory e!7rev, as contrasted with
avecf>J.v'YJ<FEV Kpavyfi µeyaA.y (ver. 42), points to this. The hymn is
modelled upon the O.T. Psalms, especially the Song of Hannah
(1 Sam. ii. 1-10); but its superiority to the latter in moral and
spiritual elevation is very manifest. From childhood the Jews
knew many of the 0. T. lyrics by heart ; and, just as our own poor,
who know no literature but the Bible, easily fall into biblical
language in times of special joy or sorrow, so Mary would naturally
fall back on the familiar expressions of Jewish Scripture in this
moment of intense exultation. The exact relation between her
hymn and these familiar expressions can be best seen when the
two are placed side by side in a table.
46-56. The Magnificat or Song

THE MAGNIFICAT.

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Me-yal\V11et '7 if;ux.fi µov TOP Kupior
Kai 1J-yal\l\lacr<11 To 7r11<vµa µov
€7rl T,P e.,p T,P crwTfjpl µov·
/in €7rt!{3l\eif;e11 i'lrl r'711 Ta7rel11wcr111

1

'Ecrrep<wlJ71 .;, Kapola µov Ell Kvpl'f',
vif;wlJ71 Kepas µov
Ell 8<cf> µov.
1 ECi.11 i'lr1{3l\t!7rw11 i'lrif3l\t!if;ys T'111 Tard·
PW<TLJI

Ti}S OOUA7/S aVTOU

i8ov -yap a'lro Too ,,o,,
µaKapwOcrl11 µe 7r8.crai al -yeveal.
/in E7rol71crt!11 µoi µe-yal\a 0 owaT6s,
Kai d.-y1011 TO l!J11oµa ailToO,
mi TO Aeos aliroO Eis ye11<Ci.s Kai -ye11<as
TOtS <f>of3ovµt!1101s avTDll.

Sam. ii. 1.
• Deut. x. 21.

I 1

1 I
1

rfjs ooul\71s crova MaKapla tyw, 5Ti
µaKapl!;ovcrl11 µe 7r8.crai ai ")'V11atK<S.
' li<Tns E7rol71<Te11 Ell crol Ta µ<")'al\aG d.-yio11 Kai <f>of3<po11 TO 611oµa alirou.
6 TO oe ll\eos TOU KVplov a'lrO TOU alw11os
Kal iws roU alWvos
E'lrL TOUS <f>of3ovµt!11ovs avT61'.

Sam. i. II.
Ps. cxi. 9.

a Gen. xxx. IJ.
Ps. ciii. 17.

6
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'E,..olriaev Kp&.ros iv (3pa.x£ov, a.V..oO·
OlEO'KOp71"10'€V V'll"<pri</Jrivovs
15w.vo£q. Ka.poias a.V..wv.
Ka.il<LA€V ovv&.na.s U'll"O llpbvwv
Kai fJtj;wcrev ra7retvoVs,

'll"EIVWVTO.S eVE'll"ATJO'EV a-ya.Owv
KClt 'll"AOVTOUVTO.S e~0.71"EIJ'TflA€V K<VOUS.

AvreM(3rro 'fopa.~\ 71"a.il5os a.V..oO,
µvriO'llf'/VO.I €\lovs,
Ka.llws €M\ri1J'<v ,..pbs roils 71"a.rlpa.s 7Jµwv
rcii 'A(3pa.aµ Ka.! rif 0'7l"Epµa.r1 a.V..oD Eis
rov a.iwvo..

31

Ws -rpa.vµa.Tla.11 VrEp•
-firpa.vov,
Ka.! EV re;; (3pa.x£ov1 rijs ovvaµewr 0'011
olfO'KOp11"10'a.s rovs <xllpo6s 0'011.
1 €~a.71"oO'rl\\wv lepels a.lxµa.\wrovs
ovvd.IJ'ra.s 15€ -yijs KO.TEO'Tpe1fev.
8 r01 7rowDvra.. ra.7rELvoUs els fJlf;os,
Ka.! a11"0\wAbra.s i~ryelpovro..
4 K6pws 'll"rwxl~" Ka.! 71"AOllT!~fl
'TQ.71"'HPOL K~l rlvvl/Jo'i.
o 1fvx~v 'll"ElVWO'ClV ivfrATJO'fV a-ya.l/wv.
6 ~u oe, 'fopa.1}\, 71"Clts µov, ov avre\a.(3oµriv7 iµv1/0'llTJ roD €\lovs a.V..oD rif 'lo.Kw(3.
s ow0'€1 els rlA1/0E1a.v rcii 'lo.Kw{3, O..eov
rrj) 'A(3pa.aµ, Ka.llbri tbµoO'a.s rols
71"0.TpaO'LV 1Jµwv KO.TU ras 1Jµlpa.s TUS
lµ,..poO'llev.
u rcii Ao.veto Ka.! r0 O''ll"Epµa.ri a.V..oO lws
alWvos.
1 uU ha7re{vwuas

1

The hymn falls into four strophes, 46-48, 49 and 50, 51-53,
54 and 55.10
46. Meya.MveL ~ IJtux~ p.ou TOV KUpLov. The verb is used in the
literal sense of "enlarge,'' Mt. xxiii. 5: comp. Lk. i. 58. More often,
as here, in the derived sense of " esteem great, extol, magnify "
(Acts v. 13, x. 46, xix. I7 ). So also in class. Grk. Weiss goes
too far when he contends that "distinctions drawn between
tf;vx~ and -rrvevµa have absolutely no foundation in N.T. usage"
(sind ganzlich unbegrundet) ; but it is evident that no distinction
is to be made here. The tf;vx-rf and the 7rl'evµa are the immaterial
part of man's nature as opposed to the body or the flesh. It is in
her inner, higher life, in her real self, that Mary blesses God in
jubilation. If a distinction were made here, we ought to have
µeyaA.vvei
-rrvevµa µov and .fiyaA.A.lau-EV ~ tf;vx~ µov, for the -rrvevµa
is the seat of the religious life, the tf;vx~ of the emotions. See Lft.
Notes on the Epp. of S. Paul, p. 88, 1895, and the literature there
quoted, esp. Olshausen, Opusc. p. 157.
47. -irya.>..>..Ca.O"<Y. A word formed by Hellenists from a-y&.\;\oµa.1, and

ro

freq. in LXX (Ps. xv. 9, xlvii. 12, lxix. 5; Is. xxxv. 2; Jer. xlix. 4). The
act. is rare; perhaps only here and Rev. xix. 7 ; but as v.l. I Pet. i. 8. The
aor. may refer to the occasion of the angelic visit. But it is the Greek idiom
to use the aor. in many cases in which we use the perf., and then it is misleading to translate the Grk. aor. by the Eng. aor. Moreover, in late Grk.
1 Job xii. 19.
8 Job v. II.
Ps. lxxxix. 11.
6 Is. xli. 8.
Sam. ii. 7.
• Ps. cvii. 9.
8 Mic. vii. 20.
9 2 Sam. xxii. 51.
7 Ps. xcviii. 3.
1o On the structure of Hebrew poetry, see Driver, Literature of tlze 0. T.
pp. 338-345, T. & T. Clark, 1891.
On the use of the llfagnijicat, first at Lauds in the Gallican Church, from
A.D. 507, and then at Vespers on Saturday in the Sarum Breviary, see Blunt,
Annotated Prayer-Book.
l
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the distinction between aor. and perf. bad become Jess sharp.
Lang. of N. T. pp. 103-106; Lagarde, Mi'ttheilungen, iii. 374-

Simcox,

niJ 0e4i T'ii uwrijpl p.ou. He is the Saviour of Mary as well as
of her fellows. She probably included the notion of external and
political deliverance, but not to the exclusion of spiritual salvation.
For the expression comp. 1 Tim. i. 1, ii. 3 ; Tit. i. 3, ii. IO, iii. 4;
Jude 25; Ps. xxiii. 5, cvi. 21. In the Ps. Sol. we have 'A"A.~Ona
TWV 8tKalwv 7rapd. ®wv uwTY,po<; avrwv (iii. 7) ; and ~/J.£l<; 8£ f.A7rWVfL€V
E7rl ®£ov Tov uwTY,pa ~µwv (xvii. 3). Comp. Ps. Sol. viii. 39, xvi. 4.
· 48. 3TL E11'Ej3Aeo/ev e11'l Tijv Ta11"elvwuw Tijs 8ouA1JS aurou. Comp.
Hannah's prayer for a child 1 Sam. i. 11. In spite of her humble
position as a carpenter's bride, Mary had been chosen for the
highest honour that a human being could receive. For Ta7r£{vwut<;
comp. Acts viii. 33 (from Is. liii. 8) and Phil. iii. 21 ; and for l8£tv
T~v Ta7rdvwuiv comp. 2 Kings xiv. 26 and Ps. xxv. 18. This use
of £m(3>drmv l7r{ is freq. in LXX (Ps. xxv. 16, lxix. 16, cii. 19,
cxix. 132, etc.); see esp. 1 Sam. ix. 16.
t8oi) yelp &m> roll vuv p.aKapLouulv p.e 11"ci<rm at y£VrnL For tgoi)
yap see on ver. 44, and for ci11'o rou vuv see on v. 1 o. Elisabeth
had begun this µaKap{,ELv, and we have another instance in the
woman from the crowd (xi. 27). Note the wide difference between
the scope of Mary's prophecy, µaKapwvuiv 7rauai ai y£vrn{, and
Leah's statement of fact, µaKap{,ovu{v µ£ 7rauai ai yvvaL'K£S (Gen.
xxx. 13). See Resch, Kindlzeitsev. p. 104.
The Latin renderings of c:bro rov viiv are interesting: ex Me (Vu!g.),
a modo (d), a nunc (Cod. Gall.).

49. 3rL e11"0£11ulv p.oL p.eyaAa 6 8uvar6s. Here the second strophe
begins. The reading µryaA.£W. may come from Acts ii. 11: comp.
£ E7ro{7Jua<; µryaA.£L'a (Ps. lxx. 19). With & 8vvaT6<; comp. 8vvaµis
'Yift{uTov (ver. 35) and Kvpw<; Kparaios Kal 8vvaro<; (Ps. xxiii. 8). In
LXX 8vvar6<; is very common, but almost invariably of men. After
both 8vvar6<; and avrov we should place a colon. The clause Kal
aywv TO ovoµa avrov is a separate sentence, neither dependent upon
the preceding cb, nor very closely connected with what follows.
50. Kal To E>.eos auTou ets yevecls Kal yevecls TOLS <f>oj3oup.lvoLs
auT6v. Comp. Ps. Sol. x. 4, Kal TO tA€0<; Kvpfov E7rl TOV<; &ya7rWVTaS
aDrov EV &A7]0£l'f, Kal fLVTJCTO~ETaL KvpLO<; TWV 8ovA.wv avrov EV f.A.fo :
also xiii. 11, wl 8€ TOV<; OCTLoV<; TO tAEO<; «vpfov, Kal E7rL TOv<; cpo(3ovµ/.vov<; aDrov TO tA€0<; awov. With Et<; Y£V€tt<; K. Y· comp. £l<; Y£V£a<;
1 evewv (Is. xxxiv. 17 ), et<; 1eveav Kal 1evdv (Ps. lxxxix. 2 ), and Kara
1 eveav Kal "Yfveav (1 Mac. ii. 61). "Fearing God" is the O.T.
description of piety. Nearly the whole verse comes from Ps.
ciii. 17. Syr-Sin. for Kal yev£a<; has "and on the tribe."
51. 'E.,,.o£1J<rEV Kp6.roc; h j3pa.xtovL a.uroil, 8LE<rKopmuev, K.T.A, Begin·
ning of the third strophe. The ~ix aorists in it are variously explained.
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1. They tell of things which the Divine power and holiness and mercy
(vv. 49, 50) have already accomplished in the past. 2. According to the
common prophetic usage, they speak of the future as already past, and tell of
the effects to be produced by the Messiah as if they had been produced.
3. They are gnomic, and express God's normal acts. We may set aside this
last. It is very doubtful whether the aor. is ever used of what is normal or
habitual (Win. xl. 5. b, I, p. 346). Of the other two explanations, the
second is to be preferred. It is more likely that Mary is thinking of the far.
reaching effects of the blessing conferred upon herself than of past events unconnected with that blessing. In either case the six aorists must be translated
by the English perfect. They show that in this strophe, as in the second, we
have a triplet. There it was God's power, holiness, and mercy. Here it is
the contrasts between proud and humble, high and low, rich and poor.
Both l'll"oL1JO"Ev 1<pU.Tos and lv ~pa.x£ov, a.vTov are Hebraisms. For the
former comp. ii<~,a, Kvplov brol'Y}<T<P iiuvaµtv (Ps. cxviii. 15). For {Jpaxlwv to
express Divine power comp. Acts xiii. 17; Jn. xii. 38 (from Is. !iii. l); Ps.
xliv. 3, xcviii. l' etc. The phrase €v x«pl KpaTat~ Kai ev [3paxlo11L v.p.,,>..<f is
freq. in LXX (Deut. iv. 34, v. 15, vi. 21, xxvi. 8). This use of iv is in the
main Hebraistic (xxii. 49; Rev. vi. 8; Judg. xv. 15, xx. 16; l Kings xii. 18;
Judith vi. 12, viii. 33). Win. xlviii. 3· d, p. 485 .
.UTEP1Jci>U.vovs 8•a.vo(q. 1<a.p8(a.s a.vTwv. The dat. limits V1r<p'YJ<f>dvovs :
they are proud and overweening in thought. In N. T. V1r<p1J<f>avos is never
"conspicuous above" others, but always in a bad sense, "looking down on"
others (Jas. iv. 6; l Pet. v. 5; Rom. i. 30; 2 Tim. iii. 2. It is freq. in
LXX. Comp. Ps. Sol. ii. 35, KoLµljwv v7r<P'1/<f>dvovs Eis d7rWAELav alwvrnv €P
ri.TLµlq.; also iv. 28. See Wsctt. on l Jn. ii. 16, and Trench, Syn. xxix.

52. 1<a9ei:AEV 8uvacrras d:rro 9povwv Kal uljtwcrev TU11"ELVOus. " He
hath put down potentates from thrones." "Potentates" rather
than "princes" (RV.), or "the mighty" (AV.), because of l Tim.
vi. 15. Comp. ovvaurai <'t>apaw (Gen. I. 4). In Acts viii. 27 it is
an adj. It is probable that ra7rEtvov> here means primarily the
oppressed poor as opposed to tyrannical rulers. See Hatch, Biblical
Greek, pp. 73-77. Besides the parallels given in the table (p. 3 l)
comp. avaAap./3avwv 7rpq,•'i> 0 Kvpw>, TU7r£LVWV o( ap.ap7"WAOV> €w, TI7>
y~> (Ps. cxlvii. 6); Bp6vov> apx6nwv KaBEtAEV 0 KVpto>, Kat £Ka8iu£V
7rpq,Eis avT' avTWV (Ecclus. x. 14); also Lk. xiv. II, xviii. 14 j J as.
i. 9, lo. In Clem. Rom. Cor. lix. 3 we have what looks like a
paraphrase, but may easily come from O.T. Comp. Enoch xlvi. 5.
53. 11"ELvwvrus £vi11"A'IJ<TEv d.yu9wv. Both material and spiritual
goods may be included. Comp. 7rA~pEt> apTWV ~AaTTC:,8'1}uav, Kat
au8£VOVVTE> 7rap~KaV riv (r Sam. ii. 5) j also Ps. Sol. v. 10-12, x. 7.
54. 'AvreA<lf3ETo 'lcrpu~A 11"at8os u1hoii. The fourth strophe.
The regular biblical meaning of avnA.ap.f3avop.ai is "lay hold of
in order to support or succour" (Acts xx. 35; Ecclus. ii. 6); hence
av7"[A'1Jlf!i> is "succour, help" ( l Cor. xii. 28; Ps. xxi. 20, lxxxiii. 8),
and avnA.~7rTwp is "helper" (Ps. xviii. 3, liv. 6). There is no
doubt that 7ratOO> avrov means "His servant," not "His son."
The children of God are called 7"tKva or via{, but not 7ratOE>. We
have 'll"at> in the sense of God's servant used of Israel or Jacob
(Is. xli. 8, 9, xiii. l, xliv. l, 2, 21, xiv. 4); of David (Lk. i. 69;
3
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Acts iv. 25; Ps. xvii. 1; Is. xxxvii. 35); and of Christ (Acts
iii. 13, 26, iv. 27, 30). Comp. Ps. Sol. xii. 7, xvii. 23 ; Didache,
ix. 2, 3, x. 2, 3.
JLV1Ja9~vm e>..lous. "So as to remember mercy," i.e. to prove
that He had not forgotten, as they might have supposed. Comp.
Ps. Sol. x. 4, Kat µ,v'Y}u()~ueTai Kvpws Twv 8ovA.wv a&ov lv lA.fo.
55. Ka9ws e>..&>..tiaev 1rp6s. "Even as He spake unto" : see on
vv. 2 and 13. This clause is not a parenthesis, but explains the
extent of the remembrance of mercy. RV. is the first English
Version to make plain that Tcf 'Af3pa&.,_.., K.T.A., depends upon
µ,v'Y}ufH']vai and not upon l.\a). .'Y}uEV by rendering 7rp6s "unto" and
the dat. "toward." To make this still more plain, "As He spake
unto our fathers " is put into a parenthesis, which is not necessary.
The Genevan is utterly wrong, " (Even as He promised to our
fathers, to wit, to Abraham and his sede) for ever." It is improbable that Lk. would use both 7rp6s and the simple dat. after
£.\0>..'Y/uev in the same sentence; or that he means to say that
God spoke to Abraham's seed for ever. The phrase ets TOv atwva
is common in the Psalms, together with Els TOv alwva Tov alwvos
(Heb. i. 8) and els aiwva aiwvos. It means "unto the age,'' t'.e.
the age KaT' l~ox~v, the age of the Messiah. The belief that
whatever is allowed to see that age will continue to exist in that
age, makes els TOv alwva equivalent to "for ever." This strophe,
like ver. 72, harmonizes with the doctrine that Abraham is still
alive (xx. 38), and is influenced by what takes place in the
development of God's kingdom on earth (Jn. viii. 56; comp. Heb.
xii. 1 ; Is. xxix. 22, 23).
For •ls TOP alwva ACF MS here have ~ws alwvos (I Chron. xvii. r6 ;
Ezek. xxv. 15 ?), which does not occur in N.T.

56. ~EJLELVEV Se MapLnJL auv ao111. Lk. greatly prefers <FVV to
µeTa. He uses uvv much more often than all N.T. writers put

together. In his Gospel we find him using uilv where the parallel
passage in Mt. or Mk. has µ,eTa or Ka{; e.g. viii. 38, 51, xx. 1, xxii. 14,
56. We have uilv three times in these first two chapters; here, ii. 5
and 13. It is not likely that an interpolator would have caught
all these minute details in Lk.'s style : see Introd. § 6.
&s JL~vas Tpe'Ls. This, when compared with µ,~v EKTO> (ver. 36),
leads us to suppose that Mary waited until the birth of John the
Baptist. She would hardly have left when that was imminent.
Lk. mentions her return before mentioning the birth in order to
complete one narrative before beginning another ; just as he
mentions the imprisonment of the Baptist before the Baptism of
the Christ in order to finish his account of John's ministry before
beginning to narrate the ministry of Jesus (iii. 20, 21 ). That
Mary is not named in vv. 57, 58 is no evidence that she was not
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present. It would be unnatural to say that one of the household
heard of the event ; and, in fact, oi uvyyevets would include her,
whether it is intended to do so or not. Origen, Ambrose, Bede,
and others believe that she remained until the birth of John. For
the patristic arguments for and against see Com. a Lap. Lk.
leaves us in doubt, probably because his authority left him in
doubt; but Didon goes too far in saying that Lk. insinuates that
1the was not present.I
For this use of ws comp. viii. 42 (not ii. 37); Acts i. r5, v. 7, 36. Lk.
more often uses were! in this sense (iii. 23, ix. r4, 28, xxii. 41, 59, xxiii. 44;
Acts ii. 41, etc.). In u'trforpeif;ev we have another very favourite word which
run~ through both Gospel and Acts.
It is found elsewhere only Mk. xiv. 40;
Gal. i. I7; Heb. vii. I; 2 Pet. ii. 21.
Meyer rightly remarks that " the historical character of the Visitation of
Mary stands or falls with that of the Annunciation." The arguments against it
are very inconclusive. I. That it does not harmonize with J oseph's dream in
Mt. i. 20; which has been shown to be incorrect. 2. That there is no trace
elsewhere of great intimacy between the two families; which proves absolutely
nothing. 3. That the obvious purpose of the narrative is to glorify Jesus, in
making the unborn Baptist acknowledge Him as the Messiah ; which is mere
assertion. 4. That the poetic splendour of the narrative lifts it out of the
historical sphere ; which implies that what is expressed with great poetic beauty
cannot be historically true,-a canon which would be fatal to a great deal of
historical material. We may assert of this narrative, as of that of the Annunciation, that no one in the first or second century could have imagined either.
Least of all could any one have given us the Magnificat,-" the most magnificent cry of Joy that has ever issued from a human breast." Nothing that has
come down to us of that age leads us to suppose that any writer could have
composed these accounts without historic truth to guide him, any more than an
architect of that age could have produced l\iilan cathedral. Comp. the Protevangelium ofJames xii.-xiv.; the Pseudo-Matthew ix.-xii.; the Hist. ofJoseph
the Carpenter iii.-vi.

57-80. The Birth and Circumci'si'on

of the

Forerunner.

57. t'ITA~ue11 0 xp6vos TOU TEKELV a~tjv. Expressions about time
or days being fulfilled are found chiefly in these two chapters in
N.T. (ver. 23, ii. 6, 21, 22). They are Hebraistic: e.g. £7rAYJpwOriuav ai ~µipm roil TEK£tv drr~v (Gen. xxv. 24; comp. xxix. 21; Lev.
xii. 4, 6 ; N um. vi. 5, etc.). And TOV 7'£KELV is gen. after 6 xp6vos.
l Didon has some excellent remarks on the poetical portion of this
narrative. La po!sie est le langage des impressions v!hbnentes et des idles
su~lim~s . . Chez les Juifs, comme chez _t~us les peuples d'Orient, elle jaillai~
d'znspzratzon. Tout ~me est poete, la ;oze ou la douleur la fait chanter. Se
jamais un coeur a di/, faire explosion dans quelque hymne inspir!e c'est ln'en
celui de la Jeune Jille !lue de Dieu pour etre la mere du Messie.
'
Elle emprunte a l'histoire biblz'que des femmes qui, avant elle ont tressaiOi
dans leur maternit!, comme Liah et la mere de Samuel des expre~sions qu' elle
l/argit et transfigure. Les hymnes nationaux qui c!lebrent la gloire de son
/eup!e, la misericorde, la puissance, la sagesse et la jidetite de Dieu reviennenl
$UY ses levres habituees
les chanter (Jesus Christ, P· II2, ed. ;891). The
whole passage is worth cons.ultine:.

a
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£p.ey&>..uvev KupLos TO eA.eos mhou p.eT' aOT'ijs. The verb is not
used in the same sense as in ver. 46, nor yet quite literally as in
Mt. xxiij. 5, but rather "made conspicuous," i.e. bestowed con·
spicuous mercy. Comp. <1µ.eyd.A.vva<; 7"YJV OtKatocrov'l/v <rov (Gen.
xix. 19). The µ.er' aftr1]<; does not mean that she co-operates
with God, but that He thus deals with her. Comp. ver. 72, x. 37,
and ei'Ben & £µ.eycl.A.vvev µ.dl vµ.wv (I Sam. xii. 24). In O'UVEX«Lp01'
aoT?) we have the first beginning of the fulfilment of ver. 14. It
means "rejoiced with her" (xv. 6, 9; 1 Cor. xii. 26), rather
than "congratulated her" (Phil. ii. 17 ).
59. ~>..eav 1Tepm::p.ei:v TO 1Tm8lov. The nom. must be understood from the context, amici ad eam rem advocati, viz. some of
those mentioned ver. 58.
Circumcision might be performed
anywhere and by any Jew, even by a woman (Exod. iv. 25).
On the mixture of first and second aorist in such forms as 'fj'AOav, l1re<Ta.,
l. a, p. 86; vVH. ii. App. p. 164;
and comp. ver. 61, ii. 16, v, 7, 26, vi. 17, vii, 24, xi. 2, 52, xxii. 52; Acts
ii. 23, xii. 7, xvi. 37, xxii. 7, etc.
etliaµev, avetAav, etc., see Win. xiii.

<lK&>..ouv a1ho '11Tl Tq 6v6p.arL Tou 1TaTpos aOTou. Not merely
"they wished to call," but "they began to call, were calling";
comp. v. 6; Acts vii. 26 ; Mt. iii. 14. The custom of combining the naming with circumcision perhaps arose from Abram
being changed to Abraham when circumcision was instituted.
Naming after the father was common among the Jews (Jos. Vita,
I ; Ant. xiv. I. 3). For the E1Tl comp. EKA~B'l/ E1T, ov6µ.an avrwv
(Neh. vii. 63).
60. KX.1J0~ueTm 'rw&V1Js. It is quite gratuitous to suppose that
the name had been divinely revealed to her, or that she chose it
herself to express the boon which God had bestowed upon her.
Zacharias would naturally tell her in writing what had taken place
in the temple. With Ka>..ei:TaL Tq 6v6p.an comp. xix. 2.
62. £vlveuov. Here only in N.T., but we have vaiw similarly
used Acts xxiv. 10 and Jn. xiii. 24. Comp. <lvvevei ocpBaA.µ.if,
<TYJp.alvei of: 7f'OOt, Otoa(J'KEL of: f.vvevµ.a<riv OaKTVAWV (Prov. vi. 13),
and & lvvevwv ocf>BaA.µ.o'i<; µ.era 06>..ov (Prov. x. IO ). Some infer
that Zacharias was deaf as well as dumb ; and this is often the
meaning Of KWcpO> (ver. 22 ), Viz. "blunted in Speech Or hearing, Or
both" (vii. 22). But the question is not worth the amount of
discussion which it has received.
ro TL av 0e'>..oL. The art. turns the whole clause into a substantive. "They communicated by signs the question, what he,"
etc. Comp. Rom. viii. 26; 1 Thes. iv. 1; Mt. xix. 18. The -r6
serves the purpose of marks of quotation.
This use of TO with a sentence, and especially with a question, is common
in Lk. (ix. 46, xix. 48, xxii. 2, 4, 23, 24, 37; Acts iv. 21, xxii. 30). Note
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the 1!11: "what he would perhaps wish, might wish." We have exactly the
sa~e use of l!v Jn. xiii. 24?; comp. Lk. vi. II; Acts v. 24, =i. 33?. Win.
xln. 4, p. 386; Blass, Gr. p. 215.

63. a.tn1aa.s 1ma.Kt8tov. Postulans pugz"llarem (Vulg.), cum petzsset tabulam (d). Of course by means of signs, £vvevµ.auw 8aKroAwv.
One is inclined to conjecture that Lk. or his authority accidentally
put the £vvevetv in the wrong place. Signs must have been used
here, and they are not mentioned. They need not have been used
ver. 62, and they are mentioned. The 7rtvaK{8wv would probably be
a tablet covered with wax : loquz"tur z"n stylo, audz"tur z"n cera (Tert.
.De z"dol. xxiii. ).
All four forms, 7Tlva~, 1nvaKl<, 7T1vaK1ov, and 7TLvaKlliwv, are used of writingtablets, and 7TLvaKloa is v.l. (D) here. But elsewhere in N. T. 7Tiva~ is a" dish"
or "platter" (xi. 39; Mt. xiv. 8, l l ; Mk. vi. 25, 28). Note the Hebraistic
particularity in l"'fpa>fev AE"'f"'"• and comp. 2 Kings x. 6; l Mac. x. 17,
xi. 57. This is the first mention of writing in N.T.

'lwavris eO"Tlv <lvop.a. a.1hou. Not €uTai, but £<TT{v : habet vocabulum
quod agnovz"mus, non quod elegz"mus (Bede); quasi" dzcat nullam
superesse consultatz"onem z"n re quam Deus jam dejinHsset (Grotius) ;
non tam jubet, quam jussum divinum indz"cat (Beng. ). The £8a.op.aaa.v
'lranes may be used on either side of the question of his deafness.
They wondered at his agreeing with Elisabeth, although he had not
heard her choice of name ; or, they wondered at his agreeing with
her, although he had heard the discussion.
64. d.vu§x8ri 8~ To O"Top.a a.ihou 1rapa)(p~p.a. The prophecy
which he had refused to believe was now accomplished, and the
sign which had been granted to him as a punishment is withdrawn.
That the first use of his recovered speech was to continue blessing
God ( £l1.cl.A.ei d1A.oyw11 ), rather than to complain, is evidence that the
punishment had proved a blessing to him. The addition of Kal ~
y>.waaa a.ihou involves a zeugma, such as is common in all lan5uages: comp. l Cor. iii. 2; l Tim. iv. 3; Win. lxvi. I. e, p. 777.
The Complutensian Bible, on the authority of two cursives (140,
;151), inserts 8i7Jp0pw07J after~ y>..wuua awov: see on ii. 22. For
rrapaxp~p.a see on v. 25 and comp. iv. 39. We are left in doubt as
to whether eA«Aet e&>.oywv refers to the Benedictus or to some evA.oy{a
which preceded it. The use of £7rpocp~Truuev and not evA6y'Y]u£v
in ver. 67 does not prove that two distinct acts of thanksgiving
are to be understood. Here Syr-Sin. has "They marvelled all."
65. iylveTo e1rl 1ranas cj>o~os. See on iv. 36. Zacharias (ver. 12)
and Mary (ver. 30) had had the same feeling when conscious of the
nearness of the spiritual world. A writer of fiction would have
been more likely to dwell upon the joy which the wonderful birth
of the future Prophet produced; all the more so as such joy
had been predicted (ver. 14). The a.&Toos means Zacharias and
Elisabeth.
$UUm
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8.e>..a.>..ei:To m~VTa. Tn p~p.a.Ta. Ta.um. This need not be confined
to what was said at the circumcision of John. It is probably the
Hebraistic use of Mµa.Ta for the things which are the subjectmatter of narration. Comp. ii. r9, 51, where RV. has "sayings"
in the text and "things" in the margin; and Acts v. 32, where it
has "things" in the text and "sayings" in the margin. Comp.
LXX Gen. xv. 1, xxii. r, r6, xxxix. 7, xl. r, xlviii. r, and esp.
xxiv. 66, 7rd.vTa Td. p1fµarn & £7rol7J<FEV. The verb 8iaAa,\el'v occurs
only here and vi. 11 : not in LXX, but in Sym. several times in
the Psalms. Syr-Sin. omits 7ravTa Ta, M11-am.
66. l9EvTo ....ctvTE~ ot aKov<Te>VTE~ lv TTI Kcip8£q. ciiiTwv. Comp. ii. 19.
We find all three prepositions with this phrase, ev, E'lrl, and els: Wero .6.avei8
T<l. pfiµara ev rfi Kapoli aVTOU ( l Sam. xxi. I 2) ; l!Jero .6.avt7}/\ f'lrl T7/V Kapalav
ailTou (Dan. i. 8); TllJeulJe els r7Jv Kapalav vµwv (Mai. ii. 2). Lk. is fond of
constructions with iv rfi K. or iv rals K. (ii. 19, iii. 15, v. 22, xxi. 14;
comp. ii. 51, xxiv. 38). In Hom. we have both IJe'ival TL and IJlulJat ri,
either iv <{>peul or iv urt,IJeuut. Note that, not only is ,,.as or lf.7ras a favourite
word with Lk., but either form combined with a participle of dKovw is also
freq. and characteristic (ii. 18, 47, iv. 28, vi. 47, vii. 29, xx. 45; Acts v. 5,
11, ix. 21, x. 44, xxvi. 29; comp. Acts iv. 4, xviii. 8). See on vi. 30.
TC &.pci TO .,,....siov TOilTo tuTe>L; Not rls; the neut. makes the question
more indefinite and comprehensive: comp. rl dpa (, Ilfrpos eyevero (Acts xii.
18). The dpci, ig#ur, means "in these circumstances" ; viii. 25, xii. 42,
xxii. 23.
KO.L yO.p xelp Kup[ou tiv fJ.ET, aOTOU. "For besides all that," i.e.
in addition to the marvels which attended his birth. This is a
remark of the Evangelist, who is wont now and then to interpose
in this manner: comp. ii. 50, iii. 15, vii. 39, xvi. 14, xx. 201
xxiii. 12. The recognition that John was under special Divine
influence caused the question, r{ 11.pa turai; to be often repeated in
after times. Here, as in Acts xi. 2 r, xetp Kvpfov is followed by
µmf., and the meaning is that the Divine power interposes to guide
and bless. See small print on i. 20 for other parallels between
Gospel and Acts. Where the preposition which follows is bd, the
Divine interposition is generally one of punishment (Acts xiii. 11;
Judg. ii. 15; I Sam. v. 3, 6, vii. r3; Exod. vii. 4, 5). But this is
by no means always the case ( 2 Kings iii. r 5 ; Ezra vii. 6, viii.
22, 31); least of all where XELP has the epithet ayaB~ (Ezra vii.
9, 28, viii. 18). In N.T. xetp Kvpfov is peculiar to Lk. (Acts
xi. 2r, xiii. II; comp. iv. 28, 30).
67-79. The Benedictus or Song of Zacharias may be the £v•
'>..oy[a mentioned in ver. 64. 1 To omit it there, in order to continue
the narrative without interruption, and to give it as a solemn
conclusion, would be a natural arrangement. As the Magnijical
is modelled on the psalms, so the Benedictus is modelled on the
1 Like most of the canticles, the Benedictus was originally said at Lauds:
and it is still said at Lauds, in the Roman Church daily, in the Greek Church
on special occasions. See footnote on p. 67.
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prophecies, ancl it has been called " the last prophecy of the Old
Dispensation and the first in the New." And while the tone of
the Magnijicat is regal, that of the Benedictus is sacerdotal. The
one is as appropriate to the daughter of David as the other to the
son of Aaron. The relation between new and old may again be
seen in a table.
THE BENEDICTUS.

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

o9ebs Tov 'fopo:>)X,
lln h"etTKe>{lo.To Ko.I brol711Tev MTpw1T1v
rciJ AaciJ atiToV,
Ko.l 1h'<1pev KEpo.s ITWT7Jplo.s 1,µiv
<iv ofK4J llo.ve!o 7ro.100s o.vrnv,

1 EvXo-y?TTbs Kupios 9eos 'fopo.1JX.
2
XV..pwlTLV a7rErTTEIA€V
Trj: Xo.c;i o.vTov.
8 t!K<L i~o.vo.TEAW Klpo.s ...;; llo.velo.
4 aVO.T€A€t KEpo.s 7l"O.VT! .. .;; otK4' 'ltTpo.1JX.
G vif;wtTEI dpo.s Xp11TTov o.vrov.

Eti>.o-y?/'Tos Kvpios

Ko.llws iXO.X711T<V 010. ITT6µo.TOS TWV &:ylwv
cbr' alWvos 7rpo<P'1/rWv atiToV
tTWT7Jplo.v <i~ ixllpwv 1,µwv Ko.! iK
xetpOs 7rd.VTWV TWP µ,u10VPTWP T,µO.s,
"11"01fj1To.1 <>.eos µera TWV ,,.o.,.lpwv i,µwv
Ko.I µv711Tllijvo.1 oio.1JfiK7JS a-ylo.s o.vrov,
5pKov 8v <iJµotTev 7rpos 'A{Jpo.aµ
Tov ,,.o.,.lpo. 1,µwv,
TOV OOVPO.I 1,µiv acf>6{Jws EK XE1pos
exlJpwv pvtTIJfvTO.S
AO.Tpeu<1v O.VTtf iv 01T16T?TT•
Ko.I OIKO.IOITVP'!J
~vW7rLOV aVToU ?Td.O'a.LS' Ta.Ls
1,µlpo.1s i,µwv.
Ko.! ITU M, 7ro.1olov, 7rpocf>fiT7JS
"t>{lllTTOV KX71ll1J1TT1,
7rpo7ropeutT1J -yap evw1r1ov Kvplov

Ero1.µdua1. OOoUs atiroil,
Tov oovvo.1 -yvwtTiv ITWT7Jplo.s
Tei> Xaci o.vTov
EV acf>EIT<I aµO.pTIWV drrWV
a.a. IT7rAa'YXVO. EAfoVS 0eoiJ 1,µwv,
iv ois E7rl1TKE>{lem1 1,µ8.s
aVO.TOA~ f~ IJ>{lovs,
f7r1cf>8.vo.1 TOLS iv 1TK6TE1 KO.I ITK•i
IJo.vdTov Ko.IJ71µ€vo1s
Tov Ko.uvllvvo.1 Tovs 7r60o.s 1,µwv
els oobv elp1Jv71s.

o

6 ~O'Wd'EV atlT01}s EK XELpWv µ.u10Uvrw11 Kal

lAUTpW<J'aro aVroUs EK XHpOs ExOpoV.
awtT<i Eis d.XfilJ ..o.v ...;; 'Io.Kw{J,
{Xeov Ti;i 'A{Jpo.dµ, Ko.IJ6n <iJµotTo.s
rots 7ra:rpd()1.11 i}µ,Wv.
8 €µv1JtTll7J Tijs 010.llfiK7JS 0.VTOV.
9 f µvfi1TIJ71 0 9eos TijS 010.IJfiK7JS O.VTOV Ti)I
7rpos •AfJpo.&.µ, Ko.l 'Irro.aK, Ko.! 'Io.KwfJ.
1o 87rws tTTfitTw TOV IJpKov µov, ov
<iJµotTO. TOtS 7r0.TpalT<v vµwv, TOV OOVVO.L
O.VTOLS 'Yfiv pEOVITO.V -yaAO. KO.! µi>.1.
11 i µv1J1Tll71 eis Tov o.lwvo. 010.llfiK7JS o.vTov
M-yov ov iveTElAO.TO Eis x1>.lo.s -yeveds,
ov 011!11ETO ..,;; 'A{Jpo.dµ,
KO.I TOV 6pKOV 0.VTOV ...;; 'foo.0.K.
7

'E-yw i~o.7rotTTeX>.w Tov li-y-yeMv µov
Ko.! €7r1fJ>.€ifl•Tm ooov 7rpo 7rpotTw7rov
µov.
£To1µa1To.T• T~v ooov Kvplov.

12

18

14
lG

16

Ko.ll71µlvovs iv 1TKM<1.
EP XWP'/o KO.I ITK!q.
IJo.vrfrov cf>ws Mµ>{IEI lcf>' vµa.s.
Ko.ll71µ€vovs iv ITKMEI Kal tTKlq.
IJo.vaTOV.

o! KO.TOIKO;JVTES

There is a manifest break at the end of ver. 7 5. The first
of these two portions thus separated may be divided into three
1
4
8
11
16

Ps. xli. 14, lxxii. 18, cvi. 48.
Ezek. xxix. 21. 5 1 Sam. ii. IO.
9 Exod. ii. 24.
Ps. cvi. 45.
13 Is. xl. 3.
Ma!. iii. I.
Ps. cvii. 10.

2

3

6

7

Ps. cxi. 9.
Ps. cvi. 10.
10
Jer. xi. 5.
14 Is. xlii. 7.

11
15

Ps. cxxxii. 17.
Mic. vii. 20.
Ps. cv. 8, 9.
Js. ix. I.
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(I.

66-70.

strophes (68, 69; 70-72; 73-75), and the second into two (76,
77; 78, 79).
67. l'll'X~a611 'll'VEUJJ.llTos uytou Kilt 1h•pocj>~TEUaEv. See on ver. 15.
The prophesying must not be confined to the prediction of the
future; it is the delivery of the Divine message ; speaking under
God's influence, and in His Name. Zacharias sees in his son the
earnest and guarantee of the deliverance of Israel.
In some texts brpo</Yfirevrre11 has been altered into the more regular 7rpoeif>firevrre11, but everywhere in N. T. (even Jude 14) the augment should precede
the prep. in this compound. This is intelligible, seeing that there is no
simple verb </>7JTevw. Comp. Num. xi. 25, 26; Ecclus. xlviii. 13, and the
similar forms 1jqne" and 1j11oi~e11. Win. xii. 5, p. 84.

68. EGXoy1JTOS Kuptos 6 0Eos Tou 'lapll~A. Not €UT{v but ElTJ is
to be supplied. The line is verbatim as Ps. xli. 14, lxxii. 18,
cvi. 48, excepting that in LXX Tov is omitted. In N. T. £vA.oyrir6s
is used of God, but never of men: see on ver. 42. In LXX there
are a few exceptions: Deut. vii. 14; Ruth ii. 20; 1 Sam. xv. 13,
xxv. 33·
£'11'EaKElftllTO Kill t'll'ot11aEv MTpwaw Tij Allij llGrou. Here, as in
Ecclus. xxxii. 17, an acc. is to be supplied after E'lT'HrKil{laro; there
rov Ta1mv6v, here rov A.a6v. See on vii. 16. Excepting Heb. ii. 6,
where it is a quotation from Ps. viii. 5, this verb is used in the
Hebrew sense (Exod. iv. 31) of Divine visitation by Lk. alone in
N.T. Comp. Ps. Sol. iii. 14. No doubt A.vrpwuiv has reference
to political redemption (ver. 71), but accompanied by and based
upon a moral and spiritual reformation (vv. 75, 77). Comp.
Ps. cxxix. 7.
69. Kilt ~yEtpEv KEpllS alllT1)ptllS ~p.~v. For this use of ey•{pw
comp. 1fynpEV Kvpios uwr-ijpa r<i> 'Iupa~>.. (Judg. iii. 9, 15). In
Ezek. xxix. 21 and Ps. cxxxii. 17 the verb used is avariUw or
£~avari>..>..w (see table). The metaphor of the horn is very freq. in
O.T. (1 Sam. ii. 10; 2 Sam. xxii. 3; Ps. lxxv. 5, 6, 11, etc.), and
is taken neither from the horns of the altar, nor from the peaks of
helmets or head-dresses; but from the horns of animals, especially
bulls. It represents, therefore, primarily, neither safety nor dignity,
but strength. The wild-ox, wrongly called "unicorn " in AV., was
:>roverbial for strength (Num. xxiv. 8; Job xxxix. 9-11; Deut.
xxxiii. 17). Jn Horace we have addis cornua pauperi, and m Ovid
tum pauper cornua sumi't. In Ps. xviii. 3 God is called a Kipas
uwrTJp{ar;. See below on ver. 71.
For mu8os llGrou see on ver. 54.
"In the house of His servant David" is all the more true if Mary
was of the house of David. But the fact that Jesus was the heir
of Joseph is sufficient, and this verse is no proof of Mary's descent
from David.
70. Second strophe. Like ver. 55, this is not a parenthesis,
but determines the preceding statement more exactly. As a priest,
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Zacharias would be familiar with 0. T. prophecies. Even if the ,-fa
before a1r' alwvo> (AC D) were genuine, it would be unlikely that
Twv c\ylwv means "the saints " in app. with Twv a7r' alwvo> 7rpocp'r}Twv.
Lk. is fond of the epithet ayio> (ver. 72, ix. 26; Acts iii. 21, x. 22,
xxi. 28). He is also fond of the periphrasis Sul aTop.aTos (Acts
i. 16, iii. 18, 21, iv. 25): comp. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 22. And the
expression d:rr' a1wvos is peculiar to him in N.T. (Acts iii. 21,
xv. 18). It is used vaguely for "of old time." Here it does not
mean that there have been Prophets "since the world began."
Comp. oi y{yavTE> oi a7!"' a1wvo> (Gen. vi. 4), and Karnf3povn'f. Ka~
Karncp£yyH TOVS a7r' a1wvoc; MTopa> (Longin. xxxiv.), and adverbially
(Res. Theog. 609).
71. aWT'l'jpLav E~ exOpwv ~p.wv. This is in app. with KEpa>
uw,-'rJp{ac; and epexegetic of it. That the £x0pah· ~µ.wv and Twv
µ.iuovnwv ~JJ-fis are identical is clear from Ps. xviii. 18 and cvi. 10
(see table). The heathen are meant. Gentile domination prevents
the progress of God's kingdom, and the Messiah will put an end
to this hindrance. Comp. Exod. xviii. 10.
Neither (}'WT7Jpla (vv. 69, 77, xix. 9; Acts iv, 12, etc.) nor TO (}'WTfipiov
(ii. 30, iii. 6 ; Acts xxviii. 28) occur in Mt. or Mk. The former occurs once
in Jn. (iv. 22). Both are common in LXX. The primary meaning is
preservation from bodily harm (Gen. xxvi. 31; 2 Sam. xix. 2), especially of
the great occasions on which God had preserved Israel (Exod. xiv. 13, xv. 2;
2 Chron. xx. 17); and hence of the deliverance to be wrought by the Messiah
(Is. xlix. 6, 8), which is the meaning here. Comp. Tov Kvplov ii (}'WT'l]pla br'
oiKov 'fopa.r,>.. els eu<f>po(}'VV'IJV alcfmov (Ps. Sol. x. 9; and very similarly xii. 7).
As the idea of the Messianic salvation became enlarged and purified, the word
which so often expressed it came gradually to mean much the same as
"eternal life." See on Rom. i. 16.

72. 11"01~aa.1 E>..eos p.eTC!, K.T.>... This is the purpose of ;n,eipev
KEpa>. The phrase is freq. in LXX (Gen. xxiv. 12.; Judg. i. 24,
viii. 35; Ruth i. 8; 1 Sam. xx. 8, etc.). Comp. JJ-ET• airrY;>, ver.
58. "In delivering us God purposed to deal mercifully with our
fathers." This seems to imply that the fathers are conscious of
what takes place: comp. vv. 54, 55. Besides the passages given
in the table, comp. Lev. xxvi. 42, and see Wsctt. on Heb. ix.
15, 16.

73. opKOV 8v wp.oaev 11"pos 'A~paap.. Third strophe. The oath
is recorded Gen. xxii. 16-18: comp. Ep. of Barnabas, xiv. 1.
It is best to take BpKov in app. with 01a.8fiK'IJS, but attracteJ in case to
&11: comp. vv; 4, 20, and see on iii. 19. It is true that in LXX µ.11'1](}'8fjva1 is

found with an acc. (Exod. xx. 8; Gen. ix. 16). But would Lk. give it first
a gen. and then an acc. in the same sentence? For the attraction of the
antecedent to the relative comp. xx. l 7 and perhaps Acts x. 36 .
.:lp.oaev .,,.p.S~ 'A. So also in Hom. (Od. xiv. 331, xix. 288): but see
on ver. 13.
74. orou Souvc>L iip.iv. This is probably to be taken after 6pKov as the
contents and purpose of the oath : and the promise that "thy seed shall
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possess the gate of his enemies" (Gen. xxii. r7) is in favour of this. But it
is possible to take Tou oouvai as epexegetic of ver. 72 ; or again, as the
purpose of il'Y"P'" Kopas, and therefore parallel to ver. 72. This last is not
likely, because there is no Tou with ,,-oiijcrat. This Tou c. in.fin. of the purpose
or result is a favourite constr. with Lk. (vv. 77, 79, ii. 24, where see reff.).
It marks the later stage of the language, in which aim and purpose become
confused with result. Perhaps the gen. of the aim may be explained on the
analogy of the part. gen. after verbs of hitting or missing.

lK xupos lx8pwv. It does not follow from OU'LOT'Y)Tt Kal SiKat·
ouvvv that spiritual enemies are meant. The tyranny of heathen

conquerors was a hindrance to holiness. In addition to the
parallel passages quoted in the table, comp. Ps. xviii. r8, pvuera{
µ.e lt lxOpwv µ.ov SvvaTwv Kat £K TWV µ.iuovvTwv µ.e.
For the acc. pvcrOevTas after fiµ,'iv comp. crol M CTV"'f'YVW/J-'YJ AE"'fe<V Tao' t!crTL,
µ,'q ?racrxovcrav ws eyw KaKws (Eur. Med. 8r4).

75. >..a.TpEUELV ache.I. Comp. AaTpEUU'ETE TW ®ew lv TW opet TOVTW
(Exod. iii. r 2 ). We' must take lvwmov a.1hoG with A.aTpeveiv aimj.
The service of the redeemed and delivered people is to be a
priestly service, like that of Zacharias (ver. 8). For lvwmov see on
ver. r 5, and for >..a.TpeueLv on iv. 8. The combination ouLOT'IJS Ka.l
8LKa.touu"'IJ becomes common ; but perhaps the earliest instance is
Wisd. ix. 3. We have it Eph. iv. 24 and Clem. Rom. xlviii.:
comp. Tit. i. 8 and r Thes. ii. ro.
76. Ka.l uo 8E, '!ra.L8[ov. Here the second part of the hymn, and
the distinctively predictive portion of it, begins. The Prophet
turns from the bounty of Jehovah in sending the Messiah to the
work of the Forerunner. "But thou also, child," or "Yea and
thou, child" (RV.). Neither the Ka{ nor the Si must be neglected.
There is combination, but there is also contrast. Not "my child":
the personal relation is lost in the high calling. The Kh10<Jun has
the same force as in ver. 32 : not only "shalt be," but "shalt be
acknowledged as being."
1rpo1ropeuun yap lvwmov Kupfou. Comp. Kvpw> o ®eo> uov o
7rp01ropev6µ.evo> 7rpo 7rpouw7rov uov, Ka8a ~A.6.A.'Y)uev Kvpw> (Deut.
xxxi. 3). Here Kvplov means Jehovah, not the Christ, as is clear
from vv. 1 6, 17.
77. Toll Souva.L yvwuLv uwT'l)pla.s Tei >..a.ci mhou. This is the aim
and end of the work of the Forerunner. In construction it comes
after froiµ.auai Mov> awov. we may take lv d<f>EuEL lif.Lapnwv a.1hwv
with either Sovvai, or yvwuiv, or uwT'Y]pla>. The last is best. John
did not grant remission of sins; and to make "knowledge of
salvation " consist in remission of sins, yields no very clear sense.
But that salvation is found in remission of sins makes excellent
sense (Acts v. 31). The Messiah brings the uwT'YJp{a (vv. 69, 71):
the Forerunner gives the knowledge of it to the people, as consisting, not in a political deliverance from the dominion of Rome but
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in a spiritual deliverance from the dominion of sin. This is the
first mention of the " remission of sins " in the Gospel narrative.
78. Sul U'll'Aayxva e>..louc; 0eou i,p.wv. The concluding strophe,
referring to the whole of the preceding sentence, or (if we take a
single word) to 7rpo7ropo5uv. It is because of God's tender mercy
that the child will be able to fulfil his high calling and to do all
this. Comp. Test. XII. Patr. Levi iv., lwc; £muKl.tfrq-rai Kvpwc; 7r&vTa
Ta :.Ov71 Iv u7r.\&yxvoic; ulov af.Tov lwc; a1wvoc;: also Levi vii. and viii.
Originally the 0"'1r:\anva were the "inward parts," esp. the upper portions,
the heart, lungs, and liver (viscera thoracis), as distinct from the gvupa or bowels
(viscera abdominis). The Greeks made the <T11"Aa')'xva the seat of the emotions,
anger, anxiety, pity, etc. By the Jews these feelings were placed in the lPTepa;
and hence in LXX we have not only <T11"Aa)'XVa (which may include the lvTepa),
but also Kot:\la and t°)'Ka.Ta used for the affections. Moreover in Hebr. literature
these words more often represent compassion or love, whereas <T7rAa)'Xva in class.
Grk. is more often used of wrath (Aristoph. Ran. 844, 1006; Eur. Ale. 1009).
"Heart" is the nearest English equivalent for "<r7rM')'xva. (RV. Col. iii. 12 l
Philem. 12, 20). See Lft. on Phil. i. 8. "Because of our God's heart of
mercy," i.e. merciful heart, is the meaning here. For this descriptive or
characterizing gen. comp. Jas. i. 25, ii. 4; Jude 18. Some would make ')'Vw<rw
<TWT7Jplas an instance of it, "saving knowledge,'' i.e. that brings salvation. But
this is not necessary. For hot~ see on ev f3paxlov1, ver. 51. For l'll'LfTKE\jt•Tc.. 1
comp. vii. 17; Ecclus. xlvi. 14; Judith viii. 33; and see on ver. 68.
&vaTo>..~ e~ li1J10uc;.
"Rising from on high." The word is used
of the rising of the sun (Rev. vii. 2, xvi. 12; Hom. Od. xii. 4) and
of stars (.!Esch. F. V. 457; Eur. Ph(en. 504). Here the rising of
the heavenly body is put for the heavenly body itself. Comp. the
use of avaTl.llw in Is. lx. 1 and Mal. iv. 2. Because sun, moon,
and stars do not rise from on high, some join £~ vtflouc; with
bnuKl.tflerni, which is admissible. But, as avaToA~ means the sun
or star itself, whose light comes from on high, this is not necessary.
Seeing that avaTl.A.\w is used of the rising or sprouting of plants,
and that the Messiah is sometimes called " the Branch" (J er. xxiii.
5, xxxiii. I 5; Zech. iii. 8, vi. 12 ), and that in LXX this is expressed
by avaToA-rj, some would adopt that meaning here. But
vifrouc;,
bn<f>iivai, and KaTEulivvai are conclusive against it. These expressions agree well with a rising sun or star, but not with a sprouting
branch.
79. emcl>civaL TOL<; EV UKOTEL Kal UKL«F Oavchou Ka0rip.EVOLS. Fot
bri<f>iivai comp. Acts xxvii. 20, and for the form Ps. xxx. 17, cxvii.
27. In 3 Mac. vi. 4 we have ~v <l>apaw ••• a?Tw.\euac;, <l>l.yyoi
€?Ti<f>O.vac; £.\1.ouc; 'fopa~A yl.vei. Note that the Kali71p.l.1,ouc; £v uKoTI!&
of Is. xlii. 7 and the uK{<f liavaTou of Is. ix. 1 are combined here as
in Ps. cvii. 10 (see table). Those who hold that these hymns are

u

l This is the reading of ~ B Syr. Arm. Goth. Boh. and virtually of L,
which has €11"e<r1Cfl{la.1Ta.1. Godet defends ire<rKfl{la.To, because Zacharias would
not suddenly turn from the past to the future ; but this thought would lead to
lhe corruption of the more difficult reading.
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written in the interests of Ebionism have to explain why 7re7re8TJp.l·
vovs £v 7f'Twxe{q. (Ps. cvii. IO) is omitted.
Toil KUTEu9Gvm Tous 11'o8us ~p.wv Ets 08011 etp~V1JS· For the constr.
comp. vv. 74, 77. Those who sat in darkness did not use their
feet : the light enables them to do so, and to use them profitably.
The 7Jµwv shows that Jews as well as Gentiles are regarded as being
in darkness until the Messianic dawn. "The way of peace" is the
way that leads to peace, especially peace between God and His
people (Ps. xxix. II, lxxxv. 9, cxix. l 6 5; J er. xiv. l 3). It was one
of the many blessings which the Messiah was to bring (ii. 14, x. 5,
xxiv. 36). See on Rom. i. 7 and comp. Mov uwTTJp{as(Actsxvi. 11).
80. To 8E 11'nt8fov TJU~a.ve Kul IKpuTa.touTo 11'veup.a.TL. The verse
forms a set conclusion to the narrative, as if here one of the
Aramaic documents used by Lk. came to an end. Comp. ii. 40,
52; Judg. xiii. 24, 25; l Sam. ii. 26. In LXX a:vfavw is never, as
here, intrans. Thus alifavw ue ucp68pa (Gen. xvii. 6); TJVf7fBTJ ro
11"ac8iov (Gen. xxi. 8). In N.T. it is used of physical growth (ii. 40,
xii. 27, xiii. 19), and of the spread of the Gospel (Acts vi. 7, xii. 24,
xix. 20). With tKpaTawiiro 7rvevp.aTL comp. Eph. iii. 16; and for
the dat. Rom. iv. 20? and 1 Cor. xiv. 20.
~" tv TO.LS tp~p.ots. The wilderness of Judrea, west of the Dead
Sea, is no doubt meant. But the name is not given, because the
point is, not that he lived in any particular desert, but that he lived
in desert places and not in towns or villages. He lived a solitary
life. Hence nothing is said about his being "in favour with men";
for he avoided men until his ava8afL> brought him disciples. This
fact answers the question whether John was influenced by the
Essenes, communities of whom lived in the wilderness of J udrea.
We have no reason to believe that he came in contact with them.
Excepting the ascetic life, and a yearning for something better
than obsolete Judaism, there was little resemblance between their
principles and his. He preached the Kingdom of God ; they
preached isolation. They abandoned society; he strove to reform
it. See Godet in loco and D.B. 2 art. "Essenes." Lk. alone uses
the plur. al lpTJp.o' (v. 16, viii. 29).
lws ~p.lpus dvu8e(~ews uihou 11'pos Tov 'l<rpa.~>... John probably
went up to Jerusalem for the feasts, and on those occasions he and
the Messiah may have met, but without John's recognizing Him as
!iUCh. Here only in N.T. does ava8etfL> occur. In Ecclus. xliii. 6
we have ava8etfLV XPOVWV as a function of the moon. In Plut. the
word is used of the proclaiming or inauguration of those who are
appointed to office (Mar. viii.; C. Grae. xii.). It is also used of
the dedication of a temple (Strabo, viii. 5. 23, p. 381). Comp.
av£8eifev of the appointment of the Seventy (x. 1). It was John
himse}f who proclaimed the inauguration of his office by manifesting
hims.elf to the people at God's command (iii. 2 ).
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lytVETO,

More than any other Evangelist Lk. makes use of the Hehr. formula, ryi11<To
oi or Kai ryi11ero. But with it he uses a variety of constructions, some of which
are modelled on the classical use of O'w€f3'r/, which Lk. himself employs Acts xxi.
35. The following types are worth noting.
(a) The ryi11eTo and that which came to pass are placed side by side as
parallel statements in the indicative mood without a conjunction.
i. 8. ry€11eTO OE ill TcP l<paTfVEIV aOTOV • • • 0-ax• TOU IJvµ1fiO'a1.
i. 23. Kai E'fEv<To ws brA1/0'IJ'rJO'a11 al -fiµ€pa1 Tijs AflTovnlas awoi!, cbrijM<v.
i. 41. Kai ry€veTo ws 1jKOVO'<V TOii ci0'7raO",UOllTijsM. +J'E., iO'KlpT'r/0'<11Tof3p€<f>o9,
ii, I, i-yEllETO OE ill Tats -fiµipa1S iKfivais E~i)AIJ<v O{ryµa.
Of the same type are i. 59, ii. 6, 15, 46, vii. II, ix. 18, 28, 29, 33, 37, xi. 1,
14, 27, xvii. 14, xviii. 35, xix. 29, xx. I, xxiv. 30, 51. In viii. 40, ix. 57, x.
38 the ryi11<To M is probably spurious. In the Acts this type does not occur.
([3) The ry€veTo and that which came to pass are coupled together by Kal,
which may be regarded as (1) uniting two co-ordinate statements; or (2)
epexegetic, " It came to pass, namely" ; or (3) introducing the apodosis, as
often in class. Grk., "It came to pass that."
v. I. ry€11eTO oe iv TcP TOV 5xXov E1l'IK<'i'rr!Ja1 aOTcP • • • Kai aOTos ijv EO'TWS.
v. 17. Kai i"fEv<To €11 µ1~ Twv -fiµ<pw11 Kai awcls ijv 010cfO'Kwv.
viii. 1. Kai E'fEV<To iv TcP Ka!Je~ijs Ka! alros 01wiievev.
viii. 22. ryev<TO OE Ell µ•~ TWV +i.u•pwv Kai auras €v€fi'r/ els ,,. Xo'i'o11.
Of the same type are v. 12, ix. 51, xiv. 1, xvii. II, xix. 15, xxiv. 4; Acts
v. 7. It will be observed that in nearly all cases the Kal is followed by avros or
a.oral. Inv. 12 and xxiv. 4 it is followed by the Hebraistic liiov, and in xix. 15
we have simply Kai ei,,.ev.
('Y) That which takes place is put in the infinitive mood, and this depends
upon ryivero.
iii. 21. i'YEVETO oe iv TcP f3a11'T10'!Jij11a1 ri11'a11Ta TOii Xaov ••• d11•1;1x1Ji)va1 TOV
oupa.11611.
vi. I. E'fEVeTO OE Ell O'af3[3&.r1;1 Oia7ropeueO'IJa1 avTOll a.a. 0'1l'oplµw11.
vi. 12. ryevero OE Ell ra.'i's -fiµipais Taura1s i~<Me'i'11 aurov els TO 5pos.
xvi. 22. i-yElleTO OE ci11'o!Jave'i'11 TOii 11'TWXOll.
This type of construction is common in the Acts: iv. 5, ix. 32, 37, 43, xi. 26,
xiv. I, xvi. 16, xix. I, xxii. 6, 17, xxviii. 8, 17.
( o) In the Acts we have several other forms still more closely assimilated to
classical constructions, the ryi11<ro being placed later in the sentence, or being
preceded by ws or ll-r<.
ix. 3. €11 oe TcP 7rop<V<O'IJa1 rye11eTo avro11 i-r'flf;e111 TV 1!.aµaO'KcP•
xxi. I. ws oe rye11eTO d11ax1Ji)11a1 +Jµfis ••• 1jA!Joµ<v <ls T7]v Kw.
xxi. 5. lire OE ryevero i~aPTiO'a• +Jµfis Tcl.s 7/,uipas, i~iAIJ011-r<s i11'opev6µe1Ja.
x. 25. ws OE i'Yevero Toi! <lO'<AIJe'i'v ro11 IIfrpov, ••• 7rpoO'eKv11'r/0'<11.
In these last three instances we are far removed from the Hebraistic types (a)
and ([3). The last is very peculiar ; but comp. xxvii. 1 and the exact parallel in
Acta Barnab. Ajocryp. vii. quoted by Lumby, ws iiE i'Yivero Toi! T<AEO'a1 a.OTous
OIOaO'KOJITO.S,
We have obtained in this analysis the following results. Of the two Hebraistic types, (a) is very common in the first two chapters of the Gospel, where Lk.
is specially under the influence of Hebrew thought and literature, and is probably
translating from the Aramaic ; but (a.) is not found at all in the Acts, and ((3)
occurs there only once. On the other hand, of the more classical types, {'Y) is
much less common in the Gospel than in the Acts, while the forms grou~d
under (o) do not occur in the Gospel at all. All which is quite what we m~ht
have expected. In the Acts there is much less room for Hebrew influences than
there is in the Gospel ; and thus the more classical forms of construction become
there the prevailing types.
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of the Saviour, its Proclamation by t!te
Angels, and its Verijicatz"on by the Shepherds.

II. 1-20. The Birth

The second of the narratives in the second group (i. 57-ii. 40)
in the Gospel of the Infancy (i. 5-ii. 52). It corresponds to the
Annunciation (i. 26-38) in the first group. Like the sections which
precede and which follow, it has a clearly marked conclusion. And
these conclusions have in some cases a very marked resemblance.
Comp. ii. 20 with i. 56, and ii. 40 and 52 with i. So. This
similarity of form points to the use of material from one and
the same source, and carefully arranged according to the subject-matter. This source would be some member of the Holy
Family (see on i. 5). The marks of Lk.'s style, accompanied by
Hebraistic forms of expression, still continue; and we infer, as
before, that he is translating from an Aramaic document. The
section has three marked divisions : the Birth ( 1-7 ), the Angelic
Proclamation (8-14), and the Verification (15-20). The connexion with what precedes is obvious. We have just been told
how the promise to Zacharias was fulfilled ; and we are now to be
told how the promise to Mary was fulfilled.
1-7. The Birth of the Saviour at Bethlehem at the Time of the
Enrolment. The extreme simplicity of the narrative is in very
marked contrast with the momentous character of the event thus
narrated. We have a similar contrast between matter and form in
the opening verses of S. John's Gospel. The difference between
the evangelical account and modern Lives of Christ is here very
remarkable. The tasteless and unedifying elaborations of the
apocryphal gospels should also be compared. 1
1-3. How Bethlehem came to be the Birthplace of Jesus
Christ, although Nazareth was the Home of His Parents. This
explanation has exposed Lk. to an immense amount of criticism,
which has been expressed and sifted in a manner that has produced
a voluminous literature. ln addition to the commentaries, some
1 "Such marvellous associations have clung for centuries to these verses, that
it is hard to realise how absolutely naked they are of all ornament. We are
obliged to read them again and again to assure ourselves that they really do set
forth what we call the great miracle of the world. If, on the other hand, the
Evangelist was possessed by the conviction that he was not recording a miracle
which had interrupted the course of history and deranged the order of human
life, but was telling of a divine act which explained the course of history and
restored the order of human life, one can very well account for his calmness"
(F. D. Maurice, Lectures on S. Luke, p. 28, ed. 1879).
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of the following may be consulted, and from Schurer and Herzog
further information about the literature may be obtained.
S. J. Andrews, Life of our Lord, pp. 71-81, T. & T. Clark,
1892; T. Lewin, Fast£ Sacri, 955, Longmans, 1865; J. B.
McClellan, The New Testament of our Lord and Savz'our, i. pp.
392-399, Macmillan, 187 5; C. F. Nosgen, Geschichte Jesu Chrz'sti,
pp. 112-174, Beck, 1891; *E. Schiirer,JewishPeople zn the Time oj
Jesus Chnst, i. 2, pp. 105-143, T. & T. Clark, 1890; B. Weiss,
LebenJesu, i. 2. 4, Berlin, 1882; Eng. tr. pp. 250-252; K. Wieseler,
Chronological Synopst"s of the Four Gospels, pp. 66-106, 129-135,
Deighton, l 864; 0. Zockler, Handbuch der Theologischen Wz"ssenickajten, i. 2, pp. 188-190, Beck, 1889; A. W. Zumpt, Das
Geburtsjahr Chnstz" (reviewed by Woolsey in the Bibliotheca Sacra,
1870), Leipzig, 1869; D.B. 2 art. "Cyrenius"; Herzog, PRE. 2
xiii. art. "Schatzung"; P. Schaff, History qf the Church, i. pp.
121-125, T. & T. Clark, 1883; Ramsay, Was Christ Born at
Bethlehem? 1899; Hastings, D.B. art. Chronology of N.T.
1. 'EyEvETo 8€ £v Tate; T)p.lpmc; EKE(vmc; £~~>..eev 86yp.a 11'ap0. Ka(aapoc; AoyoucrTou cl.11"oypacj>ecr9m ll'iicrav rljv olKoup.EvYJv. For the constr.
see detached note at· the end of eh. i. ; and for lv rat's ~p.epai>

see on i. 5 and 39. The time of the birth of John is
roughly indicated. Even in class. Grk. the first meaning of 86yp.a,
as "opinion, philosophic tenet," is not very common (Plat. Rep.
538 C); it is more often a "public decree, ordinance." This is
always the meaning in N.T., whether an ordinance of the Roman
Emperor (Acts xvii. 7 ), or of the Apostles (Acts xvi. 4; comp.
Ign. Mag. xiii.; Didache, xi. 3), or of the Mosaic Law (Col. ii. 14;
Eph. ii. l 5; comp. 3 Mac. i. 3; Jos. Ant. xv. 5. 3). For £Slj>..0ev
86yp.a comp. Dan. ii. l 3 (Theod. ). In Daniel o6yp.a is freq. of a
royal decree (iii. lo, iv. 3, vi. 9, ro). See Lft. on Col. ii. 14.
cl.11"oypacj>ecr9aL. Probably passive, ut describeretur (Vulg.), not
middle, as in ver. 3. The present is here used of the continuous
enrolment of the multitudes; the aorist in ver. 5 of the act of one
person. The verb refers to the writing off, copying, or entering
the names, professions, fortunes, and families of subjects in the
public register, generally with a view to taxatz"on (&.7ror{p.YJ<rt> or
T"{/1-'YJP.a). It is a more general word than &.7ronp.O.w, which implies
assessment as well as enrolment. But it is manifest that the &.7roypacf>~ here and in Acts v. 3 7 included assessment. The Jews were
exempt from military service ; and enrolment for that purpose
cannot be intended. In the provinces the census was mainly for
purposes of taxation.
ll'iicrav rljv olKoup.lVYJv. "The whole inhabited world," i.e. the
Roman Empire, orbzs terrarum. Perhaps in a loose way the ex·
pression might be used of the provinces only. But both the 7rauav
and the context exclude the limitation to Palestine, a meaniOB
(KE{vais
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which the expression never has, not even in Jos. Ant. vm. 3. 4.
See on iv. 5 and xxi. 26. In inscriptions Roman Emperors are
called dpioi -r~> olKovµf.v'f/>. The verse implies a decree far a general
census throughout the empire.
It must be confessed that no direct evidence of any such decree
exists beyond this statement by Lk., and the repetitions of it by
Christian writers. But a variety of items have been collected,
which tend to show that a Roman census in Judrea at this time,
in accordance with some general instructions given by Augustus,
is not improbable.
1. The rationarium or rationes imperii, which was a sort of balance-sheet
published periodically by the emperor (Suet. Aug. xxviii.; Cal. xvi.). 2. The
lt"bellus or breviarium to#us imperii, which Augustus deposited with his will
(Tac. Ann. i. I I. 5, 6 ; Suet. Aug. ci. ). 3. The index rerum gestarum to be
inscribed on his tomb, which was the original of the Marmor Ancyranum.
But these only indicate the orderly administration of the empire. A general
census would have been useful in producing such things ; but that does not
prove that it took place. Two passages in Dion Cassius are cited ; but one of
these (!iv. 35) refers to a registration of the emperor's private property, and
the other (Iv. 13) to a census of Roman citizens. If Augustus made a
general survey of the empire, of which there is evidence from the commentarii of Agrippa mentioned by Pliny (Nat. Hist. iii. 2. 17), this also would
have been conveniently combined with a general census, although it does
not show that such a census was ordered. Of some of the provinces we
know that no census was held in them during the reign of Augustus. But
it is probable that in the majority of them a census took place; and the
statement of so accurate a writer as Lk., although unsupported by direct evidence, may be accepted as substantially true: viz. that in the process of reducing the empire to order, Augustus had required that a census should be held
throughout most of it. So that Lk. groups the various instances under one expression, just as in Acts xi. 28 he speaks of the famines, which took place in
different parts of the empire in the time of Claudius, as a famine iqJ 8?..7Jv olKov/dV7JV. Of the Christian witnesses none is of much account. Riess seems to be
almost alone in contending that Orosius (Hist. Rom. vi. 22. 6) had any
authority other than Lk. Cassiodorus ( Variarum j!;pp. iii. 52) does not mention a census of persons at all clearly; but if orbis Romanus agris divzsus censuque descnptus est means such a census, he may be referring to Lk. ii. r. The
obscure statement of Isidore of Spain (Etymologiarum, v. 26. 4 ; Opera, iii. 229,
ed. Arevallo) may either be derived from Lk. or refer to another period. What
Suidas states (Lex. s.v. dr<Y'fparj>fi) partly comes from Lk. and partly is improbable. At the best, all this testimony is from 400 to rooo years after the event,
and cannot be rated highly. The passages are given in full by Schurer (fewz"sk
People in tke T. of J. C. i. 2, pp. rr6, rr7). But it is urged that a Roman
census, even if held elsewhere, could not have been made in Palestine during the
time of Herod the Great, because Palestine was not yet a Roman province. In
A.D. 6, 7, when Quirinius certainly did undertake a Roman census in Judrea,
such a proceeding was quite in order. Josephus shows that in taxation Herod
acted independently (Ant. xv. ro. 4, xvi. 2. 5, xvii. 2. r, r r. 2; comp. xvii. 8. 4).
That Herod paid tribute to Rome is not certain ; but, if so, he would pay it out
of taxes raised by himself. The Romans would not assess his subjects for the
tribute which he had to pay. Josephus, whose treatment of the last years of
Herod is very full, does not mention any Roman census at that time. On the
contrary, he implies that, even after the death of Herod, so long as Palestine
was ruled by its own princes, there was no Roman taxation ; and he states that

n.1, 2.J
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the census undertaken by Quirinius A.D. 7 excited intense opposition, presumably as being an innovation (Ant. xviii. I. 1, 2. r).
In meeting this objection, let us admit with Schiirer and Zumpt that the case
of the Clitre(?) is not parallel. Tacitus (Ann. vi. 41. 1) does not say that the
Romans held a census in the dominions of Archelaus, but that Archelaus wished t<>
have a census after the Roman fashion. Nevertheless, the objection that Augustus
would not interfere with Herod's subjects in the matter of taxation is untenable.
When Palestine was divided among Herod's three sons, Augustus ordered that
the taxes of the Samaritans should be reduced by one-fourth, because they had
not taken part in the revolt against Varus (Ant. xvii. II. 4; B. J. ii. 6. 3); and
this was before Palestine became a Roman province. If he could do that, he
could require information as to taxation throughout Palestine; and the obsequious Herod would not attempt to resist. 1 The value of such information would
be great. It would show whether the tribute paid (if tribute was paid) was
adequate ; and it would enable Augustus to decide how to deal with Palestine
in the future. If he knew that Herod's health was failing, he would be anxious
to get the information before Herod's death ; and thus the census would take
place just at the time indicated by Lk., viz. in the last months of the reign of
Herod. For "Clitre" we should read Kietai; Ramsay, Expositor, April, 1897.

2. a.ilTTf d:rroypa.cf>~ 11'pWTTf i.yeveTo. This may be accepted as
certainly the true reading ; 2 and the meaning of it is not really
doubtful. "This took place as a first enrolment, when Q. was
governor of Syria." The object of the remark is to distinguish
the census which took Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem from the
one undertaken by Q. in A.D. 6, 7, at which time Q. was governor
of Syria. But was he governor B.c. 4, when Herod died? It is
very difficult to establish this.
From B.C. 9 to 6 Sentius Saturninus was governor ; from B.c.
6 to 4 Quinctilius Varus. Then all is uncertain until A.D. 6,
when P. Sulpicius Quirinius becomes governor and holds the
census mentioned Acts v. 37 and also by Josephus (Ant. xviii.
1. 1, 2. 1).
It is quite possible, as Zumpt and others have shown,
that Quirinius was governor of Syria during part of the interval
between B.C. 4 and A.D. 6, and that his first term of office was
B.c. 3, 2. But it seems to be impossible to find room for him
between B.C. 9 and the death of Herod ; and, unless we can do
that, Lk. is not saved from an error in chronology. Tertullian
states that the census was held by Sentius Saturninus (Adv. Marc.
iv. 19); and if that is correct we may suppose that it was begun
by him and continued by his successor. On the other hand,
Justin Martyr three times states that Jesus Christ was born lr2
Kvp71vCov, and in one place states that this can be officially ascertained £1< Twv tlmrypacpwv Twv yevop.lvwv (Apol. i. 34, 46; Dial•.
lxxviii.).
1 See the treatment to which Herod had to submit in the matter of Syllseul
Qos. Ant. xvi. 9. 3, 4).
I B (supported by Sr, 131, 203) has o.l!r71 a:iro-ypo.rpt, 'ITpWrq E'YEVtrrO.
N has the impossible o.vrlw d.'ITo-ypo.rpt,11 l'Yevero 'ITPWrrJ·
D (supported by Orig-Lat.) has o.ilr71 E'Yeve-ro d.7To-ypo.rpt, 'ITPWrrJ·
Thus all three are against the .;, before d.7To-ypo.t/>T, inserted in A C L R !EC.
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We must be content to leave the difficulty unsolved. But it is
monstrous to argue that because Lk. has (possibly) made a mistake
as to Quirinius being governor at this time, therefore the whole
story about the census and Joseph's journey to Bethlehem is a
fiction. Even if there was no census at this time, business connected with enrolment might take Joseph to Bethlehem, and Lk.
would be correct as to his main facts. That Lk. has confused
this census with the one in A.D. 6, 7, which he himself mentions
Acts v. 37, is not credible. We are warranted in maintaining (1)
that a Roman census in Judrea at this time, in accordance with
instructions given by Augustus, is not improbable; and ( 2) that
some official connexion of Quirinius with Syria and the holding of
this census is not impossible. The accuracy of Lk. is such that
we ought to require very strong evidence before rejecting any
statement of his as an unquestionable blunder. But it is far
better to admit the possibility of error than to attempt to evade
this by either altering the text or giving forced interpretations of it.
The following methods of tampering with the text have been suggested: to
regard 7rpcfn-q as a corruption of 7rpcfmiJ fm through the intermediate 7rpwn'
(Linwood); to insert 7rpo ri)s after l-yevETo (Michaelis); to substitute for Kvprwlov either Kv,vn:>.lov (Huetius), or Kpovlov=Saturnini (Heumann), or ':E.arovpvlvov (Valesius); to omit the whole verse as a gloss (Beza, Pfaff, Valckenaer).
All these are monstrous. The only points which can be allowed to be doubtful
in the text are the accentuation of aifr17 and the spelling of Kvp17vlov, to which
may perhaps be added the insertion of the article.
Among the various interpretations may be mentioned( I) Giving 7rpwros a comparative force, as in Jn. i. 15, 30: "This taxing
took place before Quirinius was governor of Syria" (Huschke, Ewald, Caspari) ;
or, as E<TXd.T'1 TWP vlwv 1/ µ.1Jr17p fre:>.e&r17<TE (2 Mac. vii. 41) means" The mother
died last of all, and later than her sons," this may mean, " This took place as
the first enrolment, and before Q. was governor of S." (Wieseler). But none of
these passages are parallel : the addition of irt•µ.oveuovros is fatal. When
7rpCrros is comparative it is followed by a simple noun or pronoun. It is
incredible that Lk., if he had meant this, should have expressed it so clumsily.
(2) Emphasizing f"'fEPETo, as in Acts xi. 28 : "This taxing took effect,
was carried out, when Q. was governor of S." (Gumpach, etc.); i.e. the decree
was issued in Herod's time; and executed ten or twelve years later by Q.
This makes nonsense of the narrative. Why did Joseph go to Bethlehem to be
enrolled, if no enrolment took place then? There would be some point in
saying that the census was finished, brought to a close, under Q., after having
been begun by Herod ; but E"'fEPETo cannot possibly mean that.
(3) Reading and accentuating avrT, 1, rl7ro"'fpa.</>fi: "The raising of the tax
itself (as distinct from the enrolment and assessment) first took place when Q.,"
etc. "Augustus ordered a census and it took place, but no money was raised
until the time of Q." (Ebrard). This involves giving to a'll'O"'fpapfi in ver. 2
a totally different meaning from rl7rO"'fpd</>•<TOa1 in ver. I and rl7rO"'fpd>fa<T0a' in
ver. 5 ; which is impossible.
(4) With avTT/ 1i rl7rO"'fpacpr,, as before: "The census itself called the first
took place when Q.," etc. The better known census under Q. was commonly
regarded as the first Roman census in Judrea: Lk. reminds his readers that
there had really been an earlier one (Godet). This is very forced, requires the
i.nsertion of the article, which is almost certainly an interpolation, and assumes
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that the census of A.D. 6, 7 was generally known as "the first census." From
Acts v. 37 it appears that it was known as "the census" : no previous or
subsequent enrolment was taken into account. In his earlier edition Godet
omitted the r, : in the third ( 1888) he says that this interpretation requires the
article (i. p. 170).
McClellan quotes in illustration of the construction : o.lrla a~ a!Jr.,, rpcJn-.,,
f'°yEllETO TOU 'lrOAEP,OV (Thuc. i. 55· 3) ; a!Jr.,, TWll rep! 01Jf'a• E'°yEllETO apx+, Kai
KardlT'Ta<m rpcfn-'11 (Dern. 29r. ro); rpcfn-.,, µ~11 µ1J11v11u i-yevETo a!Jr'll Kara rofrrwv
TWll tiv6pw11 (Andoc. iii. 5) ; a!Jr.,, rpcJn-.,, a.,,µore>..+,s Kp£1m E"(El'ETO tiperiis rpos
r>..00ro11 (Aristid. i. 124); and adds the curious remark that "the Holy Spirit
would have us note that the Saviour of the World was registered in the first
census of the World l "

'ljyEp.ovEOonos rijs Iup(a.s l<up11vCou.
Like ~y£p.6iv (xx. 20,
xxi. 12, etc.) and ~yep.ovla (iii. 1 ), the verb is generic, and may
express the office of any ruler, whether emperor, proprretor,
procurator, etc. It does not tell us that Quirinius was legatus
in B.C. 4 as he was in A.D. 6. And it should be noted that Justin
(see above) states that Quirinius was procurator (l7r{rpo7ros) at the
time of this census (Apo!. i. 34); and that in the only other
place in which Lk. uses this verb he uses it of a procurator (iii. 1 ).
This gives weight to the suggestion that, although Varus was
legatus of Syria at the time of the enrolment, yet Quirinius may
have held some office in virtue of which he undertook this census.
Lk. is probably not giving a mere date. He implies that
Quirinius was in some way connected with the enrolment. For
what is known about P. Sulpicius Quirinius see Tac. Ann. ii
30. 4, iii. 22. 1, 2, 23. 1, and esp. 48; Suet. Tib. xlix. Dion
Cassius (liv. 48) calls him simply IT67rA.ws ~ovA.7rlKws. But he
was not really a member of the old patrician gens Sulpida. The
familiar word Quirinus (Kvpl'vos) induced copyists and editors to
substitute Quirinus for Quirinius.
B has Kvpe£11ov, but there is no doubt that the name is Quirinius and not
Quirinus. This is shown, as Furneaux points out in a note on Tac. Ann. ii.
30. 4, by the MS. readings in Tacitus; by the Greek forms Kvplvios (Strabo,
12, 6, 5, 569) and Kvp1J11ios (here and Jos. Ant. xviii. I. 1), and by Latin
inscriptions (Orell. 3693, etc.). Quirinius is one of the earliest instances of a
person bearing two gentile names.

3. KO.L i"ll"OpEOOVTO "ll"aVTES d.11"oypa~ea61u, lKa.O"TOS Ets rlJv ta.urou
"ll"OALv. The Ka{ looks back to ver. 1, ver. 2 being a parenthesis.

The mi.vres means all those in Palestine who did not reside at the
seat of their family. A purely Roman census would have required
nothing of the kind. If Herod conducted the census for the
Romans, Jewish customs would be followed. So long as Augustus
.obtained the necessary information, the manner of obtaining it was
immaterial. Where does Lk. place the death of Herod?
4. •Avlf311 s~ KO.L 'lwa1)~ d.11"0 rijs ra.ALAO.LO.S EK "ll"OAEWS Na.ta.plT

For d.vlf3TJ comp. ver. 42, xviii. 31, xix. 28; Acts xi. 2; and for
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8~ Ka.£ see on iii. 9. Note the change of prep. from d?l'o to lK.
But d?l'o is used of towns (x. 30; Acts viii. 26, xiii. 14, xx. 17,
etc.), and EK of districts (xxiii. 55; Acts vii. 4, etc.); so that there
is no special point in the change, although it should be preserved
in translation. Comp. Jn. i. 45 and xi. 1; also the EK of Lk.
xxi. 18 with the d11'o of Acts xxvii. 34.
El!l 11'6>..w ..1a.uE(8. That Bethlehem was David's birthplace and
original home is in accordance with 1 Sam. xvii. 12 ff. and xvii. 58 ;
but both passages are wanting in LXX. In 0. T. " the city of
David" always means the fortress of Zion, formerly the stronghold
of the Jebusites (2 Sam. v. 7, 9; 1 Chron. xi. 5, 7), and in LXX
?l'OAts in this phrase commonly has the article. Bethlehem is about
six miles from Jerusalem. Note that Lk. does not connect Christ's
birth at Bethlehem with prophecy.

"ITLI Ka.~e'~Ta.L 8118~.1,,.. In late Greek li<lTLS is sometimes scarcely distinguishable from /Is: comp. Acts xvii. 10. But in ix. 30 (as in Acts xxiii. 14,
xxviii. 18, and Eph. i. 23, which are sometimes cited as instances of li<lris=
/Is) there may be special point in llG'TLs. Even here it may "denote an
attribute which is the essential property of the antecedent," and may possibly
refer to the meaning of Bethlehem. Comp. 7ro'AL11 KTl<la.s ra.&r.,,v, 1jns vuv
MeµrfKs Ka.'Ae'ircu (Hdt, ii. 99. 7).

B118>..Elf£.
" House of Bread" ; one of the most ancient
towns in Palestine. It is remarkable that David did nothing
for Bethlehem, although he retained affection for it ( 2 Sam.
xxiii. 15); and that Jesus seems never to have visited it again.
In Jn. vii. 42 it is called a K,J,p.71, and no special interest seems
to have attached to the place for many years after the birth of
Christ. Hadrian planted a grove of Adonis there, which continued to exist from A.D. 135 to 315. About 330 Constantine
built the present church. D.B. 2 art. "Bethlehem." The modem
name is Beit Lahm; and, as at Nazareth, the population is almost
entirely Christian.
o?Kou K. 'll'a.TpLiis. Both words are rather indefinite, and either
may include the other. Here oTKos seems to be the more comprehensive; otherwise Kat ?l'arpias would be superfluous. Usually
?l'aTpta is the wider term. That a village carpenter should be able
to prove his descent from David is not improbable. The two
grandsons of S. Jude, who were taken before Domitian as
descendants of David, were labourers (Eus. H. E. iii. 20. 1-8).
lS. cbroypd+a.aea.1. "To get himself enrolled." The aorist of
his single act, the present (ver. 3) of a series of such acts. Both
are middle, while &1royp&.cfmr8ai in ver. 1 is probably passive.
We must not take <Tiiv Mapiap. with &1roypalfrarr8ai : it belongs to,
&v£{371 • It is essential to the narrative that she should go up with
him ; it is not so that she should be enrolled with him. In a
Roman census women paid the poll-tax, but were not obliged to-
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come in person. That Mary had property in Bethlehem is a conjecture which is almost disproved by her resourcelessness in the
place. And if it was necessary for her to come, because she also
was of David's line, would not Lk. have written Sia To t:!vm a.~Tous
oZKov K. 7r. a. ? This reading is found in Syr-Sin. : " because
they were both of the house of D." It is futile to argue that a
woman in her condition would not have gone unless she was compelled : therefore Lk. represents her as being compelled : therefore he has made a mistake. She would be anxious at all ri*s
not to be separated from Joseph. Lk. does not even imply that
her presence was obligatory; and, if he had said that it was, we
do not know enough about the matter to say whether he would
have been wrong. Had there been a law which required her to
remain at home, then Lk. might be suspected of an error. For
ui!v see on i. 56.
Tfi '111.VYJO"TEuii.lvn a.~T~, oilun ilyKO'f'· The yvvaiK[ of A, Vulg.
Syr. and Aeth. is a gloss, but a correct one. Had she been only
his betrothed (i. 27; Mt. i. 18), their travelling together would
have been impossible. But by omitting yvvaiK[ Lk. intimates
what Mt. states i. 2 5. Syr-Sin. and some Latin texts have "wife "
without "espoused." The ol',uv introduces, not a mere fact, but
the reason for what has just been stated ; he took her with
him, "because she was with child." After what is related Mt. i. 19
he would not leave her at this crisis. See on i. 24.
6, 7. The Birth of the Saviour at Bethlehem. The Gospel of
Pseudo-Matthew (xiii.) represents the birth as taking place before
Bethlehem is reached. So also apparently the Protevangelium of
fames (xvii.), which limits the decree of Augustus to those who
lived at Bethlehem! For fo>..~a0Tjaa.v see on i. 15 and 57.
7. Tov utov a.1hi)s Tov 1TpwT6ToKov. The expression might
certainly be used without implying that there had been subsequen~
children. But it implies the possibility of subsequent children,
and when Luke wrote this possibility had been decided. Would
he have used such an expression if it was then known that Mary
had never had another child? He might have avoided all
ambiguity by writing µ.ovoyt:v~, as he does vii. 12, viii. 42, ix. 38.
In considering this question the imperf. lytvwuKt:v (Mt. i. 25) has
not received sufficient attention. See Mayor, Ep. of St. James,
pp. xix-xxii.
'1<11Ta.pyavwat:v mh6v. It has been inferred from her being able
to do this that the birth WaS miraculously painless (T~V avw8woV
K'llriuiv, Euthym.), of which there is no hint. For the verb comp.
oµ.tx>...v avT~V EU'll"apyavwua, "I made thick darkness a swaddling
band for it" (Job xxxviii. 9).
tv cj>iiTV!J· The traditional rendering "in a manger" is right;
not "a stall" either here or in xiii. r 5. The animals were out at
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pasture, and the manger was not being used. Justin (Try. lxxviii.)
and some of the apocryphal gospels say that it was in a cave, which
is not improbable. In Origen's time the cave was shown, and the
manger also (Con. Cels. i. 51 ). One suspects that the cave may
be a supposed prophecy turned into history, like the vine in xix. 31.
Is. xxxiii. 16 (oVi-os olK~cm lv iiif;'YJA<i <T1M'JAa{".! 7rfrpas &xvpas) was
supposed to point to birth in a cave, and then the cave may have
been imagined in order to fit it, just as the colt is represented as
"tied to a vine," in order to make Gen. xlix. 11 a prediction of
Lk. xix. 30-33 (Justin, Apol. i. 32).
o~K ~v a~Toi:s TO'll'os iv Tij KaTa'A.tip.aTL. Most of the Jews then
residing in Palestine were of Judah or Benjamin, and all towns
and villages of Judah would be very full. No inhospitality is
implied. It is a little doubtful whether the familiar translation
"in the inn" is correct. In x. 34 "inn " is 7rav8oxel:ov, and in
xxii. 11 KaT&.A.vµa is not "inn." It is possible that Joseph had
relied upon the hospitality of some friend in Bethlehem, whose
"guest-chamber," however, was already full when he and Mary
arrived. See on xxii. 11. But KaTaA.vµa in LXX represents five
different Heb. words, so that it must have been elastic in meaning.
All that it implies is a place where burdens are loosed and let
down for a rest. In Polybius it occurs twice in the plural : of
the general's quarters (ii. 36. 1), and of reception rooms for envoys
(xxxii. 19. 2 ). It has been suggested that the "inn" was the
Geruth Chimham or "lodging-place of Chimham " (J er. xii. 1 7),
the [son] of Barzillai (2 Sam. xix. 37, 38), "which was by
Bethlehem," and convenient for those who would "go to enter into
Egypt." See Stanley, Sin. &> Pal. pp. 163, 529. Justin says
that the cave was uvveyyvs T~s Ktf,JJ.'YJS, which agrees with "by
Bethlehem." The Mandra of Josephus (Ant. x. 9. 5) was perhaps
the same place as Geruth Chimham. Syr-Sin. omits "in the inn."
8-14. The Angelic Proclamation to the Shepherds : 7T'Twxo£
eliayyeA.[~ovTai (vii. 22). It was in these pastures that David spent
his youth and fought the lion and the bear ( 1 Sam. xvii. 34, 35).
"A passage in the Mishnah (Shek. vii. 4; comp. Baba K. vii. 7,
80 a) leads to the conclusion that the flocks which pastured there
were destined for Temple-sacrifices, and accordingly, that the
shepherds who watched over them were not ordinary shepherds.
The latter were under the ban of Rabbinism on account of their
necessary isolation from religious ordinances and their manner of
life, which rendered strict religious observance unlikely, if not
absolutely impossible. The same Mischnic passage also leads us
to infer that these flocks lay out all the year round, since they are
spoken of as in the fields thirty days before the Passover-that is,
in the month of February, when in Palestine the average rainfaH is
nearly greatest" (Edersh. L. &> T. i. pp. 186, 187 ). For details of
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the life of a shepherd see .D.B. art. " Shepherds," and Herzog,
PRE. 2 art. " Viehzucht und Hirtenleben."
8. d.ypauAOUVTES. Making the ayp6s their a;,>..~, and so " spend·
ing their life in the open air " : a late and rare word, whereas
tlypavA.os is class. This statement is by no means conclusive
against December as the time of the year. The season may have
been a mild one ; it is not certain that all sheep were brought
under cover at night during the winter months.
It is of the flocks in the wt'lderness, far from towns or villages, that the often
quoted saying was true, that they were taken out in March and brought home
in November. These shepherds may have returned from the wilderness, and if
so, the time would be between November and March. But the data for
determining the time of year are so very insufficient, that after minute calculation
of them all we are left in our original uncertainty. Among those who have
made a special study of the question we have advocates for almost every month
in the year. The earliest attempts to fix the day of which we have knowledge
are those mentioned (and apparently condemned as profane curiosity) by
Clement of Alexandria (Strom. i. 2I sub fin.). In his time some took April 21,
others April 22, and others May 20, to be the day. What was unknown in his
time is not likely to have been discovered afterwards respecting such a detail.
December 25th cannot be traced higher than the fourth century, and it seems to
have been adopted first in the West. We must be content to remain in
ignorance as to the date of the birth of Christ. See on €<f>11µeplas i. 5 ; D. of
Chr. Ant. art. "Christmas"; Andrews, L. of our Lord, pp. 12-21, ed. 1892.

cj>u>..duuoVTes cj>u>..a.Kds. The plural refers to their watching in
turns rather than in different places. The phrase occurs N um.
viii. 26; Xen. A nab. ii. 6. lO; but in LXX Trts <fmAaKos cf>vA.. is
more common; Num. iii. 7, 8, 28, 32, 38, etc. Comp. Plat.
Phredr. 240 E; Laws, 758 D. The fondness of Lk. for such
combinations of cognate words is seen again ver. 9, vii. 29,
xvii. 24, xxii. 15, and several times in the Acts. See on xi. 46 and
xxiii. 46. We may take Tijs vvKT6<> after cpvAaKas, "night-watches,"
or as gen. of time, "by night."
See Blass, Gr. p. 199·
9. Clyye>..os Kupfou brl<TTIJ a.&Toi:s. The notion of coming
suddenly is not inherent in the verb, but is often derived from the
context: see on ver. 38. 1 In N.T. the verb is almost peculiar to
Lk., and almost always in 2nd aor. In class. Grk. also it is used
of the appearance of heavenly beings, dreams, visions, etc. Hom.
II. x. 496, xxiii. 106; Hdt. i. 34. 2, vii. 14. r. Comp. Lk. xxiv. 4;
Acts xii. 7, xxiii. l r.
80€a. Kup(ou. The heavenly brightness which is a sign of the
presence of God or of heavenly beings, 2 Cor. iii. 18: comp. Lk.
ix. 31, 32. In O.T. of the Shechinah, Exod. xvi. 7, ro, xxiv. q,
l In Vulg. it is very variously translated: e.g. stare juxta (here), supervenire
(ii. 38, xxi. 34), stare (iv. 39, x. 40, xxiv. 4), convenire (xx. I), concu_1:7'ere
(Acts vi. 12), adstare (Acts x. 17, xi. II, xii. 7), adsz'stere (Acts xvn. 51
xxiii. II), imminere (Acts xxviii. 2).
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xl. 34; Lev. ix. 6, 23; Num. xii. 8, etc. This glory, according to
the Jews, was wanting in the second temple.
10. 6 'yyEXot. The art. is used of that which has been mentioned before
without the art.

Comp. Tli f3pbpos and

.,.Y cprfrvv in ver. 16.

M~ +ofM:uee.

Comp. i. 13, 30, v. lo; Mt. xiv. 27, xxviii. 5, lo.I
For tsou y&p see on i. 44.
.
.
E1la.yye~£top.m iip.iv xapc\v p.ey&~11v. The verb is very freq. m
Lk. and Paul, but is elsewhere rare ; not in the other Gospels
excepting Mt. xi. 5, which is a quotation. See on i. 19.
The act. occurs Rev. x. 7, xiv. 6; the pass. Lk. vii. 22, xvi. r6; Gal..
i. II ; Heh. iv. 2, 6; 1 Pet. i. 25, iv. 6; the mid. is freq. with various
constructions. As here, dat. of pers. and acc. of thing, i. 19, iv. 43; Acts
viii. 3S; acc. of thing only, viii. I ; Acts v. 42, viii. 4, 12?; acc. of person,
iii. 18; Acts viii. 25, 40; acc. of person and of thing, Acts xiii. 32.
~TtS eUTa.t 'll"aVTl T~ ~a~. "Which shall have the special char·
acter of being for all the people." The ~TL> has manifest point here
(see on ver. 4); and the art. before Aa.41 should be preserved. A
joy so extensive may well banish fear. Comp. T<i' Aa<i', i. 68, 77,
and Tov A.a6v, vii. 16. In both these verses (9, rn) we have instances
of Lk. recording intensity of emotion: comp. i. 42, viii. 37,
xxiv. 52 ; Acts v. 5, 11, xv. 3. Dat. after eiµ.{ is freq. in Lk.
11. hlx611 iip.iv ufip.epov uwn}p. To the shepherds, as a part,
and perhaps a specially despised part, of the people of Israel.
Here first in N.T. is uwT~P used of Christ, and here only in Lk.
Not in Mt. or Mk., and only once in Jn. (iv. 42): twice in Acts
(v. 31, xiii. 23), and freq. in Tit. and 2 Pet. The 1st aor. of TLKTw,
both act. and pass., is rare: see Veitch.
XptUTos Kupios. The combination occurs nowhere else in N.T.,
and the precise meaning is uncertain. Either "Messiah, Lord," or
"Anointed Lord," or "the Messiah, the Lord," or "an anointed
one, a Lord." It occurs once in LXX as a manifest mistranslation.
Lam. iv. 20, "The breath of our nostrils, the anointed of the
Lord," is rendered 7rV£vµ.a 7rpouC:nrov T/µ.wv XpiUTo> Kvpws. If this
is not a corrupt reading, we may perhaps infer that the expression XpiuTo> Kvpws was familiar to the translator. It occurs
in the Ps. Sol., where it is said of the Messiah Kat oliK eUTw
a8iK{a £v Tats T/µ.£pais aVTOV £v µ.£u'f avTwv, bTI 7rUVT£> a:ywi, Kal
{3auiA.evs a&wv XptUTD> Kvpws (xvii. 36: comp. the title of xviii.).
But this may easily be another mistranslation, perhaps based on
l "This Gospel of Luke is scarce begun, we are yet but a little way in the
second chapter, and we have already three noli timeres in it, and all, as here,
at the coming of an Angel (i. 13, 30, ii. 10) . . . . What was it? It was not
the fear of an evil conscience; they were about no harm. , . , It is a plain
sign our nature is fallen from her original ; Heaven and we are not in the terms
we should be, not the best of us all" (Bishop Andrewes, Senn. V. On tlu
Nativity).
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that in Lam. iv. 20. Comp. eT'll"ev o Kvpw> .,.~ Kvp{'l! µ.ov (Ps. ex. 1 ),
and l.'l!"eKaAnr&.µ.'f/v Kvpwv ?raTtpa Kvplov µ.ov (Ecclus. li. to). See
Ryle and James, Ps. of Sol. pp. 141-143. The addition of iv
11"0'>.EL AuuEl8 here indicates that this uwnfp is the King of Israel
promised in the Prophets : see on ver. 4.
12. Kal 'TOUTO Gp.~v TO IMJfLE~OJ/. Ba omit the TO. Sign for what?
By which to prove that what is announced is true, rather than by
which to find the Child. It was all-important that they should be
convinced as to the first point; about the other there would be no
great difficulty.-EGp~uETE (3plcf>os. "Ye shall find a babe," "not
the babe," as most English Versions and Luther; Wiclif has "a
yunge child." This is the first mention of it; in ver. 16 the art. is
right. In N.T., as in class. Grk., (3plcf>o> is more often a newlyborn child (xviii. 15; Acts vii. 19; 2 Tim. iii. 15; 1 Pet. ii. 2) than
an unborn child (Lk. i. 41, 44); in LXX it is always the former
(1 Mac. i. 61; 2 Mac. vi. 10; 3 Mac. v. 49; 4 Mac. iv. 25), unless
Ecclus. xix. 1 l be an exception. Aquila follows the same usage
(Ps. viii. 3, xvi. 14; Is. lxv. 20).-eO"'ll"apyavwp.lvov Kal KEtp.E11011 €11
cf><h"1J· Both points are part of the sign. The first participle is
no more an adjective than the second. No art. with cp&.rvn: the
shepherds have not heard of it before.
13. €~lcf>Y1Js. 1
The fact that this is expressly stated here
confirms the view that suddenness is not necessarily included in
£11"€CTT'f/ (ver. 9). For uuv Tii' &.yyl>..f't see on i. 56.-aTpuncii;. Magna
appellatz'o. Hie exercitus tamen pacem laudat (Beng.). The
genitive is partitive : "a multitude (no art.) forming part of the
host." Comp. 1 Kings xxii. 19; 2 Chron. xviii. 18; Ps. ciii. 21;
Josh. v. 15).-uLvouYTwv. Constr. ad sensum. The whole host
of heaven was praising God, not merely that portion of it which
was visible to the shepherds. The verb is a favourite with Lk.
(ver. 20, xix. 37, xxiv. 53?; Acts ii. 47, iii. 8, 9). Elsewhere
only Rom. xv. II (from Ps. cxvii. l) and Rev. xix. 5; very freq.
in LXX.
14. Ao~u . . . E1i80Klus. The hymn consists of two members
connected by a conjunction; and the three parts of the one member exactly correspond with the three parts of the other member.
GLORY to Gvd in the highest,
And on earth PEACE among men of His good will.
~&i;a balances elp~ll'f/, EV vif{crTOL<; balances E'll"l y~>, ®e,P balances lv
&v()pC:,1roL<; ev8oKta>. This exact correlation between the parts is
lost in the common triple arrangement; which has the further
awkwardness of having the second member introduced by a con1 The word is thus written in the best texts here and ix. 39: comp. i.pvl81os,
xxi. 34; Kepfa.v, xvi. 17; Kpe7rd°X'TJ, xxi. 34 (WH. App. pp. 150, 151). In class.
Grk. ovpdvios is of three terminations; but the true reading here may be ovpa.voil
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junction,1 while the third is not, and of making the second and
third members tautological. "On earth peace" is very much the
same as " Good will amongst men." Yet Scrivener thinks that " in
the first and second lines heaven and earth are contrasted ; the
third refers to both those preceding, and alleges the efficz'ent cause
which has brought God glory and earth peace" (Int. to Crit. of
N.T. ii. p. 344); which seems to be very forced. The construction
lv avOpcfnroii;; eMoK{ai;; is difficult; but one of the best of modern Greek
scholars has said that it "may be translated 'among men of His
counsel for good ' or ' of His gracious purpose.' This rendering
seems to be in harmony with the preceding context and with the
teaching of Scripture in general" (T. S. Evans, Contemp. Rev.,
Dec. 1881, p. rno3). WH. take a similar view. They prefer,
among possible meanings, "in (among and within) accepted mankind," and point out that "the Divine 'favour' (Ps. xxx. 5, 7,
lxxxv. 1, lxxxix. 17, cvi. 4) or 'good pleasure,' declared for the
Head of the race at the Baptism (iii. 22 ), was already contemplated
by the Angels as resting on the race itself in virtue of His birth "
(ii. App. p. 56, where the whole discussion should be studied).
H. suggests that the first of the two clauses should end with £7Tl
yYji;; rather than ®<o;, and that we should arrange thus : " Glory
to God in the highest and on earth ; Peace among men of His
good pleasure." With the construction of this first clause he compares vii. 17 and Acts xxvi. 23: "Glory to God not only in heaven,
but now also on earth." "In this arrangement 'glory' and 'peace'
stand severally at the head of the two clauses as twin fruits of the
Incarnation, that which redounds to ' God ' and that which enters
into 'men.'" This division of the clauses, previously commended
by Olshausen, makes the stichometry as even as in the familiar
triplet, but it has not found many supporters. It destroys the
exact correspondence between the parts of the two clauses, the
first clause having three or four parts, and the second only two.
W. here leaves H. to plead alone.
eu8oKtas. The word has three meanings : (I) " design, desire,"
as Ecclus. xi. I 7 ; Rom. x. 1 ; ( 2) "satisfaction, contentment," as
Ecclus. xxxv. 14; 2 Thes. i. I I ; (3) "benevolence, goodwill," as
Ps. cvi. 4; Lk. ii. 14. Both it and dJ8oK<tv are specially used of
the favour with which God regards His elect, as Ps. cxlvi. 12 ;
Lk. iii. 22. The meaning here is "favour, goodwill, good pleasure";
and tl.v0pw7Toi <v8oK{ai;; are "men whom the Divine favour has
blessed." See Lft. on Phil. i. 15. Field ( Otium Norv. iii. p. 3 7)
urges that, according to Grreco-biblical usage, this would be, not
O.v8pw11'oL eV8oKto.i;;, but O.vSpes <v8oKtai;;, and he appeals to nine examples in LXX. But two-thirds of them are not in point, being
singulars, and having reference to a definite adult male and not to
l

Syr·Sin. inserts a second "and" before "goodwill to man." ,
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human beings in general. These are 2 Sam. xvi. 7, xviii. 20 ; Ps.
lxxx. 18; Jer. xv. 10; ibid. Aq.; Dan. x. 11. There remain O.v8pes
{3ovA.7Jr; µ,ov, Ps. cxix. 24, Aq.; oi av8pe<; rfjr; 8ia8-r/K7J<; uov, Obad. 7.
av8pe<; dp7]vtKot uov, Obad. 7. This last is again not parallel, as being
accompanied by an adj. and not a gen. Substitute O.v8per; a.iµ,aTwv,
Ps. cxxxviii. 19. Of these instances, all necessarily refer to adult
males, excepting Aq. in Ps. cxix. 24, and this more naturally does
so, for "counsellors" are generally thought of as male. But,
allowing that the usual expression would have been dv8pauiv
eli8oKtar;, this might well have been avoided here in order to emphasize the fact that all, male and female, young and old, are
included. Even in the case of an individual S. Paul writes t, O.v8pw7ror; rfjr; dvoµ,lar; (2 Thes. ii. 3), so that the combination is at
any rate possible. See on Rom. x. 1.
The reading is a well-known problem, but the best textual critics are
unanimous for <vi'ioKlas. The internal evidence is very evenly balanced, as
regards both transcriptional and intrinsic probabilities, which are well stated
and estimated in WH. (ii. App. pp. 55, 56). The external evidence is very
decidedly in favour of the apparently more difficult reading <vi'ioKlas. Roughly
speaking, we have all the best MSS. (excepting C, which is here defective),
with all Latin authorities, against the inferior MSS., with nearly all versions,
except the Latin, and nearly all the Greek writers who quote the text. SyrSin. has '' and goodwill to men."
For .Ui'ioKlas, ~*A B D, Latt. (Vet. Vulg.) Goth. Iren-Lat. Orig-Lat.
and the Lat. Gloria in excelsis.
For <vi'ioKla, L PI' .l A :E:, etc., Syrr. (Pesh. Sin. Hard.) Boh. Arm.
Aeth. Orig. Eus. Bas. Greg-Naz. Cyr-Hier. Did. Epiph. Cyr-Alex.
"The agreement, not only of ~ with B, but of D and all the Latins with
both, and of A with them all, supported by Origen in at least one work, and
that in a certified text, affords a peculiarly strong presumption in favour of
<vi'ioKlas. If this reading is wrong, it must be Western; and no other reading
in the New Testament open to suspicion as \Veslern is so comprehensively
attested by the earliest and best uncials" (WH. p. 54). The vehemence with
which Scrivener argues against <vi'ioKlas is quite out of place.

15-20. The Verification by the Shepherds.
15. ~M>..ouv 1rpos ~>..>..~>..ous Atl>..Ow11ev 8~.

''They repeatedly
said unto one another, Come then let us go over," or "Let us at
once go across." The compound verb refers to the intervening
country (Acts ix. 38, xi. 19, xviii. 27), and the 8-rj makes the
exhortation urgent. Lk. is fond of 8dpxeu8ai, which occurs thirty
times in his writings and less than ten elsewhere in N.T. In LXX
it is very freq. Note ws="when."
TO p~fLa TouTo. This need not be limited to the saying of the
Angel. It is rather the thing of which he spoke: see on i. 65. In
class. Grk. A6yor; is used in a similar manner; e.g. Hdt. i. 21. 2.
Videamus hoe verbum quod factum est (Vulg. ).
16. ~Ma.v O'll'EVO'O.VTE~ .:a.t cl.veiipa..,. For these mixed forms of the ~r.
see on i. 59. Lk. alone in N. T. uses q'll'<Vi'i<Lv in its class. intrans. sense (xu.
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5, 6; Acts xx. 16, xxii. 18). In 2 Pet. iii. 12 it is trans. as in Is. xvi. 5.
Lk. alone uses dvwpltrKetv (Acts xxi. 4), but the mid. occurs 4 Mac. iii. 14:
2nd aor. in all three cases. The compound implies a searck in order to find.
In his Gospel Lk. never uses TE without Kai (xii. 45, xv. 2, xxi. II, etc.).
Here both (3petpos and tpd.T"1}, having been mentioned before, have the article.

17. eyvwpiua.v. "They made known,'' not merely to Mary and
Joseph, but to the inhabitants of Bethlehem generally. Both in
N.T. and LXX yvwpl'w is commonly trans.; but in Phil. i. 22 and
Job xxxiv. 25, as usually in class. Grk., it is intrans. Vulg. makes
it intrans. here : cognoverunt de verbo quod dictum erat t"llis de puero
hoe. But ver. 18 makes this very improbable.
18. 11'QVTES oi: dKouua.VTES. See on i. 66. This probably includes
subsequent hearers, just as ver. 19 includes a time subsequent to the
departure of the shepherds. The constr. e8a.ufl-a.ua.v 11'epl is unusual.
But in English "about,'' which is common after" perplexed," might
easily be transferred to such a word as "astonished."
19. 1j 8€ Ma.pla. 11'aVTa. uuven]pet TU p~fl-a.Ta. Ta.uTa.. "But Mary"
could have no such astonishment; neither did she publish her
impressions. The revelations to Joseph and herself precluded
both. Note the change from momentary wonder (aor.) to sustained reticence (imperf.): also that 7ravTa. is put before the verb
with emphasis. Comp. Dan. vii. 28; Ecclus. xxxix. 2.-uuvl3a>..Aouua.
ev T?] Ka.p8lq. a.ihi)s. Conferens z"n corde suo. From whom could
Lk. learn this? The verb is peculiar to him (xiv. 31; Acts iv. 15;
xvii. 18, xviii. 27, xx. 14). See small print note on i. 66.
20. So~dtoVTes Ka.l a.i.vouVTEs. The latter is the more definite
word. The former is one of the many words which have acquired
a deeper meaning in bibl. Grk. Just as 86fa. in bibl. Grk. never
(except 4 Mac. v. 18) has the class. meaning of "opinion," but
rather "praise " or "glory,'' so 8ofa'w in bibl. Grk. never means
., form an opinion about,'' but "praise" or "glorify." It is used
of the honour done by man to man ( 1 Sam. xv. 30), by man to God
(Exod. xv. 2), and by God to man (Ps. xci. 15). It is also used of
God glorifying Christ (Acts iii. 13), a use specially common in Jn.
(viii. 54, xi. 4, etc.), and of Christ gloryfying God (xvii. 4). See
on Rom. i. 21. For the combination comp. alveTov Kat 8e8ofaCTµ.lvov (Dan. iii. 26, 55). For a.i.ve~v see on ver. 13.
11'&uw ors. For the attraction see on iii. 19. If ~Kouua.v refers
to the angelic announcement, then Ka.8ws refers to El8ov only. But
~KovCTav Kat e!aov may sum up their experiences at Bethlehem,
which were a full confirmation {KaOws ="even as, just as") of what
the Angel had said. Syr-Sin. omits Kat alvovvTes and 7raCTtv.
Schleiermacher points out that, if this narrative had been a mere poetical
composition, we sh~uld have had the hymn of the shepherds recorded and more
extensive hymns assigned to the Angels (S. Luke, Eng. tr. p. 31). He regards
the shepherds as the probable source of the narrative ; "for that which to them
was most material and obvious, the nocturnal vision in the fields, is ,the only
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circurnstance treated in detail" (p. 33). But any narrator would give the vision,
and could hardly give it more briefly without material loss. The brevity of it
especially when contrasted with the apocryphal gospels, is strong guarantee fo;
its truth. How tempting to describe the search for the Babe and the conversation between the parents and the shepherds! Of the myth-hypothesis Weiss
rightly says that "it labours in vain to explain the part played here by the
:;hepherds by means of the pastoral tales of the ancients, and is driven to drag
in, awkwardly enough, the legends of Cyrus and Romulus" (Leben Jesu, i. 2.
4, note, Eng. tr. p. 255). As for the old rationalism, which explained the
angelic vision by ignis jatuus or other phosphoric phenomena, which travellers
have said to be common in those parts ; "the more frequent such phenomena,
the more familiar must shepherds above all men, accustomed to pass their nights
the whole summer long in the open air, have been with them, and the less likely,
to consider them as a sign from heaven pointing at a particular event '
(Schleierm. p. 36).

21-40. The Circumcision and the Presentatt"on in the Temple.

This forms the third and last section in the second group of
narratives (i. 57-ii. 40) in the Gospel of the Infancy (i. 5-ii. 5 2).
It corresponds to the Visitation (i. 39-56) in the first group. Its
very marked conclusion has close resemblance to i. 80 and ii. 52
See introductory note to vv. 1-20 (p. 46). The absence of parallel
passages in the other Gospels shows that at first this portion of the
Gospel narrative was less well known. An oral tradition respecting the childhood of the Christ (when hardly anyone suspected that
He was the Christ) would be much less likely to arise or become
prevalent than an oral tradition respecting the ministry and crucifixion. We can once more trace a threefold division, viz. a longer
narrative between two very short ones : the Circumcision (21), the
Presentation in the Temple (22-38), and the Return to Home Life
at Nazareth (39, 40).
21. The Circumcision. The verse contains an unusual number
of marks of Lk.'s style. 1. Kai Cln (vv. 22, 42, vi. 13, xxii. 14,
xxiii. 33); 2. 7rA~Ouv (twenty-two times in Lk. and Acts, and
thrice elsewhere in N.T.); see on i. 57; 3. Toll c. infln. to express
aim or purpose (i. 74, 77, 79, ii. 24, iv. rn, v. 7, viii. 5, etc.);
see on i. 74; 4. Ka£ introducing the apodosis (v 1y 12, 17, vii. 12,
ix. 51, etc.); 5. uvA.A.aµf3d.vuv (eleven times in Lk. and Acts, and
five times elsewhere). See on v. 1.
21. Tou 11"EptTEJl-ELv mhov. There being no art. with ~µipai
(contrast ver. 22), we cannot, as in ver. 6 and i. 57, make the gen.
depend on at ~µipai or o )(pOVo<;. The JKTc..S does not take the
place of the art. As Jesus was sent " in the likeness of sinful
flesh" (Rom. viii. 3), and "it behoved Him in all things to be
made like unto His brethren" (He b. ii. 17 ), He underwent circumcision. He was "born under the law" (Gal. iv. 4), and fulfilled the law as a loyal son of Abraham. Had He not done so,
ovK Av Cl~w<; 7rape8ix071 8iMuKwv, &A.A.' &7re7riµcp071 Av w<; &A.A.of/>vAo<;
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(Euthym.) His circumcision was a first step in His obedience to
the will of God, and a first shedding of the redeeming blood. It
was one of those things which became Him, in order " to fulfil all
righteousness" (Mt. iii. 15). The contrast with the circumcision
of the Baptist is marked. Here there is no family gathering of
rejoicing neighbours and kinsfolk. Joseph and Mary are strangers
in a village far from home.
The reading 'TO 'lrct1/Jlov (DEG HJ for a.v'Tov (!:(A BR :S: and versions) probably arose from this being the beginning of a lection, " Him " being changed
to "the child" (AV.) for greater clearness. The same kind of thing has
been done at the beginning of many of the Gospels in the Book of Common
Prayer, "Jesus" being substituted for " He" or "Him" : e,g. the Gospels
for the 6th, 9th, nth, 12th, 16th, 18th, 19th, and 22nd Sundays after
Trinity,

Kal lK>..~e"I• The Kal is almost our "then" and the German
da : but it may be left untranslated. It introduces the apodosis,
as often in Grk., and esp. in Lk. This is simpler than to explain
it as a mixture of two constructions, " When eight days were fulfilled . . . He was called" and "Eight days were fulfilled . . .
and He was called" (Win. liii. 3. f, p. 546, lxv. 3. c, p. 756).
Comp. Acts i. 10. " He was also called " is not likely to be right.
The Vulgate and Luther are right. Et postquam consummati sun!
dies octo ut circumcideretur vocatum est nomen ejus Jesus. Und da
acht Tage· um waren, dass das Kind beschnitten wurde, da ward sein
Name genanntJesus. This passage, with that about John the Baptist
(i. 59), is the chief biblical evidence that naming was connected
with circumcision: comp. Gen. xvii. 5, 10. Among the Romans
the naming of girls took place on the eighth day : of boys on the
ninth. The purification accompanied it ; and hence the name dies
lustrzcus. Tertullian uses nominalz'a of the naming festival (Idol.
xvi. 1). f1-mO'pg t~e Gre;ks the naming festival was on the tenth
day; O£Kar17v EUTttf.V or Ovnv.
1T1JM111.1.c!>9iJvcu This· and corresponding forms, such as 'AfJµ>foµ.r1.1, 'lrporrw·
'lrO'A'lp.>fla., and the like, are abundantly atteste<l in good MSS. both of LXX
and ofN.T. See on i. 31. Ko&Xla.="wom• "is specially freq. in Lk.

22-38. The Purification and the Pcesentation in the Temple.
Here also we have a triplet. The Ceremony (22-24); Symeon
and the Nunc Dimittis(25-35); and Anna the Prophetess(36-38).
Symeon and Anna, like Zacharias and Elisabeth, with those spoken
of in ver. 38, are evidence that Judaism was still a living religion
to those who made the most of their opportunities.
22. at ~fl-lpaL Toil K. Lev. xii. 6.
phrases, which are mostly Hebraistic.

Lk. is fond of these periCom p . .;, Y,p.lpa Twv ua/3/3a·

ll. 22.]
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Twv (iv. 16), or Toti ua{3{3<frov (xiii. 14, 16, xiv. 5), '7 '7µ.£pa Twv
&.Cvp.wv (xxii. 7), and the like.
Toil Ka.9a.pLap.ou a.ihwv. "Of their purification." The Jewish

law (Lev. xii.) did not include the child in the purification. This
fact, and the feeling that least of all could Jesus need purifying,
produced the corrupt reading avn]s, followed in AV.
No uncial and perhaps only one cursive (76) supports the reading a.uri)r,
which spread from the Complut_ensian Polyglott Bi?le (151_4) to a number of
editions. It 1s a remarkable mstance of a readmg which had almost no
authority becoming widely adopted. It now has the support of Syr-Sin.
The Complutensian insertion of 13'-qplJpwlJ'T] after ii "fAwrn;a. cu!rou in i. 64 was
less successful, although that has the support of two cursives (140, 251).
D here has the strange reading avrou, which looks like a slip rather than a
correction. No one would alter avrwv to avroii. The Vulgate also has
purgatz"onz"s ejus, but some Lat. MSS. have eorum. The miri)s might come
from LXX of Lev. xii. 6, llrav ava1rA1JpwlJwrnv a! i,µlpat KalJdprHWS avri)s.
Note that Lk. uses Ka1Japurµ6s and not Ka!Japrns, which is a medical term for
menstruation, and which Gentile readers might misunderstand.

The meaning of avTWV is not clear. Edersheim and Van Hengel
interpret it of the Jews ; Godet, Meyer, and Weiss of Mary and
Joseph. The latter is justified by the context: "When the days
of their purification were fulfilled . . . they brought Him." Contact with an unclean person involved uncleanness. Purification
after childbirth seems to have been closely connected with purification after menstruation; the rites were similar. Herzog, PRE. 2
art. Reinigungen. After the birth of a son the mother was unclean
for seven days, then remained at home for thirty-three days, and on
the fortieth day after the birth made her offerings.
Ka.Ta Tov vop.ov Mwuaiws. These words must be taken with what
precedes, for the law did not require them to bring Him to Jerusalem (Lev. xii. 1-8). We have already had several places in
eh. i. (vv. 8, 25, 27) in which there are amphibolous words or
phrases: comp. viii. 39, ix. 17, 18, 57, x. 18, xi. 39, xii. 1, xvii. 22,
xviii. 31, xix. 3 7, xxi. 36, etc.
The trisyllabic form MwU<ri)s is to be preferred to Mw<ri)s. The name is
said to be derived from two Egyptian words, mo = "water," and ugaz" = "to
be preserved." Hence the LXX, a version made in Egypt, and the best
MSS. of the N.T., which in the main represent the text of the N.T. that was
current in Egypt, keep nearest to the Egyptian form of the name by preserving
the v. Josephus also has Mwv<ri)s. But Mw<ri)s is closer to the Hebrew form
of the name, and is the form most commonly used by Greek and Latin writers.
Win. v. 8, p. 47.

dl"ljya.yov. One of Lk.'s favourite words (iv. 5, viii. 22, and
often in Acts). It is here used of bringing Him up to the capital,
like &.vaf3aiv6vTwv in ver. 43. In the literal sense they went down;
for Bethlehem stands higher than Jerusalem. This journey is the
first visit of the Christ to His own city.
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'lepoao'>..u,,_u. In both his writings Lk. much more often uses
the Jewish form 'frpowa>..~µ. (vv. 25, 38, 41, 43, 45, etc.), which
Mt. uses only once (xxiii. 37), and Mk. perhaps not at all(? xi. l).
Jn. uses the Greek form in his Gospel, and the Jewish form in the
Apocalypse. The Jewish form is used wherever the name is not
a geographical term, but has a specially religious signification (Gal.
iv. 25; Heb. xii. 22). The Greek form is neut. plur. In Mt. ii. 3
it may be fem.; but perhaps 7raU"a ~ 7r6At> was in the writer's mind.
Neither form should have the aspirate, which a "false association
with i£p6•" has produced (WH. ii. 313; App. p. 160). This visit
to Jerusalem probably preceded the arrival of the Magi, after which
Joseph and Mary would hardly have ventured to bring Him to the
city. If this is correct, we must abandon the traditional view that
the Epiphany took place on the thirteenth day after the Nativity.
There is no improbability in J oseph's going back to Bethlehem
for a while before returning to Nazareth. See Andrews, Life of our
Lord, p. 92, ed. 1892; Swete, The Apostles' Creed, p. 50, ed. 1894.
In any case the independence of Mt. and Lk. is manifest, for we do not
know how to harmonize the accounts. Lk. seems to imply that " the law of
Moses" was kept in all particulars ; and if so, the purification did not take
place before the fortieth day. Mt. implies that the flight into Egypt took
place immediately after the visit of the Magi (ii. 14). As Bethlehem is so
close to Jerusalem, Herod would not wait long for the return of the Magi
before taking action. We adopt, therefore, as a tentative order the Presentation on the fortieth day, Return to Bethlehem, Visit of the Magi, Flight into
Egypt, without any return to Nazareth.

11"upa.a-rija1n Trj Kup(~. The Heb. verb in Ex. xiii. l 2 means
"cause to pass over." It is elsewhere used of parents causing their
children to pass through the fire in offering them to Moloch, but is
not then translated by 7rap{U"T'YJJ1.t (Deut. xviii. lO; 2 Kings xvi. 3,
xvii. 17, xxiii. lo, etc.). For 7rapaU"Tf/U"at of offering to God comp.
Rom. xii. r. This 7rapaU"Tf/U"at Tcil Kvpl!J,! is quite distinct from the
purification, which concerned the mother, whereas the presentation
concerned the son. It is evident that the presentation is the main
fact here. Not, "she came to offer a sacrifice," but "they brought
Him up to present Him to the Lord," is the principal statement.
The latter rite points back to the primitive priesthood of all firstborn sons. Their functions had been transferred to the tribe of
Levi (Num. iii. 12); but every male firstborn had to be redeemed
from service in the sanctuary by a payment of five shekels (Num.
xviii. 15, 16), as an acknowledgment that the rights of Jehovah
had not lapsed. This sum would be about twelve shillings according to the present worth of that amount of silver, but in purchasing
power would be nearly double that.
23. The quotation (which is not a parenthesis) is a combination of Ex.
xiii. 2 with Ex. xiii. 12, and is not exact with either: K~118'ia1Tci• &y. perhaps
comes from Ex. xii. 16; comp. Lk. i. 3S· For 'll'av 'pa1v see Gen. vii. 23 :

II. 23, 24.]
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Ex. i. 22. The 8La.voiyov 11.JTP"" seems to be fatal to patristic speculations
respecting Mary's having given birth to the Christ clauso utero, and therefore
painlessly: see on ver. 7.
·
Excepting Mk. vii. 34, omvol-yw is peculiar to Lk. (xxiv. 31, 45; Acts vii.
56, xvi. 14, xvii. 3); freq. in LXX (Gen. iii. 5, 7; Exod. xiii. 15; Num. iii.
12, etc.).

24. Tou Souva.L 8uCTCa.v, See on i. 74, and to the reff. there given
add v. 7, viii. 5, ix. 51, xii. 42, xxi. 22, xxii. 6, 31, xxiv. 16, 25, 29,
45. This is Mary's offering for her own purification: it has nothing
to do with the ransom of the firstborn. The record of the offerings
is considerable guarantee for the truth of the history. A legend
would very probably have emphasized the miraculous birth by
saying that the virgin mother was divinely instructed not to bring
the customary offerings, which in her case would not be required.
teuyos Tpuyovwv. The offering of the poor. It has been argued
that this is evidence that the Magi had not yet come. But their
gifts, even if they had already offered them, would not have raised
Mary's condition from poverty to riches. Only well-to-do people
offered a lamb and a pigeon. Neither here nor elsewhere in N.T.
have we any evidence that our Lord or His parents were among
the abjectly poor.
"The pigeon and turtle-dove were the only birds enjoined to be offered in
sacrifice by the law of Moses. In almost every case they were permitted as a
substitute for those who were too poor to provide a kid or a lamb. . . . But
while the turtle-dove is a migrant, and can only be obtained from spring to
autumn, the wild pigeons remain throughout the year; and not only rn-they
have young at all times. Consequently, at any time of the year when the turtledove was unattainable, young pigeons might be procured. There is also a force
in the adjective 'young'; for while the old turtle-dove could be trapped, it was
hopeless to secure the old pigeon" (Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the B. pp. 21 r, 213).

25-35. The Benediction of Symeon. He and Anna are representatives of the holiness which, in a time of great spiritual deadness,
still survived among the men and women of Israel. The.y are
instances of that " spontaneous priesthood" which sometimes
springs up, and often among the lower orders, when the regular
clergy have become corrupt and secularized. To identify Symeon
with any other Symeon is precarious, the name being exceedingly
common. He is introduced rather as an unknown person ( 11.v8p(lnro~
~v ). It is sometimes said that Symeon, son of Hille} and father of
Gamaliel, would hardly have been old enough; he was president
of the Sanhedrin A.D. 13. But ver. 29 does not necessarily imply
that Symeon is very old. What we know of the Sanhedrin at this
period, however, does not lead us to expect to find saints among
its presidents. In the Gospel of Ni'codemus he is called sacerdos
magnus, and it is his two sons who are raised from the dead by
Christ, and reveal what they have seen in Hades (Pars altera,
A i.).
5
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25. (v 'IEpouuaX.~fJ.· It is remarkable that with one exception (Rom. xv. 26) this expression is used in N.T. by no one
but Lk., who has it very often (ver. 43, ix. 3 l; Acts i. 8, ii. 51
vi. 7, ix. 131 2 r, x. 391 xiii. 27, xvi. 41 xxi. l l). In LXX it is
common. See Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 184.
E~X.a.fi~o;. The word is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (Acts ii. 51
viii. 2, xxii. 12) : lit. "taking hold well," and so "cautious." Lat.
timoratus (Vulg.), tz'mens (e), metuens (d), timens deum (r).
Plutarch uses £vA.a/3£ia. in the sense of" carefulness abouf religious
duties, piety" ; but £vA.af3~<; is not thus used in class. Grk. We
find the combination of these same two adjectives, UKato<; and
£vA.af3~<;, twice in Plato's sketch of the ideal statesman. He ought
to have both moderation and courage; and of moderation the two
chief elements are justz'ce and drcumspection. If he is merely
courageous, he will be wanting in ,.?, UKatov Kat £vA.af3t<; (Polit.
3u B). See also Philo, Quis rer. div. hrer. vi., of the EvA&.{3£ta of
Abraham. The meaning of the combination here is that Symeon
was conscientious, especially in matters of religion.
irpou8Exop.Evoo; (see on xxiii. 51) ira.puKX.TJuw. 1. "Appeal for
help"; 2. "encouragement"; 3. "consolation." The last is the
meaning here. Those who " sit in darkness and the shadow of
death" (i. 79) need consolation; and the salvation which the
Messiah was to bring was specially called such by the Jews
Comp. "Comfort ye, comfort ye, My people" (Is. xl. 11 xlix. 131
Ii. 3, lxi. 2 1 lxvi. 13). There was a belief that a time of great
troubles (do/ores Messire) would precede the coming of the Christ.
Hence the Messiah Himself was spoken of as "the Consoler," or
"the Consolation." Comp. Joseph of Arimathrea, "who was waiting for the kingdom of God" (xxiii. 51; Mk. xv. 43); and with
this "waiting" or "looking" of Symeon and Joseph comp. J acob's
death-song, Gen. xlix. l 8.
irvEup.a. ~v &yiov. This is the order of the words in the best
authorities ; and the separation of ayiov from 7rV£vp.a by ~v accentuates the difference between this expression and that in the next
verse. Here the meaning is, "an influence which was holy was
upon him"; i. 15, 35, 41, 67 are not parallel. See on i. 15· The
accusative, l:rr' avT6v, indicates the coming, rather than the resting,
of the holy influence; the prophetic impulse.
26. KEXP'JfJ.anup.lvov. The act. = 1. "transact business"
(xp~p.a); 2. "give a divine response" to one who consults an
oracle ; 3. "give a divine admonition, teach from heaven " (J er.
xxv. 30, xxxiii. 2; Job xl. 8). The pass. is used both of the
admonition divinely given, as here, and of the person divinely
admonished (Mt. ii. 12, 22; Acts x. 22; Heb. viii. 5, xi. 7). It is
gratuitous to conjecture that it was in a dream that the Holy Spirit
made this known to Symeon. Comp. Acts xi. 26; Rom. vii. 3.

II. 26-28.J
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...ti l8Eiv 8. 'll'p\v fi &v tSn. This is the only example in N.T. of trpl11
with the subj. (Win. xii. 3. b, p. 371); and, if the reading is correct, the only
instance of 7rpiv dv : but perhaps either 1j or dv should be omitted. The repetition of" see" is doubtless intentional. In many languages "see" is used
of any kind of experience (Acts ii. 27, 31, xiii. 35-37, etc.).
Tov Xptcrr0v Kuplou. "The Anointed of the Lord"; Him whom
God has sent as the Messiah. Comp. Tov Xp. Toil ®£oil (ix. 20),
and also 1 Sam. xxiv. 7.
27. EVTw 11'veup.«TL. Not "in a state of ecstasy" (Rev. i. 10),
but "under' the influence of the Spirit," who had told him of the
blessing in store for him. By To lepov is probably meant the Court
of the Women.-ev T<i' ELa«y«yei:v. "After they had brought in":
see on iii. 2 r. The verb is a favourite with Lk. (xiv. 21, xxii. 54,
and six times in Acts): elsewhere only Jn. xviii. 16; Heb. i. 6.
Toos yovei:s. We cannot infer from this that either here or
ver. 41 Luke is using an authority that was ignorant of the supernatural birth of Jesus. It is more reasonable to suppose that the
whole of this " Gospel of the Infancy " comes from one source,
viz. the house of Mary, and that in these passages the narrator
employs the usual expression. Joseph (iv. 22) and Mary were
commonly called His parents: comp. ver. 33.-It is possible
to take 11'epl mhou after v6µov or after EiBurµlvov; but more probably it belongs to Tov 7roi~uai. For KaTc1 To eLetap.evov see on i. 8.
28. Kal aonSs. First the parents, and then he holds the child in
his arms; the Ka[ being either "also" (he as well as they), or simply
introducing the apodosis after lv T<f Eluayaye'i:v. Each side acts its
proper part. The parents bring Him in accordance with the Divine
Law, and Symeon welcomes Him in accordance with the Divine
impulse. Symeon is sometimes called ®wS6xo5. See on viii. 13.
Latin renderings of &:yKa:\as vary: ulnas(Vulg.), manus (cef), amplexu111,
(a), alas (d). The last is a late use of ala.

29-32. The Nunc Dimittis. In its suppressed rapture and
vivid intensity this canticle equals the most beautiful of the
Psalms. Since the fifth century it has been used in the evening
services of the Church (Apost. Const. vii. 481), and has often been
the hymn of dying saints. It is the sweetest and most solemn of
all the canticles. See Bacon's Essay on Death.
Symeon represents himself as a servant or watchman released
from duty, because that for which he was commanded to watch has
appeared. Comp. the opening of the Agamemnon of .IEschylus,
i Most of the canticles from O. T. and N. T. were said at Lauds both in East
and West. But the Magni.ficat was transferred in the West to Vespers, and the
Nunc Dimittt's seems to have been always used in the evening, in the East at
Vespers, in the West at Compline. Kraus, Real.-Enc. d. Ckr. Alt. ii. p. $o6;
Bingham, Ori.I?· vi. 47.
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where the sentinel rejoices at his release from the long watch for
the fire signal respecting the capture of Troy.
29. vilv. "Now that I have at last seen the long-looked for
Messiah": the vvv stands first with emphasis.
chroMELS T. 8ov>..&v u., 8lu11"0Ta. All three words show that the
figure is that of the manumission of a slave, or of his release from
a long task. Death is the instrument of release. 'A1ToA.vw is used
of the deaths of Abraham (Gen. xv. 2), of Aaron (Num. xx. 29), of
Tobit (Tob. iii. 6), of a martyr (2 Mac. vii. 9): comp. Soph. Ant.
1268, and many examples in Wetst. !l.e0'7ToT7J> is the "master of a
slave,'' and the Greeks sometimes refused the title to any but the
gods in reference to themselves (Eur. Hippo!. 88). In Scripture it
is not often used of God : Acts iv. 24; Rev. vi. 10; perhaps
Jude 4, which, however, like 2 Pet. ii. 1, may refer to Christ.
Comp. Job v. 8; Wisd. vi. 7, viii. 3; Ecclus. xxxvi. 1; 3 Mac.
ii. 2; Philo, Quis rer. div. hter. vi.; and see Trench, Syn. xxviii.
In using the word Symeon acknowledges God's absolute right to
dispose of him, either in retaining or dispensing with his service.
KaTa ~ p~p.&. uou. The Divine command communicated to
him (ver. 26). Note the exact correspondence between his hymn
and the previous promise : a1TOAV£tS = UM:v 8&.vaTov, eWov = Wv, TO
uw-r~piov uov = Tov XpiCTTov Kvptov.-Ev etp~vn· With emphasis,
answering to the emphatic vvv : the beginning and the end of the
verse correspond. It is the peace of completeness, of work
finished and hopes fulfilled. Comp. "Thou shalt go to thy fathers
in peace" (Gen. xv. 15).
so. <In. Introduces the cause of the perfect peace.-E!8ov ot
dcj>8a>..p.o£ p.ou. Hebraistic fulness of expression: comp. Job xix. 27,
xiii. 5. His hands also had handled (1 Jn. i. 1); but he mentions
sight rather than handling, because sight was specially promised
(ver. 26). This verse probably suggested the worthless tradition
that Symeon was blind, and received his sight as the Messiah
approached him.
TO uwn}pLov. "The Messianic salvation," and scarcely to be
distinguished from T~v CTWT7Jptav. Comp. iii. 6; Acts xxviii. 28;
Ps. xcviii. 3; Is. xl. 5; Clem. Rom. Cor. xxxvi. I. In LXX it is
freq., sometimes in the sense of "safety," sometimes of "peaceoffering." Win. xxxiv. 2, p. 294. That Symeon says so little about
the Child, and nothing about the wonders which attended His
birth (of which he had probably not heard), is a mark of genuineness. Fiction would have made him dwell on these things.
31, 32. The second strophe of the canticle. Having stated
what the appearance of the Messiah has been to himself, Symeon
now states what the Messiah will be to the world.
31. ~Tolp.auas. When used of God, the verb almost=" ordain."
Comp. Mt. xx. 23, xxv. 34; Mk. x. 40; I Cor. ii. 9; Heb. xi. 16,

II. 31, 32.]
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where, as here, the word is used of ordaining blessings. It is used
only once of punishment (Mt. xxv. 41).
KaTcl '11'poaw11'ov 11'anwv Twv >..awv.
This includes both Jews and
Gentiles, as the next verse shows, and is in harmony with the
universal character of this Gospel : comp. Is. xix. 24, 2 5, xlii. 6,
xlix. 6, lx. 3, and especially lii. 10, a7rOKaAVifl£i Kvpws TOV f3paxlova
alirov TOV a:ywv £vtii7rWV 7r0.VTWV TWV £Bvwv, Ka~ 6ifrovTai 7r&.11Ta Ta 11.Kpa
TI}s yijs T~v uwTYJp{av T~v 7rapa Toil ®£Ov ~p.wv. Both in LXX and
N. T. KaTa 7rp6uw7rov is common; it occurs several times in

Polybius. Comp. Test. XII. Patr. Benj. xi.
32. The uwnfpwv is analysed into light and glory, and "the
peoples " into heathen and Jews,-that "profound dualism which
dominates the biblical history of humanity from Genesis to Revelation" (Godet). The passage is a combination of Ps. xcviii. 2,
£vav-rlov TWV UJvwv a7r£KaAvifr£ T~V 8iKaWuVVYJV avTov, with Is. xlix. 6,
!3Ei5wd u£ els cpws UJvwv, and cpws and 86~av are in apposition with
TO uwT~pwv. But some take both as depending on ~Tolp.auas, and
others take 86~av after ds co-ordinately with a7rOKal..vifriv. This last
is Luther's : ein Li'cht zu erleuchten die Heiden und zum Prez"s deines
Volkes; but it is very improbable. Comp. Jn. i. 7, xii. 35, 46.
d11'oKa>..ulftLv l6vwv. Either I. "revelation to belong to the Gentiles" ; or 2. "instruction of the Gentiles"; or 3. "unvez"ling of the
Gentiles," i.e. for removing the gross darkness which covers them
(Is. xxv. 7, lx. 2); or 4. (taking Ulvwv after cpws) "alight of the
Gentiles unto revelation" (Is. xl. 5). The first is best, "a light
with a view to revelation which shall belong to the Gentiles," making
NJvwv a poss. gen. Does a7roKal..vifris ever mean " instmction " ? 1
And to represent the heathen as revealed by the light seems to be
an inversion : revealed to whom ?
Elsewhere in N. T. the gen. after a7rOKa\u>fis is either the person who reveals
(2 Cor. xii. l; Rev. i. l), or the thing revealed (Rom. ii. 5; l Pet. iv. 13); but

the poss. gen. is quite possible. The word is eminently Pauline (Crem. Lex.
!J· 343). It may be doubted whether the glory of Israel (Rom. ix. 4) is mentioned after the enlightening of the Gentiles in order to indicate that Israel
obtained its full glory after and through the enlightenment of the Gentiles; for
the heathen accepted the salvation which the Jews refused, and from the heathen
it came back to Israel (Bede, Beng. ).
The strain of confidence and joy which pervades the canticle is strong
evidence of the historical character of the narrative. The condition of the
Jewish nation at the close of the first century or beginning of the second is certainly not reflected in it: c'est le pur accent prz"mz"tif (Godet). And Schleiermacher remarks that "it is a circumstance too natural for a poetical fiction "
that Symeon takes no notice of the parents until they show surprise, but is lost
in an enthusiastic address to God. See small print on i. 56.

33-35. Symeon's Address to the Virgin. " The foreboding of
suffering to Mary, so indefinitely expressed, bears no mark of post
1 Grotius admits without commending this rendering, and quotes Ps. cxix. 18,
U7r0Ka\u>fov TOVS orp0a.\µ,o6s µou.
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actum invention. But the inspired idea of Messiah in the pious
old man obviously connected the sufferings which He was to
endure in His strife against the corrupt people with those which
were foretold of Him in Is. liii." (Neander, Leben Jesus Christi~
§ I8, Eng. tr. p. 27). The change from the unmixed joy and glory
of the angelic announcements and of the evangelic hymns is very
marked. Here for the first time in the narrative we have an
intimation of future suffermg.
33. ~v. When the sing. verb was written, only the first of the persons
mentioned was in the writer's mind: such irregularities are common (Mt. xvii.
3, xxii. 40).-8a.,,14~tovTE~ l'll'L. Excepting Mk. xii. 17, this construction is
peculiar in N.T. to Lk. (iv. 22, ix. 43, xx. 26; Acts iii. 12). It is quite
class. and freq. in LXX (Judith x. 7, 19, 23, xi. 20; Job xii. I; Eccles. v. 7;
Is. Iii. 15). The objection of Strauss, that this wonder of the parents is
inconsistent with the angelic annunciation, is pointless. Symeon's declaration
about the Gentiles goes far beyond the Angel's promise, and it was marvellous
that Symeon should know anything about the Child's nature and destiny.

34. KEtTm. "Is appointed," Phil. i. I6; I Thes. iii. 3; Josh.
iv. 6 ; not "is lying" here in thine arms.
ds 'Tl'Twuw. In accordance with Is. viii. I4, where the same
double destiny is expressed. The coming of the Messiah necessarily involves a cnsis, a separation, or judgment (Kp{uis). Some
welcome the Light; others "love the darkness rather than the
Light, because their works are evil" (Jn. iii. I9), and are by their
own conduct condemned. Judas despairs, Peter repents; one
robber blasphemes, the other confesses (2 Cor. ii. I6). Hence the
1T'Tw<rt'> of many is an inevitable result of the manifestation of the
Christ. Yet the purpose is not 1T'Tw<Tts, but &vaurnuir; and uwrqp[a
(Rom. xi. 11, I2). Elsewhere in N.T. &vaCTTau~s means the
resurrection of the dead; in bibl. Grk. it is never transitive.
Some understand the metaphor as that of a stone lying (KeL'rni),
against which some stumble and fall (Mt. xxi. 44; Acts iv. II;
Rom. ix. 33 ; I Pet. ii. 6), while others use it as a means to rise.
But the latter half of the figure is less appropriate.
CTTffJoEL'ov.
A manifest token, a phenomenon impossible to
ignore, by means of which something else is known. A person
may be a <rrJp.eL'ov, as Christ is said to be here, and Jonah in
xi. 30.-&vn>..eyo,...evov. "Which t"s spoken against." This is the
7rTWO'tr;, that men recognize, and yet reject and oppose, the
<TY/p.el:ov ; an opposition which reached a climax in the crucifi.xion
(Heb. xii. 3). For the passive comp. Acts xxviii. 22.
35. From Kal uou to pof'o<f>a(a is not a parenthesis ; there is
nothing in the construction to indicate that it is one, and a statement of such moment to the person addressed would hardly be
introduced parenthetically. It is the inevitable result of the
dvTtJ\oy{a : the Mother's heart is pierced by the rejection and
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crucifixion of her Son.-aVrijs. 1 In opposition to oV7-os.--MJ ..
The seat of the affections and human emotions.-pof!ocl>a(a.
(1) ..A long Thracian pike ; ~ 2) a large sword, greater than 11-.&.xaipa
(xxu. 36, 38, 49, 52) or ~upo>. Such a weapon better signifies
extreme anguish than doubt, the interpretation which Origen, Bleek,
and Reuss prefer, as if she would be tempted to join in the
&.vTtAfy£w. In that case we should expect To 7n'Evp.a for T. lfrox-rJv.
The word is frequent in LXX and Rev. (i. 16, ii. 12, 16, vi. 8,
xix. 15, 21). Syr-Sin. and Diatess-Tat. have "spear."
<l'll'ws O.v. This depends upon the whole statement from 'I3ov
to pop.cpa{a, not on the last clause only; on K£trni, not on 8i£A£VCT£Tai.
It was the Divine purpose that the manifestation of the
Messiah should cause the crisis just described ; men must decide
either to join or to oppose Him. The lf.v indicates that in every
case the appearance of the Christ produces this result: thoughts,
hitherto secret, become known through acceptance or rejection of
the Christ.
+ux~v.

Acts iii. 19, 20 should be compared. There, as here, we have Eis(?)
followed by 117rws 11.v. In N. T. 87rws 11.v is rare; elsewhere only in quotations
from LXX (Acts xv. 17 from Amos ix. 12; Rom. iii. 4 from Ps. Ii. 6).

EK 'II'. Kap8Lwv. "Forth from many hearts," where they have
been concealed; or "Forth from the hearts of many." For
8m>..oyLufloo( see on v. 22.
36-38. Anna the Prophetess. That the Evangelist obtained
this' narrative "directly or indirectly from the lips of this Anna
who is so accurately described," is less probable than that the
source for all this chapter is one and the same, viz. some member
of the Holy Family, and probably Mary herself.
36. ~v. Either "was present," as in Mk. xv. 40, in which case
~v in the sense of "was " has to be understood with what follows ;
or simply "there was," which is better. Thus all runs in logical
order. First the existence of Anna is stated, then her life and
character, and finally her presence on this occasion. Symeon
comes to the temple under the influence of the Spirit; Anna
(Hannah) dwells there continually. The sight of the Messiah
makes him at once long for death ; it seems to give her renewed
vigour of life. Is this subtle distinction of character the creation
of a writer of fiction? We find fiction at work in the tradition
that Mary had been brought up in the temple under the tutelage
of Anna. There is nothing here to indicate that Anna had ever
seen Mary previously.
1 It is not easy to decide whether the o~ after uou is genuine or not.
Orn.
B L :a:, Vulg. Boh. Aeth. Arm. Ins. ~AD, Syrr., Orig. If it be admitted,
comp. i. 76 ; and render Ka.! • • • oe . . . in the same way in both passages:
"Yea and." For 01£\evuETa.1 see on ver. 15.
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Neither in ver. 36 (Ka.I i)v) nor in ver. 37 (Ka.I a.tlroj) does Ka.l = "also" in
ref. to ver. 25. The meaning is not "There was Symeon, the holy and aged
man; also Anna, the holy and aged woman." Throughout the section Ka.l
="and."

'll"pocj>ijTLS. She was known as such before this occasion. Like
Miriam, Deborah, Huldah, and the daughters of Philip, Anna was
a woman divinely inspired to make known God's will to others.
That her genealogy is given because prophetesses are rare, is
doubtful. But Lk.'s accuracy appears in such details, which a
forger would have avoided for fear of mistakes~ Although the ten
tribes were lost, some families possessed private genealogies. For
the word ?rpocf>~n> comp. Rev. ii. 20; Exod. xv. 20; Judg. iv. 4;
2 Chron. xxxiv. 22; Is. viii. 3.
For the omission of the art. after 8rydr71p see on i. 5.-<Pavom]~ = "Face
of God," Peniel or Penuel (Gen. xxxii. 31, 32); in LXX elOos 0eou.~Arrf}p,
2 Chron. xxx. 11.

ailTIJ '11"pof3e/3riKu~a, K.T.>... "She was advanced in many days,
having lived with a husband seven years from her virginity, and
herself a widow even for eighty-four years.'' From aVT'¥/ 7rpof3£{3. to
T£rrrrapwv is a parenthesis in which ~vis to be understood: '~rrarra
explains 7rpof3</3YJKVta, and aw~ balances /J..£Ta av8p6>. She was of
great age, because she had lived 1 seven years as a wife and eightyfour years by herself (Rom. vii. 25) as a widow. The tw> draws
attention to the great length of her widowhood; "up to as Il).uch
as" (Mt. xviii. 21, 22). That she should be considerably over a
hundred years old is not incredible. But the eighty-four may be
intended to include the seven years and the time before her
marriage. In any case the clumsy arrangement of taking all three
verses (36-38) as one sentence, and making aVrYJ the nom. to
&.v8wµoA.oy£'lro, should be avoided. That she had never, in spite of
her early widowhood, married again, was held to be very honourable
to her: comp. I Tim. v. 3, 5. Monogamia apud ethnicos in summo
· honore est (Tertul. de. Exh. Cast. xiii.: comp. de Monog. xvi. ; ad
Uxor. i. 7). See quotations in Wetst. on I Tim. iii. 2, and
Whiston's note on Jos. Ant. xviii. 6. 6. Syr-Sin. has "seven days."
87. ouK dcj>lcrraTo Toil tepou. See on viii. 13. This is to be
understood, like xxiv. 53, of constant attendance, rather than of
actual residence within the temple precincts, although the latter may
have been possible. She never missed a service, and between the
services she spent most of her time in the temple. In spite of her
age she kept more than the customary fasts (comp. v. 33), perhaps
more than the Mondays and Thursdays (see on xviii. 12 ), and spent
an unusual amount of time in prayer.
1 The first aorist of ~P is late Greek.
It occurs Acts xxvi. 5 ; Rom. xiv. 9 ;
Re\', ii. 8, xx. 4. Attic writers use l{Jlwv, which is not found in N. T.
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>.a.TpEvovaa.. Freq. in Lk., Paul, and Heh~ See on iv. 8. Not in Mk.
or Jn. Mt. iv. 10 from Deut. vi. 13:-vvKTa. K. iJ11-lpa.v. Comp. Acts
xxvi. 7. This is the usual order: Mk. iv. 27, v. 5; Acts xx. 31; 1 Thes.
ii. 9, iii. IO; 2 Thes. iii. 8; I Tim. v. 5; 2 Tim. i. 3. But the other is
also common: xviii. 7; Acts ix. 24; Rev. iv. 8, etc.; and in 0. T. is more
common. It may be doubted whether the order makes any difference of
meaning: see Ellicott on I Tim. v. 5, and comp. Hom. Od. ii. 345; Il.
xxiv. 73, v. 490; Plat. Theaet. 151 A.

38. a.~Tfi Tfi wpq.. "That very hour" (RV.) : see on x. 7, 2 1.
AV. exaggerat~s with "that instant," as does Beza with eo ipso
momento, and also Gen. with "at the same instant."-emO"TO.aa..
" Coming up " and " standing by," rather than " coming suddenly"
(Gen. and Rhem.), although the word often has this meaning from
the context. Comp. xxi. 34, x. 40, xx. 1; Acts iv. 1, vi. 12, xxii. 13,
xxiii. 27; and see on ver. 9.-d.vOwp.o>..oyE'i:To. The aVTt does not
refer to Symeon, meaning that "she in turn gave thanks"; but to
the making a return, which is involved in all thanksgiving : Ps.
lxxviii. 13; Ezra iii. 11 ; 3 Mac. vi. 33 ; Test. XII. Patr. Judah i.
.!>..a>..EL. Not on that occasion, but afterwards, " she was
habitually speaking." When she met Mary and Joseph she could
not speak 7rao-iv Tot> 7rpocr8exop.£voi>, for they were not present.
Grammatically 1TEpl. a.ihou may refer to T<{l ®e<{J, but it evidently
refers to the Child. Godet divides the people into three sections :
the Pharisees, who expected a political deliverer; the Sadducees,
who expected nothing ; and the blessed few, who expected the
spiritual deliverance or consolation (ver. 25) of Jerusalem. Bengel
argues from 7racriv erant igitur non pauci, which does not follow,
especially when we consider Lk.'s fondness for the word.
AvTpwCTLV 'IEpovaa.>.~11-· This, without iP, is certainly the true reading
many Versions and Fathers), "redemption of Jerusalem." Comp. Is.
Fiction would probably have given Anna also a hymn. Against the
hypothesis that this narrative is "a poetical and symbolical representation,"
Schleiermacher asks, "Why should the author, along with Symeon, have
introduced Anna, who is not made even to answer any poetical purpose?"

(~B,
xl. 2.

39. eTlAE<Ta.v. "Brought to a close, accomplished"; especially
of executing what has been prescribed: xii. 50, xviii. 31, xxii. 37;
Acts xiii. 29; Rom. ii. 27; Jas. ii. 8. See Jn. xix. 28, which
illustrates the difference between n>..Ew and TEAei6w. Syr-Sin.
here inserts "Joseph and Mary" as nom. to "accomplished.''
Why not " His father and His mother" (ver. 33) or "His parents"
(ver. 43), if that text was framed to discredit the virgin birth?
Na.ta.pfr. Lk. appears to know nothing of the visit of the
Magi. It would have suited his theme of the universality of the
Gospel so well, that he would hardly have omitted it, if he had
known it. In that case he was not familiar with our First Gospel.
From Mt. ii. 11 we infer that the Holy Family, after the Purification, returned to Bethlehem and there occupied a house (T~¥
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The parents may have thought that the Son of David,
born ir. Bethlehem, ought to be brought up there. Thence they
fly to Egypt, a flight not mentioned in the authority used by Lk.
40. The conclusion of a separate narrative : comp. i. So.
Contrast the reticence of this verse (which is all that we know
respecting the next eleven years) with the unworthy inventions of
the apocryphal gospels.
11il~uvEv K. EKpuTuLouTo.
Of bodily development in size and
strength; for 7rVEvp,an is an insertion from i. 80.-ir>.11poop.Evov.
Pres. part. "Being filled" day by day. The uoct>lu is to be regarded
as wisdom in the highest and fullest sense. The intellectual, moral,
and spiritual growth of the Child, like the physical, was real. His
was a perfect humanity developing perfectly, unimpeded by
hereditary or acquired defects. It was the first instance of such a
growth in history. For the first time a human infant was realizing
the ideal of humanity. See Martensen, Christian Dogmatics, §139.
xupLS 0EOU ~v cir' mlT&.
See on iv. 22 and comp. Acts iv. 33·
olK{av).

It was near the beginning of this interval that the Jews sent an embassy of
fifty to follow Archelaus to Rome, to protest against his accession, and to
petition that Judrea might be annexed to Syria (Jos. B. J. ii. 6. r; Ant. xvii.
1 r. 1 ), of which fact we perhaps have a trace in the parable of the Pounds
(xix. 14). And it was nea1 the end of this interval that another embassy went
to complain of Archelaus to Augustus : and he was then deposed, and banished
to Vienne in Gaul (Ant. xvii. 13. 2; B.J. ii. 7. 3). Lewin, Fasti Sacri, 877,
944, 1011, 1026.

41-52. The Boyhood

of the Messiah.

His Visit to Jerusalem and the Temple, and His first recorded
Words. Here again, as in the Circumcision, the Purification, and
the Presentation, the idea of fidelity to the Law is very conspicuous. Hort, Judaistic Christianity, Leet. ii., Macmillan, r 894.
41. KUT' eTos. The expression occurs here only in N. T.
Combined with the imperf. it expresses the habitual annual practice
of Joseph and Mary. At the Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles
every male had to go up to Jerusalem (Ex. xxiii. 14-17, xxxiv. 23;
Deut. xvi. r6). But since the Dispersion this law could not be
kept ; yet most Palestinian Jews tried to go at least once a year.
About women the Law says nothing, but Hille! prescribed that
they also should go up to the Passover. Mary, like Hannah
(1 Sam. i. 7), probably went out of natural piety, and not in
obedience to Hillel's rule.
tjj ~optjj. "For the feast," or, more probably, "at the feast": dat. of
time as in viii. 29, xii. 20, xiii. 14, 15, 16; Acts vii. 8, xii. 21, xxi. 26,
xxii.' 13, xxvii. 23. In class. Grk. rfi €oprfi without ~v is rare: Win. xxxi. 5,
p. 269. The phrase +i €oprl/ rov 7ratFxa. occurs again Jn. xiii. I only ; not in
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LXX. The fact that 'YOV<LS has not been changed here, even in those MSS.
in which vv. 27 and 43 have been c<..rrupted, is some evidence that the
corruption was not made for dogmatic reasons. The love of amplification or
of definiteness might suffice.

42. ETwv Sw8EKa.. At the age of twelve a young Jew became
"a son of the Law," and began to keep its enactments respecting
feasts, fasts, and the like. The mention of the age implies that
since the Presentation Jesus had not been up to Jerusalem.d.va.f3a.LvOVTwv. Imperf. part. "On their usual going up."-Ka.TO. To
£60-;. See small print on i. 9; also Deissmann, Neue Bibelstud. p. 7943. Ka.l TE~ELwuavTwv. Note the change of tense. "And after
they had fulfilled." There is nothing ungrammatical in the combination of an aor. with an imperf. part. But the reading avaf3avTWV
is an obvious correction to avoid apparent awkwardness.-TO.<;
~fLEpa.-;. The prescribed seven days (Ex. xii. 15, 16; Lev. xxiii.
6-8; Deut. xvi. 3), or the customary two days, for many pilgrims
left after the principal sacrifices were over.
oiriµELVEv. Contains an idea of persistence and perseverance,
and hence is used of remaining after others have gone: comp. Acts
xvii. 14. The attraction of Divine things held Him fast in spite of
the departure of His parents. It would be His first experience of
the temple services, and especially of the slaying of the Paschal
lamb.-& ira.'L-;. "The Boy," to distinguish from TO 7raiUov: see on
ver. 52.-ouK £yvwua.v. This shows what confidence they had in
Him, and how little they were accustomed to watch Him. That
it shows neglect on their part is a groundless assertion. They
were accustomed to His obedience and prudence, and He had
never caused them anxiety. See Hase, Geschichte Jesu, § 28,
p. 276, ed. 1891.
44. tjj uuvoSl<z-. "The caravan." The inhabitants of a village,
or of several neighbouring villages, formed themselves into a
caravan, and travelled together. The Nazareth caravan was so
long that it took a whole day to look through it. The caravans
went up singing psalms, especially the " songs of degrees" (Ps.
cxx.-cxxxiv.): but they would come back with less solemnity. It
was probably when the caravan halted for the night that He was
missed. At the present day the women commonly start first, and
the men follow; the little children being with the mothers, and the
older with either. If this was the case then, Mary might fancy that
He was with Joseph, and Joseph that He was with Mary. Tristram,
Eastern Customs in Bible Lands, p. 56.
i,µlpa.s O!J6v. In LXX Mew i,µlpa.s (Num. xi. 31; 1 Kings xix. 4). Comp.
TOp<lav i,µlpas µifls (Jon. iii. 4).
The compound av•Nrouv expresses thoroughness (Acts xi. 25; Job iii. 4.
11:. 6; 2 Mac. xiii. 21 ).
<Tvyy<v<u<T<v. A barbarous form of dat. plur. found also Mk. vi. 4 and
I Mac. x. 89.
For 'YVW<TTo£s see on xxiii. 49.
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45. /J.~ e&p6vTEs. " Because they did not find" : see on iii. 9.
-{rrre<TTpeiJta.v &va.ttJTou11Tes. The turning back was a single act, the
seeking continued a long time. Comp. Mk. viii. 11, x. 2. In such
cases the pres. part. is not virtually fut., as if it meant "in order to
seek." The seeking was present directly the turning back took
place. Win. xlv. r. b, p. 429. For &lTeCTTpeiJta.v see small print on
i. 56, and for £ylveTo see detached note after eh. i.
46. ~p.lpa.s Tpei<;. These are reckoned in three ways. (1) One
day out, at the end of which the Child is missed ; one day back ;
and on the third the finding. This is probably correct. (2) One
day's search on the journey back; one day's search in Jerusalem;
and on the third the finding. (3) Two days' search in Jerusalem,
and then the finding. This is improbable. Jerusalem was not a
large place, and less than a day would probably suffice. We may
understand that on all three days Jesus was in the temple with the
doctors. Godet conjectures that He there had an experience
similar to that of Jacob at Bethel (Gen. xxviii. 10-22): "God
became more intimately His God, His Father." There is no
evidence.
ev T'!' tEP'!'· Not in a synagogue, if there was one in the temple
enclosure, but probably on the terrace, where members of the
Sanhedrin gave public instruction on sabbaths and festivals. If
this is correct, His parents had left on the third day, and the
Passover was still going on. If all had been over, this public
teaching would have ceased.
Ka.9et6p.evov. As a learner, not as a teacher. St. Paul sat " at
the feet of Gamaliel" (Acts xxii. 3). Jesus probably sat on the
ground, while the Rabbis sat on benches or stood.--Ev /J.Ea'l'· See
on viii. 7. Not dignitatis causa (Beng.) or as doctor doctorum
(Calov.), but because there were teachers on each side, possibly in
a semicircle. The point is that He was not hidden, but where He
could easily be found. For a list of distinguished persons who
may have been present, see Farrar, L. of Christ, i. eh. vi., from
·Sepp, Leben Jesu, i. §. 17. Of biblical personages, Symeon,
Gamaliel, Annas, Caiaphas, Nicodemus, and Joseph of Arimathea
are possibilities.
&Kouo11Ta. a.GTwv Ka.l e7repwTw11Ta. a.GTou<;. Note that the hearing is
placed first, indicating that He was there as a learner; and it was
as such that He questioned them. It was the usual mode of
instruction that the pupil should ask as well as answer questions.
A holy thirst for knowledge, especially of sacred things, would
prompt His inquiries. The Arabic Gospel of the Infancy represents
Him as instructing them in the statutes of the Law and the
mysteries of the Prophets, as well as in astronomy, medicine,
physics, and metaphysics (1.-lii.). See on iii. 10.
47. £~l<TTa.VTo. A strong word expressing great amazement :
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viii. 56; Acts ii. 7, 12, viii. 13, ix. 21. For E'll'l comp. Wisd. v. 2
and the E'Tl"l which Lk. commonly uses after Oavµa,nv (see on ver.
33) ; and for 'll'BVTES ot QKOUOVTES see on i. 66.-CJ"UVECJ"EL. " Intelligence " ; an application of the uocf>la with which He was ever being
filled (ver. 40): see Lft. on Col. i. 9.-cl.'ll'oKp(aeatv. His replies.
would show His wonderful intellectual and spiritual development.
The vanity of Josephus (Vita, 2) and of Bellarmine ( Vita, pp.
28-30, ed. Dollinger und Reusch, Bonn, 1887) leads them to•
record similar amazement respecting themselves.
48. tSOVTes. Return to the original subject, ol yov£t<;.-(€e'll'>..iiy11aa.v.
Another strong expression: ix. 43; Acts xiii. 12.
They were astonished at finding Him there, and thus occupied,.
apparently without thought of them.
'tl l'~TIJP mhoii. It was most natural that she should be the first
to speak. Her reproachful question perhaps contains in it a vein
of self-reproach. She and Joseph had appeared to be negligent.
t11Toiip.ev. "Are seeking" : the pain of the anxiety has not yet
quite ceased. For Ka.l 1.yw see on xvi. 9.
~ B read 57J'TofJµ,ev, which WH. adopt. Almost all other editors follow·
almost all other authorities in reading €51/rofJµ,ev.

68uvwp.evot. " In great anguish" of mind, as in Acts xx. 38 and
Zech. xii. 10; of boc;Iy and mind, xvi. 24, 2 5; comp. Rom. ix. 2;
1 Tim. vi. 10.
The poµcf>ala (ver. 35) has already begun its work.
Anguish cannot be reasonable. But they might have been sure
that the Child who was to be the Messiah could not be lost. Thisagrees with ver. 50.
49. TL gT, ct1JTELTE p.e; Not a reproof, but an expression of
surprise : comp. Mk. ii. 16. He is not surprised at their coming.
back for Him, but at their not knowing where to find Him.
Here also

~

has the pres.

iv To'Ls Toil 'll'a.Tpos p.ou.

5.,,uiu.

"Engaged in My Father's business" is
a possible translation: comp. Ta Tov ®Eov (Mt. xvi. 23; Mk. viii.
33); Ta Tov Kvplov (1 Cor. vii. 32, 34). But "in My Father's house"
is probably right, as in Gen. xli. 51. Irenieus (H/£,r. v. 36. 2) paraphrases the (v rfj olKlq. of Jn. xiv. 2 by lv Tot<;: comp. lv Tot<; 'Aµav·
(Esth. vii. 9); £v Tot<; ai'>TOv (Job xviii. 19); Ta AvKwvo<; (Theoc. ii.
76). Other illustrations in Wetst. Arm. and Diatess-Tat. have
in domo pains mei. The words indicate His surprise that His
parents did not know where to find Him. His Father's business
could have been done elsewhere. There is a gentle but decisive
correction of His Mother's words," Thy father and I," in the reply,
"Where should a child be (8£'t), but in his father's house? and My
Father is God." For the SeC: see on iv. 43. It is notable that the
first recorded words of the Messiah are an expression of His Divine:
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Sonship as man ; and His question implies that they knew it, or
ought to know it. But there is nothing which implies that He had
just received a revelation of this relationship. These first recorded
words are the kernel of the whole narrative, and the cause of its
having been preserved. They must mean more than that Jesus is
a son of Abraham, and therefore has God as His Father. His
parents would easily have understood so simple a statement as
that.
50. o~ auvijKa.v Tb pfjf'a.. Ergo non ex illis hoe didt"cerat (Beng. ).
There is nothing inconsistent in this. They learnt only gradually
what His Messiahship involved, and this is one stage in the process.
From the point of view of her subsequent knowledge, Mary recog·
nized that at this stage she and Joseph had not understood. This
verse, especially when combined with the next, shows clearly who
was the source of Lk.'s information. 1 Comp. ix. 45 and xviii. 34.
51. ~v O'll'oTa.aaof'Evos. This sums up the condition of the
Messiah during the next seventeen years. The analytical tense
gives prominence to the continuance of the subjection: comp. i.
18, 20, 21. For i11roraCTCT£w comp. x. 17, 20.
a.aTois. The last mention of Joseph. He was almost certainly
dead before Christ's public ministry began ; but this statement of
continued subjection to him and Mary probably covers some years.
The main object of the statement, however, may be to remove the
impression that in His reply (ver. 49) Jesus resents, or henceforward
repudiates, their authority over Him. Comp. Ign. Magn. xiii.
StEnlPEL. Expresses careful and continual keeping.
Gen.
xxxvii. 11 is a close parallel: comp. Acts xv. 29. We must not
confine 'll'aVTa. Ta p~f'a.Ta. to vv. 48, 49; the phrase is probably used
in the Hebraistic sense of" things spoken of.'' Comp. i. 6 5, ii. 19;
Acts v. 32 : but in all these cases "sayings" is more possible than
here. Still more so in Dan. vii. 28: TO p~p.a £v Tii Kap8{q. µov
8t£nlP7JCTa [? CTVVEr~p71CTa]. Syr-Sin. omits "in her heart.''
. 52. The verse is very similar to 1 Sam. ii. 26, of which it is
perhaps a quotation. See Athan. Con. Arian. iii. 51, p. 203, ed.
Bright; Card. Newman, Select Treatz"ses of S. Athan. i. p. 419;
Wace & Schaff, p. 421; Pearson, On the Creed, art. iii. p. 160.
'1t1uoils. The growth is very clearly marked throughout : To
{Jplcpos (ver. 16); Td 11"ai8tov (ver. 40); 'l71CTovs o '11"a'is (ver. 43);
•171 CToVs (ver. 52). Non statim plena statura, ut Protoplasti, apparuit: sed omnes retatis gradus sanctijicavit. Senectus eum non decebat
(Beng.). Schaff, The Person of Christ, pp. 10-17, Nisbet, 1880.
l " This fine tender picture, in which neither truth to nature, nor the beauty
which that implies, is violated in a single line, ••. cannot have been devised
by human hands, which, when left to themselves, were always betrayed into
coarseness and exaggeration, as shown by the apocryphal gospels" (Keim, Jes •
.of Naz., Eng tr. ii. p. 137!.
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'll'polKo'll'TEV. Here only in the Gospels, and elsewhere in N.T.
only in S. Paul (Rom. xiii. 12; Gal. i. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 16, iii. 9, 13 ).
The metaphor probably comes from pioneers cutting t'n front· but
some refer it to lengthening by hammering. Hence the meani~g of
"promote": but more often it is intransitive, as always in N.T.
Actual growth is expressed by the word, and to explain it of
progressive manifestatz'on is inadequate. Hooker, Eccl. Pol. bk. v.
53. 1-3.
uo<j>lq.. Not "knowledge" but "wisdom," which includes know·
ledge: it is used of the wisdom of the Egyptians (Acts vii. 22).
Jesus was capable of growth in learning ; e.g. He increased in
learning through experience in suffering : £µ.a8£v &cf>' ~v E7ra8£v
(Heb. v. 8, where see Westcott's notes).
~>..tKlq.. Not "age," which is probably the meaning xii. 25 and
Mt vi. 27, but would be rather an empty truism here. Rather,
"stature," as in xix. 3 : justam proceritatem nactus est ac decoram
(Beng.). His intellectual and moral growth (<rocp£a), as well as His
physical growth (~AtKla), was perfect. The 7rpotKo7rTE ~AtKlq. corresponds to £µ.eya>..vvEro (in some copies £7rop£v£ro µ.£yaAvv6µ.£vov) in
1 Sam. ii. 26. See Martensen, Chr. Dogm. § 142.
x«pm. "Goodwill, favour, loving-kindness" (ver. 40, i. 30;
Acts iv. 33, vii. rn): see on iv. 22. That He advanced in favour
with God plainly indicates that there was moral and spiritual
growth. At each stage He was perfect for that stage, but the
perfection of a child is inferior to the perfection of a man ; it is
the difference between perfect innocence and perfect holiness. He
was petfectly (T£Atwl>} man, as set forth in the Council of Constantinople (A.D. 381) against Apollinaris, who held that in Jesus the
Divine Logos was a substitute for a human soul. In that case an
increase in <rocp{a and in xaptl> 7rapa @E<fi WOUld have been inconceivable, as Pearson points out (On the Creed, art. iii. p. 160; comp.
E. Harold Browne, Exp. of the XXXIX. Articles, iv. 2. 4).
Kal dv9pw11'ots. Nothing of the kind is said of John (i. 66, 80);
his sternness and his retirement into the desert prevented it. But
an absolutely perfect human being living among men could not
fail to be attractive until His public ministry brought Him into
collision with their prejudices and sins. 1 Comp. what Josephus
says of the development of Moses (Ant. ii. 9. 6); also the promise
made in Prov. iii. 4 to him who keeps mercy and truth : "so shalt
I Pearson in a long note gives the chief items of evidence as to the primitive
belief that Is. liii. 2, 3 was to be understood literally of the personal appearance
of Jesus as ''a personage no way amiable ; an aspect, indeed, rather uncomely."
• . • "But what the aspect of His outward appearance was, because the Scriptures are silent, we cannot now know" (On tke Creed, art. ii. pp. 87, 88).
Lange has some good remarks on the " master-stroke of Divine wisdom "
which caused Jesus to be brought up at Nazareth (L. of Ckrist, Eng. tr. i. pp.
317, 324).
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thou find favour and good understanding in the sight of God and
man "-£11w1rw11 Kvp{ov KaL a118pw7rWll.
For answers to the objections urged by Strauss against the
historical character of this narrative see Hase, Gesch. Jesu, § 28,
p. 2801 ed. 1891.

m.

1-IX. 50.

THE MINISTRY.

III. 1-22. The External Preparation far the Ministry of tlu
Christ: the Ministry of John the Baptist, Mt. iii. 1-12; Mk.
i. 1-8; Jn. i. 15-28.

Hii: quasi scena N. T. panditur is Bengel's illuminative remark.
"It was the glory of John the Baptist to have revived the function
of the prophet" (Ecce Homo, p. 2) ; and it is difficult for us to
realize what that meant. A nation, which from Samuel to Malachi
had scarcely ever been without a living oracle of God, had for
three or four centuries never heard the voice of a Prophet. It
seemed as if Jehovah had withdrawn from His people. The
breaking of this oppressive silence by the voice of the Baptist
caused a thrill through the whole Jewish population throughout
the world. Lk. shows his appreciation of the magnitude of the
crisis by the sixfold attempt to give it an exact date. Of the four
Evangelists he is the only one to whom the title of historian in the
full sense of the term can be given ; and of Christian writers he is
the first who tries to fit the Gospel history into the history of the
world. It is with a similar wish to do justice to a crisis that
Thucydides gives a sixfold date of the entry of the Thebans into
Platrea, by which the thirty years' truce was manifestly broken and
the Peloponnesian War begun (ii. 2; comp. v. 20).
The section is carefully arranged. First the Date (1, 2); then
a Description of the new Prophet (3-6); then an account of his
Preaching and its Effects (7-17); and an Explanation as to how it
came to an End (18-20). He baptizes the Christ (21, 22).
1, 2. The Date. The event that is thus elaborately dated is
the appearance of the new Prophet, not the beginning of Christ's
ministry. See below on the conclusion of ver. 2. Ellicott considers it the date of the captivity of the Baptist. This had been
advocated by Wieseler in his Synopsis (ii. eh. ii. Eng. tr. p.
178), but he abandoned ~t in his. Beitrlige. Others would make
it refer to Christ'~ baptism, which may have followed closely
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upon John's first appearance as a preacher (Caspari, Chron. Einl.
§ 33, Eng. tr. p. 41 ). But the interval between the beginning of
John's ministry and his baptizing Jesus cannot be determined
Some estimate it at one month, others at six months, because John
was six months older than Jesus (Lewin, Fasti Sacrz~ 1171). Weiss
(Leben Jesu, I. ii. 8, Eng. tr. i. p. 316) shows that the interval was
not more than six months. The appearance of one who seemed
to be a Prophet soon attracted immense attention ; and when
large numbers accepted his doctrine and baptism, it became
imperative that the hierarchy should make inquiry as to his
authority and claims. But it appears from Jn. i. 19-28 that the
first investigation made by the Sanhedrin was about the time when
the Baptist met Jesus. In neither case can year or time of year
be determined. If Jesus was born towards the end, John about
the middle, of 749 (B.c. 5), then John might begin to preach about
the middle of 779, and Jesus be baptized early in 780 (A.D. 27).
It is little or no confirmation of this result that both the Greek and the
Roman Churches celebrate the Baptism of Christ on Jan. 6th. Originally, the
Nativity, the Visit of the Magi, and the Baptism were all celebrated on Jan. 6th.
When Dec. 25th was adopted as the .date of the Nativity, the Roman Church
continued to celebrate the Baptism with the Epiphany to the Gentiles on Jan.
6th, while the Greek Church transferred the latter along with the Nativity to
Dec. 25th, commemorating the Baptism alone on Jan. 6th. The fact that both
the Eastern and the Western Church have concurred in celebrating the Baptism
on Jan. 6th seems at first sight to be imposing testimony. But there is little
doubt that all trustworthy evidence had perished before any of these dates were
selected. 1
Instead of the elaborate dates given in these first two verses, Mt. (iii. I) has
simply 'Ev oe rat's i}µ,eprus h<lvais, while Mk. (i. 4) has nothing. Comp. the
somewhat similar dating of the erection of Solomon's temple (1 Kings vi. I).
Beng. says of this date, Epocha ecclesim omnium maxima. Hie quasi scena N. T.
panditur. Ne na#vz"tatis quidem, aut mortis, resurrectionis, ascensionis christi
tempus tam prmcise de.finitur.

1. 'Ev freL 8e 'lrEVTEKm8EKch~ Tijs ~yep.ov(us TL{3epfou Ku(uupos.

He naturally begins with the Roman Empire, and then takes the
local governors, civil and ecclesiastical. " Now in the l 5th year
of the reign of Tiberius Cresar," or "of Tiberius as Cresar." Is the
l5th year to be counted from the death of Augustus, Aug. l9th,
A.u.c. 767, A.D. 14? or from the time when he was associated
with Augustus as joint ruler at the end of 764 or beginning of
765, A.D. II or 12? It is impossible to determine this with
certainty. Good authorities (Zumpt, Wieseler, Weiss) plead for
the latter reckoning, which makes the Gospel chronology as a
whole run .more smoothly ; but it is intrinsically less probable,
1 For the chief data respecting the limits of our Lord's life see Ut.
Biblical Essays, p. 58, note; and on Lk.'s chronology in these verses see
Ewald, Hist. of Israel, vi., Eng. tr. p. 149, and Lange. L. of C. bk. ii. pt. iii.
§ I, i. p. 342.
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and seems to be inconsistent with the statements of Tacitus and
Suetonius. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 405.
The main points are these. 1. Tiberius was not joint Emperor with
Augustus; he was associated with him only in respect of the provinces and
armies: ut provindas cum Augusto communiter administraret, simulque
censum ageret (Suet. Tib. xxi.); ut wquum ei jus in omnibus provinciis
exerdtibusque esset (Veil. Paterc. ii. 121); jilius, collega t"mperii, consor:.
tribuniciw protestatis adsumitur, omnisque per exeret'tus ostentatur (Tac. Ann.
i. 3. 3; comp. i. u. 2 and iii. 56. 2). 2. It is clear from Tacitus (Ann. i. 5-7)
that, when Augustus died, Tiberius was not regarded by himself or by others as
already Emperor. Suetonius confirms this by saying that Tiberius, while
manifestly getting the imperial power into his hands, for a time refused the
offer of it (Tib. xxiv.). 3. No instance is known of reckoning the reign of
Tiberius from his association with Augustus. The coins of Anticch, Lk.'s own
city, which helped to convert Wieseler from the one view to the other by
seeming to date the reign of Tiberius from the association, are not admitted by
Eckhel to be genuine. On the other hand, there are coins of Antioch which
date the reign of Tiberius from the death of Augustus. It remains, therefore,
that, although to reckon from the association was a possible method, especially
in the provinces, for there Tiberius had been really a consort of Augustus, yet
it is more probable that Lk. reckons in the usual way from the death of the
predecessor (see Wieseler, Chron. Synop. ii. eh. ii. ; Keim, Jesus ef Naz. ii.
P!?· 381, 382; Lewin, Fasti Sacn', 1044; Sanday, Fourth Gospel, P· 65).
Fifteen years from the death of Augustus would be A. D. 29, at which time our
Lord would probably be 32 years of age, which sufficiently agrees with Lk.'s
"about 30" (ver. 23). .lfthe earlier date is admissible, the agreement becomes
exact.
~YEl'ov(us. Quite a vague term, and applicable to the rule of
emperor, king, legatus, or procurator, as is shown by Jos. Ant.
xviii. 4. 2, and by the use of Y,y£µwv in N.T.: xx. 20, xxi. 12;
Acts xxiii. 24, 26, 33, etc. Wieseler is alone in seeing in this
word (instead of µovapxla), and in Ka'iuap (instead of "2£/3aur6s),
evidence that the co-regency of Tiberius is meant (Beitri:ige z.
ri'chti'gen WUrdigung d. Evan. 1869, pp. 191-194). From the
Emperor Lk. passes to the local governor under him.
~YE/'OVEUoVTos. The more exact i11'trpo11'£vovro<; of D and other
authorities is an obvious correction to mark his office with prec1s1on: £7rfrpo7ro<;=jrocurator. Pilate succeeded Valerius Gratus
A.D. 25, and was recalled A.D. 36 or 37 by Tiberius, who died,
March A.D. 37, before Pilate reached Rome. Having mentioned
the Roman officials, Lk. next gives the local national rulers.
TETpupxouVTos. The word occurs nowhere else in N.T., but is
used by Josephus of Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitis (B. J. iii. 1 o. 7).
The title tetrarch was at first used literally of the governor of a
fourth; e.g. of one of the four provinces of Thessaly (Eur. Ale.
n54), or one of the fourths into which each of the three divisions
of Galatia were divided (Strabo, 430, 540, 560, 567 ). But afterwards it came to mean the governor of any division, as a third or
a half, or of any small country ; any ruler not a f3aut>..£vs (Hor.
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12 ). Such seems to be the meaning here; but it may
be used in its literal sense, Pilate's province representing the
fourth tetrarchy, viz. the dominions of Archelaus.

In d we have the singular rendering : t"n anno quintodecimo ducatus Tiberi
ClllSari"s procurante Pontio Pilato Judrere, quaterducatus Ga/ilrere Herode.

'Hpw8ou. Antipas, son of Herod the Great and Malthace the
Samaritan. See small print on i. 5 for the iota subscript. Two
inscriptions have been found, one at Cos and one at Delos, which
almost certainly refer to him as tetrarch, and son of Herod the
king (Schurer, Jewz"sh People £n the T. of J. C. I. vol. ii. p. 17).
His coins have the title tetrarch, and, like those of his father, bear
no image. Herod Philip was the first to have any portrait on the
coins of a Jewish prince. He had the images of Augustus and
Tiberius put upon his coins. As his dominions were wholly
heathen, this would cause little scandal. He even went so far as
to put the temple of Augustus at Panias on his coins. Herod
Antipas was made tetrarch of Perrea and Galilee, B.c. 4 (Jos. Ant.
xvii. l I. 4; B. J. ii. 6. 3). As he ruled this district until A.D. 39
or 40, the whole of Christ's life falls within his reign, and nearly
the whole of Christ's ministry took place within his dominions.
For his character see on xiii. 32. He was by courtesy allowed
the title of {3auV...(vs (Mk. vi. 14); and as Agrippa had obtained
this by right, Antipas and Herodias went to Rome, A.D. 39, to try
and get the courtesy title made a real one by Caligula. The
attempt led to his banishment, the details of which are uncertain,
for Josephus makes inconsistent statements. Either he was
banished at Baire, A.D. 39, to Lugdunum (Ant. xviii. 7. 2), or he
had a second audience with Caligula at Lugdunum, A.D. 40, and
was banished to Spa£n (B. J. ii. 9. 6). The latter is probably
correct (Lewin, Fast£ Sacrz', 1561). But see Farrar, Herods, p. q8.
4>L>..l11'11'ou. Herod Philip, son of Herod the Great and Cleopatra. He reigned for nearly 37 years, B.c. 4 to A.D. 33, when he
died at Julias, which he had built and named in honour of the
infamous Julia, d. of Augustus and wife of Tiberius. He was the
builder of Cresarea Philippi (B. J. ii. 9. 1), and was the best of the
Herods (Ant. xviii. 4. 6). He married his niece Salome soon
after she had danced for the head of the Baptist, c. A.D. 31 (Ant.
xviii. 5. 4). Trachonitis (rpaxwv = rpax_Vs Kal. 7r(rpw87Js -r67ros)
derived its name from the rugged character of the country. It lay
N.E. of Galilee in the direction of Damascus, and its inhabitants
were skilled archers and very often banditti (Ant. xv. 10. l). The
expression Tfjs 'IT. Kal. Tp. xwpas, "the regz'on of Iturrea and
Trachonitis," seems to indicate that more than these two is
included; probably Auranitis and Batamea. 'I-rvpaf.a, both here
and perhaps everywhere, is an adjective. Farrar, p. 164.
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Auuavfou ri]s 'Af3~>..')vY)s' TETp. Not merely Strauss, Gfrorer, B.
Bauer, and Hilgenfeld, but even Keim and Holtzmann, attribute
to Lk. the gross chronological blunder of supposing that Lysanias,
son of Ptolemy, who ruled this region previous to B.c. 36, when he
was killed by M. Antony, is still reigning 60 years after his death.
Such a mistake is very improbable; and the only difficulty about
Lk.'s statement is that we have no indisputable evidence of this
tetrarch Lysanias.
But 1. Lysanias, son of Ptolemy, was stylr.d kt'ng and not tetrarch, and th~
seat of his kingdom was Cha!cis in Cede-Syria, not Abila in Abilene. 2. It i11
pure assumption that no one of his name ever ruled in these parts afterwards.
3. Josephus (Ant. . xix. 5. 1) speaks.?f "Abila of Lysanias," and (xx. 7. 1) of a
tetrarchy of Lysamas (comp. B. J. u. 1I. 5, 12. 8) ; and as the son of Ptolemy
was not called tetrarch, nor was connected with Abila, and, moreover, reigned
for only 5 or 6 years, it is improbable that "Abila of Lysanias" was called
after him. Therefore these passages in Josephus confirm rather than oppose Lk.
4. A medal found by Pococke designates Lysanias "tetrarch and high priest."
If this refers to either, it is more likely to refer to Lk.'s Lysanias. 5. Two
inscriptions exist, one of which proves that Lysanias, the son of Ptolemy,
left children ; the other, that at the time when Tiberius was associated with
Augustus there was a "tetrarch Lysanias" (Boeckh, Corp. inscr. Gr. 4523,
4521). See Davidson, Intr. to N. T. i. pp. 214-221, 1st ed.; Rawlinson,
Bampton Lectures .for 1859, p. 203; Wieseler in Herzog, 2 i. pp. 87-89; and
the reff. in Thayer's Grimm under AvO"avlas.

2. brl ilpxteplws ~Avva Kal Kata<j>a. Lk. now passes to the
ecclesiastical rulers. The singular is probably not accidental, and
certainly not ironical. "Under the high priest Annas-Caiaphas,"
which means that between them they discharged the duties, or that
each of them in different senses was regarded high priest, Annas
dejure (Acts iv. 6) and Caiaphas de facto (Jn. xi. 49).
Annas had held office A.D. 7-14, when he had been deposed by Valeriu!t
Gratus, the predecessor of Pilate, who set up in succession Ismael, Eleazar
(son of Annas), Simon, and Joseph surnamed Caiaphas, who held office A.D.
t8-36, when he was deposed by Vitellius. Four more sons of Annas succeeded
Caiaphas, the last of whom (another Annas) put to death James the "brother
of the Lord" and the first bishop of Jerusalem. It is manifest that Annas
· retained very great influence, and sometimes acted as high priest. "Annas
the high priest was there, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, and as·
many as were of the kindred of the high priest" (Acts iv. 6). Perhaps, so far
as it was safe to do so, he was encouraged to ignore the Roman appointments and
to continue in office during the high priesthoods of his successors. This would
be especially easy when his own son-in-law or son happened to be the Roman
nominee. 1 There were no less than twenty-eight high priests from the time ot
Herod the Great to the capture of Jerusalem by Titus (Jos. Ant. xx. rn).

J.yeveTo P~l'-u 0eoii brl 'Iwa"'I"· It is clear from this that what
Lk. is anxious to date with precision is not any event in the life
of the Messiah, but the appearance of the new Prophet, who was
t Josephus saxs that David appointed Zadok high priest /J-ET' 'A{J1a8dpovr
<l>l>.os "'(ap ljv aiir(f' (Ant. vii. 5. 4). See Lft. Bib!t'ca! Essays, p. 163.
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to be the Messiah's herald, and who was by some mistaken for
the Messiah. John's preaching and baptizing is an epoch with
Lk. (Acts i. 22, x. 37, xiii. 24). As distinct from o Myo~ Toil
®Eoil, which means the Gospel message as a whole (see on
viii. 11 ), pT/µ.a @Eov means some particular utterance (Mt. iv. 4 ;
comp. Lk. xxii. 61). The phrase ytvECrOai pT/µ.a Kvplov (not @wv)
is freq. in LXX (Gen. xv. 1; 1 Sam. xv. 10; 2 Sam. vii. 4; 1 Kings
xvii. 2, 8, xviii. 1, xx. 28, etc.); also y[vEcrOai ,\6yov Kvplov (2 Sam.
xxiv. II; 1 Kings vi. II, xii. 22, xiii. 20, xvi. 1, etc.). It is the
O.T. formula to express Divine inspiration. In such cases the
phrase is almost always followed by 7rp6>: but in 1 Chron. xxii. 8 (?)
and J er. i. 1 we have l.7r[. J er. i. 1 is a close parallel to this : .,.<)
.p~µ.a 'TOV ®wv a l.ytvETO E7rt 'IEpEµ.[av. The phrase occurs nowhere
else in N.T.
'lwdV1J" TOI' Zaxap(ou ui.ov. Lk. alone describes the Baptist thus.
No other N.T. writer mentions Zacharias.-ev Tft ep"1JJ-<:'· The one
mentioned as his abode (i. 80). Both AV. and RV. rather obscure
this by using "deserts" in i. So and "wilderness" here. Mt. calls
it "the wilderness of Judrea" (iii. 1). It is the Jeshimon of 1 Sam.
xxiii. 19. See D.B. 2 art." Arabah," and Stanley, Sin. & Pal. p. 310.
3-6. Description of the New Prophet. Lk. omits the statements about his dress and food (Mt. iii. 4; Mk. i. 6), and also the
going out of the people of Jerusalem and Judrea to him (Mt. iii. 5;
Mk. i. 5). The famous account of the Baptist in Jos. Ant. xviii.
5. z should be compared. It may have been altered by Christian
scribes, but its divergence from the Gospel narrative as to the
motive for imprisoning and killing John, is in favour of its originality.1 See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 240.
3. 'ITiiaav 'ITEp(xwpov Tou 'lop8Uvou. The same as "the plain of
Jordan," which is thus rendered in LXX Gen. xiii. rn, 11 ; by Tti'
7rEpixwpr.e Tov 'I., 2 Chron. iv. 17 ; and by Ttil r.epLo(K<:' Tov 'I., 1
Kings vii. 46. The expression covers a considerable portion of the
Jordan valley at least as far north as Succoth ( 2 Chron. iv. 17 ).
The Baptist, therefore, moved north from the limestone desert on
the W. shore of the Dead Sea, and perhaps went almost the whole
length of the valley to the confines of the Sea of Galilee. For
"Bethany (Beth-Anijah ='House of Shipping') beyond Jordan"
must have been near Galilee (Jn. i. 28), and is supposed by
Conder to be the same as Bashan (Handbook of the Bible, pp. 315,
320). See, however, D.B. 2 art. "Bethabara." John was sometimes on one bank and sometimes on the other, for we read of his
working in Perrea (Jn. x. 40). His selection of the valley of the
1 "This part of John's ministry, viz. his work as a reformer, Josephus has
brought out prominently; while he has entirely failed to notice the mdelible
stamp of the Baptist's labours left upon the history of the Theocracy" (Neander,

LJ.C. §34).
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Jordan as his sphere of work was partly determined by the need of
water for immersion. Stanley, Sin. &- Pa!. p. 312.
K1Jpuaa!lw ••• ci114pTL&iv.
Verbatim as Mk. i. 4. Nowhere in
N.T. has K7JpvuuEw its primary meaning of" act as a herald"; but
either "proclaim openly" (viii. 39, xii. 3; Mk. i. 45, etc.) or
"preach the Gospel" (Mt. xi. 1; Mk. iii. 14; Rom. x. 14, 15,
etc.). To "preach baptism" is to preach the necessity or value of
baptism ; and "repentance baptism" (f3d:1rnuµa µETavo{ar;) is baptism connected with repentance as being an external symbol of the
inward change (Acts xiii. 24, xix. 4). The repentance precedes
the baptism, which seals it and reminds the baptized of his new
obligations. To submit to this baptism was to confess that one
was a sinner, and to pledge oneself to a new life. The " change
of mind" I (µmivoia) has reference both to past deeds and to future
purposes, and is the result of a realization of their true moral
significance (Wsctt. on Heb. vi. 1, 6, xii. 17). This inward
change is specially insisted upon in the account of John's preaching in Jos. Ant. xviii. 5. 2. The word is rare in Mt. (iii. 8, 11)
and Mk. (i. 4), and does not occur in Jn. It is freq. in Lk. (ver. 8,
v. 32, xv. 7, xxiv. 47; Acts v. 31, xi. 18, etc.). We find it in
Jos. Ant. xiii. 11. 3 of Aristobulus after the murder of his brother;
in Plut. Pericles, x., of the Athenians after the banishment of
Cimon ; and in Thuc. iii. 36. 3 of the Athenians after the sentence
on Mitylene. See American Ch. Rev. No. 134, pp. 143 ff. John's
"repentance baptism" was Ei.s ucj>EaLv df-L«PTL&iv. This was its
purpose, assuring the penitent of forgiveness, and of deliverance
from the burden, penalty, and bondage of sin (Trench, Syn. xxxiii.;
Crem. Lex. p. 297: comp. Lk. i. 77; Acts ii. 38; Heb. x. 18).
4. EV f3£f3>..'l' >..Oywv. With the exception of Phil. iv. 3, lv /3{/3lup
is peculiar to Lk. (xx. 42 ; Acts i. 20, vii. 42 ). The form f3lf3°Ao9
is usual where the meaning is a writing or document, {3vf3A.or; where
the plant or papyrus as writing material is intended (Hdt. ii. 96. 3,
v. 58. 3). For Myot in the sense of the "utterances of a teacher
or prophet" comp. Act.s xx. 35 ; Amos i. 1.
cj>w~ f3o&iVTos • • • Tils Tp£f3ous uchou. From Mt. iii. 3 and Mk.
i. 3 we see that, in the tradition of which all three make use, these
words were quoted as applying to the Baptist. This is therefore
a primitive interpretation; and we learn from Jn. i. 23 that it
originated with the Baptist himself. John was a rpwv?/ making
known the AO-yor;. "The whole man was a sermon." The message
was more than the messenger, and hence the messenger is regarded
1 Lactantius, in writing de Ptznz'tentia prefers resipiscentia as a better, al·
though still inadequate, rendering. Is enim quem facti sui pamitet, errorem
suum pn'stinum z'ntelligit; ideoque GrlBCi melt'us et sz'gmJicantt'us µ.rrci1101u
dz"cunt, quam nos latine possumus resipiscentiam dicere. Resipiscit enim a&
mentem suam quasi a/J insania recipit, etc. (Div. Inst. vi. 24. 6).
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as mainly a voice. Jn. has d18vvaTE for EMEla,. 'lr'OtEtTE (i. 23), and
this looks as if he were translating direct from the Hebrew, which
has one word and not two. The quotation in the other three is
identical, and (with the substitution of a&oii for Tov @wv [ T,µow ])
verbatim as LXX. Lk. quotes Is. xl. 4, 5 as well as xl. 3, and
here slightly varies from LXX, having d18E{a<;; for d18E'i:av, and a;
TpaxEt'ai El<;; ~8ov<;; A.Ela<;; for .;, TpaxEi'a d<;; 1r'E8fu. 1
iv Tfi ~P'il'~· It is possible to take these words with E-roip.auaTE
rather than with f/Jwv~ {3owvTo<;; : but here, as in Mt. and Mk., the
latter arrangement is more natural-vox clamantis in desertq,
Barnabas (ix. 3) connects them with {3owvTo<;;. It is evident from
the scenery which is mentioned that it is in a desert that the road
for the coming King has to be made. The details symbolize the
moral obstacles which have to be removed by the repentance
baptism of John, in order to prepare the people for the reception
of the Messiah, or (as some prefer) of Jehovah (Is. xxxv. 8-10).
That Lk. means the Messiah is shown by the substitution of a&oi
for Toii @Eov : and that this interpretation is in accordance with the
primitive tradition is shown by the fact that all three Gospels have
this substitution. Just as Oriental monarchs, when making a royal
progress, send a courier before them to exhort the population to
prepare roads, so the Messiah sends His herald to exhort His own
people (Jn. i. 11) to prepare their hearts for His coming.
5. c!>&.pa.y~. "A valley shut in by precipices, a
N.T., but found in LXX (Judith ii. 8) and in class.
It is perhaps from the same root as <f>apaw=" plough"
povv~. Herodotus seems to imply that this is
199. 2): but it is freq. in later writers and in LXX.
for the sense Zech. iv. 7 ; Is. xl. 4.

ravine" ; here only in
Grk. (Thuc. ii. 67. 4}.
and faro=" bore."
a Cyrenaic word (iv.
Comp. xxiii. 30, and

E11Ta.t TB uKo>..iA El~, K.T.>... "The crooked places shall become
straight ways, and the rough ways smooth ways" : i.e. roads shall
be made where there were none before, and bad roads shall be
made good roads. Comp. the account of Vespasian's march into
Galilee, especially the work of the pioneers (Jos. B. J. iii. 6. 2 ).
6. 11'&ua. udp~. Everywhere in N.T. this expression seems to
refer to the human race only; so even Mt. xxiv. 22 ; Mk. xiii. 20;
1 Pet. i. 24 ; comp. Acts ii. 17 ; Rom. iii. 20.
Fallen man, mar.
in his frailty and need of help, is meant. In LXX it often includes the brutes: Gen. vi. 19, vii. 15, 16, 21, viii. 17, ix. 11,
1 Ewald says of the prophecy of which these verses form the introduction, that
"it is not only the most comprehensive, but also, in respect of its real prophetic
subject-matter, the weightiest piece of that time, and altogether one of the most
important portions of the O. T., and one of the richest in influence for all future
time. , • , It is especially the thought of the passing away of the old time,
and the flourishing of the new, which is the life of the piece " (Prophets of 0. T. 9
Eng. tr. iv. pp. 244, 254; comp. pp. 257, 259).
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15, 16, 17; Ps. cxxxvi. 25; Jer. xxxii. 27, xlv. 5. The phrase is
one of many which occur frequently in Is. xl.-lxvi., but not at all
in the earlier chapters (Driver, Isaiah, p. 197).
TO awn]pLov. It was obviously for the sake of this declaration
that Lk. continued the quotation thus far. That "the salvation
of God" is to be made known to the whole human race is the
main theme of his Gospel.
7-17. John's Preaching and its Effects. This section gives us
the burden of his preaching CEXEyEV, imperf.) in accordance (o~v)
with the character which has just been indicated. The herald who
has to see that hearts are prepared for the Messiah must be stern
with hypocrites and with hardened sinners, because the impenitent
<:annot escape punishment (7-9); must supply different treatment
for different classes ( 10-14; comp. ver. 5); and must declare the
-certainty of his Master's coming and of its consequences ( l 5-17 ).
7. ¥E>..EyEv oov. "He used to say, therefore" : being the predicted Forerunner, his utterances were of this character. We need
not regard this as a report of what was said on any one occasion,
but as a summary of what he was in the habit of saying during his
ministry to the multitudes who came out of the towns and villages
(£Krropwophoi<;) into the wilderness to hear the Prophet and gain
something from him. Mt. (iii. 7) represents this severe rebuke as
addressed to the Pharisees and Sadducees; which confirms the
view that Lk. is here giving us the substance of the preaching
rather than what John said on some particular day. What he
said to some was also said to all; and as the salvation offered was
universal, so also was the sin. This is thoroughly characteristic of Lk.
f3a:11TLa&ijvaL. As a substitute for repentance, or as some magical
rite, which would confer a benefit on them independently of their
moral condition. Their desire for his baptism showed their belief
in him as a Prophet; otherwise the baptism would have been
valueless (Jn. i. 25; comp. Zech. xiii. I; Ezek. xxxvi. 25). Hence
the indignation of John's disciples when they heard of Jesus
baptizing, a rite which they regarded as their master's prerogative
· <Jn. iii. 26). The title o {3a7rTLUTf,'> or o {3arrr[,wv shows that his
baptism was regarded as something exceptional and not an ordinary
purification (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5. 2). Its exceptional character consisted in ( 1) its application to the whole nation, which had become
polluted; ( 2) its being a preparation for the more perfect baptism
of the Messiah. It is only when baptism is administered by im·
mersion that its full significance is seen.
Ba;rrl,1111 is intensive from fJd11"T111, like ffaXXl.lw from {Jcf.X>.111: fJdrr111, "I
dip" ; {Ja11"Tl!;w, " I immerse." I'Ev1'1iµa;ra; is "offspring" of animals or men
(Ecclus. x. 18) ; "fruits" of the earth or of plants (Deut. xxviii. 4, I I, 18, 42,
5; Mt. xxvi. 29; M.k. xiv. 25; Lk. xxii. 18); "rewards" of righteousness
{Hos. x. 12; 2 Cor. 1x. IO).
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revvi]p.arn EXLSvwv. Genimina (Vulg.) or generatio (b ffa I qr) or
progenies (a c de f) viperarum. In Mt. this is addressed to the
Pharisees, first by John and afterwards by Jesus (iii. 7, xii. 34,
xxiii. 33). It indicates another parentage than that of Abraham
(Jn. viii. 44), and is perhaps purposely used in opposition to their
trust in their descent: comp. Aesch. Cho. 249; Soph. Ant. 531.
John's metaphors, like those of the prophecy (ver. 5), are from the
wilderness ;-vipers, stones, and barren trees. It is from this stern,
but fresh and undesecrated region, and not from the "Holy," but
polluted City, that the regenerating movement proceeds (Is. xii.
18). These serpent-like characters are the IJ"KoAia that must be
made straight. Comp. Ps. lviii. 4, cxl. 3.
t'nr€8et~ev.
"Suggested" by showing to eye or ear: vi. 47,
xii. 5; Acts ix. 16, xx. 35; elsewhere in N.T. only Mt. iii. 7.
Tijs p.enouaris 6pyijs. It is possible that this refers primarily to
the national judgments involved in the destruction of Jerusalem
and the banishment of the Jews (xxi. 23; 1 Mac. i. 64); but the
penalties to be inflicted at the last day are probably included
(Rom. i. 18, ii. 5, 8, iii. 5, v. 9). The Jews believed that the judgments of God, especially in connexion with the coming of the
Messiah, as threatened by the Prophets (Joel ii. 31; Mal. iii. 2,
iv. 1; Is. xiii. 9), were to be executed on the heathen. The Baptist
proclaims that there is no such distinction. Salvation is for all
who prepare their hearts to receive the Messiah; judgment, for all
who harden their hearts and reject Him. Birth is of no avail.
8. irot~aaTe oov Kapirous d~(ous T. p.. "If you desire to escape
this wrath and to welcome the Messiah (o~v), repent, and act at
once (aor. imperat.) as those who repent." Comp. xx. 24; Acts
iii. 4, vii. 33, ix. 11, xvi. 9, xxi. 39, xxii. 13; and see Win. xliii. 3. a,
p. 393. Mt. has Kap7ro v (iii. 8), which treats the series of acts as a
collective result. Comp. S. Paul's summary of his own preaching,
esp. Mia T1]> fL£Tavo{as £pya 7rpcf.uuovrns (Acts xxvi. 20).
It was a Rabbinical saying, "If Israel would repent only one day, the
Son of David would come forthwith" ; and again, " If Israel would observe
only one sabbath according to the ordinance, forthwith would the Son of
David come" ; and, "All the stages are passed, and all depends solely on
repentance and good works."
The phrase 'l'"OL<LP Kapr611 is not necessarily a Hebraism (Gen. i. I I, I 2) :
it occurs (Arist.] De Plant. i. 4, p. 819, ii. ro, p. 829. Comp. Jas. iii. 12:
Mk. iv. 32.
p.~ iip~ria9e. "Do not even begin to have this thought in your
minds." Omnem excusationis etiam conatum prrecidit (Beng.). If
there are any passages in which 11.pxop.ai with an infin. is a mere
periphrasis for the simple verb (xx. 9), this is not one of them.
See Win. lxv. 7. d, p. 767; Grim-Thay. p. 79; Fritzsche on Mt.
"vi. 21, p. 539.->..lyELv Ev fouTols. "To say within yourselves"
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rather than "among yourselves." Comp. vii. 49 and >..iyeTe lv mi•
For the perennial boast about their
descent from Abraham comp. Jn. viii. 33, 53; Jas. ii. 21; 2 Esdr.
vi. 56-5$; Jos. Ant. iii. 5. 3; B.J. v. 9. 4; Wetst. on Mt. iii. 9.
lK Twv A.£9wv To&Twv. There is a play upon words between
"children" (banim) and "stones" (abanim). It was God who
made Abraham to be the rock whence the Jews were hewn (Is.
Ii. 1, 2); and out of the most unpromising material He can make
genuine children of Abraham (Rom. iv., ix. 6, 7, xi. 13-24; Gal.
iv. 21-31). The verb £ye'Lpcu is applicable to both stones and
children.
9. ~811. "Although you do not at all expect it." The image
of the axe is in harmony with that of the fruits (ver. 8). In the
East trees are valued mainly for their fruit ; and trees which produce none are usually cut down. "And even now also the axe is
laid unto the root."
Kap8lai<; {iµ.&v (Ps. iv. 5).

The '11'p.S<i after ICEiTa.L may be explained either, "is brought to the root
and lies there" ; or, " lies directed towards the root." In either case the
meaning is that judgment is not only inevitable, but will come speedily:
hence the presents, •icic&'ll'TETa.L and jlA>.XETa.L.
The Be Kel (in Mt. simply Be) is Lk.'s favourite method of giving emphasis;
ver. 12, ii. 4, iv. 41, v. 10, 36, ix. 61, x. 32, xi. 18, xii. 54, 57, xiv. 12,
xvi. I, 22, xviii. 9, xix. IQ, xx. 12. For µr, with a participle, expressing a
reason or condition, com1 . ii. 45, vii. 30, xi. 24, xii. 47, xxiv. 23; Acts ix. 26,
xvii. 6, xxi. 34, xxvii. 7; and see Win. Iv. 5 ({J), p. 6o7. For iKKor-reiv, "to
cut off," of felling trees, comp. xiii. 7, 9; Hdt. ix. 97. I. See notes on
vi. 43·

10-14. John's Different Treatment of Different Classes. Peculiar
to Lk., but probably from the same source as the precedin~ verses.
It shows that, in levelling the mountains and raising the valleys,
etc. (ver. 5), he did not insist upon any extraordinary penances or
"counsels of perfection." Each class is to forsake its besetting
sin, and all are to do their duty to their neighbour. The stern
warnings of the Baptist made the rulers leave in disgust without
seeking baptism at his hands (vii. 30; Mt. xxi. 25); but they made
the multitude anxious to comply with the conditions for avoiding
the threatened judgment.
10. br'lpwTwv. "Continually put this question." The notion
of repetz'tion comes from the imperf. and not, as in braire'Lv (xvi. 3,
xviii. 35), from the lrr{, which in lrrepwT'i-v indicates the direction of
the inquiry; Plato, Soph. 249 E, 250. Comp. lrre86871 in iv. 17·
TC oJv 'lrot~awp.Ev; "What then, if the severe things which thou
sayest are true, must we do ? " For the conjunctivus deliberativus
comp. xxiii. 31; Mt. xxvi. 54; Mk. xii. 14; Jn. xii. 27; and see
Win. xii. 4. b, p. 356; Matth. 515. 2; Arnold's Madvig, p. 99;
Green, p. 150.
11. 8&o XLTwvus. The xiTwv was the under and less necessary
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garment, distinguished from the upper and almost indispensable
lp.aTtov; vi. 29; Acts ix. 39; Mt. v. 40; Jn. xix. 23. When two of
these XLTwve~ were worn at once, the under one or shirt would be the
Hebrew cetoneth, the upper would be the Hebrew meil, which was
longer than the cetoneth. It was common for travellers to wear two
(Jos. Ant. xvii. 5. 7); but Christ forbade the disciples to do so
fix. 3; Mt. x. 10). It is not implied here that the two are being
worn simultaneously. See Trench, Syn. 1. ; Conder, Handb. of B.
p. 195; D.B. 2 art. "Dress"; Schaff's Herzog, art. "Clothing and
Ornaments of the Hebrews." If the owner of two shirts is to "give
a share" (11n11S6ni ), he will give one shirt. Comp. Rom. i. II;
xii. 8; and contrast Peter's reply to the same question Acts ii. 37,
38. With regard to ~PWf'ClTa, nothing is said or implied about
having superfluity or abundance. He who has any food is to
share it with the starving. Comp. 1 Thes. ii. 8.
This verse is one of those cited to support the view that Lk. is Ebionite in
his sympathies, a view maintained uncompromisingly by Renan (Les Evangiles,
eh. xiii.; V. deJ. chs. x., xi.), and by Campbell (Crt"tical Studies in St. Luke,
p. 193). For the answer see Bishop Alexander (Leading Ideas of tke Gospel,
p. 170). Here it is to be noticed that it is Mt. and Mk. who record, while Lk.
omits, the poor clothing and poor food of the Baptist himself; and that it is Mt.
who represents his sternest words as being addressed to the wealthy Pharisees
and Sadducees, while Lk. directs them against the multitudes generally.

12. TEMvaL. From TlA'YJ (Mt. xvii. 25; Rom. xiii. 7) and
wvlop.o.t ; so that etymologically TEAwVo.L = publicanz~ " those who

bought or farmed the taxes" under the Roman government. But
in usage Te'A.wvm = portitores, " those who collected the taxes " for
the publicani. This usage is common elsewhere, and invariable in
N.T. Sometimes, and perhaps often, there was an intermediate
agent between the TEAwvaL and the publicanz~ e.g. dpxiTe'Awv'Y/~ or
magister (xix. 2).
These " tax-collectors" were detested everywhere, because of their oppres·
siveness and fraud, and were classed with the vilest of mankind: µ01xoi Ka.l
'1t'opvof3oO"Kol KO.I TEMlva.i Ka.I KOAO.KES Ka.I O"VKo<f>dvTa.1, Ka.I To1oi1Tos 8µ1"1\os TWV 'lt'dvTa.
KvKwvTwv iv T~ f3£'1' (Lucian. Necyomant. xi.; comp. Aristoph. Equit. 248 l

Theophr. Ckarac. vi.; Grotius, in loco; Wetst. on Mt. v. 46). The Jews especi·
ally abhorred them as bloodsuckers for a heathen conqueror. For a Jew to
enter such a service was the most utter degradation. He was excommunicated,
and his whole family was regarded as disgraced. But the Romans allowed the
Herods to retain some powers of taxation ; and therefore not all tax-collectors
in Palestine were in the service of Rome. Yet the characteristic faults of
the profession prevailed, whether the money was collected in the name of Cresar
or of Herod ; and what these were is indicated by the Baptist's answer. See
Lightfoot, Opera, i. pp. 324, 325; Herzog, PRE. 2 art. Zoll; Edersh. L. & T. i.
P· 515.

Publicani majore ceteris reverentia utuntut
Syr-Sin. omits the word.

18. AtScluKa>..E.

(Beng. ).

.,,.>..(ov 'll'CLpci.

For 'll'a.pd after comparatives comp. Heb. i. 4' iii. 3, ix. 2J,
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xi. 4, xii. 24; Hdt. vii. 103. 6; Thuc. i. 23. 4, iv. 6. I. The effect is to
intensify the notion of excess: so also lrrrep, xvi. 8; Heb. iv. 12.

TO StuT£Tuy11hov. "That which stands prescribed" (perf.);
a favourite word with Lk.: viii. 55; xvii. 9, 1 o; Acts vii. 44, xviii. 2,
xx. i3. xxiii. 31, xxiv. 23. Comp. disponere, verordnen. It is from
the general meaning of "transacting business " that 'll'pacrnetv
acquires the special sense of "exacting tribute, extorting money" :
comp. xix. 23. This use is found from Herodotus onwards: Hdt.
iii. 58. 4; ..!Esch. Cho. 311; Pers. 476; Eum. 624; Xen. Anab.
vii. 6. 17: comp. 7rpaKTwp, Elcnrpacrcuiv, £K7rpacrcrnv, and many
illustrations in Wetst. Agere is similarly used : publicum quadragesimre in Asta egit (Suet. Vesp. i.); but what follows is of interest
as showing how rare an honourable publicanus was : manebantque
imagz'nes in civitati'bus ei posz'tte sub hoe titulo KAAff~ TEAONH~ANTI. This is said of Sabinus, father of Vespasian. After farming the quadragesz'ma tax in Asia he was a money-lender among
the Helvetii. It is to be noticed that the Baptist does not condemn the calling of a tax-collector as unlawful for a Jew. He
assumes that these TEAwvai will continue to act as such.
14. uTpaT£UOf1-Evot. "Men on service, on military duty"; milt:
tantes rather than milz'tes (Vulg.). In 2 Tim. ii. 4, o~8et> crTparw6µevo> is rightly rendered nemo militans. Who these "men on
service" were cannot be determined ; but they were Jewish soldiers
and not Roman, and not on service in the war between Antipas and
his father-in-law Aretas about the farmer's repudiation of the latter's
daughter in order to make room for Herodias. That war took
place after the Baptist's death (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5. 2 ), two or three
years later than thi.s, and probably A.D. 32 (Lewin, FasH Sacrz~
1171, 1412 ). These <npaTEvoµevoi were possibly gendarmerie,
soldiers acting as police, perhaps in support of the tax-collectors.
Such persons, as some modern nations know to their cost, have
great opportunities for bullying and delation. By their Kat T/µe'i>
they seem to connect themselves with the TeA.wvai, either as knowing that they also were unpopular, or as expecting a similar answer
from John.
MfJ8lvu 8taO"ElC71JT£. Like concutio, oiacrdw is used of intimidation, especially of intimidating to extort money (3 Mac. vii. 2 1 ).
Eusebius uses it of the extortions of Paul of Samosata (H E.
vii. 30. 7) ; where, however, the true reading may be £Kcre{ei. In
this sense ue{w also is used (Aristoph. Equit. 840; Pax, 639); and
it is interesting to see that Antipho couples crdw with crvKo<PaVTw.
iPi'AoKpaTTJ'> ovTocrl. frlpov'> Twv v7T'ev(kvvwv ecruc; Kat €cruKocj>aVTet (Oral.
vi. p. 146, 1. 22). 1 This last passage, combined with the verse
I In the Passio S. Perpetum, iii., the martyr suffers much urpar<wrw11 uuKocpa11·
rla<s .,,.x.irrra<s, and this is represented in the Latin by concussune 111i!itu111.
Comp. Tert. J)e Fuga in Pers. xii., xiii.
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before us, renders it probable that croKotf>&.vT71s, a "fig-shower," is
not one who gives t"nformation to the police about the exportation
of figs, but one who shows figs by shaking the tree ; i.e. who makes
the rich yield money by intimidating them. Now here is uvKotf>avT'Y}s found in the sense of "informer," nor yet of "sycophant."
It always denotes a "false accuser," especially with a view to
obtaining money; Arist. Ach. 559, 825, 828. Hatch quotes from
Brunet de Presle, Notices et textes du Musee du Louvre, a letter of
B.c. 145 from Dioscorides, a chief officer of finance, to his subordinate Dorion : 7repl. Sf: SLa.aeLup.wv Kai. 7rapa'A.nwv lvlwv Sf: Kal
7rpoutf>epophwv f3ov'A.op.e0a vp.as p.~ Sia'A.avO&.vnv1
K.T.X., "in the matter of fictitious legal proceedings and plunder-

ITUKO<j>a.VTELIT9a.L

ings, some persons being, moreover, alleged to be even made the
victims of false accusations," etc. (Bib!. Grk. p. 91). Comp. Lev.
xix. 11; Job xxxv. 9. Hesychius explains uvKotf>&.vT71s as ifrwSo•
KaT~yopos.

&o/wvloLs. From oifrov, "cooked food" to be eaten with bread,.
and wvi.op.ai, " I buy " : hence "rations, allowance, pay " of a
soldier; 1 Cor. ix. 7; 1 Mac. iii. 28, xiv. 32; 1 Esdr. iv. 56; and
freq. in Polybius. John does not tell these men on service that
theirs is an unlawful calling. Nor did the early Christians con•
demn the life of a soldier: see quotations in Grotius and J. B.
Mozley, University Sermons, Serm. v.
15-17. The certainty of the Messiah's Coming and the Conse•
quences of the Coming. Mt. iii. l l, r 2. The explanatory opening (ver. l 5) is peculiar to Lk. The substance of ver. 16 is common
to all three; but here Lk. inserts the characteristic 7riiuiv. In
ver. 17 he and Mt. are together, while Mk. is silent. Lk. shows
more clearly than the other two how intense was the excitement
which the Baptist's preaching caused.
15. npouSoKwVTos. What were they expecting? The result of all
this strange preaching, and especially the Messianic judgment.
·would it be put in execution by John himself? For this absolute
use of 7rpouSoK&.w comp. Acts xxvii. 33. Excepting Mt. xi. 3,
xxiv. 50, 2 Pet. iii. 12-14, the verb is peculiar to Lk. (i. 21, vii.
19, 20, viii. 40, xii. 46; Acts iii. 5, etc.). Syr-Sin. omits.
The Vulg. here has the strange rendering exz"s#mante; although in i. 21,.
vii. 19, 20, viii. 40 7rpo<YooKtiw is rendered expecto, and in xii. 46 spero. Cod.
Brix. has sperante here. See on xix. 43 and xxi. 23, 25 for other slips iii
Jerome's work. Here d has an attempt to reproduce the gen. abs. in Latin:
et cog#antium omnium. Comp. ix. 43, xix. II, xxi. 5, xxiv. 36, 41.

p.'lj 'll"oTE n1h6s. "If haply he himself were the Christ." Theit
thinking this possible, although "John did no sign,'' and had none"
of the insignia of royalty, not even descent from David, is remarkable. Non ita crassam adhuc ideam de Christo habebant, na111
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Johannes nil splendori's externi' habebat et tamen talia de eo cogi'ta·
bant (Beng. ). That this question had been raised is shown by
Jn. i. 20. The Baptist would not have declared "I am not the
Christ," unless he had been asked whether he was the Messiah, or
had heard the people discussing the point.
For the constr. comp. µ.fi 7rore /3~71 avTo2s o0eos µ.eTdvo1av (2 Tim. ii. 25).
The opt. in indirect questions is freq. in Lk. both without li.v (i. 29, viii. 9,
Acts xvii. u, xxi. 33) and also with iJ.,, (i. 62, vi. II, xv. 26; Acts v. 24,
x. 17).

16. 'lfauw. Showing how universal the excitement on this point
was. Neither Mt. (iii. n) nor Mk. (i. 7) has the 71'"0.uiv of which
Luke is so fond: comp. vi. 30, vii. 35, ix. 43, xi. 4, xii. ro.
The aor. mid. d7reKp!vaTo is rare in N.T. (xxiii. 9; Acts iii. 12; Mt.
xxvii. 12; Mk. xiv. 61; Jn. v. 17, 19); also in LXX (Judg. v. 29; I Kings
ii. I; I Chron. x. 13; Ezek. ix. II). In bib!. Grk. the pass. forms prevail:
see small print on i. 19.

'Eyw p.tv US1m. Both with emphasis: "I with water."
6 laxup6TEpos. Valebat Johannes, sed Christus multo plus (Beng. ).

The art. marks him as one who ought to be well known.
ll.uua.L rov tp.dna Twv 611"081)p.dn.w. More graphic than Mt.'s Ta
p7ro8. Pa.rrrauai, but less so than Mk.'s Kvlfras A.vuai Tov iµ,. Twv ho8.
a.i'.iToii. Both AV. and RV. mark the difference between v7ro8rJJJ.a.,
H that which is bound under" the foot, and cra.v8&.Awv, dim. of
crav&>..011, by rendering the former "shoe,, (x. 4, xv. 22, xxii. 35;
Acts vii. 33, xiii. 25) and the other "sandal" (Mk. vi. 9; Acts
xii. 8). The Vulg. has calceamenta for V7roo-r}p.a.m, and sandalia or
caligre for uav8&.A.ia. In LXX the two words seem to be used
indiscriminately (Josh. ix. 5, 13); but V1T'o3. is much the more
common, and it is doubtful whether the Jews before the Captivity
wore shoes or manalim (Deut. xxxiii. 25) as distinct from sandals.
Comp. oi ip.avTES TWV V'lrOOYJ/J.cl.TwV avrwv (Is. v. 27 ). To unfasten
shoes or sandals, when a man returned home, or to bring them to
him when he went out, was the office of a slave (See Wetst. on Mt.
iii. x1 ). John is not worthy to be the bond-servant of the Christ.
The a1hou is not so entirely redundant as in some other passages :
"whose latchet of his shoes." 1
cd1T6<;. In emphatic contrast to the speaker.
iv irVEtlp.1m Ayl~. See on i. x5. That the £~· with 'JT'VEvµ.ar&
J.y['f and its absence from ti3an marks a distinction of any great
moment, either here or Acts i. 5, must be doubted; for in Mt.
m. xx both expressions have the iv, and in Mk. i. S net'ther. The
simple dat. marks the instrument or matter with which the baptism
l Comp. Mk. vii. 25 ; I Pet. ii. 24; Rev. iii. 8, vii. 2, 9, xiii. 8, xx. 8.
Such pleonasms are Hebra;istic, ~nd are specially common in LXX (Gen. i. III
~od. xxxv. 29, etc.) ; Wm. xirn. 4 (b), p. 184.
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is effected; the lv marks the element in which it takes place (Jn.
i. 31). See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 24+
KU111'up£. This remarkable addition is wanting in Mk. Various
explanations of it are suggested. ( l) That the fiery tongues at
Pentecost are meant, is improbable. Were any of those who
received the Spirit at Pentecost among the Baptist's hearers on
this occasion ? Moreover, in Acts i. 5 Kat 7rVp{ is not added.
( 2) That it distinguishes two baptisms, the penitent with the
Spirit, and the impenitent with penal fire, is very improbable.
The same persons (lip.as) are to be baptized with the Spirit and
with fire. In ver. l 7 the good and the bad are separated, but not
here. This sentence must not be made parallel to what follows,
for the winnowing-shovel is not baptism. (3) More probably the
Trvp{ refers to the illuminating, kindling, and purifying power of
the grace given by the Messiah's baptism. Spiritus sanctus, quo
Christus baptizat, igneam vim habet: atque ea vis zgnea etiam
conspz'cuafuz"t oculis hominum (Beng.): comp. Mal. iii. 2. (4) Or,
the fiery tnals which await the disciple who accepts Christ's
baptism may be meant: comp. xii. 50; Mk. x. 38, 39. The
passage is one of many, the exact meaning of which must remain
doubtful; but the purifying of the believer rather than the punishment of the unbeliever seems to be intended.
17. 11"Tuov.
The "winnowing-shovel" (pala Hgnea; Vulg.
ventilabrum), with which the threshed corn was thrown up into
the wind (?Trow = "spit "). 1 This is a further description of the
Messiah,-He whose ?TTvov is ready for use. Note the impressive
repetition Of awov after Tfj xnp{, T~V aAwva, and T~V d?To()~KYJV. 2
TI)v &>..wvu. The threshing-floor itself, and not its contents.
It is by removing the contents-corn to the barn, and refuse to
the fire-that the floor is thoroughly cleansed. Christ's threshingfloor is the world; or, in a more restricted sense, the Holy Land.
See Meyer on Mt. iii. 12.
&a~ecrri:i. Comp. Mk. ix. 43; Lev. vi. 12, 13; Is. xxxiv. 8-10,
lxvi. 24; Jer. vii. 20; Ezek. xx. 4 7, 48. In Homer it is a freq.
epithet of yi.A.wr;, KAlor;, f3o~, p.f.vor;, and once of cpA.6~ (Il. xvi. 123).
As an epithet of ?Tvp it is opposed to p.aAOaKov and p.aKpov. See
1 The wooden shovel, pala lignea (Cato, R. R. vi. 45. 151), ventilabrum
(Varro, R. R. i. 52), seems to have been more primitive than the vannus, which
was a basket, shaped like the blade of a large shovel. The 'IM'vov was a shovel
rather than a basket. In Tertullian (Prmscrip. iii.) palam in mantt portat ad
purgandam aream suam is probably the true reading : but some MSS. have
rJentilabrum for palam.
2 The form 01aKaOO.pa.1 is worth noting : in later Greek 'Kd.Oiipa for €Kr1.071pa
is not uncommon. Mt. here has 01aKaOapi.eL, but classical writers prefer om1taOaip<1v to 01aKaOapl!;e1v.-For the details of Oriental threshing see Herzog,
PRE. 2 art. Ackerbau; D.B. 2 art. "Agriculture." For IJ.xvpa. comp. Juh
xxi. 18, and Hdt. iv. 72. 2; the sing. is less common (Jer. xxiii. 28).
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Heinichen on Eus. H. E. vi. 41. 15 and viii. 12. I. It is therefore
a fierce fire which cannot be extinguished, rather than an endless
fire that will never go out, that seems to be indicated: and this is
just such a fire as To tJ.xvpov (the refuse left after threshing and
winnowing) would make. But auf3arros is sometimes used of a
fire that never goes out, as that of Apollo at Delphi or of Vesta at
Rome (Dion. Hal. cxciv. 8). For Ka.rnKa.LELV comp. Mt. xiii. 30,
40; also Ex. iii. 2, where it is distinguished from Ka.{nv : it implies
utter consumption.
18-20. § Explanation of the Abrupt Termination of the
Baptist's Ministry. This is given here by anticipation in order
to complete the narrative. Comp. the conclusions to previous
narratives : i. 66, 80, ii. 40, 52.
18. no>..M. p.£11 0011 Ka.l. i!npa.. The comprehensive 7roA.A.a Kal
tT£pa. confirms the view taken above (ver. 7) that this narrative
(7-r8) gives a summary of John's teaching rather than a report of
what was said on any one occasion. The €T£pa. means " of a
different kind" (Gal. i. 6, 7), and intimates that the preaching of
the Baptist was not always of the character just indicated.
The cases in which µ€v ovv occurs must be distinguished. I. Where, as
here, µ€vis followed by a corresponding 0€, and we have nothing more than
the distributive µ€v • . . 0€ . . . combined with ovv (Acts viii. 4, 25, xi. I9,
xii. 5, xiv. 3, xv. 3, 30, etc.). 2. Where no 0€ follows, and µ€v confirms
what is said, while ovv marks an inference or transition, quidem igitur (Acts
i. 6, ii. 4I, v. 4I, xiii. 4, xvii, 30; Heb. vii. II, viii. 4, etc.). Win. !iii. 8. a,
p. 556.

'ITa.pa.Ka.Mw Ell1JyyEX.ltETo • • • i!X.Eyx6p.E11os. These words give
the three chief functions of the Baptist : to exhort all, to preach
good tidings to the penitent, to reprove the impenitent. It is
quite unnecessary to take Tov A.a6v with 7ra.paKaAwv, and the order
of the words is against such a combination.
In late Greek the acc. of the person to whom the announcement is made is
freq. after evayyi>..l[eCTIJai (Acts xiv. I5, xvi. IO; Gal. i. 9; I Pet. i. 12 ;
comp. Acts viii. 25, 40, xiv. 2I): and hence in the pass. we have 7rrwxol
eOa.yye"'Al[oVTa•. The acc. of the message announced is also common (viii. I;
Acts v, 42, viii. 4, I2?, x. 36, xi, 20). Where both person and message are
combined, the person addressed is in the dat. (i. I9, ii. ro, iv. 43 ; Acts
viii. 35; comp. Lk. iv. IS; Acts xvii. IS; Rom. i. I5, etc.): but in Acts
xiii. 32 we have double acc. Here the Lat. texts vary between evangelizabat
populum (Cod. Am.) and evang. popu!o (Cod. Brix.).

19. 'Hp~'81JS· Antipas, as in ver. r. The insertion of the
name ~tJ\{'l!"ll"ov after yvva.iK6s comes from Mk. and Mt. (AC K X
and some versions). This Philip must be carefully distinguished
from the tetrarch Philip, with whom Jerome confuses him. He
was the son of Mariamne, on account of whose treachery he had
been disinherited by Herod the Great; and he lived as a private
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individual at Jerusalem (Jos. B. J. i. 30. 7). Josephus calls both
Antipas and also this Philip simply "Herod" (Ant. xviii. 5. 4).
Herodias became the evil genius of the man who seduced her from
his brother. It was her ambition which brought about the downfall of Antipas. Lk. alone tells us that John rebuked Antipas for
his wicked life (Ka.l 'll"Epl 'll"nvT<Aw) as well as for his incestuous
marriage. Obviously £>..eyx61'evos means "rebuked, reproved"
( 1 Tim. v. 20 ; 2 Tim. iv. 2 ), and not " convicted" or " convinced"
(Jn. viii. 46, xvi. 8). In the former sense f.A.iyxELv is stronger
than f.mTiµ-<jv : see Trench, Syn. iv.
Once more (see on ver. 1) we have a remarkable rendering in d: Heroder
autem quaterducatur cum argueretur ab eo, etc.
Note the characteristic and idiomatic attraction (7rdnwv wv), and comp.
ii. 20, v. 9, ix. 43, xii. 46, xv. 16, xix. 37, xxiv, 25; Acts iii. 21, x. 39,
xiii. 39, xxii. 10, xxvi. 2.

20. 11"poal8TJKEV Ka.l TOUTO l'll"l 'll"iiaw, Ka.TlK>..uaev, K.T.>... "He
added this also on the top of all-he shut up John in prison";
i.e. he added this to all the other 7rovripa of which he had been
guilty. Farrar, Herods, p. 171.
Josephus, in the famous passage which confirms and supplements the Gospel narrative respecting the Baptist (Ant. xviii. 5. 2),
says that Antipas put him in prison because of his immense
influence with the people. They seemed to be ready to do whatever he told them; and he might tell them to revolt. This may
easily have been an additional reason for imprisoning him : it is no
contradiction of the Evangelists. What Josephus states is what
Antipas publicly alleged as his reason for arresting John : of course
he would not give his private reasons. The prison in which the
Baptist was confined was in the fortress of Machrerus at the N.E.
corner of the Dead Sea. Seetzen discovered the site in 1807
above the valley of the Zerka, and dungeons can still be traced
among the ruins. Tristram visited it in 1872 (Discoveries on the
East Side of the Dead Sea, eh. xiv.). It was hither that the
daughter of Aretas fled on her way back to her father, when she
discovered that Antipas meant to discard her for Herodias.
Machrerus was then in her father's dominions ; but Antipas
pro,bably seized it immediately afterwards (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5. 1, 2).
The expression 7rpoaHJ71Kev Toilro, KaTh'Aeurev must not be confounded
with the Hebraisms 7rpo<1'<0eTo 1fEµif;ai (xx, II, 12), 7rpo<1'Ul<To IJ'V'A'Aa{Jiiv
(Acts xii. 3). It is true that in LXX the act. as well as the mid. is used in
this manner: 7rpo<1'Ul7JK< nKe'iv (Gen. iv. 2); 7rpo<1'!071Ke XaM)IJ'aL (Gen,
xviii. 29) : see also Exod. x. 28; Deut. iii. 26; and for the mid. Exod.
xiv. 13. But in this Hebraistic use of 7rp0<1'Tl071µi for "go on and do" the
second verb is always in the infin. (Win. !iv. 5, p. 588). Here there is no
Hebraism, and therefore no sign that Lk. is using an Aramaic source.
KaTaK'Aeletv is classical, but occurs in N. T, only here and Acts xxvi. 10;
in both cases of imprisoning. It is freq. in medical writers, and Galen uses
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it of imprisonment (Hobart, Med. Lang. of Lk. pp. 66, 67). Mt. xiv. 3 we
have &.-trfO<To, and Mk. vi. 17, lo7Jff<P, of Herod's putting John into prison.

21, 22. Jesus is baptized by John.-lt is remarkable, that
although the careers of the Forerunner and of the Messiah are
so closely connected, and so similar as regards prediction of birth,
retirement, ministry, and early end, yet, so far as we know, they
come into actual contact only at one brief period, when the
Forerunner baptized the Christ. Once some of John's disciples
raised the question of fasting, and Jesus answered it (v. 33; Mt.
ix. 14 ), and once John sent some of his disciples to Jesus to
question Him as to His Messiahship (vii. 19-23; Mt. xi. 2-19);
but there is no meeting between Christ and the Baptist. Lk.,
having completed his brief account of the Forerunner and his
work, begins his main subject, viz. the Messiah and His work.
This involves a return to the point at which the Forerunner met
the Messiah, and performed on Him the rite which prepared Him
for His work, by publicly uniting Him with the people whom He
came to save, and proclaiming Him before them.
21. ev T~ f:lairnu&ijvcu ihra.na. Tov >..a.ov. "After all the people
had been baptized "; cum bapti"zatus esset omnis popu!us (Cod.
Brix.) : not, "while they were being baptized "; cum baptizaretur
(Cod. Am.). The latter would be Ell Tei' with the pres. infin.
Both constructions are very freq. in Lk. Contrast the aorists in ii. 27,
ix. 36, xi. 37, xiv. 1, xix. 15, xxiv. 30, Acts xi. 15 with the presents in v. 1,
12, viii. 5, 42, ix. 18, 29, 33, 51, x. 35, 38, xi. 1. 27, xvii. II, 14, xxiv. 4,
15, 51; Acts viii. 6, xix. 1. Lk. is also fond of the stronger form Ci."tras,
which is rare in N. T. outside his writings. Readings are often confused, but
Ci."tras is well attested v. 26, viii. 37, ix. 15, xix. 37, 48, xxiii. 1; Acts ii. 44,
iv. 31, v. 16, x. 8, xi. 10, xvi. 3, 28, xxv. 24; and may be right in other
places.

That there were great multitudes present when John baptized
the Christ is not stated; nor is it probable. Had Lk. written Ell
Ti;> f3a.7r7"l~£Cr8ai, this would have implied the presence of many
other candidates for baptism ; but it was not until "after every one
of the people had been baptized " that the baptism of Jesus took
place. Possibly Jesus waited until He could be alone with John.
In any case, those who had long been waiting for their turn would
go home soon after they had accomplished their purpose. It was
some time afte~ this th'.lt J ?hn said. to the people, " He that cometh
after me . . . is standmg m the midst of you, and ye know Him
not" (Jn. i. ~6). They could hardly have been so ignorant of Him,
if large multitudes had been present when John baptized Him.
Ka.l 'h1uou f:la.11"nu8iVTos. It is remarkable that this which seems
to us to be the main fact, should be expressed thus i~cidentally by
a participle. It is as if the baptism of all the people were regarded
as carrying with it the baptism of Jesus almost as a necessary corn-
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plement : "After they had been baptize<l, and when He had been
baptized and was praying." But perhaps the purpose of Lk. is to
narrate the baptism, not so much for its own sake as an instance of
Christ's conformity to what was required of the people, as for the
sake of the Divine recognition and authentication which Jesus then
received.
Jerome has preserved this fragment of the Gospel acc. to the Hebrews : " Lo,
the mother of the Lord and His brethren said to Him, John the Baptist baptizeth
for remission of sins: let us go and be baptized by him. But He said to them,
Wherein have I sinned that I should go and be baptized by him? except perchance
this very thing which I have said is ignorance" (Adv. Pelag. iii. I). The Tractatus
de Rebaptismate says that the Pauli Prmdicatio represented "Christ, the only
man who was altogether without fault, both making confession respecting His
own sin, and driven almost against His will by His mother Mary to accept the
baptism of John: also that when He was baptized fire was seen on the water,
which is not written in any Gospel" (xvii.; Hartel's Cyprian, ii. p. go). The
fire in the water is mentioned in Justin (Try. lxxxviii.), but not as recorded by
the Apostles; and also in the Gospel acc. to the Hebrews.

Ka.l 'll'poueuxop.Evou. Lk. alone mentions this. On his Gospel
as emphasizing the duty of prayer see Introd. § 6. Mt. and Mk.
say that Jesus saw the Spirit descending; Jn. says that the Baptist
saw it; Lk. that it took place (€y€vero) along with the opening of
the heaven and the coming of the voice. Mk. says simply ro
'll'VEV/La; Mt. has 7rVEvµa ®eov; Lk. rO 'll'VEVµa rO aywv. See on
i. 15.
The constr. of ryevero with acc. and infin. is on the analogy of the class.
constr. of O"we{J71 : it is freq. in Lk. See note, p. 45. The form av<Cf'XOf'iva< is anomalous, as if assimilated to ave<iJxOat: comp. Jn. ix. 10, 14;
Rev. iv. 1, vi. I.

22. uwp.aTLKlj e'L8eL c:is 'll'EPL<TTepav.
"In a bodily form" is
peculiar to Lk. Nothing is gained by admitting something visible
and rejecting the dove. Comp. the symbolical visions of Jehovah
granted to Moses and other Prophets. We dare not assert that the
Spirit cannot reveal Himself to human sight, or that in so doing
He cannot employ the form of a dove or of tongues of fire. The
tongues were appropriate when the Spirit was given "by measure"
to many. The dove was appropriate when the Spirit was given
in His fulness to one. It is not true that the dove was an ancient
Jewish symbol for the Spirit. In Jewish symbolism the dove is
Israel. The descent of the Spirit was not, as some Gnostics
taught, the moment of the Incarnation : it made no change in the
nature of Christ. But it may have illuminated Him so as to complete His growing consciousness of His relations to God and to
man (ii. 52). It served two purposes: (r) to make Him known to
the Baptist, who thenceforward had Divine authority for making
Him known to the world (Jn. i. 32, 33); and (2) to mark the official beginning of the ministry, like the anointing of a king. As at
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the Transfiguration, Christ is miraculously glorified before setting
out to suffer, a voice from heaven bears witness to Him, and "the
goodly fellowship of the Prophets " waits on His glory.
The phrase <f>w11~11 7e11eu8a1 is freq. in Lk. (i. 44, ix. 35, 36; Acts ii. 6,
vii. 31,x. 13, xix. 34). Elsewhere only Mk. i. 11, ix. 7; Jn. xii. 30; Rev. viii. 5.
Comp. ;pxerai <f>w111,, Jn. xii. 28; i~epxerai <f>w111,, Rev. xvi. 17, xix. 5.

Iu. Responsio adpreces, ver. 2 1 ( Beng. ). The ~v shows that the
voice conveyed a message to the Christ as well as to the Baptist.
Mk. also has ~v .r: in Mt. iii. 17 we have Ovr6s ~unv. Diversitas
locutionum adhuc etiam utili's est, ne uno modo dictum minus inte/lz:
gatur (Aug.). In the narrative of the Transfiguration all three have
0vT6s lunv.
The reference seems to be to Ps. ii. 7; and here D and other important
witnesses have Tl6s µou el uu, .!7w u1,µepo11 7e7e11v7JKa ue. Augustine says that
this was the reading of some MSS., "although it is stated not to be found in the
moreancientMSS." (De Cons. Evang. ii. 14: comp. Enchir. ad Laurent. xlix.).
Justin has it in his accounts of the Baptism (Try. lxxxviii., ciii. ). In Mt. it is
possible to take oci"fCJ,7r7JTOs with what follows : " The beloved in whom I am
well pleased"; but this is impossible here and in Mk. i. 11, and therefore improbable in Mt. The repetition of the article presents the e12ithet as a separate
fact: "Thou art My Son, My beloved one." Comp. µouvos ewv ci7a7r7JTOS
(Hom. Od. ii. 365). It is remarkable that St. John never uses ci7a7r7Jros of
Christ : neither in the Fourth Gospel nor in the Apocalypse does the word occur
in any connexion.
•vSOK1J«ra.. " I am well pleased" : the timeless aorist. Comp. Jn. xiii. 3.
The verb is an exception to the rule that, except where a verb is compounded
with a prep., the verbal termination is not retained, but one from a noun of the
same root IS substituted : e.g. ciouvare'L11, euenere'L11, not ciOC111au8a1, euep7afeu8a1.
Comp. Kapao0Ke'L11 and ouu8111,uKew, which are similar exceptions, Win. xvi. 5,
p. 125.
The voice does not proclaim Jesus as the Messiah, as a legend would probably have represented. No such proclamation was needed either by Jesus or
by the Baptist. The descent of the Spirit had told John that Jesus was the
Christ (Jn. i. 33). This voice from heaven, as afterwards at the Transfiguration
(ix. 35), and again shortly before the Passion (Jn. xii. 28), followed closely upon
Christ's prayer, and may be regarded as the answer to it. His humanity was
capable of needing the strength which the heavenly assurance gave. To call
this voice from heaven the Bath-Kol of the Rabbis, or to treat it as analogous
to it, is misleading. The Rabbinic Bath-Kol, or "Daughter-voice," is regarded
as an echo of the voice of God : and the Jews liked to believe that it had been
granted to them after the gift of prophecy had ceased. The utterances attributed to it are in some cases so frivolous or profane, that the more intelligent
Rabbis denounced it as a superstition.
It has been pointed out that Lk. appears to treat the baptism of Jesus by
John as a matter of course. Mt. tells us that the Baptist at first protested
against it; and many writers have felt that it requires explanation. Setting
aside the profane suggestions that Jesus was not sinless, and therefore needed
"repentance baptism for remission of sins," or that He was in collusion with
John, we may note four leading hypotheses. 1. He wished to do honour to
John. 2. He desired to elicit from John a declaration of His Messiahship.
3. He thereby gave a solemn sign that He had done with home life, and was
beginning His public ministry. 4. He thereby consecrated Himself for His
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work.-This last seems to be nearest to the truth. The other three would be
more probable if we were expressly told that multitudes of spectators were
present; whereas the reverse seems to be implied. John's baptism was preparatory to the kingdom of the Messiah. For everyone else it was a baptism of
repentance. The Messiah, who needed no repentance, could yet accept the
preparation. In each case it marked the beginning of a new life. It consecrated the people for the reception of salvation. It consecrated the Christ for
the bestowing of it (Neander, L. J. C. § 42 (5), Eng. tr. p. 68). But besides
this it was a "fulfilment of righteousness," a complying with the requirements
of the Law. Although pure Himself, through His connexion with an unclean
people He was Levitically unclean. "On the principles of 0. T. righteousness
His baptism was required" (Lange, L. of C. i. p. 355).
In the Fathers and liturgies we find the thought that by being baptized Hirnr
self Jesus elevated an external rite into a sacrament, and consecrated the element
of water for perpetual use. Baptizatus est ergo Dominus non mundari volens,
sed mundare aquas (Ambr. on Lk. iii. 21, 23). "By the Baptisme of thy wel
beloved sonne Jesus Christe, thou dydest sanctifie the fludde Jordan, and al other
waters to this misticall washing away of synne" (First Prayer-Book of Edw. VI.
1549, Public Baptism); which follows the Gregorian address, "By the Baptism
of Thine Only-begotten Son hast been pleased to sanctify the streams of water"
(Bright, Ancient Collects, p. 161).
There is no contradiction between John's "Comest Thou to me?" (Mt.
iii. 14) and" I knew Him not" (Jn. i. 31, 33). As a Prophet John recognized
the sinlessness of Jesus, just as Elisha recognized the avarice and untruthfulness
of Gehazi, or the treachery and cruelty of Hazael (2 Kings v. 26, viii. 10-12);
but until the Spirit descended upon Him, he did not know that He was the
Messiah (Weiss, LebenJesu, I. ii. 9, Eng. tr. i. p. 320). John had three main
functions: to predict the coming of the Messiah ; to prepare the people for it ;
and to point out the Messiah when He came. When these were accomplished,
his work was nearly complete.

23-38. The Genealogy of Jesus Christ. Comp. Mt. i. 1-17.
The literature is very abundant: the following are among the principal authorities, from which a selection may be made, and the
names of other authorities obtained.
Lord A. Hervey, The Genealogies of our Lord and Saviour,
Macmillan, 1853; J. B. McClellan, The New Testament of our
Lord and Saviour, i. pp. 408-422, Macmillan, 1875; W. H. Mill,
Observations on the Application of Pantheistic Principles to the
Theory and Historic Criticism of the Gospel, pp. 147-218; D.B. 2
art. " Genealogy" ; D. of Chr. Biog. art. " Africanus " ; Schaff's
Herzog, art. "Genealogy"; Commentaries of Mansel (Speaker),
Meyer, Schaff, on Mt. i.; of Farrar, Godet, M. R. Riddle, on
Lk. iii.
Why does Lk. insert the genealogy here instead of at the beginning of his
Gospel? It would be only a slight exaggeration to say that this is the beginning
of his Gospel, for the first three chapters are only introductory. The use of
apxoµ,EPos here implies that the Evangelist is now making a fresh start. Two of
the three introductory chapters are the history of the Forerunner, which Lk.
completes in the third chapter before beginning his account of the wor~ of the
Messiah. Not until Jesus has been anointed by the Spirit does the history of
the Messiah, i.e. the Anointed One, begin ; and His genealogy then becomes of
importance. In a similar way the pedigree of Moses is placed, not just before
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or just after the account of his birth (Exod. ii. I, 2), where not even the names
of his parents are given, but just after his public appearance before Pharaoh as
the spokesman of Jehovah and the leader of Israel (Exod. vi. 14-27).
The statement of Julius Africanus, that Herod the Great caused the genealogies of ancient ) ewish families to be destroyed, in order to conceal the defects
of his own pedigree (Eus. H. E. i. 7. 13), is of no moment. If he ever gave
such an order, it would of necessity be very imperfectly executed. The rebuilding of the temple would give him the opportunity of burning the genealogies of
the priests, which were preserved in the temple archives, but pedigrees in the
possession of private families would be carefully concealed. Josephus was able
to give his own genealogy, as he "found it described in the public records"~h
rals 011µoula1s 0€ho1s d11a-yrypaµµ€111111 ( Vita, r) ; and he tells us what great care
was taken to preserve the pedigrees of the priests, not merely in J udrea, but in
Egypt, and Babylon, and "whithersoever our priests are scattered" (Apion.
i. 7). It is therefore an empty objection to say that Lk. could not have
obtained this genealogy from any authentic source, for all such sources had been
destroyed by Herod. It is clear from Josephus that, if Herod made the attempt,
he did not succeed in destroying even all public records. Jews are very tenacious of their genealogies ; and a decree to destroy such things would be evaded
in every possible way. The importance of the evidence of Africanus lies in his
claim to have obtained information from members of the family, who gloried in
preserving the memory of their noble extraction ; and in his referring both
pedigrees as a matter ef course to Joseph. It is not probable that Joseph was the
only surviving descendant of David who was known to be such. But it is likely
enough that all such persons were in humble positions, like Joseph himself, and
thus escaped the notice and jealousy of Herod. Throughout his reign he took
no precaution against Davidic claimants; and had he been told that a village
carpenter was the representative of David's house, he would possibly have
treated him as Domitian is said to have treated the grandsons of Judas the
brother of the Lord-with supercilious indifference (Eus. H. E. iii. 20 ).

23. athos. "He Himself," to whom these miraculous signs
had reference: comp. i. 22; Mt. iii. 4. The AV. translation of
the whole clause, aihos ~v 'l'IJuous O.pxop.evos i:,uel hwv TpuiKovm,
"Jesus Himself began to be about thirty years of age," is impossible. It is probably due to the influence of Beza: incipiebat
esse quasi annorum trigz'nta. But Cranmer led the way in this
error in the Bible of l 539, and the later versions followed. Purvey
is vague, like the Vulgate: "was bigynnynge as of thritti year,"erat inci}iens quasi annorum trigt'nta. Tyndale is right : "was
about thirty yere of age when He beganne" ; i.e. when He began
His ministry in the solemn way just recorded. Comp. the use of
ap~a/Ln-os in Acts i. 22. In both cases 8t8auK£tv may be understood, but is not necessary. In Mk. iv. l we have the full expression, ~p~aTo &MuK£tv, which is represented in the parallel, Mt.
xiii. l, by lKaB71To. Professor Marshall has shown that ~p~aTo and
£KaB71To may be equivalents for one and the same Aramaic verb
(Expositor, April 1891): see on v. 2r.
It is obvious that this verse renders little help to chronology.
"About thirty" may be anything from twenty-eight to thirty-two,to give no wider margin. It is certain that our era is at least four
years too late, for it begins with A.u.c. 754. Herod the Great
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died just before the Passover A.U.c. 750, which is therefore the
latest year possible for the Nativity. If we reckon the "fifteenth
year" of ver. 1 from the death of Augustus, Jesus was probably
thirty-two at the time of His Baptism.
Cw utos, i:is ~vop.lteTo, 'lwai]cl> Tou 'H>..eL This is the right punctuation: "being the son (as was supposed) of Joseph the son of
Heli." It is altogether unnatural to place the comma after 'Iw<T-r/</>
and not before it : "being the son (as was supposed of Joseph) of
Heli " ; z:e. being supposed to be the son of Joseph, but being
really the grandson of Heli. It is not credible that vi6> can mean
both son and grandson in the same sentence. J. Lightfoot proposed that "Jesus" (viz. vi6>, not viov) should be understood
throughout; "Jesus (as was supposed) the son of Joseph, and so
the son of Heli, and so the son of Matthat,'' etc. (Hor. Heb. on
Lk. iii. 23). But this is not probable: see on Tov ®wv (ver. 38).
It is evident from the wording that Lk. is here giving the genealogy ofJoseph
and not of Mary. It would have been quite out of harmony with either Jewish
ideas or Gentile ideas to derive the birthright of Jesus from His mother. In the
eye of the law Jesus was the heir of Joseph; and therefore it is J oseph's descent
which is of importance. Mary may have been the daughter of Heli ; but, if
she was, Lk. ignores the fact. The difference between the two genealogies was
from very early times felt to be a difficulty, as is seen from the letter of Julius
Africanus to Aristides, c. A.D. 220 (Eus. H. E. i. 7; Routh, Rei. Sacr. ii.
p. 228); and it is probable that so obvious a solution, as that one was the pedigree of Joseph and the other the pedigree of Mary, would have been very soon
advocated, if there had been any reason (excepting the difficulty) for adopting
it. But this solution is not advocated by anyone until Annius of Viterbo propounded it, c. A.D. 1490. Yet see Victorinus (?)on Rev. iv. 7 (Migne v. 324).
The main facts of the two genealogies are these. From Adam to Abraham
Lk. is alone. From Abraham to David, Lk. and Mt. agree. From David to
Joseph they differ, excepting in the names of Zorobabel and his father Salathiel.
The various attempts which have been made at reconciling the divergences,
although in no case convincingly successful, are yet sufficient to show that reconciliation is not impossible. Nevertheless, the possibility that we have here
divergent attempts of Jewish pedigree-makers may be admitted; for divergent
theories, corresponding to the two genealogies, existed at the time. In addition
to the authorities named above, the monographs of Hottinger, Surenhusius, and
Voss may be consulted. See also the parallel tables in Resch, Kindheitsev, p. 188.

27. Toil ZopofM~e>.. Tou Ia.>..a.~h~>... It is highly improbable that
these are different persons from the Zerubbabel and the Shealtiel
of Mt. i. 12. That at the same period of Jewish history there
should be two fathers bearing the rare name Salathiel or Shealtiel,
each with a son bearing the rare name Zerubbabel, and that both
of these unusually-named fathers should come in different ways
into the genealogy of the Messiah, is scarcely credible, although
this hypothesis has been adopted by both Hottinger and Voss.
Zerubbabel ( = "Dispersed in Babylon,'' or "Begotten in Babylon") was head of the tribe of Judah at the time of the return from
the Babylonish Captivity in the first year of Cyrus ; and he was
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therefore an obvious person to include in the pedigree of the
Messiah. Hence he was called the Rhesa or Prince of the Captivity. In 1 Chron. iii. 19 he is given as the son of Pedaiah and
nephew of Shealtiel: and this is probably correct. But he became
the heir of Shealtiel because the latter had no sons. In Mt. i. 12
and 1 Chron. iii. 17, Shealtiel is the son of Jechoniah, king of
Judah ; whereas Lk. makes him the son of Neri. J econiah is
called Coniah, Jer. xxii. 24, and Jehoiachin, Iii. 31; z Kings xxiv. 6;
2 Chron. xxxvi. 8, 9 ; and all three names mean " The Lord will
establish." From Jer. xxii. 30 we learn that he had no children;
and therefore the line of David through Solomon became extinct in
him. The three pedigrees indicate that an heir for the childless
Jeconiah was found in Shealtiel the son of Neri, who was of the
house of David through Nathan. Thus the junction of the two
lines of descent in Shealtiel 1 and Zerubbabel is fully explained.
Shealtiel was the son of Neri of Nathan's line, and also the heir of
Jeconiah of Solomon's line; and having no sons himself, he had
his nephew Zerubbabel as adopted son and heir. Rhesa, who
appears in Lk., but neither in Mt. nor in 1 Chron., is probably not
a name at all, but a title, which some Jewish copyist mistook for a
name. "Zerubbabel Rhesa," or "Zerubbabel the Prince," has
been made into "Zerubbabel (begat) Rhesa." This correction
brings Lk. into harmony with both Mt. and 1 Chron. For (1) the
Greek 'Iwav&:~ represents the Hebrew Hananiah (1 Chron. iii. 19),
a generation which is omitted by Mt.; and (2) Lk.'s 'Io~Ba is the
same as Mt.'s 'Af3wv8 (Jud-a = Ab-jud). Again, 'IovBa or 'Af3wvo
may be identified with Hodaviah (1 Chron. iii. 24); for this name
is interchanged with Judah, as is seen by a comparison of Ezra
iii. 9 and N eh. xi. 9 with Ezra ii. 40 and 1 Chron. ix. 7.
86. Ia».il Toll Kaw<lp. Toll 'Apcf>a~aS. In LXX this Cainan appears
as the father of Sala or Shelah, and son of Arphaxad, in the genea·
logy of Shem (Gen. x. 24, xi. 12; 1 Chron. i. 18). But the name
is not found in any Hebrew MS., or in any other version made from
the Hebrew. In LXX it may be an insertion, for no one earlier
than Augustine mentiOns the name. D omits it here, while ~ B L
have the form Kaivaµ for Kaiva'.v. But the hypothesis that interpolation here has led to interpolation in LXX cannot be maintained
upon critical principles.
38. 'ASap.. That Lk. should take the genealogy beyond David
and Abraham to the father of the whole human race, is entirely in
harmony with the Pauline universality of his Gospel. To the Jew
it was all-important to know that the Messiah was of the stock of
Abraham and of the house of David. Mt. therefore places this fact
l Both forms of the name, Shealtiel and Salathiel, are found in Haggai and
elsewhere in 0. T.; but in the Apocrypha and N. T. the form used is Salathiel
("I have asked God").
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in the forefront of his Gospel. Lk., writing to all alike, shows that
the Messiah is akin to the Gentile as well as to the Jew, and that
all mankind can claim Him as a brother. 1
But why does Lk. add that Adam was the son of God? Certainly not in order to show the Divine Sonship of the Messiah,
which would place Him in this respect on a level with all mankind.
More probably it is added for the sake of Gentile readers, to remind
them of the Divine origin of the human race,-an origin which they
share with the Messiah. It is a correction of the myths respecting
the origin of man, which were current among the heathen. Scriptura, etiam quod ad humani generis ortum pertinet, jigit satiatque
cognz"tionem nostram; eam qui spernunt aut ignorant, pendent errantque inter tempora antemundana et postmundana (Beng. ). It is very
forced and unnatural to take Tov ®wv as the gen. of o 0E6c;;, and
make this gen. depend upon li:iv vi6s at the beginning of the genealogy, as if Jesus and not Adam was styled the " son of God." Thus
the whole pedigree from wc;; froµ{~ETO to 'A8cf.µ would be a gigantic
parenthesis between li:iv vi6s and Tov @wv. The Tov throughout
belongs to the word in front of it, as is clear from the fact that
'Iwu~cf>, the first name, has no 'Tov before it. Each 'TOV means "who
was of," i.e. either "the son of" or "the heir of." Both AV. and
RV. give the sense correctly.
IV. 1-18. The Internal Preparation for the Ministry of the
Christ: the Temptation in the Wilderness, Mt. iv. 1-1 l; Mk.
i. 12, 13.

R. C. Trench, Studies in the Gospels, pp. 1-65, Macmillan,
1867; B. Weiss, Leben Jesu, I. ii. lo, Berlin, 1882; Eng. tr. i.
pp. 319-354; H. Latham, Pastor Pastorum, pp. 112-146, Bell,
1890; P. Schaff, Person of Christ, pp. 32, 153, Nisbet, 1880; A.
M. Fairbairn, Expositor, first series, vol. iii. pp. 321-342, Hodder,
1876; P. Didon,Jesus Chn"st, eh. iii. pp. 208-226, Plon, 1891.

Many futile and irreverent questions have been raised respect·
ing this mysterious subject; futile, because it is impossible to
answer them, excepting by empty conjectures; and irreverent,
because they are prompted by curiosity rather than by a desire for
illumination. Had the answers to them been necessary for our
spiritual welfare, the answers would have been placed within our
reach. Among such questions are such as these : Did Satan
l "In the one case we see a royal Infant born by a legal title to a glorious
inheritance ; and in the other a ministering Saviour who bears the natural sum
of human sorrow" (Wsctt. Int. to the Gospels, 7th ed. p. 316). The whole
passage should be read.
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assume a human form, and change his form with each change of
temptation, or did he remain invisible? Did he know who Jesus
was, or was he trying to discover this ? Did he know, until he was
named, that Jesus knew who he was ? Where was the spot from
which he showed all the kingdoms of the world ?
Three points are insisted upon in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(ii. 18, iv. 15), and beyond them we need not go. 1. The temptations were real. 2. Jesus remained absolutely unstained by them.
3. One purpose of the temptations was to assure us of His sympathy when we are tempted. The second point limits the first and
intensifies the third. The sinlessness of Jesus excluded all those
temptations which spring from previous sin; for there was no taint
in Him to become the source of temptation. But the fact that the
solicitations came wholly from without, and were not born from
within, does not prevent that which was offered to Him being
regarded as desirable. The force of a temptation depends, not
upon the sin involved in what is proposed, but upon the advantage
connected with it. And a righteous man, whose will never falters
for a moment, may feel the attractiveness of the advantage more
keenly than the weak man who succumbs; for the latter probably
gave way before he recognized the whole of the attractiveness; or
his nature may be less capable of such recognition. In this way
the sinlessness of Jesus augments His capacity for sympathy: for
in every case He felt the full force of temptation.I
It is obvious that the substance of the narrative could have
had only one source. No one has succeeded in suggesting any
probable alternative. There is no Old Testament parallel, of which
this could be an adaptation. Nor is there any prophecy that the
Messiah would have to endure temptation, of which this might be
a fictitious fulfilment. And we may be sure that, if the whole
had been baseless invention, the temptations would have been of
a more commonplace, and probably of a grosser kind. No Jewish
or Christian legend is at all like this. It is from Christ Himself
that the narrative comes; and He probably gave it to the disciples
in much the same form as that in which we have it here.
1 " Sympathy with the sinner in his trial does not depend on the experience
of sin, but on the experience of the strength of the temptation to sin, which only
the sinless can know in its full intensity. He who falls yields before the last
strain" (Wsctt. on Heb. ii. 18). See Neander, L. J. C. §§ 46, 47, pp. 77, 78.
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1. '11">..~p1JS 'll"VEUJl.a.Tos 6.yfou. These words connect the Temptation closely with the Baptism. 1 It was under the influence of
the Spirit, which had just descended upon Him, that He went, in
obedience to God's will, into the wilderness. All three accounts
mark this connexion ; and it explains the meaning of the narrative.
Jesus had been endowed with supernatural power; and He was
tempted to make use of it in furthering His own interests without
regard to the Father's will. And here av~xfJTJ . . . 7retpaufJi']vai
(Mt. iv. I) must not be understood as meaning that Christ went
into the wilderness to court temptation. That would be too like
yielding to the temptation which He resisted (vv. 9-12). He
went into the desert in obedience to the Spirit's promptings. That
He should be tempted there was the Divine purpose respecting
Him, to prepare Him for His work.
Neither Mt. nor Mk. has IL7Lov as an epithet of 'lrVEvµa here (see on i. 15);
and neither of them has Lk.'s favourite {nrforpe1fev.
~yno lv T/ii 'll"VEUJl.a.TL lv tjj lp~JI.<:>· "He was led in (not into)
the wilderness,'' i.e. in His wanderings there, as in His progress
thither, He was under Divine influence and guidance. The imperf.
indicates continued action. Tradition, which is not likely to be of
any value, places this wilderness close to Jericho. Some region
farther north is more probable. The ~11.epa.s TEaaEpdKoVTa. may be
taken either with ~yero (RV.) or with 7rEtpa,6p,£vo> (AV.). As the
temptation by Satan was simultaneous (pres. part.) with the leading by the Spirit, the sense will be the same, whichever arrangement be adopted. In Mk. also the words are amphibolous, and
may be taken either with ~v EY r9 Epfip,<:> or with 7retpa,6p,£Vos. If
we had only the account in Mt. we might have supposed that the
temptations did not begin until the close of the forty days. The
three recorded may have come at the end of the time, as seems to be
implied with regard to the first of them. Or they may be given as
representative of the struggles which continued throughout the
whole period.
.
2. 11"ELpa.t611.Evos. The word is here used in its commonest
sense of "try or test,'' with a sz'nister motive. In N. T. it has three
uses: 1. "try or attempt" to do (Acts ix. 26, xvi. 7, xxiv. 6); 2.
"try or test," with a good motive (Jn. vi. 6; 2 Cor. xiii. 5 ; Rev.
ii. 2), especially of God's sending trials (1 Cor. x. 13; Heb. xi. q;

a

1 Le baptgme et la tentation se succedent l' un
l' autre dans la rlalite de
l' hi'stoire, comme dans le rlcit des Evangllistes. Ces deux faits inseparables,
qui s'eclairent en s'opposant dans un contraste vigoreux, sont le vrai pr!lude
de la vz'e du Christ. L'un est la manifestation de l' Esprz't de Dieu, l'autre,
ce!le de l'esprit du ma!; l'un nous montre la filiation divine de Jesus, l'autre,
sa nature hunzaine vouee a la lutte et a l'!preuve; l'un nous rlvete la force inftnie
avec laquelle ii agira, l'autre, l'obstacle qu'il saura renverser; l'un tWU!
enseigne sa intime, l'autre, la loi de son action (Didon, p. 225).
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Rev. iii. lo); 3. "try or test," with a bad motive, in order to produce perplexity or failure (xi. 16; Mt. xix. 3; [Jn.] viii. 6), especially
of tempting to sin (1 Cor. vii. 5; l Thes. iii. 5; Jas. i. 13). It is
thus of much wider meaning than OoKtµ.~eiv (xii. 56, xiv. 19),
which has only the second of these meanings. Trench, Syn.
lxxiv. ; Cremer, Lex. p. 494.
l11ro Toii ~huj3o>..ou. All three use k6 of the agency of Satan.
He is not a mere instrument. Comp. 2 Cor. ii. l l ; Acts x. 38.
In N.T. 3iaf3o>..os with the art. always means Satan, "the calumniator," KaT' £~o)(l}v. In Mt., Jn., Acts, Eph., l and 2 Tim., Heb.,
James, Jude, l Pet., and Rev. this use is invariable. It is possible
that & 8ul.f3o>..os was originally a translation of Satan= "the adversary." In LXX £v8iaf3a>..>..eiv sometimes means "meet, oppose"
(Num. xxii. 22, 32), and oiaf3oA.os means "adversary" (1 Mac. i.
36). In Job (i. 6-12, ii. l-7) and Zech. (iii. l-3) b 3ia{3oA.os is
used as in N.T. for Satan, as the accuser or slanderer of God to
man and of man to God. In this scene he endeavours to misrepresent God, and to induce Jesus to adopt a false view of His
relation to God.
The existence of such a being is sometimes denied, but on
purely priori grounds. To science the question is an open one,
and does not admit of demonstration either way. But the teaching of Christ and His Apostles is clear and explicit; and only
three explanations are possible. Either ( l) they accommodated
their language to a gross superstition, knowing it to be such; or
( 2) they shared this superstition, not knowing it to be such ; or
(3) the doctrine is not a superstition, but they taught the actual
truth. As Keim rightly says, one cannot possibly regard all the
sayings of Jesus on this subject as later interpolations, and "Jesus
plainly designated His contention with the empire of Satan as a
personal one" (Jes. of Naz., Eng. tr. ii. pp. 318, 325). See Gore,
Dissertations on Subjects connected with the Incarnation, pp. 23-27.
o~K E4>a.yev o&iilv. This does not agree well with the supposition
that Jesus partook of the scanty food which might be found in the
wilderness. The V'f/IJ'Truua> of Mt. seems to imply the deliberate
fasting which was customary in times of solemn retirement for
purposes of devotion. But this does not exclude the possibility
that the mental and spiritual strain was so great that for a time
there was no craving for food. In any case the want of fqod
would at last bring prostration of body and mind; and then the
violence of temptation would be specially felt. Both Mt. and Lk.
appear to mean that it was not until near the end of the forty days
that the pangs of hunger were endured. For auVTe>..eia&m of days.
being completed comp. Acts xxi. 27; Job i. 5; Tobit x. 7. 1

a

1 The fasts of Moses and Elijah were of similar duration (Deut. ix. 9; I K.
:rix. 8). The number forty in Scripture is connected with s1.1ffering. The
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8. dn"EV. Mt. adds 7rporu>..(Mw, which is a very favourite expression of his. It does not necessarily imply corporal presence,
although Mt. himself may have understood it in that sense. Jesus
says of the approaching struggle in Gethsemane, "The prince of the
world cometh" (Jn. xiv. 30). Nowhere in Scripture is Satan said
to have appeared in a visible form: Zech. iii. 1 is a vision. And
nothing in this narrative requires us to believe that Satan was
visible on this occasion.
Et uto~ Et Toii E>eoii. Both Mt. and Lk. have v16s T. @. without
the article, the reference being to the relationship to God, rather
than to the office of the Messiah. The emphatic word is v16s.
The allusion to the voice from heaven (iii. 22) is manifest, but is
not likely to have occurred to a writer of fiction, who would more
probably have written, "If Thou art the Christ." The "if" does
not necessarily imply any doubt in Satan, although Augustine takes
it so; 1 but it is perhaps meant to inspire doubt in Jesus : "Rath
God said, Thou art My beloved Son, and yet forbidden Thee to
give Thyself bread?" Comp. "Yea, bath God said, Ye shall not
eat of any tree of the garden?" (Gen. iii. 1 ). The suggestion
seems to be that He is to work a miracle in order to prove the
truth of God's express declaration, and that He may doubt His
relation to God, if God does not allow the miracle.
This seems better than to regard the first temptation as a temptation of tke
jlesk. If the food had been there, would it have been sinful for Jesus to partake
of it? Again, it is sometimes said that it was a temptation to use His supernatural
power to supply His own necessitz'es. Among ' the Laws of the Working of
Signs" we are told was one to the effect that " Our Lord will not use His
special powers to provide for His personal wants or those of His immediate
followers." 2 This law perhaps does not hold, except so far as it coincides
with the principle that no miracle is wrought where the given end can be obtained without miracle. Some of Christ's escapes from His enemies seem to
have been miraculous. Was not that "providing for a personal want"? His
rejoining His disciples by walking on the sea might be classed under the same
head. The boat coming suddenlr, to land might be called "providing for the
wants of His immediate followers. ' Had He habitually supplied His personal
wants by miracle, then He would have ceased to share the lot of mankind.
But it would be rash to say that it would have been sinful for Him to supply
Himself with food miraculously, when food was necessary for His work and
could not be obtained by ordinary means. It is safer to regard this as a
temptation to satisfy Himself of the truth of God's word by a test of His own.
Deluge lasted forty days and nights (Gen. vii. 4, 12). The Israelites wandered
for forty years (Num. xiv. 33, xxxii. 13). Egypt is to lie waste forty years
(Ezek. xxix. I-I). Ezekiel is to bear the iniquity of the house of Judah (i.e. the
penalty for that iniquity) forty days, each day representing a year (iv. 6).
•Offenders received forty stripes as a maximum (Deut. xxv. 3). A mother was
unclean for forty days after childbirth (Lev. xii. 1-4). Perhaps we are to
understand that the fast of the Ninevites lasted forty days.
1 Dubitavit de illo dmmonum princeps, eumque tentavit, an Ckri'stus essll
u-j>lorans (De Civ. Det', ix. 21).
2 Latham, Pastor Pastorum, p. IIJ.
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The singular Tcii "AlOljJ TOUTl/J is more graphic than the ol "Al001 oliT01 of Mt. A
single loaf is all that He need produce. The similarity between lumps of stone
and loaves of bread perhaps explains why this material, so common in the
wilderness, was selected for change into food.
For the use of fva after El'lrE (x. 40, xix. 15, etc.) see Win. xliv. 8, pp.
420-424; B. Weiss on Mt. iv. 3; Simcox, Lan;. of N. T. p. 177; Green,
Gr. of N. T. p. 170. It is a weakening of the tehc force offva rather than a
mere substitute for the infinitive. See Blass, Gr. pp. 217 ff.

4. Christ does not reply to the "if" by affirming that He is
the Son of God ; nor does He explain why the Son of God does
not accept the devil's challenge. He gives an answer which holds
good for any child of God in similar temptation. 1 The reply is a
pointed refutation, however, of the special suggestion to Himself,
0 avBpw7rO> having direct reference to v~o> T. ®rnv. Satan suggests
that God's Son would surely be allowed to provide food for Himself. Jesus replies that God can sustain, not only His Son, but
any human being, with or without food, and can make other things
besides bread to be food. Comp. "My meat is to do the will of
Him that sent Me" (Jn. iv. 34). The reply is verbatim as LXX
of Deut. viii. 3. As all His replies come from this book, we may
conjecture that Jesus had recently been reading it or meditating
on it. The repeated use of a book which is so full of the trials of
Israel in the wilderness may suggest a parallel between the forty
days and the forty years. The direct reference is to the manna.
The addition of the remainder of the quotation in AD and other authorities
comes from Mt. It differs in wording in the texts which insert it. If it were
genuine here, its absence from the best authorities would be most extraordinary. The insertion of o liid{Jo"Aos and of Eis /)pos uyn1"A6v in ver. 5, and
the substitution of Toil Kouµov for ri)s olKouµov'l]s, are corruptions of the same
kind.

5. Lk. places second the temptation which Mt. places last.
The reasons given for preferring one order to the other are subjective and unconvincing. Perhaps neither Evangelist professes to
give any chronological order. Temptations may be intermingled.
It is very doubtful whether the TO'T£ with which Mt. introduces the
temptation which he places second, and the mx)..iv with which he
introduces his third, are intended to specify sequence in time.
Many Lat. MSS. ( G b c fl qr) here place vv. 5-8 after vv. 9-r 1.
Lk. omits the command to Satan to depart; 2 and we have no
means of knowing which temptation it immediately followed. Mt.
naturally connects it with the one which he places last.
dvayaywv. See on ii. 22. The word does not require us to
1
Trench quotes from Ambrose: Non enim quasi' Deus utt'tur potestatt
(quid enim mihi proderat), sed quasi homo commune sibi arcessit auxilium.
2
It is worth noting that A. V., which follows those texts that insert "'l'.',,.a~
011"luw µou, :2:aTavii in ver. 8, renders the words "Get thee behind Me, Satan"
there, and "Get thee hence, Satan" in Mt.
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believe that Satan had control of Christ's person and transferred
Him bodily from the desert to a mountain-top. From no mountain
could "all the kingdoms of the world" be visible, least of all " in
a moment of time." If Satan on the mountain could present to
Christ's mind kingdoms which were not visible to the eye, he
could do so in the desert. We may suppose that he transferred
Jesus in thought to a mountain-top, whence He could in thought
see all. For "all the kingdoms of the world" comp. Ezra i. 2,
where we have rfjc; yi)c; for "of the world " : in Mt. Toil KOuµov,
which D substitutes here.
Tijs olKoup.EvtJS· A favourite expression with Lk. (ii. 1 1 xxi. 26;
Acts xi. 28, xvii. 6, 31, xix. 27, xxiv. 5): elsewhere only six times,
of which one is a quotation (Rom. x. 18 from Ps. xix. 5). It
describes the world as a place of settled government, "the civilized
world." To a Greek it might mean the Greek world as distinct
from barbarian regions (Hdt. iv. 110. 4; comp. Dern. De Cor.
p. 242). Later it meant "the Roman Empire," orbis terrarum, as
in ii. 1 (Philo, Leg. ad Cai. 25). In inscriptions the Roman
Emperor is ;, Kvpwc; Tijc; olKovµl1rqc;. Finally, it meant "the whole
inhabited earth,'' as here and xxi. 26 (Rev. xvi. 14; Heb. i. 6;
Jos. Ant. viii. 13. 4: B. J. vii. 3. 3). In Heb. ii. 5 it is used of
the world to come as an ordered system: see Wsctt. Lk. omits
Kat T~v oo,av a&rwv here, but adds it in Satan's offer.
EV anyp.fi xpovou. Pundo tempons: comp. iv pttj ocp8aA.µov
(1 Cor. xv. 52).
Not in Mt. Comp. Is. xxix. 5; 2 Mac. ix. 11.
It intimates that the kingdoms were represented, not in a series of
pageants, but simultaneously: acuta tentatio (Beng.). To take iv
unyµfi XP· with avayaywv is not a probable arrangement. With
unyµ~ (url,£w ="to prick ")·comp. stimulus, "stick," and "sting."
6. Iol. 8wa111 • . • OTL ep.ol. 1rapa8l8oTm.
Both pronouns are
emphatic: "To Thee I will give ••• because to me it hath been
delivered."
The a.tirwv after rl,11 M~av is a constructio ad sensum, referring to the
kingdoms understood in r1,11 e~ov11-la11 rai'rr7]11, "this authority and jurisdiction."
In 1rapa/Uoorai we have the common use of the perf. to ex;:iress permanent
and present result of past action; "it has been given over' and remains in
my possession: comp. "tf-rparrai (4, 8, ro) and <(p7]TllL (12).
Satan does not say by whom it has been given over ; and two answers are
possible: l. by God's permission ; 2. by man's sin. But the latter does not
exclude the former; and in any case confitetur tentator, se non esse conditorem
(Beng. ). That it refers to a Divine gift previous to his revolt against God, is a
gratuiteus conjecture. Christ Himself speaks of Satan as "the ruler of this
world" Un. xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. II). In the Rabbinical writings "Lord of
this world" is a common name for Satan, as ruler of the heathen, in opposition
to God, the Head of the Jewish theocracy. The devil is the ruler of the un·
believing and sinful ; but he mixes truth with falsehood when he claims to have
dominion over all the material glory of the world. Comp. Eph. ii. 2 ; 2 Cor.
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iv. 4; Rev. xiii. 2, In iii a,, 8{>..,,, the mixture of falsehood seems to be still
greater. Even of those who are under the dominion of Satan it is only in a
limited sense true that he can dispose of them as he pleases. But the subtlety
of the temptation lies partly in the fact that it appeals to what is in a very real
sense true. Satan intimates that the enormous influence which he possesses
over human affairs may be obtained for the promotion of the Messiah's King·
dom. Thus all the pain and suffering, which otherwise lay before the Saviour
of the world, might be evaded. 1

7. ~i\v 'll'poaKuvt}uns. Mt. adds '7f'e<J"tiiv, which, like 1rpo<J"<A8Jiv,
indicates that he diay have believed that Satan was visible,
although this is not certain. Even actual prostration is possible
to an invisible being, and "fall down and worship" is a natural
figure for entire submission or intense admiration. In the East,
prostration is an acknowledgment of authon'ty, not necessarily of
personal merit. The temptation, therefore, seems to be that of
admitting Satan's authon'ty and accepting promotion from him.
lvw'll'•ov lfLo\i. Lk.'s favourite expression (i. 15, 17, 19, 75, etc.). The
usual constr. after 1rpo<TKVV<tP is the acc. (ver. 8; Mt. iv. IO; Rev. ix. 20,
xiii. 12, xiv. 9, II) or the dat. (Acts vii. 43; Jn. iv. 21, 23; Rev. iv. 10,
vii. I 1): but Rev. xv. 4 as here.
EO'TO.L aou 'll'QCJ"O.,
" The (~ov<J'ta. which has been delivered to
me I am willing to delegate or transfer" : magna superbia (Beng. ).
The acceptance of it would be equivalent to 1rpo<J"KVV7J<J"is. Just as
in the first case the lawful desire for food was made an occasion of
temptation, so here the lawful desire of power, a desire specially
lawful in the Messiah. Everything depends upon why and how
the food and the 'power are· obtained. Christ was born to be a
king; but His Kingdom is not of this world (Jn. xviii. 36, 37), and
the prince of this world has nothing in Him (Jn. xiv. 30). He
rejects the Jewish idea of the Messiah as an earthly potentate, and
thus condemns Himself to rejection by Eis own people. He
rejects Satan as an ally, and thereby has him as an implacable
enemy. The end does not sanctify the means.
8. 'll'poaKuvt}ae•s. Mt. also has this word in harmony with
Satan's 1rpo<J"Kvv~<T'{J'>; but in LXX of Deut. vi. 13 we have cpof37JO~<r(l : see on vii. 2 7.->..a.Tpeuaeis.
Lit. "serve for hire"
(A.11.Tpis ="hireling"). In class. Grk. it is used of the service of
slaves and of freemen, whether rendered to men or to God: in
N.T. always of religious service, but sometimes of the worship of
idols (Acts vii. 42; Rom. i. 25). Trench, Syn. xxxv. Propositum
erat Domino humilitate diabolum vincere, non potentia (Jerome).
9. TO 'll'TEpuy•ov Toil tepoil. It is impossible to determine what

1 In this connexion a remark of Pere Didon .is worth quoting. Of the
traditional scene of the Temptation he says that there Christ avait SIJUS les yeux
ee chemi'n de Jericho Jerusalem qtlil devait suivre, un }our, avec ses disciples,
pour alter a fa, mort (Jesus Christ, en. iii. p. 209).
.
.
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this means. The article points to its being something well known
by this name. The three points conjectured are: 1. the top of
the Royal Porch, whence one looked into an abyss (Jos. Ant.
xv. I I. s); 2. the top of Solomon's Porch; 3· the roof of the
vaoc;. It was from To 71'T€pvywv Toii i£poii that James the Just was
thrown, according to Hegesippus (Eus. H. E. ii. 23. n, 16). Had
any part of the vaoc; been intended, we should perhaps have had
T. vaoii rather than T. i£poii.
Et utos et Toil 01toii. The repetition of this preamble is evidence
that this temptation is in part the same as the first (ver. 3). In
both cases Jesus is to " tempt " (ver. 12) God, to challenge Him
to prove His Fatherhood by a test of His Son's own choosing.
But, whereas in the first case Christ was to be rescued from an
existing danger by a miracle, here He is to court needless danger
in order to be rescued by a miracle. It may be that this is also a
partial repetition of the second temptation. If the suggestion is
that He should throw Himself down into the courts of the temple,
so that the priests and the people might see His miraculous
descent, and be convinced of His Messiahship, then this is once
more a temptation to take a short cut to success, and, by doing
violence to men's wills, avoid all the pain and suffering involved
in the work of redemption. 1 If this is correct, then this temptation is a combination of the other two. It is difficult to see what
point there is in mentioning the temple, if presumptuously seeking
peril was the only element in the temptation. The precipices of
the wilderness would have served for that. The Jia>..e aeauTov
expresses more definitely than the mid. would have done that the
act is to be entirely His own. Not "Fall," nor "Spring," but
"Cast Thyself"; de.Jice teipsum. Comp. fovTovc; 71'Aavwp.£v (1 Jn.
i. 8).
10. The fact that after T. 8La4>uM~aL ae Satan omits EY 71'acrai-.
Ta'i:c; b8o'i:c; uov is in favour of the view that presumptuous rushing
into danger is part of the temptation. To fling oneself down from
a height is not going "in one's ways," but out of them. The
disobedient Prophet was slain by the lion, the obedient Daniel
was preserved in the lions' den. But we are not sure that the
omission of the words has this significance.
lL t1Tl XELpwv. " On their hands," implying great carefulness.
The 1Tpos >..(9ov has no special reference either to the temple or the
rocks below : stones abound in most places, and lie in the way
of those who stumble.
12. Ei'.p1JTaL. In Mt. ITO.A.iv ylypa'Tl'Tat. Jesus had appealed to
Scripture; Satan does the same; and then Jesus shows that
isolated texts may be misleading. They may be understood in a
sense plainly at variance with some other passage. Satan had
1

See Edersh. L. & T. i. p. 3C\4 ; Latham, Pastor Pastorum, p. 140.
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suggested that it was impossible to put too much trust in God.
Christ points out that testing God is not trusting Him.
The verb <'t.:Te1pa'.se1v is wholly biblical (x. 25 ; Mt. iv. 7; Ps. lxxvii. 18). In
the Heb. it is " Ye shall not tempt" : but in LXX we have the sing. as here.

18. 'll"ciVTa. '11"ELpa.ap.6v. " Every kind of temptation " : a further
indication that He was tempted throughout the forty days, and that
what is recorded is merely an illustration of what took place.
The enemy tried all his weapons, and was at all points defeated.
Comp. ?ril.ua. aµ,apT{a Kat f3>..au<f>'Y}µ,£a, "all manner of sin and
blasphemy" (Mt. xii. 31); ?ril.v Uv8pov, "every kind of tree (Mt.
iii. 10); ~ µ,f.v 7r0n'YJ'> f]8ovij<; &.?ro>..avwv Kat µ,'Y}8£µ,u'i.<; &:1r£xoµ,£vos
d.Ko..\ao-ro<;, "he who enjoys every kind of pleasure," etc. (Arist.
Eth. Nz"c. ii. 2. 7).
0.XP~ Ka.Lpoii. "Until a convenient season."
This rendering
gives the proper meaning both of 11.XPi and of Kaip6<> : comp. Acts
xiii. 11, xxiv. 2 5; Lk. xxi. 24. It is Satan's expectation that on
some future occasion he will have an opportunity of better success;
and an opportunity came when Judas was allowed to deliver the
Christ into the hands of His enemies. That this was such an
occasion seems to be .indicated by Christ's own declarations :
" The prince of this world cometh; and he hath nothing in Me"
(Jn. xiv. 30); and "This is your hour and the power of darkness"
(Lk. xxii. 53). Satan was not visible in a bodily shape then, and
probably not on this earlier occasion. It is Peter who on one
occasion became a visible tempter (Mt. xvi. 23; Mk. viii. 33). Not
that we are to suppose, however, that Satan entirely desisted from
attacks between the beginning and end of Christ's ministry: "Ye
are they which have continued with Me in My temptations," rather
implies the contrary (xxii. 28) ; but the evil one seems to have
accumulated attacks at the beginning and the end. In the wilderness he employed the attractiveness of painless glory and success ;
in the garden he tried the dread of suffering and failure. All
human temptation takes place through the instrumentality of
pleasure or pain. Comp. xxii. 3.
Luke says nothing about the ministration of Angels which followed the
temptation, as recorded by both Mt. and Mk., not because he doubts such facts,
for he repeatedly records them (i. II, 26, ii. 9, xxii. 43; Acts v. 19, viii. 26,
xii. 7, xxvii. 23), but probably because his source said nothing about them. Mk.
~ems to mean that Angels were ministering to Jesus during the whole of the
forty days: his three imperfects (~v ••• ~v ••• 8t'l}t.:6vovv) are co-ordinate.
The Temptation is not a dream, nor a vision, nor a myth, nor a parable,
translated into history by those who heard and misunderstood it, but an historical fact. It was part of the Messiah's preparation for His work. In His
baptism He received strength. In His temptation He practised the use of it.
Moreover, He thus as man acquired experience (Heb. v. 8) of the possibilities of
evil, and of the violent and subtle ways in which His work could be ruined.
Only from Himself could the disciples have learned the history of this
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struggle. Among other things it taught them the value of the Jewish Scriptures.
With these for their guide they could overcome the evil one, as He had done: no
special illumination was necessary (xvi. 29, 31).

IV.14-IX. 50. The Ministry in Galilee.

Lk., like Mt. and Mk., omits the early ministry in J udrea; but
we shall find that his narrative, like theirs, implies it. All three of
them connect the beginning of the Galilean ministry with the
Baptism and the Temptation; while Mt. and Mk. make the imprisonment of the Baptist to be the occasion of Christ's departure
from Judrea into Galilee (Mt. iv. 12; Mk. i. 14). But they neither
assert nor imply that John was imprisoned soon after the Temptation ; nor do they explain why the arrest of John by Herod Anti pas
should make Christ take refuge in this same Herod's dominions.
It is from the Fourth Gospel that we learn that there was a considerable interval between the Temptation and John's imprisonment, and that during it Jesus went into Galilee and returned to
Judrea again (ii. 13). From it also we learn that the occasion of
the second departure into Galilee was the jealousy of the Pharisees,
who had been told that Jesus was making and baptizing more
disciples even than the Baptist. Much as they disliked and feared
the revolutionary influence of John, they feared that of Jesus still
more. John declared that he was not the Christ, he "did no sign,''
and he upheld the Law. Whereas Jesus had been pointed out as
the Messiah ; He worked miracles, and He disregarded, not only
traditions which were held to be equal to the Law (Jn. iv. 9), but
even the Law itself in the matter of the Sabbath (Jn. v. 9, 10).
Thus we see that it was not to escape the persecution of Herod, but
to escape that of the Pharisees, who had delivered the Baptist into
the hands of Herod, that Jesus retired a second time from J udrea
into Galilee. It was "after that John was delz"vered up" (Mk. i. 14),
and "when He heard that John was delivered up" (Mt. iv. 12 ),
that Christ retired into Galilee. In neither case was it Herod's
action, but the action of those who delivered John into the hands
of Herod, that led to Christ's change of sphere. And in this way
what is recorded in the Fourth Gospel explains the obscurities of
the other three.
There is a slight apparent difference between the first two Gospels and the
third. The three Evangelists agree in noticing only one return from J udrea.
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to Galilee, and possibly each knows of only one. But whereas Mt. and Mk.
seem to point to the second return, for they connect it with the delivering up
of the Baptist, Lk. seems rather to point to the first return, for he connects it
with " the power of the Spirit," an expression which suggests a reference to
that power which Jesus had received at the Baptism and exercised in the
Temptation. It is quite possible, however, that the expression refers to the
power with which He had worked miracles and taught in Galilee and Juda:a;
in which case all three Gospels treat of the second return to Galilee.

Not very much plan is discernible in this portion of the Gospel ;
and it may be doubted whether the divisions made by commentators correspond with any arrangement which the writer had
in his mind. But even artificial schemes help to a clearer apprehension of the whole; and the arrangement suggested by Godet is,
at any rate, useful for this purpose. He takes the Development in
the Position o.f Christ's Disciples as the principle of his divisions.
1. iv. 14-44.
To the Call of the first Disciples.
2. v. r-vi. rr. To the Nomination of the Twelve.
3 vi. 12-viii. 56. To the first Mission of the Twelve.
4. ix. r-50. To the Departure for Jerusalem.
These divisions are clearly marked out in the text of WH., a
space being left at the end of each.
IV. 14-44. The Ministry in Galilee to the Ca!!

Disczp!es.

o.f the first

The Visits to Nazareth and Capernaum.

14, 15. Comp. Mt. iv. 12; Mk. i. 14. These two verses are
introductory, and point out three characteristics of this period of
Christ's activity. r. He worked in the power of the Spirit. 2. His
fame spread far and wide. 3. The synagogues were the scenes of
His preaching (comp. ver. 44).
14. lv tji 8uvap.EL Toil 'll'VEup.aTos. This is perhaps to remind us
that since His first departure from Galilee He has been endowed
with the Holy Spirit and has received new powers (iii. 22, iv. r, r8).
Bengel's post victoriam corroboratus connects it too exclusively
with the Temptation. Unless, with De Wette, we take Kal ~~P.11
t!~>..6Ev as anticipating what follows, the statement implies much
preaching and perhaps some miracles, of which Lk. has said
nothing; for Jesus is famous directly He returns. The power of
the Spirit had already been exhibited in Him. Jn. says that "the
Galileans received Him, having seen all the things that He did in
Jerusalem at the feast" (iv. 45). But it is not likely that they had
heard of the wonders which attended the Birth, or of those which
attended the Baptism.
There are various marks of Lk.'s style. 1. inrfoTpeif;ev, for which Mt. has
&.ve;x,wp'f)uev and Mk. 1fAOev. Comp. ver. 1, where Lk. has lnrenp•if;•v, while
Mt. has &.vfix8'1J. 2. 86vaµLS of Divine power. Comp. i. 35, and see on
iv. 36. 3. Ka.8' 4A'1)S in this sense.. Comp. xxiii. 5; Acts ix. 31, 42, x. 37;
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it is peculiar to Lk. See Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. 148. 4• .j 'll'eplx.wpos, sc.
-yi), is an expression of which Lk. is fond (iii. 3, iv. 37, vii. 17, viii. 37; Acts
xiv. 6); not in Jn., and only twice in Mt. (iii. 5, xiv. 35) and once in Mk.
(i. 28; not vi. 55).

15. Kul. uOTos lS(SmrKev. Lk. is so fond of this mode of transi·
tion that ai'.IT6~ possibly has no special significance ; if it has, it is
" He Himself," as distinct from the rumour respecting Him. The
imperf. points to His habitual practice at this time, and seems to
deprive what follows of all chronological connexion. All the
Gospels mention His teaching in synagogues, and give instances of
His doing so during the early part of His ministry (Mt iv. 23,
ix. 35, xii. 9, xiii. 54; Mk. i. 21, 39, iii. 1, vi. 2; Lk. iv. 44, vi. 6;
Jn. vi. 59). Towards the close of it, when the hostility of the
teachers became more pronounced, there is less mention of this
practice : perhaps He then taught elsewhere, in order to avoid
needless collision. It should be noticed that here, as elsewhere, it
is the teaching rather than the worship in the synagogues that is
prominent Synagogues were primarily places of instruction
(xiii. 10; Jn. xviii. 20; Acts xiii. 27, xv. 21, etc.), and it was as
such that Augustus encouraged them. Morality of a high kind
was taught there, and morality is on the side of order.
tv T«'is auva.ywya.i:s uOTwv. This means in the synagogues of the
Galileans. Galilee at this time was very populous. Josephus no
doubt exaggerates when he says that the smallest villages had
fifteen thousand inhabitants (B. J. iii. 3. 2 ), and that there were
over two hundred towns and villages. But in any case there were
many Galileans. Among them there was more freshness and less
formalism than among the inhabitants of Jud::ea. Here the
Pharisees and the hierarchy had less influence, and therefore
Galilee was a more hopeful field in which to seek the first elements
of a Church. On the other hand, it was necessary to break down
the prejudices of those who had known Him in His youth, and had
seen in Him no signs of His being the Messiah that they were
expecting : and the fame of the miracles which He had wrought in
Jud::ea was likely to contribute towards this. Thus the Jud::ean
ministry prepared the way for the more promising ministry in
Galilee. We have no means of estimating the number of Galilean
synagogues ; but the fact that such a place as Capernaum had
either none, or only a poor one, until a Roman centurion was
moved to provide one ("himself built us our synagogue," vii. 5),
is some evidence that by no means every village or even every
small town possessed one. The remains of ancient synagogues
exist at several places in Galilee; Tell-Hum, Irbid (the Arbela of
r Mac. ix. 2),Jisch (Giscala), Meiron (Mero), Kasyoun, Nabartein,
and Kefr-Bereim. But it is doubtful whether any of these are older
than the second or third century.
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The origin of synagogues is to be sought in the Babylonish captivity ; and
they greatly increased in number after the destruction of the temple. The fact
that Jewish legend derives the institution of synagogues from Moses, shows how
essential the Jews considered it to be. The statement that there were at one
time 48o synagogues in Jerusalem is also legendary; but 480 may be a symbolical number. One has only to remember the size of Jerusalem to see the
.t.bsurdity of 480 places of public instruction in it. But large towns sometimes
had several synagogues, either for different nationalities (Acts vi. 9; see
Lumby and Blass) or different handicrafts. 1

Sogat6p.Evos G-n·ll 'lraVTwv. Because of the power of His preaching, especially when contrasted with the lifeless repetitions and
senseless trivialities of ordinary teachers.
16-80. The Visit to Nazareth. Comp. Mt. xiii. 53-58; Mk.
vi. 1-6. It remains doubtful whether Lk. here refers to the same
visit as that recorded by Mt. and Mk. If it is the same, he perhaps has purposely transposed it to the opening of the ministry, as
being typical of the issue of Christ's ministry. He was rejected by
His own people. Similarly the non-Galilean ministry opens with a
rejection (ix. 51-56). In any case, the form of the narrative is
peculiar to Lk., showing that he here has some special source. We
are not to understand that the Galilean ministry began at Nazareth.
More probably Christ waited until the reports of what He had said
and done in other parts of Galilee prepared the way for His return
to Nazareth as a teacher.
16. o~ ~v [ dva]TE6pap.p.lvos. This tells us rather more than
ii. 51: it implies, moreover, that for some time past Nazareth had
ceased to be His home. But the addition of "where He had been
brought up" explains what follows. It had been " His custom"
during His early life at Nazareth to attend the synagogue every
sabbath. It is best to confine Kara r6 €lw(}6<; to the clause in
which it is embedded, and not carry it on to avlur'YJ avayvwvui : it
was possibly the first time that He had stood up to read at
Nazareth. But the phrase may refer to what had been His custom
elsewhere since He began His ministry; or it may be written from
the Evangelist's point of view of what was afterwards His custom.
We may therefore choose between these explanations. 1. He had
previously been in the habit of attending the synagogue at Nazareth,
and on this occasion stood up to read. 2. He had previously been
in the habit of reading at Nazareth. 3. He had lately been in the
habit of reading elsewhere, and now does so at Nazareth. 4. This
was an early example of what became His custom. In no case
must the sermon be included in the custom. That this was His
first sermon at Nazareth is implied by the whole context.
I On synagogues see Edersh. L. &
T. i. pp. 430-450, Hist. of Jewish
Natzon, pp. 1~129, ed. 1896; Schiirer,Jewzsh People in the T. ofJ. C. ii. 2,
pp. 52-89; Hausrath, N. T. Times, i. pp. 84-93; Plumptre in D.B. ; Leyrer in
Herzog, PRE. 1 ; Strack in Herzog, PRE. 2 ; and other authorities in Schiirer.
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In D both TE0pa.µ.µlvos and a.n-i;; after eiw06s are omitted, and the text
runs, €"/l.Owv ae Eis Nasapea 87rOV ~· Kara TO ElwOos EV TV i/µ.Epq. TWV craf3{3drwv
Eis r1/v uvva"fc,yy-fiv ; but in the Latin the former word is restored, veniens
autem in Nazared ubi erat nutricatus z"ntroibit secundum consuetudinem in
sabbato in synagogam. The omissions are perhaps due to Marcionite influence. According to Marcion, Christ came direct from heaven into the
synagogue, de ccelo in synagogam (seep. 131); and therefore all trace of His
previous life in Nazareth must be obliterated. He was not reared there, and
was not accustomed to visit the synago~e there. Only a custom of attending the synagogue existed. See Rendel Harris, Study of Codex Bezm, p. 232,
in Texts and Studies, ii. 1. Comp. the insertions ix. 54, 55, which may be
due to the same influence.
The phrase Kara ro ElwOos occurs in LXX Num. xxiv. 1; Sus. 13. ltis
characteristic of Lk. See on Kara ro E!los, i. 8. With the dat. Kara ro ElwOos
occurs only here and Acts xvii. 2; and TV i/µ.epq. rwv uaf3{3drwv occurs
only here, Acts xiii. 14, and xvi. 13: but comp. Lk. xiii. 14, 16 and xiv. 5.
It is a periphrasis for iv rols uaf3., or iv ri;; uaf3., or rols uaf3., or ri;i uaf3.

dvlaTIJ dvayvwva•. Standing to read was the usual practice,
excepting when the Book of Esther was read at the Feast of
Purim : then the reader might sit. Christ's standing up indicated
that He had been asked to read, or was ready to do so. This is
the only occasion on which we are told that Jesus read.
The lectern was close to the front seats, where those who were most likely
to be called upon to read commonly sat. A lesson from the Thorah or Law
was read first, and then one from the Prophets. After the lesson had been
read in Hebrew it was interpreted into Aramaic (Neh. viii. 8), or into Greek in
places where Greek was commonly spoken. This was done verse by verse in
the Law ; but in the Prophets three verses might be taken at once, and in this
case Jesus seems to have taken two verses. Then followed the exposition or
sermon. The reader, interpreter, and preacher might be one, two, or three
persons. Here Christ was both reader and preacher ; and possibly He inter·
preted as well. 1 Although there were officers with fixed duties attached to each
synagogue, yet there was no one specially appointed either to read, or interpret,
or preach, or pray. Any member of the congregation might discharge these
duties ; and probably those who were competent discharged them in turn at the
invitation of the d.pxiuvvd"fc,yyos (Acts xiii. 15. Comp. Philo in Eus. Prrep.
Evang. viii. 7, p. 360 A, and Quod omnis probus liber xii.). Hence it was
always easy for Jesus to address the congregation. When He became famous
as a teacher He would often be invited to do so. 2 And during His early years
He may have read without interpreting or expounding; for even those under
age were sometimes allowed to read in the synagogues. We cannot infer from
His being able to read that He Himself possessed the Scriptures. In N.T.
dva"fLVW<TKw is used in no other sense than that of reading; lit. recognizing
1 We have no right to infer from this incident that the Hebrew Bible could
still be understood by the people. Nothing is said about interpretation ; but
we cannot assume that it did not take place. Mk. xv. 34 is evidence of some
knowledge of O.T. in Aramaic. See Classical Review, May 1894, p. 216,
against Kautzsch, Grammatik des biblischen Aramaischen, p. 19.
2 Comp. 'Ava<TTaS ae TIS TWV EJJ.7rE1pOTdTWV V</>"YJ"fELTCll rll.piura Kai <Tl/lloluovra,
o!s ii.7ras o {3Los €m5wuE• 7rpos ro {JfM•ov (Philo, .De Septenan"o, vi. ). See also
the fragments of Philo in Eus. Prmp. Evang. viii. 7. 12, 13, and viii. 12. 10,
ed. Gaisford. These three passages give us Philo's account of the synagogue
services.
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again the written characters; of reading aloud, Acts xiii. 27, xv. 21; 2 Cor.
iii. 15; Col. iv. 16; 1 Thes. v. 27.

17. i11n8691). "Was handed" to Him, "was given over by
handing": comp. brE{frrovv (ver. 42). It does not mean "was
handed to Him in addition," implying that something else had
been handed to Him previously. This meaning is not common,
and is not found elsewhere in N. T. The reading of the Parascha,
or section from the Law, had probably preceded, and had been
read possibly by someone else. This was the IIaphthara, or prophetic section (Acts xiii. 15). That Is. lxi. 1, 2 was the lesson
appointed for the day is quite uncertain. We do not even know
whether there was at that time any cycle of prophetical lessons,
nor whether it would be strictly adhered to, if there was such.
Apparently Isaiah was handed to Him without His asking for it ;
but that also is uncertain. The cycle of lessons now in use is of
much later origin ; and therefore to employ the Jewish lectionary
in order to determine the day on which this took place is futile.
On the other hand, there is no evidence that "Jesus takes the
section which He lights upon as soon as it· is unrolled" ; for EfipE
quite as easily may mean the opposite ;-that He intentionally
found a passage which had been previously selected.
The more definite dva.71"Tu~cu (~ D) is probably a correction of dvol~ar
(A B L and most versions). The former occurs nowhere in N. T., while the
latter is very common : see esp. Rev. v. 2, 3, 4, 5, x. 2, 8, xx. I2. Fond as
Lk. is ofanal ytical tenses, ~" 'Ye'Ypaµ,µhov occurs nowhere else in his writings :
lure 'Y~paµ,. is common in Jn. (ii. 17, vi. 31, 45, x. 34, xii. 14, 16).

18. The quotation is given by the Evangelist somewhat freely
from LXX, probably from memory and under the influence of
other passages of Scripture. To argue that the Evangelist cannot
be S. Luke, because S. Luke was a Gentile, and therefore would
not know the LXX, is absurd. S. Luke was not only a constant
companion of S. Paul, but a fellow-worker with him in dealing
with both Jews and Gentiles. He could not have done this
without becoming familiar with the LXX.
Down to &:rr£crraAK£v p,E inclusive the quotation agrees with
LXX. After that the text of LXX runs thus : ld.cracrOai rovs crvvrErpiµ.µ,€vovs rqv Kap8£av1 K'Y}pvtai al)(IJ.aAwrot<; lJ.cpEcrtv KQL rvcpAo{,r; civa{3AEl/!tv1 KaAtcrai lviaurcw Kvptov 8EKrov. In many authorities the
clause lcf.cracrOai Tovs crvvuTpiµ.µ.lvous T~v Kapi'i[ay has been inserted

into the text of Lk. in order to make the quotation more full and
more in harmony with O.T. We have similar insertions Mt. xv.
8; Acts vii. 37; Rom. xiii. 9; Heb. xii. 20, and perhaps ii. 7. 1
1 Scrivener, Int. to Crit. of N. T. i. pp. 12, 13, 4th ed.
The evidence against the clause ld.uauOa.t • • • riw Kapi5la.v here (in N A Q of
LXX rii Kapoli) is decisive. It is omitted by~ B D L!E:, 13-69, 33, most MSS. of
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In the original the Prophet puts into the mouth of Jehovah's ideal
Servant a gracious message to those in captivity, promising them
release and a return to the restored Jerusalem, the joy of which is
compared to the joy of the year of jubilee. It is obvious that
both figures, the return from exile and the release at the jubilee,
admirably express Christ's work of redemption.
nveup.a Kuplou e,,.' ep.e. In applying these words to Himself the
Christ looks back to His baptism. He is more than a Prophet ;
He is " the Son, the Beloved One," of Jehovah (iii. 2 r, 2 2 ).
With hr' €µ.€ (€0-r•) comp. 1jv hr' a.irr6v (ii. 25).-ov etveKev. Not "wherefore," as in Acts xix. 32, which here would spoil the sense, but "because,"
a meaning which ollv•K•V often has,, in class. Grk. Vulg. has propter quod.
Comp. Gen. xviii. 5, xix. 8, xxii. 16, xxxviii. 26; Num. x. 31, xiv. 43, etc.
The Ionic form etveKev is found xviii. 29 ; Acts xxviii. 20; 2 Cor. iii. IO:
but gv<K•v is the commonest form (2 Cor. vii. 12), and ~v<Ka. also occurs before
consonants (vi. 22 ; Acts xxvi. 2 l ).

expLaEv p.e. The Christ was anointed with the Spirit, as Prophets and priests were anointed with oil (1 Kings xix. 16; Ex.
xxviii. 41, xxx. 30). Unlike 7rl.vris (2 Cor. ix. 9), 11'Twx6s "always
had a bad meaning until it was ennobled by the Gospels" (vi. 20,
vii. 2 2 ; 2 Cor. vi. 1 o ; J as. ii. 5). It suggests abject poverty
(7rr~crcrw ="I crouch"). See Hatch, Bibi. Grk. pp. 76, 77.
d.,,.fora>..Klv p.e. Change from aor. to perf. "He _anointed
Me (once for all); He hath sent Me (and I am here)": comp.
1 Cor. xv. 4.
We have had a7rocrrl.A.A.w of the mission of Gabriel
(i. 19, 26); here and ver. 43 we have it of the mission of the
Christ; vii. 27 of the Forerunner; ix. 2 of the Twelve. Whereas
7rEJL7rW is quite general and implies no special relation between
sender and sent, a7rou-rl.A.A.w adds the idea of a delegated authority
making the person sent to be the envoy or representative of the
sender. But 7rl.µ,7rw also is used of the mission of the Christ (xx. 13),
of Prophets (ver. 26, xx. II, 12), and of the Apostles (Jn. xiii. 20,
xx. 2 1 ). Strictly speaking, atxp.a>..wToLs means "prisoners of war"
(aiXJL~ and &.A.wr6s): freq. in class. Grk. but here only in N.T.
The cognate alxµ,aA.wr{'w occurs xxi. 24; 2 Cor. x. 5 ; 2 Tim. iii.
6; alXJLaA.wu-£a, Eph. iv. 8. Neither this metaphor nor that of
Tucj>>..o'Ls d.va~>..e1j1Lv harmonizes very well with the year of jubilee, to
which Godet would restrict the whole passage. Both might apply
to captives in exile, some of whom had been blinded by their
captors, or by long confinement in a dungeon.
d.11'oaTe'L>..m TE0pauap.lvous ev d.cj>laeL. These words come from
another part of Isaiah (lviii. 6), and are perhaps inserted through
a slip of memory. Jesus was reading, not quoting without book;
and therefore we cannot suppose that He inserted the clause
Lat. Vet. and best MSS. of Vulg., most MSS. of Boh. Aeth. Arm. Syr-Sin.,
Orig. Eus. etc., all the best editors and RV. See Sanday, App. ad N. T. p. II7,
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Lightfoot says that it was lawful to skip from one passage to another in reading the Prophets, but not in reading the Law (Hor.
Heb. on Lk. iv. 17 ). That might explain the omission of a few
verses, but not the going back three chapters. The insertion
comes from the Evangelist, who is probably quoting from memory,
and perhaps regards the unconsciously combined passages as a
sort of "programme of the ministry." The strong expression
T£9pa.uuµhous is here applied to those who are shattered in fortune
and broken in spirit.
For the pregnant construction, "send so as to be in," comp. i. 17. The
asyndeton throughout, first between lxp<u•v and a7rlG'TaA1<<v, and then between the three infinitives which depend upon a'lrEG'TaAK<V, is impressive.

19. lv,a.urov Kuptou 8£KTov. The age of the Messiah, which is
Jehovah's time for bestowing great blessings on His people.
Comp. Kaipoi;; 8£KTo> (2 Cor. vi. 2; Is. xlix. 8): 8£KTO> is not found
in class. Grk. It is strange that Clement of Alexandria and
Origen, who are commonly so ready to turn fact into figure, here
turn an expression which is manifestly figurative into a literal
statement of fact, and limit Christ's ministry to a period of twelve
months (comp. Clem. Hom. xvii. 19). Keim and other modern
writers have made the same limit ; but the three Passovers distinguished by S. John (ii. 13, vi. 4, xi. 55) are quite fatal to it. 1
It is, however, an equally faulty exegesis to find the three years
(i.e. two years and a fraction) of Christ's ministry in the three
years of Lk. xiii. 6-9 or the three days of xiii. 31-33. The first of
these is obviously a parabolic saying not to be understood literally;
and the other probably is such. The suggestion that the three
servants sent to the wicked husbandmen mean the three years of
the ministry is almost grotesque. See Nosgen, Gesch. Jesu Chnstt~
Kap. viii., Miinchen, 1890.
20. The vivid description of what followed the reading of the lesson points
to an eye-witness as the source of the narrative. But the "closed" of AV. and
RV. gives a wrong impression of the first incident: it leads one to think of a
modern book with leaves. The Rhemish has "folded"; but "rolled up"
would be a better rendering of 'lrT~~cis. The long strip of parchment, or less
probably papyrus (2 Jn. 12), would be wound upon a roller, or possibly upon
two rollers, one at each end of the strip. Hence the name megillah (volumen),
from g&!al, "to roll." Such a book was in Greek sometimes called K«f>aXis
(Ezr. vi. 2; Ezek. iii. 1-3) or 1<e<f>aXls f3if3Xlov (Heb. x. 7; Ps. xxxix. 8; Ezek.
ii. 9): and it is said that 1<e<f>aXls originally meant the knob (comu or umbilicus)
at the end of the roller ; but no instance of this use of 1<<</>aXis appears to be
known (Wsctt. on Heb. x. 7).

d11"08ous T~ iiiri1pl-rn.

The

&7ro-

implies that it was the minister or

On the uncertainty respecting the length of the ministry, and the con.
jectures respecting it made by early Christians, see lren. Hwr. ii. 22 ; Eus.
H. E. i. 10; Sanday in the Expositor, .rst series, xi. p. 16.
·
1
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chazzan who had handed Him the book who received it back again.
The Ti{) may have the same meaning, just as To {3i{3Alov means the
book which had been given to Him. But T<i> ~7r'YJP'b:J more probably means the minister usually found in a synagogue. It was
among the duties of the chazzan to take the Scriptures from the
ark and put them away again (Surenhusius, Mzshna, ii. 246,
iii. 266). He taught the children to read, and inflicted the
scourgings (Mt. x. 17). A Roman epitaph to a Jew who held
this office is quoted by Schurer, II. ii. p. 66~>..a{3ws IovA.iavos V7rrJPE'T'l'JS
~A.a{3ia

IovA.iav17 8vyaT?JP 7rilTfJ'
Ev up17v17 ?) KOLJJ-?)CTL<;; CTov.

The chazzan of the synagogue became the deacon or sub-deacon
of the Christian Church.
A inr11pfr11s is lit. "an under-rower" (epi<r<rw). The word may be used
of almost any kind of attendant or servanl (Acts v. 22, 26, xiii. 5; Mt.
xxvi. 58; Mk. xiv. 54, 65; Jn. vii. 32, 45; I Cor. iv. 1). For the two
participles, 'IM'V~<u ••• d7ro6oils, without Kal, comp. Acts xii. 4, 25.
~Kti6u1ev.
This was the usual attitude for expounding or
preaching, and in the synagogues there was commonly a raised
seat for the purpose. On other occasions we find Christ sitting
to teach (v. 3 ; Mt. v. 1 ; Mk. iv. l ; [Jn. viii. 2 ]) ; and the
disciples do the same (Acts xvi. 13).
~aav chevltovTEs. "Were fixed intently." Their intense interest
was caused by His reputation as a teacher and as a worker of
miracles, as well as by His having been brought up amongst
them ; perhaps also by His look and manner of reading. That
He had selected an unexpected passage, or had omitted the usual
lesson from the Law, and that this surprised them, is pure conjecture. Comp. Acts vi. 15, where the same verb is used of the
whole Sanhedrin riveting their eyes upon Stephen. It is a
favourite word with Lk., who uses it a dozen times : elsewhere in
N.T. only 2 Cor. iii. 7, 13. It occurs in LXX (1 Es. vi. 28;
3 Mac. ii. 26), in Aq. (Job vii. 8), and in Jos. (B.J. v. 12. 3). The
analytical tense marks the continuance of the action.
21. ~p~aTo 8£ >..lym. The ~p~aTo is not pleonastic : it points
to the solemnity of the moment when His words broke the silence
of universal expectation: comp. vii. 24, xi. 29, xii. l, xiv. 18.
What follows may be regarded as a summary of what was said.
It gives us the main subject of His discourse. We are led to
suppose that He said much more; perhaps interpreting to them in
detail the things concerning Himself (xxiv. 27). The conversation
with Nicodemus is similarly condensed by S. John (iii. 1-21),
Even without this narrative we should know from vii. 22 and Mt.
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xi. 5 that Christ interpreted Is. lxi. 1 ff. of Himself. The whole
of the O.T. was to Him a prophecy respecting His life and work
And this applies not only to prophetic utterances, but also to rites
and institutions, as well as to historical events, which were so
ordered as to be a forecast of the salvation and judgment which
He was to bring.I This verse sums up His sermon.
~ ypu+~ uilTIJ. "This passage of Scripture" (Mk. xii. 10; Jn.
vii. 42, etc.): for Scripture as a whole the plural is used (xxiv. 27,
32, 45; Mt. xxi. 42, xxii. 29, xxvi. 54, 56; Mk. xii. 24, etc.).
His interpretation of the prophecy was at the same time a fulfilment of it ; for the voice of Him of whom the Prophet wrote
was sounding in their ears. Hence it is that he affirms 'lrrnX.~pwT«L
tv TOL~ Gialv iip.wv. As Renan says, Il ne prechait pas ses opinions,
il se prechait luimeme.
22. lp.upTupouv uuT~. "They bore witness to Him," not that
what He said about Himself, but that what rumour had said
respecting His power as a teacher, was true. They praised Him
in an empty-heanted way. What they remembered of Him led
them to think that the reports about Him were exaggerations ; but
they were willing to admit that this was not the case. Comp. xi.
48. This " bearing witness " almost of necessity implies that
Jesus had said a great deal more than is recorded here. What
follows shows that they did not believe the teaching which so
startled and impressed them, any more than those whose attention
was riveted on Stephen, before he began to address them, were
disposed to accept his teaching. The cases are very similar.
Hence Wavµa(ov expresses amazement rather than admiration.
For ()avµa(uv brl see small print on ii. 33.
Toi, MyoL' Tij' xcipLTO,. Characterizing genitive or genitive of quality;
freq. in writings influenced by Hebrew, "which employs this construction, not
merely through poverty in adjectives, but also through the vividness of phraseology which belongs to Oriental languages (Win. xxxiv. 3. b, p. 297. Comp.
olK0116p.os T?)s d.81Klas (xvi. 8); Kp1T1,s T?)s d.81Klas (xviii. 6); d.KpoaTt,s bri"A710-µ0111)s
(Jas. i. 25); Kp1Tal 81a"Aoy10-µw11 7ro1171pw11 (Jas. ii. 4); and perhaps the difficult
Tpo7r?}s d.7roo-Klao-µa (Jas. i.· 17). The meaning here is" winning words." The
very first meaning of xapis (xalpw) is "comeliness, winsomeness" (Hom. Od.
1 "Jesus acknowledged the Old Testament in its full extent and its perfect
sacredness. The Scripture cannot be broken, He says (Jn. x. 35), and forthwith
draws His argument from the wording of it. Of course He can only have
meant by this the Scripture in the form in which it was handed down, and He
must have regarded it exactly as His age did (comp. xi. 51). Any kind of
superior knowledge in these matters would merely have made Him incapable of
placing Himself on a level with His hearers respecting the use of Scripture, or
would have compelled Him to employ a far-reaching accommodation, the very
idea of which involves internal untruthfulness. All, therefore, that is narrated
in Scripture He accepted absolutely as actual history, and . He regard~~ the
several books as composed by the men to whom they were ascribed by trad1t1on"
(B. Weiss, LebenJesu, I. iii. 5, Eng. tr .. ii. pp. 62, 63).
·
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viii. 175; Eccles. x. 12; Ps. xliv. 3; Ecclus. xxi. 16, xxxvii. 21; Col. iv. 6):
and in all these passages it is the winsomeness of language that is specially
signified. From this objective attractiveness it easily passes to subjective
"favour, kindness, goodwill," esp. from a superior to an inferior (Acts ii. 47 ;
Gen. xviii. 3, xxxii. 5, xxxiii. 8, etc.); and hence, in particular, of finding
"favour" with God (i. 30; Acts vii. 46; Exod. xxxiii. 12, 13, 16, etc.). From
the sense of God's favour generally (ii. 40, 52; Jn. i. 14, 16) we come to the
specially theological sense of " God's favour to sinners, the free gift of His
grace" (Acts xiv. 3, xx. 24, 32; and the Pauline Epp. passim). Lastly, it
sometimes means the "gratitude" which this favour produces in the recipient
(vi. 32-34, xvii. 9; I Cor. x. 30). The word does not occur in Mt. or Mk.
See Sanday on Rom. i. 5, and Blass on Acts ii. 47 and iv. 33.
Origen evidently had this passage in his mind when he wrote : "For a proof
that grace was poured on His lips (Ps. xliv. 3, i~<xv/117 Ti xci.pis iv x<l"A<ulv uov)
is this, that although the period of His teaching was short,-for He taught
somewhere about a year and a few months,-the world has been filled with His
teaching" (De Prz'n. iv. I. 5). But the words so calculated to win did not win
the congregation. They were "fulfilled in their ears," but not in their hearts. 1
A doubt at once arose in their minds as to the congruity of such words with one
whom they had known all His life as the "son of Joseph" the carpenter.
Here oilros has a contemptuous turn, as often (v. 21, vii. 39, 49, xv. 2, xxii. 56,
59, etc.): yet the Vulg. m none of these places has iste, but hie. "Is not this
person J oseph's son? What does he mean by using such language? " Just as
a single sentence is given as a summary of His discourse, so a single question is
given as a summary of their scepticism.
While the oilros and v!6s is in all three, the question as a whole differs. Mk.
has Otlx oLJ-rbs itrm o Tfrrwv, o v!os Tfjs Ma.pla.s; (vi. 3). Mt. has OtJx oliT6s iuT•v
oToD TEK7'ovos v!6s; (xiii. ~5)· Lk. Otlx! v!6s iunv 'Iwu7J<f> oilros; And while
the others mention Christ s brothers and sisters in close connexion with His
mother, Lk. mentions none of them. Lk. and Jn. seem to prefer the expression "son of Joseph" (Lk. iii. 23, iv. 22; Jn. i. 45, vi. 42). Renan thinks that
Marc ne connaft pas Joseph ( V. de J. p. 7J.). But it may be that, as he does
not record the virgin birth of Christ, he avoids the expression "son of Joseph"
or "the carpenter's son," which those who have recorded the virgin birth could
use without risk of being misunderstood.

23. naVTw<; lpELTE floOL T1Jv TrO.pa.j3o>..~v TO.OT'IJV. "At all events,
assuredly, ye will say,'' etc. : 'lTavTw> is used in strong affirmations
(Acts xxi. 22, xxviii. 4; 1 Cor. ix. IO). Excepting Heb. ix. 9 and xi.
19, 'lTapaf3oA."¥j occurs only in the Synoptic Gospels : in Jn. x. 6 and
xvi. 25, 29, as in 2 Pet. ii. 22, the word used is 'lTapoiµla. It need
not be doubted that the notion of placing best'de for the sake of
compan'son, rather than that of merely putting forth, lies at the root
of 'lTapaf3oA."¥j. From the notion of ( 1) " throwing beside" come
the further notions of (2) "exposing" and (3) "comparing,'' all
three of which are common meanings of 'lTapaf3&AA.nv. While the
adj. 'lTap&.{3oA.o> represents the derived notion on the one side, the
subst. 'lTapaf3oA."¥j represents that on the other side. A 'lTapaf3oA."¥j,
therefore, is "an utterance which involves a comparison." Hence
various meanings: I. a complete parable or allegory (viii. 4, xiii. 6,
l Comp. Augustine's description of his indifference to the preaching of<
Ambrose, although charmed with his winning style : Rerum incuriosus et contemptor adstabam et delectabar suavitate sermonis (In Ezek. xxxiii. 32).
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etc.); 2. a single figurative saying, proverb, or illustration (here;
v. 36, vi. 39); 3. a saying of deeper meaning, which becomes intelligible through comparison, in which sense it is sometimes joined
with crKOTEtvos ,\6yos (Prov. i. 6), '11"po{3A1]µa (Ps. xlix. 5, lxxviii. 2 ),
and the like.. In the teaching of Christ '11"apa{3oA-rj is commonly
used in the first sense, and is a means of making known the
mysteries of the kingdom in a mixed audience; for it conceals
from the unworthy what it reveals to the worthy (viii. 9, 10). See
Crem. Lex. pp. 124, 657; Hatch, Bib!. Grk., p. 70; Hase, Gesch.
fesu, § 63, p. 535, ed. 1891; Didon, Jesus Christ, eh. vi. p. 391,
ed. 1891; Latham, Pastor Pastorum, eh. x.
'la.Tpi, 9Ep&.11'euuov uEa.uTov. " Heal thine own lameness " is the
Hebrew form of the proverb. Similar sayings exist in other literatures : e.g. a fragment of Euripides, /[A.°A.wv iaTpos, avTOS tAKEcrt
{3pvwv; Ser. Sulpicius to Cicero, Neque imitare malos medicos, qui
in alienis morbis projitentur tenere se medicinEe scientiam, ipsi se
curare non possunt (Cic. Epp. ad diversos, iv. 5). Hobart quotes
from Galen, w1Jv o~v_aVTOV '1aVToii 71"PWTOV iacr6ai TO crvµ71"Twp.a Kai
oiiTws £mxEipE'tv &£povs 6Epa71"£VELV. Comp. Aesch. P. V. 469 ; Ov.
Metam. vii. 561; and the other examples in Lightfoot and Wetst.
It is remarkable that this saying of Christ is preserved only by
the beloved physician. Its meaning is disputed. Some take the
words which follow to be the explanation of it : " Heal the ills of
thine own town." Thus Com. a Lap., " Cure Thine own people
and Thine own country, which should be as dear to Thee as Thyself."
Similarly Beng. Alf. Sadler and others. It is thus made to mean
much the same as "Charity begins at home." But laTpl and
crEavTov ought to be interpreted of the same person or group ; not
one of a person and the other of his neighbours. " Prophet,
heal Thine own countrymen" is not parallel to " Physician, heal
Thyself." The saying plainly refers to the passage just read from
Isaiah ; and although Lk. omits the words " to heal the brokenhearted," yet Christ must have read them, and He had probably
explained them. He professed to be the fulfilment of them, and
to be healing the miseries of mankind. The people are supposed
to tell Him to better His own condition before bettering that of
others. He must make His own position more secure, and give
evidence of His high mission before asserting it. He must work
convincing miracles, such as He is said to have worked elsewhere.
Comp. crwcrov <TEaVTOV Kal ~µas (xxiii. 39). Comp. also Logion vi.
<Sera. #jKOUCTO.jl-EV. They do not say ocra £71"0L1J<Tas, wishing to leave
it open whether the report may not be untrue. We learn from
Jn. ii. 12 that after the miracle at Cana, Jesus was at Capernaum
for a short time; and we know also that there were many unrecorded miracles. It is probably to reports of some of these that
reference is here made. For the constr. comp. Acts vii. 12 and xxiv. r o. ·
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See on ver. 31.

The readings vary between Eis
The
substitution of ev for •ls, and the omission of the article between a preposition
and a proper name, are obvious corrections by a later hand. The els is not
" put for €v." It may be doubted whether these two prepositions are ever
interchanged. Rather els is used because of the idea of motion contained in
" come to pass." It is scarcely possible that <ls contains the notion of " to
the advantage of," and indicates the petty jealousy of the people of Nazareth.
We have the same constr. i. 44; Acts xxviii. 6 (comp. Lk. xi. 7) ; and in no
case is there any idea of advantage. That the jealousy was a fact, and that
the people of Nazareth were inclined to discount or discredit all that seemed
to tell in favour of prosperous Capernaum, is probable ; but there is no hint
of this in the •Is. What is said to have happened to Capernaum ought to
happen here. Comp. the Cornish use of "to" for "at.' In N.T. wo• is
never" thus," but either "hither" (ix. 41, xiv. 21, xix. 27) or "here" (ix.
33, xxii. 38). The €v rfi 11'arpllii CTOU is epexegetic of wo•, and means "Thy
native town," not the whole of Israel: comp. Mk. vi. 5; Mt. xiii. 58.
.-i,v Ka<f>. (~ B), •is Ka<f>. (D L), €v rfi Ka<f>. (X), and €v Ka<f>. (AK).

24. El'll'ev Sl. When these words occur between two utter·
ances of Christ, they seem to indicate that there is an interval
between what precedes and what follows. The report of what
was said on this occasion is evidently very condensed. Comp.
vi. 39, xii. 16, xv. l l, xvii. l, 22, xviii. 9, and see on i. 8. The
8£ is "but" (Cov.) rather than "and" (all other English Versions);
ait autem (Vulg.). "But, instead of gratifying them, He said."
There are various proverbial sayings which declare that those who
are close to what is great do not appreciate the greatness. Jesus
declares that He is no exception to this rule, and implies that He
will work no miracles to free Himself from its operation. In the
wilderness He had resisted a similar suggestion that He should
work a miracle of display, a mere ..£pas (vv. 9-u). In this matter
Nazareth is a type of the whole nation, which rejected Him
because He did not conform to their own ideas of the Messiah.
Their test resembles that of the hierarchy, "He is the King of
Israel ; let Him now come down from the cross, and we will
believe on Him" (Mt. xxvii. 42). For ei'lTEV ol seep. lxiii.
25. "But I am like the Prophets, not only in the treatment
which I receive from My own people, but also in My principles of
action. For they also bestowed their miraculous benefits upon
outsiders, although there were many of their own people who
would have been very glad of such blessings." Christ is here
appealing to their knowledge of Scripture, not to any facts outside the O.T.
Testatur hoe Dominus ex luce omnisdentim sum
is not a legitimate inference. Arguments drawn from what was
known to Him, but not known to them, would not be likely to
influence His audience. Note ws = " when."
hr' &>.118e£a.<;. " On a basis of truth" : comp. Mk. xii. 14- We baYe
similar adverbial expressions in €11'' tCT"1S (sc. µ.olpas), €11'1 CTxoX?js, nrl Ka.Lpoii,
n' cio•la.s.
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LIV. 25-28.

Jesus, like His brother James (Jas.

v. 17), follows Jewish tradition as to the duration of the famine.

In 1 Kings xviii. 1 we are told that the rain came in the third
year, which would make the drought about two years and a ha,f.
But ever since the persecution under Antiochus Epiphanes, three
years and a half ( =42 months= 1260 days) had become the
traditional duration of times of great calamity (Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7 ;
Rev. xi. 2, 3, xii. 6, 14, xiii. 5). The Jews would regard "in the
third year" as covering three years, and would argue that the
famine must have continued for some time after the rain came.
For brl c. acc. of duration of time ("over," i.e. "during"), comp. Acts
xiii. 31, xix. IO; Hdt. iii. 59. 2, vi. IOI. 3 ; Thuc. ii. 25. 4. Heb. xi. 30 is
different. In accordance with common usage "Aiµ6s is here masc. ; but in
xv. 14 and Acts xi. 28 it is fem. acc. to what is called Doric usage, as in the
Megarean of Aristoph. Acham. 743. But this usage occurs elsewhere in late
Greek. It perhaps passed from the Doric into the Kotv1} Ata"A<KTOS : for
examples see Wetst. and L. and S. Lex. In LXX perhaps only I Kings xviii. 2.
~'ll'l 'll'aua.v -riJv y~v.
Here, as in Jas. v. 17, only the land of
Israel need be understood ; but it is possible that in each case we
nave a popular hyperbole, and that the whole world is meant.
Lk. xxi. 23 and Rom. ix. 28 are not quite parallel, for there the
context plainly limits the meaning. Lk. xxiii. 44 is another
doubtful case, and there AV. has "earth" and RV. "land."
Both have "land " here.

26. The translation of El µfi in this and the following clauses by "but
only" (RV.), sed (Beza), or sed tantum, is justifiable, because "save " (AV.)
and nisi (Vulg.) seem to involve an absurdity which was not apparent to a
Greek. It is not, however, correct to say that in such cases El µfi is put for
d."A"Ad., any more than in Mt. xx. 23 or Mk. iv. 22 it would be correct to say
that d"AM is put for <l µ{]. Here and in Mt. xii. 4 (comp. Rom. xiv. r4;
I Cor. vii. 17; Gal. i. 7, ii. 16) "the question is not whether El µfi retains
its exceptive force, for this it seems always to do, but whether the exception
refers to the whole clause or to the verb alone" (Lft. on Gal. i. r 9) : comp.
Rev. xxi. 27.-In ds ~&.pnrra., K.T."A., we perhaps have a quotation from LXX
of I Kings xvii. 9. There, as here, the readings vary between ~<owvos and
~18wvla.s (sc. ')'i)s or xwpa.s). Here the latter is right, meaning the territory of
Sidon, in which Sarepta lay. Zarephath (in Syriac Tsaifah, in Greek
~ap•<f>fJa., ~&.pe7rTa., and ~e<f>fJa.) is probably represented by the modern
Surafend on the coast road between Tyre and Sidon.
21. l,,,.\ 'EXLua.£ov. For this use of brl with a proper name to give a date,
"in the time of," corn~. iii. 2 ; Acts xi. 28 ; I Mac. xiii. 42, xiv. 27 ; 2 Mac.
xv. 22. The spelling E"Atcnrn'ios is not well attested (WH. ii. App. p. 159).
For some of the "many lepers" comp. 2 Kings vii. 3, where we have four at
the gate of Samaria. In N.T. ~upos is the only form of the adj. that is
found, viz. here and perhaps Mk. vii. 26 ; but ~vpos, ~vp<os, and ~vpui.K6s occur
elsewhere (Hdt. ii. 104. 6; Aesch. Pers. 83 ; Theophr. C. P. ii. 17. 3).
28. ~11'>..~u&rjua.v iraVTE!l 6up.ou. See on i. 66. They see th€
point of His illustrations; He has been comparing them to those
Jews who were judged less worthy of Divine benefits than the
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heathen. It is this that infuriates them, just as it infuriated the
Jews at Jerusalem to be told by S. Paul that the heathen would
receive the blessings which they despised· (Acts xiii. 46, 50, xxii.
21, n). Yet to this day the position remains the same; and
Gentiles enjoy the Divine privileges of which the Jews have
deprived themselves. His comparing Himself to such Prophets
as Elijah and Elisha would add to the wrath of the Nazarenes.
On the other hand, these early instances of God's special blessings
being conferred upon heathen would have peculiar interest for Lk.
29. £ws dcl>puos Tou opous. Tradition makes the scene of thi$
attempt to be a precipice, varying from So to 300 feet in height,
which exists some distance off to the S.E. of the town; and we
read that " they cast Him out of the town and led Him as far as
the brow," etc. But modem writers think that a much smaller
precipice close at hand is the spot. Van der Velde conjectures
that it has crumbled away; Conder, that it is hidden under some
of the houses. Stanley says that Nazareth "is built 'upon,' that
is, on the side of, ' a mountain ' ; but the 'brow' is not beneath,
but over the town, and such a cliff as is here implied is to be found,
as all modem travellers describe, in the abrupt face of the limestone rock, about 30 or 40 feet high, overhanging the Maronite
Convent at the S.W. comer of the town" (Sin. &- Pal. p. 367).
So also Robinson (Res. in Pal. ii. pp. 325, 330), Racket (D.B. ii.
p. 470), and Schulz in Herzog (PRE. 2 x. p. 447). The E.rp' o~, of
course, refers to Tov 6pov<;, not to ocppvo<;. Both AV. and RV. have
" the brow of the hill whereon,'' which might easily be misunderstood. The town is on the hill, but not on the brow of it : the
brow is above the modem village. Nowhere else in N.T. does
orppv> occur. Comp. Hom. Il. xx. 151; .and orppvlm<;, Il. xxii. 4II,
and Hdt. v. 92. lo, with other instances in Wetst. Supercilium is
similarly used: Virg. Georg. i. 108; Liv. xxvii. 18, xxxiv. 29 .
.:;<M"E Ka.Ta.Kp'l]JLVLCJ"a.L. The &O"u is not needed (i. 22 ; Mt. ii. 2, xx. 28 ;
Acts v. 31); but it expresses more clearly the result which was intended.
Comp. xx. 20, where, as here, CJO"TE has been altered in some texts into the
simpler els -r6, a constr. which Lk. does not employ elsewhere. In ix. 52 the
true reading is perhaps ws; but in Mt. x. 1, xxiv. 24, xxvii. 1 there is no doubt
about the &O"-re. For KaTaKpriµvlfw (here only in N.T.) comp. 2 Chron.
xxv. 12; 2 Mac. xii. 15, xiv. 43; 4 Mac. iv. 25; Jos. Ant. vi. 6. 2, ix. 9. I.

The whole attempt to put Jesus to death was perhaps an instance of the form
of punishment which the Jews called the "rebel's beating," which was somewhat analogous to Lynch Law. The "rebel's beating" was administered by
the people, without trial and on the spot, when anyone was caught in what
seemed to be a flagrant violation of some law or tradition. Comp. the attempts
to stone Jesus (Jn. viii. 59, x. 31). We have a similar attempt upon S. Paul's
life (Acts xxi. 31, 32). In S. Stephen's case a formal trial seems to have ended
in the "rebel's beating" (Edersh. The Temple, p. 43).

so.

<llhos St ~.eMwv 8u1 p.lcrou <llhwv liropeueTo.

9

"But He (in
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~ontrast to this attempt), after passing through the midst of them,
went His way." The addition of 8ia µluov is for emphasis, and
seems to imply that there was something miraculous in His
passing through the very midst of those who were intending to
slay Him, and seemed to have Him entirely in their power. They
had asked for a miracle, and this was the miracle granted to them.
Those who think that it was His determined look or personal
majesty which saved Him, have to explain why this did not
prevent them from casting Him out of the synagogue. 1 It seems
better with Meyer and ancient commentators to understand a
miracle dependent on the will of Jesus : comp. Jn. xviii. 6 ; Dan.
vi. 22. Jn. viii. 59 is different: then Jesus hid Himself before
escaping. For 8LE>..6wv see on ii. 15.
l1TopE.JETo. Here used in its common signification of going on
towards a goal: "He went His way" to Capernaum. And, so far
as we know, He did not return to Nazareth. It had become a
typical example of " His own people receiving Him not" (Jn.
i. 11) ; and apparently it had no other opportunity (but see
Edersh. L. &> T. i. eh. xxvii.). If Mk. vi. 1-6 and Mt. xiii.
53-58 refer to a different occasion, it probably preceded this.
After the attempt on His life He would not be likely to return;
and, if He did return, they could hardly, after this experience of
Him, ask, "Whence has this man this wisdom ? " or be astonished
at His teaching.

Meyer (on Mt. xiii. 53), Wieseler (Chron. Syn. iii. 2, Eng. tr. p. 258), Godet
(I.e., Eng. tr. i. p. 240), Tischendorf (Synop. Evan. §§ 29, 54), and others distinguish the two occasions. If with Caspari (Chron. Int. § 100) we identify
them, then Lk. is the more full and vivid, for the others omit the text of the
discourse and the attempt to kill Him. In this case Strauss may be right in suppcsing that Lk. has placed the incident at the beginning of the ministry, although
it took place later, because he saw how typical it was of the ministry as a whole
(LebenJesu, p. 121, 1864). That it was this attempt on His life which made
Christ change His abode from Nazareth to Capemaum is contradicted by ver.
16. "Where He had been brought up" implies that He had ceased to reside
there: and from ver. 23 we infer that Capernaum had already become His
headquarters. Thither His Mother and brethren had also moved, while His
sisters remained at Nazareth (Mt. xiii. 56; Mk. vi. 3), very probably because
they had married there.

31-44. The Stay at Capernaum: chiefly a Record of Miracles
of Healing. See Wsctt. Characten"stics of the Gospel Miracles,
Macmillan, 1859; Introduction to the Study of the Gosp~ls, App.
E : "A Classification of the Gospel Miracles," Macmillan, 1888.
31-37. The Healing of a Demoniac in the Synagogue at Caper1 Even Godet is among these.
La majeste de sa personne et la ftrmete <U
son regard imposeunt a <es /urieux. L'historie raconte plusieurs traits sem•
blab!es (i. p. 327, 3eme ed.). Better Didon: Une force divine le gardai•
(p. 312, ed. 1891). See Hase, Gesell. Jesu, p. 445, ed. 1891.
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naum. Mk. i. 21-28. Both Lk. and Mk. place this first among
Christ's miracles; whereas Mt. puts the healing of a leper first
(viii. 2-4). Marcion began his mutilated edition of Lk. at this
point with the words 'O @EO'~ KaT~A.(hv (ls Kacf>apvaovµ.. The
€arlier portion, which teaches the humanity of Christ, he omitted,
excepting the first clause of iii. 1 (Tert. Adv. Marc. iv. 7. l).
31. Katj>..9H. Nazareth is on higher ground than Capernaum,
which was on the shore of the lake; and therefore "went down"
or " came down" is the probable meaning. But it is possible that
here and Acts xviii. 5 it means "returned," as often in class. Grk.
(Hdt. iv. 4. 2, v. 30. 4; Thuc. viii. 68. 3). Excepting Jas. iii.
15, the verb occurs in N.T. only in Lk. (ix. 37 and twelve times
in Acts).
Ka.cl>a.pva.o~p..
This is the correct spelling, Caphar-Nahum, of which
Ka:1repvaovp.is a Syrian corruption (WH. ii. App. p. 16o). It was the chief Jewish
town, as Tiberias was the chief Roman town, of the neighbourhood. It was
therefore a good centre, especially as traders from all parts frequently met
there (Mk. ii. 15, iii. 20, 32, etc.). It is not mentioned in O.T., and perhaps
was not founded till after the Exile. Josephus mentions it only once, viz. in his
description of the lake (B. J. iii. 10. 7, 8), and then not as a town but as a
.,..,,y1i -yovip.wr&.r.,,, which irrigates the neighbourhood: but there is no doubt that
the Ke<f>apvwp..,,, to which Josephus was carried, when he was thrown from his
horse in a skirmish with Roman troops, is Capernaum (Vita, 72). The identification with the modern Tell Hitm (Nau, Pococke, Burckhardt, Renan, 1 Ritter,
Ri:idiger, Ewald) is possible, but not certain. Many advocate the claims of
Khan Minyek, which is three miles to the south (Quaresmius, Keim, Robinson,
Sepp, Stanley, Strauss, Wilson). For the chief arguments see Wilson in D.B. 1
i. p. 530, and in Picturesque Palestine, ii. p. 81; Schulz in Herwg, RE. 2 vii.
p. 501 ; Keim, Jes. of Naz., Eng. tr. ii. p. 369 ; Andrews, Life of our Lord, pp.
221-239, ed. 1892. The doubts about the site show how completely the woes
pronounced upon the place (Mt. xi. 23) have been fulfilled. But in any case
Jesus left the seclusion of the mountains for a busy mercantile centre by the lake.

11"6>..w riis ra.>..~>..a.(a.s. Lk. adds this, because this is the first
time that he mentions Capernaum in his narrative. The explanation could not be made ver. 23. It is another small indication
that he is writing for those who are not familiar with the geography
of Palestine: comp. i. 26, ii. 4, viii. 26.
~v s~MUKWV a.1ho~s EV TOLS uc£f3f3a.uw. Some make vv. 31, 32 a
general introduction, stating the habitual practice, of which vv.
33-3 7 gave a particular instance. In support of this they urge
the analytical tense, ~v oiMcrKwv, and the plur. TOLS craf3/3auw :
" He used to teach them on the sabbath days." But in the
parallel passage lo{oacrKw and ~v oioacrKwv are equivalent, and
1

r

Of the dnq petites villes dont kumanit! par!era eternellement autant que

tie Rome et d' Atkenes, Renan considers the identification of Magala (Medjde!)
alone as certain. Of Capharnahum, Chorazin, Dalmanutha, and Bethsaida he
says, ll est douteux qu'on arrive jamais sur &e sol profondement d!vast!, fixer
(eJ places OU kumanit! voudrait venir bai'ser empreinte de ses pieds ( Vi"e tU
f!sus, p. 142, ed. 1863).
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apparently refer to one occasion only (note the dlhl>, Mk. i. 22, 23):
and ra <raf3{3ara is often sing.. in meaning (Mt. xxviii. 1 ; Col. ii.
16; E1Cod.,xx. 10; Lev. xxiii. 32; Jos. Ant. i. I. 1, iii. 6. 6,_ x. 1,,
Hor. Sat. i. 9. 69). Acts xvii. 2 is the only place in N.T. il\I which
<r&.{3{3ara. is: plur. in meaning, and there a numeral necessitates it,
brt <r&.{3{3ara rp{a ; which, however, may mean " for three weeks,"
and not "for three sabbaths." Syr-Sin. here has "the sabbath days."
The Aramaic form of the word ends in a, the transliteration of which into
Greek looked like a neut. plur. This idea was confirmed by the fact that
Greek festivals are commonly neut. plur. : Ta "(eve1na, E"(Kalvia, 7ravalJ~va<a,
K.T,'X. Hence uaf1fJaTa may either mean "a sabbath" or "sabbaths" or "a
week." Here it is better to retain the sing. meaning, and refer the whole of
32-37 to one occasion. In N. T. uafJfJauiv is the usual form of the dat. plur.,
with uafJfJaT01s as v.l. in some authorities (in B twice, Mt. xii. I, 12). In
LXX uafJfJC...ois prevails., Josephus uses both.

32. ev e~oua(<f ~" o Myos a1hou. This does not refer to the
power which His words had over the demoniac, but to the authority
with which they came home to the consciences of His hearers.
The healing of the demoniac was not so much an example of this
l~ov<r{a as evidence that He had a Divine commission to exercise
it. Lk. omits the comparison with the formal and ineffectual
teaching of the scribes (Mk. i. 22; Mt. vii. 29).
The iv means "clothed in, invested with" (i. 17, iv. 36, xi. 15, 18, 19,
xx. 2, 8; I Cor. ii. 4; Eph. vi. 2; 2 Thes. ii. 9). This use of iv is freq.
in late Grk. Green, Gram. ef N. T. p. 206.
20,

33. llv tjJ auvaywyfi. " In the synagogue " in which He was
teaching on that sabbath ; which confirms the view that ver. 3 I
refers to a particular occasion. We have already been told that it
was His practice to teach in the synagogues. But "in the synagogue" may mean in the only one which Capernaum possessed
(vii. 5).
ixwv 'll'Veup.a Smp.ovlou dKa8apTou. The phrase is unique, and
the exact analysis of it is. uncertain. The gen. may be of apposition (ii. 41, xxii. I ; Jn. ii. 2 I, xi. 13, xiii. 1 ), or of quality (see on
ver. zz ), or of possession, t'.e. an influence which belonged to an
unclean demon (Rev. xvi. 14). As to the Evangelists' use of the·
epithet 6.K&.Bap.rov, strange mistakes have been made. Wordsworth
inaccurately says, "Both St. Mark and St. Luke, writing for Gentiles,
add the word dKaBap-rov to 8aiµ,Ovwv, which' St. Matthew, writing to·
Jews (for whom it was not necessary), never does." Alford in
correcting him is himself inaccurate. He says, " The real fact is,
that St._ Mark uses the word 8aiµ.6vwv thirteen times, and never
adds _the epithet dKaBaprov to it (his word here is -irvd)µa only);
St. Luke, eighteen times, and only adds it this once. So much
for the accuracy of the data on which inferences of this kind are-
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founded." Edersheim is still more inaccurate in his statemerit of
the facts (L. & T. i. p. 479 n). Farrar has the strange ~isstate·
ment that "the word 'unclean' is peculiar to St. Luke, who writes
for Gentiles." It occurs in Mt., Paul, and Apoc., as well as Mk.
The facts are these. Mt. uses oaip.ovwv ten times, and has
d/Ca()apTOV twice as an epithet of 7rVEV/La. Mk. has oaiµovwv thirteen
times, and aKa()apTov eleven times as an epithet of 11"V£vp,a. Lk.. in
the Gospel has oaip.ovwv twenty-three times, with O.KJ.()apTov as an
epithet, once of oaip.ovwv, and five times of 11"VEvp.a; and with 1l"OV'Jpov
twice as an epithet of 7rvEvp.a. In the Acts he has &uµ.ovwv once ;
ahd uses 0.Kd()apTOv twice, and 7rov1jpov four times, as an epithet of
rvEvp.a. The fact, therefore, remains, that the two Evangelist~ who
wrote for Gentiles (to whoni demons or spirits were indifferent)
add a distinctive epithet much more often than the one who wrote
for Jews (who distinguished evil spirits from good). Moreover;
both Mk. and Lk. add this epithet the very first ·time that they
mention these beings (Mk. i. 23; Lk. iv. 33); whereas Mt. men~ions them several times (vii. 22, viii. 16, ix. 33, 34) before- he adds
the <iKa()apTov (x. 1 ). In this passage Lk. and Mk. describe the
fa,ct of possession in opposite ways. Here the man has the unclean
spirit. There he is in the unclean spirit's. power, £v 1111Evp.an
~KaOapT<tJ: With which we may compare the expression of Josephus,
TQVS v7ro Twv Oatp.ov{wv >..ap.f3avop.€vovs (Ant. viii. 2. 5).
Similarly,
wesay ofa man that "he is out of his mind," or that "his mind
is gone" out of him. That a man thus afflicted should be in the
synagogue is surprising. He may have come in unobserved ; or
his malady may have been dormant so long as to have seemed to
be cured. The presence of " the Holy One of God" provpkes a
crisis. For dvlKpa~£v comp. Josh. vi. 5 ; 1 Sam. iv. 5 ; and for
c1>1aw'fi p.£ya>..n see on i. 42.
.
·. 34. ~E.a. Probably not the imperative of Uw, "Let alone, leave
me in peace," but an interjedion of.anger or dismay; common in
Attic poetry, but rare in prose (Aesch. P. V. 298, 688; Eur. Hee.
501; Plato, Prof. 314 D). Here only in N.T. CoJ,Tip. Job iv.
19?, xv. 16; xix. 5, xxv. 6.. Fritzsche on Mk. i. 24 (where the word
is an interpolation) and L. and S. Lex. regard the imperative as the
origin of the interjection, which does. not seem probable.
TL ~p.'Lv Katuo[; Not "What have we to contend about?" a
meaning which the phrase has nowhere in N.T. and perhaps only
once, if at all, in O. T. ( 2 Chron. xxxv. 21 ), but " What have we in
comrnon?" Comp. viii. 28; Mt. viii. 29; Mk. i. 24; Jn. ii. 4;
Judg. xi. 12; 1 Kings xvii. ·18; 2 Kings iii. 13; 2 Sarrl. xvi. 10;
t Esdr. i. 26; Epict. Diss. i. 1. 16, i. 27. 13, ii. 9; _16.

of

'1,..0-ov Na.ta.p"lvE. This form
the adjectivt; is found x~iv. i9; Mk. i.
24, x. 47, xiv. 67, xvi. 6; but not in Mt. or Jn. oi Acts. Its appearanct
here is n~ proof that Lk. is borrowing from l\1k, Natwoaios 'occurs Lk. xviii.

I 34
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37; Mt. ii. 23, xxvi. 71 ; Jn. xviii. 5, 7, xix. 19; Acts ii. 22, iii. 6, iv. IO,
vi. 14, xxii. 8, xxvi. 9; but not in Mk. The adjective, esp. Na!;wpa'io9,
which is used in the title on the cross, sometimes has a tinge of contempt ;
and with the article it may be rendered "the Nazarene.'' Hence the early
Christians were contemptuously called "the Nazarenes" (Acts xxiv. 5). Con·
trast cl cl.re} Na!;aplr (Mt. xxi. II ; Mk. i. 9; Jn. i. 46; Acts x. 38), which
is a mere statement of fact. It is worth noting that this demoniac, who is a
Jew, addresses Jesus as "of Nazareth," which the Gerasene, who was possibly
a heathen, does not do (viii. 28).
~>..e"s d1r0>.iacu ~p.iis; The T]µas and the preceding T]µiv proJ>.
ably do not include the man, but rather other evil spirits. Communem inter se causam habent dremonia (Beng. ). It seems to be
idle to speculate as to the meaning of &:1roA.luaL : apparently it is
the same as ds rT,v /J.f3viruov &:rr£AfNiv (viii. 31 ).
otM al! Tls d, 6 &yLoS Toii 0Eoii. In Mk. o'f.8aµ£v (?), which is more
in harmony with T]µl.v and T]µa<;. Godet remarks that li ayto<; TO~
0£ov explains the knowledge. It was instinctive, and therefore
or&. is more suitable than yLvwuKw. L'antipathie n'est pas moins
dairvoyante que la sympathi'e. In the unique holiness of Jesus the
evil spirit felt an essentially hostile power. The expression li ayios
Tov @£ov occurs in the parallel in Mk. and Jn. vi. 69 ; but nowhere
else : comp. Acts iv. 2 7; 1 Jn. ii. 20; Rev. iii. 7. It may mean
either "consecrated to God" or "consecrated by God." In a lower
sense priests and Prophets are called d.yio' Toii ®£ov or Kvpfov (Ps.
cvi. 16). It was not in flattery (male adulans, as Tertullian says)
that the evil spirit thus addressed Him, but in horror. From the
Holy One he could expect nothing but destruction (Jas. ii. 19;
comp. Mt. viii. 29).
8lS. brETCp.71aEv aGT~. " He rebuked the demon" who had used
the man as his mouth-piece. The verb is often used of rebuking
violence (ver. 41, viii. 24, ix. 42; Mt. viii. 26, xvii. 18; Mk. iv. 39;
Jude 9); yet must not on that account be rendered "restrain"
(Fritzsche on Mt. viii. 26, p. 32 5).

In N. T. i'lrmµaw has ·no other meaning than "rebuke"; but in class.
Grk. it means-I. "lay a value on, rate"; 2. "lay a penalty on, sentence";
3. "chide, rate, rebuke." But while there is a real connexion between the
first and third meanings of the Greek verb, in English we have a mere
accident of language: "rate"= "value" is a different word from "rate" =
"scold." Note that Christ required no faith from demoniacs.

•1,..Wll1JTL. Lit. " Stop thy mouth with a cf>iµos, be muzzled" :
used literally 1 Cor. ix. 9 ; 1 Tim. v. 18; and as here, Mt. xxii. 12;
Mk. i. 25, iv. 39; Jos. B. J. i. 22. 3. The peculiar infin. cf>iµol.v
occurs I Pet. ii. 15. Comp. a1!'o8£KaTol.v (Heb. vii. 5); KaTaO'K'l]VOlll
(Mt. xiii. 32; Mk. iv. 32). The verb is probably a vernacular
word: it is not found between Aristoph. (Nub. 592) and LXX
(Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Grk. p. ·P ).
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ica.l. i'~EME A'll'' a.1'.ITov. This is the true reading. Other writers commonly
have el;lpxoµo.1 EK; but Lk. prefers €/;€pxoµ.a.1 ci1r6 (ver. 41, v. 8, viii. 2, 29,
33, 35, 38, ix. 5, xi. 24, etc.).

p(ljtGv Gdrov • • • Jl-T)Stv PM+<lv GdTov. "Having thrown him"
down in convulsions (<T1rap&.~av Mk.) . . . without (as one might
have expected) having injured him at all." With o~o£v {3>..&.if;av we
should have had a mere statement of fact. But in N.T. we commonly have p.'lj with participles: comp. xi. 24, xii. 47, and see Win.
lv. 5. /3, p. 607. For p.1JOEv {3>..0.if;av Mk. has cf>wvijuav cf>wvif p.cycf)..Tl·
It was the convulsions and the loud cry which made the spectators
suppose that the man had been injured. The malice of the demon
made the healing of the man as painful as possible. Hobart
classes both (hrmv and f3A.a1rreiv as medical words, the one being
used of convulsions, the latter of injury to the system (Med. Lang.
of Lk. p. 2).
36. lyl.vETo 80.Jl-Pos. Mk. has f.Bap.f31}811uav; but Lk. is fond of
these periphrases with ytvop.ai (i. 6 5, vi. 49, viii. J7, xii. 40, xiii. 2, 4,
xviii. 23, etc.): see on iii. 22. The word expresses amazement
akin to terror, and the subst. is peculiar to Lk. (v. 9; Acts iii. 10).
Just as Christ's doctrine amazed them in comparison with the
formalism of the scribes, so His authority over demons in comparison with the attempts of the exorcists : all the more so, because a
single word sufficed for Him, whereas the exorcists used incantations, charms, and much superstitious ceremonial (Tob. viii. 1-3;.
Jos. Ant. viii. 2. 5; Justin, Apol. ii. 6; Try. lxxxv.).
TL'i 6 Myos o~To<;. Not, Quid hoe rei est? "What manner a
thinge is this?" (Beza, Luth. Tyn. Cran. Grotius ), but Quod est
hoe verbum? "What is this word?" (Vulg. Wic. Rhem. RV.).
It is doubtful whether in N.T. Myo> has the meaning of" event,
occurrence, deed": but comp. i. 4 and Mk. i. 45. Whether Myo>
is here to be confined to the command given to the demon, or
includes the previous teaching (ver. 32), is uncertain. Mk. i. 27 is
in favour of the latter. In this case we have an ambiguous OTt to
deal with; and once more "because" or "for" is more probable
than "that" (see on i. 45). But if "that" be adopted, o Myo> has
the more limited meaning: "What is this word, that with authority?"
etc.
lv l~oua(<zo K<lL Suv&.Jloet. £~ovu{~, cui non po test eontradiCi; &vap.ei,
cui non potest resisti (Beng.). Mk. has KaT' £~ow{av only. The
beloved physician is fond of o.Jvap.t>, esp. in the sense of " inherent
power of healing" (v. 17, vi. 19, viii. 46, ix. 1; Acts iii. 12, iv. 7,
vi. 8). Mk. has it only once in this sense (v. 30), and Mt. not at
all. The plural in the sense of "manifestations of power, miracles"
(x. 13, xix. 37), is freq. in Mt. and Mk. See on Rom. i. 16.
37• .l~e'll"opeueTo ~xos 'll"epl GdToii. In these sections attention is
often directed to the impression which Jesus made on His audi·
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ences (vv. 20, 22, 32, 36, v. 26), and to the fame which spread
abroad respecting Him (vv. 14, 15, 37, 40, v. 15, 17). 'H,xo> (o)
occurs only here, Acts ii. 2, and Heb. xii. 19. In xxi. 25, ~xov>
may be gen. of either
T/xw or To ~xos. But the existence of To
~xo> is doubtful.
The more classical word is r, ~x~, of which
o ho> is a later form. Hobart classes it as a medical word, esp.
for noises in the ears or the head (p. 64).
As already stated, this healing of a demoniac is recorded
by Mk., but not by Mt. Ebrard and Holtzmann would have us
believe that it is to compensate for this omission that Mt. gives two
demoniacs among the Gadarenes, where Mk. and Lk. have only one.

r,

In considering the question of demoniacal possession we must never lose sight
of the indisputable fact, that our sources of information clearly, consistently, and
repeatedly represent Christ as healing demoniacs by commanding demons to
depart out of the afflicted persons. The Synoptic Gospels uniformly state that
Jesus went through the form of casting out demons.
If the demons were there, and Christ expelled them and set their victims
free, there is nothing to explain: the narrative is in harmony with the facts.
If the demons were not there, and demoniacal possession is a superstition, we
must choose between three hypotheses.
.
1. Jesus did not employ this method of healing those who were believed to
be possessed, but the Evangelists have erroneously attributed it to Him.
2. Jesus did employ this method and went through the form of casting out
demons, although He knew that there were no demons there to be cast out.
3. Jesus did employ this method and went through the form of casting out
demons, because in this matter He shared the erroneous belief of His contemporaries.
.
On the whole subject consult articles in D.B. 2 , Schaff-Herzog, Ency. Brit.
on "Demoniacs," "Demons," "Demonology"; Trench, Miracles, No. 5;
Caldwell, Contemp. Rev. Feb. 1876, vol. xxvii. pp. 369 ff. No explanation is
satisfactory which does not account for the uniform and repeated testimony of
the Evangelists.

38, 39. The Healing of Peter's Mother-in-law.

Mk. i. 30.

It is quite beyond doubt that the relationship expressed by 11-.v8epa is either

"wife's mother" or "husband's mother" (xii. 53; Mt. viii. 14, x. 35; Mk.
i. 30; Ruth i. 14, ii. l l, 18, 19, 23; Mic. vii. 6; Dern. Plut. Lucian). So also
rev8ep6s is either "wife's father" or "husband's father" (Jn. xviii. 13; Gen.
xxxviii. 13, 25; Judg. i. 16;. l Sam. iv. 19, 21). But for "wife's father" the
more indefinite "'(aµ{3p6s ("a relation by marriage") is freq. in LXX {Exod.
iii. l, iv. 18; Num. x. 29; Judg. iv. II, xix. 4, 7, 9). In Greek there is a dis·
tinct term for" stepmother," viz. the very common word µr}Tpvia {Hom. Hes.
Hdt. ./Esch. Plat. Plut.); and if Lk. had intended to designate the second
wife of Peter's father, he would have used this term. That he should have
ignored a word in common use which would express his meaning, and employ
another word which has quite a different meaning, is incredible. That Peter
was married is clear from l Cor. ix. 5. Clement of Alexandria says that Peter's
wife helped him in ministering to women,-an apostolic anticipation of Zenana
missions (Strom. iii. 6, p. 536, ed. Potter). He also states that Peter and Philip
had children, and that Philip gave his daughters in marriage (ibid. p. 535, ed.
Potter, quoted Eus. H. E. iii. 30. l); but he gives no names. It is remarkable
that nothing is known of any children of any one Apostle. This is the first
mention of Peter by Lk., who treats him as a person too well known to need
introduction. For other miracles of mercy on the sabbath see o'n xiv. I.

'!V. 38, 39. J
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38. 'AvaCTTO.o; St cbro T~'> uuvaywy~o;. This may refer tO Christ's
rising from His seat ; but it is more natural to understand it of
His leaving the synagogue. The verb is used where no sitting 01
lying is presupposed, and means no more than preparation for
departure (i. 39, xv. 18, 20, xxiii. 1; Acts x. 20, xxii. 10): see on
i. 39. Mk. has f.~e>..()6vre>, the plur. including Simon and Andrew,
James and John. Neither Lk. nor Mt. mention the presence of
disciples, but Peter, and perhaps Andrew, may be understood
among those who ~pWT'Y)UaV avrov 7rEpt avrlj<;.
uuvexofl-Elfl'J irupeT'i' floeya>..~. Perhaps all three words are medica~
and certainly uvv£xoµ.ai occurs three times as often in Lk. as in the
rest of N.T. Galen states that fevers were distinguished as
"great" and "slight," p,eya>..oi and up,iKpo{ (Hobart, p. 3). Comp.
Plat. Gorg. 512 A. Note the analytical tense.
39. tmCTTO.o; £iravw aO~o; lireTLflo1JUEv. Instead of this both Mt.
and Mk. state that He touched her hand. Proximus actessus
ostendebat, virtuti Jesu cedere morbum, neque ullum corporz· ejus iJ
morbo imminere periculum (Beng.). The f.7reTlp,'Y)uev of ver. 35 does
not show that the use of the same word here is meant to imply that
the fever is regarded as a personal agent. But comp. xiii. u, 16;
Mk. ix. 17, 23. The &.cp~Kev, which is in all three natratives,
harmonizes with either view In any case this unusual mode of
healing would interest and impress a physician ; and Lk. alone
notices the suddenness with which her strength returned, . For
fl"«paxp~flo« see on v. 2 5. Syr-Sin. omits the standing over. her.
8L1JKOVEL aihoi:s. Mt. has aw<{J: the awot<; includes the disciples
and others present. Her being able to minister to them proves
the completeness of the cure. Recovery from fever is commonly
attended by great weakness. And this seems to be fatal to the view
of B. Weiss, that Christ's cures were " momentary effects produced
by His touch, which, although the result was absolutely certain, yet
merely began a healing process that was completed in a perfectly
natural way." What is gained by such an hypothc;:sis?
The Attic form of the imperf. of OLUKOVtW is eOiiiK6vovv ; but lhriK6vow is
the reading of the MSS. in Eur. Cycl. 406 (Veitch, s.v.). Comp. viii. 3; Mt.
iv. II, viii. 15; Mk. i. 13, 31; Jn. xii. 2; I Pet. i. 12.

40, 41. Numerous Healings in the Evening. Nous rencontrons
ici un de ces moments dans la vie du Seigneur ou la puzssance mz"raculeuse se deployait avec une richesse partzi:ulzere: vi. 19" (Godet,
i. p. 339). Comp. Mt. viii. 16, 17; Mk. i. 32-34. The healing
of the demoniac (ver. 35), and of Peter's mother-in-law, had proved
that He could heal diseases both of mind and body.. All three
note the two kinds of healing; but "the physician separates the
two with special distinctness, and lends no support to the view
that possession is merely a physical disorder."
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40. AifvoVTos SE Toil ~Mou. Mt. has 'Oif{as 8£ ywoµ£v71s, while
Mk. has 'Ol/Jlas 8£ ywoµ£v71s, OT£ E8vu£v o 1]A.ws. We infer that
here Mk. gives us the whole expression in the original tradition, of
which all three make use; and that Mt. uses one half and Lk. the
other half of it. See v. 1 3, xxii. 34, xxiii. 38, for similar case!!.
Some infer that Mk. has combined the phrases used by the other two,
and therefore must have written last of the three. But an analysis
of the passages which all three have in common shows that this is
incredible. The literary skill required for combining two narra·
tives, without adding much new material, would be immense ; and
Mk. does not possess it. It is much simpler to suppose that Mk.
often gives the original tradition in full, and that the other two
each give portions of it, and sometimes different portions. See E.
A. Abbott, Em:y. Brit. 9th ed. art. "Gospels," and Abbott and
Rushbrooke, The Common Tradition of the Syn. Gosp. p. x.
AuvoVTos. "When the sun was setting," or "ere the sun was
set," as the hymn gives it. 1 The eagerness of the people was such
that the very moment the sabbath was over they began to move
the sick: comp. Jn. v. 10. Note Lk.'s favourite a7ra VT£~.
1M l!Kdcrr~ a1hwv TQS x1:'Lpas 1!1rm91:£s. Lk. alone preserves this
graphic detail, which emphasizes the laborious solicitude of the
work. Sic singulipenitius commoti sunt adfidem (Beng.). It does
not apply to the demoniacs, who were healed A.oyq.i, as Mt. states.
The action is a generally recognized symbol of transmission, especially in
conferring a blessing (Gen. xlviii. 14; Lev. ix. 22, 23; Mk. x. 16). It is also
used to symbolize the transmission of guilt (Lev. i. 4, iii. 2, viii. 14, xvi. 21,
22). The statement that "our Lord healed at first by laying on of hands, but
gradually passed over to the exclusive use of the word of power, in order that
He might not encourage the popular idea that there was a necessary connexion
between the laying on of hands and the cure," is not confirmed by Scripture.
The nobleman's son and the man nt Bethesda were healed by a word (Jn. iv. 50,
v. 8); Malchus, by a touch. There was no necessity to use either word or
touch. He could heal by an act of will, and at a distance from His person
(vii. 10, xvii. 14; Jn. iv. 50). But He more often used means, possibly to aid
the faith of those who needed healing (xiii. 13, xiv. 4, Mt. viii. 3, ix. 29; Mk.
vii. 33, viii. 23, 25; Jn. ix. 6: comp. Mk. v. 23, 28, 41, vii. 32, viii. 22).
The fact that l esus commonly used some action in healing made the Jews the
more irate at His healing on the sabbath. Excepting Acts xvii. 25, Oepa?reuw in
N.T. is always" heal, cure," not merely "serve, take care of." Like co/ere, it
is used of service both to God and to men ; and like curare, it is both " to care
for" and "to cure." The imperfects, iOepd:1reve11 and il;fipxETo, mark the con·
tinuance and repetition of the actions.

41.

l~pxuo

SE K«l Satp.6vt« d11"0 11"0>.>.wv.

" But demons also "

The form IJ611w seems to be Ionic, but occurs once or twice in Attic prose
(Veitch, s.v.). Except l/Svue11 or l/Sv in Mk. i. 32, the word does not occur again
in N.T. It is freq. m LXX (Judg. xiv. 18; 2 Sam. ii. 24; 1 Kings xxii. 36;
2 Chron. xviii. 34, etc.). It means" sink into, enter," 7ro11To11 or the like being
expressed or understood. Lk. never uses the unclassical oifla (ix. 12, xxii. 14,
xxiii. 54, xxiv. 29), which occurs often in Mt. and i\fk. and twice in Jn.
·1

IV. 41, 42.)
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(as well as diseases) "came out of many." For 8€ Ko.( see on iii. 9,
and for l~ipxEcr6o.L d:ll'o see on ver. 35 : both are characteristic of
Lk. He alone mentions the Kp&.tE1v of the demons. There is not
much difference between o vio~ Tov @eov here and o J:yio~ Tov @eov
in ver. 34. In both cases it is the presence of Divine holiness
which is felt and proclaimed. Phil. ii. lo is here not to the point ;
for KamxB6via there probably does not mean devils.
odK do. mhO. >..a.>..ELV, on. " He suffered them not to speak;
because." Not, "suffered them not to say that"; which would
require >..iy£Lv. In N.T. >..o.Ae'i:v and >..iy£Lv are never confused; not
even Rom. xv. 18; 2 Cor. xi. 17; l Thes. i. 8. Exceptin~ Mt.
xxiv. 43 and 1 Cor. x. 13, law is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (xxh. 51,
Acts xiv. 16, xvi. 7, xix. 30, xxiii. 32, xxvii. 32, 40, xxviii. 4); and
£1'.wv is the usual form of imperf.
Godet's suggestion, that the demons wished to compromise Jesus by exciting
a dangerous enthusiasm among the people, or to create a belief that there was a
bond of connexion between their work and His, is gratuitous. Their cries are
more like involuntary exclamations of dismay. That Jesus should not allow
them to make Him known was natural, although Strauss condemns it as incon·
sistent. Nee tempus erat, nee hi praeones (Beng. on Mk. iii. 12). "It was not
meet that unclean demons should usurp the glory of the apostolic office" (Cyril
Alex.). Jesus had rejected the offered assistance of the evil one in the
wilderness, and could not desire to be proclaimed as the Messiah by his
ministers. Moreover, while the national ideas respecting the Messiah remained
so erroneous, the time for such proclamation had not yet come. Comp.
Jn. vi. 15·

42, 43. The Multitude's Pursuit of Him. Comp. Mk. i. 35-39.
Although Lk. has some features which Mk. has not, the latter's
account is more like that of an eye-witness.
42. rEvop.lV1J~ 8€ ~p.lpo.~. See on vi. 13. Mk. has the strong
expression 7rpwt lwvxa >..Cav. It was so early that it was still like
night. This shows His anxiety to escape the multitude and secure
time for refreshment of His spiritual nature by converse with God :
Mk. adds K&.Ke'i: 7rporrTJVX£To. Jesus had probably passed the night
in Simon's house ; and for oi IJx>..oi Mk has 'llµ.wv Kai oi µ.eT' a~Tov;
for as yet Jesus had no fixed disciples. Peter in telling Mk. of the
incident would say, " We went after Him."
ot llx>..oL t'll'Et~Touv o.dTov. "The multitudes kept seeking for
Him." The l71't- marks the direction of the search: comp. €7rlooBTJ
(ver. 17). They wanted more of His teaching and of His
miraculous cures. See on xi. 29. But neither this nor the
7roA.>..wv in ver. 41 proves that there had not been time to heal all
who came the previous evening. Would He have sent any empty
away? Lk. is fond of recording the eagerness of the people to
come to Christ (v. 11 19, vi. 19, viii. 19, 40, xii. 1, xxi. 38: comp.
xix. 3 and xxiii. 8).
~Mov €~ o.dTOu, Ko.i KO.TEixov ad-rOv Tou p.~ 11'opeueu9o.L d.11'' udTwv.
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off seeking until they reached Him, and they

tried to stay Him from going away from them.
This use of l;,,s with a person is not classical : comp. ~ws fip.W11 (Acts
ix. 38) and lws TOD fJacn>..ews (I Mac. iii. 26). Of place (iv. 29, x. r5) or of
time (:ii:xiii. 44) lws is common enough.
·
.
With l(aTE'ixov (imped"..of attempted or intended action) comp. eK<i">..ovv
(i. 59). The Tau µfi 7rop£(JE1r8a1 is not Lk. 's favourite construction to express
purposes or result (see on i. 74), but the gen. after a verb of detention or
prevention: comp. Rom. xv. 22. For the apparently superfluous negative
comp. 'xxiv.· r6; Acts x. 47, xiv. r8, xx. 27. Win. xliv. 4. b, p. 409; lxv.
2. (3, p. 755·
Blass, Gr. p. 250.

. 48. Ka.l T«ts lT~pa.is iro>..euiv. Placed first for emphasis. "To
the other,c;ities also (as well as to Capernaum) I must preach the
good tidings." It is a rebuke to them for wishing to monopolize
Him. It is not a rebuke for interrupting His preaching by
requiring Him to work miracles. There is no evidence that He
~v'er' regarded these wqrks of' mercy as an interruption of His
ministry, or as an unworthy lowering of it. On the contrary, they
were an essential part of it; not as evidence of His Messiahship,
but as .the natural work of the great Healer of body and soul.
They were,. moreover, .an important element in His teaching, for
His m,ir.acles were parables. , As evidence they did not prove His
Messiahship, and He did not greatly value the faith which was
produced by them (Jn. ii. 23, 24). He Himself regarded them as
merely auxiliary (Jn. xiv. II). He warned His disciples that false
Christs and false prophets would work miracles (Mk xiii ...2 2 ),.just as
the 0. T. had warned the Jews that a Prophet was not to be believed
simply because he worked miracles· (Deut. xiii. 1-3). And, as a
matter of fact, Christ's miracles did not convince the Jews (Jn.
xii. 37). Some thought that He was a Prophet (vii. 16, ix. 8, 19;
Mt. xxi. 11 ; Jn. ix. 17 ), a view taken even by His disciples after
the crucifixion (xxiv. 19); while others attributed His miracles to
Satanic agency. (Mt. xii. 24). On the other hand, the Baptist,
although he wrought no miracles, was thought to be the Messiah
(see on iii. 15). The saying here recorded does not mean, therefore, "You are mistaking My work. I came to preach the good
tidings, .not to do works of healing 11 : but, "You are selfish in your
desires. I came to preach the good tidings and to do works of
healing to all, and not to a favoured few." For eouyye>..luuo-6uL see
on ii. 10.
Se~. For the second time (ii. 49) Christ uses this word respecting His own conduct. Comp. ix. 22, xiii. 33, xvii. 25, xix. 5,
xxii. 37, xxiv. 7, 26, 44. His work and His sufferings are ordered
by Divine decree. The word is thus used of Christ throughout
N.T. (Acts iii. 21, xvii. 3; I Cor. xv. 25).
· rlJv (3auL>..elav roil 0eou. This is Lk.'s first use of this frequent
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expression (vi. 26, vii. 28, viii. r, 10, etc.), which Jn. employs twice
(iii. 3, 5), Mt. four times (xii. 28, xix. 24, xxi. 31, 43), Mk. often. For
its import see Ewald, Hist. of Israel, vi., Eng. tr. pp. 201-210.;
Schaff's Herzog, art. " Kingdom of God " ; Edersh. L. &-- T. i.
pp. 265-270. The t'll'i TouTo refers to the whole of what precedes:
"For this end,'' viz. "to preach the good tidings everywhere in the
land." For this use of E7rL comp. xxiii. 48 and Mt. XX\'i. 50. It
is quite classical (Xen. A nab. ii. 5. 2 2, vii. 8. 4). For d:rrEo-r&>..11v
see on ver. 18. The evidence for it (~ BCD L X) as against
a7rlcrra.Ap.ai (A QR) is overwhelming. Yet Godet says on peut
hhiter. It refers to the mission from the Father, as does the
l~ijMov of Mk.
But it is possible to give the latter the inadequate
interpretation of leaving the house at Capernaum.
44. Kai .qv K1Jpuaawv ELS TCLS auvaywy<'Ls Tijs 'lou8a(ac;. This
statement forms a conclusion to the section ( 14-44); and the
analytical tense indicates that what is stated continued for some
time.
Both Lk. and Mk. have els TO.s ITVVO!)'W')'<is, which in both cases has been
altered into the easier ev n<s <ruvet')'W')'<ltS. The els may be explained as a
pregn. constr., "He went into the synagogues and preached there" or as expressing the motion or direction of the preaching (Mk. iv. 15; Jn. viii. 26).
Comp. €s Tov ofiµov TetVret Xryw<r1v (Thuc. v. 45. 1). It seems probable that
the reading 'Iouoa!as (~ BC L QR) is the original one, which has been
corrected to raX1Xet!ets (AD X r A A II) on account of its difficulty. But, as
in i. 5 and vii. 17, Judrea may here mean the whole country of the Jews,
Palestine. Lk. often uses 'Iouoet!et in this sense (xxiii. 5 ; Acts ii. 9, x. 37,
xi. 1, 29, xxvi. 20; comp. Gal. i. 22). Classic writers use the term in much
the same manner. Strabo means by it all the region from Lebanon southwards. Syr-Sin. has "of Judrea."

V. 1-VI. 11. From the Call of the first Disciples to the Nomina•
tion of the Twelve.

This section presents a symmetrical arrangement, which possibly
is intentional. The call of a leading disciple (I-II) is followed
by two healings which provoke controversy (12-16, 17-26); and
then the call of another leading disciple (27-39) is followed
by two incidents on the sabbath, which again provoke controversy
(vi. 1-5, 6-u).
V. 1-11. The call of Simon. In Mt iv. 18-22 and Mk. i.
16-20 the narrative is the call of Simon and Andrew, and of James
and John. Here Andrew is not mentioned. And although all obey
the call (ver. 11), yet Simon alone is addressed (vv. 4, 10). Buf
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the identity of this incident with that narrated by Mt. and Mk. can
neither be affirmed nor denied with certainty. In Mt. and Mk
the disciples are fishing ; here they are washing their nets before
putting them away. The important point is that in all narratives
those called are at work. Similarly, Levi is called from his business. It would seem as if none of the Twelve were called when
idle.
1. 'Ey.!vETo 8€. See detached note at the end of eh. i. For ToP
ox~ov see on xi. 29; for tv Ti? TOV ox~ov E'll'LKELCT8at see on iii. 2 I ; for
Tov Myov Toil 0Eou see Oll viii. 11 ; for Kal introducing the apodosis
see on ii. 21 ; and for Kal a1hos see on ver. 14. All these points,
with the analytical ~v iO"TWS (i. 7, 10, 20, 21, etc.), are characteristic
of Lk. Not often do we find so many marks of his style in so
small a compass. Comp. viii. 22, 37, 40, 4r. For the popular
desire to behold Christ see on iv. 42. With t'll'LKEta8aL comp. xxiii.
23; Acts xxvii. 20; r Cor. ix. r6; Heb. ix. ro; Jos. Ant. xx. 5. 3.
It is used in a literal sense Jn. xi. 38, xxi. 9. Here it is mainly
figurative, but it includes the notion of physical pressure. The
avTos distinguishes Jesus from the CJx>..os : comp. iv. 15, 30.
'!l'apa ri)v ~lµ.Y1)v rEvY1)aapfr. With characteristic accuracy Lk.
never calls it a sea, while the others never call it a lake. Except
in Rev. of the "lake of fire," >Jp.VYJ in N.T. is peculiar to Lk.
When he uses 8a>..auua, he means sea in the ordinary sense (xvii.
~. 6, xxi. 25; Acts iv. 24, etc.).
In AV. of 16I1 both here and Mk. vi. 53 the name appears as "Genesareth,"
following the spelling of the Vulgate; but in Mt. xiv. 34 as "Genesaret." The
printers have corrected this to "Gennesaret" in all three places. I'EllJJ'f/<Tapfr
1s the orthography of the best MSS. in all three places. Josephus writes both
Xiµv't/ I'Ellll'f/<Tapt:m (Ant. xviii. 2. I) and Xlµv't/ I'Ellll'f/CTap (B. J. iii. 10. 7).
r Mac. xi. 67 we have To Mwp Toii r'""'tJ<Tap. But in O. T. the lake is called
00.Xa<T<Ta XmlpEO (Num. xxxiv. II?; Josh. xii. 3) from a town of that name near
to it (Josh. xix. 35). Josephus contrasts its fertility with the barrenness of the
lower lake in the Jordan valley (B. J. iv. 8. 2): the one is the "Sea of Life,"
the other the "Sea of Death." See Stanley's fine description of " the most
sacred sheet of water that this earth contains" (Sin. & Pal. pp. 368-378) ;
Farrar, Life of Christ, i, pp. 175-182; Conder, IJ.B. 2 art. "Gennesaret."
For rapa c. acc. after a verb of rest comp. xviii. 35 ; Acts x. 6, 32;
Heb. xi. 12: Xen. Anab. iii. 5. 1, vii. 2. II.
With fjv irrrwr (which is the apodosis of ryhETo), Kai Elli<v is to be joined:
"It came to pass that He was standing, and He saw." It is very clumsy to
make Kai aliTor fjv i<TTwr parenthetical, and take Ka! •lO•v as the apodosis of
i'yfvero.

2. ot 8~ d.>..EELi. "But the sea-folk" (d:A.s) or "fishermen." It
is one of many Homeric words which seem to have gone out of
use and then to have reappeared in late Greek. Fishing in the
lake has now almost ceased. The Arabs dislike the water. The
washing of the nets was preparatory to hanging them up to dry.
fis distinct from vi1TTw, which is used of washing part of the human
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body, and >..oulll, which is used of washing the whole of it, 'lf11.Ul'lll is
used of washing inanimate objects (Rev. vii. 14,,xxii. 14; Gen. xlix.
11; Exod. xix. 10). In Lev. xv. 11 all three words are used with
exactly this difference of meaning. Trench, Syn. xlv.
TU 8CKTua. The most general term for nets of all kinds, of which
af'-'Pt{3>..71crrpov (Mt. iv. 18) and uay~v'Y/ (Mt. xiii. 47) are special
varieties. Trench, Syn. lxiv.; .D.B. art. "Net."
3. l'!favayaye'i:v. The correct word for "putting off to sea "
(2 Mac. xii. 4?; Xen. Hellen. vi. 2. 28): elsewhere in N.T. only
~t. xxi. 18 in the sense of" return." For the double preposition
comp. havlpxoµ.ai (x. 35, xix. I 5) and e7rava7ravlll (x. 6). Christ
uses Peter's boat as a pulpit, whence to throw the net of the Gospel
over His hearers. We have a similar scene Mk. iv. 1, and in
both cases He sits to teach, as in the synagogue at Nazareth.
Peter was probably steering, and therefore both before and after
the sermon he is addressed as to the placing of the boat. But the
letting down of the nets required more than one person, and hence
the change to the plural (xuMuaTe). Non statim promittit Dominus
capturam: explorat prius obsequia Simonis (Beng. ).
15. 'Emcrrcha. Lk. alone uses E7rLUTUTYJ'> (viii. 24, 45, ix. 33, 49,
xvii. 13), and always in addresses to Christ. He never uses
'Paf3{3e{, which is common in the other Gospels, esp. in Jn., but
would not be so intelligible to Gentiles. The two words are not
synonymous, E7rtuTaTYJ> implying authority of any kind, and not
merely that of a teacher. Here it is used of one who has a right
to give orders.
8L' <l>.,T)c; vuKToc; KomciaavTec;. Through the whole of the best
time for fishing they had toiled fruitlessly. Only in bibl. Grk. has
Komalll the meaning of "work with much effort, toil wearisomely "
(xii. 27; Acts xx. 35; Mt. vi. 28; Josh. xxiv. 13, etc.). The
original meaning is "become exhausted, grow weary " (Jn. iv. 6).
Clem. Alex. quotes a letter of Epicurus, Mo/e vloi;; Ti> tiv µ.eA.Afrlll
cpi>..ouocpe'i:v, µ.~Te ytplllv v7rapxwv K07rtaTlll c/nA.ouocpwv (Strom. iv. 8,
p. 594, ed. Potter).
t'lfl. 8~ Tei> p~p.aTC aou xaMaw Tu 8lKTua. "But relying upon
Thy word I will have the nets let down." The "nevertheless" of
AV. Cran. and Gen. is too strong : for that we should have 7rA~v
(vi. 24, 35, etc.). For this use of l'Tr{, "on the strength of," comp.
ii. 20; Acts iv. 21. Win. xlviii. d, p. 491. The xaMuan and
'TrOL~UaVTE<; ShOW that the xaAaU(I) includes the employment Of
others. Excepting Mk. ii. 4 and 2 Cor. xi. 33, xa>..a(I) is peculiar to
Lk. (vv. 4, 5; Acts ix. 25, xxvii. 17, 30). With the faith involved
in xa>..aulll Ta 8lKTVa we may compare Kt>..evuov µ.£ lMie'i:v 7rpo<> uE
£7rl. Ta ilSam (Mt. xiv. 28).
6. auvlK">.,eLaav 'lfMj9oc; tx9uwv 'lfoM. Not a miracle of creation,
but at least of knowledge, even if Christ's will did not bring the
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fish to the spot. In no miracle before the Resurrection does
Jesus create; and we have no sufficient reason for believing that
the food provided at the second miraculous draught of fishes was
created (Jn. xxi.. 9-13). There is no exaggeration, as De Wette
thinks, in oiep~O'ETO or in (Jv8[~£<r8ai (ver. 7). The nets "were
breaking," i.e. beginning to break, when the help from the other
boat prevented further mischief, and then both boats were over·
loaded. On the masses of fish to be seen in the lake see Tristram,
Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 285, and D.B. 2 p. 1074: "The density
of the shoals of fish in the Lake of Galilee can scarcely be conceived by those who have not witnessed them. They sometimes
cover an acre or more on the surface in one dense mass."
The form Pf/1nw occurs in poetry (Hom. I!. xviii. 571, xxiv. 454) and late
prose (Strab. xi. 14. 8). It 1s a collat. form of pfi"YPVfl.I. (Veitch, s.v., and
Curtius, Etym. 5u, 661): but see on ix. 42.

7. K«Tlveua1w ToLs µ.noxois. Possibly because they were too
far off for a call to be heard. The other boat was still close to the
shore (ver. 2), for Simon alone had been told to put out into deep
water. The verb is freq. in Hom., and occurs in Hdt. and Plato,
generally in the sense of "nod assent, grant." Here only in N.T.
Euthymius suggests that they were too agitated to call.
Here and Heb. i. 9 (from Ps. xliv. 8) we have µfroxos as a subst. Comp.
Heb. iii. 1, 14, vi. 4, xii. 8: and see T. S. Evans on 1 Cor. x. 16-18 in
Speakers Com. "As distinguished from KO<PWP6s (ver. IO; Heb. x. 33), which
suggests the idea of personal fellowship, µfroxos describes participation in
some common blessing or privilege, or the like. The bond of union lies in
that which is shared and not in the persons themselves" (Wsctt. on Heb.
iii. 1). For av>.>.a.f3la6a.L in the sense of "assist" comp. Phil. iv. 3. In
class. Grk. the act. is more common in this sense. For -ijMa.v see on i. 59.

E11'>..1Jauv &µ.cf>oTepu Tel 11'>..oiu WO'TE 13u9(tea9ai mhcL For €r.>.:r1crav
see on i. 15; &.µ.cp6repoi is another favourite word (i. 6, 7, vi. 39,
vii. 42; Acts viii. 38, xix. r6, xxiii. 8); not in Mk. or Jn. "They
filled both the boats, SO that they began tO sink " : Comp. 0l€p~<rETO.
The act is used 2 Mac. xii. 4 of the sinking of persons; by Polybius (ii. 10. 5) of the sinking of ships; and 1 Tim. vi. 9 of sending
down to perdition. Nowhere else in N.T.
8. :I(µ.wv nfrpos 11'poal11'eoev Tois yovuaiv 'l11oou. This is the only
place in his Gospel in which Lk. gives Peter both names, and it is the
first mention of the surname : see on vi. 14. Syr-Sin. omits IIfrpos.
The constr. 'll'POO"'ll'l'll'TELP ro'is -yoP. is quite classical (Eur. Or. 1332; comp.
Mk. vii. 25 ; Soph. 0. C. 16o6); often with dat. of pers. (viii. 28, 47 ; Acts
xvi. 29; Mk. iii. II, v. 33).
"E~e>..BE &11'• lµ.oii. Not "Leave my boat," which is too dt>finite,
but, "Go out of my vicinity, Depart from me." See on iv. 35.
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It is quite erroneous to introduce here the notion that sailors
believe it to be unlucky to have a criminal on board (Cic. De Nat
Deor. iii. 37. 89; Hor. Carm. iii. 2. 26). In that case Peter, like
Jonah, would have asked to be thrown into the sea. That the
Twelve, before their call, were exceptionally wicked, fnr~p 7riiCTav
&.µapTlav avoµwT€povs (Barn. v. 9), is unscriptural and incredible.
But Origen seems to accept it (Con. Gels. i. 63; comp. Jerome,
Adv. Pelag. iii. 2). See Schanz, ad loc. p. 198.
Peter does not regard himself as a criminal, but as a sinful man ; and this
miracle has brought home to him a new sense, both of his own sinfulness and of
Christ's holiness. It is not that he fears that Christ's holiness is dangerous to a
sinner (B. Weiss), but that the contrast between the two is felt to be so intense
as to be intolerable. The presence of the sinless One is a reproach and a condemnation, rather than a peril ; and therefore such cases as those of Gideon and
Manoah (Judg. vi. 22, xiii. 22), cited by Grotius and De Wette, are not quite
parallel. Job (xiii. 5, 6) is a better illustration; and Beng. compares the
centurion (Mt. viii. 8). The objection that Peter had witnessed the healing of
his wife's mother and other miracles, and therefore could not be so awestruck
by this miracle, is baseless. It frequently happens that one experience touches
the heart, after many that were similar to it have failed to do so. Perhaps,
without being felt, they prepare the way. Moreover, this was a miracle in
Peter's own craft, and therefore was likely to make a special impression on
him ; just as the healing of a disease, known to the profession as incurable,
would specially impress a physician.

KupLe. The change from €7rtCTT1fra. (see on ver. 5) is remarkable,
and quite in harmony with the change of circumstances. It is the
"Master" whose orders must be obeyed, the "Lord" whose holiness causes moral agony to the sinner (Dan. x. 16). Grotius,
followed by Trench, points out that the dominion over all nature,
including "the fish of the sea, and whatsoever passeth through
the paths of the seas" (Ps. viii. 8), lost by Adam, is restored in
Christ, the ideal man and the second Adam. But that Peter
recognized this is more than we know. In what follows notice the
characteristic 7ravTa> and CTvv.
9. 1hrl Tfi ayp~ Twv tx0uwv. This was the basis of their amazement: see small print on ii. 33, and comp. Acts xiv. 3 and Rom.
v. 14. There is no need to make aypa act. in ver. 4, "a catching,"
and pass. here, "the thing caught.'' "For a catch" in ver. 4;
"at the catch of fish" here. If ~v CTvv€A.a{3ov (B DX, Goth.) is
the true reading, both may be act. But if fJ (T1Jv£A.af3ov is right,
then in both places aypa is pass. In either case we have the
idiomatic attraction of the relative which is so freq. in Lk. See
small print on iii. 19. The word is common in poetry both act.
and pass. Not in LXX, nor elsewhere in N.T. Note the change
of meaning from CTvAAa{3£CT()ai in ver. 7 to uvv€Aaf3ov. The verb
is freq. in Lk., but elsewhere rare in N.T.
10. '1clK.:11f:Sov Kal 'lwaV'IJf
The first mention of them by Lk.

ro
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In Mt. and Mk. they were in their boat, mending their nets, when
Jesus called them ; and Mt. adds that Zebedee was with them,
which Mk. implies (i. 20). For Kowwvo( see on ver. 7. Are they
the same as the phoxoi? It is possible that Peter had his Koivwvol
in his boat, while the phoxoi were in the other boat. In any case
the difference of word should be preserved in translation. This
Tyn. Cran. and Gen. effect, with " fellows " for phoxoi and
"partners" for Koivwvo{. But Vulg. and Beza have socii for both;
and RV. follows AV. with "partners" for both.
et'll'o 11'poc; Tov I(p.wva. '1110-oiJc;. It is still Peter who is singled
out for notice. Yet some critics affirm that it is the tendency of
this Evangelist to depreciate Peter. For p.~ 4>o/3oiJ see on i. 13 :
excepting Mk. v. 36 and Rev. i. 17, Lk. alone uses the expression without an accusative. Peter's sense of unworthiness was in
itself a reason for courage. Quo magis sibi dz'splicebat hoe magz's
Domino p!acet (Grotius).
a'll'o ToiJ vuv. The present moment is a crisis in his life, of
which he was reminded at the second miraculous draught of fishes,
when the commission given to him now was restored to him after
his fall. Excepting 2 Cor. v. I 6 and [Jn. viii. II], a:iro TOV vvv is
peculiar to Lk. (i. 48, xii. 52, xxii. 18, 69; Acts xviii. 6). Comp.
tws TOV vvv (Mt. xxiv. 2 I ; Mk. xiii. I 9) and axpi TOV vvv (Rom. viii.
22; Phil. i. 5). Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. So.
dv6pw11'ouc; £un twypwv. Both substantive and verb have special
point (men instead of fish; for life instead of for death); while the
analytical tense marks the permanence of the new pursuit: comp.
i. 20. This last is preserved in Rhem. "shalt be taking,'' following Vulg. en's capiens. Beza seems to be alone in giving the full
force of l;wypwv (l;w6s and &ypEtv): vivos capies homines. But to add
"alive" in English deprives "men" of the necessary emphasis.I
The verb is used of sparing the lives of those taken in battle:
l;wypn, 'ATpfos vU, a-v 8' atia. 8£tai a11'oiva (Hom. I!. vi. 46). Elsewhere in N.T. only 2 Tim. ii. 26, of the evil one. Comp. the
exhortation of Socrates to Critobulus : 'AA.i\.a Oappwv 11'eipw &yaOos
ylyv£a-0ai, Kal Toiowos yiyv&µwos 017pO.v lmx£tpn ToVs Kai\.ovs TE
K&yaOovs (Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 28).
11. Ka.rnya.yovTEc; Tu 11'>..o'La.. Like l11'avayayew in ver. 3, this is
a nautical expression; freq. in Acts (ix. 30, xxii. 30, xxiii. 15, 20,
etc.). Comp. &v&ynv, viii. 22.
ci4>lVTec; 'll'UvTa. ~K?>..ou61111a.v a.uTi(l. Even the large draught of
fishes does not detam them. They are sure that He who has
given them such marvellous returns from their usual business will
be ready to provide for them when, at His summons, they abandon
1 Cod. Brix. has hominum eritis captores, including James and John,
although noli timere precedes. D has 'Trodww "'fap vµas aAIELS avOpcfJ7rWP (from
Mt. and Mk.) after the insertion µ1} "'flvwOe aAIELs lxOvwv.
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their business. The call was addressed to Peter (ver. 10), but the
sons of Zebedee recognize that it concerns them also; and they
leave and follow.
In this late Greek d<f>l11FU is preferred to Xel7r"' and its compounds, and
aKoXov()e"' to l'll"oµ.a.• (which does not occur in N. T.) and its compounds.
The fact that other disciples besides Peter obeyed the call and followed
Jesus, is the main reason for identifying this narrative with Mk. i. 16-20 and
Mt. iv. 18-22. All three have the important word d<f>evres, and Mt. and Lk.
have 1}K0Xou()11rrav am-<iJ, for which Mk. has a7rijMov o7rlrr"' a.Urov. But note
that Lk. alone has his favourite 7r&.vra after d<f>evres (comp. vi. 30, vii. 35,
ix. 43, xi. 4, xii. 10). Against these similarities, however, we have to set the
differences, chief among which is the miraculous draught of fishes, which Mt.
and Mk. omit. Could Peter have failed to include this in his narrative? And
would Mk. have omitted it, if the Petrine tradition had contained it? It is
easier to believe that some of the disciples were called more than once, and that
their abandonment of their original mode of life was gradual: so that Mk. and
Mt. may relate one occasion and Lk. another. Even after the Resurrection
Peter speaks quite naturally of "going a fishing" (Jn. xxi. 3), as if it was still at
least an occasional pursuit. But we must be content to remain in doubt as to
the relation of this narrative to that of Mk. and Mt. See Weiss, Leben Jesu,
I. iii. 4, Eng. tr. ii. pp. 54-59.
· This uncertainty, however, need not be extended to the relation of this
miracle to that recorded in Jn. xxi. l-14. It cannot be accepted as probable
that, in the source from which Lk. drew, "the narrative of the call of Peter has
been confused with that of his reinstatement in the office which had been
entrusted to him, and so the history of the miraculous draught of fishes which is
connected with the one has been united with the other." The contrast between
all the main features of the two miracles is too great to be explained by confused
recollection. l. There Jesus is not recognized at first ; here He is known
directly He approaches. 2. There He is on the shore; here He is in Peter's
boat. 3. There Peter and John are together ; here they seem to be in different
boats. 4. There Peter leaves the capture of the fish to others ; here he is chief
actor in it. 5. There the net is not broken; here it is. 6. There the fish are
caught close to the shore and brought to the shore ; here they are caught in
deep water and are taken into the boats. 7. There Peter rushes through the
water to the Lord whom he had lately denied; here, though he had committed
no such sin, he says, "Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, 0 Lord."
There is nothing improbable in two miracles of a similar kind, one granted to
emphasize and illustrate the call, the other the re-call, of the chief Apostle.
The way in which the Fathers allegorize the two miracles is well known, the
first of the Church Militant, the second of the Church Triumphant. R. A.
Lipsius would have it that the first is an allegory of quite another kind, the
main point of which is the µhoxo• in the other boat. He assumes that James
and John are in Peter's boat, and explains thus. That Christ first teaches and
then suddenly speaks of fishing, tells us that the fishing is symbolical. The
fishing in deep water is the mission to the heathen, which Peter at first is
unwilling(?) to undertake (comp. Acts x. 14). The marvellous draught after the
night of fruitless toil is the conversion of many heathen after the failure of the
mission to the Jews. This work is so great that Peter with the two other
Apostles of the Jews are unequal to it, and have to call Paul, Barnabas, and
others to help them. Peter then recognizes his former unwillingness (?) as a
sin, and both he and the sons of Zebedee are amazed at the success of the
mi,,ion to the heathen (Gal. ii. 9). Thus the rejection of Jesus by the people
of Nazareth (iv. 29, 30), and His preaching "to the other cities also" (iv. 43),
teach the same lesson as the miraculous draught; viz. the failure of the mission
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to the Jews and the success of the mission to the heathen Uahrb. fir }rot.
Theo!. 1875, i. p. 189). The whole is exceedingly forced, and an examination
of the details shows that they do not fit. If the common view is correct, that
James and John were the µhoxot in the other boat, the whole structure falls to
the ground. Had Lk. intended to convey the meaning read into the narrative
by Lipsius, he would not have left the point on which the whole is based so
open to misconception. Keim on the whole agrees with Lipsius, and dogmatically asserts that " the artificial narrative of Lk. must unhesitatingly be
abandoned • . • It is full of subtle and ingenious invention . • . Its historical
character collapses under the weight of so much that is artificial" Ues. of Naz. iii.
pp. 264, 265). Ho!tzmann also pronounces it to be "legendary and consciously
allegorical" (in loco). Does Peter's apparently inconsistent conduct, beseeching
Jesus to depart and yet abiding at His feet, look like invention?

12-16. The Healing of a Leper. Here we certainly have an
incident which is recorded by all three Evangelists. The amount
of verbal agreement is very great, and we may confidently affirm
that all three make use of common material. Mt. (viii. 1-4) is the
most brief, Mk. (i. 40-45) the most full; but Mt. is the only one
who gives any note of time. He places the miracle just after Jesus
had come down from delivering the Sermon on the Mount.
On the subject of Leprosy see H. V. Carter, Leprosy and
Elephantiasis, 1874; Tilbury Fox, Skin Diseases, 1877; Kaposi,
Hautkrankheiten, Wien, 1880; and the literature given at the end of
art. Aussatz in Herzog; also in Hirsch, Handb. d. Pathologie, 1860.
12. Ka.l t8ou. Hebraistic; in Mt. viii. 2, but not in Mk. i. 40:
the Kal is the apodosis to l:yl11ET0, as in ver. 1. No verb follows
the i8ov, as if the presence of the leper were a surprise. Had the
man disregarded the law in approaching the crowd? Or had the
people come upon him suddenly, before he could avoid them ?
What follows shows a third possibility. Syr-Sin. omits Kat l8ov,
'll'>.~p71s >.l'll'pas. This particular is given only by the beloved
physician. His face and hands would be covered with ulcers and
sores, so that everyone could see that the hideous disease was at
a very advanced stage. This perhaps accounts for the man's
venturing into the multitude, and for their not fleeing at his
approach; for by a strange provision of the law, "if the leprosy
break out abroad in the skin, and the leprosy cover all the skin of
him that hath the plague, from his head even to his feet, . . . then
the priest . . . shall pronounce him clean that hath the plague "
(Lev. xiii. 12, 13).
t8e~071 aGTou. Excepting Mt. ix. 38, the verb is peculiar in
N.T. to Lk. and Paul. It is especially freq. in Lk. (viii. 28, 38,
ix. 38, 40, x. 2, etc.). In LXX it represents a variety of Hebrew
words, and is very common. Here Mk. has 7t'apaKa1'.w11.
Uw OE>.ns, 8uvaaal p.e KaOaplam. All three accounts have these
words, and the reply to them, ®l1'.w, Ka0ap{<r07Jn, without variation.
The 8v11a<rat is evidence of strong faith in the Divine power of
Jesus ; for leprosy was believed to be incurable by human means.
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It was " the stroke " of God, and could not be removed by the
hand of man. But it is characteristic of the man's imperfect
apprehension of Christ's character, that he has more trust in His
power than in His goodness. He doubts the will to heal He
says Ka9ap[uai rather than 9epatrevuai or lduau9ai because of the
pollution which leprosy involved (Lev. xiii. 45, 46). In 0.T.
"unclean" and "clean," not "sick" and "healed," are the terms
used about the leper. The old rationalistic explanation, that
Ka9ap[uai means "to pronounce clean," and that the man was
already cured, but wanted the great Rabbi of Nazareth to absolve
him from the expensive and troublesome journey to Jerusalem,
contradicts the plain statements of the Gospels. He was "full of
leprosy " (Lk.) ; " immediately the leprosy departed from him "
(Mk. Lk.). If Ka9ap[uai means "to pronounce clean," then
Ka9ap[u9rrn means "be thou pronounced clean." Yet Jesus sends
him to the priest (Lk. Mk. Mt.). Contrast the commands of
Christ with the prayers of Moses, Elijah, and Elisha, when they
healed. See Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 43.
13. EKTELVO.<,; rl)v xe'Lpa.. All three have this Hebraistic amplification. In LXX the phrase commonly occurs in connexion
with an act of punishment: Ex. vii. 5, 19, viii. l, 2, ix. 22, 23,
x. 12, 21, 22, xiv. 16, 21, 26, 27; Ezek. vi. 14, xiv. 9, xvi. 27,
xxv. 7, 13, 16, xxxv. 3; Zeph. i. 4, ii. 13; Jer. vi. 12, xv. 6. In
N.T. it rarely has this meaning. Jesus touched the leper on the
same principle as that on which He healed on the sabbath : the
ceremonial law gives place to the law of charity when the two
come into collision. His touch aided the leper's faith.
1j >.lrrpa. O.mjMev 0.11'' mhou. Here again (see on iv. 40) Mk.
has the whole expression, of which Lk. and Mt. each use a part.
Mk. has atr1JA9ev atr' a&ov .;, A.ltrpa, Kat £Ka9ap[u9ri, and Mt. has
€Ka9ap{u9ri awov T, A.ltrpa. All three have eMf.w> or eMv>, showing
that Jesus not merely prepared the way for a cure which nature
accomplished, but healed the leper at once by His touch.
14. Kal mho<,;. Lk.'s favourite form of connexion in narrative:
vv. l, 11, 37, i. 11, 22, ii. 28, iii. 23, iv. 15, vi. 20, etc.
11'ap~yyei>..ev.
The word is specially used of commanders,
whose orders are passed along the line (trap&.), and is freq. in Lk.
(viii. 29, 56, ix. 21; Acts i. 41 iv. 18, v. 28, 40, x. 42, etc.); rare
in Mt. (x. 5, xv. 35) and Mk. (vi. 8, viii. 6); not in Jn. All the
others use l.vTiA.A.eu9ai, and Mt. KEAeveiv, both of which are rare in
Lk. Here Mt. and Mk. have A.f.yei.
p.118evl et11"e'i:v. The charge was given with emphasis (6pa
µ.ri3evl. µ.ri3£v Et7T77>) and sternness ( f.p.{3pip.riu0.µ.evo>), as Mk. tells
us. The meaning of it is variously explained. To prevent (1) the
man from having intercourse with others before being pronounced
clean by proper authority; (2) the man from becoming proud
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through frequent telling of the amazing benefit bestowed upon
him ; (3) the pnests from hearing of the miracle before the man
arrived, and then deciding, out of hostility to Jesus, to deny the
cure; (4) the people from becoming unhealthily excited about
so great a miracle. Chrysostom and Euthymius suggest (5) that
Christ was setting an example of humility, i:ldl&uKwv Ti'> d.Koµ11rauTov
real &.<f,iA.6Ttµ.ov, in forbidding the leper to proclaim His good deeds.
Least probable of all is the supposition (6) that "our Lord desired
to avoid the Levitical rites for uncleanness which the unspiritual
ceremonialism of the Pharisees might have tried to force upon
Him" for having touched the leper. The first of these was probably the chief reason; but one or more of the others may be true
also. The man would be likely to think that one who had been
so miraculously cured was not bound by ordinary rules ; and if he
mixed freely with others before he was declared by competent
authority to be clean, he would give a handle to Christ's enemies,
who accused Him of breaking the law. In the Sermon on the
Mount He had said, "Think not that I came to destroy the law
or the prophets" (Mt. v. 17); which implies that this had been
said of Him. The command µ.1]8cvl µ.1]8f.v El7r'{J> is further evidence
that Jesus did not regard miracles as His chief credentials. And
there are many such commands (viii. 56; Mt. ix. 30, xii. 16;
Mk. i. 34, iii. 12, v. 43, vii. 36, viii. 26).
,t;\XQ. d11reA8wv iie~ov 1TeaVToP TcP lepii:. Sudden changes to the oratio
directa are common after 7rapayyiXXw and similar verbs (Acts i. 4, xxiii. 22 ;
Mk. vi. 8, 9?; comp. Acts xvii. 3; Tobit viii. 21; Xen. Anab. i. 3. 16, 20).

Win. !xiii. 2, p. 725.

T<(I Lepe'L. As in the original (Lev. xiii. 49), the sing. refers to
the priest who was on duty at the time. Note the Ka0wi;, "exactly
as": the reference is to Lev. xiv. 4-10, which enjoins rather expensive offerings. Comp. Mt. i. 24. For the form MwvITT)i; see
on ii. 22. This charge is in all three narratives almost in the
same words. On its import see Hort, Judai'stic Christianity, p. 30
Ka.IJa.pLu/J.ou. Emundatio (Vulg.), mundatio (f q) purgatio (a),
punjicatio (d).
ets /J.O.pTupLov a.iho'Ls. This addition is in all three, and various
explanations have been suggested. That (1) the priests may be
convinced of My Divine power; (2) the priests may see that I do
not disregard the Law; (3) the people may be convinced that the
cure is complete, and that the leper may be readmitted to society;
(4) the people may see that I do not disregard the Law. It is the
sacrifice which is the µ.aprr5pwv, and therefore the second or fourth
explanation is to be preferred. Both may be right. 1
I "It is worthy of notice, that all the places where our Lord is stated to
have met with lepers are in the central districts of Samaria and Galilee. • • • It
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15. 8L~PXETo 8€ ,,.allov ~ Myo'i 'll'epl a.ilTou. Lk. does not state,
as Mk. does, that this was owing to the man's disobedience. Mt.
omits both points. This use of 8dpxop.ai of the spreading of a
report is quite classical (Thu c. vi. 46. 5 ; Xen. A nab. i. 4. 7). The
word is a favourite one with Lk. ; see on ii. 15. The p.aA.Xov
means "more than before, more than ever" (Jn. v. 18, xix. 8),
or "all the more," because of the command not to tell (xviii. 39;
Acts v. 14, ix. 2 2, xxii. 2 ).
au~pxoVTO

ox>..oL 'll'OAAol d.KOUELI' KO.L 0ep<l'll'EUECT0a.L d'!l'O TWI' da-

For miracles mentioned as being numerous, but without
details, comp. iv. 40, vi. 18, vii. 21. The constr. 0epa'll'euea0m d'!l'o
is peculiar to Lk. (vii. 21, viii. 2). The usual constr. with 8ep.
is the acc. (iv. 23, 40, ix. 1, etc.). For da0eveLwv comp. viii. 2, xiii.
1 I, I 2 ; Acts xxviii. 9 ; Heb. xi. 34, where we have a similar
constr., £8vvap.6J817<Tav d7I'o d<T8evda.,.
0evELWV.

16. a.iho'i 8€ ~v ~'ll'oxwpwv lv TaL'i t!p~f-LOL'i KO.L 'll'pOCTEUXOf-LEVO'i.

The verse forms one of those resting-places with which Lk. frequently ends a narrative (i. 80, ii. 20, 40, 5 2, iii. I 8-20, iv. I 3, I 5,
30, 44). "But He" on His part, in contrast to the multitudes
who came to see Him, " was in retirement in the deserts, and in
prayer." See on iii. 21. The analytical tense expresses what
Jesus was engaged in while the multitudes were seeking Him.
That they were unable to find Him is not implied here, and Mk.
states the opposite. For the a.liTO'i comp. iv. 30, vi. 8, viii. 37, 54,
xi. 17, 28, xxiii. 9; and for il'll'oxwpel:v, ix. 10. The verb occurs
nowhere else in N.T., but is freq. in class. Grk. Lk. alone uses
the plur. of ~p17p.o'> (i. 80, viii. 29). See Bede, ad loc.
For bi after a verb of motion, to express the rest which is the result of the
motion, comp. Mt. xiv. 3; Jn. iii. 35; 2 Cor. viii. 16. Such condensed
constructions are not common, if found at all, in earlier writers. The converse use of els after verbs of rest is more common (xi. 7, xxi. 37 ; Acts ii. 39,
vii. 4, viii. 20, 23, 40, etc.). Win. 1. 4. a, p. 514.

17-26. The Healing of a Paralytic. Mt ix. 1-8; Mk. ii. 1-12.
We again have a narrative which is narrated by all three Synoptists
in a way which shows that they are using common material. Mt.
is again the most brief. Mk. and Lk. agree in the details, but
differ considerably in the wording. Different translations of the
same Aramaic original, or of two very similar Aramaic originals,
would account for these similarities and differences. The cast of
the opening verse is very Hebraistic, as is shown by £y€veTo, by
lv p.i~ Twv T,p.epwv, by Kal a.tiT6.,, and by 8vvap.i'> Kvpwv ~v d.,. See
on iv. 36 and on viii. 22. The £v p.i(j, Twv .qp.epwv is an absolutely
indefinite expression, which we have no right to limit. Mt. and
Mk. give no date. The phrase £v p.i(j. Twv is peculiar to Lk.
is just in this district that to this day we find the colonies of lepers most
numerous" (Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands, p. 19).
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17. «l>ap1aaio1. The first mention of them by Lk., who assumes
that his readers know who the Pharisees were. This introduction
of them stamps them as hostile to Christ; and we have here the
first collision in Galilee between Jesus and the authorities at
Jerusalem. On the Pharisees see Jos. Ant. xiii. 5. 9, ro. 6, xvii. 2.
4, xviii. 1. 2, 3; B. J. ii. 8. 14; Schurer, Jewish People, II. ii. § 26,
p. 10; Hausrath, N.T. Times, i. p. 135; Keim,.fes. of Naz. i. p.
321; Edersh. L. & T. i. pp. 96, 97, 310-324.
vop.0818ao-Ka>..01. The word is formed on the analogy of lepo3i3auKa.\.os and x_opo3t3&a-KaAo>, but is not classical. Elsewhere only
Acts v. 34 and 1 Tim. i. 7. In all three cases teachers of the
Jewish Law are meant, and the term is almost a synonym for oi
ypaµµanls in the N. T. sense. That they had come EK 11"aafJS KWP.fJS
Tijs ra>..1>..alas Kal 'lou8a(as is, of course, a popular hyperbolical
expression, and illustrates Lk.'s fondness for 7ras: comp. vi. 17.
8uvap.1s Kuptou ~" ds TO Uia9m mhov. "The power of Jehovah
was present for Him to heal with" ; i.e. for Jesus to employ in
working miracles of healing. See on iv. 36 and comp. i. 35, xxiv.
49 ; Acts vi. 8. Hence miracles are often called 8v11aµn>, or outcomes of the power of God. Trench, Syn. xci. The failure to
see that ain-611 is the subject, not the object, of lau8ai produced
the corrupt reading avrovs (AC D and versions). This corrupt
reading produced the erroneous interpretation of Kvpfov as meaning Christ. Lk. often calls Christ "the Lord"; but in such cases
Kvpws always has the article (vii. 13, x. 1, xi. 39, xii. 42, xiii. 15,
xvii. 5, 6, xviii. 6, xix. 8, xxii. 61). Kvpws without the article
means Jehovah (i. II, ii. 9, iv. 18; Acts v. 19, viii. 26, 39, xii. 7).
This verse shows us Jesus armed with Divine power and confronted by a large body of hostile spies and critics. What follows
~vv. 19, 26) proves that there was also a multitude of curious
spectators, who had not declared for either side, like the multitude
round Elijah and the prophets of Baal on Carmel (1 Kings xviii.
21).
Except in quotations from LXX (Mt. xiii. 15; Jn. xii. 40) and one other
passage (Jn. iv. 47), laulJai with act. signif. is peculiar to Lk. (vi. 19, ix. 2,
II, 42, xiv. 4, xxii. 51; Acts ix. 34, x. 38, etc.).

18. 8s ~" 11"apa>..e>..u11.Evos. "Here and wherever St. Luke mentions this disease, he employs the verb 7rapa.\.veu8ai, and never
7rapaAV7'tK6s. The other N. T. writers use the popular form 7rapa.\.vnK6s, and never use the verb, the apparent exception to this,
Heb. xii. 12, being a quotation from the LXX, Is. xxxv. 3. St.
Luke's use is in strict agreement with that of the medical writers "
(Hobart, Med. Lang. of St. Lk. p. 6).
lt~Touv a~rov etaeveyKeiv.
Into the house, although it has not
yet been stated that Jesus was in a house. Mk. tells us that there
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were four bearers, and that the place was thronged even about the
door. For lvw1nov see small print on i. 15·
19. For p.1} with a participle expressing a reason see small print on iii. 9.
With 'll"olcu understand Ollofi and comp. EK•iwqs (xix. 4). Here we should
have expected aid, which some inferior MSS. insert in both places. "By
what kind of a way" emphasizes their perplexity. For the omission of oo6s
comp. iii. 5. Win. xxx. II, !xiv. 5, pp. 258, 738. The classical T'1jv 4XXws
illustrates this common ellipse. Blass, Gr. pp. 106, 137.
8Lcl Tov <:x>..ov. " Because of the multitude" ; not "through the
multitude," a meaning of oia c. acc. which is found only in poetry
and freq. in Hom. It was probably by means of outside steps
that they "went up on to the top of the house." Oriental houses
sometimes have such steps; and in any case ladders could be
used. That the Swp.a. was a dwelling-house is not stated. In bibl.
Grk. it means a roof rather than a house (Deut. xxii. 8; Josh. ii.
6, 8), and in N.T. seems to imply a flat roof (xii. 3, xvii. 31; Acts
x. 9; Mk. xiii. 15; Mt. x. 27, xxiv. 17). It may have been over
a large hall on the ground floor. Even if Jesus was teaching in
the upper room of a dwelling-house (and the Rabbis often taught
there), the difficulty of getting on to the roof and removing a small
portion of it would not be very great. Edersh. Hist. ofJ. N. p. 2 53.
8Lcl TWV Kepnp.wv Ka.&rfKa.v. The verb is peculiar to Lk. in N.T.
(Acts ix. 25, x. II, xi. 5); freq. in class. Grk. Mk. has a'll"EU'Tfyauav 'T~V UTlyriv 67rov ~v, Kat i~opv~avTE<; xaA.wuiv. Perhaps Lk.
thinks of Grreco-roman houses, Mk. of Palestinian. We need not
infer from l~opv~av'TE> that under the tiles was clay or mortar to be
"dug out." But, if there was anything of the kind to be cut
through and removed, this could easily be done without serious
consequences to those who were in the crowded room below.
Men who had so much at stake, and who had got thus far, would
not desist through fear of sprinkling a few persons with rubbish.
To make these difficulties, which are very unsubstantial, a reason
for rejecting the whole narrative as a legend, is rather childish
criticism. The constructor of a legend would not have made his
details conspicuously incredible. The suggestion that Jesus was
in a gallery outside the house, teaching the multitude in the open
court below, is not helpful. In that case, why unroof the gallery?
The sick man might have been let down to the front of it.1
uuv 'T/il K">..mSl'tl. Lk. alone has his favourite uvv. The substantive occurs here only. It is the dim. of KA{vri (viii. 16, xvii.
34), and perhaps means here a portion of the KA.Cvri mentioned in
ver. 18. Not all of what had been used to bring him through the
streets would be let down through the roof. Comp. KA.tvapwv
(Acts v. 15). Double forms of diminutives are not uncommon 1
1

For another explanation see Tristram, Eastern Customs, pp. 34, 35.
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e.g. yvvaCKtov and yvvamf.pwv (2 Tim. iii. 6); 7rat8fov (i. 59, 66)
and 7rat8&pwv (Jn. vi. 9); mvaKLOV and 7rLVaKt8tov (i. 63). Mk. has
the inelegant Kpafiarros, grabatus (Acts v. 15, ix. 33), for which
the Greeks preferred uK{p.7rovs or uKtp.7r68wv.

20. l8wv -NJv 11"lc11w aihwv. The faith of the man and of those
who brought him. All three accounts have the words; but Mt.
omits the persevering energy which proved how strong their faith
was. We need not assume that the paralytic himself did not share
his friends' confidence.
For a full discussion of the Meaning ef "Fat"th" in the New Testament and
in some Jewish Writings see detached note on Rom. i. 17. Here it will suffice
to point out its four main uses for (1) belief in God; (2) belief in His promises;
(3) belief in Christ; (4) belief in some particular utterance or claim of God or of
Christ. Of these four the last is the commonest use in the Synoptic Gospels,
where it generally means belief in the power of Christ, or of God in Christ, to
work miracles. The efficacy of Christ's/ower is commonly dependent upon
the faith of those who are to be benefite by its exercise, as here. Comp. vii.
50, viii. 48, xvii. 19, xviii. 42. By an easy transition this faith in the power of
God or of Christ to work miracles becomes used of the conviction that the
believer himself has received power to work miracles. Comp. xvii. 6. In
xviii. 8 the faith to be found on earth means faith in the Son of Man.

•AvOpwlre, dcfufwVTal aoL al d.p.ap-rlaL aou. Mk. has TEKvov, and
Mt. has 8&.puei Tf.Kvov. It is not likely that Lk., the writer of the
Gospel of grace for all, has deliberately changed the more tender
address, because it seemed to be unsuitable to one who must, as
he thinks, have been a grievous sinner. Comp. xii. 14 and xxii.
58. And we affirm more than we know, if we say that this absolution was necessary for the man's cure, because otherwise he would
not have believed that Jesus could heal him, and his faith was
essential to the cure. He probably believed, and perhaps knew,
that his malady was the direct consequence of his own sin (xiii. 2 ;
Jn. v. 14, ix. 2; 1 Cor. xi. 30). But it does not follow from this
that faith on his part was thus far absent.
Suidas seems to be right in regarding a<f>ew11Tat as a Doric form of the
perf. indic. for a<f>dvrru. But it was admitted rather freely, even by Attic
writers. Comp. avewvrat (Hdt. ii. 165. 1 ; but the reading is not certain)
and dwOa from #Ow (iv. r6). Win. xiv. 3. a, p. 96; Veitch, s. v. In Mt. and
Mk. the true reading here is a<f>levrai: but a<f>ewvrai occurs again vii. 47, 48;
I John ii. 12, and probably Jn. xx. 23. Some have regarded it as a subjunctive: remissa sunto. Fritzsche (on Mt. ix. 2) pertinently asks, Quo usu
aut more subjunctivum i"n talibus !ocis absolute positum dejendas?

21.

~p~aVTo

8ia>..oyltea6ai. Not a mere periphrasis for i>i•.\.oyi2 1.
Hitherto they had found nothing in His
words to excite criticism. Here they seemed to see the opportunity for which they had been watching, and their discussions
forthwith began. 1 The ypap.p.aTeis are evidently the same as the
uavTo : see on iv.

I It has been suggested that fiin11 Ka81jµevot (Mk. ii. 6) and ijp~avro ( = iJ<rav
dpx6µe11oi) here are simply different translations of the Aramaic verb, which has
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voµ.o8iMcrKa.Aoi in ver. 17.

Neither Mt. nor Mk. mention the
Pharisees here; and both of them imply that the criticisms were
not uttered aloud: £v fovTOLi (Mt.), lv Ta'i:i Kap8laii (Mk.). Even
here utterance is not stated, for A.iyovTEi may be used of thoughts
(xii. 17; Mt. xxi. 25).
T(s lOTLV o~TO!l 8s b~E'i: f3~aacl>"lflo(as; An accidental iambic line.
We have another ver. 39, if dJ(Uwi be admitted as genuine. The
oVTOi is contemptuous, as often (iv. 22, vii. 39, 49, ix. 9, xiv. 30,
xv. 2, etc.). In N. T., as in class. Grk., {3A.acrcpriµ.{a has the two
meanings of "evil speaking" (Col. iii. 8; Eph. iv. 31; 1 Tim. vi. 4;
Jude 9: comp. Rom. iii. 8, xiv. 16) and "blasphemy" (Mt. xii. 31,
:x:xvi. 65; Rev. xiii. 6). These cavillers assume that Jesus has
claimed to have pardoned the man on His own authority, not
merely to have said that He knew that his sins have been forgiven
by God. And Jesus does not say that they are mistaken in this.
He acts on His own authority in accordance with the will of the
Father, doing on earth what the Father does in heaven (Jn. v. 191
21). For &.cpdvai of sins comp. Mt. xii. 31; Mk. iii. 28; Rom.
iv. 7, etc.
22. lmyvous 8~ 6 'ITJuous Tous 8La~oyLuf1-ous a.1hwv. The compound verb implies thorough and accurate knowledge ( 1 Cor.
xiii. 12; Rom. i. 32; Justin, Try. iii. p. 221 A). The subst. £7r{yvwcrii is used of "the knowledge of God and of Christ as being the
perfection of knowledge : e.g. Prov. ii. 5; Hos. iv. 1, vi. 6; Eph.
i. 17, iv. 13; 2 Pet. i. 2, 3, 8, ii. 20; Clem. Alex. Pred. ii. 1, p. 173"
(Lft. on Col. i. 9). Comp. the climax in Apost. Const. vii. 39. 1,
yvwcrii, €7r{yvwcrii, 7rArJpocpop{a. On both l7riyvwcrii and 8mA.oyicrµ.ovi see Hatch, Bib!. Grk. p. 8. The latter seems here to mean
"thoughts" (£v0vµ.'1]creii, Mt. ix. 4) rather than "discussions"
(ix. 46). In LXX it is used of the counsels of God (Ps. xxxix. 6,
xci. 6). It is, however, more often used in a bad sense (Ps. lv. 51
xciii. 11, cxlv. 4, etc.), and is specially freq. in Lk. (ii. 35, vi. 8,
ix. 47, xxiv. 38). Not in Jn., and only once each in Mt. and Mk.
lv Ta'i:s Ka.pS(a.Ls Of1-WV. This seems to imply that there had been
no utterance. Christ read their thoughts. See on Rom. i. 21.
23. T( EOTLV E~Ko7rWTepov, EL'll"E'i:v ••• ;j EL'll"e'i:v. It is in this
verse and the next that the three accounts are most similaralmost verbatz'm the same. The challenge is a very practical one,
and the point of it is in the El7rE'i:v. It is easier to say, "Thy sins
are forgiven," because no one can prove that they are not forgiven.
But the claim to heal with a word can be easily and quickly
tested.
the very different meanings of " sitting at rest" and "beginning " ; or possibly
of two verbs which are identical in spelling (Expost'tor, April 1891, p. 285).
See on iii. 23. But these possibilities seem to be too isolated and sporadic to
be of great value in accounting for differences between the Gospels.
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EVKo11'~T•pov. Lit. "more capable of being done with easy labour" (<u,
K6,,-os). In N.T. always in the comparative (xvi. 17, xviii. 25; Mk. x. 25;
Mt. xix. 24); but eiJKo7rov occurs l Mac. iii. 18; Ecclus. xxii. 15. It is
found in Polyb., but not in class. Grk.-For rls in the sense of" whether ol.
two" like 11'6repos, as quis = uter, comp. xxii. 27; Mt. xxi. 31, xxiii. 17,
xxvii. 17, 21; Xen. Cyr. iii. 1. 17.

24. 6 ulos Toil dv0pw'll'ou. This remarkable phrase in all four
Gospels is invariably used by Christ of Himself; upwards of eighty
times in all. The Evangelists never use it of Him, and no one
ever addresses Him by this title. Yet none of the four ever
directs our attention to this strict limitation in the use of the
phrase, so that their agreement must be regarded as undesigned,
and as evidence of their accuracy.
In 0. T. we have "son of man" used in three different connexions, and it
must be noted that in each case the rendering in LXX is vlos av0pw7rov and not
ovlos roii avOpw,,-ov. In the Psalms it is used of the ideal man: viii. 4, lxxx. 16,
cxliv. 3, cxlvi. 3. In Ezeki'el it is the title by which the Prophet is addressed,
ii. 1, 3, 6, 8, iii. l, 3, 4, etc. etc.; upwards of eighty times in all. In Daniel's
night visions (vii. 13, 14), "One like a son of man came with the clouds of
heaven, and came to the Ancient of Days," and received a dominion which was
universal and eternal. With this should be compared various passages in the
Book of Enoch, of which this is specially noteworthy. "There I saw one who
had a head of days, and His head was white like wool ; and with Him was a
Second, whose countenance was like the appearance of a man, and His countenance was full of grace, like one of the holy angels. And I asked one of the
angels who were with me, and who showed me all the secrets, concerning this
Son of Man, who He was, and whence He was, and why He goes with the
Head of days. And he answered and said to me: This is the Son of Man who
has justice, and justice dwells with Him; and all the treasures of secrecy He
reveals, because the Lord of the spirits has chosen Him, and His portion overcomes all things before the Lord of the spirits in rectitude to eternity. And this
Son of Man, whom thou hast seen, will arouse the kings and mighty from their
couches, and the strong from their thrones, and will loosen the bands of the
strong, and will break the teeth of the sinners" (xlvi. ). This Son of Man is the
Messiah. He is called" the Anointed" (xlviii. II,li. 4), "the Righteous One"
(xxxviii. 2, !iii. 6), "the Elect One" (passim), and the Lord speaks of Him as
"My Son" (cv. 2). That these Messianic passages in the Book of Enoch are
of Christian origin is the opinion of a few critics, but it is difficult to maintain it.
Everything distinctly Christian is absent. This Son of Man or Messiah is not
the Word, is not God. That He has lived on the earth is nowhere intimated.
Of the historical Jesus, the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, or the Ascension, there
is not a hint ; nor yet of baptism, or of the eucharist, or of the doctrine of the
Trinity. Why should a Christian write just what any Jew might accept about
the Messiah and no more? But if the whole of the Book of Enoch was
written before the birth of Christ, then we have sufficient evidence to show that
when Christ was teaching on earth "Son of Man" was already accepted by the
Jews as one title, although not a common one, for the Messiah. 1 The idea of a
weak and suffering Messiah was unwelcome to the Jews, and therefore a name
l Le Livre d'Henoch, en particulier, !equel !tat"tfart lu dans /'entourage de
.Jesus (Judre Epist. 14) nous donne la clef de l'expression de "Fils de l'homme,"
et des idles qui s'y rattachaient (Renan, V. de J. p. xi. ). It is, of course, quite
possible that the writer of the Book of Enoch took the idea from Daniel. For
a discussion of the title see Dorner, Person of Christ, Eng. tr. I. i. p. 54
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which emphasized human weakness was not a favourite one. "But the very
reason which induced them to avoid the title induced our Lord to take it. It
expressed His Messiahship definitely enough for His purpose ; but it expressed it
in that veiled and suggestive way which characterised the whole of His teaching
on His own person. At the same time, it conveyed to those who had ears to
hear the whole secret of the Incarnation. That which the Jews shrank from
and ignored He rather placed in the forefront of His mission" (Sanday in the
Expost"tor, Jan. 1891, p. 30, art. "On the Title, 'Son of Man'").

tirl Tijc; y~c;. In all three accounts there is room for doubt as
to the words which this expression qualifies. Here either f.~o1JCT{av
:xei or &c/nivm aµap-da<;. In Mk. and Mt. it may qualify &u[o<; 'TOV
&v0pw7rov. It is best taken with f.~o1JCT{av :xn. But the difference
in meaning is not great.
etirev T<(l irapa>..e>..up.lv<tJ· This is not the apodosis to l'va dB~H,
but a parenthesis : 1 the apodosis to Zva eiB~TE is ~ot A.lyw. Note
the emphasis on uol: "to thee I say the crucial words." Clement
of Alexandria gives this address to the paralytic in singularly different language : &vdurn, cpYJ<FL T<fl 7rapeip.h<f, Tov <FKLµ7ro8a f.cp' Sv
KaTdKeiuai A.af3wv d7rt0t ol'.KaBe (Pred. i. 2, p. 101, ed. Potter). Probably a paraphrase. For the pres. imperat. see Blass, Gr. p. 191.
25. irapa.x~f-La. dva<nclc; tvwmov. Every one of these words is
characteristic of Lk. For 7rapaxp~µa Mk. has his equally characteristic evOv>, a feature which recurs Lk. viii. 44, 55, xviii. 43,
xxii. 60. Lk. has 7rapaxp~µa ten times in the Gospel and six times
in the Acts: elsewhere only Mt. xxi. 19, 20. For &vauTCi> Mt.
has f.yepOe{., and Mk. ~ylpOYJ Ka{: see on i. 39. For f.vw7riov a(,Twv
Mk. has :µ7rpou8ev 7rttvTwv.
ll.pac; f.cl>' & Ka.TlKEtTo. Il doit porter maintenant ce grabat qui l'a
si longtemps porte (Godet). The wording is peculiar to Lk., and is
perhaps intended to suggest this inversion of relations. Lk. alone
records that he glorified God. The phrase Bo~d,eiv Tov @e6v
is specially common with him (ver. 26, vii. 16, xiii. 13, xvii. 15,
xviii. 43, xxiii. 47; Acts iv. 21, xi. 18, xxi. 20): once in Mk., twice
in Mt., once in Jn.
The reading€</>' ~ (RU A) is an obvious correction to a more usual con·
struction. For the acc. after a verb of rest comp. xxi. 35; Mt. xiii. 2; Mk.
iv. 38; Jn. xxi. 4; also Plato, Sym. 212 D, bmrrfiva.L f?r! rch 6vpa.s.

26. £K<na<rt<; fia.j3ev CLira.VTa.c;. Mk. has 7rttvrn>, Mt. nothing.
Lk. is fond of the stronger form. He alone records all three
emotions-amazement, fear, and gratitude to God. The last is in
all three. For £K<rTaatc; comp. Mk. v. 42, xvi. 8; Acts iii. 10; Gen.
xxvii. 33; 1 Sam. xiv. 15; 2 Chron. xiv. 14. Mt., whose narrative
1 That this parenthesis occurs in exactly the same place in all three proves
that all three made use of a narrative, the form of which was already fixed, either
in memory or in writing (Salmon, lnt. to N. T. p. 121, 5th ed.). Comp. Lk.
viii. 28, 29 with Mk. v. 7, 8, where we have similar agreement in arrangement.
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is much the most brief, adds after l86eacrav Tov ®E6v, Tov 86vTa
1eovcrlav ToiavnJV Tots &.v(}pw?roi•;, which seems to refer to the preceding Uovcrlav lxu. He who is the Son of Man, the ideal representative of the race, had vindicated His claim to possess authority
to forgive sins.
E?8aiuv 11'apd8o~a a/ip.Epov. The adj. occurs here only in N. T
In LXX it is not rare (Judith xiii. 13; Wisd. v. 2; Ecclus. xliii. 2 5;
2 Mac. ix. 24; 4 Mac. ii. 13). It is used of the miracles of Jesus
in the famous passage, of very doubtful origin, in Josephus : crocpos
&.vqp, el 'YE IJ.v8pa aliTov >..fyEiv XP~· ~v yap 7rapa86ewv £pywv 7rOL7JT~>
(Ant. xviii. 3. 3). Whereas £v8oea (xiii. 17) has reference to the
86ea or glory of the agent, ?rapa8oea refers to the 86ea or opinion of
the spectators; but 86ea in the sense of "opinion" or "belief" is
not found in N.T. For the mixed form of aor. EWaµ,EV see small
print on i. 59, and comp. 1 Sam. x. 14 and 2 Sam. x. 14.
27-89. The Calling of Levi and the Discussion about Fasting.
Mt. ix. 9-17; Mk. ii. 13-22. In all three narratives this section
is connected closely with the healing of the paralytic ; but Mt.
places both incidents much later, viz. after the return from the
country of the Gadarenes.
The common identification of Levi with Matthew is probably correct; but
his father must not be identified with the father of James the Less. Matthew
is probably a contraction of Mattathias "Gift of God," and this name may
have been given to Levi after His conversion, like that of Peter to Simon.
Comp. Joseph Barsabbas, surnamed Justus (Acts i. 23). In Galilee it was
common to have two names ; and therefore both names may have been original.
But if Levi was the earlier name, and was less well known among Christians,
that would account for Mk. and Lk. using it, while Mt. equally naturally would
let it be evident that a T<AWV'YJS had become, by Christ's mercy, the well-known
Apostle. There can be no reasonable doubt that the three narratives refer to
the same incident. And, as Levi is mentioned in no list of the Twelve, and
Matthew is mentioned in all such lists, the identity of Levi the re"Jl.wv'YJS with Mt.
the re">lwv'YJS and Apostle need not be doubted. Such doubts, however, are
ancient. They existed in the Gnostic commentator Heracleon (Clem. Alex.
Strom. iv. 9, p. 595, ed. Potter), and were shared by Origen. They have been
reproduced by Grotius (on Mt. ix. 9) and Michaelis; and more recently by
Sieffert, Neander, Ewald, Keim, and Reuss. But a satisfactory solution, which
is not contradicted by any evidence, is not to be rejected because it does not
amount to demonstration.

=

f!/1. l~fj>..9Ev.
So also Mk., while Mt. has 7rapaywv lKeWEV.
Departure from the town, rather than from the house, is probably
meant; and we therefore obtain no evidence as to the site of
Capernaum. We may place Capernaum away from the lake, and
yet suppose the Te.\.wvwv to have been close to the shore. The
customs collected there went to Herod Antipas, not to the imperia.
ftscus (Jos. Ant. xvii. 11. 4, 5; B.J. ii. 6. 3): see on xx. 25.
l6edO"aTo TE>..w"'I"· "Looked attentively at, contemplated, a
tax-collector," as if reading his character. The verb often implies
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enjoyment in beholding (vii. 24; Jn. i. 14, 32, 38; l Jn. i. 1). For
the n>..wv<u see on iii. 12. The Talmud distinguishes two classes
of nAwvai: the Gabbai or tax-gatherer (e.g. of income-tax or polltax), and the Mokhes or custom-house officer. The latter was
specially hated, as having greater opportunities for vexatious
exactions, especially from the poor. Levi was one of the latter.
The great commercial route from Acre to Damascus, which continued until the crusades as the via maris, passed the lake at or
near Capernaum, and gave employment to excisemen (Is. ix. 1).
3v6f.1oaTL Aeue(v. Mk. has Arueiv Tov Tov 'AA.cpafov, and Mt. has
Ma88a'iov. The fondness of Lk. for ov6µ.an in introducing a name
is here conspicuous. Mt. has >..ey6µ.£vov, and Mk. has neither.
Comp. i. 5, x. 38, xvi. 20, xxiii. 50, and over twenty times in the
Acts. Mt. and Mk. have 6v6µ.an once each. Jn. says 6voµ.a
aim!J (i. 6, iii. l, xviii. 10 ).
Ka01],...evov tirl TO n>..wvLov. Excepting in the parallel passages,
TeA.iJvwv does not occur in N.T. Nor is it common elsewhere.
In Strabo, xvi. I. 27, it seems to mean "customs, taxes,'' and some
would render E11"t To TeAwvwv, "to receive the customs." But it is
more probable that it means the place where dues were collected,
"the tol bothe" (Wic.) or "the custom-house" (Rhem.). Comp.
the similarly formed SeKaTWvwv, " the office of a collector of tenths."
Very likely Levi was sitting outside the portitorium. He must
have been visible from the outside: the e1Tl is "at,'' not "in."
28. KaTa>..Lirwv m~VTa. Lk alone mentions this. 1 Note the
characteristic 1Ta vTa, and comp. ver. 11. The fact illustrates the
doctrine, to which Lk. often bears witness, that riches are a peril
and an impediment, and that the kingdom of God is specially
preached to the poor. The statement is against the supposition
(D.B. ii. p. 969) that Mt. returned to his business afterwards; and
it is quite gratuitous to suppose that the statement is a mere
reminiscence of ver. l 1. In that case why has acf>dva' been
changed to KaTaAEL1THV? Syr-Sin. omits avaCTTa~.
There is a slight awkwardness in Kara\i11",J,v preceding ava<rras: the rising
was the first act in the leaving all and in the following Christ. Both Mt.(?) and
Lk. represent the following as habitual, 1/Ko\oVfleL. Mk. regards the single act
on this occasion, 1/Ko\ovlJ'l}~Ev, With the call, 'AKo\ovlJa /.wi, comp. Jn. i. 44,
and with the result comp. ver. II and Mt. iv. 19, 22. The two combined lead
one to the view that this is a call to become an Apostle.

29. tirol11uev 8ox~v flEyn>..11v.
"Made a great reception"
(Slxoµ.ai) or banquet. The word is peculiar to Lk., who has
Box~v 11"oie'iv again xiv. 13. The phrase occurs in LXX (Gen.
xxi. 8, xxvi. 30 ; Esth. i. 3, v. 4, 8). Of course tv Tjj olK(~ aihou
1 Ce seul mot sufftt.
La parole qui venait de guerir le llpreux, de rendre at4
paralyse le mouvement et de remettre les pechls, tramforma soudainement un
publicat'n en disciple (Didon, J. C. eh. iii. p. 340).
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fV. 29-31.

means in Levi's house, which is not included in KaTMt'ITciiv 'ITavTa.
He was not at his house when he left all. The 'ITavm refers to his
whole mode of life, his business as a TEAWVfl~·
It is stra.nge that any cne should understand the words either here or Mk.
ii. I 5 as meaning "in the house of Jesus." Had Jesus a house? If so, how
improbable that Levi should hold a reception in it ! If the narrator had meant
this, must he not have given the name instead of ailTou, which would inevitably
be misunderstood? Mt. has simply €v -ri] olK!q,, which possibly means "indoors,'' as opposed to the outdoor scene brl To u\wvwv. There is no evidence
that Christ had a house at Capernaum. After the call of Simon and Andrew
He is entertained in the house of Simon and Andrew (Mk. i. 16, 29); and
after the call of Levi He is entertained in the house of Levi. The new disciple
wishes his old friends to make the acquaintance of his new Master. C'est son
premier acte missionaire (Godet).
~I' ox>.os 11'0).US

TEXWVWV Kat a>.>.wv ot ~aav /LET' aihwv KaTaKe(-

This proves that the house was a large one, which the
house of Jesus would not have been: and it also shows the
character of the company, for only social outcasts would sit down
at the same table with TEAwvai.
30. ~y6yyutov ot Cl>ap1aa'Lo1 Kat ol ypap.p.aTe'Ls aihwv. The avTwv
means "the scribes of the Pharisees," i.e. who belonged to that
party. Some scribes were Sadducees. That this is the meaning
is clear from Mk. ii. 16. It is pointless, and scarcely grammatical,
to make avrwv refer to the inhabitants of the place, who have not
been mentioned. These scribes were probably not invited guests,
but had entered during the meal, like the woman that was a sinner
in the house of Simon. The Sinaitii:us and other authorities omit
avrwv, doubtless because it was not clear what it meant.

!J.EVOI.

For "foyyv!;w, which is not in Mk. or Mt., see Lft. on Phil. ii. 14, and
Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Grk. p. 39. The Atticists preferred TovOopv!;w.
Both are probably onomatop.-Note that here, as in vv. 31, 33 and iv. 43,
Lk. has 7rp6s c. acc. after a verb of speaking, where Mk. (ii. 16-19) has the
dat. See on i. 13.
A1cl T( p.eTcl Twv TEXwvwv Kal &p.apTw>.wv ~alJ(eTE; The single
article (so in all three) brackets them as one class. In Mt. and
Mk. the disciples are not included in the charge (luOfo, not
£u0teT£); but they both mention that the disciples were sitting at
table with Jesus and the T£Awvai, and therefore were open to the
charge. Lk., on the other hand, does not mention that the
disciples were sitting at table, but his £u0{£T£ implies it. With
811\ T( comp. Exod. v. 14.

31. In all three accounts Jesus ignores the insinuation against His disciples,
and answers for Himself. He is responsible for the intercourse with taxcollectors a.nd sinners. For o'L {,yui(vovTes Mt. and Mk. have o! lrrxvovus.
This looks like a deliberate change made by Lk. for the sake of a word which
would more definitely express health as opposed to sickness. Like 7rapaX<Xupbos for ?Tapa\UTLKos (vv. 18, 24) and larrOai for oiarrw!;<iv (vi. 19), these cltanj2'P.S
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may be the result of Lk.'s medical training (Hobart, p. 67 ; Salmon, Int. tt>
N. T. p. I29, 5th ed.). But would Lk. have made changes in a report of
Christ's words? There would be no need to have scruples, for o! lo-xvovns is
only a translation of the Aramaic, and Lk. might think that o! VyietlvoVTes was a
better translation. Christ's reply is an argumentum ad hominem, partly
ironical. On their own showing the Pharisees had no need of a teacher, while
these outcasts were in the greatest need of one.

32. els p.eTavoLa.v. These words are peculiar to Lk., but in
some texts have been transferred to Mk. and Mt. Both µmivoia
and fJ-ETavoav are freq. in Lk. See on xv. 7. Obviously those who
are really UKa.Lot do not need to be called to repentance; but who
are otKawi? That is the question which Christ's reply suggests.
If we had only Mk.'s account, we might suppose that what follows
took place on some other occasion; but both Lk. and Mt. (T6TE)
connect it with the banquet in Matthew's house.
33. ot 8€ et11"a.v. The same who asked the previous question,
viz. the Pharisees and their scribes (ver. 30). Mt. says that it was
the disciples of John who came up and put this question. Mk.
states that both the disciples of John and the Pharisees were
keeping a fast at that very time, and joined in asking why Christ's
disciples did not do so also. We know from Jn. iii. 26 how
jealous the Baptist's disciples were of Christ, and therefore ready
to criticize. Perhaps they were also jealous of the freedom from
legal restraints which His disciples seemed to enjoy. They leave
an opening for the reply, " You have no need to fast." The four
words which follow V'Y/<TTEvovuw, viz. the words 11"UKvci Ka.l Se~uEL!l
11"0LouVTa.L, are peculiar to Lk. They imply that Christ's disciples
habitually neglected the frequent fasts which the disciples of John
and of the Pharisees kept. The fasts on Mondays and Thursdays
are probably meant, which were not obligatory, but which some
Pharisees observed (xviii. 12 ). Moses was believed to have gone up
Mount Sinai on a Thursday and to have come down on a Monday.
The Day of Atonement was the only fast of universal obligation.
For 1l"OLe'Lu6m Se~uELc; comp. 1 Tim. ii. I; it refers to prayers at fixed
times according to rule. The disciples of Jesus seemed to have no
rule respecting such things. A late tradition fixes the number of
the Baptist's disciples as thirty, answering to the days of the
month, as the Twelve are supposed to answer to the months of the
year (Clem. Hom. ii. 23).-Ka.l 11"Lvouuw. These words also are
peculiar to Lk. in harmony with Kat 'Tl'{vETE in ver. 30.
34. Individuals were at liberty to choose their own days for
fasting, but they must not select a sabbath or any of the great
feasts. Christ suggests another exception, which very possibly
was made by the Pharisees themselves. Is it possible to make
the guests fast at a wedding? Mt. and Mk. omit the 'Tl'OtE'iv: Can
the wedding-guests fast? Would it not be morally impossil:lle to
I I
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[V. 34-36,

have such a combination? To John's disciples this parable would
come home with special force, for their master had called Jesus
"the Bridegroom," and himself " the friend of the Bridegroom."
TOUS utous Toil vuf1ocjlwvos. The common Hebraism to express
those who are closely connected with the vvµ.cf>wv : comp. x. 6,
xvi. 8, xx. 36; Acts iv. 36; Mt. xxiii. 15; Jn. xii. 36, etc. In
1 Mac. iv. 2 ol vlo~ T~s aKpas means the garrison of the citadel.
But in LXX such expressions are not very common (1 Kings i. 52;
2 Sam. xii. 5; Gen. xi. 10). The word vvµ.cf>wv seems scarcely to
occur in class. Grk., but it is rightly formed (To bit vi. 14, 17 ).
Comp. 71'apfhvwv, yvvaiKwv, &.v8pwv, f3owv, &.µ.71'£Awv, K.T.A..
345. t!>..1:.faoVTa.L 8€ ~flolpm. "But days will come," i.e. days very
different from the joyous days of the wedding. It is best to take
this clause separately. After it there is an aposiopesis, which is
mournfully impressive; and then the sentence begins again.
Ka.1 iha.v d'll'apOfj 411'' mhwv 6 vuflocjlfos. There is no Kal in Mt.
or Mk., and some texts omit it here, because of its apparent
awkwardness. We may take the Ka{ as beginning a fresh sentence,
or as epexegetic of the preceding clause. "But days will comeand when the bridegroom shall be taken away," etc. Or, "But
days will come, yea, days when the bridegroom," etc. The word
&:1rap8y is in all three, and nowhere else in N.T. It is common in
class. Grk., esp. of the moving of fleets and armies.
TOTI: VT)CTTt:.faouaiv. "Then they will fast "-of their own accord.
He does not say, "Then ye will be able to make them fast," which
would be the exact antithesis of what goes before; and the change
is significant. Compulsion will be as superfluous then as it would
be outrageous now: comp. xvii. 22. This is the first intimation of
His death and departure, after which fasting will be appropriate
and voluntary. Its value consists in its being spontaneously
adopted, not forcibly imposed. This point is further developed in
the short parables which follow. Note the characteristic £ v
t!Kt:lvais TaL's ~µ.lpais (not in Mt. ix. 15), and see on ix. 36.
86. "E>..1:y1:v 8€ Ka.1 ira.pa.f3o>..~v 11'pos a..hous. These introductory
words are peculiar to Lk., and the phrase A.l.y£tv 7rapaf3oA.~v is
used by no one else (xii. 41, xiii. 6, xiv. 71 xviii. 1, xx. 9). For the
characteristic 8€ Ka.( see small print on iii. 9, and for >..ly1:w 11'pos
see on i. 13. For pairs of parables see on ver. 37 and xiii. 18.
d~ tfloa.Tlou Ka.woii axlaas. This also is peculiar to Lk.'s narrative, and it heightens the effect of the parable. Both Mt. and Mk
represent the patch as coming from an unused piece of cloth. To
tear it from a new garment is an aggravation of the folly. A good
garment is ruined in order to mend, and that very ineffectually, an
old one. In all three we have l71'{/3A."lµ.a for patch; in Mt. and Mk.
'Jl'A~pwµ.a also ; and Mk. for £mf30.A.A.£i has £7rtpa1r7'£t. In Plutarch
and Arrian l11if3A."lµ.a means "tapestry" for hangings. In the
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sense of " patch " it seems to occur oniy in Sym. Josh. ix. 11 (5 ).
The Latin translations of brt[3>-.:qp.a vary: commissura (Vulg.), insumentum (a), immissura (d).
Et 8~ flo'1YE (el oe µ:fi ')'•, Lach. Treg.). "But if he acts otherwise," i.e. if
he commits this folly. Ni caveat errorem (Grotius). The formula is freq. in
Lk. (ver. 37, x. 6, xiii. 9, xiv. 32), who never uses el oe µ:fi. El oe µ:fi 'Y• is
stronger than •l oe µ:fi, and follows both negative (xiv. 32; Mt. ix. 17; 2 Cor.
xi. l 6) and affirmative sentences (x. 6, xiii. 9 ; Mt. vi. l ). It is found in
Plato (Rep. iv. 425 E): comp. Hdt. iv. 120. + See Fritzsche on Mt. vi. I
and Meyer on 2 Cor. xi. 16.
Kat TO Katvov uxluEt.
"Both he will rend the new garment"·in tearing the patch from it. AV. here goes wrong, although
(except as regards the tense) all previous English Versions were
right. Reading axl'n with A and Vulg. rumpit, Wic. Tyn. Cran.
and Rhem. have "He breaketh the new," while Cov. has "He
renteth the new." Beza has "the old breaketh the new." Luther
and AV. seem to be alone in taking TO Kaw6v as the nom., "Both
the new maketh a rent." With <TXl<Tn comp. Jn. xix. 24; Is.
xxxvn. I.
Ka.l TO Kawov • • • Kal Tw 11"a">.atw. The double Ka[ marks the
double folly. RV. avoids the awk~ardness of" Both he will rend
. . . and the piece," etc., by rendering, "He will rend . . . and
also the piece," etc. The combination with Kal Tcil 'lTaAai<i> shows
that To Katv6v is object and not subject.
As to the precise meaning, interpreters are not agreed, beyond
the general truth that a new spirit requires a new form. But the
piece torn from the new garment is probably exemption from fasting. To deprive Christ's disciples of this freedom, while He is with
them, would be to spoil the system in which they are being trained.
And to impose this exemption upon the disciples of John and the
Pharisees, would also spoil the system in which they have been
trained. In the one case fasting, in the other non-fasting, was th
natural outcome of the environment. For a variety of interpretations see Godet, who in his third ed. has changed his own (1888).
37. This second parable carries on and develops the teaching
of the first. We have similar pairs of parables in the Mustard-seed
and the Leaven, the Treasure hid in the Field and the Pearl of
great price, the Ten Virgins and the Talents, the Lost Sheep and
the Lost Coin, the Unwise Builder and the Unwise King. In three
respects this second parable differs from the first. ( 1) The piece
of new cloth represents only a fragment of the new system ; the
new wine represents the whole of it. ( 2) The new garment and
the old one are only marred ; the new wine is lost and the old
skins are destroyed. (3) Not only is the wrong method condemned, the right method is indicated ( a.u.a. . . . [3>-.:rrrlov ). The
.argument is a fortiori. If it is a mistake to take the natural out·
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come from one system and force it upon an alien system, much
more fatal will it be to try to force the whole of a new and growing system into the worn out forms of an old one. "I thank Thee,
0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou didf.t hide these
things from the wise and understanding, and didst reveal them unto
babes" (x. 2 1 ). The scribes and Pharisees, wise in the letter of
the law, and understanding their own cramping traditions, were
incapable of receiving the free spirit of the Gospel. Young and
fresh natures, free from prejudice and open to new light and new
impressions, were needed to receive the new word and preserve it
unchecked and untramelled for future generations. On the fitness
of the twofold parable to the occasion Bengel remarks, parabolam
a veste, a vino: imprimi's opportunam convivio.
olr8els IJ&>..Xei otvov vlov ets &uKoos '1Ta>..moos. For /3&>.Aeiv of
pouring liquids comp. Jn. xiii. 5; Mt. xxvi. 12; J udg. vi. 19;
Epictet. iv. 19. 12. Skin-bottles, utres, are still in use in the East,
made of a single goat-skin (Hom. II. iii. 247), from which the flesh
and bones are drawn without ripping up the body. The neck of
the animal becomes the neck of the bottle. Gen. xxi. 14, 15, 19;
Ps. cxix. 83. Comp. Hdt. ii. 121. 20, iii. 9. 2; Hom. Od. v. 265.
In Job xxxii. 19 it is said that even new skins are ready to burst
when they are full of new wine: comp. xxxviii. 37. See Herzog,
PRE. 2 art. Schlauch; Tristram, Nat. Hist. o.f B. p. 92.
38. olvov v.!ov ets &11Koos Kawous IJ>..'IJTlov. Here certainly, and
perhaps here only in N.T., the difference between vlo., and Katv6~
must be marked in translation : "New wine must be put into fresh
wine-skins." While vio> is new in reference to time, "young" as
opposed to "aged,'' Katvo> is new in reference to quality, "fresh "
as opposed to "worn out." Trench, Syn. Ix.; Crem. Lex. p. 321.
But "a fresh heaven and a fresh earth" ( 2 Pet. iii. 13; Rev. xxi. 1 ),
and still more a "fresh Jerusalem" (Rev. iii. 12, xxi. 2 ), would be
intolerable. No English version prior to RV. distinguishes here
between v£o> and Katv6.,; and Vulg. has novus for both. None
translates U<TKo[ "Skins " Or "Wine-skins," but either " bottles "
(Wic. Cran. Rhem. AV.) or "vessels " (Tyn. Cov. Gen.). The
conclusion, Kat &µcf>6npoi <TVVT'f/povvrat, is an interpolation from Mt.
ix. 17 (~ B Land Aegyptt. omit).
39. This third parable is peculiar to Lk. While the first two
show how fatal it would be to couple the new spirit of the Gospel
with the worn out forms of Judaism, the third shows how natural it
is that those who have been brought up under these forms should
be unwilling to abandon them for something untried. The conversion of an outcast TEAWV'YJ>, who has no such prejudices, may be
easier than .one whose life is bound up in the formalism of the past.
Grotius, starting from Ecclus. ix. 15, oivo> v£o> cf>O...o., vlo.,. £av
'lraAatwO'fj, µ.er' ell<bpoutlv'f/> 7rforai ci:vTov, interprets : Signijicavit hoe
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proverbio Ckristus komz'nes non subito ad austeriorem vt'tam pertrakendos, sed per gradus quosdam assuejaciendos esse ; which implies
that Christ considered Jewish fasting the more excellent way, up
to which His disciples must be gradually educated. Moreover, the
subz'to on which this explanation turns is an interpolation: eUUws
is not genuine (tot B C 1 L, Boh. JEth. Arm. omit). Wetstein quotes
a multitude of passages to show that old wine was considered to
be superior to new, and concludes; Pkarisreorum austeritas comparatur vino novo, Ckn"stz' lenz'tas vz'no veterz'; which exactly inverts
the parable. The comparative merz'ts of the old and the new wine
are not touched by the parable, but the taste for them. One who
is accustomed to old will not wz'sk for new : it does not attract him
by look or fragrance. See Hort, Judaistic Ckn"stz'anz'ty, p. 24.
>..lyEL ycip· 'O

The reading of AC and Vulg.
The prejudiced person will
not even try the new, or admit that it has any merits. He knows that the old
is pleasant, and suits him ; and that is enough: he is not going to change.
Pharisteis doctrina sua antiqua magis erat adpa!atum, quam generosa doctrina
Jesu, quam illi jJutabant esse novam (Beng.), and which they would not even
taste. Comp. Rom. vii. 6 ; 2 Cor. iii. 6. If we admit the undoubtedly
spurious ev0€ws, we have another iambic line in this verse as in ver. 21 : ..-<wv
..-al\tuov eUOews Oel\e< vfov. The whole verse is omitted in D and in most of
the best MSS. of the old Latin ; but WH. seem to be alone in placing it in
brackets as of doubtful authority. On the three parables see Trench, Studies
in the Gospels, pp. 168-183.
'l!'a.)\a.Lo'll

XP'IJCTT.So; luTw.

(XPrJ<TT6repos, melius) is a manifest corruption.

VI. 1-5. The first Incident on the Sabbath (see Maurice, Lectures on St. Luke, pp. 82, 83, ed. 1879). The Call of Peter was
followed by two healings which provoked opposition to Christ: and
now the Call of Levi is followed by two incidents on the sabbath,
which lead to similar opposition. Mk. agrees with Lk. in placing
these two immediately after the call of Levi ; Mt. has them much
later (xii. 1-14). On the connexion here see Schanz, ad toe.
1. ~v ua.f3f3&.T~ 8euTepo1rpWT~. This passage is a well-known
crux in textual criticism and exegesis. Is 3eunpo'11'pwr<p part of the
true text? If so, what does it mean? The two questions to some
extent overlap, but it is possible to treat them separately.
l. The external evidence is very much divided, but the balance is against
the words being origina!.1 The reading is Western and Syrian, and "has no
other clearly pre-Syrian authority than that of D ajf." The internal evidence is
also divided. On the one hand, "The very obscurity of the expression, which
does not occur in the parallel Gospels or elsewhere, attests strongly to its genuineness" (Scriv.), for" there is no reason which can explain the insertion of this
1

ins. AC D E H K M R S U V X r ~ A II most cursives, Vulg. Syr-Harcl.
Goth. Arm., Epiph. Chrys. Greg-Naz. Amb. Hieron. and perhaps
Clem-Alex.
om. ~ B L six or seven good cursives, Syrr. Boh. Aeth. That evangelistaria
omit is not of much moment, as they often omit notes of time.
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word, while the reason for omitting it is obvious" (Tisch.) On the other hand,
"all known cases of probable omission on account of difficulty are limited to
single documents or groups of restricted ancestry, bearing no resemblance to the
attestation of text in either variety or excellence" (WH. ). Moreover, if any
sabbath had really borne this strange name, which is introduced without explanation as familiar to the readers, it would almost certainly have been found
elsewhere, either in LXX, Philo, Josephus, or the Talmud. In the life of
Eutychius (512-582) by his chaplain Eustathius oeVTepo7rpWrrJ KvpiaK'fi is used of
the first Sunday after Easter, but the expression is obviously borrowed from this
passage, and throws no light. In the whole of Greek literature, classical,
Jewish, or Christian, no such word is found independently of this text. The
often quoted o<VT<poo<KaT'Y), "second tenth" (Hieron. ad Ez. xiv. 13), gives no
help. The analogy of O<VT<po-yaµos, ownporoKos, K.T."JI.., suggests the meaning
of "a sabbath which for a second time is first" ; that of owrepeuxaros, which
Heliodorus (afud Soran. Med. vet.) uses for "last but one," suggests the meaning " first but one," i.e. "second of two firsts." But what sense, suitable to
the passage, can be obtained from either of these? The more probable conclusion
is that the word is spurious.
How then did it get into the text and become so widely diffused? The conjecture of Meyer is reasonable. An early copyist inserted 7rpWTtiJ to explain €v
iTeptiJ ua{J{JartiJ in ver. 6; this was corrected to oeVTeprp because of iv. 31 ; and
the next copyist, not understanding the correction, combined the two words.
A few MSS. have the reading oeVTEP'I' 7rpwrtiJ, among them R (Cod. Nitriensis\.
a pa;impsest of the sixth cent. in the British Museum. See Knight's Field.
2. If the word is genuine, what can be its meaning? Jerome put this question to Gregory Nazianzen, and the latter eleganter lusit, saying, Docebo te super
hac re in ecclesia (Hieron. Ep. Iii.). Of the numerous conjectures the following
may be mentioned as not altogether incredible. (1) The first sabbath of the
second year in a sabbatical cycle of seven years. This theory of Wieseler has
won many adherents. (2) The first sabbath in Nisan. The Jewish civil year
began in Tisri, while the ecclesiastical year began in Nisan ; so that each year
there were two first sabbaths, one according to civil, the other according to
ecclesiastical reckoning: just as Advent Sunday and the first Sunday in January
are each, from different points of view, the first Sunday in the year. It would
be possible to call the second of the two "a second first Sunday." But would
anyone use such language and expect to be understood? (3) The first sabbath
of the second month. It is asserted that the story of David obtaining the shewbread would often be in the lesson for that sabbath. But the lectionary of the
synagogues in the time of Christ is unknown. See on iv. 17. For other guesses
see Godet, McClellan, and Meyer. Most editors omit or bracket it. Tisch.
changed his decision several times, but finally replaced it in his eighth edition.

81a:rropeue'o-8m a&To~ 81a <nrop[p.wv. Excepting Rom. xv. 24, the
verb is peculiar to Lk. (xiii. 22, xviii. 36; Acts xvi. 4). In N. T.
<nr6pip.os occurs only here and parallels. In Theophr. (H.P. vi. 5. 4)
we have ¥, u7rop{p.'YJ, sc. "Ill· In Gen. i. 29 it is applied to the seed,
71'&.JIT« x6pTOV U'11'6ptp.ov U'Tl'ElpOV U7r£pp.a; SO that, like U7rdpeu8ai, it
can be used either of the field or of the seed.
eT1>..>..ov ot p.«81JT«l a&Tou Ka.l ~1181ov Tous <TTnxuas. For this
Mk. has ~p~avTo ooov 'Tl'Ote'iv T{.U.ovTes Toils uT&.xvas, which has been
interpreted to mean "began to make a way by plucking the ears."
But (1) all three imply that Jesus was walking in front of the disciples. What need was there for them to make a way? ( 2) How
would plucking the ears make a path? (3) In LXX 08ov 7roie'Lv is
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used for z"ter facere (Judg. xvii. 8). All three mean that the
disciples went along plucking the ears. This was allowed (Deut.
xxiii. 25).
l!iwxoVTEc; To.is XEpa{v. This and the TlXXoVTe<> constituted the
offence : it was unnecessary labour on the sabbath. According to
Rabbinical notions, it was reaping, thrashing, winnowing, and preparing food all at once. Lk. alone mentions the rubbing, and the
word 1/twxeiv seems to occur elsewhere only in the medical writer
Nicander (Theriaca, 619). It is from the obsolete 1/tww, a collat.
form of 11taw. Comp. Hdt. iv. 75. 2. For the action described see
Robinson, Res. in Pal. i. pp. 493, 499·
2. Tw£c; 8£ Twv cl>«pLao.(wv. As in v. 30, they are represented
as addressing their question to the disciples. In Mk. ii. 24 and
Mt. xii. 2 the charge against the disciples is addressed to Christ,
while in Mk. ii. 16 and Mt. ix. I I the charge against Christ is
addressed to the disciples. The To'i:c; aaj3j3uaw may mean either
"on the sabbath days" (AV. and most English Versions) or "on
the sabbath day" (RV.). Although Vulg. has i"n sabbati"s, Wic.
has "in the saboth "; Cov. also "upon the sabbath." See on
iv. 31.
3. 008£ TOUTO &.vlyvwTE 8 lirol11aev Aa.ue(8. "Have ye not read
even this that David did?" Does your knowledge not extend
even thus far? RV. follows AV. in translating <l ltrolriuev as if it
were the same as the TL ltrolriuev of Mt. and Mk., "what David
did."
Ko.l ot !LET, a.uTou. "The young men," whom David was to
meet afterwards. He came to Nob alone (r Sam. xxi. 1).
4. daijMEv EL<; Tov otKov Tou 0Eou. This is not stated in O.T.,
but may be inferred from his being seen by Doeg the Edomite,
who was "detained before the Lord" : i.e. he was in the tabernacle
as a proselyte, perhaps to be purified, or to perform a vow.
Touc; lipTouc; Tijc; irpofUaewc;. Lit. " the loaves of the setting
forth." These were the twelve loaves of wheaten bread placed
before the Lord in the Holy Place every sabbath. The word
"shewbread" first appears in Coverdale, probably from Luther's
Schaubrote. Wic. follows the panes propos£t£onis of Vulg. with
"looves of proposisiounn," which is retained in Rhem. Tyn. has
"loves of halowed breed." In O.T. we have also tf.pTot Toil
7rpouw7rov, z".e. of the presence of God ( 1 Sam. xxi. 6; N eh. x. 33),
or tf.pTot lvdJ7rtot (Exod. xxv. 30), or tf.pTot TIJ'> 7rpoucf>opas (1 Kings
vii. 48), or again ol tf.p,.oi ol 8ia7raVToc;, £.e. "the perpetual loaves"
(Num. iv. 7). But the expression used here, Mt. xii. 4 and Mk.
ii. 26, occurs Exod. xxxix. 36 ?, xl. 23; 1 Chron. ix. 32, xxiii. 29:
comp. 2 Chron. iv. 19. For the origin of~ 7rp6fhui<> Twv tf.pTwv
(Heb. ix. 2) comp. 2 Chron. xiii. u, xxix. 18. See Edersh. Th4
Temple, pp. 152-157; Herzog, PRE. 2 art. Schaubrote.
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Kal E8wKev TOLS p.eT' mhoii. This also is not stated in 1 Sam.
xxi., but it is implied in David's asking for jive loaves, and in
Abimelech's asking whether the wallets of the young men were
Levitically clean. For E~E<Tnv c. acc. et ief. see on xx. 22.
5. KupuSs ECTTW Toil CTappchou & uLos Tou dv0pw7rou. In all three
accounts Kvpw> comes first with emphasis. The Son of Man controls the sabbath, not is controlled by it. This does not mean
that He abrogates it (Mt. v. 17-20), but that He has power to
cancel the literal observance of it in order to perform or permit
what is in accordance with its spirit. Mk. gives the additional
reason that "the sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
sabbath," i.e. that it was given to be a blessing, not a burden.
Even the Rabbis sometimes saw this; "The sabbath is handed
over to you ; not, ye are handed over to the sabbath " (Edersh.
L. &- T. ii. p. 58). Ritual must give way to charity. The Divine
character of the Law is best vindicated by making it lovable; and
the Pharisees had made it an iron taskmaster. And, if the sabbath
gives way to man, much more to the Son of Man. In Jn. v. 17
Christ takes still higher ground. The Father knows no sabbath in
working for man's good, and the Son has the same right and
liberty. For o uLos Tou d110pw'11'ou see on v. 24. The point here is
that Christ as the representative of man defends man's liberty.
Cod. D transfers ver. 5 to after ver. 10, and instead of it has the remarkable
insertion : rfj aV-rv fiµlpi Oea(}'aµe116s nva iP'Yaf6µe11011 rep (}'a(3(3ar<iJ el7rev aU-r<iJ·
tiv8pw7re, el µ€11 ol!Jas rl 7roie'is, µaKapios el:· el i5E µfi olOas, imKaraparos Kai
7rapa(3an1s El roO voµou. For tiv8pw7r< comp. xii. 14; imKaraparos, Gal. iii. IO;
7rapaf3aT'TJS 116µou, Rom. ii. 25, 27; Jas. ii. II. It is possible that the tradition
here preserved in Cod. Dis the source from which both S. Paul and S. James
derive the phrase 7rapaf3aT'TJs 116µou. In Rom. ii., where it occurs twice, we have
the address &v0pw7re twice (vv. 1, 3). There is nothing incredible in Christ's
having seen a man working (not necessarily in public) on the sabbath. The
words attributed to Christ are so unlike the undignified, silly, and even immoral
inventions in the apocryphal gospels that we may believe that this traditional
story is true, although it is no part of the Canonical Gospels. D has other considerable insertions Mt. xx. 28 and Jn. vi. 56. See A. Resch, Agrapha
Aussercammi'sche Evangelienfragmente (Leipzig, 1889) pp. 36, 189.

6-11. The Second Incident on the Sabbath. Mt. xii. 9 would
lead us to suppose that it was the same sabbath (µera/3as £Kel8ev
~>..Oev). Lk. definitely states that it was lv fr{plf.' G'af3/3aTCf.', but not
that rt was "on the very next sabbath following." He alone
mentions that Jesus taught in the synagogue on this occasion, and
that the withered hand that was healed was the right one.
6. 'E')'lvero 13€ • • . €l(}'e\Oe'i11 aiiT~v • • , Kai T,11 • , • Kai T,11. The same
Hebraistic constr. as in ver. 1, somewhat modified in accordance with classical
usage: see note at the end of eh. i. We have /;71p8l at the Pool of Bethesda
(Jn. v. 3) ; but outside N. T. the word seems to mean, when applied to the
human body, either "not wet" or "lean."
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7. 1rUpETYJpouVTo 8~ u1hov ot ypup.µ.aTEL<; Kal ot <l>aptau~oL. Lk.
alone tells us who the spies were. Mt. puts their inquisitiveness
into words, "Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day?" The verb
signifies "watch narrowly,'' esp. with sinister intent, perhaps from
looking sideways out of the corner of one's eyes, ex obliquo et
occulto. As in Gal. iv. lo, the mid. gives the idea of interested
observance. Mk. has 7f'apeT-i]povv: comp. xx. 20; Sus. 12, 15, 16;
Polyb. xvii. 3. 2 ; Aris. Rhet. ii. 6. 20; Top. viii. I I. I.
Et lv Tw aaj3j3~T<tJ 0Epa1TEUEL. The present has reference to His
habitual practice, of which His conduct on this occasion would be
evidence. But ~ B with other authorities read Oepa7f'evun, which
is probably genuine in Mk. iii. 2 1 and may be genuine here. The
future would limit the question to the case before them.
tv.. E~po>CTLV K"T'lyopE'Lv ..v.-ov. According to what is probably the
invariable rule in N.T. we have the subj. in spite of the past tense on
which the final clause is dependent. The opt. for this purpose is obsolete;
for ')'•o'i (Mk. ix. 30) and similar forms are probably meant to be subj.
Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. 107.

8. uGTO<; 8~ n8EL TOO<; 8taAOYLO"fJ.OU<; aGTwv. "But He," in contrast
to these spies (v. 16, viii. 37, 54) "knew their thoughts." For
8tuAoytaf10<; comp. ii. 35, v. 22, ix. 46, xxiv. 38. It commonly
means intellectual and inward questioning rather than actual disputing: but see on v. 22 and comp. 1 Tim. ii. 8.
TW &.v8pl TW EtJpcl.v exovn '"iv XELpa. "To the man who had
his h~nd withe~ed," not "who had the withered hand." For tlvSpl
comp. v. 12: Mt. and Mk. have tlv0pc!J1"1f.
~EyEtpe Kal arij0L de; TO µ.laov.
Lk. alone has Kal <TT~lh.
Christ's method is as open as that of His adversaries is secret.
"Arise and stand into the midst " ; i.e. " Cc•me into the midst and
stand there" : comp. xi. 7 ; Acts viii. 40. Win. l. 4. b, p. 516.
In what follows note Lk.'s favourite tlvau-ra > (i. 39), which neither
Mt. nor Mk. has here.
None of them records any words of the man; but Jerome in commenting on
Mt. xii. 13 states, in evangelio quo utuntur Nazareni et Ebionitm . . . homo
iste qui aridam kabet manum cmmentarius scribitur, istiusmodi vocibus
auxilium p1·ecans, Cmmentarius eram, mant'bus vz'ctum qumrz'tans: precor te,
Jesu, ut milti restituas sanitatem, ne turpt'ter mendz; em cibos. See on xviii. 2 5.

9. 'E1rEpwTw up.ac;, et. He answers the questioning in their hearts
by a direct question which puts the matter in the true light.
To refuse to do good is to do evil; and it could not be right to do
evil on the sabbath.
The reading of TR., i1r•pwTi}<roi vµ.5.s n, is wrong in both variations; and
has the disadvantage of being ambiguous, for n may be indefinite or interrogative. "I will ask you something, Is it lawful?" etc. Or, "I will ask
you what is lawful," etc.
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"1ux~v awauL ~ chro>..lam. It was a principle of the Rabbinistsc
that peri'culum vitro pellit sabbatum; but the life must be that of a
Jew. This canon was liberally interpreted; so that a large number
of diseases might be attended to on the sabbath, as being
dangerous. These modifications of the rigid rule were based on
the principle that it was lawful to do good and avert evil on the
sabbath ; and to this Jesus appeals. If the Pharisees said, " This
man's life is not in danger," the answer would have been easy,
" You do not know that, any more than in the cases always
allowed." The addition of ~ a'l!'oA{cmi has special point, for this
was what these objectors were doing. They did not consider that
they were breaking the sabbath in plotting to destroy Jesus on
this day (ver. 7). Were they to be allowed to destroy, while He
was forbidden to save?
10. 11'EpLj3>..e"1dp.evos 1l'UVT«S u~Tous.
Mk. adds, still more
graphically, µ.eT' /JpyT,;;, crvAAV'l!'ovµ.evo;; e'll'l rfi 'll'wp,,;un Tij;; Kap8{a;;
aBTwv: but 'll'avrn;; is peculiar to Lk. See on vii. 35 and ix. 43.
Mt. omits the whole of this, but inserts the case of the sheep
fallen into a pit. Lk. has a similar question about a son or ox
fallen into a well, which was asked on another occasion (xiv. 5).
~EKTewov rljv xe~pd aou.
As His challenge to His enemies
remained unanswered, He now makes trial of the man. The
attempt to obey this command was evidence of his faith.

With the double augment in 0:1reKaTEG'Ta!J'I/ comp. E-1rpoba~a, brpoe</YfiTevo11,
t!KaTEG'K<ooG'av, EG'UJ1Eµ,apupov11, i}<jJwp1G'Tat, which occur in various writers.
Exod. iv. 7, a'lrEKaTEG'T'J/; Jer. xxiii. 8, a'Jt'EKaTEG'T'J/G'EllJ Ign. Smyr. xi.,
a'Jt'EKaTEG'Tli!J'J/. Win. xii. 7. a, P· 84.
Cod. D here inserts ver. 5.
11. &.voCa~. The phrensy or loss of reason which is caused by extreme
excitement; dementia rather than z'nszpientia (Vulg.) or amentia (Beza).
Plato distinguishes two kinds of ll.voia, TO µ€11 µ,a11lav, TO 6' aµ,a!Jla.11 (Tim.
86 B). It is the former which is intended here. Elsewhere 2 Tim. iii. 9 ;
Prov. xxii. 15 ; Eccl. xi. 10; Wisd. xv. 18, xix, 3 ; 2 Mac. iv. 6, etc.

Tl 6.v 1l'OL~auLev. "What they should do,'' if they did anything. In Lk. the opt. is still freq. in indirect questions: see on
iii. 15. Mk. says that the Pharisees forthwith took counsel with the
Herodians how they might destroy Him (a'll'o>..luwuiv). They
would be glad of the assistance of the court party to accomplish
this end. With their help Antipas might be induced to treat
Jesus as he had treated the Baptist. Lk. nowhere mentions the
Herodians.
The Aeolic form ro1?jG'eia11 is not found in the best MSS. here.
xvii. 27 .p.,..,.,a</YfiG'eia.11 is probably genuine.

In Actl-
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VL 12-VllI. 56. From the Nomination of the Pwelve to their

First Missz'on.
In proportion as the work of Christ progresses the opposition
between Him and the supporters of moribund Judaism is intensified.
12-16. The Nomination of the Twelve.
Common to all
three: comp. Mk. iii. 13-19; Mt. x. 2-4. L'Clection des Douze est
le premier acte orgam"sateur accomplz' par jesus-Chrt"st. Sau/ les
sacrements, cest le seul. Car cetat"t ce college, unejois constz"tue, qui
devait unjour faire le reste (Godet).
12. iv Ta.is ~fLEpms T. See on i. 39. This expression, and
iyivETo and ~v with the participle, are characteristic of Lk., and are
not found in the parallels in Mt. and Mk. For the constr. comp.
vv. 1 and 6 ; for irpo1ml~a.u8m see Introd. § 6. The momentous
crisis of choosing the Twelve is at hand, and this vigil is the preparation for it.
8La.VVKT•p•'llwv. Here only in N.T., but not rare elsewhere; Job ii. 9
(where LXX has much which is not in the extant Heb.); Jos. Ant. vi.
I 3. 9 ; B. J. i. 29. 2 ; Xen. Hellen. v. 4. 3. The analytical tense emphasizes
the long continuance of the prayer.

Tfi irpouEuxfi Toil E>Eou. The phrase occurs nowhere else. It
means prayer which has God for its object: comp. ~fj>..os ®eov
(Rom. x. 2); 0 ~fj>..os 'TOV OlKOV uov (Jn. ii. 17); -rr{uns 'lYJUOV (Gal.
iii. 22). Win. xxx. 1. a, p. 231. 1 That -rrpouEVx~ here means an
oratory or place of prayer is incredible: see on Acts xvi. 13.
Lightfoot says that some Rabbis taught that God prays: "Let it
be My will that My mercy overcome My wrath." But such trifling
has no place here. Mk. xi. 2 2 and J as. ii. 1 are perhaps parallel.
13. eyEvETO ~p.£pa.. The phrase is freq. in Lk. (iv. 42, xxii. 66;
Acts xii. 18, xvi. 35, xxiii. 12, xxvii. 29, 33, 39).-irpouEcj>Wv'l)uEv.
"Called to Him, summoned." This is the more correct use of
the word. Elsewhere in N.T. it means "address, call to"; and,
excerting Mt. xi. 16, it is used only by Lk. (vii. 32, xiii. 12,
xxiii. 20; Acts xxi. 40, xxii. 2).-Tous p.a.81JTlis. These are the
larger circle of disciples, out of whom He selected the Twelve.
Comp. Jn. vi. 70; Mt. xix. 28; Rev. xxi. 14. That either the
larger circle or the Twelve had spent the night with Him is neither
stated nor implied.
eKAE~ap.Evos. This implies the telling over (A.€ynv) in preference
to others (lK) for one's own advantage (mid.). The word is fatal
l Green compares ifr' eMe{Mq. 0eoi) (Jos. Ant. ii. 8. 1) and 1rpos !ic<Tdav ToC
0eoil (ii. 9. 3) : and, for the art. before 1rpocrevxii "as an abstract or general
term," Mt. xxi. 22; Acts i. 14; I Cor. vii. 5 (Gram. of N. T. p. 87).
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to Lange's theory that Judas was forced upon our Lord by the
importunity of the other Apostles (L. of C. ii. p. 179)·
o6s K<tl chroCTT6>..ous C:w6p.auEv. Not at the time possibly, but
afterwards. The Ka[ marks the naming as a separate act from the
election. The word d:rr6CTTo>..os is used only once each by Mt.
(x. 2), Mk. (vi. 30), and Jn. (xiii. 16); by Lk. six times in the
Gospel (ix. 10, xi. 49, xvii. 5, xxii. 14, xxiv. lo) and often in the
Acts. In the Gospels the Twelve are generally called the Twelve.
The word occurs once in LXX, £yJ. £iµ,i &.m>rrroAos 7T'P6> <T£ <TKAYJp6s
( l Kings xiv. 6); and once in N. T. it is used of Christ (Heb. iii. 1).
See Lft. Galatians, pp. 92-101, 6th ed.; D.B. 2 art. "Apostle";
Harnack in Texte u. Untersuch. ii. l 11 ff.; Sanday on Rom. i. 1.
The theory that Lk. writes in order to depreciate the Twelve, does
not harmonize with the solemn importance which he assigns to
their election. And criticism is out of harmony with itself, when
it adopts this theory, and then suggests that Lk. has invented this
early election. See on xxii. 45. Mk. iii. r 4 is doubtful.
14-16. In construction the twelve names are in apposition to a?roo-rbXous,
and the narrative is not resumed until ver. r7. The four lists of the Apostles
preserved in the Synoptic Gospels and the Acts agree in two main features.
I. The names are arranged in three groups of four.
2. The same Apostles,
Peter, Philip, and James of Alphreus, stand first in each group. Only in respect
of one name is there material difference between the lists. In the third group
Lk. both here and Acts i. 13 has Judas of James; for whom Mt. (x. 3) and
Mk. (iii. 18) have Thaddreus or Lebbreus. In both places Thaddreus is probably correct, Lebbreus being due to an attempt to include Levi among the
Apostles. Levi= Lebi or Lebbi, the Greek form of which might be Lef3{3a'ios,
as 8aooafos of Thaddi. Some MSS. read Lef3alos, which is still closer to Levi.
See WH. ii. App. pp. 12, 24. The identification of Thaddreus with Judas of
James solves the difficulty, and there is nothing against it excepting lack of direct
evidence. No pairing of the Apostles is manifest in this list as in that of Mt.
If the Kal after 8wµ8,v be omitted, there is a break between the second and third
group; but otherwise the list is a simple string of names. In the first six
names Lk. agrees with the first three pairs of Mt. In the other six he places
Matthew before Thomas (while Mt. places himself last in his group) and Simon
Zelotes before Judas of James.
14. I[p.wva &v K«l C:w6p.«O"EV nfrpov. The similarity to the preceding clause is marked. This certainly does not mean that Simon
received the name of Peter on this occasion, and there is nothing
to show that the Twelve received the name of Apostles on this
occasion. But it should be noticed that henceforth Lk. always
speaks of him as Peter (viii. 45, 51, ix. 20, 28, 32, 33, xii. 41, etc.)
and not as Simon. In xxii. 31 and xxiv. 34 Lk. is quoting the
words of others. Hitherto he has called him Simon (iv. 38, v. 3,
4, 5, 10) and once Simon Peter (v. 8), but never Peter. In the
Acts he is never called Simon without the addition of the surname.
The usage with regard to the names Saul and Paul is very similar.
See papers by Dean Chadwick on "The Group of the Apostles"
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and on "Peter" in Expositor, 3rd series, vol. ix. pp. 100-114,
187-199, 1889; also Schanz, ad loc. p. 216.
'AvSpEa.v. Only in his lists of the Apostles does Lk. mention
Andrew. Mt. mentions him on one other occasion, and Mk. on
three others (Mt. iv. 18; Mk. i. 16, 29, xiii. 3). Nearly all that we
know about him comes from Jn. (i. 41, 44, vi. 8, xii. 22). Although
one of the earliest disciples, he does not become one of the chosen
three, although Mk. xiii. 3 seems to indicate special intimacy. For
legends respecting him see Lipsius, Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten
u. Apostellegenden, i. pp. 543-62 2 ; Tregelles, Canon Muratorianus,
pp. 17, 34.
'luKwffov Ka.1 'lwnvtJv. This is their order according to age, and
it is observed in all three Gospels ; in Acts i. l 3 John precedes
James. The fact that James was the first of the Twelve to be put
to death is evidence that he was regarded as specially influential.
James and John were probably first cousins of the Lord; for,
according to the best interpretation of Jn. xix. 2 5, their mother
Salome was the sister of the Virgin Mary. That the title of
Boanerges was given to them "at the time of the appointment of
the Twelve" (D.B. 2 i. p. 1509) is a baseless hypothesis. See
Trench, Studies in the Gospels, pp. 138-146; Suicer, Thesaurus, s.v.
f3pov-r~. Forlegends see D.B. 2 i. p. 15n; Lipsius, iii. pp. 201-228,
i. pp. 348-542.
4>C>w1nrov. All that we know of him comes from Jn. (i. 44-49,.
vi. 5-7, xii. 21, 22, xiv. 8, 9). There seems to have been some
connexion between him and Andrew (Jn. i. 44, xii. 22) ; and both
in Mk. iii. 18 and Acts i. 13 their names are placed together in the
lists ; but the nature of the connexion is unknown. Lipsius,
iii. pp. 1-53.
Ba.p0o>.op.a.'Lov. The ancient and common identification with
Nathanael is probable, but by no means certain. I. As Bar-tholomew
is only a patronymic, "son of Talmai,'' the bearer of it would be
likely to have another name. 2. The Synoptists do not mention
Nathanael; Jn. does not mention Bartholomew. 3. The Synoptists
place Bartholomew next to Philip, and Philip brought Nathanael to
Christ. 4. The companions of Nathanael who are named Jn. xxi. 2
are all of them Apostles. Lipsius, iii. pp. 54-108.
15. Ma.00a.'Lov Ka.1 0wp.av. In all three these names are combined; but Mt. reverses the order, and after his own name addso -r£AWV'YJ~, which is found in none of the other lists. All that we
know of Thomas is told us by Jn. (xi. 16, xiv. 5, xx. 24-29, xxi. 2).
Lipsius, iii. pp. 109-141, i. pp. 22 5-34 7.
'luKwpov 'A>.cj>a.(ou. His father is probably not the father of Levi·
(Mk. ii. 14), and James himself is certainly not the brother of the
Lord (Mt. xiii. 55; Mk. vi. 3; Gal. i. 19) who was the first overseer of the Church of Jerusalem (Acts xii. 17, xv. 13 ; Gal. ii. 9, 1 2).
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The brethren of the Lord did not believe on Him at this time
(Jn. vii. 5), and none of them can have been among the Twelve.
But the Apostle James the son of Alphreus is probably identical
with James the Little (Mt. xxvii. 56; Mk. xv. 40; Jn. xix. 25), for
Alphreus and Clopas may be two different Greek forms of the
Aramaic Chalpai; but this is uncertain. See Mayor, Ep. of
S. James, pp. i-xlvi; also Expositors Bible, S. James and S. Jude,
pp. 25-30 (Hodder, 1891). In all the catalogues James of Alphreus
heads the third grnup of Apostles. Lipsius, iii. 229-238.
Tov Ka>..oup.Evov t 11>..wT"fiv.1 Lk. has this in both his lists, while
Mt. and Mk. have b Kavaval:os, which in some authorities has
been corrupted into Kavavfrris. Neither of these forms can mean
"Canaanite,'' for which the Greek is Xavava'ios (Mt. xv. 22 and
LXX), nor yet " of Cana,'' for which the Greek would be Kavaios.
Kavaval:os is the Aramaic Kanan in a Greek form (on the analogy
of cf>apiua'ios from Pharish and 'Auui8a'ios from Chasid) and =
l;ri>..wr~s. Lipsius, iii. pp. 142-200.
See on i. 36.
Rhem. leaves the word untranslated, Cananmus, and Wic. makes it unintelligible, "Canane." All the other En~lish Versions make it a local adj., "of
Cana,'' or "of Cane,'' or "of Canan,' or "of Canaan," or "the Canaanite."
The last error seems to begin with Cranmer in 1539. RV. is the first to make
clear that " Kanamean" means " Zealot." Lft. On Revision, pp. l 38, l 39
(154, 155, 2nd ed.); Fritzsche on Mt. x. 4. The Zealots date from the time of
the Maccabees as a class who attempted to force upon others their own rigorous
interpretations of the Law. S. Paul speaks of himself as 7repunrorepws f'Y/Awr7/s
vmipxwv TWll 7rarp1KW11 µov 7rapaofwew11 (Gal. i. 14), i.e. he belonged to the
extreme party of the Pharisees (Acts xxii. 3, xxiii. 6, xxvi. 5; Phil. iii. 5, 6).
Large numbers of this party were among the first converts at Jerusalem (Acts
xxi. 20). From these extremists had sprung the revolt under Judas of Galilee
(Acts. v. 37; Jos. Ant. xviii. r. r, 6), and the Szi:arii, who were the proximate
cause of the destruction of Jerusalem (Jos. B. J. iv. 3. 9, 5. I, 7. 2, vii. 8. l,
10. r, rr. l). Milman, Hist. o.f the Jews, ii. pp. 191, 291, 299, 323, 4th ed.
1866; Ewald, Hist. o.f Israel, vii. 559 ff., Eng. tr.; Herzog, PRE. 2 art.
"Zeloten." Whether the Apostle Simon was called f'Y/Awrfis because he had
once belonged to this party, or because of his personal character either before or
after his call, must remain uncertain.

16. 'lou8av 'laKwf3ou. That there were two Apostles of the
name of Judas is clear from Jn. xiv. 22, although Mt. and Mk.
mention only one ; and the identification of their Thaddreus with
the Judas not Iscariot of Jn. and with this Judas of James makes
all run smoothly. 'Iov8as 'IaKw(3ov must be rendered "Judas the
son of James,'' not "the brother of James," for which there is no
justification. When Lk. means " brother " he inserts &8eA.cp6s
(iii. 1, vi. 14; Acts xii. 2). Nonnus in his Paraphrase (Meraf3o>..~)
of Jn. xiv. 22 has 'Iotl8as vios 'IaKw{3ow. 'Iov8as &8eA.cpos 'IaKw{3ou
(Jude 1) is quite a different person, viz. the brother of James the
1 This use of Ka"l\ovµevos is very common in Lk. (vii. II, viii. 2, ix. 10, x.
_39, xxi. 37, xxii. 3, xxiii. 33), and still more"° in Acts. Not in Mt. Mk. or Jn.
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Lord's brother. Tyn. Cov. and Cran. rightly supply "sonne"
here, and Luth. also has sohn. The error begins with Beza's
fratrem. Of this James, the father of Judas Thadd::eus, nothing
is known. Lk. adds the name of the father, because his arrangement places this Judas next to the traitor.
'l<TKapuJ0. This epithet probably means " man of Kerioth,"
which was a place in Judah (Josh. xv. 25), or possibly in Moab
(Jer. xlviii. 24). Jn. vi. 71 confirms this; for there and Jn.
xiii. 26 the true reading gives "Judas son of Simon Iscariot";
and if the name is a local epithet, both father and son would be
likely to have it. In this case Judas was the only Apostle who
was not a Galilean, and this may have helped to isolate him.
Other derivations of " Iscariot,'' which connect the word with
"lying," or "strangling," or "apron," i.e. bag, or "date-trees"
(Kapw:,,rt8E>), are much less probable. We know nothing about
Simon Iscariot. Farrar identifies him with Simon Zelotes, which
is most improbable. Simon was one of the commonest of names.
The MSS. vary between 'IuKapiw6, which is right here, and 'IuKapiwT'YJ» which is right xxii. 3. Here only is 11'po86Tl)s used of Judas:
it occurs in the plur. Acts vii. 52; 2 Tim. iii. 4; and in the sing.
2 Mac. v. 15, x. 13.
All English Versions go wrong about £ylvno
1rpoSoTIJ'>· Nowhere in Scripture is Judas styled "the traitor,'' and
£yevE-ro should be distinguished from ~v : therefore, not " was the
traitor," but "became a traitor," as the American Revisers proposed. Judas "turned traitor." The difficulty about the call of
Judas is parallel to the powers bestowed upon a Napoleon. The
treason of Judas shows that no position in the Church, however
exalted, gives security against the most complete fall.
The verb used of the treachery of Judas is never 7rpoo106va.1, but ra.pa.0106va.1 (xxii, 4, 6, 21, 22, 48; Mt. x. 4; Mk. iii. 19; Jn. vi. 64, 71). In
class. Grk. 7rpoo106va.1 commonly has this meaning ; 7ra.pa.0106va.1 rarely.
Here the Lat. texts vary between prodz'tor (Vulg.) and traditor (c f ff2 r) and
qui tradz'dit eum or ilium (de).

17-19. The Descent from the Mountain, and many Miracles
of Healing. The parallel passages in Mk. iii. 7-12 and Mt. iv. 24,
2 5 are very different from Lk. and from one another in wording.
17. E'll'1 TO'll'ou 'll'ESwou. This may mean a level spot below the
summit; but in connexion with Karnf3a>, and without qualification,
it more naturally means level ground near the foot of the mountain.
Hither it would be more likely that multitudes would come and
bring their sick, than to a plateau high up the mountain.
The Latin texts vary: t"n loco campestn" (Vu!g.), t"n loco campense (a), in!.

piano (f) in l. pedeplano (1.).

Ka.1 <!x>..os

o>..Us 11-a.&riTwv mhou.

Not a nom. pendens, but
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included in the preceding l<TT'f/: comp. the constr. viii. 1-3. He
stood, and they stood. But the l<TT'f/ is no evidence as to Christ's
attitude during the discourse, because the healings intervene :
iv. 20 shows that Lk. is aware of Christ's sitting to preach.
Kal 'll'>..~9<>s 'll'o>..U Toil >..aou, K.T.>... This is a third group. Christ
and the Twelve form one group. The multitude of disciples in
the wider sense form a second. And besides these there is a
mixed throng from Jud:ea and the sea-coast: see on xi. 29.
lm9-ijv1u ll.'11'6. The prep. is not classical; but we say "to be cured/rom"
(Mk. v. 29). In the perf., 1 aor. and 1 fut. pass. the dep. iaoµa,1 is pass. in
meaning (vii. 7, viii. 47, xvii. 15; not Acts iii. II). Except in Lk., the verb is
rare in N. T. writers. -There should be at least a colon at Twv v6rrwv a.frrwv :
here the long sentence which began at ver. 13 ends.

18, 19. For similarly condensed accounts of groups of miracles
comp. iv. 40, v. 15, vii. 21. We once more have an amphibolous
expression: see on ii. 22. Here d.'ll'o 'll'veup.aTwv d.Ka9apTwv may be
taken either with l.voxAovµ.evoi or with UJepa7revovTo. From ver. 17
and vii. 21 we infer that the latter constr. is right : "They that
were troubled with them were healed of unclean spirits." But in
the other cases the gen. with a7r6 follows the verb ; so that
l.vox)i..ovµ.evoi a7r6 may be right. The "and" before "were healed"
in AV. is from a corrupt reading: not only Wic. and Rhem. with
Vulg., but also Cov., omit the "and." For 'll'vevp.aTwv dKa9apTwv
see on iv. 33. Note 7riis and 'll'ctvTas here and 'll'ct<TTJ> in ver. 17.
They are not found in Mk. iii. 7, 10: see on ver. 30. With 'll'ap'
o.liToii i~~PXETo comp. Jn. xvi. 27. Lk. commonly writes l.tlpxoµ.ai a11'6: see small print on iv. 35, and comp. viii. 46, which
illustrates a'll'TE<T0ai, 8vvaµ.is, and l.bJpXETO. For 8uvap.is and LCXTO
see on iv. 36.
20-49. The Sermon E'll't ,.611'ov 11'£8ivov.
To call it" the Sermon on the Plain," following the AV. in ver. 17, is con.
venient, but scarcely justifiable. " The plain " has not been mentioned, and
TO Treolov does not occur in ·N.T. Moreover, it is by no means certain that this
T07ros 11"eo1v6s was at the foot of the mount. And to talk of " the Sermon on
the Plain" assumes, what cannot be proved, that the discourse here recorded is
entirely distinct from "the Sermon on the Mount" (Mt. v. I-vii. 29). The
relations between the two discourses will never cease to be discussed, because
the materials are insufficient for a final decision. The following are the chief
hypotheses which have been suggested in order to explain the marked similarities and differences. I. They are reports, at first or second hand, of two
similar but different discourses, distinct in time, place, and circumstance (Auger,
Greswell, Osiander, Patritius, Plumptre, Sadler; so also in the main Barradius,
Basil, Doddridge, Toletus, Tostatus). 2. They are reports of two different
discourses delivered on the same day, Mt. giving the esoteric address to the
disciples on the mountain, Lk. the exoteric address to the mixed multitude
below (Augustine, Lange). 3. They are recensions, with interpolations and
omissions, of two independent reports of one and the same sermon (Schleiermacher). 4. They are recensions of .the same report, to which Mt. adds
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material from other sources, and ·from which Lk. perhaps omits portions (B.
Weiss). 5. Mt. gives a conflate arrangement of sayings which were uttered on
various occasions, and some of these.occasions are given by Lk. (Bleek, Calvin,
Godet, Holtzrnann, Keim, Kuinoel, Neander, Pott, Semler, Weizsacker,
Wieseler). 6. Both sermons are' a: conglomeration· of detached sayings collected
into an anthology of aphorisms (Strauss, and to some extent Baur). Besides
the writers mentioned above under the last four heads, a multitude of commentators adopt the view that the main portions of the. reports given by Mt. and Lk.
represent one and the same discourse (Bengel, Bucer, Calovius, Caspari,
Chemnitz, Chrysostom, De Wette, Ebrard, Edersheim, Ellicott, Ewald, Farrar,
Fritzsche, Grotius, Hilgenfeld, Keim, Lewin, Luther, McClellan, Meyer,
Milman, Olshausen, Oosterzee; Origen, Robinson, Schanz, Schneckenburger,
Sieffert, Stroud, Tholuck, Tischendorf, Wordsworth).
.
Bad or inadequate arguments are ·used on both sides. It is a great deal to<>
much to say with Schleiermacher that the fact that the portions common to both
appear in the same order, with the same beginning and end, "proves incontrovertibly the identity of the discourse." Any preacher repeating a carefully
prepared sermon would begin and end in the same way, and would put
his points in the same order. And it is mere dogmatism without argument
when Sadler asserts that "the Lord must have pronounced each [beatitude]
which St. Matthew records, and yet it is equally plain that He ctmld hardly
have pronounced them according to St. Luke's form. He would not have
said, Blessed are ye meek ones, Blessed are ye merciful ones, Blessed are
ye peacemakers. The four given by St. Luke are the only ones which could
well have been pronounced personally on the disciples; so that the beatitudes
as given by St. Matthew and St. Luke respectively, could not have been altered
forms of the same discourse." Much more reasonable is the position of Grotius,
who believes that both record the same sermon: st"cut fac# narratt"ones circumstantiis congruentes non temere ad res diversas referendm sunt, ita sermones nihi!
vetat smpius habitos eosdem aut similes, prmsertim continentes vitm totius prmcepta, qum non potuerunt nimium smpe repeti (on Lk. vi. 17). We know
beyond all question that some of our Lord's words were uttered several times,
and there is nothing antecedently improbable in the hypothesis that the words
of this discourse, qum non potuerunt nimi"um srepe repeti, were delivered in one
or other of these forms more than once. Nor does it follow that those portions
which Lk. gives as having been uttered on other occasions were not also uttered
as parts of a continuous discourse. A preacher naturally repeats fragments of
his own sermons in giving catechetical instruction, and also gathers up detached
items of instruction when composing a sermon. The fact that Lk. meant to
record these other occasions may have been part of his reason for omitting the
similar words in this discourse. Another consideration which may have determined his selection is the thought of what would best suit Gentile readers. But
in any case the dictum oi Grotius must be remembered, that the hypothesis of
a repetition of verbally similar sayings may be used with much more freedom
than the hypothesis. of a repetition of 1:ircumstantially similar acts.
The conclusion arrived at by Sanday and P. Ewald is of this kind. The
beatitudes originally stood in the Logia in a form similar to that in Mt. v. 3-12.
Lk. used the Logi"a, but had also a document entirely independent of the Logia ;
and this contained a discourse, spoken originally on some other occasion, but
yet so like the Sermon on the Mount as to be identified with it by Lk. The
sermon in Luke is, therefore, a compound of the reports of two similar but
different discourses; and in this compound the elements derived from the Logia
are dominated by those derived from the independent document (Expositor for
April 1891, p. 315). It seems, however, simpler to suppose that Lk. took the
whole of his report from the document which contained this very similar, but
different sermon. See Paul Feine, Ueber das gegenseit. Verhiiltniss d. Texte de'!'
Bergpredigt bei Matthiius und Lukas in theJahrb,fiir Protest. Theo!ogie, xi. 1.
12
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The following tables will show the pa:rallels between the two Evangelists : -

Lk. vi. 20, 21 •
22, 23.
27-30.
JI •
32-36.

BETWEEN THE

Two SERMONS.

Mt. v. 3, 4, 6.
II, I2.
39-42.
vii. I 2.
v. 42-48.

Lk. vi. 37, 38
4I, 42
43-46
47-49

Mt. vii. I, 2.
3-5.
16-21.
24-27.

•
•
•
•

BETWEEN DETACHED SAVINGS IN LK, AND THB
SERMON IN MT.

Lk. xiv. 34, 35

,
viii. I 6 and xi. 33 •
xvi. 17 •
xii. 58, 59.
xvi. 18 •
xi. 2-4.
xii. 33, 34 •

Mt.

v. IJ.
15.
18.
25, 26.
32,
vi. <}-IJ.
19, 21.

Lk. xi. 34-36 •
xvi. 13 •
xii. 22-JI •
xi. 9-13 •
xiii, 24.
25-27 •

Mt. vi. 22-23.
24.
25-34.
vii, 7-II,
13.
22, 23.

BETWEEN THE SERMON IN LK. AND DETACHED
SAVINGS IN MT.

Lk. vi. 39

Mt. xv. I4.

Lk. vi. 40

Mt. x. ::.i.

This last saying was frequently uttered. It is recorded twice by Jn. (xiii. I6,
xv. 20), and the four records seem to refer to four different occasions; besides
which we have a similar utterance Lk. xxii. 27,
These tables leave three verses of the sermon in Lk. without a parallel in
Mt. (or any other Gospel), viz. the four woes corresponding to the four beatitudes, V'V. 24-26. The portions of the sermon in Mt. which have no parallel in
Lk. amount to forty-one verses, viz. Mt. v, 5, 7-10, 14, 16, 17, 19-24, 27-31,
33-38, 43, vi. 1-8, 14-18, vii. 6, I4, I 5·
The plan of both discourses is the same. r. The qualifications of those who
can enter the kingdom (Lk. 20-26; Mt. v. 1-12); 2. The duties of those who
have entered the kingdom (Lk. 27-45; Mt. v, 13-vii. 12); 3. The judgments
which await the members of the kingdom (Lk. 46-49; Mt. vii. 13-27). Encouragement, requirement, warning; or invitation, principles, sanction ;-these
are the three gradations which may be traced in these discourses; and, as Stier
remarks, the course of all preach~ is herein reflected.
There is considerable unanimity as to the spot where the sermon was
delivered (Stanley, Sin & Pal. pp. 368, 369; Caspari, Chron. and Geograph.
Int. to the L. of C. § 108, p. 171 ; Robinson, Pal. ii. 370, iii. pp. 241, 485 ;
Farrar, L. of C. i. p. 250, and on Lk. vi. 12; Keim, Jes. of Naz. ii. p. 289),
On the other hand, Edersheim asserts that " the locality is for many reasons
unsuitable" ; but he gives no reasons (L. & T. i. p. 524 ; see also Thomson,
Land and .Book, ii. p. I 18).

20-26. The Qualifications necessary for Admission to the
Kingdom: the Happiness of those who possess them (20-23), and
the Misery of those who possess them not ( 24-26). This contrast
of Blessings and Woes at the beginning of the sermon corresponds
with the contrast in the parable with which it ends.
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THE BEATITUDES COMMON TO MT. AND LK, WITH THE CORRESPONDING
WOES IN LK.

Mo.Kd.p<o.
J. o! 11"TWXO! Tcj; 'lrVEU•

,....n, /in o.U'Twv EITTlv Ti
f)O.ITLA<lo. TWll oupo.11w11.
2. ol 11"<11lloiJ11us, g.,.,
o.U'To! 1ro.pa.KX711!1]110V'To.•.
4· ol 'll'..llWV'T<S Ko.I a. 1/t·
WllTES T'ljll lJLKO.LOITV117JV, g.,.,
o.U'To! xopro.111!1]110V'To.•.
8. EIT'Te limv 011e•lJl11w11•v
vµ.fi,s KO.L lJu!J~WITLll KO.I
et'll'WITLll 'll'ii.v 'll'0117Jp011 Ko.II'
vµ,Wv Y,evlJop.e110L lVEKEV
iµ.ov·
xo.!p ...• Ko.! a'Yo.XXiii.tTlle,
g.,., o }LLITlios vµwv '/l'OAUS
iv Tols ovpa.vols· oDTWS 'Yap
iltlwto.11 Tous 1rpotj>1/To.s
rous
vµwv.

"""°

OVo.l

Mo.Kd.p<o•

Vp.E·

J, vµ'ill TO'iS 11'hOVl1£o.S,

TEpa. EtTTLll 7, f30.11t\elo. Tov
0eov.
3. ol Kho.lovTes viJ11, /in

/in d.'ll'EX<T• T'lj11 'll'a.pd.·
KA7J"'' uµw11.
3. o! 'YEAWVTES 11v11, IW&
'll'EVll1]11eTe Ko.I KAO.VIT<TE.
2. vµ'i11, ol €µ'1l'er'A7J6·
µEvot 11iJv, 11.,., re<vd.tTere.

J. o! 11"TWXOl, /in

'Y<AcilT<TE.
2. o! 'll'ELVWllTES

llVJI' /Jn

xopo.111!1/11e11lle.
4. €11re liTa.v JLL1T1/11w11<11
uµfls o! /J.111ipw11"ot, KO.L llTo.v
d.tpopllTWITLV uµfls KUL OV .. lJ£11WITIV Ko.! EK{3ci\w11iv TO
~voµ.a. uµwv ti>s 'll'OV7Jpov
EveKa. ToiJ vloV roll civ8pW'll'OU' xcipw• iv iKelvv .,.ii
+JµEpq. Ka.! 11K<pT1/110.T•, loou
'Yap o µt111ios vµ,Wv 1rOAUS
EV 'T~ oiJpa.v~· Ka.Ta Ta
o.U'Ta 'Yap i,,.olow To'is ,,.po·
t/>1/To.•s o! 11"a.T€pes o.U'Tw11.

4· liTo.v KO.AW$ vµ.fi,s et•
o! i!vllpunrot,
Ko.Ta Ta o.U'Ta 'Yap i'll'olovv
Tols Y,euoo,,.pot/>1/To.is ol
1rO.Tep•s o.U'Tw11.

"""'"" 'll'ciVTES

VI. 20-23. Four Beatitudes; which correspond to the first,
second, fourth, and eighth in Mt. v. 3-12; those relating to the
meek, the merciful, the pure in heart, and the peacemakers being
omitted. In the four that Lk. gives the more spiritual words which
occur in Mt. are omitted, and the blessings are assigned to more
external conditions. Actual poverty, sorrow, and hunger are
declared to be blessed (as being opportunities for the exercise of
internal virtues); and this doctrine is emphasized by the corresponding Woes pronounced upon wealth, jollity, and fulness of
bread (as being sources of temptation). It is in the last Beatitude
that there is least difference between the two. Even in Lk.
unpopularity is not declared to be blessed, unless it is "for the
Son of Man's sake " ; and there is no Woe pronounced upon
popularity for the Son of Man's sake. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 26I.
20. Kal mhoc; eirapac; TOU'i ocj>9a>.p.ouc; mhou de; TOU'i p.a971Tu,;.

Lk.'s favourite mode of connexion in narrative: see on v. 14 and
comp. viii. l, 22, ix. 51, etc. With £:rrripas T. ocf>B. comp. xviii. 13
and Jn. xvii. I. We must not take Eis with £>.eyev; Lk. would
have written 1rpos, and after £>.eyev : contrast xxii. 6 5 and Mk.
iii. 29. Mt. has 1rpOCT~A8av av'T.;; ot p.a8'1JT«L aii'Tov. Kal ••• l8L8aCTKEV
av'TOVS. The discourse in both cases is addressed to the disciples;
there is nothing to indicate that the discourse in Lk. is addressed
to mixed multitudes, including unbelieving Jews and heathen.
These Beatitudes would not be true, if addressed to them. It is to
the faithful Christian that poverty, hunger, sorrow, and unpopularity
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are real. blessings; to others they may be mere sterile suffering.
Whereas, even for the heathen, to be poor in spirit and to hunger
and thirst after nghteousness are blessed things. In Mt. the
Beatitudes are in the third person an"d have a wider sweep.

,.a.1<up•o• 01. This is the common constr. both in LXX and N.T., the.
reason for the blessedness being expressed by a noun or participle which is the
subject of the sentence (Ps. ii. 12, xl. 5, xii. 2, Ixxxiv. 5, 6, lJ, Ixxxix. 16,
etc.); but the reason is sometimes expressed by the relative with a finite verb
(Ps. i. 1, xxxii. r, 2; Lk. xiv. 15; Jas. i. 12), or by 8T< (xiv. 14; l Pet.
iv. 14), or by U.v (Jn. xiii. 17; l Cor. vii. 40).
See on iv. 18. We have no right to supply ~
It is actual poverty that is here meant. Nor
is it the meaning that actual poverty makes men "poor in spirit."
Still less does it mean that in itself poverty is to all men a blessing.
There is no Ebionite doctrine here. But "to you, My disciples,
poverty is a blessing, because it preserves you in your dependence
on God, and helps you to be truly His subjects": To yap vµ.£Tlpa
8nKTtKwc; 7rpo;; 7rapoVTac; l>..lyrro (Eus.) Some of these disciples had
made themselves poor by surrendering all in order to follow Christ.
Comp. Ps. lxxii. 12, 13.
~l'ETEpa ~ITTlv 'lj ~au•XEta.
"Yours is the kingdom," not "will
be." It is not a promise, as in the next Beatitudes, but the statement of a fact. But the Kingdom is not yet theirs in its fulness ;
and those elements which are not yet possessed are promised in
the Beatitudes which follow.
21. ot 'll'EW~VTES vuv. "Those of you who are suffering from
actual want in this life. Ye shall have compensation."
xopTau9~u£u9£.
Originally the verb was confined to supplying
animals with fodder (x6pTos), and if used of men implied a brutish
kind of feeding (Plato, Rep. ix. p. 586). But in N.T. it is never
used of cattle, and when it is used of men it has no degrading associations (ix. 17; Jn. vi. 26; Phil. iv. 12; Jas. ii. 16); not even
xv. 16, if the word is genuine there, nor xvi. 2 r. Comp. Tovc;
7rTWXOV<; atJrljc; xopTaCTw lJ.pTWV (Ps. cxxxii. I 5). In LXX xopT&.,,,,
and 7rlp.7rAYJp.l are used to translate the same Hebrew word, sometimes in the same verse : 6Tt lx6pmCT£v tfrox~v KEV1v, Kat ifrox~v
?mVwCTav lvE7rAYJCTEV ayaOwv (Ps. cvii. 9 ). Here the filling refers to
the spiritual abundance in the Kingdom of God. In all four cases,
although the suffering endured is external and literal, yet the compensating blessing zs spiritual.
ot 1<XatoVTES vuv.
Mt. has 7rEV0ovvTE:c;, which expresses the
mourning, while KAalovTE<; implies outward manifestation of grief in
loud weeping, just as yEA.aCTETE implied outward expression of mirth
in laughter. Though common in LXX, yEA&.w occurs in N.T. only
here and ver. 25.
ot

'ln'fllxoL

7rV£vµ.an from Mt.
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22. aljioplawaw uµ.cio;. "Mark you off from (&?To) by a boundary
It is used both in a good sense (Acts xiii. 2; Rom; i. 1;
Gal. i. 15) and also in a bad, as here. Comp. Ka{ p.' &?To yas if,piuE
(Eur. Hee. 940). Excommunication from the congregation as well
as from social intercourse is here meant. The usual sentence was
for thirty days, during which the excommunicated might not come
within four cubits of any one. Comp. Jn. ix. 22, xii. 42, xvi. 2.
Whether there was at this time a more severe form of excommunication is uncertain. Herzog, PRE. 2 art. Bann bei den Hebraern ;
Grotius on Lk. vi. 22; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Jn. ix. 22.
(ilpos)."

bv..S(alllaw. The object to be supplied may be either the preceding
vµJis (so most English Versions) or the following TO 6voµa, uµ,wv (Bede, Weiss).
Vulg. supplies nothing ; and Tyn. and Gen. have simplr "and rayle " without an object. Neither AV. nor RV. has "you" in italics.

EKj3&.>.111aLv To Civoµ.a uµ.wv i:is 11"ov11p6v. "Throw your name contemptuously away, reject it with ignominy, as an evil thing."
There is no idea of striking a name off the list as a mark of disgrace, ex albo expungere, a meaning which 1.K{3filew never has.
It is used of hissing an actor off the stage and otherwise dismissing
with contempt (Aristoph. Eq. 525; Nub. 1477; Soph. 0. C. 631,
636; 0. T. 849; Plato, Crito, 46 B). "Your name" means "the
name by which you are known as My disciples," as Christians.
"Christian" or "Nazarene" was a name of bad repute, which it
was disgraceful, and even unlawful, to bear, for Christianity was
not a religio licita. For 'lTOV'l)pov as an epithet of i'wop.a comp. Deut.
xxii. 19.
EVEKa Tou utou Tou dv0p~11"ou.
A vital qualification. The hatred
and contempt must be undeserved, and be endured for Christ's
sake ; not merited by one's own misconduct.
23. aKLpTfiaaTE, Peculiar to Lk. See on i. 41 and comp.
Mal. iv. 2.
KaTO. TO. a1hO. yO.p tl11"o(ouv To~c; 11"polj>~Tmc;. This implies that. they
are to receive "a prophet's reward " (Mt. x. 41 ), as in this world, so
in the next.
For the dat. comp. TOl! P,UTOV(flP uµ,ii,s (ver. 27). In class. Gk. we shoaj.d
have had Ta aU1-a t!?rolow Tous 1rpoq,. Thus, f-tw li~ mfiTa TofiTov €1rol71<Ta uuv
lilK'!J (Hdt. i. l 15. 3, iv. 166. 3: comp. Aristoph. Nub. 259; Vesp. 697). ln
later Gk. the dat. of relation becomes much more common.

OL 11"0.TEPES auTWV. The gen. refers to Ot av8pw1t'Ot in ver. a2;
"the fathers of them " who hate and abuse you.
24-26. Four Woes corresponding to the four Beatitudes.
There is no evidence that these were not part of the original discourse. Assuming that Mt. and Lk. report the same discourse,
Mt. may have omitted them. But they may have been spoken on
sqme other occasion. Schleiermacher and Weiss would have it
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that they are mere glosses added by Lk. to emphasize and explain
the preceding blessings. Cheyne thinks that some of them were
suggested to Lk. by Is. lxv. 13-16. We have no right to assume
that no persons were present to whom these words would be
applicable. Even if there were none present, yet these Woes
might have been uttered as warnings both to those who heard
them and to others who would learn them from those who heard.
Just as the Beatitudes express the qualifications of those who are
to enter the Kingdom, so these show the qualities which exclude
men from it. It is possible that some of the spies and adversaries
from Judrea were among the audience, and thus Jesus warns them
of their condition. When the discourse as placed by Mt. was
spoken there was less opposition to Christ, and hence no Woes
(Pastor Pastorum, p. 256).
24.....~iJv. Curtius makes 7rA'7v an adverbial form of 7rAEov, so that its
radical meaning would be " more than, beyond " (Gr. Etym. 282) ; but Lft.
(Phil. iii. 16) connects it with 7rAa.s, in the meaning " besides, apart from
this, only." For the accusatival form comp. lilK71v, e7rlKA7/v, clam, coram. It
sometimes restricts, sometimes expands, what precedes. It is a favourite
word with Lk., intheGospelasanadv. (ver. 35, x. II, 14, 20, xi. 41, xii. 31,
xiii. 33, xvii. 1, xviii. 8, xix. 27, xxii. 21, 22, 42, xxiii. 28), in the Acts as a
prep. (viii. r, xv. 28, xxvii. 22). "But" is the only possible rendering here.
o~ul ~p.iv Tois 11'>.ouulois. As a matter of fact the opponents of
Christ came mostly from the wealthy classes, like the oppressors of
the first Christians (Jas. v. 1-6). See Renan, L'Antechnst, p. xii;
Ewald, Hist. ofIsrael, vii. p. 451. But the cases of Nicodemus and
Joseph of Arimathea show that the rich as such were not excluded
from the kingdom.-d.11'EXEn. " Ye have to the full " ; so that
there is nothing more left to have. The poor consolation derived
from the riches in which they trusted is all that they get : they
have no treasure in heaven. Comp. Mt. vi. 2, 5, 16; Philem. 15;
and see Lft. on Phil. iv. 18. This meaning is classical: comp.
d11roM.µ,{3avw, d.7rEpy&l;oµui. Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 56.
For 11"upd11.>.1111w see on ii. 25, and comp. xvi. 25 of Lazarus.
23. ot lp.11'E11'>.1Jup.lvoi viiv. "Sated with the good things of this
life," like Dives (Ezek. xvi. 49). Grotius compares the epitaph,
.,.&uu' lxw Juu' brwv Kal. l8~TV«. It may be doubted whether the
change of word from xopT<f.,EufJai (ver. 21) indicates that horum
plenitutio non meretur nomen sati'etatts (Beng.): comp. i. 53. In
Lat. Vet. and Vulg. we have saturor both here and ver. 21.
11"ELvd111Te. This received a partial and literal fulfilment when
Jerusalem was reduced to starvation in the siege : but the reference
is rather to the loss of the spiritual food of the Kingdom. Comp.
Is. lxv. 13. Hille! said, "The more flesh one hath the more
worms, the more treasures the more care, the more maids the more
unchastity, the more men-servants the more theft The more law
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the more life, the more schools the more wisdom, the more counsel
the more insight, the more righteousness the more peace."
ot y1il1.&lvre~ vGv. "Who laugh for joy over your present prosperity," the loss of which will surely come and cause grief. But
the worst loss will be that of spiritual joy hereafter (Is. lxv. 14).
26. lhuv K«A~ EL'll't.>aLv ~fioc'i~. It is the wealthy who are commonly admired and praised by all who hope to win their favour.
The praise of worldly men is no guarantee of merit : rather it shows
that those who have won it do not rise above the world's standard
(Jn. xv. 19; Jas. iv. 4). Plutarch says that Phocion, when his
speech was received with universal applause, asked his friends
whether he had inadvertently said anything wrong.
To'i~ 1Jieu8011"po+tjT«L~. Just as the persecuted disciples are the
representatives of the true Prophets, so the wealthy hierarchy
whom all men :flatter are the representatives of the false (Jer.
v. 31; comp. xxiii. 17; ls. xxx. 10; Mic. ii. 11).
Having stated who can and who cannot enter the Kingdom,
Jesus goes on to make known the principles which regulate the
Kingdom. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 783.
27-45. Requirement: the Duties to be performed by those
who are admitted to the Kingdom of God. This forms the main
body of the discourse. Lk. omits the greater portion of what is
reported in Mt. respecting Christ's relation to the Mosaic Law
(v. 17-19), and His condemnation of existing methods of interpreting it (v. 20-48) and of fulfilling it (vi. 1-18). This discussion of
Judaic principles and practices would not have much meaning for
Lk.'s Gentile readers. The portion of it which he gives is stated
without reference to Judaism. The main point in Mt. is the
contrast between legal righteousness and true righteousness. In
Lk. the main point is that true righteousness is love ; but the
opposition between formalism and the spirit of love is not urged.
The opposition which is here marked is the more universal
opposition between the spirit of selfishness and the spirit of love.
There is a break in this main portion, which Lk. marks by making
a fresh start, Et'l!"ev 3~ Kal 11"apaf30>..1[v a~oi:~, but the second half
(39-45) continues the subject of the working of the principle of
love.

27. 'A}..M. What is the contrast which this d.>..Acf marks? The
emphatic position of the -{,p.'Lv seems to show that the contrast is
between those on whom the Woes have been pronounced and the
faithful hearers now addressed. Others interpret, " But, although
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I have denounced them, I. do not allow you to hate them : you
must lov~ them." There is, however, no indication that the
enemies who are to be loved are the wealthy who have just been
denounced, and such a limitation of the meaning of enemies
cannot be ju~tified : comp. Mt. v. 44.
To'i:s &.KolJouow. "\Vho give ear and obey," Tol:s 7rEt0oµevois
{Euthym.). It is unnatural to take it literally as meaning "My
audience," in contrast to the rich who have just been addressed in
their absence. Representatives of the rich may have been present
among the ;mdience. Schanz interprets "who listen with attention."
There is on the whole a double climax in what follows,-the worse the
treatment received, the better the return made; but it is not quite exact. One
would expect that d:ycuritTe would be coupled with Toils µt<FOVll'Tas. This is the
first time that Lk. uses the word d-ya7riiP, which sums up the whole spirit of the
Gospel : it is most frequent in the writings of Jn. " It should never be
forgotten that d-yd7r'J1 is a word born within the bosom of revealed religion: it
occurs in the Septuagint ; but there is no example of its use in any heathen
writer whatever" (Trench, Syn. xii.). This is not true of a!ya'll"~P and d-ya7ra$etP, which are common in class. Grk. But Christianity has ennobled the
meaning of both d-ya'lriiP and <f>cXe'iP, with their cognates: ip{iP, which is scarcely
capable of such advancement, does not occur in N. T. See on xi. 42, the only
place where d')'a7r'I) occurs in Lk. Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. So.

Toils llx&poos. For the combination with Tol:s µi<J"ov<J"iv comp.
i. 71; Ps. xviii. 18, cvi. 10; and for the fourfold description of
enmity comp. ver. 22. In Mt. v. 44 we have only enemies and
persecutors according to the best texts; and as KaAws 7rOtE'iTE Toiis
µw. vµO.s (note the acc.) is not genuine there, this is the only
passage in which KaAws ?roiEl:v = "benefit, do good to" : comp.
KaAws c:itrEl:v (ver. 26), and contrast Mt. xii. 12; Mk. vii. 37; Acts
x. 33; l Cor. vii. 37, 38; Phil. iv. 14; Jas. ii. 8, 19; 2 Pet.
i. 19; 3 Jn. 6.-Tois 1uuouuiv. For the dat. comp. To'is 7rpocf>~rnis
{ver. 23) and Tol:s lf!w'tio7rpocf>~ais (ver. 26). See the expansion of
this principle Rom. xii. 17-21 ; 1 Thes. v. 15 ; 1 Pet. iii. 9.
Comp. Exod. xxiii. 4; Job xxxi. 29; Prov. xvii. 5, xxiv. r7,
xxv. 21. See detached note on the relation of Rom. xii.-xiv. to tlu
Gospels at the end of Rom. xiii.
28. eo>..oyeLTE TOUS KaTapwphous Op.iis. In class. Grk. evAoye'i:v
means "praise, honour," whether gods or men : comp. i. 64, ii. 28;
Jas. iii. 9. The meaning "invoke blessings upon" is confined to
LXX and N.T. (Gen. xiv. 19, xxii. 17, xlviii. 9; Rom. xii. 14;
Acts iii. 26).
In class. Grk. KaTapit<rBac is followed by a dat. (Hom. Hdt. Xen. Dern.),

as in Ep. Jer. 65: but in N.T. by an acc. (l\fk..xi. 21; Jas. iii. 9); and the
interpolation Mt. v. 44.-For 7rpo<revxe<r8e 7r<pl we might have expected 'll'p.
v7rlp, and the MSS. here and elsewhere are divided between V7rEp and 7repl

(Gal. i. 4; Col. i. 3; Rom. i. 8). But comp. Acts viii. 15; Heb. xiii.
Col. iv. 3. Win. xlvii. 1. 2, p. 478.
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Twv 1hr1Jp1>a.toVT111v ~µ.iis. Aristotle defines E.7r'YJpEo.up.os as iµ11ro8wp.os TO.t<;; {3ovA-/iu£uiv, ovx iva n o.;,rti, &AA' iva p.7, EK£lvw (Rhet.

ii.

2.

3).

It is "spiteful treatment."

•

29, 30. Whereas vv. 27, 28 refer to the active c!:ydr'7 which returns good
for evil, these refer rather to the passive µ.a,Kpo8vµ.l.a, which never retaliates.
The four erecepts here given are startling. It is impossible for either govern.
ments or individuals to keep them. A State which endeavoured to shape its
policy in exact accordance with them would soon cease to exist ; and if
individuals acted in strict obedience to them society would be reduced to
anarchy. Violence, robbery, and shameless exaction would be supreme. The
inference is that they are not precepts, but i"llustrations of principles. They are
in the form of rules ; but as they cannot be kept as rules, we are compelled to
look beyond the letter to the spirit which they embody. If Christ had given
precepts which could be kept literally, we might easily have rested content with
observing the letter, and have never penetrated to the spirit. What is the spirit?
Among other things this :-that resistance of evil and refusal to part with our
property must never be a personal matter : so far as we are concerned we must
be willing to suffer still more and to surrender still more. It is right to withstand and even to punish those who injure us : but in order to correct them and
protect society; not because of any personal ant"mus. It is right also to with·
hold our possessions from those who without good reason ask for them; but in
order to check idleness and effrontery ; not because we are too fond of our
possessions to part with them. So far as our personal feeling goes, we ought to
be ready to offer the other cheek, and to give, without desire of recovery,
whatever is demanded or taken from us. Love knows no limits but those
which love itself imposes. When love resists or refuses, it is because corn·
pliance would be a violation of love, not because it would involve loss or
suffering.

29. T/i> TOirTovT[ ae <irl ri)v aLayova.. A violent blow with the
fist seems to be meant rather than a contemptuous slap, for
uta.ywv means "jaw-bone" (Judg. xv. 15, 16; Ezek. xxix. 4;
Mic. v. 1 ; Hos. xi. 4). In what follows also it is an act of
violence that is meant ; for in that case the upper and more
valuable garment (ip.anov) would be taken first. In Mt. v. 40 the
spoiler adopts a legal method of spoliation (Kpt&rjvo.i), and takes
the under and less indispensable garment (xmovo.) first. See on
iii. 11 and comp. Jn. xix. 23.
Here only do we find

In class. Grk. c. gen., e.g.
Some·
times we have Eis (Mt. xxvii. 30), which some MSS. read here and xviii. 13.
Comp. Xen. Cyr. v. 4. 5. So also KWAVELV &.7r6 is not common. Comp. ou
µ.+, KwMcrE• .,./> µ.v'Y}µ.E'iov aU..ov &.7ro croiJ (Gen. xxiii. 6) and &.ro croiJ KwMwv
(Xen. Cyr. i. 3. II, iii. 3. 5I). The more usual constr. both in N.T. and
class. Grk. is either acc. and inf. (xxiii. 2; Acts xvi. 6, xxiv. 23) or acc. of
pers. and gen. of thing (Acts xxvii. 43). Note that atpE•v does not mean
simply "take," which is llaµ.f36.vELv, but either "take up" (v. 24, ix. 23) .or
"take away" (xix. 24, xxiii. I8).
TmE•l"

fr£ c. acc.

irl K6pp'YJS TV'TrTE•v or 7rO.Tdcr1mv (Plato, Gorg. 486 C, 508 D, 527 A).

30. ira.VTI. a.houvTL ae 8L8ou. There is no -;rav.,.{ in Mt. v. 42 1
and this is one of many passages which illustrate Lk.'s fondness
for iriis (ver. 17, vii. 35, ix. 43, xi. 4). The -;ravT{ has been
differently understood. "No one is to be excluded, not even
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one's enemies" (Meyer, Weiss). Omnipetenti te tribue, non omnia
petenti; ut t'd des, quod dare honeste et Juste potes (Aug.). Neither
remark is quite right. Our being able to give Juste et honeste
depends not only on what is asked, but upon who asks it. Some
things must not be conceded to any one. Others ought to be
given to some petitioners, but not to all. In every case, howeTer,
we ought to be willing to part with what may be lawfully given
to any. The wish to keep what we have got is not the right motive
for refusing.
8[8ou, Kul d'll'o Toll a'lpovTOs Tn uO. I"~ U'll'ULTH. The pres. in all
three cases implies continual action, making a practice of it.
"Continually give, and from him who continues to take away thy
goods do not continue to ask them again." For a7pnv in the sense
of "take as one's own, appropriate," comp. xi. 52, xix. 21; Mk.
xv. 24. It does not imply that violence is used. But the µ~
&:1ra{Tioi implies that hitherto asking them back has been usual.
The verb a11"atTiow is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (xii. 20: comp. Wisd.
xv. 8 ; Ecclus. xx. 1 5 ; Hdt. i. 3. 2 ). Prof. Marshall thinks that
we have here another instance of different translation of the same
Aramaic, and that Lk.'s a'f.povTos and Mt.'s 8avio{CTaCT8ai may repre·
sent the same word; also Lk.'s a7ralTn and Mt.'s a11"0CTTpacpfis. See
on v. 21 and viii. 15. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 68.
31. Kul Ka6ws OD.ion. The Ka{ introduces the general principle
which covers all these cases : "and in short, in a word." How
would one wish to be treated oneself if one was an aggressor ?
How ought one to wish to be treated ? But obviously the principle
covers a great deal more than the treatment of aggressors and
enemies. In Tobit iv. 15 we have, "Do that to no man which
thou hatest" ; but this purely negative precept, which was common
with the Rabbis, falls immeasurably short of the positive command
of Christ. Isocrates has & 1l"aCTXOVT£S vcp' ETEpwv opylCioCT8£, TUUTU
Toi:s ctAAots µ~ 11'otioi:u, and the Stoics said, Quod tibi jieri non vis,
alteri ne facens ; and the same is found in Buddhism. In the
~i8ax~. i. 2, and Apost. Const. vii. 2. 1, we have both the positive
and the negative form. Cod. D, Iren. (iii. 12. 14), Cypr. (Test.
iii. 119) and other authorities insert the negative form Acts xv. 29.
How inadequate the so-called Rabbinical parallels to the Sermon
on the Mount are, as collected by Wiinsche and others, has been
shown by Edersheim (L. &- T. i. p. 531). Note the KaBws, "even
as, precisely as " : the conformity is to be exact. For OD..uv lva
comp. Mt. vii. 12; Mk. vi. 25, ix. 30, x. 35; Jn. xvii. 24, and see
on iv. 3. The Kal vµiol.s before 11'oui:Tio is omitted by B and some
Latin texts. " Do likewise" occurs only here, iii. II, and x. 3 7.
32-35. Interested affection is of little account : Christian love
is of necessity disinterested; unlike human love, it embraces what
is repulsive and repellent.
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32. irola. ~p.'iv xnpts. "What kind of thank, or favour, have
you ? " This may be understood either of the gratitude of the
persons loved or of the favour of God. The latter is better, and is
more clearly expressed by ,-{va. p.iuOov ~X£T£; (Mt. v. 46). Otherwise there does not seem to be much point in oi ap.a.p,-wXo{. For
xapis of Divine favour comp. i. 30, ii. 40, 52; Acts vii. 46.
Ka.'l. ycl.p. "For even"; nam etiam. Comp. Mt. viii. 9; Mk. vii. 28 ?,
x. 45; Jn. iv. 45; I Cor. xii. I4; and see Ellicott on 2 Thes. iii. IO; Meyer
on 2 Cor. xiii. 4. Syr·Sin. omits the clause.
33. Here only is Aya.8011'0LELV found with an acc. after it. It does not
occur in profane writers, and elsewhere in N.T. is absolute: vv. 9, 35; Mk,
iii. 4; I Pet. ii. 15, 20, iii. 6, 17; 3 Jn. II. But in I Pet. and 3 Jn. it is
used of doing what is right as opposed to doing what is wrong, whereas in
Lk. and Mt. it is used, as in LXX, of helping others as opposed to harming them: Num. x. 32; Jud. xvii. I3 (Cod. B d:ya6vvel); Zeph. i. I2,
Hatch, Bibi. Grk. p. 7; but see Lft. on Clem. Rom. Cor. ii. p. 17.

For dp.a.pn>>..ol Mt. has in the one case T£Awvai and in the
other lOvtKol. Of course both "publicans" and "heathen" are
here used in a moral sense, because of their usual bad character ;
and Weiss confidently asserts that Lk. is here interpreting, while
Mt. gives the actual words used. But it is possible that Mt.j
writing as a Jew, has given the classes who to Jews were sinners
Ka,.• £~ox~v instead of the general term.
34. This third illustration has no parallel in Mt., but see Mt.
v. 42 ; and comp. Prov. xix. 17.
liavltrf/T•· The
and liavel!;eu. In
class. form. The
indicates a friendly
and principal.

texts are divided between this form, liavel<r'l]Te, liavel/;'l]T•,
N.T. liavl!;w is to be/referred to liavel!;w, which is the
verb means to "len upon interest," whereas KlXP'IJI"
loan ; and therefore ,.a, to-a would include both interest

a,,.o>..n~wuw. "Receive as their due, receive back," or perhaps
"receive in full"; comp. d:7rlxw in ver. 24, and see Lft. on Gal. iv.
5 ; also Ellicott and Meyer. The phrase diro>... ,.a, iua. need not
mean more than "receive equivalent services," but more probably
it refers to repayment in full : comp. lpav{'w and tl.v,-£pav{,w.
35. ir>..1]v. See on ver. 24. "But, when this kind of interested
affection has been rejected as worthless, what must be aimed at is
this." Note the pres. imperat. throughout: "Habitually love, do
good, and lend " ; also that Christ does not change the word
8av{,£n, nor intimate that it does not here have its usual n:.eaning
of lending on interest.
p.~S~v 4irE>..,,.~tovns. The meaning of this famous saying depends partly upon the reading, whether we read p:ri8lv or p:ri8lva., 1
1

The external evidence stands thusFor P.'IJliiv chr. A B L RX r A etc., Latt. Syr-Harcl.? Boh.
For µ.,8€va cir. ~!::II", Syrr. Tisch. is almost alone among recent
editors in preferring µ.'l]liEva; WH. and RV. place in the margin.
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but mainly upon the interpretation of &.rr£A:irltovT£s. All English
Versions previous to RV. adopt the common view that &7r£Ar..
means "hoping for in return," a meaning which is without example,
but which is supposed to be justified by the context, or rather by
the corrupted context. Thus Field argues: "No doubt this use of
the word is nowhere else to be met with; but the context is here
too strong for philological quibbles (!). 'If ye lend to them 7rap' tiw
'EAIIIZETE 'AIT0Aa,8£1:v, what thank have ye?' Then follows the
precept: 'Lend µ:q8€v 'AIIEAIIIZONTE::S,' which can by no possibility bear any other meaning than µ:r18€v £A7r{tovT£s &7roAa,8£1:v "
( OHum Norv. iii. p. 40 ). The argument would be precarious, even
if the facts were as stated; but the true reading is 7rap' <1v £>,11"{t£T£
Aa,8£tV (~ B La, Justin), and therefore the whole falls to the ground.
The usual meaning of &7r£A7rttw, "I give up in despair," makes
excellent sense; either "despairing of nothing," or "despairing of
no one" (µ:YJolva). "Despairing of nothing" or "never despairing"
may mean either "never doubting that God will requite you," or
"never despairing about your money." The latter meaning is
almost identical with "despairing of no one," i.e. "never doubting
that your debtor will pay." But it has been suggested that µ:YJOeva
may be neut. plur., on the authority of Steph. Thesaur. v. col. 962
[iii. col. 3645]. If this were correct, the two readings would have
the same meaning. On the authority of a single passage in the
Anthologia Palatina (ii. 114, p. 325, Brunck), Liddell and Scott
give d1t"fA11"{tw a transitive meaning, " causing to despair" ; but
there aUov &7r£A11"{twv (of an astrologer who said that a person had
only nine months to live) may mean "giving him up in despair":
comp. Polyb. ii. 54. 7. Therefore we may safely abandon the
common interpretation and render "giving up nothing in despair"
or "never despairing." Comp. £7rl cp{Aov Nw <T7t"au71s poµ,cpa{av, µ,~
d7r£A7riu71s (Ecclus. xxii. 2I) ; o 8€ &7roKaAvif;as µ,v<TT~pia &7r~Amu£
(xxvii. 21); Ta KaT' avTOV &7r£A11"{uas (z Mac. ix. 18), of Antiochus
when stricken with an incurable disease. Galen often uses the
verb of desperate cases in medicine; see Hobart, p. 118, and Wetst. 1
D and many early Latin texts have nihil desperantes. See the valuable
note in Wordsworth's Vulgate, p. 344- But he thinks it possible that Lk.
may have written a7r<A7rljeLv for e"X7rljeLv cir6 on the analogy of ci7re<TIJle1v for
i<TIJle1v ci7r6 and ci7ro"Xaf3e'iv for "Xa(jo'iv a7ra.
1 What mischief the common interpretation (sanctioned by the Vulgate, nihil
inde sperantes) has wrought in Europe is strikingly shown by Dollinger (Akademische Vortriige, i. pp. 223 ff. ; Studies in European History, pp. 224 ff.),

On the strength of it Popes and councils have repeatedly condemned the taking
of any interest whatever for loans. As loans could not be had without interest,
and Christians were forbidden to take it, money-lending passed into the hands
of the Jews, and added greatly to the unnatural detestation in which Jews were
held. The paradox that Christians may not take interest has Leen revived by
;Ruskin, See Morfill and Charles, B(J(Jk of the Secrets of Enoch, p. 58.
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~uea& utol 'Yif!,trtou. In Mt. v. 9 peacemakers are called viol
®wv. The moral likeness proves the parentage. Just as in vv.
32, 33 Lk. has the generic ap.O.f>TWAO{ where Mt. has the specific

iOvuw{, so here we have " is kind towards the unthankful and evil" instead of "maketh His sun to rz''se on the evil and the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and the unjust" (Mt. v. 45).
For 'Yift{<rTov comp. i. 32, .35, 76.
36, 37. A further development of the principle of Christian
love. Having told His disciples to cherish no personal animus
against those who injure them, He now warns them against judging
others respecting any supposed misconduct. To pose as a general
censor morum is unchristian. Censoriousness is a transgression of
the royal law of love, and an invasion of the Divine prerogatives.
Not only vengeance but judgment belongs to God. And judgment,
when it is inevitable, must be charitable ((hroAven), directed by a
desire to acquit rather than to condemn. Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 4 ;
Jas. iv. 11, 12. Hillel said, "Judge not thy neighbour until thou
comest into his place " (Ewald, Hist. of Israel, vi. p. 2 7). See on
ver. 31.
TeAwvai and

The loose citations of these two verses by Clement of Rome (i. 13. 2) and
Clement of Alexandria (Strom. ii. 18, p. 476, ed. Potter) are interesting. Both
have the words WS XPTJ<TTEVE<TIJE, oVTWS XPTJ<fTEvlJf)<TETU.< vµ.fv immediately before
cji µfrp'iJ, K.T.X. They represent 'Ylve<TIJe olKTlpµov<s in Lk., for which Justin
has 'YlPE<TIJE oe XPTJ<TTOl Kill olKTlpµoves (Try. xcvi.; Apo!. i. I 5). Comp. Clem.
Hom. iii. 57. It is probable that Clem. Alex. here quotes Clem. Rom. uncon·
sciously.

38. The transition is easy from charity in judging others to
benevolence in general. Comp. ver. 30 and iii. 11. God remains
in debt to no man. "He giveth not by measure" (Jn. iii. 34),
nor does He recompense by measure, unless man serves Him by
measure. Disciples who serve in the spirit of love make no
such calculations, and are amply repaid. We are here assured of
this fact in an accumulation of metaphors, which form a climax.
They are evidently taken from the measuring of corn, and Bengel
is clearly wrong in interpreting inrepeKxwvop.evov of fluids : ei<> Tov
KoA?Tov is conclusive. The asyndeton is impressive.
The form V'll"epeKxuvvbµ<vov seems to occur nowhere else, excepting as
fl,l. Joel ii. 24. The class. form is v7rep<Kxew.

8wuollcnv ets Tov KoAirov OJ.I.WV. Who shall give? Not the persons
benefited, but the instruments of God's bounty. The verb is
almost impersonal, "there shall be given," oofi~<TETat. Comp.
aiTov<riv (xii. 20) and alT~<ToV<Tiv (xii. 48).
The KoAiros is the fold
formed by a loose garment overhanging a girdle. This was often
used as a pocket (Exod. iv. 6; Prov. vi. 27; and esp. Ps. lxxix.
1 2 ; Is. lxv. 6 ; J er. xxxii. 18). Comp. Hdt. vi. 12 5. 5 ; Liv. xxi.
18. 10; Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 172 1 and other illustrations in Wetst.
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~ y&p ,...fr~ l'ETpELTE. There is no inconsistency, as Weiss
states (stimmt z"mmer nicht recht), with what precedes; but he is
right in condemning such interpretations as T<i' avT.;> µhp'f!, ov µ,~v
TocrovT'f! (Theophyl.) and eadem mensura in genere sed exuberans
(Grot.) as evasions. The loving spirit uses no measure in its services;
and then God uses no measure in requiting. But the niggardly and
grudging servant, who tries to do just the minimum, receives ju;;t
the minimum in return. In Mk. iv. 24, 25 we have this saying
with a different application.
39. The second half of the discourse begins here, and this is
marked by a repetition of the introductory Et'll'ev. The connexion
with what precedes perhaps is, that, before judging others, we must
judge ourselves ; otherwise we shall be blind leaders of the blind.
This saying occurs in quite another connexion Mt. xv. 14. It
may easily have been uttered several times, and it is a commonplace in literature. We are thus shown the manifold application
of Christ's sayings, and the versatility of truth. See Wetst. on Mt.
xv. 14. With the exception of Mk. xii. 12, the phrase e!'ll'ev '!l'apaffo>..~v is peculiar to Lk. (xii. 16, xv. 3, xviii. 9, xix. II, xx. 19,
xxi. 29).
Ets f169iivov. "Into a pit" rather than "into the ditch," which
all English Versions prior to RV. have both here and Mt. xv. 14.
In Mt. xii. l 1 nearly all have "a pit." The word is a doublet of
{3o8po<>, puteus, and is perhaps connected with f3a8vs. Palestine is
full of such things, open wells without walls, unfenced quarries,
and the like. For 08'1/yliv comp. Acts viii. 31; Jn. xvi. 13; Ps.
xxiv. 5, lxxxv. II, cxviii. 35; Wisd. ix. u, x. 17.
·
40. This again is one of Christ's frequent sayings. Here the
connexion seems to be that disciples will not get nearer to the
truth than the teacher does, and therefore teachers must beware of
being blind and uninstructed, especially with regard to knowledge
of self. In xxii. 27 and in Jn. xiii. 16 the meaning is that disciples
must not set themselves above their master. In Mt. x. 24 the
point is that disciples must not expect better treatment than their
master. So also in Jn. xv. 20, which was a different occasion.
KO.TIJPTLal'lvos 8£ mi> EUT<n ws o 8L8&aKa>..os a.ihou. The sentence
may be taken in various ways. r. Every well instructed disciple
shall be as his master (AV.). 2. Every disciple, when he has
been well instructed, shall be as his master. 3. Every disciple
shall be as well instructed as his master (Tyn. Cran.). But Perfectus autem omnis erit, si sit sicut magister ejus (Vulg. ), "Every one
shall be perfect, if he be as his master" (Rhem.), Wenn der Junger
ist wie sein Meister, so ist er vollkommen (Luth.), is impossible.
The meaning is that the disciple will not excel his master ; at the
best he will only equal him. And, if the master has faults, the
aisciple will be likely to copy them. Syr-Sin. omits.
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For Ka.Ta.pTl.t..., "make ll.pnos, equip," comp. Mt. iv. 21 ; Mk. i. 19;
Thes. iii. 10; Gal. vi. r ; Heb. x. 5, xi. 3, xiii. 21. It is a surgical word,
used of setting a bone or joint: for examples see Wetst. on Mt. iv. 21. There
is no .,,.as in Mt. x. 24, 25: see on ver. 30.
l

41, 42. In order to avoid becoming a blind teacher, whose
disciples will be no better than oneself, one must, before judging
and attempting to correct others, correct oneself. Self-knowledge
and self-reform are the necessary preparation of the reformer,
without which his work is one of presumption rather than of love.
41. Kcl.pol>o!;. " Anything small and dry" : in class. Grk. usually in plur.
of chips, twigs, bits of wood, etc. Curtius connects it with <TKa.prplov, "a
splinter" ( Grk. Etym. 683); but better with Kdprpeiv, "to dry up." In
Gen. viii. 11 it is used of the olive twig brought by the dove. See Wetst. on
Mt. vii. 3. The 8oKM is the "bearing-beam, main beam," that which
receives (Mxoµa•) the other beams in a roof or floor. It is therefore as
necessarily large as a Kdprpos is small.
KaTavoE~'>· "Fix thy mind upon."
It expresses prolonged
attention and observation. Careful consideration of one's own
faults must precede attention to those of others. The verb is
specially freq. in Lk. (xii. 24, 27, xx. 23; Acts xi. 6, xxvii. 39:
comp. Heb. iii. 1, x. 24; Rom. iv. 19).
42. 'll"W'> Mva.um AEyELV. " With what face can you adopt this
tone of smug patronage?" In Mt. vii. 4 the patronizing 'ASe>..+£
is wanting.
ii.ol>E!; lKpa.>...... For the simple subj. after dtf>lTJµ& comp. Mt. xxvii. 49;
Mk. xv. 36. Epict. Dz'ss. i. 9. 15, iii. 12. 15. In modem Greek it is the
regular idiom. Win. xii. + b, p. 356.-In ov p>..e'll' ...v we have the only
instance in Lk. of ov with a participle : "When thou dost not look at, mucb
less anxiously consider" (KaTavowv): see small print on i. 20.

ll'lroKpmt The hypocrisy consists in his pretending to be so
pained by the presence of trifling evil that he is constrained to
endeavour to remove it. Comp. xiii. 15. That he conceals his
own sins is not stated; to some extent he is not aware of them.
The TOTE means "then, and not till then " ; and the S·a.~>..£1j#e•'> is
neither imperative nor concessive, but the simple future. When
self-reformation has taken place, then it will be possible to see
how to reform others. Note the change from {3'11.hmv to oiaf3>..i,,.nv; not merely look at, but "see clearly." In class. Grk.
oiaf3>..i,,.w means "look fixedly," as in deep thought. Plato notes
it as a habit of Socrates (Pluedo, 86 D).
43. oil yup tlunv. Codex D and some versions omit the yap,
the connexion with the preceding not being observed. The connexion is close. A good Christian cannot but have good results
in the work of converting others, and a bad Christian cannot have
such, for his bad life will more than counteract his efforts to
reclaim others.
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The etymological connexion between ico.pT6s (carpo, Herbst, harvest) and
icap<f>os is by no means certain. But if it is a fact, it has no place here. The
phrase ToLEw 1Co.p611 is not classical, but a Hebraism (iii. 9, viii. 8, xiii. 9 ; Gen.
1. II, 12; Ps. cvii. 37). By <Fo.Tp6v (<FijTw) is meant (1) what is "rotten,
putrid," and (2) what is "worthless." See Wetst. on Mt. vii. 18. A rotten
tree would produce no fruit ; and fishes just caught would not be putrid (Mt.
In both places the secondary meaning is required.

xiii. 48).

44. The unreformed can no more reform others than thorns
and briars can produce figs and grapes. It is by their fruits that
each comes to be known (yivulcrKerai). The identification of the
many Hebrew words which denote thorny shrubs is a hopeless
task. Neither the originals nor their Greek representatives can be
satisfactorily determined (Groser, Trees and Plants of the Bible,
p. 172). Elsewhere in N.T. f3aro> is used of the burning bush
(xx. 37; Acts vii. 30, 35; Mk. xii. 26; Exod. iii. 2, 3, 4) : in Hom.
it is a "thorn-bush, bramble" ( Od. xxiv. 2 30). The verb rpvya"'
is specially used of the vintage (Rev. xiv. 18, 19; Lev. xix. 10,
xxv. 5, 11; Deut. xxiv. 21). Comp. the similar sayings Jas. iii.
11, 12, which are probably echoes of Christ's teaching as remem·
bered by the Lord's brother.
45. This forms a link with the next section. When men are
natural, heart and mouth act in concert. But otherwise the mouth
sometimes professes what the heart does not feel.
46-49. The Judgments which await the Members of the Kingdom. The Sanction or Warning. Mt. vii. 13-27. This is sometimes called the Epilogue or the Peroration : but it is not a mere
summing up. It sets forth the consequences of following, and the
consequences of not following, what has been enjoined.
46. The question here asked may be addressed to all disciples, none of whom are perfect. The inconsistency of calling
Him Lord and yet failing in obedience to Him was found even
in Apostles. What follows shows that the question applies to
the whole of Christian conduct. Of the four parables in the latter
half of the sermon, the first two (the blind leading the blind; the
mote and the beam) have special reference to the work of correcting others; the third (the good and bad trees) may be either
special or general; while the fourth (the wise and foolish builders)'
is quite general. With Kvpie comp. xiii. 25; Mt. xxv. 11, 12;
Jas. i. 22, 26.
47. For 'll"ii~ & ~pxop.£vo~ see small print on i. 66, and for
!111"08£(~w see on iii. 7 and Fritzsche on Mt. iii. 7.
48. ECTKO.i!tev Kal efM0uvEv Ka.l E0YjK£V 0Ep.iALOV. "He dug and
went deep (not a hendiadys for 'dug deep') and laid a founda-tion." The whole of this graphic description is peculiar to Lke
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Robinson stayed in a new house at Nazareth, the owner of which
had dug down for thirty feet in order to build upon rock (Res. in
Pal. ii. p. 338). The parables in Mt. and Lk. are so far identical
that in both the two builders desire to have their houses near a
water-course, water in Palestine being very precious. In Mt. they
build on different places, the one on the rock and the other on
the sand, such as is often found in large level tracts by a dry
water-course. Nothing is said about the wise builder digging
through the sand till he comes to rock. Each finds what seems
to him a good site ready to hand.
'll"A'IJflfl-UP'IJS· "A flood," whether from a river or a sea: and
hence a flood of troubles and the like. See Jos. Ant. ii. 10. 2
and examples in Wetst. Here only in N.T., and in LXX only
Job xl. 18 (23).
o~K 'laxuaev.
"Had not strength to." The expression is a
favourite one with Lk. (viii. 43, xiii. 24, xiv. 6, 29, xvi. 3, xx. 26;
Acts vi. 10, xv. 10, xix. 16, 20, xxv. 7, xxvii. 16). For aa.>..euac:u
comp. vii. 24, xxi. 26; Acts ii. 25 fr. Ps. xv. 8, iv. 31: freq. in LXX.

s.a. To Ka.>.O.c; otK08011-ija8a.• a.i'.i-n]v. This is certainly the true reading
B LS: 33 157, Boh. Syr-Harcl. marg.). The common reading, nlleµ.eXforro
"(ap br! .,-1)v 7rfrpav (AC DX etc.; Latt. Syrr. Goth. Arm.), is obviously
taken from Mt. The Ethiopic combines the two readings. Syr-Sin. omits.
(~

n

49. '11"poalp1J~Ev 6 'll"OTafl-os. Lk. gives only the main incident,
the river, created by the rain, smiting the house. But Mt. is much
more graphic : Ka.Tl/3T] ~ f3pox~ Kal ~A.(Joy ot 7roTap.ol Kal E'7rVevo-av
ot ttYEfJ-OL Kat 7rpoatKo-tpaY rfj OLK{'f £KetYYJ·

auvl'll"eaev. " It fell in," i.e. the whole fell together in a heap :
much more expressive than E°7rECTEY, which some texts (AC) here
borrow from Mt.
lylvETo TO p~yfl-a.· To harmonize with 7rpoatp'Y}~EV. This use of
p~yp.a for "ruin" (so first in Rhem.) seems to be without example.
In class. Grk. it is used of bodily fractures or ruptures, and also of
clothes; so also in 1 Kings xi. 30, 31 ; 2 Kings ii. 12. But Amos
vi. 11 of rents in a building, 7raT#Et TOY oiKoY TOY p.lyay 8A<iap.aaiY,
Kal TOY o!KoY TOY p.tKpoy payp.aaw. Hobart contrasts the f3pox~.
7rpoalKmf!aY, E'7reaev, and 7rTOJat> of Mt. with the 7rA~p.p.vpa, 7rpoatpPT/~EY, avYt7rECTEY, and p~yp.a of Lk., and contends that the latter
four belong to medical phraseology (pp. 55, 56).
The f1-lya., like p.rya>..T/ in Mt., comes last with emphasis.
Divine instruction, intended for building up, must, if neglected,
produce disastrous ruin. The KE'Lrnt Eis 7rTwCTtY (ii. 34) is fulfilled.
The audience are left with the crash of the unreal disciple's house
sounding in their ears.
Similar Rabbinical sayings are quoted, but as coming from persons who lived
after A.D. 1go, by which time Christ's teaching had filtered into both Jewish
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and pagan thought. " Whosesoever wisdom is above his works, to what is he
like? To a tree whose branches are many and its roots few. Then the wind
cometh and rooteth it up and turneth it over. And, whosesoever works are
above his wisdom, to what is he like? To a tree whose branches are few and
its roots many. Though all the winds come upon it, they move it not from its
place" (Mz'shna, Pirqe aboth, III. xxvii. ). And again, "To whom is he
like, that with many merits uniteth great wisdom? To him who first layeth
granite blocks and then bricks. Though ever so mighty floods wash round the
building, yet they cannot make it give way. But to whom is he like, who
knoweth much and fulfilleth little? To him who layeth the foundation with
bricks, which are disturbed by the least water (A both R. Nathan, xxiii.). See
Edersh. L. & T. i. p. 540; Nicholson on Mt. vii. 24.

VII. 1. The division of the chapters is misleading. This
verse forms the conclusion of the preceding narrative quite in
Lk.'s manner. Comp. iv. 30, 37, 44, v. II, 16, 26, vi. II, etc.
It is not the introduction to what follows, for Jesus must have
been in Capernaum some time before the centurion heard about
Him. Lk. says nothing about the impression which the discourse
made upon the people (Mt. vii. 28), or about their following Him
(Mt. viii. 1 ).
'E1m8~ l'll'}l.iJpwcrEV '11'0.V'!'a. TO. ~ilfloa.Ta. a.{iTov. This is the only place in
N. T. in which breiofi is used in the temporal sense of "after that, when
now." Hence 'E,,.ei oi is found in many texts. K has 'E1reio7/ oe, while D
has Ket! eyevETo ore. In the causal sense of "since, seeing that," t11"eiofi
occurs only in Lk. and Paul (xi. 6; Acts xiii. 46, xiv. r2, xv. 24; I Cor.
i. 2r, 22, xiv. r6, xv. 21 ). See Ellicott on Phil. ii. 26. For E1r'Xf,pwtre,
"completed," so that no more remained to be said, comp. Acts xii. 25,
xiii. 25, xiv. 26, xix. 21.
d~ TO.~ uKoCi.~ Tov }\a.ov. The els marks the direction of what was said :
comp. i. 44, iv. 44 ; Acts xi. 22, xvii. 20. Both in bib!. Grk. and in class.
Grk. d.Kof, has three senses. l. " The thing heard, report" ( l Sam. ii. 24 ;
I Kings ii. 28; Jn. xii. 38; Rom. x. 16). 2. "The sense of hearing"
(2 Sam. xxii. 45; Job xiii. 5; l Cor. xii. 17; 2 Pet. ii. 8). 3. "The ear"
(Mk. vii. 35 ; Heb. v. I l ; 2 Mac. xv. 39).

2-10. The healing of the Centurion's Servant at Capernaum.
Mt. viii. 5-13. Mt. places the healing of the leper (Lk. v. 12-14)
between the Sermon on the Mount and the healing of the centurion's slave. This centurion was a heathen by birth (ver. 9), and
was probably in the service of Antipas. He had become in some
degree attracted to Judaism (ver. 5), and was an illustration of the
great truth which Lk. delights to exhibit, that Gentile and Jew
alike share in the blessings of the kingdom. The anima naturalt'ter
Christiana of the man is seen in his affection for his slave.
2. ~p.e>..>..ev Te>..euT~v. "Was on the point of dying," and would
have done so but for this intervention (Acts xii. 6, xvi. 27, etc.).
Burton, § 73. For EVTLp.os, "held in honour, held dear," comp.
xiv. 8; Phil. ii. 29; 1 Pet. ii. 4, 6; Is. xxviii. 16. The fact
explains why this deputation of elders came.
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3. d'll"E<TTEL>.ev 11"poc; a.&Tov irpeaj3uT£pouc;. These elders (no
article) would be leading citizens; but they need not be identified
with the &pxu:rvv&:yoryoi (viii. 49, xiii. 14; Acts xiii. 15, xviii. 8, 17),
as Godet formerly advocated. The compound ~ha.awtew, " to
bring safe through,'' is almost peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (Acts
xxiii. 24, xxvii. 43, 44, xxviii. 1, 4; Mt. xiv. 36; 1 Pet. iii. 20).
4. ot 8( 11"a.pa.yev6f1-evoL. A favourite verb (ver. 20, viii. 19,
xi. 6, xii. 51, xiv. 21, xix. 16, xxii. 52; and about twenty times in
Acts): elsewhere in N.T. eight or nine times, but very freq. in
LXX.
6.~LcS~ lanv r1 'll'a.pe~n TovTo. " He is worthy that Thou shouldest do
this for him"; 2 sing. fut. mid. The reading 'lrapl~ .. (Gr A) is 3 sing. fut,
act. and must not be taken as analogous to the exceptional forms ofe•, 6ym,
and fJouXe•. But beyond doubt 1ro.pl~11 (~ A B C D R :B: etc.) is the correct
reading.

fi. dya.11"~ yup To l10voc; iJflc;'w. This would hardly be said of one
who was actually a proselyte. He had learned to admire and
respect the pure worship of the Jews and to feel affection for the
people who practised it. This would be all the more likely if he
were in the service of the Herods rather than that of heathen
Rome. See Hastings, .D.B. i. p. 366.
rljv auva.ywy~v a.&Toc; iliKo86f1-'IJITEv iifl'Lv. "At his own expense he
built us our synagogue," the one which we have; not "a synagogue" (AV.). Had Capernaum only one synagogue?
If Tell Hum represents Capemaum, and if the ruins of the synagogue there
are from a building of this date, they show with what liberality this centurion
had carried out his pious work. But it is doubtful whether the excellent work
exhibited in these ruins is quite so early as the first century. The centurions
appear in a favourable light in N.T. (xxiii. 47; Acts x. 22, xxii. 26, xxiii. 17,
23, 24, xxiv. 23, xxvii. 43). Roman organization produced, and was maintained
by, excellent individuals, who were a blessing to others and themselves. As
Philo 5ays, after praising Petronius the governor of Syria, TOLS oe a-yo.Oo'is a-yo.Oas
U'lr7/XELll toLKe ')'llWµ,<1.S 0 0eos oi WI! w<f>eXovvus w<f>e'X7J01/1TOllTClL (Leg. ad Cat'um,
p. 1027, ed. Gelen.). Augustus had recognized the value of synagogues in
maintaining order and morality.

6. o& fla.Kpfiv. Comp. Acts xvii. 27. The expression is
peculiar to Lk., who is fond of ov with an adj. or adv. to express
his meaning. Comp. ov 7ro1'.Aol (xv. 13; Acts i. 5), ov 7roA.v (Acts
xxvii. 14), OVK oA.lyor; (Acts xii. 18, xiv. 28, xv. 2, xvii. 4, 12,
xix. 23, 24, xxvii. 20), ovK o ruxu'iv (Acts xix. n, xxviii. 2), ovK
ao--qµ.or; (Acts xxi. 39), ov p.erplwr; (Acts xx. 12).
E'll"Eflljtev lj>l>.ouc;. Comp. xv. 6, Acts x. 24. Mt. says nothing about
either of these deputations, but puts the message of both into the
mouth of the centurion himself, who comes in person. In Lk. the
man's humility and faith prevail over his anxiety as soon as he sees
that the first deputation has succeeded, and that the great Rabbi
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and Prophet is really coming to him. Therefore he sends the
second deputation to say that he is not worthy of a visit, and that
the visit is not necessary.
KupLt:, I"~ uKu>..>..ou. "Lord, cease to trouble Thyself." The
verb is a marked instance of the tendency of words to become
weaker in meaning: <TKVAAw (<rKv,\ov, .xi. 22) is I. "flay"; 2.
"mangle"; 3. "vex, annoy" (viii. 49 ; Mk. v. 35 ; Mt. ix. 36).
See Exposz'tor, 1st series, 1876, iv. pp. 30, 31. What follows
seems to show that the centurion was not a proselyte. The house
of a Gentile was polluting to a Jew ; and therefore otJ yap iKav6i;
£1µ,i, K,T.A.., is quite in point if he was still a heathen. But it is
rather strong language if he had ceased to be a heathen. For iva
after iKav6s see Burton,§ 216.
7. t:t'll'~ Myw, Kal taO~Tw b 'll'ClLS p.ou. Lit. "Say with a word,
and let my se~ant be healed." The word is to be the instrument
with which the healing is to take place, instead of Jesus' coming in
person: comp. Acts ii. 40 and Gal. vi. 1 I. There is no doubt
that o ,.azs µ,ov means "my servant." This use is found in N.T.
(xii. 45, xv. 26; Mt. viii. 6, 8, 13), and is very freq. in LXX and in
class. Grk.
It has been contended that in Mt. viii. 6, 8, 13 ?rais must mean "son,"
because the centurion calls his servant ooDXos in ver. 9 : as if it were improbable
that a person in the same conversation should speak sometimes of his " servant "
and sometimes of his "boy." In both narratives ?ra?s and ooDXos are used as
synonyms; and it is gratuitous to suppose that in using ooDXos Lk. has misinterpreted the ?ra?s in the source which he employed. Comp. xv. 22, 26. Here
o?ra?s µou is more affectionate than o ooDX6s µov would have been.

8. lyw av0pw'11'6s ELfl-L 611'0 l~ouulav Tauu6p.evos. The eiµ,i
must not be united with Ta<r<r6µ,evo<; and made the equivalent of
T<i<r<rop.ai: Ta<T<r6µ,evos is adjectival. Thus, "For I am a man who
is habitually (pres. part.) placed under authority." But, "For I
am an ordinary person (ii.vBpw,.os), and a person in a dependent
position" is rather an exaggeration of the Greek. Comp. {;,.(, T~v
TOV (3arnA.lws egowtav 1r£<T£LV (2 Mac. iii. 6).
The Kal y&.p shows
the intimate connexion with what precedes, ei,.e A6yw Kat laB~Tw :
see on vi. 32. "I know from personal experience what a word
from one in authority can do. A word from my superiors secures
my obedience, and a word from me secures the obedience of my
subordinates. Thou, who art under no man, and hast authority
over unseen powers, hast only to say a word and the sickness is
healed." Perhaps ii.vBpw,.os hints that Jesus is superhuman.
Evidently {;,.(, etov<r{av Ta<r<r6µ,£vos means that, if an inferior can
give effective orders, much more can a superior do so. It is the
certainty of the result wz'thout personal presence that is the point.
9. b '111uoils iOaup.auev aih6v. This is stated in both narratives.
Comp. Mk. vi. 6. Those who are unwilling to admit any limita-
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tions in Christ's knowledge have to explain how wonder is compatible with omniscience. One limitation is clearly told us by
Himself (Mk. xiii. 32) ; so that the only question is how far such
limitations extend. See on ii. 46, 52, and xvii. 14. Note the
solemn Alyw lr11.~v, and comp. ver. 28, x. 12, 24, xi. 8, 9, 51, etc.
oGSE lv Tii' 'lupa.~>.. Toua.OT'l)V 1TfO'TLV e~pov. This again points to
the centurion being still a heathen. Nowhere among the Jews had
He found any one willing to believe that He could heal without
being present. It is natural that Lk. should express this preference
for a Gentile more strongly than Mt., who has Trap' ovS£Vl Touai5rqv
Tr{unv lv Tcfl 'Iupa~>.. E~pov. Lk. here omits the remarkable passage
Mt. viii 11, 12 ; but he gives it in quite a different connexion
xiii. 28, 29. Such teaching, so necessary and so unwelcome to the
Jews, may easily have been repeated.
10. lr1ToUTpliJta.VTE§. See on i. 56 and iv. 14. Lk.'s lry~a.CvoVTa. is
stronger than the i&.O'Y/ of Mt. The servant was not only cured, but
"in good health." Non modo sanum, sed sanitate utentem (Beng.)
Hobart remarks that Lk. "is the only N.T. writer who uses iiyia[vEiv
in this its primary sense, 'to be in sound health,' with the exception
of S. John, 3 Ep. 2. For this meaning it is the regular word in
the medical writers" (p. 10). See on v. 31 and comp. xv. 27.
Here and v. 31 Vulg. has sanus; in xv. 27, salvus.
The identification of this miracle with that of the healing of the son of the
royal official ({JaO'iXiK6s) in Jn. iv. is not probable : it involves an amount of
misinformation or carelessness on one side or the other which would be very
startling. Irenreus seems to be in favour of it; but " centurion" with him may
be a slip of memory or a misinterpretation of {JaO'iXiK6s. Origen and Chrysostom
contend against the identification. Is there any difficulty in supposing that on
more than one occasion Jesus healed without being present? The difficulty is
to explain one such instance, without admitting the possession of supernatural
powers : this Strauss has shown, and the efforts of Keim and Schenkel to
explain it by a combination of moral and psychical causes are not satisfying.
There is no parallel to it in O.T., for (as Keim points out) the healing of
Naaman is not really analogous.

11-17. §The Raising of the Widow's Son at Nain. Because
Lk. alone records it, its historical character has been questioned.
But there were multitudes of miracles wrought by Christ which
have never been recorded in detail at all (iv. 23, 40, 41, vi. 18, 19;
Jn. ii. 23, iv. 45, vii. 31, xii. 37, xx. 30, xxi. 25), and among these,
as ver. 22 shows, were cases of raising the dead. We must not
attribute to the Evangelists the modern way of regarding the raising
of the dead as a miracle so amazing, because so difficult to perform,
that every real instance would necessarily become widely known,
and would certainly be recorded by every writer who had knowledge
of it. To a Jew it would be hardly more marvellous than the healing of a leper ; and to one who believes in miracles at all, distinctions as to difficulty are unmeaning. It is not unreasonable to
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suppose, either that this event never came to the knowledge of the
other Evangelists, or that, although they knew of it, they did not
see the necessity for recording it. It is worth noting that nearly all
recorded instances of raising the dead were performed for women
(1 Kings xvii. 23; 2 Kings iv. 36; Jn. xi. 22, 32; Acts ix. 41;
Heb. xi. 35).
11. iv Tiji ~~-ii•· It is not easy to decide between the reading ev .-c/i €~1js,
sc. x.p6vip (A B R), and ev TV €E1js, sc. fiµJpq. (~CD). On the one hand, Lk.
elsewhere, when he writes ev .-c/i, has Kall•E17s (viii. 1); on the other, when he
writes ..V £E'7s, he does not prefix ev (ix. 37; Acts xxi. 1, xxv. 17, xxvii. 18).
The less definite would be more likely to be changed to the more definite than
vice versti. Thus the balance both of external and internal evidence is in
favour of ev .-c/i £E1js, and we must not limit the interval between the miracles
to a single day. In N.T. '1t77s is peculiar to Lk. (ix. 37; Acts xxi. 1, xxv. 17,
xxvii. 18). So also is ws ii'Y'Y«rev (7'. 12. xv. 25, x1x. 2Q, 411.
Na.tv. The place is not mentioned elsewhere in Scripture; and
the village of that name in Josephus (B.J. iv. 9. 4) is on the other
side of the Jordan, and cannot be the same.
A hamlet called Nein was found by Robinson about two miles west of
Endor, on the north slope of Little Hermon, which is where Eusebius and
Jerome place it ; and it would be about a day's journey from Capernaum.
" One entrance alone it could have had, that which opens on the rough hillside
in its downward slope to the plain" (Stanley, Sin. & Pal. p. 357) ; so that the
very path on which the two companies met can be identified. About ten
minutes' walk on the road to Endor is a burying-place which is still used, and
there are many tombs cut in the rock. Robinson, Pal. iii. p. 469 ; Bibi. Res.
ii. 361; Thomson, Land & Book, p. 445; Tristram, Land of Israel, p. 127.
The expression, 7r6Aw KaAovµ.e117111 Natv, looks as if Lk. were writing for those
who were not familiar with the country; comp. i. 26, 39, iv. 31. See on vi. 15.

ot p.a.9tJTa.1 a.1hou. Including more than the Twelve; vi. 13.
See on xi. 2 9.
12. Ka.1 L8oo ol~eKop.ltETO TE9V'IJKWS. "Behold there was being
carried out a dead man." Or, "there was being carried out dead
the only son,'' etc. The Ka[ introduces the apodosis of w> ilf:
~yyiue, and must be omitted in translation: "then" would be too
strong. See on v. 12. The compound verb occurs here only in
N.T. and nowhere in LXX. H is equivalent to tKcpipm• (Acts v.
6, 9, 10) and effirre, and is used of carrying out to burial, Polyb.
xxxv. 6. 2; Plut. Agis, xxi. ; Cic. xiii. In later Gk. tKKop.i8~ is
used for 'Kcpop&. of burial. With TE8V'IJKW> comp. Jn. xi. 44.
p.ovoyi;~s utos tjj f1-'IJTp1 a.~Tou. Comp. viii. 42, ix. 38; Heb.
xi. 1 7; J udg. xi. 34; To bit iii. 15, viii. 17. Only in Jn. is µovoy£V~i
used of the Divine Sonship (i. 14, 18, iii. 16, 18; 1 Jn. iv. 9).
1<0.\ a.~fli ~v x.Jpa..
The i)v may safely be pronounced to be certainly
genuine (N B C L S V :S: and most Versions). For a.mj some editors write
alh-71, and a few authorities have K11.l airrv xfipq.. The mourning of a widow
for an only son is typical for the extremity of grief: orba cum /let unicum
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llx>..o<; Til'> 11'6>..ew<; tKa.vo<;. Some of this multitude would be hired
mourners, and musicians with flutes and cymbals. The mother
would walk in front of the bier, and Jesus would naturally address
her before touching it. This use of i Ka. v 6 ~ for " enough and to
spare, much," is specially freq. in Lk. (viii. 27, 32, xx. 9, xxii. 38,
xxiii. 8, 9; Acts viii. II, ix. 23, 43, xi. 24, 26, etc.). It is possibly
colloquial: it occurs in Aristoph. Pax 354. See Kennedy, Sources
of .N. T. Grk. p. 79. D here has 7l"OAV~.
13. Ka.l l8wv a.orl)v 6 KupLO<; ilcnr>..a.yxv[u611 '111'' a.otj'. The introduction of o Kvpios has special point here : it is the Lord of Life meeting sorrow and death. The expression is characteristic of Lk.
Comp. xxiv. 34, and see on v. 17. Compassion is elsewhere mentioned as a moving cause in Christ's miracles (Mt. xiv. I4, xv. 32,
xx. 34 ; Mk. i. 41, viii. 2). The verb is peculiar to the Synoptists ;
and, excepting in parables (Lk. x. 33, xv. 20; Mt. xviii. 27), is
used of no one but Christ. It is followed, as here, by brt c. dat.
Mt. xiv. 14; and by 7rEpt c. gen. Mt. ix. 36; but generally by
€11"{ c. acc. (Mt. xv. 32; Mk. vi. 34, viii. 2, ix. 22).
M~ K>..a.LE.
" Do not go on weeping, cease to weep" : comp.
ver. 6. He is absolutely sure of the result; otherwise the command
would have been unnatural. Quz's matrem, nisz' mentis inops, z'n
funere natz' Flere vetat 7
14. ~ljta.To Til'> uopou, oi 8~ j3a.uTatovn<; €0"T1Jua.v. Lk. clearly
intimates that the purpose of the touching was to make the bearers
stand still. At such solemn times words are avoided, and this
quiet sign sufficed. Perhaps it also meant that Jesus claimed as
His own what Death had seized as his prey. Lk. equally clearly
intimates that the resurrection was caused by Christ's command.
This is the case in all three instances of raising the dead (viii. 54;
Jn. xi. 43). The uopos may be either the bier on which the body
was carried, or the open coffin (probably wicker) in which it was
laid (Gen. 1. 26; Hdt. i. 68. 3, ii. 78. 1).
It is worth noting that [3acrr&.reLv, which occurs twenty-seven times in
N.T. (x. 4, xi. 27, xiv. 27, xxii. ro, etc.), is found only thrice in LXX.

uol. >..lyw. "To thee I say, Arise." To the mother He had said,
"Weep not." The uo{ is emphatic. For this use of >..lyw, almost
in the sense of "I command," comp. xi. 9, xii. 4, xvi. 9.
15. &veKa0Luev 6 veKpo<;. The verb occurs only here and Acts
ix. 40 in N.T. ; in both cases of persons restored to life and sitting
up. Not in LXX. In this intrans. sense it is rare, excepting in
medical writers, who often use it of sick persons sitting up in bed
(Hobart, p. I I). The speaking proved complete restoration.
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To suggest that the young man was in a trance does not get rid of the
miracle. How did Jesus know that he was in a trance, and know exactly how
to rouse him? And can we suppose that this happened on three different occasions, even if we could reconcile Christ's action with a character for truthfulness?
Here and in the case of J airus' daughter it is the Evangelist who tells us that the
person was dead ; but Jesus Himself declared that Lazarus was dead (Jn. xi. 14).
We are told that the symmetry of the three instances is suspicious; raised from
the death-bed, raised from the bier, raised from the tomb. But no Evangelist
gives us the triplet. Lk. is the only writer who records more than one, and the
two which he records he places in unsymmetrical order, the raising from the bier
coming before the raising from the death-bed. Strauss has shown how unsatisfactory the trance theory is (Leben fesu, ed. 1864, p. 469).

eSwKev aOTov tjj P.'l'JTpt The sudden change of nominative
causes no obscurity. Comp. xiv. 5, xv. 15, xvii. 2, xix. 4; Acts vi.
6, x. 4. Jesus might have claim~d the life which He has restored,
nam juvenzs jam desz'erat esse matns suce ; but compassion for the
mother again influences Him. Comp. viii. 55; Acts ix. 41; 1 Mac.
x. 9; 1 Kings xvii. 23; 2 Kings iv. 36.
16. "E>..uj3ev S~ lj>6j3os 'll'<iVTas. It is natural that this should be
the first feeling on seeing a corpse reanimated. But a writer of
fiction would rather have given us the frantic joy of the mother
and of those who sympathized with her. Comp. i. 65, v. 8, 26,
viii. 37; Acts ii. 43, xix. 17. See on i. 12, and also Schanz, ad loc.
>..lyoVTes on • . . Kal OT~. It is very forced to make 6n in
both cases argumentative: "Saying, (We praise God) because
. . . and because." It is possible to take the second 6n in this
way; but the common method of making both to be recitative is
preferable. Both, therefore, are to be omitted in translation, the
words quoted being in the oratio recta (Tyn. Cran. Cov. RV.).
Cases in which 6n may be taken either way are freq. in N.T.
(i. 45, ii. 11, iv. 36, vii. 39, ix. 22, x. 21, xi. 38, xxii. 70; 1 Jn. ii.
12-14, etc.).
'E'll'E<TKEIJtaTo & 0eos Tov >..aov aOTou. Comp. i. 68, 78; Acts xv.
14; Heb. ii. 6. The verb was specially used of the "visits" of a
physician. Comp. Mt. xxv. 36, 43; Jas. i. 27; Acts vi. 3, vii. 23,
xv. 36, the only other passages in N.T. in which the word occurs.
In the sense of visiting with judgment or punishment it is never
used in N.T. and but seldom in LXX (Ps. lxxxviii. 33; Jer. ix. 9,
25, xi. 22, Ii. 29). After the weary centuries during which no
Prophet had appeared, it was indeed a proof of J ehovah's visiting
His people that one who excelled the greatest Prophets was among
them. No one in 0. T. raised the dead with a word.
17. ll~~>..9ev & A6yos O~TOS lv o>..n Tfi 'louSa(<[- 'll'Epl uihou. The
Aoyos is the one just mentioned,-that God had visited His people
in sending a mighty Prophet. The statement does not imply that
Lk. supposed Nain to be in Jud::ea. 'Iov8ala here probably means
Palestine: see on iv. 44 and xxiii. s~ But even if we take it in the
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narrower sense of J udrea as distinct from Galilee, Samaria, and
Perrea, there is no need to attribute to Lk. any geographical inaccuracy. "This saying went forth (from Nain and circulated)
in J udrea" ; i.e. it reached the headquarters of Christ's opponents.
For 'lrepl a.OTou comp. v. 15. Syr-Sin. omits ~ Myoc;.
This pregnant use of a prep. of rest after a verb of motion is perhaps
found only in late Grk., for in Thuc. iv. 42. 3 and Xen. Hellen. vii. 5. IO the
readings vary between d.?ri:i<cra.11 and a?rijcra.~. Comp. viii. 7, and see Win. I.
4· a, p. 514; Blass, Gr. p. 127.

Ka.l 1rQun tjj 'lrEPLXWP'f'· Note the position of this clause, which
is added after ?repl a.uToii with augmented force: "and (what is
more) in all the region round about"; z:e. round about 'Iov8a.{a,
not Nain. Comp. Acts xiv. 6. The verse prepares the way for
the next incident by showing how the Baptist's disciples came to
hear about "all these things."
The evidence that Jesus raised the dead is that of all four Gospels and of
primitive tradition. The fact seems to have been universally believed in the
early Church (Justin, Apo!. i. 22. 48; Try. lxix.; Orig. c. Cels. ii. 48).
Quadratus, one of the earliest apologists, who addressed a defence of Christianity
to Hadrian A.D. 125, says in the only fragment of it which is extant, "But the
works of our Saviour were always present, for they were true ; those that were
healed and those that were raised from the dead, who were seen not only when
they were healed and when they were raised, but were also always present; and
not merely while the Saviour was on earth, but also after His departure, they
were there for a considerable time, so that some of them lived even to our own
times" (Eus. H. E. iv. 3. 2). This does not mean that Quadratus had seen
any of them, but that there was abundance of opportunity, long after the event,
to inquire into the reality of these miracles. S. Paul uses the same kind of
argument respecting the resurrection of Christ (1 Cor. xv. 5-8). Weiss points
out how unsatisfactory are all the attempts to explain the evidence on any
ether hypothesis than the historical fact that Jesus raised the dead (Leben Jesu,
i. pp. 557-565, Eng. tr. ii. 178-186). He concludes thus: "In no other
miracle did the grace of God, which appeared in His Messiah, manifest itself so
gloriously, by overcoming the consequences of sin and thereby giving a pledge
for the highest consummation of salvation." See Aug. In Joh. Trac. xlix. 2.

18-35. The message from the Baptist to the Christ. Peculiar
to Lk. and Mt., who place it in different connexions, but assign to
it the same occasion, viz. that John had "heard in his prison the
works of the Christ " (Mt. xi. 2 ). Lk.'s narrative, as usual, is the
more full. He does not mention that John is in prison, having
already stated the fact by anticipation (iii. 20). The ·npl 7ravTwv
TovTwY shows that the works reported to the Baptist include the
healing of the centurion's servant and the raising of the widow's son
'll'po~ Tov KvpLov. This is probably the true reading (B L RX, a ft 2 Vulg.)
rather than ?rpos To11 'I?Jcrov11 (~ AXr, bcf). See on ver. 13.

19.

Iu

et b epxo11-evoc;; "Art Thou (in emphatic contrast to
He that cometh," z:e. whose coming is a matter of quite
notorious certainty (iii. 16, xiii. 35, xix. 38; Heb. x. 37).
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fr ETEpov 11'poa8oKwf.1.EV; "Or must we look for another, different
in kind?" whereas <L\A.ov might be another of the same kind (Lft.
on Gal. i. 6, 7). The reading ~npov (~ B L RX S) is right, and is
not taken from Mt. It is /J.Mov (AD) that is the corruption.
For the delib. subj. comp. iii. 10, 12, 14. See on iii. 15.
The meaning of the question thus sent to Christ has been
much discussed. 1. Chrysostom and other Fathers have suggested that the question was asked for the sake of John's disciples,
who needed strengthening or correcting in their beliefs. See
Oxford Library of the Fathers, x. p. 267, note e. Luther, Calvin,
Beza, Grotius, Bengel, and others adopt this view. But the whole
context is against it. Christ's reply is addressed to John, not to
the disciples ; and it is not clear that the disciples even understood the message which they carried. 2. Weiss and other critics
follow Tertullian (Mamon. iv. 18) in contending that John's own
faith was failing, because the career of Jesus did not seem to
correspond with what he and the people had expected, and with
what he had foretold (iii. 17 ). There is nothing incredible in this
view ; but the Baptist h;,i.d had such a long and stern preparation
for his work, and had received such convincing evidence that Jesus
was the Messiah, that a failure in his faith is surprising. 3. Hase
and others suggest that he was not failing in faith, but in patience.
John was disappointed that Jesus did not make more progress,
and he wished to urge Him on to take a more prominent and
indisputable position. "If Thou do these things, manifest Thyself
unto the world." Perhaps John was also perplexed by the fact
that one who could work such miracles did not set His forerunner
free, nor " cleanse His threshing-floor " of such refuse as Antipas
and Herodias. This view suits the context better than the second.
John's sending to Jesus is strong evidence that he was not seriously
in doubt as to His Messiahship. For a false Christ would not
have confessed that he was false; and ·what proof could the true
Christ give more convincing than the voice from heaven and the
visible descent of the ·Spirit? 4. The view of Strauss, that John
had just begun to conjecture that Jesus is the Messiah, and that
therefore this narrative is fatal to the story of his having baptized
Jesus and proclaimed Him as the Messiah, is answered by
Hase (Gesch. Jesu, § 39, p. 388, ed. 1891). See also Hahn, i.
P· 475·
21. 6Epa.11'EuE~v cbro. See on v. 15 : it is peculiar to Lk.
f.1.a.CTTCywv. "Distressing bodily diseases"; Mk. iii. 10, v. 29,
34. In LXX it is used of any grievous trouble, but not specially
of disease: Ps. xxxv. 15, lxxxviii. 32; Ecclus. xl. 9?; 2 Mac. vii.
37: comp. Hom. Il. xii. 37, xiii. 812; Aesch. Sept. 6o7; Ag. 642.
The notion that troubles are Divine chastisements is implied in
the word. It is used literally Acts xxii. 24 and Heb. xi. 36.
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t!xa.p(ua.To. "He graciously bestowed, made a free present
of"; magnijicum verbum (Beng.); comp. 2 Mac. iii. 31.
22. d:rra.yye(>..a.TE 'lwuvu. See on viii. 20. The answer is expressly sent to John: there is no intimation that it is for the instruction of his disciples, who are sent back, "like the messenger
from Gabii to Sextus Tarquinius,'' to relate a symbolical narrative,
which their master is to interpret. That they can understand it is
neither stated nor implied.
Tucj>>..ol dva.~>.lrrouuw, K.T.A. There is probably a direct reference
to Is. xxxv. 5, 6, lxi. 1. It is clear, not only that Lk. and Mt.
understand Jesus to refer to bodily and not spiritual healings, but
that they are right in doing so. John's messengers had not " seen
and heard" Christ healing the spiritually blind and the morally
leprous. Moreover, what need to add 'll'Twxol evayydd,ovmi, if all
that precedes refers to the preaching of the good tidings? It is
unnatural to express the same fact, first by a series of metaphors,
and then literally. All the clauses should be taken literally. They
seem to be arranged in two groups, which are connected by Ka{,
and in each group there is a climax, the strongest item of evidence
being placed last.
'll'Twxol e.la.yye>..(toVTa.t. This was the clearest sign of His being
the Christ (Is. lxi. 1), as He Himself had declared at Nazareth (iv.
18-21 ). His miracles need not mean more than that He was " a
great Prophet" ; moreover, the Baptist had already heard of them.
But it was a new thing that the poor, whom the Greek despised
and the Roman trampled on, and whom the priest and the Levite
left on one side, should be invited into the Kingdom of God (vi.
20). For the passive sense of dayye'A.{,nr8ai comp. Heb. iv. 2, 6,
and see Win. xxxix. 1. a, J>· 326, and Fritzsche on Mt. vi. 4. For
Evayyl'A.A.iov see on Rom. 1. r.
23. p.a.Kuptos.
Not p.aKapioi, as it would have been if the
direct reference were to the disciples of John. It implies that
the Baptist had in some way found an occasion of stumbling in
Jesus (i.e. he had been wanting in faith, or in trust, or in patience);
and it also encourages him to overcome this temptation.
uKavSa.>..tu9ii. Only here and xvii. 2 in Lk., but frequent in
Mt. and Mk. The verb combines the notions of "trip up" and
"entrap," and in N.T. is always used in the figurative sense of
"causing to sin." See on xvii. I. This record of a rebuke to the
Baptist is one of many instances of the candour of the Evangelists.
For <ls E«v see Greg. Proleg. p. 96, and Win. xli. 6, p. 390; this
use of Uv for av is common in LXX and N. T. (xvii. 33?; Mt:. v.
19, 32, xii. 32, xviii. S; Jas. iv. 4).
24. 'll'Epl 'lwuvou. This is further evidence that the question and
answer just recorded concerned John himself. The people had
heard Jesus send a rebuke to the Baptist. But He forthwith
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guards them from supposing that John has ceased to be worthy of
reverence. He waits till his disciples are gone; because if they
had heard and reported Christ's praise of John to their master, it
might have cancelled the effect of the rebuke. This panegyric is
almost the funeral oration of the Baptist; for soon after this he
was put to death. For ~p~a.To see on iv. :z 1.
TC l€1)Ma.TE. In each of the three questions it is possible to put the
note of interrogation before the infinitive, and render, "Why went ye out? to
behold?" etc. But the order of the words favours the usual punctuation.
Perhaps fJed.ururfJaL implies "behold " with wonder and admiration.

Ku>..a.p.cw • • • aa.>..euop.evov.
The literal meaning makes excellent sense : "Did you go out into the wilderness to admire
what you would certainly find there, but which would have no
interest or attraction? Or did you go out to see what would no
doubt have been interesting and attractive, but which you were
not likely to find there?" But it also makes good sense to interpret, "Had John been a weak and fickle person, you would
not have made a pilgrimage to see him."
25. av9pw'll"ov iv p.a.>..aKo'Ls. Such a person would not be found
in the wilderness; although he might have attracted them. This
seems to show that the Ka.Aaµov is not metaphorical, for this is
obviously literal
ot iv tp.cmap.~ Ev80~ci> Ka.l. Tpucj>fi {mupxoVTes. "Those who live
in gorgeous apparel and luxury." The word iµaTirrµo> is of late
origin, and is seldom used excepting of costly vesture (ix. 29;
Acts xx. 33; Jn. xix. 24; 1 Tim. ii. 9; Gen. xxiv. 53; Exod. iii.
22, xii 35; 1 Kings x. 5). See Trench, Syn. 1. For l.v86~'1'
comp. xiii. 17, and for ~'ll"upxoVTes see on viii. 41. In N.T. rpvcp-,]
occurs only here and 2 Pet. ii. 13; in LXX only as v.l. Lam. iv. 5.
But it is freq. in class. Grk. It means an enervating mode of life
(8pv1TToµa.t, "I am broken up and enfeebled").
26. 'll'EpL11116Tepov 'll"pocj>~TOu. This completes the climax : KaAaµov, av8pw7rov, 7rpocpfiTIJv, 7rEpUT<TOTEpov 7rpocpfrrov. In 7r€pLCTfTOT€pOV
we have a late equivalent of 7rA£ov. It may be masc. or neut.,
but is probably neut., like 7rA£i:ov in xi. 32. Comp. xii. 4, xx. 47.
They went out to see something more than a Prophet, and they
did see it.
27. This quotation from Malachi (iii. 1) is given by Mk. at the
opening of his Gospel coupled with cj>w~ j3owVTos, K.T.>..., and
attributed as a whole to Isaiah. Neither Heh. nor LXX has 'll'po
'll'poaw'll'ou aou, which Mt. Mk. and Lk. all insert in the first clause.
See on ix. 52. Moreover, they all three have a7roCTTA>..w and
KararrKwarrei instead of the lta7rorTTlA.Aw and l.7rif3A.lifrerai of LXX.
See on iv. 18. The passage was one of the common-places of
Messianic prophecy, and had been stereotyped in an independent
Greek form before the Evangelists made use of it.
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28. ev yEVJl'l)To'Lc; yuvmKwv. A solemn periphrasis for the whole
human race ; that it implies weakness and frailty is not evident :
in Job xiv. 1 these qualities are expressed. It is human generation
as distinct from heavenly regeneration that is meant. John's
superiority lay, not in his personal character, but in his office and
mission : the glory of being the immediate forerunner of the
Messiah was unique. He was a Prophet, like Moses and Elijah;
yet he not only prophesied, but saw and pointed out to others
Him of whom he prophesied. Lk. omits the Hebrew &µ.~v.
The word 7rpo<f>frr"ls is an interpolation. The external evidence against
it is immense (~BKLMXZ and most Versions), and it is improbable that
the possibility of Prophets outside Israel would be indicated.

b 8£ flLKp6TEpoc;. There is no need to make this a superlative,
as AV. alone among English Versions : better, "he that is inferior," i.e. less than other members of the Kingdom, less than
any among the more insignificant. It is most unnatural to explain
o p.iKp6T£po> of Christ. Chrysostom says, 7r£pl. fovTov >..f.ywv dK6Tws
KpV7rT£t TO 7rpOCTW7rOV 3,0, T~V ~Tt KpaTovcrav v7r6voiav KaL 3ia TO µ.~
36~ai 7r£pl. fovTov µ.l:ya n '}.).ynv (Hom. xxxvii. p. 417), and above
he explains p.tKpoT£po> as KaTa T~v T]A.iKfuv Kal. KaTa ~v Twv 7roA.A.wv
36~av (p. 416). Much the same view is taken by Hilary, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Fritzsche, and others. In that case lv Tii
f3acriA.d<f Tov ®£ov must be taken after µ.d,wv, which is awkward ;
and we can hardly suppose that Jesus would have so perplexed
the people as to affirm that He was inferior to the Baptist, who in
all his teaching had enthusiastically maintained the contrary (iii.
16; Mt. iii. 11; Mk. i. 7; Jn. i. 15, 20, 27, 30, iii. 28-30). By
his office John belonged to the old dispensation ; he was its last
and highest product (major propheta, quz'a finz's prophetarum), but
he belonged to the era of preparation. In spiritual privileges, in
grace, and in knowledge any even of the humbler members of the
Kingdom are superior to him. He is a servant, they are sons ; he
is the friend of the Bridegroom, they are His spouse. It is
possible to understand 'Iwavov after µ.iKpoupos, but it is unnecessary:
more probably the comparative refers to others in the Kingdom.
The paradox, "He that is less than John is greater than John," is
capable of interpretation; but the principle that the lower members
of a higher class are above the highest member of a lower class is
simpler. The superlative of p.tKpos does not occur in N.T.
29, 30. Many have supposed that these two verses are a
parenthetical remark of the Evangelist. But a comment inserted
in the middle of Christ's words, and with no indication that it is
a comment, is without a parallel and improbable. Jn. iii. 16-21
and 31-36 are not parallel. There the question is whether comment is added. In both passages it is probable that there is no
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comment. But, assuming that the Evangelist is in both cases
commenting, he appends his comment: he does not insert it into
the utterances of others. Here vv. 29 and 30 are part of Christ's
address, who contrasts the effect which John's preaching had
upon the people and upon the hierarchy (see Schanz). The connexion between ver. 30 and ver. 31 is close, as is shown by the o~v.
29. 'll"ns b >..a.os &Kooua.s. " All the people, when they heard" the
preaching of the Baptist. Note the 7ras, and see small print on i. 66.
~8LKO.LWO"O.V TCW eeov, f3a.11"TL0"8EvTEs. " Admitted the righteousness of God (in making these claims upon them and granting them
these.opportunities) by being baptized." Their accepting baptism
was an acknowledgment of His justice. See on ver. 35, and the
detached note on the word UKaws and its cognates, Rom. i. l 7.
30. ot vop.LKoL Lk. often uses this expression instead of ol
ypaµ.µ.are'is, which might be misleading to Gentile readers (x. 25,
xi. 45, 46, 52, xiv. 3). Elsewhere in N.T. the word occurs only
Mt. xxii. 35; Tit. iii. 9, 13. Comp. 4 Mac. v. 4; Corp. Inscr.
2787, 8.
T1Jv f3ou>..~v TOU eeou fi8lT1)0"0.V els t!a.urous. "They frustrated
the counsel of God concerning themselves" : comp. ds vµ.as in
l Thes. v. 18.
The rendering, "for themselves, so far as they
were concerned, they rendered the counsel of God effectless,''
would require ro els £avrovs. The verb is a strong one : "render
<J.()erov, placeless, inefficacious" (Gal. ii. 21, iii. 15; Jn. xii. 48; Lk.
x. 16). Free will enables each man to annul God's purpose for
his salvation. The phrase T1Jv f3ou>..~v TOU eeou is peculiar to Lk.
in N.T. (Acts xiii. 36, xx. 27; comp. ii. 23, iv. 28). It occurs
Wisd. vi. 4 ; comp. Ps. xxxii II, cvi. 11 ; Prov. xix. 2 1. With p.~
f3a.'11"TL0"8lvTEs comp. the case of Nicodemus (Jn. iii. 4, 5).
31. The spurious reading el7re oe o Kvpios was interpolated at the beginning of this verse to mark vv. 29, 30 as a parenthetical remark of the
Evangelist. Owing to the influence of the Vulgate the interpolation was
followed by all English Versions prior to RV. Almost all MSS. and ancient
versions omit the words. But their spuriousness must not be quoted as
evidence against the view which they support. Many false readings are
correct glosses upon the true text, although that is probably not the case
here.

T(vL o3v bp.oLwuw,

The

o~v

would not be very intelligible if

vv. 29, 30 were omitted; but after ver. 30 it is quite in place.
" Seeing that the rulers and teachers have rejected the Divine invitation given by John, and that ye ("A£yeT£, ver. 34) follow them
in refusing to follow Me, to what, then, shall I liken the people of
this generation ? " So comprehensive a phrase as rous &.v8pw11"ous
Tijs yeveas ra.UTI)S may include the Baptist and the Christ : and
to assume that it does include them frees the true interpretation
of the parable from seeming to be somewhat at variance with the
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opening words. With the double question comp. xiii. 18; Mk.
iv. 30.
82. There are two parties of children. This is more clearly
marked by Tots frlpois in Mt. than by ill~,\ois here. Which of
the two groups is blamed? It has been taken both ways. (1) The
children who invite the second group to play, first at dances and
then at dirges, represent Jesus and the Baptist with their respective
followers. The children who waywardly refuse to join in any kind
of game are the Jews as represented by the hierarchy and the
majority of the people. These rejected both the asceticism of
John and the joyous freedom of the Gospel. Godet infers from
&,\,\~,\ois that the two groups of children change sides and take
turns in proposing the form of play. But it is not necessary to
give so much meaning to &,\,\~,\ois. Yet such a change would
not be difficult to interpret. The Jews may have proposed to the
Baptist to become less stern. They certainly tried to force fasting on Jesus. And hence ( 2) the possibility of the other interpretation, which is preferred by Euthymius, Stier, and Alford, and
is ably defended by Trench (Studies in the Gospels, pp. 150-153).
The children sitting in the market-place and finding fault with
their fellows are the Jews. John comes to them in his severity,
and they want him to play at festivals. When he retains his strict
mode of life, they complain and say, "We piped to you, and you
did not dance." Then Christ comes to them as the bringer of
joy, and they want Him to play at funerals. When He retains
His own methods, they say, "We wailed, and you did not weep."
This interpretation has two advantages. It makes the men of
this generation, viz. the Jews, to be like the children who cry, " We
piped," etc. And it gives the two complaints a chronological
order. "We piped,'' etc., is a complaint against the Baptist, who
came first; "We wailed," etc., is a complaint against the Christ,
who came afterwards.
With K0.0TJp.lvOLs comp. v. 27 ; with d.yop~, Mk. vi. 56; with
'11"poacj>wvoGaw d.>.J..~>.ot>, Acts xxii. 2; with TJ&>.~aa.p.Ev, l Cor. xiv. 7 ;
with &px~aaa0E, 2 Sam. vi. 21 ; with £0pTJ~aa.p.Ev, Jn. xvi. 20. Of
these 7rpoucpwv£'i:v is a favourite word: see on vi. 13. Both 0pTJvEi:v
and K>.a.lEw refer to the outward manifestation of grief as distinct
from the feeling; and here the outward expression only is needed.
83. fl.~ ea0wv apTOV fl.~TE 'lrlvwv otvov. "Without eating bread
or drinking wine " ; spoken from the point of view of those who
objected to John. He did not take the ordinary food of mankind;
and so Mt. says, "neither eating nor drinking." For the poetic
form ea0w see on x. 7. Syr-Sin. omits ap'TOV and olvov.
Aaip.oviov exEt. They afterwards said the same of Jesus (Jn,
vii. 20, viii. 48, x. 20); and llaiµ.6vwv lx£i> shows that llaiµ.6vwv
is acc. and not nom. Renan compares the Arabic Medfnoun ente
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as showing that Orientals consider all madness to be possession by
a demon ( V. de J. p. 263). See on iv. 33. One regrets that the
American Revisers did not carry their point in getting " demon "
substituted for "devil" as the rendering of 8aiµ.6viov. Tyn. Cov.
and Cran. make great confusion by translating "bath the devil."
Wic. is better with "hath a fende." The A.fyErE in vv. 33 and 34
shows that some of those censured are present. Comp. xi. 15, where
Jesus is accused of casting out demons with the help of Beelzebub.
84. +iiyoi. Like ol1107rlrr71s, this is a su bst. and therefore paroxytone :
tpat)'os, which L. and S. give, would be an adj. See Chandler, Greek Accentuation, § 2 I 5. Latin Versions vary between devorator (Vulg. ), vorator (q),
vorax (c e), manducator (d). English Versions vary between "devourer"
(Wic. ), "glutton" (Tyn. Cov, ), "gurmander" (Rhem.), and "gluttonous
man" (Cran. AV. RV.). The ref. is to v. 33 and similar occasions. For
tj>C>.os re"A.6'11w11 see v. 27, 29, 30.

35. Kal iatKmw611 ij

uoct>tu. "And yet wisdom was justified."

In N.T. Kal often introduces a contrast, which is placed side by
side with that with which it is contrasted : "and (instead of what
might be expected), and yet." This is specially common in Jn.
(i. 5, 10, iii. 11, 32, v. 39, 40, vi. 36, 43, 70, vii. 28, etc.). Atque
sometimes has the same force; Cic. De Off. iii. 11. 48. Although
the Jews as a nation rejected the methods both of John and of
Christ, yet there were some who could believe that in both these
methods the Divine wisdom was doing what was right.
tl8tKmw611. This looks back to i8tKa{wuav in ver. 29, and ij
uo9>£a looks back to Tt]v {3ov>..7,v rov @£ov in ver. 30. Here, as in
Rom. iii. 4 (Ps. Ii. 6), 8iKat6w means " Show or pronounce to be
righteous, declare or admit to be just." The analogy of verbs in
-6w is often wrongly urged. An important distinction is sometimes
overlooked. In the case of external qualities, such verbs do mean
to "make or render," whatever the noun from which they are derived signifies (lp71µ.6w, rvcp>..6w, XPvu6w, K,r.>...). But in the case
of moral qualities this is scarcely possible, and it may be doubted
whether there is a passage in which 8tKat6w clearly means " I
1111Jke righteous." Similarly, Mi6w never means "I make worthy,"
but "I consider worthy, treat as worthy." In the case of words
which might apply to either external or moral qualities both meanings are possible acc. to the context : thus oµ.oi6w may mean
either "make like," e.g. make an image like a man (Eur. He!. 33,
comp. Acts xiv. 11; Rom. ix. 29), or "consider like, compare"
(ver. 31, xiii. 18, 20).
I~ eoiK":uMJ71 we perhaps have an example of what is some~mes called the
gnomic aorist. Comp. Jn. xv. 6; Jas. 1. 11, 24; I Pet. 1. 24. Burton,
§ 43. -But see Win. xl. b. 1, p. 346, where the existence of this aorist in
N.T. is denied.

d.n-0 'll'li11Twv Twv TiKvwv mhijs.

"At the hands of all her chil-
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dren": the justification comes from them. It is certainly incorrect
to interpret a11"0 as implying rescuing or protecting "from the
attacks of all her children,'' viz. from the Jews. The children of
the Divine Wisdom are the faithful minority who have welcomed
the Baptist and the Christ, not the unbelieving majority who rejected them. In Mt. xi. 19 there is no 11"aVTwv, and D L M X
omit it here. But it is certainly genuine: see on vi. 30. In A PS
'li-avrwv is placed last with emphasis : there are no exceptions.
But the order of NB is to be preferred. Mt. has €pywv for TiKvwv,
and N has €pywv here. For the personification of the Wisdom of
God comp. Prov. viii., ix.; Ecclus. xxiv.; Wisd. vi. 22-ix. 18.
86-50. §The Anointing by the Woman that was a Sinner.
Without note of time or express connexion. The connexion
apparently is that she is an illustration of ver. 35. The proposal
to identify this anointing with that by Mary of Bethany just before
the Passion (Mt. xxvi. 6; Mk. xiv. 3; Jn. xii. 3) is ancient, for
Origen on Mt. xxvi. 6 contends against it; and it still has supporters. Thus Holtzmann is of opinion that the act of a " clean "
person in the house of "an unclean" (Simon the leper) has been
changed by Lk. into the act of an " unclean " person in the house
of a "clean" (Simon the Pharisee), in order to exhibit the way in
which Christ welcomed outcasts, a subject which Lk. often makes
prominent. But the confusion of Mary of Bethany with a
notorious aµa.pTWAO<; by Lk., who knows the character of Mary
(x. 39, 42), is scarcely credible. And there is nothing improbable
in two such incidents. Indeed the first might easily suggest the
second. Simon is one of the commonest of names (there are
ten or eleven Simons in N.T. and about twenty in Josephus), and
therefore the identity of name proves nothing. Moreover, there
are differences of detail, which, if not conclusive, are against the
identification. The chief objection is the irreconcilable difference
between Mary of Bethany and the ap..apTWAO<;. Strauss and Baur
suggest a confusion with the woman taken in adultery. But the
narrative betrays no confusion : everything is clear and harmonious.
The conduct both of Jesus and of the woman is unlike either
fiction or clumsily distorted fact. His gentle severity towards
Simon and tender reception of the sinner, are as much beyond the
reach of invention as the eloquence of her speechless affection.
On the traditional, but baseless, identification of the woman
with Mary of Magdala see on viii. 2. The identification of this
woman with both Mary of Magdala and Mary of Bethany is advocl'ted by Hengstenberg. His elaborate argument is considered
a tour de force, but it has not carried conviction with it. The
potest non eadem esse of Ambrose is altogether an understatement. It is probably from considerations of delicacy that Luke
does not name her : or his source may have omitted to do so.
I4
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The leading thought in the narrative is the contrast between
Pharisees and sinners in their behaviour to Christ.
86. 'HpwTa. Sens a.1hov Twv <l>a.pLua.(wv 'i'.va. cf>nyn p.ET' a.1hoii. There is
nothing to show that the Pharisee had any sinister motive in asking
Him, although he was evidently not very friendly. As the Pharisees
were generally hostile to Christ, it may have been a courageous
thing. He is inclined to believe that Jesus may be a Prophet
(ver. 39); and Jesus rebukes him as one who loved little, not as a
secret enemy. But, like Herod Antipas, he may simply have been
curious. Lk. records two other instances of Christ being the
guest of a Pharisee (xi. 37, xiv. 1). For i'.va. see on iv. 3, and comp.
vi. 31, vii. 6; and for KO.TEK>..(811 (~ B D LX '.a) see on ix. 14.
87. Ka.t t8ou yuv~ ~TLS ~v. The opening words imply that her
presence created surprise. The ~TL<; is stronger than ~ and has
point here : " who was of such a character as to be " : comp. viii. 3.
This is the right order, and tv tjj 11"0>..EL follows, not precedes, ~ns
qv (~ B L '.a and most Versions). The exact meaning is not quite
clear : either, "which was a sinner in the city,'' i.e. was known as
such in the place itself; or possibly, "which was in the city, a
sinner." The city is probably Capernaum.
d.p.a.pTwMs. A person of notoriously bad character, and probably a prostitute: comp. Mt. xxi. 32. For instances of this use
of aµ.a.pn»Ms see Wetst. To the Jews all Gentiles were in a special
sense aµ.a.pTwft.o{ (vi. 32, 33, xxiv. 7; Gal. ii. 15; I Mac. ii. 44);
but something more than this is evidently meant here. The ~v
need not be pressed to mean, "She was even up to this time "
(Alf.) ; nor does accessit ad Dominum immunda, ut rediret munda
(Aug.) imply this. The ~v expresses her public character: ~1' lv rfi
?T6A.n. She had repented (perhaps quite recently, and in consequence of Christ's teaching) ; but the general opinion of her
remained unchanged. Her venturing to enter a Pharisee's house
in spite of this shows great courage. In the East at the present
day the intrusion of uninvited persons is not uncommon (Trench,
Parables, p. 302 n. ; Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands,
p. 36). Mary of Bethany was not an intruder. Note the
idiomatic pres. Ka.Ta.KELTa.t : just equivalent to our " He is dining
with me to-day,'' meaning that he will do so.
d.Mj3a.uTpov p.opou. Unguent-boxes or phials were called cU&f3a.<TTpa. even when not made of alabaster. But unguenta optt'mt
seroantur in alabastris (Plin. N. H. xiii. 3, xxxvi. 12; comp.
Hdt. iii. 20. 1 ). See Wetst. on Mt. xxvi. 6.
The word is of all three genders in different writers ; but in class. Grk.
the sing. is d.M{Ja,<rrpof, either masc. or fem. The origin of µvpo11 is unknown,
µ,Vpw, µvppa,, O'µVp~o., µvpof being conjectures. In N. T. certainly, and prob·
ably in LXX also, µvp011, ''ointment," is distinguished from l>-o.•011, " oil."
Trench, Syn. xxxviii.
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38. UTnua 6'11'(uw '11'apc1 Tous 'll'08as auTou. The sandals were
removed at meals, and people reclined with their feet behind
them ; she could therefore easily approach the feet. While Lk.
writes ?rapc1 Tovs ?Tallas (viii. 35, 41, x. 39 ?, xvii. r6; Acts iv. 35,
37, v. 2, vii. 58, xxii. 3), Mk. has 'll'pos Tovs ?rooas (v. 22, vii. 25),
and Jn. ?rpos Tovs ?ro8as (xi. 32). Mt. has ?rapa Tovs ?ro8as (xv. 30).
To~s MKpuuLv ~p~aTo f3plxELv Tous 'll'08as aGToii Kal Ta~s OpL~fv,

This was no part of her original plan. She came to anoint
His feet, and was overcome by her feelings ; hence the ~p~aTo.
The f3pl.xeiv led to the £~1.µ.auu&, which was also unpremeditated.
Among the Jews it was a shameful thing for a woman to let down
her hair in public; but she makes this sacrifice. For f3plXELV
comp. Ps. vi. 7 : it is probably a vernacular word (Kennedy,
Sources of N. T. Grk. p. 39).
Kal KaTect>l>..eL. Note the compound verb and the change of
tense: "She continued to kiss affectionately." The word is used
of the kiss of the traitor (Mt. xxvi. 49; Mk. xiv. 45), which was
demonstrative, of the prodigal's father (Lk. xv. 20), and of the
Ephesian elders in their last farewell (Acts xx. 37), and nowhere
else in N.T. Comp. Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 33. Kissing the feet was a
common mark of deep reverence, especially to leading Rabbis
(Xen. Cyr. vii. 5. 32 ; Polyb. xv. 1. 7 ; Aristoph. Vesp. 608).
39. 'll'pocl>~TIJS· Referring to the popular estimate of Jesus
(vv. r6, 17). The o~Tos is contemptuous. No true Prophet would
knowingly allow himself to be rendered unclean by contact with
such a person. The reading 6 ?rpocp~T'YJS (B 'S) would mean " the
great Prophet" of Deut. xviii. r 5 (comp. Jn. i. 2 5, vii.. 40 ), or
possibly "the Prophet that He professes to be." The art. is
accepted by Weiss, bracketed by WH., put in the margin by Treg.,
and rejected by Tisch.
Tls Kal 'll'OTa1") ~ yuni ~TLS cl'll'TETm aGTou. "Who and of what
character is the woman who is clinging to Him." She was notorious both in person and in life. See on i. 29. The il'll'TeTm implies
more than mere touching, and is the pres. of continued action.
Trench, Syn. xvii.; Lft. on Col. ii. 2 r. Imo si tu, Simon, scires,
qualis hale jam esset femina, aliter judicares (Beng. ). The 3TL
comes after fylv(l)(J'K£V: "that she is," not "because she is." See on
ver. r6, and comp. Is. lxv. 5.
40. &'11'oKpL6els b 'h1uous. Audivit Pharisreum cogi"tantem (Aug.
Serm. xcix.). Jesus not only answered but confuted his doubts.
Simon questioned the mission of Jesus because He seemed to be
unable to read the woman's character. Jesus shows Simon that
He can read his inmost thoughts : He knows Tls Kat ?rorn?ros £un.
For £xw uo( n Ei'll'e~v see on xii. 4. Christ asks permission of His
host to speak. As Godet remarks, there is a tone of Socratic irony
in the address. The historic present (cp7Julv) is very rare in Lk.
K.T.>...
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41 . .t.vo xp1oc(IL~fra.L ~cra.v Sa.vLcrTii Tw(. For the orthography of the
two substantives see WH. ii. App. p. 154; Greg. Pro!eg. p. 89. In N.T.
XP•oqx>.&71soccursonly here and xvi. S; in LXX Job xxxi. 37; Prov. xxix. 13·
The word is of late origin. All English Versions, except Rhem. and AV.,
rightly have "lender" and not "creditor" for i5av111rfis: Vulg. fa:nerator,
Luth. Wuckerer. In weight of silver the denarius was considerably less than
a shilling; in purchasing power it was about two shillings, the wage of a daylabourer (Mt. xx. 2) and of a Roman soldier (Tac. Ann. i. 17. 8, where see
Furneaux). The two debts were about £so and £s.
42. p.~ t!xcS"'""" a~Twv diroSoilvm. " Because they had not wherewith to pay"; non habentibus illz's unde redderent (Vulg.). Comp.
xii. 4, xiv. 14; Acts iv. 14. Others render EXE•v in these passages
"to be able," like habeo quod with the subjunctive. In t!xapluaTo,
"he made them a present" of what they owed, we trace the Pauline
doctrine of free grace and salvation for all. Comp. ver. 2 1.
TL!l oJv a1hwv ir>..E'Lov dyam]crEL; This is the point of the parable,
and perhaps the only point. The love and gratitude of those who
have had debts remitted to them depends upon their estimate of
the amount which has been remitted to them rather than upon the
actual amount.
43. 'Yiro>..ap.j3&vw. " I suppose," " I presume," with an air of
supercilious indifference. Comp. Acts ii. 15; Job xxv. 3; To bit
vi. 18; Wisd. xvii. 2. It is very improbable that inroAap,f3avw here
means "I reply," as in x. 30; Job ii. 4, iv. 1, vi. 1, ix. 1, xxv. r.
In N.T. it is almost peculiar to Lk. The 'Op6ws £Kpwas may be
compared with the 11'avv /Jp8w<> of Socrates, when he has led the
disputant into an admission which is fatal. In N.T. &p8ws occurs
only here, x. 28, xx. 21; Mk. vii. 35. Freq. in LXX. Comp. ov1e
£1eplvaTE &p8ws (Wisd. vi. 4).
44. crTpac(IEls irpos ~v yuva'LKa. She was behind Him. His
turning to her while He spoke to Simon was in itself half a rebuke.
Up to this He seems to have treated her as He treated the
Syrophenician woman, as if paying no attention. The series of
contrasts produces a parallelism akin to Hebrew poetry, and in
translating a rhythm comes almost spontaneously.
BAE1TEL!l TaUT1JV ~v yuva'LKa; This is probably a question : Simon
had ignored her presence. The crou being placed before El'> ~"
olKlav gives point to the rebuke, but it hardly makes the uov emphatic. An enclitic cannot be emphatic, and uov here is enclitic.
The meaning is not " I entered into thine house," in preference
to others; but rather, "I came to thee in thy house," and not
merely in the public street; "I was thy invited guest."
uSwp fJ.OL t!irl ircSSas. Comp. Gen. xviii. 4; Judg. xix. 21; I Sam.
xxv. 41; Jn. xiii. 5; I Tim. v. 10. The reading is somewhat uncertain, and there are many variations between µ01 and µov, 77'68a<>
and Tovs 7r68a<>, and also of order: p.ov f77'L Tovc; 7r68ac; (NL S) may
be right.
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45. cj>t>..'l)fl-O.· Comp. Gen. xxxiii. 4 ; Exod. xviii. 7 ; 2 Sam.
xv. 5, xix. 39, xx. 9. The traitor's choosing it as a sign seems to
mark it as usual.
dcj>' ~§ Ei.crij>..&ov. The reading Eicrij>..00' (L1 Vulg.) is an attempt
to avoid the apparent exaggeration in "since the time I came in."
But there need be no exaggeration, or difference of meaning, between the two readings. The woman very likely entered witk
Christ and His disciples in order to escape expulsion. Fear of it
would make her begin to execute her errand directly the guests
were placed. The compound Ka.Ta.cj>t>..ouaa. makes the contrast with
q,0,71JLa more marked, and Tovs ?T68as makes it still more so. The
cp{A7JJLa would have been on the cheek, or possibly (if Simon had
wished to be very respectful) on the hand.
46. t>..a.(w. Very cheap in Palestine, where olives abound, and
very commoii.ly used (Ps. xxiii. 5, cxli. 5; Mt. vi. 17). The JLVpov
would be more valuable, and possibly very costly (Jn. xii. 3, 5).
This woman, whom Simon so despised in his heart, had really done
the honours of the house to his guest. This fact would be all the
more prominent if she entered close after Jesus, and thus at once
supplied Simon's lack of courtesy. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. IOI.
47. This is a verse which has been the subject of much controversy. What is the meaning of the first half of it? We have to
choose between two possible interpretations. 1. " For which
reason, I say to thee, her many sins have been forgiven, because
She loved much" ; i.e. 00 xapLV anticipates C\n, and ).,f.yw UOL is parenthetical. Her sins have been forgiven for the reason that her love
was great; or her love won forgiveness. This is the interpretation
of Roman Catholic commentators (see Schanz), and the doctrine
of contritio caritate formata is built upon it. But it is quite at
variance (a) with the parable which precedes; (b) with the second
half of the verse, which ought in that case to run, " but he who
loveth little, wins little forgiveness"; (c) with ver. 50, which states
that it was faitk, not love, which had been the means of salvation ;
a doctrine which runs through the whole of the N.T. This cannot
be correct. 2. "For which reason I say to thee, her many sins
have been forgiven (and I say this to thee), because she loved
much "; i.e. A.£yw <Toi is not parenthetical, but is the main sentence.
This statement, that her many sins have been forgiven, is rightly
made to Simon, because he knew of her great sinfulness, he had
witnessed her loving reverence, and he had admitted the principle
that the forgiveness of much produces much love. This interpretation is quite in harmony with the parable, with the second half of
the verse, and with ver. 50. There were two things evident,-the
past sin and the present love,-both of them great. A third might
be known, because (according to the principle just admitted) it
explained how great love could follow great sin,-the forgiveness
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of the sin. Remissi'o peccatorum, Simon£ non cogitata, probata a
fructu, qui' est evi'dens, quum i'lla sit occulta (Beng).
at dp.apTCm a~TI]s at iro>..>..aL The second art. refers to v. 39 :
"The many sins of which thou thinkest." "Her sins, yes (according to thy estimate), her many sins."
4 8E o>..Cyov dcj>Cnm. "But he to whom little is forgiven," i.e. who
thinks that he has committed little which could need forgiveness.
It is said with ·evident reference to Simon. 0 Pharz'sme, pa rum
diligis, qui'a parum tibi dimitti' suspz'can's ; non quia parum dimz'ttitur, sed quia parum putas quod dimittitur (Aug. Serm. xcix.). For
this use of the dat. comp. Soph. Ant. 904.
48. dirEv 8E a~Tjj. What He had to say to Simon (ver. 40) is
finished: it is His true entertainer (44-46) who now occupies His
attention.
d.cj>lwVTm. " Have been and remain forgiven " : see on v. 20.
There is nothing either in the word or in the context to show that
her sins were not forgiven until this moment : the context implies
the opposite, and this is confirmed by the use of the perf. Augustine's accessit ad Dominum immunda, ut rediret munda is in this
respect misleading. The teaching of Christ had brought her to
repentance and to assurance of forgiveness, and this assurance had
inspired her with love and gratitude. Jesus now confirms her
assurance and publicly declares her forgiveness. He thus lends
His authority to rehabilitate her with society.
49. >..lyELV iv fouTOLS. "To say within themselves" rather than
among themselves; so that Jesus answered their thoughts, as He
had already answered Simon's. The o~Tos is slightly contemptuous, as often (v. 21; Mt. xiii. 55; Jn. vi. 42, 52, etc.). The ){a(
in 8s Ka1 O.p.apTCas d.cj>[11cr•v is "even" rather than "also." But
"also" might mean "besides other outrages."
50. direv 8E irpos -Njv yuva'LKa. "But He said unto the woman."
He ignored their objection, and yet indirectly answered it, by telling
her that it was her faith that had delivered her from her sins.
iropeuou ets etp~vtJv. "Depart into peace," i.e. into a lasting
condition of peace : a Hebrew formula of blessing and of goodwill, with special fulness of meaning. Comp. viii, 48 ; Mk. v. 34 ;
1 Sam. i. 17, xx. 42. In Acts xvi. 36 and Jas. ii. 16 we have Jv
dp~VTJ• which is less strong, the peace being joined to the moment
of departure rather than to the subsequent life: comp. Judg.
xviii. 6. In Acts xv. 33 we have µer' dp~V'YJS·
Among the various points which distinguish this anointing from that by Mary
of Bethany should be noted that here we have no grumbling at the waste of the
ointment and no prediction of Christ's death, while there no absolution is pronounced and Mary is not addressed, See Hase, Gesch. J. § 91, p. 651, ed.
1891 ; also Schanz, p. 250, at the end of this section.
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evidence of the excellence of Lk.'s sources. The information
contained in it is exact and minute. The names and other details
are utterly unlike fiction. An inventor would avoid such things
as likely to be refuted : moreover, no motive for invention can be
discerned. The passage tells us-what no other Evangelist
makes known-how Jesus and His disciples lived when they
were not being entertained by hospitable persons. The common
purse (Jn. xiii. 29; comp. xii. 6) was kept supplied by the
generosity of pious women. This form of piety was not rare. ·
Women sometimes contributed largely towards the support of
Rabbis, whose rapacity in accepting what could ill be spared was
rebuked by Christ (xx. 47; [Mt. xxiii. 14 ;) Mk. xii. 40) with great
severity.
1. Kul l.y,vETo lv T~ Ku9e~~s Kul mhos 8Lw8euev. See detached
note p. 45, and comp. v. 1, 12, 14: for lv T~ Ku9e~~s see small
print on vii. I I. The avTOS anticipates Kal ol 8w8eKa, " He Himself
and the Twelve." But the Ka{ before avTos comes after lyiveTo
and must not be coupled with the Ka{ before oi 8w8eKa. In N.T.
8Lo8u!w occurs only here and Acts xvii. 1, but it is freq. in LXX
(Gen. xii. 6, xiii. 17, etc.); also in Polyb. Plut. etc. Comp. ix. 6,
xiii. 22.
KaT<l iro>..Lv Ka.l KW/J.'IJV K'IJP• Ne quzs Judreus prreteritum se queri
posset (Grotius), Jesus preached city by city (Acts xv. 21) and
village by village. The clause is amphibolous. It probably is
meant to go with 8iwlleve, but may be taken with K'f/pvuuwv Kal
evayy.
The incidental way in which the severity of Christ's
labours is mentioned is remarkable. Comp. ix. 58, xiii. 22; Mt.
ix. 35; Mk. vi. 31. For E&a.yye>..Ltop.cwo<;; see on ii. 10. We are
not to understand that the Twelve preached in His presence, if at
all. Note the uvv (not p.ml.), and see on vv. 38, 51, and i. 56.
2. 'll"veup.chwv 'll"OV'IJpwv. See on iv. 33. We cannot tell how
many of these women had been freed from demons : perhaps only
Mary Magdalen, the others having been cured cbro &uOeveiwv. For
the &,,..6 comp. v. 15, vii. 21.
~ K«>..oup.€V'IJ Muy8u>..'IJ~· See on vi. 15. The adj. probably
means "of Magdala," a town which is not named in N.T.; for the
true reading in Mt. xv. 39 is "Magadan." "Magdala is only the
Greek form of Migdol, or watch-tower, one of the many places of
the name in Palestine" (Tristram, Bible Places, p. 260); and it is
probably represented by the squalid group of hovels whioh now
bear the name of Mejdel, near the centre of the western shore of
the lake. Magdala was probably near to Magadan, and being
much better known through T, May8a.\'f/v~, at last it drove the
latter name out of the common text. See Stanley, Sin. &> Pal.
p. 382. Mary being a common name, the addition of something
distinctive was convenient ; and possibly a distinction from Mary
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of Bethany was specially designed by the Evangelists. Mary
Magdalen is commonly placed first when she is mentioned with
other women (Mt. xxvii. 56, 61, xxviii. 1 ; Mk. xv. 40, 47, xvi. 1;
Lk. xxiv. 10). Jn. xix. 25 is an exception. See on i. 36.
dcl>' ~s 8a.Lf£6vLa. t'll'Ta e~E>..11M6EL. This fact is mentioned in the
disputed verses at the end of Mk. (xvi. 9). It indicates a pos·
session of extraordinary malignity (Mk. v. 9). We need not give
any mystical interpretation to the number seven : comp. xi. 26;
Mt. xii. 45. There is nothing to show that demoniacs generally,
or Mary in particular, had lived specially vicious lives : and the
fact that no name is given to the tlµaprw>..6, in the preceding
section, while Mary Magdalen is introduced here as an entirely
new person, is against the traditional identification of the two.
Moreover, such an affliction as virulent demoniacal possession
would be almost incompatible with the miserable trade of prostitution. If Lk. had wished to intimate that the tlµaprw>..6> is Mary
Magdalen, he could have done it much more clearly. Had he
wished to conceal the fact, he would not have placed these two
sections in juxtaposition. Had he wished to withhold the name
of the aµaprw>..6>, who may possibly be included among the lrEpat
Tro'Ua{, he would have done as he has done. The tlµaprw>..6, and
Mary Magdalen and Mary of Bethany are three distinct persons.
8. 'lwuva..
She is mentioned with Mary Magdalen again
xxiv. 10: all that we know about her is contained in these two
passages. Godet conjectures that Chuza is the (3acrtAtKo>, who
"believed and his whole house" (Jn. iv. 46-53). In that case her
husband would be likely to let her go and minister to Christ. The
Herod meant is probably Antipas, and his enfrpo'll"os would be the
manager of his household and estates : comp. Mt. xx. 8. Blunt
finds here a coincidence with Mt. xiv. 2 ; Herod "said to his
servants, This is John the Baptist." If Herod's steward's wife was
Christ's disciple, He would often be spoken of among the servants
at the court; and Herod addresses them, because they were
familiar with the subject. Comp. the case of Manaen (Acts xiii. 1 ),
Herod's ui5vrpocpo> ( Undesigned Coincidences, Pt. IV. xi. p. 263,
8th ed.). Of Susanna nothing else is known, nor of the other
women, unless Mary, the mother of James and J oses, and Salome
(Mk. xv. 40) may be assumed to be among them.
aLTLVES 8L1JK6vouv a.OToi:s. "Who were of such a character as to
minister to them"; z:e. they were persons of substance. For ~TLS
see on vii. 37, and for 8taKOvE'i:v comp. Rom. xv. 25. The atJro't<>
means Jesus and the Twelve, the reading atJr<[) (ALM X) being
probably a correction from Mt. xxvii. 55; Mk. xv. 41. But atJro'i<>
has special point. It was precisely because Jesus now had twelve
disciples who always accompanied Him, that there was need of
much support from other disciples.
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eK Twv 1hmpx6VTwv u.ha~s. It is this which distinguishes this
passage from Mt. xxvii. 55 and Mk. xv. 41. There the 8UlKovE'i:v
might refer to mere attendance on Him. We learn from this that
neither Jesus nor the Twelve wrought miracles for their own
support.
Here, as in xii 15 and Acts iv. 32, Tei {11rdpxovTa. has the dat. Every.
where else in Lk. (xi. 21, xii. 33, 44, xiv. 33, xvi. I, xix. 8) and elsewhere
in N.T. (five times) it has the gen. So also in LXX the gen. is the rule, the
dat. the exception, if it is the true reading anywhere. Both Tei V7rapxovTa.
and V7rdpxeiv are favourite expressions with Lk. See on ver. 41.

4-18. The Parable of the Sower. Mt. xiii. 1-23; Mk.
iv. 1-20. We have already had several instances of teaching by
means of parables (v. 36-39, vi. 39, 41-44, 47-49, vii. 41, 42);
but they are brief and incidental. Parables seem now to become
more common in Christ's teaching, and also more elaborate.
This is intelligible, when we remember the characteristics of
parables. They have the double property of revealing and concealing. They open the truth, and impress it upon the minds of
those who are ready to receive it : but they do not instruct, though
they may impress, the careless (ver. 10). As Bacon says of a
parable," it tends to vail, and it tends to illustrate a truth." As the
hostility to His teaching increased, Jesus would be likely to make
more use of parables, which would benefit disciples without giving
opportunity to His enemies. The parable of the Sower is in some
respects chief among the parables, as Christ Himself seems to
indicate (Mk. iv. r 3). It is one of the three which all three record,
the others being the Mustard Seed and the Wicked Husbandmen :
and it is one of which we have Christ's own interpretation.
4. Iuv16VTOS 8~ ox>.ou iro>.>.ou Kal TWV KllTn ir6>.1v emiropEuop.lvwv ir.

The constr. is uncertain, and we have choice of two ways,
according as the Ka( is regarded as simply co-ordinating, or as
1. "And when a great multitude was coming
epexegetic.
together, and they of every city were resorting to Him." 2.
"And when a great multitude was coming together, namely, of
those who city by city were resorting to Him." According to 2,
the multitude consisted wholly of those who were following from
different towns (ver. 1). As no town is named, there was perhaps
no crowd from the place itself. In any case the imperf. part.
should be preserved in translation. It was the growing multitude
which caused Him to enter into a boat (Mt. xiii. 2; Mk. iv. 1).
See on xi. 29. Except Tit. i. 5, KaTa .,,.6.\iv is peculiar to Lk.
aOT.

The Latin Versions vary greatly: conveniente autem turba magna et
eorum qui ex civitatibus adveni'ebant dixit parabo!am {a); conveniente autem
turba multa et qui de singulis civz"tatibus exibant di.xit p. (c) ; congregato
.autem populo multo et ad dvt"tatem iter faciebant ad eum dixit parabolam
ta/em ad eos (d); cum autem turba plurima conveniret et de civz"tatibus prtr
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perarent ad eum dixit per similitudinem (Vulg.) ; cum autem turba p!urima
convenisset (<rvveAIJovTos, D) et de civitatibus advenirent multi di.xit per
simt"litudinem (Cod. Brix.).

ETnu 8LO. ira.pa.f3o>..~~. The expression occurs nowhere else.
Mt. and Mk. write £y 7mpa.f3oA.als Al.y£tY or AaA£Zv, while Lk. has
7rapa.f3o/...~y d7r£tY or >..~ynY. See on iv. 23, v. 36, and vi. 39; and
on the parable itself see Gould on Mk. iv. I ff.
ts. e~~MEv a airElpwv. So in all three accounts : " The sower
went forth." The force of the article is "he whose business it is
to sow" : he is the representative of a class who habitually have
these experiences. Rhem. has " the sower " in all three places,
Cran. in Mt. and Mk., Cov. in Mt. For the pres. part. with the
article used as a substantive comp. iii. II, v. 31, vi. 29, 30, 32, ix.
11, x. 16, etc. There is solemnity in the repetition, o U7r£{pwY Toil
U7r£tpai Tov u7r6poY. The comparison of teaching with sowing is
frequent in all literature ; but it is possible that Jesus here applies
what was going on before their eyes. See the vivid description of
a startling coincidence with the parable in Stanley, Sin. &> Pal.
p. 4 2 5·
tv Tiil airELpELY mhov. " During his sowing, while he sowed" :
a~T6Y is subj., not obj., and refers to o U7r£{pwv, not TOY u7r6poY.
See on iii. 21. Note the graphic change of prepositions: 7rapa
T~Y o80Y (ver. 5), £7r t T~Y 7rfrpay (ver. 6), EY piUf.J,! (ver. 7), £ls T~Y
y~v (ver. 8).
In this verse Lk. has three features which are
wanting in Mt. and Mk. : TOY U7r6pov, Kat KaT£7raT~()'YJ, and Toil
olipayov.

ira.pO. rljv 68ov. Not "along the way,'' but "by the side of the
way." It fell on the field, but so close to the road that it was
trampled on.
Both Lk. and Mk. here have µev followed by KO.l: a µ)11 • • • KO.! frepov,
Comp. Mk. ix. 12. The absence of ilE after µEv is freq. in Acts, Pauline
Epp., and Heb. See Blass, Gr. p. 261.

6. eirl rljv mhpa.v. The rock had a slight covering of soil; and
hence is called To 7r€Tpw8£s (Mk.) and Ta 7r£Tpw8'Y/ (Mt.), which does
not mean "stony ground,'' i.e. full of stones, but "rocky ground,''
i.e. with rock appearing at intervals and with "no depth of earth."
The thinness of the soil would cause rapid germination and rapid
withering ; but Lk omits the rapid growth. With <j>u€v comp. Prov.
xxvi. 9; Exod. x. 5; and (for the constr.) Lk. ii. 4. For LK/J.0.8a.,
"moisture,'' Mt. and Mk. have p{~aY. The word occurs Jer~
xvii. 8; Job xxvi. 14; Jos. Ant. iii. 1. 3; but nowhere else in N.T.
7. ev ii.€a<tJ Twv aKa.v9wv. The result of the falling was that it
was in the midst of the thorns : prep, of rest after a verb of
motion: comp. vii. 17. Lk. is fond of lY µfoo.! (ii. 46, x. 3, xxi.
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21, xxii. 27, 55, xxiv. 36; Acts i. 15, etc.). Elsewhere it is rare,
except in Rev. Neither Mt. nor Mk. have it here.
uuvcj>uE'i:uaL. Here only in N.T. In LXX only Wisd. xiii. 13.
In Plato and Aristotle it is transitive : "cause to grow together."
We are to understand that the good seed fell into ground where
young thorns were growing ; otherwise the growing together would
hardly be possible. Indeed the &.v£{371uav ai aKavBai of Mt. and
Mk. almost implies that the thorns were not yet visible, when the
good seed was sown in the midst of them. The &.irlirvt~av means
" choked it off," so as to exterminate it : comp. the a1!"0 in a11"0KTd11w. Wic. has "strangliden it"; but that, though sufficient for
suffocaverunt (Vulg.), does not express the a1!"o. The verb occurs
only here and ver. 33 in N.T., and in LXX only in Nah. ii. 12 and
Tobit iii. 8. Mt. xiii. 7 is doubtful.
8. Ets rlJ v yij v ffiv d.ya0~v. Not merely upon, but into the soit
The double article in all three accounts presents the soil and its
goodness as two separate ideas : "the ground (that was intended
for it), the good (ground)." Mt. and Mk. have KaA~v. This
repetition of the article is specially frequent in Jn. Lk. omits the
sixty- and thirtyfold. Isaac is said to have reaped a hundredfold
(Gen. xxvi. 12). Hdt. (i. 193· 4) states that in the plain of
Babylon returns of two hundred- and even three hundredfold,
were obtained. Strabo (xvi. p. 1054) says much the same, but is
perhaps only following Hdt. See Wetst. on Mt. xiii. 8 for abundant
evidence of very large returns.
o £xwv @Ta d.KouELv d.KoulTw. This formula occurs in all three.
Comp. xiv. 35 ; Mt. xi. 15, xiii. 43. In Rev. we have the sing.,
0 lxwv O~<; aKovucfrw (ii. 7, II, 17, 29, iii. 6, 13, 22). The introductory l<j>6'vEi, "He cried aloud," indicates a raising of the voice,
and gives a solemnity to this concluding charge. The imperf.
perhaps means that the charge was repeated. Comp. Ezek. iii. 27;
Hom. II. xv. l 29.
9. Tls ailT'I') d'l'J 'lj irapapo>..~. "What this parable might be in
meaning." See small print on i. 29. Mt. says that the disciples
asked why He spoke to the multitude in parables. Christ answers
both questions. For l1T'l'JpWTwv see on iii. lo.
10. TOLS SE Xomol:s. "Those who are outside the circle of
Christ's disciples"; lKE{voii; Toi:i; f.~w, as Mk. has it. This implies
that it is disciples generally, and not the Twelve only, who are
being addressed. Mt. is here the fullest of the three, giving the
passage from Is. vi. 9, lo in full. Lk. is very brief.
Iva ~XliroYTES 11."1 PMirwuw. At first sight it might seem as if
the i'.11a of Lk. and Mk. was very different from the on of Mt.
But the principle that he who hath shall receive more, while he
who hath not shall be deprived of what he seemeth to have,
explains both the lva and the 6-ri. Jesus speaks in parables,
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because the multitude see without seeing and hear without hearing.
But He also speaks in parables in order that they may see without
seeing and hear without hearing. They "have not" a mind to
welcome instruction, and therefore they are taught in a way which
deprives them of instruction, although it is full of meaning to those
who desire to understand and do understand. But what the
unsympathetic "hear without understanding" they remember, because of its impressive form ; and whenever their minds become
fitted for it, its meaning will become manifest to them.
WH. write qvvlw1riv, from the unused q-vvlw, while other editors prefer
qvvtwqtv, from q-vvlriµi. or the unused q-vv<ew. Similarly WH. have q-vv£ovq-u•
(Mt. xiii. 13), where others give qvvtouq-tv. II. App. p. 167. Here some
authorities have q-vvwqtv, as in LXX.

11. Having answered the question SiaTl lv 7rapaf3o>..als >..lyfts;
Jesus now answers Tl<> lunv aVrrJ ~ 7rapaf3o>.:I]; To the disciples
"who have" the one thing needful "more is given." The similarity
between the seed and the word lies specially in the vital power
which it secretly contains. Comp. "Behold I sow My law in
you, and it shall bring fruit in you, and ye shall be glorified in it
for ever. But our fathers, which received the law, kept it not, and
observed not the statutes : and the fruit of the law did not perish,
neither could it, for it was Thine ; yet they that received it perished,
because they kept not the thing that was sown in them" (2 Esdr.
ix. 31-33).
o Myos Toil 0eou. Mt. never(? xv. 6) has this phrase; it occurs
only once in Mk. (vii. 13) and once in Jn. (x. 35). Lk. has it
four times in the Gospel (v. l, viii. n, 2 l, xi. 28) and twelve
times in the Acts. Here Mk. has Tov Myov (iv. 15) and Mt. has
nothing (xiii. 18). So in ver. 21, where Lk. has Tov >... Toil @.,
Mk. has To 81.>..'YJp.a Toil @. (iii. 35) and Mt. To 81.A.'Y]µ.a Tov 7raTp6s
(xii. 50 ). Does it mean "the word which comes from God" or
"the word which tells of God"? Probably the former. Comp.
the 0. T. formula "The word of the Lord came to." The gen. is
subjective. Lft. Epp. of S. Paul, p. l 5.
12. ot 8£ 1rapa rljv o86v. There is no need to understand
U7rapl.VTes, as is clear from Mk. iv. l 5. "Those by the wayside"
is just as intelligible as "Those who received seed by the wayside."
eTTa. lpxeTaL 6 8u£f3o>..os. Much more vivid than "And the
birds are the devil." This is Christ's own interpretation of the
birds, and it is strong evidence for the existence of a personal
devil. Why did not Jesus explain the birds as meaning impersonal
temptations? He seems pointedly to insist upon a personal adversary. See on x. 18. Mt. has o7rov'Y}p6>, Mk. o uaTavas. The
concluding words are peculiar to Lk. : "in order that they may
not by believing be saved." Perhaps a sign of Pauline influence.
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18. The constr. is ambiguous. In vv. 12, 14, 15 elulv is expressed, and
it is usually understood here : " And those on the rock are they which, when
they have heard, receive the word with joy; and these have no root." But it
is not necessary to insert the elulv. We may continue the protasis to TOI'
'J\lryov and make Kal mean also : " And those on the rock, which, when they
have heard, receive the word with joy,-these also (as well as those by the
wayside) have no root." Thus oVr;)< t:Jcovuiv exactly corresponds to ovTol
eluiv in vv. 14, 15. But the usual arrangement is better. The ot 7rpos 1Catpov
7r11TTe6ovu'" is a further explanation of oliT01. Neither Mt. nor Mk. has
8ex.011Ta•, of which Lk. is fond (ii. 28, ix. 5, 48, 53, x. 8, ro, xvi. 4, 6, 7,
9, etc.). It implies the internal acceptance; whereas "Xaµ,f3dmv implies no
more than the external reception.
'" Ka.Lp4i 1mpa.<rf1-0U a+(OTO.VTQ.L.

Mt. and Mk. have OAliftews

.q

8uoyp.ov, which shows that the temptation of persecution and ex-

ternal suffering is specially meant: comp. Jas. i. 2. In all times
of moral and spiritual revival persons who are won easily at first,
but apostatize under pressure, are likely to form a large portion :
comp. Heh. iii. 12. The verb does not occur in Mt. Mk. or Jn.
The repetition of Ka.ipo<; is impressive. As opportunity commonly
lasts only for a short time, Kmpo<> may mean "a short time."
14. 'l'O 8~ d11 .,.411 AK6.v8a.11 'll'Ea-ov. It is not probable that this is an acc.
abs.: "Now as regards that which fell among the thorns." The attraction
of oliT01 (for Toilro) to o! aKovua.11us is quite intelligible.
~'ll'o f'EPLf'""'" Ka.t 'll'AoUTou Ka.t ~Sovwv Toii fHou. It is usual to take
this after uvp:1rv{yovTa.i; and this is probably correct: yet Weiss
would follow Luther and others and join it with 7ropevop.evoi, "going
on their way under the influence of cares," etc. But ver. 7 is
against this : the cares, etc., are the thorns, and it is the thorns
which choke. This does not reduce 7ropevop.evoi to a gehaltloser
Zusatz. The choking is not a sudden process, like the trampling
and devouring ; nor a rapid process, like the withering : it takes
time. It is as they go on their way through life, and before they
have reached the goal, that the choking of the good growth takes
place. Therefore they never do reach the goal. The transfer of
what is true of the growing seed to those in whose heart it is sown
is not difficult ; and uvp.7rVi.yovTai is clearly passive, not middle
and transitive. The thorns choke the seed (ver. 7); these hearers
are choked by the cares, etc. (ver. 14). Here only in N.T. does
TEAeu+ope'Lv occur. It is used of animals as well as of plants
(4 Mac. xiii. 20; Ps. lxiv. 10, Sym.).
US. To 8( lv tjj Ka.Aft yfi, K.T.A. It fell into the good ground
(ver. 8), and it is in the right ground. Perhaps o'Lnves has its full
meaning : "who are of such a character as to," etc. The two
epithets used of the ground, aya{hj in ver. 8 and KaA.~ in ver. 15,
are combined for Kap8{q. : "in a right and good heart." We must
take f.v Ka.p8{'f with Ka.TlxouO'L rather than with aKOVCTaVTE<;. Even
if aKovetv be interpreted to mean "hearing gladly, welcoming,'' it
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is not the same as KaTlxnv, which means "hold fast" ( 1 Cor.
xi. 2 ). It is reasonable to suppose that aKov£w means the same in
all four cases (12, 13, 14, 15). But KaTlxovcnv (Lk.), 11'apa8txovrai
(Mk. iv. 20), and uvviwv (Mt. xiii. 23) may all be equivalents of
the same Aramaic verb, meaning "to take in " : see footnote on
v. 2 r. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 2 ; l Thes. v. 2 r.
£11 lin-op.ovn.
"\Vith endurance, perseverance," rather than
"patience," ~hich would be µaKpo(}vµ{a: in patientia (Vulg.), in
tolerantia (c), in sufferentia (d), per patientiam (bfff2). See Lft.
on Col. i. 1 l ; Trench, Syn. !iii. This ii11'oµov~ is the opposite of
acp£uTavTai (ver. 13), and is not in Mt. or Mk. Thus Lk. gives the
opposite of all three of the bad classes : KaT£xovuiv, non ut in via ;
KaP'71'ocpopovuw, non ut in spinis; £v ii11'oµovfi, non ut in petroso
(Beng.). Neither here nor in ver. 8 does Lk. give the degrees of
fruitfulness. Mt. and Mk. do so both in the parable and in the
interpretation. The suggestion that Lk. has mistaken three
numerals for a word which he translates £v ii11'oµovfi seems to be a
little too ingenious (Expositor, Nov. 1891, p. 381). That Jesus
knew that all four of the classes noticed in the parable were to be
found in the audience before Him, is probable enough ; but we
have no means of knowing it. We may safely identify the Eleven
and the ministering women with the fourth class. Judas is an
instance of the third. But all are warned that the mere receiving
of the word is not decisive. Everything depends upon lww it is
received and how it is retained. Grotius quotes from the Magna
Moralia : cP Ta aya(}a '/l'aVTa ~YTa ilya(}& EIJTLV, Ka2 ii1!'o TOVTWY µ~
8iacp(}£[peTai, ofov fi11'o 11'AOVrOV Ka2 apx~s, ~ TOLOVrOS KaAOs Ka2
dya86s.

16-18. Practical Inference. The connexion with what precedes need not be doubted. By answering the question of the
disciples (ver. 9) and explaining the parable to them, Jesus had
kindled a light within them. They must not hide it, but must see
that it spreads to others. Here we have the opposite of what was
noticed in the Sermon on the Mount. Here Lk. has, gathered
into one, sayings which Mt. has, scattered in three different places
(v. 15, x. 26, xiii. 12: comp. xiii. 12, xxv. 29). Mk. and Lk. are
here very similar and consecutive. Comp. xi. 33-36.
16. Mx11011 a"1as KaM11TEL a~TOll O'KEUEL. " Having lighted a
lamp,'' rather than "a candle." Trench, Syn. xlvi.; Becker,
Chan"cles, iii. 86, Eng. tr. p. 130; Gallus, ii. 398, Eng. tr. p. 308.
For a"1as see on xv. 8 : it occurs again xi. 33, but not in the
parallels Mt. v. 15; Mk. iv. 21. Instead of crKeuet Mt. and Mk.
have the more definite fi71'o Tov µ68wv, which Lk. has xi. 33. As
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>.vxvo> is a "lamp," Auxvla is a "lamp-stand," on which several
>.vxvoi might be placed or hung: for, whereas the >.ap.7rT~P was
fixed, the A-Vxvo> was portable. Other forms of >..vxv{a are >-vxvtoP
and >.vxvel:ov (Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Ork. p. 40 ). Comp. the
very similar passage xi. 33. In both passages ol £1CT7ropev6p.evoi,
the Gentiles, are mentioned instead of oi lv rU oiK{q., the Jews (Mt.

v. 15).
17. The poetic rhythm and parallelism should be noticed.
Somewhat similar sayings are found in profane writers : 11.yu a~
7rpo> cpw> T~v &.A.~ffoav XP6vo> (Menander); comp. Soph. Ajax, 646,
and Wetst. on Mt. x. 26. For cj>avepc)v yevl]o'E'Tm see on iv. 36;
Mt has a'/rOKaAvcpO~a"E'Tai, Mk. cpavepwOfi. For cl:rr6Kpucj>ov, "hidden
away" from the public eye, see Lft. on Col. ii. 3. It was a
favourite word with the Gnostics to indicate their esoteric books,
which might not be published. Comp. the very similar passage
xii. 2; and see S. Cox in the Expositor, 2nd series, i. pp. 186,
372, and Schanz, ad loc.
18. j3AlirETE oov 'll'ws dKoUE'TE. Because the doctrine received
must be handed on and made known to all, therefore it is all-important that it should be rightly heard, viz. with intelligence and
a "good heart" (ver. 15)· Whoever·gives a welcome to the word
and appropriates it, becomes worthy and capable of receiving
more. But by not appropriating truth when we recognize it, we
lose our hold of it, and have less power of recognizing it in the
future. There is little doubt that 8 8oKEL exeLv means " that which
he thinketh he hath." Wic. has "weneth"; Tyn. and Cran. "supposeth"; Cov. and Rhem. "thinketh." " Seemeth" comes from
Beza's videtur. It is self-deception that is meant. Those who
received the seed by the wayside were in this condition; they
failed to appropriate it, and lost it. Comp. xix. 26.
Mk. here inserts (iv. 24) the ~ p.l.Tp'f fLETpe'iTe, K.T.A., which
Lk. has already given in the sermon (vi. 38): and both Mt. and
Mk. here add other parables, two of which Lk. gives later (xiii.
18-21).
19-21. The Visit of His Mother and His Brethren. Christ's
true Relations. Mt. (xii. 46-50) and Mk. (iii. 31-35) place this
incident before the parable of the Sower; but none of the three
state which preceded in order of time. Comp. xi. 27, 28, and
see on xi. 29. On the " Brethren of the Lord " see Lange, Leben
fesu, ii. 2, § 13, Eng. tr. i. p. 329; Lft. Galatians, pp. 253-291,
in his Dissertatlons on the Apostolic Age, pp. 3-45, Macmillan,
1892; J. B. Mayor, Epistle of S. James, pp. v-xxxvi, Macmillan,
1892. 1 D.B. 2 artt. "Brother"; "James"; "Judas, the Lord's
Brother."
I The work as a whole, and the dissertation on this question in particular,
deserve special commendation.
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19. na.pc;ylvETO SE irpo§ a.ihov ~ /L~Tl')P Ka.l oi. d.8E>..cf>ol a.ihoG,
For the verb, which is a favourite with Lk., see on vii. 4. Here
Mk. has tpxo11Tai and Mt. i8ov. In writing the sing. Lk. is thinking only of .;, µ.frrrlp. Such constructions are common, and do
not imply that the first in the series of nominatives was emphatic or specially prominent, except in the writer's thoughts.
Comp. Jn. xviii. 15, xx. 3; Acts xxvi. 30; Philem. 23.
The precise relationship to be understood from the expression
oi. d.Sc;>..cf>ol a.aTou will probably never be determined or cease to be
discussed. There is nothing in Scripture to warn us from what is
the antecedently natural view that they are the children of Joseph
and Mary, unless "I know not a man" (i. 34) is interpreted as
implying a vow of perpetual virginity. The "firstborn" in ii. 7
and the impeifect followed by " till " in Mt. i. 2 5, seem to imply
that Joseph and Mary had children ; which is confirmed by contemporary belief (Mk. vi. 3; Mt. xiii. 55) and by the constant
attendance of the &.8£A.cpol on the Mother of the Lord (Mt. xii.
46; Mk. iii. 32; Jn. ii. 12). The Epiphanian theory, which gives
Joseph children older than Jesus by a former wife, deprives Him
of His rights as the heir of Joseph and of the house of David.
It seems to be of apocryphal origin (Gospel according to Peter, or
Book of James); and, like J erome's theory of cousinship, to have
been invented in the interests of asceticism and of a priori convictions respecting the perpetual virginity of Mary. Tertullian,
in dealing with this passage, seems to assume as a matter of
course that the a8£A.cpol are the children of Mary, and that she
and they were here censured by Christ (Marcion. iv. 19; De
Carne Chnsti, vii.). He knows nothing of the doctrine of a
sinless Virgin. Renan conjectures that James, Joses, Simon,
and Judas were the cousins of Jesus, but that the brethren who
refused to believe in Him were His real brethren ( V. de J. p. 23).
This solution remains entirely his own, for it creates more difficulties than it solves. See Expositors Bible, James and Jude, eh.
iii., Hodder, 1891.
auVTUX£~v. Elsewhere in bibl. Grk. 2 Mac. viii. 14 only.
20. &.'ll"IJyyA11• A favourite word (vv. 34, 36, 47, vii. 18, 22, ix. 36,
1, etc.).
Here [Mt.] has e!-n·ev oe 'TIS and Mk. has "Ae-yovcr111. The
')..e"(onwv is certainly spurious: om. NBD L .6. :=!, Latt. Goth. etc.
xiii.

21. /L~Tl')p /Lou Ka.l d.8E>..cf>ol /Lou. Note the absence of the article
in all three accounts. This is the predicate, and oriroi, K.-r.>..., is
the subject. And the meaning is not are "My actual mother or
brethren," which would be .;, /LVrTJP µ.ov Ka~ oi &.8£A.cpol µ.ov, but
"Mother to Me and brethren to Me," i.e. equal to such, equally
dear. Mt. and Mk. have the singular here : otiros or av-ros µ.ov
&.8£Acpos Kal &.oe>..cp~ Ka~ µ.frrTJp lUTlv.
We cannot infer from Ka&
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that His sisters were present: they had settled at Nazareth
(Mt. xiii. 56; Mk. vi. 3). The texts of Mk. iii. 32, which represent the multitude as telling Jesus that His sisters are with His
Mother and brethren, are probably the result of this inference.
A D and some Latin authorities insert "and Thy sisters " ;
~ B C G KL and most Versions omit the words. Christ's reply
is not a denial of the claims of family ties, nor does it necessarily
imply any censure on His Mother and brethren. It asserts that
there are far stronger and higher claims. Family ties at the best
are temporal; spiritual ties are eternal. Moreover, the closest
blood-relationship to the Messiah constitutes no claim to admission into the Kingdom of God. No one becomes a child of
God in virtue of human parentage (Jn. i. 13). Jesus does not
say 'lrarf,p p.ov, not merely because Joseph was not present, but
because in the spiritual sense that relationship to Christ is filled
by God alone. See on ver. 11.
22-25. The Stilling of the Tempest on the Lake of Gennesaret.
This is the first of a pair of miracles which appear in the same
order in all three Gospels (Mt. viii. 23 ff.; Mk. iv. 35 ff.), the
second being the healing of the demoniacs in the country of the
Gadarenes. To these two Mk. and Lk. add the healing of the
woman with the issue and the raising of the daughter of Jairus,
which Mt. places somewhat later. The full series gives .us a
group of representative miracles exhibiting Christ's power over
the forces of nature and the powers of hell, over disease and over
death.
22. 'EylvETo 8£ ~v p.tif Twv ~p.epwv Kal mhck
All these expressions are characteristic, and exhibit Aramaic influence. See
note at the end of eh. i., and comp. v. 1, 12, 17, vi. 12. There is
nothing like them in Mk. iv. 35 or Mt. viii. 23, and ev p.iif. Twv
-1Jp.£pwv is peculiar to Lk. (v. 17, xx. 1). Comp. lv p.iif. Twv
7roA£wv (v. 12) and ev p.iif. Twv uvvaywywv (xiii. 10 ). Mt. tells us
that it was the sight of the multitudes around Him that moved
Jesus to order a departure to the other side of the lake ; and
Mk. says that the disciples "leaving the multitude, take Him with
them, even as He was in the boat." This seems to imply that
He was utterly tired, overcome by the demands which the multitude made upon Him. For 8ie'Mwp.ev see on ii. 15. The nautical
expression avay£cr8ai is freq. in Lk. and peculiar to him (Acts
xiii. 13, xvi. 11, xviii. 21, xx. 3, 13, xxi. 2, xxvii. 2, 4, 12, 21, xxviii.
10, 11). Syr-Sin. omits KaL av~x811crav.
23. 11"AE6VTwv 8£ a1hwv dciitl'll"vwaev. Excepting Rev. xviii. 17,
7rAef:v is peculiar to Lk. (Acts xxi. 3, xxvii. 2, 6, 24). In Anth.
Pal. 9. 517, dcl>u11"vow means "awaken from sleep." Here it means
" fall off to sleep," a use which seems to be medical and late
(Heliod. ix. 1 2 ). In class. Grk. we should rather have Ka8v'lrvow
15
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(Lob. Phryn. p. 224). This is the only passage in which we read
of Jesus sleeping.
Ka.TEf3'1J >..a.'L>..a.+ dv€,...ou. " There came down a violent squall of
wind," from the heights which surround the lake. These are
furrowed with ravines like funnels, down which winds rush with
great velocity. See Thomson, Land &- Book, p. 37 5; Keim,
iv. p. 179, who quotes Rusegger, Reisen, iii. p. 136. For >..a.'L>..a+
comp. Job xxi. 18, xxxviii. 1; Wisd. v. 14, 23; Ecclus. xlviii. 9;
Hom. It. xii. 375, xvii. 57. Mt. gives the effect of it as u£urp.?is
µfya.s lv rjj (}a.A.auuy. For the accent comp. Ka>..avpoifr, KA.'iµ.ae,
K.T.A.., and see Chandler, § 668.
auvur>..'l)pouVTo. The verb occurs only here, ix. 51, and Acts
ii. 1. Note the imperf. in contrast to Ka'Tlf3TJ. The squall came
down with a single rush; the filling of the boat continued and
was not completed. What was true of the boat is stated of the
crew. In class. Grk. the act. is used of manning ships thoroughly
(Thuc. vi. 50. 2 ).
24. 'EmaT1ha, l.maTaTa. See on v. 5. The doubling of the
name is here peculiar to Lk. Comp. x. 41, xxii. 31; Acts ix. 4,
xxii. 7, xxvi. 14. Mt. has KvpiE, Mk. Aiil&.uKaA.£. Augustine has
some good remarks as to the differences between the exclamations attributed to the disciples in the three narratives. "There is
no need to inquire which of these exclamations was really uttered.
For whether they uttered some one of these three, or other words
which no one of the Evangelists has recorded, yet conveying the
same sense, what does it matter?" (De Cons. Evang. ii. 24, 25).
l.nTlp.TJaEv T«i! dvEfJolJ.> Kal T«i! KM81a1vi. This does not prove that
Lk. regarded the storm as a personal agent : both the wind and
its effect are "rebuked," a word which represents the disciples'
view of the action. See on iv. 39. A KM81a1v (K>..v,Ew, "wash
against ") is larger than a Kvµ.a (J as. i. 6 ; Jon. i. 4, 1 2 ; Wisd.
xiv. 5 ; 1 Mac. vi. 11 ; 4 Mac. vii. 5, xv. 31 ).
ya>..1JVTJ. Mt. and Mk. add µ.eya>..'Y/ : the word is common
elsewhere, but in N.T. occurs only in this narrative. The sudden
calm in the sea showed the reality of the miracle. Wind may
cease suddenly, but the water which it has agitated continues to
work for a long time afterwards. In Mk., as here, the stilling of
the tempest precedes the rebuke : Mt. transposes the order of the
two incidents. In both the rebuke is sharper than in Lk., who
"ever spares the Twelve" (Schanz). See on vi. 13 and xxii. 45.
25. nou ~ irlans {ifJo&iv; They might have been sure that the
Messiah would not perish, and that their prayer for help would be
answered. It is not their praying for succour that is blamed, but
their want of faith in the result of their prayer: they feared that their
prayer would be vain. Comp. His parents' anguish, and see on ii. 48.
Tls CJ.pa o~Tos ;aTLV; Mt. has. 71'oTa71'os. There is nothing in-
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credible ·in the question. Their ideas of the Christ and His
powers were very imperfect; and this was probably the first time
that they had seen Him controlling the forces of nature. Their
experience as fishermen told them how impossible it was in the
natural course that such a storm should be followed immediately
by a great calm. The fear which accompanies this question or
exclamation is not that which the storm produced, but that which
was caused by a sudden recognition of the presence of supernatural power of a kind that was new to them. Comp. v. 26,
vii. 16. For the &pa comp. xxii. 23; Acts xii. 18.
One conjectures that the framer of a legend would have made the disciples
accept the miracle as a matter of course : comp. v. 8, 9. Keim opposes Strauss
for rejecting the whole as a myth, although he himself by no means accepts the
whole as historical. "Unquestionably there rests upon this brief and pregnant
narrative a rare majesty, such as does not reappear in the other nature-miracles.
With a few masterly strokes there is here sketched a most sublime picture from
the life of Jesus, and a picture full of truth. . . . Even His rising up against
weather and sea is told by Mt. and Lk. quite simply, without any ostentation;
and the tentative query of the disciples, after their deliverance was accomplished,
Who is this? is the slightest possible, the only too modest and yet the true
11tterance of the impression which they must at that time have received" (Jes.
of Naz. iv. p. 180). See Gould on Mk. iv. 41.

26-39. The Healing of the Demoniac in the Country of the

Gerasenes.
Gerasenes seems to be the true reading both here and Mk. v. l, while
Gadarenes is best attested Mt. viii. 28 ; but in all three places the authorities
vary between Gerasenes, Gadarenes, and Gergesenes. The evidence here is
thus summarizedra8ap71vwv, AR r A A IT etc., Syrr. (Cur-Pesh-Sin-Harcl txt) Goth.
l'EpaCF71vwv, BC* ~ver. 37, kiat ver. 26) D, Latt. Syr-Harcl mg.
f<fYY<CT71vwv, ~LXS: minusc. sex, Syr-Hier. Boh. Arm. Aeth. See WH.
ii. App. p. I I. If Lk. viii. 26 stood alone, one might adopt l'EfYY<·
CT7JPWP as possibly correct there; but the evidence in ver. 37 is con.
elusive against it.

These Gerasenes are probably not the people of the Gerasa
which lay on the extreme eastern frontier of Perrea, over thirty
miles from the lake : even in a loose description to foreigners Lk.
would not be likely to speak of the shore of the lake as in the
country of these Gerasenes. Rather we may understand the
town which Thomson rediscovered (Land 6-' Book, ii. 34-38)
under the name of Gersa or Kersa on the steep eastern bank.
Gergesa is merely a conjecture of Origen, adopted upon topographical grounds and not upon textual evidence. It may be
rejected in all three narratives. There is no real difficulty of
topography, whichever reading be adopted. The expression T~v
xwpav TWV r. gives considerable latitude, and may include a great
deal more than the immediate vicinity of the town. Nor is there
anv ·difficulty in the fact that Mt. knows of two demoniacs,
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whereas Lk. and Mk. mention only one. The real difficulties in
the miracle, for those who believe in the fact of demoniacal
possession, are connected with the swine. 1. Can beings which
are purely spiritual enter and influence beings which are purely
animal? 2. How can we justify the destruction of the swine,
which were innocent creatures, and which belonged to persons
who do not seem to have merited such a heavy loss?
On the first of these two questions our ignorance is so great
that we do not even know whether there is a difficulty. Who can
explain how mind acts upon matter, or matter upon mind? Yet
the fact is as certain, as that mind acts upon mind or that matter
acts upon matter. There is nothing in experience to forbid us
from believing that evil spirits could act upon brute beasts ; and
science admits that it has "no priori objection to offer" to such
an hypothesis. And if there is no scientific objection to demoniacal
possession of brutes, a fortiori' there is none to that of men,
seeing that men have both bodies and spirits to be influenced.
The influence may have been analogous to that of mesmerism or
hypnotism. The real difficulty is the moral one. As Huxley puts
it, " the wanton destruction of other people's property is a misdemeanour of evil example." The answers are very various.
I. The whole story is a myth.
2. The healing of the demoniacs
and the repulse of the Healer by the inhabitants are historical, but
the incident of the swine is a later figment. 3. The demoniacs
frightened the swine, and the transfer of demons from them to the
swine was imagined. 4. The drowning of the swine was an
accident, possibly simultaneous with the healing, and report mixed
up the two incidents. 5. The demoniacs were mere maniacs,
whom Jesus cured by humouring their fancies ; and His giving
leave to imaginary demons to enter into the swine, produced the
story of the disaster to the herd.-All these explanations assume
that the Gospel narratives are wholly or in part unhistorical. But
there are other explanations.-6. Like earthquakes, shipwrecks,
pestilences, and the like, the destruction of the swine is part of the
mystery of evil, and insoluble. 7. As the Creator of the universe,
the incarnate Word had the right to do what He pleased with His·
own. 8. A visible effect of the departure of the demons was
necessary to convince the demoniacs and their neighbours of the
completeness of the cure. Brutes and private property may be
sacrificed, where the sanity and lives of persons are concerned.
9. Tb.e keepers of the swine were Jews, who were breaking the
Jewish law, which was binding on them, and perhaps on the whole
district. "In the enforcement of a law which bound the conscience, our Lord had an authority such as does not belong to the
private individual" (W. E. Gladstone, Nineteenth Century, Feb.
1891, p. 357). Against this it is coutended that the swineherds

a
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were probably pagans, and that the district was not under Jewish
law (N. C. Dec. 1890, p. 967; March 1891, p. 455). Certainty is
not attainable, but it is probable that one of the last two reasons
is the true explanation. See Expositor, 3rd series, 1889, ix. 303.
Godet's conclusion seems to be sound, that it is one of those cases
in which the power to execute the sentence guarantees the right
of the judge. 1 Contrast the healing of a demoniac woman as
recorded in the Gospel of the Infancy, xiv.
26. KaTfoAt:uuav t:LS rl)v xwpav

TWV

rt:pau11vwv ~TLS EO"Tlv dVTl'll't:pa.

" They landed at the country of the Gerasenes, which is in such a
position as to be opposite Galilee." The verb is quite class. of
coming to land from the high seas, but is found here only in N.T.
Not in LXX. See Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of S. Paul, p. 28,
and reff. in Wetst. The statement tells us nothing as to the
position of the country of the Gerasenes, for " opposite " would
apply to the whole of the east shore. Lk. alone mentions its
being "opposite Galilee " ; perhaps to justify its inclusion in the
Galilean ministry.
Some texts have 7rEpa.v from Mt. or Mk., while others have 6.vTt7r€pa.v, of
which 6.vn7repa. is a later form. Another form is 6.vn7r€pa.s. For the accent
see Chandler,§ 867.

27. um]VT'l)ut:v dv~p ns eK T~S 'll"OAt:ws. The man belonged to
the city, but he came out of the tombs to meet Jesus : €K riJ>
'IT6A£w> belongs to dv~p n>, not to fi'll"~VT'YJ<TW. For this force of
k6 in composition comp. v7roKplvoµ.ai, "answer back " ; ko.\.o"/tCoµ.ai, "reckon per contra " ; fi'll"o<TTpf.cpw, "turn back." For iKav<i_i
see on vii. 12 ; and for evt:Suua.To see Burton, § 48. Lk. alone
mentions that the demoniac wore no clothes ; but Mk. implies it
by stating that he was clothed after he was cured. All three
mention the tombs; and near the ruins of Khersa there are many
tombs hewn in the rocks. Excepting Mk. v. 3, 5 and Rev. xi. 9,
,...vij,...a is peculiar to Lk. (xxiii. 53, xxiv. 1; Acts ii. 29, vii. 16);
but he more often uses p.v7Jp.£tov. With Ef.1.t:Vt:V comp. xix. 5, xxiv. 29.
28. Tl £1.1.ol Kal uol; See on iv. 34.
'111uou ULE TOU 0t:ou TOU uiJiluTou. This expression rather indicates
that the man is not a Jew, and therefore is some evidence that the
owners of the swine were not Jews. "The Most High" (Elyon)
is a name for Jehovah which seems to be usual among heathen
nations. It is employed by Melchisedek, the Canaanite priest and
king (Gen. xiv. 20, 22). Balaam uses it (Num. xxiv. 16). Micah
puts it into the mouth of Balaam (vi. 6); Isaiah, into the mouth
of the king of Babylon (xiv. 14). It is used repeatedly in the
Babylonian proclamations in D,miel (iii. 26, iv. 24, 32, v. 18, 21 1
1 See some valuable remarks by Sanday in the Contemp. Rev. Sept. 1892, p.

348.

He inclines to the second explanation, but with reserve.
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vii. 18, 22, 25, 27). The girl with a spirit of divination at Philippi
employs it (Acts xvi. 17). It is found in Phcenician inscriptions
also. See Chadwick, St. Mark, p. 144, and Wsctt. on Heh. vii. 1.
For cl>wvfl f'Eyd~n see on i. 42, and for 8€of'UL see on v. 12: with
cl.vaKpd~as of demoniac cries comp. iv. 41; Acts viii. 7.
1''1 J'E f3a.uavlans. Neither the verb nor its cognate substantive
is ever used in N.'T. of testing metals, or of obtaining evidence by
torture, but simply of pain or torment. The demoniac identifies
himself with the demon which controls him, and the torment
which is feared is manifest from ver. 31.
29. 'll'a.p..jyyEAAEv y4p T<t'i 'll'VEVf1.0.TL.
Authorities are very evenly
divided between the imperf. and the aor. If ra.pirryeLAe11 be right, it almost
means" He had ordered." Burton,§ 29, 48. We should have expected 'To'it
r11euµ,a,aw, for both in ver. 27 and ver. 30 we have 8a.Lµ611La.. But the inter·
change of personality between the man and the demons is so rapid, that it
becomes natural to speak of the demons in the sing. Note that while Lk.
has his characteristic e~e"A8e'i11 dr6 (vv. 33, 38, iv. 35, 41, v. 8, etc.), Mk.
has the more usual e~eMiiv EK.
'll'D~~oio; y4p xpcSvoL<; '"'"'IJP'll'"K•• a.~Tclv. "Many times," i.e. on many
occasions, muftis temporibus (Vulg.), "it had seized him," or" carried him
away": corn~. Acts xxvii. 15. Mk. has r6"A"Aa.1m. Others explain "within
a long time.' See Win. xxxi. 9, p. 273. The verb is quite class., but in
N.T. peculiar to Lk. (Acts vi. 12, xix. 29, xxvii. 15). Hobart counts it as
medical (p. 244). In LXX, Prov. vi. 25; 2 Mac. iii. 27, iv. 41.

d.MaE<nv Kal 11'€8ms. Both Lk. and Mk. rise these two words
to distinguish the "handcuffs and fetters," manicre et pedicre, with
which he was bound. See Lft. Phil. p. 8. The former is used of
the chain by which the hand of a prisoner was fastened to the
soldier who had charge of him. Like "chains," &.\vueis are of
metal, whereas 7rt8ai might be ropes or withes. Both ru\.vuus and
7rt8at are included in 'Tct 8euµ.a. The imperfects tell of what
usually took place. During the calmer intervals precautions were
taken to prevent the demons "carrying him away with" them ;
but these precautions always proved futile.
ELS Tns t!p1JJ'ous.
In order to take the man away from humane
influences. But the wilderness is regarded as the home of evil
spirits. See on xi. 24; and for the plural see on i. 80.
SO. Ti aoL ovol'& fonv; In order to recall the man to a sense
of his own independent personality, Jesus asks him his name. It
was a primary condition of his cure that he should realize that he
is not identical with the evil powers which control his actions.
Perhaps also Christ wished the disciples to know the magnitude -0f
the evil, that the cure might increase their faith (ver. 25): and this
purpose may have influenced Him in allowing the destruction of
the swine. \he peculiar word AEyLwv,1 which is preserved in Mk.
l That the man had ever seen a Roman legion, "at once one and many,
cruel and inexorable and strong," is perhaps not probable. But see Trench.
Miracles, p. 171, 8th ed. For other Latin words comp. x. 35, xi. 33, xix. 20
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v. 9 also, is a mark of authenticity. As Sanday points out, it is
more probable that this strange introduction of a Latin word
should represent something which really took place, than that it
should be pure invention (Contemp. Rev. Sept. 1892, p. 349).
The words OTL etalj>..eev Smµ.ovu~ 'lro>..>..O. ets a~Tov are the remark
of the Evangelist: ccmp. ii. 50, iii. 15, xxiii. 12.
31. 1rapeKO.>..ouv dTov. "They kept beseeching Him." The
plurality of those who ask is emphatically marked : with 8aiµ6via
we might have expected 7rapeKa>..ei, as in Mk. The plur. would
have been less noticeable in Mk., because the masc. plur., 7ro>..Aoi
lcrµev, precedes.
That 7rapeK&.Xov11 (N B CD F LS, Latt. Goth.) and not 'lrapeK&.Xe1 is right
here, need not be doubted.

ets rljv o.13uaaov. In class. Grk. a/3v<T<TO<; is always an adj.,
"bottomless, boundless,'' and is mostly poetical.
In LXX r,
a/3vuuos is used of the sea (Gen. i. 2, vii. II; Job xli. 22, 23);
without the art. (Job xxviii. 14, xxxvi. 16; Ecclus. I 3, xvi. 18);
of the depths of the earth (Ps. lxxi. 20; Deut. viii. 7); but perhaps nowhere of Hades. In N.T. it means Hades (Rom. x. 7),
and esp. the penal part of it which is the abode of demons (Rev.
ix. I-II, xi. 7, xvii. 8, xx. 1, 3). The latter is the meaning here.
The demons dread being sent to their place of punishment. See
Cremer, Lex. sub v. In Mk. the petition is "that He will not
send them out of the country " ; but the verb is sing. and the man
is the petitioner. He still confuses himself with the demons, and
desires to stay where he feels at home. This is their wish and
his also. The persistent confusion of personality renders it
necessary that the man should have some decisive evidence of
the departure of the evil spirits from him. In this way his cure
will be effected with least suffering, Prof. Marshall thinks that ei>
T~V a/3v<T<TOV and Uw ri)<; xwpa<; may represent Aramaic expression&
so nearly alike as readily to be confounded by copyist or translator (Expositor, Nov. 1891, p. 377). See footnote on v. 31.
32. clyl>..11 xotpwv i.Kavwv. This illustrates the fondness of Lk.
for iKav&s in this sense: Mt. has O.y. xolpwv 71'o>..>..wv and Mk. dy.
xo(pwv µey&.>..7J. With characteristic love of detail Mk. gives the
number as ws 8iuxl>..wi, which may be an exaggeration of the
swineherds or of the owners, who wished to make the most of
their loss. Had the number been an invention of the narrator,
we should have had 4000 or 5000 to correspond with the legion.
It is futile to ask whether each animal was possessed. If some
of them were set in motion, the rest would follow mechanically.
For the l7rl-rpeiftev al>To'i:<; of Lk. and Mk. we have the direct
fu!'&.yeTe in Mt., which need mean no more than "depart, be gone."
But the distinction between commanding and allowing what He
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might have forbidden is not very helpful. Whatever the motive of
the demons may have been, Jesus uses it for a good end, and
secures the easy and effectual cure of their victim.
33. wpp.11aev ~ dyl>..11 Ka.Tel Toil Kp1Jp.vou. These words also are
in all three. The word Kp71p.vos need not mean an abrupt precipice: a steep and rocky slope suffices. MacGregor, Stanley,
Tristram, Wilson, and others believe that the spot which suits the
description can be identified. The art. implies that it was well
known. Comp. 2 Chron. xxv. 12. The use of ci'll'E'll'VLY1J for
suffocation by drowning is classical (Dern. p. 883).
34. To yeyovos. Chiefly the destruction of the swine. In ver.
36 oi iMvTes means the disciples and others near to Jesus, not the
swineherds.
35-39. Note how the characteristics of Lk.'s diction stand out in these
verses. For Tov 1!110p"'11'011 d.q) ov T. o. e~?jXOev (see on ver. 29) Mk. has TOv
oaLµ.011•Nµ,e11011, and rapO. Tovs r6oas (see on vii. 38) has no equivalent in
Mk. For d.r'7'Y'YELXa11 (see on ver. 20) Mk. has o•V'flicra11To, while lbrav
(see on iii. 21), TO 'll"A?jOos (see on i. lO), rf>6fJ'I' µ.e'Yd.AIJ' (see on i. 42, vii. 16),
crvvelxono (see on iv. 38), and vrfoTpeif;ev (see on i. 56) have no
equivalents. For eoe'iTO (see on v. 12) Mk. has 'll"apeKdAeL; for 0 d.117}p d.rf>'
ov i~eX71MOe• (see on ver. 29) Mk. has the less accurate o oaLµ.ov•crOds; for
CTVll (see on i. 56) Mk. has µ.e-rd; and for vr6crTperf>e (see on i. 56) Mk. has
IJ'Ira'YE•

35. tp.anap.lvov. Some of the bystanders may have given him
clothing; but there would have been time to fetch it. The verb
is found neither in LXX nor in profane writers, but only here and
Mk. v. 15. The 'll'a.pcl Toos '!l'oSa.s implies an attitude of thankfulness rather than that he has become a disciple. It is the last of
the four changes that have taken place in the man. He is
KaO~p.evov instead of restless, ip.anup.lvov instead of naked, uwcppovow-ra instead of raging, and 7rapa Toils 7ro8as Tov 'I. instead of
shunning human society. Baur would have it that he is meant to
represent the conversion of the Gentiles. We are not sure that
he was a Gentile; and this would have been made clear if he was
intended as a representative. For 7rapa with the acc. after a verb
of rest comp. Acts x. 6; Mt. xiii. 1, xx. 30; Mk. v. 21, x. 46.
86. cim]yyeL>..av SE mho~s. This is not a repetition of ver. 34,
but a statement of additional information which was given to the
townspeople after they arrived on the scene.
87. u'!l'av To 'll'Mj9os. The desire that He should depart was
universal, and all three narratives mention it. The people feared
that His miraculous power might lead to further losses : and this
feeling was not confined to the inhabitants of the 7roA.is close at
hand (ver. 34); it was shared by the whole district. Comp. iv. 29,
ix. 53, and contrast iv. 42; Jn. iv. 40. Although Keim rejects
the incident of the swine, yet he rightly contends that this request
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that Jesus should leave the place gives the impression of a sober
historical fact. There is nothing like it elsewhere. in the history
of Jesus ; and neither it nor the locality is likely to have been
invented. Why should a myth take Jesus across to Gerasa?
Some historical connexion with the locality is much more
probable. Here, as in vv. 30, 36, Syr-Sin. abbreviates.
38. tl8ELTO 8~ o.ihou 0 dvilp. The ol marks the contrast between
Him and the rest. Mk. says that the request was made as Jesus
was stepping into the boat Mt omits the whole incident. The
man fears the unfriendly populace, and clings to his preserver.
39. 8L11yoO <lua. uoL tliroL1JUEY o E>Eos. In Galilee and J udrea,
where Jesus and His disciples preached, He commonly told those
who were healed to be silent about their cures. In this halfheathen Perrea there were no other missionaries, and the man was
not fitted for permanent work with Christ elsewhere. Moreover,
here there was no danger of the miracle being used for political
purposes. Lastly, it might be beneficial to a healed demoniac to
have free converse with all after his gloomy isolation. The o 0EOS
is last with emphasis. Jesus shows the man that he must attribute
his deliverance to God. Both Lk. and Mk. preserve the highly
natural touch that, in spite of this command, the man proclaimed
what Jesus had done for him. Note also that Ka(}' 6>..71v -r~v 7r6N.v
is much in excess of Eis -rov oIK6v uov, and K7Jpvuuwv of oi71yoii. See
on ix. 10.
Ka.9' 3>..11v T1]v .,,.cS>..LV. With K'f/PV<T<Twv, not with 1i1rf)Me11 : Win. xlix. d.
a, p. 499. Mk. has €11 -ri/ L!..eKar6Xe1. Nowhere else in N.T. does Ka.9
IJX'f/11 occur: Lk. commonly writes KafJ' ll\7Js (iv. 14, xxiii. 5; Acts ix. 31, 42,
x. 37). He nowhere mentions Decapolis.

40-56. The Healing of the Woman with the Issue and the
Raising of the Daughter of Jairus. Mt. ix. 18-26; Mk. v. 21-43.
The name of Bernice (Veronica) for this woman first appears in
the Acts of P£late, Gospel of Nicodemus, Pt. I. eh. vii. Respecting
the statues, which Eusebius saw at Cresarea, and which he believed
to represent Christ and this woman, see H. E. vii. 18. 1-3.
Sozomen says that Julian removed the statue of Christ and substituted one of himself, which was broken by a thunderbolt (v. 21 ).
Philostorgius says the same (vii. 3). Malalas gives the petition
in which the woman asked Herod Antipas to be allowed to erect
the memorial ( Chrongr. x. 306-8). That the statues existed, and
that Christians thus misinterpreted their meaning, need not be
doubted Pseudo-Ambrosius would have it that the woman was
Martha tbe sister of Lazarus.
40-48. lr these verses also the marks of Lk.'s style are very consP.icuous
(see above on vv. 35-39). In ver. 40 we have iv 8e T</) c. injin. (see on iii. 21),
iJro<FTpitpe1v (see on i. 56), cire8i~a'To (see on ver. 40), '!]<Tav c. parti'cip.
(.see on i. 10), rciv'TEs (see on ix. 43), and rpo<F8oKwnes (see on iii. 15). In
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\'er. 41, Ko.I 1606 (see on i. 20), Ko.I ohos (i. 36), v?rfipx.ev (see on ver. 41),
rro.pa rovs 1To6o.s (see on vii. 38). In ver. 42, Ko.I o.vr?j (see on i. 17) and e•
6£ TI/' c. in.fin. In ver. 44, ?ro.pa.xpfiµa. (see on v. 25). In ver. 45, ?rdvrw•
(vi. 30, vii. 35) and €1TL<TTdro. (v. 5). In ver. 46, efe\IJelv ti?ro (see on iv.
35). In ver. 47, ti1r'1'Y'YEL\ev (see on ver. 20), i•w?riov (see on i. 15),
'11'0.11r6s, roD \o.oD, za.e.,, and ?ro.po.x.pfiµo.. Not one of these expressions is
found in the parallel passages in Mt. and Mk. See on ix. 28-36.

40. 1l1re8l~aTo. Peculiar to Lk. (ix. II; Acts ii. 41, xviii. 27,
xxi. 17, xxiv. 3, xxviii. 30, and possibly xv. 4). The meaning is
they "received Him with pleasure, welcomed Him " (Euthym.
Theophyl. Schanz). See on iv. 42 and on xi. 29. In class. Grk.
the verb means "accept as a teacher, as an authority," or "admit
arguments as valid" : so in Xen. Plat. Arist. etc.
41. 'l<fopos. The same name as Jair (Num. xxxii. 41; Judg.
x. 3). It is strange that the name ( = "he will give light") should
be used as an argument against the historical character of the
narrative. It is not very appropriate to the circumstances.
ii'lrijpxev. Very freq. in Lk., esp. in Acts: not in Mt. Mk. or Jn.
The use of this verb as almost equivalent to eTvai is the beginning
of the modern usage. But the classical meaning of a present
state connected with a previous state still continues in N. T. (ix.
48, xi. 13, xvi. 14, 23, xxiii. 50). See Sp. Comm. on 1 Cor. vii.
26. Here also Christ does not refuse the homage (iv. 8), as Peter
(Acts x. 26) and the Angel (Rev. xix. 10) do.
42. l'ovoyevi]s. As in the cases of the widow's son and the
lunatic boy (vii. 12, ix. 38), this fact may have influenced Christ.
On all three occasions Lk. alone mentions the fact.
~Twv 8w8eKa. A critical time in a girl's life.
Not only Lk.,
who frequently notes such things (ii. 36, 37, 42, iii. 23, xiii. 11),
but Mk. also gives the age. All three mention that the woman
with the issue had been suffering for twelve years. For 1.l1rl6V1J<rKEV
Mk. has £crx&.Tw<> £xei and Mt. apn freA.£67'1/<TEv. The reason for
the difference between Mt. and the others is plain. Lk. and Mk.
give the arrivals, both. of the father, who says, "She is dying," and
of the messenger, who says, "She is dead." Mt. condenses the
two into one.
auvl11'v~yov.
Mk. has CJ'1Jvi8A.i/Jov, which is less strong : see on
ver. 14. In both cases the <Tvv- expresses the pressing together all
round Him. The crowd which had been waiting for Him (ver. 40)
now clings to Him in the hope of witnessing a miracle.
48. oiuci lv pvuu. "Being in a condition of hemorrhage." The
constr. is quite simple and intelligible; comp. ev <j>IJopV,, iv eK<rra<m, i11 66~11,
e11 iKTeveCq., i11 lxlJpq.. The form puau is from the unused puw, from which
come the late forms lppv<ro. and lppvKo., and peD<ru is often a v.l. Win. xxix.

3. b, p. 230.
lciTpoLt 'll'poucivci).iduciuci 3).ov Tl>v 11£ov. " Having, in addition to all
ker sufferings, spent all her resources on physicians," or "for physicians," or
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"in physicians." This use of fJlos for "means of living" is freq. in N.T.
(xv. 12, 30, xxi. 4; Mk. xii. 44; I Jn. iii. 17) and in class. Grk. In
class. Grk. fJlos is a higher word than son7, the former being that which is
peculiar to man, the latter that which he shares with brutes and vegetables.
In N. T. fJlos retains its meaning, being either the "period of human life," as
1 Tim. ii. 2 ; 2 Tim. ii. 4, or " means of life,'' as here. But son7 is raised
above fJlos, and means that vital principle which through Christ man shares
with God. Hence fJlos is comparatively rare in N.T., which is not much
concerned with the duration of temporal life or the means of prolonging it;
whereas son7 occurs more than a hundred times. See Trench, Syn. xxvii. ;
Crem. Lex. p. 272; Lft. on Ign. ad Rom. vii. 3.
WH. follow B D., Arm. in omitting lo:rpo'Ls ••• fJlov. Treg. and RV.
Indicate doubt in marg. Syr-Sin. omits.

otlK '£axuaev. This use of lcrx_Vw for "be able" is freq. in Lk.
See on vi. 48. It is natural that " the physician " does not add,
as Mk. does, that she had suffered much at the hands of the
physicians, and was worse rather than better for their treatment.
The remedies which they tried in such cases were sometimes very
severe, and sometimes loathsome and absurd. See Lightfoot,
p. 614; Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands, pp. 22, 23.
44. 'll'poae>..eouaa. 0'11'La6ev ~ljta.To. She came from behind that
He might not see her. Her malady made her levitically unclean,
and she did not wish to own this publicly. Her faith is tinged
with superstition. She believes that Christ's garments heal magically, independently of His will. In other cases those who touched
Him in faith seem to have done so openly. Comp. vi. 19; Mt.
xiv. 36; Mk. iii. 10, vi. 56.
For fi1Tt1T8<v a has de retro: comp. Baruch vi. 5, visa t'taque turba de retro
(Vulg.). Hence the French derriere.

Tou Kpa.a'll'e'Bou Tou LfJ.O.TLou. "The tassel" rather than "the
fringe" or "hem of His garment." The square overgarment or
Tallith had tassels of three white threads with one of hyacinth at
each of the four corners. Edersh. L. &> T. i. p. 624 (but see
D.B. 2 art. "Hem of Garment"). Of the four corners two hung
in front, and two behind. It was easy to touch the latter without
the wearer feeling the touch.
EO'T1J 1) puaL'>. It "stood still, ceased to flow." Mk. bas
f.b}pav{fq. "This is the only passage in the N.T. in which tCTTavm
is used in this sense. It is the usual word in the medical writers
to denote the stoppage of bodily discharges, and especially such as
are mentioned here" (Hobart, p. 15). Both 'll'a.pa.xpfifJ.a., for which
Mk. has w8vs, and 'll'poaa.va.>..waa.aa., for which Mk. has 8a7rav~craua1
are also claimed as medical (pp. 16, 96).
45. There is no reason for supposing that the miracle was
wrought without the will of Jesus. He knew that someone had
been healed by touching His garment; and we may believe that
He read the woman's heart as she approached Him in the belief
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that He could heal her. Lk. evidently dates the cure from her
touching His garment; Mt. seems to place it in Christ's words to
her ; Mk. in both places.
Tls b d1f11iµ.evos µou; This does not seem to be one of those
cases in which Christ asked for information. He knew that He
had been touched with a purpose, and He probably knew who
had done it. Mk.'s 7r£pu/3)1hrero llMv T~v TOVTO 7roi~uauav rather
implies that He knew where to look. For the woman's sake she
must be induced to avow her act. Note the masc., which makes
the question all the more general : Mk. has T{s µ,ov ~lf!aTo Twv
Iµ,aT£wv. The verb implies more than touching, "laying hold of."
For other cases in which Jesus asked questions of which He knew
the answer comp. xxiv. 17 ; Mk. ix. 33. See some good remarks
in the S. P. C• .K. Comm. on Lk. viii. 46.
dpvouµ.lvwv 8£ 'll"UVTwv. This explains, and to some extent excuses,
Peter's characteristic interference. Lk. alone tells us that Peter
took the lead in this. See on ix. 20, and comp. Mk. i. 36. Note the
7ravTwv, and see on ix. 43 and xi. 4. For £muTUTa see on v. 5.
uuvlxouulv ue. " Hold Thee in, keep Thee a prisoner" ; xix.
43, xxii. 63; comp. iv. 38. Here only in N.T. does d11"09>..l~m
occur: Lat. af!ligere (Vulg.), comprimere (f), contribulare (d); om.
a b ff2•
46. eyvwv 8uvaµ.w E~EA'l)AU9u~av d'll"' £µ.ou. For the constr. see
Burton, § 458, and comp. Heb. xiii. 23; and for 8uvaµ.is see on iv.
36.
47. Tplµ.ouua ~>..eev. The 7ravTwv in ver. 45, if taken literally,
implies that she had previously denied her action. The ~>dhv,
however, seems to show that she had gone a little way from Him
after being healed. But she may also have been afraid that she
had done wrong in touching His garment. Either or both would
explain the Tp£µ,ovua. She is afraid that the boon may be withdrawn. For the attraction oi' ~v aiT{av see small print on iii. 19,
and Burton, § 350: Tov Aaov is also characteristic.
48. "1 'll"luns uou ulcrwKlv ue. All three record these words. It
was the grasp of her faith, not of her hand, that wrought the cure.
Thus her low view of the manner of Christ's healing is corrected.
49. epxETal ns 'll"apO. TOU dpxiuuvaywyou. A member of his
household arrives and tells J airus that it is now too late. The
delay caused by the incident with the woman must have been
agonizing to him. But this trial is necessary for the development
of his faith, as well as for that of the woman, and Jesus curtails no
item in His work. The Tl91"1)Kev is placed first with emphasis.
For uKu>..>..e see on vii. 6. See also Blass on Acts x. 44.
50. M~ +o~ou, µ.ovov 'll"lO'Teuo-o.-. Change of tense. " Cease to
fear; only make an act of faith.'' In Mk. v. 36 we have µ,ovov
rluTwe, "only continue to believe." In either case the meaning
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is, " In the presence of this new difficulty let faith prevail, and all
will be well." For l'-tJ c1>ofloii see on i. 13.
51. oOK dcl>fjKEv ELaEA6E'Lv Tw&. a~v «OT~. " Did not allow anyone
to enter with Him into the room." He and the disciples had
already entered the house, and the parents had been there from
the first. Here, as in ver. 38, Lk. has crvv where Mk. has /J.ETa:
see on i. 56.
nlTpov K<ll 'lwUV1JV K<ll 'IUKCll~OV. The chosen three (£KAEKTWV
lKAEKT<h-epot as Clem. Alex. calls them) are probably admitted for
the sake of the Twelve, whose faith would be; strengthened by the
miracle. These three sufficed as witnesses. Moreover, they were
in character most fitted to profit by the miracle. Here, as in ix.
28 and Acts i. 13, John is placed before James. Elsewhere the
other order, which is almost certainly the order of age, prevails
(v. 10, vi. 14, ix. 54), and always in Mt. (iv. 21, x. 2, xvii. 1) and
Mk. (i. 19, 29, iii. 17, v. 37, ix. 2, x. 35, 41, xiii. 3, xiv. 33).
Irenreus had a text which omitted ico;l 'Ic.id"'I"· Qulntus autem ingressus
Domlnus ad mortuam puellam suscitavit eam, nullum enim, inquit, permisit
intrare nisi Petrum et Jacobum et patrem et matrem puellm (ii. 24. 4). No
existing text makes this omission ; but many authorities transpose James and
John in order to have the usual order(~ AL S XL, Boh. Aeth. Arm. Goth.),
But the evidence of B C D E F H K, a b c d e f ff2 I q r Cod. Am. Cod. Brix.
etc. is decisive. There is similar confusion in ix. 28 and Acts i. 13.

52. eKX«tov

8~

iruvTES K«l tKOirTovro «On]v.

The mourners

(2 Chron. xxxv. 25; Jer. ix. 17) were not in the room with the
corpse: Mt. and Mk. tell us that Christ turned them out of the
house. The 71'&.vTes is again peculiar to Lk.'s account: comp.
vv. 40, 45, 47. The acc. after K071'Top.ai is class. (Eur. Tro. 623;
Aristoph. Lys. 396): "they beat their breasts for her, bewailed
her." Comp. xxiii. 27; Gen. xxiii. 2; 1 Sam. xxv. 1.
oo y&.p dirlOavEv d>.>.a. Ka.0Eu8EL. This declaration is in all three
narratives. N eander, Olshausen, Keim, and others understand it
literally; and possibly Origen is to be understood as taking the
same view. A miracle of power is thus turned into a miracle of
knowledge. But the El30n<; in ver. 53 is conclusive as to the
Evangelist's meaning: not " supposing," but "knowing that she
was dead." The Ka0ev8n is rather to be understood in the same
sense as A&.,apos KeKo{p.TJTai (Jn. xi. 11 ). But the cases are not
parallel, for there Jesus prevents all possibility of misunderstanding
by adding Aa,apos 1i7l'lOavev. Yet the fact that Jesus has power to
awaken explains in both cases why He speaks of sleep. We mayJ
however, be content, with Hase, to admit that certainty is unattain·
able as to whether the maiden was dead or in a trance.
54. Kpan1jaas Tfjs xetpos a&Tfjs. All three mention that He laid
hold of her, although to touch a dead body was to incur ceremoni:1l
uncleanness. In like manner He touched the leper : see on v. 13.
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This laying hold of her hand and the raised voice ((4'wv11crn-) are
consonant with waking one out of sleep, and the two may be
regarded as the means of the miracle. Comp. and contrast throughout Acts ix. 36-42.
'H 'll'O.LS, EyupE. " Arise, get up," not "awake." Mt. omits
the command; Mk. gives the exact words, Talitha cumi. For the
nom. with the art. as voc. see on x. 2 r, xvi ii. II, I 3. For tlcj>wV1JaEv
comp. ver. 8, xvi. 24.
M. ll'll'EITTpElftEv To 'll'VEilfla. a.~riJs. There can be no doubt that
the Evangelist uses the phrase of the spirit returning to a dead
body, which is the accurate use of the phrase. Only the beloved
physician makes this statement. In LXX it is twice used of a
living man's strength reviving ; of the fainting Samson (J udg.
xv. 19 ), and of the starving Egyptian ( r Sam. xxx. 12 ). Note that
Lk. has his favourite 7rapa.xpT,µ.a., where Mk. has his favourite
&Bvs ; and comp. ver. 44, v. 25, xviii. 43, xxii. 60.
SulTa.~Ev a.~Tfi Solltjvm cj>a.yELv. This care of Jesus in commanding food after the child's long exhaustion would be of special
interest to Lk. In their joy and excitement the parents might
have forgotten it. The charge is somewhat parallel to £8wK£V avTOV
rfi µ.11rpl a.wov (vii. 15) of the widow's son at Nain. In each case
He intimates that nature is to resume its usual course : the old ties
and the old responsibilities are to begin again.
56. '11'a.p1}yyEL~Ev a.~TOLS fL'IJSEvl Et'll'ELv To yEyovos. The command
has been rejected as an unintelligible addition to the narrative.
No such command was given at Naia or at Bethany. The object
of it cannot have been to keep the miracle a secret. Many were
outside expecting the funeral, and they would have to be told why
·no funeral was to take place. It can hardly have been Christ's
intention in this way to prevent the multitude from making a bad
use of the miracle. This command to the parents would not have
attained such an object. It was given more probably for the
parents' sake, to keep them from letting the effect of this great
blessing evaporate in vainglorious gossip. To thank God for it at
home would be far more profitable than talking about it abroad.
IX. 1-50. To the Departure for Jerusalem.

This is the last of the four sections into which the Ministry in
Galilee (iv. 14-ix. 50) was divided. It contains the Mission of the
Twelve (1-9), the Feeding of the Five Thousand (10-17), the
Transfiguration (28-36), the Healing of the Demoniac Boy (37-43) 1
and two Predictions of the Passion (18-27, 43-50).
1-9. The Mission of the Twelve and the Fears of Herod. Mt.
!to 1-15; Mk. vi. 7-11. Mt. is the most full. Lk. gives no note
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of time 01 of connexion, and we may suppose that his sources gave
him no information. See Weiss, L.J. ii. p. 119, Eng. tr. ii. p. 306.
For mention of" the Twelve" see vi. 13, viii. 1, ix. 12, xviii. 31,
xxii. 3, 47. All three mention this summons or invitation on the
part of Jesus. Mt. and Mk. describe it by their usual 7rpouKa>..el.u6ai,
for which Lk. has uuvKa>..el.uOm, which he more commonly uses in
his Gospel (ix. 1, xv. 6, 9, xxiii. 13), while in the Acts he generally
uses 7rpouKa>..el.u6ai (ii. 39, v. 40, vi. 2, xiii. 2, etc.).
1. 8Uvaµ.w Ka1 l~ouulav. Mt. and Mk. have Uovu{av only (see
on iv. 36) : 8vvaµ.i<> is the power, l~ovu{a the authority to use it.
The Jewish exorcists had neither 8vvaµ.i<> nor l~ovu{a, and made
elaborate and painful efforts, which commonly failed. Elsewhere,
when the two are combined, l~ovu{a precedes 8-Vvaµ.i<> (iv. 36 ;
I Cor. xv. 24 ; Eph. i. 2 I ; I Pet. iii. 2 2 ).
The 71' aVT a with
8aiµ.&via is peculiar to Lk. It covers all that would come under
the head of possession.
The constr. is not really doubtful : 116trovs fhpa:1rEVEtv depends on M11aµtv
Kai itovtrlav, and is co-ordinate with hr! 7rdvra i5aiµ6vta. Others make 11. IJ•p.
depend on li5wKEV and be co-ordinate with i5vv. K. 11~. The least satisfactory
way is to couple v6trovs with i5atµ611ta, and make IJ<pa.7rEVEtv refer to both " :
" authority over all diseases and demons, to heal them." For this meaning
Lk. would almost certainly have written TOD IJ•pa7rEVEtv. He as usual mentions the curing of demoniacs separately from other healings (iv. 40, 41,
vi. 17, 18, vii. 21, viii. 2, xiii. 32).
2. After lutrlJai c etc. ins. rovs dtrlJEvoDnas from Mt. ; AD L :a: ins. TOVS
d.tTIJEv.Zs : om. B, Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin.

2. K'l')pUCTCTELV Tliv ~UCTL>..ELUll TOU eeou Ka1 l&uOiqi. These two verbs
sum up the ministration to men's souls and bodies. See on v. 17.
Mt. adds that they were to raise the dead (x. 8). Mk. tells us that
they were sent out 8-Vo, 8vo. For d'll"oCTTl>..>..w see on iv. 18, p. 121.
3. µ.~TE pc£~8ov. Mk. has el µ.~ paf38ov µ.6vov (vi. 8); and the
attempts to explain away this discrepancy in a small matter of
detail are not very happy. As between Mt. and Mk. it is possible
to explain that both mean "Do not procure (KT~ueu6e) a staff for
the journey, but take (atpwuw) the one which you have." But both
Mk. and Lk. use atpuv, and the one has "Take nothing except a
staff," while the other has "Take nothing, neither a staff," etc.
Yet in all three the meaning is substantially the same: "Make no
special preparations; go as you are." From xxii. 35 we learn that
the directions were obeyed, and with good results. Lk. says
nothing about sandals, respecting which there is another discrepancy between Mt. and Mk., unless we are to suppose that inro8~µ.aTa
are different from uav8a)ua.
fJo~TE dpyupiov. Mk. has xa>..K6v and Mt. has both, p.'IJ8E apyvpov
p.'IJOE xaA.K6v. Thus Lk. is Greek, and Mk. is Roman, in choice of
words. In LXX ripyvpiov is very common, apyvpo<> comparatively
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rare, while xa.A.Kos is common as a metal, but not in the sense of
money.
J1o1}Te Suo xm;lva.s exeLv. As no 7r-r}pa was allowed, the second
tunic, if taken, would have to be worn. Hence the form in Mk.,
"Put not on two tunics." Comp. Jos. Ant. xvii. 5. 7.
In txe•11 we have an anacoluthon ; change from direct to oblique oration.
For it is scarcely admissible to take fy_eLv as infin. for imperat. The actual
imperat. both precedes (afpeTe) and follows (µbere). Win. xliii. 5. d, p. 397.
Mk. here is strangely abrupt in his mixture of constructions.

4. lKE~ JlolVETE ic:a.l 41Kei:9ev 41€lpxea8e. Vulg. has et inde ne exeatis.
But only one cursive has p:rf (38). Cod. Brix. has donec exeatis fr.
Mt. The meaning is "Go not from house to house," as He charges
the Seventy in x. 7, a passage which should be compared with this.
The mission both of the Twelve and of the Seventy was to be
simple and quiet, working from fixed centres in each place. This
is the germ of what we find in the apostolic age,-" the church that
is in their house" (Rom. xvi. 5; 1 Cor. xvi. 19; Col. iv. 15;
Philem. 2).
5. For SlxwVTaL see on vm. 13, and for (€epx6J1oevoL cbro see on
iv. 35. In Acts xiii. 5 l we find Paul and Barnabas performing this
symbolical action of shaking off the dust. It signified that henceforth they had not the smallest thing in common with the place.
It is said that Pharisees performed this action when re-entering
J ud:ea from heathen lands. There and in Acts xviii. 6 Lk. uses
EKTivauu., which Mt. and Mk. have here. For cbronvauu. comp.
Acts xxviii. 5. The i.Tr' mhous means lit. "upon them," and so
"against them." Comp. 2 Cor. i. 23 and Acts xiii. 51, and
contrast 2 Thes. i. 10. Mk. here has airro'is.
6. e&a.yye">.Lto,...evoL Ka.l Oepa.TreUoVTes. Comp. ver. 2. Union of
care for men's bodies with care for their souls is characteristic of
Christ and of Christian missions. The miraculous cures of the
apostolic age have given place to the propagation of medical and
sanitary knowledge, which is pursued most earnestly under Christian
influences. For 8L1}pxoVTo see on ii. 15, and for e&a.yye">.Lto,...evoL see
on ii. 10. Excepting Mk. i. 28, xvi. 20, 1 Cor. iv. 17, Tra.VTa.xoii
occurs only here and three or four times in Acts : here it goes with
both participles.
7-9. The Fears of Herod. Mt. places this section much later
(xiv. 1-13); but Mk. (vi. 14-16) agrees with Lk. in connecting it
with the mission of the Twelve. It was their going in all directions
up and down the villages (Bi-r/pxovTo KaTa Tac; Kwp.a.c;) that caused the
fame of Christ's work to reach Herod <Pa.v£pov yap ly£v£To To Jvoµa
airrov (Mk. vi. 14), or, at anyrate, excite his fears.
7. 'Hp4811s 6 Tnpdpx11s. So also Mt. But Mk. gives him his
courtesy title of {3auiA£vc;. See on iii. l, p. 8.-i.. The Tu yLvoµeva TrnVTo
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means " all that was being done " by Jesus and His disciples.
There is no 'll"avTa m Mt. or Mk., either here or in the parallels to
ver. 1. See on viii. 45. The thoroughly classical word 8L'IJ'll"OpEL
does not occur in LXX, nor in N.T. excepting in Lk. (Acts ii. 12,
v. 24, x. 17 ). Anti pas was "utterly at a loss" as to what he was to
think of Jesus. Note the change of tense : he heard once for all ;
he remained utterly at a loss. He had no doubt heard of Christ
before. It was the startling theories about Him which perplexed
Herod.
'l111dll'l)s ~ylp011 eK vEKpwv. This is strong evidence of the effect
of John's teaching. During his life he "did no sign," and yet they
think it possible that so great a Prophet has risen from the dead
and is working miracles. Comp. Mt. xvi. 14; Mk. viii. 28. For
EK VEKpwv comp. xx. 35· For Tjy£p()YJ (NB c La 169) most MSS.
have £-yrfyEpTai, which is not to be accepted because Tjy£p0YJ is found
in Mt.
8. 'H>..Elas ecj>dll'I). The verb is changed from T]y£pOYJ, because
Elijah had not died. Mt. represents Antzpas as saying that Jesus
is the risen Baptist, and omits the suggestions about Elijah and
other Prophets. The account of Lk. is intrinsically more exact.
He would obtain good information at Cresarea from Herod's
steward (viii. 3), and at Antioch from Herod's foster-brother (Acts

xiii. I).
1rpocl>~T'IJS ns TWv dpxal111v. We know from Jn. vii. 40, 41 that
some Jews distinguished the great Prophet of Deut. xviii. 15 from
the Messiah. Comp. Jn. i. 21. And Mt. xvi. 14 seems to show
that there was an expectation that Jeremiah or other Prophets
would return at some future crisis. The Twv apxatwv is peculiar to
Lk. (comp. ver. 19). It may be opposed either to a new Prophet
(vii. 16), or to the later Prophets as compared with Moses and
Samuel. The former is more probable.
9. '1111dll'l)v 1.yw ci'll"EKEcj>d}uua. "As for John, I beheaded him."
Mt. and Mark represent Herod as saying of Christ, "This is
John the Baptist; he is risen from the dead" : and some in·
terpret this remark as meaning much the same : " Seeing that I
put him to death, he may have risen again." But this is very
unnatural. Rather, " I thought that I had got rid of this kind of
trouble when I beheaded John; and here I am having it all over
again." Perhaps, as Bede suggests, Antipas afterwards came to
the conclusion that the Baptist had risen from the dead, a view
which to his guilty conscience was specially unwelcome. Lk. mentions the imprisonment of the Baptist by anticipation (iii. 20) ; but,
excepting in this remark of Antipas, he does not record his death.
TOLaurn. This may refer either to the works of Christ or to
the speculations of the multitude respecting Him. Although
John had wrought no miracles during his ministry (John x. 41),
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yet, if he had risen from the dead, such things might be expected
of him (Mt. xiv. 2).
The i-yw of TR. before aKovw is of very doubtful authority (AD X r etc.):
Treg. brackets, Tisch. WH. RV. omit. It would have no point.
elt~TEL Ul1:'i:v aOTov. Not merely "he desired" (AV.), but "he
continued seeking to see Him." He made various attempts to
apply a test which would have settled the question. Herod knew
the Baptist; and he could soon determine whether this was John
or not, if only he could see Him. Comp. xxiii. 8, where the
gratification of this desire is recorded. No doubt it was not
merely the wish to settle the question of identity which led Antipas
to try to see Jesus. That he was a Sadducee is a guess of Scholten.
10-17. The Feeding of the Five Thousand. This is the one
miracle which is recorded by all four Evangelists (Mt. xiv. 13;
Mk. vi. 30 ; Jn. vi. 1 ). In all four it is the climax of the ministry.
Henceforward attention is directed more and more to the death
which will bring Christ's work to a close. From S. John we learn
that it took place shortly before the Passover. All four accounts
should be compared. Each contributes some special features,
and each appears to be to a large extent independent. The marks
of Lk.'s style are abundant in his narrative.
10. ii'll'oUTpllftaVTES. See small print on i. 56. Lk. connects the
miracle with the return of the Twelve ; but he gives no hint as to
the time of their absence. We may perhaps allow a few weeks. He
does not often call the Twelve ot d'll'OUTo>..oL (vi. 13, xvii. 5. xxii.
14, xxiv. 10).
8L1JyrllTUVTo aOTci' /5ua el'll'ol11uav.
What this was has already
been recorded in brief (ver. 6). It is strange that anyone should
infer from Lk.'s not expressly mentioning, as Mk. does (vi. 12, 13),
the casting out of demons, "that Lk. wishes us to believe that
they had failed in this respect,'' and "had evidently been able to
carry out only a part of their commission." Lk. records the success of the Seventy in exorcizing demons (x. 17): why should he
wish to insinuate that the Twelve had failed? Excepting Mk. v.
16, ix. 9; Heb. xi. 32, 8irryii:CT8ai occurs only in Lk. (viii. 39;
Acts viii. 33, ix. 27, xii. 17). Comp. ver. 49. Lk. perhaps wishes
us to understand that it was the report which the Apostles brought
of theh doings that led to Christ's taking them apart, as Mk. says,
for rest Mt. states that it was the news of the Baptist's death
which led to the withdrawal. Jn. has only a vague /LET;;. Tawa.
All may be correct; but there can have been no borrowing.
'11'apa>..aj3wv aOTous. Comp. ver. 28, xviii. 31.
ii'll'EXWP'IJO'Ev KaT' l8lav. The verb occurs only here and v. 16
in NT. Comp. Ecclus. xiii. 9 ( 12 ). Lk. does not seem to be
aware that Christ and His disciples went by boat across the lake
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(Mt. Mk. Jn.), while the multitude went round by land. Hence
it is possible that he supposed that the miracle took place near
Bethsaida on the west shore, and not at Bethsaida Julias on the
Jordan near the north-east end of the lake. See D.B. 2 art.
"Bethsaida." Mt. Mk. and Lk. all have KaT' l8lav.
The common reading, els T67ro11 lp't)µo" 7r6Xews Ko.Xovpl11't)s B't)8uo.t1Stf.
(ACE G HK MS UV etc., Aeth. Arm. Goth.), seems to be an ingenious
conflation of the ort'ginal text, ds 7r6Xt11 Ko.Xovµlv't)v B't)IJO'o.LIScl (B L X !a: 33,
Boh. Sah.),-which is supported by D [only KWµ't)v for 7r6Xt11],-with a correctt"on of it, els T67roP lp't)µov (~*), or els r67rov lp't)µov B't)IJuo.LBd (b c ff2 lg
Vulg. Syr. ), or els T67rov lp't)µov Ko.Xovµe11011 B't)IJuo.did. (a e f). These corrections
would be suggested by ver. 12 and Mt. and Mk. and the difficulty of associating the miracle with a 7r6Xts. See WH. ii. Intr. p. 102, and also Wordsw.
Vulg. in loco. For other apparent instances of conflation see xi. 54, xii. 18,
xxiv. 53. Note Lk.'s favourite Ko.Xovµlv't)P•

11. ot 8E llx>..oL yv6vTes ~Ko>..ou811uav a1hciJ. The Baptist was
dead and the Twelve had returned to Jesus, so that there was no
longer any counter-attraction. No Evangelist tells us how long
Jesus and the disciples enjoyed their privacy before the multitudes
arrived.
d.11'08e~ap.evos mhous.
"He gave them a welcome," as they had
given Him (see on viii. 40), although their arrival destroyed the
retirement which He had sought. As Jn. states, it was His
miracles of healing which attracted them rather than His teaching.
For a11'08efcf.p.evos <~ B D LX g I 33 69) Ac etc. have 8efdp.evo<;:
the compound is peculiar to Lk. It corresponds to i.u7rA.ayx:_vlu8YJ
in Mt. and Mk.
eM>..eL a1hols 11'Epl TI)s fJau. T. e., K.T.>... "He continued speaking to them about the kingdom of God; and those who had need
of cure He healed." See on v. 17 and ix. 6. Neither Mt. nor
Jn. say anything about His teaching the multitudes, or about His
healing any of them.
12. 4J 8~ 4Jp.4pa. "lp~a.To KX!vm. Comp. Jer. vi. 4; Judg. xix. 11, ix. 3;
I Sam. iv. 2. In N. T. Lk. alone uses KXlvew intransitively (xxiv. 29).
Comp. EKKXlvETE d.7r' o.frrwv (Rom. xvi. 17). In Att. Grk. KXl11EL11 is generally trans., d.7roKXl11eL11 intrans. Win. xxxviii. 1, p. 315.

11'poue>..96vTEs 8E ot 8w8eKa. In the three it is the Twelve who
take the initiative ; in Jn. it is the Lord who does so.
ds TUS 1<v1<X<t> K~p.a.s Ka.t &ypovs. Being similar in meaning, the nouns
have only one article, although they differ in gender : comp. i. 6 and xiv. 23,
and contrast x. 21 and xiv. 26. See on i. 6.

i.mumup.6v. Here only in N.T., but quite class. It is specially used of provisions for a journey: Gen. xlii. 25, xlv. 21; Josh.
ix. 5, 11; Judith ii. 18, iv. 5; Xen. Anab. i. 5. 9, vii. 1. 9.
18. Both e!7!'ev 8€ and 71'pos are in Lk.'s style, and neither
occurs in the parallels. The same is true of 71'dvrn, and in ver.
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14 of 7rpO<; and the second wuEt. Note the emphatic Op.EL<;.
" Ye are to find food for them, not they." There is no need to
supply anything after EL p.~n ~fl-EL<; d.yopaawp.Ev. " We have no more
than five loaves," leads quite naturally to "unless we are to go
and buy," etc. ; and then the sentence is complete. The statement expresses perplexity (Weiss), not sarcasm (Schanz).
OuK dcr\v 4ip.i:v 'll'~e'i:ov ft 'lr~V'l'E. The .,,.:>..elov 1) .,,.ivTe is virtually plur.
and has a plur. verb. For the subjunct. after el /L~ comp. I Cor. xiv. 5,
and see Wm. xii. 2. b, p. 368, and Burton, § 252, 253. The subjunct. after
el is not rare in late Grk. But this is rather a delib. subjunct,

Jn. tells us that it was Andrew who pointed out the lad with
the loaves, and that they were of barley-bread. On the whole,
his narrative is the most precise. The ~fl-EL<;, like the preceding
fip.els, is emphatic.
14. i:iaE1 &v8pE<; irEVT«KLO'){l>.Lot. They were roughly counted
as about a hundred companies with about fifty men in each.
Note the &v8pE<; : not <1v8pw?rot. The women and children, as
Mt. tells us, were not included in the reckoning. They would be
much less numerous than the men. Lk. says nothing about the
grass, which all the others mention, and which made the companies in their Oriental costumes look like flower-beds (?rparnal),
as Mk. indicates.
Ka.'l'a.KMva.'l'E a.~'l'OV§ K~Lcr(a.§. The verb is peculiar to Lk. in N. T. (vii.
36, xiv. 8, xxiv. 30); in LXX Num. xxiv. 9; Exod. xxi. 18; Judg. v. 27;
Judith xii. 15. The KAL<Tlas is cogn. acc. It occurs 3 Mac. vi. 31 and here
only in bib!. Grk. Comp. Jos. Ant. xii. 2. II; Plut. Sertor. xxvi.

i:iaE1 &v&. 1TE~KoVTa. In the spaces between the groups the
Apostles would be able to move freely and distribute the food.
That the arrangement (50, 5000) has any relation to the five loaves
is not likely. The &va is distributive : comp. x. 1 ; Mt. xx. 9;
Jn. ii. 6; Rev. iv. 8.
16. Here Mt. Mk. and Lk. are almost verbatim the same
All three mention the taking the loaves and fishes, the looking up
to heaven, the blessing, and the breaking, and the giving to the
disciples. For E&>.oy11aEv Jn. has Evxapurr~ua<;. This blessing or
thanksgiving is the usual grace before meat said by the host or the
head of the house. The Talmud says that "he who enjoys aught
without thanksgiving is as though he robbed God." We are
probably to· understand that this blessing is the means of the
miracle. Comp. Jn. vi. 23; and of feeding the four thousand
(Mt. xv. 36; Mk. viii. 6); and of the eucharist (Mt. xxvi. 26;
Mk. xiv. 22; Lk. xxii. 17, 19; 1 Cor. xi. 24). The manner of
the miracle cannot be discerned : it is a literal fulfilment of Mt. vi.
33. Lk. alone mentions that Jesus blessed the loaves, EvA.6y'r}rr•v
a&Tou<;.
The preceding articles, Too<; 'lrEV'l'E <lp'l'oV<; Kat Too<; 8-Uo
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lx0-6as, mean those which had been mentioned before in ver. 13,
where the words have no article.
~8(8ou TOLS floa&r]TaLs. "Continued giving them to the disciples."
The imperf. in the midst of aorists is graphic. Comp. xxiv. 30 ;
Mk. viii. 6, and contrast xxii. 19; Mk. xiv. 22.
17. The verbal resemblance between the three accounts continues. For ~xopTda911aav see on vi. 2 1, and take K">..aaflodTwv after To
'11'EptuuEvuav (De W. Hahn). All four mention the twelve Kocf>wor.,
as also does Mt. in referring to this miracle (xvi. 9); whereas at
the feeding of the four thousand (Mt. xv. 37; Mk. viii. 8), and in
referring to it (Mt. xvi. 10), the word used for basket is u7rvp{s. It
is the more remarkable that Lk. and Jn. both have Kocf>ivoi because
they do not mention the other miracle. The u7rvp{s was large, capable of holding a man (Acts ix. 25). The Kocf>ivos was the wallet
carried by every travelling Jew, to avoid buying food from Gentiles:
fudreis quorum cophinus fa:numque supellex (Juv. Sat. iii. 14).
Comp. nupsz"sti, Gellza, cistifero, "thou hast married a Jew" (Mart.
Epig. v. 17. 4). These exact details would scarcely have been
maintained so consistently in a deliberate fiction or in a myth.
Still less would either fiction or myth have represented one who
could multiply food at will as giving directions that the fragments
should not be wasted (Jn. vi. 12 ). The possessor of an inexhaustible purse is never represented as being watchful against
extravagance.
Note the climax in ver. 17. They not only ate, but were
satisfied,-all of them; and not only so, but there was something
over,-far more than the original supply.

Weiss well remarks that " the criticism which is afraid of miracles finds
itself in no small difficulty in the presence of this narrative. It is guaranteed
by all our sources which rest upon eye-witness ; and these show the independence of their tradition by their deviations, which do not affect the kernel
of the matter, and cannot be explained by any tendencies whatever. In the
presence of this fact the possibility of myth or invention is utterly inadmissible. • • • Only this remains absolutely incontrovertible, that it is the
intention of all our reports to narrate a miracle ; and by this we must abide, if
the origin of the tradition is not to abide an entirely inexplicable riddle " (L. J.
ii. pp. 196-200, Eng. tr. ii. pp. 381-385). The explanation that Christ's
generosity in giving away the food of His party induced others who had food
to give it away, and that thus there was enough for all, is plainly not what
the Evangelists mean, and it does not explain their statements. Would such
generosity suggest that He was the Messiah, or induce them to try to make
Him king? Still more inadequate is the suggestion of Renan: Grace a une
extreme frugaHte, la troupe sainte y v!cut; on crut naturellement voir en
'ela un miracle ( V. de J. p. 198, ed. 1863).

18-22. The Confession of Peter and First Announcement of
the Passion. Mt. xvi. 13-21; Mk. viii. 27-31. No connexion
with the miracle just related is either stated or implied. Lk.
omits the sequel of the miracle, the peremptory dismissal of -the
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disciples and gradual dismissal of the people, the storm, the walking on the sea, the discourse on the Bread of Life, the Syrophenician woman, the Ephphatha miracle, the feeding of the
four thousand, the forgetting to take bread, and the healing of a
blind man at Bethsaida Julias (Mt. xiv. 22-xvi. 12; Mk. vi. 45viii. 26; Jn. vi. 14-71). Can he then have seen either Mt. or
Mk. ? So also here : both the others mention that the incident took
place near Cresarea Philippi, on the confines of heathenism. Lk.
mentions no place. It is a desperate expedient to suppose with
Reuss, that the copy of Mk. which Lk. knew chanced to omit
these sections. From ver. 18 to ver. 50 Lk. is once more parallel
in the main to the other two.
18. Kal 1.ylvETo iv T~ etvm ai}Tov 1Tpoaeux&p.evov. See note at
the end of eh. i. and on iii. 21. For the periphrastic infinitive
comp. xi. 1, and Burton, § 97. Jesus Patrem rogarat, ut discipulis
se revelaret. Nam argumentum precum Jesu co!Hgi potest ex sermonibus actionibusque insecutis; vi. 12, 13 (Beng.).
Ka.TO. .,..sva.,. Perhaps xwpa.s was originally understood.
But the expression is used as a simple adv. and is sometimes written as one word, Ka.Ta.µ.6va.s. In N. T. only here and Mk. iv. 10. In LXX Ps. iv. 9, xxxii. 15;
Jer. xv. 17; Lam. iii. 28.

auvijaav ai}T~ ot p.a91)Ta£. This almost amounts to a contra··
diction of what precedes. "When He was alone praying, His
disciples were with Him." "Alone" no doubt means "in private,'' or "in a solitary spot,'' and may be taken with <Tvv~<Tav: so
that the contradiction is only on the surface. Moreover we are
perhaps to understand that His prayer was solitary : His disciples
did not join in it. In either case KaTa p.6vao;; is quite intelligible,
although the disciples may have been close to Him. But it is
possible that the true reading is <Tvv~VTIJ<Tav, meaning, "His disciples
met Him, fell in with Him," as He was engaged in prayer. This
is the reading of B\ which a later scribe has corrected to <TVv~<Tav.
And B* is here supported by the Old Latin f (occurrerunt) and
one excellent cursive (157), besides two less important authorities.
Nevertheless, it is on the whole more probable that <TVv~vT7J<Tav is
an early attempt to get rid of the apparent contradiction involved
in KaTa p.6vas <Tvv~<Tav. See Expositor, 3rd series, iv. p. 159.
Elsewhere in N.T. <Tvvel:vai occurs only Acts xxii. 11.
20. 'YjJ>ELS 8l. With great emphasis : "But ye-who do ye say
that I am?" The impulsiveness of Peter, and his position as
spokesman for the Twelve, are here conspicuous. He is CTTop.a Tou
xopov: viii. 45, xii. 41, xviii. 28. LiCet aeteri apostoli sciant, Petrus
tamen respondit prm creten's (Bede).
Tov Xptarov TOu eeou. "Whom God hath anointed" and sent:
see on ii. 26. Here Mk. has simply b Xpt<TT6.;;, and Mt. o Xpt<TToi;
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6 vlo• Tov ®eoii Tov 'wvTo•. See Keim on this confession, as " a
solemn event of the very highest character " (Jes. of Naz. iv.
p. 263). Lk. and Mk. omit the praise bestowed on Peter for
tl}is confession, and the much discussed promise made to him
(Mt. xvi. 17-19).
21. p.tJSevl >..eyELv TOuTo. Because of the grossly erroneous
views about the Messiah which prevailed among the people.
Shortly before this they had wished to take Him by force and
make Him king (Jn. vi. 15). Hence Jesus never proclaimed
Himself openly to the multitude as the Messiah ; and here, when
He does to the Twelve, He explains the nature of His Kingdom,
and strictly forbids them to make His Messiahship known. The
nearest approach to exceptions to this practice are the Samaritan
woman (Jn. iv. 26), and the outcast from the synagogue (Jn. ix. 37).
Others explain the command to keep silence as prompted by the fear lest the
guilt of those who were about to put Jesus to death should be increased by the
disciples proclaiming Him as the Messiah. Others again suggest the fear lest
the people, if they knew that He was the Messiah, should attempt to rescue
Him from the death which it was necessary that He should undergo. Neither
of these appears to be satisfactory. In any case the Se is adversative. What
Peter said was quite true: "but He charged them, and commanded."

22. Lk. does not tell us, as Mk. does, and still more plainly
Mt., that this was the beginning of Christ's predictions respecting
His Passion: ~p~aTO OtOclO"KEtV avrnv• 6n Ae'i', K.T.A. (Mk. viii. 31);
&11"0 TOTE ~p~aTo OetKvvetv, K.T.A. (Mt. xvi. 21). The first announcement of such things must have seemed overwhelming. Peter's
protest perhaps expressed the feeling of most of them.
et'll'wv on Ae'i:. The 6n is recitative, not argumentative. The
Ae'i' is here in all three ; but elsewhere Lk. uses it much more
often than any other Evangelist. It expresses logical necessity
rather than moral obligation (iJ,cfmA.ev, Heh. ii. 17) or natural fitness
(~7rpe7rev, Heh. ii. 10). It is a Divine decree, a law of the Divine
nature, that the Son of Man must suffer. Prophecy had repeatedly
intimated this decree. Comp. xiii. 33, xvii. 25, xxii. 37, xxiv. 7, 26,
44; Jn. iii. 14, etc. For Tov ulov Toil &v0pw11'ou, the title which
suggested, while it veiled, His Messiahship, see on v. 24.
&'1To8oKtp.aa0~vat &'ITo Twv, K.T.'A. "Be rejected after investigation
at the hands of the," etc. The OoKtp..aa-{a was the scrutiny which
an elected magistrate had to undergo at Athens, to see whether he
was legally qualified to hold office. The hierarchy held such a
scrutiny respecting the claims of Jesus to be the Christ, and
rejected Him : xvii. 2 5, xx. I 7 ; I Pet. ii. 4, 7. For the ci'll'o, "at
the hands of," comp. Ecclus. xx. 20; Lk. vii. 35; Acts ii. 22;
J as. i. I 3 ; Rev. xii. 6.
Twv 11'peaj3uTlpwv Kal &pxteplwv Kal ypap.p.aTEwv. The three
nouns, as forming one body, have one article. So also in Mt,
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xvi. 21. In Mk. xiv. 43, 53, where the Sanhedrin is spoken of
with similar fulness, all three nouns have the article. The apxie·
pe'is are rarely placed second: comp. xx. 19; Mt. xvi. 21; Mk.
viii. 31. The common formulre are apx., ypaµ., 7rpeu/3. or apx.,
7rpnrf3., ypap.. and apx. 7rp€<r(3. or apx•• ypaµ.
&'11'0KTa.v8-ijva.L. The pass. of 1hroKTel11w is late Grk. Classical writers use
8111]1TKOJ or cbro8111]1TKW, For TV TplT!J fiµfpq. Mk. has the less accurate µE'TO.
Tpe'i:s fiµfpa.s. He also has a11a1TTi)11at, while Mt. has fyep8i)11ai, which is
probably right here; but a11a<TTi)11at (AC D, Just. Orig.) is well supported.

Lk. omits Peter's protest against the declaration that Christ
must suffer, and the severe rebuke which he received. His omission
of "Get thee behind Me, Satan," is sufficient answer to those who
assert that it is out of ill-will to Peter that Lk. omits "Blessed art
thou, Simon Bar-Jonah." See on v. 10 and xxii. 54-62.
23-27. The Self-Renouncement required in Christ's Followers.
Mt. xvi. 24-28; Mk. viii. 34-ix. 1. Although the manner of introducing the words is different in all three, the similarity between the
reports of the words is very close throughout, especially in the
words quoted vv. 23, 24. Throughout the Gospels it is in
the records of Christ's sayings that the closest resemblances are
found. Comp. xviii. 16, 17, 25, 27.
23. irpos iranas. Both words are characteristic : see on ver. 43
and i. 13. The 7raVTIJ,S represents Mk.'s TOV ox>..ov CTVV To'is µaO'l]Ta'is. The necessity of self-denial and self-sacrifice was made
known to all, although for the present the supreme example of the
necessity was a mystery revealed gradually to a very few.
d.pan.i Tov crrnupov aliTou 11:a0' fip.lpav. This is the first mention
of the cross in Lk. and Mk. Its associations were such that this
declaration must have been startling. The Jews, especially in
Galilee, knew well what the cross meant. Hundreds of the
followers of Judas and Simon had been crucified (Jos. Ant.
xvii. 10. 10). It represents, therefore, not so much a burden as an
instrument of death, and it was mentioned because of its familiar
associations. Comp. xiv. 27; Mt. x. 38. The 11:a0' fip.lpav here is
peculiar to Lk.: comp. 1 Cor. xv. JI. We must distinguish between d.11:0Xou0efroo p.oL, "follow Me loyally," and 6ir(uoo p.ou lfpxeu0m,
"become My disciple.'' There are three conditions of discipleship:
self-denial, bearing one's cross, and obedience.
24. &s y4p &v Bl>.n. Here, as in ver. 23, "will" (AV.) is too weak as
a translation of 8eXet11, being too like the simple future : " desireth " or
" willeth " is better: si quis vult, qui enim voluerit. Such inadequate
renderings of 8eXet11 are common in AV. (xix. 14; Jn. vi. 67, vii. 17, viii. 44).
See small print on x. 22. Comp. xvii. 33.

21S. Tl yO.p 6lcf>eXeiT«L iivflpooiros. The same verb is used by all
three; but AV. obliterates this by rendering "profit" in Mt. and
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Mk., and "advantage" in Lk. Again, t'IJfJ.Lw&i)v<n is common to
all three: yet AV. has "lose" in Mt. and Mk., and "cast away" in
Lk. The opposition between K~p8os and ''f/µ{a is common in Grk.
See Lft. on Phil. iii. 7. In N. T. the act. ''f/µww does not occur, but
only the pass. with either acc. of the thing confiscated (Phil. iii. 8),
or dat. with lv (2 Cor. vii. 9), or absol. (1 Cor. iii. 15). The
fouT6v is equivalent to T~v tfrvx~v in ver. 24 and in Mt. and Mk.
To be excluded from eternal life is death. Lk. omits "What
should a man give in exchange for his life?" We must keep
" life" for tfrvx~ throughout the passage : the context shows when
it means life as men desire it on earth, and when life as the blessed
enjoy' it in the Kingdom. The Gospel has raised the meaning of
lfvX7J, as of 'w~, to a higher power. Comp. Rev. xii. 11. Frumentum si servas perdis, si seminas renovas (Bede)
For the combination of aor. part. with fut. indic. comp. 3 Jn. 6, and
Burton, § 141.

26. t11'<nO')(uv0fi fLE Ka1 Tous ip.ous Myous. Mt. omits. The
lTr{ in comp. means "on account of": this is the ground of his
shame: comp. xiii. 26, 27. For the constr. comp. Rom. i. 16;
2 Tim. i. 8, 16; Heb. xi. 16. The iv tjj 86~n mhou refers to the
Trapovala, not to the Resurrection (xii. 36, xvii. 24, xviii. 8, xix. 15,
xxi. 27), and is the first mention by Lk. of Christ's promising to
return in glory. Lk. omits "in this adulterous generation" (Mk.).
27. d~'IJ0ws. With A.eyw, not with what follows. Mt. and Mk.
have &µ~v, which Lk. uses much less frequently than the others.
In xii. 44 and xxi. 3 Lk. has aATJOws, others have &µ~v. For
mhou, "here," comp. Acts xviii. 19; Mt. xxvi. 36. Mt. and Mk.
have til8€.
yEuawVT<n 0av1hou. The expression is found in the Talmud,
but not in O.T. Comp. Mt. xvi. 28; Jn. viii. 52; Heb. ii. 9. It
implies experience of the bitterness of death. Comp. lBE'iv 80.vaTov
(ii. 26) and 80.vaTov 8EwpEtv (Jn. viii. 51). ForyEvE<T8ai in the sense
of " experience " comp. Heb. vi. 4, 5 ; Ps. xxxiv. 9.
.niv fiaat>..Elav ,Tou 0Eou. Mk. adds EATJAvOv'iav lv 8vvaµ,n, and
Mt. substitutes T. viov 'TOV av8p. £px6µwov lv Tfj f3a<TtAdq. a&ov.
The meaning is much disputed. The principal interpretations
are :-1. The Transjiguratz"on, which all three accounts closely connect with this prediction (most of the Fathers, Euthym. Theophyl.
Maldon.); 2. The Resurrection and Ascension (Cajetan, Calvin,
Beza) ; 3. Pentecost and the great signs which followed it (Godet,
Hahn); 4. The spread of Christianity (Nosgen); 5. The internal
development of the Gospel (Erasmus, Klostermann); 6. The destruction ofJerusalem (Wetstein, Alford, Morison, Plumptre, Mansel);
7. The Second Advent (Meyer, Weiss, Holtzmann). No interpretation can be correct that does not explain dalv TWES, which
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(IX. 27, 28.

implies the exceptional privilege ofsome, as distinct from the common
experi'ence of all. This test seems to exclude all but the first and
the sixth of these interpretations ; and, if we must choose between
these two, the sixth must be right. " Shall not taste of death
until" cannot refer exclusively to an event to take place the next
week. But both may be right. The Transfiguration, witnessed
by only three of those present, was a foretaste of Christ's glory
both on earth and in heaven. The destruction of Jerusalem,
witnessed by S. John and perhaps a few others of those present,
swept away the remains of the Old Dispensation and left the
Gospel in possession of the field. Only so far as the destruction
of Jerusalem was a type of the end of the world is there a
reference to the 7rapovuta (see on xxi. 32). A direct reference to
the 7rapovcrla is excluded by the fact that none of those present
lived to witness it, except in the sense that all men will witness it.
Jesus has told us that during His life on earth He was ignorant of
the date of the day of judgment (Mk. xiii. 32): and we cannot
suppose that in spite of th:i.t ignorance He predicted that it was
near ; still less that He uttered a prediction which bas not been
fulfilled. Moreover, the o~ p.~ yeiiawVTm 6av1frou lws implies that
the TtvE> will experience death after seeing the f3acr. ,.., ®wv, which
would not be true of those who live to see the 7rapovcr{a ( 1 Cor.
xv. 51).
28-36. The Transfiguration. Mt. xvii. 1-13; Mk. ix. 2-13.
Both Lk. (vv. 31, 32) and Mt. (xvii. 6, 7) give details which Mk.
omits; but Mk. has very little (part of ix. 3) which is not in either
of the others.
Here again (see on viii. 35-39, 40-48) the marks ofLk.'s diction are numerous: E'YtP€TO, w<Tel (ver. 28); E'YtV€TO, EP Tei' with infin. (29); /J,p apes (30);
<Tuv, ll.vopas (32); E'YtVeTo, ev Tc;;, e1'11"ev '11"p6s, E'll"L<TT<iTa (33); iv Tei' (34);
<f>wvfi E'Yfv€TO (35); EP Tc;:, KO.! 0.VTol, a'Jl"?j'Y'Y€LAO.P, iv helvais To.ls
1,µ,tpais, ovoep WV (36).

For comment see Tert. Adv. Marcion. iv. 22; Trench, Studies
in the Gospels, pp. i84-214; Herzog, PRE. 1 art. Verk!arung,
omitted in 2nd ed.; Schaffs Herzog, art. "Transfiguration."
28. @ud ~p.lpaL 6KTW. A nom. without construction of any
kind. Comp. Acts v. 7; Mt. xv. 32; Mk. viii. 2, and 7rAEtov in
ver. 13. Win. lviii. 4, p. 648. The other two have "after six
days,'' which agrees with "about eight days." We can hardly say
that Lk. is "improving their chronology." It looks as if he had not
seen their expression. For 1rapa~af3wv comp. ver. 10, and for the
order of the names see on viii. 51. Note that Lk. changes the
order of the names. He places John before James (viii. 51), which
may be because he wrote after John had become the better known
ELS TO llpos. The others have Ei> opo> vt/rqA6v. Both expressions
would fit Hermon, which is about 9200 feet high, and would easily
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be reached in a week from Cresarea Philippi. It is still called
Jebel esh Sheikh, "the chief mountain." It is higher than Lebanon
(8500) or Anti-Lebanon (8700), and its isolated white summit is
visible from many eminences throughout Palestine (Conder, Handbook of the Bt'ble, p. 205; D.B. 2 i. p. 1339; Tristram, Bible Places,
p. 280). A tradition, which is first mentioned by Cyril of Jerusalem ( Catech. xii. 16), places the scene of the Transfiguration on
Tabor, 1 which at this time seems to have had a village or town on
the top, which Josephus fortified against Vespasian (B. J. iv. 1. 8).
In that case the solitude (KaT' iUav) which is required for the
Transfiguration would be impossible. The irpoaeo~aa0m is peculiar
to this account : see on iii. 2 1, a similar occasion.
29. ly€veTo • • • lTEpov. The Gentile Lk. writing for Gentiles
avoids the word µeTeµop<f>wOY/ (Mt. xvii. 2; Mk. ix. 2), which might
be understood of the metamorphosis of heathen deities. Comp ~v
&lpq. µop<f>if ( [Mk.] xvi. 12 ). The >..euKos need not be made adverbial. The asyndeton is not violent, if it be made co-ordinate
with UacTTpa7rTwv, a word which occurs Ezek. i. 4, 7; Nah. iii. 3.
30. Both iMlpes and ol'.nves are peculiar to Lk. here : see ii. 4.
The three Apostles saw the forms of two men who were such as to
0e recognized as Moses and Elijah,-the representatives of the
Law and the Prophets. The power to recognize them was granted
with the power to see them ; otherwise the sight would have been
meaningless. In the same way S. Paul recognized Ananias in a
vision, although he had not previously known him (Acts ix. 12).
We might render the oZnve> "who were no others than." That
Moses was to reappear as well as Elijah at the beginning of the
Messianic Kingdom, was a later dream of the Rabbis. See Lightfoot,
Hor. Heb. ad loc. See small print on ii. 2 2 for the form Mwv<T~>.
31, 32. Peculiar to Lk. See on xxii. 43.
rl)v E~o8ov aihou. His departure from this world by means of
the Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension. Comp. the use of
el<Tollo> in Acts xiii. 24. For e~o8os in the sense of death see
2 Pet. i. 1 5 ; Wisd. iii. 2, vii. 6.
That the Apostles heard this
subject being discussed explains part of the meaning of the
Transfiguration. It was to calm their minds, which had recently
been disturbed by the prediction of Christ's sufferings and death. 2
The ~p.e>..hev corresponds to /lei: in ver. 22. It is all ordained by
God, and is sure to take place; and when it takes place it may be
regarded as a fulfilment (7rAYJpofJV), and also as a filling full. There
were types and prophecies shadowing forth the Divine purpose,
every detail of which must be gone through.
1

In the Greek Church the Feast of the Transfiguration, Aug. 6th, is called

The combination in Ps. lxxxix. 12 may be noted.
In transfiguratione illud principaliter agebatur, ut de cordibus disdpulo~um
scandalum crucis tolleretur (Leo the Great, Serm. xliv., Migne, !iv. 310).

TO 0af'wpiov.
2
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(IX. 81-84.

It is perhaps to be regretted that RV. retains "accomplish," which is it:J
freq. rendering of Te"'Jl.<t6w (Jn. iv. 34, v. 36; Acts xx. 24; Jn. xvii. 4, etc.),
instead of substituting "fulfil," which is its freq. rendering of '1r"'Jl.1/f,6w (xxi. 24,
xxii. 16, xxiv. 44; Acts i. 16, etc.). And why not "exodus ' here, and
Heb. xi. 22, and 2 Pet. i. 15, for l~oaos?
PePGP'JP.EVOL il'll'V'f'. In N. T. only the pass. of this verb is found, and
the best writers do not use the pres. of either voice. In Mt. xxvi. 43 it is
used of the eyes of these same three being heavy with sleep: comp. Lk. xxi.
34; 2 Cor. i. 8, v. 4; I Tim. v. 16.
8La.ypt)yop~ua.VTES 8€. " But having remained awake" in spite
of this sleepiness would be the common meaning of the word ; 1
but perhaps here it means "having become thoroughly awake.."
Syr-Sin. has "when they awoke." It is a late word, and occurs
nowhere else in N.T. or LXX. Lk. is fond of compounds with

Bi& :-Biayw~uKEiv, 8La8lx£u8ai, 8iaA£l7rEW, 8ia>..v£iv, 8iav£µ£w 1 8iaVVKTEp£v£iv, 8La7rOVEtCT8ai, 8ia7rop£'i:v, 8ia7rpayµaTeVECT()ai, etc.
As the invention of a later hand these two verses (31, 32) do not explain
themselves. What is the motive for the invention? As a narrative of facts
they throw much light on the whole situation.

88. ilv T~ 8LaxwpltEu0m mhous d:1r' mhou. "As they were parting from Him." This again is in Lk. only, and it explains Peter's
remark. His first impulse is to prevent Moses and Elijah from
going away. He wishes to make present glory and rapture
permanent.
d11'EV 6 nfrpos.
Mt. and Mk. add &;roKpi()£[>. It is his response
to what he saw. For 'Em«TTum see on v. 5. He says that "it is
good for us to be here," not "it is better." There is no comparison
with any other condition. The ~p.as probably means the Apostles,
not all six persons. The Apostles are ready to help in erecting
the <rK7Jvat. If they were to remain there, they must have shelter.
p.~ Et8ws 8 >.eyEt. We need not follow Tertullian in interpreting this of a state of ecstasy (amentia), as of one rapt into another
world. Mk. tells us plainly why Peter "wist not what to answer,"
;.Kcpof3oi yap lywovTo : and this he would have from Peter himself.
In any case, neither Peter's strange proposal nor the comment
upon it looks like invention.
84. ilyEvETo vEcj>E'>..'I) Kal lm:uKlatEv a.~Tous. Mt. calls it cpwTEtv~,
a "luminous cloud." Here there is perhaps an association of
ideas, suggested by similarity of sound, between E1rECTKLa'£V and
the Shechinah or 86'7/ mentioned in ver. 31. Comp. E7rE<rKLa,Ev
i7rl T~v CTK7Jv~v ~ v£cpi/...7J (Exod. xl. 29). Strictly speaking a
luminous cloud cannot overshadow; but it may veil. Light may
be as blinding as darkness. We cannot be sure whether the a.1hous
includes the three Apostles or not. It does not include them in
1

Comp. 7raO"?js T?)s vvKTos • • • 5ia'":(p1/"(opfiuavres (Herodian, iii. 4- 8).
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ver. 33, and probably does not include them here.
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The reading

tKe{vov> eiueA.fNiv (AD PR) is meant to exclude the Apostles; but
dueA.l'h'iv a~ov> (~BC L) is right. See D.B. 2 art. "Cloud"
35. For +mv~ lyive-ro see on iii. 22, and comp. Exod. xxxiii. 9. The
reading d:yct'll"711"6s (ACDPR) for l.U.e~•Y!'-Evoc; (~BLS:) comes from Mt.
and Mk. The Versions are divided, and in many co,Pies of the Aeth. the two
readings are combined. Syr-Sin. has" the chosen.'

36. lv Tl°ii yEV1!a6m TY)v cj>wVtjv. "After the voice had come" ,
i.e. when it had ceased: see on iii. 21. Syr-Sin. has "when there
was the voice." Peter had wished to make three tabernacles, as
if Moses and Elijah were to be as abiding as Christ; but now the
Law and the Prophets pass away, z"ta dimissis, quasi jam et q/ficio
et honore dispunctis (Tertul. Adv. Marcion. iv. 22), and efipUJ'Y/

'I'Y/uovs p.ovos.
Kal a.1hol laty'l)O"O.I' Kal oa81wl dmjyyElAO.V iv lKEtl'alS TO.LS ~p.lpa.li;.
See on v. 14, on viii. 20, and on i. 39. Lk. tells us that they kept

silent ; Mt. tells us that Jesus charged them to tell no one until
the Son of Man was risen from the dead. Mk. relates both the
command and their observance of it. The prohibition to speak
of what they had seen is a strong confirmation of the incident as
an historical fact. If the vision is an invention, how can we explain the invention of such a prohibition? The statement of all
three, that the Transfiguration took place a week after the preceding incident, the characteristic impulsiveness of Peter, and the
healing of the demoniac boy immediately afterwards, are marks of
historical reality.
But, as in the case of other miracles, while we admit the fact, we must
remain in ignorance as to the manner. Were Moses and Elijah, who were
mysteriously removed from the earth, here .Present in the body? Or were their
disembodied spirits made visible? Or was it a mere vision, in which they only
seemed to be present? We cannot say • the third alternative is not excluded by
the fact that all three saw it, whereas a mere vision is perceived by only one.
As Weiss well remarks, "We are not here concerned with a vision produced by
natural causes, but with one sent directly by God " ; and he adds, '' Our narrative
presents no stumbling-block for those who believe in divine revelation" (L. f,
ii. pp. 319, 320, Eng. tr. iii. p. 103). The silence of S. John respecting the
whole incident is thoroughly intelligible. (1) It had already been recorded
three times; (2) the glorification of Jesus as the Son of God, which is here set
forth in a special incident, is set forth by him throughout his whole Gospel.
lwpa.Ka.v. With this form of the 3rd pers. plur. perf. comp. Ter'ljp1JKct11
and l"'(PWKctll (Jn. xvii. 6, 7), •tp1JKct11 (Rev. xix. 3), "'(ryo11a11 (Rev. xxi. 6),
ElG"iX?)XvlJo;v (Jas. v. 4); also Rom. xvi. 7; Col. ii. 1; Rev. xviii. 3. Such
forms are common in inscriptions and in the Byzantine writers. Win. xiii.
2. c, p. 90; Gregory, Prolegom. p. 124. In meaning the perfect seems here
to be passing into the aorist ; Burton, § 88, but see § 78.

37-43. The Healing of the Demoniac Boy.

Mk. ix.

14-29.

Mt. xvii. 14-18;
In all three this incident is closely connected with
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(IX. 37-40.

the Transfiguration. The moral contrast between the peace and
glory on the mount and the struggle and failure down below is
intense, and is magnificently brought out by Raffaelle in the great
picture of the Transfiguration, which was his last work. The
combination of the two scenes is fatal to the unity of the subject,
which is really two pictures in one frame ; but it heightens the
moral and dramatic effect. It is perhaps even more instructive to
regard it as three pictures. Christ and the saints in glory ; the
chosen three blinded by the light ; the remaining nine baffied by
the powers of darkness.
The marks of Lk.'s style continue with considerable frequency: e"(evero,
(ver, 37); KO.L loou, e{J671<1'EV, ofoµa.L, µOllO"(E117/s (38); KO.L loou (39);
UeT,IJ71v (40); ld<l'a.ro (42); ?rdvres (43). None of these are in the parallel
passages. See small print on viii. 35-39, 40--48.
E~?)s

37. Tfi t!~~s ~11-lp~. See on vii. 11. The Transfiguration
probably took place at night. Lk. alone tells us that the descent
from the mountain did not take place until next day. Thus the
three Apostles had time to think over what they had seen and
heard, before receiving fresh experiences. Lk. omits the conversation about Elijah. Mk., who is here much more full than
either Lk. or Mt., tells us that this ox>..os 11'oMs was gathered round
the other disciples, with whom scribes were disputing. The
opportune arrival of Christ caused great amazement.
38. For lflo'lcrEV comp. iii. 4, xviii. 7, 38, and for Slo,_..a.. see on v. 12.

hnfl~l1ftcu.
I aor. inf. act.; not e?rlfJXetfla.t, I aor. imper. mid., a tense
which perhaps does not occur. It means "to regard with pity"; i. 48;
I Sam. i. 11, ix. 16; Ps. xxiv. 16; Tobit iii. 3, 15; Judith xiii. 4.-For the
third time Lk. is alone in mentioning that a child is µovO"(•vfis: vii. 12,
viii. 42. Comp. Heb. xi. 17; Tobit iii. 15, viii. 17; Judg. xi. 34.

39. The three accounts differ in describing the symptoms. Mt.
has 0'£A1]Vta,£Tat Kat KaKw<; (xn. Mk. has acpp{,£t Kat Tpl,£l TOV<;
&SovTa<; Kat ~1Jpalv£Tai. In Lk.'s description Hobart (pp. 17-20)
claims ~~lcfwr1s, 11-eTO. tii!>pou, and 11-oy•s ti11'oxwpe~ as medical expressions, together with the preceding lmj3>..l1f10.•.1 The µoyis occurs
here only in N.T. Comp. 3 Mac. vii. 6. But µoA.i<;, which is
found Acts xiv. 18, xxvii. 7, 8, 16; Rom. v. 7; 1 Pet. iv. 18, may
be the right reading here also (BR etc.). Both µoyo<; and µoA.o<;
mean "toil.'' The a1l'oxwp£l:v means cessation of convulsions.
40. tl8e~611v . . . iva. See on iv. 3 and on x. z. The disciples
who failed here need not be the Apostles, who were charged to
cast out demons (ver. 1). If they were, this one failure was
exceptional (Mk. vi. 12, 13).
1 Hobart adds, "It is worthy of note that Aretreus, a physician of about St.
Luke's time, in treating of Epilepsy, admits the possibility of this disease being
produced by diabolical agency (Sign. Morb. Diuturn. 27)."
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41. ~ yEVec\ ilmll'Toc;. This probably is neither addressed to the
disciples, who had failed to cure the lad, nor includes them. It is
addressed to the father, and includes the multitude. Per unum
hominem Judreos arguit injidelitatis (Bede). As in the case of the
paralytic (v. 20), the faith of those who had charge of the affiicted
person is taken into account. This is more clearly brought out in
Mk. It was a wish to see what the disciples could do, rather than
faith in Divine power and goodness, which prompted the bringing
of the boy to them. Possibly it was a wish to see what the
disciples could not do that inspired some of them. The hierarchy
sometimes attacked Jesus through His disciples (Mk. ii. 16, 18,
24 vii. 5; comp. Lk. xiii. 14). In xii. 46 a1rw'To~ means "unfaithful," and in Acts xxvi. 8 "incredible."
K ..t 8LEIM'P"P.P.lv11.
Not in Mk. It is a strong expression: "distorted,
wrong-headed" (Acts xx. 30; Phil. ii. 15; Deut. xxxii. 5). Comp. o Ovµos
4pxono.s liuL1rrpl<f>eL Ko.! rous clpl<Trovs 4vlipo.s (Arist. Pol. iii. 16. 5) ; el<T! li'
o.ilrwv o.! Y,vxo.! liL<<Trpo.µµlvo.L [a.!. 'lro.pe<Trpo.µ.] ri)s Kara <f>v<TLv l~ews (viii.

7. 7).
lwc; 11'0TE Eaop.m 11'poc; 6p.ac;; The notion is that of being turned
towards a person for the sake of intercourse; and the question
implies that Jesus is not of that generation, or that it is alienated
from Him. Comp. Is. lxv. 2. For /!we; 1l'OTE comp. Jn. x. 24; and
for 11'poc; up.ac;, apud vos, comp. Mt. xiii. 56; Mk. vi. 3, xiv. 49 ;
Jn. i. 1, etc. Mt. has µ.dl vµ.wv. Vita Jesu perpetua tolerantia
(Beng.).
In N.T. and LXX dvexe<TOo.i has the gen. But in class. Grk., as sometimes in LXX, we have the acc. after dvlxe<T0o.L (Amos iv. 7; 4 Mac. xiii. 27).

42. 11'poaepxop.lvou mhou. This is to be understood of the lad's
approach to Jesus, not of His approach to the lad. Jesus had just
said, "Bring thy son hither."
EPP'IJ~Ev mhov To 811Lp.ovLov.
"The demon dashed him down."
The word is used of boxers knocking down, and of wrestlers
throwing, an opponent : and some distinguish p~<J"<rw in this
sense from Myvvp.i. Comp. Wisd. iv. 19; Herm. Mand. xi. 3;
Apost. Const. vi. I. There is also pa<T<TW, like apa<T<Tw, in the
sense of dashing to the ground (Is. ix. ro ). The expulsion of the
demon left the boy in a condition which still required healing.
Lk. gives each act separately. Comp. Mk. ix. 27. For taaaTo see
small print on v. 17 ; and with d.11"l8wKEv aGTov T'i> 11'1lTpl aGTou, which
Lk. alone mentions, comp. vii. 15 and viii. 55.
43. This also is peculiar to Lk., who omits the rebuke to the
disciples, thus again sparing them. The division of the verses is
unfortunate, half of ver. 43 belonging to one section and half to
another.
For p.ey«">.ELOT1JTL comp. Acts xix. 27; 2 Pet. i. 16:
Latin texts have magnitudo (Vulg.), magnijicentia (e), magnalia (d).
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[IX. 43-43.

The ?TavT£S in the first half of the verse, and the ?TavTruv £?T2
?Tauiv in the second half, strongly illustrate Lk.'s fondness for
?Tas: see on vii. 35 and xi. 4; and comp. Acts iv. 10, xvii. 30,
xxi. 28, xxiv. 3.
43-45. The Second Announcement of the Passion.
Mt.
xvii. 23; Mk. ix. 31, 32.
Besides the '1Ta11TCA111 and 7ra0'111, we have as marks of Lk.'s style,
''lf'l, the attraction in '1Ta0'111 oh, 7rp6s after ei'lf'ev (ver. 43),
and the analytical ;;v 7ra.pa.KeKa.Xuµµevov (ver. 45). See on ii. 33 and iii. 19.
8a.uµa.r611r<A111

43. 9c:wp.at&vnw i11'111'ciow ots t11'ol£L. See small print on ii. 33 and
iii. 19. The imperfects include more than the preceding incident.
It was because the people were so constantly in an attitude of
empty admiration and wonder at His miracles, that Jesus again
tells the disciples of the real nature of His Messiahship. He is
not going to reign as an earthly king, but to suffer as a criminal.
Here d has one of several attempts to reproduce the gen. abs. in Latin :
omnium autem miran#um. Comp. et cogitantium omnium (iii. 15); audientz"um autem eorum (xix. II); quorundam dicentium (xxi. 5); accipientium
autem eorum (xxiv. 31); htBC autem eorum loquentium (xxiv. 36).

44. elu9£ 6p.£'is ds Tel ~m 6p.wv. " Do ye lay up in your ears,"
in contrast to the gaping crowd. It perhaps means "Store My
words in your memories, even if you do not understand them.''
Or again, "Do not let men's admiration of My miracles make you
forget or doubt My declarations. It is into men's hands that I
must be delivered." Comp. Sos ds Ta fura 'l71uol: (Exod. xvii. 14).
Cod. Am. and other MSS. of Vulg. here have in cordibus vestris.
All Grk. MSS. have ds Ta fuTa {Jµ,wv. This is one of several
places in which Jerome seems to have had a Grk. text which is no
longer extant. Comp. erat Petrus (xxii. 55), hie nos esse (Mk.
ix. 5), Moses in quo vos speratis (Jn. v. 45); also Jn. vi. 12, vii. 25,
ix. 38, x. 16. The last (ovile, ovile for a-UA~, ?To£p.,V7J) is crucial.
6 yelp utos Tou &v9pw11'ou p.O..>..eL. The yap is almost " namely" :
"For what you may believe without doubting is this, that the Son
of Man," etc. The 11'a.pa.8l8ou9m perhaps does not refer to the act
of Judas, but to the Divine will. When His hour was come, the
plots against Him were allowed to succeed.
45. ~v 'll'a.pa.KeKa.>..up.p.lvov &11'' a.ihwv. A Hebraism, occurring
here only in N.T. Comp. Ezek. xxii. 26, and the subst. Wisd.
xvii. 3· More often we have a?TOKpV?TT€tv a?TO : x. 2 I ; J er. xxxii. I 7 ;
or Kpv?TTnv a?T6: Mt. xi. 25; Ps. xxxvii. 10. Lk. alone states that
this ignorance of the disciples was specially ordered for them.
The 'i'.va. here has its full telic force. They were not allowed to
understand the saying then, in order that they might remember it
afterwards, and see that Jesus had met His sufferings with full
knowledge and free will. Comp. xviii. 34, xxiv. 16.
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It is strange that this mention of their want of understanding should be
attributed to a wish to abase the Twelve in the interests of S. Paul : for (I) it is
plainly stated that they were prevented by God from understanding; and (2)
Mk. mentions their ignorance no less than Lk. We saw above that Lk. omits
the rebuke for want of faith addressed to the disciples who failed to heal the
demoniac boy. See on ver. 43 and viii. 24.

46--50. The Close of the Galilean Ministry. Two Lessons in
Humility. Mt. xviii. 1-7; Mk. ix. 33-39. We learn from the
other two that this took place after the return from the neighbourhood of Cresarea Philippi to Capernaum (Mt. xvii. 24; Mk. ix. 33).
The dispute took place during the journey, the comment on it at
Capernaum. See notes on xxii. 24-30.
46. Elcrij>..eo 8( SLa~oyLup.os lv a~Toi:s. See small print on i. 17
and vii. 1 7. It is not necessary to confine the 8iaA.oyurµ6i; to their
thoughts (see on v. 22), and thus make a difference between Mk.
and Lk. But the desire of each to be pronounced the superior was
probably not expressed in the .discussion; and this thought Jesus
read and rebuked. Bede explains the occasion of the dispute to
be quia vi'derant Petrum, Jacobum, et Joannem seorsum ductos in
montem, secretumque ez's ibi aliquod esse creditum. The lv a~To'Ls,
"among them," rather implies that the reasoning did not remain
unexpressed.
ro Tls 1:1.v EL'!· "The question, who perchance might be," wer
wokl ware: see on iii. 15 and vi. 11; also Burton,§ 179. For
this use of To see on i. 62, and comp. xix. 48 1 xxii. 2 1 4 1 23.
p.E£twv a~Twv.
Although alrrwv does not here immediately
follow Tli; as it does xxii. 24 (see notes), yet doubtless aliTwv is the
gen. after T{i; and not after µ£ltwv. Whether anyone outside their
company was greater than they were, was not a question which
interested them. The point in dispute was, who among themselves was greater than the rest of them ; who stood nearest to the
Christ, and had the highest place in the Kingdom (Mt.). The
question illustrates the want of perception just mentioned (ver. 45).
47. Tijs KapS£as a~Twv. The discussion in words was, Who is
the greatest? The thought in their hearts was, Am not I the
greatest? Will the Master decide? Comp. v. 22, vi. 8.
t11'L~af3clp.Evos 11'aLSCov.
The action indicates that the child
belongs to Him, is one of His : it represents the humblest among
His followers. For other instances of Christ's attitude towards
children comp. x. 21, xvii. 2 1 xviii. 16; Mk. x. 15, etc.
In N. T. and LXX the mid. only of ir1>..aµf3&.v111 is used, sometimes with
the acc. (Acts ix. 27, xvi. 19, xviii. 17), sometimes with the gen. (Acts
xvii. 19, xxi. 30, 33; with gen. always in LXX). Here and xxiii. 26 the
acc. is probably right (BC D, Orig.), but the reading is uncertain.

11'ap' lauTci'· The place of honour. As Jesus was sitting with
His disciples round Him (Mk. ix. 35), 7rap' £aVTci' would be the
17
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same as iv p.t<T'f! avTwv (Mt. and Mk. ).
them"

[IX. 47, 48.

Syr-Sin. has " beside

The late tradition, that Ignatius was the child who was thus taken up by our
Lord, probably arose from a misunderstanding of the name 0eocp6pos, which
means "bearing God" in himself, and not "borne by God" (0e6cpopos). Even
if 0e6cpopos be the right accentuation, we must interpret "borne along and
inspired by God " rather than " carried in the Divine arms." The identifica·
tion was unknown to Eusebius, who does not mention it, and to Chrysostom,
who states that Ignatius had not even seen Christ (Hom. in Ign. Mart, iv.).
It cannot be found earlier than the ninth century (Anastasius Bibliothecarius,
Migne, cxxix. 42 ; Nicephorus Callistus, H. E. ii. 35, Migne, cxliii. 848), See
Lft. Ignatius, i. p. 27, ii. p. 22.

48. In this saying of Christ there is again (comp. vv. 23, 24)
almost exact verbal agreement in the three reports.
TouTo To 'll'm8£ov. Or any similar little one, ~v 'Tr. Towwo (Mt.),
~ Twv ToiovTwv 'Tr. (Mk. ).
The child is not the type of the
honoured disciple; but the honoured disciple is he who welcomes
little children, not because he is fond of children, but because
they belong to Christ.
i'll'l Tc{l ov6p.1n£ p.ou. " On the basis of My Name." He knows
that he is dealing with something which concerns Christ and
belongs to Him, and he welcomes it for Christ's sake. The
phrase is specially common in Lk. (ver. 49, xxi. 8, xxiv. 47; Acts
iv. 17, 18, v. 28, 40, xv. 14; comp. Lk. i. 59); not in Jn. or
Paul.
~P.~ 8exETCu • • • lp.~ 8l€YJT<n. The pronoun is emphatic.
Ii yelp fJ-LKp6TEpo<;, K.T.>... Not in Mk. or Mt. It explains how
it is that to welcome a child for Christ's sake is to welcome the
Father, for promotion in the Kingdom depends upon self-abasement. Both o p.iKpoTEpos and µ,lyas are objective; really in a
lowly position, really exalted. He who does the humble work of
serving the insignificant is promoted by God. It is the chief
proof of the Messiah's presence that the poor have the Gospel
preached to them (vii. 22 ).
lv 'll'naw up.Iv. "Among you all." The circle of the disciples
is the sphere in which this holds good. For &n-Upxwv see on
viii. 41 and xxiii. 50.
lOTw p.lya.<;. Already ipso facto "is great" ; not merely ~<TTat
(AD). Jesus does not say "is the greatest"; and He thus gives
no encouragement to the desire to be above others. It is possible
for all in the Kingdom to have this greatness, and there is no
need for anyone to measure himself against others. The standard
is Christ.
Syr-Sin. reads, " He that is small and is a child to you, .that one is great."

49, 150. A Second Lesson in Humility, the Humility of Toleration. Mk. ix. 38-40. The &.7roKpi8Els in ver. 49 shows that there
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is connexion with what precedes, but the precise link is not
certain. The common explanation, that Christ's e'7Tt T~ ov6µ.aTl µ.ov
suggests to John's mind the case of the stranger who cast out
demons EV Tcil ovoµ.an, is possible. But it is perhaps more likely
that Christ's declaration about the blessedness of giving a welcome
to the humblest of His followers has aroused misgivings in John's
mind. His words are those of one who defends his conduct, or at
least excuses it, and might be paraphrased, "But the principle just
laid down must have limits, and would not apply to the case
which I mention"; or, "But one who remains outside our body
is not really a follower of Thee, and therefore ought not to receive
a welcome." John does not mean that the man was not an
Apostle, but that he was not a professed disciple. Jealousy for
the credit of their Master, not jealousy for their own prerogatives,
prompted the Apostles 1 to forbid this man from making use of the
Name.
The reading lv T<i) dvbµ.a,Tl trov (~ B L X A :a: I 33 69) is to be preferred to
1l1r\ T. 6v. (AC D), and is not to be discarded because it is also found in Mk.
ix. 38. On the expression see Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 145.

49. 'EmaT<ha, e~Saph TLV«. · See on v. 5 and 26. Mk. has
AiOUO"KaXe. The exorcist was not pretending to be a disciple of

Jesus when he was not one. But, in however faulty a way, he
believed in the power of the name of Jesus, and tried to make
use of it for good (Acts iii. 6, xvi. 18). Contrast the mere
jugglery of the Jewish exorcists who tried to use the formula 'OpKi'w
vµ.a> TOV 'l1]0"0VV Sv IlaiiAo> K'YJPVO"O"H as a charm (Acts xix. 13-16).
Here the context shows that the exorcist was successful, and
therefore sincere. The eKwMop.ev may mean either " we tried to
forbid " or "we repeatedly forbade." The pres. d.Ko>..ou0eL implies
persistence in such conduct. For dKoXov6e'iv µ.enf nvo> comp.
Rev. vi. 8, xiv. 13: the constr. is classical.
50. MTj Kw>..uETe. "Cease to forbid," not only the person in
question, but any such. Comp. vii. 13 and the reply of Moses
to the demand of Joshua, KvptE Mwvo-1), KWAVO"OV avTOV> (Num.
xi. 29).
Ss yd.p oaK lanv Ka0' 6p.wv 6'!1'tp 6p.wv eaT(v. The reading
~µ.wv for vµ.wv in one or both of these places comes from Mk.
The saying, "He that is not with Me is against Me" (xi. 23, where
see note; Mt. xii. 30) should be compared with this. There
Christ gives a test by which His disciple is to try himself: if
he cannot see that he is on Christ's side, he is against Him.
Here He gives a test by which His disciple is to try others: if he
1 It is possible that only John and one other were concerned in iKwMoµ•v.
The incident may have taken place while the Twelve were working two and
two. John's companion was probably James, and this may be another illustra
tion of the brothers' fiery temper (ver. 54).
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cannot see that they are against Christ's cause, he is to consider
them as for it. Renan hastily pronounces the two sayings to be
tout ajait opposks ( v. de J. p. 229, ed. 1863).
Here the fourth and last division (ix. 1-50) of the section
which treats of the Ministry in Galilee (iv. 14-ix. 50) comes to an
end, and with it the first main portion of the Third Gospel. The
solemn maxim stated in ver. 50 makes a good conclusion to the
Galilean ministry, and the narrative manifestly makes a new beginning in ver. 51.
IX. t51-XIX. 28. THE JOURNEYINGS TOWARDS
JERUSALEM.

We may regard this as a narrative of the second main period
of Christ's ministry. Galilee, with Capernaum as a centre, ceases
to be the almost exclusive sphere of His teaching, and we may
say that henceforward He has no centre. Although this period
is only one-third as long as the preceding one, it is described with
much greater minuteness, and the narrative of it is nearly onethird longer. It is manifest that Lk. is here employing material
which was not used by Mk. or Mt., and we know neither its source
nor its character. A great deal of it must have been either in
writing or stereotyped in an oral form ; and a great deal of it
would seem to have had an Aramaic original, the translation of
which abounds in marks of Lk.'s own style. From ix. 51 to xviii.
14 he is almost alone, and he gives us information which we obtain
from no other source. Hence this large tract is sometimes called
the "great interpolation " or " intercalation.'' It is also the
"Perrean section" or "Samaritan section" (comp. ix. 51-561 x.
30-37, xvii. 11-19). An analysis, showing the parallels in Mt., is
given in Birks, HonB Evang. pp. 132 ff. Jn. gives us several important incidents belonging to the same period, viz. that which
lies between the end of the Galilean ministry and the Passion ;
but we cannot be certain as to the way in which his narrative is
to be fitted into that of Lk. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 406.
If we had only Mt. and Mk., we might suppose that the journey from
Capernaum to Jerusalem for the last Passover occupied at most one or two
weeks. Few incidents are mentioned; and, where distances are indicated, not
much time is required for traversing them. Lk. lets us see that the time
occupied must have been several months. We are constantly reminded that
Jesus is on His way to Jerusalem (ix. 51, 53, xiii. 22, 33, xvii. II, xviii. 31,
xix. u, 28) hut the progress is slow, bec;ause Jesus frequently stops to preach
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in different places. The direction of the journeying is only indirectly inti.
mated, first eastwards along the southern part of Galilee, and then southwards
through Perrea ; but, however long the time, and however circuitous the route,
it is a journey from Capernaum to Jerusalem. Jesus seems never to have re·
turned to the neighbourhood of the lake until after His death. Jn. lets us
know that during this interval Jesus was twice in Jerusalem ; once at the latter
part of the Feast of Tabernacles, after which He healed the man born blind ;
and again at the Feast of the Dedication ; besides which there is the visit to
Bethany for the raising of Lazarus ; but, although there is room in Lk.'s
narrative for what Jn. tells, we do not know where to place it. We cannot
with any certainty show the correspondence between the two Gospels until
Jerusalem is entered for the last Passover. It seems best, therefore, not to
follow Wieseler (Ckron. Syn. iv., Eng. tr. pp. 289-303), Ellicott (Hu/sean
Lectures for 1859, pp. 242-343), and in the main Caspari (Ckron. Einl. § 126143, Eng. tr. pp. 167-189), in making Lk. narrate three distinct journeys to
Jerusalem, begmning respectively at ix. 51, xiii. 22, and xvii. II, but to take
his narrative with the indistinctness which he has left. That the journeyings
which Jn. has so clearly given really took place, we need not doubt; and
nothing in Lk. contradicts Jn.'s narrative; but all interweaving of the two
Gos~els must be taken as merely tentative arrangement.
The thoroughness of
Lk. s investigation is once more shown by his giving us eight or nine long
chapters of material which is given by no one else; while his honesty is con.
spicuous in the fact of his not attempting a precision which he did not find in
his sources. The whole is largely didactic.
The proposal of Halcombe, to transfer the whole of Lk. xi. 14-xiii. 21
from the place which it occupies in all MSS. and Versions to the break between
viii. 21 and 22, is too violent a method of arriving at harmony (Gospel Diffi·
culties, or tke Displaced Section of S. Luke, Camb. 1886). The amount of
harmony obtaineo in this way is trifling (Lk. xi. 14-26 with Mt. xii. 22-30 and
Mk. iii. 22-30, and perhaps Lk. xiii. 18, 19 with Mt. xiii. 31, 32 and Mk. iv.
30-32), and it is simpler to suppose that Lk. xi. 14-26 and xiii. 18, 19 are
given out of their chronological order, or that the sayings of Christ there
recorded were uttered more than once.

The historical truth of this independent portion of Lk.'s
Gospel is guaranteed (1) by the absence of discrepancy with
the other Gospels, but chiefly (2) by the fact that it consists
almost entirely of discourses which it would have been altogether
beyond Lk.'s powers to invent For convenience we may divide
this long section into three parts: ix. 51-xiii. 35, xiv. 1-xvii. 10,
xvii. 11-xix. 28. See Herzog, PRE. 2 art. Jesus Christ, p. 659.
IX. 51-XllI. 85. The Departure from Galilee and First

Period of the Journey.
This section begins, as the previous one ends, with a lesson of
toleration. In the one case the Apostles were taught that they
were not to take upon themselves to hinder the work of an
apparent outsider who seemed to be friendly. Here they are
taught not to take upon themselves to punish professed outsiders
who are manifestly unfriendly. Moreover, as the ministry in
Galilee is made to begin with a typical rejection of Christ at
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Nazareth (iv. 16-30), so d1is ministry outside Galilee begins with
a rejection of Him by Samaritans.
The thoroughly Hebrew cast of the opening sentence seems to show that
the source here used was either an Aramaic original which Lk. translated, or a
translation from the Aramaic which he modified.
As marks of his style note E"fEll<TO, €11 T~ c. in.fin., uvµ'IT}vqpofurOa•,
ras 1/µepas r7)s d.11a"Af]µif•ws, Kai utlr6s, TOV c. in.fin. (ver. 51); lliUf
avro, ~" 7ropov6µ•11011 (ver. 53).

lH-56. §Rejection by the Samaritans and Rebuke to the
Disciples. Here we have what was perhaps a new departure in
our Lord's method, viz. the sending messengers in advance to
prepare for His arrival. The Baptist had prepared the way for
Christ's work as a whole, but he had not gone beforehand to the
places which Christ proposed to visit. The shortness of the time
which still remained may have made a system of preparatory
messengers necessary; and this is perhaps the meaning of the
opening words.
51. ~v Tcil uu11-v>.:r1polla8m TUS ~11-.!pas.
"When the days were
being fulfilled"; i.e. when the number of days allotted to the
interval was drawing to a close. The verb occurs in N.T. only
viii. 23 and (exactly as here) Acts ii. 1, but with crvv7rA. for
crv11-7rA. See Gregory, Prolegom. p. 74. Comp. d> crvµ7rA~pwcriv,
2 Chron. xxxvi. 21; Dan. ix. 2 (Theod.).
For the constr. see on
iii. 21; and for "the days of" see on i. 39. See also on i. 57.
Tijs dva>.~11-i!tEws a1hou. "Of His assumption," i.e. the Ascension.
The substantive av&.X'l)µtftS does not occur elsewhere in N. T. or LXX. But
in Test. XII. Patr. Levi xviii. it is found, and in this sense, of the new Priest
who is to be magnified in the world g..,s ava"A'hif•ws airrov. In Ps. Sol. iv. 20
it is used in a neutral sense of mere removal from the world. The wicked
man is to have his old age in the solitude of childlessness until he be taken
away (<ls &.v&.Xriif<v); which is perhaps the first appearance of the word in
extant Greek literature. See Ryle and James, ad loc. They show that this
neutral sense is exceptional, and that about the time when S. Luke wrote the
word was probably becoming a sort of technical term for the "Assumption of
the Blessed." Erunt enim a morte et receptione mea usque ad adventum
illius tempora cc l qum ftunt (Assump. 1lfosis, x. 12). Comp. Et videbunt ~i
recepti sunt homines, qui mortem non gustaverunt a natt"vitate sua (4 Esr.
vi. 26) ; Initium verborum Esdrm priusquam assumeretur (Inscription at 4 Esr.
viii. 20); Et in eis raptus est Esras -et assumptus est in locum similium
ejus (4 Esr. xiv. 49). See also the passage in which Enoch describes his own
translation (lxx. l, 2). The verb &.v•"AfJµrpO'T/ is freq. in N. T., and may be
tailed the usual biblical expression for ascending to heaven: Mk. xvi. 19;
Acts i. 2, II, 22, x. 16; l Tim. iii. 16; comp. 1 Mac. ii. 58; Ecclus. xlviii. 9,
xlix. 14; 2 Kings ii. II.
The proposal of Wieseler and Lange to make &.11a"Af]µif1s mean His " acceptance among men" (whether among the Galileans in particular or among
Israel in general) is not ~orthy of much consideration. See Trench, Studies
in the Gospels, p. 215; Su1cer, Thesaurus, s.v.; Oosterzee, ad toe.
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TO '11'p6u!ll'll'ov lo-nJpLuev.
A Hebraism: comp. Jer. xxi. 10;
Ezek. vi. 2, xiii. 17, xv. 7, xx. 46, xxi. 2, xxv. 2, etc. See Gesenius,
Thes. p. no9, on the same form of expression in Syriac, Arabic,
Turkish, and Persian. It implies fixedness of purpose, especially
in the prospect of difficulty or danger: comp. Is. 1. 7. The form
£crr~pur£V for £crr~pi~£v is late; for reff. see Veitch, s.v. For Toil
'11'ope.Seu8a.L see on ii. 24.
52. dm!crreLAev dyye>..ouc;. It is vain to speculate who these
were. Probably it was a new measure; but perhaps was no more
than a temporary precaution, owing to the probability of unfriendly
treatment in Samaritan territory. See on &:1riurnAK£V, iv. 18.
'll'pO 'll'pouw'll'ou a.1hoii. Another Hebraism: comp. vii. 27, x. 1;
Exod. xxxii. 34, xxxiii. 2, xxxiv. 6; Lev. xviii. 24; Num. xxxiii.
52; Deut. i. 21, etc.
Ia.p.a.peLTwv. Jesus is taking the direct route from Galilee to
Judrea. This is the first mention of the Samaritans by Lk.
Comp. x. 33, xvii. 16; Mt. x. 5; Jn. iv. 9, 39, viii. 48; Acts viii.
25. Mk. does not mention them. For the more important
treatises in the copious literature on the subject see Schi.irer,
/ewt"sk People, ii. 1, p. 5; Herzog, PRE. 2 xiii. pp. 351-355;
Schaff's Herzog, 8 iv. p. 2104; Hausrath, N. T. Times, i. pp. 14-27;
Edersh. L. ~ T. i. pp. 394-403, Ht"st. ofJ. N. p. 249.
.:., h·o•p.cl.a-a.L a.i>Tt;;. This (NB), and not CJrrTe, seems to be the true
reading. Comp. Acts xx. 24, if ws TEAetwrrat is right there : also 3 Mac.
i. 2; 4 Mac. xiv. I. Purpose is implied. No case of ws c. infin. denoting
result is found in N.T. Burton,§ 372.

53. oOK l8e~cwTo a.OT6v, <In. The feeling was reciprocal.
Some Jews taught that a Samaritan's bread was as defiling as
swine's flesh : comp. Jn. iv. 9, 20. The fact that He was on His
way to keep a feast at Jerusalem, thus repudiating the Samaritan
temple on Mount Gerizim, increased the animosity of the
Samaritans. Jos. Ant. xx. 6. 1; B. J. ii. 12. 3-7; Vita, 52;
Wetst. on Jn. iv. 20.
TO '11'p6uw'll'ov a.OToii ~v 'll'Opeu6p.£vov. Another Hebraism : comp.
2 Sam. xvii. 1 I.
Galileans in journeying to Jerusalem often went
round by Perrea, in order to avoid the churlishness of the
Samaritans : and this our Lord may possibly have done after this
attempt to bring Jews and Samaritans together as guests and
hosts had failed. The hospitality which He had received at
Sychar many months before this (Jn. iv. 40) would not abolish
the prejudices of all Samaritan towns and villages for ever.
54. t86VTec; Se. They saw the messengers returning from their
fruitless errand. Their recent vision of Elijah on the mount may
have suggested to them the calling down fire from heaven. The
two brothers here, and perhaps also in ver. 49, show their fiery
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temper as "sons of thunder." Yet Lk., who alone gives this
illustration of the title, does not give the title itself (Mk. iii. 17).
Quid mirum jilios tonitruifulgurare volui'sse? (Ambrose).
ea.u1 1f'll'w1uv. For the constr. comp. xviii. 4r, xxii. 9; Mt. xx. 32;
Mk. x. 5r: Soph. O. T. 650. In class. Grk. this constr. is more common
with {Jo(ill.0µ111 ; but in N. T. Oe>..w is about five times as frequent as {Jo(ill.oµa.1,
which in mod. Grk. has almost gone out of use. Note that r,,a, which some·
times follows ()£Xw, is not inserted when the first verb is in the second person
and the second verb in the first person. Win. xii. 4- b, p. 356 ; Burton,
§ 17r. Syr-Sin. has" Our Lord" for Kvp1e.
The words ws Kai 'HXlas brol71uel' (AC DX etc.) are probably a gloss.
That they were omitted (NB L :<::) because some Gnostics used them to
disparage the 0. T., or because they seem to make Christ's rebuke to the
disciples a condemnation of Elijah, is not probable. Rendel Harris thinks
that the insertion is due to Marcionite influence both in this case and the
next (Study of Codex BeelB, p. 233, in Texts and Studies, ii. I). There is
less doubt about Kill el?re" OllK ori5au ?rolov 7rl'<Vµa.T6s eUTe (D F KM etc);
and least of all about o -yap vlos Tou dvlJpw?rov, ooK 'fJXIJe" .Pvxas o,,,(JpcfJ1r1""
d7r0Mu111 dXM uwu111 (F KM etc.).
These two may safely be omitted as
later additions to the text. In the last of them there are several variations
in the witnesses which insert the words. Some omit "(ap, some omit
avlJpW7rWI', and some have a?rOKT<Wlll for d7r6Ae1Tlll. WH. ii. App. PP· 59,
60; Sanday, App. ad N. T. pp. u8, II9.
It is quite possible that Ollt< ori5aTe ?rolov 1rl'euµa.T6s EITTI is a genuine
saying of Christ, although no part of this Gospel. The remainder, o -yap
ulos, K.T,X., may be an adaptation of Mt. v. 17 and [xviii. II] (comp. Lk. xix.
10), and could more easily have been constructed out of familiar materials.
For other instances of what may be Marcionite influence upon the text
o;ee iv. 16 and xxiii. 2.

55. uTpa.~els 8€. "But (instead of assenting to their proposal)
He turned." He was in front, and the disciples were following
Him. Syr-Sin. omits uTpacpe{s as well as the three clauses.
56. 1hropeu611ua.v Ets ~TEpa.v KW/£1J"· Although frlpav might very
well mean a village of another kind, yet the probability is that it
does not mean a non-Samaritan village. The difference lay in its
being friendly and hospitable. There is no intimation that Jesus
abandoned His plan of passing through Samaria and turned back
to go round by Perrea. Moreover, to have gone away from all the
Samaritans, because one Samaritan village had proved inhospitable,
might have encouraged the intolerant spirit which He had just
rebuked. With Hahn, Baur, Schenkel, and Wieseler we may
assume that this other village was Samaritan also, although there
is a strong consensus of opinion the other way.
57-62. Three Aspirants to Discipleship warned to count the
cost. In part also in Mt. viii. 19-22. The section is well
summarized in the chapter-heading in AV. "Divers would follow
Him, but upon conditions." The first two instances are common
to Lk. and Mt.; the third is given by Lk. alone. But Mt. has
the first two in quite a different place, in connexion with the
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crossing to the country of the Gadarenes (viii. 19-22). Lk. con·
nects the three instances with the final depaiture from Galilee and
with the mission of the Seventy. That he understands these
aspirants to be three of the Twelve is manifestly incorrect (vi. 13);
and it is uncertain whether he regards all three incidents as having
taken place at one and the same time. It is probable that they
were grouped together because of their similarity, and that two
were already so grouped in the source which both Mt. and Lk.
seem to have used.
57. Kal '11'opeuofJ.€vwv aJTwv. The most natural, though not
certain, reference is to the preceding l7ropuf()'l'J<rav £ls blpav K<!Jp.'f/V.
But it may almost equally well refer to 7rop£'6£u0m ds 'IEpovuaA.-r/p.
(ver. 51), and quite possibly to some journey otherwise unmen·
tioned.
For the simple KO.l (tot B c L x :S:) Ar !:>.A II etc. have i'ytPfTO al, and f
Vulg. factum est autem ; while D has KO.! eylve-ro, and a c de et factum est.

lv Tfj 08~. Like KAaup.arwv (ver. 17) and Kara p.Ovas (ver. 18),
these words can be taken either with what precedes or what
follows. The V ulgate is as ambiguous as the Greek : ambulantt'bus
illis in via dixit quidam ad ilium. Beza has qut'dam in via dixerit;
but Luther and all English Versions take the words with what
precedes. Comp. iv. 1, v. 24, vi. 18, viii. 15, 39, x. 18, xi. 39, etc.
et'll'Ev ns. Mt. has £!> ypap.p.arrtis £i7r£V. The man had been a
hearer, and now proposes to become a permanent disciple, no
matter whither Jesus may lead him. To restrict the oT.ou lO.v
-0.'ll'lpxn to the journey then in progress, or to the different routes
to Jerusalem (Schleierm.), is very inadequate. On the other
hand, there is no sign that the man thinks that he is making a
very magnificent offer. His peril lies in relying on his feelings
at a moment of enthusiasm.
Here, as in Jn. viii. 21, 22, xiii. 33, 36, xviii. 20, xxi. 18, we have lhro11
for ll?Tot, a word which does not occur in bib!. Grk.
WH. have M.v (A BC KL U :S: 33 69) in their small ed., with Lach.
Treg. In the large ed. they have ll.v (~ D), with Tisch. RV. "Pre·
dominantly ll.v is found after consonants, and Ed.v after vowels ; but there are
many exceptions" (ii. App. p. 173)·
The KUpte after d.?Tlpxv (Ac r !:>.A II, f q a Syr. Goth.) may safely be
omitted (~ B D L !E:, a c Vulg. Syr·Sin. Boh. Arm.).

58. At ci>..w'll'EKES lf>w>..eous i!xouow. Jesus knows the measure of
the scribe's enthusiasm. He also knows whither He Himself is
going, viz. to suffering and to death. He warns him of privations
which must be endured at once. The scribe was accustomed to
a comfortable home ; and that must be sacrificed : comp. xviii. 2 2 ;
Mt. xx. 22. For other cases in which Jesus checked emotional
impulsiveness see xi. 27 and xxii. 33. Foxes and birds are
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mentioned, not as representatives of the whole animal world, but
as creatures which lead a vagabond life. Comp. Plut. Tib. Grae. ix.
J udg. xv. 4 the form 6.Aw'IT1JKas is well attested: <jJWAfibs occurs nowhere
else in bib!. Grk. excepting Mt. viii. 20, where see Wetst. for illustrations of
the use of the word for lairs of animals. Syr-Sin. inserts "Verily" here.

KO.TO.O"K'IJVWaElS. Lit. "encampings," and so "encampments,
abodes." Therefore " roosts " would be better than " nests."
Only for a short time in each year doet; a bird have a nest.
Here Vulg. has nz"dos, in Mt. tabernacu!a (with nz"dos in many
MSS. ). Here d has habz"tacu!a. In both places many texts add
to nz"dos the gloss ubz" requiescant. In Ezek. xxxvii. 27 and Wisd.
ix. 8 KaTa.uK-r/vwuis (tabernacu!um) is used of Jehovah encamping
among His people : comp. Tob. i. 4 and Ps. Sol. vii. 5.
ouK £xe' irou rljv KEcj>a>..~v K>..Cvn. Not because of His poverty,
but because of the wandering life which His work involved, a
life which was now more unsettled than ever. Nazareth had cast
Him out ; of His own choice He had left Capemaum ; Samaritans had refused to receive Him : in the intervals of necessary
rest He had no home. 1 For the constr. see xii. 17.
IS9. EtirEv 811 irp?is ETepov. Mt. tells us that this man was £Tepos
Twv µ.aBriTwv, £.e. one of the casual disciples, who is now invited to
become a permanent follower.
Quite without reason Clem. Alex. identifies him with Philip, probably
meaning the Evangelist (Strom. iii. 4. 522, ed. Potter). So also Hilgenfeld,
who identifies the scribe of ver. 57 with Bartholomew. Lange would make
this second case to be the desponding Thomas, and the scribe to be Judas
Iscariot (L. J. ii. p. 144, Eng. tr.). Keim more reasonably remarks that it is
futile to attempt to discover the names by mere sagacity (Jes. of Naz. iii.
p. 270).

'Eir(Tpeiltov Jl.Ol irpwTOV dire>..Oovn 0ai!tm rov ira.Tlpa. JI.OU.
The
most obvious meaning is the best. His father is z"n extremis or
has just died, and the funeral will take place almost immediately
(Acts v. 6, 10). Perhaps Jesus can wait; or he may be allowed
to follow later, after he has performed the sacred duty of burial
(Gen. xxv. 9; Tobit iv. 3). "I must first bury my father" is an
almost brutal way of saying, "I cannot come so long as my father
is alive" : and to have put off following Jesus for so indefinite a
period would have seemed like unworthy trifling. Yet Grotius and
Hase ( Gesclz. Jesu, § 41) adopt this.
The Kvpie before br!Tp<if;ov is of doubtful authority, and may come from
Mt. viii. 21 : om. B* D V, Syr-Sin. For the attraction in 6.'IT0M6vr1 see on
l Plutarch represents Tiberius Gracchus as saying : Tei µ€11 1J11pla Tei 7'1}~
'1Ta>..la11 110µ,6µ.<va Kai </JWAEOll ~x ... Kai K01Talo11 i<TTlv a&rwv hcf.U'Tljl Ka! KaTaOUU'EIS"
ro'is
V'ITEp Tfjs 'I..a>..las µ.axoµiv0t.s Kai 6.'1To/J11fi1TKOUU'lll rUpos Kai <jJWT6s, 4AAOU
oMevor, ub<U'T•il.
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iii. 19. Mt. has d:1re'Me'i11 Ka,! 8d.pa,1, In 'UlJ. 59 and 6o Lk. has his favourite
et ... e11 8£, which Mt. has in neither place.

60. "Acf>ec; Touc; veKpouc; M+m Touc; la.uTwv vEKpouc;. Comp.
viii. 5 I. The apparent harshness and obscurity of the saying is
a guarantee for its authenticity. "Leave the spiritually dead to
bury their own dead." There will always be plenty of people who
have never received or have refused the call to a higher life ; and
these can perform the ordinary duties of the family and of society.
These lower duties are suitable to them,-rovs fovrwv veKpovs.
For a similar change of meaning from the figurative to the literal
comp. Jn. v. 21-29, where vv. 21-27 refer to spiritual resurrection
from sin, vv. 28, 29 to actual resurrection from the grave; also Jn.
xi. 2 5, 26, where "die" is used in a double manner. To take
veKpotJs in both places as figurative, implies that the father is
spiritually dead. To take veKpovs in both places as literal, gives
the harsh meaning, "Leave the dead to take care of themselves."
This disciple needs to be told, not of the privations of the
calling, but of its lofty and imperative character. The opportunity
must be embraced directly it comes, or it may be lost; and
therefore even sacred duties must give way to it. Moreover, like
the high priest (Lev. xxi. II) and the Nazirite (Num. vi. 6, 7), his
life will be a consecrated one, and he must not " make himself
unclean for his father or for his mother." Comp. Mt. x. 37;
Ezek. xxiv. 16. By the time that the funeral rites were over, and
he cleansed from pollution, Jesus would be far away, and he
might have become unwilling to follow Him.
au 8£ d:rreMwv 8ul.yyEAAE T. f!. T. e. Mt. omits this charge.
Clem. Alex., quoting from memory, substitutes for it the preceding charge, uV 8£ aKoA.ov(fo p.ot (loc. cit.). Word by word, it
forms a contrast to the man's request; &:rreA.8wv to a11"eA.86vn,
SufyyeA.A.e to 80.ifai, ri}v {3arnA.e{av to rov 'll"arl.pa, 'TOV ®eov to p.ov.
"Depart, not home, but away from it; not to bury, but to spread
abroad ; not a father, but the Kingdom ; not thine own, but
God's." The u..J is emphatic: "But thou, who art not a veKpo>."
Jesus recognizes in him a true disciple, in spite of his hesitation;
and the seeming sternness of the refusal is explained. For
8uiyye>..>..e, "publish everywhere," comp. Acts xxi. 26; Rom.
ix. I7; Ps. ii. 7, lviii. 13; 2 Mac. iii. 34. Vulg. has adnunti'a; cl,
prredii:a: dz'vulga would be better than either.
61. et'll"ev 8£ Knl lTEpoc;. This third case is not given by Mt.,
and it probably comes from a different source. On account of its
similarity it is grouped with the other two.
Godet regards it as combining the characteristics of the other two. c~i
komme s'offre de lui-m!me, comme le premier; mais il temporise, comme le
second. Lange takes the three as illustrations of the sanguine, melancholy, and
phlegmatic temperaments, and thinks that this third may be Matthew.
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1i11"0Tu~au6cu TOLS Ets TOv oiKov p.ou.
"To set myself apart from,
bid farewell to, them that are at my house." The case of Elisha
(1 Kings xix. 20) may have been in the man's mind. His heart
is still with the past. He must enjoy it just once more before he
gives it up. Levi had done what this man wished to do, but in a
different spirit. He gave a farewell entertainment for his old
associates, but in order to introduce them to Christ. The banquet
was given to Him (v. 29). This man wants to leave Christ in
order to take leave of his friends.

In N. T. a'll'arcl<T<Tetv occurs only in the middle: xiv. 33 ; Acts xviii. 18,
21; Mk. vi. 46; 2 Cor. ii. 13: abrenunciare (d), renunciare (Vulg.).
Comp. a'll'OTa./;clµevos Tcii Pl'f' (lgn. Pht"lad. xi.); o! a'll'OTa./;cf.µevat ..,;; K6<Tf.l,'f'
TOUTCfJ (Act. Paul. et Thee. v.). The more classical expression would be
ti<TTrcf.{;e<TOa.l Ttva. (Eur. Tro. 1276; Xen. Cyr. i. 3. 2). Comp. also the use
of renunci'are with a dative: omnibus advocationibus renunciavi (Plin. Ep.
ii. 1. 8); non multum ab.fuz't quin vz'tm renunciaret (Suet. Galb. xi.). In
eccles. Grk. a'll'ara.'Y!i, a'll'6Ta./;ts, a'll'ara.l;la. are used of renunciation of the
world. See Suicer, a'11'0Tcl1T<TOµ,a.t.
'l'oio; Eto; 'l'OV oticcSv ,.ov. The ?"ols is masc. with elr as a pregn. constr. :
" to go to my house and bid farewell to those in it." Comp. Acts viii. 40 ;
Esth. i. 5; and see Win. 1. 4- b, p. 516. Many texts of Vulg. make Tols
neut. ; renundare his qum domi sunt; but Cod. Am. and Cod. Brix. have
qui. He would have no need to go home to take leave of his possessions.
But even if Tots be taken as neut. it is very doubtful whether a'll'ard/;MOa.t
To'ts, K.T.X., can mean "to set in order the things," etc., as the Ber!enburger
Bible takes it. Tertullian has tertlum ilium prius suis valedicere parentem
proht"bet retro respectare (Adv. Mardon. iv. 23). Comp. Clem. Hom. xi. 36,
xii. 23.
1

62. lmf?t1.>..wv rljv XELPCl l11' apoTpov Kc:tl /3>..l11"C11v Ets TU d11"(aw.
A proverb : ~s ;pyov p.£A£Twv l8El7Jv K• ail>..aK' £>..avvoi p.7JKETt 7Ta7T1
Talvwv p.£8 &p.7fA.iKas, cLU' E'll't ;PY«¥ Bvp.ov ;xwv (Res. Opp. 443).

Pliny says that a ploughman who does not bend attentively over
his work goes crooked: nisi incurvus prrevaricatur; inde trans!atum
hoe crt'men in forum (.N. H. xviii. 19. 49). With fl">..l11"C11v ELS TU
l>11"taw comp. xvii. 31; Jn. vi. 66, xviii. 6; Phil. iii. 13; also p.~
7r£pt(3>..'1ftvs ds Ta IJ'll'{a'W .and E7re{3A.El{IEv .;, yvv~ ClVToV Eis 'l'a o'l!'{uw
(Gen. xix. 17, 26).
D and some Lat. texts have els ,.a, d'll'l<T., pM'll'"'" Ka.I bripa.x>..,,, riJ11
xelpa. a.tlTov i'll'' apOTp6v.

Tfi

For a similar inversion see xxii. 42.

flaaL>..el~ Tou 0Eou.

Literally, "is well-placed,"
and so, "useful, fit, for the Kingdom of God " ; fit to work in it
as a disciple of Christ, rather than fit to enter it and enjoy it.
When used of time· £Mhros means "seasonable " (Ps. xxxi. 6 ;
Susan. 15). It was a Pythagorean precept, Els To iepov l'll'Epxop.EVos
p.~ e'/!'tuTpecpov, which Simplicius in his commentary on Epictetus
explains as meaning that a man who aspires to God ought not to
be of two minds, nor to cling to human interests. Jesus says to
this man neither "Follow Me" (v. 27) nor "Return to thy house"
Eir9nos lanv

IX. 62-X. 16.J
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(viii. 39), but "I accept no lukewarm service" (Rev. iii. 16).
the constr. comp. Heb. vi. 7, and contrast xiv. 35.
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Hahn thinks that this third follower, of whom Lk. alone tells us, may
possibly be the Evangelist himself, and .that this would account for his henceforward telling us so much which no one else records. He combines this
conjecture with the hypothesis that Lk. was one of the Seventy, the difficulties of which have been discussed in the Introduction, § 2.

X. 1-16. §The Mission of the Seventy. The number was
significant in more ways than one, and we have no means of determining which of its various associations had most to do with
its use on this occasion. ( 1) The Seventy Elders, whom God
commanded Moses to appoint, and who were endowed with the
spirit of prophecy, to help Moses to bear the burden of the people
in judging and instructing them: Num. xi. 16, q, 24, 25. (2)
The number of the Nations of the Earth, traditionally supposed to
be seventy: Gen. x. (3) The Sanhedrin, which probably consisted of seventy members and a president, in imitation of Moses
and the seventy Elders. 1
That Jesus should have followed the number given to Moses,
in order to suggest a comparison between the two cases, is
probable enough. That He should have used the tradition about
the number of Gentile nations, in order to point out the special
character of this mission, viz. to others besides the Jews, is also
not improbable. 2 So far as we can tel~ the Seventy were sent out
about the time of the Feast of Tabernacles. The number of
bullocks offered during the Feast was seventy in all, decreasing
from thirteen on the first day to seven on the last: and, according
to the Talmud, "There were seventy bullocks to correspond to
the number of the seventy nations of the world" (Edersh. The
Temple, p. 240; Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. on Jn. vii. 37). It was
about this time that Jesus had declared, " Other sheep I have,
which are not of this fold : them also I must lead, and they shall
hear My voice" (Jn. x. 16). The connexion of the mission of
the Seventy with this thought cannot be regarded as unlikely. It
is much less probable that the number was meant " to suggest the
thought that the seventy disciples were placed by Him in a position
of direct contrast " with the Sanhedrin.
The account of the appointment of the Seventy to minister to all without
distinction, like the account of the appointment of the Seven to minister ta
1 That the Jews regarded seventy as the normal number for a supreme court or
council is shown by the conduct of] osephus, who in organizing Galilee " chose
out seventy of the most prudent men, and those elders in age, and appointed
ii. 20. 5 ; Vita, 14) ; and also of the
them to be rulers of all Galilee" (B.
Zealots at Jerusalem, who set up a tribunal of seventy chief men, to take the
place of the courts which they had suppressed (B. J. iv. 5. 4). Comp. the
legend of the Septuagint.
2 Seen. 74 in Migne, vol. i. p. 1267 (Clem. Recog. ii. 42).

J•
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the Hellenists (Acts vi. 1-7), is given by Lk. alone. This fact has led to the
conjecture that he himself was one of the Seventy; a conjecture apparently
sanctioned by those who selected this passage as the Gospel for S. Luke's Day,
but implicitly contradicted by himself in his preface (i. 1-4), which indicates
that he was not an eye-witness. His mention of the Seventy and the silence
of Mt. and Mk. are very intelligible. The mission belongs to a period about
which he had special information, and about which they tell us little. They
omit many other matters connected with this part of Christ's ministry. Had
they given us the other details and omitted just this one, there would have been
some difficulty. Moreover, this incident would have special interest for the
writer of the Universal Gospel, who sympathetically records both the sending
of the Twelve to the tribes of Israel (ix. 1-6), and the sending of the Seventy
to the nations of the earth. No mention of the Gentiles is made in the charge
to the Seventy ; but there is the significant omission of any such command as
"Go not into any way of the Gentiles, and enter not into any city of the
Samaritans: but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (Mt. x.
5, 6). And in Perrea, which was to be the scene of their labours, the proportion of Gentiles would be larger than in the districts to the west of the Jordan.
The silence of Jn. respecting the mission of the Seventy is no more surprising
than his silence respecting the mission of the Twelve. He omits these, as he
omits many things, because they have been sufficiently recorded, and because
they are not required for the plan of his Gospel.
The proposals to treat the charge to the Seventy as a mere doublet of the
charge to the Twelve, or as an invention of the Evangelist in the interest of
Pauline ideas, will not bear criticism. In either case, why does Lk. also give
us the charge to the Twelve (ix. 1-6), and in such close proximity? In the
latter case, why does he not insert a special direction to go to the Gentiles?
The difference and the similarity between the two charges are quite intelligible. The mission of the Seventy was not permanent, like that of the
Twelve. Yet the ohject of it was not, like that of ix. 52, to prepare shelter
and food, but, like that of the Twelve, to prepare for Christ's teaching.1 The
increased numbers were necessary because the time was short, and in many
cases His first visit would also be His last. And when we examine the two
charges in detail, we find that there is not only the prohibition noted :tbove,
which is given to the Twelve and not to the Seventy, but also several directions
which are given to the Seventy and not to the Twelve. Neither in Mt. x.
5-15, nor in Mk. vi. 7-11, nor in Lk. ix. 1-5 is there any equivalent to Lk.
x. 2, 8 ; while a good deal of what is similar in the two charges is differently
worded or differently arranged. See Rushbrooke's Synoptzcon, pp. 35, 36. One
may readily admit the possibility of some confusion between the traditional
forms of the two charges; but no such hypothesis is required. The work of
the Seventy was sufficiently ·similar to the work of the Twelve to make the
directions given in each case similar. An address to candidates for ordination
now would be largely the same, 'IVhether addressed to deacons or to priests.
The uncritical character of the hypothesis that this section is an invention to
promote Pauline doctrine is further shown by the fact that its authenticity is
clearly recognized in a work of notoriously anti-Pauline tendency, viz. the
Clementt"ne Recognit£ons. 2 And whatever may be the worth of the traditions
l Renan has a remarkable passage, in which he shows how the customs of
Oriental hospitality aided the preaching and spread of the Gospel ( V. deJ. p. 293).
2 Peter is represented as saying : Nos ergo primos elegit duodecim sibi
credentes, quos apostolos nominavit, postmodum altos septuaginta duos probatissimos tliscipu!os, ut vel hoe modo recognita z"magine Moyszs crederet
mu!titudo, quia ktc est, quem pnsdixit Moyses venturum propketam (i. 40).
It is worth noting that in the Recognitions the number of the nations e>f th•
earth is given as seventy-two (ii. 42).
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that this or that person was one of the Seventy, how could the traditions
(some of which are as old as the second century) have arisen, if no such body
as the Seventy ever existed ?
As Eusebius remarks (H. E. i. 12. I), "there exists no catalogue of the
Seventy." 1 But he goes on to mention traditions as to a few of them, some of
which come from the Hypotyposes of Clement of Alexandria. Barnabas (Acts
iv. 36, etc.), Sosthenes (I Cor. i. I), Cephas (Gal. ii. II), Matthias (Acts i.
26), Joseph called Barsabbas, who was surnamed Justus (Acts i. 23), and
Thaddreus are mentioned as among the Seventy. Clement states definitely of
Barnabas the Apostle that he was one of the Seventy (Strom. ii. 20, p. 489, ed.
Potter), and in Clem. Recog. i. 7 he is called one of Christ's disciples. So far
as we know, Clement was the first to separate the Cephas of Gal. ii. II from
the Apostle. This second Cephas is an obvious invention to avoid a collision
between two Apostles, and to free S. Peter from the condemnation of S. Paul.
From Acts i. 21 we know that both Matthias and Barsabbas had been with
Jesus during the whole of His ministry ; and therefore the tradition that they
were among the Seventy may be true. Thaddreus was one of the Twelve, and
cannot have been one of the Seventy also. Eusebius gives the tradition as
rumour {ef>o.ul). To these may be added an improbable tradition preserved by
Origen, that Mark the Evangelist was one of the Seventy.
The early disappearance of the Seventy is sufficiently accounted for by (I)
the temporary character of their mission ; (2) the rise of the order of presbyters,
which superseded them; (3) the fact that no eminent person was found among
them. It is not improbable that the N. T. prophets were in some cases disciples
who had belonged to this body.
The Fathers make the twelve springs of water at Elim represent the
Apostles, and the threesco~~ and ten palm trees represent the. Sev.enty discip!es
(Exod. xv. 27; Num. xxxm. 9). Thus Tertul. Adv. Marcwn. 1v. 24; Ong.
Hom. vii. in Exod. and Hom. xxvii. in Num. ; Hieron. Ep. lxix. 6.

1. MeTO. SE Ta.uTa.. After the incidents just narrated (ix. 46-62 ).
The historical connexion is clearly marked.
0.vE8eL~ev o KupLos.
The verb is found in N.T. only here and
Acts i. 24; freq. in LXX. Comp. &.vtf3et~ts (i. 80). It means
"show forth, display," and hence "make public, proclaim,"
especially a person's appointment to an office: &.va.U3eixa Tov v£6v
µ.ov 'AvTioxov f3aui>..'a (2 Mac. ix. 25; comp. x. u, xiv. 12, 26;
1 Esdr. i. 34, viii. 23).
This meaning of the word seems to be
late (Polyb. Plut. etc.). But the use of an official word of this
kind points to a more important preparation for Christ's coming
than is indicated ix. 52. Therefore tTEpous points back to ix. 1-6,
the mission of the Twelve.
For o KopLOs see on v. 17, and
comp. vii. 13: describitur hoe loco actus vere dominicus (Beng.).
The f-ripous is in apposition, "others, viz. seventy." The Ka.l before
E-ripous (~AC D) is ?f very doubtful authority, and is as likely to have been
inserted in explanation as omitted because superfluous. Comp. xxiii. 32,
where Ka.l is certainly genuine; and see Win. lix. 7. d, p. 665.

l~Sof1-~KoVTa. (Silo].

Both external and internal evidence are

1 Steinhart in his ed. of the Sckoli'a on Luke, by Abulfarag Bar.Hebrreus
(p. 22, Berlin, 1895), questions the statement of Assemani (B. 0. iii. I. 320),
that Bar-Hehrreus gives a list of the Seventy. Such lists have been invented.
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rather evenly balanced as to the addition or omission of 8vo. The
word might have been either inserted or omitted to make the
number agree with the Seventy Elders, for with Eldad and Medad
they were seventy-two. The nations of the earth also are sometimes
reckoned as seventy, sometimes as seventy-two. The 8-LJo might
also be omitted to make a favourite number (Gen. xlvi. 27; Exod. i.
5, xv. 27; Judg. i. 7, ix. 2; 2 Kings x. 1; Ezra viii. 7, 14; Is. xxiii.
15; Jer. xxv. 11, etc.). See Ryle, Canon of O.T. p. 158.
e{Jlioµ:qico'll'Ta.. tcACLXrt.:a!II etc., bfq Syrr. Goth. Aeth., Iren-Lat.
Tert. Eus.
e{Jlioµ:rjicovra. li&o. BDMR, ace Vulg. Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. Ann., ClemRecogn. Epiph. Scrivener considers the evidence against ouo to be
"overwhelmmg both in number and weight." So also Keim. WH.
bracket, Treg. and Tisch. omit.

clvO. Soo. For companionship, as in the case of the Twelve
(Mk. vi. 7), of the Baptist's disciples (Lk. vii. 19), of Barnabas and
Saul (Acts xiii. 2), of Judas and Silas (xv. 27), of Barnabas and
Mark (xv. 39), of Paul and Silas (xv. 40), of Timothy and Silas
(xvii. 14), of Timothy and Erastus (xix. 22). The testimony of two
would be more weighty than that of one; and they had to bear
witness to Christ's words and works. Comp. Eccles. iv. 9-12 ; Gen.
ii. 18. The reading d.vd. 8vo 8vo (BK) seems to be a combination
of &.va 8vo and 8vo 8vo (Mk. vi. 7 ; Gen. vi. 19, 20 ).
~p.Ehl..Ev uihos epxeu9a.1.
"He Himself (as distinct from these
forerunners) was about to come."
2. 'o p.Ev 9ep1up.bs 11"0Ms, • • . ets Tov 9ep1up.ov a.1hou. This
saying is verbatim the same as that which Mt. ix. 37, 38 records
as addressed to the disciples just before the mission of the Twelve.
The Twelve and the Seventy were answers to the prayer thus
prescribed ; and both had the warning of the fewness of the
labourers and the greatness of the work. The &>..lyo1 has no reference to the Seventy as being too few: the supply is always
inadequate. We cannot conclude anything as to the time of year
when the words were spoken from the mention of harvest. So
common a metaphor might be used at any season. Com. Jn. iv. 35.
Why does RV. retain the "truly" of AV. in Mt. ix. 37 while abolishing
it here? It has no authority in either place, and apparently comes from the
quidem ofVulg., which represents µh.
8"18'1TE· The verb does not occur in Mk. or Jn., nor in Mt. excepting
in this saying (ix. 38). It is a favourite with Lk. (v. 12, viii. 28, 38, ix. 38,
40, xxi. 36, xxii. 32; Acts iv. 31, viii. 22, etc.). Elsewhere rare in N.T.,
but very freq. in LXX. For the constr. see Burton, § 200.

<Im.is lpycha.s tlKj3c£>..n. "Send forth with haste and urgency."
The verb expresses either pressing need. or the directness with
which they are sent to their destination. Comp. Mk. i. 12 ; Mt.
xii. 20; Jas. ii. 25. There is always human unwillingness to be
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overcome: comp. Exod. iv. 10, 13; Judg. iv. 8; Jon. i. 3. For
t!py&Ta.s of agricultural labourers comp. Mt. xx. 1, 8; Jas. v. 4;
Ecclus. xix. 1; and of labourers in the cause of religion, 2 Cor.
xi. 13 ; Phil. iii. 2 ; 2 Tim. ii. 1 5.
3. i8ou d'lroOTE>..>..111 i)p.Cis, K.T.>... The same is said to the Twelve,
with 7T'po/3aTa for 11.pvas (Mt. x. 16).1 For d'lroaTE>..>..111 see on iv. 18.
In the ancient homily wrongly attributed to Clement of Rome
(Lft., Clement, ii. p. 219) we have the following: A.fyei yd.p b Kvpws
"Eueu8e WS apv{a EV p.f.u'l! AVKWV" a7T'oKpL8els OE b IIfrpos a&c{i A.f.yec
'Eav o~v oiau7T'apd.~wuiv oi A.vKoL Ta d.pvla; el7T'ev b 'I17uovs Tcfl Ilfrp'l!'
M~ cpof3e{u8wuav Ttt d.pv{a TOVS AVKOVS p.ETtt 'TO a11"08ave'iv a1mi. Then
follows a loose quotation of Mt. x. 28 or Lk. xii. 4, 5. See A.
Resch, Agrapha, Texte u. Untersuch. v. 4, p. 377, 1889.
4. p.~ fla.OTntETE fla.>..Mvnov, p.~ inlpa.v, p.~ 1)1ro8~p.a.Ta.. The
Talmud enjoins that no one is to go on the Temple Mount with
staff, shoes, scrip, or money tied to him in his purse. Christ's
messengers are to go out in the same spirit as they would go to
the services of the temple, avoiding all distractions. Edersh.
The Temple, p. 42. From f3auTa,eTe we infer that v7T'oO-r/p.a.Ta were
not to be carried in addition to what were worn on the feet.
Sandals were allowed in the temple. Comp. ix. 3, xxii. 35. The
whole charge means, "Take with you none of the things which
travellers commonly regard as indispensable. Your wants will be
supplied." In N.T. j3a>..Mvnov occurs only in Lk. (xii. 33, xxii.
35, 36): in LXX Job xiv. 17. The word is quite classical:
Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Grk. p. 42. See on ix. 3 and vii. 14.
p.118.!va. Ka.TO. ~v o8ov da'll'&a11a8e. They are to go straight to
their destination, and not give their message of good tidings until
they have reached it. It is not greetings, but greetings KaTtt T~v
bo6v that are forbidden. 2 Omnia prretermittatis, dum quod iniunctum est peragatis (Aug.). Comp. 2 Kings iv. 29. Like the
sayings in ix. 60, 62, this prohibition implies that entire devotion
to the work in hand is necessary.
5. But directly they have reached a goal, and have obtained
admission to a household, a greeting is to be given. Comp. ii. 14,
Elp-r/v11 EV d.v8p6'7T'OLS; Jn. xx. 19, 21, 26, elp-r/v17 vp.'iv.
6. uios ELP~"'IS· Another Hebraism : "one inclined to peace":
dignus qui illo voto potiatur. Comp. vios yef.vv17s (Mt. xxiii. 15);
riis a7T'WAE{as (Jn. xvii. I 2); rijs a11"EL8E{as (Eph. v. 6); 8av<iTOV (2 Sam.
l Comp. Non derelinquas nos sz'cut pastor gregem suum i'n manibus luporum
malignorum (4 Esr. v. 18). Ovem lupo commi·sisti (Ter. Eunuck. v. 1. 16).
Other examples in Wetst. on Mt. x. 16. Here IJ.pva.s iv µhrqi MKwv must be
taken closely together: as certain of being attacked as lambs in the midst of
wolves.
2 See Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands, p. 57, for a graphic
illustration of the value of the precept, " Salute no man by the way." Pulckra
est saluta#o, sed pulckrior matura exsecu#o (Ambr. in loco).
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xii. 5). Comp. TiKva opyrr• (Eph. ii. 3). It was a saying of Hillel,
" Be thou of Aaron's disciples, loving peace and seeking for peace."
hra.vcnra.TjaETcu. This is the reading of N B for t!11"ava:1ra6a-ETa•, like
ava11"a?)cro11rni (Rev. xiv. I3). A 2 aor. pass. bra'lv is given by Choeroboscus.
Veitch, sub. 1Tauw, p. 456. Comp. i1Tavmavcraro ro 11"11euµ,a, ,,,., ailrov~ (Num.
xi. 25; 2 Kings ii. I5). Here br' ailr611 probably refers to the son of peace,
not to the house. For el 6E µ.?)"(e (which is freq. in Lk.) see small print on
v. 36, and Burton, § 275.

icf>' ~,...as dva.Kap.+u. "As if it had been unspoken"; or, "as
if it had been spoken to you, instead of by you." 1 Comp. Mt. ii.
12; Acts xviii. 21; Heb. xi. 15; Exod. xxxii. 27; 2 Sam. i. 22,
viii. 13, etc. But they have no discretion as to giving this salutation, however unworthy the recipient may seem to be.
7. iv a.vtji 8~ tjJ olKlq. fJ-EVETE. Not "in the same house" (as all English
Versions, Vulg. and Luther), which would be €11 rii avrii olKlq,, but "in that
very house," viz. the one which has given a welcome. Comp. ii. 38, xii. 12,
xiii. I, 3I, xx. I9, xxiii. I2, xxiv. I3, 33; in all which places RV. has rightly
"that very." But here it has "that same," and ver. 2I it changes " that "
(AV.) to "that same." Lk. prefers t!v avrii rii tfipiJ-, 1]µ.t!pq,, K.r.X. The
other Evangelists prefer ev t!Kel1171 rii tfipq,, K.T.A.
i'a9ovTEt;. The poetic form ~crOw is very rare in prose : comp. vii. 33,
xxii. 30; Mk. i. 6; Lev. xvii. IO; Is. ix. :ao; Ecclus. xx. IS.

Tel -rra.p• a.1hwv. What their entertainers provide : they are to
consider themselves as members of the family, not as intruders;
for their food and shelter are salary and not alms. Comp. Ta 7rap'
vµwv, "the bounty which you provide" (Phil. iv. 18), and see Lft.
on Gal. i. 12. The injunction is parallel to 1 Cor. ix. 7, not to
1 Cor. x. 27.
Christ is freeing them from sensitiveness about
accepting entertainment, not from scruples about eating food
provided by heathen.
a~LOS yelp 6 llpydTl)s TOU p.La9ou a.l'iToil.
Mt. x. 10 has rYjs Tpocp~>
awov. Epiphanius combines the two with Lk. iii. 14: /Uto> yap
, ... Kai, ,
' T'I.'.... Epya._oµEv'I!
,
Y'
rl..'•""(Hi.
o••EPY· T. µiu {J. aVTov
apKETOI!
T/c TPO'f'TJ
avrov
1£1".
lxxx. 5, p. 1072 A). Much more interesting is the quotation in
1 Tim. v. 18, which has been made an objection to the genuineness of the Epistle. But it is probable ( 1) that A.iyn yap Yi ypacpf,
applies only to Bovv &A.ow11Ta ov cpiµwuw;;, and ( 2) that ~ Atw> o
lpy&.TT}s Toil µiu8ov avTov is given as a well-known proverb or
saying of Christ. See Introduction, § 6, i. a.
p.~ f£ETa.f!alV£TE £~ olKlas EL<; olK(av. "Do not go on changing,"
i.e. µivETE. They were not to fear being burdensome to their fir~t
entertainers, nor to go back to those who had rejected them, still
I

Quod semel a dei opu/entia exiit non frustra exiit, sed aliquem eerie in.

Pentt, cui id obtingat. Solatium mt"nistrorum, qui sibi videntur m"/ mdijicare
(Beng.).
"Talk not of wasted affection; affection never is wasted" (Longtellow).
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less to seek more pleasant quarters. Perhaps also this is a warn·
ing against accepting numerous invitations which would waste
precious time. To this day in the East travellers who arrive at
an Arab village are overwhelmed with a round of invitations
(Lasserre, Evangiles, p. 324). Note the exact and original antithesis between f.~ and ds, "out of" and "into the interior of."
8. Kal ets ~v 11.v iroXLv. Apparently vv. 5-7 apply to single
dwellings, vv. 8-12 to towns. For 8exwVTm see small print on
viii. 13. We might expect f.av 8£xwvrni for Kal Uxwvrni.
TU irapaTL8lp.eva lip.Lv. Just "what is offered," without demand·
ing more or anything different. They must be neither greedy nor
fastidious. Comp. ix. 16; Gen. xxiv. 33, xliii. 31; 1 Sam. xxviii.
22; 2 Sam. xii. 20; 2 Kings vi. 22; 4 Mac. vi. 15.
9. Kal ~EyETE auTOL!;. "And continue saying to them " ; i.e.
to the inhabitants generally, not merely to the sick.
~HyyiKev lcj>' lip.as Ti f!acn~e£a Tou 0eou.
So that the last preach·
ing resembled the first : Mt. iii. 2, iv. 1 7 ; Mk. i. 15. The Kingdom of Heaven is naturally thought of as coming " upon " men,
down from above. For £y-yl,uv f.-rr{ nva see Ps. xxvi. 2 ; 1 Mac.
v. 40, 42. Comp. Mt. xii. 28. Note Lk.'s favourite iyy{,ui"
10. One house might receive them, but the town as a whole
reject them. In that case they are to leave the house (f.~eMovns)
and deliver a public warning before leaving the town.
.t11 TG.11 .,,.>..o.Tda.11. "Into the open streets" (11°\dc, 71°AdTos): It is the
fem. of 71°AIJ.TUS with oo6s understood: xiii. 26, xiv. 21; Acts v. 15; Prov.
vii. 6; Is. xv. 3; Ezek. vii. 19. Not in Mk. or Jn.

11. Kal Tov KoviopTov Tov Ko~~1J8EVTa 7Jp.Lv, "Even the dust that
cleaveth to us." "Not even the smallest thing of yours will we
have." Hobart claims Ko>..Aaw as a medical word (pp. 128, 129).
In N.T. it is used only in the passive with reflexive force. It
occurs seven times in Lk. (xv. 15; Acts v. 13, viii. 29, ix. 26,
x. 28, xvii. 34) and five times elsewhere (Mt. xix. 5; Rom. xii. 9;
1 Cor. vi. 16, I7; Rev. xviii. 5), two of which are quotations from
LXX, where it is frequent ; once in the active (J er. xiii. 11 ).
Neither in LXX (excepting Tobit vii. 16 ~) nor in N.T. does
d1J'oµ.&.uueiv occur again: comp. eKµ.auunv (vii. 38, 44).
ir~~v TOuTo yivwcrKETE OTL.
"But, although you reject us, the
fact remains that you must perceive, that," etc. See on vi. 24, 35·
Note that there is no f.rp' vµ.iis (om. ~ B D LS) after ~YYLKEV. The
message of mercy has become a sentence of judgment. "The
Kingdom has come nigh, but not on you, because you have put
it from you."
Lk. alone of the Evangelists uses Toi/To ••• &T• (xii. 39; Acts xxiv. 14).
Jn. has llT• after o•A ToilTo, but after Toi/To has ba..
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12. ~" tjj ~f1o€py. .!Ke(vn. The d~y of judgment following on the
complet10n of the Kingdom, as ts clear from ver. 14. Comp.
xxi. 34; Mt. vii. 22; 2 Thes. i. 10; 2 Tim. i. 12, 18, iv. 8. Lk.
vi. 23 is different. As in ver. 24, Lk. omits the introductory &.p:rjv:
he also omits Kat rop,6ppoL<;. The people in the cities of the plain
had had no such opportunities as those to whom Christ's own
disciples preached. Comp. Mt. xi. 23.
dveKTOTepov. Remi'ssius (Vulg.); tolerabilz'us (Lat. Vet.). Only
the comparative of &.vEKT6<> (&.vixop,ai) occurs in N.T., and always in
this phrase: Mt. x. 15, xi. 22, 24. Not in LXX.
13-15. The Solemn Farewell to the Cities in which He had
preached and manifested Himself in vain. The mention of the
judgment which awaits the towns that shall reject His forerunners
naturally leads to the mention of those places which have already
rejected Him. It is plain from ver. 16 that this lamentation over
the three cities is part of the address to the Seventy. The wording is almost the same as Mt. xi. 21-24, but there the comparison
with Sodom is joined to the denunciation of Capernaum.
13. Xopo.te(v. Excepting here and the similar Woe in Mt. xi. 21,
Chorazin is not mentioned in N.T. This shows us how much of
Christ's work is left unrecorded (Jn. xxi. 25). The name does not
occur in O.T. nor in Josephus. It may be identified with the
ruins now called Km1zeh, about two miles N.E. of Tell Hum,
which is supposed to be Capernaum ; and Jerome tells us that
Chorazin was two miles from Capernaum : est autem nunc desertum
in secundo lapide a Capharnaum. Some identify Tell Hum with
Chorazin ; but Conder, who does not believe that Tell Hum is
Capernaum, nevertheless regards Kerdzeh as certainly Chorazin
(Handbook to the Bible, pp. 324-326) : and this is now the prevailing view. D.B. 2 s.v.
lv a-0.KKq> • • • Ka.8.J1u110~. Constructz'o ad sensum : comp. ver. 8.
Xopa.fel11 and B718uarM are feminine, and hence the reading Ka8f11,1,evaL (D).
~" unKK<t>· Our " sackcloth " gives a wrong idea of uaKKo<>,
which was made of the hair of goats and other animals, and was
used for clothing. But sacks were made of it (Gen. xlii. 25; Josh.
ix. 4) as well as garments. Comp. Jon. iii. 6. The 'll'n>..m points
to a ministry of considerable duration in these cities.
f1oETev611uo.v. Like p,ETavoio. (see on iii. 3), P,ETavoE'iv is much
more frequent in Lk. (xi. 32, xiii. 3, 5, xv. 7, etc.) than in Mt. and
Mk. Neither is found in Jn. See on v. 32.
14. 11'>..~v Top':' Ko.l 'It8wvL. "But, guilty as Tyre and Sidon
are, yet," etc. They were both of them heathen commercial
towns, and are frequently denounced by the Prophets for their
wickedness: Is. xxiii.; Jer. xxv. 22, xlvii. 4; Ezek. xxvi. 3-7,
xxviii. 12-22. Of Chorazin and Bethsaida the paradox was truer
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that the Kingdom of God had come nigh to them, and yet they
were far from the Kingdom of God.
15. /J.~ lwc; o6pa.vou u"1w61JIT!I ; " Shalt thou be exalted as far
as heaven? Thou shalt be thrust down as far as Hades." Both
here and Mt. xi. 23 the reading r, ... vifrwOlirra is found in many
authorities; but the evidence against it (NB D L 'a) is conclusive.
Godet supports it as being paifaitement daire et simple ; which is
the explanation of the corruption. There is less certainty as to
whether KaTaf3~rrrJ, which is probably right in Mt., is right here
(B D): KaTa/3t{3arrO~rrrJ is well supported. In Ezek. xxxi. 161 17
we have both Kanf3lf3a,ov ei<; ~Sov and KaTE/3TJrrav Eli; ~Sov. Heaven
and Hades (not Gehenna) here stand for height of glory and
depth of shame (Is. xiv. 13-15). The desolation of the whole
neighbourhood, and the difficulty of identifying even the sites of
these flourishing towns, is part of the fulfilment of this prophecy.
See Jos. B.J. iii. 10. 9; Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. 101; Tristram,
Bible Places, 267; Renan, L'Antechrist, p. 277.
16. 'o &Kouwv up.wv ip.oil &KoUEL. Note the chiasmus. This
verse connects the work of Christ with the work of His disciples
(Acts ix. 4), and forms a solemn conclusion to the address to the
Seventy. Those who reject their message will share the lot of
those who rejected Christ: 1 all alike have rejected God. Comp.
Mt. x. 40; Jn. xiii. 20; 1 Thes. iv. 8; 1 Sam. viii. 7. The
Seventy must do their utmost to avert so miserable a result of
their labours. For &0ETE'i: see on vii. 30. Syr-Sin. paraphrases.
17-24. The Return of the Seventy. They would not all
return at once, and probably did not all return to the same place,
but met Jesus at different points as He followed them. Contrast
the very brief account of the return of the Twelve (ix. 10).
Trench, Studies in the Gospels, p. 225.
17. 'Y'll'iOTpE"1av St ot lj3Sop.f]KoVTa.
Most of the authorities
which add Svo in ver. 1 add it here also. By "returned" is meant
that they came back to Jesus. He meanwhile had been moving.
See on iv. 14 and i. 56.
Kli1 Tel Sa.Lp.6vLa. u'll'oTliuo-ETa.L.
" Even the demons are being
subjected." This was more than they expected, for they had only
been told to heal the sick (ver. 9); whereas the Twelve were
expressly endowed with power to cast out demons (ix. 1 ). There
is nothing to show that Lk. considers exorcizing evil spirits to be the
highest of gifts ; but the Seventy were specially elated at possessing
this power. They think more of it than of their success in proclaiming the Kingdom ; yet they recognize that it is derived from
their Master. It is in His name that they can exorcize. His
reply is partly (ver. 20) like the reply to the woman who pro1 II cherchait de toute maniere a !tablir en principe qta ses ap8tres c'!tai1
l11i-mfme {Renan, V. de f. p. 294),
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nounced His Mother to be blessed (xi. 27, 28). They may
admire this; but there is something much more admirable.
18. 'E6u.~pouv TOV Ia.Ta.vciv.
At the very time when His
ministers were casting out Satan's ministers,-nay, even as He
was sending them forth to their work, Jesus knew that Satan was
being overcome. In the defeat of the demons He saw the downfall of their chief. This passage is again conclusive evidence as to
Christ's teaching respecting the existence of a personal power of
evil. See on viii. 12, and comp. xiii. 16, xxii. 31. In all these
cases it would have been quite natural to speak of impersonal
evil. See D.B. 1 art. "Satan" ; Edersh. L. &> T. ii. App. xiii. § ii.
In N.T. the form is ~Ta11as (not excepting 2 Cor. xii. 7), which is.
declined, and almost invariably has the art.; but xxii. 3 and Mk. iii. 23 are
exceptions. In LXX the word is rare. We have <raTd.11, indecl. and without
art., l Kings xi. 14, [23, 25], in the sense of" adversary,'' a human enemy;
and TOii ~aTa11a11, or To11 ~Ta11d, Ecclus. xxi. 27,
For the imperf. comp. Acts xviii. 5, and see Win. xl. 3. d, p. 336.

i:is cluTpa.1")v. It was as visible and unmistakable: comp.
xvii. 24; Mt. xxiv. 27. The words are amphibolous, but are
better taken with Wunpovv than with lK TOV ovpa.vov, which is to be
joined with ?reo-6vra.: comp. ix. 17, 27, 57, xiii. 1, etc. In B 254
lK TOV ovpa.vov precedes ws &.O"Tpa7r'Tjv. As in ver. 15, heaven ishere put for the height of prosperity and power : comp. Is. xiv. 1z
and ra l?rovp&.via (Eph. vi. 12). 1
'll"EITOVTa..
Last with emphasis. The "fallen" of RV. is no
improvement on the "fall" of AV. " I beheld Satan fallen "
means "saw him prostrate after his fall." The aor. indicates the
coincidence between the success of the Seventy and Christ's
vision of Satan's overthrow; and neither "fallen " nor "falling"
(cadentem, Vulg.) express this so well as " fall " in English. See
Burton, § 146, and T. S. Evans, Expositor, 2nd series, iii. p. 164.
Some refer the fall to the original fall of the Angels (Jude 6), in
which case Wu1'povv refers to the Son pre-existing with the Father.
Others to the Incarnation, or the Temptation. Rather, it refers
to the success of the disciples regarded as a symbol and earnest
of the complete overthrow of Satan. 2 Jesus had been contemplating evil as a power overthrown. In any case there is no analogy
between this passage and Rev. xii. 12 : the point is not that the
devil has come down to work mischief on the earth, but that his
power to work mischief is broken.
This verse is sometimes quite otherwise explained.

"You are elated at

l Comp. rpos oupa11011 {Jt{Jw11 (Soph. 0. c. 381); Cmsar fertur in C!Zlum (Cic.
Phil. iv. 3), collegam de c1Zlo detraxisti (Phil. ii. 42).
2 Cum vos nupe~ mt'tterem ad evangelizandum videbam dmmonem su'1
potestate a me privatum qtuisi de C!Zlo cadere, ac per vos magis casurum (Corn.
a Lap.).
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your victory over the demons, and are proud of your spiritual powers. Beware
of spiritual pride. There was a time when I beheld Satan himself fall even
from heaven owing to this sin." 1 Others make it a rebuke to complacency and
elation, but in another way. "You are overjoyed at finding that demons are
subject to you. That is no very great thing. I once beheld their sovereign
cast out of heaven itself; and their subjection was involved in his overthrow."
Both these interpretations depend upon a misunderstanding of Toil oflpa.vou,
which does not mean the abode of the Angels, but the summit of power (Lam.
ii. 1 ). This is well expressed in the Clementine Liturgy, in the Collect at the
dismissal of the energumens, o /nifa.s a.&rov ws drrrpa.7r1,v <£ oupa.vov els ')'iiv, ov
T07rLK~ f>~-yµ.aTL, ciUO. d.Tro TLµfis eis d.TLµla.v, i'il EKOVIJ'Lov a.&rov KO.K6vo,a.v.
Hammond, Liturgies Eastern and Western, Oxford, 1878, p. 5.

19. 8£81a1Ka. up.'i:v '"iv l~ouala.v. The powers which they have
received are larger than they had supposed. They possessed
during their mission, and still retain, the Uova-Ca to vanquish the
powers of evil. Note the article, which is almost peculiar to this
passage. Contrast v. 24, ix. 1, xii. 5, xix. 17 ; Acts ix. 14. The
passage is possibly moulded on Ps. xci. 13: €7r' &.u7rl8a Ka.i {3auiA.tuKov €m{3-r/<r[J, Kal. Ka.Ta7raT~uw; A.lovrn Kal. Sp&.KovTa ; but comp.
Deut. viii. l 5 : Toil &.yay6vTo> ue Sia TI}> €p~µ.ov TI}> µ.ey&.A71s Kal.
...~ .. cpo{3epas lKE{VYJ>, ov ocpis 8aKvwv Kal. CJ'KOp7rfos. The meaning is
that no fraud or treachery shall prevail against them.
Ka.l t'll'l 'II'. T~v Suva.p.iv Tou tx6pou. Contrast the Svvaµ.is of the
enemy with the €~ovuta given by Christ. Nor shall any hostile
strength or ability succeed. The promise in both cases refers to
victory over spiritual foes rather than to immunity from bodily
injuries. "The enemy" means Satan: Mt. xiii. 25; Rom. xvi. 20;
1 Pet. v. 8.
But protection from physical harm may be included
(Acts xxviii. 3-5). The appendix to Mk. more clearly includes
this (xvi. 18). Comp. the story of S. John being preserved from
being harmed by boiling oil (Tertul. Prrescr. Hrer. xxxvi.), or by
drinking hemlock (Lips. Apokr. Apostelgesch. i. pp. 426, 428, 432,
480, etc.). This latter story is unknown to the Fathers of the
first six centuries.
hrl. 'll'aO'a.v Tliv Svv. This does not depend upon Tra.Telv, as is shown by
the change of prep. and case, but upon ifovlJ'la.v. They have <fovlJ'la. over
every i'iuva.µLs. Syr-Sin. omits 7r8.IJ'a.v.
11"a.T1iv l'll'uvw. Not of trampling under foot as vanquished, but of
walking upon without being hurt.
oii8~v -bp.a'> oil p.~ A8•1<1)0'EL.
Strong negation : ooi'iev is probably the
subject of di'iLtjlJ'EL. We might translate, "and the power of the enemy shall
not in anywise hurt you." For dliLKelv with double acc. comp. Acts xxv. 10 ;
Gal. iv. 12; Philem. 18 : and for di'itKelv in the sense of" injure" comp. Rev.
vii. 3, ix. 4- The reading di'iucql1'1J (B C) looks like a grammatical correction.
I Thus Gregory the Great : Mire Dominus, ut in dz'scipulorom cordibus
elationem premeret, mox judicium ruinlll retulit, quod zpse magister elationi's
ucepz't; ut in auctore superbt"IB discerent, quid de elatzonis vitio formidarenl
(Moral. xxili. 6, Migne, lxxvi. 259).
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This last clause sums up the other two. They have powei
over fraud and force; nothing shall harm them. Comp. Jn. x. 28,
29; Is. xi. 8, 9.1
20. 11'>..~v lv TOUT<tJ p.~ xu'pETE. "But (although you may well
rejoice, yet) cease to rejoice in this, but continue to rejoice in
something better." Pres. imperat. in both cases. Ista lmtitia
periculo superbim subjacet: ilia demissum gratumque animum Deo
subjzcit (Grotius). The casting out of demons gives no security
for the possession of eternal life. It is not one of Ta xap{crp.aTa
Ta µ.e{,ova: still less is it the Ka()' -b7repf3o>..~v b86v (I Cor. xii. 3 l ).
A Judas might cast out demons. Comp. "I will have mercy, and
not sacrifice" (Hos. vi. 6), which does not mean that sacrifice is
forbidden, but that mercy is greatly superior. See on xxiii. 28
and comp. xiv. 12, 13. For 7rA-i]v comp. vv. rr, 14.
TU ovop.CITCI 6p.wv lvylypCl'll'TCIL lv TOLS o~puvo'Ls. "Your names
have been written, and remain written, in heaven," as citizens
possessing the full privileges of the heavenly commonwealth : in
ea/i's unde Satanas decidit: etsi reclamavit Satanas : etiamsi in
terra non sitt"s celebres (Beng.). But there is probably no reference to Ell T<ii &v6µ.aT{ crov (ver. 17). " Do not rejoice because
you exorcize demons in My name, but rejoice because your
names are written in heaven," is a false antithesis.2 There is no
emphasis on -bµ.wv. Comp. Heb. xii. 23; Rev. iii. 5, xvii. 8,
xx. 12, 15, xxi. 27, xxii. 19; Phil. iii. 20. The figure is one of
many taken from O.T. and endued with a higher meaning: Is.
iv. 3; Ezek. xiii. 9; Dan. xii. 1. Comp. Hermas, Vis. i. 3. 2;
Sim. ii. 9. Contrast Jer. xvii. 13. For Rabbinical illustrations
see Wetst. on Phil. iv. 3. Allusion to the Oriental custom of
recording in the archives the names of benefactors (Esth. x. 2 ;
Hdt. viii. 90. 6) is not probable. And it is clear from Rev. iii. 5,
xxii. 19; Exod. xxxii. 32; Ps. lxix. 28 that absolute predestination is not included in the metaphor. For the Hebr. plur. Tots
ovpavol:> comp. xii. 33, xxi. 26 ; Acts vii. 56.
21-24. The Exultation of Jesus over the Divine Preference
shown to the Disciples. Mt. xi. 25-27. Nowhere else is anything of the kind recorded of Christ. Mt. connects it with the
Woes on the three cities, and connects these with the message
from the Baptist.
m. 'Ev uutjj tjj wpq.. "In that very hour" (see small print on
ver. 7), making the connexion with the return of the Seventy close
1 Justin Martyr says to the Roman Emperors, vµeZs B' ci'lrOKTetvcii Jdv 661111.vfJe,
PAd.ifa.i B' oil (Apql. i. 2). He is probably adapting Plat. Apo!. 30 C.
•Augustine seems to suggest it Enarr. in Ps. xci. But Enarr. in Ps. cxxx.
he says well : Non o~nes Chnsti'ani boni dmmonia e;iciunt; omnium tamen
nomina scnpta sunt in ctzlo. Non eos voluit gaudere ex eo quod proprium
habebant, sed ex eo quod cum ceten·s salutem tenebant.
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and express. Both this and a.v7"U Tii ifip'f (without .lv) are peculiar
to Lk. (vii. 21 ?, xii. 12, xx. 19: and ii. 38; Acts xvi. 18, xxii. 13).
In the parallel passage we have ev eKElv'I! T<{> Katp<{J (Mt. xi. 25).
fiya.>..>..iuaaTo T~ 'll'veup.an T~ cly(c:i. " Exulted in the Holy
Spirit," i.e. this holy joy is a Divine inspiration. The fact is
analogous to His being "led by the Spirit in the wilderness'
(iv. 1). Nowhere else is anything of the kind recorded of Christ.
The verb is a strong one: comp. i. 47; Acts ii. 26, xvi. 34 i
2 Sam. i. 20; 1 Chron. xvi. 31; Hab. iii. 18; Is. xii. 6, xxv. 9 j
Psalms passim. Mt. has merely &7roKpi(Ms.
The strangeness of the expression "exulted in the Holy Spirit" has led to
the omission of .,.i;; a:yl'tJ in A Syr-Sin. and some inferior authorities. There is
no parallel in Scripture. Rom. i. 4; Heb. ix. 14 ; l Pet. iii. 18, are not
analogous.
'E~op.o>..oyoilp.a( aot, 'll'UTEp KUpte Toil o.'.lpavou Kal ri)s y1]s.
" I
.acknowledge openly to Thine honour, I give Thee praise" ; Gen.
x:xix. 35; Ps. xxx. 4, cvi. 47, cxxii. 4; Rom. xiv. 11, xv. 9: Clem.
Rom. lxi. 3. Satan is cast down from heaven, and vanquished on
earth. God is Father and Lord of both; Father in respect of the
love, and Lord in respect of the power, which this fact exhibits.
For other public recognitions of God as His Father comp. Mt. xv.
13, xviii. 35; Jn. v. 17, xi. 41, xii. 27; Lk. xxiii. 34, 46. The genitives belong to Kvpie only, not to 7r&.up: comp. Clem. Hom. xvii. 5.
d.'ll'lKpuiJias TailTa d.11'~ aocl>wv Kal auvETwv, K.T.>... The Tawa refers
to the facts about the Kingdom made known by the Seventy. In
sound as in sense there is a contrast between a:1TlKpvifras and
d.7reKcf.>..vifrai;. The aristocracy of intellect, who prided themselves
upon their superiority, are here the lowest of all. The statement
is general, but has special reference to the scribes and Pharisees,
who both in their own and in popular estimation were the wise and
enlightened (Jn. vii. 49, ix. 40 ). The v1}7rtot are the unlearned,
and therefore free from the prejudices of those who had been
trained in the Rabbinical schools. It is very arbitrary to confine
the thanksgiving to d.7rEKd.>..vifra<> : it belongs to &.7rlKpvifrai; also. That
God has proved His independence of human intellect is a matter
for thankfulness. Intellectual gifts, so far from being necessary, are
often a hindrance. S. Paul is fond of pointing out this law of the
"Lord of heaven and earth": Rom. i. 22; 1 Cor. i. 19-31,
2 Cor. iv. 3, 4. Note the omission of the article before uo</>wv,
uvvETwv, and V7J7rloii;. To be uo</>oi; and uv1'E'TO'i is not fatal: such
are not ipso facto excluded, although they often exclude themselves.
Nor are the v1}7rtoL ipso facto accepted.

In Clem. Hom. viii. 6 the passage is quoted thus: i~oµ,o"AO"'(ouµ.u.l <ro•, raTEP
'Tou ovpavou KO.L 'Tijs 'Y'is, /in rlrlKpv>fas 'TO.Vra aro <rotj>wv Kal rpE<r{Jll'Tipwv, Kai
rlrEKtJ:lwy•as O.V'Tci V'l/'ll'lots 6'1/AcL)OVITLV : and agi>in, xviii. I 5: /In iLrEp fiv KPV'll''TO
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rrotj>o'ts, d.7reKd.Xvif;cis ai}rcl. v717rlots 871Mjovrrtv. The latter fonn avoids the diffi
=ulty about thanking God for hiding from the wise. In application the vi,Trt"'
are made to be the Gentiles. The Marcosians had the future,-i~oµoXo-y~rro·
µat (Iren. i. 20. 3).
The word v?}Trtos (v71, l7ros) represents the Latin infans. Lat. Vet. and
Vulg. haveparvuli's here and Mt. xi. 25; but infantium, Mt. xxi. 16. It i9
opposed to d.v?jp, l Cor. xiii, II ; Eph. iv. 14; and to TtXetos, Heh. v. 13.
va.£. This resumes the expression of thanks ; and hence the second lfrt,
like the first, depends upon e~bµoXo-yovµal <TOL : "I thank Thee that thus it
was well-pleasing." Comp. Phil. iv. 3; Philem. 20; Rev. xvi. 7, xxii. 20.
<\ 'll'a.nip. The nom. with the art. often takes the place of the voc. in
N. T., and generally without any difference in meaning. This is specially the
case with imperatives (viii. 54, xii. 32; Mt. xxvii. 29?; Mk. v. 41, ix. 25;
Col. iii. 18; Eph. vi. l, etc.), and may often be due to Hebrew influence
(2 Kings ix. 31; Jer. xlvii. 6). Here there is perhaps a slight difference
between TrriTep and o?raT~p, the latter meaning, "Thou who art the Father of
all." The use of o1rctT~P for 7r&.Tep may be due to liturgical influence. Comp.
Mk. xiv. 36; Rom. viii. 15; and see Lft. on Gal. iv. 6 and Col. iii. 18; also
Win. xxix. 2, p. 227 ; Simcox, Lang. ef N. T. p. 76.

EG8oK(u 1.ylvETo €11:rrpoa6lv aou. A Hebraism, with £v8oKL« first
for emphasis. See on ii. 14.
22. The importance of this verse, which is also in Mt. (xi. 27),
has long been recognized. It is impossible upon any principles of
criticism to question its genuineness, or its right to be regarded as
among the earliest materials made use of by the Evangelists. And
it contains the whole of the Christology of the Fourth Gospel. It
is like "an aerolite from the J ohannean heaven " (Hase, Gesch.
Jesu, p. 527); and for that very reason causes perplexity to those
who deny the solidarity between the J ohannean heaven and the
Synoptic earth. It should be compared with the following pas·
sages: Jn. iii. 35, vi. 46, viii. 19, x. 15, 30, xiv. 9, xvi. 15, xvii.
6, ro. 1
The introductory insertion, Kai rTTpatj>els ?rpos Taus µa871Tcl.s el?rev (AC) i!I
one of the few points in which the TR. (which with N B D L MS: omits the
words) differs from the third ·edition of Steph.

22. nnl'Tu p.ot 1l'«pE80611. The 11"avTa seems primarily to refer to
the revealing and concealing. Christ has full power in executing
1 "This passage is one of the best authenticated in the Synoptic Gospels.
It is found in exact parallelism both in Mt. and Lk., and is therefore known to
have been part of that 'collection of discourses' (cf. Heitzmann, Synopt. Evan·
gellen, p. 184; Ewald, Evangelien, pp. 20, 255 ; Weizslicker, pp. 166-169), in
all probability the composition of the Apostle St. Matthew, which many critic!I
believe to be the oldest of all the Evangelical documents. And yet once grant
the authenticity of this passage, and there is nothing in the Johannean Quisto·
logy that it does not cover. Even the doctrine of pre-existence seems to be
implicitly contained in it" (Sanday, Fourth Gospel, p. 109). Keim affirms that
"There is no more violent criticism than that which Strauss has introduced" ot
repudiating a passage so strongly attested (Jes. of Naz. iv. p. 63).
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the Divine decrees. But it is arbitrary to confine the 7rd.vTa. to
the potestas revelandt:
ytvwaKEL TC<; laTtv 6 u16<;. "Comes to know what His nature is,
His counsel, His will." Mt. has l7riyiv<f>crKei Tov vMv, where the
compound verb covers what is here expressed by the TL>. Both
might be translations of the same Aramaic.
On purely subjective grounds Keim contends for the Marcionite reading
l-yv01, which is certainly as old as Justin (Apo!. i. 63), although he has
-yivw1nm, Try. c. Even Meyer thinks that l-yv01 may be original. But the

evidence against it is overwhelming.
Syr-Sin. makes the two clauses interrogative : " Who knoweth the Son;
except the Father? and who knoweth the Father, except the Son?"
pov>.11Ta.L ••• 6.'ll'oKa.>.v"1a.L. "Willing to reveal" (RV.); "will reveal"
(AV.), is the simple future. There is asimilar weakening of {Jo{)/l.E<T0a.i in AV;
Acts xviii. 15, and of M/l.«v, xix. 14. See small print on ix. 2+

28, 24. In Mt. xiii. 16, 17 this saying, with some slight differ·
ences, occurs in quite another connexion, viz. after the explanation
of the reason for Christ's speaking in parables. If the words were
uttered only once, Lk. appears to give the actual position. The
Ka.T' lSla.v seems to imply some interval between vv. 22 and 23.
Christ's thanksgiving seems to have been uttered publicly, in the
place where the returning Seventy met Him.
28. a ~~l'll'eTE. The absence of vp.els is remarkable. Contrast
vp.wv 8£ p.a.Kapwi at &cp9a.A.p.ol (Mt. xiii. 16). Lk. has no equivalent
..
['VJLWV
~ J OTL
~
, '
Comp. JLO.KO.pLOt
'
'
' .
0.KOVOVCTtV.
Ote yivop.evoi
EV
t 0 Kat' TO.' WTO.
Ta.ic; ~p.ipo.t> tKelvo.t> lSe'i:v Ta aya.90. (Ps. Sol. xvii. 50, xviii. 7).
24. 1l'O~~ol 11'pocj>1jTa.t Ka.l ~o.at~ei:<;. Balaam, Moses, Isaiah, and
Micah; David, Solomon, and Hezekiah. For {30.criA.e'i> Mt. has
3{Kmoi, and for ~(J£A.'YJ<To.v has l7re9vp.'YJcra.v. Vulg. has voluerunt here
and cupierunt in Mt. Neither AV. nor RV. distinguishes. Note
that Lk. again omits the introductory dp.¥, as in ver. 12. See on
xii. 44. As to the Prophets comp. 1 Pet. i. 10, 1 x.
a llµ.ei:<; ~~l'll'ETE. Here Mt., who has given the emphatic con·
trast between "you " and the ancients at the outset, omits the
fip.e'i:>. One suspects that his arrangement of the pronouns is the
original one. Lk. has no fip.e'i> with aKoveTe. In 2 Cor. xi. 29
we have an emphatic pronoun with the second verb and not with
the first.
25-29. The Lawyer's Questions.
This incident forms the
introduction to the Parable of the Good Samaritan. Comp.
xii. 13-15, xiv. 15, xv. 1-3. The identification of this lawyer with
the one who a!>ked, "Which is the great commandment in the
law?" (Mk. xii. 28-32; Mt. xxii. 35-40) is precarious, but perhaps
ought not to be set aside as impossible. There the question is theological and speculative ; here it is practical. Place, introduction1
and issue are qnite different : and thi> auot:ltion from the Law
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which is common to the narratives is here uttered by the lawyer,
there by Christ. An identification with the man who had great
possessions, and who asked the very same question as the lawyer
asks here, although in a very different spirit (Mk. x. 17-22; Mt.
xix. 16-22), is impossible, because Lk. himself records that in full
(xviii. 18-23). The opening words of this narrative point to an
Aramaic source.
2lS. voµ.LKOS TLS dvl<TT'I) iK'll'ELpatwv mhov. See on vii. 30. Excepting Mt. xxii. 35, which is possibly parallel to this, voµ.iKo'> is
used by no other Evangelist. The d.vl<rrYJ implies a situation in
which the company were seated. Neither this question nor the
one respecting the great commandment was calculated to place
Jesus in a difficulty, but rather to test His ability as a teacher: the
EK1mp&.Cwv (see small print on iv. 12) does not imply a sinister
attempt to entrap Him. This use of TL'> (vv. 30, 31, 33, 38) is
freq. in Lk.
T£ 'll'OLt)aas. The tense implies that by the performance of
some one thing eternal life can be secured. What heroic act
must be performed, or what great sacrifice made ? The form of
question involves an erroneous view of eternal life and its relation
to this life. Contrast the Philippian gaoler (Acts xvi. 30).
tw~v aiwvLov KA1Jpovoµ.t)aw.
The verb is freq. in LXX of the
occupation of Canaan by the Israelites (Deut. iv. 22, 26, vi. 1,
etc.), and thence is transferred to the perfect possession to be
enjoyed in the Kingdom of the Messiah (Ps. xxiv. 13, xxxvi. 9,
11, 22, 29; Is. Ix. 21); both uses being based upon the original
promise to Abraham. See Wsctt. Hebrews, pp. 167-169. Lk.
like Jn., never uses aicJvws of anything but eternal beatitude
(xvi. 9, xviii. 18, 30). The notion of endlessness, although not
necessarily expressed, is probably implied in the word. See
Wsctt. Epp. of St. John, pp. 204-208; App. E, Gosp. of S. John
in Camb. Grk. Test. ; and the literature quoted in Zoeckler, Handb.
d. Theol. Wissjt. iii. pp. 199-201. With the whole expression
comp. oi 8€ ilutot Kvpfov KA'f}povoµ.~<rov<rt Cw~v w £'1cppocr6vr1 (Ps. Sol
xiv. 7), and iluioi Kvpfov KA'f}povop.~<ratEV l7rayyEA.las Kvplov (xii. 8).
26. 'Ev T~ voµ.~. First with emphasis. A VOJJ-LKOS ought to
know that w TcfJ vop.fJl the answer to the question is plainly
~
)
given : £7rt Tov voµov aV'Tov
7rapa7rEJJ-7rEL (E uthym ..
'll'WS dvaywwaKELS; Equivalent to the Rabbinical formula,
when scriptural evidence was wanted, "What readest thou?"
But perhaps the 7rws implies a little more, viz. "to what effect"?
The form of question does not necessarily imply a rebuke. For
d.vayLvwaKuv see iv. 16. That Jesus pointed to the man's phylactery
and meant, "What have you got written there?" is conjecture.
That he had "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" on his
phylactery, is improbable. The first of the two laws was written
on phylacteries, and the Jews recited it morning and evening,
•

$
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'
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'
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from Deut. vi. 5, xi. 13 ; hence it was the natural answer to
Christ's question. That he adds the second law, from Lev. xix.
18, is remarkable, and it may be that he was desirous of leading
up to the question, "And who is my neighbour?" See D.B. 2 art.
"Frontlets"; Schaff's Herzog, art. "Phylactery."
27. Here, as in Mk. xii. 30, we have four powers with which God is to
be loved. Mt. xxii. 37 follows Heb. and LXX in giving three. They cover
man's physical, intellectual, and moral activity. Mk. and LXX have i£
throughout; Mt. has iv throughout; Lk. changes from i~ to iv. For the
last words comp. Rom. xiii. 9.

28. 'Op9ws &:1reKp£811s. Comp. &p8ws ~Kpivas (vii. 43). In Mk
xii. 32 it is the scribe who commends Jesus for His answer.
TOUTo ,..o(eL. Pres. imperat. "Continually do this," not merely
do it once for all ; with special reference to the form of the
lawyer's question (ver. 25). See Rom. ii. 13, x. 5; Lev. xviii. 5.
29. 9lhwv 8LKmwum fouTov. Not merely "willing," but "wishing
to justify himself." For what? Some say, for having omitted to
perform this duty in the past. Others, for having asked such a
question, the answer to which had been shown to be so simple.
The latter is perhaps nearer the fact ; but it almost involves the
other. "Wishing to put himself in the right," he points out that
the answer given is not adequate, because there is doubt as to
the meaning of "one's neighbour." Qui multa interrogant non
multa facere gestiunt (Beng.). For 8LKmwua.L see on vii. 35 and
Rom. i. 17.
Ka.l Tts ~<TTtv p.ou ,..>..1111lov ; The question was a very real one
to a Jew of that age. Lightfoot, ad loc., quotes from Maimonides,
"he excepts all Gentiles when he saith, His neighbour. An
Israelite killing a stranger inhabitant, he doth not die for it by
the Sanhedrim ; because he said, If any one lift up himself
against his neighbour."
Ka.\ T(~ l1TT(v !'-0" 11'>.."lcr(ov; The Ka.I accepts what is said, and leads on
to another question: comp. xviii. 26; Jn. ix. 36; 2 Cor. ii. 2. Win. liii. 3.
a, p. 545. For the omiss10n of the art. before 7rAT/O'lov (µ.ou perhaps taking
its place) see Win. xix. 5. b, p. 163: but 7rATJCT!ov may be an adverb.

80-37. §The Parable of the Good Samaritan.
Entirely in
harmony with the general character of this Gospel as teaching
that righteousness and salvation are not the exclusive privilege of
the Jew. The parable is not an answer to the original question
(ver. 25), and therefore in no way implies that works of benevolence
secure eternal life. It is an answer to the new question (ver. 29),
and teaches that no one who is striving to love his neighbour as
himself can be in doubt as to who is his neighbour. We may believe that the narrative is not fiction, but history. Jesus would
not be likely to invent such behaviour, and attribute it to priest,·
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Levite, and Samaritan, if it had not actually occurred. Nowhere
else does He speak against priests or Levites. Moreover, the
parable would have far more point if taken from real life. 1
30. lhroAaj3wv. "Took him up" to reply to him. Here only
in N.T. has i.nro>..aµ,(30.vw this meaning, which is quite classical and
freq. in Job (ii. 4, iv. 1, vi. 1, ix. 1, xi. 1, xii. 1, xv. 1, xvi. 1, etc.).
Contrast vii. 43 ; Acts ii. 15 ; Job xx:v. 3, where it means " I
suppose."
Here Vulg. has suscipiens, with suspiciens as v.l. in many MSS. Besides these two, Lat. Vet. has subiciens (e) and nspondens (f); but not
excij>iens, which would be an equivalent. Syr-Sin. omits.

"Av9p11>11'0S TLS KaTej3mvEv. The road is downhill ; but besides
this we commonly talk of "going down " from the capital. The
narrative implies that the man is a Jew. Jericho is about twenty
miles from Jerusalem; and the road still, as in Jerome's day, has
a bad name for brigandage from " the Arabian in the wilderness "
(Jer. iii. 2 ), i.e. the Bedawin robbers who infest the unfrequented
roads. Sir F. Henniker was murdered here in 1820. 2 It is
possible that Jesus was on this road at the time when He delivered
the parable; for Bethany is on it, and the next event takes place
there (vv. 38-42).
XnO'TllL~ '11'EpLE'll'EO'E1'.
Change from imperf. to aor. "Fell among
robbers," so that they were all round him. Quite classical; comp. Jas. i. 2.
Wetst. gives instances of this very phrase in profane authors, and it is in
correct to classify 7rept7rl7rTELP as a medical word. For X17crr~s, "robber"
(xix. 46, xxii. 52; Jn. xviii. 40), as distinct from KXl'11'T'TJS. "thief" (xii. 33,
39; Jn. xii. 6), see Trench, Syn. xliv.

"Who, in addition to other violence,
Robbers naturally plunder their victims, but do

ot Kal EK8dcmnes mhov.

stripped him."

1 " The spot indicated by our Lord as the scene of the parable is unmis.
takable. About half-way down the descent from Jerusalem to Jericho, close to
the deep gorge of Wady Kelt, the sides of which are honeycombed bya labyrinth
of caves, in olden times and to the present day the resort of freebooters and
outlaws, is a heap of ruins, marking the site of an ancient khan. The Kahn
el Ahmar, as the ruin is called, possessed a deep well, with a scanty supply of
water. Not another building or trace of human habitation is to be found on
any part of the road, which descends 3000 feet from the neighbourhood of
Bethany to the entrance into the plain of Jordan. Irregular projecting masses
of rock and frequent sharp turns of the road afford everywhere safe cover and
retreat for robbers" (Tristram, Eastern Customs, p. 220).
2 It was near Jericho that Pompey destroyed strongholds of brigands
(Strabo, Geogr. xvi. 2. 41 ). Jerome explains "the Going up to Adummim " or
"Ascent of the Red" Gosh. xv. 7, xvili. 17), which is identified with this road,
as so called from the blood which is there shed by robbers. The explanation
is probably wrong, but the evidence for the robbers holds good (.De Locis Heb.
s.v. Adummim). The Knights Templars protected pilgrims along_ this road.
For a description of it see Stanley, Sin. & Pal. p. 424; Keim, /es. of Ntn.
y. p. 71.
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not always strip them. Comp. Mt. xxvii. 28; with double accusative, Mt. xxvii. 31; Mk. xv. 20. It was because he tried to keep
his clothes, and also to disable him, that they added blows to
robbery. For the phrase 'll'A'l)yas ~m8lvTEc; comp. Acts xvi. 23;
Rev. xxii. 18 : in class. Grk. 71'A. lµ.{3&.A.A.nv. Cicero has plagam
alicui imponere (Pro Sest. xix. 44); also vulnera alicui imponere
(.De Fin. iv. 24. 66). For ~f.LL8avij comp. 4 Mac. iv. 1 l.
81. Ka.Ta auyKup(a.v. Not exactly "by chance," but "by way
of coincidence, by concurrence." Vulg. has accidit ut; Lat. Vet.
fortuito (a ff2 qr), forte ( d), derepente (e), while several omit (b c il).
The word occurs here only in N.T. and is rare elsewhere. In
Hippocrates we have 8i' aAATJV 'IWa uvyKvp{av and Td. U71'0 uvyKvptai;.
Neither uvvTVxla nor TVXTJ occurs in N.T.; and TVXTJ only once
or twice, uvVTVxla not once, in LXX. Mult:.e bon:.e occasiones
latent sub his qu:.e fortuita vzdeantur. Scriptura nil describil
lemere ut fortuz"tum (Beng.).
tepeus TLS Ka.TEj3mvev. This implies that he also was on his
way from Jerusalem. That he was going home after discharging
his turn of service, and that Jericho was a priestly city, like
Hebron, is conjecture.
0.vTmapiJAeev.
"Went by opposite to him." A rare word;
here only in N.T. In Wisd. xvi. lo it has the contrary meaning,
" came by opposite to them " to help them ; To Aeo.. yap uov
cl.-n7Tap~A0Ev Kat lauaTo a~ovi;.
Comp. Mal. ii. 7-9.
82. The insertion of "(•v6µevos before Ka.Ta Tov r611'ov (A) makes l>..!Jwv
belong to lowv, "came and saw": and thus the Levite is made to be more
heartless than the priest, whom he seems to have been following. The
priest saw and passed on; but the Levite came up to him quite close, saw,
and passed on. But B L X :E: omit "(ev6µ.evos, while D and other authorities
omit iMwv ; and it is not likely that both are genuine. Syr-Sin. omits one.
Most editors now omit "(ev6µ.evos, but Field pleads for its retention, and
would omit iMwv ( Otium Norut'c. iii. p. 43).

88. Iap.ape('T'l)s Se TLS bSeuwv. A despised schismatic, in marked
contrast to the orthodox clergy who had shown no kindness.I
Comp. ix. 52; Jn. iv. 39-42. He is not said to be KaTa{3alvwv:
he would not be coming from Jerusalem. See on xvii. 18.
~>..8ev KaT' a.OT6v.
"Came down upon him," or "where he
was," or "towards him" (Acts viii. 26, xvi. 7; Phil. iii. 14). The
fear of being himself overtaken by brigands, or of being suspected
of the robbery, does not influence him. " Directly he saw him,
forthwith (aor.) he was moved with compassion." See on vii. 13.
34. 11'poaeA8c.lv. This neither of the others seems to have done:
l Blunt sees here a possible coincidence.
Christ may have chosen a
Samaritan for the benefactor, as a gentle rebuke to James and John for wish·
ing jhst before this to cal~.down fire on Samaritans (ix. 54). See Und4Signeti
Coincidences, Pt. IV. xxxu. p. 300, 8th ed.
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they avoided coming near him. He was half-unconscious, and
they wished to get past without being asked to help.
KaTl81Jaev TO. Tpaup.aTa a.1hou l?rLXE"w E>.mov Ka.1 otvov. These
medical details would be specially interesting to Lk. "Bound up,
pouring on, as he bound, oil and wine." Neither compound
occurs elsewhere in N. T. Comp. Tpavµa luTtv KaTa8ijuai (Ecclus.
xxvii. 21); and, for bnxE.w, Gen. xxviii. 18; Lev. v. 11. Oil and
wine were recognized household remedies. The two were sometimes mixed and used as a salve for wounds. See evidence in
Wetst. Foth Tpavµa and TpavµaT{tw are pee. to Lk.
~m/3L/3<iaa.s 8€ a.1hov l?rl TO Z1hov KTijvos.
The verb is peculiar
to Lk. in N.T. (xix. 35; Acts xxiii. 24), but classical and freq. in
LXX. Comp. lm/3if3auaTE Tov viov µov };aA.wµwv brl T~v ~µfovov
.,.~v iµ~v (1 Kings i. 33). KTijvos (KTaoµai) is lit. "property," and
so "cattle," and especially a "beast of burden" (Acts xxiii. 24;
1 Cor. xv. 39; Rev. xviii. 13). The miv8oxe~ov was probably a
more substantial place of entertainment than a KaT&.Avµa: see on
ii. 7. The word occurs here only in bibl. Grk., and here only is
stabulum used in the sense of "inn" : comp. stabulan'us in ver. 35.
It is perhaps a colloquial word (Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Grk.
p. 74). Attic 1!"av8oKetov.
"Towards the morrow," as Acts iv. 5 and hr! ..~,,
Syr-Sin. has" at the dawn of the day." In
Mk. xv. I some texts read hr! Tli 7rpr..Jl. This use of brl is rare. Comp. i'lrl
~v g,,, (Thuc. ii. 84. 2).
The i~eAIJwv after aiJptov (AC) is not likely to be
genuine; but it would mean that he went outside before giving the money,
to avoid being seen by the wounded man. ~ B D L X S: and most Versions
omit.
35. l'll't

.,.~.,

o.;lpLov.

IJJp<Lv ri)s 7rpou•1fX.i1S (Acts iii. I).

lK/3a'A.wv 8uo 811vupLa.. The verb does not necessarily imply
any violence : "having put out, drawn out," from his girdle; not
"flung out"; comp. vi. 42; Mt. xii. 35, xiii. 52. The two denan'z
would equal about four shillings, although in weight of silver
much less tha,n two shillings. See on vii. 41.
1rpoa8a?ravtJcrn'>·
" Spend in addition " to the two denan'i.
Luc. Ep. Saturn. 39. From the Vulg. supererogaven's comes the
technical expression opera supererogatz'om's.
1.yw iv Teti i.?ravlpxea6al p.e. The iyi/, is very emphatic : "I,
and not the wounded man, am responsible for payment." Note
the pres. infin. " While I am returning, in the course of my
return journey" : see on iii. 2 1. The verb occurs elsewhere in
N.T. only xix. 15, but is classical and not rare in LXX.
86, 87. The Moral of the Parable. Christ not only forces the
lawyer to answer his own question, but shows that it has been
asked from the wrong point of view. For the question, "Who is
my neighbour?" is substituted, "To whom am I neighbour?
Whose claims on my neighbourly help do I recognize?" All the
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three were by proximity neighbours to the wounded man, and his
claim was greater on the priest and Levite ; but only the alien
recognized any claim. The yeyovlva.L is very significant, and implies
this recognition : "became neighbour, proved neighbour" : comp.
xix. 17 ; Heb. xi. 6. "The neighbouring Jews became strangers,
the stranger Samaritan became neighbour, to the wounded traveller.
It is not place, but love, which makes neighbourhood" (Wordsworth). RV. is the only English Version which takes account of
yryovlvm: Vulg. Luth. and Beza all treat it as e!vat.
37. 'o 11"0L~11a.i; To E>..eoi; p.ET' mhoG. The lawyer goes back to his
own question, Tl 7TOt~crai;; He thereby avoids using the hateful
name Samaritan: "He that showed the act of mercy upon him,"
the lA.eoi; related of him. Comp. 7TOt~<Tm l>..eoi; p.eT"O. Twv 7TaTlpwv
~p.wv (i. 72), and lp.eycf.>..vvev TO lA.eoi; aVl'ov p.eT' av.riji; (i. 58).
The phrase is Hebraistic, and in N.T. peculiar to Lk. (Acts xiv.
27, xv. 4): freq. in LXX (Gen. xxiv. 12; Judg. i. 24, viii. 35, etc.).
nopeuou Kal ITU 'ITolEL 6p.olwi;. Either, " Go ; thou also do likewise"; or, "Go thou also; do likewise." Chrysostom seems to
take it in the latter way : 7Topevov o~v, cp71crl, Kal criS, Kal. 7Tolei
bp.o{wi; (xi. p. 109, B). There is a rather awkward asyndeton in
either case; but Kal. criS must be taken together. Comp. Mt.
xxvi. 69; 2 Sam. xv. 19; Obad. 11. "Go, and do thou likewise"
would be 7Topevov KO.t 7Tolei crV op.o{wi;. Field, Otium Norvic. iii. p.
44. Note the pres. imperat. "Thou also habitually do likewise."
It is no single act, but lifelong conduct that is required. Also
that Kal. ~~cr17 does not follow 7Tol£i, as in ver. 28; perhaps because the parable says nothing about loving God, which does not
come within its scope. It is an answer to the question, "Who is
it that I ought to love as myself?" and we have no means of
knowing that anything more than this is intended. Comp. vi. 31.
The Fathers delight in mystical interpretations of the parable. For
references and examples see Wordsw. Comm. in loco; Trench, Par, xvii. notes.
Such things are permissible so long as they are not put forward as the meaning
which the Propounder of the Parable designed to teach. That Christ Himself
was a unique realization of the Good Samaritan is unquestionable. That He
intended the Good Samaritan to represent Himself, in His dealings with fallen
humanity, is more than we know. 1

88-42. §The Two Sisters of Bethany. That this incident
took place at Bethany can hardly be doubted. If the sisters had
not yet settled at Bethany, the place could hardly have been called
~ KWP.'1/ Mapla> Kal Mcf.plla> (Jn. xi. 1 ). Jesus is on His way to
1 Augustine's attempt to prove the latter point is almost grotesque.
The
Jews said to Christ, "Thou art a Samaritan, and hast a devil" (Jn. viii. 48),
Jesus might have replied, "Neither am I a Samaritan, nor have I a devil":
but He said only, "I have not a devil." Therefore He admitted that He Wail
a Samaritan (Serm clxxi. 2).

19
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or from a short visit to Jerusalem which Lk. does not mention.
He perhaps inserts it here as a further answer to the question,
" What must one do to inherit eternal life ? " Mere benevolence,
suoh as that of the Samaritan, is not enough. It must be united
with, and be founded upon, habitual communion with the Divine.
"The enthusiasm of humanity," if divorced from the love of God,
is likely to degenerate into mere serving of tables. But the
narrative may be here in its true chronological position. It is
one of the most exquisite among the treasures which Lk. alone
has preserved ; and the coincidence between it and Jn. xi. with
regard to the characters of the two sisters, the incidents being
totally different, is strong evidence of the historical truth of
both.I Comp. for both thought and language 1 Cor. vii. 34, 35.
38. 'Ev 8E T~ 11'opEuEa0a.t a.ihous. "Now during their journeyings " : see on iii. 21. As Lk. does not name the village, we may
conjecture that he did not know where this occurred. One does
not see how the mention of Bethany would have put the sisters
in danger of persecution from the Jerusalem Jews. If that
danger existed, the names of the sisters ought to have been
suppressed.
yu~ 8l TLS 6vop.a.n MnpOa. tl'!l'E8l~a.To a.ihov. She was evidently
the mistress of the house, and probably the elder sister. That she
was a widow, is pure conjecture. That she was the wife of Simon
the leper, is an improbable conjecture (Jn. xii. 1, 2). The names
Martha, Eleazar (Lazarus), and Simon have been found in an
ancient cemetery at Bethany. The coincidence is curious, whatever may be the explanation. Martha was not an uncommon
name. Marius used to take about with him a Syrian woman
named Martha, who was said to have the gift of prophecy (Plut.
Mar. 414). It means "lady" or "mistress": Kvpta. For 6vop.a.Tt
see on v. 27, and for 01To8lxop.m comp. xix. 6; Acts xvii. 7; Jas.
ii. 25. The verb occurs nowhere else in N.T.
d1 -rfiv oLKCa.v. This is probably the right reading, of which Elr -ro•
olK011 auri)s is the interpretation. Even without aw'is there can be little
doubt that Martha's house is meant.

39. ~ Ka1 '11'apaKa.6Ea6E'Laa 'll'pos Tous 'll'08a.s. The Ka{ can hardly
be "even,'' and the meaning "also" is not clear. Perhaps
" Martha gave Him a welcome, and Mary also expressed her
devotion in her own way," is the kind of thought; or, "Mary
joined in the welcome, and also sat at His feet." The meal has
1 "But the characteristics of the two sisters are brought out in a very subtle
way. In St. Luke the contrast is summed up, as it were, in one definite incident ;
in St. John it is developed gradually in the course of a continuous narrative.
In St. Luke the contrast is direct and trenchant, a contrast (one might almost
say) of light and darkness. But in St. John the characters are shaded off, :is
it were, into one another" (Lft. Biblical Essays, p. 38).

X. 89-41.J
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not yet begun, for Martha is preparing it ; and Mary is not
sitting at table with Him, but at His feet as His disciple (Acts
xxii.. 3). For Tou Kup(ou see on v. 17 and vii. 13. The verb is
class., but the 1 aor. part. is late Greek (Jos. Ant. vi. 11. 9). Note
the imperf. ~Kouev: she continued to listen. Comp. 1 Cor. vii. 35.
40. 11'EpLEO"lrliTo. "Was drawn about in different directions,
distracted." The word forms a marked contrast to 7rapatcaffor6£'iua. Comp. Eccles. i. 13, iii. 10, v. 19; Ecclus. xli. 4.
1hn11Tli11a 8€ et'Tl'ev, KupLE. "And she came up and said": see
on ii. 38. Cov. has "stepte unto Him." Other Versions previous
to AV. have "stood." The word perhaps indicates an impatient
movement. Her temper is shown in her addressing the rebuke to
Him rather than to her sister. Her saying~ tl.Se>..clnl p.ou instead of
Mapi&.p. is argumentum quasi ab iniquo (Beng.), and p.OV'l'JV is placed
first for emphasis. The imperf. tcaTl>..EL'Tl'EV expresses the continuance of the neglect. The word does not imply that Mary began
to help and then left off, but that she ought to have helped, and
from the first abstained.
For d'll"bv ••• 'Cva. comp. Mk. iii. 9, and for dvT1\aµ.f36.v"' see on i. 54.
Here the meaning of cniva.vT. is "take hold along with me, help me." Comp.
Rom. viii. 26; Exod. xviii. 22 ; Ps. lxxxix. 22. See Field, Otium Norvic.
iii. P• 44·

41. Mup9a, Mup9a, p.epLp.v~5. The repetition of the name conveys an expression of affection and concern : xxii. 31 ; Acts ix. 4 ;
Mt. vii. 21. Comp. Mk. xiv. 36; Rom. viii. 15; Gal. iv. 6, and
see on viii. 24. 1 The verb is a strong one, "thou art anxious,"
and implies division and distraction of mind (p.£pl,w), which
believers ought to avoid: Mt. vi. 25, 28, 31, 34; Lk. xii. 11, 22,
26; Phil. iv. 26. Comp. p.lpip.va, viii. 14, xxi. 34, and especially
l Pet. v. 7, where human anxiety (p.lpip.va) is set against Divine
Providence (p.lA£t).
Ka1 9opu~«tn- "And art in a tumult, bustle." The readings
vary much, and certainty is not obtainable, respecting the central
portion of Christ's rebuke. The form 6opv{3a,op.ai seems to occur
nowhere else : TVpf3a'w is fairly common : 7r£pl 7-m)rn~ TVp[3a,£u6ai
(Aristoph. Pax. 1007). An unusual word would be likely to be
changed into a familiar one. In any case p.£pip.vijs refers to the
mental distraction, and the second verb to the external agitation.
Martha complains of having no one to help her; but it was by her
own choice that she had so much to do.
l Repetz"tio nomini's indidum est delectatt'onz's, aut movendm intentionis ut
audiret intentius (Aug.). D doubles veavfoxe in vii. 14. It is not serving,
but excess in it, that is rebuked; and this is not rebuked until Martha begins
to find fault with her sister. See Wordsw. It is characteristic of Mary that
1he makes no reply, but leaves all to the Master.
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The difference between fJopvfld.5u (N BCD L) and Tvpf3d.5u (A P) is unim·
portant : the question is as to the words which ought to stand between Md.pfJa
and Ma.pid.µ.. As regards the first part the decision is not difficult. Nearly
all Greek MSS. have µ.epiµ.v~s Ka.I fJopvf3d.hl (or rvpf3d.5u) 'll"epl 11"61'.Xa. after
Md.p8a., and have j'dp or 8e after Ma.pia.µ. or Ma.pla.. But on the evidence of
certain Latin authorities (a be ff2 i Amb.) the Revisers and WH. give a place
in the margin to fJopvf3d.5u only after Md.p8a., with neither j'dp nor 8e after
Ma.pid.µ. : and these same authorities with D omit all that lies between 8opv·
(311.I'u and Ma.pid.µ.. This curt abrupt reading may be rejected. It is less easy
to determine the second part. We may reject oXlj'wP 8e eurw x.pela., which
has very little support. Both this reading and EPos 8e euriP ')(JJela.
(A C1 p r a II) are probably corruptions of oX[j'wP oe EtrTLP xpela. 1) EP6s
(NB c2 L). The last might be a conflate reading from the other two, if
the evidence did not show that it is older than oXlj'WP oe EtrTLP ')(Pela. : it is
found in Boh. and Aeth. and also in Origen. See Sanday, App. ad N. T.
p. II9. Syr·Sin. has "Martha, Martha, Mary hath chosen for herself the
good part, which," etc.
~>..lyw" Si dCTTw )(pEla. 4J .! ...&~. The &.\lywv is opposed to 7r£pl.
rro.\.\cf, and ~vos has a double meaning, partly opposed to 7r£pl.
iro.\.\a, partly anticipatory of the ayae~ p.£pls. There was no need
of an elaborate meal ; a few things, or one, would suffice. 1 Indeed
only one portion was necessary ;-that which Mary had chosen.
Both XPda and p.Ep{s are used of food ; Td. 7rpos T~v XP£lav being
necessaries as distinct from Td. 7rpos T~v Tpvcp~v. For p.£pts as a
"portion " of food comp. Gen. xliii. 34; Deut. xviii. 8 ; 1 Sam.
i. 4, ix. 23; Neh. viii. 12, xii. 47; Eccles. xi. 2. For p.£p{s in the
higher sense comp. Kvpws .;, P,£p1s Tfjs KA'fJpovoµlas µ,ov (Ps. xv. 5).
See also Ps. lxxiii. 26, cxix. 57, cxlii. 5; Lam. iii. 24; Ps. Sol. v. 6,
xiv. 3.

Neither dXlj'WP nor eP6s can be masc., because the opposition is to 'll"oXM.
And if the meaning were "Few people are wanted for serving, or only one,"
we should require µ.dis, as only women are mentioned.

42. MapLclp. y&.p. Explanation of ~vos, and hence the yap. Not
many things are needed, but only one, as Mary's conduct shows.
The j'ap (NB LA) would easily be smoothed into 8E (AC P), or omitted
as difficult (D). Versions and Fathers support all three readings. WH. and
RV. adopt j'd.p.

rli" dya.&q ... p.Ep(Sa.. "The good part." No comparison is
stated; but it is implied that Martha's choice is inferior. In comparison with Mary's it cannot be called "the good part," or "the
one thing" necessary, although it is not condemned as bad. Her
distracting anxiety was the outcome of affection. Ecce pars
Mart~ non reprehenditur, sed Marzre laudatur (Bede).
Con·
firmata Marz're immunitas (Beng.). Comp. Jn. vi. 27.
1 Comp. Lucian, "But what if a guest at the same table neglects all that great
variety of dishes, ~d chooses .from those that i;i.re nearest to hi~ one that suffices
for his need, and is content with that alone, without even lookmg at all the rest,
is not he the stronger and the better man?." (Cynic. 7).
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~ns oOK cicj11upE8~crET1U aOTi]s. "Which is of such a character
as not to be taken away from her." Actz"va vita cum corpore defidt.
Qui's enim in reterna patria panem esurienti porrigat, ubi nemo sitit 'I
quis mortuum sepeliat, ubi nemo moritur 1 Contemplatz"va autem hie
incipitur, ut in ca!lesti patria pe1jiciatur (Greg. Magn. in Ezech.
ii. 34).

The omission of the prep. before the gen. (~ B D L, ei a e, illi bi 1q) is
unusual. Hence AC Pr .0. etc. insert 1br' before alrrijs (ab ea Vulg. f).
In this narrative of the two sisters in the unnamed village Lk. unconsciously
supplies historical support to the J ohannine account of the raising of Lazarus,
If that miracle is to be successfully discredited, it is necessary to weaken the
support which this narrative supplies. The Tiibingen school propose to resolve
it into a parable, in which Martha represents Judaic Christianity, with its trust
in the works of the Law; while Mary represents Pauline Christianity, reposing
simply upon faith. Or, still more definitely, Martha is the impulsive Peter,
Mary the philosophic Paul. But this is quite incredible. Even Lk. has not the
literary skill to invent so exquisite a story for any purpose whatever. And
Martha was not occupied with legal ceremonial, but with service in honour of
Christ. This service was not condemned: it was her excitement and fault-finding that were rebuked. The story, whether an invention or not, is ill adapted
to the purpose which is assumed as the cause of its production.

XI. 1-18. §On Prayer. Lk. shows no knowledge of time or
place, and it is possible that the paragraph ought to be placed
earlier in the ministry. Mt. places the giving of the Lord's Prayer
much earlier, in the Sermon on the Mount (vi. 5-15). Both
arrangements may be right. Christ may have delivered the Prayer
once spontaneously to a large number of disciples, and again at
the request of a disciple to a smaller group, who were not present
on the first occasion. But if the Prayer was delivered only once,
then it is Lk. rather than Mt. who gives the historic occasion
(Neander, De Wette, Holtzmann, Weiss, Godet, etc. See Page,
Expositor, 3rd series, vii. p. 433). Mt. might insert it to exemplify
Christ's teaching on prayer. Lk. would not invent this special
incident.
The section has three divisions, of which the second and third
belong to the same occasion: the Lord's Prayer (1-4); the Friend
at Midnight (5-8); Exhortation to Perseverance in Prayer (9-13).
1-4. The Lord's Prayer. For abundant literature see Herzog,
PRE. 2 iv. p. 772; Keim, Jes. of Naz. iii. p. 337. For the
liturgical use of the Prayer see D. Chr. Ant. ii. p. 1056; Kraus,
Real-Enc. d. Chr. Alt. i. p. 562.
Note the marks of Luke's style: i'Yeve-ro, iv -r<jl eba.i, etva.i 'll'po1Tevxifµevov, el'll'EV '11'p6s, el'll'<V al, TO Ka.8' i}µlpa.v, a.fl-ro£, 11'0.VTI. The last
three, which are in the Prayer itself, point to the conclusion that at least some
of the differences in wording between this form and that in Mt. are due to Lk.,
and that the form in Mt. better represents the original, which would be in
Aramaic. The differences cannot be accounted for by independent translation.
The Greek of the two forms is too similar for that, especially in the use of the
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perplexing word '1rioutrun. Both Evangelists must have had the Prayer in
Greek. F. H. Chase supposes that the disciples adapted the Prayer for use on
special occasions, either by alterations or additions, and that botk forms exhibit
the Prayer as changed for liturgical purposes, er1outr1os being one of these later
features (Texts & Studies, vol. i. No. 3, Camb. 1891).

1. 'll'pouEuxop.Evov. See Introd. § 6. i. b. That this was at dawn,
or at one of the usual hours of prayer, is conjecture. Nothing is
known of a form of prayer taught by the Baptist; but Rabbis
sometimes drew up such forms for their disciples.
2. ET'll'Ev 8E a&To'Ls. The disciple had said 8{8a[ov ~µ.ar;, and
Jesus includes all in His reply.
After rpotr<Ux'f/tr9e D inserts much from Mt. vi. 7, and in the Lat. has the
form multiloquentia for multiloquium: putant enim quidam quziz in multiloquentia sua exandz'entur.

ndTEp. There is little doubt that the texts of Lk. which give
the more full form of the Prayer have been assimilated to Mt. by
inserting the three clauses which Lk. omits. 1 The temptation to
supply supposed deficiencies would be very strong; for the copyists
would be familiar with the liturgical use of the longer form, and
would regard the abbreviation of such a prayer as intolerable. The
widespread omission is inexplicable, if the three clauses are genuine;
the widespread insertion is quite intelligible, if they are not. The
express testimony of Origen, that in the texts of Lk. known to him
the clauses were wanting, would in itself be almost conclusive ; and
about the second and third omitted clauses we have the express
testimony of Augustine also (Enchir. cxvi. : see Wordsworth's
Vulg. in loco). Syr-Sin. has "Father, hallowed be Thy name.
And Thy kingdom come. And give us the continual bread of every
day. And forgive us our sins; and we also, we forgive everyone
who is indebted to us. And lead us not into temptation." A few
authorities, which omit the rest, add ~µ.wv to Ilaup, and four have
sancte for nosier (a c ff2 i).
In O.T. God is seldom spoken of as a Father, and then in
reference to the nation (Deut. xxxii. 6; Is. lxiii. 16; Jer. iii. 4, 19,
xxxi. 9 ; Mal. i. 6, ii. IO ), not to the individual. In this, as in
many things, the Apocrypha links O.T. with N.T. Individuals
begin to speak of God as their Father (Wisd. ii. 16, xiv. 3; Ecclus.
xxiii. i. 4, li. 10; Tobit xiii. 4; 3 Mac. vi. 3), but without showing
l For the details of the evidence see Sanday, App. ad N. T. p. 119.
In
general it is ~ B L, Vu!g. Arm., Orig. Tert., which omit the clauses in question ; but ~ is on the other side with regard to "f<V'f/9frrw -ro 9l"X 'T/µd crov, "· T. "X.
Other authorities omit one or more of the clauses. Those which contain the
clauses vary as to the wording of the first two. "Neither accident nor intention
can adequately account for such clear evidence as there is in favour of so large an
omission, if S. Luke's Gospel had originally contained the clauses in question"
(Hammond, Textual Critt'cism applied to N.T. p. 83, Oxford, 1890).
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what right they have to consider themselves sons rather than
servants. Christ gave His disciples Uovcr{av 'TlKva ®wv yEvlcrOai
(Jn. i. 12; comp. iii. 3; Rom. viii. 23; Gal. iv. 5). But we must
notice how entirely free from Jewish elements the Prayer is. It is
not addressed to the " Lord God of Israel," nor does it ask for
blessings upon Israel. See Latham, Pastor Pastorum, p. 416.
ciytaafhl'Tw. "Let it be acknowledged to be holy, treated as
holy, venerated." Comp. 1 Pet. iii. 15; Is. xxix. 23; Ezek. xx. 41,
xxxviii. 23; Ecclus. xxxiii. (xxxvi.) 4.
'TO ovop.u aou. A common expression in both O.T. and N.T.
It is not a mere periphrasis for God. It suggests His revealed
attributes and His relation to us. Comp. oi aya7rwvns 70 6vop.cf.
crov (Ps. v. 12) ; oi yiyvwcrKoV'TE> 'To 6voµ.cf. crov (Ps. ix. 11) ; oti {3E{3-qXwcrns 'To 6voµ.a 70 d.ywv (Lev. xviii. 21). It is freq. in Ps. Sol. (v. 1,
vii. 5, viii. 31, ix. 18, xv. 4, etc.). Codex Dadds to this petition
the words lcf>' T,µ.as, super nos, which may be an independent addition, or a survival of the petition for the coming of the Spirit of
which there are traces elsewhere. 1
eA0uTw ij ~aat">.E(a aou. It is asserted that in bibl. Gt-k. {3acri'A.E{a is the abstract noun, not of f3acri/..o)s, but of Kvpws, and should
therefore be rendered "dominion" rather than "kingdom." Had
"kingdom" been meant, {3acrlAEwv would have been more distinct,
a word current then, and still the only designation in modern
Greek. The petition therefore means, "Thy sway be extended
from heaven to this world (now ruled by the adversary), so as to
extirpate wickedness." See A. N. Jannaris in Contemp. Rev.
Oct. 1894, p. 585. For Rabbinical parallels to these first two
petitions see Wetst. on Mt. vi. 9, 10.
For such mixed forms as iXl!dTw, which is specially common, see on i. 59.

3. From prayers for the glory of God and the highest good of
all we pass on to personal needs.
TOv t'll'todatov. We are still in ignorance as to the origin and
exact meaning of this remarkable word. It appears here first in
Greek literature, and is the only epithet in the whole Prayer. And
it is possible that in the original Aramaic form there was nothing
1 There is evidence from Tertullian (Adv. Marc. iv. 26), from Gregory
Nyssen (De Orat. Dom. ed. Krabinger, p. 60), and from an important cursive
(Cod. Ev. 6o4 = 700 Gregory), elaborately edited by Hoskier (1890), that the
Lord's Prayer in Lk. sometimes contained a petition for the gift of the Spirit,
instead either of '' Thy kingdom come" or of ''Hallowed be Thy name.' In
Gregory and Cod. Ev. 6o4 the petition runs thus: 'EAl!hw TO 'll"V<vµ,d 11ov [To
IJ:yiov] i<f,' +,µ,as Ka.l Ka.Oa.pt<Tlfrw 7}µ,fis ; but in Gregory TO 8.')'tov is doubtful. This
addition may have been made when the Prayer was used at the laying on of
hands, and thus have got into some texts of Lk. Chase in Texts & Studies,
i. 3, p. 28. The f<t,' 7)µ,fis of D may have come from this addition. Comp. Zu
wns komme dein Reick.
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equivalent to it. The presence of the i (brw6cnos, not l11"06uios)
makes the derivation from E11"£tvai, lm!,v, or £11"{ and ol!ula. very
doubtful. With Grotius, Scaliger, Wetstein, Fritzsche, Winer,
Meyer, Bishop Lightfoot, and others, we may suppose that £7rio6uios
comes from E7rtWv, perhaps with special reference to ~ £11"iovua., "the
coming day." The testimony of the most ancient Versions is
strongly in favour of the derivation from lmlvai and of a meaning
having reference to time, whether "of to-morrow," or " that
cometh," or "for the coming day," or "daily," "continual," or
"for the day."
Jerome found quotidianum as the translation both in Mt. and Lk. He substituted supersubstan#alem in Mt. and left quotzaianum in Lk., thus producing
a widespread impression that the Evangelists use different words. Cod. Gall.
has supersubstantz"alem in Lk. See Lft. On a Fresh Revzsz'on of the N. T.
.A.pp. i. pp. 218--26o, 3rd ed. For the other views see McClellan, The N. T.
pp. 632-647. Chase confirms Lft., and contends that (I) This petition refers to
bodily needs; (2) The epithet is temporal, not qualitative; (3) The epithet is
not part of the original form of the petition, and is due to liturgical use ; (4) All
the phenomena may be reasonably explained if we assume that the clause originally was "Give us our (or the) bread of the day" (Texts & Studies, i. 3,
pp. 42-53). See Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 41.
J annaris contends that the word has nothing to do with time at all. He
points to the use in LXX of repiov1nos in the sense of " constituting a property "
(Exod. xix. 5; Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18), as obviously coined from repiovcrla, " wealth, abundance," for the translation of the Hebrew segulla. And he
interprets, "Ask not for bread repiovcr•o11, to be treasured up as wealth (segulla,
871cravp6s ), but for bread irwMio11, mere bread." Accordingly the term ir•ovcrios is a new formation coined for the purpose, on the analogy of, and as a direct
allusion and contrast to, rep•oucrws, that is, intended to imply the opposite
meaning. He considers that the formation repwvcrLos was apparently facilitated
by the existence of such words as rXoMios, eKoMws, lOe:>..ovcr•os, and that it was
the existence of r•p•ovcr•os which produced the form irioucrios instead of .!rovcr•os.
So also in the main Tholuck.
8(8ou ~11'i:v. "Continually give to us," instead of 86s in Mt.
The change of tense brings with it a corresponding change of
adverb: 8l8ov ~µ'tv TO Ka.El' ~11lpa.v for 8os ~µ'tv crfip.Epov: "continually
give day by day" for "Give once for all to-day." In N.T. To Ka.8'
~p.lpav is peculiar to Lk. (xix. 47; Acts xvii. u). This fact and
the insertion Of his favourite 11"aVT{ With ocpE01.oVTt, and the SUbStitUtiOn of his favourite Ka.t al!To[ for Kat ~p.€t<; with &.cplop.Ev, incline
us to believe that some of the differences between this form of the
Prayer and that in Mt. are due to Lk. himself. The petition in
Lk. embraces more than the petition in Mt. In Mt. we pray,
"Give us to-day our bread for the coming day," which in the morning would mean the bread for that day, and in the evening the
bread for the next day. In Lk. we pray, "Continually give us
day by day our bread for the coming day." One stage in advance
is asked for, but no more: "one step enough for me."
D here has cr'fiµepo11, and most Latin texts have !todie. But Codd. Amiat.
Gat. Turon. Germ. 2 support To KaO' fiµipa11 with cotz'die or quotidie.
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4. TctS &p.a.pTLO.S ~p.wv. Mt. has Ta oc/mX~p.a.Ta. .;,µ,wv, and there
is reason for believing that Mt. is here closer to the Aramaic
originaL The ocJ>elXovn of Lk. points to this, and so does 'T~V
ocpELA~V .;,µ,wv in the Dt"daclzC (viii 2 ). Anyone accustomed to LXX
would be likely to prefer the familiar acpes Tas a1wpTlas (Ps. xxiv. 18;
comp. N um. xiv. I 9; Ex. xxxii. 32 ; Gen. 1. I 7), even if less literaL
Moreover, ocJ>eiA~p.a'Ta would be more likely to be misunderstood
by Gentile readers.
Ka.l yc\p a.1hol dcj>lop.Ev. For this Mt. has 6is Kal .;,µ,e'Ls &.cp-rjKap.ev.
The Old Syriac has the future in both Mt. and Lk., and in Lk. it
has what may be the original form of the petition : " Remit to us,
and we also will remit." Tertullian seems to have had the future
in his mind when he wrote Debitoribus denique dimissuros nos in
oratione projitemur (De .Pudt"c. ii.). If this is correct, &.cJ>lop.ev is
closer to the original than &.cp-rjKap.ev is. But the connexion is the
same, whether we ask for forgiveness because we have forgiven, or
because we do forgive, or because we will forgive. It was a Jewish
saying, Dies expi'att"onis non expiationt"s donec cum proximt"s t"n gratiam

redzen"s.
The form dtj>lw is found Mk. i. 34, xi. 16; Rev. xi. 9. Comp. cn111lw, Mt.
xiii. 13; WH. ii. App. p. 167.

11'0.VTl 6cj>E(>..om ~p.'i:v. Here the TOLS ocJ>nXfrms .;,µ,wv of Mt. looks
more like the original form, as being simpler. The introduction
of 7ravTl is in harmony with Lk.'s usage: see on vi. 30, vii. 35, ix. 43.
daEveyK'!JS· "Bring into." The verb occurs five times in Lk.
(v. 18, 19, xii. II; Acts xvii. 20) and thrice elsewhere (Mt. vi. 13;
1 Tim. vi. 7 ; Heb. xiii. l l) ; and everywhere, except in the Lord's
Prayer, it is rendered in AV. by "bring," not "lead." In Lk.
eiu&:yeiv is also very common (ii. 27, xiv. 21, xxii. 54; Acts vii. 45,
ix. 8, etc.). The latter word implies guidance more strongly than
elucp£peiv does. For examples of the petition comp. xxii. 40, 46 ;
Mk. xiv. 38; Mt. xxvi. 41. The inconsistency between this petition and Jas. i. 2 is only apparent, not real. This petition refers
especially to the internal solicitations of the devil, as is shown by
the second half of it, as given in Mt., "but deliver us from the evil
one." 1 S. James refers chiefly to external trials, such as poverty
of intellect (i. 5), or of substance (i. 9), or persecution (ii. 6, 7).
Moreover, there is no inconsistency in rejoicing in temptations
when God in His wisdom allows them to molest us, and yet praying to be preserved from such trials, because of our natural weakness. Aug. Ep. cxxi. 14, cxlv. 7, 8; Hooker, Eccles. Pol. v. 48. 13.
1 Gregory Nyssen goes so far as to make o 1mpairµ6s a name for the devil:
4pa o1mpairµbs TE Kai o 7rov71pos ~v .,., Kal Kara r?)v ir71µairlav t<rTl (De Orat.
Dom. v., Migne, xliv. n92). So also Nilus, the friend and pupil of Chrysos.
tom: Te&pairµos µev '11.l-yerai Kai atlros 0 oiafJo'll.os (Ep. l., Migne, !xxix. 573).
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There is a very early Latin gloss on ne nos inducas which found its way into
the text of the Prayer itself. Quis non sinet nos deduci in temptationem ? asks
Tertullian (Adv. Marct''on. iv. 26). Ne patiaris nos induci, or ne passus fueris
induci nos, is Cyprian's form (De Dom. Orat. xxv. ), Augustine says, Multi precando ita dicunt, Ne nos patiaris induci in temptationem (De Serm. Dom. ix. 30,
Migne, xxxiv. 1282; De Dono Persev. Migne, xiv. 1000). And several MSS. of
the Old Latin have these or similar readings (Old Latin Bz'blt'cal Texts, No. ii.
Oxford, 1886, p. 32). Dionysius of Alexandria explains the petition as meaning
this : Ka.I 81] Ka.I µ.1] eluevryKvs .;,µ.as els 'lf'etpa.uµ.6v, ToVr' eun µ.1] t!d.uvs 1,µ.iis
iµ.'lf'euew els 'lf'eipa.uµ.6v (Migne, x. 16o1). Evidently the idea of God's leading
us into temptation was from early times felt to be a difficulty; and this gloss
may have been used first in private prayer, then in the liturgies, and thence have
found its way into Latin texts of the Gospels.
Jannaris contends that this is not a gloss, but a correct translation of the
Greek. He holds that in the time of Christ the active of this verb was fast
acquiring the force of the middle, and that elueve-yKe'iv = eluevryKa.ulJa.i, "to
have one brought into." The petition then means, "Have us not brought into
temptation." And he suggests that the true reading may be the middle, eluePE')'KV, to which o; has been added by a mistake. The evidence, however, is too
uniform for that to be probable.
There is yet another gloss, which probably has the same origin, viz. the
wish·to avoid the difficulty of the thought that God leads us into temptation:
ne z'nducas nos in temptatzimem quam ferre non possumus (Jerome z'n Ezech.
xlviii. 16; comp. Hilary in Ps. cxviii.), Pseudo -Augnstine combines tbe
two : ne patiaris nos induci in temptatz'onem quam ferre non possumus (Serm.
lxxxiv.). "The fact that these glosses occur in writers who are separated from
each other in time and circumstance, and that they are found in Liturgies belonging to different families, shows very clearly that they must be due to very
early liturgical usage" (Chase, pp. 63-69). That Lk. omitted dAM pfJua.i
1,µ.iis dm} TofJ 'lf'ov71pofJ because he saw that deliverance from the tempter is included in preservation from temptation, is less probable than that this clause
was wanting (very possibly for this reason) in the liturgical form which he
gives. All authorities here, and the best authorities in Mt., omit the doxology,
which is no doubt a liturgical addition to the Prayer. See Treg. on Mt.
vi. 13.

5-8. §The Parable of the Friend at Midnight. This parable
is parallel to that of the Unjust Judge (xviii. 1-8). Both of
them are peculiar to Lk., whose Gospel is in a special sense
the Gospel of Prayer; and they both teach that prayer must
be importunate and persevering. So far as they differ, the one
shows that prayer is never out of season, the other that it is sure
to bring a blessing and not a curse.
5, 6. T(s £~ op.wv. The sentence is irregularly constructed :
( 1) the interrogative is lost in the prolongation of the sentence;
(2) the future (£tn, 7ropev<re-rai) drifts into the deliberative subjunctive (ei:rrv), which in some texts has been corrected to the future
(~pe'i). Excepting Mt. vi. 27, Tls £t -&µ,wv is peculiar to Lk. (xii.
25, xiv. 28, xv. 4, xvii. 7). Win. xli. 4. b, p. 357. Excepting Mk.
xiii. 35, µ,e<rovVK7'tov is peculiar to Lk. (Acts xvi. 25, xx. 7). In
the East it is common to travel by night to avoid the heat.
c!>l>..e, xp1Juov f.1.0L 7'pELS up7'ous. As distinct from &.ve{tw ("I
lend on interest" as a matter of business), KLXP'YJl1-'• which occurs
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here only in N.T., is "I allow the use of" as a friendly act. There
is no need to seek any meaning in the number three. For 11"upuT(611p.L of food comp. ix. 16; Mk. vi. 41, viii. 6.
7. M~ p.oL K611"ouc; 1rapexe. It is the trouble that he minds, not
the parting with the bread. When he has once got up (&.vuuTa>,
ver. 8), he gives him as much as he wants. For K611"ouc; 1ruplxeLv
comp. Mt. xxvi. 10; Mk. xiv. 6; Gal. vi. 17; and for KO'll"O> see
Lft. Epp. p. 26.
p.1T' lp.o-ii 1t1i rltv 1<o(T'l)V dcrCv,
Prep. of motion after verb of rest ;
comp. Mk. [ii. 1), x. 10; Acts viii. 40: and plur. verb after neut. plur.,
the persons being animate; comp. Mt. x. 21; Mk. iii. II, v. 13. Win. I.
4. b, pp. 516, 518, lviii. 3. {3, p. 646.
8. et KC>C. As distinct from Kai El, El Kal implies that the supposition
is a fact, "although": xviii. 4; 2 Cor. xii. l 1, vii. 8; I Pet. iii. 14. For
el ical • , • ")'E comp. xviii. 4, 5; Win. !iii. 7. b, p. 554·
o-6 S.Scrn. " Will refuse to rise and give." The negative is part of the
verb and is not affected by the d. Otherwise we should have had µ:fi: xvi. 31,
xviii. 4; Rom. viii. 9; Mt. xxvi. 42; I Cor. vii. 9. The use is classical.
Soph. Aj. u31. Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. 184; Win. Iv. 2. c, p. 599.
SLG. ye. In N. T. ")'• is rare, except as strengthening other particles :
xviii. 5; 1 Cor. iv. 8: "At least because of."

d.vulSLuv.

"Absence of al3tiic;, shamelessness"; Ecclus. xxv.

22; here only in N.T.

9-13. Exhortation to Perseverance in Prayer, based on the
preceding parable and confirmed (11-13) by personal experience.
Mt. has the same almost verbatim as part of the Sermon on the
Mount (vii. 7-11).
9. Kdyw op.'i:v l\lyw. "I also say to you" : the €ytii is emphatic
by being expressed, the vp,'iv by position; contrast ver. 8, and
see on xvi. 9. The parable teaches them ; Jesus also teaches
them. The parable shows how the urgent supplicant fared ; the
disciples may know how they will fare. The three commands are
obviously taken from the parable, and they form a climax of increasing earnestness. They are all pres. imperat. " Continue
asking, seeking, knocking." Comp. Jn. xvi. 24; Mt. xxi. 22; Mk.
xi. 24.
10. l\up.f3am • • • eOp(aKEL. The parallel with ver. 9 would
be more exact if these two verbs, as well as &.voiyr/ueTai, were
futures. But here, as in Mt. vii. 8, &.votyerni (B D) is possibly
the true reading
11. Tov 'll"BTlpa. "As being his father." Mt. has i1.v0pw7ro>,
"as a human being," or (more simply) "person." The construction is broken, and can scarcely be rendered literally. "Of which
of you as being his father will the son ask for a fish ? Will he
for a fish hand him a serpent?" The question ought to have
continued, "and for a fish receive a serpent"; but the abrupt
change to the father's side of the transaction is very emphatic.
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For µ.~ interrog. when a negative reply is expected comp. v. 34, x. 15,
xvii. 9, xxii. 35. Syr-Sin. omits "father" and inserts "perhaps."
p.~ 1hn8wcm. "Will he give over, hand to him" : xxiv. 30, 42 ;
Acts xv. 30.
The text is confused, and it is doubtful whether we ought to have two
pairs, as in Mt., or three. If two, they are not the same two as in Mt.
There we have the loaf and the stone with the fish and the serpent. Here
we have the fish and the serpent with the egg and the scorpion. But perhaps
before these we ought to have the loaf and the stone, although B and some
other authorities omit. The insertion from Mt., however, is more intelligible
than the omission.

12. aKop'll'fov. :x. 19; Rev. ix. 3, 9, lO; Deut. viii. 15; Ezek.
ii. 6. When its limbs are closed round it, it is egg-shaped.
Bread, dried fish, and hardboiled eggs are ordinary food in the
East. It is probable that some of these pairs, especially " a stone
for a loaf," were proverbial expressions. "A scorpion for a fish,"
&vTl 'rdpKTJS uKop7rfov, seems to have been a Greek proverb. The
meaning here is, that in answer to prayer God gives neither what
is useless (a stone) nor what is harmful (a serpent or scorpion).
13. 'll'OV1Jpol limipxoVTes.
"Being evil from the first, evil
already": much stronger than OVTE> (Mt.). I/lustre testimonium
de peccato ori'ginali (Beng.). See on viii. 41 and xxiii. 50.
86p.aTa. Mt. vii. II; Eph. iv. 8; Phil. iv. 17. The word is
very freq. in LXX, where it represents ten different Hebrew
words.
6 l~ o~pavoii. Pregnant construction for & l.v olip&.v'I! l~ ol!pavov
8wuei: comp. ix. 61; Col. iv. 16. Win. lxvi. 6, p. 784. With
the assurance here given comp. aiTE{Tw 7rap?i. Tov 8i8611TO> ®eov 7racnv
a'TrAW> Kal µ.~ OllELU,011TO> (J as. i. 5). The change from bn8wcm
to 86'uei in both Lk. and Mt. is noteworthy : the idea of "handing over" would here be out of place.
'll'veiip.a 0.yLov. See on i. 15.. Mt. has &yaO&.: One of the
latest maintainers of the theory that Lk. is strongly influenced by
Ebionism, remarks on· this difference between Mt. and Lk.,
" From this important deviation in Luke's version of this passage
we learn that the course of thought is from the material to the
spiritual : temporal mercies, even daily bread, are transcended
altogether. . . . This is one of the most important passages in
Luke that can be cited in support of an Ebionite source for much
of his Gospel." This may well be correct: in which case the
total amount of support is not strong.
D and some other authorities have cl:ya;l/~11 B6µq. here. Hence various
conflations: r11eDµq. cl:yal/611 (L8), bonum donum spt'ritus sane# (Aeth.).
From bonum datum (bcdff2 ilr), bona data(~), spin'tum bonum (Vulg.),
spin"tum bonum datum (E), etc. Assimilation to the first half of the verse
is the source of corruption. Syr·Sin. has "good things."
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14-26. The Dumb Demoniac and the Blasphemy of the
Mt. xii. 22-30; Mk. iii. 19-27 may be parallels.
14. 8mp.6vLov K111cl>6v. The demon is called dumb because it
made the man dumb: Mt. has Tvcpl\.ov Kal Kwcp6v. When the
demon is cast out, it is the man who speaks, £1\.&.A.7Juw b Kwcp6>.
For lyl.veTo seep. 45.
l6aup.aaav. Stupebant (a2 i1), obstupebant (b), stupuerunt (ff2).
Mt. has £e{umvTo. The combination of dumbness and blindness

Pharisees.

with possession made them suppose that no exorcist could succeed
in such a case. Probably the man was deaf also, so that there
seemed to be no avenue through which the exorcist could communicate with a victim who could neither see him, nor hear him,
nor reply to his manipulations.
115. TLVES St l~ aihwv d'll'av. This is very vague. Mt. says
ot Cl>apiua'Loi, and Mk. still more definitely o! ypaµ.µ.aTe°L> o! am)
'IepouoMµ.wv KaTa/3&.vTE>. They had probably come on purpose to
watch Him and oppose Him. It was at Jerusalem about this time
that they had said, "Thou art a Samaritan, and hast a devil," and,
" He hath a devil, and is mad" (Jn. viii. 48, x. 20).
'Ev Beete~oul\..
" In the power of B." The orthography,
etymology, and application of the name are uncertain. Here, vv.
18, 19; Mt. x. 25, xii. 24, 27, NB have BEE,e{3o6A., and B has this
Mk. iii. 22. The word occurs nowhere else in N.T. and nowhere
at all in O.T. With the form Beel\.,ef3ovl\. comp. B&.al\. µ.v'Lav
(2 Kings i. 2, 3, 6) and Mv'Lav (Jos. Ant. ~x. 2. l) for Beelzebub=
"Lord of flies." But Beel\.,e{3ovf3 is found in no Greek MS. of
N.T., and the form Beelzebub owes its prevalence to the Vulgate;
but even there some MSS. have beelzebul. With the termination
-f3ov{3 the connexion with the Ekronite god of flies must be
abandoned. BEEA.,e{3ovl\. may mean either, "Lord of the dwelling,"
i·.e. of the heavenly habitation, or, "Lord of dung," i.e. of idolatrous
abomination. "Lord of idols,'' " Prince of false gods,'' comes close
to "Prince of the demons." D.B. 2 art. "Beelzebub." It is uncertain whether the Jews identified Beelzebub with Satan, or
believed him to be a subordinate evil power. Unless xiii. 32 refers
to later instances, Lk. mentions no more instances of the casting
out of demons after this charge of casting them out by diabolical
assistance. See Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 14.
16. 'll'EtpdtovTE<;. The demand for a mere wonder to compel
conviction was a renewal of the third temptation (iv. 9-12 ). Comp.
Jn. ii. 18, vi. 30. See Martensen, Chr. Dogm. § 105.
17. TU Smvo~p.aTa. " Thoughts," not "machinations,'' a meaning which the word nowhere has. Here only in N.T., but freq
in LXX and classical : Prov. xiv. 14, xv. 24; Is. Iv. 9; Ezek. xiv.
3, 4 ; Plat. Prof. 348 D ; Sym. 2 lo D.
o!Ko\l t'll'l otKov. Mt. xii. 25 and Mk. iii. 25 do not prove that
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8iaµ.£piu8£{<;; is here to be understood. In that case we should
expect lcp' lavT6v or Ka8' fovTOv rather than l7rl o!Kov. Comp.
7rt7rT£tv t7r{ n, viii. 6, xiii. 4, xx. l 8, xxiii. 30. It is better, with

Vulg. (domus supra domum cadet) and Luth. (ein Haus fallet ube1'
das andere), to keep closely to the Greek without reference to Mt.
xii. 25 or Mk. iii. 25. We must therefore regard the clause as an
enlargement of lp7Jµ.ovmi : "house falleth on house"; or possibly
"house after house falleth." Comp. vav<;; n V7J'i. 7rpoul.7rt7r'T£
(Thuc. ii. 84. 3). Wetst. quotes mpyoi 8£ mpyoi> lvim7r'TOJI
(Aristid. Rhodiac. p. 544). In this way Lk. gives one example, a
divided kingdom; Mk. two, kingdom and house; Mt. three, kingdom,
city, and house,
In class. Grk. brl after verbs of falling, adding, and the like is commonly
followed by the dat. In bib!. Greek the acc. is more common : M7r1JV E7r!
M7r1JV (Phil. ii. 27); XUJos €7r! Xl!Jov (Mt. xxiv. 2); d.voµla.v w! rl]v d.voµla.11
(Ps. lxviii. 28); d."Y}'sXla. w! d.yyeXla.v (Ezek. vii. 26). In Is. xxviii. 10 we
have both acc. and dat., IJ"l\lY,iv e7r! IJXLY,iv, e"l\7rloa. w' e"l\7rlo1.

18. Ei. 8£ Ka.l o Ia.Ta.vas. Satan also is under the dominion of
the same law, that division leads to destruction. The fondness
of Lk. for 8£ Kal is again manifest : see on iii. 9. Contrast £i
Ka[ in ver. 8. Here Kal belongs to o ~a'T. and means "also."
Burton, § 282. Mt. and Mk. here have simply Kal d.
on >..lyn£. Elliptical : "I use this language, because ye say,"
etc. Comp. Mk. iii. 30, and see on vii. 47.
19. An argumentum ad hominem.
ot utol {ip.wv. First with emphasis. See Acts xix. 13 and Jos.
Ant. viii. 2. 5 for instances of Jewish exorcisms; and comp. Ant.
vi. 8. 2; B. J. vii. 6. 3; Tobit viii. 1-3; Justin M. Try. lxxxv.;
Apol. ii. 6; l Sam. xvi. 141 23.
20. £t 8£ iv Sa.KTu>..'!' 0£ou.l As distinct from the charms and
incantations used by Jewish exorcists, who did not rely simply
upon the power of God. Mt. has lv 1rJ1dµ.aTt ®eov. Lk. seems
to be fond of Hebraistic anthropomorphisms: i. 51, 66, 73. But
it is not likely that " the finger of God" indicates the ease with
which it is done. Comp. Exod. viii. 191 xxxi. 18; Deut. ix. lo;
Ps. viii. + See foot-note p. 4 73.
tcf>8a.uu ~+· {,,..a~. In late Greek, p!Jd.vw followed by a preposition
commonly loses all notion of priority or surprise, and simply means "arrive
at, attain to" : Rom. ix. 31 ; Phil. iii. 16; 2 Cor. x. 14; l Thes. ii. 16;
Dan. iv. 19. In I Thes. iv. 15 it is not followed by a preposition, and that
is perhaps the only passage in N. T. in which the notion of anticipating
survives. Here Vulg. and many Lat. texts have prmvenz"t, while ~ has
anticipavit; but many others have pervenit, and d has adpropinquavz"t.
l The eyw after el Oil (D) or after 0eoil (B CL R) is of doubtful authority:
in the one case it probably comes from ver. 19, in the other it may come from
Mt. xii. 28.
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21. 3Ta.v 6 laxupoi; Ka.8w11'ALup.lvoi;. Here Lk. is very different
from Mt. xii. 29 and Mk. iii. 27, while they resemble one another.
"The strong one " is Satan, and the parable is very like Is. xlix.
24-26, which may be the source of it Luther is certainly wrong
in translating, Wenn ein starker Gewapneter : Ka.Bw7l"Atcrp.~vos is an
epithet of &icrx_vp&!I. Coverdale is similar : " a stronge harnessed
man." RV. restores the much ignored article: "the strong man
fully armed."
7Tfv t!a.uToii a.O>..~v. "His own homestead." Mt. and Mk. have
oiK[av. Comp. Mt. xxvi. 3, 58; Mk. xiv. 54, xv. 16; Jn. xviii. 15.
Meyer contends that in all these places avA.-r/ retains its meaning
of "court, courtyard,'' as in Mt. xxvi. 69 ; Mk. xiv. 66 ; Lk.
xxii. 55. But there is no hint here that "our Lord encountered
Satan in the avA.~ of the High Priest" For TU ~'ll'ltpxoVTO. see on
viii. 3: substantia ejus (d), facultates ejus (a 2 c), ea qure possidet
(Vulg.). Mt. and Mk. have Ta CTKW7J.
22. hrG.v 84. Note the change from llmv with pres. subj. to e1!'civ with
aor. sub., and comp. XPli o~, 8Ta.v fdv n81j<T0e Tous vbµ.ous • • • <TKo11'eLv,
e1!'eto0.v a~ 81j<T8e, rpuMrreLv (Dern. p· 525, II) ; "whenever you are enacting •.. after you have enacted.'
So here: "All the while that the
strong man is on guard . . • but after a stronger has come." In ver. 34
both llTa.v and e11'civ have pres. subj.; in Mt. ii. 8 e11'civ has aor. subj.; and
wciv occurs nowhere else in N.T.
laxuponpoi; a.OTou t'll'eMwv. This is Christ : &.7reK8vcrc1.p.evor; Ta'>
d.pxas Kal Tas l~oucrlas l8eiyp.aTtcrev lv 7rapp71u{'l- BpLa.p,f3evcras avTovs
(Col. ii. 15). For t7rlpxop.a.i in a hostile sense comp. 1 Sam.
xxx. 23; Hom. Il. xii. 136, xx. 91. See on i. 35. Here Mt.
and Mk. have eicreA.(Jc:w.
'l'Tiv 11'0.VO'll'Ala.v a.aToU a.tpeL 114" E'll'E'll'OleEL. Because it had been

n

Comp. Eph. vi. 11.
TU uKu>..a. a.1hou. Bengel explains, qure Satanas generi humano
eripuerat, identifying Ta crKvA.a with Ta {17l"c1.pxovrn (ver. 2 1 : comp.
Esth. iii. 13). But Ta crKiiA.a may be identified with T~v 7l"avo7l"Atav.
In either case Christ makes the powers of hell work together for the
good of the faithful. Some who identify Ta CTKVAa with Ta v7rc1.pxovrn
interpret both of the souls which Satan has taken captive, and
especially of demoniacs. Comp. Twv icrxvpwv p.epie'i crKiiA.a (Is. liii. 1 2 ).
28. Ii p.~ Cw p.ET' lp.ou Ka.T' ep.oil laTlv. Verbatim as Mt xii. 30.
The connexion with what precedes seems to be that the contest
between Christ and Satan is such that no one can be neutral.
But that the warning is specially addressed to those who accused
Him of having Beelzebub as an ally (ver. 15), or who demanded
a sign (ver. 16), is less evident See on ix. 50
uuv&ywv. Comp. iii. 17, xii. 17, 18. But the metaphor is
perhaps not from gathering seed and fruit, but from collecting a
flock of sheep, or a band of follower... Comp. crvvayei TOV'il

so efficacious.
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;<TKopm<Tµhovr; (Artem. Oneir. i. 56. 1). Hillel had said, "Whoso
revileth the Name, his name perisheth; and whoso doth not in·
crease it, diminisheth."
<TKop11'l!;e1.
Ionic and Hellenistic for the more classical uKe6d.1111uµt ;
comp. Jn. x. 12, xvi. 32; I Mac. vi. 54; 2 Sam. xxii. 15.

24-26. Almost verbatim as Mt. xii. 43-45, where see Alford. It
is not likely that there is any reference to the success of the Jewish
exorcists, as being only temporary, and leading to an aggravation
of the evil The disastrous conclusion is the result, not of the
imperfect methods of the exorcist, but of the misconduct of the
exorcized. The case of a demoniac who is cured and then allows
himself to become repossessed is made a parable to illustrate the
case of a sinner who repents of his sins, but makes no effort to
acquire holiness. Such an one proves the impossibility of being
neutral. He flees from Satan without seeking Christ, and thus
falls more hopelessly into the power of Satan again.
24. Tou d.v9pw11'ou. " The man " who had been afflicted by it.
8L' d.vo8pwv TO'll'wv. "Through waterless places" (Tyn. RV.).
The wilderness is the reputed house of evil spirits; Tobit viii. 3,
where Vulg. has Ange/us apprehendit dremonium, et religavit illud
in deserto superioris Aegypti. Comp. Bar. iv. 35; Lev. xvi. 10; Is.
xiii. 21; Rev. xviii. 2. 1 Martensen, Chr. Dogm. § 103.
d.vnmiuow. "Cessation" from wandering (Gen. viii. 9): the
demon seeks a soul to rest in. In LXX &va'll'av<Ti<; is common of
the sabbath-rest: Exod. xvi. 23, xxiii. 12; Lev. xxiii. 3, etc. The
punctuation is here uncertain. We may put no comma after &va"ll'av<Tiv and make µ.~ d1pl<TKov co-ordinate with ~71Tovv : "seeking rest
and finding none." This necessitates a full stop at £fipl<TKov and
the admission of T6T£ before A.ryet as genuine. But T6n (~c B L :S:)
is probably an insertion from Mt. xii. 44 (om. AC DR, Vulg. Aeth.
Arm.) ; and, if it be omitted, we must place a comma after &va"ll'av<Tiv and take µ.~ £fipl<TKov with A.ly£1. This is to be preferred.
p.~ eliplaKov [ToTe] >..lyEL. "Because he doth not find it [then] he
saith."
Eli; TOV olKOV p.ou o9ev l~~Mlov. He still calls it" my house." No
one else has taken it, and he was not driven out of it; he "went
out." No mention is made of exorcism or expulsion.
25. [axoMtoVTa]. This also may be an insertion fr. Mt., but
the evidence is stronger than for T6T£ (~c B c L R r :s:, Aeth. fl r).
Tisch. omits; WH. bracket the word. If it is genuine, it is
placed first as the main evil. It is "standing idle," not occupied
1 See Gregory Nazianzen's interpretation of "waterless places" as the unbaptized; "dry of the divine stream" ( Oratt"on on Holy Baptism, xxxv. ; Post.
Nicene Library, vii. p. 373). For the application of the parallel to the Jews,
the Christian Church, and individuals, see Alford on Mt. xii. 44
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by any new tenant. The Holy Spirit has not been made a guest
in place of the evil spirit.
aEaapwp.lvov Kal KEKOUJ.L1JfJ.lvov. Ready to attract any passer-by,
however undesirable. The three participles form a climax, and
perhaps refer to the physical and mental improvement in the man.
There is much for the demon to ruin once more, but there is no
protection against his return. He brings companions to share the
enjoyment of this new work of destruction, and to make it complete
and final
The verb <To.p6w (<Tcl.pov ="a broom ") is a later form of <To.lpw, and occurs
again xv. 8. For KeKo<rp.7Jµlvov comp. Rev. xxi. 2.

26. 1T«p«~«p.Pllm. Comp. ix. lo, 28, xviii. 31 ; Acts xv. 39.
Here again we have a climax. He brings additional spirits, more
evil than himself, seven in number. Comp. the seven that went
out· from Mary of Magdala (viii. 2 ). Here in the best texts E1TT&.
comes last, in Mt. first. In either case the word is emphatic.
See Paschasius Radbertus on Mt. xii. 43, Migne, cxx. 478.
EtaEMovT« K«TOLKEL. There is nothing to oppose them; "they
enter in and settle there," taking up a permanent abode: xiii. 4;
Acts i. 19, 20, ii. 9, 141 iv. 16, etc. The verb is freq. in bibl. Grk.,
esp. in Acts and Apocalypse. In the Catholic and Pauline Epp. it
is used of the Divine indwelling (Jas. iv. 5; 2 Pet. iii. 13; Eph. iii.
l 7 ; Col. i. 19, ii. 9). Contrast 1T«potK£tv of a temporary sojourn
(xxiv. 18; Heb. xi. 9; Gen. xxi. 23). In Gen. xxxvii. l both verbs
occur.
XE[pova Twv 1TpwTwv. The expression is proverbial ; Mt. xxvii. 64.
Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 20; Heb. x. 29; Jn. v. 14. Lk. omits the words
which show the primary application of the parable : OilTw> ~(]"T'at Kal
rfi y£v£ij. Tavrn TV 'lTOVTJP<l'.· The worship of idols had been exorcized,
but that demon had returned as the worship of the letter, and with
it the demons of covetousness, hypocrisy, spiritual pride, uncharitableness, faithlessness, formalism, and fanaticism.
27, 28. These two verses are peculiar to Lk., and illustrate his
Gospel in its special character as the Gospel of Women. Christ's
Mother is once more declared by a woman to be blessed (i. 42 ),
and Mary's prophecy about herself begins to be fulfilled (i. 48).
The originality of Christ's reply guarantees its historical character.
Such a comment is beyond the reach of an inventor.
27. TauT«. · Apparently this refers to the parable about the
demons. Perhaps the woman, who doubtless was a mother, had
had experience of a lapsed penitent in her own family. Bene sentz"t,
sed muliebriter loquitur (Beng.). For a collection of similar sayings
see Wetst.
hr<ipu.aa. cf>roviJv; The expression is classical (Dern. De Cor. § 369, p.
323: comp. vocem tollit, Hor. A. P. 93); in N.T. it is peculiar to Lk. (Acts
20
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ii. 14, xiv. 11, xxii. 22). But it is not rare in LXX Gudg. ii. 4, ix, 7; Ruth
i. 9, 14; 2 Sam. xiii. 36).

MaKapfo. ~ Ko,>..la. Mt. xii. 46 tells us that it was at this moment
that His Mother and His brethren were announced. The sight of
them may have suggested this woman's exclamation. Lk. records
their arrival earlier (viii. 19-21), but he gives no connecting link.
Edersheim quotes a Rabbinical passage, in which Israel is represented as breaking forth into these words on beholding the Messiah :
" Blessed the hour in which the Messiah was created ; blessed the
womb whence He issued; blessed the generation that sees Him;
blessed the eye that is worthy to behold Him " (L. &- T. ii. p.
201). For Koi>i.{a= "womb" comp. i. 15, 41, 42, 44, ii. 21, xxiii. 29;
Acts iii. 2, xiv. 8.
28. Mevoiiv. This compound particle sometimes confirms what
is stated, "yea, verily" ; sometimes adds to what is said, with or
without confirming it, but virtually correcting it: "yea rather," or
"that may be true, but." Here Jesus does not deny the woman's
statement, but He points out how inadequate it is. She has missed
the main point. To be the Mother of Jesus implies no more than a
share in His humanity. To hear and keep the word of God implies
communion with what is Divine. The saying is similar to viii. 2 r.
The relationship with Christ which brings blessedness is the spiritual
one. For TOv Myov Toil 0eoil see on viii. 1 r.
Here and Phil. iii. 8 some authorities have µ.evofJv-ye (Rom. ix. 20, x. 18) ;
but in N. T. µev oov is more common (Acts i. 18, v. 41, xiii. 4, xvii. 30, xxiii.
22, xxvi. 9). In class Grk. neither form ever comes first in a sentence. Of
the Lat. text Wordsworth says, Codices hie tantum variant quantum vt'x alibi
in evangeliis in uno saltem vocabulo (Vulg. p. 388). Among the renderings
are quippe enim, quippini, quinimmo, immo, manifestissime, etiam. Many
omit the word. See Blass, Gr. p. 264.

Kal cl>uMaaoVTEs. Comp. Jas. i. 22-25. S. James may have
been present and heard this reply. He also says p.aKapios is the
man who hears and does Tov A6yov.
29-36. The Rebuke to those who Demanded a Sign (ver. 16).
A longer account of the first half of the rebuke is given Mt. xii.
39-4 2 •

29. T&iv Se ox>..wv llira9po,top.Evwv. Lk. once more notes how the
multitude was attracted by Christ's words and works : comp. ver.
27, iv. 42, v. 1, vi. q, vii. II, viii. 4, 19, 40, ix. u, 37, xii. 1, 54,
xiv. 25, xv. 1, xviii. 36, xix. 37, 48. The verb is a rare compound;
here only in bibl. Grk. For ~p~aTo >..eye'v see on iv. 21 and iii. 8.
To iroVTjpcl Mt. adds Kal p.oixaA{s.
et I"~ ,.0 CMJjl.ELov 'lwvci. At first sight Lk. appears to make the
parallel between Jonah and Christ to consist solely in their preach·
ing repentance. He omits the explanation that Jonah was a type
of the burial and resurrection of .Christ. But Solh]uerai and t<TTa'
show that this explanation is implied. Christ had for long been
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preaching; yet He says, not that the sign has been given or is being
given, but that it shall be given. The infallible sign is still in the
future, viz. His resurrection. Nevertheless, even that ought not
to be necessary; for His teaching ought to have sufficed. Note
the emphatic repetition of <rYJp.E'iov thrice in one verse. 1
Some have interpreted <TYJp.EtOY ov oo8~<T£Tat as meaning, either
that Jesus wrought no miracles, or that He refused to use them as
credentials of His Divine mission. It is sufficient to point to ver.
20, where Jesus appeals to His healing of a dumb and blind demoniac as proof that He is bringing the kingdom of God to them.
The demand for a sign and the refusal to give it are no evidence as
to Christ's working miracles and employing them as credentials.
What was demanded was something quite different from wonders
such as Prophets and (as the Jews believed) magicians had wrought.
These scribes and Pharisees wanted direct testimony from God
Himself respecting Jesus and His mission, such as a voice from
heaven or a pillar of fire. His miracles left them still able to doubt,
and they ask to be miraculously convinced. This He refuses. See
Neander, L.J. C. §92, Eng. tr. p. 144.
31. j3a.<TC>..L<T<Ta. voTou. Lk. inserts this illustration between the
two sayings about Jonah. Mt. keeps the two sayings about Jonah
together. Lk. places the Ninevites after the Queen of Sheba either
for chronology, or for effect, or both: their case was the stronger of
the two. There is a threefold contrast in this illustration : ( r) between a heathen queen and the Jews ; ( 2) between the ends of the
earth and here; (3) between Solomon and the Son of Man. There
may possibly be a fourth contrast between that enterprising woman
and the men of this generation implied in Twv d.v8pwv, which is not
in Mt.
v6Tou • • • iK Twv 'll'Epcfrwv Tijs y~s. Sheba was in the southern
part of Arabia, the modern Yemen, near the southern limits of the
world as then known. Comp. Ps. ii. 8.
11'>..efov Io>..op.wvos. There is no need to understand <TYJJLEtov : "a
greater thing, something greater, than Solomon."
32. civ8pes Ntveue'i:Tm. No article: "Men of Nineveh." RV.
retains "The men of Nineveh."
eis ,.0 K~puyp.a.. "In accordance with the preaching" they repented ; i.e. they turned towards it and conformed to it; comp.
£'wypYJp.£voi fnr' ai'.,Tov Eis To EKE{vov ()l>,YJp.a (2 Tim. ii. 26); or else,
"out of regard to it" they repented; comp. oi'.TLvt:s l>1.a{3eTE Toi'
l Sanday inclines to the view that Mt. xii. 40 "is a gloss which formed no
part of the original saying, but was introduced, very naturally though erroneously,
by the author of our present Gospel" (Bampton Lectures, 1893, P· 433). On
the question whether Christ's appeal to Jonah requires us to believe that the
story of the whale is historical see Sanday's Bampton Lectures, pp. 414-419;
Gore's Bampton Lectures, 1891, pp. 195-200; with the literature there quoted.
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v6µ.ov ids 8U1Tay4s &yyiXwv (Acts vii. 53); & 8£x6µ.(llos 8tKaiov £1~
ifvoµa 8LKa{ov (Mt. x. 41 ). See on x. l 3; and for K{ipvyµa, as

meaning the subject rather than the manner of preaching, see Lft.
Notes on Epp. p. 161.
33-36. The Light of the inner Eye. There is no break in the
discourse, and this should hardly be printed as a separate section :
the connexion with what goes before is close. Christ is still continuing His reply to those who had demanded a sign. Those
whose spiritual sight has not been darkened by indifference and
impenitence have no need of a sign from heaven. Their whole
soul is full of the light which is all around them, ready to be recognized and absorbed. This saying appears to have been part of
Christ's habitual teaching. Lk. gives it in a rather different form
after the parable of the Sower (viii. 16-18). Mt. has it as part of
the Sermon on the Mount (v. 15, vi. 22, 23), but does not repeat
it here. Mk. has a portion of it after the parable of the Sower
(iv. 21). See S. Cox in the Expositor, 2nd series, i. p. 252.
33. Mxvov c11fta.s. See on viii. 16.-ds KpU'll'TIJV. "Into a vault,
crypt, cellar." But no ancient Version seems to give this rendering, although Euthym. has T~v &:1r0Kpvcpov o1K{av. Win. xxxiv. 3.
b, p. 298. For the word comp. Jos. B. J. v. 7. 4; Athen. v. (iv.)
205 A; and the Lat. crypta; Suet. Cal. !viii.; Juv. v. 106.
~1To Tov p.68tov.
"Under the bushel," i.e. the one in the room,
or in the house; as we say "the sofa, the shovel." In capacity a
modius is about a peck= 16 sextarii or ! p.E8iµvos (comp. Nep.
Att. ii.): elsewhere only Mt. v. 15; Mk. iv. 21. Syr-Sin. omits.
34. b Mxvos TOU uwp.aTos. "The lamp of the body." To translate Xvxvos "candle" in ver. 33 and "light" in ver. 34 (Tyn. Cov.
Cran. Gen. AV.) is disastrous. Vulg. has lucerna in both ; Wic.
has "lanterne" in both, and Rhem. "candel " in both ; RV. still
better, "lamp" in both.
1frOJ1 • • •

i1rri:11.

subj., and there is no

See on ver. 22. Here both are followed by the pres.
difference.

appr~ciable

41T~oils.
"Free from distortion, normal, sound."-1ToV1Jp6s.
"Diseased" : TrovYJp{a. &cjJ8aA.µwv occurs Plat. Hip. min. 3 74 D.
Comp. 7rOVYJp4 ~~is uii:iµaTos (Plat. Tim. 86 D) and the common
phrase 7rOVYJpws ~XEL. Faith, when diseased, becomes the darkness
of superstition ; just as the eye, when diseased, distorts and obscures. Comp. Mt. vi. 22, 23.
35. uK61T£L oov. Here, and not in the middle of ver. 34, the
meaning passes from the eye of the body to the eye of the soul. 1
p.~ TO cj>ws TO lv uol uK6Tos l<TT[v. This happens when the eye
of the soul is so diseased that it cannot receive any ray of Divine
l Comp. Seneca, E.f!Ugisse tenebras, bono luds frui, no11 tenui visu clara
prospicere, sed totum diem admi"ttere.
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truth. The p.Tj is interrogative, and the indicative after it suggests
that the case contemplated is an actual fact: "look whether it be
not darkness " ; considera num, schaue ob wohl nicht. The vide ne
of Vulg. is not exact. Comp. Gal. iv. 11; Thuc. iii. 53. 2. Win.
lvi. 2. a, p. 63i; Simcox, Lang. of N.T. p. 109.
36. The tautology is only apparent. In the protasis the emphasis is On OAov, Which is further explained by /LTJ tXOV p.(pot; 'TL <TKOTLVbV : in the apodosis the emphasis is on cf>omv6v, which is further
explained by wt; OTav 6 A.vxvos, K.T.A. " If thy whole body •.• it
shall be wholly full of light." Complete illumination is illumination indeed, and those who possess it have no need of a sign from
heaven in order to recognize the truth. Syr-Sin. condenses.
87-l54. §The Invitation from a Pharisee. Christ's Denunciation of Pharisaic Formalism and Hypocrisy. A similar condemnation of the Pharisees is placed by Mt. somewhat later, and is given
with great fulness (xxiii.). If these sayings were uttered only once,
we have not much material for determining which arrangement is
more in accordance with fact. See on ver. 54.
37. 'Ev Se Tel> >..a>..~um. "Now after He had spoken" (aor.),
rather than "As He spake" (AV. RV.). See on iii. 21. There
is nothing to show that the invitation was the result of what Christ
had just been saying. Indeed, there may have been a considerable interval between vv. 36 and 37. Syr-Sin. omits.
oirws &purn]crn. Here, as in Jn. xxi. 12, 15, the early meal of
breakfast or lunch is meant rather than dinner or supper : comp
xiv. 12 ; Mt. xxii. 4. At this time the first meal of all was called
&Kpamup.a. Becker, Charicles, vi. excurs. i., Eng. tr. p. 240.
38. l0a.up.auev. We are not told that he expressed his surprise.
Jesus read his thoughts and answered them. Jesus had just come
from contact with the multitude, and, moreover, He had been
casting out a demon ; and the Pharisee took for granted that He
would purify Himself from any possible pollution before coming
to table. This was not enjoined by the Law but by tradition,
which the Pharisees tried to make binding upon all (Mk. vii. 3).
This man's wonder is evidence that his invitation was not a plot to
obtain evidence against Jesus: he was not expecting any transgression.
lf3a.irTlu011. This need not be taken literally of bathing. Probably no more than washing the hands is meant; and this often
took place at table, the servants bringing water to each person.
Edersh. L. &- T. ii. pp. 204-207. We may understand Christ's
omission to wash before coming to table, or refusal of the water
offered to Him at table, as a protest against the attempt to "bind
burdens " upon men, and to substitute trivialities for the weightier
mauers of the Law. Comp. Derenbourg, Hist. de. la Pal. p. 134.
39. etirev Se 6 Kup~oi;. The use of 6 Kvpioi; here (see on v. 1 'r
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and vii. 13) perhaps has special point. The Pharisee might regard
Him as an ordinary guest; but He has a message to deliver to
him.
Nuv. The meaning is not certain ; but it probably refers to
time, and is not merely concessive. " It was not so formerly, but
this is the fact now." Comp. 2 Cor. vii. 9 and Col. i. 24, where
see Lft. Or, "Here we have a case in point." Comp. 2 Kings
vii. 6. Or, "This is what you as a matter of fact do," in contrast
to what you ought to do-7rA~v T?t tv6v-ra 86Te. With the whole
saying comp. Mt xxiii. 25. For 'll'(vaKos Mt. has 7rapo1/t£8os: comp.
Mk. vi. 25; Mt. xiv. 8.
TO St £uw9ev O/Jowv. Here the outside of the cup and platter is
contrasted with the hearts of the Pharisees. In Mt. the point is
that the outside of the vessels is kept clean, while the meat and
drink in them are the proceeds of rapacity and the means of
excess (aKpaula>). Comp. €v 7rOLKLAL<[- aµapnwv Kat aKpa<FLaL<; (Ps.
Sol. iv. 3) : amantes convivia devoratores gulre (Assump. Moys.
vii. 4). Here some make To EuwOw mean the inside of the vessels,
and take vµwv with ap7ray1js K. 7rOVTJp£a<;. But the position of vµwv
is conclusive against this. Others make To fowOev vµwv mean
"your inward parts " in the literal sense. "You can keep the
vessels from polluting the food; but that will not prevent the food,
which is already polluted by the way in which it was obtained,
from filling you with uncleanness." But this is not probable.
For Jewish trifling about clean and unclean vessels see Schoettg.
and Wetst. on Mt. xxiii. 25, 26; and for the moral sterility of such
teaching, Pressense, Le Siecle Apostolique, p. 90.
40. &cj>poves. A strong word: quite classical, but in N.T.
almost confined to Lk (xii. 20) and Paul (Rom. ii. 20; 1 Cor.
xv. 36; 2 Cor. xi. 16, 19, xii. 6, II; Eph. v. q. See on xxiv. 25).
o&x o 'll'oi~uas To E~w9ev. This is almost certainly a question.
"Not he who has done the outside has thereby done the inside,"
makes sense, but it is harsh and hardly adequate. It is better with
most Versions to make ovK = nonne. " Did not God, who made
the material universe, make men's souls also ?"l It is folly to be
scrupulous about keeping material objects clean, while the soul is
polluted with wickedness. 2
41. 11'>..~v Tel t!v6VTa Sche €>..e11/loouov11v. The 'll'Mv is here expans1 We may get the same sense from the text of CD r and some cursives,
which transpose ll;wlJev and tuwlJev. So also from some Latin texts : nonne qu•
fecit interiora et exten:ora fecit. (a), quifecit quod intus est et quod Joris est (c e)
t
Ergo miser trepz'das, ne stercore fceda canino
Atria dt'splt'ceant ocul£s venientt's amz'ci,
Ne peifusa luto sit porticus : et tamen uno
Semodio scobz's hrec emundat servulus unus.
Illud non agitas, ut sane/am .filz'us omni
Adspiciat sine labe domum vitioque carentem Ouv, xiv. 64).
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ive and progressive, "only."

See on vi. 24.

3Il

The meaning of

TU lv6vTa. is much disputed, and the renderings vary greatly : qum

sunt (b d g) ; ex his qum habetis (f); quod superest (Vulg.) ; ea qum
penes vos sunt (Beza) ; quantum potestis ( Grot.) ; von dem, das da is t
(Luth.). Quod superest is impossible ; and the others are not very
probable. Nor is it satisfactory to follow Erasmus, Schleiermacher,
and others, and make the saying ironical : " Give something to the
poor out of your luxuries, and then (as you fancy) all your clp7ray-rJ
and 7roVYJp{a will be condoned." According to this Ta lv6vrn means
either what is in the cups and platters, or what is in your purses.
And this is perhaps right, but without irony. "The contents of
your cup and platter give ye in alms, and, lo, all things are clean
to you," i.e. benevolence is a better way of keeping meals free
from defilement than scrupulous cleansing of vessels. We are
told that this is "a peculiarly Ebionitic touch." But it is very good
Christianity. Others make Ta lv6vrn = TO £crw(hv: "As for that
which is within you, as for the care of your souls, give alms." See
Expositor, 2nd series, v. p. 318. Or, "Give your souls as alms,"
i.e. give not merely food or money, but your heart. Comp. 8<(ls
1l"Eivwvn TOY apTOV EK ifrvx7J• CTOV (Is. lviii. 10).
In any case, 7rUVTa.
refers specially to the vessels used at meals. They will not defile
where benevolence prevails. With the passage as a whole comp.
Mk. vii. 18, 19 and the Baptist's commands (Lk. iii. u).
42. d>..>..a o~a.l llfl-LY. " But, far from acting thus and obtaining
this blessing, a curse is upon you." Rue is mentioned in the
Talmud as a herb for which no tithe need be paid.
11"a.plpxE<10E. "Ye pass by, neglect": comp. xv. 29; Deut.
xvii. 2; Jer. xxxiv. 18; Judith xi. lo; l Mac. ii. 22. Elsewhere
in N.T. it means "pass by" literally (xviii. 37; Acts xvi. 8), or
"pass away, perish" (xvi. I7, xxi. 32, 33, etc.). Here Mt. has
dcp-rjKO.TE.
rltv Kplcnv.

" The distinction between right and wrong, rectitude, justice." This use of Kp{cris is Hebraistic ; comp. Gen.
xviii. 19, 25; Is. v. 7, lvi. l, lix. 8; Jer. xvii. II; l Mac. vii. 18.
rltv dyd1M)v Tou 0Eou. Here only does Lk. use the word &:y0.7l"'Y/,
which occurs once in Mt. (xxiv. 12), and not at all in Mk. It is
fairly common in LXX, esp. in Cant. (ii. 4, 5, 7, etc.).
KdKEiva. flo~ 11"0.pEivm. Their carefulness about trifles is not condemned, but sanctioned. It is the neglect of essentials which is
denounced as fatal. It is not correct to say that Christ abolished
the ceremonial part of the Law while retaining the moral part : see
Hort, Judaistic Christianz"ty, pp. 30, 31.
48. dya.TI"ciTE rltv 1rpwToKa.Mlp(a.v. "Ye highly value (Jn. xii. 43)
the first seat." This was a semicircular bench round the ark, and
facing the congregation. Edersh. L. &> T. i. p. 436. Comp.
xx. 46; Mt. xxiii. 6 ; Mk. xii. 39.
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Some Latin texts agree with C D in adding to this verse et primos dz"scubitos in convivii's (b I qr), or et primos adcubitos in cenis (d).

44. i<TT~ @s Tel f.1.V1Jf.1.Ei:a. Tel ci811>..a.. "Whosoever in the open
field toucheth a grave shall be unclean seven days" (Num. xix. 16).
Hence the Jews were accustomed to whitewash such graves to
make them conspicuous. People mixed freely with Pharisees,
believing them to be good men, and unconsciously became infected
with their vices, just as they sometimes walked over a hidden grave
and were polluted without knowing it. In Mt. xxiii. 2 7 the
Pharisees are compared to the whitewashed graves, which look
clean and are inwardly foul.
45. Twv vo1uKwv. See on vii. 30. Not all the Pharisees were
professional students (vop.tKo{}, or teachers of the Law (voµ.08ioatT11:a.Aoi).
Ka.1 1Jf.l.a.s 6j3pltEis. "Thou insultest even us," the better instructed among the Pharisees. The verb implies outrageous treatment (xviii. 32 ; Acts xiv. 5 ; Mt. xxii. 6; 1 Thes. ii. 2 ), and
"reproachest" is hardly strong enough. Comp. £vvf3p£t£iv (Heb.
x. 29). In class. Gk. vf3p£tnv is commonly followed by £ls, esp. in
prose. "Reproach" would be ov£i8ltnv (Mt. xi. 20).
46. There is a triplet of Woes against the lawyers (vv. 46, 47,
52), as against the Pharisees (42, ..q, 44). With this first Woe
comp. Mt. xxiii. 4. In both passages <flopTlov occurs ; and, as distinct from f3apos and oyKos, it means that which a man is expected
to bear (Mt. xi. 30). But Lk. shows his fondness for cognate
words by writing <flopT{tETE <flopT{a., while Mt. has 8£tTp.EvovtTt11
<flopT{a. See on xxiii. 46, and comp. Gal. vi. 2.
8uuj3nuTa.KTa.. Prov. xxvii. 3. The word probably occurs here
only in N.T., and has been inserted Mt. xxiii. 4 from here. The
reference is to the intolerably burdensome interpretations by which
the scribes augmented the written Law. They made it far more
severe than it was intended to be, explaining every doubtful point
in favour of rigorous ritualism.
oi} irpou+a.uETE. Touching with a view to removing seems to be
meant ; but it may indicate that, while they were rigorous to others,
they were evasive themselves. They were scrupulous about their
own traditions, but they did not keep the Law. It is not admissible, however, to interpret To'is <flopTlots in a different way from
<flopT{a 8vtTf3atTTaKTa, making the latter refer to traditions, and To'is
<flopT{ois to the Law. Both mean the same, the force of the article
being "the <flopT{a just mentioned_" Seeing that the voµ.iKo{ were
not neglectful of traditions, Tots <flopTtots must mean the Law; and
therefore <flopTla. 8vuf3auTa.KTa. must have this meaning.
47. Comp. Mt. xxiii. 30; Acts. vii. 52.
otKo8of.1.ELTE Tel f.1.V1Jf.1.ELa. Twv irpocf>1JTwv ot 8~ 'll'O.TEpES 6fJ.wv. " Ve
build the tombs of the prophets, while your fathers." The "Tombs
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of the Prophets," near the top of the Mount of Olives, are still "an
enigma to travellers and antiquarians." All that can safely be
asserted is that they are not the " tombs of the prophets " mentioned
here. Robinson, Res. in Pal. iii. p. 2 54.
48. 11-«pTupls iaTE Ka.l auveu8oKELTE. "Ye are witnesses and consent to"; or, "Ye bear favourable witness to and approve" : not,
"Ye bear witness that ye approve." l Mt. has p.apTVpe'Ln only
(xxiii. 31), which some texts introduce here (AC D). Comp. Saul,
who was CT11vru80Kwv to the murder of Stephen (Acts viii. 1). The
O:pa. as first word is not classical: comp. Acts xi. 18.
TGiv 1ra.Tlp111v li11-wv. " Your fathers, morally as well as actually;
for you carry on and complete their evil deeds." Externally the
Pharisees seemed to honour the Prophets. Really they were dishonouring them as much as those did who slew them; for they
neglected the duties which the Prophets enjoined, and ignored
their testimony to Christ.
49. 8La TouTo Ka.C.
" Because of your complicity with your
fathers' murderous deeds, there is this confirmation of the Woe
just pronounced." Comp. Mt. xxiii. 34.
~ aocJ>[a. Tou 0eou d'lfev 'A'lfoUTeXw.
The words which are here
ascribed to the "Wisdom of God" are in Mt. xxiii. 34 Christ's own
words, spoken on a later occasion. It is improbable that Christ is
here quoting what He said on some previous occasion. Nowhere
does He style Himself "the Wisdom of God"; nor does any
Evangelist give Him this title; nor does ®eov uocp{av or uocpta d?To
®eov ( 1 Cor. i. 24, 30) warrant us in asserting that this was a
common designation of Christ among the first Christians, so that
tradition might have substituted this name for the ~y6' used by
Jesus. That He is quoting from a lost book called "The Wisdom
of God" is still less probable. 2 Written words would be introduced with Alyn rather than et?Tev, and the context seems to imply
some Divine utterance. In the O.T. no such words are found;
for Prov. i. 20-31; 2 Chron. xxiv. 20-22, xxxvi. 14-21 are quite
inadequate. And we obtain nothing tangible when we make the
passage "a general paraphrase of the tenor of several 0. T. passages." Rather it is of the Divine Providence (Prov. viii. 2t-31),
sending Prophets to the Jewish Church and Apostles to the
Christian Church, that Jesus here speaks : " God in His wisdom
said." Comp. vii. 35. Jesus here speaks with confident knowledge of the Divine counsels: comp. x. 22, xv. 7, 10.
Vulg. has testijicamznt' quud consentt'tt's, and a few cursives read on crvvevooLat. texts vary greatly: qut'a consentt'ft's (r), et consentitis (C T), consent#t's (E), consenft're (cil), consentientes (f), non consentz'tntes (abq), non
consentt're (d) following p.7/ CTVP€VOOKELV (D).
2 See Ryle, Canon ef 0. T. p. 155; and for apparent quotations from
Scripture which cannot be found in Scripture comp. Tn. vii. 38; I Cor. ii. 9;
Eph. v. 14.
i

u'Lre.
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d'll'o<TTo>..ous. Mt. has uocpo:Us Kat ypaµ.µ.aT£'i>, and mentions
crucifixion and scourging along with death and persecution. By
coupling the persecuted Apostles with the persecuted Prophets,
Jesus once more indicates the solidarity of the Pharisees with their
wicked forefathers: comp. Mt. v. 12. For e~ auTwv (Tiva>) comp.
Jn. xvi. l 7 ; 2 Jn. 4 ; Rev. ii. ro. For 8tw~ouaw ( ~ B C L X) in the
sense of "persecute" comp. xxi. 12; Acts vii. 52, ix. 4, xxii. 4, 7,
etc.
50. 'lva eKt1JT1J6fj TO alp.a. This is the Divinely ordered
sequence. The verb is almost unknown in profane writings; and
nowherse else in N.T. is it used of" demanding back, requiring as
a debt." Comp. 2 Sam. iv. l l ; Ezek. iii. 18, 20, xxxiii. 6, 8;
Gen. ix. 5, xlii. 2 2.
To tlKKE)(Up.evov 1111'0 KaTa~o>..~o; KOcrp.ou.
Comp. Mt. xxv. 34 ;
Heb. iv. 3, ix. 26; Rev. xiii. 8, xvii. 8. The expression KaTa{3o"A~
K6uµ.ov does not occur in LXX. Comp. il?T' &p~> (Ps. lxxviii. 2 ).
EKK<xvµhov. This is the reading of B and a few cursives ; but almost all
other authorities have EKXvvvoµ,<vov, which may easily have come from Mt.
The grammarians condemn EKXvvw or eqvvvw (Aeolic) as a collateral form of
eKxew. It is used of bloodshed Acts xxii. 20, and the pres. part., if i;;enuine
here, is very expressive : " the blood which is perpetually being shed. '

d'll'o ~'> yeveao; TaOTTf'>· To be taken after £K,7JT'f/Jfj. The reference is specially to the destruction of Jerusalem (xxi. 32).
51. The murders of Abel and Zacharias are the first and last
murders in the O.T., which in the Jewish Canon ends with
Chronicles. In both cases the eK,./p-'f}uis is indicated : "The voice
of the brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground" (Gen.
iv. lO); "The Lord look upon it, and require it" ( 2 Chron.
xxiv. 22). Chronolog£cally the murder of Uriah by Jehoiakim
(Jer. xxvi. 23) is later than that of Zachariah the son of Jehoiada.
Zachariah the son of Barachiah was the Prophet, and there is no
mention of his having been murdered: in Mt. xxiii. 35 "the son
of Barachiah" is probably a mechanical slip. For Tou oi'.Kou Mt.
has TOV vaov, and the vaos is evidently the oiKOS meant here.
vat, >..eyw lip."iv. Comp. vii. 26, xii. 5. Not elsewhere in N.T.
t52. rl)v K'.>..e"L8a tjo; yvwcrews. "The key which opens the door
to knowledge," not " which is knowledge " : the gen. is not one of
apposition. There is no reference to a supposed ceremony by
which a "doctor of the law" was "symbolically admitted to his
office by the delivery of a key." No such ceremony appears to
have existed. The knowledge is that of the way of salvation, which
can be obtained from Scripture. But the scribes had cut off all
access to this knowledge, first, by their false interpretations ; and,
secondly, by their contempt for the people, whom they considered
to be unworthy of instruction or incapable of enlightenment.
Their false interpretations were fatal to themselves (alh-o( n/JK
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dcrr/A.OaTE) as well as to others. See Hort, Judaistic Christianity,
p. 141 ; Recog. Clem. i. 54, ii. 30, 46. Excepting in the Apocalypse
(i. 18, iii. 7, ix. 1, xx. 1), KAEls occurs only Matt. xvi. 19. The
reading EKp'l51flaT£ (D and some Versions) for ~paTE is an interpretative gloss. Note that here Lk. has vop.LKo( where Mt. (xxiii. 14) has
ypaµµaTE'i>, and comp. xii. 44·
Toos daEpxop.€voug.
"Those who were continually trying to

enter" (imperf. part.).
for all and absolutely.

The aorists ir.dicate what was done once

lSS. Kd.K£'i:0£v t~£M6vros mhoii. In their vehemence they followed
Him out of the Pharisee's house. But it by no means follows
from what they did in their excitement that " the Pharisee's feast
had been a base plot to entrap Jesus."
The text of this verse exhibits an extraordinary number of variations.
The above is the reading of ~ BC L 33, Boh. For it AD X, Latt. SyrCur. substitute Ae-yovros a~ ail-roil railra 7rpos aii-rovs or 7rpos rliv "'A.a611 : and
to this DX Latt. Syr-Cur. add evw7riov 7ravrlis roil "'A.aoil or roil ox"'A.ou. For
o! -ypaµµare'Ls K. o! <Pap. D and various Lat. texts give o! <Pap. K. o! voµiKol,
legis periti (Vulg. c de f). For 5EtPWS evex«v c has 5€tJIWS f1rEX«V, H a.
uvvexeiv, and D S with various Lat. texts a. l!xeiv : male habere (b d q), male
se habere (a), graviter habere (c e i), graviter ferre (!), and moleste ferre (r),
representing a. fy_eiv, while graviter inszstere (Vulg.) is Jerome's correction
to represent a. evexeiv. Again, for U1r0UTOµarl!etv a.n-6. D and most Lat.
texts substitute uvv{Jd"'A."'A.eiv avr<I' : comminare illz' (a), committere cum illo
(bi I qr), commt"ttere illi (d), conferre cum eo (c), conftrre illz' (e), altercari
cum illo (f) representing uvµ{Jd"'A.Ae<P aorr;;, while os ejus opprimere (Vulg.)
represents f1rtUroµl!et11. Not one represents a7rouroµarl!"et11,

evexeLv. In Mk. vi. 19 and Gen. xlix. 23 (the only place in
which the act. occurs in LXX) this verb is followed by a dat. It
may be doubted whether x6A.ov, which is expressed Hdt. i. 118. l,
vi. II9. 2, viii. 27. 1 1 is here to be understood. If anything is to
be understood, Tov vovv is more probable, as in the analogous
cases of brl.xnv (which Chere reads) and 7rpo<Tixnv. The meaning appears to be that they "watched Him intensely, were actively
on the alert against Him " ; which suits Gen. xlix. 2 3 (EVEtxov
aim~ K'l5pioi To~Evp.cfrwv) as well as the context here.
But external
pressure may be the meaning in both places, although in Mk.
vi. 19 internal feeling suits the context better ("cherished a
grudge against"). In the gloss of Hesychius, Evixn· fJ-V'f/<TlKaKEt,
€yKEtTai (? EyKOTE'i), it is possible that µv'f/<TlKaKE'i refers to Mk. vi.
19 and €yKElTUL (or E"(KoTE'i) to Lk. xi. 53. See Field, Otium Norvic.
iii. pp. 22, 45, and the note in Wordsworth's Vulgate.
d.'ll'oaTOfJ.«Tltew. Originally, "to dictate what is to be learned
by heart and recited" (Plato, Euthyd. 276 C, 277 A); hence Ta
d.7ro<TToµaTlCoµEVa, "the dictated lesson" (Arist. Soph. El. iv. l ).
Thence it passed, either to the pupil's part, mere recitation, as of
the Sibyl reciting verses (Plut. :Fhes. xxiv.) ; or to the teacher's
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part, the plying with questions "to provoke to answer," as here.
See Wetst. ad loc., and Hatch, Bz'b. Grk. p. 40.
54. Confusion in the text still continues ; but the true reading is not
doubtful. WH. give this as a good instance of conflation the common
reading being compounded of the original text and two early corruptions of
it. Comp. ix. 10, xii. 18, xxiv. 53.
·
(a) E11e8pe6011TES a.61-011 IJ11peOua.£ .,., EiC TOV U'r6f14TOS a.61-oO. NB L Boh.
Aeth. Syr·Cur. (some omit a.61-611).
({J) I°1J'rOVll'rES ?upopµfi11 nva. J\a.{Je'i11 a.61-oO tva. e!Jpwuiv tca.rrryopfiua.i a.61-oO

D, d Syr·Sin.?
I°1J'rOVJl'rES d<fJopµfiv TLllO. J\a.{Je'iv a.61-oO t11a. ICO.'r1J"YOp1/UWULJI a.61-oO. Lat.
Vet. (some omit a.67-ofJ).
(8) Elle8pe6ones a.61-611, I°1JTOVllTES IJ11peOua.£ 'rL EK 'rOV ur6µa.rns a.61-oO, tva
Ka.T1J"Yopfiuwu111 a.61-ov.
ACE G HK M UV r A A II, and with

small variations X, all cursives, Vulg. etc.

p.

WH. ii. Introduction,

102.

t!vESpeoovre§. Elsewhere in N.T. only Acts xxiii. 21: comp.
Deut. xix. 11; Prov. xxvi. 19; Wis. ii. 12; Ecclus. xxvii. lo, 28;
Lam. iv. 19; Jos. Ant. v. 2. l 2; in all which places it has, as
here, the acc. instead of the usual dat.
OYJpeuum. 1
Here only in N.T. Comp. Ps. lviii. 4. Both this
word and 6'e8pevol'7'es are very graphic. Godet remarks that we
have here une scene de vt'olence peut-2tre unz'que dans la vz'e de
Jesus : and huz'c vehementt'm suberat fraudulentz'a (Beng. ). We
infer from xii. l that now the disciples are present.
It is possible that in Mt. xxiii. what took place on this occasion is combined with what was said in the temple just before the Passion. Lk. gives
only a very brief notice of the later denunciation (xx. 45-47 ; comp. Matt. xxiii.
1-7). But the fact that he gives two denunciations is against the theory that only
one was uttered, which he assigns to one occasion and Mt. to another. It may,
however, easily have happened that some of what was said on the first occasion
has been transferred to the second, or vice verstt.

XII. The greater part of the utterances of Christ which Lk.
records in this chapter are also recorded in different parts of Mt.,
for the most part either in the Sermon on the Mount (v.-vii.), or
in the Charge to the Twelve (x. 5-42), or in the Prophecy of the
Last Days (xxiv. 4-51). Here they are given in the main as a
continuous discourse, but with marked breaks at vv. 13, 22, 54.
Lk. evidently regards vv. 1-21 as spoken immediately after the
commotion at the Pharisee's house; and there is little doubt that
vv. 22-53 a.re assigned by him to the same occasion. How
much break there is between vv. 53 and 54 is left undetermined.
The fact that many of Christ's sayings were uttered more than
1 Comp. El'll'i µoi, wl:.wtcpaus, oflK a.lux611e1, T1JA<KofJros CJv, 0116f14'r<i IJ11pe6w11
1ea! U.11 'r<S /,fiµa.n d.µd.p'r'U, lpf14<or 'rofJro 'll'o106µe11os ; (Plat. Gorg. 489 B).
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once, and were differently arranged on different occasions, will
partly explain the resemblances and differences between Lk. and
Mt. here and elsewhere. But it is also probable that there has
been some confusion in the traditions, and that words which one
tradition placed in one connexion were by another tradition placed
in another.
Lk.xii.

x.
2-9 '=Mt.
22-32 =
vi.
vi.
33, 34 =
xxiv.
39-46 =

26-33.
25-34
IC)-21.
43-51.

Lk. xii. 51-53 = Mt. x. 34-36.
54-56 = [xvi. 2, 3].
57-59 =
v. 25, 26.

1-12. Exhortation to Courageous Sincerity.
This is closely'
connected with what precedes. The commotion inside and outside the Pharisee's house had attracted an immense crowd, which
was divided in its sympathy, some siding with the Pharisees,
others disposed to support Christ. His addressing His words to
His disciples rather than to the multitude indicates that the latter
were in the main not friendly. But the appeal made to Him by
one of them (ver. 13) respecting a purely private matter shows that
His authority is recognized by many. The man would not hav~
asked Him to give a decision in the face of a wholly hostile
assembly. But this warning to His followers of the necessity for
courageous testimony to the truth in the face of bitter opposition
implies present hostility. The connexion with the preceding
scene is proved by the opening words, 'Ev ors, " In the midst of
which, in the meantime."
1. TWV f'UPLC~Swv TOU ox>..ou. Hyperbolical, as in Acts xxi. 20.
The article points to what is usual; "the people in their myriads."
Comp. ov cf>o/3-q()~crop.at d7ro p..vpi&.Bwv Xaov Twv KVKA<p ~'11"m8ephwv
p.ot (Ps. iii. 7).
.fjp~aTo }..€yew. The ~p~aTo gives a solemn emphasis to what
follows: see on iv. 21, and comp. xiv. 18 and Acts ii. 4. It may
possibly refer to 7rpwTov ; He began to address the disciples, and
then turned to the people. The 'll"pwTov means that His words
were addressed primarily to the disciples, although the people
were meant to hear them. After the interruption He addresses·
the people directly (ver. 15~ It makes poor sense to take 7rpwTov
with 7rporr£xeTe, "First of all beware " (Tyn. Cran. Gen.), for to
beware of Pharisaic hypocrisy cannot be considered the first of
all duties. For other amphibolous constructions see on ii. 22.
npoalxeTE .!auTo~s d.11"0. " Take heed to yourselves and avoid ;
beware of." The warning phrase 7rporr£xen fovTot<> is peculi:tr
to Lk. (xvii. 3, xxi. 34; Acts v. 35, xx. 28); but in LXX 7rp6rrexe
rreavTcii is common (Gen. xxiv. 6; Exod. x. 28, xxxiv. 12; Deut.
iv. 9, etc.). For the reflexive see on xxi. 30.
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a..,,.c, T1j' tvfL'I'· This constr. is common after verbs of avoiding, ceasing
from, guarding against, and the like; ?ravw, KW"Mw, tpv"Aarnroµai, K.T.A.
Comp. 7rp6G'exe IJ'EaVT<f a?ro 7ralJ'71S 7ropvelas (Tobit iv. 12). The pronoun is
often omitted, xx, 41); Mt. vii. 15, x. 17, xvi. 6, II; Deut. iv. 23 ?,
This warning seems to have been given more than once (Mk.
viii. 15). Leaven in Scripture is generally a type of evi'l which
corrupts and spreads, disturbing, puffing up and souring that which
it influences. The parable of the Leaven (xiii. 20, 2 r ; Mt. xiii.
33) is almost the only exception. Ignatius (Magnes. x.) uses it in
both a good and a bad sense. In profane literature its associations
are commonly bad. The Flamen Dz'a!is was not allowed to touch
leaven or leaven bread (Aulus Gellius, x. 15): comp. Juv. iii. 188.
The proverb µ.iKpa 'vµ.'YJ oA.ov TO cf>vpaµ.a 'vµol., is used of pernz'dous
influence ( 1 Cor. v. 6; Gal. v. 9). Fermentation is corruption.
If -rwv <I>apirn!wv is rightly placed last (B L), it is epexegetic. "Beware
of the leaven which is hypocrisy,-! mean the Pharisees' leaven." In Mt.
xvi. 12 "the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees" is interpreted as meaning
their doctrine.

2. o~Sev Se uuyKeKa.>..uJ.LJ.LEVov t!CTTw.
" But there is nothing
covered up, which shall not," etc. Hypocrisy is useless, for one
day there will be a merciless exposure. It is not only wicked, but
senseless.
8. &v9' ~v. This is commonly rendered "wherefore," like
aV'TL 'TOVTOV, "for this cause" (Eph. v. 31).
But in i. 20, xix. 44;
Acts xii. 23 it= avTt TovTwv, on; and it may have the same meaning here.
" There is nothing hid, that shall not be known :
because whatever ye have said in the darkness shall be heard in
the light,"-quonz'am qure z'n tenebn's dt'xt'stz's z'n lumz'ne dz'centur
(Vulg.). Christ is continuing to insist that hypocrisy is folly, for
it is always unmasked at last. There was a saying of Hillel,
" Think of nothing that it will not be easily heard, for in the end
it must be heard." See small print on i. 20. It is in wording
that this is parallel to Mt. x. 26, 27: the application is very
different.
·
tlv Tois Ta.J.Le(oLs • • • '111'1 Twv SwJ.LdTwv. " Store chambers" are
commonly "i·nner chambers, secret rooms," especially in the East,
where outer walls are so easily dug through : comp. Mt. vi. 6,
xxiv. 26; Gen. xliii. 30; Judg. xvi. 9; 1 Kings xxii. 25. To this
day proclamations are often made from the housetops: comp. brl
TWV owµ.&.Twv (Is. xv. 3; J er. xix. 13, xlviii. 38).
See D.B. 2 i.
p. 1407; Renan, Les Evangiles, p. 262 n.
The Latin Versions give a variety of renderings: in cellart't's (i l r), in
promptalibus (d), in promptuariis (e), in cubilibus (Vulg. (f); om. b q).
Comp. ver. 24.

4. /\Eyw Se &µ.iv Tois +(>..oLS µ.ou.

"My friends are not likely
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to be hypocrites, although persecution will tempt them to become
such" : comp. Jn. xv. 15.

l'-li cj>o~118ijn a..,..o -rO.v ciToKTELV6v-r...v. The use 01 dr6 here is
analogous to that in ver. l, of that which one turns away from. It is
Hebraistic (Lev. xix. 30, xxvi. 2; Deut. i. 29, iii. 22, xx. l ; Josh. xi. 6;
l Sam. vii. 7; J er. i. 8, 17; l Mac. ii. 62, viii. 12, etc.).
It is not used of
fearing God.
p.eTO. Ta.uTa.. The plural may refer to the details of a cruel
death, or to different kinds of death. Not in Mt. x. 28.
/l.YJ exoVTwv. Lk. is fond of this classical use of £xeiv : ver. 50,
vii. 40, 42, xiv. 14; Acts iv. 14, xxiii. 17, 18, 19, xxv. 26, xxviii.
19 Here Mt. (x. 28) has µ.~ ovvaµhwv.

0, cj>of3~01JTE TOV p.ETO. TO chroKTELVO.L £xoVTa. l~ouaCa.v, K.T.X.

There is little doubt that this refers to God and not to the devil.
The change of construction points to this.
It is no longer
,Po/3~67)TE a11"0 TOVTOV, but TOVTOV <jlof3~671Te, "fear without trying
to shun,'' which is the usual construction of fearing God. Moreover, we are not in Scripture told to fear Satan, but to resist him
courageously (Jas. iv. 7; 1 Pet. v. 9); -rov 6eov <jlo/3~671Te, -r<(l oiaf36>.."!
&v,.[uT7)n: is scriptural doctrine. Moreover, although the evil one
tries to bring us to Gehenna, it is not he who has authority to send
us thither. This passage (with Mt. x. 28), the king with twenty
thousand (see on xiv. 33), and the Unjust Steward (see on xvi. 1),
are perhaps the only passages in which the same words have been
interpreted by some of Satan and by others of God.
£p.f3a.Xel:v ets ri)v ylevva.v.
Excepting here and J as. iii. 6,
yfrvva occurs only in Mt. and Mk. in N.T. Not in LXX. The
confusion caused in all English Versions prior to RV. by translat·
ing both y~ewa and <J.071> "hell " has been often pointed out.
Lft. On Revision, pp. 87, 88; Trench, On the AV. p. 21, l'ievva
is a transliteration of Ge-Hinnom, "Valley of Hinnom,'' where
children were thrown into the red-hot arms of Molech. When
these abominations were abolished by Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. 10),
refuse of all kinds, including carcases of criminals, was thrown
into this valley, and (according to late authorities) consumed by
fire, which was ceaselessly burning. Hence it became a symbolical
name for the place of punishment in the other world. D.B.2 artt.
"Gehenna," " Hinnom," and "Hell."
6. 11"lVTe a-rpou&Ca. • • • daaa.pCwv 8uo. Mt. has Svo UTpov6ta.
auuapfov. Both have lv l~ mhwv oi}, which is more expressive than
oiioEv
airrwv, throwing the emphasis on lv : " not even one of
them,'' although five cost so little. Both uTpov6o> and UTpov6fov
commonly mean "sparrow," although sometimes used vaguely for
" bird" or "fowl": e.g. Ps. xi. 1, lxxxiv. 4. The Heb. tzippor,
which it often represents, is still more commonly generic, and was
applied to any variety of small passerine birds, which are specially
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numerous in Palestine, and were all allowed as food. Tristram, Nat.
Hirt. of B. p. 201. It is unfortunate that &.cnr&.pwv and its fourth
part Ko8pavT1J> (Mt. v. 26; Mk. xii. 42) should both be translated
"farthing," while 811vapwv, which was ten to sixteen times as much
as an d.CTCTapwv, is translated "penny." "Shilling" for 811vapwv,
"penny" for dCTCTapwv, and "farthing" for KoopavT7J> would give
the ratios fairly correctly, although a shilling now will buy only
about half what a denan'us would buy then.
~VW'll'Lov Toil 0Eou. A Hebraism, very freq. in Lk. (i r9, xvi.
r5; Acts iv. 19, vii. 46: comp. Lk. i. 6, 15, 75; Acts viii. 21, x. 4).
It implies that each bird is individually present to the mind of
God. Belief in the minuteness of the Divine care was strong
among the Jews : Non est vel minima herbula in terra cui non
prrefectus sit alz'quis in caJlo.
7. &.>..>..cl Kal. ai. TPtXES rijs KEcl>a>..~s. " But (little as you might
expect it) even the hairs of your head." Comp. xxi 18; Acts
xxvii. 34; 1 Sam. xiv. 45; 2 Sam. xiv. 11; 1 Kings i. 52; Dan. iii. 27.
/I.~ cl>of3E'Lu8E • • • 8Lacju1pETE. " Cease to fear (pres. imper.) ...
ye are different from, i.e. are superior to": Mt. vi. 26, xii. 12;
l Cor. xv. 41; Gal. iv. 1.
This use of 8iacpepw is classical.
8. Al.yw 8£ ~11.'i:v. The "also" of AV. ("Also I say unto you")
is impossible. The fear of men, which lies at the root of
hypocrisy, as opposed to the fear of a loving God, appears to be
the connecting thought.
'll'ii.~.
Nom pend. placed first with much emphasis.
structions comp. xxi. 6 ; Jn. vi. 39, vii. 38, xvii. 2.

For similar con-

611.0>..oy~uEL ~v 111.0£. The expression comes from the Syriac rather
than the Hebrew, and occurs only here and Mt. x. 32. The phrase
op.vvp.t EV (Mt. v. 34-36) is not quite parallel. Here perhaps the
second &p.oA.oyr/CTn requires f.v, and this leads to its being used
with the first. That Christ will confess His disciples is not true
in the same sense that they will confess Him : but they will make
a confession in His case, and He will make a confession in theirs ;
their confession being that He is the Messiah, and His that they
are His loyal disciples. As early as the Gnostic teacher Heracleon
(c. A.D. 170-180), the first commentator on the N.T. of whom
we have knowledge, this f.v after &p.oA.oyrfCTn attracted notice. 1
9. d.11'apV1J~ITETaL (vwmov Twv ayyl>..wv. This expressive corn·
pound verb is used of Peter's denial of Christ (xxii. 34, 61 ; Mt.
xxvi. 34, 75, Mk. xiv. 30, 72 ). In Mt. we have &.pv~CTop.at Kd.yw
awov tp.7rpOCT8£V TOV 7raTp6<; µov. Note that Lk. has his favourite
f.vw"Triov for tp.7rpoCT(J£v (see on i. 15), and that he has "the
Angels of God" where Mt. has "My Father": comp. xv. 10.
l The fragment of Heracleon, preserved by Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. 9, i.:;
translated by Westcott, Canon of N. T. p. 275, 3rd ed. Syr-Sin. omits v. 9·
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10. Comp. Mt. xii. 31, 32 and Mk. iii. 28, 29, in both which
places this difficult saying is closely connected with the charge
brought against our Lord of casting out demons through Beelzebub;
a charge recorded by Lk. without this saying (xi. 15-20). We
cannot doubt that Mt. and Mk. give the actual historical connexion, if these words were uttered only once.
1rc'is. Here again Lk. has a favourite word (see on vii. 35):
Mt. has s~ M.v, and Mk. has ()~ av. Also for EL§ TOV u10v Mt. has
KaTa Toti vfov. For this use of el~ after {3A.acr<f>7Jp.e'iv and the like
comp. xxii. 65; Acts vi. II ; Heb. xii. 3· After ap.apT&.vetv it is the
regular construction, xv. 18, 21, xvii. 4; Acts xxv. 8, etc. The
Jewish law was, " He that blasphemeth the name of the Lord, he
shall surely be put to death : all the congregation shall certainly
stone him" (Lev. xxiv. 16).
To clyLov 11"VEuJJ-a. See on i. 1 5.
o&K dcj>elh]aeT«L. Constant and consummate opposition to the
influence of the Holy Spirit, because of a deliberate preference
of darkness to light, renders repentance, and therefore forgiveness,
morally impossible.
Grace, like bodily food, may be rejected
until the power to receive it perishes. See on 1 Jn. v. 16 in
Camb. Grk. Test., and comp. Heb. vi. 4-8, x. 26-31. The identity
of the "blasphemy against the Holy Spirit" with the " sin unto
death" is sometimes denied (D.B. 2 i. p. 442) ; but a sin which
will never be forgiven must be a sin unto death. Schaff's Herzog,
i. p. 302. In each case there is no question of the efficacy of
the Divine grace. The state of him who is guilty of this sin is
such as to exclude its application (Wsctt. on Heb. vi. 1-8, p. 165).
Blasphemy, like lying, may be acted as well as uttered : and it
cannot safely be argued that blasphemy against the Spirit must be
a sin of speech (Kurzg. Kom. N. T. i. p. 75). See Aug. on Mt. xii.
31, 32; also Paschasius Radbertus, Migne, cxx. 470-472.
11, 12. Comp. xxi. 14, 15, which is parallel to both Mt. x. 19,
20 and Mk. xiii. 11, but not so close to them in wording as these
verses are. The connexion here is evident. There is no need
to be afraid of committing this unpardonable blasphemy by illadvised language before a persecuting tribunal ; for the Holy
Spirit Himself will direct their words.
11. etac1>lp111aw 6,,.a.. e11"l TUS auvay111yns. In all four passages
their being brought before synagogues is mentioned. The elders
of the synagogue were responsible for discipline. They held courts,
and could sentence to excommunication (vi. 22; Jn. ix. 22, xii.
42, xvi. 2), or scourging (Mt. x. 17), which was inflicted by the
v71"YJptT'YJ~ (see on iv. 20). Schiirer,JewiSh People in the T. ofJ. C.
II. ii. pp. 59-67 ; Derenbourg, Hist. de la Pal. pp. 86 ff. The apxal
and e~oualaL would include the Sanhedrin and Gentile tribunals.
,,.~ f'-EPLf'-nJO"IJTE 11"W'> ~ TI. d.11"0>.oy~CMJa9e. Neither the form nor
21
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the matter of the defence is to cause great anxiety beforehand. See
on ver. 22 and x. 41. Excepting Rom. ii. 15 and 2 Cor. xii. 19,
.$.1ToA.oy£fo·6ai is peculiar to Lk. (xxi. 14 and six times in Acts).
Here Mt. and Mk. have A.aA.~CT'fJT£.
D l 57, a b c de ff~ i I q Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. Aeth. omit i) Tl, which may
possibly come from Mt. x. 19. If so, this is a Western non-interpolation.
See note at the end of eh. xxiv. WH. bracket.

12. ~v a~Tfi Tfi wp~. " In that very hour" : see small print on
x. 7, and comp. Exod. iv. 12 and 2 Tim. iv. 17. Renan points out
the correspondence between this passage and Jn. xiv. 26, xv. 26
( V. de J. p. 297, ed. 1863). Comp. Ex. iv. II.
18-15. §The Avaricious Brother rebuked. This incident forms
the historical introduction to the Parable of the Rich Fool
(16-21), just as the lawyer's questions (x. 25-30) form the historical introduction to the Parable of the Good Samaritan.
Comp. xiv. 15, xv. l-3. We are not told whether the man was
making an unjust claim on his brother or not; probably not:
but he was certainly making an unjust claim on Jesus, whose
work did not include settling disputes about property. The man
grasped at any means of obtaining what he desired, invading
Christ's time, and trying to impose upon his brother an extraneous
Facile it~ qui doctorem spiritualem admirantur, eo
authority.
delabuntur, ut velint eo abuti ad domestica componenda (Beng. ).
Compare Christ's treatment of the questions respecting the payment of the dt'drachma, the woman taken in adultery, and payment
of tribute to Cresar.
18. EL'll"~ T<(l &.8E>..c!><(l p.ou. He does not ask Jesus to arbitrate
between him and his brother, but to give a decision against his
brother. There is no evidence that the brother consented to
arbitration.
14. ~AvOpw'll"E. A severe form of address, rather implying disapprobation or a desire to stand aloof, xxii. 58, 60; Rom. ii. 1,
ix. 20. Comp. Soph. Aj: 791, n54. As in the case of the lepers
whom He healed (v. 14, xvii. 14), Jesus abstains from invading
the office of constituted authorities.
No one appointed Him
(KaTEcrrrJCTEV) to any such office. Comp. T{s CTE KU'TECT'T'f}CTEV apxoVTa
Kal 8iKacn~v ~r:p· ~p.wv; (Exod. ii. 14), words which may have been
familiar to this intruder. Comp. Jn. xviii. 36.
fJ.Ept.o-n]v. Here only in N.T. Not in LXX. There is no
need to interpret it of the person who actually executes the
sentence of partition pronounced by the KptT~>. The KP'~" who
decides for partition is a JJ.Ept<TT~s. Syr-Sin. omits.
15. <f>vXriu<mr8e d.7r6. The expression is classical (Xen. Hell. vii 2. 10;
Cyr. ii. 3. 9), but the only similar passage in N. T. is <f>vMl;a.Te enVT<l lid
.,.w,, elaw>..wv (I Jn. v. 21): it~= stroDger.than 7rpoirexETe d...&.
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'll"UO"'YJS 'll"Xeove~(ac;.
" Every form of covetousness " : comp.
7ravTa 7mpaaplw, "every kind of temptation" (iv. 13); 'lraua tlµapr{a
Kat {3>..aucJ>YJµ{a (Mt. xii. 31 ). On 'll"AEovE~ta, "the greedy desire to
have more," as a more comprehensive vice than cpi>..apyvp{a, see
Lft. Epp. p. 56 and on Col. iii. 5· He quotes cpvM.~au(JE O~JI a'll"O
"7> 7ropvdas Kat T~> cpiA.apyvp{as (Test. XII. Patr. Jud. xviii.), and
somewhat differs from Trench, Syn. xxiv. Jesus, knowing what
is at the root of the brother's unreasonable request, takes the
opportunity of warning the whole multitude (7rpos aV-Tov>) against
this prevalent and subtle sin.
ouK lv T~ 'll"EpLuueuew nvL. "Not in the fact that a man has
abundance is it the case that his life is the outcome of his
possessions" ; i.e. it does not follow, because a man has abundance,
that his life consists in wealth. Some render, "For not because
one has abundance, is his life part of his possessions," i.e. so that
he can secure it. But the other is simpler. Life depends for
its value upon the use which we make of Ta il7rapxovTa, and for
its prolongation upon the will of God. It is unlikely that 'lj tw~
here means or includes eternal life; but it includes the higher
Comp. ov yap £v rfi V1rEp{3oA.if To
life as distinct from {3£os.
aV'TOpKES ov'O' .q 7rpa~LS, 'Ovvanlv OE KOL µ;, d.pxovrn Y~· Kat ()aA.aTTYJS
1rpa'T'TELJI 'TU KaAa. KOL yap aml JLETp{wv 'Ovvai'T' av 'TLS 1rpcL'T'T£LV KO'TU
T1,v apmfv (Arist. Eth. Nzc. x. 8. 9).

For the dat. after •r<pL<T<T<V<<V comp. xxi. 4 and Tobit iv. 16, and for that
after nl. v7rapxovrn see on viii. 3.

16-21. § The Parable of the Rich Fool, which illustrates both
points ;-that the life that is worth living does not depend upon
wealth, which may be a trouble and anxiety; and that even mere
existence cannot be secured by wealth.
16. Et'll"ev Se 'll"apa~o>..~v 1rp6c;. Each separate combination is
characteristic: e!'ll"ev o,, E!'ll"EV 7rapaf3o>..-rjv, and e!7rev 7rp6s.
See on vi. 39, and comp. xv. 3.
eucj>op11uev.
Here only in bibl. Grk. Josephus uses it of
Galilee as productive of oil (B. J. ii. 21. 2); but elsewhere it
occurs in this sense in medical writers only (Hobart, p. 144):
comp. TEAEucpope'iv (viii. 14).
'lj xwpa.. Comp. xxi. 21; Jn. iv. 35; Jas. v. 4. There is
no hint that the man's wealth was unjustly acquired; and this
is some slight confirmation of the view that the brother's claim
was not unjust (ver. 13). There is perhaps a reference to Ecclus.
xi. 18, 19 or to Ps. xlix. 16-20.
17. Tl 'll"OL~uw; Comp. Eccles. v. 10.
ollK EXW 'll"OU uuvu~w.
Quasi nusquam essent quibus pascendis
possent impendi (Grot.). Inopum sinus, viduarum domus, ora
infantum ... t'stre sunt apothecre qure maneant in mternum (Ambr.)
~
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Note the repetition of µ.ov : "my fruits, my barns, my goods, my
soul." It is just here that there is some resemblance to the story
of Nabal: "Shall I take my bread, and my water, and my flesh
that I have killed for my shearers and give it unto men of whom
I know not whence they be? " ( 1 Sam. xxv. 11) : but it is too much
to say that there is an evident reference to Nabal.
18. Kalle>..w. First with emphasis : he is eager to set to work.
But pauperum nulla mentio (Beng. ). Comp. rlcpEf...e'i, which is the
true reading, Rev. xxii. 19; and see Veitch, p. 25. Note the
chiasmus between Ka(h/...w and o1Ko8oµ.~crw.
The text of the words which follow Ka.I uvvci.~w iKeZ is much conf"1sed,
but 11'ci.VTa. Tov uZTov Ka.I TG d-ya.Oci. µov (~ • c B LT X, Syr-Harc. Boh. Salt.
Aeth. Arm.) is probably correct, the µov after u'LTov (~ •c X, Syr-Harc. Boh.
Sah. Aeth.) being rejected as an insertion.
WH. give the evidence in full (ii. p. ro3), and regard it as a marked
instance of conflation. Comp. ix. ro, xi. 54, xxiv. 53. The main facts are
these. The expression Tei 'Y•wfiµa.Ta. is very common in LXX for the fruits
of the earth, and the phrase uvvd"feiv Tei 'Y•wfiµa.ra. occurs Exod. xxiii. 10 ;
Lev. xxv. 20; J er. viii. 13. The familiar Tei 'Y•vfiµa.Tci. µov was substituted
in some documents for the unusual combination Tov u'iTov Ka.I Tei d-ya.Od
(~* D), in others for TOP u'iTov (A Q EFG H etc.), in one for Tei d"fa.Oci. µo11
(346) ; yet another variation is caused by the substitution of Tovs Ka.p7rovs µov
(from ver. 17) for the whole of the unusual combination (39), omnes f~IUJ
meos (a c de). Thus we have(a.)
TOV ITLTov [µov] rn! Tei d"fa.Od µ011.
(fl) I. Tei 'Yevfiµa.Ta. µov.}
2. -roUs K<lfY"'oVs µov.

( 6)

Tei "fevfiµa.Tci. µov Ka.I Tei d-ya.Od µov.}
TOV ITLT6v µov Ka.I Tei 'Y•vfiµa.Tci. µov.
The common reading (6. 1) is a conflation of (1. l and a..
I.

2.

19. ~pw tjj 1fwxfi p.oii. There is probably no irony in making
him address, not his body, but his soul: the lf!vxrf is here used as
the seat of all joyous emotions. Comp. µ.T, µ.epiµ.va:re Tjj lf!vxii Tl
cf>ay'Y}TE (ver. 22).
Field quotes KapTepTJcrov, lf!vxri, 7rpo8ecrµ.{av
uVVToµ.ov, iva Tov 7rAelw XP6vov a1ToAavCTTJ> &.crcf>a/...ov> ~8ovlj> (Charit.
Aphrod. iii. 2) ; and W etst. quotes 8appvvw lµ.avTov Kal. 1Tpo> TT,v
lµ.avTov lf!vxT,v elm:w 'A()TJvato> eTµ.i (Libanius, D xvi. p. 463). See
Stallbaum on Plat. Re.pub. ii. 8, p. 365 A.
icd,..evu d~ ~T'IJ 'll'OAAO. • O.vu'll'uuov, ci>O.ye, 'll'(e. These words are
omitted in D and some Latin authorities (a b c d e ff2). With d> ~T'IJ 'll'OAAu
comp. Jas. iv. 13-17; Prov. xxvii. l; Ecclus. xxix. 12: and with ci>O.ye, .,,.(,
comp. Tobit vii. ro and the remarkable parallel Ecclus. xi. 19. The
asyndeton marks the man's confidence and eagerness.

20. et'lrev 8~ a1h~ 6 0eos. This is a parable, not history. It
is futile to ask how God spoke to him. For ~A<f>pw~ see on xi. 40
and xxiv. 2 5. The Tau-rn Tfi vu KT( is placed first in emphatic
contrast to the lTYJ 7roXM. See Schanz, pp. 34 7, 348.
rl)v +ux~v aou ahoiiaw d:ll'O aou.
" They are demanding thy
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soul of thee " : the present tense is very impressive. They do
not demand it for themselves, and so we have act. and not mid.
Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 20; and see the parallel lesson Wisd. xv. 8. For
the impersonal plural comp. vv. 11, 48, vi. 38, xvi. 9, xxiii. 31.
There is no need to think of /J..yyeA.ot 6avaT'IJcf>6pot (Job xxxiii. 23),
or of ATJ<na{ (x. 30).
a 8€ ~Tol,...a.aa.s, TLVL EaTa.L; Vulg. Rhem. and RV. preserve
the telling order : . qure autem parasti cujus erunt ? " And the
things which thou hast prepared, whose shall they be?" Comp.
Ps. xxxix. 6, xlix. 6; Eccles. ii. 18-23; Job xxvii. 17-22. When
not even his lfroxtf is his own to dispose of, what will become of
his &:ya6a ?
21. 911aaupltwv a.OT«i'. Comp. Mt. vi. 19; 2 Cor. xii. 14; and
for the ei.s before 0e6v comp. xvi. 8. It is to be regretted that the
el~ is rendered differently in the two passages in both AV. ("in,
towards") and RV. ("for, toward"). "Being rich toward God"
means being rich in those things which are pleasing to Him.
Amassing wealth without reference to the God who bestows it is
'ITAEOVE~{a, and 7rAEOVE~{a is &.cf>pouVV'YJ.
The change from avrcii to Eis 0<ov, instead of 0•cii, is intentional, and
Juvenal's dives tibi, pauper amicis (v. n3) is not quite parallel; nor again
Hecato in Cic. De Off. iii. 15. 63: Neque enim solum nobis divites esse
volumus, sed Hberis, propinquis, amicis, maximeque rei publiclB. The whole
verse is omitted in D and a b d.

22-53. God's Providential Care and the Duty of Trust in
Him (22-34) and of Watchfulness for the Kingdom (35-48)
which Christ came to found (49-53). The address to the people
(vv. 15-21) being ended, Jesus once more turns specially to the
disciples ; and it should be noticed that in doing so He no
longer speaks in parables. That what follows was spoken on the
same occasion as what precedes seems to be intended by Lk., but
is not stated. The Ilia Tovro is included in the traditional report
(see Mt. vi. 25), and proves nothing as to the original historical
connexion. It is more to the point to notice that covetousness
and hoarding are the result of want of trust in God (Heb. xiii. 5),
and that an exhortation to trust in God's fatherly care follows
naturally on a warning against covetousness. There is logical, but
not necessarily chronological connexion. More convincing is the
coincidence between details. The mention of sowing, reaping,
store-chamber, and barn (ver. 24) may have direct reference to the
abundant harvests and insufficient barns in the parable (vv. 17, 18).
But it does not follow, because this lesson was given immediately
after the parable of the Rich Fool, that therefore it was not part
of the Sermon on the Mount ; any more than that, because it was
delivered there, it cannot have been repeated here.
22. Et'lrev 8€ 1rpos Tous J1-a.811Tns. Note both the U and the
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7rp6s, and comp. ver. 16, vii. 50, ix. 13, 14, 59, 62, etc. Assuming

a connexion with what precedes, ALu TouTo will mean, " Because
life does not def>end on riches."
I"~ f-LEPLf-LViiTE.
"Be not anxious" : comp. ver. 11 and x. 41.
See Lft. On Revision, 2nd ed. p. 190; Trench, On the A. V. p.
39; T. L. 0. Davies, Bible English, p. 100, for evidence that
" thought " in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries meant
distressing anxiety. Comp. 1 Sam. ix. 5 with x. 2. S. Paul
reiterates Christ's teaching (1 Cor. vii. 32; Phil. iv. 6).
Tfi +uxfi· Not, "in your soul," but, "for your soul." Here
again the reference to the parable (if!vx~. cpay£) seems to be direct.
If so, the necessity for translating if!vx~ in the same way in both
passages is all the stronger. The if!vx~ is the source of physical
life and physical enjoyment.
28. 'll"~E'L6v iaTLV Ti)s Tpocj>1)s. " Is something greater than the
food" (comp. xi. 31, 32). Therefore He who gave the greater will
not fail to provide the less.
24. KaTO.vo~aD.TE. A favourite verb: see on ver. 27. Mt. has
lp.f3A.lif!aT£ ; and for Tous K6paKas he has Ta 7r£7'£LVa Tov o;,pavov.
Ravens are mentioned nowhere else in N.T., but often in Q.T.
See especially T{s 8£ ~To{p.au£v K6paKL f3opav (Job xxxviii. 41), and
Kal 8i86vn Tots KT~V£<TL Tpocp~v a~wv Kal Tots vouuo'i:s TWV KopaKwv
Tot~ l7riKaAovµhois a~6v (Ps. cxlvii. 9). The name (Heb. 'oreb)
covers the whole of the crow tribe (including rooks and jackdaws) which is strongly represented in Palestine. Like the vulture,
the raven acts as a scavenger : but it is a fable that it turns its
young out of the nest, leaving them to feed themselves, and that
this is the point of our Lord's mention of them. The raven is
very careful of its young; and God feeds both old and young.
Tristram, Nat. Hist. of B. pp. 198-20!.

Here Vulg. bfl have cellarium for Taµe'iov, while d bas promptuanum,
See on ver. 3.

8Lacj>lpETE Twv 'll"ETELvwv. See on ver. 7. "The birds are God's
creatures; but ye are God's children": ti 'lrar~p iip.wv (Mt.), not

.

~

aV7'WV.

25. Tls 8~ l~ lil"wv.

See on xi. 5.

f-LEPLf-LVWv 8.$varaL l'll"l ~v ~~iKlav 7rpoa9E'Lvm iriJxuv.

"By being
anxious can add a span to his age." That ~AiK{a here means
"age" (Heb. xi. II; Jn. ix. 21, 23), and not "stature" (xix. 3), is
clear from the context. It was prolongation of life that the anxiety
of the rich fool failed to secure. Not many people give anxious
thought to the problem of adding to their stature ; and the addition
of a m}xvs (the length of the forearm) would be monstrous, and
would not be spoken of as lA.axi<TTov. Many persons do give
anxious thought to the prolongation of their allotted age, and
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that by any amount, great or small.

Wetst. quotes Mimnermus,
See on ii. 52, where
~°A.iK{a probably means stature.
For irfixus see D.B.1 iii. pp.
r736 ff.; and for the literature on Hebrew Weights and Measures,
Schaff's Herzog, iv. p. 2486.
26. el o?.v o./iS~ l~<ix•a"'l"ov SvvB0"8e. These words have no equivalent

'lr'YJxv'iov £7rl XPovov 11.v(fonv ~f3'Y/'> TEp7r&p.E0a.

in Mt. and are omitted in D, which for the whole verse has simply Ka.I 7r<pl
So also a b c d ff2 i 1 r: et de cmtens quid solliciti
estis. By Twv ~OL11'wv are meant clothing (Mt.), food, and other bodily
necessities.
For ovM we might have expected µ:qoe. But <l=br<l, and the sentence
is conditional in form only. "If (as is certain) ye cannot"=" Since ye
cannot." Comp. Jn. iii. 12, v. 47; I Cor. xi. 6; Heh. xii. 25. Win. lv. 2.
a, p. 6oo. Or we may consider ov/U as belonging to ovva.ufJe, and not to
the whole sentence: "If ye are unable." Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. 183.
But the former is better.

Twv AOL'lrwv -rL p.<ptp.v0.T<.

27. Tel Kplva. Mt. adds Toti &ypov. The word occurs nowhere else in N.T., but is freq. in LXX, esp. in Cant. (ii. 16, iv.
5, v. 13, vi. 2, 3, etc.): Heb. shushan or shoshannah. Some
flower with a brilliant colour is evidently meant, and the colour is
one to which human lips can be compared (Cant. v. 13). Either
the scarlet Martagon (Lilium Chalcedonicum) or the scarlet anemone
(anemone coronaria) may be the flower that is thus named. Like
uTpov()ta, however (ver. 7), Kp{va may be generic; and to this day
the Arabs call various kinds of flowers "lilies." See D.B. art.
"Lily"; and comp. Stanley, Sin. &>Pal. pp. 139, 430. Note that,
while Mt. has KaTaµ.avOavEiv, Lk. has his favourite KaTavoEl:v
(ver. 24, vi. 41, xx. 23; Acts vii. 31, 32, xi. 6, xxvii. 39). For
KO'lrt~ see on v. 5 : it covers the works of men, V1]9EL that of
women.
After -rO. Kplva. 'll"WS D has oil-re v1,fJet oilT< v<f>a.lv<L, while d has quomodo
neque neunt neque texunt, and a has quomodo non texunt neque neunt.
Several other Lat. texts have texunt. Thus, quomodo crescunt non laborant
neque neunt neque texunt (b 1 r); quomodo crescunt non nent neque texunt (c);
quomodo crescunt non laborant non neunt neque texunt (ff2) ; and, by a
curious slip, qttomodo non crescunt non laborant neqtte nettnt neque texunt (i).

28. cl SE tv dyp~. First with emphasis. " If in the field,"
where such care might seem to be superfluous. AV. wrongly
takes £v &.ypci' with ovrn u~p.Epov, following Vulg. quod hodie in agro
est. Both here and in Mt. the right connexion is,." which to-day
is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven." For K>..lj3avos, a portable
oven, as distinct from l7rVO.., see D.B. The K°A.£{3avo<; is often
mentioned in LXX, generally as a simile for great heat (Ps. xx. 9 ;
Hos. vii. 4-7, etc.); l'lrVo'> neither in LXX nor in N.T. Wood
being scarce in Palestine, grass is commonly used as fuel. For
dfl-+•«tu, which is a late word (Job xxix. 14, xxxi. 19), see
Veitch.
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29. Kul ~/LE~S /L~ t1JTE~TE.

ver.

II,

"And do you cease to seek": comp.
vi. 30, 37, vii. 13, viii. 49, 50, 52, etc. Mt. has the aor.

#£EpLJLV~<TTJT£.
/L~ /J.ETEwpltEu9E.

In class. Grk. and in LXX (Ps. cxxx. 1 ;
2 Mac. v. 17, vii. 34) this would probably mean, "Be not lifted
up, do not exalt yourselves, seek not high things." So the Vulg.
noli'te in sublime tolli. Old Latin texts differ : nolite solliciti esse;
nee solliciti silt's (c); non abalienetz"s vos (d): and many omit the
passage. Luth.fahret nicht hoch her. Tyn. Cov. and Cran. "neither
clyme ye up an high." But most commentators interpret it as a
metaphor from ships tossing at sea: "Waver not anxiously, be
not tossed about with cares." Comp. f.L£Tlwpov £v cp6f3".! of a
criminal expecting punishment (Jos. B. J. iv. 2. 5); and see
S. Cox, who turns the word into a parable, Expositor, 1st series,
i. p. 249, 187 5. Edersheim contends for the LXX meaning, "be
not uplifted" (L. &> T. ii. p. 2 17). The verb is one of the rarer
words which are common to N.T., Philo, and Plutarch.
30. T«uTu yiip 11'BVT«.
This is the right combination ; not
m£vrn Ta ~Ov'Y/ : luEc enzm omnia genies mundi qurerunt.
The
heathen seek anxiously after all these things, because they know
nothing of God's providential care. The phrase Ta Wv'Y/ Toti
K6up.ov occurs nowhere else in N.T. or LXX, but represents an
Aramaic expression common in Rabbinical writings.
The plural verb shows that the different nations are considered distributively; and the compound expresses the anxiety with which they seek.
Each nation seeks laboriously after the sum-total of these things. On the
difference between Ta.Ora. 7Tall'Ta. here and 7TavTa Ta.Ora, Mt. vi. 32, see Win.
!xi. 2. b, p. 686.
In both places irtl"rrrovow is the true reading, and
hr•irrre'i a grammatical correction.
~p.wv 8~ 6 11'«nlP· But you, who know that you have such a
Father, have no need to be disturbed about these wants.
31. Lk. alone has his favourite 11'A~v. See on vi. 24. "But
(dismissing all this useless anxiety) continue to seek,'' etc. Mt.
adds 7rpWTOV to ~TJT£LT£.

Origen quotes
ml Ta µ.ttcpa vµ.'iv
rpouTe91/u£Ta.• vµ.w
ed. Potter, and iv.

<l7T< 'Yap o 'Iwovs Tols µa.9rrra.'is a.in-oil .AlTE'iT< Ta µ.rya\a.
7TpOUT£91/u£Ta.•, tea.I a.lT<LTe Ta E7TOVpav1a. Ka.I Ta hl7£La.
(De Orat. § 2). Comp. Clem. Alex. Strom. i. 24, p. 416,
6, p. 579.

32. This verse has no parallel in Mt., and it is the only verse
in this section which is entirely without equivalent in the Sermon
on the Mount. The passage reads so well both with and without it,
that it is difficult to see why it should have been either inserted or
omitted without authority. In it the Good Shepherd assures His
flock that, while the anxious seeking of the ~,\iy6m<rToL after food
and raiment is vain, their seeking after the Kingdom of God will
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not be vain. He gives the Kingdom to those who seek it, and
with it gives the necessaries of life. Whereas those who neglect
the Kingdom that they may secure the necessaries, may lose both.
Kvpws 7r0Lp.a£vn p.£, Kat ovSlv P." VCTT£P~CTH (Ps. xxiii. I). The
p.iKpov 7ro£p.vwv are the disciples as contrasted with the p.vpi&.3£s
-t"Ov oxA.ov (ver. l).
rolptov = rotµivtov, which fa not a diminutive, and therefore µuqxJv is
neither superfluous nor an epithet of affection, but an expression of fact.
On the nom. with the art. for the voc. see on x. 21; and for e6ooK1/0"<v see
Lft. on Col. i. 19, and comp. Rom. xv. 26.

33. The first half of this verse (to 7raAawvp.wa) has no parallel
in Mt. As in vi. 29, 30, we have a rule given, not that it may be
kept literally, but that it may illustrate a principle. So far as
attachment to our possessions is concerned, we must be ready to
part with them ( l Cor. vii. 30). Our fondness for them is not
our justification for keeping them. But there is no Ebionism
here, no condemnation of possessions as sinful. 1 As Bede points
out, Christians are not commanded to retain nothing for their
own use (for Christ Himself had a purse out of which He gave
alms), but to take care that fear of poverty does not interfere with
benevolence. Almsgiving is not to be a mere giving of what we
can spare. Nor is it merely for the sake of the receiver. It is
also for the good of the giver, that his heart may be freed from
covetousness. The attempt to keep the letter of the rule here
given (Acts ii. 44, 45) had disastrous effects on the Church of
Jerusalem, which speedily became a Church of paupers, constantly
in need of alms (Rom. xv. 25, 26; 1 Cor. xvi. 3; 2 Cor. viii. 4,
ix. 1). For Tel. lhr&pxoVTa see on viii. 3; and for ~a>..>..aVTL« see on x. 4.
d.vEKAELll"Tov. Not elsewhere in N.T. or LXX. Comp. xvi. 9,
xxii. 32; and, for the command, Mk. x. 41. Heaven is not to
be bought with money; but, by almsgiving, what would be a
hindrance is made a help. 2 In ails the reference perhaps is to
costly garments, which are a favourite form of wealth in the
East. The word occurs Is. 1. 9, li. 8; Job iv. 19, xxvii. 18;
Prov. xiv. 30; but in N.T. only here and Mt. vi. 19.
34. Almost verbatim as Mt. vi. 21. S. Paul states a similar
1 On the alleged Ebionism of Lk. see Introd. § 3. b, and also Alexander,
Leading Ideas of the Gospels, pp. 163-180, 2nd ed.
2 Margoliouth quotes from El-Ghazzali's Revz"val of the Religious Sciences
many striking sayings attributed to Christ by Mahometan writers : among them
.these. "He that seeks after this world is like one that drinks sea-water.
The more he drinks the thirstier he becomes, until it slay him" (iii. 161).
" There are three dangers in wealth. First, it may be taken from an unlawful
,source. And what if it be taken from a lawful source? they asked. He
answered : It may be given to an unworthy person. They asked, And what if
it be given to a worthy person? He answered, The handling of it may divert
its owner from God" (iii. 178). See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 68.
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principle 1 Cor. vii. 32-34. Wealth stored up in this world has
many enemies ; that which is stored in heaven is safe from them
all. The yup is specially to be noted. The reason why treasure
must be stored in heaven is that the hearts of those who bestow
it may be drawn heavenwards.
35-48. The Duty of Loyal Vigilance. From ver. 35 to ver. 38
this section has no parallel in Mt. The interpellation of Peter
(ver. 41) is also peculiar to Lk. But vv. 39, 40 and 42-46 are
parallel to Mt. xxiv. 43-51. The discourse once more takes a
parabolic turn, watchfulness being inculcated by the parables of the
Master's Return (35-38, 42-48) and of the Thiefs Attack (39, 40).
35. •EaT<11aav o,_..i;iv al. &a<j>ues 'll'EpLetwa,...t!vm. The long gar:ments
of the East are a fatal hindrance to activity. Comp. xvii. 8 ;
Acts xii. 8; 1 Kings xviii. 46; 2 Kings iv. 29, ix. 1; Job xxxviii. 3,
xl. 7; Jer. i. 17. Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands, p.
158. Note the emphatic position of up.wv and up.e'i:s. "Whatever
others may do, this is to be your condition."
oi. MxvoL Km6,...evoL, K.T.>..
This is the parable of the Ten
Virgins condensed (Mt. xxv. 1).
36. 11'poa8exop.t!vOLs. Expectanti'bus (Vulg.) cum desiderio et
gaudio (Beng.) : comp. ii. 2 5, 38, xxiii. 51.
11'6TE dvaMan tK Twv y&,...wv. If the rendering "when he shall
return from," etc., is correct, this is the only place in N.T. in which
the verb has this meaning: comp. 2 Mac. viii. 25, xiii. 7, xv. 28;
3 Mac. v. 21 ; Wisd. ii. 1. The more usual sense is "break up
(a feast, camp, etc.), depart": comp. Phil. i. 23; Judith xiii. 1;
2 Mac. ix. 1 : and this may be the meaning here.
See instances
in Wetst. So Luther, wenn er aufbrechen wird. The wedding
is not his own, but that of a friend which he has been attending.
In Esther (ii. 18, ix. 22) yaµoi is used of any banquet or festival:
but the literal meaning is better here.I
For the plural of a single marriage feast comp. xiv. 8; Mt. xxii. 2,
xxv. 10, and see Win. xxvii. 3, p. 219. For the constr. tva. €Monos ...
d.vol~w<Tiv a.wee see Win. xxx. II, p. 259, and comp. xv. 20.

37. 'll'EpLtwaeTm Kal dvaK>.Lve'i: a1hous. Comp. Rev. iii. 20, 21.
Christ acted in this way when He washed the disciples' feet : not,
however, in gratitude for their faithful vigilance, but to teach
them humility. Nevertheless, that was a type of what is promised
here: comp. Rev. xix. 9. References to the Saturnalia, when
Roman masters and slaves changed places in sport, are here
1 Kimchi on Is. !xv. mentions a saying of R. J ohanan hen Zacchai, who invited his servants without fixing a time : sapientes se ornarunt, stolidi abierunt
ad opera sua. Thus some went ornati and others sordidi, when the time came,
and the latter were disgraced (Keim, Jes. of Naz. v. p. 256. Comp. Schoettgen,
i. p. 216).
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quite out of place. The parable xvii. 7-10 sets forth the usual
course between master and man.
38. SeuTlPC?-· The first watch is not mentioned, because then
the wedding-feast was going on. These are probably the two
last of the three Jewish watches (Judg. vii. 19), not the two middle
watches of the Roman four (Mk. xiii. 35 ; Acts xii. 4). See on
xxii. 34 and D.B. art. "Watches of Night." In D, Marcion,
Iremeus, and some other authorities, the first watch (tjj €u1rEpivfi
cpv>..a.Kfi) is inserted: WH. ii. App. p. 61.
39. ywwaKETE. Probably indic. But Vulg. Luth. Beza, and
all English Versions make it imperat. There is nothing strange
in the sudden change of metaphor, especially in Oriental language.
The "thief in the night" is a proverb for unexpected events
(I Thes. v. 2 ; 2 Pet. iii. 1 o; Rev. iii. 3, xvi. 15). Comp. the
changes of metaphor in the parallel passage Mt. xxiv. 40-44.
&.cj>ijKEV.

"Left his house" (RV.).

AV. makes no distinction between

i.</>f)Kev here and erauev in Mt. xxiv. 43, rendering both "suffered." But
the RV. elsewhere renders d.<f>l'YJP.' by "suffer" (viii. 51, xviii. 16); and
d.<f>fiK<V here cannot mean that he went out of the house, for "he would have
kept awake" implies that he remained in it. If the distinction between <(a<r<v
and d.</>f)Kev is to be marked, the latter might be translated "allowed," a

word which the Revisers nowhere use, except in the margin of Mk. iv. 29.

81opux&ijvm. "To be dug through," the walls being made of
mud. Wic. has " to be myned " here and " to be undermynyde "
in Mt. for perfodin' of Vulg. Comp. 8iwpv~ev lv uKoTEi oiKla<;
(Job xxiv. 16); €0.v 8( lv ,.i;; 8wpvyµ,aTt EvpEOfi 6 KA~7M"'f/S (Exod.
xxii. 2); otJK lv 8wpvyµ,auiv EVpov awov<; (Jer. ii. 34).
41. Eiirev 8~ 6 nfrpos. This interruption should be compared
with that in ix. 33. Each of them connects the discourse in which
it appears with a definite incident. It illustrates Peter's impulsiveness and his taking the lead among the Twelve. Perhaps it was
the magnificence of the promise in ver. 37 which specially moved
him. He wants to know whether this high privilege is reserved
for the Apostles. For 1l'«pa.flo>d1v >..lye•'> see on v. 36, and for
11'p6,. ="in reference to" comp. xviii. l ; Rom. x. 2 l ; Heb. i. 7, 8,
xi. 18, and possibly Lk. xix. 9 and xx. 19. Here 1rpos 1Jµ,O.s comes
first with emphasis.
4j Kal 11'po'> 11'UVT«§. Peter is sure that it has reference to the
Twelve : the question is whether others are included. The employment of parables would make him suppose that the multitude
was being addressed, as in ver. 16; for Jesus did not commonly
employ this kind of teaching with His permanent disciples. The
spirit of the question resembles Jn. xxi. 21, and the answer
resembles Jn. xxi. 22. In Mk. xiii. 37 we have what looks like
a direct answer to the question here asked by S. Peter, "What I
•ay to you I say to all, Watch."
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42. T(t;; O.pa. l11T(v. Christ answers one question by another,
which does not tell the questioner exactly what he wishes to know,
but what it concerns him to know. It is enough that each who
hears recognizes that he is an oiKovoµoi; with responsibilities.
This was true in the highest sense of the Apostles. The oiKovoµo>
here is a dispensator (Vulg.) or villicus (d), a superior slave left in
charge of the household and estate (see on xvi. 1). Other names
are ordz'narz'us, actor, procurator, the meanings of which seem to
have varied at different periods and on different estates. Becker,
Gallus, Excursus iii. p. 204, Eng. tr. Hatch seems to assume
that dispensator and villicus were terms of fixed and invariable
meaning (Bibl. Grk. p. 62). With 'll'LO'TO'il comp. Num. xii. 7;
1 Sam. xxii. 14; and with lj>p6vtfJ.O'il comp. xvi. 8; Gen. xli. 39.
With 9epa.'11'e(a.t;; (abstr. for concr.) comp. i.xapYJ Se <I>apaw Kat ;,
(}£pa7reta av'TOV (Gen. xlv. I 6). Contrast Lk. ix. I I.
o"LTOfJ.ETptov. "A measured portion of food, ration." These
rations on Roman estates were served out daily, weekly, or
monthly.
The word occurs nowhere else, but auoµeTpe'iv is
found (Gen. xlvii. 12, 14). Comp. Hor. Ep. i. 14. 40. See
instances in Wetst., and in Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 156.
44. d>..'1)9wt;; >..£yw ufJ.'iv. Here, as in ix. 27 and xxi. 3, Lk. has
0)1-'Y}fJwi;, others have &.µ~v. See on x. 12. Comp. vop.tKo{ (xi. 52)
where Mt. has ypaµµaTe'ii; (xxiii. 14), and his never using 'Pa{3{3et.

£.,..t 11'BO'LV Toi:~ ;,.,...Lpxova.v a.vToii. See on viii. 3. This passage and
Mt. xxiv. 47 seem to be the only instances in N. T. of this use of €7rl.
Elsewhere we have the gen. (ver. 42) or acc. (ver. 14), the former being
more common (Mt. xxiv. 45, xxv. 21, 23).
45. Xpov(te• 6 Kifp•6'il fJ.Ou. Comp. 2 Pet. iii. 3, 4; Eccles.
vm. I I . The "But and if" of AV. is simply "But if" (RV.);
"and if" being "an if," a double conditional, which was common
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
dp~'IJTD.L. He begins to do this, but the arrival of his lord puts
a stop to it: comp. v. 21, xiii. 25; Acts xi. 15. This oiKovoµoi;
has a largefamilia of slaves under him. Perhaps he makes merry
on what he ought to have given them. For 7raialuKYJ as a vernacular word for a female slave see Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Grk.
p. 40. MeOvuKeuOai is "to get drunk," as distinct from µeOvew
"to be drunk" (Acts ii. 15).
46. For the attraction in fP CJpq.

vofJ

'Y•PWITKEL

see on iii. 19.

8•xoTOfJ.~1Te•. To be understood literally; for his having his
portion with the unfaithful servants does not imply that he still
lives: their portion is a violent death. For the word comp. Ex.
xxix. 17; and for the punishment 2 Sam. xii. 31; I Chron. :xx. 3;
Susannah 59; Amos i. 3 (LXX); Heb. xi. 37. There is no
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example of the word being used of scourging or other severe treatment. There is a gradation of punishments: for vile misconduct
and tyranny, death; for deliberate neglect, many stripes ; for
unintentional neglect, few stripes. Herodotus uses StaTEJA.Vnv : ii.
139. 2, vii. 39. 5. Comp. Suet. Caligula, xxvii.: multos honestz
ordim"s . • . medios serra dissecuit.
TO p.lpot; a.1hou Jl-ETcl TWV &11'(crrwv e~O'EL. " Will appoint his
portion with the unfaithful servants," i.e. those guilty of a gross abuse
of trust. "Unbelievers" here has no point. Mt. has Twv fi11'oKptTwv, which means much the same as Twv a11'{cTTwv. This unfaithful
steward expected to be able to play the part of a trusty agent at
the time of his lord's arrival. For TO p.ipor; we have .;, p.(p{r; in
LXX, Is. xvii. 14; Jer. xiii. 25.
Here the parallel with Mt. xxiv. 43-51 ends. What follows is
preserved by Lk. alone.
47. ~KE'i:vot; Se o 8ou>.oi;. "But that servant," Ille autem serous.
Both AV. and RV. have "and." The Si marks the contrast between this transgressor and the oiKovop.or;, for p.~ froip.arrar; ~ 7rou]ua;
7rpo<; TO et>.:qp.a avrov is a less serious offence than the outrages
which are described in vv. 45, 46, and one which all servants may
commit.
8ap~uETa.t 11'0>.>.~i;.
Understand 71'A'lJYd'> and comp. 11'a{(tV &A.{yar;
(Xen. Anab. v. 8. .12). In N.T. Sipw is never" I flay," but always
"I beat." Comp. the vulgar "hide, giving a hiding to." In LXX
Sipw does not occur, except as v.l. in Lev. i. 6; 2 Chron. xxix. 34,
xxxv. II; but in all three places the meaning is "flay," and the
true reading possibly iKSipw. Comp. Mic. ii. 8, iii. 3. The
doctrine of degrees of punishment hereafter is taught here still
more plainly than in x. 12, 14. See Aug. De Civ. Dd, xxi. 16.
There are two classes not mentioned here : o yvovr; Kat 11'ot~rra9
and (so far as that is possible) o p.~ yvovr; Kal 11'ot~rrar;: see on
Rom. ii. 14.
48. o p.~ yvodi;. Seeing that he is a servant, he might have
known his master's will, had he been anxious to find it out.
Nevertheless it is true that even he, who, in ignorance for which
he is not responsible, commits a~ia 11'AYJywv, has to suffer. The
natural consequences of excess or transgression must follow.
In the second half of the verse it is doubtful whether the two parallel state·
ments mean exactly the same thing or not. Either, "He who receives much is
expected to exhibit much gratitude, and also readiness to make return ; and is·
expected to do more than those who have recez'ved less": or, "He who receives
a gift (€&11111), must make a proportionate return: and he who receives a deposz't
(1rapllleVTo), must restore more than he has recez'ved." In the latter case the
second half states the principle of the parables of the Talents and the Pounds.
Note the impersonal plurals, and comp. ver. 20.

49-58. The discourse seems to return to its starting-point
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(vv. 1-2 ). Christ's teaching inevitably provokes opposition and a
division between those who accept it and those who reject it.
There is no parallel in Mt. or Mk. to vv. 49, 50.
49. nup. First for emphasis. "It is fire that I came to cast upon
the earth." The context seems to show that the fire of division
and strife is meant: or, comparing iii. 16, we may understand the
fire of holiness, which excites hostility and controversy. Ignis ille
' eyw
' ' n<;
' Tov
' Korrµ.ov
'
~
.
non est natzvus
terrtB (B eng. ) . E't<; Kpiµ.a
TOVTov
~>..(Jovan. ix. 39: comp. iii. 19).
Kal TL ea.w Et ~811 dvfic1>611; A passage of well-known difficulty,
the translation of which remains doubtful. With this punctuation
we may follow AV. and RV., "What will I, if it be (is) already
kindled?" the meaning of which is not clear: comp. LXX of
Josh. vii. 7. Or, with De Wette, Weiss, and many others, "How
I wish that it were already kindled ! " which does rather serious
violence to the Greek. Or, with Origen, Meyer, etc., we may
punctuate, Krtl TL ea.w; Et ~81) avfict>911. "And what will I? Would
that it were already kindled ! " (Win. liii. 8. c, p. 562); which is
rather abrupt and harsh: but comp. xix. 42 and Jn. xii. 27. Perhaps the first is best, meaning, "What more have I to desire, if
it be already kindled." The next verse does not imply that it is
not kindled ; and the history of Christ's ministry shows that it was
kindled, although not to the full extent. Comp. Ps. lxxviii. 2 1.
Christ came to set the world on fire, and the conflagration had
already begun. Mal. iii. 2. Comp. the constr. in Ecclus. xxiii. 14,
50. f3&.1ITLITJLO. 8~ lxw f3a.'1ITia9ijvm. Having used the metaphor of fire, Christ now uses the metaphor of water. The one
sets forth the result of His coming as it affects the world, the other
as it affects Himself. The world is lit up with flames, and Christ
is bathed in blood : Mk. x. 38. His passion is a flood in which
He must be plunged. The metaphor is a common one in Q.T.
Ps. lxix. 2, 3, 14, 15, xlii. 7, cxxiv. 4, 5, cxliv. 7; Is. xliii. 2.
Jordan in flood and mountain torrents in spate would suggest such
figures. See on ix. 22.
·
irws auvexoJLaL f!ws OTou n~Ea9ij. "How am I oppressed, afflicted,
until it be finished": comp. viii. 37; Job iii. 24. The prospect
of His sufferings was a perpetual Gethsemane: comp. Jn. xii. 27.
While He longed to accomplish His Father's will, possibly His
human will crave.a ~ shortening of the waiting. Comp. rrvvlxoµ.ai
0£ £K Twv
(Phil. I. 23). With TeAerrOif comp. TETtAerrTa.t, Jn. xix.
28, 30.
51. With vv. 51 and 53 comp. Mt. x. 34, 35. It was the belief
of the Jews that th: Messiah would at once introduce a reign of
peace and prospenty. Jesus does not wish His followers to live
in a fool's paradise. He is no enthusiast making wild and delusive
promises. In this world t.hev must expect tribulation.

ovo
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&>.>.' ;). "Except, but." Although the o.'X>.' has no accent, it seems to
represent i!>.>.o rather than ci>..>..a : "I came not to send any other thing than
division." Or there may be a mixture of ouaev ilX>..o 'II and ouaev 1!>.>.o, ci.>.>.ci. :
comp. 2 Cor. i. 13; Job vi. 5; Ecclus. x:,xvii. 12, xliv. 10. The expression
is common in class. Grk.; and in Hdt. i. 49. 1, ix. 8. 3 the origin of it seems
to be shown. See Stallbaum on Phaulo, 81 B; Win. !iii. 7. n. 5, p. 552.

Comp. Mic. vii. 12; Ezek. xlviii. 29; here only
Again Christ prepares them for disappointment.
52. This verse has no parallel in Mt. x. Comp. Mic. vii. 6,
on which what follows seems to be based. Godet says that there
are five persons here and six in ver. 53. There are five in both
cases, the mother and mother-in-law being the same person. Excepting 2 Cor. v. 16, d,..o Tou vuv is peculiar to Lk. (i. 48, v. 10,
xxii. 18, 69; Acts xviii. 6). It is not rare in LXX (Gen. xlvi. 30;
Ps. cxii. 2, cxiii. 26, cxx. 8, cxxiv. 2, cxxx. 3, Is. ix. 7, etc.).
58. ,..o.Tijp l,..l. ut~ ••• fJo~T11P o!,..l 9uyo.n!po. • . • 11"Ev9Epa 11,..l
Tijv vufJocf>1Jv. The change from the dat. to the acc. possibly indicates
that the hostility is more intense in the case of the women. But
LXX of Mic. vii. 6 more prc~bably was the cause of the change.
There we have E1ft T'Y/v of the women, but vio~ anp.a'n ?raTlpa of
the men. In Mt. x. 35 we have KaTa c. gen. in all three cases.
Lk. omits "A man's foes shall be those of his own household."
Comp. Mal. iv. 6.
SLo.fJ-EpLaJ&IS11.

in N.T.

For vvµ.tfn1=" daughter-in-law" comp. Mt. x. 35; Gen. xi, 31, xxxviii.
II; Lev. xviii. 15, etc.; Jos. Ant. v. 9. I. In Jn. iii. 29; Rev. xviii. 23,
etc., it has the classical meaning of '' bride."

54-59. §Ignorance of the Signs of the Times. Christ once
more addresses the multitude (ver. 15), apparently on the same
occasion ; but it is by no means certain that Lk. means this. If
so, this is a last solemn word by way of conclusion. The parallel
passage Mt. xvi. 2, 3 is of very doubtful authority. It can hardly
be derived from Lk., from which it differs almost entirely in wording, but perhaps comes from some independent tradition.
54. "E>..EyEv SE Ko.lo The formula is suitable for introducing
a final utterance of special point. Comp. v. 36, ix. 23, xvi. r,
xvm. 1. For Toi:c; ox>..oLc; see on xi. 29.
€,..l Sua11-t';w. In the West, and therefore from the Mediterranean Sea, which was a sign of rain ( 1 Kings xviii. 44). Robinson,
Res. in Pal. i. p. 429; D.B. art. "Rain." ·
Eu9€wc; >..EyETE on "OJJ-f3poc; EPXETD.L. Both the dJ(Jlw> and the pres.
£pxrrai point to the confidence with which the announcement is
made: "at once ye say, Rain is coming." Comp. £px£rni wpa.
"OJJ-f3poc; is "heavy rain, a thunder-.>hower": Deut. xxxii. 2; Wisd.
xvi. 16; Ecclus. xlix. 9; Jos. Ant. ii. 16. 3.
55. oTa.v v6Tov 'lrVEoVTo.. Understand 'al1JTE. One sees that it is
a south wind by the objects which it moves. Lk. alone uses voTo>
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of the south wind (Acts xxvii. 13, xxviii. 13). Elsewhere it means
the South, as frequently in LXX (xi. 31, xiii. 29; Mt. xii. 42; Rev.
xxi. 13; 1 Sam. xxvii. rn, xxx. 1, 14, 27; 2 Sam. xxiv. 7; 1 Kings
vii. 2 5, 39 [ 13, 2 5], etc.).
Kauawv. " Scorching heat " : Mt. xx. 1 2 ; J as. i. II ; Is. xlix.
10; Ecclus. xviii. 16, xliii. 22. Perhaps nowhere in N.T. does
KavCTwv mean the burning east wind (Job xxvii. 2 1 ; Hos. xii. 1) ;
but Jas. i. II is doubtful.
56. {i'lroKptTa.L Comp. Mt. xxiii. 14 ff. They professed to be
unable to interpret signs, such as the birth, preaching, and death
of the Baptist, the preaching and miracles of Jesus. But their
weather-wisdom proved that they could be intelligent enough
where their worldly interests were concerned.
80Ktp.atetv. "To test." In To 7rpo<Tw7rov Toil olJpavov and Katpov
we have almost the only words that are common to this passage
and Mt. xvi. 2, 3. With TOv Kaip6v (tempus Messzre) comp. xix.
44.
57. T( 8E Ka.l &+' tauTwv. "But why even of yourselves, out
of your own hearts and consciences,'' without information from
externals: comp. xxi. 30. Or possibly, "Of yourselves also," as
readily (eWl.w>) as in the case of the weather. In either case acp'
foVTwv comes first for emphasis. For 8E Ka.( see small print on iii. 9•
58. .:,~ yO.p {111'0.yEL~. 'Yap smpe ponitur, ubipropositt'onem excipit tractatio.
Here iv TV ooii) stands first with emphasis ; no time is to be Jost. And the
Latinism oos lP"fa.<Fla.11, da operam, occurs here only. Wetst. quotes Hermogenes, De Inventione, iii. 5. 7. Excepting Eph. iv. 19, EP"fa.<Tla. in N. T. is
peculiar to Lk. (Acts xvi. 16, 19, xix. 24, 25). Hobart regards it as medical
(p. 243), but it is very freq. in LXX. Note ws ="when."
&11'11>.>-0.x9a.t. "To be quit of him" by coming to terms with him.
Christ is perha\>s taking the case of the two brothers (vv. 13, 14) as an illustration. The a.'ll'o before the a.1"oi) is omitted in B, but is certainly right
Acts xix. 12. In class. Grk. both constructions are found, but the simple
gen. is more common. Plat. Leg. 868 D ; Xen. Mem. ii. 9. 6.
Ka.Ta.avpn. Here only in N. T. and only once in LXX of ruining or
demolishing: liTL ryw Ka.TE([vpa. Tov 'H<Fa.D (Jer. xlix. ro). In Lat. detrako is
used of dragging into court. For examples see Wetst. Mt. has 'll'a.pa.oii) T~
KpLTj.

11'0.pa.8waEL T/i> 1rpBKTOpL Kal 6 11'pBKT111p

<TE

f3a.~e~ et~ +u~a.K1]v.

Tradat te exactori et exactor mittat te in carcerem (Vulg.). For
exactor Cod. Palat. (e) has the strange word pignerari·us. Nowhere else in bibl. Grk. does 7rpriKTwp occur. At Athens the
magistrate who imposed a fine gave notice to the 7rpriKTope>, who
entered it as due from the person fined; but they did not enforce
payment, if the fine was not paid. They merely kept the record.
See D. of Ant. 2 art. Practores. For 7rpriKTopt Mt. has v7rYJpl.ry.
59. Myw <TOL. He addresses each individual. Mt. has ap.~v
~ryw CTOL (comp. ver. 44), and for AE'Tt'Tov has Ko8pavT1JV. The
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>..rnT6v (A.e?TT6> ="peeled, thin, small") was half a quadrans. and

the eighth of an as: see on ver. 6, and comp. xxi. 2 ; Mk. xii. 42.
Can the payment be made £v cpvA.a.Kfj? The parable gives no
answer to this question. But it teaches that the proper time for
payment is before judgment is given, and that release is impossible
until full payment is made. The Talmud says : "The offences
between man and God the Day of Atonement doth atone for.
The offences between man and his neighbour the Day of Atonement atoneth for, only when he hath agreed with his neighbour."
There is no need to interpret the details in the parable, and make
the dVTlStKO> mean the law of God, and the 11.pxwv God Himself,
and the KptT~> the Son of God.
xm. 1-9. §Three Exhortations to Repentance, of which two
(1-3; 4, 5) are based upon recent occurrences, while the third
( 6-9) is a parable. All three seem to have been omitted by
Marcion in his mutilated Gospel ; but it is not easy to see what he
disliked in them. They are peculiar to Lk., and both external and
internal evidence guarantee their authenticity. Time and place
are indefinite; but the connexion with what precedes is expressly
stated, and the scene must have been away from Jerusalem.
1-3. The Moral of the Massacre of the Galilrean Pilgrims.
There is no record of this massacre in any other source. But the
turbulent character of the Galilreans, and the severity of Pilate and
other Roman governors, make the incident more than credible.
Horrible massacres are recorded by Josephus (Ant. xvii. 9. 3, xviii. 3. 1 1
xx. 5. 3; BJ. ii. 3. 3, 9. 4, v. I. 5). The fact that such things were
common accounts for the absence of other records ; and possibly not
very many were slain. But such an outrage on Galilreans may have
been one of the causes of the enmity between Herod and Pilate
(xxiii. 12) ; and Keim conjectures that it was on this occasion
that Barabbas was imprisoned. So also Lewin, Fasti Sacrt', 1407.
Others have conjectured the occasion to have been the insurrection under
Judas of Galilee, the Gaulonite of Gamala (Ant. xviii. I. I; B. J. ii. 8. 1); but
that was many years earlier (c. A.D. 6), and these new-comers evidently report
some recent event. On the other hand, the insurrection of the Samaritans
(Ant. xviii. 4. 1) took place later than this, being the immediate cause of the
recall of Pilate (A.D. 36). And what had Samaritan rebellion to do with the
massacre of Galilreans? Comp. Philo's summary of the enormities of Pilate: Tch
/iwpo/ioK£a.s, 'TclS Vf3p<tS, TclS apwwy<ls, TclS a.IKla.s, TclS br'Y}p<la.s, Toils ciKpfrous Ka.I
bra.'A.'A.1/'A.ous cf>Ovous, r1/v dv1/vvrov Ka.I df!'Ya.h<WTaT'Y}V wµ6'T'Y}'T(J, (Leg. ad Gaium,
Again he says of him: 1jv "fclP T7)v tpuu1v
ciKa.µ11'1/S Ka.I µ<Tel TOU a.VOcilious ciµd'htKTOS ; and, ola. OQV ryK6TWS fy_wv Ka.I f3a.pu1"7JVIS /lv0pw7ros. See Lewin, 1493; Derenbourg, p. 198,

xxxviii. p. 1034 c, ed. Galen.).

1. na.p~aa.v. Not, "there were present," as all English Versions
render, but, "there came," venerunt (Cod. Brix.). These informants were not in the crowd which Jesus had been addressing, but
brought the news afterwards. For this use of 'l!'a.pel:va.i comp. Acts
22
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x. 21; Mt. xxvi. 50; Jn. xi. 28: sometimes followed by 7rp6s
(Acts xii. 20; Gal. iv. 18, 20), or by ds (Col. i. 6): comp. Lk.
xi. 7. In Mt. xxvi. 50; Acts x. 21, xii. 20, Vulg. has venio; in
Col. i. 6, pervenio. Wetst. quotes a close parallel: 7rapl](J"av Ttv£s
a'1l"ayyfiloVT£S 7l"OAAo~s TWV 'E,\.\~vwv V£WT£pl,£tV (Diod. Sic. xvii. 8)
iv ai}T~ T~ Ka.tp&I. "At that very opportunity,'' viz. just as He
was speaking abo~t the signs of the times. Possibly they had
heard His last words, and thought that their story would be
regarded as a sign: T<fl Katp~ may look back to Tov Kaip6v (xii. 56:
comp. i. 20, iv. 13).
~ .. TO atp.a nEL>..uTO§ lp.L~(V p.na TWV 0uaLwV ai}Twv. These pilgrims
from Galilee had come up to Jerusalem for one of the Feasts,
probably Tabernacles, and had come into collision with the
Romans, no doubt through some fanatical act of rebellion. The
merciless procurator, himself in Jerusalem to keep order during
the Feast, sent troops to attack them as they were sacrificing in
the temple courts, and their blood was mingled with that of the
slaughtered beasts. The expression, " mingling blood with blood,''
occurs elsewhere. Schoettgen quotes (of Israelites who were circumcised in Egypt at the Passover): et cinumcisi sunt, et commixtus
est sanguis paschatis cum sanguine circumcisionis (Hor. Hebr. p. 286).
And again : David swore to Abishai, if he laid hands on Saul, " I
will mingle thy blood with his blood" (ibid. p. 287; Lightfoot,
Hor. Hebr. ad loc. ).
2. We gather the object of these informants from Christ's
answer. They did not want Him as a Galilrean to protest against
Pilate's cruelty, perhaps by heading another Galilrean revolt.
Rather, like Job's friends, they wanted to establish the view that
this calamity was a judgment upon the sufferers for exceptional
wickedness (Job iv. 7, viii. 4, 20, xxii. 5; comp. Jn. ix. r, 2).
Perhaps they had heard about the threatened "cutting asunder"
(xii. 46), and thought that this was a case in point. There is no
hint that they wished to entrap Him into strong language respecting Pilate.
'll'a.pG. '11'0.VTG.~ T. r. lylvovTOo "Showed themselves to be (comp. x. 36)
sinners beyond all the Galilreans." Comp. the use of 1rapc£ after comparatives,
iii. 13.

3. irUVT£S l>p.o(wc; &iro>..£'La0£. The suffering of a whole nation is
more likely to be produced by the sin of the nation than the suffering of an individual by the sin of the individual. Exempla sunt
omnium tormenta paucorum. Jesus condemns neither the Galilreans
nor Pilate, but warns all present of what must befall them unless
they free themselves from their guilt. It is this approach of judgment upon His whole people which seems to fill Christ's thought,
and to oppress Him far more than the approach of His own suffer-
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ings. Grotius points out how exact the liµ.o£ws is. Vide quam
omnia congruerint. Paschatis enim die occz"si sunt, magna pars in
ipso templo pecudum ritu, ob eandam causam seditionis. But it is
unlikely that this massacre took place at the Passover. The reat
is right. IIoA.A.ol • . . 7rpo TWV 8vp.&.TwV E71"E<TOV awol Kal Tdv "E.>..A.17ui
7raui Kal {3ap{3apois ue{3&.up.iov {36lp.dv KaTf<T11"EL<Tav i,8{'1? cp6v'I? (B. J.

3). See Martensen, Chr. Dogm. § 110.
4, IS. The Moral of the Catastrophe at Siloam. This incident
also is recorded here only. Jesus mentions it spontaneously as
something fresh in their memories. "The tower" means the wellknown tower.
4. E.v Ti\> IL>..wuµ.. The E.v perhaps indicates that it was surrounded
by buildings.
v.

1.

The Greek form of the name varies. ~1>.wcl.µ. in LXX and Josephus ;
in Josephus; ::Z1>.wcl. in Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion. Note
the article, which agrees with Jewish usage. In Jn. ix. 7 and in LXX the
article occurs: comp. ro• ::ZapGwa (Acts ix. 35). Few sites have been identified with more certainty than Siloam: Conder, Handbk. ef B. p. 335;
Stanley, Sin. & Pal. pp. 180, 428; Tristram, Bible Places, p. 162.
~1>.wcl.s

&c!>eL>..ErnL. vii. 41, xi. 4; Mt. vi. l 2, xviii. 24-34. The change
of word from r1p.aprw.>..ot ( ver. 2) ought to be marked in translation,
as by Wic. Rhem. and RV.; and also the change from bµ.olw>
(ver. 3) to w<TaVTW> (ver. 5), as by RV., although there is little
change of meaning. If Ewald's guess is correct, that these eighteen
were working at the aqueducts made by Pilate, to pay for which he
had used TOY LEpov ()17uavp6v (KaAEtTal 0£ Kop{3avii>), then ocfmA.£m1
may be used in allusion to this, implying that it was held that
these workmen ought to pay back their wages into the treasury
(Jos. B. J. ii. 9. 4 ). Jesus reminds the people that they are all
sinners, and that all sinners are debtors to Divine justice (xii. 58).
IS. !'-ETa.vo~'"JTE.. The change of
(~AD L MT U X), points to the need

tense, if this be the right reading
of immediate repentance, as distinct
from a state or continued attitude of repentance, µ.•ra•of'Jr• (ver. 3). Vulg.
expresses the difference by nisi j(!'!nitentiam habueritis (ver. 3) and sip(!'!nitentiam non egeritis (ver. 5). See on iii. 3 and v. 32.
TrGVTE<; C:,craOT6JS d.TrOhELcr0e. The w<TaVTW> is stronger than op.olw>,
as "in the same manner" than "in like manner." In both verses
the MSS. are divided, but with a balance in ver. 3 for op.o{w> and
for wuavTw> here. See JOS. B. J. vi. 5· 4, 7. 2, 8. 3, etc., for the
similarity between the fate of these eighteen and that of the Jews
at the fall of Jerusalem.
6-9. §The Parable of the Barren Fig tree. It sets forth the
longsuffering and the severity of God. His visitation of sin, however long delayed in order to give opportunity of repentance, is
sure. The fig tree, as in Mk. xi. 13, is the Jewish nation, but also
any individual soul. Comp. Hos. ix. lo; Joel i. 7. It is arbitrary
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to assert that the withering of the barren fig tree in Mt. xxi. and
Mk. xi. is a transformation of this parable into a fact, or that the
supposed fact has here been wisely turned into a parable.
6. "E~eyev 8( T<lUTI)V -Miv 'll'apaffo~~v. See on v. 36. The parable
is a continuation of the warning, " Except ye repent, ye shall all
likewise perish."
IuK~v • • • lv Tw dp.'ll'e~wvt a~Tou. The main subject of the
parable is placed first. Deut. xxii. 9 forbids the sowing of corn in
vineyards, but to plant other fruit trees there was not a violation of
this. At the present day fruit trees of various kinds are common
in vineyards and in cornfields in Palestine (Stanley, Sin. &- Pal.
p. 42 1 ). "The fig tree ripeneth her green figs, and the vines are
in blossom" (Cant. ii. 13), perhaps implies this combination.
7. Tpla ETIJ de!>' oo €pxop.at. Lit. "It is three years from the
time when I continue coming": comp. Thuc. i. 18. 1. A fig tree
is said to attain maturity in three years, and a tree that remained
fruitless for so long would not be likely to bear afterwards. See
quotations in Wetst. The three years of Christ's ministry cannot
well be meant. The tree had been fruitless long before He began
to preach, and it was not cut down until forty years after He ceased
to do so. Cyril suggests Moses and Aaron, Joshua and the
Judges, and the Prophets (Migne, vol. lxxii. 753). Ambrose proposes the annunciations to Abraham, Moses, and Mary (Migne,
vol. xv. 1743). Other triplets equally good might be easily devised; but none are required. See Schanz, ad loc. p. 369.
'Lva TL Kal -nlv ~v KaTapye'i; " Why, in addition to doing no
good, does it sterilize the ground?" lit quid etiam terram occupat
(Vulg.). Excepting here and Heb. ii. 14, the verb is used in N.T.
only by S. Paul. He has it often, and in all four groups of his
Epistles. In LXX only in Ezra (iv. 21, 23, v. 5, vi. 8). Latin
Versions vary between occupat, evacuat, detinet, and intricat;
English Versions between "occupy," "keep barren," "cumber,"
and "hinder." All the latter, excepting Rhem. and RV., miss the
1<a{: it not only gives no fruit, it also renders good soil useless
(&py6v). 1
8. KO'll'pta.. Here only in N.T.

In Jer. xxv. 33 (xxxii. 19) and Ecclus.
this plur. occurs as here without the art. The curious reading Korj>ivov
KO'll"plwv is found in D, and is supported by cefinum stercoris or cophinam stercoris of various Latin texts, d having qualum stercoris.
9. do; TO f'E>.'!l.ov. In the true text (~ B L 33, Bob. Aeth.) this expression
precedes el 6~ µ:frye, and we have an aposiopesis as in Acts xxiii. 9; Rom.
ix. 22-24. Comp. Exod. xxxii. 32, where LXX supplies the apodosis. The
ellipse of Ko.'!l.ws txe. occurs in class. Gk. It is perhaps possible to make ~Is ro
xxii.

2

I Both dnJs (contr. from den6s) and dnlo. are used of land that yields no
return: Xen. Cyr. iii. 2. 19; Theophr. H. Phys. v. 9. 8. Comp. Rom. vi. 6,
"that the body as an instrument of sin may be rendered unproductive, inactive"
(ico.ro.IY'f'lllfl); also 1 C'..or. xv. 26; 2 Cor .. iii. 14; 2 Tim. i. 10.
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µlXXov the apodosis: "if it bear fruit, we may postpone the question; but if
not," etc. That els To µiXXov may mean "against next year" is clear from
Plutarch's use of it for magistrates designate : e.g. Tov Ile!crwva. Ka.riu'T7}<T•~
V7ra.rov els To µlXXov ( Cms. xiv.) ; and perhaps it may mean "next year (SyrSin. )," the prep. being redundant, as in els r1}v rplrrw: comp. Jos. Ant,
i. II, 2. But that hos need not be understood, and that the prep. need not
be redundant, is clear from r Tim. vi. 19, where els ro µlXXov means" against
the time to come." Only if the prep. be made redundant is the transfer of els
To µlXXov to iKK&>/leis (AD) possible ; for "agaz'nst n~xt year thou shalt cut it
down" would here make no sense ; but the external evidence is conclusive
against the transfer. Comp. Acts xiii. 42; Hom. Od. xiv. 384.
For the change from ictv to El (Kav ••• el oe µ1rt•l comp. Acts v. 38, 39·
It occurs in class. Grk.; and in most cases of this kind either conjunction
might just as well have been used twice. Here it is possible that the first
alternative is given as more problematical than the second.

llKKoiJieis a.tln]v. "Thou shalt (have) it cut down," shalt give
the order for it. The vine-dresser will not even then cut it down
without express command. He does not say £KKoif.rw. Comp. the
Baptist's warning, in which this same verb (€KK67r-rernt) is used
(iii. 9 ). Trench gives a striking parallel in an Arabian recipe for
curing a barren palm tree (Par. p. 359, 10th ed.).
10-17. §Healing of a Woman on the Sabbath from a Spirit of
Infirmity. The details are manifest tokens of historical truth.
The pharisaic pomposity of the ruler of the Synagogue, with his
hard and fast rules about propriety ; Christ's triumphant refutation
of his objections; and the delight of the people, who sympathize
with the dictates of human nature against senseless restrictions ;all this is plainly drawn from life. See Keim, Jes. of Naz. iv.
pp. 15, 162. Here, as in vi. 1-n, Christ claims no authority to
abolish the sabbath. He restores it to its true meaning by rescuing it from traditions which violated it. See Hort, Judaistic
Christianity, p. 32.
10. This is the last mention of His teaching in a synagogue,
and the only instance of His doing so in the latter part of His
ministry. In many places where He was known the elders would
not have allowed Him to preach, seeing that the hierarchy had
be<:;bme so hostile to Him. It is evident that Tote; (]'a(3(3aO'tv is
s1ng. in meaning, as always in the Gospels. See on iv. 31, where,
as here, we have the periphrastic imperfect
11. 'll'veup.a. exouCJ"a. 6.CJ"0eve(as. "Who had a spirit that caused
infirmity." See Sanday on Rom. viii. 15. Similarly a demon that
caused dumbness is called a "dumb spirit" (xi. 14; Mk.
ix. 17, 25). Weiss would have it that this expression is the Evangelist's own inference, and a wrong inference, from ~v E01JO'EV o
laTavac; (ver. 16), which probably means that Jesus knew her
malady to be the consequence of her sinful life. Therefore Satan,
who caused the sin, caused the malady. Weiss asserts that the
laying on of hands never occurs in the case of demoniacs. And
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he appeals to 8Ep«7r€VE<T8E (ver. 14), observing that exorcisms are
not healings (L. J. ii. p. 53, Eng. tr. ii. p. 239). But we know too
little to affirm that Jesus never laid His hands on demoniacs; and
both 8Ep«7rEvEiv (viii. 2; Mt. xvii. 16) and lau8ai (ix. 42) are used
of healing them. Jesus generally cured ordinary diseases with a
touch or laying on of hands (iv. 40, v. 13, viii. 44, 54, xiv. 4,
xxii. 51); but He sometimes healed such with a word (iv. 39,
v. 24, vi. 10, vii. 10). Although He commonly healed demoniacs
with a word (iv. 35, 41, viii. 29, ix. 42 ), He may sometimes have
touched them. And it should be noted that d7roAL\wai, which
implies that she has already been freed from the 7rVEvp.a &.u8EvEfa>
(comp. v. 20), precedes the laying on of hands. Therefore this
act, like the laying hold of the demoniac boy (Mk. ix. 27), may
have been added in order to complete the physical cure. There is
nothing to show that the woman had come expecting to be healed
by Jesus. For 11uvKu'll"Tou11a see Ecclus. xii. II, xix. 26.
i'T'I) 8lKa. 6KTW. To suggest that this is a reminiscence of the eighteen on
whom the tower fell, and that the twelve in viii. 43 is a reminiscence of the
twelve in viii. 42, is hardly sober criticism. Do numbers never come a second
time in real life? And he must be a poor inventor who is incapable of varying
numbers. Syr·Sin. has "had a spirit eighteen years."
fl-TJ S,>Va.fl-EV'I). As usual in N.T., we have µfi with the participle, although
it refers to a matter of fact. Comp. i. 20; Acts ix. 9 ; and see Simcox, Lang.
of N. T. p. 188.
&vcmliJi«L Els TO 'll'«VTE>..ls.
" Wholly to lift up herself, to
straighten herself properly." Nearly all English Versions follow
the Vulgate in taking EL'> TO 7ravnA.£, with /L~ ovvap..fv'Y}; nee omnino
poterat, "could not in any wise, could not at all." But it may go
w~th &.vadtf!ai, after which it is placed : "coulde not well loke up"
(Cov.) j konnte nz'cht wohl aujsehen (Luth.). Comp. uwtEiv £1> TO
7raVTEA~> ovvaTat (Heb. vii. 2 5), the only other passage in N.T. in
which it occurs. Not in LXX. Josephus always has it next to
the word to which it belongs (Ant. i. 18. 5, iii. II. 3, 12. 1, vi. 2. 3,
vii. 13. 3).
12. &11"0>..l>..uu«L. "Thou hast been and remainest loosed " ;
an unasked for cure. Comp. &.cp.fwvTat (v. 20, vii. 48).
13. 11'«paxpfl11.a &vwp0w0ri. See on v. 25. The verb occurs in
N.T. only here, Acts xv. 16, and Heb. xii. 12; but is freq. in LXX.
Hobart shows that it is used by medical writers of straightening
abnormal or dislocated parts of the body (p. 22).
14. &11'oKpL0£is 8~ o &pxLuuvaywyos. Comp. viii. 41. No one
had spoken to him, but he replies to what had been done. He
indirectly censures the act of Jesus by addressing the people as
represented by the woman.
15. 'Y'll'oKpLT«L All who sympathize with this faultfinder are
addressed, especially ot &.vnKdp.Evoi atJTcp (ver. 17). There was
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hypocrisy in pretending to rebuke the people, when he was really
censuring Jesus; and in professing to have a zeal for the Law,
when his motive was animus against the Healer. There was no
evidence that people had come in order to be healed. And, if
they had done so, would they have broken the Law? Cyril has a
very animated attack on this man, whom he addresses as {3auKav{ac;;
&.vilpci1Toilov, rebuking him for not seeing that Jesus had not broken
even the letter of the Law in keeping its spirit (Migne, vol. lxxii.
770; Payne Smith, p. 454). See also Iren. iv. 8. 2. For 6 Kuptos
see on v. 17 and vii. 13.
The sing. V'll"OKpmi (DUX and some Versions) is an obvious correction.
All English Versions prior to RV., even Wic. and Rhem., have the sing., in
spite of hypocritm in Vulg.

Met Tov poiiv aihou. Christ appeals from his perverted interpretation of the law to a traditional and reasonable interpretation.
But here the Talmud makes the characteristic reservation that,
although water may be drawn for the animal, it must not be carried
to the animal in a vessel (Edersh. L. & T. ii. App. xvii.). For
other arguments used by Christ respecting the Sabbath, see vi. 3,
5, 9; Mk. ii. 27, 28; Jn. v. 17. We may place them in an ascending scale. Jewish tradition ; charity and common sense ; the
Sabbath is a blessing, not a burden ; the Son of Man is Lord of
it; Sabbaths have never hindered the Father's work, and must not
hinder the Son's. Such appeals would be varied to suit the
occasion and the audience.
16. An argument a fortz'ori. If an animal, how much more a
daughter of Abraham ; if one whom yourselves have bound for a
few hours, how much more one whom Satan has bound for eighteen
years. Comp. Job ii. ; Acts x. 38; 1 Cor. v. 5 ; 2 Cor. xii. 7 ;
1 Tim. i. 20 : and with lllov iltKa Kal oKTw ~T"l comp. illov TEuueprl.Kovrn :T.,, (Deut. viii. 4); also Acts ii. 7, xiii. 11.
E8et >..u0~vm. Not only she may be loosed, but she ought to
be. The obligation was for the healing on the Sabbath. It was a
marked fulfilment of the programme of the ministry as announced
in the synagogue at Nazareth (iv. 18). There is no prescription
against doing good; and a religion which would honour God by
forbidding virtue is self-condemned.
17. MyoVTos a1hou. "As He said" (RV.), not" When He had
said" (AV.).
Ka-rnaxuvoVTo. "Were put to shame " : comp. 2 Cor. vii. 14,
ix. 4; 1 Pet. iii. 16; in all which passages RV. is more accurate
than AV. See also LXX of Is. xlv. 16.
1111"1 'll"aaw To'i:c; tlv8o~otc; To'i:c; ywop.lvotc; &1r' aihou. "Over all the
glorious things that were being done by Him." For Tote;; evll6~oLc;;
comp. Exod. xxxiv. 10; Deut. x. 21; Job v. 9, ix. 10, xxxiv. 24;
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and for the pres. part. Mk. vi. 2. It refers to much more than the
healing of this woman : qure gloriose .ftebant ab eo (Vulg. ).
Some would put a full stop at a.&rc;J, and make Ka.! ,,.a.s o llx>-os lxa.•~P
the introduction to what follows. But this robs the statement of all point.
As a revolt of the popular conscience against the censoriousness of the hierarchy it is full of meaning.

18-21. The Parables of the Mustard Seed and of the Leaven.
The former is given by all three (Mt. xiii. 3 r, 32 ; Mk. iv. 30-32 ),
the latter by two (Mt. xiii. 33). Thus Mt. as well as Lk. places
them together. Both parables set forth the small beginning,
gradual spread, and immense development of the Kingdom of God,
the one from without, the other from within. Externally the Kingdom will at last embrace all nations; internally, it will transform
the whole of human life. Often before this Jesus has mentioned
the Kingdom of God (vi. 20, vii. 28, viii. ro, ix. 2, 27, 60, 62, x. 9,
r r, xi. 20): here He explains some of its characteristics. Mk.
places the Mustard Seed immediately after the parables of the
Sower and of the Seed growing secretly ; Mt. after those of the
Sower and of the Tares. But neither gives any note of connexion.
Whereas the o~v of Lk. clearly connects this teaching with the
preceding incident.I
18, 19. The Parable of the Mustard Seed.
18. "E>..eyev o~v. It is a needlessly violent hypothesis to regard
this as a fragment torn from its context, so that the o~v refers to
something not recorded. On the other hand, it is a little forced
to connect the o~v with the enthusiasm of the multitude for His
teaching and miracles. This success is but an earnest of far
greater triumphs. It is safer to refer it back to ver. r r. After the
interruption caused by the hypocritical remonstrance He continued
His teaching. With the double question which introduces the
parable COmp. T{VL W!J.OLW<TaTE Kvpwv, Kal T{VL IJp.oLwp.aTL Wfl..oLW<TaTE
aw6v; (Is. xl. 18). The. parable itself is more condensed in Lk.
than in Mk. and Mt.
19. KOKK'J' uwa1Tewc;. It is the smallness of the seed in comparison with the largeness of the growth that is the point. Whether
other properties of mustard need be taken into account, is doubtful.
It is not quite certain what plant is meant. Stanley is inclined to follow
Royle and others in identifying it with the Salvadora Persz'ca, called in the
East Khardel, the very word used in the Syriac Version to translate ulva.'11"<.
It is said to grow round the lake of Gennesareth, and to attain the height of
twenty-five feet in favourable circumstances. Its seeds are small and pungent,
1 With this pair of Parables comp. the Garments and the Wine-skins
(v. 36-39), the Rash Builder and the Rash King (xiv. 28-32), the Lost Sheep
and the Lost Coin (xv. 3-ro). Other pairs are not in immediate juxtaposition;
e.g. the Friend at Midnight (xi. 5-8) and the Unjust Judge (xviii. 1-8).
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and are used as mustard (Sin. & Pal. p. 427). Edersheim follows Tristram
and others in contending for the Sinapis nigra. "Small as a mustard-seed"
was a Jewish proverb to indicate the least drop of blood, the least defilement,
etc. Even in Europe the Sinapis sometimes reaches twelve feet (L. & T.
i. p. 593; Nat. Hist. of B. p. 472).
~v8pw'll'oi;. Comp. xx. 9. Lk. commonly writes 6.v0pw7ros ns: x. 30,
xii. 16, xiv. 16, xv. 11, xvi. 1, 19, xix. 12; comp. xviii. 2.

ets Kij'll'ov la.uToii. See Introd. § 6. i. £ Not merely" the earth"
(Mk.) or "his field" (Mt.), but "his own garden," viz. Israel.
•ylve-ro di; 8lv8pov. All three use "jlvoµa•, Lk. alone adding Eis ; but
µkya. before BevlJpov is not genuine either here or in Mt. For 7ivoµat els

com:e. xx. 17; Acts iv.
and 1S also classical

11,

and v. 36, etc.

The expression is freq. in LXX,

TU 'll'ETELVB TOU oupa.voii KO.TEITK~VllllTEV, K.T.">..

All three have this
See on ix. 58 1 and comp. v?ToKaTw avTov KaTE<TK~vovv
Ta 871pla Ta tl:ypia, Kal lv TOL<; KA.cl.Soi<; awov KaTq}Kovv Tel 5pv£a TOV
ovpavov (Dan. iv. 9, 18) and ~ Tat<; ?Tapacpvauiv avTOV £v6<T<TEV<Tav
7TnvTa Ta 7T£Teiva Tov ovpavov (Ezek. xxxi. 6: comp. xvii. 23), passages which show that this was a recognized metaphor for a great
empire giving protection to the nations. 1
20, 21. The Parable of the Leaven. Mt. xiii. 33 ; comp. Lk
xii. I.
EKpuljlev ets O.>.eupou uuTa. TpLa.. The beginnings of the Kingdom
were unseen, and Pagan ignorance of the nature of the Gospel
was immense. But the leaven always conquers the dough. However deep it may be buried it will work through the whole mass
and change its nature into its own nature. Josephus says that a
<TaTov was one and a half of a Roman modz"us (Ant. ix. 4. 5).
It
was a seah, or one third of an ephah; which was an ordinary baking
(Gen. xviii. 6). There is no more reason for finding a meaning for
the three measures than for the three years (ver. 7). But Lange is
inclined to follow Olshausen in interpreting the three measures as
the three powers in human nature, body, soul, and spirit; and he
further suggests the material earth, the State, and the Church.
expression.

_ ,In class. Gk. we generally have the plur. iJ."J\evpa. (d"J\ew). It means
"wheaten meal" (Hdt. vii. 119. 2; Plat. Rep. ii. 372 B).
lw'i o{i, Comp. Acts xxi. 26. In Lk. xxiv. 49 it is followed by the subj.,
as often.

22-80. The Danger of being excluded from the Kingdom of

God.

The warning grows out of the question as to the number of

l Wetst. quotes from the Talmud, "There was a stalk of mustard in Sichin
from which sprang out three branches, of which one was broken off, and out of
it they made a covering for a potter's hut, and there were formed on it three
cabs of mustard. Rabbi Simeon, son of Calaphta, said, A stalk of mustard was
in my field into which I was wont to climb, as men are wont to climb into a
fig tree."
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the saved, but no note is given of time or place. The introductory
omropeveTo seems to point back to ix. 5 l, "He was continuing His
journey" (see on vi. 1 ). In any case it is part of the last journey-

ings which ended in the Passion. For the substance of the
discourse comp. Mt. vii. 13, 14, 22, 23, xix. 30; Mk. x. 31.
22. KaTO. 'lrO~ELS Kal Kwp.a<;. Once more we have an amphibolous phrase: see on ver. II, x. 18, xi. 39, xii. 1, etc. Either,
" He went on His way, teaching through cities and villages " ; or,
"He went on His way through cities and villages, teaching."
23. El'll"Ev Sl ns aihili. We have no means of knowing
whether he was a disciple or not, or what his motive was. The
question has always been an attractive one to certain minds
( 2 Esdras viii.).
EL 6~CyoL ot uwtop.EvoL. The questioner perhaps supposes that,
at any rate, none but Jews will be saved. Comp. Acts ii. 47;
1 Cor. i. 18; 2 Cor. ii. 15.
In all these passages the pres. part.
should be marked; "those who are being saved, who are in the
way of salvation."
For el introducing a direct interrogative comp. xxii. 49 ; Acts i. 6, xix. 2;
Mt. xii. 10, etc. The constr. is not classical, and may be explained as
arising from the omission of Oavµ,tijw, "fLVW<TKeiv Of''A.w, or the like.
In
German we might have, Ob Wenige se!ig werden?

EL'll"Ev 1rpos aihoos. Note the plur. As in xii. 15, 42, Jesus
gives no answer to the question asked, but replies in a way that
may benefit others as well as the interrogator far more than a
direct answer would have done.
24. 'AywvltEuBE duE~BE'i:v.
"Keep on striving to enter," or,
"Strain every nerve." Questio theoretica initio vertitur ad praxin
(Beng.). Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 7; Ecclus. iv. 28; Dan.
vi. 14 (Theod.). In Mt. vii. 13 we have el<TlA.()aTe Ota T1]> <TTevtj>
-znlA.1Js. But the context is quite different; and there it is an outside gate, while here the .door leads directly into the house, and is
so narrow that only those who <:.!"e thoroughly in earnest ({3ta<TTat)
can pass through it. Vulg. has per angustam portam in both
places; but some Lat. texts havejanuam or ostium here.
t11n]uouow ELO"Ehee'i:v Kal oOK taxoaouuLv. The futures are most
important, whether we place a comma or a full stop after the second.
Jesus does not say that there are many who strive in vain to enter,
but that there will be many who will seek in vain to enter, after
the time of salvation is past. Those who continue to strive now,
succeed. The change from " strive" to " seek" must also be
noted. Mere '1JTE'iv is very different from &:ywv{,e<T()at (1 Tim.
vi. 12 ). Comp. Jn. vii. 34.
oOK tuxououuw. "Will not have strength to" (vi. 48, xvi. 3):
appropriate to the attempt to force a closed door.
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25. c!.cf>' o~ av iy£p9fl. Connect this closely with what precedes:
"Shall not be able, when once the master of the house shall have
risen up," etc. With this arrangement a full stop is placed at '1f'o0EV
£rrr£, and TOTE begins a new sentence.
Those who place a full stop at lux;v1Tov1T111 differ much as to the apodosi£
of a.p' o~. Some make it begin at Ko.I l1p~711TOe, more at Ko.I a7roKpdJels, and
others at Tcfre. Of these three the first is the worst, making l1~711TOe =
lip~e<TOe, and the last is the best (AV. RV.).

26, 27. Comp. Mt. vii. 22, 23. When the attempt to force
the door has failed, ye will begin to use this plea; but it will be
cut short by the reply, OvK olOa vµas. The plea is almost grotesque in its insufficiency. To have known Christ after the flesh
gives no claim to admission into the kingdom.
6.'ll'cSCT'l"'l)TE 6.11'' i,..ov 'll'BV'l'Ei lpyc>Ta.L 6.8Lic(a.9. A quotation from Ps.
vi. 9, where we have 7ravus o! inak'<fµevo1 T1,v avoµlo.v. Aristotle says that
as 01Ko.1ouvv71 sums up the whole of virtue, so ao1Kla sums up the whole of
vice (Eth. Nie. v. 1. 19). Contrast the quotation of the same text in Mt.
vii. 23. Vulg. preserves one difference by having qui operamz'nz' there and
operadi here ; but ignores another in using iniquitas for avoµlo. there and
also for aOLKlo. here. Similarly AV. and RV. have "iniquity" in both.
With inam1 ao1Klas comp. o! inaro.1 Tfjs avoµla.s (I Mac. iii. 6); TWV KO.AWV
ico.I cuµvwv ip-yar71v (Xen. lriem. ii. I. 27); rwv 7ro"/\eµ1Kwv (Cyr. iv. I. 4).

28. 'EK£L EITTO.L 6 K°}\a.u9p.6s.
There is no need to interpret
EKEt of time, a use which is rare in class. Grk. and perhaps does

not occur in N.T. Here the meaning is, "There in your exclusion, in your place of banishment." Note the articles with
KAav0µ6> and f3pvyµ6s, "the weeping and the gnashing," which are
indeed such. Elsewhere in N.T. f3pvyµ6> occurs only in Mt.
(viii. 12, xiii. 42, 50, xxii. 13, xxiv. 51, xxv. 30). In LXX Prov.
xix. 12 ; Ecclus. li. 3 ; also Aq. Ps. xxxvii. 9. These two verses
(28, 29) occur in Mt. (viii. 11, 12) in a different connexion and
with some difference of wording.
'A~pa.41'- ica.l. 'la-a.O.ic ica.l. 'la.icci>~ ica.l. 'll'BV'l'U.9 'I'. 'll'pocf>~Ta,s, For all this
Marcion seems to have substituted 7raVTa.s Tovs 01Ka.lovs, in order to avoid a
direci reference to 0. T. (Tert. Adv. Marcz'on, iv. 30). The evidence is wholly
agafost the conjecture that Marcion's reading was the original one, which was
altered in order to oppose him and agree with Mt. viii. 11. In Mt. 7ravra.s
Tovs 7rpo<fYlrra.s is wanting. Some Lat. texts add dei to prophetas, and many
add introire, or intrare, or introeuntes before in regno or in regnum.

i'ip.iis 8t £icf3a.°}\°}\op.evous E~w. " But yourselves being cast forth
without," in the attempt to enter. They never do enter; but, as
they would have entered, but for their misconduct, their exclusion
is spoken of as "casting out." Syr-Sin. omits the words.
29. ~~ouow d.11"0 civa.ToM'.w, ic.T.°}\. A combination of Is. xlv. 6
and xlix. 12: comp. lix. 19; Jer. iii. 18; Mal. i. 11. In Mt. viii.
11, 12 the exclusion of the Tews and admission of the Gentiles is
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still more clearly expressed. This was the exact opposite of
Jewish expectations. In mundo futuro mensam in~entem vobz:S
sternam, quod gentes videbunt et pudejient (Schoettgen, Hor. Heb.
p. 86); z:e. the Gentiles were to be put to shame at the sight of
the Jews in bliss. Here it is the Jews who gnash their teeth, while
the Gentiles are in bliss. There is no 7roA.A.o[ with ~~ova-iv, so that
the man's curiosity remains unanswered; but the context implies
many rather than few. In Mt. 7roAA.o{ is expressed; and this also
seems to have been against Jewish expectations.
Vidi jilios
canaculi qui numero admodum pauci sunt (Schoettgen, p. 80). The
Jews commonly spoke of the Messianic Kingdom as a banquet
(xiv. 15; Rev. xix. 9). For the four quarters of the globe comp.
Ps. cvii. 3; 1 Chron. ix. 24. Of the order in which they are given
here Bengel remarks, Hoe Jere ordine ad ,/idem conversi sunt populi.
Mt. has only East and West. Comp. 2 Esdr. viii. 1.
Even if (11/mr8e (B1 DX) were the right reading for 61fn1u8e (A B2 RT,
tii1'/Te ~) in ver. 28, there would be no need to make 1!Eovuiv depend upon
Brew. There should in any case be a full stop at lEw.

30. etulv E'uxaToL • • • etulv 1rpwToL. There are some of each
class who will be transferred to the other. Mt. xx. 16 we have
E<TOVTm oi E<TXaToL 7rpwToi Kat oi 7rpwroi E<TXaToi. From that passage
coupled with Mt. xix. 30 = Mk. x. 31 we infer that this was a saying which Jesus uttered more than once. But here only is it
introduced with Kal l8ov, of which Lk. is so fond (i. 20, 31, 36,
v. 12, vii. 12, 37, etc.), and for which Mt. and Mk. have 7roA.Aol
3£. The practical answer to the question in ver. 23 remains,
" Whatever be the number of those who are in the way of salvation, that which concerns you is, that you should without delay
secure a place among them."
31-35. §The Message to Herod Antipas and the Lament over
Jerusalem. From £v avrii TiJ <fip<f it is clear that the scene does
not shift. It probably lies in Perrea, but we cannot be certain.
Both Perrea and Galilee were under the jurisdiction of Antipas.
The Pharisees wanted to frighten Jesus into J udrea, where He
would be more in the power of the Sanhedrin ; but that they did
not invent this alarm about Antipas is clear from Christ's reply.
He would have denounced the Pharisees for cunning and deceit,
if they had brought Him a lying report ; and it is very unnatural
to make TiJ &.A.o)7r£KL ravT'(I refer to the inventor of the report, or
to the Pharisees as a body, or indeed to anyone but Herod. For
the same reason we need not suppose that the Pharisees were in a
plot with Herod. They reported his words without consulting
him. Although the tetrarch wished to see Christ work a miracle,
yet he probably regarded Him as a dangerous leader like the
:f3aptist ; and that he should openly threaten to put Him to death,
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in order to induce Him to leave his province, is probable enough.
The wish to disturb Jesus in His work, and to create a panic
among His followers, would make the Pharisees report this threat,
even it they had no hope of driving Him into the power of the
hierarchy. The incident is remarkably parallel to the attempt of
Amaziah, priest of the golden calf at Bethel, who first denounced
the Prophet Amos to Jeroboam 11., and then tried to frighten
Amos out of Israel into Judah, equally in vain (Amos vii. 10-17).
See Trench, Studies in the Gospels, p. 238.
31. 0EAEL uE 1hroKTE~vm.
"Would fain kill Thee" (RV.).
The "will" of all other English Versions is too like the simple
future : comp. ix. 2 3. They do not say, "has determined to kill."
Possibly Jesus was in the very district in which John had been
captured by Antipas; and this may have suggested the threat or
the report of it, or both.
32. Ei'.ira.TE Tfj a:>..wirEKL Ta.uT'!I· As &.>..w11""1/~ is usually fem. (ix.
58; Mt. viii. 20; Judg. i. 35; 1 Kings xxi. 10; and also in class.
Grk.), we cannot infer that the fem. is here used in a contemptuous
sense: but the masc. occurs Cant. ii. 15. Here, as usual, the
fox is used as a symbol of craftiness, not of rapacity, as some
maintain. Herod's craftiness lay in his trying to get rid of an
influential leader and a disquieting preacher of righteousness by a
threat which he had not the courage to execute. He did not
wish to bring upon himself a second time the odium of having
slain a Prophet. 1 In the Talmud the fox is called " the sliest of
beasts." See examples in Keim, Jes. of Naz. iv. p. 344, and Wetst.
Foxes of more than one species are very common in Palestine.
.D.B. 2 art. "Fox."
tKfM>..>..w 8a.Lp.6vLa. Ka.l i.auELS ciiroTE>..w. As in the reply to the
Baptist (vii. 22 ), Jesus gives the casting out of demons and the
healing of the sick as signs of the Messiah's works. In N.T.
i'aO"ts is peculiar to Lk. (Acts iv. 22 1 30); in LXX Prov. iii. 8,
iv. 22. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 593.
The reading E?rL7€AW (A R) is a correction to a more familiar verb, for
d.?ronXw occurs elsewhere in bib!. Grk. only Jas. i. 15; I Esdr. v. 73 (same
f);f.,as

here);

2

Mac. xv. 39.

It means, "I bring quite to an end."

cn]p.Epov Ka.l a.upLov Ka.l Tfj Tp(T'!J. The three days have been
interpreted to mean ( 1) three actual days, ( 2) the three years of
the ministry, (3) a long time, (4) a short time, (5) a definite time.
l Cyril argues that, because we have milrrJ and not iK€l"1J with Ti) d.Xcb?r€KL,
the fox must be some one nearer the spot than Herod, viz. the Pharisees
(Migne, vol. lxxii. p. 582). Theophylact uses the same argument. But it is
the common use of o~Tos for that which is condemned or despised, vulpi isti ;
or still more simply, "that fox of yours," i.e. whom you put forward and
make use of. Comp. o~ros, v. 21, vii. 39, 49; Jn. vi. 42, vii. 15, 36, 49, ix. 16,
'Kii. 34.
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The last is probably right. The course of the Messiah is
determined, and will not be abbreviated or changed because of
the threats of a Herod.I For the same expression of three actual
days comp. Ex. xix. 10, 11. See also Hos. vi. 2.
TE>.ELoilp.m.
"I am perfected," consummor (Vulg.). Comp.
Heb. ii. 10. In both cases the idea is that of "bringing Christ
to the full moral perfection of His humanity, which carries with
it the completeness of power and dignity" (Wsctt.). This is the
only passage in N.T. outside the Epistle to the Hebrews in which
this verb is used of Christ. In that Epistle it is thus used thrice
(ii. 10, v. 9, vii. 28), and the idea which it represents is one of the
main characteristics of the Epistle. It is doubtful whether there
is here any reference to the special phrase T£Auovv Tos XE'ipa>,
which is used in LXX of the installation of priests in their office
(Exod. xxix. 9, 29, 33, 35; Lev. viii. 33, xvi. 32; Num. iii. 3:
comp. Lev. xxi. 10; Exod. xxviii. 37 (41); Jud. xvii. 5); although
such a reference would be very appropriate on the approach of
Christ's sacrifice of Himself. See Wsctt. on The idea of T£A£lwcn>
and on The n.\.£{wcn> of Christ (Hebrews, pp. 63-67).
re"Xeiouµa,L is probably pass. and not mid. ; pres. and not Attic fut,
Ellicott, Hulsean Lectures, 1859, p. 264, 4th ed.; Keim, iv. p. 344.

33.

ir>.~v 8E~

p.E cn]p.Epov K. a.upLov K. tjj lxop.evn iropEuEa0m.

"Howbeit" (see on vi. 24, 35) "it is ordained by Divine decree
(see on iv. 43, ix. 22) that I go on My way hence, as Herod desires;
not, however, because you suggest it, but because My work at this
time requires it." The same verb is used in both places : 7ropwov
£vT£v(hv and 8£'i 1u 7rop£v£u0ai. But, as £~£A0£'iv is not repeated,
the repetition of 7rop£i5£u0ai (comp. 7rop£v0£vT£> £t7raT£) may be
accidental. 2 The expression Tfj £xop.£vv for "the next day"
occurs elsewhere in bibl. Grk. only Acts xx. 1 5 ; 1 Chron. x. 8 ;
2 Mac. xii. 39 : comp. Acts xiii. 44 ?, xxi. 26; 1 Mac. iv. 28 ?.
To understand xwpq. instead of fiµlpq. and translate "I must go on My
way to-day and to-morrow in the adjoining region also," is against the context : rH Ex,o/dvv plainly = ry rp£rv.

o0K .!v8EXETO.L irpocl>~TIJV d.iro>.laf)Q.L e€w 'IEpoucra.>.~p.. " It cannot
be allowed," non convenit, non jien' potest: 2 Mac. xi. 18; Plat.
Rep. vi. 501 C. The saying is severely ironical, and that in two
ways. (1) According to overwhelming precedent, Jerusalem is
I "The number three seems here, as in the three years (ver. 7), to denote a
period of time as complete in itself, with a beginning, middle, and end"
(Andrews, L. of our Lord, p. 396). Universi tenporis requisiti ad opus suum
peifectio si'gnijicatur (Cajetan).
2 Maldonatus, whom Trench approves, makes the 7rA1/v signify, "Although
I must die on the third day, yet threats will not interfere with My continuing
My work until then." Rather, "Although I must go to Terusalem, yet it is
not threats which send Me thither."

xm. 33, 34.]
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the place in which a Prophet ought to be put to death. Qure urbs
ius illud occidendi Prophetas quasi usu ceperat (Grotius). Jewish
usage has determined that Jerusalem is the right place for such
crimes. ( 2) When the conditions of place and time have been
fulfilled, it is not Herod that will be the murderer. "You profess
to be anxious for My safety, if I remain in Herod's dominions.
Do not be alarmed. I am in no danger here, nor from him.
But I must go to your capital : and it is there, and at your hands,
that I shall die." Jesus is not referring to the Sanhedrin as
having the exclusive right to try a Prophet ; nor does He mean
that no Prophet had ever been slain outside Jerusalem. The
Baptist had been murdered at Machrerus. 1 But such cases were
exceptional. By long prescription it had been established that
Jerusalem was the proper scene for these tragedies.
'll'pocl>..J'"I"· Any Prophet. To make it equivalent to rov 7rpo<f>frr'YJv, and
interpret it of Christ in particular, does violence to the Greek.
34, 35. The Lament over Jerusalem. This lament is called
forth by the thought of the previous verse. What sorrow that
the Messiah should have to speak thus of the metropolis of His
own people ! The connexion is natural; all the more so if the
Pharisees (ver. 31) came from Jerusalem. But the connexion in
Mt. xxiii. 37 is not less natural; and there Christ is at Jerusalem.
To decide between the two arrangements is not easy : and to
suppose that such words were spoken on two different occasions
is rather a violent hypothesis ; which, however, is adopted by
Alford, Andrews, Ellicott, and Stier. The wording is almost
identical in both places, especially in the remarkable turn from
the third sing. (avT~v) to the second sing. (a-ov), and thence to
the second plur. (~BeA.~a-aTe). On the whole it seems to be more
probable that the lament was uttered when Jerusalem was before
His eyes, than when it and its inhabitants were far away. For
the repetition of the name see on x. 41.
34. ~ chroKTe(vouaa Tous 11'poc!>'i1Tas. " The slayer of Prophets " ;
pres. part. This is her abiding character ; she is a murderess,
lanitna prophetarum, 'll'pocp71ToKTovo.,, Comp. Acts vii. 52.
>..L0of3o>..ollaa To us chream>..p.lvous 11'pos a~Tij v.
As the wicked
husbandmen did (Mt. xxi. 35): comp. Heb. xii. 20. This is a
repetition in a more definite form of the preceding clause. It is
arbitrary to make TOV'> &.rre<TTa>..1.dvov'> refer to the Apostles and
other messengers of the G9spel : they are the same class as Tov'>
rrpocp~Tas. See Paschasius Radbertus on Mt. xxiii. 3 7, Migne, cxx.
789.
l But perhaps even in the case of the Baptist the hierarchy at Jerusalem
had a hand. He was "delivered up" by some party. Comp. 7rapaoo9'ijvtM
(Mk. i. 14), 7rapeoo911 (Mt. iv. 12).
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'Tl"ocraKLS ~6D.ricra. lmcruva~a.L Tel TEKva. crou. These words, which
are found in both Mt. and Lk., are evidence from the Synoptists
themselves respecting much work of Christ in Jerusalem which
they do not record. As S. John tells us, He ministered there at
other times than just before His Passion. The context forbids
us from taking Ta T£Kva uov in any other sense than the inhabitants
of Jerusalem. (Comp. xix. 44, and see Neander, L. J. C. § uo,
Eng. tr. p. 165.) This is fully admitted by Strauss, if the words
were really spoken by Christ. 1 He suggests therefore that they
come from an apocryphal source, and probably the same from
which he supposes xi. 49-51 to have been taken. In this he has
been followed by Loman and Pfleiderer (see Hahn, ii. p. 255). But,
like x. 2 2, this verse - so strongly confirming the J ohannean
tradition-is far too well attested to be got rid of by any suppositions. The prepositions in bnuvv&.tai mean "together to one
place-to Myself." Comp. Ps. ci. 23 ?, cv. 47.
8v Tp611"ov ClpvLS '"iv 4!a.urijs vocrcrtav. " Even as a hen her own
brood." For 8v Tp6Trov comp. Exod. ii. 14. Like "fowl" in
English, lJpvi<> is used specially of domesticated hens (Xen. Anab.
iv. 5. 2 5; Aesch. Eum. 866). Mt. has Ta vouu{a alin)<>, "her
chickens." This similitude is not found in O.T., but is frequent
in Rabbinical literature. Schoettgen, pp. 207-2 lo. Comp. Ta
Ke£vov TEKv' lxwv inro 7rTEpo'i<; uw'w T&.Se (Eur. Heracl. 10). Jerome
quotes Deut. xxxii. l l in illustration : "As an eagle that stirreth
up her nest, that fluttereth over her young, He spread abroad His
wings, He took them, He bare them on His pinions." With 611"0
Tcls 'Tl"TEpuyas comp. Ruth ii. 12; Is. xxxi. 5; Mal. iv. 2; Ps. xvii. 8,
xxxvi. 8, lvii. 2, lxi. 5, lxiii. 8.
Kal oGK ~6e>..~cra.Te. In tragic contrast with 7rou&.Kt<; ¥U>..'Y/ua. :
comp. Jn. i. 5, 10, II.
35. dcj>(eTm 6p.'Lv o o!Kos 6p.wv. Neither here (D E G H M U
X A, Latt. Boh. Syr.) nor in Mt. xxiii. 38, where it is better
attested, is lp'YJp.o<; more than a gloss. Comp. iln El<; l.p~µ.wuiv
iUTm o o!Ko<; o{;Tos (J er; xxii. 5), and lyKa.Ta.A.l>..oiTra. Tov o!Kov p.ov,
d.<f>~Ka. T~v KA'YJpovop.£av p.ov (J er. xii. 7). " Is being left to you "
means "You have it entirely to yourselves to possess and protect;
for God no longer dwells in it and protects it." Comp. &.<f>e6~u£Tat
(xvii. 34, 35). By "your house" is meant the home of Ta TEKVa.
uov, the city of Jerusalem. Note the repetition -flp.'iv • • • -flp.wv.
Syr-Sin. here has, " Your house is forsaken " ; in Mt. it is defective.
>..lyw 8E 6p.'Lv oG p.~ 'L8riTe p.e. With great solemnity and with
strong assurance. Comp. Jn. vii. 34, viii. 21.
f!ws EL1MJTE. Their seeing Him is dependent upon their repent1 Hier sind alle Ausjluchte vergebens, und man muss bekennen: sind diesJ
D1irkh'che Worte Jesu, :o muss er efter und liinger, als es den synoptischen
Berichten nach schez'nt, in Jerusalem thiitig gewesen sein (L. J. 1864, p. 249).
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ance ; and this is left uncertain ; for the ~~n ore or Av ~~'!/ ore
after lws (AD, Vulg.) is not genuine. 1 There are three interpretations of the point of time indicated by this declaration. ( 1)
The cn"es of the multitude on Palm Sunday (xix. 38; Mt. xxi. 9 ;
Mk. xi. 9). But this is quite inadequate. Christ would not have
declared with this impressive solemnity the fact that He would not
enter Jerusalem for some weeks, or possibly months. (2) The
Second Advent. But where are we told that the unbelieving Jews
will welcome the returning Christ with hymns of praise? (3) The
conversion of the Jews throughout all time. This last no doubt
is right. The quotation EvA.oyYJphos, K.r.>..., is verbatim from LXX
of Ps. cxviii. 26, and £v lw6µan Kvptov means as the representative
of Jehovah. Converted Israel will thus welcome the spiritua1
presence of the Messiah.
XIV. 1-XVll. 10. The Second Period of the Journey.

This forms a new division of the section which has been
styled "the Journeyings towards Jerusalem " : see on ix. 51. The
first portion of it (xiv. 1-24) may be thus subdivided. A
Sabbath-meal in the House of a Pharisee, including the Healing
of a Dropsical Man on the Sabbath (1-6), a Discourse about
taking the lowest seats (7-u) and inviting Lowly Guests (12-14),
and the Parable of the Great Supper (15-24). The whole is
peculiar to Lk., and probably comes from some source unknown
to Mt. and Mk.
1-24. § A Sabbath-meal in the House of a Pharisee. Time and
place are quite undetermined. The chief men among the Pharisees
no doubt lived mostly at Jerusalem. Beyond that we have no clue.
1-6. The Cure of a Dropsical Man at the Sabbath-meal.
The cure of the man with the withered hand (vi. 6-11 ; Mt.
xii. 9-14; Mk. iii. 1-6) should be compared but not identified.
Although Lk. records both cures, with very important differences
of<letail, Strauss and Keim maintain that this is a mere doublet
of the other, and reject both. The style of the opening words
indicates an Aramaic source.
Of the seven miracles of mercy on the sabbath, Lk. records five : the
Demoniac at Capemaum (iv. 31), the Withered Hand (vi. u), the Woman
bowed down eighteen years (xiii. 14), Simon's wife's mother (iv. 38), and this.
The others are: the Paralytic at Bethesda (Jn. v. ro), the Man born blind
(Jn. ix. 14).
1 Not only do ~ B K L M RX, Syr. Boh. Arm. and some Lat. texts here
omit 1j~ei llre, but no authorities insert the words Mt. xxiii. 39, which adds to
the weight of the evidence against them here.
2~
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1. Kilt eylvETO ~v T<f> ~ME'iv mh6v. "And it came to pass after
He had entered" (aor.), not "as He entered" (AV.) nor "when
He entered" (RV.): cum intrasset or introi'sset (some MSS. of
Vulg.) rather than cum intraret (Vulg.). See on iii. 21 and the
note at the end of eh. i. p. 45.
nvos Twv dpx6vn.w Twv «l>apLua[wv. "Of one of the chief men of
the Pharisees." We have no knowledge of official rulers of the
Pharisees ; but of course they had their leading men. That the
invitation of a leading Pharisee was accepted (ver. 12) after what
is recorded xi. 37-54 might seem surprising, especially as Jesus
knew the minds of those whom He was to meet (ver. 3). But
there was still the possibility of influencing some of them for good.
We know of no case in which Jesus refused an invitation.
ullf3f31fr't' cJ>llyE'iv iJ.pTov. Sabbath banqueting was common, and
became proverbial for luxury. Observa dt"em sabbaH, non Judat"ds
delzeiis; and Hodi'ernus dies sabbati est, hunc i·n prresenti tempore
otio quodam corporal£ter languido et jluxo et luxuri'oso celebrant
/udrei (Aug.). See Wetst. ad Zoe. and Polano, The Talmud;
Selections translated from the original, p. 259.
Kill mhol ~ullv 1TllPllT1JpOUf1-EvoL mhov. Lk.'s favourite construction. See on v. 14 and vi. 20. The Ka{ introduces the apodosis
of fytv£To : " it came to pass . . . that the Pharisees themselves
were persistently watching Him." For 7raparYJpel.uOai of interested
-ind sinister espionage see on vi. 7. Excepting Mk. iii. 2 and Gal.
1v. 10, the verb occurs only in Lk. (xx. 20; Acts ix. 24).
The translation " were there, watching " is erroneous : 1j<Tav Ta.pa:rqpouµ.evo• is the periphrastic imperf. It is also an error to carry on the construction of i-ylvero beyond ver. I : vv. I and 2 are quite independent statements.

2. Kilt LSou av0pw1T6S TLS. we are left in doubt whether the
man was placed there as a trap, which the absence of yap does
not disprove, or was there by accident, or had come in the hope
of being healed. The last is probable: but the l8ov seems to
imply that his presence was ,unexpected by the company, and
perhaps by the host. He was probably not an invited guest, as
&?Tl.\vuev (ver. 4) appears to show. But in an Eastern house he
would have no difficulty in obtaining admission (Tristram, Eastern
Customs, pp. 36, 81): and, if he hoped to be healed, he would
take care to appear lµ.?TpouOev avrov. Note the TL~ vv. 2, 19, 20.
&Spw1TtK6s•. ~ot elsewhere in bibl. Grk., but freq. in medical
writers. The disease seems to be indicated as a curse Num.
v. 21, 22; comp. Ps. cix. 18. Comp. Hor. Carm. ii. 2. 13.
3. d11"0KptllEtS • • • 1Tpos Tous vof1-tKous Kilt cl>aptua(ous.
He
answered their thoughts implied in ~uav 7raparYJpovµ.evoi. This
watching had now a definite object owing to the presence of the
dropsical man. Comp. v. 22, vii. 40. The voµ.tKo{ (see on
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vii. 30) and <l>apicra'i:oi are put as one class, and are a more
definite description of the avTo{ in ver. I. Note the Hebraistic

•tnu ll.£ywv.

8epa:rreiiuaL ~ oil; Comp. &ya0011"oti}crat ~ KaKo11"oti}crai (vi. 9);
£~ ovpavov ~ £~ &vOpdJ11"WV (xx. 4). The dilemma, if they had

planned one against Him, is turned against themselves. These
lawyers were bound to be able to answer such a question: and if
rigorist Pharisees made no objection when consulted beforehand,
they could not protest afterwards. They take refuge in silence ;
not in order to provoke Him to heal, but because they did not
know what to say. They did not wish to say that healing on the
sabbath was allowable, and they did not dare to say that it was
not. For ~auxatw in this sense comp. Acts xi. 18, xxi. 14; Job
xxxii. 6; Neh. v. 8.
The <l before lE<<TTL (A, Syrr. Arm.) probably comes from Mt. xii. IO
(om. ~ B D L 59, Latt. divided). If it is genuine, comp. xiii. 23. Most of
the authorities which insert el have Oepo:rrev<1v for Oepo:rrev<Tai (also from Mt.
xii. IO) and omit i} ov.

4. einll.a.~op.evoc;; Mao.TO. That the laying hold of him is to be
regarded as the means of the cure is not certain. The touching
in Order to heal is more Often expressed by a1!"Tea-0at (V. 13,
xxii. 51; Mk. i. 41, vii. 33, viii. 22; Mt. viii. 3, 15, xvii. 7, xx. 34)
or by £11"m0£vai Tas xe'i:pai; (iv. 40, xiii. l 3 ; Mk. vi. 5, viii. 2 3, 2 5,
etc.). Both iiicrOai (see small print on v. 17) and e11"tAaf3£crOat
(ix. 47, xx. 20, 26, xxiii. 26, etc.) are freq. in Lk. Christ read the
man's faith, as He read the hostility of the Pharisees, and responded
to it.
d-rr£ll.uaev. This probably means something more than the
letting go after the emA.a/3oµevos, viz. " dismissed him " from the
company, to prevent interference with him.
5. Tlvoc;; Op.wv ULO<;; ~ ~ouc;;. The emphatic word is vµwv. "How
do you act, when your interests are concerned? When your son,
or even your ox, falls into a well?" 1 Palestine abounds in unprotected cisterns, wells and pits. Wetst. quotes from the Mishna,
Si in puteum bos aut asinus . . . jilz"us aut jilia. The argument
is rtiat what the Pharisees allowed themselves for their own benefit
must be allowed to Christ for the benefit of others. Their sabbath
help had an element of selfishness ; His had none.
The reading 6vos i} f3ovs probably comes from xiii. 15. The correction was
doubly tempting: I. because v16s seemed rather to spoil the fortiori argument; 2. because 6vos is· more naturally coupled with f3ous. Comp. Deut.
xxii. 4- The reading 7rpof3aTov (D) for vl6s has a similar origin, while 6rs is a
conjecture as the supposed original of both vlos and 6vos. The evidence is

a

l There is possibly a reference to the wording of the fourth commandment,
In which son stands first among the rational creatures possessed, and ox first
among the irrational (Deu•. v. 14). But comp. Ex. xxi. 33.
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thus divided: vlos A B E G H M S U V r .6. L etc., e f g Syrr., Cyr-Alex.6vos ~KL X Il, a b c i Syr-Sin. Vulg. Arm. Aeth. See WH. ii. App. p. 62;
Sanday, App. to Grk. T. p. 120. The d11"0Kp,8<ls before Tpos 11li'Toils <l'll"<v
(~A, Vulg.) is probably an insertion.
Note the Hebraistic construction instead of Tls vµ.w11 o~ v!os, K.T.ll.., ovK
eUOEws dvaurcio-e' a.UT&v ;

e. O.,K 'laxuaa.v UVT0.11"0KpL91jvaL. Stronger than ~<Fvj(aa·av (ver.
3): "They had no power to reply." Lk. is fond of noting that
people are silenced or keep silence (xx. 26; Acts xi. 18, xii. 17,
xv. 12, xxii. 2 ). For the compound verb comp. Rom. ix. 20;
Judg. v. 29; Job xvi. 8, xxxii. 12.
7-11. Discourse on choosing the Lowest Seats at Entertainments. We may suppose that the healing of the dropsical man
preceded the meal. This now begins ; and, as they settle round
the tables, there is a manreuvring on the part of some of the
guests to secure the best places. To suggest a comparison
between healing the dropsy and dealing with duplicem animi
hydropem, superbire tumorem et pecuni"re sitz'm is almost as fanciful
as supposing that "falling into a well " is meant to refer to the
dropsy. The latter supposition (Aug. Bede) still finds favour.
7. "E>..ey1w 8~ . . . 11"a.pa.f30>..~v. Comp. v. 36, xiii. 6, xviii. 1.
The "parable" is not in the form of a narrative, but in that of
advice, which is thus called because it is to be understood metaphorically. Christ is not giving counsels of worldly wisdom or of
good manners, but teaching a lesson of humility. Every one
before God ought to feel that the lowest place is the proper place
for him. There is no need to suppose that this was originally a
parable in the more usual sense, and that Lk. has turned it into an
exhortation; still less that ver. 7 is a fictitious introduction to a
saying of which the historical connexion had been lost.
b·lxGtv. Sc. Tbv voOv: comp. Acts iii. 5 ; l Tim. iv. 16; Ecclus. xxxi. 2.
He directed His attention to this : not the same as its attracting or catching
His attention. Syr-Sin. omits.

TUS 11"pwToK>..tala.s. In the mixture of Jewish, Roman, Greek,
and Persian customs which prevailed in Palestine at this time, we
cannot be sure which were the most honourable places at table.
Josephus (Ant. xv. 2. 4) throws no light. But the Talmud says
that, on a couch holding three, the middle place is for the
worthiest, the left for the second, and the right for the third
(Edersh. L. &> T. ii. pp. 207, 494). Among the Greeks it was
usual for each couch to have only two persons (Plat. Sym. 1 75 A,
C), but both Greeks and Romans sometimes had as many as four
on one couch. D. of Grk. and Rom. Ant. artt. Cena, Symposium,
Trii:lint'um ; Becker, Charicles, Sc. vi. Exe. i. ; Gallus, Sc. ix. Exe.
i. ii. ComTJ. Lk. xx. 46; Mt. xxiii. 6; Mk. xii. 39.
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t~eX.lyovTo. 11 They were choosing out for themselves; eligebant
(b c d e f ff2) rather than eli'gerent (Vu lg.)." The same thing seems
to have taken place at the Last Supper (xxii. 24), and the washing
of the disciples' feet may have been intended as a rebuke for this.
8. ds yul'ous. Probably sing. in meaning; "to a weddingfeast" : see on xii. 36. The me:oil at which this was said was an
ordinary one, as is shown by cf>aye'iv /J.prnv (ver. l), the common
Hebrew phrase for a meal (ver. 15; Mt. xv. 2; Mk. iii. 20; Gen.
xxxvii. 2 5, xliii. l 6 ; Exod. ii. 20, etc.). Jesus singles out a
marriage, not perhaps because such a feast is a better type of the
Kingdom of God, but because on such occasions there is more
formality, and notice must be taken of the rank of the guests.
KaTaKX.i&fis. Peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (vii. 36, ix. 14, xxiv. 30):
see on ix. 14.
9. 6 ae Kal mhov KaX.laas. It is misplaced ingenuity to render,
"thee thyself also,'' dich auch selbst. "Thee and him," te et ilium
(Vulg.), is right. His inviting both gave him the right to arrange
both guests as he pleased. Contrast ii. 35.

lpei. For the change from subjunct. to fut. indic. comp. xii. 58.
also epii after tva., ver. IO.

See

.6.os TouT'l! TO'll'ov • • • TOv laxaTov TO'll'ov. Here AV. is inferior
to all previous versions. Vulg. has locum in both places. Luth.
omits in both. Tyn. Cov. Cran. Gen. have "rowme" in both:
'Vic. and Rhem. " place" in both. "The lowest room " means
"the lowest place"; but in that case "give this man room" should
precede. Otherwise "lowest room " will seem to mean the bottom
chamber.
"Thou hast set my feet in a large room" (Ps. xxxi. 8), i.e. in abundant space
(Ps. xviii. 19). Bishop Hall calls Pope Pius II. "as learned as hath sat in
that roome this thousand yeeres" (Letters, Dec. ii. Ep. 3). Davies, Bible
English, p. 152. Comp. Ter. Heaut. iii. 3. 25. Sy. Jube hunc abi're kine
aliquo. Cl. Quo ego kine abeam? Sy. Quo? quo libet: da illis locum. Abi
deambulatum. Cl. Deambulatum? Quo? Sy. Vah, quasi desit locus.
&p~n . • • KaTlxeiv. The /J.pfn marks the contrast between the
brief self-assumed promotion and the permanent merited humiliation. Comp. Prov. xxv. 6, 7, which Christ seemed to have had in
His mind. The displaced guest goes from top to bottom, because
the intermediate places have meanwhile been filled.
10. rva . . . ipe'L aoi. Perhaps Z'va is here used £K{3aT1Kw<;, of
the result rather than of the purpose: 11 so that he will say to thee."
But if the idea of purpose be retained, it is Christ's purpose in
giving the advice, not the purpose with which the hearer is to
adopt the advice. There is no recommendation of "the pride
that apes humility," going to a low place in order to be promoted
See small print on xx. lo.
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The fut. indic. after tva is common in late Greek : xx. IO ; Mk. xv. 20 ;
Jn. vii. 3, xvii. 2 ; Acts xxi. 24 ; Gal. ii. 4, etc. Win. xii. b. I, p. 360 ;
Simcox, Lan,s-. of N. T. p. 109; Burton,§ 199.
'll'pOCTa.vcl.f:1118L &v~T•pov. Perhaps " Come up higher," z:e. to where the
host is sitting: accede (a c f ff2 i qr) rather than ascende (Vulg. ). Comp.
dv&.f3a1ve 7rpOS µe (Prov. xxv. 7). The verb is classical and frequent in LXX,
esp. in Joshua of geographical description (xi. 17, xv. 3, 6, 7, xviii. 12, xix.
II, 12; Exod. xix. 23, etc.). The adv. occurs elsewhere in bib!. Grk. only
Heb. x. 8; comp. dvwnpos (Neh. iii. 25), dvwraros (Tobit viii. 3), f<YWr<pos
(Acts xvi. 24; Heb. vi. 19), Karwrepos (Eph. iv. 9).

.lvwmov 'll'UVTwv. Both words are characteristic : see on i. 15
and vi. 30. The 71' avrwv is unquestionably to be retained
(NAB L X 1, 33 69, Syrr. Boh. Aeth.).
11. 'll'&s o o+wv faurov. One of our Lord's repeated utterances :
xviii. 14; Mt. xxiii. 12. In all three places AV. spoils the antithesis by varying the translation of ra7f'nv6w, "abase," "humble."
The saying here guards against the supposition that Christ is
giving mere prudential rules of conduct or of good taste. Humility
is the passport to promotion in the Kingdom of God. Comp. for
the first half x. 15; and for the second half Jas. iv. 10; 1 Pet. v. 6.
Note that while Lk. in both places has 7f'as with the participle (see
on i. 66), Mt. has fons.
12-14. The Duty of inviting Lowly Guests. The previous
discourse was addressed to the guests (ver. 7): this is addressed
to the host. It is a return for his hospitality. We cannot be
sure that all the other guests were of the upper classes, and that
this moved Jesus to utter a warning. Some of His disciples may
have been with Him, and they were not wealthy. Still less may
we assert that, if all the other guests were of the upper classes, this
was wrong. All depends upon whether the motive for hospitality
was selfish. But it is wrong to omit benevolence to the poor, in
whose case the selfish motive is excluded. As before, we have a
parable in a hortatory form ; for Jesus is not merely giving rules
for the exercise of social hospitality.
12. •EAeyev Se Kal rii> KEKA'l)Kon mhov. "But He was saying
to him also that had bidden Him " ; qui invitaverat eum (d f),
invitanti eum (8), invitatori (a b c ff2 i 1 qr): convivatori suo benzgne
rependens, 'll'VEllJLUTLKa avrl uapKLKWV (Grotius). For apLaTOV see on
xi. 37.
p.'i cf>Wm. Pres. imperat. "Do not habitually call." It is the
exclusive invitation of rich neighbours, etc., that is forbidden.
As distinct from icctA<iv, tpwviiv would specially apply to invitation by word
of mouth: and the use of tpwveiv for invitations is very rare. Neither Vulg.
nor any English Versio~ before RV. distinguishes between tpwve1 here and
icaA<•, ver. 13, although m vv. 7, 8, 12 KaA<iv is rendered z"nvitare and ver. 12
tjJwve'iv, vocare.

'll'Aoua1ous.

With yelrova'> only.

It is pleasant to entertain
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one's friends, seemly to entertain one's relations, advantageous to
entertain rich neighbours. But these are not high motives for
hospitality ; and we must not let our hospitality end there.
µ.~ 'll"OTE Ka.t a.1hot dVTLKa.~eawalv aE. Godet remarks that this
warning is playful. Prends-y garde: la pareille a recevoir, cest un
malheur eviter I Car, une jois la retribution rerue, cen est jait de
la remuneration future. Comp. oilTe p.f.v ~s avriKA'YJ0TJ<T6p.evos Ka.Ae'i:
p.e Tts (Xen. Symp. i. 15).
18. Sox~v 'll"oLfis. See on v. 29.
KU~EL 11Twxoos, dva.'ll"Elpous. The former would not have the
money, the latter would not have the strength, to give an entertainment. That ava7re£povs is here generic, and that xw>..ovs and
Tvif:>>..ovs are species under it, is improbable: comp. ver. 21. The
1r'Twxo{ are one class,-those wanting in means ; and all the rest
belong to another class,-those wanting in physical strength.
Beyond this we need not specify; but in Plato we have av6.1r7Jpoi 1
containing the other two classes, oi xw>..o{ TE Kal Tvif:>>..ot Kat oi llioi
aVa1f"YJpOt ( Crito, p. 53 A). The ava is intensive: "very maimed."
For the command comp. ver. 21 and Neh. viii. 10.
14. fJ-0.KUpLOS Et11J, on oOK EXOUO"LV Ul'TO.'ll"OSouva.£ O"OL. The on is
strictly logical. Good deeds are sure to be rewarded either in this
world or in the world to come. Those persons are blessed whose
good deeds cannot be requited here, for they are sure of a reward
hereafter. For oOK ixouaw see on xii. 4. For dVTa.'ll"oSouvm in a
good sense comp. Rom. xi. 35 ; 1 Thes. iii. 9; in a bad sense,
Rom. xii. 19; Heb. x. 30. The avT{ expresses retaliation, exact
repayment. Comp. Arist. Eth. Nie. ix. 2. 5, where we have o6<Tis,
a7roiJoTl.ov, and avTa7r60o<TtS.
iv Tfi dva.<TTaaeL Twv SLKa.(wv. It is possible that there is here
a reference to the doctrine of a double resurrection, first of the
righteous, and then of all. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 23; 1 Thes. iv. 16;
Rev. xx. 5, 6. If so, this is the dva<Trn<Tis £K veKpwv (xx. 35 ; Acts
iv. 2 ; Phil. iii. 11; 1 Pet. i. 3 : comp. Mk. ix. 9, xii. 2 5 ; Mt. xvii. 9 ;
Gal. i. 1 ), which implies that some are for the present left unraised,
as distinct from the ava(]'Ta<TtS VEKpwv (Acts xvii. 32 ; I Cor. xv.
rz/21; Heb. vi. 2 ), which is the general resurrection. See Lft.
on Phil. iii. 11. But Twv BiKa{wv may be added merely to indicate
the character of those who practise disinterested benevolence.
15-24. The Parable of the Great Supper. The identity of this
with the Parable of the Marriage of the King's Son, often called
the Parable of the Wedding Garment (Mt. xxii. 1-14), will continue
to be discussed, for the points of similarity and of difference are
both of them so numerous that a good case may be made for either
view. But the context, as well as the points of difference, justifies

a

1

xiv.

The form dvri:ntpos seems to be a mere misspelling of dvd7r71pos (Tobit
Mac. viii. 24 AV); but it is well attested. WH. ii. App. p. 151.
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a distinction. The parable in Mt. is a comment on an attempt
to arrest Christ (xxi. 46), and tells of rebels put to death for insulting and killing their sovereign's messengers ; this is a comment on
a pious remark, perhaps ignorantly or hypocritically made, and
tells of discourteous persons who, through indifference, lose the
good things to which they were invited. It is much less severe in
tone than the other ; and even in those parts which are common
to the two has very little similarity of wording.
ll5. TLS Twv uuvavaKELfLEvwv. "The resurrection of the just "
suggests the thought of the Kingdom, and this guest complacently
assumes that he will be among those who will enjoy it. With this
introductory incident comp. x. 25-30, xii. 13-15, xv. 1-3.
<j>&yeTCLL ll.pTov. A Hebraism: comp. ver. 1; 2 Sam. ix. 7, lo;
2 Kings iv. 8, etc., and see on ver. 8.
It points to the Jewish
idea that the Messianic age will be inaugurated by a banquet and
will be a prolonged festival (Is. xxv. 6). The reading il.picrrov
(E H M S U VI') is a mere corruption of ilpTov.
16. t, 8e e!1Tev CL~Tc'ii. "But He said to him " (Rhem.). "And"
(Wic.) and "Then" (Tyn. Gen. AV.) obscure the fact that Christ
is opposing the comfortable self-complacency of the speaker. What
he says is correct, but the spirit in which he says it is quite wrong.
Only those who are detached from earthly things, and treat them
as of small account in comparison with the Kingdom of God, will
enter therein.
E1Tolet 8eL1Tvov fLEya. "Was about to make a great supper,"
similar to that at which Jesus was now sitting. One might expect
the mid., but comp. ver. 12; Acts viii. 2; Xen. Anab. iv. 2. 23.
The 1To>..>..ous are the Jews who observe the Law. In Mt. it is
i1.v8pw7ros f3a<J"LA£vs who made a marriage-feast for his son.
17. Tov 8ou>..ov. The vocator, who was sent to remind them,
according to custom, and not because they were suspected of
unwillingness. 1 Comp. Esth. v. 8, vi. 14. This custom still prevails. To omit the second summons would be "a grievous breach
of etiquette, equivalent to cancelling the previous more general
notification. To refuse the second summons would be an insult,
which is equivalent among the Arab tribes to a declaration of war"
(Tristram, Eastern Customs, p. 82 ). The 8ovA.os represents God's
messengers to His people, and specially th~ Baptist and Jesus
Christ. Comp. Mt. xi. 28-30.
"EpxEriE, llTL -1)811 frotf£6. lCTTLV. The true reading may be lpx•1TfJa.1
(NA D KL P R .6.) to follow El11'e'iv (Syr-Sin. ), dzi:ere z'nvitatis ut venirent
(Vulg. ). See small print note on xix. 13. But the 1/'ana. after irrriv (A P,
Syr-Sin. Vulg. f) or before froiµa. (D, a e) comes from Mt. xxii. + N* B L R,
b c ffs i 1q omit.
l

xxxv.

Vocatores suos ostendenti, ut diceret a quibus invitatus esset (Plin. N. 0.
IO. 36. 89).
Comp. Suet. Calig. xxxix.; Sen. De Ira, iii. 37. 3.
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18. ~p~a.VTo U'll'O jlLciS 'll'UVTES 11"a.pcuTE'i:a8a.L. Every word is full of
point. The very beginning of such conduct was unexpected and
unreasonable, and it lasted some time. There was no variation ;
it was like a prearranged conspiracy : they all pleaded that they
were at present too much occupied to come. And there was not
a single exception. The 7rapatr£t<T8ai comes as a surprise at the
end, there being no dA.Acf or U at the outset to prepare for a contrast. This absolute unanimity prepares us for a joyous acceptance
of the courteously repeated invitation. On the contrary, they begin
"to beg off," deprecar£ (Acts xxv. 11; 2 Mac. ii. 31). In Jos. Ant.
vii. 8. 2 the verb is used, exactly as here, of excusing oneself from
an invitation. They ought to have excused themselves when the
first invitation came, if at all. Their begging off now was breaking
their promise ; and the excuses were transparently worthless. In
Mt. there is no begging off. Those invited simply ap.£A-/i<TaVTE'>
ri1r-ij>..8ov ; and some of them insulted, and even killed the vocatores.
For t1.px£<r8ai of proceedings which last some time comp. vii. 38,
xii. 45 1 xix. 37, 45, xxii. 23, xxiii. 2. Here the further idea of
interruption is not present.
cl..,,.(; t'La~. The expression is unique in Greek literature. Comp. dr'
evOeias, aro rfjs tir.,s, e~ lipOfjs, 61Q. ra<rTJS. We are probably to supply "17'WµTJS:
dro µifis Ka! Tfjs aiJTfjs "(VWP,T}S (Philo, De Spee. Legg. ii. P· 311). Both eK
µi.fis "fVWJl-TJS and iK µ1fis <f>wvfjs are also found. We might also supply if!vxfis.
Less probable suggestions are &pas, iruvOfiKTJS (Vulg. simul), alrlas, ilaofi.

exw dv<iyK'l)V. A manifest exaggeration. He had already
bought it, probably after seeing it; and now inspection could
wait. For the phrase, which is classical, comp. r Cor. vii. 37;
Heb. vii. 27; Jude 3; and the insertion Lk. xxiii. 17. Not in
LXX.
EXE jlE 11"a.pnn111evov. It is doubtful whether this is a Latinism,
habe me excusatum, £.e. "Consider me as one who has obtained
indulgence." 1 But certainly p.£, which is enclitic, cannot be emphatic : "Whatever you do about others, I must be regarded as
excused." This would require lp.I., and before rather than after
exE. Comp. o~ Bappovvra p.E £t£is (Xen. Cyr. iii. 1. 35).
-19. 11"opEuo11a.L. "I am on my way." He pleads no dvayKT/, and
is too indifferent to care about the manifest weakness of his excuse.
That he had bought the oxen " on approval " is not hinted. Both
these two seem to imply that they may possibly come later, if the
host likes to wait, or the feast lasts long enough. Hence the host's
declaration ver. 24.
20. oi) 8uva11a.L. He is confident that this is unanswerable.
See on ver. 26. "When a man taketh a new wife, he shall not go
1

Invitas tune me, cum scz's, Nasica, vocasse,
Excusatum habeas me rogo : cano domi.
-(Mart. ii. 79.)
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out in the host, neither shall he be charged with any business : he
shall be free at home one year" (Deut. xxiv. 5). Comp. Hdt.
i. 36. 5.
21. The 7rcfvr£s (ver. 18) probably means more than three.
But three suffice as examples. Some said that they would not
come now; others declared that they could not come at all.
Comp. the parable of the Pounds, where three servants are
samples of the whole ten, and represent two classes (xix. 16-2 l ).
~E~e>..ee Taxt!ws.
Not because his anger makes him impatient ;
but because he has no intention of putting off anything to please
the discourteous persons who have insulted him. He goes on with
his arrangements at once.
ets TBS ir>..aTe(us Kal pup.us. We have the same combination Is.
xv. 3. This use of pvp.71 is late: Acts ix. l l, xii. ro; Ecclus. ix. 7;
Tobit xiii. 18. A lane resembles a stream; and the original sense
of pvp.71 is the rush or flow of what is in motion. See Kennedy,
Sources of N.T. Greek, p. 16. The two words combined stand for
the public places of the town, in which those who have no comfortable homes are likely to be found. Comp. l Cor. i. 26-28.
rous irTwxous Kal dvuireCpous, K.r.>... The Jews who do not ob·
serve the Law ; the publicans and s£nners. These were not asked
simply because the others refused, and in order to fill the vacant
places. They would have been asked in any case ; but the others
were asked first. They both live in the city : i.e. both are Jews.
But those who respected the Law had a prior claim to those who
rebelled against it. The similarity of wording shows the connexion
with the preceding discourse (ver. 13); and therefore Bengel's
attractive distinction is probably not intended. He points out
that the poor would get no other invitation ; the ma£med would not
be likely to marry ; the blind could not go to see farms ; and the
lame would not go to prove oxen. Contrast Mt. xxii . .9• 10.
etuayuye &Se. See on ii. 27. It is assumed that they can be
"brought in" at once, .without formal invitation. They are not
likely to refuse. The mixture of guests of all classes is still seen
at Oriental entertainments.
22. Kupte, yt!yovev 8 ~irfru~us. He executes the order, and
then makes this report. There is no ~871, and we are not to suppose that he had anticz'pated his master's order; which would have
been audacious officiousness, and could hardly have been done
without his master's knowledge.
ETL TOiros ~O"T(v. Comp. ver. 9. No such expression is found
in Mt. xxii. 10. It is added because the servant knows that his
master is determined to fill all the places, and that the banquet
cannot begin till this is done.
23. cl>payp.ous. "Hedges" (cf>p&uuw = "I fence in"): Mt.
xxi. 33; Mk. xii. 1. Just as 7i"AaT£tat Kal pv1tai represent the
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public roads inside the city, so bool Kal cppayµ.o{ the public roads
outside the city; and this command is the invitation to the
keathen.
dvliyKa.uov eLue>..Oe'i:v. By persuasion. A single servant could
not use force, and those who refused were not dragged in. Comp.
Mk. vi. 45 IJ and 7rapE/3iauavTO (xxiv. 29; Acts xvi. 15)· The text
gives no sanction to religious persecution. By showing that
physical force was not used it rather condemns it.
'lva. yef'tu9ii f'OU 6 otKos. Nee natura nee gra#a patz"tur vacuum
(Beng. ). We' are not told the result of this third invitation ; but
we may conclude that the Gentiles fill the void which the unbelief
of the Jews has left (Rom. xi. 2 5). In Mt. the result of the second
invitation is E7rA~u871 ci vvµ.cpwv, and there is no third. Augustine
interprets this third summons as a call to heretics, which cannot
be correct.
24. A.iyw yO.p Of1-'i:v. Solemn introduction of the main point of
the parable. The transition from sing. ((~£A.8e) to plur. (oµ.'iv) is
variously explained. ( l) That some of the 'lr'Twxol (ver. 2 l) are
present and are included in the address. ( 2) That there is a transition from the parable to its application, and Christ speaks half as
the host to his servant and others, and half in His own person to
the Pharisee and his guests. (3) That the host addresses, not
only the servant, but all who may hear of what he has done. In
favour of (2) we must not quote xi. 8, xv. 7, 10, xvi. 9, xviii. 14;
Mt. xxi. 43. In all these places it is Jesus who is addressing the
audience ; not a person in the parable who sums up the result.
Here the lKdvwv and the µ.ov show that the latter is the case. In
Mt. the conclusion to the parable is 7rOAAot yap Eiuiv KArrro{, oA.{yoi
o( EKAEKTol (xxii. 14), and these are the words of Christ, not of the
f3auiXE1k
25-35. §Warnings against Precipitancy and Half-heartedness

in Following Christ. The Parables of the Rash Builder, the Rash
King, and the Savourless Salt. The section has been called "The
Conditions of Discipleship." These are four. 1. The Cross to be
borne (25-27; Mt. x. 37, 38). 2. The Cost to be counted (28-32).
3. :Af1 Possessions to be renounced (33). 4. The Spirit of Sacrifice
to be maintained (34, 35; Mt. v. 13; Mk. ix. 49).
The journeying continues, but we are not told the direction;
and a large multitude is following. They are disposed to believe
that Jesus is the Messiah, and that the crisis of the Kingdom is at
hand. They therefore keep close to Him, in order not to miss any
of the expected glories and blessings. This fact is the occasion of
the address. They must understand that following Him involves
a great deal. Like the guest in the Pharisee's house (ver. 15), they
have not realized what the invitation to enter the Kingdom implies.
25. Iuve1TopeuoVTo 8€ a.1h<(i. "Now there were going with Him,"
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of what continued for some time. Comp. vii. r r, xxiv. 15. Elsewhere only Mk. x. r of people assembling, but often in LXX
(Gen. xiii. 5, xiv. 24, xviii. 16, etc.).
26. o~ !'L<Tei: Tc'iv 'll'O.Tlpa. fouTou, K.T.X. Does not hate them so
far as they an opposed to Clm'st. The context and the parallel
passages (Mt. vi. 24, x. 37) show that the case supposed is one in
which choice must be made between natural affection and loyalty to
Christ. In most cases these two are not incompatible; and to
hate one's parents as such would be monstrous (Mt. xv. 4). But
Christ's followers must be ready, if necessary, to act towards what
is dearest to them as if it were an object of hatred. Comp. Jn.
xii. 2 5. Jesus, as often, states a principle in a startling way, and
leaves His hearers to find out the qualifications. Comp. vi. 29, 30;
Mt. xix. 12. The Ka.l TI)v yuva.i:Ka. here is a comment, whether
designed or not, on yv11atKa lYYJµ,a in ver. 20. Comp. xviii. 29.
TI)v lftux~v fouToll. Not merely his carnal desires, but his life
(ix. 24, xii. 23); all his worldly interests and affections, including
life itself. Nee tamen su.fficit nostra nlz'nquere, nz'si relinquamus et
nos (Greg. Mag. Hom. xxxii.). So that µ,udw 7'7,11 tfrvX~" fovTov is
d7rap11~a-aa-Oai fovT011 (ix. 23) carried to the uttermost.
e!va.( p.ou p.a.611n]s. The emphasis is on µ,a071rrf<>, not on µ,ov,
which is enclitic. "He may be following Me in some sense, but
he is no disciple of Mine." Would any merely human teacher
venture to make such claims? Syr-Sin. omits v. 27.
27. ou j3a.CTTutei Tc'iv CTTa.upc'iv la.uTou. Comp. ix. 23; Mt. x. 38,
xvi. 24; Mk. viii. 34. Only here and Jn. xix. 17 is {3acmi,ew used
of the cross; here figuratively, there literally. "Carrying his own
cross " would be a familiar picture to many of Christ's hearers.
Hundreds had been crucified in Galilee for rebellion under Judas
the Gaulonite (A.D. 6). See Deissmann, Bibe!studien, p. 97.
In late Gk. f3acrrate1v seems to be more common than <f>fpeiv, when the
carrying is figurative: LXX of 2 Kings xviii. 14; Job xxi. 3. It is specially
common in the later versions of Aq. Sym. and Theod. All three have it Is.
xl. II, !xvi. 12; Jer. x. 5: and both Sym. and Theod. have it Prov. ix. 12;
Is. !xiii. 9. But in none of these places does it occur in LXX.

28-38. Two Parables upon Counting the ·Cost : the Rash
Builder and the Rash King. Comp. Mt. xx. 22; Mk. x. 38. It
is possible that in both parables Jesus was alluding to recent
instances of such folly. It was an age of ostentatious building and
reckless warfare. The connexion with what precedes (y&p) seems
to be that becoming a disciple of Christ is at least as serious a
matter as any costly or dangerous undertaking.
28. Tls yap i~ 6p.wv 9l>..wv. "For which of you (see on xi. 5),
if he wishes."
Ka.8(CTa.s. In both parables (ver. 3 r) this represents long and
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serious consideration. The matter cannot be settled off-hand.
Comp. Virg. Aen. x. 159.
1jnicj>£tu. "Calculates" (1/17J1>os =calculus). In class. Gk. commonly in
mid. of voting. Comp. Rev. xiii. 18: not in LXX. Neither d:trapTLCrµos nor
aa,,.a.v,, occur again in N.T., but 8a'll"Civ11 is fairly common in LXX, and
rJ.,,.°o.PTL<Tp.Os is very rare in Greek literature. 1 In LXX a7raplS°ELv occurs
(I Kings ix. 25) ; also in Aq. and Sym. See Suicer, a'traplS-w.

29. f.L~ taxuoVTos tKTE>..eum. "Not having the means to finish."
For EKT£Ac'iv comp. Deut. xxxii. 45; 1 Kings xiv. 15 ; 2 Chron.
iv. 5; 2 Mac. xv. 9; Dan. iii. 40 (Theod.). Not elsewhere in N.T.
30. O~Tos. Contemptuous: v. 21, vii. 39, xiii. 32, where see
reff. The lesson conveyed is not so much, " It is better not to
begin, than to begin and fail," as, "It is folly to begin without
much consideration."
31. uuvjiuXELv Ets ml>..e11.ov. To be taken together : "to engage
with another king for the purpose of war." The verb. is intrans., as
1 Mac. iv. 34; 2 Mac. viii. 23, xiv. 17; and often in Polyb.
The
more common expression is crop,/3&.A.A.nv d<; µaxYJv (Jos. Ant. vi.
5. 3: so also in Polyb.). Comp. conjligere.
lv 8E'Ku x,>..,nuw. "Equipped with ten thousand," a meaning
which readily flows from "clad in, invested with." Comp. i. l 7 ;
Rom. xv. 29; 1 Cor. iv. 21; Heb. ix. 25; Jude 14. The very
phrase occurs 1 Mac. iv. 29.
32. Et 8E r1}yE. See small print on v. 36.
lpc.rr~ (Tc\ 1rpos dp1}v1J"· "Asks for negociations with a view to
peace." The Tt5. is omitted in N B (? homceotel. ), and the meaning
will then be, "negociates for peace." BK II have El<; for 7rpo<;
(perhaps from ver. 28). Comp. xix. 42 and examples in Wetst.
There is a remarkable parallel to this second parable Xen. Man.
iii. 6. 8.
33. This verse shows the futility of asking what the tower
means, and who the king with the twenty thousand is. 2 These
details are part of the framework of the parables, and by themselves
mean nothing. The parables as a whole teach that to become
Christ's disciple involves something which ought to be well weighed
befOrehand. This something was explained before, and is shown
in another form here, viz. complete self-renunciation.
l Dion. Hal. De Comp. Verb. xxiv., and Apoll. Dysc. De Adv. p. 532, 7, seem
to be almost the only quotations. The Latin renderings here are ad pe;jicz'endum
(f Vulg.), ad consummandum (a r), ad consummatt'onem (e), ad perjectum (d).
2 Those who insist on explaining the king with the twenty thousand commonly make him rr.ean Satan. But would Christ suggest that we should come
to terms with Satan? To avoid this difficulty others regard the king as representing God. But would Christ place the difference between the power of God
and the power of man as the difference Letween twenty thousand and ten
thousand? Contrast the ten thousand talents and the hundred pence (Mt.
~viii. 24, 28). See on xii. 5 and xvi. I.
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cbroTauueTm iriiuw Tols c!auTou oirapxouuw. " Renounceth all
his own belongings," the chief of which were specified ver. 26.
See on ix. 6 l and viii. 3. All disciples must be ready to renounce
their possessions. Many of the first disciples were called upon
actually to do so. Comp. the sarcasm of Julian: "In order that
they may enter more easily into the Kingdom of Heaven in the
way which their wonderful law bids them, I have ordered all the
money of the Church of Edessa to be seized" (Ep. xliii.). Note
the characteristic 7ra> and 7racri v. Comp. v. r l, 28.
It is very forced to put a full stop at 'll"cts eE vµ.wv, and make two inde·
pendent sentences. " Such is the case therefore with all of you. Whoever
renounceth not," etc.
MSS. vary much as to the order of the three words e!va.£ µ.ov µ.a,8rrrfis.
34, 35. The Spirit of Sacrifice. The similitude respecting salt
was probably uttered more than once, and in more than one form.
Comp. Mt. v. 13; Mk. ix. 50. The salt is the self-sacrifice spoken
of vv. 26, 27, 33. The figure of salt is not found in O.T., but
comp. Job. vi. 6.
34. Ka.>..Ov o~v TO c'L>..a.s. The oliv (~ B LX 69, Boh.) perhaps
refers to previous utterances: "Salt, therefore (as I have said before),
is good." Nihil utilz'us sale et sole (Plin. H. N. xxxi. 9. 45. 102).
ei\v 8E Ka.l TO c'L>.a.s. The Ka.l <~ B L x, Vulg. codd. Syr., Bede)
must be preserved. "But if even the salt." In Mt. v. 13 there is no
Ka.[. Note the characteristic 8t Ka t, and see small print on iii. 9.
In LXX and N.T. l£Xa.s is the common form, with c'!Xa. as v.l. in good
MSS. In class. Gk. l£Xs prevails.
In class. Gk. µ.wpa.lvw IS "I am foolish" (Eur. Med. 614); in bib!. Grk.
µ.wpa.lvoµ.a,L has this meaning (Rom. i. 22; Mt. v. 13), µ.wpa.lvw being "I
make foolish" (I Cor. i. 20). Mk. has c'!va.Xov "flveo-8a.i. Vulg. hasevanuerit;
a d e infatuatum fuerit.
lv TLVL O.p,.,,9>)CJ'ETAL ; Quite impossibly Tyn. and Cran. have " What
shall be seasoned ther with?" From meaning simply "prepare," dprvw came
to be used of preparing and flavouring food (Col. iv. 6).

85. It is futile to discuss what meaning is to be given to "the
land" and "the dunghill." They do not symbolize anything.
Many things which have deteriorated or become corrupt are useful as manure, or to mix with manure. Savourless salt is not even
of this much use : and disciples without the spirit of self-devotion
are like it. That is the whole meaning. 1 If this saying was uttered
only once, we may prefer the connexion here to that in the Sermon
on the Mount. Mk. so far agrees with Lk. in placing it after the
Transfiguration. But all three arrangements may be right.
l For this savourless salt in Palestine see Maundrell, Journey from Aleppo to
Jerusalem, pp. r61 ff. (quoted by Morison on Mk. ix. 50); also Thomson, "I
saw large quantities of it literally thrown into the street. to be trodden under foot
of men and beasts" (Land & Book, p. 381).
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K07rplav. The word is one of many which seem to be of a colloquial character, and are common to N. T. and the comic poets. See Kennedy, Sources
of N. T. Grk. pp. 72-76. In N. T. only here. Comp. xiii. 8.

'o lxwv @Ta dKoUELV &Koufrw. A solemn indication that attention
to what has been said is needed, and will be rewarded. It is
another of Christ's repeated sayings. See on viii. 8.
XV. 1-32. Three Parables for the Encouragement of Penitent
Sinners. The Love and Free Forgiveness of God. The Lost
Sheep (3-7) and the Lost Coin (8-10) form a pair. Like the
Mustard Seed and the Leaven (xiii. 18-21), and the Rash Builder
and the Rash King (xiv. 28-32), they teach the same lesson, which
the Prodigal Son (u-32) enforces and augments. In the first two
Jesus justifies His own conduct against the criticisms of the
Pharisees. In the third He rebukes their criticisms, but at the
same time continues the lesson to a point far beyond that touched
by the objectors. When we regard them as a triplet, each parable
teaching a separate lesson, Bengel's classification will stand :
r. Peccator stupidus; 2. suiplane nesciens; 3. sciens et voluntarius.
But the insertion of £71TEv 8i (ver. II) clearly marks off the third
parable from the first two, whereas these are closely connected by ~'
which almost implies that the second is little more than an alternative way of saying the same thing as the first.
1-3. The Murmuring of the Pharisees against Christ's Intercourse with Publicans and Sinners. We have had several other
cases in which Jesus has made a question, or an appeal, or a criticism, the occasion of a parable: ver. 15, x. 25-29, xii. 13-15, xiv. 15.
There is once more no indication of time or place; but connexion
with what precedes is perhaps intended. There a thoughtless
multitude followed Him, intending to become His disciples, and He
warns them to count the cost. Here a number of publicans and
sinners congregate about Him, and He rebukes the suggestion
that He ought to send them away. It was well to check heedless
enthusiasts, that they might be saved from breaking down afterwards. It would have been a very different thing to have sent away
penitents, that He might be saved from legal pollution.

J./

9

Huav

8£ etOTi!i lyyltovTES

1TQVTES

ot TEhWVCtL Ketl ot dp.etpTw>..0£.

The meaning of 1TavrE> determines the meaning of the tense. We
may regard it as hyperbolical for "very many,"-a common use of
"all." Or it may mean all the tax-collectors and other outcasts of
the place in which He then was. In either of these cases ~uav
iyy{,ovTE> (see on i. lo) will mean" were drawing near" on some
particular occasion. Or we may take 7!'avn> literally of the whole
class of publicans and sinners ; and then the verb will mean " used
to draw near," wherever He might be. This was constantly happening, and the Pharisees commonly cavilled (imperf.), and on one
occasion He uttered these parables (aor.). It was likely that Ha
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would attract these outcasts more and more. Comp. vii. 29, 37,
and see on xi. 29. For the characteristic 7ra VTES see on i. 66,
vi. 30, xii. 10, etc. Note the repeated article: the n>..wvat and the
&.µ.apTw>..ot are grouped together as one class by the Pharisees themselves (v. 30; Mt. ix. 11); not so here by the Evangelist.
2. 8tey6yyutov. "Murmured among themselves, throughout
their whole company." In N.T. only here and xix. 7, which is
very similar. Comp. Exod. xvi. 2, 7, 8; Num. xiv. 2; Josh. ix. 18.
"The scribes " are usually placed before "the Pharisees " (v. 21,
vi. 7, xi. 53; Mt. xii. 38, etc.). Here perhaps the Pharisees took
the lead: comp. v. 30 (true text); Mk. vii. r, 5.
'11'poa8lxeTm. "Allows them access, gives them a welcome " :
Rom. xvi. 2; Phil. ii. 29.
auvea9£e,. A much more marked breach of Pharisaic decorum
than 7rpoCT8lxETat. He accepted invitations from Levi and other
tax-collectors, and in His outdoor teaching He took His meals
with them.
3. EL'll'EV 8l. "But (in answer to this cavilling) He said." Cov.
and Cran. have "But"; Tyn. and Gen. "Then." Something
stronger than" And" (AV. RV.) is needed. Note el7rEv Si, El7ro
7rpos, and El7rev T~v 7rapaf3o>..~v as marks of Lk.'s style. None
of them is found in Mt. xviii. 12.
4-7. The Parable of the Lost Sheep. Comp. Mt. xviii. 12-14,
where this parable is given in a totally different connexion, and
with some differences of detail. Comp. also Jn. x. 1-18. We
have no means of knowing how often Jesus used the simile of the
Good Shepherd in His teaching. No simile has taken more hold
upon the mind of Christendom. See Tert. De Pud. vii. and x.
Comp. Ezek. xxxiv. ; Is. xl. 11 ; 1 Kings xxii. 17.
4. Tls avOpw'll'OS E~ 6p.wv. Once more He appeals to their personal experience. See on xi. 5, and comp. xii. 2 5, xiv. 5, 28. The
/J.v8pw7ros inserted here marks one difference between this parable
and the next
lxwv ~KaTov 'll'po~aTa; The point is, not that he possesses so
much, but that the loss in comparison to what remains is so
small.
a'll'OAlaas E~ a1hwv EV. This is the point of the first two parables,
-the particular love of God for each individual soul. In Mt. we
have 7rAav1J8ii (Exod. xxiii. 4 ; Is. liii. 6 ; J er. xxvii. I 7) for a7roAlCTa~.
KaTa>..el'll'EL TU evevi]KoVTa evvla. He is the owner, not the shepherd. His leaving them does not expose them to danger. The
wilderness (in Mt. Ta 6p'YJ) is not a specially perilous or desolate
place, but their usual pasture, in wnich they are properly tended.
He does not neglect them, but for the moment he is absorbed in
the recovery of the lost. Cyril Alex. and Ambrose make the ninety
and nine to be the Angels, and the one the human race. Ambrose
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adds, Dives igitur pastor cujus omnes nos centesima portio sumus.
Migne, xiv. xv. 1756; lxxii. 798; Payne Smith, p. 497.
"ll'Op•vETa.L .i.,,.t TO a..,,.o~... M~. For brl of the goal comp. Acts viii. 26,
ix.

I I ;

Mt. xxii. 9; in each case after 'll"op<u<trlla.i.

s'IJT« TO 11"\a.vwµ,<vov.

Mt. has here 'll"opwlJ.!s

il111s eilpn «~To. Peculiar to Lk. There is no cessation of the
seeking until the lost is found. See Lange, L. of C. i. p. 497.
5. lnu£9'JuLV E'll't Tous 6111-ous mhoO. This also is peculiar to Lk.
The owner does not drive it back, nor lead it back, nor have it
carried: he carries it himself. Comp. Is. xl. 11, xlix. 2 2, lx. 4, lxvi. 12.
In LXX ILµoi; is common; in N.T. only here and Mt. xxiii. 4.
xn£p111v. There is no upbraiding of the wandering sheep, nor
murmuring at the trouble. Comp. the use of xalpwv, xix. 6 ; Acts
viii. 39.
6. uuvKu>..e'L Tous c1>£>..ous. See on ix. 1. In Mt. there is nothing
about his calling others to rejoice with him. Only his own joy is
mentioned. It is a mark of great joy that it seeks sympathy.
To &11'0>..111>..0s. Not 8 chrwA•ua (ver. 9). The sheep went astray
through its own ignorance and folly (Ps. cxix. 176): the coin was
lost through the woman's want of care. This is another mark of
difference between the first parable and the second.
7. >..ly111 ~11-'Lv. Mt. has the characteristic &µ~v A.fyw -fiµ'iv.
~ .i... c. For ii without a previous comparative see small print on xvii. 2,
and comp. Mt. xviii. 8; Mk. ix. 43, 45, 47; I Cor. xiv. 19. Win. xxxv. 2.
c, p. 302 ; Simcox, p. 92. Perhaps 11 may be said to imply µ,Q."/\"/\ov by a
usage which was originally colloquial. It is freq. in LXX ; Gen. xlix. 12;
Num. xxii. 6, etc. In Mt. xviii. 13 the µ,Q."/\"/\ov is expressed.

8tKa£oLs OLTLVES o~ xpe£av f'xouuLV Jl-ETG.Vo£as. " Righteous who
are of such a character as to have no need of repentance." The
otTLV<<; does not prove that 8iKa{oii; means those who are really
righteous. It will fit any explanation of 8iKaloii; and ov XP•{av
£xovuw. If both expressions be taken literally, the ninety-nine
represent a hypothetical class, an ideal which since the Fall has not
been reached. But as Jesus is answering Pharisaic objections to
intercourse with flagrant sinners, both expressions may be ironical
and,refer to the external propriety of those whose care about legal
observances prevents them from feeling any need of repentance.
Comp. v. 31.
Mt. here has To'is µ~ .,,.•.,,.A.av'Y}µ€voii;. In any case the xalpwv,
ver. 5, and the xapa here are anthropomorphic, and must not be
pressed. Insperata aut prope desperata magis nos a.fficiunt (Grotius);
but such unlooked for results are impossible to Omniscience. We
must hold to the main lesson of the parable, and not msist on
interpreting all the details. 1
1 In the Midrash there is a story that Moses, while tending Jethro's flocks,
went after a Jamb which had gone astray. As he thought that it must be weary,
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fXV. 7, 8.

Note the confidence with which Jesus speaks of what takes
place in heaven, and compare it with the claims made upon His
followers, xiv. 26, 33.
fl-ETa.voouVT~ • • • p.eTa.vola.s.
Both verb and substantive are
much more common in Lk. than in Mt. or Mk. Neither occurs
in Mt. xviii. 14 or anywhere in Jn. See on v. 32 and iii. 3.
8-10. §The Parable of the Lost Coin. The main points of
difference between this and the preceding parable are the changes
from a man to a woman, and from a sheep, which could stray of its
own accord, and feel the evil consequences, to a coin, which could
do neither. From this it follows that, while the man might be
moved by pity rather than by self-interest to bring back the sheep,
the woman must be moved by self-interest alone to recover the
coin ; also that the woman can blame herself for the loss of the
coin (~v d?l'wAeua), which the man does not do with regard to
the sheep (ro tbroA.wA6s). Hence we may infer that the woman
represents the Church rather than the Divine Wisdom, if she represents anything at all. The general result of the two parables is
that each sinner is so precious that God and His Ministers regard
no efforts too great to reclaim such.
8. Tls yuvfi; No e~ vµ.wv is added, perhaps because no women
were present. Yet there may be something in the remark of Wetst.
Cum van'os haberet auditores Chn'stus, mares, feminas, juniores,
it's parabolas accommodat: de pastore, de muliere frugt', de jilio prodigo. Women also may work for the recovery of sinners.
8pa.xp.ns. The word occurs here only in N.T., but often in
LXX (Gen. xxiv. 22; Ex. xxxix. 2; Josh. vii. 21, etc.). The
Greek drachma was a silver coin of nearly the same value as a
Roman denan'us 1 (vii. 41, x. 35, xx. 24), which is not mentioned
in LXX. It was the equivalent of a quarter of a Jewish shekel
(Mt. xvii. 24). Ten drachmas in weight of silver would be about
eight shillings, but in purchasing power about a pound. Wic. has
"besant," Tyn. and others have "groat," Luth. has Groschen.
That the ten coins formed an ornament for the head, and that the
loss of one marred the whole, is a thought imported into the
parable.
c'hrm. The act. is peculiar to Lk. in N.T., and always in the
sense of kindling (viii. 16, xi. 33; Acts xxviii. 2, and perhaps Lk.
xxii. 55: comp. Ex. xxx. 8; Tob. viii. 13; Jud. xiii. 13). Oriental
houses often have no windows, and a lamp would be necessary for
a search even in the day.
he carried it back on his shoulders, Then God said, that, because he had shown
pity to the sheep of.!L man, He would give him His own sheep, Israel, to feed
(Edersh. L. & T. u. p. 257; Wetst. on Lk. xv. 5).
1 Nearly all Latin texts have dragmas, dracmas, or drachmas here; but Cod.
Palat. and Ad N11Vatiamms xv. (Hartel's Cypr. App. p. 65) have denarios.
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uapo~. 1

Non sine pulvere (Beng.). It may be doubted whether
there is any lesson intended in the coins being lost in the house,
whereas the sheep strays from the fold ; as showing that souls may
be lost in the Church as well as by going out of it. In any case,
the details are graphic, and express great and persevering activity.
" The charge against the Gospel is still the same, that it turns the
world upside down" (Trench, Par. p. 386).
9. TO.s ojlthas Kal yetTovas. " Her women friends and neighbours." No meaning is to be sought in the change of gender,
which merely preserves the harmony of the picture. It is women
who congratulate Naomi and Ruth (Ruth iv. 14, q).
10. ytvETIU xapO. evwmov. "There comes to be joy," etc. The
y{veTm = ~<TTai in ver. 7. Joy will arise in any case that may
occur. "In the presence of" means "in the judgment of." The
angelic estimate of the facts is very different from that of the
Pharisees: comp. xii. 8, xvi. 22; Eph. i. 4-14.
e'll"l lvl «11-apn>h<!i- This is the moral throughout,-the value of
a single sinner. The Pharisees condemned Jesus for trying to
reclaim multitudes of sinners. They had a saying, "There is joy
before God when those who provoke Him perish from the world."
11-32. §The Parable of the Prodigal Son. It completes the
trilogy of these parables of grace, but we cannot be sure that it was
uttered on the same occasion as the two other parables. The
Evangelist separates it from them by making a fresh start : E!?rev
U (comp. xxiv. 44). But this may mean no more than that Jesus,
having justified Himself against the murmuring of the Pharisees,
paused; and then began again with a parable which is a great deal
more than a reply to objections. Even if it was delivered on some
other occasion unknown to Lk., he could not have given it a more
happy position than this. The first two parables give the Divine
side of grace ; the seeking love of God. The third gives the human
side ; the rise and growth of repentance in the heart of the sinner.
It has been called Evangelium in Evangelio, because of the number
of gracious truths which it illustrates. 2 It has two parts, both of
which appear to have special reference to the circumstances in
which Lk. places the parable. The younger son, who was lost and
is found (u-24), resembles the publicans and sinners; and the
elder son, who murmurs at the welcome given to the lost (25-32),
resembles the Pharisees. In the wider application of the parable
the younger son may represent the Gentiles, and the elder the
Jews. Like the Lost Coin, it is peculiar to Lk., who would take
l MSS. of the Vulg. nearly all read evertit, which Wordsworth conjectures
to be a slip for everrit. Lat. Vet. has scopis mundavit (bf fiii 1), scopis mundabit
(iq), scopis commundat.(a), scoj>is mundat (er), mundat (d), emundat (e).
2 Inter omms Chruti parabolas htBC sam eximia esl, jJ/ena affectuum II
pulck~rimis picta coloribus (Grotius on ver. 20).
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special delight in recording a discourse, which teaches so plainly
that God's all-embracing love is independent of privileges of birth
and legal observances. Its literary beauty would be a further
attraction to the Evangelist, who would appreciate the delicacy,
picturesqueness, and truth of this description of human circumstances and emotions. See Jerome, Ep. xxi., for a commentary.
11. "Av6p6111'0S TLS etxev. The appeal to the personal experience
of each is no longer made; but the idea of possession still continues
(€xwv, txowa, e!xev). In each case it is the owner who exhibits the
self-sacrificing care.
12. TO ~mlM>..>..ov p.lpos Tijs olia(as. According to Jewish law
this would be half what the eldest received, i.e. one-third (Deut.
xxi. 1 7) : but had he any claim to it in his father's lifetime?
Very possibly he had. We have here perhaps a survival of
that condition of society in which testaments " took effect immediately on execution, were not secret, and were not revocable"
(Maine, Ancient Law, eh. vi. p. 174, ed. 1861), and in which it
was customary for a father, when his powers were failing, to abdicate and surrender his property to his sons. In such cases the
sons were bound to give the father maintenance; but the act of
resignation was otherwise complete and irrevocable. Both in
Semitic and in Aryan society this seems to have been the primitive
method of succession, and the Mosaic Law makes no provision for
the privileges of testatorship (ibid. p. 197)· The son of Sirach
warns his readers against being in a hurry to abdicate (Ecclus.
xxxiii. 19-23), but he seems to assume that it will be done before
death. We may say, then, that the younger son was not making
an unheard-of claim. His father would abdicate some day in any
case : he asks him to abdicate now. See Expositor, 3rd series.
x. pp. 122-136, 1889; Edersh. Hist. ofJ. N. p. 367.
This intrans. use of bri{jaXl\w occurs Tobit iii. 17, vi. 11; 1 Mac. x. 30.
Comp. Kr71µarwv ro bri(ja"A"Aov (Hdt. iv. 115. 1). Other examples in Suicer.
For ov<Ila comp. Tobit xiv. 13; 3 Mac. iii. 28.

8LeL>..ev aGToLs TOv 13fov. The verb occurs elsewhere in bibl.
Grk. I Cor. xii. 11; Num. xxxi. 27; 1 Mac. i. 6, etc. For TOv 13lov
see on viii. 43. Here it means the same as -Y] o/J<r[a : comp. ver. 3 l.
18. p.ET' oG 11"0>..hcl.s ~p.lpas. He allows no delay between the
granting of his request and the realization of his freedom. On the
fondness of Lk. for such expressions as ou 7ro>..>..o{, ou p.at<pav,
and the like, see on vii. 6.
auvayaywv 'll'aVTa, He leaves nothing behind that can minister
to his desires ; nothing to guarantee his return. The stronger
form a7raJIT« is well attested<~ A etc.).
x~pa.11 f1oa.1<pciv. There is no reason for making µaKpav an adv. (ver.
rather than an adj. either here or xix. 12 : µaKp&s in the sense of "dis.
tant, remote" is quite classical.
El<;
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lKEL. Away from his father's care and restraint, and from the
observation of those who knew him.
8LEO'KOp11'LaEv rlJv o.}alav. The opposite of uvvayif.ywv 'll'iivTa. It
had cost him nothing to collect it together, and he squanders it a~
easily as he acquired it.
twv da11hws. The expression occurs Jos. Ant. xii. 4. 8; but
duwTw> is not found again either in N.T. or LXX. The aCTwTo> is
"one who does not save, a spendthrift, a prodigal " : Prov. vii. 11 ;
comp. Arist. Eth. Nzc. ii. 8. 2, iv. 1. 5. For 6.CTwT{a see Eph.
v. 18; Tit. i. 6; l Pet. iv. 4; Prov. xxviii. 7 ; 2 Mac. vi. 4.
Sometimes oowTo> is taken in a passive sense, " one who cannot
be saved, abandoned " ; perditus rather than prodigus, as if for
aCTWCTTo> (Clem. Alex. Pmd. ii. 1, p. 168, ii. p. 184, ed. Potter).
But the active signification is appropriate here. Trench, Syn.
xvi. ; Suicer and Suidas s. aCTwTo>. Syr-Sin. adds " with harlots."
14. The working of Providence is manifested in coincidences. Just when he had spent everything, a famine, and a
severe one, arose in precisely that land to which he had gone to
enjoy himself, and throughout ( KaT<i) the land. And he himself
(Kal avnis), as well as the country, began more and more to be in
want.
~.,..c.,. laxvpO.. See small print on iv. 25. For Ka.\ a.uTo<; see on i. 17,
v. 14, vi. 20. For iiaT•pii:a9a.•, "to.feel want" (mid.), comp. 2 Cor. xi. 9;
Phil. iv. 12; Ecclus. xi. 1 r. Syr-Sin. omits the clause.

15. iropEu0E1s tlKo>..>..~0'1 lv1 Twv iroALTwv. He has to leave his
first luxurious abode and attach himself, in absolute dependence,
to one of another nation, presumably a heathen. Evidently his
prodigality has not gained him a friend in need. Godet sees in
this young Jew, grovelling in the service of a stranger, an allusion
to the n>..wvai in the service of Rome. Excepting the quotation
from LXX in Heh. viii. 11, iro>..lT')s in N.T. is peculiar to Lk.
(xix. 14; Acts xxi. 39): in LXX Prov. xi. 9, 12, xxiv. 43, etc.
For tlKo'A>..~0'1 see on x. 11. For the sudden change of subject
in E'll'EfJ.lftEv comp. vii. 15 1 xiv. 5, xvii. 2, xix. 4; Acts vi. 6.
~-/j3claKELV xolpous. A degrading employment for anyone, and an
abomination to a Jew. Comp. Hdt. ii. 47. l. But the lowest
degradation has still to be mentioned.
16. E11'E0Up.EL xopTUu0~vaL. Exactly as in xvi. 21, of the pangs
of hunger. See on vi. 2 I. There is no doubt that xopmCTO~vai
(NB D L R) is not a euphemism for yEplCTai T~v Koi>.lav avTov
(A P Q X I'~), but the true reading: cupiebat saturari (d f), con
cupi"scebat saturari (e). Syr-Sin. supports A.
tlK Twv KEpaTlwv wv ~a0•ov ot xoLpo•. The pods of the " carob
tree," or "locust tree,'' or "John the Baptist's tree," or "S. John's
Bread" ; so called from the erroneous notion that its pods were
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the locusts which were the Baptist's food. The carob tree,
ceratonia silt"qua, is still common in Palestine and round the
Mediterranean. It is sometimes called Silz"qua Grceca. But it is
rash to assume that the silt"qum of Hor. Ep. ii. 1. 123; Pers.
iii. 55; Juv. xi. 58, are carob pods (D.B. 2 i. p. 1412). 1 For the
attraction in ~v see on iii. 19.
o&Sels lS(Sou a&Ti!>. "No one used to give him" even this
miserable food, so that the quantity which he got was small. The
neighbours cared nothing about this half-starved foreigner, who
even in this vile employment could not earn enough to eat.
17. ds fouTOV Se n. ewv. Implies that hitherto he has been
" beside himself" : comp. ev fovT<fl yev6µevos (Acts xii. 11 ). The
expression is classical both in Greek (Diod. Sic. xiii. 95; Epictet.
iii. 1. 15) and Latin, redire ad se (Hor. Ep. ii. 2. 138; Lucret. iv.
1020; Ter. Adelph. v. 3. 8). This "coming to himself" is manifested in the thought of home and the longing for it. Want rekindles
what his revelry had extinguished. See Blass on Acts xii. 1 1.
n6aoL 11(a6LoL • • • 'll'EpLaaeuoVTaL cipnw. There is no emphasis
on IJ.pTwv in contrast to KEpaTlwv : the contrast lies in their having
plenty to eat. Godet sees the proselytes in these µluOwi. The
word occurs in N.T. only here and ver. 19: in LXX Lev. xxv. 50;
Job vii. 1; Tobit v. 11; Ecclus. vii. 20, xxxiv. 27, xxxvii. 11.
Only in late Greek is 7r<fJ1.ITIT<UW trans. In N.T. both act. (xii. 15, xxi. 4)
and pass. (Mt. xiii. 12, xxv. 29) are used in much the same sense.
llyw Se >.LfLiiJ ~Se ci'11'6>.>.u11aL. Comp. T<fl aluxJun'<! '3>..e8pcfj, >..iµ.~
TEAevrijuat (Thuc. iii. 59. 4). The <Lile is after >..iµ<fl in tot B L,
before Atp.<fl in DRU, ego autem hie fame pereo (Vulg.), while

A E F etc. omit. The transfer to before >..iµ.<i} caused it to be lost
in eyw al.
18. d.vaUTcis 11"opeuao11m. Not mere Oriental fulness of description (i. 39 ; Acts x. 20, xxii. IO). The avaCTTas expresses his
rousing himself from his lethargy and despair (Acts v. 17, ix. 6,
18).
els TOI' o&pav6v. "Against heaven." This is not a rare use of
els: comp. xvii. 4; Mt. xviii. 21; 1 Cor. vi. 18, viii. 12. It is
common in LXX and is found also in class. Grk. Comp. Pharaoh's
confession, 'HµapT'r)K« evavrlov Kvplov TOV ®eov vµwv Kal Els vµas
(Exod. x. 16); also Plat. Rep. iv. 396 A; PhlBdr. 242 C; Hdt.
i. 138. 2; Soph. 0. C. 968. Filial misconduct is a sin utterly
displeasing to God. But the £ls does not mean " crying to heaven
for punishment," himmelschreiend, which is otherwise expressed
(Gen. iv. 10, xviii. 21). For c111apTavw l..Wm6v Twos comp. 1 Sam.
1 " These 'husks' are to be seen on the stalls in all Oriental towns, where
they are sold for food, but are chiefly used for the feeding of cattle and horses,
and especially for pigs" (Tristram, Nat. Hist. of B. p. 361).
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vii. 6, xx. I; Tobit iii. 3; Judith v. q; Sus. 23. The sin is
regarded as something to be judged by the person who regards it.
K~1J&iJvuL ut6s aou. By the father himself. What other people
may call him is not in question.
19. @s lvu Twv p.La6lwv aou. This will be promotion from his
present position. He asks it as a favour.
20. d.vUCTTO.s ~MEI'· The repentance is as real and decided as
the fall. He prepares full confession, but no excuse ; and, having
made a good resolution, he acts upm1 it without delay. Here the
narrative respecting the younger son practically ends. What
follows (20-24) is mainly his father's treatment of him; and it is
here that this parable comes into closest contact with the two
others. Every word in what follows is full of gracious meaning.
Note especially faurov, "his own father," uV'l"ov p.uKpav d71"~XoVTos,
l<T71">..arxv{<T8'Yf, and 8paµ.wv. In spite of his changed and beggarly
appearance, his father recognizes him even from a distance.
t'll'l'll'eaev l'll'l T~v Tpux11~ov uihou Kul K«Tecj>l~1111ev uihcSv. The
exact parallel in Acts xx. 37 should be compared. Excepting Mk.
iii. 10 and the quotations Rom. xv. 3 and Rev. xi. II, €11"t11"{11"T£Lv
is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (i. 12; Acts viii. 16, x. 44, etc.), and he
alone uses it in this sense: comp. Gen. xxxiii. 4, xlv. 14, xlvi. 29.
Latin texts vary much in rendering l71"~71"£<TEV: cecidit (Vulg.),
incubuit (ad Hier. ad .Dam.), procidit (r), superjedt se (e). None
of them marks the Karn- in Kantfll>..'Yf<TEv, "kissed him tenderly,"
deosculatus est. See on vii. 38, and comp. Tobit vii. 6; 3 Mac.
v. 49. As yet the son has said nothing, and the father does not
know in what spirit he has returned ; but it is enough that he has
returned. The father has long been watching for this.
With the constr. u.Wou
comp. xii. 36.

UW"EJ(OVTOS

eia.,, uliTov, for

aiJTOll a"ITEJ(OVTU

d8ev,

21. He makes his confession exactly as he had planned it : but
it is doubtful whether he makes his humiliating request. The
words 11"0{71<Tov µ.e ws K.-r.>..., are here attested by ~ B D U X; but
almost all other MSS. and most Versions omit them. They may
be taken from ver. 19, and internal evidence is against them.
Augustine says, Non addit quod in ilia meditatione dixerat, Fae
me sicut unum de mercenariis tuis ( Qurest. Evang. ii. 33). He
had not counted on his father's love and forgiveness when he
decided to make this request; and now emotion prevents him
from meeting his father's generosity with such a proposal. But
the servants are not present. They would not run out with the
father. Not till the two had reached the house could the order to
them be given.
22. Tuxu l~eviyKun.
"Bring forth quickly"; cito proferte
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The father says nothing to his son; he continues to let his conduct
speak for him.
The Taxu must be retained with N B L X, Syr-Sin. Vulg. Boh. Aeth.
Arm. Goth. D and other MSS. have mxlws .

• OTo>..-lJv '"iv 11'pWT1JV. Not, "his best robe," still less "his former
robe,'' which without a~rov is scarcely possible; but, "the best
that we have, the finest in the house." Comp. Ezek. xxvii. 22.
The <TToA~ (<TTiAA.w) was any long and stately robe, such as the
scribes loved to promenade in (xx. 46), the talar: Mk. xii. 38,
xvi. 5; Rev. vi. II, vii. 9, 13; Esth. vi. 8, II ; r Mac. x. 21, xiv. 9.
It is the common word for the liturgical vestments of Aaron :
Exod. xxviii. 2, xxix. 2r. Trench, Syn. 1.; D.B. 2 i. p. 808.
The rf,11 before UTo'A.f,11 (D 2 R) has been inserted because of the Tf,11 before
1rpc1Jrq11, for an epithet joined to an anarthrous noun is commonly itself
anarthrous.

But comp. Rom. ii. 14, ix. 30; Gal. iii. 21.

8aKT0>..Lov. Here only in N.T., but freq. in LXX and in classical
writers. Comp. av~p XPV<To8aKTVAt0') (Jas. ii. 2). We are probably
to understand a signet-ring, which would indicate that he was a
person of standing and perhaps authority in the house (Esth.
iii. lo, viii. 2; Gen. xli. 42). The 1i11"08~p.aTa were marks of a
freeman, for slaves went barefoot. None of the three things
ordered are necessaries. The father is not merely supplying the
wants of his son, who has returned in miserable and scanty
clothing. He is doing him honour. The attempts to make the
robe and the ring and the sandals mean distinct spiritual gifts are
misapplied labour.
23. 6uuaTE. Not "sacrifice" (Acts xiv. 13, 18; r Cor. x. 20),
for the context shows that there is no thought of a thank-offering
but "slay" for a meal (Acts x. 13, xi. 7; Jn. x. lo): it implies
rather more ceremony than the simple "kill."
-rOv p.6uxov Tov <TLTEuT6v. There is only one, reserved for some
special occasion. But there can be no occasion better than this.
Comp. l Sam. xxviii. 24; J udg. vi. 25, 28 (A); J er. xlvi. 21. With
<TLTWT6s comp. a7ralOWTo>, yvwuT6>, 0£67rV€VCTTO'), XWV€VT6s.
elicf>pa.v80i1uv. Excepting 2 Cor. ii. 2, this verb is always pass. in N. T.,
but with neut. meaning, "be glad, be merry" (xii 19, xvi. 19; Acts vii 41,
etc.).

24. Note the rhythmical cadence of this refrain (24, 32), and
comp. Exod. xv. 11 2 l; Num. xxiii., xxiv.; 2 Sam. i. 19-27.
Carmine usi vetere!. in magno effectu (Beng.). There is probably
no difference in meaning between the two halves of the refrain ;
but v£Kp6> means "dead to me,'' and a7roAwA.ws "lost to me."
Would the father speak to the servants of his son's being morally
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dead? Whereas he might well speak of one who had gone away,
apparently for ever, as practically dead. And if we give a moral
sense to VEKpos, why not to a'/l"oA.wA.ws (xix. 10; [Mt. xviii. 11 ]) ?
Here the first part of the parable ends. The welcome which
Jesus gave to outcasts and sinners is justified. The words Kai
~pfavro E1i<f>palvm-f}ai should be given to ver. 25 rather than to ver.
24. An interval elapses during which the father's command is
executed; and then the banquet, which is the setting of the
second part of the parable, begins.
25-82. In the episode of the elder son the murmuring of the
Pharisees is rebuked, and that in the gentlest manner. They are
reminded that they are sons, and that to them of right belongs the
first place. God and His gifts have always been accessible to
them (ver. 31), and if they reject them, it is their own fault. But
self-righteousness and exclusiveness are sinful, and may be as fatal
as extravagance and licentiousness.
25• .!v dyp~. Doing his duty, but in no loving spirit. This
explains why he was not present when his brother returned.
uup.cj>wv(as Kal xopwv. Performed by attendants, not by those at
the banquet. Comp. Di'scumbens de die inter choros et symphonias
(Suet. Calig. xxxvii.). Neither word occurs again in N.T. In
LXX xopos is freq. (Exod. xv. 20, xxxii. 19; Judg. xi. 34, etc.);
uv11-<f>wvla (Dan. iii. 5, ro) is a musical instrument. D.B. 2 art.
"Dulcimer"; Pusey, Daniel, p. 29. There were some who understood symphonia in this passage to mean a musical instrument, for
Jerome (Ep. xxi.) protests against the idea. It almost certainly
means a band of players or singers, and probably fluteplayers (Polyb.
xxvi. ro. 5, xxxi. 4. 8). D. of Ant. 2 art. Symphonia.
26. Twv 11"al8wv. Perhaps not the same as the 8ovA.oi (ver. 22),
who are occupied with the banquet.
Vulg. has servi for both; Cod. Vercell. has pueri for both; Cod. Palat.
has pueri for ro.w<s and servi for ooOJ\01. No English Version distinguishes
the two words, and RV. by a marginal note implies that the same Greek word
is used.

TL av E'l11 Taura. " What all this might mean." Comp. Acts
x. 17, and contrast Lk. xviii. 36, where there is no O'.v. Here ~AD
omit av. His not going in at once and taking for granted that
what his father did was right, is perhaps an indication of a wrong
temper. Yet to inquire was reasonable, and there is as yet no
complaint or criticism. See second small print on i. 29.
27. llTL. Recitative, and to be omitted in translation: see on i. 45 and
vii. 16. Not, "Because thy brother is come." There is no hint that the
servant is ridiculing the father's conduct.
~yLa(vovTa.
Not to be taken in a moral sense, about which the
servant would give no opinion, but of bodily health. The house
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hold knew that the father had been anxious about his son's safety.
See on vii. 10, and comp. Tob. v. 21. For d'll'l>..aBEv of "receiving
back " comp. vi. 34.
28. c:ipy£a811 SE Kal ouK ~9E>..Ev. Note the characteristic ~l( Ka L
here and ver. 32 (see on iii. 9), and the change of tense: the
unwillingness to go in was a state which continued. Hence
the father's entreaties continue also (11'apEKa>..EL). He treats both
sons with equal tenderness : the e~E>..9wv here is parallel to opap.wv
in ver. 20.
The reading "1fJA71u-~v (A L P Q RX) arose from a wish to harmonize the
tenses. The reading ovv (P Qr A) instead of liE (~A B DLR X) is followed
in Vulg. (pater ergo illius) and AV. ("therefore came his father out"): but
it is a correction for the sake of smoothness. Lat. Vet. either vero or autem.

29. ToaaiiTa ET1J Sou>..Euw aoL. His view of his relation to his
father is a servile one. With ToaauTa comp. Jn. xii. 3 7, xxi. I 1.
ouSt'll'oTE eVTo>..~v aou 11'ap1j>..9ov. The blind self-complacency of
the Pharisee, trusting in his scrupulous observance of the letter of
the Law, is here clearly expressed. This sentence alone is strong
evidence that the elder brother represents the Pharisees rather
than the Jewish nation as a whole, which could hardly be supposed
to make so demonstrably false a claim. For 11'apjj>..9ov in the sense
of" neglect, transgress,'' see on xi. 42.
ep.ol ouSt'll'OTE E8WKUS EpLcl>ov. The pronoun first with emphasis :
"Thou never gavest me a kid,"-much less a fatted calf. He is
jealous, and regards his father as utterly weak in his treatment of
the prodigal; but what specially moves him is the injustice of it
all. His own unflagging service and propriety have never been
recognized in any way, while the spendthrift has only to show
himself in order to receive a handsome recognition.
Both here and Mt. xxv. 32, B has epl<f>1011 for lpi<f>os, Here the diminutive
has point. In LXX tpi.<f>os prevails.

lva fJoETO. Twv c1>£>..wv p.ou Eucl>pav9w. He does not see that he is
exhibiting much the same spirit as his brother. He wants to have
his father's property in order that he may enjoy himself apart from
him.
30. & utos aou o~Tos. Contemptuous: "This precious son of
yours." He will not say "my brother."
fJoETn 'll'Opvwv. This is mere conjecture, thrown out partly in con·
trast to p.ETa Twv cpl>..wv p.ov (who of course would be respectable),
partly to make the worst of his brother's conduct. That it shows
how he would have found enjoyment, had he broken loose, is not
so clear. But although there is contrast between 7ropvwv and Twv
cp{A.wv p.ov, and between Tov <TLTWTov p.ouxov and £picpov, there is
none between Wvua<; and £owKas, as if the one implied more exertion
and trouble than the other. and therefore more esteem.
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~MEv. There is no bitterness in this, as if to imply that a
stranger had come rather than a member of the family returned.
Throughout the parable the prodigal is said to "come," not to
"return" (vv. 20, 27; comp. 18). But there may be bitterness in
uov Tew f3£ov. As the father had freely given the younger son his
share, it would more fairly have been called Tov {3fov avTov.
31. Toi!Kvov. More affectionate than vi.!, although the son had
not said, "Father." Comp. ii. 48, xvi. 25; Mt. xxi. 28; Mk. x. 24;
2 Tim. ii. 1.
1Tu 'll'UVTOTE. In emphatic contrast to the one who has been so
long absent, and perhaps in answer to his own emphatic £µ.o{ (ver.
29). "What he is enjoying for this one day, thou hast always
been able to command." But, like the Pharisees, this elder son
had not understood or appreciated his own privileges. Moreover,
like the first labourers in the vineyard, he supposed that he was
being wronged because others were treated with generosity.
'll'UVTa TB £,,.a ITU tl11TLv. If he wanted entertainments he could
always have them ; the property had been apportioned : OtEtAEv
a&o'is Tov f3lov (ver. I 2 ).
Thus the first reproach is gently rebutted. So far from the
elder son's service never having met with recognition, the recognition has been constant ; so constant that he had failed to take
note of it. The father now passes to the second reproach,-the
unfair recompense given to the prodigal. It is not a question of
recompense at all; it is a question of joy. Can a family do otherwise than rejoice, when a lost member is restored to it?
82. E&cj>pavO~vm ilE xal xa~vaL E8EL. Note the emphatic order.
"To be merry and be glad was our bounden duty." The Evcppav·
lhjvai of the external celebration, the xap7']vat of the inward feeling.
The imperf. perhaps contains a gentle reproof: it was a duty which
the elder son had failed to recognize.
b d8EXcj>6s 1Tou o~Tos. The substitution of o doEAcpos uov for
o vlas µ.ov, and the repetition of o~To>, clearly involve a rebuke :
"this thy brother, of whom thou thinkest, so severely. If I have
gained a son, thou hast gained a brother."
Not the least skilful touch in this exquisite parable is that it
ends here. We are not told whether the elder brother at last
went in and rejoiced with the rest. And we are not told how the
younger one behaved afterwards. Both those events were still in
the future, and both agents were left free. One purpose of the
parable was to induce the Pharisees to come in and claim their
share of the Father's affection and of the heavenly joy. Another
was to prove to the outcasts and sinners with what generous love
they had been welcomed. Marcion omitted this parable.
XVI. 1-31. On the Use of Wealth. This is taught in two
parables, tht> Unrighteous Steward ( 1-8) and the Rich Man and
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Lazarus ( 19-3 1). The intermediate portion is partly supplementar}
to the first parable (9-13), partly introductory to the second
(14-18). The first is addressed to the disciples (ver. 1), but is
felt by the Pharisees who heard it to apply to them (ver. 14). The
second appears to be addressed directly to the Pharisees. Both of
them teach that riches involve, not sin, but responsibility and peril.
They are a trust rather than a possession ; and the use made of
wealth in this world has great influence upon one's condition in
the great Hereafter. The steward seems to illustrate the case of
one who by a wise use of present opportunities secures a good condition in the future; while the rich man exhibits that of one who
by misuse of his advantages here ruins his happiness hereafter.
Attempts have been made to connect these two parables with
the three which precede, and also with the three which follow. A
connexion in fact with what precedes cannot be established.
There is no clear intimation of a break, but there is intimation of
a fresh start, which may or may not be upon the same occasion.
But in thought a connexion may be admitted. These two parables,
like the previous three, are directed against special faults of the
Pharisees. The former three combated their hard exclusiveness,
self-righteousness, and contempt for others. These two combat
their self-indulgence. It is still harder to establish a connexion in
fact between these two and the three which follow ; but Edersheim
thinks that the thought which binds all five together is righteousness. The five run thus: the Unrighteous Steward, the Unrighteous
Owner (Dives), and the Unrighteous Judge; the Self-righteous
Pharisee and the Self-righteous Servant (L. &> T. ii. p. 264).
Milligan gives a somewhat similar grouping (Expositor, August,
1892, p. I 14).
1-8. §The Parable of the Unrighteous Steward. The difficulty
of this parable is well known, and the variety of interpretations is
very great. A catalogue of even the chief suggestions would serve
no useful purpose : it is sufficient to state that the steward has
been supposed to mean the Jewish hierarchy, the tax-collectors,
Pilate, Judas, Satan, penitents, S. Paul, Christ. Here again, therefore, we have absolutely contradictory interpretations (see on xiv.
33). But the difficulty and consequent diversity of interpretation
are for the most part the result of mistaken attempts to make the
details of the parable mean something definite. Our Lord Himself gives the key to the meaning (ver. 9), and we need not go
beyond the point to which His words plainly carry us. The
steward, however wanting in fidelity and care, showed great prudence in the use which he made of present opportunities as a means
of providing for the future. The believer ought to exhibit similar
prudence in using material advantages in this life as a means of
providing for the life to come. If Christians were as sagacious
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and persevering in using wealth to promote their welfare in the
next world, as worldly men are in using it to promote their interests here, the Kingdom of God would be more flourishing than
it is. We may put aside all the details of the parable as mere
setting. Every parable contains details which are not intended to
convey any lesson, although necessary to complete the picture, or
to impress it upon the memory. In this parable the proportion
of such details is larger than in others. It should, however, be
noticed that the steward provides for his future by means of goods
which are not his own, but are merely entrusted to his care. The
wealth out of which the Christian lays up treasure in heaven is in
like manner not his own, but is held in trust. The method of the
parable is very similar to that in the parable of the Unrighteous
Judge (xviii. 2). In both we have an argument a fortion'. In that
case the argument is, If an unrighteous judge will yield to the
importunity of a stranger, how much more will a rightecus and
loving Father listen to the earnest prayers of His own children?
Here the argument is, If an unrighteous steward was commended
by his earthly master for his prudence in providing for his future
by a fraudulent use of what had been committed to him, how
much more will a righteous servant be commended by his heavenly
Master for providing for eternity by a good use of what has been
committed to him ? But see the explanation given by Latham in
Pastor Pastorum, pp. 386-398. The literature on the subject is
voluminous and unrepaying. For all that is earlier than 1800 see
Schreiber, Histonco-critz'ca explanationum parabola!, de improbo a:con.
descnptio, Lips. 1803. For 1800-1879 see Meyer-Weiss, p. 515,
or Meyer, Eng. tr. p. 209.
1. "E>..EyEv 8.l Kal '11"poc; Touc; 11a811Tac;. For ~eyev Bl of a new
start in the narrative see xviii. 1. The meaning of the Ka{ is
that at this time He also said what follows, and it was addressed
to the disciples. The latter would include many more than the
Twelve. Note both 8£ Ka{ (xv. 28, 32) and 7rpo>.
"Av0pwmSc; TL<; ~v 11">..oucnoc;. The rich owner is almost as
variously interpreted as the steward. The commonest explana·
tion is God; but the Romans, Mammon, and Satan have also
been suggested. Grave objections may be urged against all of
these interpretations. It is more likely that the owner has no
special meaning. We are probably to understand that he lived
in the town while the steward managed the estate. Note the nc;.
otKovo11ov. Here he is a superior person to the one mentioned
xii. 42. There the steward is a slave or freedman, left in charge
of other slaves, corresponding on the whole to the Roman disHere he is a freeman, having the entire
pensator or villt'cus.
management of the estate, a procurator. Comp. Si mandandum
aliquid procuratori de agn'cultura aut imperandum villz'co est (Cic,
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De Orat. i. 58. 249). But the procurator was often a slave, and
perhaps in some cases was not superior to the dispensator or the
villicus. See D. of Ant. 3 ii. pp. 496, 957. Vulg. has villicus here
;md dispensator xii. 42 (where see note) and arcan"us Rom. xvi. 23.
8Le~}l.~lhj a.GTt?. This use of Sia/3a).).. nv of hostile information
presumably true is not common in class. Grk. It probably implies
accusing behind a person's back (Dan. iii. 8, vi. 24 (Theod.); 2 Mac.
iii. I I ; 4 Mac. iv. I ; Hdr. viii. 110. 1 ; Thuc. iii. 4. 4) ; but <lvSia(30.)...)...Eiv is used Num. xxii. 22 of mere hostility. Eusebius (perhaps
quoting Papias) says of the woman, who may be identical with the
woman taken in adultery, Siaf3/.:q8E[<rrJs l7Tt Tov Kvpfov (H. E. iii.
39. 16). Vulg. here has diffamatus est; Beza, delatus est; Luther,
der ward beriichtiget. The we; by no means implies that the charge
was false (Jas. ii. 9), but is in accordance with the best authors,
who use it after KanryopE'iv as well as after Sia/3&.AAEiv. The
steward does not deny the charge.
t:ls 8taa·Kopir(twv. Not quasi dissijasset (Vulg. ), "that he had
wasted" (AV.); but "as wasting" or "as a waster of." For TB
ilmipxoVTa. a.1hou see on viii. 3.
The epithet Tov olKov6µ.ov Tijc;
aSiK[ac; (ver. 8) does not refer to this culpable neglect and
~xtravagance, but to the fraudulent arrangement with the creditors.
Nevertheless there is no hint that his fraud was a new departure.
2. cl>w~cra.s a.GTov. For cpwvE'iv of summoning by a message
~omp. xix. 15; Jn. ix. 18, 24, xi. 28.
TL TouTo dKouw irEpl crou; No emphasis on uov, as if it meant
~·of thee among all people." The question is taken in three ways.
"What? do I hear this of thee?" 2. "What is this that I hear
.of thee?" (RV.). 3. "Why do I hear this of thee?" Acts xiv.
~ 5, where Tl TavTa 7TOtEtTE; means, "\Vhy do ye these things? "
is in favour of the last. See Blass on Acts xiv. 15.
dir68os Tov Myov. "Render the (necessary) account." This is
,:ommonly understood of the final account, to prepare for the
surrender of the stewardship. But it might mean the account to
see whether the charge was true; and the use elsewhere in N.T.
rather points to this (Mt. xii. 36; Acts xix. 40; Rom. xiv. 12;
Heb. xiii. 17; 1 Pet. iv. 5). In that case the thought to be
supplied is, "a steward who cannot disprove charges of this kind
is an impossibility." The steward, knowing that he cannot disprove the charges, regards this demand for a reckoning as equivalent
to dismissal.
With the originally Ionic form iivv71

(~

B DP) contrast

tf>d."fEITIM

and

T!wa.1 (xvii. 8).

3. direv lv la.uT~. Not then and there, but when he thought
the matter over afterwards. Comp. vii. 39, xviii. 4 ; Mt. ix. 3
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Note the pres. a+mpELTa.t, "is taking away," i.e. what he is doing
amounts to that. He does not say, "has taken away."
aKU'lrTELV o~K tax.ow. "I have not strength to dig." Comp.
uKti7M"ELV y?Lp o-fiK f.7rlUTap.ai (Aristoph. Aves, 1432 ). Only here and
xviii. 35 does l'll'a.LTELv occur in N.T. Comp. Ps. cviii. 10; Ecclus.
xl. 28. It means "to ask again and again, ask importunately," and
so "to beg for alms." Soph. 0. C. 1364. Comp. 7rpoamre'iv, Jn. ix. 8.
4. ~vwv. The asyndeton and the aor. express the suddenness
of the idea: subito consilium cepit (Beng.). This aor. is sometimes
called aoriStus tragzeus. Burton, § 45. The subject of 8.!~wvrm
is the debtors mentioned afterwards. See Blass on Acts xiii. 22.
li. xpeo+L'AETwv. Comp. vii. 41 ; Prov. xxix. 13; Job xxxi. 37.
They paid in kind, and the steward had sometimes received more
from them than he had put down in the accounts. This time
he mabs the amount paid agree with the amount entered by
reducing the amount paid. He thus curries favour with the
debtors, and to some extent lessens the number of his manifest
defalcations. The covenants were kept by the steward ; and he
now hands to each debtor his written agreement,-~£~ai uov ra
ypaµ.µ.ara,-in order that the debtor may reduce the amount which
he covenanted to pay. The debtor gained on this last payment.
The steward gained on the previous payments.
6. f3uTous. Here only in N.T. Comp. Aq. Sym. Theod.
Is. v. 10 (where LXX has K€paµ.iov), and Jos. Ant. viii. 2. 9. The
bath was for liquids what the ephah was for solids. It equalled
about Si gallons, being the p.Erp71r~> of Jn. ii. 6 ; and 100 bath
of oil would probably be worth about £10. See Edersh. Hist. oj
J N. p. 283, ed. 1896. For Kalllaas see on xiv. 28.
7. K6pous. Here only in N. T. Comp. Lev. xxvii. 16; Num.
xi. 32; Ezek. xlv. 13: Jos. Ant. xv. 9. 2. The cor or homer= 10
ephahs = 30 seahs or uara (xiii. 2 I ; Mt. xiii. 33). It equalled
about 10 bushels, and 100 cor of wheat would be worth £100 to
£120. But there is very great uncertainty about the Hebrew
measures, for data are vague and not always consistent. We are
to understand that there were other debtors with whom the steward
dealt in a similar manner; but these suffice as examples. The
steward suits his terms to the individuat in each case, and thus
his arbitrary and unscrupulous dealing with his master's property
is exhibited. See Schanz, ad loc. Syr-Sin. omits "Take thy bill."
Both {Jd:ros and Kopos are instances of Hebrew words which have assumed
regular Greek terminations. See Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Grk. p. 44.

8. Tov otKov611-ov Tijs d8LKla.s. These words are to be taken
together, as Tov µ.aµ.wva ril> a8iKla> shows. In both cases we
have a characterizing genitive. Comp. KptT~> rijs a8tKlas (xviii. 6).
Win. xxx. 9. b, p. 2 54, xxxiv. 3. b, p. 297 ; Green, p. 9:i.
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It is grammatically possible to take rf)s H<Klas after bqfve1Te11 (4 Mac.
i. IO, iv. 4); but in that case &r, tj>povlµ.OJs brolTJ<Tev would be very in·
congruous.

cf>povlp.ws. "Prudently, intelligently," with a shrewd adjustment
of means to ends. It is the man's prompt savoir faire that is
praised. Wic. has "prudently" from prudenter (Vulg.); but all
other English Versions have "wisely." Some have erroneously
concluded from this that the scrutiny of the accounts ended
favourably for the steward ; others that, although he did not
escape detection, yet he was allowed to remain steward for his
shrewdness. The original charge was not disproved, and the
steward was dismissed. His master saw that in spite of this he
had found friends and a home, and for this commended him.
Comp. Syr. Eho, qureso, laudas qui heros fallunt? Chr. In loco
ego vero laudo. Recte sane. Ter. Heaut. iii. 2. 26. The adv. occurs
here only in N.T., but </Jpovip.o'> is common (xii. 42; Mt. vii. 24,
x. 16, xxiv. 45, etc.).
on ol. ul.ol. TOU llLWVOS TOUTOU. " He was justified in praising
his shrewdness, because" ; or, " I cite this example of shrewdness,
because." This is the moral of the whole parable. Men of the
world in their dealings with men like themselves are more prudent
than the children of light are in their intercourse with one another.
Worldly people are very farsighted and ready in their transactions
with one another for temporal objects. The spiritually minded
ought to be equally ready in making one another promote heaveniy
objects. "The sons of this world" occurs only here and xx. 34;
but comp. Acts iv. 36 ; Mk. ii. 19.
cj>pov•p.~TepoL

25;

I

{i'll'lp. For this use of rnr€p comp. Heh. iv. 12; Judg. xi.
Kings xix. 4; Ecclus. xxx. 17; also ..-apci, iii. 13.

TOUS ul.ous TOU cf>wTos. We have viol </Jwro>, Jn. xii. 36; I Thes.
v. 5 ; and TlKva <fJwr6-, Eph. v. 8; comp. 2 Thes. ii. 3. Is the
expression found earlier than N.T.? Comp. i. 78, ii. 32; and see
Lft. Epp. p. 74. Comp. also Enoch cviii. I I ; Deissmann, Bibe/..
studien, p. 163.
ds -rijv y•v•iiv -rijv fouTwv. Not, "z'n their generation," but,
" towards their own generation " ; erga z'dem sentientes; im Verkehr
mit ihres Glez'chen. The clause belongs to both oi viol T. aliovoi
roilrov and TO~'> vio~'> r. </Jwro>, not to the former only. The
steward knew the men with whom he had to deal : they would
see that it was to their own interest to serve him. The sons of
light ought to be equally on the alert to make use of opportunities.
Vulg. has t'n generatt'one sua ; but Cod. Palat. reads in s11JCU!um i'stut,
which respects the eis, while it misrepresents eavrwv.

9-14. Comments respecting the Parable and its Application,
which are still addressed to the disciples. To prevent possible
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misunderstanding owing to the commendation of a dishonest
servant, Christ here insists upon the necessity of fidelity in dealing
with worldly possessions. He shows clearly that it is not the
dishonesty of the steward which is commended as an example,
but his prudence in using present opportunities as a means of
providing for the future.
9. Kal lyw {lp.'Lv >..lv"'· " And I say to you,'' or "I also say
to you "; balancing what the master said to the steward. The
disciples ought to earn similar commendation in spiritual matters.
Here, as in ii. 48 and Acts x. 26, the correct reading seems to be Kill
fyw: but almost everywhere else icd:yw is right (xi. 9, xix. 23, xx. 3, xxii.
29, etc.). So also icdµol and Ka,U rather than Kill tµol and Kill tµe. Greg.
Proleg. p. 96.

fouTo'Ls 'll'OL~aan cf>(>..ous. The pronoun stands first with
emphasis. "In your own interest make friends." The friends
are those in need, who are succoured by the benevolent use of
wealth, and show their gratitude by blessing their benefactors and
praying for them. The poor are the representatives of Christ
(Mt. xxv. 40), and it is well worth while having them as friends.
Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 10. Mammon is not personified here as it is
in ver. 13. Comp. µ~ t11'EXE €11'l XP~µacnv &.lllicoi~ (Ecclus. v. 8).
The word appears to mean " that which is trusted in." Lucrum Punice
mammon didtur (Aug. De Serm. Dom. in Monte, ii. 14. 47). But although
found in Punic it is of Syrian origin and was in use in the Targums. The
expression occurs in the Book of Enoch : " Our souls are satisfied with the
mammon of unrighteousness, but this does not prevent us from descending
into the flame of the pain of Shea!" (!xiii. 10). There are rabbinical sayings
which are akin to what Jesus here says : e.g. that " alms are the salt of
riches," and that " the rich help the poor in this world, but the poor heir the
rich in the world to come." See Schrettg. i. p. 299; Herzog, PRE. art.
Mammon. The spelling µa;µµwvas, with double µ, is not correct.

'Lva oTav tKM'll'1J 81.~"'VTaL {lp.&s.. Here, as in xiv. 10, the lva,
if it expresses purpose and not result, refers to Christ's purpose
in giving this advice rather than to that of the disciples in following it. " When it shall fail" means when the wealth shall have
come to an end. The subject of iK>..{7r[J is o µaµwvas. The reading £K>..l7rYJTE or £K>..e{11''f/T£ would mean "when ye die" (Gen.
xxv. 8, xlix. 33; Ps. civ. 29; Jer. xlii. (xlix~ 17, 22 ; To bit xiv. II ;
Wisd. v. 13). In either case the verb is intrans. No acc. is to be
understood. Comp. Ps. Sol. iii. 16, xvii. 5.
The evidence although somewhat confused, is quite decisive for the sing.
tic'Xl7r'O or iK'X'17r'O (~*A B* DLR XII etc., Syr. Bah. Arm. Aeth.) as
against the plur. tK'Al7r7JTe or iK'A<l7r71re (F RU r A A etc. etc., Vulg. Goth.)
Wordsw. is almost alone in defending iK'Al7r7JT<. Sadler represents the choice

as between " ye fail " and "they fail."
81.~wVTai..

25

This may be impersonal, like aiTova-iv in xii.

20.
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But possibly the q,t>,oi are to be understood as procuring the
reception : qui eos introducant in tabernacula reterna, qui necessitatibus suis terrena bona communzcaven"nt (Aug. Qurest. Evang.
ii. 34); or again, as giving them a welcome when they enter. Comp.
the use of 8£xm·8ai ix. 5, 48; Jn. iv. 45.
Els Tcls atwvfous aK11vc£s. The emphasis is on alwvfous, "into
the eternal tabernacles," in contrast to the uncertain and transitory
houses of the debtors (ver. 4). The steward secured a home for
a time ; but a wise use of opportunities may secure a home for
eternity. In 5 Esdras ii. 11 God is represented as promising to
Israel, dabo eis tabernacula reterna, qure prreparaveram illz"s (Fritzsche,
p. 643). Some such idea Peter seems to have had in his mind
at the Transfiguration (ix. 33). The combination of "eternal "
with " tabernacles " is remarkable, because UK'l]va{ is commonly
used of dwellings which are very temporary.
10. We have here a general principle which is capable of
application in a variety of spheres. The reference to the parable
is less direct than in ver. 9.
lv l>.a.xCaT<p. "In very little" rather than "in that which is least."
Comp. xix. 17. We find in Iremeus, Si in modico fideles non fuz"s#s, quod
magnum est quis dabit vobis (ii. 34. 3), which is probably a loose quotation
of Lk. made from memory. In the so-called 2 Ep. Clem. Rom. we have a
similarly fused citation : el TO µiKpov OUK ET'1Jp1Jua,re, TO µE-ya, Tls uµ'Lv OWITE' ;
Al"fW "fOoP uµ'iv /Yri cl 71'11TTOS iv i'Aa,xltTT'f' Ka,l iv 71'0AA</i 71'LIT1'6S EITTIV (viii.),
which some suppose to have come from an apocryphal gospel, and others to
be the source used by Irenreus. Comp. Hippo!. Hwr. x. 29, Zva, i71'l Trii
µ.<Kpc/i 71'11TTOS eupdlE!s KQ,l To µ€"fa, 71',ITTEUIJfjva,, OUV'l}IJi]s. All three are probably
reminiscences of Lk. Comp. Mt. xxv. 21, 23.

11.

T~

d8(K'l' p.ap.wv~.

Obviously this means the same as the

µ,aµ,wva. ri}s &i>iK{as, i.e. the wealth which is commonly a snare and

tends to promote unrighteousness. Some, however, make T<il
&.8£K'f! balance To &.A.'Y/8iv6v, and force 0.8iKos to mean "deceitful,"
and so "false" wealth, which is impossible.
TO d>..1161v6v. That which is a real possession, genuine wealth.
We are not to supply p.,ap.wva., which is masc. Heavenly riches
would not be called " mammon." It is clear that this is parallel
to 'lioA.A<iJ in ver. 10, as &8£K'f! µ,ap.wv(j. to l>..ax{UT'f!, and that this
genuine wealth means much the same as the "ten cities" (xix.
17 ).
The connexion between maTo( and maTEUaE•, "trusty" and
"entrust,'' is perhaps not accidental. Neither Latin nor English
Versions preserve it. Cran. has the impossible rendering, " who
wyll beleve you in that whych is true."
12. e!v T~ d>..>..oTpli:i.
Earthly wealth is not only trivial and
unreal; it does not belong to us. It is ours only as a loan and
a trust, which may be withdrawn at any moment. Heavenly
possessions are immense, real, and eternally secure. With o&ic
eylvEa6e, "ye did not prove to be," comp. yeyov£vai (x. 36).
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TO 6,_..lnpov TLS SwueL 6,_..~v; " Who will give you (in the world
to come) that which is entirely your own,'' your inheritance, "the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world "
(Mt. xxv. 34). The case sketched in these three verses (10-12)
is that of a wealthy owner who educates his son for managing the
estate to which he is heir, and proves his fitness for it by allowing him to have control of something that is of little value except
as an instrument for forming and discerning character. If the
son proves faithless in this insignificant charge, he is disinherited.
Il y a ta une admirable conception du but de la vie terrestre et
meme de !'existence de la matiere (Godet).
It seems to be impossible to make satisfactory sense of the notable
reading TO 1Jµ&•pov, attested by B L and Origen, and to some extent by
Tertullian, who has meum (Adv. Marc. iv. 33) : e i 1 also have meum, and
157 has iµ.6v, Almost all other witnesses (~AD PR X I' t. A II etc.,
Versions, Cypr. Cyr-Alex. etc.) have TO vµh•poP, which, however, would be
an inevitable correction, if TO 1Jµ.tfTEpov were genuine.

18. This verse forms a natural conclusion to the comments
on the parable; and, if it was uttered only once, we may believe
that this is its original position, rather than in the Sermon on the
Mount, where it is placed by Mt. (vi. 24). So Schanz, Weiss.
OG8els OLKET1JS Suva.rnL Suul KuploLs Sou>..eueLv. "No domestic
can be a slave to two masters" : comp. Jas. iv. 4. To be a
servant to two masters is possible, and is often done. But to be
at the absolute disposal of two masters is not possible. The
force of Sov.\.eveiv must be preserved, and the special meaning of
oiKlrrJs is also worth noting.
~ evos av8e~eTm. The omission of the article makes very little
difference: "one or other of the two." As the second clause is
less strong than the first, the 11 may be understood in the sense
of "or at least he will hold on to "-so as to stand by and
support.
oG Suva.u8e. It is morally impossible, for each claims undivided
service. Mammon is here personified as a deity, devotion to
whom is shown in "covetousness which is idolatry" (Col. iii. 5).
No vice is more exacting than avarice.
14-18. Introduction to the Parable of the Rich Man and
Lazarus.
14. "HKouov 8( Ta.uTa. iraVTa.. This shows that the occasion is
the same; but the scoffs of the Pharisees diverted Christ's words
from the disciples (ver. l) to themselves. Note the 7raVTa..
ct>L>..apyupoL 6irapxovTEs. Avarice was their constant character·
istic: for the verb see on viii. 41 and xxiii. 50. The adj. occurs
2 Tim. iii. 2 and nowhere else in bib!. Grk., but is quite classical.
2 Mac. x. 20 we have cpi.\.apyvpiiv.
The covetousness of
the Pharisees is independently attested, and they regarded their
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wealth as a special blessing for their carefulness in observing the
Law. Hence their contempt for teaching which declared that
there is danger in wealth, and that as a rule it promotes unrighteousness. They considered themselves an abiding proof of
the connexion between riches and righteousness : moreover, they
had their own explanation of the reason why a Rabbi who was
poor declaimed against riches. Comp. xx. 47.
a~EfloVICT'l)pLtov. "Turned up the nose (,avKT>]p) at": xxiii. 35; Ps. ii. 4,
xxxiv. 16. Here derldebant (f), inrz"debant (a), subsannabant (d). In class.
Grk. ,UVKT1Jplteiv is more usual: Gal. vi. 7; 2 Kings xix. 21 ; Pr. i. 30;
Is. xxxvii. 22; Jer. xx. 7. In medical writers it means "bleed at the nose."

15. llvwmov Twv d.v6pw11'wv. This is the emphatic part of the
statement. The Pharisees succeeded in exhibiting themselves as
righteous persons in the judgment of men ; but God's judgment
was very different. Comp. Mt. vi. 2, 5, 16, xxiii. 5, 6, 7, 25.
6 SE E>Eos ywwaKu TO.s Ka.pSla.s. The use of yivwuK£w, which
commonly implies the acquisition of knowledge, rather than
£18lvai, is remarkable. We find the same word used of Christ,
even where the knowledge must have been supernatural (Jn. ii.
24, 25, x. 14, 27, xvii. 25). The exact antithesis would have been,
"but before God ye cannot justify yourselves." This, however,
would have implied that there were no Pharisees who were not
hypocrites : that God reads their hearts is true in all cases.
Comp. o 8f: ®£os Otf£Tai ds Kap8{av ( 1 Sam. xvi. 7), and again,
,
~,
• 'i'
'
'
~
• (),
Chron.
71'0.<TO.S Kapoia.s ETO.\,EL Kvpws KO.L 71'0.V EV vµ:l]p.a yww<TKEi I
xxviii. 9).
<In TO llv d.v0pw11'ois 1hjt11Mv. We must understand something
before 6n : " But God knoweth your hearts [and He seeth not as
man seeth], because that which is exalted in the eyes of men,''
etc. For this use of €v comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 11, and perhaps Jude 1:
it is clear that €11 &110p6'7rois = ivw7rwv rwv &110pw7rwv above. Comp.
Job x. 4; 1 Sam. xvi. 7.
f38D..uyp.a.. Here only in N.T. in the general sense of an
abomination: comp. Gen. xliii. 31, xlvi. 34. Elsewhere (Mt.
xxiv. 15; Mk. xiii. 14; Rev. xvii. 4, 5, xxi. 27) of the special
abominations of idolatry: comp. 1 Kings xi. 5, 33, xx. 26; 2 Kings
xvi. 3, xxi. 2. The word belongs to Hellenistic Greek, and is very
freq. in LXX. It meant originally that which greatly offends the
nostrils, and it is very much in excess of the usual antithesis ta
vtfl71A611, viz. Ta'/!'Etv6v. See Suicer, s.v.
I

(

16-18. The discourse has been so greatly condensed that the connecting
links have been lost. It is possible that the connexion is something of this kind.
"To be justified before God is all the more necessary now when the Kingdom
of God among men is being founded. The Law has been superseded. Its types
have been fulfilled, and its exclusiveness is abolished : everyone now can force
his way to salvation. But the moral principles of the Law are imperishable ;
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you cannot abolish them. And thus your frequent divorces violate the spirit of
the Law." Others regard ver. 18 as symbolical. "You and those whom you
instruct are wedded to the Divine revelation, and if you desert it for anything
else you are guilty of spiritual adultery." But in that case what meaning can
the second clause have? How can anyone commit spiritual adultery by accepting the revelation which the Jews rejected? See on ver. 18 for another attempt
at a parabolic interpretation.

16. 'o VOfJ-OS Kal ot 1rpocl>~Tat. A common expression for the
O.T. Dispensation. It may point to a time when the Hebrew
Canon consisted only of the Law and the Prophets (Mt. v. 1 7,
vii. 12, xxii. 40; Acts xiii. 15, xxviii. 23). See Ryle, Canon of 0. T.
p. 118.
fUXP' 'lwuvou. We supply ~uav: "they existed and had
authority until John."
This is the only passage in which µlx,pi is found preceding a vowel ; elsewhere µlx.pis is used (Mk. xiii. 30; Heh. xii. 4). See on IJ.xpi, i. 20.

Tiis Ets a«il'"iv j3u£tETm. "Every one forces his way into it,"perhaps not always in the right spirit. See Hort, Judaistic
Christianity, p. 26. The 7ra> is to be noticed: the Jew has no
longer any exclusive rights. Here f3ia,eTat is mid. according to
class. usage : in Mt. xi. 12 it is pass.-" the Kingdom of God is
forced, taken by storm." Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 85.
17. EilKo1fwTepov. See on v. 23. The Se which follows it is
"But" (RV.), not "And" (AV.). Many English Versions omit
the conjunction. Facilius est autem (Vulg.).
KEpeav. Minimre literre minimus apex, i.e. one of the little horns
(K£pa>) or minute projections which distinguish Hebrew letters,
otherwise similar, from one another. There are several Jewish
sayings which declare that anyone who is guilty of interchanging
any of these similar letters in certain passages in O.T. will destroy
the whole world. Wetst. on Mt. v. 18; Schoettg. i. p. 29; Edersh.
L. &- T. i. pp. 537, 538.
For the form Kepeo. = Kepo.lo. comp. ii. 13, and see WH. ii. App. p. 151.
Marcion read TWP AO")'WP µ011, or TWP AO")'WP TOU K11plo11, instead of TOV poµ,011.
The reading has no support ; and µlo.P KepfoP is more applicable to the written
law than to the as yet unwritten words of Christ. See Tert. Adv. Mardon.
iv. 33, and contrast Lk. xxi. 33.
1fECJ'ELv. "To fall to the ground" as devoid of authority :
comp. Rom. ix. 6?; 1 Cor. xiii. 8. The moral elements in the Law
are indestructible, and the Gospel confirms them by giving them a
new sanction.

18. Perhaps this introduces an example of the durability of the moral law in
spite of human evasions. Adultery remains adultery even when it has been
legalized, and legalized by men who jealously guarded every fraction of the
letter, while they flagrantly violated the spirit of the Law. "Because he hath
found some unseemly thing in her" (Deut. xxiv. 1), was interpreted with such
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frivolity, that Hille! is said to have taught that a man might divorce his wife for
spoiling the dinner. Comp. Mk. x. II, 12 and Mt. v. 32 for other statements
of Christ's doctrine. Mt. v. 32 states the one exception.
It is very forced to take the whole utterance as a parable. "It is spiritual
adultery to cast off all the obligations of the Law; and it is also spiritual
adultery to maintain all those obligations which have been rescinded by the
Gospel." But this does not fit the wording; and, if it did, would it have been
intelligible to those who heard it? According to this explanation the wife
unlawfully r.ut away = those elements in the Law which are eternal ; and the
divorced wife unlawfully married to another man= those elements of the Law
which are obsolete. But in the parable (if it be a parable) we have not two
women but one. It is better to take the words literally, and leave the connexion
with what precedes undetermined.

19-31. § The Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus ; in two
scenes, one on earth (19-22) and the other in Hades (23-31). It
continues the lesson respecting the right employment of earthly
possessions. The unjust steward showed what good results may
follow from a wise use of present advantages. The rich man shows
how disas"trous are the consequences of omitting to make a wise
use of such things. This second parable illustrates in a marked
way some of the utterances which precede it. "That which is
exalted among men" describes the rich man in his luxury on earth.
"An abomination in the sight of God " describes him in his misery
in Hades. " It is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than
for one tittle of the law to fail," shows that Moses and the Prophets
5till avail as the teachers of conduct that will lead a man to
Abraham's bosom rather than to the place of torment. There is
no taint of " Ebionitic heresy" in the narrative. It emphasizes the
dangers of wealth; but it nowhere implies the unlawfulness of
wealth. (See Milligan, A Group of Parables, in the Expositor for
September 1892, p. 186.) It is not suggested that the rich man
ought to have renounced his riches, but that he ought not to have
found in riches his highest good. He ought to have made his
earthly possessions a means of obtaining something much higher
and more abiding. Out of this mammon, which in his case was
unrighteous mammon, he might have made Lazarus and others his
"friends," and have secured through them eternal tabernacles.
His riches were " his good things," the only good things that he
knew ; and when he lost them he lost everything. "What doth it
profit a man, to gain the whole world, and forfeit his life ? " There
is no reason for supposing that the second half of the parable is a
later addition, or that it is the only part which has a meaning. It
is when both are combined that we get the main lesson,-that to
possess great wealth and use it solely for oneself, without laying up
treasure in heaven, is fatal.
The J.>!lrable is sometimes understood quite otherwise. Lazarus is the Jewish
people, ill·treated by earthly powers, such as the Romans and their underlings;
and Dives and his five brothers are the Herods: (I) Herod the Great,
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(2) Archelaus, (3) Philip, (4) Antipas, (5) Agrippa 1., (6) Agrippa 11. Father,
sons, and grandsons are thus all put together as brothers for simplification. It
is a natural consequence of such an interpretation as this that the parable is
assumed to be the invention of a later age, and to have been wrongly attributed
to Christ. It is difficult to believe that He could have wished to suggest any
such meaning.l Moreover, this interpretation destroys the connexion with the
·
context.

19. "Av9pw11"oo; 8€ TLS ~v 11"AoUaLoo;. "Now a certain man was
rich" is less probable than " Now there was a certain rich man" :
comp. ver. 1, xiii. 11. Note the ns.
'll"opcl>upa.v Ka.l f3uaaov. The former for the upper garment, the
latter for the under. Both were very costly. The former means
first the murex, secondly the dye made from it (1 Mac. iv. 23), and
then the fabric dyed with it (Mk. xv. 17, 20). Similarly, {3vrrrros is
first Egyptian flax, and then the fine linen made from it (Exod.
xxvi. 1, 31, 36; Ezek. xvi. 10, xxvii. 7). The two words are combined Prov. xxxi. 22: comp. Rev. xviii. 12, 16. For eocl>pa.Lvop.evos
comp. xii. 19, xv. 23, 29: >..a.p.'ll"pws occurs nowhere else in bibl.
Grk.
20. 6vop.a.n Aata.pos. For &v6p.a-rL see on v. 27: the expression
is freq. in Lk. Nowhere else does Christ give a name to any
character in a parable. That this signifies that the name was
"written in heaven," while that of the rich man was not, is farfetched. Tertullian urges the name as proof that the narrative is
not a parable but history, and that the scene in Hades involves his
doctrine that the soul is corporeal (De Anz'm&, vii.). 2 It is possible
that the name is a later addition to the parable, to connect it with
Lazarus of Bethany. He was one who "went to them from the
dead,'' and still they did not repent. As he was raised from the
dead just about this time, so far as we can determine the chronology, there may be a reference to him. But it is more probable
that the name suggests the helplessness of the beggar; and some
name was needed (ver. 24). Tradition has given the name Nineuis
to the rich man. The theory that the story of the raising of
Lazarus has grown out of this parable is altogether arbitrary.
tf3lf3ATJTO 'll"pos TOv 'll"u>..wva a.~Tou, Not "had been flung at his
gate," as if contemptuous roughness were implied. In late Greek
f3a>..Aetv often loses the notion of violence, and means simply "lay,
place": v. 37; Jn. v. 7, xii. 6, xviii. 11, xx. 25, 27, xxi. 6; Jas.
iii. 3; Num. xxii. 38. By ?TvA.wva is meant a large gateway or
portico, whether part of the house or not (Acts x. 17, xii. 14; Mt.
xxvi. 71; 2 Chron. iii. 7; Zeph. ii. 14). It indicates the grandeur
of the house.
1 Jlsus se serait-il abaissl a de pareilles personalitls? asks Godet, with some
reason.
9 Ambrose also takes it as history: Narratio magi's quam parabola vi'detur,
quando etiam nomen exprimitur (Migne, xv. 1768).
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Et>..Kw,Uvot;. The verb occurs here only in bibl. Grk., but is
common in medical writers, especially in the pass., "be ulcerated."
The irregular augment, instead of the usual 7JAKw/Mvos, is well attested
here, and perhaps arose from analogy with lAKW. Comp. Ka.TE<pj'd.U"a:ro (Rom.
xv. IS). WH. ii. App. p. I6I ; Greg. Pro!eg. p. I2I. Syr-Sin. omits.

21. o!11"L6Uf1-WV xopTacr9~vm. This does not imply (Iren. ii. 34· 1)
that his desire was not gratified. His being allowed to remain
there daily, and his caring to remain there daily, rather indicates
that he did get the broken meat. He shared with the dogs (Mk.
vii. 28). But perhaps it does imply that what was given to him did
not satisfy his hunger. Some authorities insert from xv. 16 Kal
o~BEls £BtBov a~Tifi, et nemo illi dabat, which even as a gloss seems to
be false.
The silence of Lazarus throughout the parable is very impressive. He never murmurs against God's distribution of
wealth, nor against the rich man's abuse of it, in this world. And
in Hades he neither exults over the change of relations between
himself and Dives, nor protests against being asked to wait upon
him in the place of torment, or to go errands for him to the visible
world.
&>..>..&. Kal ot KOvEt;. "Nay, even the dogs." This shows his
want and his helplessness. Not only was his hunger unsatisfied,
but even the dogs came and increased his misery. He was scantily
clad, and his sores were not bound up ; and he was unable to drive
away the unclean dogs when they came to lick them. The suggestion that the dogs were kinder to him than the rich man was, is
probably not intended; although the main point of vv. 20, 2 r is to
continue the description of Dives rather than to make a contrast
to him. Here was a constant opportunity of making a good use
of his wealth, and he did not avail himself of it.
hrl>.ELxov. "Licked the surface of." Here only in bib!. Greek. The
reading ri:1reAe<xov has very little authority. For dAM Ka.I comp. xii. 7,
xxiv. 22.

22. This verse serves to connect the two scenes of the parable.
The reversal of the positions of the two men is perhaps intimated
in the fact that Lazarus dies first. The opportunity of doing good
to him was lost before the rich man died, but the loss was not
uoticed.
d11"Evex~v1u mhov.. "His soul was carried," a loco alieno in
patriam. Clearly we are not to understand that what never happened to anyone before happened to him, and that body and soul
were both translated to Hades. In saying that he died (a7rot'.lavel.'v)
the severance of soul and body is implied. And the fact that his
burial i~ not mentioned is no proof that it is not to be understood
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Jesus would scarcely have shocked Jewish feeling by the revolting
idea that close to human habitations a corpse was left unburied.
In each case the feature which specially characterized the death is
mentioned. See Aug. De Civ. Dei, xxi. lo. 2.
lhro Twv 6.yyl>..wv. The transition was painless and happy. A
Targum on Cantic. iv. 12 says that the souls of the righteous are
carried to paradise by Angels. Comp. the A.n-rovpytKa 7f'V£vp.a-ra
of Heb. i. 14 and the ayy£A.oi A£t-rovpyo{ of Philo. But it is no
purpose of the parable to give information about the unseen world.
The general principle is maintained that bliss and misery after
death are determined by conduct previous to death ; but the
details of the picture are taken from Jewish beliefs as to the condition of souls in Sheol, and must not be understood as confirming those beliefs. The properties of bodies are attributed to
souls in order to enable us to realize the picture.
El!t Tov KOA11'ov 'Aj3pa&.p.. This is not the objective genitive,
" the bosom which contained Abraham,'' but the subjective,
"that in which Abraham received Lazarus." Comp. Mt. viii. 11.
Lazarus in Sheol reposes with his head on Abraham's breast, as a
child in his father's lap, and shares his happiness. Comp. Jn.
i. 18. The expression is not common in Jewish writings; but
Abraham is sometimes represented as welcoming the penitent into
paradise. Edersh. L. &> T. ii. p. 280. Comp. oil-rw yap 7rae6v-ras
(v.l. ()avov-ras) ~p.as 'Af3paap. Kat 'foaaK Kal 'laKw/3 v7ro8'~ovrni (4 Mac.
xiii. 17). Such expressions as "go to one's fathers" (Gen.
xv. 15), "lie with one's fathers" (Gen. xlvii. 30), "be gathered to
one's fathers" (J udg. ii. 10 ), and "sleep with one's fathers"
( l Kings i. 2 l ), apply to death only, and contain no clue as to the
bliss or misery of the departed. "Abraham's bosom " does contain this. It is not a synonym for paradise; but to repose on
Abraham's bosom is to be in paradise, for Abraham is there (Jn.
viii. 56: Diptychs of the Dead in the Liturgy of S. James).
Kal eT&.c!>'IJ· It is not the contrast between the magnificence of
his funeral (of which nothing is stated) and the lack of funeral for
Lazarus (of which nothing is stated) that is to be marked, but the
contrast between mere burial in the one case and the ministration
of Angels in the other.
Some authorities seem to have omitted the Ka.l before iv rciJ q.071 and to
have joined these words with harp71. Vulg. has et sepultus est in inferno:
elevans autem oculos suos. Aug. has both arrangements. Comp. Jn.
xiii. 30, 31 for a similar improbable shifting of a full stop in some texts.
Other examples Greg. Proleg-. p. 181.
28. Ka.l £v Tcii ~n· "In Hades," the receptacle of all the
departed until the time of final judgment, and including both
paradi5e and Gehenna. That Hades does not mean "hell" as
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a place of punishment is manifest from Acts ii. 27, 31; Gen.
xxxvii. 35, xlii. 38, xliv. 29; Job xiv. 13, xvii. 13, etc. That
Hades includes a place of punishment is equally clear from this
passage. In the Psalms of Solomon Hades is mentioned only in
connexion with the idea of punishment (xiv. 6, xv. II, xvi. 2).
See Suicer, s.v. The distinction between Hades and Gehenna is
one of the many great advantages of RV. Dives "lifts up his
eyes," not to look for help, but to learn the nature of his changed
condition.
1hrdpx111v ev f:laudvots. Torment is now his habitual condition :
not ciiv, but fnrapxwv. That he is punished for his heartless neglect
of great opportunities of benevolence, and not simply for being
rich, is clear from the position of Abraham, who was rich. Comp.
p..lya;; yap ifvx~;; ciywv Kal K{v8vvo;; £v alwv{cii f3a<J'avcii Ke{p.wo;; ro'i:;;
7rapaf3am r~v £vro>..~v roil ®rnv (4 Mac. xiii. I5); and contrast
lJiKatWV l)~ lfvxal W xnpt @rnv, Kat O~ /1-~ aifnrrat CllrrWV /3a<J'ClVOS

(Wisd. iii. 1).

Luxurzoso carere delicz'is poena est (Ambr).
The Jews believed that Gehenna and paradise
are close to one another: Edersh. Hist. of Jewish Natz'on, p. 432
ed. I896. We need not suppose that the parable teaches uJ
to believe this. The details of the picture cannot be insisted
upon.
opij. 'Ai3padp..

411'?. ,..a.Kpo9Ev. The d.7ro is pleonastic, and marks a late use, when
force of the adverbial termination has become weakened: Mt. xxvii.
Mk. v. 6, xiv. 54, xv. 40, etc. In LXX we have d.m} 67r11T0<11 (freq. in r
2 Sam.), cl7ro ~1r1£11w8<11, cl,,.o 7rpwt8<11: and in Aq. cl?ro clpxijo.,, and

the
51;
and
cl,,.o

KVKA08€11.

With KOA7rOIS comp. lµ,&.na of a single garment (Acts xviii. 6; Jn. xiii. 4,
xix. 23) and 'Yd.µ,01 of a single wedding (xii. 36). We have similar plurals in
late class. Grk.
24. naTEP ,Ai3padp.. He appeals to their relationship, and to
his fatherly compassion. Will not Abraham take pity on one of
his own sons? Comp. Jn. viii. 53. Note the characteristic Kal
avr6s (see on i. 17, v. I4)· The c1>111v1juas implies raising his
voice, in harmony with a1To p.aKp6(J£v.
'll'Ep.lfiov Adtapov. Not that he assumes that Lazarus is at his
beck and call, although Lange thinks that this is " the finest
masterstroke of the parable " that Dives unconsciously retains his
arrogant attitude towards Lazarus. See also his strange explanation of the finger-drop of water (L. of C. i. p. 507). On earth
Dives was not arrogant ; he did not drive Lazarus from his gate ;
but neglectful. In Hades he is so humbled by his pain that he is
willing to receive alleviation from anyone, even Lazarus.
i'.va 13dlfin TO ii.Kpov TOU 8aKTU>..ou mhou u8aTOS. The smallest
alleviation will be welcome. On earth no enjoyment was too
extravagant : now the most trifling is worth imploring.
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With the pa.rt. gen. IJlia.TOS comp. fJ&..p .. TOii MKTvl\011 TOI' lie~LOll a71'0 TOG
Aa.lov (Lev. xiv. 16). To understand TI and make IJlia.Tos TI nom. to fJ&."'71
is an improbable constr. See Win. xxx. 8. c, p. 252.

oSuv&ip.UL lv Tfi 4>'>..oyl TO.UT?J. "I am in angui~h in this flame"
nf insatiable desires and of remorse : a prelude L.> the yievva Toli
7n1pos (Mt. v. 22). For oSuv&ip.a.L see on ii. 48.
2l>. T.!Kvov. He does not resent the appeal to relationship:
the refusal is as gentle as it is decided. The rich man cannot fail
to see the reasonableness of what he experiences.
d:ll'O..a.~es.
"Thou didst receive in full." This seems to be
the meaning of the a7!'o-. Nothing was stored up for the future :
comp. d71'txew, vi. 24; Mt. vi. 2, 5, 16. Note the p.in]u01JTL. It is
only in the mythological Hades that there is a river of Lethe,
drowning the memory of the past. See second small print, p. 425.
TU &ya.M uou. Herein also was fatal error. He had no idea
of any other good things, and he kept these to himself.
Ka.l Aata.pos l>p.otws TU KO.KB. There is no awoli. His evil
things were not his own, but he accepted them as from God,
while the rich man took his good things as possessions for which
he had no account to render. Comp. vv. II, 12.
vuv SE <i>Se. Contrast of time and place : "But now here."
The b Bi of TR. has scarcely any authority. The same corruption
is found I Cor. iv. 2. Comp. ovK lunv ev ~8ov t11r~uai rpvcp~v
(Ecclus. xiv. 16). There is, however, no hint that during their
lives Dives had been sufficiently rewarded for any good that he had
done, and Lazarus sufficiently punished for any evil that he had
done. And there is also no justification of the doctrine that to
each man is allotted so much pleasure and so much pain ; and
that those who have their full allowance of pleasure in this world
cannot have any in the world to come. Abraham's reply must be
considered in close relation to the rich man's request. Dives had
not asked to be freed from his punishment. He accepted that as
just. He had asked for a slight alleviation, and in a way which
involved an interruption of the bliss of Lazarus. Abraham replies
that to interfere with the lot of either is both unreasonable and
impossible. Dives had unbroken luxury, and Lazarus unbroken
suffering, in the other world. There can be no break in the pangs
of Dives, or in the bliss of Lazarus, now. Apor. Baruch, lxxv. 9.
i>Svvaucu. An intermediate form between olivv&.e.ra.1 and olivv~. Such
things belong to the popular Greek of the time. Comp. Ka.vxa..ra.1 (Rom.
ii. 17; l Cor. iv. 7), ica.Ta.Ka.vxa..ra.1 (Rom. xi. 18), and see on <f>d:ye.ra.1 and
rle.ra.1 (Lk. xvii. 8). See Expos. Times, viii. p. 239.
26. lv 'll'c'i.uL TOUToLs. In his omnibus (Vulg.). The £71'{ (A, etc.)
for £v (~ B L) is a manifest correction. While ver. 25 shows that
on equitable grounds no alleviation of the lot of Dives is admis·
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sible, ver. 26 shows that the particular kind of alleviation asked for
is impossible. Can it mean," In all these regions, from end to end"?
x1fo·,_..u ,Uyu iunjpLKTUL.
"Has been and remains fixed."
Evidence is lacking to show that the Jews pictured the two parts
of Hades as divided by a chasm. Here only in bibl. Grk. is
xaup.u found: not Num. xvi. 30.
Ckaos magnumfirmatum est (Vulg. f), ckaus magnum confirmatus est (d),
ckaos magnus firmatus est (1). For this use of ckaos comp. Posita est miki
regia ctl!lo: Possidet alter aquas, alter inane ckaos(Ovid, Fast. iv. 599). Bentley
conjectured ckasma, the ma having been lost in magnum and ckas expanded
into ckaos. This conjecture finds support in two MSS. of Vulg., M having
ckasma and Y ckasmagnum. Jerome would be likely to correct ckaos into
ckasma.

O"lrflli •.. ,...~ 80v111VT«L. Not, "so that they cannot" (AV.);
but, "in order that they may not be able."
,_..'IJSE. "Nor yet" : this would be still less permissible. The
ol before tK£'i8£v is probably not genuine, but we may understand
a new subject. Groups from each side are supposed to contemplate crossing ; not one group to cross and recross.
27. But perhaps there is no xaup.a between paradise and
the other world ; and Dives makes another request, which, if less
selfish than the first, is also less humble. It implies that he has
scarcely had a fair chance. If God had warned him sufficiently,
he would have escaped this place of torment.
28. 8Lu,...apTUP'IJTUL aOToi:s.
"May bear witness successfully,"
right through to a good issue. But the Sia- need not mean more
than "thoroughly, earnestly" (Acts ii. 40, viii. 2 5, x. 42, xviii. 5,
xx. 21, 23, 24, xxiii. II, xxviii. 23). Elsewhere in N.T. only five
times, but freq. in LXX. That any five persons then living,
whether Herods, or sons of Annas, or among the audience, are
here alluded to, is most improbable. That the request is meant
to illustrate the Pharisees' craving for signs is more possible : and
the lesson that the desire to warn others from vicious courses may
come too late is perhaps also included. But the simplest explanation of the request is that it prepares the way for the moral of the
parable,-the duty of making use of ext'sting opportunities.
29. d.Kouuth111uav aOTwv. Nemo cogz'tur. Auditu jideli salvamur,
non apparitionibus. Herodes, audire non cupiens, miraculum non
cernit (Beng.). Wonders may impress a worldly mind for the
moment; but only a will freely submitting itself to moral control
can avail to change the heart.
80. ooxl, mhep 'Al3pa&,_... Not, "No, they will not repent for
Moses and the Prophets," which Abraham has not asserted; but,
"No, that is not enough." He speaks from his own experience.
It is better to take a1TO l'EKpwv with 1TOpevOfj than with "l"IS. Vulg. is aa
amphibolous as the Greek : si quis ex mortuis t'erit ad eos. See on i. 8.
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Jl.ETa.voficroucrw. "They will repent." Not, "they will give all
to the poor," or "they will leave all and become as Lazarus."
There is no hint that being rich is sinful, or that the poor are sure of
salvation. In ver. 28 he did not say that wealth had ruined himself.
81. Et • . • o&K dKououcrLv. " If, as matters now stand, they
are refusing to hear." We go beyond the tenour of the reply
when we make it mean that "a far mightier miracle than you
demand would be ineffectual for producing a far slighter effect."
Does fK VEKpwv ava.crrfj imply "a far mightier miracle" than a?TO
vEKpwv ?TopE118fj? And does ?T£Lcr8~crovrai imply " a far slighter
effect" than JJ-ETavo~crovcriv? "Persuaded" obviously means "persuaded to repent"; and one who "goes from the dead" to warn
the living must "rise from the dead." By this conclusion Christ
once more rebukes the demand for a sign. Those who ask for it
have all that they need for the ascertainment of the truth; and the
sign if granted would not produce conviction. Saul was not led to
repentance when he saw Samuel at Endor, nor were the Pharisees
when they saw Lazarus come forth from the tomb. The Pharisees
tried to put Lazarus to death and to explain away the resurrection
of Jesus. For allegorical interpretations of the parable see Trench,
Parables, p. 470, 10th ed. 1
In ovK dKovo11tr111 the negative helongs to the verb so as almost to form one
word, and is not influenced by the el : " If they disregard." Comp. xi. 8,
xii. 26, xviii. 4. The pres. indic. represents the supposition as contemporaneous. Note the change from el with pres. indic. to lld.11 with aor. subjunc.
The latter is pure hypothesis.
THE IDEA OF HADES OR SHEOL IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

It is surprising how very little advance there is in 0. T., respecting conceptions of the unseen world, upon Greek mythology. It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that, until about B.c. 200, the Jewish Shea! is essentially the same
in conception as the Hades of Greek poetry. There are no moral or spiritual
distinctions in it. Good and bad alike are there, and are apparently much in
the same condition. Moreover, there is no thought of either of them rising
again. In some places, possibly, Sheol or Hades is merely a synonym for the
grave or death, which receives good and bad alike, and retains them: e.g-. Gen.
xxxvii. 35, xiii. 38 ; I Sam. ii. 6. But in passages in which the unseen world
of spirits is plainly meant, the absence of the religious element is remarkable.
Nay, in one way the bad are better off than the good; for while the just have lost
the joys which were the reward of their righteousness, the wicked have ceased
to be troubled by the consequences of their iniquity. See Davidson on Job iii.
16-19. Sheol is a place ofrest; but also of silence, gloom, and ignorance. In
the only passage in which the word occurs in Ecclesiastes we are told that there
is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Shea!, whither thou
goest" (ix. 10). Those who have gone thither return no more, and none escape
it Ooh vii. 9, IO, x. 21, 22, xx. 9). It is a land of forgetfulness, in which there
I Near the end of the Koran are two passages worth comparing.
Koran, chs. cii., civ, ).

(Sale's
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is no more remembrance of God or possibility of serving Him (Ps. vi. 5, xxx. 9,
lxxxviii. 12; comp. Is. xxxviii. II, 18). And it is insatiable (Prov. i. 12, xxvii.
20, xxx. 16 ; comp. Is. v. 14). In some Psalms there is some trace of hope for
eternal life in God in the other world (xlix. 15), but not of hope for resurrection.
In xvii. l 5 '' when I a wake " probably does not mean a wake from death, but
from sleep. It is the daily renewal of communion with God that is desired.
In Is. xxv. 8, and still more in Is. xxvi. 19, hope in a resurrection from Sheol is
expressed; and in Dan. xii. 2 we reach the idea of resurrection with rewards
and punishments. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 740.
Side by side with the hope of a resurrection (2 Mac. xii. 43-45, xiv. 46)
comes the belief that Sheol is only an intermediate state, at any rate for the
righteous (2 Mac. vii. 9, II, 14, 36, 37; Enock Ii.): and along with the idea
of a resurrection to rewards and punishments comes the idea that there is retribution in Sheol itself, and consequently a separation of the righteous from
the wicked (Enock xxii.). But the idea of rising again to be punished does not
seem to have prevailed. The view rather was that only the righteous were
mised, while the wicked remained for ever in Sheol (Enock !xiii. 8-ro, xcix.
II). In this way Hades becomes practically the same as Gehenna (Ps. Sol.
xiv. 6, xv. l l, xvi. 2). In the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus there is
nothing to show whether Hades is intermediate or final : but the doctrine of its
being a place of retribution, with a complete separation of the righteous from
the wicked, could hardly be more clearly marked. In the Talmud, Sheol is
identical with Gehenna, just as in popular English" hell" is always a place of
punishment, and generally of final punishment. See DB. 2 art. "Hell";
Herwg, PRE. 2 art. Hades; Charles, Book ef Enock, p. 168.

XVII. 1-10. Four sayings of Christ. These are, The Sin of
Causing Others to Sin (1, 2); The Duty of Forgiveness (3, 4);
The Power of Faith (5, 6); and, The Insufficiency of Works
(7-10). They have no connexion with the much longer utterances which precede them. Some of them are given by Mt. and
Mk. in other positions. And the four sayings appear to be without connexion one with another. It is possible to make them
into two pairs, as RV. does by its paragraphs. But the connexions
between the first and second, and between the third and fourth,
are too uncertain to be insisted upon.
1, 2. The Sin of Causing Others to Sin. These two verses are
found in reverse order, and somewhat differently worded, Mt.
:xviii. 6, 7, and ver. 2 is found Mk. ix. 42.
1. 'Avlv8EKTov. Here only in bib!. Grk., and rare elsewhere, excepting
iu writers who knew this passage. In xiii. 33 we have £voexera.•, from which
this comes ; and the intermediate lvocKTov £i;T1 is found in Apollonius. The
meaning is " it is unallowable, it cannot be," oflK £v8Exera.1.
The gen. in TOO ••• µfi tMNw may be variously explained, but best as
an expression of design, implied in what is not allowed, a construction of
which Lk. is very fond: see on ii. 21. Win. xliv. + b, p. 408. Others refet
it to the notion of hindering implied in civevOEKTOI' (Burton, § 405); while
Meyer makes civev. a substantive on which the gen. depends, "There is an
impossibility of offences" not coming. Here only does i;Kavoa.Xov occur in
Lk. It is a late form of i;Ka.voa/\110pov (Aristoph. Ack. 687), the "bait-stick"
in a trap, and combined the ideas of ensnaring and tripping up. It is a bib!.
and eccles. word, freq. in LXX.
'll'A~v o~a18.' o~

6pXETa.1.

See on vi. 24, and comp. xxii.

22.
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2. >..uuLTEAEL uihw. "It is well for him, is worth his while" :
ht. "it pays the ta~es (ll.vEt Ta TtA'YJ), repays the outlay." Here
only in N.T., but found Tobit iii. 6; Ecclus. xx. 10, 14, xxix. l_.,
and quite classical.
In Tertullian (Adv. Mardon. iv. 35) we have an insertion from Mt. xxvi.
24: expedisse ei, si natus non fuisset, aut si molino saxo ad col/um deligato, etc.
A similar mixture of texts is found in Clem. Rom. (Cor. xlvi.), who has lv11.
Twv iK'A.eKTwv for Twv µ;.Kpwv Toifrwv lva..

>..£00,. f1oUALK6'i. "A stone fit for a mill" (µ.vll.'YJ). Mt. xviii. 6
and Mk. ix. 42 we have µ.vll.os ~viK6s for ll.{8os µ.vll.iK6s. Neither
occurs in LXX.
K«1 lpptTIT«L. Mk. has {3tf3ll.'YJTat. The change from pres. to
perf. is graphic : " It is good for him if a millstone is hanged
about his neck and he has been hurled." As to the double pp see
Greg. Proleg. p. 121.
4). "Rather than" : see small print on xv. 7, and comp. 'A.V<nre'A.el µoi
a'll'olla.velv I) !;?jv (Tobit iii. 6). Such constructions are common in LXX (Gen.
xlix. 12; Jon. iv. 3, 8; Tobit xii. 8; Ecclus. xx. 25, xxii. 15, etc.), but are
found also in class. Grk. Ka.'A.ov ro µ+, !;?jv I) !;1jv dll'J\lws (Menander). Nothing
is to be understood with tva., such as " rather than (to remain alive) in order
to." It is the la.te use of tva. with the telic force l?st. Win. xliv. 8. c, p.
424; Burton, § 214. Comp. Mt. v. 29, 30; I Cor. iv. 3.
Twv floLKpwv TouTwv lvu. As the saying is addressed to the disciples (ver. 1), it is unlikely that the whole body of the disciples
is included in "these little ones." It is more natural to understand it of the more insignificant among them (comp. vii. 28), or
those who were young in the faith, or possibly children. The £va
comes last with emphasis. To lead even one astray is an awful
responsibility.
irpouEXETE ~«uTOL'i. These words come better as a conclusion
to the previous warning than as an introduction to the exhortation
which follows. They are analogous to " He that hath ears to
hear, let him hear." For the constr. see on xii. 1. For instances
in which there is discrepancy as to the division of verses see Greg.
Proleg. p. I 75·
8, 4. § The Duty of Forgiveness. Those who connect this
saying with the one which precedes it, make an unforgiving spirit
to be set forth as a common way of causing others to stumble.
Others regard it as an a fortion· argument. If we must avoid
doing evil to others, much more must we forgive the evil which
they do to us. A better link is found in the severity of vv. 1 and
2, "when thou sinnest against another," and the tenderness of
'fJV 3 and 4, "when others sin against thee."
The al, which A etc. insert after ici.v, is perhaps an attempt to mark a
cnntrast between the two sayings anC: thus link them. Or it may come from
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Mt. xviii. I 5 : om. N B D L X, Latt. Bob. Aeth. Ann. Goth. Neither here
nor Mt. xviii. 15 is the £Is <TE, which D and some Latin authorities insert after
d.µdf'T!J, genuine: om. NAB L X a, Cod. Am. Cod. Brix. Syr. Goth. Nevertheless, what follows shows that offences Eis <TE are specially meant.

emTtfl'l)aov. The tenderness is not to be weakness. The fault
is not to be passed over without notice (Lev. xix. 17 ).
4. ~'ll'TQKLS rijs ~,Upa.s. In Peter's question (Mt. xviii. 21, 22)
there is no T~'> ~µ.Epa.i;, which is genuine here after the first E7M"a.Kt'>
only: and there is no µ.•rnvow. See on xv. 7. The "seven
times " is of course not to be taken literally. Comp. " Seven
times a day do I praise thee" (Ps. cxix. 164). Unlimited forgiveness is prescribed. But too much meaning is put into Aeywv,
when it is explained to mean that the mere expression of repent·
ance is to suffice. Professed repentance may be ostentatiously
unreal.
5, 6. The Power of Faith. There is no sign of connexion with
what precedes. The fact that we have Tov> µ.a.871Tas in ver. 1 and
ol &.7roCTTOAot here points to different occasions. Mt. connects this
saying of Christ with the Apostles' question, "Why could not we
cast it out?" (xvii. 19, 20). Mk. has a similar saying after the
withering of the barren fig tree (xi. 23). Marcion omitted vv. 5-10.
5. Tii> Kupl"!. See on v. 17 and vii. 13. The expression has
point here. The Apostles ask the Lord who had given them their
office to supply them with what was necessary for the discharge of
that office.
np6a9£s ~fl'L" 'll"taT1v. " Give us faith in addition : add it to the
gifts already bestowed." The "faith" here meant is faith in
Christ's promises. It is very forced to make it refer to what precedes ; the faith that enables one to forgive a brother seven times
in a day. Power to fulfil that duty would have been otherwise
expressed. See Sanday on Rom. i. 5 and additional note pp. 31-34.
6. El lxETE ••• l>.lyETE &.v. Irregular sequence, which has produced the
reading Ei EtXETE (D E G H) as a cerrection. In the protasis the supposition
is left open : in the apodosis· it is implicitly denied. See Moulton's note 5.
Win. p. 383. We have a further change of tense in u7r1/KoutTE11 11.v, implying
that the obedience would at once have followed the command. Comp. Xen.
Anab. v. 8. 13.

@s KOKKov awa'l1"£ws. It is not a question of additional faith.
Is there genuine faith to any extent? See on xiii. 19.
Tfl auKa.fll""l· At the present time both the white and the
black mulberry are common in Palestine ; and in Greece the latter
is still called <TvKa.µ.iv£a. It is not certain that the <TVKaµ.ivoi; here
is a different tree from the <TVKoµ.op£a. (xix. 4). 1 But in any case
" Two points may be urged in favour of those who identify the two trees:
(1) In LXX every instance in which the Hebrew has Sh£kmi'n the Greek has
vuKaµivos, although the fig, and not the mulberry, is certainly intended. (2) As
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both are different from the English sycomore, which is a maple.
The uvKap.ivos is mentioned 1 Chron. xxvii. 28; 2 Chron. i. 15,
ix. 27; Ps. lxxviii. 47; Is. ix. 10. In Mt. xvii. 20 we have Tcfl llpe•
TOVT<f.' for -rfi <nJKap.{v<r.' -ravrn, the saying being uttered just after the
descent from the Mount of Transfiguration. Comp. Mt. xxi. 21JI.
Here Christ's reply seems to indicate that it is faith in His promise
that they should work miracles that is desired by the Apostles.
To treat the saying as a parable, and make the tree mean the
Kingdom of God and the sea the heathen world, is fanciful.
7-10. §The Insufficiency of Works, or, the Parable of the
Unprofitable Servant. The attempts to find a connexion between
this and the preceding saying are forced and unsatisfactory. Obviously these four verses are not concerned with miracles, which
cannot be meant by Ta 8iaTax{Uv-ra vµ,'iv (ver. 10). It is the
ordinary duties of the Christian life that are meant. See the illustration in Hermas (Sim. v. 2. 1-11), and comp. Seneca, De Benej.
iii. 18.
7. T(s 8~ e~ lifi-wv. There is no need to seek for explanations
as to why Jesus speaks to "the poor Apostles " as if they had
slaves who ploughed for them, or to point out that Zebedee had
had hired servants (Mk. i. 20). There is no evidence that these
words were addressed to the Twelve ; and the words almost
necessarily imply that they were addressed to a mixed audience of
well-to-do persons. For T(s £~ lifi-wv see on xi. 5, 6.
EMlws : belongs to 7rapeA.Bwv rather than to £pe'i, as is shown
by the µ,eTa -rawa afterwards, which balances eMlws : " Come
straightway and sit down to eat." Wic. Tyn. Cov. Cran. Rhem.
RV. with Vulg. and Luth. adopt this arrangement. AV. follows
Gen. with "say unto him by and by," where "by and by" has its
original meaning of "immediately" : AV. of xxi. 9; Mt. xiii. 21.;
Mk. vi. 25. Comp. "presently," Mt. xxvi. 53; 1 Sam. ii. 16
(T. L. 0. Davies, Bible English, p. 109; Lft. On Revision, p. 196,
2nd ed. ; Trench, On the A. V. of N. T. p. 48).
11"ape>..6wv dva'll'eae. "Come forward and sit down to meat."
This use of 7rapf.pxoµ,ai is classical, but in N.T. is peculiar to Lk.
(xii. 37). Comp. the insertion Acts xxiv. 7 and 2 Chron. xxv. 7 A.
8. 'ETo£p.a.crov TL 8EL'!n'.)cr"' • • • 8La.KOVEL. Change from aor. to pres.
" Prepare once for all • • • continue to serve." vVith Tl i5mr111}0"w comp.
Mt. x. 19: in class. Ork. we should have IJ n, as in Acts ix. 6.
The forms <f>d."feO"aL and 7rleO"aL are analogous to oi5vvilO"aL (xvi. 25) and
8611aO"aL (Mt. v. 36). They belong to the popular Greek of the time, but are
not quite constant; Mk. ix. 22 we have 1561111. See Veitch, s.v.; Win. xv.
to the mulberry it has yet to be shown that it was then known in Palestine ;
and further the mulberry is more easily plucked up by the roots than any other
tree of the same size in the country, and the thing is oftener done" (Graser, Trees
and Plants in the Bz'ble, pp. 12!, E3).
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pp. 109, 1 IO ; WH. ii. p. 304. Both t/Jd."fe<Jo.L and 'lrl<<Jo.L are found Ruth
ii. 9, 14; Ezek. xii. 18.
With lxEL xapLV comp. I Tim. i. I2; 2 Tim. i. 3; Heb. xii. 28: the
expression is classical. The 06 8oKw of A D, Vulg. etc. is an insertion.

10. oilTws Kul op.ei:s, oTuv 1l'OL~CMJTE 11'ctVTu. A purely hypothetical

case.

Ta

Nothing is gained by placing a full stop at v/Lels. With
SiarnxOivrn fi/L'iv comp. TO StaTETay/Livov v/L'iv (iii. 13; Acts

xxiii. 31).
dxpei:ot. Not "vile" as in 2 Sam. vi. 22, nor "good for
nothing" as in Ep. J er. 15, the only places in which the word
occurs in LXX; but "unprofitable," because nothing has been
gained by them for their master. He has got no more than his
due. Comp. Mt. xxv. 30, the only other passage in N.T. in which
the word is found. That God does not need man's service is not
the point. Nor are the rewards which He gives in return for man's
service here brought into question. The point is that man can
make no just claim for having done more than was due. Miser
est quem Dominus servum z'nutilem appellat (Mt. xxv. 30); beatu.<
qui se ipse (Beng. ). Syr-Sin. omits d)(Pe'i:ot.
XVII. 11-XIX. 28. The Third Period

of the Journey.

11-19. Here begins the last portion of the long section (ix.
51-xix. 28), for the most part peculiar to Lk., which we have
called " the Journeyings towards Jerusalem " : see on ix. 5 1. For
the third time (ix. 51, 52, xiii. 22) Lk. tells us that Jerusalem is
the goal, but we have no means of knowing whether this represents
the beginning of a third journey distinct from two previous
journeys. Marked breaks may be made at the end of xiii. 35
and xvii. 10. But we have no data for determining what the
chronology of the different divisions is ; and the geography is
almost as indistinct as the chronology. This last portion, however,
brings us once more (x. 38) to Bethany, and to the time which
preceded the triumphal entry into Jerusalem.
11-19. §The Healing of the Ten Lepers. The gratitude of
the Samaritan leper illustrates the special theme of this Gospel.
The opening of the narrative indicates an Aramaic source : but
that it is placed here " to contrast man's thanklessness to God
with the sort of claim to thanks from God, which is asserted by
spiritual pride," is not probable.
11. lv Trji 'll'opeve0"9o.L. " As He was on His way." See on iii. 2 I and
comp. ix. 5 I, the beginning of this main portion, where the construction is
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similar. The airr6v is probably a gloss (om. ~ B L), but a correct gloss. As
no one else is mentioned it is arbitrary to translate "as tkey were on their
way." Latin texts all take it as singular: dum iret, cum iret, dum vadit,
dum iter jaceret. So also Syr-Sin., which omits i'Ylvero.
Ko.l. o.~To~ 8•..jpXETo, The apodosis of E'YEV<To: see on v. 12, 14, vi.
20; also on ii. 15. There is no emphasis on airr6s.

Su\ p.l<Tov. This is the reading of ~ B D L, accepted by Tisch.
Treg. WH. and RV. It means "through what lies between,'' i.e.
along the frontier, or simply, "between." This is the only
passage in N.T. in which Ota c. acc. has its original local signification. Even if Ota µlcrov were the right reading, we ought
to translate it "between" and not "through the midst of." This
use is found in Xenophon : Ota µlcrov 0€ pe'i rovTwv 7roraµ6s (Anab.
i. 4. 4), of a river flowing between two walls; and in Plato : ~ To
Towwv o~ Ota µlcrov cpwµ•v (Leg. vii. p. 805 D), of an intermediate
course. " Through the midst of Samaria and Galilee " would
imply that Jesus was moving from Jerusalem, whereas we are
expressly told that He was journeying towards it. Samaria, as
being on the right, would naturally be mentioned first if He was
going eastward along the frontier between Samaria and Galilee
possibly by the route which ends at Bethshean, near the Jordan.
In order to avoid Samaritan territory (ix. 52-55), He seems to
have been making for Perrea, as Jews often did in going from
Galilee to Jerusalem. On the frontier He would be likely to meet
with a mixed company of lepers, their dreadful malady having
broken down the barrier between Jew and Samaritan. See Conder,
Handbk. of B. p. 311; Tristram, Bible Places, p. 222; Eastern
Customs, pp. 19, 21. In the leper-houses at Jerusalem Jews and
Mahometans will live together at the present time.
There is no doubt that ver. I I forms a complete sentence. To make
from Kai airr6s to raXtXalas a parenthesis, and take a7r1}VT'Y}fTO.V as the
apodosis of fylvero, is quite gratuitous clumsiness.

12. 8lKa >..E1rpol av8pt:s. Elsewhere we read of four (2 Kings
vii. 3), but so large a company as ten was perhaps at that time
unusual. Now it would be common, especially in this central
region. These ten may have collected on hearing that Jesus was
approaching. No meaning is to be sought in the number.
EITT1J<Ta.v 7rOppw0ev. In accordance with the law, which the
leper of v. 12 possibly did not break: see notes there. The
precise distance to be kept was not fixed by law, but by tradition, and the statements about it vary. See Lev. xiii. 45, 46;
Num. v. 2, and the evidence collected in Wetst. The adv. occurs
Heb. xi. 13 and often in LXX, esp. in Isaiah (x. 3, xiii. 5,
xxxiii. 13, 17, xxxix. 3, etc.). On the authority of BF, WH. adopt
&.11lcrT'f/CTav in the text, with lcrrYJcrav in the margin. Lk. is very
fond of this compound.
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13. Kal aihol ~pav cl>w~v. They took the initiative. Here ~pal'
agrees with 7r6ppw(hv, just as in xvi. 24 cpwv~aw; agrees
with a'!To p.aKp6Bev. Comp. €'1Ta{pnv cpwv~v (xi. 27) and vtf;ovv
cpwv~v (Gen. xxxix. 15, 18).
This phrase occurs Acts iv. 24;
Judg. xxi. 2 ; 1 Sam. xi. 4. For £ma-raTa see on v. 5.
14. Kal lSwv. "And directly He saw" : which seems to imply
that, until they cried out, He had not perceived who they were.
This previous supernatural knowledge was not necessary. But
He knows, without seeing or hearing, that they all were cleansed
(ver. 17). This knowledge was necessary.
tlm8e(~aTe fouTooc; To~c; tepeucnv.
"Show yourselves to the
priests " appointed for this purpose. Each of the ten would go
to the priest near his own home. In v. 14 we have T<f iepe'i,
there being then only one leper. The Samaritan would go to a
priest of the temple on Mount Gerizim.
£v T<ii 1hrdyew. Their faith was shown in their obedience to
Christ's command, and on their way the cure took place. As
they were no longer companions in misery, the Jews would rejoice
that the Samaritan turned back and left them.
15. 1hrla-rpelfiev. See on iv. 14 and vii. 10. Even Hahn
follows Schleiermacher in referring this to the Samaritan's return
from the priest. In that case he would have inevitably returned
without the others. It was because he saw (L8wv) that he was
ltealed (not after he had been declared to be clean) that he came
back to give thanks. The p.eTO. cl>wv1jc; p.eya>-11s may mean that he
still "stood afar off" (see on i. 42 ), as having not yet recovered
the right to mix with others: for 11'ap0. Tooc; m18ac; (see on vii. 38)
need not imply close proximity. But if the loud voice be only an
expression of great joy, a man in the jubilation of such a cure
would not be punctilious about keeping the exact distance,
especially when he knew that he was no longer a leper. It is
most improbable that he did not see that he was cleansed till the
priest told him that he was.
16. Kal aihoc; ~v Iap.ape(TT)S· Here the avT6c; has point: "and
he was a S." The only one who exhibited gratitude was a despised
schismatic. That all the others were Jews is not implied.
17. d11'oKpL0elc; 8e o '111uouc;. See small print on i. 19, p. 16.
Here first we learn that Jesus was not alone ; for His " answer"
is addressed to the bystanders, and is a comment on the whole
incident rather than a reply to the Samaritan.
o~x ol 8lKa.
"Were not tlte ten," etc.-all the ten who had
asked Him to have mercy on them. The 11'0u with emphasis at
the end, like <TV in ver. 8. These questions imply surprise, and
surprise implies limitation of knowledge (vii. 9; Mt. viii. 10;
Mk. vi. 6).
18. This sentence also may be interrogative: so WH. and RV.
cpwv~v
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text. The eflpl871<Tav is not a mere substitute for ~<Tav: it marks
or implies the discovery or notice of the quality in question ( 1 Pet.
ii. 22 ; Rev. xiv. 5).
d>..>..oyevi]s. The classical word would be &.A>..6tf>vA.oi; (Acts x.
28) or &.A.A.oe8v~<>. But &.A.A.oyev~<> is very freq. in LXX, especially
of the heathen (Exod. xii. 43, xxix. 33, xxx. 33; Lev. xxii.
10, etc.).
The Samaritans were a mixed people, both as regards race and religion.
They were Israelites who had been almost overwhelmed by the heathen
colonists planted among them by the Assyrians. Those from Cuthah (2 Kings
xvii. 24, 30) were probably the most numerous, for the Jews called the
Samaritans Cuthites or Cutheans (Jos. Ant. ix. 14. 3, xi. 4. 4, 7. 2, xiii.
9. 1). These heathen immigrants brought their idolatry with them, but
gradually mixed with it the worship of Jehovah. Both as regards race and
religion it was the Jewish element which grew stronger, while the heathen
element declined. Refugees from Judrea settled among them from time to
time ; but we do not hear of fresh immigrants from Assyria. The rel~on at
last became pure monotheism, with the Pentateuch as the law of worship and
of life. But in race the foreign element no doubt predominated, although
Christ's use of dXXo-y<vijs does not prove this. He may be speaking with a
touch of irony : " this man, who is commonly regarded as little better than a
heathen." See Sch\irer,Jewisk People in T. of J. C. ii. I, pp. 6-8; Edersh.
Hist. of Jewisk Nation, pp. 249, 486, 499, ed. 1896; Derenbourg, Hist.
de la Pal. i. p. 43 ; Jos. Ant. xi. 8. 6, xii. 5. 5.

19. ~ irlUTtS aou al.awKl.v ae. He did well to be thankful and
publicly express his thankfulness; but he had contributed something himself, without which he would not have been cured.
Comp. viii. 48, xviii. 42. Others refer the saying to some benefit
which the Samaritan received and which the nine lost, and explain
it of moral and spiritual salvation. Comp. vii. 50, viii. 48, 50.
20-37. The Coming of the Kingdom of God and of the Son
of Man. The introductory verses ( 20-22) are peculiar to ' Lk.
For the rest comp. Mt. xxiv. 2 3 ff. ; Mk. xiii. 21 ff.
20. 'EirepwT1)9els. There is no evidence that the question of
the Pharisees was asked in contempt. Jesus had taught that the
Kingdom was at hand, and they ask when it may be expected.
Perhaps they wanted to test Him. If He fixed an early date,
and at that time there were no signs of the Kingdom, they would
know what to think. His reply corrects such an idea. There will
be no such signs as would enable a watcher to date the arrival.
A spiritual Kingdom is slow in producing conspicuous material
effects; and it begins in ways that cannot be dated.
With this rather loose use of 7r6T< for IJ7rOT€ in an indirect question comp.
xii. 36; Mk. xiii. 4, 33, 35; Mt. xxiv. 3. Nowhere in N. T. is IJ7rOT< found.
irapaTT)p~aews.
Here only in bibl. Grk. and not classical,
although 7rapa77Jpe'iv is not rare either in N.T. or LXX, and occurs
!n medical writers of watching the symptoms of a disease (Hobart,
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p. 153). It implies close rather than sinister watching, although
the latter sense occurs. See on xiv. 1. The interpretation cum
multa pompa, cum regio splendore, fits neither the word nor the
context. The meaning is that no close observation will be able
to note the moment of its arrival, which will not be marked by
external sounds.
21. o08E €poucnv. "Neither will they say" (with any reason):
non en"t quod dicatur (Grot.). In ver. 23 they do say this; but it
is a groundless statement. The i8ov before £K<'i (AD, Vulg.) is
an insertion from ver. 2 3.
L8ou y&.p. See on i. 44. This i8ov introduces the true statement in contrast to the previous i8ov, which introduced a false
one. The yap marks the reason why " Lo here " or "There "
ca~not ~be accepted. Note the solemn repetition of ~ /3arnA.da
TOV

®wv.
€VTos o,_..;;w €CJT[v.

Usage sanctions either translation: "within
you, in your hearts" (Ps. xxxviii. 4, cviii. 22, ciii. 1 ; Is. xvi. 11 ;
Dan. x. i6 (Theod.); Ecclus. xix. 23 (26]: comp. Mt. xxiii. 26);
or, "among you, in your midst" (Xen. Anab. i. 10. 3; Hellen. ii. 3.
19; Plat. Leg. vii. 789 A). The latter seems to suit the context
better; for the Kingdom of God was not in the hearts of the
Pharisees, who are the persons addressed. The meaning will
then be, "so far from coming with external signs which will attrac~
attention, the Kingdom is already in the midst of you (in the
person of Christ and of His disciples), and you do not perceive
it." Note the contrast between £povcnv, the supposition that the
Kingdom is still in the future, and £rrTtv, the fact that it is really
present. But this rendering of £vTo~ lacks confirmation in Scripture, and the context is not decisive against the other. If "within
you " be adopted, the meaning will be, " Instead of being something externally visible, the Kingdom is essentially spiritual: it is
in your hearts, if you possess it at all."
All Latin texts have z'ntra vos est. But the interpretation of " within you"
varies considerably. Gregory Nyssen exP.lains it of the image of God bestowed
upon all men at their birth {De Virg. xii. ; comp. De Beat. i.), which cannot
be right. Cyril of Alexandria makes it mean, "lies in your power to appropriate it," fll f~OU<Tlljt K£LTa£ TO 'AafMv aurfw {Migne, lxxii. 841). Similarly
Maldonatus, quz'a poterant, si vellent, Christum recipere. But this is translating
€vr/Js oµwv " within you," and interpreting " within you" as much the same
as "among you." If they had not received Christ or the Kingdom, it was
not yet within them. Against "in your hearts" Maldonatus points that not
only does Lk. tell us that the words were addressed to the Pharisees, in whose
hearts the Kingdom was not; but that he emphasizes this by stating that the
next saying was addressed to the disciples. Among modems, Godel argues
ably,,for "wi~hin yo~" {see ~,lso McClellan): .Weiss and Hahn for "among
you.
Syr-Sm. has among.
Comp. x. 9, x1. 20.

22. Et'll'ttV 8E 'll'pos Tous fJ-U01JT&.s. . Apparently this is the same
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occasion (comp. xii. 22) ; and perhaps the Pharisees have retired.
But we cannot be certain of either point. Christ takes up the
subject which the Pharisees had introduced, and shows that it is
the Second Advent that will be accompanied by visible signs.
But with regard to these, discrimination must be used. Comp.
Mt. xxiv. 23, 26 and Mk. xiii. 21, to which this is partly
parallel.
'E>..euaoVTcn ~jlipa.i.
No article: "Days will come": as in
v. 35, xxi. 6; Mt. ix. 15; Mk. ii. 20. Even RV. has "The days
will come." Comp. the Johannean phrase, lpxera.i (/,pa, "There
cometh an hour" (Jn. iv. 21, 23, v. 25, 28, xvi. 2, 25, 32). But
it is erroneous to make this passage mean the same as v. 35 ;
Mt. ix. 15; Mk. ii. 20 :-"Days will come, when the bridegroom
shall be taken away from them; then will they fast in those days."
This means, not that hereafter there will be a time when the
disciples will long in vain for one day of such intercourse with
Christ as they are constantly enjoying now; but that there will
be days in which they will yearn for a foretaste of the coming
glory, a glory which must be waited for and cannot be anticipated.
" Oh for one day of heaven in this time of trouble ! "
is a futile wish, but it will be framed by some. It is clear from
ver. 26 what "the days of the Son of Man" must mean. But
what does p.(a.v Twv ~p.epwv, K.T.>..., mean? The common rendering,
"one of the days," etc., makes good sense. But the possibility of
taking the expression as a Hebraism, "one" being used for "first,"
as in µ.i~ Twv uaf3/3aTwv (Mk. xvi. 2 ), is worth noting. Comp. xxiv. 1 ;
Mt. xxviii. 1; Acts xx. 7; 1 Cor. xvi. 2; Jn. xx. 1. In this case
the desire would be for "the first of the days of the Son of
Man," the day of His return.
Ka.l o~K olJtea0e. Not because it will never come ; but because
it will not come in those days of longing.
23. There is no contradiction between this and ver. 21. That
refers to true signs of the First Advent ; this to false signs of
the Second. It covers all premature announcements of the
approach of the Last Day. All predictions of exact dates, and all
statements as to local appearances, are to be mi's trusted.
p.~ d'lt'l>..0YJTE p.YJ8E 8iw~YJTE.
" Do not leave your ordinary
occupation, still less go after those who offer to lead you to the
place of the Son of Man's appearing."
24. WO"ll'Ep yO.p ~ daTpmn]. As sudden, and as universally
visible. None will foresee it, and all will see it at once; so that
no report respecting it can have any value. Non e/us ergo venturi
tempus aut locus potest a mortalz'bus observari, qui fulguns t'nstar
omnz'bus coruscus videlz'cet et repentinus adveniet (Bede). See on
ii. 8, xi. 46, xxiii. 46 for Lk.'s fondness for cognate words. The
wording here is almost identical with Mt. xxiv. 27.
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The art. before d.uTpa7rTovua is probably an insertion: om. ~ B L X r.
Without it translate, "when it lightens." For fulgur e has choruscatio and
d has scoruscus. In what follows we again have an amphibolous expression
(ix. 17, 18, 27, 57, x. 18, etc.); but EK T1js ••• V'Tr' oupaP6P should be taken
with 'Mµ7re< rather than with d.UTpa7rTOV<l'(J,, For the ellipse of xwpa after
.;, v7r' oupaP6P or Ti V'TrO TOP oupa,11611 comp. Deut. xxv. 19 ; Job I. 7' ii. 2,
xviii. 4, xxxiv. 13, xxxviii. 18, xiii. 15. The words €• rfi 1/µEpi aVTov after
d.PIJpW7rov are of doubtful authority : om. B D, a b c d e i Aeth., while I has
in adventu suo (comp. Mt. xxiv. 27): om. jilius hominis in die sua, ff!!'
Syr-Sin. has "so shall be the day of the Son of Man."

215. 11'pwTov 8~ 8EL a~Tov • • • d.11'o8oKLp.aa9i)va~. "But there is
no need to be expecting this now " : the events immediately impending are very different. For 8eL see on iv. 43, and for
d.11'o8oKLp.aa9i)vm see on ix. 22, and comp. xviii. 31. Just as the
thought of impending suffering needs to be cheered by that of
future glory, so the thought of future glory needs to be chastened
by that of impending suffering. Comp. ix. 44.
26. Having told the disciples that the Son of Man will not
come as soon as they wish (22), in what way He will not come
(23), in what way He will come (24), and what will happen first
(25), Christ now states in what condition the human race will be
when He comes.
Kal Ka9ws l.ylveTo. Not ;J,a"1rep, as in ver. 24. There something analogous was introduced ; here something exactly similar
is cited. "Just as, even as." Comp. xi. 30; Jn. iii. 14; 2 Cor.
i. 5, x. 7, etc. In Attic Greek we should rather have Ka86 (Rom.
viii. 26), Ka8&. (Mt. xxvii. IO), or Ka8a7rep (Rom. xii. 4).
27. ~a9wv, emvov, eyup.ouv, eyap.(toVTO. The imperfects and the
asyndeton are very vivid : "They were eating, they were drinking,''
etc. The point is not merely that they were living their ordinary
lives, but that they were wholly given up to external things.
It is of no moment whether Kai 'f]A!Jev o KaTaK"/l.vuµOs is made to depend
upon 11.XP' 'fis ?/µ€pas or not: probably it is independent. But certainly
oµolws belongs to Ka!Jws €"flPeTO (similiter sz'cut factum est, Vulg.), and not to
&.7rw"/l.euev 7ranas (perdidit omnes pariter), which is pointless. The oµ.olwr
anticipates KaTO. TO. aVTa in ver. 30.

28, 29. There is no parallel to this in Mt. xxiv. It is a
second instance of careless enjoyment suddenly overwhelmed.
Comp. 2 Pet ii. 51 6.
29. E'fJpe~ev 'll'Vp Ka.\ 9eiov. The subject of lfJp•E•• is Kvp<as, which is
expressed in Gen. xix. 24 (comp. Mt. v. 45) and must be supplied here,
because of d7rw"/l.euev. The verb is not impers., as in Jas. v. 17. Grotius
makes 7rvp Ka.I 8elov the nom. and compares fva µ+, {Jplxo veTos (Rev. xi. 6).
Gen. xix. 24 and the sing. verb are against this. Comp. Hom. Od. xxii. 493.

80. d.11'oKaM11'TETm. A technical expression in this connexion
(1 Cor. i. 7; 2 Thes. i. 7; I Pet. i. 71 13, iv. 13). The present
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indicates the certainty of the veil being withdrawn. Up to that
day He is hidden from man's sight: then at once He is revealed.
31. In Mt. xxiv. 17, 18 and Mk. xiii. 15, 16 these words are
spoken of.flight before the destruction of Jerusalem. Here.flight is
neither expressed nor understood. The point is absolute indifference
to all worldly interests as the attitude of readiness for the Son of Man.
We need not discuss whether the words were spoken in a literal
sense, as in Mk. and Mt., and Lk has applied them spiritually ; or
in a spiritual sense, and Mt. and Mk. have taken them literally.
Christ may have used them in both senses. The warning about
flight from Judrea is recorded by Lk. elsewhere (xxi. 21). On the
oratio variata of the constr. see Win. lxiii. 2. 1, p. 722, 723.
32. fLvtJfLOVEUETE ri]s yuvmKos ArfJT. Lot's wife looked back with
a wish to recover worldly possessions and enjoyments. She proved
herself to be unworthy of the salvation that was offered her. In like
manner the Christian, whose first thought at the Advent of the Son
of Man was about the safety of his goods, would be unfit for the
Kingdom of God.
Note that Christ says, "Remember," not "Behold." Nothing
that i's in existence z"s appealed to, but only what has been told.
Attempts have been made to identify the Pillar of Salt. Josephus
believed that he had seen it (Ant. i. 11. 4). Comp. Wisd. x. 7;
Clem. Rom. Cor. xi. ; Iren. iv. 31. 3 ; Cyr. Hier. Catech. xix. 8.
33. ireptiroL~ao.a9m. "To preserve for himself": elsewhere
"to gain for oneself" (Acts xx. 28; 1 Tim. iii. 13). The reading
awuai (AR) comes from ix. 24.
twoyo~aeL. " Shall preserve alive": Acts vii. 19; 1 Tim. vi. 13;
Exod. i. 17 ; J udg. viii. 19 ; 1 Sam. ii. 6, xxvii. 9, r 1 ; 1 Kings
xxi. 3 1. The rendering " shall bring to a new birth " has been
rightly abandoned by Godet. In bibl. Grk. it is not used of
"bringing forth alive,'' "viviparous." From ix. 24; Mt. x. 39,
xvi. 25; Mk. viii. 35; Jn. xii. 25 it appears that this solemn warning was often uttered : for most of these passages refer to different
occasions. It is the one important saying which is in all four.
34, 35. The closest intimacy in this life is no guarantee of
community of condition when the Son of Man comes. The
strangest separations will take place between comrades, according
as one is fit to enter the Kingdom and another not.
34. TctUT1J tjj vuKTL. This must not be pressed to mean anything, whether a time of great horror or actual night. Christ is not
intimating that His return will take place in the night-time.
"Night" is part of the picture, for it is then that people are in
bed.
8uo eirt K>..£1'1)s fLLO.s. "Two on one bed." Not necessarily two
men, although that is probably the meaning. AV. was the first
English Version to insert " men," and RV. retains it. The "being
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taken" probably means "taken from destruction" (Jn. xiv. 3),

w§

d,\,\hpw> Tijs opy1Js (Eus.), as Lot from Sodom; while "left"

means "left to his fate" (xiii. 35). Or, "taken into the Kingdom"
and " left outside " may be the meaning.
35. This image presupposes day rather than night, and refers
to a fact which is still of everyday occurrence in the East. Whether
people be sleeping or working when the Lord comes, those who
still cling to things earthly will be left without share in the
Messianic joy. And in this matter "no man may deliver his
brother": lUTaL 7rAd<rr'YJ Kal dKpi/3~> 7wv 7p67rwv Y, 80Kiµ,au{a (Cyr.).
~

36. An ancient (D, Latt. Syrr.) insertion from Mt. xxiv. 40: om.
A B Q R, Aeth. Copt. Goth.
37. noii, K~pLE; The question is one of curiosity which Christ

does not gratify. Moreover, it assumes, what He has just been
denying, that the Second Advent will be local-limited to one
quarter of the earth.
~01Tou 70 aw/La, tKe~ Ka.l ot deToL
This was perhaps a current
proverb. The application is here quite general. "Where the conditions are fulfilled, there and there only will the revelation of the
Son of Man take place." Or possibly, " Where the dead body of
numan nature, clinging to earthly things, is, there the judgments of
God will come": ubipeccatores, i'bi Deijudicia. Jesus thus sets aside
all questions as to the time (ver. 20) or the place (ver. 3 7) of His
return. One thing is certain ; that a!! who are not ready will suffer
(vv. 27, 29). Upon all who are dead to the claims of the Kingdom
ruin will fall (37 ). The 1TTwµ,a of Mt. xxiv. 28 expresses more
definitely than uwµ,a that the body is a dead one : comp. Mt.
xiv. 12; Mk. vi. 29, xv. 45; Rev. xi. 8, 'g. But uwµ,a for a dead
body is quite classical, and is always so used in Homer, a living
body being Uµ,as : comp. Acts ix. 40.
ot deToL "The vultures." Here, as in Mic. i. 16, the griffon
vulture ( Vu!tur.fu!vus) is probably meant: comp.Job xxxix. 27-30;
Hab. i. 8; Hos. viii. 1, and see Tristram, Nat. Hi'st. of B. p. 172;
D.B. 2 art. "Eagle." Eagles neither fly in flocks nor feed on
carrion. During the Crimean War, griffon vultures, which had
previously been scarce round Sebastopol, collected in great
numbers, "from the ends of the earth," as the Turks said. In the
less general interpretation of this saying of Christ the de70{ are the
ministers of judgment which overtake the ungodly. A reference to
the eagles of the Roman standards is not in point here, although
it is possible Mt. xxiv. 28. The patristic interpretation of the
saints gathering round the glorified body of Christ is equally
unsuitable to the context. 1 See Didon, J. C. eh. ix. p. 613,
ed. 1891; also Hastings, DB. i. p. 632.
1 "0Ta.v b vlos Toil dve pdnrov va.pa-ytv1JTa1, TOT< iih miVT<S ol a<Tol, TOVTE<TTIV ol
,.a, vif;11"11.0. 11'ETOµEvo1, Ka.I TWV

~'ll'l"(Elwv Kai KOCTLUKWJI dv€P7J"(µfvo1 vpa.-yu.rfrwv, br'
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XVIII. 1-8. §The Parable of the Unrighteous Judge. Comp.
xv. 8-10, l 1-32, xvi. 1-9, 19-31, xvii. 7-10. The connexion with
what precedes is close, and is implied in the opening clause ; for
avTo'i<> naturally refers to the same audience as before. Had there
been no connexion, aVToL<> would have been omitted : comp. xiii. 6.
Godet appeals allio to the formula O..eyw 8E Ka[; but here the Kai
is not genuine. The connexion is, that, although the time of
Christ's return to deliver His people is hidden from them, yet they
must not cease to pray for deliverance. Both here and xxi. 36 we
have the command to be unremitting in prayer immediately after a
declaration that the hour of Christ's coming is unknown ; and the
same connexion is found Mk. xiii. 33. See Resch, Agrapha, p. 297.
1. "EX£yn Se '11'apaj3oX.fiv. See on v. 36.
-rrpos TO 8eLv. Not merely the duty, but the necessity of perseverance in prayer is expressed ; and prayer in general is meant,
not merely prayer in reference to the Second Advent and the
troubles which precede it. Only here and ver. 9 is the meaning of
a parable put as the preface to it ; and in each case it is given as
the Evangelist's preface, not as Christ's.
TI'QVTOTE '11'pocreuxecr0at.
Comp. 7raVTOTE xa[pen. 0.8ia.\.e[1!"TW'>
7rpocrn5xecr(h (1 Thes. v. 17). Grotius quotes Proclus ad Timmum,
XP~ 0.8ia.\.e[11"TW'> wxecrOai Tii<> 7rEpt TO Oe'iov Op'YJ<TKEla<>. See Origen,
7rEpt evx~<>, xii.; Tert. De Oral. xxix.; Lft. Epp. p. 81. On the other
hand, we have the Jewish doctrine that God must not be wearied
with incessant prayer. Tanchuma, fol. l 5. 3. A man ought not to
pray more than three times a day. Hourly prayers are forbidden.
Si quis singuli's hon's ad te salutandum accedit, hunc diet's te contemtui habere : idem ergo quoque valet de Deo, quem nemo hominum
singulis horis dejatigare debet (Schrettgen, i. 305).
The form lvKa.Ke'iv is right here, and perhaps Gal. vi. 9; Eph. iii. 13;
Thes. iii. 13; ryKa.Ke'i11, 2 Cor. iv. 1, 16; but in all six places some texts have
See Gregory, Proleg.
78. Ellicott makes E"fKO.Ke'iv mean "to
lose heart in a course of action,' and EKKa.Ke'iv " to retire through fear out of
it" ; but authority for any such word as EKKa.Ke'iv seems to be wanting. Perhaps ryKa.Ke'i11 is not found earlier than Polybius. See Suicer.

2

lKKO.Ketv.

p·

2. KpLnJ'i TL'i ~v EV TLVL '11'6XeL. We are probably to understand
a Gentile official. He had no respect for either the vox Dei or
the vox popult~ consciously (ver. 4) defying Divine commands and
public opinion. See numerous parallels in Wetst., and contrast
2 Cor. viii. 21.
The Talmud speaks of frequent oppression and
venality on the part of Gentile magistrates ; and for a striking
illustration of the parable witnessed by himself see Tristram,
Eastern Customs in Bible Lands, p. 228. Note the n5.
a.itrbv O'V11opa.µ.ov11ra.• (Cyr. Alex., Migne, !xii. 848).

Justorum ant"mm aquz'lt's ·
comparantur, quod alta petant, humilt'a derelz'nquant, longmvam ducere ferantu1'
mtatem (Ambr., Migne, xv. 178t\, Comp. Paschasius Radbertuson Mt. xxiv. 28,
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The idea of IPTpbroµ,ai seems to be that of " turning towards " a person,
and so "paying respect" (xx. 13 ; Mt. xxi. 37 ; Mk. xii. 6; 2 Thes. iii. 14;
Heb. xii. 9). But as ivrpbrw means "I put to shame" (1 Cor. 1v. 14),
ivTpbroµ,ai may possibly have the notion of" being abashed, having a feeling
of awe," before a person. In class. Grk. it is commonly followed by a gen.

8. x~pa 8~ ~v. Typical of defencelessness : she had neither a
protector to coerce, nor money to bribe the unrighteous magistrate.
The 0. T. abounds in denunciations of those who oppress widows :
Exod. xxii. 22; Deut. x. 18, xxiv. 17, xxvii. 19; Job xxii. 9,
xxiv. 3; Jer. xxii. 3; Ezek. xxii. 7, etc. Comp. Non, ita me dt"i
ament, auderet facere luu vidure mulieri, qure in me facit (Ter.
Heaut. v. 1. So).
~PX£To.
"Continued coming, came often," ventitabat. The
imperf. indicates her persistence.
'EK8£K11aov fL£ d'Tfo. " Give me a sentence of protection from ;
vindicate my right (and so protect me) from." Assere me jure
dicundo ab injuna adversarii mei (Schleusn.). For the d.'Tfo comp.
xii. 15, 58, xiii. 16, xx. 46: it does not express the penalty exacted
from the adversary, but the protection afforded from him, as in pvcrat
~µas a1To Tov 1TOY7Jpov. The meaning is " preserve me against his
attacks" rather than " deliver me out of his power," which would
require lK. For d.VT£8tKos comp. xii. 58; Mt. v. 25.
As often, the dmi follows up the idea suggested by the EK in the compound
verb: see on i~epxoµai d.,,.& (iv. 35), and comp. also iK"Al"foµ,ai d.,,.6 (vi. 13),
EKf1JTEW a7ro (xi. 50, 51), EKOLWKW a7ro (Joel ii. 20; Dan. iv. 22, 29, 30,
Theod.), etc. Here d has devindica me ab.

4. o~K ~OeX.ev. The imperf. (~A B D L Q R X A) has more
point than the aor. (E etc.): he continued refusing, just as she
continued coming. With E'TfL xpovov comp. E1Tt 1TA£fova XP· (Acts
xviii. 20); ~</>' ocrov XP· (Rom. vii. I; I Car. vii. 39; Gal. iv. 1).
Et Knl. TOv 0eov o~ cj>o(3olip.m. "Although I fear not God," implying that this is the actual fact (2 Car. xii. u), whereas 1<at £i
would have put it as an hypothesis (1 Car. viii. 5; 1 Pet. iii. 1).
Win. liii. 7. b, p. 554.
Perhaps its being given as a fact explains the use of 06 rather than µfi: or
the 06 coalesces with the verb, and thus escapes the influence of the El: comp.
xi. 8, xiv. 26, xvi. 11, 12, 31; 2 Cor. xii. II. Burton, §§ 284, 469. But see
Simcox, Lang. of N. T. p. 184.
o~Sl.

" Nor yet, nor even " : a climax.

5. Sui ye TO 'Tl"aplxew p.ot KO'Tfov. "Yet because she troubleth
me." Comp. Ota y• T~Y &.vaio{av avTOV (xi. 8), where, as here, El Kal
is followed by oll and y•. Both 1<61Tov and v1Twmatv are strong

words, and express the man's impatience.
On the reading rl,v xfipa ra&rrw see Gregory, Prolegom. p. 58.
ets Tl>..os £pxop.lV71 ~'Tfw'Tftatn p.e. "Unto the end, to the utter-
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most " easily passed in meaning to either " continually" or " at
last "; and either of these makes sense here, according as we join
Ei<; -r£Ao> with the participle or the verb or both. Either, "by con·
tinually coming wear me out"; or, "at last by her coming wear
me out"; or, "be for ever coming and plaguing me." The first
is best : it was her perpetual coming that was so trying. Both -r€Ao<;
and (<; -r€Ao<; are frequent in class. Grk. In LXX Ei<; -r€A.o<; is frequent.
Girfll'll'Lutn. From vTrwTrwv, which means (1) the part of the
face below the eyes; (2) a blow there, a black eye; (3) any blow.
Hence vTrw'lf"ia~w means (I) hit under the eye, give a black eye ;
( 2) beat black and blue; (3) mortify, annoy greatly ( 1 Cor. ix. 2 7).
Comp. at 7r6AEt<; v'lf"wmauphai (Aristoph. Pax, 54I). There is no
doubt that "annoy greatly" is the meaning here. Comp. Qui me
sequatur quoquo eam, rogitando obtundat, enecet (Ter. Eun. iii. 5. 6).
Meyer, Godet, Weiss and others advocate the literal meaning, and
regard it as a mauvai'se plaisanterie or an exaggeration on the part
of the judge. But, as Field points out ( Otium Norvic. iii. p. 5 2 ),
the tenses are fatal to it. "Lest at last she come and black my
eyes for me " would require lMovua v'lf"wmauy. The judge was
afraid of being annoyed continually, not of being assaulted once.
The Latin Versions vary much in their rendering both of •Is rt!J..os and of
UTrWTrtd.!'TJ: in novissimo (Vulg.), in novissimo die (q), in tempus (d), usque ad
jinem (e), usque quaque (1), in .finem (r): suggil!et (Vulg.), constringat
(b ff2 q), molestt"or sz"t mild (e), invi'diam mihi faciat (1).
Strauss has pointed out similarities of feature between the parables of the
Rich Fool, the Friend at Midnight, and the Unrighteous Judge, especially
with regard to the soliloquies in each case: 01EJ..o-yl!ero €v aim:;, J..t!-ywv Ti
roi'ljuw, IJTL K.T.A., -roDTo 7roi'ljuw (xii. r7, r8); eT7r<V 0€ €v iavrc;i o olKovbµ,os
Tl 'lrOL'lj<Tw, llri K.T.A., l-yvwv rl 7roi'ljuw (xvi. 3, 4); EL'lr<V €v iavr<iJ (xviii. 4),
One may admit that these are" signs of a common origin," but that they are
also "signs of a Jewish-Christian, or indeed of an Ebionite source," is not so
evident. He says that this "mimic." repetition, "What shall I do? . . .
This will I do," is thoroughly Jewish. But as Christ was a Jew, speaking to
Jews, there is nothing surprising in that. He says also that the Ebionites
laid great stress on prayer, and inculcated a contempt for riches; and that
two of the three parables do the one, while the third does the other. But
assuredly the Ebionites were not peculiar in advocating prayer, nor in
despising riches, although in the latter point they went to fanatical excess.
See Strauss, L. J. § 41, p. 257, ed. r864.

6. Etirev 8~ o KOpLos. The insertion indicates a pause, during
which the audience consider the parable, after which Jesus makes
a comment and draws the moral of the narrative. For o KOpLos of
Christ see on v. I7 and vii. I3; and for o KpLrl]S Ti)s d8LKlas see on
xvi. 8.
7. oa "'~ 11'0L~CJTI· This intensive form of the simple negative
may be used in questions as well as in statements, and expresses
the confidence with which an affirmative answer is expected :
comp. Jn. xviii. II. Rev. xv. 4 is not quite parallel. The argu·
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ment here is fortiori, or (as Augustine, Qurest. Evang. ii. 45)
ex dissimilitude, and has many points. If an unjust judge would
yield to the importunity of an unknown widow, who came and spoke
to him at intervals, how much more will a just God be ready to
reward the perseverance of His own elect, who cry to Him day and
night? Comp. the very similar passage Ecclus. xxxv. 13-18
[xxxii. 18-22], and the similar argument Lk. xi. 13. The treatment of the Syrophenician woman (Mt. xv. 22-28 II) is an illustration of the text. With Twv f3owVTwv mhi\> comp. the souls of the
saints under the altar (Rev. vi. 9-11 ). In both cases it is deliverance from oppression that is prayed for.
Kal p.aKpo9up.el 1hr' a1hols.
"And He is long-suffering over
them" (RV.). This, and not µ,aKpoOvµ,wv (E), is the reading of
almost all uncials and of other important authorities : et patiens est
in illis (de), et patientiam habebit in illis (Vulg.).
The exact meaning of the different parts of the clause cannot
be determined with certainty; but the general sense is clear
enough, viz. that, however long the answer to prayer may seem to
be delayed, constant faithful prayer always is answered.
The chief points of doubt are ( l) the construction of Kai µ,a,Kpo!Jvµ•I, (2) the
meaning of µaKpolJvµ•I, (3) the meaning of i?r' afrro'is. ( l) We need not join
Kai µaKpolJvµ•'i to ou µ7J 7roificrTJ, but may take it with -rwv {Jownwv, which is
equivalent to ot {Jowcriv: the elect cry and He µaKpolJvµ,o< e7r' afrro<s. (2) We
need not give µaKpolJvµii its very common meanin~ of "is slow to anger": it
sometimes means "to be slow, be backward, tarry,' and is almost synonymous
with fJpaovvw. Comp. Heh. vi. 15; James v. 7; Job vii. 16; Jer. xv. 15; and
the remarkably parallel passage Ecclus. xxxv. [xxxii.] 22, Kai o Kvpios ou µ7/
{JpaovPTJ ouo< µ7/ µaKpolJvµficr« e7r' afrrols. So also µ,aKpolJvµla may mean
"slow persistency" as well as "slowness to anger." Comp. l Mac. viii. 4,
and see Trench, Syn. !iii. (3) This being so, there is no need to make e7r'
afrro'is refer to the enemies of the elect, although such loose wording is not
impossible, especially if Lk. had the. passage in Ecclus. in his mind. The
words naturally, and in strict grammar necessarily, refer to the elect, and
indicate the persons in reseect of whom the slowness of action takes place.
Comp. µ,a,Kpo!Jvµwv e7r' afrr<tJ (James v. 7). The meaning, then, seems to be,
"And shall not God deliver His elect who cry day and night to Him, while He
is slow to act for them?" That is, to them in their need the µ,a,Kpo!Jvµla of God
seems to be fJpaorl-r71s (Rev. vi. 10), just as it does to the ungodly, when they see
no judgment overtaking them (2 Pet. iii. l-10). But it is possible that µ,aKpolJvµ•'i
means "is not impatient." The unjust judge heard the widow's frequent
request with impatience and dislike. God listens to the ceaseless crying of His
saints with willingness and pleasure. In this sense µ,aKpolJvµ,olv is the opposite
of o~v!Jvµe'iv, "to be quick-tempered."

8. ev T<iXe" "Quickly, without delay"; celeriter (a), confestim
(d), cito (Vulg.). Although He bears long, and to those who are
suffering seems to delay, yet He really acts speedily. This interpretation is confirmed by Acts xii. 7, xxii. 18, xxv. 4; Rom.
xvi. 20; l Tim. iii. 14; Rev. i. l, xxii. 6. Others prefer repente,
.inoj>inato. Thus Godet says, that although God delays to act, yet,
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when the moment comes, He acts swiftly, as at the Deluge and the
destruction of Sodom. So Didon, l'heure sonnee, la vengeance sera
foudroyante (J. C. eh. ix. p. 614). In any case, the £v Taxei is
placed last with emphasis.
"ll'X~v. "Howbeit (certain as the Messiah's deliverance of His
people is, a sorrowful question arises) the Son of Man, when He
is come, will He find faith on the earth ? " The 'lTA:ryv is not
im Uebrigen (Weiss), nor seulement (Godet), but doch (Luther),
cependant (Lasserre). Latin Versions have verum (d), !amen (bi
1 q), or verumtamen (Vulg.). Note the emphatic order, both 6
vio> 'T. av6p. and £>,(}cJv being placed before the interrogativerparticle. Yet Syr-Sin. has, "Shall the Son of man come and J'ind."
Only here and Gal. ii. 17 (where some prefer d.pa) is O.pa found in N.T.
In LXX it is always followed by -ye (Gen. xviii. I3?Xxvi. 9, xxxvii. rn; Jer.
iv. 10), but without -ye it is freq. in Sym. Latin Versions have numquid (b ci
I q) or putas (Vulg. ). See Blass on Acts viii. 3q.
rljv "ll'(unv. "Th~cessary faith, the faith in question, faith
in Jesus as the Messiah and Saviour." <j)thers prefer "the faith
which perseveres in prayer," or again "loyalty to Himself," which
is much the same as faith in Christ. The answer to this desponding question, which seems, but only 'Seems, " to call in question
the success of our Lord's whole mediatorial work," has been given
by anticipation xvii. 26 : the majority, not only of mankind but of
Christians, will be absorbed in worldly pursuits, and only a few
will "endure to the end" (Mt. xxiv. 12, 13). No doubt is
expressed or implied as to the coming of the Son of Man, but only
as to what He will find.

There is therefore no reason for conjecturing that the parable received its
present form at a time when belief in the Second Advent was waning. Still
Jess reason is there for interpreting it of the Christian Church seeking help from
pagan magistrates against Jewish persecutors, and then concluding that it must
have been composed after the time of S. Luke (De Wette). On the other
hand, Hilgenfeld sees in the thirst for vengeance, which (he thinks) inspires
the parable, evidence of its being one of the oldest portions of the Third
Gospel.

9-14. §The Parable of the Pharisee and the Publican. This
has no connexion either with the parable which precedes it or with
the narrative which follows it. The two parables were evidently
spoken on different occasions and addressed to different audiences, the first to the disciples on a specified occasion, the
second to the persons described in ver. 9 on some occasion not
specified. They are placed in juxtaposition, probably beeause
tradition assigned them to the same portion of Christ's ministry
(Hahn); or possibly because they both (but in very different ways)
treat of prayer (Keil). That Lk. brackets the two parables for
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But note the 8£ also, and see

The ica.l is genuine (~ B D L M Q RX ~. Vulg.) although A etc. with
several Versions omit.

9. As in ver. 1, this preface to the parable is the Evangelist's :
8£, SE: Kal, Ei7l'EV 7rpo>, and Ei7l'EV 7rapa{3oA.~v are all
marks of his style. It is possible to take 'll'pos here as meaning
"with a view to," as in ver. 1, or "against,'' as in xx. 19. But it
is much more likely that it means "unto" after Ei7l'Ev, because ( 1)
this construction is specially common in Lk. and (2) we here have
persons and not the substantial infinitive after 7rpo• : dixit autem et
ad quosdam qui (Vulg.). Syr-Sin. has "against."
Toos 'll'E'll'oLOOTas lei>' fouToi:s on.
They themselves were the
foundation on which their confidence was built : xi. 2 2 ; 2 Cor.
i. 9; Heb. ii. 13; Deut. xxviii. 52; 2 Sam. xxii. 3; Is. viii. 17,
xii. 2, etc. The constructions i!v Ttvi, e7l'l nva, and Et> nva are
less common. Grotius and others render 6n "because," making
the righteousness a fact and the ground of their self-confidence ;
which is incredible. Comp. Prov. xxx. 1 2 ; Is. lxv. 5. The
Talmud inveighs against the Pharisaism of those "who implore
you to mention some more duties which they might perform."
£~ou0evoul"Tas. A strong word, common to Lk. and Paul :
"utterly despised, treated as of no account," xxiii. 11 ; Acts
iv. II; Rom. xiv. 3, 10. Comp. Ps. Sol. ii. 5.
Toos >..oL'll'ous. "The rest, all others" (RV.) : comp. o~ Aot7l'ol
(ver. II). The "other" of AV. and most English Versions has
been silently altered into " others " by the printers : " other"
means "other folk," but To~> >..ot7l'OV<; means "all other folk."
10. &.vlf311aav. "They went up" from the lower city to Mount
Moriah, the "Hill of the House," on which the temple stood.
We are probably to understand one of the usual hours of prayer
(i. 10; Acts ii. 15, iii. 1, x. 9).
11. aTaOels. This perhaps indicates the conscious adopting of an
attitude or of a conspicuous place : debout et la tete haute (Lasserre) ;
apres s'etre place en evidence (Reuss); in loco conspicuo instar stature
stans erectus (Valek.). Contrast ver. 13 and comp. ver. 40, xix. 8;
Acts ii. 14, xvii. 2 2, xxvii. 2 1. The expression is peculiar to Lk.
Standing was the common posture at prayer among the Jews
(1 Sam. i. 26; 1 Kings viii. 14, 22; Mt. vi. 5; Mk. xi. 25). See
Lightfoot on Mt. vi. 5.
Ei7l'EV

'll'po.; fovTov. These words probably follow Ta.tiTa. (B L, Vulg. Boh. Arm.
Orig.); but, even if they precede, they must be taken with 7rpo1Jr/llX€TO (comp.
2 Mac. xi. 13): t'ntra se precabatur (e), apud se orabat (Vulg.).
This use
of 7rpos fa.vr6v is classical. "Standing by himself" would be ica8' €a.vr6v,
seorsum, which D here reads: comp. Act.s xxviii. 16; Jas. ii. 17. The char-
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acter of his prayer shows why he would not utter it so that others could
hear.
€~xaptcm'd O'Ot. There is no prayer, even in form ; he asks God
for nothing, being thoroughly satisfied with his present condition.
And only in form is this utterance a thanksgiving; it is self-congratulation. He glances at God, but contemplates himself. Indeed he almost pities God, who but for himself would be destitute
of faithful servants.
ot >..onrol Twv &v9pw'll'wv. "The rest of men " (RV.), "all other
men," ceteri lwminum (Vulg.). He is in a class by himself; every
one else in a very inferior class. For other vainglorious thanks·
givings used by Jews see Edersh. L. & T. ii. p. 2gr. Contrast
S. Paul's declaration 1 Cor. xv. 9, IO, and see Schrettgen, i. p.
306. Noli in precibus bona tua enumerare.
clp'll'«yEs, ci8tKot, µ.oixoL. Gratias agit, non quia bonus, sed quia
solus ; non tam de bonis qure habet, quam de malts qure z"n aliz"s vz"det
(Bernard, De Grad. Humil. v. 17 ). But there is no hint that he
was lying in acquitting himself of gross and flagrant crimes. Such
falsehood in a silent address to God is scarcely intelligible. His
error lay in supposing that all other men were guilty of these
things, and that he himself was not guilty of sins that were as bad
or worse. Hillel had taught, " Endeavour not to be better than
the community, and trust not in thyself until the day of thy death."
The o~Tos is contemptuous, as often. The nA.wv'Y/~ is pointed out
to the Almighty as a specimen of oi A.ot'll"ot T. &v8pwmnv.
12. He cites these good works as instances of the ways in
which he is still further superior to other men. He is superior
not only in what he avoids, but in what he performs. Characteristically he names just those things on which Pharisees prided
themselves (Mt. ix. 14, xxiii. 23).
Sls Tou uaj3/30.Tou. Mondays and Thursdays. Moses was supposed to have ascended the mount on the fifth day, and to have
come down on the second. For the sing. of u&.13/3aTov in the sense
of "a week" comp. Mk. xvi. 9 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 2. It is amazing that
any should have taken this as meaning "I fast twice on the
sabbath," which would be unintelligible. The je/uno bt"s z"n sabbato
of the Vulg. might mislead those who knew no Greek. The frequent
statement that the Pharisees observed the second and fifth days
as fasts all through the year (D.B. 2 i. 2. p. 1054), and held that
this was enjoined by the oral Law, is without foundation : and
those who make it are inconsistent in saying that this Pharisee
boasts of works of supererogation. In that case he merely states
that he keeps the Law in its entirety. The Mosaic Law enjoins
only one fast in the year, the Day of Atonement. Other annual
fasts were gradually established in memory of national calamities
(Zech. viii. 19). Occasional fasts were from time to time ordered
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in seasons of drought and other public calamities, and these ad·
ditional fasts were always held on Mondays and Thursdays. Thus,
a five days' fast would not last from Monday to Friday inclusive,
but would be held on all Mondays and Thursdays until the five
days were made up (see the Didache, viii. 1; Apost. Const. vii. 23. 1).
But many individuals imposed extra fasts on themselves, and
there were some who fasted on Mondays and Thursdays all the
year round. Such cases would be commonest among the Pharisees,
and the Pharisee in the parable is one of them : but there is no
evidence that all Pharisees adopted this practice or tried to make
it a general obligation (Schurer, Jewish People in the T. ofJ. C.
II. ii. p. 118; Edersh. L. &> T. ii. p. 291 ; Wetstein and Lightfoot,
ad loc. ). The man, therefore, is boasting of a work of supererogation.
What is told us about Jewish fasting in the N.T. (v. 33; Mt vi. 16,
ix. 14; Mk. ii. 18; Acts xxvii. 9) is confirmed by the Mishna.
Note that the Pharisee has dropped even the form of thanksgiving.
With Bis Toii tra.fJ{Jd"Tov comp. E11'"TdK•s rfjs 7,,Upa.s (xvii. 4). The genitives
in xxiv. I; Mt. ii. 14, xxv. 6, xxviii. 13; Gal. vi. 17 are not parallel.
d:11"08EKaTeuw 'll"ciVTa.
Here again, in paying tithe of everytht'ng,
he seems to boast of doing more than the Law required. Tithe
was due (Num. xviii. 21; Deut. xiv. 2 2 ), but not of small garden
herbs (Mt. xxiii. 23). There is something for which God owes
thanks to him.

The rare form d11"06eKa.Tellw is found in B N* here in place of the not very
common d11"08eKa.Tow or d11'o8eKa.Tw. WH. ii. App. p. 171. The simple BeKa.·
Tevw is more usual.

oua KTWfl-UL· "All that I get" (RV.): qurecunque adquiro (i q),
qutB adquiro (d). It was on what he acquired, not on what he
possessed, that he paid tithe ; on his income, not on his capital.
All English Versions prior to RV. go wrong here with Vulg. (qure
possideo), Luth. (das iCh habe), and Beza. "Possess" would be
KEKT'¥J/Lar.. There is a similar error xxi. 19. Excepting Mt. x. 9
and 1 Thes. iv. 4, the verb is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (Acts i. 18,
viii. 20, xxii. 28): it is freq. in LXX.
18. 11-0.Kpollev ECTTws. Far from the Pharisee : nothing else is
indicated. In his self-depreciation he thinks himself unworthy to
come near in worship to one who must be a favoured servant of
God. But we need not suppose that he remained in the Court of the
Gentiles (Grot.), in which case the Pharisee in the Court of Israel
would hardly have seen him. Comp. xxiii. 49. The change from
CTTa8e{<; (ver. 11) to euTw> perhaps implies less of a set, prominent
position in this case. Vulg. has stans in both places; but Cyprian
has cum stetisset for uTaBe{., and stabat et for euTw<; (De Dom.
Orat. vi.). Comp. Tac. Hist. iv. 72. 4.
odK ~9EMV o~ TOUS ~0a4ous E-iriipa~. The common explana..
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tion, " would not lift up even his eyes,'' much less his hands and
his face (1 Tim. ii. 8; 1 Kings viii. 22; Ps. xxviii. 2, lxiii. 4,
cxxxiv. 2 ), does not seem to be satisfactory. The oti8l strengthens
the previous otJK and need not be taken exclusively with Tovs
1'cp8a.A.µ.ovs: "would not even lift up his eyes to heaven," much less
adopt any confident or familiar attitude towards God. See Maldonatus, ad loc. Some Rabbis taught that it was necessary to
keep the eyes down or to close them in praying (Schcettgen, i.
p. 307).
ttu11TE. " He continued to smite" ; tundebat (d), percutiebat
(Vulg.). Comp. viii. 52, xxiii. 48. Om. ds after ;Tv71"TE NB D.
t>..~T£ J.LOL T'il clµ.a.f>Tw>..iii.
"Be merciful (Dan. ix. 19) to me
the sinner." He also places himself in a class by himself; but he
makes no comparisons. Consciousness of his own sin is supreme ;
de nemine alto homine cogitat (Beng.). For similar self-accusation
comp. Ps. xxv. II, xl. 12, li. 3; Ezra ix. 6; Dan. ix. 8; l Tim. i. 15.
The verb occurs elsewhere in N.T. only Heb. ii. 17, with acc. of
the sin. In LXX it is not common. Ps. lxiv. 3, with acc. of the
sin. Ps. xxiv. l l, lxxvii. 38, lxxviii. 9, with dat. of the sin. 2 Kings
v. 18, with dat. of the person, as here. The compound l~V..au
Kop.a.i is the more usual word. The classical construction with
acc. of the person propitiated is not found in bibl. Grk., because
the idea of " propitiating God " is not to be encouraged. " The
'propitiation ' acts on that which alienates God and not on God,
whose love is unchanged throughout" (Wsctt. on Heb. ii. 17, and
Additional Note on l Jn. ii. 2, Epp. of S.John, p. 83).
The Latin Versions have propitiare (c ff2 l), repropitiare (b), miserere (d),
propitius esto (Vulg. ). See Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 52.

14. Myw liJ.L'Lv. As often, this formula introduces an important
dedara tion uttered with authority (vii. 26, 28, ix. 2 7, x. l 2, 24,
xi. 9, 51, xii. 4, 5, 8, 27, 37, 44, 51, xiii. 3, etc.). Here Christ
once more claims to know the secrets both of man's heart and of
God's judgments.
Ka.nf371 o~os 8e8LKmw.,..£vl>!. The pronoun perhaps looks back
to the contemptuous oVTo> in ver. 11. " This despised man went
down justified in the sight of God," i.e. "accounted as righteous,
accepted." Comp. vii. 35, x. 29, xvi. 15; Is. 1. 8, liii. II; Job
xxxiii. 32. The Talmud says, " So long as the temple stood, no
Israelite was in distress ; for as often as he came to it full of sin
and offered sacrifice, then his sin was forgiven and he departed a
just man" (Schcettgen, i. p. 308).
Tro.p iKe'Lvov. The expression is one of comparison, and of itselj
does not exclude the possibility of the Pharisee being justified in
some smaller degree. Comp. xiii. 2, 4. But the context perhaps
excludes it Thus Tertullian (Adv. Mamon. iv. 36), ideoque
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alterum reprobatum, alterumjustijicatum.

o l>iKaiwcra>

Also Euthym. (ad loc.),

o

µ,Ovov ~avTov KaT£1>iKan8-i, 7rapa ®wv,
8£ KaTal>iKacra<i
p.6vov €avTov £1>iKaiwO'Y/ 7rapa ®£ov. Aug., however, points out that

the Scripture does not say that the Pharisee was condemned (Ep.
xxxvi. 4. 7).
The readings are various, but 7rap' iKewov (~ B L, Boh. Sah., Orig. Naz.)
may be safely adopted : ab illo (Vulg.) is a misrepresentation of this, and
µa\\ov 7rap' a&Ketvov TOV rpapiuetov (D) an amplification of it. The J) iKewor
(min. pauc.) of Elz. is a gloss; which, however, may have helped to produce
the common reading J) -yap iKe'ivos (A E G HK M P Q etc.), II.A.P being
changed to I'.A.P. If J) -yap iKe'ivos (Tisch., Treg. marg.) be adopted, it
must be interrogative : " I say to you, this man went down to his house
justified-or did the other do so?" Other Latin variations are prm ilium
pharismum (a), magis quam i'lle pharisreus (b c e), to which some add qui se
exaltabat (f ff2 i 1 qr). l'j 7rap' iKewov (Hofm. Keil) and 1'J7rep iKe'ivos (Hahn)
are conjectures. See Blass, Gr. pp. ro6, 139.

oTi irii<> o 0"1wv, K.T.>... Verbatim as xiv. I I (where see note),
which Weiss pronounces to be its original position, while its appearance here is due to Lk. Why is it assumed that Jesus did
not repeat His sayings ?
The suggestion (Aug. Bede) that the Pharisee represents the Jews and the
publican the Gentiles cannot be accepted. Nor need we suppose (Godet) that
Lk. is here showing that the Pauline doctrine of justification was based on the
teaching of Christ. There is nothing specially Pauline here. We are not told
that the publican was justified by faith m Christ, but by confession of sin and
prayer. The meaning is simple. Christ takes a crucial case. One generally
recognized as a saint fails in prayer, while one generally recognized as a sinner
succeeds. Why? Because the latter's prayer is real, and the former's not.
The one comes in the spirit of prayer,-self-humiliation; the other in the spirit
of pride, -self-satisfaction.

15-17. Little Children brought to Christ. Mt. xix. 13-15;
Mk. x. 13-16. The narrative of Lk., which has been proceeding
independently since ix. 51, here rejoins Mt. and Mk. The three
narratives are almost verbatim alike. Where Lk. differs either he
has an expression peculiar to himself, as Ta f3p£cp'IJ (ver. 15) or
7rpocr£Ka>..foaTo (ver. 16); or he and Mk. agree against Mt., as
•
•
~
~
(
~
/J
~ (
., av
~
1n
aVTWV
a7rT'l]Tat
ver. I 5 ) ' £PX£UUaL
and TOU~ ®
H £OU
ver. I 6) ' o<;
p.~ U~rni, K.T.A. (ver. 17 ), where Mt. varies considerably in wording. Only in the Ka{ before p.~ KwAv£T£ (ver. 16) does Lk. agree
with Mt. against Mk.
15. npoalcl>Epov 8£ ai'm~ Kal TO. 13p£cl>"I· The ()£ and Kal Ta {3picfl"I
are peculiar to Lk. For U Mk. has Ka{ and Mt. TOT£: for Kal Ta
{3p£cp'IJ both have simply 7rai8{a. "Now people were bringing to
Him even their babes," or "their babes also," as well as sick
folk. In any case {3p£cpo> must be rendered here as in ii. 1 2, 16 ~
comp. i. 41, 44; Acts vii. 19; r Pet. ii. 2. AV. has "babe,"
., infant," and "young child." Vqlg. has infans throughout.
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Mt. says more distinctly, Tas xElpas l.,,.i(}fj aln-ois Kal
Blessing them is meant : comp. Gen. xlviii. r 4, 1 5.

The pres. subj. after imperf. indic. is a constr. that is freq. in LXX. It
shows how the opt. is going out of use. But here it might be explained as
expressing the thought of those who brought the babes, a thought put in a
direct form for the sake of vividness : " that He may touch " for " that He
might touch." Win. xii. b. I. a, p. 36o.
~'ll'ETlp.wv a.~To'Ls. Not because, as Chrysostom and Theophylact
suggest, they thought that little children were unworthy to approach
Him ; but because they thought it a waste of His time and an
abuse of His kindness; or, as Jerome, followed closely by Bede,
puts it, eum in similitudinem hominum offerentium importunitate
lassari. On the first anniversary of their birth Jewish children
were sometimes brought to the Rabbi to be blest.

Lk. has the imperf. in both places, 1rpou~cf>Epo11 • • • E11"<rlµwv : Mt. 1rpou'l"lx.811ua.v • • • E11"<Tlµ11ua.v: Mk. rpoulrj><pov • • • l7r<Tiµrwa.v.

16. 11'pouEKa>..Eua.To. Even if with B we omit aim5., this would
mean that He called the children (with their parents), and then
addressed the disciples. Mk. has iSwv . . . T,yavaK77JcrEV, Mt.
simply ET7rw.
p.Ti KwMETE. " Cease to forbid." The wording is almost identical
in all three narratives. Jerome and Euthym. (on Mt. xix. 14) point
out that Christ does not say Towwv but Towwwv, ut ostenderet non
~tatem regnare sed mores. It is not these children, nor all children, but those who are childlike in character, especially in
humility and trustfulness, who are best fitted for the Kingdom.
17. Verbat£m as in Mk. x. 15. Mt. gives a similar saying on
a different occasion (xviii. 3, 4). The 8,~'l'JTaL explains the TotouTwv:
a child receives what is offered to it, in full trust that it is good for
it, p:qS'Ev StaKptv6p.wos, p.718£ J.p.r/nf3d.Uwv 7r£pl avTov (Euthym. ).
18-80. The Rich Young Ruler who preferred his Riches to
the Service of Christ. Mt. xix. 16-30; Mk. x. 17-31. In all
three narratives this section follows immediately upon the one
about bringing children to Christ. This young ruler is humiliated
by being told that there is still a great deal to be done before he
is qualified for ~wT, alwvws. Thus the lessons supplement one
another. The children, like the publican, are nearer the Kingdom
than they could suppose themselves to be ; the rich young man,
like the Pharisee, is farther from it than he supposed himself to
be. Those who can be benefited by being abased (9, 22), are
abased; while those who cannot be harmed by being exalted (16),
are exalted. Here again Lk. often agrees with Mk. in small
details of wording against Mt., and only once (aKovcras in ver. 23)
with Mt. against Mk.
18. apxwv. Lk. alone tells us this, and we are in doubt what
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he means by it. His being a vmvtuKoi;, as Mt. tells us (xix. 20, 22 ),
is rather against his being a member of the Sanhedrin or a ruler
of a synagogue. Weiss, Neander, and others conjecture that
v€avluKoi; is an error, perhaps an inference drawn by Mt. from
Christ's charge, especially Tlµ.a TOv 7raTlpa uov, K.T.A. Certainly
€K vE6T1]Tos (which is wanting in the best texts of Mt.) does not
seem appropriate to a vmvluKoi;. Yet Holtzmann supposes that
vmv{uKoi; has been added through a misconception of €1< v€6rqTos.
But the rich ruler's self-confidence might easily make him pose as
an older man than he really was. Keim seems to be nearer the
truth when he says that "the whole impression is that of an eager
and immature young man " (Jes. of Naz. v. p. 36). The statement
of Mk., that he ran to Jesus and kneeled to Him (x. 17), indicates
youthful eagerness.
T( 'll'OL~aas, K.T.~.' See on x. 25, where the same question is
asked. In Mt. the "good is transferred from "Master" to "what,"
aioauKa>..£, Tl &.ya06v 7roi~uw; and hence Christ's reply is different,
T{ µ.• £pWTijs 7r€pl. Tov &.yaOov; The ruler thought that by some
one act, perhaps of benevolence, he could secure eternal life : he
was prepared for great expenditure. Similar questions were discussed among the Rabbis: see Wetst. on Mt. xix. 16.
19. T( 11-• ~lyus cl.yu66v; So also in Mk. In none of the
three is there any emphasis on "Me," which is an enclitic. There
is no instance in the whole Talmud of a Rabbi being addressed
as " Good Master" : the title was absolutely unknown among the
Jews. This, therefore, was an extraordinary address, and perhaps
a fulsome compliment. The Talmud says, "There is nothing else
that is good but the Law." The explanation of some ancient and
modern commentators, that Jesus is here speaking merely from
the young man's standpoint, is not satisfactory. "You suppose
Me to be a mere man, and you ought not to call any human being
good. That title I cannot accept, unless I am recognized as
God." 1 The young ruler could not understand this; and the
reply must have had some meaning for lzi'm. His defect was
that he trusted too much in himself, too little in God. Jesus
reminds him that there is only one source of goodness whether
in action (Mt.) or in character (Mk. Lk.), viz. God. He Himself
is no exception. His goodness is the goodness of God working
in Him. "The Son can do nothing of Himself, but what He.
seeth the Father doing. . . . For as the Father hath life in
Himself, even so gave He to the Son also to have life in Him·
1 So Cyril, at/ loc., El µ.T, 'lf'E7rl11nu1Ccu llr• 0e6r Elp.l, 'lf'Wr
T~ d.11WT6.rw <{JVITEL 'll'Ef'LTE6ELKcJ.r µ.01, Ka.I d.')'a.6011 d7rOKlt;\.Eif,

av

rQ. µ.6vv 1rpbrovrr.
/IT, Ka.I llEll61UKClf

fJ.v(Jpwrov El111tL K1tTA ul ; and Ambrose, Quid me dicis bonum, quem negas
Deum? Non ergo se bonum negat, sed Deum desi'gnat. See also Jerome,
Basil, Epiphanius, etc. Maldonatus and·Wordsworth follow.
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self. . . . I can of Myself do nothing: as I hear, I judge: and
My judgment is righteous, because I seek not My own will, but
the will of Him that sent Me" (Jn. v. I 9-30). Non se magistrum
non esse, sed magistrum absque Deo nullum bonum esse testatur
(Bede). There is no need to add to this the thought that the
goodness of Jesus was the goodness of perfect development (see
on ii. 5 2 ), whereas the goodness of God is that of absolute perfection (Weiss on Mk. x. 18).
~Se\1 4y«>801 •l p.~ eto; o 0ed1.
So also Mk. Here the article is
wanting in N B. The saying appears in a variety of forms in quotations.
Justin has two : oMds d.")'e>llos el µ1, µ6110s o Sear o 'll"<n1jO'cu Tei 'll"d.VTe> (Apo!.
i. 16), and ers EO'Tlll d.")'o.116t, 0 nT1jp µov • Ell TOLS oOpa.vo'is ( ny. ci. ).
Marcion seems to have read e?s EO'Tl11 d.")'o.86s, 0eos o 11"0.rfip. In Hippol.
Pkt'losopk. v. 1 e?s EO'Tlv 0.")'o.86s, o 'll"O.T1/p Ell To'is ofJpo.vo'is, and a similar
reading appears four times in Clem. Hom. See Zeller, Apostelg. pp. 32 ff.,
Eng. tr. pp. 105-119, and WH. ii. App. pp. 14, 15.

o

DO. TU!l lVToM!l ot8a.!l. Jesus securos ad Legem remittit; contrito~

Evangelice consolatur (Beng. ). This is, however, not the
main point. Nothing extraordinary or not generally known is
required for salvation: the observance of well-known commands
will suffice.
Here again Lk. exactly agrees with Mk., except that he places the
seventh before the sixth commandment, and omits, as Mt. does, µ1, d'll"oO'Tep1jO'VS, which perhaps represents the tenth. In Rom. xiii. 9, Jas. ii. 11,
and in Cod. B of Deut. v. 17 adultery is mentioned before muraer. Philo
says that in the second 'll"WTd.s of the decalogue adultery is placed first as
/d")'•O'Tov dlJ•K11µd.TOJ11 (De decem orac. xxiv., xxxii. ). In all three of the Gospels
the fifth commandment is placed last and none of the first four is quoted.
In Mt. they are in the same form as in Exod. xx. and Deut. v., 06 <1>011c60"e•s,
ic.T.ll.. So also Rom. xiii. 9. In Mk. and Jas ii. 11, M7/ <Pove60'VS•

81. TauTa. 'll'ciVTa. lcj>db~a. lK veOTIJTO!l· Not so much a boast.
as an expression of dissatisfaction. " I wanted to be told of
something special and sublime; and I am reminded of duties
which I have been performing all my life." The reply exhibits
great ignorance of self and of duty, but is perfectly sincere.
That it was possible to keep the whole Law is an idea which is frequent
in the Talmud. Abraham, Moses, and Aaron were held to have done so.
R. Chanina says to the Angel of Death, "Bring me the book of the Law,
and see whether there is anything written in it which I have not kept "
(Schcettg. i. P.P· 16o, 1?1. See also Ede;.;h. L. & T. p. 536).
Here, as m Mt. x1x. 20; Gen. xxv1. 5; Exod. xu. 17, xx. 6, we have
the act. of </>vll.d.TTOJ: Mk. x. 20; Lev. xviii. 4, ia:. 8, 22, xxvi. 3, the mid.
without difference of sense.

!:

a

'h1aou!;.
Mk. has the striking lp.{3>..ltfra~
which is strong evidence that behind Mk.
is one who was intimate with Christ. From 7Jya7r7JU£v, vavTa

22.

d.KOUUQ!l

8£

a~ql tya7f"T/u£v a.~ov,
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'frwA:quov, and dKoA.ovBn µ.oi (v. 27 1 ix. 59) we may conjecture that

this was a call to become an Apostle.
"En lv uoL XE('ll'EL. Mk. has tv uE vuTEpE'i. Mt. transfers the
words to the young man, T{ fr, vuTEpw; Christ neither affirms
nor denies the ruler's statement of his condition. Assuming it
to be correct, there is still something lacking, viz. detachment
from his wealth. In what follows we have two charges, one to
sell and distribute ; the other to follow Christ : and the first is
preparatory to the second. But we may not separate them and
make the first the one thing lacking and the second the answer to
T{ 1l"Ot~uac; in ver. 18. In UEtc; B.,,uavpov iv To'ic; ovpavo'ic; we have
a clear reference to 'w~v aiwvwv, and this promise is attached
to the first charge. The 'll'BVTa. (comp. vi. 30, vii. 35, ix. 43, xi. 4)
and the compound 8,d8os (xi. 22; Acts iv. 35; elsewhere only Jn.
vi. I 1) are here peculiar to Lk.
Mt., having transferred the words about "lacking something yet" to the
rich young man, gives Christ's reply El (J{'Am TEAHos <iva• in place of "En
lv croL 'Ael'll"H. These words cannot mean a perfection superior to the fulfilment of the Law, for no such perfection is possible (xvii. 10). A misconception of this point led to the distinction between the performance of duty
and moral perfection, which has produced much error in moral theology.
Clem. Alex. rightly says, liTav e('ll"TI El 8£'Am TEAEIOS 'Y•v£cr0aL (sic), 7rw'Aficras TO.

oos

TO.s

v7rapxovTa
'll"Twxo'ts, <i'Aryx" Tov Kavxwµevov <i'll"l Tei' 'll"acras
<ivTo'AO.s <iK
ve6T1JTOS TET1JP1JKEvaL" ov "'fO.p 'll"E'll"A1JpWKEI T6, 'A')'a7rficreLS TOP 'll"A1JCTlov crov ws
EaVT6v· Tlrre 0£, V'/l"O TOV Kvplov CTVVTEAELOuµevos, <ioLliacrKETO OL' a')'a'/1"'1/V µETaOLo6vaL (Strom. iii. 6, p. 537, ed. Potter). Neander, L. J. C. § 226, Eng. tr.

P· 367.
In class. Grk. this use of 'Aehmv for <i'A'Ael'll"EIV is mostly poetical.
For 01doos (BE F etc.) NA D L MR .6. have oos from Mt. and Mk. And
for fV TOtS oupavo'is (B D) NA L R have <iv oupdvois from Mt., and P, Vulg.
Goth. have <iv ovpavcii from Mk. The plur. is supported by in ccelis (ad e),
but the article is doubtful.

23. 'll'Ep~u'll'os. Stronger than Av'frovµ.EVoc; (Mt. Mk. ), to which
Mk. adds the graphic uTvyvauas (Ezek. xxxii. 10; [Mt. xvi. 3]).
For '1rEp{A.v7roc; comp. Mk. vi. 26, xiv. 34; Mt. xxvi. 38. He wanted
to follow Christ's injunctions, but at present the cost seemed to
him to be too great.
'll'XoJuLos uct>68pa..
The statement explains, and perhaps in
some measure excuses, his distress. He possessed a great deal
more than a boat and nets ; and Peter, James, and John were
not told to sell their boats and nets and give the proceeds to the
poor ; because their hearts were not wedded to them.
24. nws 8uuK6Xws. All three have this adv., which occurs
nowhere else in bibl. Grk. Clem. Alex. seems to allude to the
saying when he writes o >..&yoc; Tave; TEAwvas >..lyEL 8vuK6>..ws uor
B~uETat (Strom. v. 5. p. 662, ed. Potter). Lk. omits the departure
of the ruler, which took place before these words were uttered.
Mk. alone records (x. 24) the consternation which they excited in
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the disciples, and Christ's repetition of them. ft was perhaps
largely for the sake of Judas that these stern words about the
perils of wealt11 were uttered to them.
25. In the Talmud an elephant passing through the eye of a
needle is twice used of what is impossible ; also a camel dancing
in a very small corn measure. See Lightfoot, Schcettgen, and
Wetstein, ad /,oc. For EOKo'll'WTEpov see small print on v. 23. The
reading Kap.i'A.ov ="cable" here and Mt. xix. 24 is an attempt to
tone down a strong statement. It is found only in a few late
MSS. The word Kap.i'Aos occurs only in Suidas and a scholiast
on Aristoph. Vesp. 1030. Some would give the meaning of
"cable" to Kap.ri'Aos (so Cyril on Mt. xix. 24), but no doubt the
animal is meant. Others would make the "needle's eye " into a
narrow gateway for foot-passengers ; but this also is erroneous.
See Expositor, 1st series, iii. p. 369, 1876; WH. ii. App. p. 151.
For {3eMvris, which occurs nowhere else in bibl. Grk., Mt. and
Mk. have pmp{oos, and for Tp~p.aTos Mk. has Tpvp.a'A.ias. Hobart
claims both {3e'A.6vri and Tp~p.a as medical, the former with good
reason (p. 60 ).
Celsus said that this saying of Christ was borrowed along with others from
Plato. But the passage which he quoted from the Laws (v. p. 742) merely
says that a man cannot be at once very good and very rich. There is nothing
about a camel or a needle. Orig. Con. Gels. vi. 16. I. The saying in the
Koran (vii. 38), "Neither shall they enter into paradise, until a camel pass
through the eye of a needle," is probably taken from the Gospels (Sale, p. 108).

It is specially to be noted that this hard saying about the
difficulty of those who have riches entering into the Kingdom of
God is in all three Gospels and not merely in the one which is
supposed to be Ebionite in tone. Comp. Mt. vi. 19-21; Mk. xii.
41, 42. Lk. omits the great amazement, £~e7r'A.~uuovTo ucf>6opa
(Mt.), 7repuruws £~e7r'A~uuovTo (Mk.), which this second utterance
on the impediments caused by wealth excited in the disciples.
The Latin translator of Origen's comm. on Mt. xix. has the following ex·
tract from "a certain Gospel which is called According to the Hebrews." But
neither this preface nor the extract are in the Greek text of Origen. Dixit ad
eum alter divitum, Magi'ster, quid bonum fadens vivam ? Dixit ei, Homo,
legem et prophetas Jae. Respondt't ad eum, Fed. Di'xi"t ei, Vade, vende omnia
qulB possides et divide pauperibus et vent", sequere me. Coepit autem dives
sca!pere caput suum (sic), et non placut"t ei. Et dixit ad eum Dominus, Quomodo diet's Legem feci et prop/zetas? quoniam scriptum est in lege Diliges
proximum tuum si"cut te ipsum, et ecce multi fratres tui, filii Abrahts, ami'cti
sunt stercore, morientes prts fame, et domus tua plena est mufti's boni's, et non
egredi"tur omnino aliquid ex ea ad eos. Et conversus dixit Simoni disdpulo
suo, sedenti apud se, Simon, fili Johannts, facilius est camelu11z intrare per
foramen acus quam divitem in regnum ctBlorum. See also the fragment quoted
from the narrative of the man with the withered hand (Lk. vi. 8). These
specimens explain why the Gospel according to the Hebrews was allowed to pass
into oblivion, and it is difficult to believe that this Nazarene Gospel was the
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original Hebrew of our Mt. If it was, "our Greek Evangelist must have been
a most unfaithful translator" (Salmon, Int, t8 N. T. p. 166, 5th ed.). We
may add that he must have been a person of very superior taste and ability.

26. Kal TC-; SuvaTa~ u(t)9ijva~; Not "what n'ch man" (Weiss),
but "what person of any description": Num. xxiv. 23. The
whole world either possesses or aims at possessing wealth. If,
then, what every one desires is fatal to salvation, who can be
saved? The Kal adds emphasis to the question, which arises out
of what has just been said : comp. x. 29 ; Jn. ix. 36 ; 2 Cor.
ii. 2.
27. Tc\ d.SuvaTa 11'apcl d.v9pw11'DL<;. This shows that ver. 25
means an impossibility, not merely something difficult or highly
improbable. It is a miracle of grace when those who have wealth
do not put their trust in it. Lk. omits the steadfast look
(~µ.f3A."'1a'>) with which Mt. and Mk. say that this declaration was
accompanied. He sympathizes with their perplexity and hastens
to remove it
Not only before proper names which begin with a vowel (Mt. :x:xviii. 15;
Jn. i. 40), but also in other cases, 'Ira.pd. sometimes is found unelided; 'Ira.pit.
aµ.a.pr,,,Xt; (xix. 7). This is commonly the case before IJ.118pcnos: comp. Mt.
xix. 26; Mk. x. 27; Jn. v. 34, 41; Gal. i. 12.

SuvaTcl 11'apc\ T~ 9Ect·
Zacchreus proved this (xix. 1-10).
Comp. Zech. viii. 6; Job xiii. 2. For parallels from profane
writers see Grotius and Wetstein on Mt. xix. 26. But 7rapa
a11BpwroL<; and 7rapa T<i) ®£<il certainly do not mean hominum judicio
and Dei judicio (Fri. Ew.) : they refer to what each can do. Man
cannot, but God can, break the spell which wealth exercises over
the wealthy. Comp. i. 37; Gen. xviii. 14; Jer. xxxii. 17, 27;
Zech. viii. 6.
28. Et11'Ev 8~ 6 nfrpoo;. His being the one to speak is
characteristic ; but he does not speak in a spirit of boastfulness.
Rather it is the reaction from their consternation which moves
him to speak : spe ex· verbis Salvatoris concepta (Beng. ). He
wants to be assured that God's omnipotence has been exerted on
their behalf, and that they may hope to enter the Kingdom. Mt.
adds TL IJ.pa l1TTW .Y,µ.'iv; Note the ElTrEV of, which neither Mt.
nor Mk. sas.
29. 'Af'~V >..£y(tj GJlo'Lv. In all three: it is a declaration of great
moment. Not only has God done this for the Twelve, but for
many others : and every one who has had grace to surrender is
sure of his reward. Lk. alone has yvva'iKa, and alone omits
aypoV<>, among the things surrendered.
The omission is noteworthy in connexion with his supposed Ebionitism.
30. ,..o>..>..a,..>..auCova. Job's family was exactly restored ; his
goods were exactly doubled. The dramatic compensations of the
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0.T. are far exceeded by the moral and spiritual compensations
of the Gospel : and it is evident from this passage that material
rewards are included also. What is lost in the family is replaced
many times over in Christ and in the Church. This would apply
in a special way to converts from heathen families, who found
loving fathers and brethren to replace the cruel relations who cast
them out Lk. and Mt. omit (but for no imaginable dogmatic
reasons) the important qualification p.£Ta Siwyp.wv. "He only is
truly rich," said the Rabbi Meir, "who enjoys his riches." The
Christian sacrifices what is not enjoyed for what brings real
happiness.
Mk. has £Ka.T0Jf'Ta.r'Xa.O'lo11a.. D supported by many Latin authorities
(a bcdeff~ilq r, Cypr. Ambr. Aug. Bede) here has irTa.r'Xa.O'lo11a.. Cyprian
quotes the passage thrice, and each time has septies tantum i'n i'sto tempore.
WH. conjectures "some extraneous source, written or oral." Vulg. and {
bave multo plura in koc tempore.
Between M{Jri (B D M, Arm.), which may come from Mk., and cbroM{Ju
(NAP R etc.) it is not easy to decide. With cbroM{Jri comp. xxiii. 41 ;
Rom. i. 27 ; Col. iii. 24 ; 2 Jn. 8. It is often used with T. fJJ.0'8011 (Xen.
Anab. vii. 7. 14; Her. viii. 137. 6). Vulg. has et non reciplat.

iv T~ Keup~ ToUTl{I. Note the contrast with T<i' alwvi: not merely
in this world, but in this season. So also in Mk. Comp. (v T!{j
vvv Katp<f (Rom. iii. 26, viii. 18), and Tov Katpov Tov iv£U'T7JKOTa
(Heb. ix. 9), which means the same: see Wsctt.
tv Tw utwvL T~ lpxo,Uvl{I. " In the age which is in process ol
being realized." See on vii. 19, and comp. Eph. i. 21, ii. 7; Heh.
vi. 5. Bengel remarks that Scripture in general is more explicit
about temporal punishments than temporal rewards, but about
eternal rewards than eternal punishments.
Millennarians made use of this promise as an argument for their views.
It would be in the millennium that the faithful would receive literally a
hundredfold of what they had given up for the Kingdom's sake : non intellipntes quod si in cmteris digna sit repromissio, in uxoribus appareat turpitudo ;
ut qui unam pro Domino dimiserit, et centum recipiat in futuro (Jerome on Mt.
xix. 29).
Lk. omits the saying about last being first and first last, having already
recorded it in a different connexion (xiii. 30).

81-34. The Third Announcement of the Passion. Mt. xx.
17-19; Mk. x. 32-34. For previous announcements (just before

and just after the Transfiguration) see ix. 22, 44. The raising of
Lazarus should probably be placed here. The decree of the San·
hedrin for the arrest of Jesus had very likely already been passed
when our Lord made this new announcement of His death.
Apostolz"s srepius dixit et indies expressius, ut in posterum testes
essent prresci'ettti~ zpsius (Grotius).
The El'll'9 (ver. 31) is the one item which Lk. and Mt. have in common
against Mk. In several expressions in vv. 32, 33 Lk. agrees with Mk.
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The elre11 rp6r, the rdna. (see on vii. 35, ix. 43, xi. 4), TA
(see on xxii. 37), and all of ver. 34 are peculiar to Lk.'s

account.

81. na.pa.~a.f:lc.'iv. "Took to Himself" (ix. 28, xi. 26; Acts xv.
39). The notion of taking aside, away from the multitude, is
involved, but is not prominent. In class. Grk. it is freq. of taking
a wife, a companion, an ally, or adopting a son. This announcement specially concerned the Twelve who were to accompany
Him to Jerusalem. See the graphic account of their behaviour
Mk. x. 32.
8u\ Twv 'll'pocl>11Twv.
This is the regular expression for the
utterances of prophecy: they are spoken by means of the Prophets."
The Prophet is not an originating agent, but an instrument. But
this is the only place in which the phrase occurs in Lk., who
says little to his Gentile readers about the fulfilment of prophecy.
Comp. Mt. i. 22, ii. 5, 15, 23, iv. 14, viii. 17, xii. 17, xiii. 35, etc.
In Mt. ii. 17 and iii. 3 inr6 is a false reading. Comp. Hag. ii. 2 . See Gould on Mk. x. 33, 34.
T~ ut~ Tou &.v0pw'll'ou. Once more an amphibolous expression.
It can be taken with either TEA£<r9~auai or Ta yeypap,p,tva. If
with the former it may mean either "by the Son of Man" (which
is not probable, for it is not what He does, but what others do to
Him that is predicted), or "unto the Son of Man" (RV. Hahn,
Ni:isgen). Comp. &.11a7rA7JpOVraL avTOl8 .;, 7rpOcp7JTELa (Mt. xiii. 14).
But for this Lk. elsewhere has lv Tcii vtifi T. &.v9p. (xxii. 37). It
seems better to take the dat. with Ta yeypap,p,wa: "for the Son
of Man," i.e. prescribed for Him as His course (Weiss, Godet), or
"of the Son of Man" (Vulg. Wic. Tyn. Cov. Cran. Rhem. AV.
Alf.). Hence the ancient gloss in the text of D, 7rEpt Toil viov
.,., d. Win. xxxi. 4, p. 265. Green, p. roo.
82. '11'a.pa.8o01]ueTm ynp To'Ls £9veaw. This is a new element of
definiteness in the prophecy, and it almost carries with it, what Mt.
xx. 19 distinctly expresses, that the mode of death will be crucifixion. It is said that this prediction has been made more definite
by the Evangelist, who has worded it in accordance with accomplished facts. But, in that case, why were not ix. 2 2 and 44
made equally definite? That Christ should gradually reveal more
details is in harmony with probability. Lk., however, omits the
high priests and scribes, and their condemning Christ to death
before handing Him over to the heathen, although both Mt. (xx.
18) and Mk. (x. 33) say that Jesus predicted these details on this
occasion. Here Lk. alone has v{3pur9~rreTaL (xi. 45 ; Acts xiv. 5;
elsewhere twice).
38. Tfi oiJp.Epq. Tfi Tp£TlJ. Mk. has the less accurate p,eTa Tpei.~
.;,p,£pas, which can hardly have been invented to fit the facts.
While the prediction of His death might shake the disciples' faith
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in His Messiahship, the prediction of His rising again was calculated
to establish it.
84. Ka.t a.l'iTot ol'iS~v TOUTOJV auV'iJKcw. Comp. ii. 50. Note the
characteristic Kett a'1Tol and ~v K£Kpvp.p.lvov. Lk. alone mentions
the appeal to prophecy (ver. 31), and he alone states-with three·
fold emphasis-that the Twelve did not at all understand. But
Mt and Mk. illustrate this dulness of apprehension by the request
of the sons of Zebedee for the right and left hand places in the
Kingdom, which Lk. omits. Their minds were too full of an
earthly kingdom to be able to grasp the idea of a Messiah who
was to suffer and to die : and without that they could not understand His rising again, and did not at first believe when they
were told that He had risen. Their dulness was providential,
and it became a security to the Church for the truth of the
Resurrection. The theory that they believed, because they expected that He would rise again, is against all the evidence. Comp.
ix. 45·
Kupu11fdvov cbr' mhwv. This was changed when He 8i~voi~£v
a.~Twv Tov vovv Tov CTVvilvai T«l~ ypacf>as (xxiv. 45). For chr' mhwv
comp. ix. 45, x. 2 l, xix. 42 ; 2 Kings iv. 27; Ps. cxviii. 19?; Is.
xl. 2 7 ; J er. xxxix. l 7. This statement is not identical with either
of the other two. It explains the fact that they not only did not
understand any of this at the time, but " did not get to know
(~y(vwaKov) the things that were said."
35-43. The Healing of Blind Bartimreus at Jericho. Mt.
xx. 29-34; Mk. x. 46-52. This miracle probably took place in
the week preceding that of the Passion.
The three narratives have exercised the ingenuity of harmonizers. Lk. and
Mk. have only one blind man; Mt. again mentions two (comp. Mt. ix. 27).
Lk. represents the miracle as taking place when Jesus was approaching Jericho ;
Mt. and Mk. as taking place when He was leaving it. Lk. says that Jesus
healed with a command, 6.116.fJ'A.eY,011; Mk. with a word of comfort, V7ra:ye, ii
7rkrr1S O"OV <TfrWKEll <TE; Mt. with a touch, 1jifla.TO TWll oµµ&,rw11 a.irrw11. Only those
who have a narrow view respecting inspiration and its effects will be concerned
to reconcile these differences and make each of the three verbally exact. These
make many suggestions. I. There were tkree different healings (Euthym. on
Mt. xx. 34). 2. As Christ entered Jericho, Bartimreus cried for help, and was.
not healed ; he then joined a second blind man, and with him made an appeal
as Jesus left Jericho, and then both were healed (Calvin and Maldon. followed
by Wordsw. ). 3. One blind man was healed as He entered, Bartimreus, and
another as He left (Aug. Qurest. Evang. ii. 48). 4. One was healed as He entered
and one as He left; and Mt. combines the first with the second (even Neander
inclines to this, L. J. C. § 236, note). 5. There were two Jerichos, Old and
New, and Lk. means that Jesus was approaching New Jericho, Mt. and Mk.
that He was leaving Old Jericho (Macknight), although there is no evidence
that Old Jericho was still inhabited, or that "Jericho " without epithet could at
this time mean anything but the city which was given by Antony to Cleopatra,
and afterwards redeemed by Herod the Great (Jos. Ant. xv. 4. 2, 4). See
Stanley, Si'n. & Pal. p. 310; also some good remarks by Sadler on Mk. x. 46,
to the effect that "the inspiration of the Evangelists did not extend to minutiaf
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of this sort" ; and by Harvey Goodwin against forced explanations ( Gosp. o/
S. Luke, p. 311, Bell, 1865). 6. See below on ver. 35. The narrative of Mk.,
who gives the name Bartimreus and other details, is probably the most exact of
the three. See Wsctt. Intr. to the Gospels, eh. vii. p. 367, 7th ed.
The attempts of Hitzig and Keim to use the name, which in Syriac may perhaps mean "son of the blind," to discredit the whole narrative, are rightly condemned by Weiss (L• .f. ii. p. 439, Eng. tr. iii. p. 222). Strauss suggests that
the name comes from E1rETlµ,wv (ver. 39; Mk. x. 48) and f1rETlµ,71<TE (Mt. xx. 31)
( L . .f. § 7 l, p. 429, 1864). For other possible meanings see Lightfoot, Ho1.
Heb. ad loc.

35. lv Ti;i lyy£tELv a.l'iT~v Els 'IEpELXW· The translation, "When
He was not far from Jericho," i.e. as He had just left it (Grotius,
Nosgen), is perhaps the worst device for harmonizing Lk. with
Mt. and Mk. The meaning of iyyl,eiv is decisive; and there is
the d-. in addition. Both Herod the Great and Archelaus had
beautified and enlarged Jericho, which at this time must have presented a glorious appearance (D.B. 2 art. "Jericho"). It was here
that Herod had died his horrible death (Jos. B. J. i. 33. 6, 7).
Note the characteristic lyiv£To and lv r<{l c. injin. See on iii. 21,
;md comp. 2 Sam. xv. 5.
In class. Grk. fr'rl!:«v is not common, and usually has the dat. In bib!.
Grk. it is very frequent; sometimes with dat., esp. in the phrase f'Y'Yi!:e1v Tei)
0eci) (Jas. iv. 8; Exod. xix. 22; Lev. x. 3; Is. xxix, 13, etc.); sometimes
with 7rp6s (Gen. xiv. 4, xlviii. 10; Exod. xix. 21, etc.); and also with ei<
(xix. 29, xxiv. 28; Mt. xxi. I; Mk. xi. I ; Tob. vi. ro ~. xi. l). In N. T.
enl!:••v is always intrans.
For e7ra1Twv (~ B D L, Orig.) A P QR etc. have 7rpo<Fa1Twv. Comp. xvi. 3.

86. ox>-ou Sta.'!l'opeuo/l.Evou. The caravan of pilgrims going up to
the Passover. See on vi. 1 and on xi. 29; also Edersh. Hist. oj
f N. p. 255, ed. 1896. Leaving His place of retirement (Jn.
xi. 54, 55), Jesus had joined this caravan; and it is probable that
He came to Jericho in order to do so. The crowd was there,
according to all three narratives, before the miracle took place.
This shows how untenable is the view of Keim, Holtzmann, and
Weiss, that Lk. has purposely transferred the healing from the
departure to the entry in order to account for the crowd at the
meeting with Zacch:eus (xix. 3): the miracle produced the crush
of people. But according to Lk. himself the crowd was there
before the miracle.
l'll'uvllciVETO T£ ElTJ TOUTo.
In N.T. 7rvv0dvoµ.a.i is almost
peculiar to Lk. (xv. 26, where see note; Acts iv. 7, x. 18, 29, etc.).
Omitting IJ.v with ~A B P etc. against D K L M Q R X, " He
enquired what this was," not "what this possibly might be." Mt.
ii. 4; Jn. iv. 52.
87. For clnoqyyELAuv see on viii. 20; for Na.twpa.i:os see on iv. 34
(Mk. here has Na.~a.p71v6s, and Mt. omits the epithet); and for
'lfll.plpxrTa.L see on x1. 42.
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88. l~111nv.

Comp. ix. 38, xvii. 13.
utE .lluuE£8. This shows that he recognizes Jesus as the
Messiah (Mt. ix. 27, xii. 23, xv. 22, xxi. 9, 15). It is not this which
the multitude resent, but the interruption: comp. v. 15. They
regard him as an ordinary beggar, asking for money. And Jesus
was perhaps teaching as He went. Mk. tells us how the attitude
of the people changed towards him, when they saw that Jesus had
decided to listen to him. See Gould on Mk. x. 4 7.
89. aLY'iatJ· Excepting Rom. xvi. 25 and 1 Cor. xiv. 28, 30, 34,
the verb is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (ix. 36, xx. 26; Acts xii. 17, xv.
12, 13). Mt. and Mk. have uiw11'q:v, which ~A QR, Orig. read here.
Eic.puT,ev. Note the change of verb and tense from lf3071u£v.
While {30&.w is specially an intelligent cry for help, Kp&.'w is often an
instinctive cry or scream, a loud expression of strong emotion. In
class. Grk. Kpa'w is often used of the cries of animals. The two
words are sometimes joined (Dem. De Cor. p. 271; Aristoph.
Plut. 722). Mt. and Mk. have Kpa'w in both places, and Mt. has
the aor. in both. The man's persistency is evidence of his faith,
which Christ recognizes.
40. OTu9e£s. See on ver. I I : the others have err&.<;. Excepting
in Mt. and Acts, where the verb is common, K£A£vw occurs here
only in N.T. In LXX it is found only in the Apocrypha. Mk.
here describes the man's casting away l his iµ.anov and leaping up
to come to Jesus, when the people had passed on to him Christ's
command. Christ's making those who had rebuked him to be the
bearers of His invitation to him is to be noted.
With the constr., eyy£cra11Tos aiiroil ••• aiir6v instead of eyylcravra, comp.
xii. 36, xv. 20, xvii. 12, xxii. 10, 53; Acts iv. l, xxi. 17.
41. T( aoL OE>ms 1r0L~aw ; Not that Jesus gives him carte
blanche (Godet) to have anything that he likes; but that He will
make clear to the multitude that this is no ordinary beggar, but
one who has faith to ask to be healed. For the constr. see
on ix. 54. Both Mt. (xiv. 19, xx. 34) and Lk. (xix. 5) use &va{3>.lt/lw in both senses, "look up" and "recover sight."
42. ~ 'll'lOTLS aou. The multitude had called Jesus "the
Nazarene," and had tried to silence the blind man. He had called
Him the "Son of David," and had persevered all the more. Mt.
says that Jesus touched the eyes, but omits these words. Comp.
vii. 50, viii. 48, xvii. 19.
48. 'll'«p«xp-iJfJ.u. Mk. has d18V": comp. v. 25, viii. 44, 55,
xxii. 6o. Lk. alone records that the man glorified God, and that
the people followed his example ; comp. ix. 43. The poetical word
utvos is not rare in LXX, but occurs in N.T. only here and in a
1 In Syr-Sin. Timai Bar-Timai "rose and took up his garment, and came tJ
Jesus." Comp. Jn. xxi. 7. In Diatess.· Tat. he asks for sight, "that I may
see Thee."
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quotation from Ps. viii. 2 in Mt. xxi. 16. With alvov IM6va' comp.
o6~av o'oova' (xvii. 18; Rom. iv. 20; Rev. iv. 9).
It is worth while to collect together the characteristics of Lk. 's style which
are very conspicuous in this section, especially when it is compared with Mt.
and Mk. In ver. 35 we have E"'(evero, iv rciJ c. infin., and €7ro.irwv (only
here and xvi. 3); in ver. 36, oia.7ropevoµevov (vi. r, xiii. 22) and i7rvv8d.vero
(xv. 26); in ver. 37, a7r?)"'f"'f''~o.v (viii. 20) and 7ro.pepxero.i (xi. 42); in
ver. 38, i{Jln1uev (iii, 4, ix. 38, xviii. 38); in ver. 39, u1"'(1)u71 (ix. 36, xx. 26)
and o.ilr6s; in ver. 43, 7ro.po.xpfiµo. (v. 25) and .,,.as (vii. 35, xi. 4). In all
these cases, either other expressions are used by Mt. and Mk., or they omit the
idea which Lk. thus expresses.

XIX. 1-10. §The Visit to Zacchreus, the Tax-collector of
Jericho. The on other grounds improbable conjecture, that we
have here a distorted variation of the Call of Matthew, the Taxcollector of Capernaum, is excluded by the fact that Lk. has
recorded that event (v. 27-32 ). Even if the two narratives were
far more similar than they are, there would be no good reason for
doubting that two such incidents had taken place. The case of
Zacchreus illustrates the special doctrine of this Gospel, that no
one is excluded from the invitation to the Kingdom of God. The
source from which Lk. obtained the narrative seems to have been
Aramaic. In time it is closely connected with the preceding
section.
1. 81~pxeTo .niv 'lepe•xw. "He was passing through Jericho," and
the meeting took place inside the city. For the verb see on ii. 15,
and for the constr. comp. ii. 35 ; Acts xii. 10, xiii. 6, xiv. 24, etc.
Apparently the meeting with Zacchreus was what detained Him in
Jericho: otherwise He would have gone through without staying:
comp. xxiv. 28.
2. 6vo11-aT1 Ka>..0011-evos Za.KxaLos. For the dat. comp. i. 61. The
name, which means" pure," shows him to have been a Jew: Ezra
ii. 9; Neh. vii. 14. Tertullian says, Zacchreus, etsi allophylus,fortasse tamen aliqua notiti'a scripturarum ex commercioJudaico afflatus
(Adv. Marcion. iv. 37. 1). But the Jews murmured because Jesus
lodged with a man that was a sinner. They would have said a
heathen, if it had been true. See below on ver. 9. The Clementines
make Zacchreus a companion of Peter, who appoints him, much
against his wish, to be bishop of Cresarea (Hom. iii. 63; Recog.
iii. 66) ; and the Apost. Const. say that he was succeeded by
Cornelius (vii. 46). Clem. Alex. says he was identified with
Matthias (Strom. iv. 6. p. 579). The Talmud mentions a Zacchreus
who lived at Jericho and was father of the celebrated Rabbi
J ochanan. He might be of the same family as this Zacchreus.
The use of d.v~p here (comp. i. 27, viii. 41, xxiii. 50) rather than
O.v8pwtros (comp. ii. 25, vi. 6) perhaps is no mark of dignity: see
ver. 7
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Note the double

The second Ko.I o.fnos (BK U II, Vulg.) is doubtful : om. D, de; o:o.! o~T"or
i'jv (AQR); Ko.I i'jv (~ L, Boh. Goth.). The last may be right.

dpxLTE>.WVTJS· This is evidently an official title, and means
more than that Zacchreus was a very rich tax-collector (Didon).
Had that been the meaning, we should have on or yap instead of
Kai. Perhaps we may render, "Commissioner of Taxes." The
word occurs nowhere else, and the precise nature of the office cannot be ascertained. Probably he was intermediate between the
portitores and the publicani, and by the Romans would have been
called magi'ster. Jericho, as a large frontier city, through which
much of the carrying trade passed, and which had a large local
trade in costly balsams, would be a likely place for a commissioner
of taxes. This is the sixth notice of the tax-collectors, all favourable, in this Gospel (iii. 12, v. 27, vii. 29, xv. 1, xviii. 10).
3. £tfim UlE°Lv. Not like Herod (xxiii. 8), but like the Greeks
(Jn. xii. 21 ). He had heard of Him, and perhaps as mixing freely
with publicans and sinners. Fama notum vultu noscere cupiebat
(Grotius). For the indic. after Tls dependent comp. Acts xxi. 33.
oOK ~8tfvaTo d11"0 Toil iix>.ou. The multitude was the source of the
hindrance. Comp. xxi. 26, xxiv. 41; Acts xii. 14, xxii. 1 I; Jn.
xxi. 6; Heb. v. 7. His being unable to free himself from the
throng is not the meaning of the &1T6. In class. Grk. we should
have 8ia with acc. For 1j>.tKLfl- see on ii. 52.
4. Ets TO EJ1o11'poa0Ev. Strengthens the 7rpo8paµwv. He ran on
to that part of the city which was in front of Christ's route. There
is nothing to show that he wished to ht"de, and that Christ's call to
him was like His making the woman with the issue disclose her
act (Trench). On the other hand, there is no evidence that he
braved the derision of the crowd. We may say, however, that no
thought of personal dignity or propriety deterred him from his
purpose.
TR. omits els T6, which is sufficiently attested by ~ B L, processit in
priore et (e), antecedens ab ante (d), D having 7rpoXo.f3wv for 7rpoopo.µi.{w.

auKoJlooreav. "A fig-mulberry," quite a different tree from the
fig and the mulberry and the common sycamore. Its fruit is like
the fig, and its leaf like the mulberry, and hence the name. The
cruKap.Lvos of xvii. 6 is commonly held to be the mulberry, but
may be another name for the fig-mulberry, as Groser thinks. The
fig-mulberry "recalls the English oak, and its shade is most pleasing. It i.s cons~que?tly a favourite wayside tree. . . . It is very
easy to chmb, with its short trunk, and its wide lateral branches
forking out in all directions" (Tristram, Nat. Rist. of B. p. 398).
28
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The MSS. vary much, but all early uncials except A have -p.opia. and not
-µ.opa.ia. ; and -µopfa. is much better attested than -µwpia. or -µwpa.la.. The
common form is <1UK6µ.opos.
With iKelv71s sc. O/loii comp. 'll'ola.s, v. 19.
For the sudden change of subject, tivifJ71 , •• fiµiX'/\ev, comp. xiv. 5,
xv. l 5, xvii. 2 ; and for the subjunctive after a past tense, tivifJ11 ••• tva. ra11,
comp. vi. 7, xviii. 15, 39; Jn. iv. 8, vii. 32,

IS. ZaKxale. There is no need to assume that Jesus had supernatural knowledge of the name : Jn. iv. 1 7, 18 is not parallel.
Jesus might hear the people calling to Zacchreus, or might enquire.
And He seems not to use His miraculous power of knowledge
when He could obtain information in the usual way (Mk. viii. 5 ;
Jn. xi. 34). The explanation that He thereby showed Zacchreus
that He knew all about him, is not adequate. Would Zacchreus
have inferred this from being addressed by name ?
O"ll'Euuas KaT4j3716L. He had made haste to see Christ : he must
make haste to receive Him. Accepit plus quam sperabat, qui, quod
potuit, jecit (Maldon. ). As in the case of Nathanael (Jn. i. 4 7),
Jesus knew the goodness of the man's heart. Here supernatural
knowledge, necessary for Christ's work, is quite in place. For
u11".V8ew see on ii. 16.
cnil'epov yO.p iv T~ o'lK~ uou. First, with emphasis. "This very
day; in thy house." For 8ei: of the Divine counsels see on iv. 43.
Taken in conjunction with KaTM.vuai (ver. 7), l'ei:vaL possibly means
"to pass the night." But neither word necessarily means staying
for more than a long rest.
7. 'll'QVTES 8Ley6yyutov. Note the characteristic 'll'avTEs, and
comp. v. 30, xv. 2. It was not jealousy, but a sense of outraged
propriety, which made them all murmur.
napO. 6.l'apn1>.~. First, with emphasis. They allude, not to the
personal character of Zacchreus, but to his calling. For 7rapa
unelided before a vowel see small print on xviii. 27, and Gregory,
Prolegom. p. 95.
Ka.TaAilum. Only here and ix. 12 in N.T. has KaTaAvw the
classical meaning of "loosing one's garments and resting from a
journey": comp. Gen. xix. 2, xxiv. 23, 25; Ecclus. xiv. 25, 27,
xxxvi. 31. Elsewhere in N.T. it means "throw down, destroy"
(xxi. 6; Acts v. 38, vi. 14, etc.).
8. UTa9els. Perhaps indicates a set attitude: see on xviii. 11.
It is a solemn act done with formality. The narrative represents
this declaration as the immediate result of personal contact with
the goodness of Christ. He is overwhelmed by Christ's condescension in coming to him, and is eager to make a worthy
acknowledgment. That he was stung by the reproach 'll'apa ap.apTwA.<(J avc\Jp{, and wished tO prove that he Was not SO great a Sinner,
is less probable. The 8E does not show that Zacchreus is answer
mg his accusers, but that Lk. contrasts his conduct with theirs,
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The solemn declaration is addressed '11'pos Tov KUpLov, not to them j
and the '18ou with which it begins indicates a sudden resolution,
rather than one which had been slowly reached.
.,.4 4'11-CO"La.. "MSS. clearly certify to rA fiµ.£1na. (L alone has fiµ.l.tTeta.},
apparently from a form fiµ.l.tTtos, against rA -ljµttTV and still more against rA
fiµ.£11'7/ : this peculiar form occurs in an inscription from Selinus in Cilicia
(C.I.G. 4428)." WH. ii. App. p. 158. But editors are much divided.
Lach. fiµ.[tTea., Treg. Tisch. and Weiss fiµ.£1Teta., TR. and RV. fiµ./.tl'7], WH.
fiµ.ltTta.. May not fiµ./.ll'eta. and f}µ.l.tTta. be mere mistakes for fiµ./.ll'ea., and f/µ./.11'7)
be a supposed improvement? The neut. plur. depends upon the neut. plur.
of rw11 {nra.px611rw11. Comp. rw11 11-fi""'" rAs fiµ.ltT<as (Hdt. ii. 10. 4) ; o! f}µ.l.tTets
.,.r;,,, llprw11 (Xen. Cyr. iv. 5. 4). For .,.4 v11'6.pxovTa. see on viii. 3.
Toi:s 'll'Twxo'i:s 8(8111/1-L· " I hereby give to the poor" : it is an act
done there and then. The present tense might mean "I am in
the habit of giving" (Godet); but this is not likely. For (1) this
makes Zacchreus a boaster; (2) rwv 1nrapxovrwv has to be inter
preted "income," whereas its natural meaning is "that which one
has pOSSeSSed all along, capital "j (3) a11"08l8wp.L must follow 8£8wp.L,
and it is improbable that Zacchreus was in the habit of making
fourfold restitution for t"nadvertent acts of injustice; and a man so
scrupulous as to restore fourfold would not often commit acts of
delzoerate injustice. Standing in Christ's presence, he solemnly
makes over half his great wealth to the poor, and with the other
half engages to make reparation to those whom he has defrauded.
So Iren. Tertul. Ambr. Chrys. Euthym. Theoph. Maldon. etc.
Aug. and Euthym. suggest that he kept one half, not to possess
it, but to have the means of restitution. That he left all and
became a follower of Christ (Ambr.) is not implied, but may
eventually have taken place.
d TLvos TL eO"uKocj>&VTIJaa.. The indic. shows that he is not in
doubt about past malpractices : "if, as I know is the case, I have,,,
etc. Comp. Rom. v. 17; Col. ii. 20, iii. 1. For auKo+a.VTei:v see
on iii. 14, the only other place in N.T. in which the verb occurs:
in LXX it is not rare. The constr. rivos ri is on the analogy of
d.1!"ocrrepe'iv and similar verbs.
1bo8(8111/l-L TETpa.'11'>..ouv. This was almost the extreme penalty
imposed by the Law, when a man was compelled to make reparation for a deliberate act of destructive robbery (Exod. xxii. 1;
2 Sam. xii. 6). But sevenfold was sometimes exacted (Prov. vi. 31).
If the stolen property had not been consumed, double was to be
paid (Exod. xxii. 4, 7). When the defrauder confessed and made
voluntary restitution, the whole amount stolen, with a fifth added,
was sufficient (Lev. vi. 5; Num. v. 7). Samuel promises only
simple restitution if anything is proved against him ( 1 Sam. xii. 3).
Zacchreus is willing to treat his exactions as if they had been de·
structive robberies. In thus stripping himself of the chief part
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even of his honestly gained riches he illustrates xviii. 27. Ecce
ent'm came/us, deposita gibbi sarcina, per foramen acus transz't, hot
est dives et publt'canus, relii:to onere divitiarum, contempto sensu
fraudt'um, angustam portam arctamque vi'am qure ad vitam ducit
ascendit (Bede).
9. 'll'pos mhov. Although Christ uses the third person, this
probably means "unto him" (Mey. Hahn) rather than "in reference to him" (Grot. Nosg. Godet): see on xviii. 9. Ewald reads
7rpo<> a~Tov, like 7rpo<> €aVTov, xviii. 11, as if Jesus were thinking
aloud.
To avoid the difficulty some texts have the plur. 7rpos ttuTous (R), ad i!!o1
(a b c ff2 i 1 s), and some omit (de, Cypr. ). Some MSS. of Vulg. have ad elJS
or ad illos for ad eum.

on I~fJ.Epov. The on is merely recitative and is not to be
translated. The <T~/Upov confirms the view that o{owp.i and d?TOo{owp.~ refer to a present resolve and not to a past practice.
<FWTTfpLa • • • eylvETO. A favourite constr. with Lk. See on
iv. 36. Only on this occasion did Jesus offer Himself as a guest,
although He sometimes accepted invitations. Just as it was to a
despised schismatic (Jn. iv. 26), and to a despised outcast from
the synagogue (Jn. ix. 37), that He made a spontaneous revelation
of His Messiahship, so it is a despised tax-collector that He selects
for this spontaneous visit. In each case He knew that the recipient had a heart to welcome His gift : and it is in this welcome,
and not in the mere visit, that the <rwT71p{a consisted. 1
That Tw oi'.Kw TOuTw is said rather than Tw dvop< TovTw probably
means that' the blessi~g extends to the wh~le househ~ld; rather
than that Jesus is alluding to the hospitality which He has received
under this roof. In any case it is to be noted that it is the house
which has suddenly lost half its wealth, and not the poor who have
the promise of abundant alms, that Jesus declares to have received
a blessing. To this occasion we may apply, and possibly to this
occasion belongs, the orie saying of Christ which is not recorded
in the Gospels, and which we yet know to have been His, " It is
more blessed to give than to receive" (Acts xx. 35).
Ka8on Kal auTos utos 'Aj3pm£JL. This is conclusive as to Z.
being a Jew. The words cannot be understood exclusively in a
spiritual sense, as Cyprian seems to take them (Ep. lxiii. 4, ed.
Hartel). Chrysostom points out the moral sonship : Abraham
offered his heir to the Lord, Zacchreus his inheritance. Comp.
xiii. 16, and see Weiss, L. J. ii. p. 438, Eng. tr. iii. p. 2 2 1. For
Ka9oT~, which is peculiar to Lk., see small print on i. 7. The
meaning is that he also, as much as any one else, is an Israelite.
1 In the Roman Church this verse is part of the gospel in the service for the
dedication of churches.
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"His detested calling has not cancelled his birthright. My visit
to him, and his receiving salvation, are entirely in harmony with
the Divine Will" (ver. 5).
10. ~Aeev. First with emphasis : " He came for this very purpose." The y&p explains uwTTJpLa £yivero: salvation to such as Z.
is the object of His Epiphany. For the neut. of a collective whole,
To 1hro>..wMs, comp. Jn. vi. 37, xvii. 2, 24; and for the thought,
Lk. xv. 6, 9, 32; Ezek. xxxiv. 16. The expression is no evidence
that Zacchreus was a heathen. Comp. ra &7ToA.w.\6ra oi'.Kov 'Iupa~A.
(Mt. x. 6, xv. 24).
11-28. §The Parable of the Pounds. It is probable that this
is distinct from the Parable of the Talents (Mt. xxv. 14-30; comp.
Mk. xiii. 34-36). It is more likely that Jesus should utter somewhat similar parables on different occasions than that Mt. or Lk.
should have made very serious confusion as to the details of the
parable as well as regards the time and place of its delivery.
Here Jesus is approaching Jerusalem, but has not yet entered it in triumph:
apparently He is still in Jericho. In Mt. He is on the Mount of Olives a day
or two after the triumphal entry. Here He addresses a mixed company publicly. In Mt. He is speaking privately to His disciples (xxiv. 3). Besides the
difference in detail where the two narratives are parallel, there is a great deal in
Lk. which is not represented in Mt. at all. The principal items are: (1) the
introduction, ver. II; (2) the high birth of the chief agent and his going into a
far country to receive for himself a kingdom, ver. 12; (3) his citizens hating him
and sending an ambassage after him to repudiate him, ver. 14; (4) tke signal
vengeance tak.,n upon these enemies, ver. 27 ; (5) the conclusion, ver. 28.
Strauss supposes that Lk. has mixed up two parables, the Parable of the Pounds,
which is only another version of the Parable of the Talents in Mt., and another
which might be called the Parable of the Rebellious Citizens, consisting of
vv. 12, 14, 15, 27. Without denying the possibility of this hypothesis, one may
assert that it is unnecessary. As regards the Talents and the Pounds, Chrysostom prooounces them to be distinct, while Augustine implies that they are so;
fo.r he makes no attempt to harmonize them in his De Consensu Evangelistarum.
Even in the parts that are common to the two parables the differences are very
considerable. (1) In the Talents we have a householder leaving home for a
time, in the Pounds a nobleman going in quest of a crown; (2) the Talents
are unequally distributed, the Pounds equally; (3) the sums entrusted differ
enormously in amount; (4) in the Talents the rewards are the same, in the
Pounds they differ and are proportionate to what has been gained; (5) in the
Talents the unprofitable servant is severely punished, in the Pounds he is merely
deprived of his pound. Out of about 302 words in Mt. and 286 in Lk., only
about 66 words or parts of words are common to the two. An estimate of the
probabilities on each side seems to be favourable to the view that we have
accurate reports of two different parables, and not two reports of the same
parable, one of which, if not both, must be very inaccurate. And, while both
parables teach that we must make good use of the gifts entrusted to us, that in
Mt. refers to those gifts which are unequally distributed, that in Lk. to those in
which all share alike. See Wright, Synopsis, § 138, p. 127.

The lesson of the parable before us is twofold. To the disciples
of all classes it teaches the necessity of patiently waiting and
actively working for Christ until He comes again. To the .fews it
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gives a solemn warning respecting the deadly opposition which
they are now exhibiting, and which will be continued even after
His departure. There will be heavy retribution for those who
persistently reject their lawfully appointed King. This portion of
the parable is of special interest, because there is little doubt that
it was suggested by contemporary history. Herod the Great, appointed procurator of Galilee by Julius Cresar B.c. 47 and tetrarch
by Antony B.c. 41, went to Rome B.C. 40 to oppose the claims of
Antigonus, and was made king of Judrea by the senate (Jos. Ant.
xiv. 7. 3, 9. 2, 13. 1, 14. 4; B. J. i. 14. 4). His son Archelaus
in like manner went to Rome to obtain the kingdom which his
father, by a change in his will, had left to him instead of to Antipas.
The Jews revolted and sent an ambassage of fifty to oppose him
at Rome. Augustus, after hearing them and the Jews on the spot,
confirmed Herod's will, but did not allow Archelaus the title of
king until he had proved his worthiness. This he never did; but
he got his "kingdom" with the title of ethnarch (Ant. xvii. 8. 1,
9. 3, 11. 4; B. J. ii. 6. 1, 3). All this had taken place B.c. 4, in
which year Antipas also went to Rome to urge his own claims
against those of Archelaus. His more famous attempt to obtain
the title of king did not take place until after this, and cannot be
alluded to here. The remarkable feature of the oprosing embassy
makes the reference to Archelaus highly probable; and Jericho,
which he had enriched with buildings, would suggest his case as
an illustration. But the reference is by some held to be fictitious,
by others is made a reason for suspecting that the author of thi~.
detail is not Christ but the Evangelist (Weiss).
11. 'AKouoVTwv 8( a.chwv Ta.iiTa.. These words connect the parable
closely with what precedes. The scene is s.ill Jericho, in or near
the house of Zacchreus ; and, as Ta.um seems to refer to the saying
about <TWT'YJp{a (vv. 9, 10), uihwv probably refers to the disciples
and those with Zacchreus. The belief that the Kingdom was close
at hand, and that Jesus was now going in triumph to Jerusalem,
was probably general among those who accompanied Him, and
the words just uttered might seem to confirm it. "But because
they heard these things" (Mey.) is, however, not quite the meaning : rather, "And as they heard " (AV. RV.) ; lUu illis audienti'bus
(Vulg.).
Here Cod. Bezae has one of its attempts to reproduce the gen. abs. in
Latin: audienti'um autem eorum; comp. iii. 15, ix. 43, xxi. 5, 26, etc.

11'poa9Elt; E!'ll'EV 11'apa.1Jo>..1]v. Not, "He spoke, and added a par·
able" to what He spoke; but, "He added and spoke a parable"
in connexion with what had preceded. Moris est Domino, prmmi'ssum sermonem parabolis adfirmare subjecti's (Bede). It is a
Hebraistic construction: comp. Gen. xxxviii. 5; Job xxix. 1; Gen.
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xxv. 1. In Lk. xx. 11, 12; Acts xii. 3; Gen. iv. 2, viii. 12 we
have another form of the same idiom, 7rpO<TE0ero 7rlp.o/ai, etc. See
also on vi. 39 for et11"ev 11'apa.f3o>.:qv.
The Latin equivalents are interesting : addi'dit di'cens (a), adjedt et dt"xi·t
(e), addidit dicere (s), adjidens dixit (Vulg.). See also xx. II.

s,a ,.0 ~yyUi etvm 'r.

About six hours' march; I 50 stades (JOS.
The goal was almost in sight ;
the arrival could not be much longer delayed.
11'a.paxp~fl-a. 11-filei • • • dva.ij>a.£veu9m.
It is against this that
The Messiah was there ;
the parable is specially directed.
Jerusalem was only a few hours distant; the inauguration of the
Kingdom must be imminent : 7rapaXPf'iµ.a is placed first with
emphasis. The µ.l'A.A£t, "is sure to," and &.vacpalvm-f)ai, "come to
view," are both appropriate : they believed that they were certain
of a glorious pageant. Comp. Acts i. 6.
12. etlyevq§. In a literal sense here and 1 Cor. i. 26 ; comp.
Job i. 3: in a figurative sense Acts xvii. 11; comp. 4 Mac. vi. 5,
ix. 23, 27. The 11-aKp&.v, which is probably an adj. as in xv. 13,
has obvious reference to 7rapaXPf'iµ.a : the distance would excludi:!
an immediate return. Note the -ric;.
>..a.f3e'Lv la.u~ f3a.ui>..eluv. If we had not the illustrations from
contemporary history, this would be a surprising feature in the
parable. He is a vassal of high rank going to a distant suzerain
to obtain royal authority over his fellow-vassals. For ~11'oCTTpil"1a.t
see small print on i. 56; it tells us that the desired /3auV..da is at
the starting point, not at a distance.
18. He plans that, during his absence, servants of his private
household shall be tested, with a view to their promotion when he
is appointed to be king.
· SlKa Sou'>..oui fouTou. "Ten bond-servants of his own." It
does not follow, because we have not 8lKa TWV 8. av-rov, that he had
only ten slaves. This would require -rove; 8. 8., and would be very
improbable; for an Oriental noble would have scores of slaves.
The point of ~avrov (?"his household slaves") is, that among them,
if anywhere, he would be likely to find fidelity to his interests.
As he merely wishes to test them, the sum committed to each is
small,-about £4· In the Talents the householder divides the
whole of his property (.,.a. fi7rapxov-ra av-rov), and hence the sums
entrusted to each slave are very large.
npay11-a.Teu'uau9£. "Carry on business," especially as a banker
or a trader: here only in N.T., and in LXX only Dan. viii. 27 and
some texts of 1 Kings ix. 19. Vulg. has negotiamini (not occupatf),
which Wic. renders "chaffare." The "occupy" of Rhem. and
AV. comes from Cov. and Cran., while Tyn. has "buy and sell."
We have a similar use of " occupy " Ezek. xxvii. g. 16. 19, 2 1, 2 2,

B. J. iv. 8. 3), or about 18 miles.
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where Vulg. has negotiatio and negotiator: comp. "occupy their
business in great waters" (Ps. cvii. 23).
Latimer exhibits the same use of "occupy" ; and in a letter of Thomas
Cromwell to Michael Throgmorton, A.D. 1537, he calls Pole" a merchant and
occupier of all deceits" (Froude, His. of Eng. eh. xiv.). "Occupy till I
come" is now misunderstood to mean "keep possession till I come."
WH. are alone in reading 1rpo:yµaT<ucracr6a.• here. All other editors make
the verb 2nd pers. plur. imper. not infin. WH. regard the decision difficult
both here and xiv.. 17, but prefer the infin. here as" justified by St. Luke's
manner of passing from oratio oblt"qua to oratlo recta" (ii. p. 309 ).
lv 4 l'pxo,.a.L. "During the time in which I am coming," i.e. the time
until the return. For lpxoµ.ai in the sense of "come back" comp. Jn. iv. 16
and esp. xxi. 22, 23. The meaning "to be on the journey" (Oosterz.
Godet) is impossible for tpxecr6ai. The reading lws (TR. with E etc.) is an
obvious correction of ev ~ (K A B DK L R etc.).

14. While the 8ov.\ot represent the disciples, the "11"0.\l:,-ai represent the Jews. The Jews hated Jesus without cause, £p.{<rYJfTav p.E
8wp£av (Jn. xv. 25; Ps. lxviii. 5): but they had reason enough for
hating Archelaus, who had massacred about 3000 of them at the
first Passover after his accession (Ant. xvii. 9. 3; B. J. ii. 1. 3).
o& 6€>..op.ev ToilTov. They state no reasons : stat pro ratione
voluntas. The Tov,-ov is contemptuous (istum), or at least expresses alienation : "he is no man of ours." So the Jews, of Christ.
15. For Ka.1 ey€v£To • • • Kal e!-irev see note p. 45, and for ev Tel>
e11"ave>..6eLv see on iii. 21. The double compound occurs only here
and x. 35 in N.T. Comp. e'll"avaynv (v. 3, 4). Both verbs occur
inLXX.
rous 800>..ous TOuTous ots. This implies that he had other slaves
to whom nothing had been entrusted.
tva. yvoi. For this form comp. Mk. v. 43 and ix. 30. TR. with A etc.
has 'Y"~ in all three places. The ,-ls after 'YllOt (A R, Syrr. Arm. Goth. Vulg.)
is not genuine : om. K B D L, Boh. Aeth. d e.

T£ 8te1rpayp.aTEuaa.,,-o. "What business they had done" : here
only in bibl. Grk. In Dion. Hal. iii. 72, it means "attempt to
execute." He wants to know the result of their trafficking. But
the word does not assume that they have "gained by trading"
(AV. RV.) ; and hence negotiatus esset (Vulg.) is better than
lucratus esset (t).
16. 1j p.vii aou 1rpoC11)pyuaaTo. "Thy pound worked out in
addition, won" : modeste lucrum acceptum fart herili pecunire, non
mdustriiB SUlll (Grot.). Comp. OVK eyw 8£ &..\.\a .;, xapts TOV ®rnv
[T,] U-Vv £µol (1 Cor. xv. 10): see also 1 Cor. iv. 7. The verb
occurs here only in bibl. Grk. Comp. Mt. xxv. 16.

17. E~yE. In replies approving what has been said this is classical ; but
the reading is doubtful: EiryE (B D, Latt., Orig. Ambr. ), ro, possibly from
Mt. xxv. 21 (KAR etc., Syrr.).
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EV ~>..a.xtO'T'l' ll"LO'TOS eyl.vou.

little " : comp. xvi.
matter.

1 o.

"Thou didst prove faithful in a very
The management of £ 4 was a small

ta11L l~ova(a.v fx.1111'. The periphrastic pres. imper. is not common in
N. T. Comp. Gen. i. 6; Burton, § 97. Lk. is probably translating: Mt. is
much more classical: br! 7ro"A"Awv O'< KaraariJaw (xxv. 21). For i~ovalav
tx«v comp. Mt. vii. 29.
18. With e...0111,,.v ...<vr• µ.vas comp. •i µ.fi .r ns ainw• anvp<ov ,,.o«i
(Plat Rep. ix. 581 C) : pecuniam facere is fairly common.

19. E'll"avw y£vou. "Come to be over, be promoted over." In
both cases the efficient servants "receive as their reward,-not
anything they can sit down to and enjoy,-but a wider sphere of
activity" (Latham, Pastor Pastorum, p. 320). Urbs pro min/t;
mina ne tugurium quz'dem emeretur. Magna rerum amplz"tudo ac
varietas in regno Dei, quamvi's nondum cognt"ta nobis (Beng. ).
20. Ka.l o eTEpos. The omission of the article in A and inferior
MSS. is a manifest correction to avoid a difficulty. As there were
ten servants, the third cannot rightly be spoken of as o i-repos.
Weiss takes this as evidence that in the original parable there
were only three servants, as in the Talents; and therefore as
evidence that the two narratives represent the same original. But
it would have been tedious to have gone through all the ten, which
is a round number, as in the Ten Virgins. The three mentioned
are samples of the whole ten. Some gained immensely, some considerably, and some not at all. The two first classes having been
described, the representative of the remaining class may be spoken
of as o <I-repos, especially as he is of quite a different kind. They
both belong to the profitable division, he to the unprofitable.
~v Etxov &.11"0KELp./.V")v.
"Which I was keeping stored up." He
is not owning a fault, but professing a virtue : "I have not lost or
spent any of it." In Col. i. 5; 2 Tim. iv. 8; Heb. ix. 27 the verb
is used of what is "stored up" and awaits us in the future : here
only in a literal sense.
aov8a.p('I'· A Latinism: sudarium (Acts xix. 12; Jn. xi. 44, xx. 7).
Comp. a<T<Tap<OV (xii. 6), Af'YLW.,, (viii. 30), 071vd.piov (x. 35), KEVTvplw.,, (Mk.
xv. 39), Koopd.vr71s (Mt. v. 26), etc.

21. a.uO'T'l'Jpos. Here only in N.T. Comp. 2 Mac. xiv. 30, and
see Trench, ,Syn. xiv. The word originally means "rough to the
taste, stringent." It is in this servant's plea and in the reply to it
that the resemblance between the two parables of the Pounds and
of the Talents is closest.
a.'LpELS & ouK E911Ka.s. Perhaps a current proverbial expression
for a grasping person. We need not decide whether he means,
"If I had gained anything, you would have taken it," or, "If I
had lost it, you would have held me responsible." The general
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sense is, "You are a strict man ; and I have taken care that you
should get back the exact deposit, neither more nor less."
22. Kpivw aE. "Do I judge thee"; te judz"co (f Vulg.), condemno (e). Most editors prefer Kpww, "will I judge" (AV. RV.);
iudicabo (ad). But Tyn. has "judge I thee" and Luth. richte ick
dich. Hist. pres. (Myn, xiii. 8, xvi. 7, 29) is very rare in Lk.
The Latin Versions vary greatly in rendering 71'0V1Jpe: i'nique (d), inftdelis
(eff2 i r), crude/is (b), nequa et piger (f), injidelis et piger (q), inftdelis et male
(a), nequam (Vulg.). Comp. Mt. xviii. 32. The piger comes from Mt.
xxv. 26, 71'011'1/pe BoW.e 1<a.l OKl'1Jpe.

23. '11'1 Tpcl'll'Etav. "On a banker's table." Here the interrogation ends, and K&yti> begins a declaratory sentence. It would
have been very little trouble to put it in a bank. There the
money would have been as safe as in the napkin, and would have
borne interest. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 580.
The often quoted saying, "Show yourselves tried bankers," rlvetTlle
But if it is a
mere adaptation, it comes from Mt. xxv, 27 rather than from Lk. See Resch,
Agrapha, pp. 118, 234 ; Wsctt. Int. to Gosp. App. C.

rpa.71'e!;'ira.• 6611:iµ.o•, may easily be a genuine utterance of Christ.

TOK'e· In N.T. the word occurs only in these parables; but is
freq. in LXX; Deut. xxiii. 19; Lev. xxv. 36, 37; Exod. xxii. 25,
etc. The notion that money, being a dead thing, ought not to
breed (Te1<et:v, TOKos), augmented the prejudice of the ancients
against interest. Aristotle condemns it as 7rapa cpvuiv (Pol.
i. 10. 4; comp. Eth. Nie. iv. 1. 40). Cicero represents Cato as
putting it on a level with murder (De Off. ii. 25. 89). "The
breed of barren metal" (Shaks.).
&v e&~To i''ll'pu~u. The protasis is readily understood from the previous
question : comp. Heh. x. 2. For this use of 71'ptitTtTeiv see on iii. 13.

24. Toi:s 'll'«pEmaw. His attendants, or body- guard, or
courtiers : comp. 1 Kings x. 8 ; Esth. iv. 5. The man who had
proved most efficient in service is rewarded with an additional
sum with which to traffick for his sovereign.
25. The subject of el'7f'av and the meaning of aim~ are uncertain. The common interpretation is that the attendants who
have received this order here express their surprise to the master
who gave it; i.e. the remonstrance is part of the parable. But it
is possible that Lk. is here recording an interruption on the part of
the audience, and thus lets us see with what keen interest they
have listened to the narrative. It is the audience who remonstrate
with Christ for giving the story such a tum. They think that He
is spoiling the parable in assigning the unused pound to the
servant who has most and therefore seems to need it least (see on
xx. 15). But in any case the remonstrance serves to give point to
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the declaration which follows. Comp. Peter's interruption and
Christ's apparent ignoring of it xii. 41, 42; and again xviii. 28, 29.
In all the cases there is an indirect answer. A general principle is
stated which covers the point in question.
Bleek rejects ver. 25 as an interpolation: om. D 69, b de ff2 q2 Syr-Cur.
Syr-Sin. The difficulty might cause the omission. The insertion of -r6.f'
after "A.fyw in ver. 26 (AD R, Syrr. Goth.) is due to a similar cause. Both
omission and insertion may be influenced by Mt. xxv. 28, 2«}.

26. ~lyw '1j1o'Lv. Whose words are these? The answer will
partly depend upon the view taken of ver. 2 5. If the interruption
is made by the king's attendants, then ver. 26, like ver. 24 and
ver. 27, gives the words of the king. But if the interruption
comes from Christ's audience, then ver. 26 may be His reply to
the audience; after which He finishes the parable with the king's
words in ver. 27. The A.ryw vµ.'iv does not prove that Christ
is giving these words as His own: comp. xiv. 24. But in any
case, either in His own person or in that of the king in the
parable, Jesus is stating a principle which answers the objection
in ver. 25. In Mt. xxv. 29 this principle is uttered by the householder in the parable without A.lyw vµ.l.v.
chro 8t TOu I'~ exoVToo;. With this apparent paradox comp.
viii. 18, when an unused gift is spoken of, not as 8 EX£L, but as 8
8oK€t Exnv. He alone possesses, who uses and enjoys his possessions.
27. 11'~~" Touo; cix9po6o; f'OU ToOTouo;. The ToVTov<; represents the
enemies as present to the thoughts of the audience : comp. ToVrov>
in ver. 1 5. It is possible to take the pronoun with what follows,
as in Syr-Sin.: " Bring hither mine enemies, those who would
not," etc. And this makes one more witness for the reading
EK€Lvov<; (AD R etc., Latt. Syrr. Goth.), which almost all editors
reject as a correction of ToVrov> (~BK L M II, Aegyptt.). For
11'~~" comp. xviii. 8.
KaTaacj>d~aTe mhouo; Eflo11'poa9€v floOU.
Comp. ECTcpa~fv '2aµ.ov~A.
TOv 'Ay'O.y civ6J1rwv Kvp{ov ( 1 Sam. xv. 33). The punishment of
rebellious subjects and active opponents is far more severe than
that of neglectful servants. The compound Ka-raCTcpa'w occurs
nowhere else in N.T., but is not rare in LXX. It means "hew
them down, slay them utterly." The destruction of Jerusalem
and the doom of all who deliberately rebel against Christ are here
foreshadowed. Augustine more than once points to this sentence
in answer to the objection that the severe God of the O.T. cannot
be identical with the God of Love in the N.T. In the Gospels, as
m the Law, the severity of God's judgments against wilful disobedience is plainly taught. Comp. Con. Faust. xxii. 14. 19.
The nobleman, who goes on a long journey and returns a
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king, is Christ. He leaves behind Him servants of various
degrees of merit, and enemies. When the King returns, each of
these is rewarded or punished according to his deserts ; and the
rewards are larger opportunities of service. There is no special
meaning in ten, which is a round number ; nor in three, which
gives a sufficiently representative classification. And it may be
doubted whether there is any special meaning in the /rans.fer of
the pound from the unprofitable to the most profitable servant.
The point is that to neglect opportunities is to lose them ; and that
to make the most of opportunities is to gain others. The main
lesson of the parable is the long period of Chn'sfs absence, during
which there will be abundant time for both service and rebellion.
There is not to be, as the disciples fancied, immediate triumph and
joy for all; but, first a long time of probation, and then triumph
and joy for those only who have earned them, and in exact prcr
portion to their merits.
28. Historical conclusion, corresponding to the historical introduction in ver. 1 r.
E'll'opeueTo EfJ.'11'pou6Ev. "He went on before."
Although the
avTwv is not expressed, this probably means "in front of the
disciples": comp. Mk. x. 32. But f.µ:rrpou8£v may= Eis To f.µ-rrpo<r8£v (ver. 4), as o-rrluw =Eis Ta o-rrluw (Mt. xxiv. I 8) : in which case
the meaning would be, " He went forwards " from Jericho towards
Jerusalem. With cl.vaj3aCvwv comp. 1<aTlf3aivev (x. 30) of the opp<>·
site route.
D omits tµ.7rpO<T6w and ad have simply ibat; c ff2 i I qr s a!Jii"t, while Vulg.
has j>raJCedebat. D inserts l!E after d.11af3a£11wv. Syr-Sin. reads, "And when
He had said these things, they went out from there. And as He was going
up to Jerusalem, and had reached Bethphage," etc.

XIX. 29-XXI. 38. THE LAST DAYS OF PUBLIC
TEACHING.

29-40. The Triumphal Procession to Jerusalem.
Mt. xxi.
Mk. xi. 1-11. Comp. Jn. xii. 1-19. "The Journeyings
towards Jerusalem " are over, and Lk. now permanently rejoins
the other Gospels in describing the concluding scenes. As compared with them, he has both additions and omissions. He
omits the supper at Bethany in the house of Simon the leper,
which Mt. and Mk. place without date after the triumphal entry,
but which Jn. states to have taken place before the entry. Lk.
has already given a similar incident, a meal at which Jesus is
a guest and a woman anoints Him (vii. 36-50), and perhaps for
1-11;
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that reason omits the supper at Bethany. The chronology may
be tentatively arranged thus. Jn. tells us that Jesus arrived at
Bethany six days before the Passover, viz. Nisan 8, a day on which
pilgrims often arrived at Jerusalem, as Josephus states. Assuming
that the year is A.D. 30, Nisan 8 would be Friday, March 31.
Jesus and His disciples reached Bethany that afternoon, either
before the sabbath began, or after having done no more than "a
sabbath day's journey " after it began. But the chronology of
these last days, as of the whole of our Lord's life, is uncertain.
At Bethany He would part from the large caravan of pilgrims in
whose company He had been travelling. Most of these would
press on to Jerusalem. See Wieseler, Chron. Syn. v. 2, Eng.
tr. p. 358, and comp. Caspari, Chron. Einl. § 165, Eng. tr
p. 217.
29. B118cj>ay~. Accent, derivation, and site are all doubtful.
But B11lhpayli is preferable to B118</>ayY,; the meaning is probably
" House of unripe figs," and the situation must have been near
Bethany. See Robinson, Res. in Pal. i. 433; Stanley, Sin. &> Pal.
p. 422; D.B. 2 s.v. Caspari, following Lightfoot, contends that
Bethphage was not a village, but a whole district, including
Bethany and all that lay between it and Jerusalem. The meaning
in this case would be, that Jesus drew near to the district Bethphage and to the particular spot in it called Bethany ( Chron. Einl.
§ 144, 145, Eng. tr. pp. 189-191). The passage is worthy of
study. In N.T. Bethphage is mentioned in these three narratives
only; in O.T. not at all. The Talmud says that it was east of
the .walls of Jerusalem. Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome knew it,
but do not describe its position. Its being placed first points
to its being more important than Bethany.
The derivation of Bethany is still more uncertain, but its site is
well ascertained. The conjecture " House of dates " is confirmed
by the adjacent "House of figs" and "Mount of olives." The
names point to the ancient fertility of the neighbourhood.
TO Ka.:\o..Jp.evov 'E:\a.Lwv. Here also there is doubt about the accent,
which in this case, as in 1<plvw (ver. 22), affects the mean·:ng. In Mt. and
Mk. the article, rwv 'EXcuwv, shows that the word is gen. plur. ; but here,
with Lach. Tisch. Treg. and others, we may write 'EXaiwv, as nom. sing.
In that case the name is treated as a sound and not declined. In xxi. 37
the same doubt arises. Acts i. I2 we have 'EXaiwvos, as in Ant. vii. 9. 2,
from 'EXa.iwv, Olivetum, " an olive-grove, Olivet." But ver. 37 and the
parallels in Mt. and Mk. render 'EXaiwv the more probable here (WH. ii.
App. p. r58: so also Hahn, Wittichen, and Wetzel). The fact that 'EXaiwv
commonly has the article is not decisive (Field, Otium NorvU:. iii. p. 53).
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Jos. B. J. ii. 13. 5, v. 2. 3, vi. 2. 8 are all doubtful; but both Bekker and
Dindorf edit 'E"Aii1w11 in all three places. Deissmann, Neue Bibelstud. p. 36.

In ver. 29 note the characteristic ly(veTo and KaXovµ.oov:
In the latter we have an indication that Lk. is writing for those
not familiar with Palestine: comp. xxi. 37, xxii. 1. Neither occurs
in the parallels in Mt. and l\ik. Note also,;,,= "when" and 1}yyiuev.
30. 'Y.1rayeTE. So also Mk., while Mt. has his favourite
7ropeveu0e.
The details which Mk. alone records render the
conjecture that Peter was one of the two who were sent reasonable.
'"iv KaTlvuVTi KW/J.'IJV. Whether Bethany, or Bethphage, or an
unnamed village, is quite uncertain. This compound preposition
is not found in profane writers, but is common in bibl. Grk. (Mt.
xxi. 2 ; Mk. xi. 2 ; Rom. iv. 1 7 ; 2 Cor. xii. 19 ; Exod. xix. 2,
xxxii. 5, etc.). L. & S. Lex. quote C. I. 2905 D. 13.
l<f>' Sv o~8els 'll'W'll'oTE d.v9pw11'wv eKa81crev. This intimates to the
disciples that it is no ordinary journey which He contemplates,
but a royal progress: comp. Deut. xxi. 3; Num. xix. 2; 1 Sam.
vi. 7. The birth of a virgin and the burial in a new tomb are
facts of the same kind.
31. ouTws lpe'LTe <IT1. Vulg. and AV. make on the answer to
Aid. Ti; So also Mey. and Hahn. But in Mt. xxi. 3 we have on
and no otil. T{; In both places the OTL is recitative. Comp.
vii. 16, xxii. 70.
'o Kup1os. This rather implies that the owner has some knowledge of Jesus. Lk. omits the assurance that the owner will send
the colt. That the whole had been previously arranged by Jesus
is possible, for He gives no intimation that it was not so. But the
impression produced by the narratives is that the knowledge is
supernatural, which on so momentous an occasion would be in
harmony with His purpose. Comp. Jn. xiv. 29, xvi. 32, xxi. 18,
and see on Lk. xxii. 10, 13, 34. As Godet points out, this prophetic knowledge must not be confounded with omniscience.
32. Ku9ws d'll'ev.
"Exactly as He said." This KaOws, in
slightly different connexions, is in all three narratives. Mt. has
" they did even as He appointed"; Mk., " they said to them even
He said"; Lk., "they found even as He said." They could not
have done and said just what He had commanded, unless the facts
had been such as He had foretold. Lk. and Mk., as writing for
Gentiles, take no notice of the prophecy in Zech. ix. 9, which
both Mt. and Jn. quote.
Justin, in order to make the incident a fulfilment of Gen. xlix. u,
" Binding his foal unto the vine," etc., says that the rw"Aos was rp0s 6.µ:re"AOP
8dieµJvos (Apo!. i. 32). Syr-Sin, omits most of v. 33.

33. ot Kup101 u~Toii. The owner of the colt and those with
pim · Twes Twv lKe'i lCTT1JKOTwv (Mk.). In all three narratives Jesus
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uses the singular. A fiction would have made exact correspondence
by representing the remonstrance as coming from one person only.
Mt. omits the fulfilment of the predicted remonstrance.
36. 11.'JTwv TO. lp.BTLll. The pronoun stands first with emphasis :
they did not spare their own chief garments. Comp. £avTwv in
ver. 36.
In both verses readings vary: here TR with AR etc. has eull'TW,,, while
N B D L, Orig. have a(rrw11 : there TR. with ND has ailTw11, while ABK
have tatl'Tw11. The best editors are unanimous for avTw11 here.

l'lfej3(f3a.a11v. Lk. alone tells us of their placing Him on the
colt. The other three merely state that He sat on it. 1 Nowhere
in O.T. do we find kings thus mounted. While there is much in
this triumphal procession that tells of royalty, there is also something which adds, "My Kingdom is not of this world" (Godet).
Against carnal chiliastic notions of the Kingdom this entry on
" a colt the foal of an ass" is an ironia realis ordained by the
Lord Himself (Nosgen, Gesch. J. Chr. p. 506). For £:1n(3t(3a(w
comp. x. 34; Acts xxiii. 24: it is not rare in LXX.
36. ~'lfEOTpwvvuov TO. lp.Bna.
Change of subject : it is the
multitude that does this. Robinson tells how the people of
Bethlehem spread their garments before the horses of the English
consul and his suite (Res. in Pal. i. p. 473): other instances in
Wetst. on Mt. xxi. 8. Lk. omits the branches strewn in the way.
All three omit the multitude with palm branches coming from
Jerusalem to meet the procession (Jn. xii. 13, 18).
37. Here every word differs from the wording of the others,
although the substance is the same. As marks of style note a1Tav,
1TAij0o<>, cpwvif 1uya>..v, 1Tauwv tiiv. The ~8'1'/ is amphibolous, and
may be taken either with £yy£(ovTo<; (AV.) or with 7rpo<> Tfj Kamf3aun
(RV.): see on xvii. 22 and xviii. 31. In either case 1Tpo<; Tfj
KaTa/3au£t is epexegetic of E.yyi(oYTo<>, "When He was drawing
nigh, viz. at the descent," etc. It is at the top of this descent
that the S.E. corner of the "City of David" (but not the temple)
comes in sight; and the view thus opening may have prompted
(~p~avTo) this "earliest hymn of Christian devotion" (Stanley).
Many of the pilgrims were from Galilee, where Jesus still had
enthusiastic friends.
The reading 1tpos -ri)11 Ka.Ta{Jaow (D) is an obvious correction. D Ml
with ade Syrr. Aeth. omit 1lo?J. In both readings Dis supported by Syr·
Sin., "When they came near to the descent," etc. With this plur. comp.
that of Syr-Sin. in ver. 28.
1 Mk. says f:'tf' atlT611 (To11 'lfwll.011),Jn· f:7r' a(rrb (011dp1011).
Mt. alone mentions both the colt and its mother an continues the plural throughout; brf·
671Ka11 br' atlTw11 Ta iµ.6.TLa, Kai E1f<Ka6111e11 f:7rd11w a(rrw11: over which Strauss is
sarcastically critical.
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The Latin Versions are interesting in what follows. Nearly all MSS.
of Vulg. have omnes turbw descendentium, which is a mere slip for discentium
(Twv µa.1)1/Twv), a reading preserved in GM of Vulg. as in Codd. Am. and
Brix. Discentes was substituted for disdpuli possibly to show that a larger
body than the Twelve was meant. Cod. Bezae has discentes Jn. vi. 66,
xxi. 2, while almost all have it Jn. xxi. 12, and c has it Lk. xxii. 45. Comp.
Tert. Prwscr. iii.

Suvup.e{a)v.
The healing of Bartima:!US and the raising of
Lazarus would be specially mentioned.
For 8vvtiµEw• D has 'Y••11oµhw,,, quae Jiebant (d),factis (r}; om. Syr-Cur.
Syr-Sin.

38. Eu>..oy'l)p.Evoc; 0 epxop.evoc; • • . EV ovop.cm Kupfou. In these
words all four agree. Lk. and Jn. add o f3a<nAev~, which in Mk.
is represented by .;, epxop.l:v'Y} f3aut'A.e{a and in Mt. 'f.!uavva Tei' vi<iJ
davn'a. Lk. substitutes o6~a (more intelligible to Gentiles) for
the Hosanna of the other three. See on ii. 14. " He that
cometh in the name of the Lord " means God's representative,
envoy, or agent. The words ev oupav<? eip~V'IJ are in Lk. alone,
and are perhaps part of his paraphrase of Hosanna. Heaven is
the abode of God, and there is peace there because man is reconciled to God, or perhaps because peace is now prepared for man
in the heavenly Kingdom.
These cries (comp. iv. 34) clearly recognize Jesus as the Messiah. The
Psalms from which they come were sung at the Passover and at the F. of
Tabernacles, and hence were familiar to the people. Ps. cxviii. is said by
some to have been written for the F. of Tabernacles after the Return, by
others for the dedication of the second temple. The supposition that the
Evangelists have confounded the Passover with the F. of Tabernacles, and
have transferred to the former what was customary at the latter, is gratuitous.
These responses from the Halle! were sung, not only at the Passover, but at
other Feasts ; and the waving of palm branches was not confined to the F. of
Tabernacles (1 Mac. xiii. 51). See Edersh. L. & T. ii. p. 371.
Hase calls attention to the audacity of the whole transaction. Jesus and
His disciples were under the ban of the hierarchy. The Sanhedrin had issued
a decree that, if any one knew where He was, he should give information, that
they might arrest Him (Jn. xi. 57). And yet here are His disciples bringing
Him in triumph into Jerusalem, and the populace enthusiastically joining with
them. Moreover, all this had been arranged by Jesus Himself, when He sent
for the colt. What He had hitherto concealed, or obscurely indicated, or
revealed only to a chosen few, He now, seeing that the fulness of time is come,
makes known to the whole world. He publicly claims to be the Messiah.
This triumphal procession is the Holy One of God making solemn entry into
the Holy City. Hase is justly severe on Strauss for the way in which he
changed his view from edition to edition : the truth being that the triumphal
entry is an historical fact, too well attested to be discredited ( Gesck • .fesu,
§ 94).

39, 40. Here Lk. is alone, not only m wording, but in substance. The remonstrance of these Pharisees is intrinsically
probable. Having no power to check the multitude <Jn. xii. 19),
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and perhaps not daring to attempt it, they call on Jesus to do so.
Possioly they wished to fasten the responsibility upon Him, and
they may have been sent by the Sanhedrin to spy and report.
This Messianic homage was offensive to them, and they feared a
tumult which might cause trouble with Pilate.
39. d.'!l'O TOU ox>..ou. It matters very little whether we take
these words with TLVES Twv 4>. (AV. RV.) or with dmw (Weiss,
Hahn). Perhaps AtMuKa.>..E implies that He is no more than a
teacher: it is the way in which His critics and enemies commonly
address Him (vii. 40, xx. 21, 28; Mt. xii. 38, etc.). But comp.
xxi. 7 ; Mk. iv. 38.
Syr-Sin. has, " Some of the people from amongst the crowd said unto

Him, Good Teacher, rebuke Thy disciples, that they shout not."

40. Christ's reply is of great sternness. It implies that their
failure to appreciate the significance of the occasion is amazing in
its fatuity. It is not likely that there is any reference to the crashing of the stones at the downfall of Jerusalem (Lange, Oosterzee).
Perhaps ot >..(6ot Kpa~ouuw was already a proverbial expression.
Comp. A.{80-;; EK Tolxov f3~<r£Ta£ (Hab. ii. 11) : Parietes, medius
fidius, ut mihi videntur, tibi gratias agere gestiunt (Cic. Marcel. iii.);
and see other illustrations in Wetst. Nothing is gained by making
oi A.{8oi figurative : " men of stony hearts " ; such an event " might
rouse even the dullest to rejoice" (Neander). Comp. iii. 8.
lO.v • • • IJ'LW'll'.\uovuw. This is the abundantly attested reading
With the exceptional constr. comp. eav µ1, TIS M?J'Y17ue1
{Acts viii. 31); eav vµe'ls <TT1/tc£Te (1 Thes. iii. 8); eav otoaµev (1 Jn. v. 15);
eav 7rpouq,€pei? (Lev. i. 14). In Jn. viii. 36 and Rom. xiv. 8 the indic. is
probably a false reading. Win. xii. 2 (b), p. 369; Lft. Epp. p. 46; Simcox,
Lang. of N. T. p. I IO; Deissmann, Neue Bz"belstudz'en, p. 29.
There is no authority for inserting mox (Beza), "shortely" (Genev.), or
" immediately" (AV.) with "cry out."
The reading tcetcpd.~ona.1 (AR.) is a substitution of the form which is
most common in LXX (Ps. !xiv. 14; Job xxxv. 9; Jer. xi. 11, 12, xlvii. 2,
etc.). See Veitch, s.v. "The simple fut. perf. does not occur in N.T."
Burton,§ 93.
(N A B L RA).

41-44. §The Predictive Lamentation of Jesus over Jerusalem.
The spot where these words must have been uttered can be
ascertained with certainty, although tradition, as in other cases
(see on iv. 29), has fixed on an impossible site. See the famous
description by Stanley, Sin. &> Pal. pp. 190-193, together with
that of Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 174), part of which is quoted
in the Eng. tr. of Caspari's Chron. Einl. p. 188. See also
Tristram, Bible Places, p. 12 5. This lamentation must not be
confounded with the one recorded xiii. 34, 35; Mt. xxiii. 37.
41. eK>..a.uuu. Stronger than £80.tcpV<TEV (Jn. xi. 35): it implies
wailing and sobbing. It is used of the widow at Nain (vii. 13),

29
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the penitent in the Pharisee's house (vii. 38), and the mourners
in the house of Jairus (viii. 52). It was the sight of the city and
the thought of what might have been, which called forth the
lamentation. The attitude of the Pharisees had just shown Him
what the real condition of the city was. Christianity is sometimes
accused of being opposed to the spirit of patriotism : but there is
deep patriotism in this lamentation.
With €-lr' a.fJT~v comp. xxiii. 28; Rev. i. 7, xviii. 9. In class. Grk. we
have w' a.fJTi], but more often a.fJT~v without a prep. Here TR. with E
etc. has E'lr' a.fJTi].

42. Et eyvws ~v Tfi ~p.lpq. Tll.ST'tJ Kill O'~ Tel 'll'pos ELP~llTJV-This

is probably correct ; but the text is somewhat uncertain. The
aposiopesis is impressive. In the expression of strong emotion
sentences are often broken: xxii. 42; Jn. vi. 62, xii. 27; Exod.
xxxii. 32. Win. !xiv. 2, p. 749. The words imply that there have
been various opportunities, of which this is the last. Thus once
more (11"ocraKis, xiii. 34) the synoptic narrative is found to imply
the J udrean ministry recorded by Jn. The Kal a.S perhaps implies
no comparison: "even thou" (AV. RV.). But if "thou also"
(Rhem.) be preferred, it probably means, "as well as My disciples."
For the wish comp. Deut. xxxii. 29. The protasis, "If thou hadst
known," does not imply any such definite apodosis as, "Thou
wouldest weep as I do, for thy past blindness" ; or, "Thou
wouldest not perish " ; or, " Thou wouldest hear Me and believe " ;
or, "I would rejoice like My disciples"; all of which have been
suggested (Corn. a Lap. ad toe.). The expression is virtually a
wish, "0 that thou hadst known." Comp. £i "ixov µ.O.xa1pav £v
rfi xnp{ µ.ov (Num. xxii. 29) ; EL KaTeµ.eivaµ.w Kat KaT1pK{cr(}71µ.w
11"apa TOY 'Iop8&.v71v (Jos. vii. 7); d j/Kovcras TWY £vToA.wv p.ov (Is.
xlviii. 18). In all these places Vulg. has utinam, and RV. either
"would that" or "0 that." For Tel 'll'pos dp~ll'IJV see on xiv. 32.
There is possibly an allusion to the name Jerusalem, which perhaps
means " inheritance of peace."
The ira.l 'Y• before iv Tfj 7/µlpfl. (TR. with AR) can hardly be genuine;
om. N B D L, Boh. Aeth. Goth. Iren-lat. Orig. The qou after +,µlpfl. is
still more certainly an insertion; om. NA. B D L, Boh. Aeth. Arm. Iren-!at.
Orig. Eus. Bas. The qou after elp~vrw has the support of Versions, but is
just the kind of addition which is common in Versions; om. NB L, Iren-lat.
Orig. Epiph. Godet naively remarks, Les deux mots Ka.l'Y• et qou ont une
grande valeur; which explains the insertion. Elsewhere in N. T. Ka.l 'Y•
occurs only Acts ii. 18 in a quotation.

..Uv SE. "But now, as things are." The actual fact is the
reverse of the possibility just intimated. Comp. Jn. viii. 40,
ix. 41 ; x Cor. vii. 14, xii. 20.
lKp.Sl3'1J· "Hidden once for all, by Divine decree": comp.
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Jn. xii. 38-40. The nom. to lKpV{Jq is not "the fact that (6n)
days will come,'' etc. (Theoph.), but Ta 7rpo<; £ip~v71v. For the
form £Kpvf371 see Veitch, s.v.
43. on ~~OUCTLV ~fLEpa.L. "Because days will come"; not "the
days" (AV. RV.): see on v. 35 and xvii. 22. Dies multz", quia
unum d£em non observas (Beng. ). The 6n probably depends
upon d fyvw>: " Would that thou hadst known in time ; because
the consequences (now inevitable) of not knowing are terrible."
Or 6TL may introduce the explanation of vvv 8£ £.Kpv/371: "They
are hid from thine eyes, because the very reverse of peace will
certainly come upon thee." But in any case 6Ti is "because,
for," not "that." For the constr. see Blass, Gr. p. 256.
It is not easy to decide betwqen 7rap•µ,f3a'hou1T1v (~ C* L), which Tisch.
and WH. prefer, and 7r•p<f3a'hou<Tw (TR. with A B etc.). D has Kai f3a'hoD1T1v
br! <Ti. In LXX 7rapeµ,f3&.'h'hflv is freq. for " to encamp" : N um. i. 50, ii.
17, 27, iii. 38, xxxiii. IO, II, 12, 13, etc. Here it would mean "cast up in
front" or "plant in beside," rather than "surround." In Vulg., through
carelessness on Jerollle's part, circumdabunt is used to translate both 7rep1·
{3a'hou1T1v and 7rep<KVK°'hw<Tov<Tw, although earlier Lat. texts distinguish. Similarly we havepressura for both ri••rl')'K'l (xxi. 23) and <Tvvox~ (xxi. 25). For
a converse inaccuracy see on xxiv. 14.

x&.pa.Ka. From meaning a single stake (vallus), xdp~ comes
to mean, not only a "palisade" (vallum) but a "rampart" or
"palisaded mound" (vallum and agger combined). This is its
meaning here: comp. Is. xxxvii. 33; Ezek. iv. 2, xxvi. 8; Jos.
Vita, xliii. In Ezek. iv. 2 we have 7rEpif3aJ..li> l7r' avT~V xapaKa.
"Pale" (Wic.), "rampars" (Gen.), and "bank" (Tyn. Cov. RV.)
are all preferable to " trench" (Rhem. AV.). It is said that these
details show that the prophecy has been re-worded to fit the
event more precisely and that therefore this Gospel was written
after A.D. 70. The argument is precarious, although the conclusion is probable. At any rate it is worthy of note that neither
here nor elsewhere does Lk. call attention to the fulfilment of the
prophecy, as he does in the case of Agabus (Acts xi. 28). To
those who assume that Jesus was unable to foresee the siege of
Jerusalem, the amount of detail in the prediction is not of much
moment. But it is not logical to maintain that Jesus could fore~ee the siege, but could not have foreseen these details ; or to
maintain that He would make known the coming siege, but would
not make known the details. What is there in these details which
is not common to all sieges? Given the siege, any one might add
them. II n'est pas necessaire pour cela d'etre prophete (Godet).
Moreover it is possible that Jesus is freely reproducing Is. xxix. 3 :
Kat K1!KA6'uw E71"t u£, Kat {3a>..w E71"~ (J"E xapaKa, Kat B~uw 11"Ept (]'~
Tvpyov>. In both cases note the solemn effect of the simple coordination of sentences with Ka{: here we have Ka{ five times.
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Note also the impressive repetition of the pronoun : we have uov,
For the fulfilment of this
prophecy see Jos. B.J. v. 6. 2, 12. 2. The Jews burnt the palisade,
and then Titus replaced it with a wall. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 30.
uuvl~oualv aE 'll'GVTo6Ev. One of Lk.'s favourite verbs : iv. 38,
viii. 37, 45, xii. 50, xxii. 63; Acts vii. 57, xviii. 5, xxviii. 8. It is
possibly medical (Hobart, p. 3). The adv. occurs elsewhere in
N.T. in Mk. i. 45 and Heb. ix. 4 only: it is rare in LXX. This
" keeping in on every side" was so severe that thousands died of
famine (Jos. B.J. v. 12. 3, v1. 1. 1).
44. l8atf>1oiiaiv aE Kal TQ TEKva aou lv aoL. Not a case of
zeugma, for £8acpl,nv may mean "dash to the ground" (RV.)
quite as well as "lay even with the ground" (A.V.), and the
former will apply to both buildings and human beings. Comp.
£8acpiE'i Ta in7'zria uov 7rpos T~v 7Tfrpav (Ps. cxxxvii. 9); Kai Ta
furOTlT8ia airrwv £8acpiu8-r}uwrai (Hos. xiv. 1).
In Amos ix. 14
1,Bacpiuµ.lvas is a false reading for 1,cpaviuµ.lvas, and therefore the
passage gives no support to the rendering, " raze, level to the
ground.'' Field, Otium Norvic. iii. p. 53. Add in confirmation,
Ta v-r}ma a&1}s £8acpiowiv (Nah. iii. 10). The AV. translation, "lay
thee even with the ground,'' makes this tautological with " not
leave in thee one stone upon another.'' The TEKva are all the
inhabitants, not the young only.
uoi, or uE ten times in two verses.

The Latin Versions are interesting: ad terram prosternent (f Vulg.); ad
terram consternent (some MSS. of Vulg.); ad terram sternent (E); ad solum
deponent (e); ad nihilum deducent (d); pavimentabunt (a). In class. Lat.
pavimentare means "to cover with a pavement" (Cic. Q. Fr. iii. I. r).
Comp. the double meaning of" to floor."
odK dtf>t1aouaw XLeov £11'1 Xl6ov.
Comp. o7rws µ~ KaTaAEicp8fi
(KEL µ718'£ >..L8os (2 Sam. xvii. 13); KllTaCT7TUCTW ds xaos TOVS >..{8ov<;
a&1}s (Mic. i. 6). For dv6' ~" see on i. 20 and xii. 3.
odK Eyvws Tov Ka1pov Tijs t'll'LaKo'll"ijs aou.
" Thou didst not
recognize the time in which God visited thee "-£7T£uKlif!aTo uE.
The whole of this period of opportunity, which culminated lv Ti/
~µtp<f TaV-rv, was unnoted and unused. Like (muKfaToµai (see on

i. 68), wtuKo717j is a neutral term, and may imply either blessing
or punishment. Here and 1 Pet. ii. 12 (not v. 6) in the former
sense, as in Gen. 1. 24; Job xxix. 4; Ecclus. xviii. 20 ; and
perhaps Wisd. iii. 7. In the sense of visiting with punishment
it does not occur in N.T., but in LXX of Jer. x. 15; Is. x. 3,
xxix. 6; Wisd. xiv. 11, xix. 15. It is not found in class. Grk.
For Tov Kaipov Syr-Sin. has " the day.''
Here Lk. rather abruptly ends his account of the triumphal procession.
The actual entry into the city is not recorded by him. The proposal of
Schleiermacher and others to distinguish two triumphal entries, one unexpected
and unannounced, recorded by the three; and one expected and arranged, rt:·
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corded by S. John, is no real help. Does the hypothesis make either record
more intelligible? What good purpose would a second triumphal ptocession
serve? Would the Romans have allowed this popular Teacher to enter the
city a second time with a tumultuous crowd hailing Him as King?

45, 46. The Second Cleansing of the Temple. Mt xxi. 12, 13;
Mk. xi. 15-17. Both Mt. and Mk. record the entry into Jerusalem. The latter tells us how He entered the city and the
temple, and having "looked round about upon all things," went
back in the evening to Bethany with the Twelve (ver. n). It was
the day following that He returned to Jerusalem and cleansed the
temple, the cursing of the barren fig-tree taking place on the way.
Lk. omits the latter, and records the former very briefly. He
groups the cleansing and the subsequent teaching in the temple
with the triumphal procession as a series of Messianic acts. They
are all parts of the last great scene in which Jesus publicly assumed
the position of the Christ.
That this is a second cleansing, and not identical with Jn. ii. 14-22, may
be regarded as reasonably certain. What is gained by the identification, which
involves a gross chronological blunder on the part of either Jn., who places it at
the beginning of Christ's ministry, or of the others, who place it at the very end?
Could any of those who were present, John or Peter, transfer so remarkable an
event from one end of their experiences to the other? Such confusion in
memory is not probable, especially when we consider the immense changes
which distinguish the last Passover in the ministry from the first. That the
three should omit the first cleansing is only natural, for they omit the whole of
the early J udrean ministry. Jn. omits the second, as he omits the institution of
the Eucharist and many other things, because it has been recorded already, and
is not necessary for the plan of his Gospel. On the other hand, there is no difficulty in the supposition that the temple was twice cleansed by Jesus. He was
not so reverenced in Jerusalem that one such act would put an end to the
scandal for ever. The hierarchy would be glad of this opportunity for publicly
treating His authority with contempt; and this would be the more easy, as
Jesus does not seem to have kept the next Passover at Jerusalem Un. vi. 4). If
a year or two later He found that the evil had returned, and perhaps increased,
would He not be likely to act as He did before? There are differences in the
details as given by Jn. and by the others, which confirm the view that he and
they are recording different events.

45. Etue~&wv eio; To tepcSv. If we had no other account, we
should suppose that this took place on the same day as the
triumphal entry. But as Lk. gives no note of time, there is no
discrepancy between him and Mk. The Court of the Gentiles is
meant. The traffic would be great as the Passover drew near;
and, as the hierarchy profited by it, we may be sure that they
would try to make the attempt to stop it fail.
~p~a.To iKf3d~~ew. So also in Mk., whose account is specially
graphic, as that of an eye-witness. In this respect the narrative in
Jn. ii. 14 ff. is similar. Here perhaps ~p~a.To lK{3. is merely the
Hebraistic paraphrase for Ulf3aA.ev (Mt. xxi. 12) or i~lf3aA.A.ev. See
on iii. 8 and xii. 45, and comp. LXX of Gen. ii. 3; Deut. i. 5;
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Judg. i. 27, 35; 1 Esdr. 1v. 1, 13, 33. Lk. omits the buyers, the
money-changers, and the dove-sellers (Mt. Mk.); also His allowing
no vessel to be carried through the temple (Mk. ).
46. Here the three narratives are almost verbatim the same,
and very different from Jn. ii. 1 5, 16. On the first occasion, He
charged them not to make His Father's house a house of traffic
(olKov lµ:1roptov): now He charges them with having made it a
robbers' den (0"1r1/A.awv A.17CTTwv ). The scandal is worse than before.
For a detailed description see Edersh. L. &- T. i. pp. 364-374; also
a remarkable passage in Renan, V. de J. p. 2 15, in which he points
out how "antichristian" the traditions of the temple have always
been. In the passage from Is. lvi. 7 Lk. substitutes lCTTm for
KA"/81/CTemi, and with Mt. omits 7rtiCTiv Tot<; WveCTiv, which one would
have expected Lk. to preserve. Would he have omitted this, if
he had had Mk., who preserves it, before him? See on xx. 17.
Comp. µ.~ CT71'1jA.awv A'lJCTTwv o oiK6<; µ.ov oil EmKlKA"/TaL TO Jvoµ.O.
µ.ov E71', avT<{l fKEL fVW11'WV vµ.wv; (J er. vii. l l ).
That Ka.! lrrTa.1 before cl ofKos, and not i<tT111 after 11'porrevx.fjs is the right
reading is sufficiently attested by ~ 2 B LR, Ann., Orig. But it is very unnatural to take Ka.! t<tTa.1 with "fE"fp0.11'Ta.L : " It stands written and shall be
so."

47, 48. The Publicity and Popularity of Christ's Final Teaching. Mk. xi. 19. These two verses form a link between the
sections before and after them, introducing the public work which
followed the public entry. Comp. the similar notice with which
the record of this brief period of public work closes, xxi. 37, 38.
47. ~v !h8&uKwv. Periphrastic imperfect expressing continued
action: iv. 31, v. 17, xiii. lo. For TO Ka9' ~f'lpav comp. xi. 3. Mt.
says that He healed the blind and the lame who came to Him in
the temple.
ot dpxiepe'i:s Kal ot ypaf'f'aTe'i:s. So in all three. The activity of
the hierarchy is in marked contrast to His : while He teaches and
heals, they seek to destroy. Lk. alone mentions ot 7rpwToi Tov A.aov.
The difference of designation is against their being identical with
ot 7rpeCT{3Vrepoi. Comp. Acts xiii. 50, xxv. 2, xxviii. 7, 17; Mk.

vL

21.

Jesus restait ainsi a Jerusalem un provincial admire des provz'nciaux
comme lui, mais repouss! par toute farz'stocratie de la natz'on . •. , Sa voix
eut a Jerusalem peu d'eclat. Les pr!fug!s de race et de secte, les ennemz's
directs de fesprz't de f!vangi'le, y !taz'ent trop enracin!s (Renan, V. de J.
P· 344).

48.
vi.

l I.

ro T£ 1rcn~u111C1w.

For this use of T6 see on i. 62, and comp.

o X.aos yelp ihras. Not JxA.o<;, not the mere crowd, but the whole
nation, which was numerously represented. A mixed multitude of
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Jews from all parts of the world was gathering there for the Passover. These would sympathize with His cleansing of the temple;
and His miracles of healing would add to the attractiveness of
His teaching. This representative multitude "hung on His lips,
listening." Comp. pendet narrantis ab ore (Aen. iv. 79); narrantis
conjux pendet ab ore viri (Ov. Her. i. 30 ). Other examples in
Wetst. and McClellan. See on xi. 29.
The form e~eKpeµ<'ro (~ B, Orig.) is preferred by Tisch. and WH. It implies a ·pres. Kpeµoµo.1. But e~eKpeµa.ro, if genuine, is imperf. also. Veitch,
I. Kpeµaµo.1.

XX. 1-8. The Question of the Sanhedrin respecting the
authority of Jesus. Mt. xxi. 23-27; Mk. xi. 27-33. Having
given a general description of the activity of Jesus and of His
enemies during these last days, Lk. now gives some illustrations of
both. It was fear of the people which kept His opponents from
proceeding against Him: and therefore their first object was to
discredit Him with His protectors. Then they could adopt more
summary measures.
None of the Evangelists enables us to answer with certainty the question
whether the hierarchy had at first any idea of employing the sz"carii to assassinate
Jesus. Mt. xxvi. 4 might mean this. But more probably this and other notices
of plots against the life of Jesus refer to the intention of getting Him out of the
way by some legal process, either as a blasphemer or as a rebel against the Roman
government. Of course, if a mob could be goaded into a fury and provoked to
put Him to death (iv. 29; Jn. viii. 59, x. 31), this would suit their purpose
equally well. The intrinsic probability of the controversies reported by the
Evangelists as taking place after the triumphal entry is admitted even by Strauss.
If the tentative chronology suggested above be accepted, this conversation about authority took place probably two days after the entry, and on
Tuesday, April 4, Nisan 12. This day is sometimes called the "Day of Questions." We have (I) the Sanhedrin asking about Authority, and (2) Christ's
counter-question about the Baptist ; (3) the Pharisees and Herodians asking about
the Tribute; (4) the Sadducees asking about the Woman with Seven Husbands;
(5) the Scribe asking which is the First Commandment; (6) Christ's question
about Ps. ex. It is possible that on this day the question was asked about the
Woman taken in Adultery; but that is too precarious to be worth more than a
passing mention, although Renan places it here without doubt, and makes it the
proximate cause of the arrest and death of Jesus ( V. de J. p. 346 ). If it were
mcluded, we might group the questions pressed upon Christ thus: (i.) a personal
question ; (ii.) a political question ; (iii.) a doctrinal question ; (iv.) an ethical
question; (v.) a question of discipline. Of hardly any day in our Lord's
life have we so full a report. With Lk. xx. andxxi. comp. Mt. xxi. 18-xxvi. 5;
Mk. xi. 20-xiv. 2; Jn. xii. 20-43. It includes at least four parables: the Two
Sons (Mt. xxi. 28-32), the Wicked Husbandmen (Mt. xxi. 33-44: Mk.
xii. I-II ; Lk. xx. 9-18), the Ten Virgins (Mt. xxv. 1-13), and the Talents
(Mt. xxv. 14-30). The day may be considered the last working-day of Christ's
ministry, the last of His public teaching, the last of activity in the temple, the
last of instruction to the people and of warning to their leaders. "It is a picture
with genuine Oriental local colouring.••• We see Jesus sitting, surrounded
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by a multitude awed into silence. They are all devoutly meditating on the
great Messianic question. From time to time an emissary from His opponents
steps up to Him, with Eastern solemnity and ceremoniousness, to propose some
well-considered question. Anxiously do the multitude listen for Jesus' answer.
Then again follows a meditative silence as before, until at last Jesus Himself
delivers a connected discourse" (Hausrath, N. T. Times, ii. p. 250).

1. €v p.tij. Twv

~fLEpwv.

Lk. alone uses this expression (v. 17,
He is still indefinite in his
chronology. Mt. is a little more clear. It is Mk. who enables us
to distinguish three days; presumably Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday. "The days" perhaps refers to the "daily teaching in the
temple" (xix. 47); and this deputation from the Sanhedrin is the
result of their "seeking to destroy Him." We have a similar
deputation to the Baptist Jn. i. r 9. See fourth note on Lk. ix. 2 2.
For eoayye>..tto11lvou, which defines the character of His teaching
more clearly than 8i8auKoVTos, see on ii. ro.
d'll'EO'TIJO'av. One of Lk.'s favourite words (see on ii. 38): "there
came upon Him.'' So also uuv TOLS 11'p. and 11'pos aoT6v illustrate
his fondness for these prepositions. Mt. and Mk. here have Kai
for uvv (see on i. 56), and neither of them has 7rp6s after >..fyeiv.

viii. 22; comp. v. 12, xiii. IO).

The introduction of the oratio recta by 'Afyovr•s or 'Afywv after <l'll"iiv is
rare (Mk. xii. 26): but either is common after 'Aa'A•w (Acts viii. 26, xxvi. 31,
xxviii. 25, etc.).

2. lv irol~ • • . iroteLs; So in all three. The two questions
are not identical; nor is the second a mere explanation of the first.
It anticipates the reply, "By the Messiah's authority," with
another question, " Who made Thee Messiah ? " They ask by
what kind of authority, human or Divine, ecclesiastical or civil,
assumed or conferred, He acts. They refer not merely to His
teaching, but also to His cleansing the temple, as 7rote'is shows.
On the first occasion they had asked for a uriµ,e'iov as a guarantee
for the lawfulness of His 7roie'iv (Jn. ii. 18). They do not venture
to do more than question Him, for they know that the feeling and
conscience of the people are with Him for putting down their
extortionate and profane traffic, for His teaching, and for His
works of healing. This was the one point where He seemed to be
vulnerable. " For there was no principle more firmly established
by universal consent than that authoritative teaching required
previous authorization," because all such teaching was traditional
(Edersh. L. &> T. ii. p. 381). For £v £~ouu(~ see on iv. 32.
8. etirev irpos aOTous. Both Mt. and Mk. have avro'is.
'Epwn}uw li11&s Kdy~ >..6yov. The >..6yov refers to their answer
rather than His question, as is shown by Sv iav El7rYJTE µ,oi (Mt.
xxi. 24). "You ask Me to state My authority. I also will ask
you for a statement" ; not, "ask you a question " (RV.), nor, " ask
you one thing" (AV.). As teachers they must speak first.
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The lPa. (AC D) is an insertion from Mt. and Mk. or.l. NB L R, Syr-Sin.
Latin texts are divided.

4. Verbatim as Mt. and Mk., except that Mt. inserts 7r0fhv,
and Mk. adds &7roKpl8'Y]Ti p.oi. " Baptism of repentance" was the
special characteristic of John's teaching (iii. 3). The question as
to its origin is not a mere escape from their attack by placing them
in a difficulty : the answer to it would lead to the answer to their
question. John had testified to the Divine authority of Jesus,
and his baptism was a preparation for the Messianic Kingdom.
What had been their view of John's position? That was a ques·
tion to which the official guides of the nation were bound, and
had long been bound, to furnish an answer. For the alternative
~~ ofipavov or l~ &v8p6J7rwv comp. Acts v. 38, 39.
5. uvvEXoy(ua.vTo, Here only in N.T., but classical. N CD have
ITIJPEAO"'(l)ono. Comp. ver. 14.
6. Ka.Ta.XLMCTu. Here only: but Xted)ew is found Jn. x. 31-33, xi. 8;
Acts v. 26, xiv. 19. In LXX Xi8a)eLP occurs twice (2 Sam. xvi. 6, 13), but
Xi8of3o"'/\e'iP is the common verb : comp. xiii. 34 ; Acts vii. 58. The Ka.Ta.expresses " stoning down, overwhelming with stones" : comp. KO.Ta."'/\dJof3o"'/\ew
Exod. xvii. 4, and KO.Ta.At8ofJp in Josephus. Here Mt. and Mk. have the less
definite expression, " fear the multitude."
n-pocf>~TTJv dvm.
Their intense joy at the reappearance of a
Prophet after three centuries of silence (p. 80) would be the
measure of their fury against a hierarchy which should declare that
John had not been a Prophet at all. Comp. vii. 29, 30. With 6
>..aoc;; iin-ac;; comp. xix. 48. Nowhere else does n-en-eLup.lvoc;; tunv
.occur.
7. p.rj etl>evm n-69ev. This shameful and dishonest avowal is
.excelled a few days later by their answer to Pilate, "We have no
king but Cresar" (Jn. xix. 15)· Timentes lapidationem, sed magis
timentes veritati's conjessionem (Bede), these professed "Teachers of
Israel" (Jn. iii. lo), who so scorned the ignorant multitude (Jn.
vii. 49), confessed that they had not yet decided whether one,
who for years had been recognized by the nation as a Prophet,
had any Divine commission. If they were not competent to judge
.of the Baptist, still less were they competent to judge of the Christ.
N osgen, Gesch. J.
i. p. 5 I 4·
8. o.'..8£ eyw. Verbatim as in Mt. and Mk. Their refusal to
answer His question cancels their claim to an answer from Him.
This they admit by ceasing to press it. See Gould on Mk. xi. 33.
9-19. The Parable of the Wicked Husbandmen.
Mt. xxi.
33-46; Mk. xii. 1-12. Mt. here gives a trilogy of parables, placing this one between the Two Sons and the Marriage of the King's
Son. Godet thinks that the Two Sons cannot have been uttered
where Mt. places it. But it fits the preceding discussion about
the Baptist very well; and Mk., who records one parable only,

c.
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says ~p~aTo a~To'is £v 7rapaf3oA.a'is A.aA.£'iv, which agrees well with the
fact that more than one parable was spoken. The idea of " work
in the vineyard" is common to both parables. In this parabl.:!
Christ lets His enemies know that He is aware of their murderous
plans against Himself; an in it He warns both them and the people
generally of the fatal results w themselves, if their plans are carried
out. 1 It is the special characteristic of this parable that it does not
teach general and permanent truths for the guidance of Christians,
but refers to past, present, and future events. From the conduct of
His traditional enemies, especially at that very time, He predicts
His own end and theirs. The parable is capable of spiritual application as to God's dealings with churches and individuals, but
its primary reference is to the treatment which H<: is receiving
from the Jewish hierarchy. The parable contains the answer to
the question which they had raised. He is acting in the authority
of His Father who sent Him to them. The imagery is taken from
the 0. T. and would be readily understood by the audience. The
main source is the similar parable Is. v. l-7; but comp. Jer. ii. 21;
Ezek. xv. 1-6, xix. lo-14; Hos. x. 1; Deut. xxxii. 32, 33, and the
many other passages in which Israel is spoken of as a vineyard or
a vine ; Ps. lxxx. 8 ff. ; Joel i. 7, etc.
It has been said that the main difference between this parable and Is. v. or
other 0. T. figures is, that there the husbandmen or leaders and teachers of the
people are not mentioned : it is tke natz"on as a wkole that fails in its duty to
Jehovah. Here it is tkose wko kave ckarge of tke nation that are condemned :
the vineyard itself is not destroyed for its unfruitfulness, but is transferred to
more faithful stewards. And, in support of this view, it has been pointed out
that in the first times of the Kingdom the nation went voluntarily into idolatry ;
it was not Jed into it by the priests and other teachers : but now it was mainly
the official teachers who prevented the people from accepting Jesus as the
Messiah. This, however, does not fit vv. 15, 16, which show that the tenants
are the Jewish nation, and not merely the leaders, and that the vineyard is not
the nation, but its spiritual privileges. The nation was not to be transferred to
other rulers, but its privileges were to be transferred to other nations.

9. •Hp~aTo 8( irpo<; Tav >..aov >..lyew. There is a pause after the
discomfiture of the deputation from the Sanhedrin ; and then
Jesus "begins" to address a different company. But while He
speaks to the people He also speaks at the hierarchy, who are still
present, though silenced. Mt. and Mk. regard the parable as
addressed to the latter. Syr-Sin. has " to speak to them.'' D, ad e
omit 7rpos Tov A.a6v. Comp. v. 36.
"Av9p01'll'OI. Lk. commonly adds
TR. follows A in adding TLS here.

T&S:

see small print note on xiii. 19.

l Keim speaks with severity of the " destructive criticism " which " again
miserably fails to see anything but an invention of the dogmatic artist " in " this
grand self-revelation of Jesus," which is attested by all three Gospels {v. p.

142).
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lcl>vTEVO'Ev ll!Jo'll'E~wva.. The phrase is freq. in 0. T. (Gen. ix. 20; Deut.
xx. 6, xxviii. 30, 39 ; Ps. cvi. 37, etc.), Lk. omits the fence, the winepress,
and the tower.
i1~€8ero. In all three narratives in this place, but nowhere else
in N.T. In LXX it is used of giving a daughter in marriage;
Exod. ii. 21; Ecclus. vii. 25 ; 1 Mac. x. 58 : but the sense of
letting out for hire is classical ; Plat. Leg. vii. 806 D, yewpylai 8£
EK8e8oµ.Evai clJovA.ot> &:rrapx~v Twv EK ,.~, y~s &.?ToTEAovuw iKav~v.
Among the Jews rent was sometimes paid in money, but generally
in kind. If in kind, it was either a fixed amount of produce,
whether the harvest was good or bad ; or a certain proportion,
e.g. a third or fourth, of each harvest. This latter system led to
much disputing and dishonesty, and does so still wherever it is
adopted. The tenants in the parable have a long lease and pay
in kind; but it is not clear whether they pay a fixed or a proportionate amount.

The same form (-n-o, not ·OTo) is found in the best MSS. in all three.
Comp. 8te/Mero (Acts iv. 35) and 'll"a.peoloero (1 Cor. xi. 23). Gregory,
Pro!eg. p. 124.

This addition is peculiar to Lk. See on
We may understand several years.
10. Ka.Lp41.
No doubt b Katpos Twv Kap?Twv (Mt.) is meant.
Syr-Sin. has "at one of the seasons."
clmOTeL>..ev ••• 8ou>..ov. So also Mk., while Mt. has Tovs 8ovA.ov> avTov. In Lk. it is always a single slave who is sent, and the
treatment becomes worse each time, culminating in the slaying of
the heir, before whom no one is killed. In Mt. and Mk. there
is no such dramatic climax, and several are killed before the son
is sent : all which is more in. accordance with facts in Jewish
history. See 1 Kings xviii. 13, xxii. 24-27; 2 Kings vi. 31, xxi. 16;
2 Chron. xxiv. 19-22, xxxvi. 15, 16; Neh. ix. 26; Jer. xxxvii. 15,
xliv. 4; Acts vii. 52.
tva. diro Toil Ka.pirou. Keim says that this means the 0. T.
tenth; but it does not necessarily imply a proportionate amount
at all. A fixed amount, independent of the yield, would be paid
&.7ro ,.ov Kap'll"ov.
xp6vous tKa.vous.

vii.

12.

tva. • • • S~O'OVO'LV. The fut. indic. is found in class. Grk. after lhrwr,
but not after fva.. In bib!. Grk. it is found most often in the last of a series
of verbs following fva. : but cases in which the verb depends immediately upon
rva. occur: l Cor. ix. 18; 1 Pet. iii. 1, Rev. vi. 4, viii. 3, ix. 20, xii. 12,
xiv. 13, and other passages in which the reading is somewhat doubtful. See
on xiv. 10. Burton, § 198, 199.
il~a.mOTeL>..a.v • • • KevC:v. They probably told him, and perhaps tried to persuade themselves that his master's demand was
unjust. Excepting Gal. iv. 4, 6. the verb is peculiar in N.T. to
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Lk. (Acts vii. 12, ix. 30, xi. 22, xii. 11, xiii. 26, xvii. 14, xxii. 21);
but it is freq. in LXX. For the phrase "send empty away" comp.
i. 53; Gen. xxxi. 42; Deut. xv. 13; 1 Sam. vi. 3; Job xxii. 9. For
Selpanes see on xii. 47.
11. 11'poal8eTo 'll'lp."1at. A Hebraism: see on xix. 11. Whether
this is a second messenger sent that same vintage, or the messenger
sent at another vintage, is not stated. The important point is
that chastisement does not follow upon the first outrage. The
husbandmen have several opportunities; and these are brought
by different persons. If one messenger's manner of delivering his
message was unpleasing, another's would be the opposite. But
this time they add insult ( anµ.a<raVTE';;) to violence. Comp. the
use of anµ.a,eiv in Jn. viii. 49; Acts v. 41; Rom. i. 24, ii. 23;
Jas. ii. 6. The verb is freq. in LXX.
12. Tpaup.aTL<TallTES. Worse than 8e{pavr£;; K. ariµ.a<raVT£>, as
l~kf3a.Aov is worse than £ta7r£<rmA.av. Comp. Heb. xi. 36-38 ;
Acts vii. 52.
13. T( 'll'ot{iaw; Peculiar to this account ; as also is the qualifying Z'uw;;, which occurs nowhere else in N. T., and only once in
LXX ( 1 Sam. xxv. 21 ), where English Versions have "surely."
Godet contends for such a meaning here: pourtant, en tout cas,
certainement. But comp. KA. •iuw;;. A®. OvK Zuw;;, &.AA.' J11rw11
@ 8aiµ.6vi£ (Plat. Laws, xii. 965).
We must remember that it is the 11.v8pw7ro!1 of ver. 9 who deliberates as to what he shall do, says t<rw;;, and expects that his
son will be well received. All this is the setting of the paraqle,
and must not be pressed as referring to God. This man represents God, not by his perplexity, but by his long-suffering and
mercy.
lnpa.'ll"l)crovTa.L. In all three : for the meaning see on xviii. 2. This
form of the fut. is late. In Polyb. and Plut. the verb sometimes has an acc.,
but in class. Grk. a gen., when it means " reverence." Comp. Exod. x. 3 ;
Wisd. ii. 10.
The il56vres of TR. with A R, Vulg. Goth. comes from ver. 14 ; om.
N B CD L Q, a c de ff2 i1 qr, Boh. Arm. The Syriac Versions are divided.
Syr-Sin. is defective here.

14. 8ie>..oy£tovTo 'll'pos d>..>..fi>..ous. This touch also is peculiar to
Lk. It perhaps looks back to xix. 47, 48. Nothing is gained by
taking 7rpo11 a.\A.~A.ov;; with A.kyovn;; : comp. 7rpo;; fovrov;;, which is
equally amphibolous, ver. 5.
A K and Latt. have ote"ll.o-yluano, cogitaverunt; and AC Q, Vulg. have
1rpos Ea.vro6s from Mk. xii. 7 for 1rpos dXXo7>..ovs (NBD L R, Boh. Arm.),
For c\ 1<X11povcS,...os see Wsctt. on Heb. i. 2 and his detached note on Heb,
vi. 12, p. 167.

15. lKf3aMVTes dmKTewuv. This perhaps was intended to represent their turning him out of his inheritance. It may be
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doubted whether it refers to Jesus "suffering without the gate."
Outside the vineyard would be outside Israel rather than outside
Jerusalem. Moreover in Mk. the heir is killed before he is cast
out of his inheritance. It is possible that they regard the vineyard as already made over to the heir, as was often the case in
ancient law: see on xv. 12. Comp. the case of Naboth: ltfryayov
avTOV Uw rijs 71"0AEWS Kal V..i0of36>..'1/uav aVTOV >..£0ois, Kal &7r£0avw
(1 Kings xx. 13). No doubt Uw T. aµ.71"EAwvos goes with £K{3aAOJ'T£S (iv. 29; Acts vii. 58, which is closely parallel), not with
> I
a71"EKT£LVav.
T£ o3v 'll'OL1jai;~ a.i}Tois;

Not, Tl o~v l7rol'Y/uw; Our Lord indicates that the parable is not a mere fiction : it is a key to a
future which depends upon present action. Assuming that the
heir is killed, what will happen ? In Mt. some of the bystanders
answer the question. They are so interested, and enter so fully
into the spirit of the narrative, that, without seeing the application
to themselves, they reply KO.KOVS KaKwS a71"o>..£un avTovs. See on
xix. 25, and comp. David's reply to Nathan's parable (2 Sam.
xii. 5, 6).
16. t>..Euana.L Ka.1 d'!l'o>..iaEL • . • Kal SwaEL. Three points : He
will no longer send but come ; will punish the wrong-doers ; will
transfer their privileges to others. The Jews were familiar with the
idea of the Gentiles being gathered into the Messianic Kingdom
(Is. ii. 2 ; lx. passim ; J er. iii. 1 7). Yet this was restricted to
those Gentiles who had taken no part in oppressing Israel, but had
submitted to Israel; and later Judaism as a rule denied even this
to the heathen {Charles, Enoch, xc. 30). Here the Jews are to lose
what the Gentiles gain. In vv. 16-19 Syr-Sin. is confused.
dKouaa.VTes SE el'!l'av M~ ylvoLTo. We need not confine this to
the people and conclude that " the Pharisees had too much wariness
and self command to have allowed such an exclamation to escape
from their lips." The exclamation may not mean more than
"That is incredible," or "Away with the thought." See Lft. on
Gal. ii. 17 and Sanday on Rom. iii. 4. This is the only instance
of µ.~ y£voiTo in N.T. outside the Pauline Epp., where it generally
is used to scout a false inference which might be drawn. Burton,
§ 176, 177. Here it probably refers to the punishment rather
than to the sin which brings it,-to a7roAE<TEL Kat OW<TEL rather than
to a71"EKTELVaV.
The expression is rare in the Pauline Epp. except in Rom., where it
occurs ten times: twice in Gal. and once in 1 Cor. In LXX it is rare, and'
never stands as an independent sentence: Gen. xliv. 7, 17; Josh. xxii. 29,
xxiv. 16; I Kings xx. [xxi.] 3.

17.

lfJ-~>..£+a.s

a.i}To'Ls.

Lk. alone has this touch.

Comp.

xxii. 61 and Elisha's fixed look on Hazael (2 Kings viii. 11).
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T( o~v t1n£v. "If the destruction which I have just foretold is
not to come (µ.~ ytvoiTo ), how then do you explain this text?"
The passage is once more (see on ver. 9) from the Hallel Psalms
(cxviii. 22, 23), where see Perowne. The Rabbis recognized it as
Messianic: see Schoettg. i. p. 173. In all three Gospels the
quotation is verbatim as in LXX. For To yEypa.p.p.lvov see on
xxii. 37, and for cbrE80Klp.a.110.v see on ix. 22. Perhaps >..l8ov is "a
stone" rather than "the stone" : the builders may have rejected
many stones, one of which became KE<f>aA.~ ywvfos. But, if the
Jews used AffJos as a name for the Messiah, as seems to be probable, "the stone" is better. In Justin Martyr we have At8os as a
name for Christ (Try. xxxiv. xxxvi.): see on Rom. ix. 33.

For the attraction of At.ea, to 81' see on iii. 19, and for i'yEvfiOri Eis see on
xiii. 19.
KEcf>a.>..,~. ywvla.s. Not the key-stone of the arch, but a corner
stone umtmg two walls ; but whether a foundation-stone at the
base of the corner, or a completing stone at the top of it, is uncertain. Comp. Acts iv. I I and I Pet. ii. 7 ; also aKpoywvia.'ios in
Eph. ii. 20 and Is. xxviii. 16. Mt. and Mk. quote ver. 23 of Ps.
cxviii. as well as ver. 22, and Mt. adds the explanation that the
Kingdom shall be transferred to a nation bringing forth the fruits
thereof. Would Lk. have omitted this reference to the believing
and loyal Gentiles if he had known it? We conclude that he was
not familiar with Mt.'s account. See on xix. 46.
18. 11'iis o 11'Eawv • • • a.chov. These words are not in Mk. and
are of somewhat doubtful authority in Mt. xxi. 44, where they are
omitted by D 33, or b d e ff12 Syr-Sin., Orig. But the characteristic ?l'as is in any case peculiar to Lk. The first half of the
saying seems to be an adaptation of Is. viii. 14, and the second
half an adaptation of Dan. ii. 34, 35, 44. Christ is a stumblingblock to some (ii. 34), and they suffer heavily for their shortsightedness. They not only lose the blessing which is offered,
but what they reject works their overthrow.
11uv8>..a.118~11ET0.t.
"Shall be shattered"; confringetur (Lat
Vet., Beza), conquassabitur (Vulg.), wird zerschellen (Luth.). But
in Mt. xxi. 44 Vulg. has confn'ngetur. The verb occurs nowhere
else in N.T., but the act. is found in LXX (Ps. lvii. 7; Mic. iii. 3),
and several times as v.l.
£cf>' llv 8' ll.v 11'ecrn. Note the impressive change of construction.
In the first case the man is the chief agent ; in the second the
stone. And the main thought now is simply A.{8os : the metaphor
of K£</>aA.~ ywv{as is dropped. A chief corner-stone would not be
likely either to trip up a person or to fall on him.
>..LKp.~aEL mhov. The rendering "grind to powder," which all
English Versions from Tyn. to AV. give (Rhem. "breake to
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pouder "), follows the comminuet of Vulg. (in Mt. conteret), but is
without authority. Not only in classical authors (Hom. Xen.
Plut. Lucian.), but also in LXX, it means "to winnow chaff from
grain,'' from AtKp.6<>, "a winnowing fan." In Ruth iii. 2, AtKp.~
'TOV a.\wva 'TWV Kpi8wv, and Ecclus. v. 9, µ.~ AlKp.a lv 71'aV'TL tivlp.!J,!,
the meaning is indisputable. Hence "to blow away like chaff,
sweep out of sight or out of existence" : dva.\~µ.lf!£rni 8£ av"ToiKavuwv Kal. ii71'£A£V0"£'TaL, Kai AlKfJ.~0"£l avTClv EK 'TOV "T671'oV ahoi:
2 I) ; Kal 7!'6ppw av"T<JV 8uJg£'Tal ~ .. xvovv dx..Jpov AlKfJ.WV• '
' '
(I s. xvn.
.. I 3) ; o' 11.iKp.YJUa<;
'
'
' 'IupaYJ11.
'' uvva~n
't:
'TWV a71'£Vavn
av£µ.ov
'TOV
• ' (Jer. XXXI.. 10) ; Kai' 11.lKfJ.YJO"W
\
'
• 71'auiv
~
~
~/j
'
..
11V'TOV
£V
'TOl'>
£UV£0"W
'TOV
OlKOV
'' ov
" Tp071'0V
'
'
~
' 'T",!~ 11.lKfJ.IJ,!
'
~ (A mos IX.
. 9). D an.
'TOV~ 'IupaYJ11.,
11.LKp.aTaL
£V

(Job xxvii.

ii. 44 is important, as being the probable source of the saying:
there, while in LXX we read 71'aTa~"' Kal. dcpav{un, Theodotion has
A£71'TVV£L Kal ALKfJ.~U£t, showing that AtKp.~u£t = dcpavlun.
Comp.
Theod. lytv£'TO wud KOVLOpT<J'> '171'0 aAwvo<; 8£ptvi/'>, Kal. £~1jp£V 'TO
71'A1j8o<; Toil 71'V£vµ.aTo<>, Kal. T671'o<; ovx d1pl8YJ avTOL'> (Dan. ii. 35).
"Scatter him as chaff," therefore, is the meaning. When a heavy
mass falls, what is pulverized by the blow is scattered by the rush
of air. The commovet ilium of Cod. Palat. (e) looks like an attempt
to preserve the right idea. Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudt'en, p. 52.
19. ev a&Tfi Tfi wn. " In that very hour": Lk.'s usual expression:
see on x. 7, 21. There is no equivalent to it here in Mt. or Mk.
Eyvw<Ta.v y&.p oTL 'll'pos a.OToos. So also in Mk. xii. 12, while
Mt. has 71'£pl. avTwv. Vulg. has ad ipsos here and ad eos in Mk.
But 71'p6<> may be either "with a view to, in reference to" (see on
xii. 41, xviii. 1, 9, xix. 9), or "against" (AV. RV.): comp. Acts
xxiii. 30. Here, as in Heb. i. 7, 8, Wsctt. prefers the meaning
" in reference to" : comp. Rom. x. 2 1 ; Heb. xi. 18. The nom.
to Eyvwuav is ot ypaµ.µ.aT£L'>, not b A.a6<>, which would require Eyvw,
to be unambiguous. In Mt. the nom. to Eyvw<rav must be the
hierarchy. And yap gives the reason, not for £C~TYJuav, but for
£cpof3~8YJuav, as the order of the sentences shows: and this is still
more clear in Mk. by the change of tense from lNTOvv (see Gould).
The hierarchy recognize that the parable was directed against
themselves ; and this made them fear the people, who had heard
the parable also. Syr-Sin. transfers this to v. 16.
In class. Grk. rp6s T1va. often means " in reply to," and hence "against,"
being less strong than Ka.Td Twos, as adversus than in. Here Beza has
adversus ipsos and Luther au/ sie.

20-26. The Question about the Tribute. Mt. xxii. 15-22;
Mk. xii. 13-17. There is no evidence that a night intervened
between the previous question and this one. The connexion
between flV, 19 and 20 is close; and Ver, 19 took place iv avTfj
Tfj ;J,pq. with what precedes. The previous question abo~t
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authority had e"Ilanated from the Sanhedrin as a whole. The
different parties represented in it now act separately and d~vise
independent attacks. This one comes from the Pharisees (Mt.
xxii. l 5), who send a group composed of Pharisees and Herodians(Mt. xxii. 16; Mk. xii. 13). Neither Lk. nor Jn. mentions the
Herodians. Their alliance with Pharisees is remarkable, for the
Pharisees detested the Herodian dynasty; and this is not the first
instance of such an alliance (Mk. iii. 6). But opponents often
combine to attack those who are obnoxious to both.
20. 11'apaT1)P1]uaYTEs.
See on xiv. 1. Both AV. and RV.
follow Tyn. Cran. Cov. and Gen. in translating " watched him" ;
but neither indicates by italics that " him " is not in the Greek.
Wic. and Rhem. have no pronoun, in accordance with Vulg.
observantes mi'serunt. It is doubtful whether the pronoun ought
to be supplied, for 7raparqp(tV without case may mean "to watch
an opportunity." See Field and Alford, ad loc. Mt. has his
favourite 7ropruOtvT(<;.
D and some Versions here have d.roxwpf}<fo.11Tes: sr1 Goth. Aeth. cum

recessissent (fi I), cum discessissent (a), recedentes (d), secei .erunt et (e).

lvKa6ETous. "Suborned to lie in wait"; lit. "sent down into."
In N.T. here only, and in LXX Job xix. 12, xxxi. 9: but classical.
Comp. Jos. B. J. vi. 5. 2. The 011'0KpLvo,...Evous shows for what
purpose they were suborned : they posed as scrupulous persons with
a difficulty of conscience. In different ways all three accounts call
attention to their hypocrisy. Meyer quotes, Qui tum, cum maxime
fallunt, id agunt ut viri boni videantur (Cic. De Off. i. 13. 41).
tl11'L>..cif!wYTaL auTou Myou. "Take Him in His speech" ; aln-ov
depending upon €7riA.a(3. and A.6yov being epexegetic (De W. Mey.
Go.): rather than "take hold of His speech," avTov depending
upon A.6yov (Holtz. Hahn). Vulg. has eum in sermone. So also
Tyn. Cov. Cran. Gen. Rhem. Luth. Comp. i.7r(A.&.(3(T6 µ.ov T~c;
1TT0A.~c; (Job xxx. 18) and €7riA.aµ.{3av(Tm avTov T~s LTVoc; (Xen.
Anab. iv. 7· 12). Mt. has 07rW<; avTOV 7rayi8(V<TW<TLV (v A.6yce, Mk.
lva avTOV dyp~<TW<TLV A.6yce. J eSUS had baffled them With a dilemma
(ver. 4), and they now prepare a dilemma for Him. Comp. the
constr in xix. 4.
wO"TE 11'«pa8ouvm .•• Tou ~YE/J.Ovos.
Peculiar to Lk. Quotl
per se non poterant, prresidis manibus ejficere tentabant, ut veluti
ipsi a morte efus viderentur immunes (Bede). For tfJuT( comp.
iv. 29 ; Mt. xxiv. 24.
tjj dpxii Kal tjj tl~ouu(iz. T. ~YE/J.. It is an improbable refinement to press the double article and separate Tfj apxfi from Tov
~y(µ.6voc;: "so as to deliver Him to the Government, and (in
particular) to the authority of the governor" (Mey. Weiss); or," so
as to deliver Him to the rule (of the Sanhedrin), and to the
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authority of the governor" (Ni:isg. Hahn). For the combination
of tlpxr/ with £~owta comp. xii. I.I ; 1 Cor. xv. 24; Eph. iii. 10;
Col. i. 161 ii. 15; Tit. iii. 1. See Lft. on Col. i. 16.
The generic term fryeµ.wv may be used of the emperor (comp. fryeµ.ovla.
iii. 1) or any of his subordinates. In N.T. it is often used of the hr£Tpo7ros or
procurator (Mt. xxvii. 2, II, 14, etc.; Acts xxiii. 24, 26, 33, xxiv. r, 10, etc.)
and less definitely of any governor (xxi. 12; I Pet. ii. 14). Comp. Jos.
Ant. xviii. 3. I ; and fryeµ.oveuw ii. 2, iii. 1.
21. op8ws ~EYELS Ka.l 8LSd<J"KELS. The falseness of these fulsome
compliments in their mouths (olaaµ.EV c'in) stamps this as one of
the most dastardly of the attacks on Christ. They go on to
emphasize their flattery by denying the opposite.
o~ ~a.p.jiavELs 11"pou11111"ov. Affreux barbarisme pour des lecteurj
grecs (Godet). The expression is a Hebraism, which originally
meant "raise the face," i.e. make the countenance rise by favourable address, rather than "accept the face." Hence it came to
mean "regard with favour," but not necessarily with undue favour:
comp. Ps. lxxxi. 2 ; Mal. i. 8, 9. But the bad sense giadually prevailed; and both here and in Gal. ii. 6 (see Lft.) partiality is
implied, as in Lev. xix. 15 and Mal. ii. 9. In LXX the common
phrase is 8avµ.&.~nv 7rpouw1Tov: comp. Jude 16. The compounds
rpouw1ToA~Jl-1TT7Js, 7rpouw1ToA71µ.r.ftla., etc., always imply favouritism.
Both Syr.Cur. and Syr-Sin. for "way of God" read "word of God."
22. The cj>.Spoc; (classical and in LXX) or capitation-tax must be distinguished from Te">.71, which are indirect taxes. Mt. and Mk. here have
icfjvuov, but in Mk. €mKe<f>d">.a1ov is a notable v.l.
For 4tflouc; (~A B L) TR. has fiµ.lv (CD Pr A A II). Only here and vi. 4
does l~e1TT1v c. acc. et infin. occur in N. T. Ka.£ua.pL stands first with
emphasis. Usually both dat. and acc. follow 8oii11a.': i. 74, 77, xii. 321 xvii.
18; Acts v. 31, vii. 5; Mt. xiv. 7, xx. 4, etc.

28. Ka.Ta.vmjua.s • • • 'll'a.voupy(a.v. Mt. has 1vovs • • • 1TOV7Jpla.v,
Mk. d8tiis .•• inroKpiuiv. See on xii. 27 for Lk.'s fondness for
Ka.Ta.volw. In N.T., as in class. Grk., 1Tavovp1ta always has a bad
meaning (1 Cor. iii. 19; 2 Cor. iv. 2, xi. 3; Eph. iv. 14). In
LXX it may mean "versatility, skill" (Prov. i. 4, viii. 5).
24. AE(~a.Tl p.oL 811vapLov. Mk. has cplpeTe, which implies that
they had to fetch it. They would not have heathen money on
their persons. Mt. has 7rpou¥E('Kav alm1'J, which implies the same
thing ; and he calls it TO voµ.iuµ.a TOV K~vuov, because this poll-tax
had to be paid in denarii.
Tl µ.e 7re1pd~eTe (AC DP) is an insertion here from Mt. and Mk.
omit. See Wright, Synopsis, § So, p. 73.

~

BL

Ka.(ua.pos. Probably that of Tiberius. There was no royal
effigy on Jewish coins: and Roman copper coins, if for circulation in
30
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Palestine, had no image on them. It was a base piece of flattery
on the part of Herod Philip that he placed on his coins the head
of the emperor, .and the denarius used on this occasion may have
been one of his. It is possible but not probable that it was a
foreign coin, such as circulated outside Palestine. 1 "Judas of
Galilee" (Acts v. 37; Jos. Ant. xviii. 1. 6, xx. 5. 2) or the
Gaulonite (Ant. xviii. 1. 1) had denounced the payment of tribute
to Cresar as treason against Jehovah, the only Lord that Israel
could acknowledge (A.D. 6) : and probably the Ga.Iileans who were
listening to Jesus on this occasion were thoroughly in sympathy.
But His adversaries had conceded the whole point when they
admitted that the coinage was Cresar's : for even Judaism admitted
that coinage implies the right of taxation, and is evidence of the
government to which submission is due. Ubicunque numi'sma
alicujus regzs obtinet, illi'c incolre regem istum pro domino agnoscunt
(Maimon. ). See Edersh. L. &- T. ii. p. 38 5 ; Htst. of J. N. p.
2 57.
Grotius quotes Tlva ~X££ xapa.Kr'Y]pa TOVTO TO Terpacrcr&ptov ;
Tpaiavov (Arrian. Epict. iv. 5. 17).
215. To(vvv &.11"&80T1. This is the right order (~ B L, Boh. Goth.
Arm.), contrary to the best usage ; and hence the correction d:rr6ooTe To£11v11
(AC P .0. A II). D, Syr-Sin. and Lat. Vet. omit To£11v11. For To£11v11 first in the
sentence comp. Heb. xiii. 13 ; Is. iii. IO, v. 13, and contrast I Cor. ix. 26;
Wisd. i. II, viii. 9. The To£11v11 (Mt. 0~11) marks the sayings as a conclusion
drawn from the previous admission: "Then render to Cresar," etc.
Tei Kalaapoc; Ka(aapi.
This is the answer to the Pharisaic
portion of His questioners, as Tb. Tov ®£ov T<i> ®£<!> to the Herodian.
The error lay in supposing that Cresar and God were mutually
exclusive alternatives. Duty to Cresar was part of their duty to
God, because for purposes of order and government Cresar was
God's vicegerent. In Rom. xii. 1, 2 S. Paul insists on the second
of these principles, in xiii. 1-7 on the first. See detached note at
the end of Rom. xiii. As J udrea was an imperial province, its
taxes would go to the jiscus of the emperor, not to the rerarium of
the senate.
Tei Tou 0eou. No one duty is to be understood to the exclusion
of others, whether offerings in the temple, or penitence, etc. All
duties owed by man to God are included. 2 For o:rroa£8wµi of paying
what is due comp. vii. 42, x. 35, xii. 59; and see Wsctt. on Heb.
1 Some "heretic" sent R. Juda an imperial denarius, and he was deciding
not to accept it, when another Rabbi advised him to accept it and throw it
into a well before the donor's feet (Avoda Sara f. 6 quoted by Wetst. on Mt.
xxii. 21). But see Schiirer, J.P. in T. ofJ.C. p. 77.
2 It may be doubted whether the idea that man bears the image of God
just as the coin bears the image of Cresar is to be supplied : " Render then the
coin to Cresar, and give the whole man up to God" (Latham, A Service of
Angels, p. 50).
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They had said cf>6pov ll ovii a i, as if the tribute was a
By substituting d?r61lon He indicates that it is a due.
26. oi)K toxuaav • • • lvaIT£ov Toll >..aou. Peculiar to Lk., who
draws special attention to this further victory of Jesus. All three
record the wonder of His adversaries.

xii.
gift.

11.

For the constr. of a.liroD see on ver. 20. This use of t11a.vr£011 is
common in LXX, but in N. T. is found only here, xxiv. 19; Acts vii. 10,
viii. 32: comP.. bo.rrr' i. 8; Acts viii. 21.
For 90.vfAoa.tELv I'll"( see on ii. 33, and for aLy~v see on xviii. 39.

27-38. The Question of the Sadducees respecting a Woman
with Seven Husbands. Mt. xxii. 23-33; Mk. xii. 18-27. Mt.
tells us expressly that this took place lv lKElvv -rfi i}µ.lpq.. Lk.
mentions the Sadducees several times in the Acts (iv. 1, v. 17,
xxiii. 6-8) but here only in his Gospel. Mk. also here only.
This question was less dangerous than the previous one. It concerned a matter of exegesis and speculation, not of politics, and
was doctrinal rather than practical. Like the first two questions,
it aimed at destroying Christ's influence with the multitude.
While the first aimed at inspiring them with distrust, and the
second at rousing their indignation against Him, this one is calculated to excite their ridicule. If Jesus failed to answer it, He and
His supporters would be placed in a grotesque position. The
Sadducees were not popular, for the doctrine of the resurrection
is precious to the majority of mankind, and they would be glad of
this opportunity of publicly exhibiting the popular doctrine as
productive of ludicrous results. Josephus says that when Sadducees became magistrates, they conformed to the views of the
Pharisees, for otherwise the people would not tolerate them (Ant.
xviii. 1. 4).
But the doctrine of the resurrection and of invisible powers (Acts xxiii. 8 ;
Jos. B. J. ii. 8. 14) was not the main point in dispute between Sadducees and
Pharisees, but a deduction from the main point. The crucial question was
whether the oral tradition was binding (Ant. xiii. 10. 6). The Pharisees contended that it was equal in authority to the written Law, while the Sadducees
maintained that everything not written was an open question and might be
rejected. Apparently the Pharisees were willing to concede that the doctrine
of the resurrection is not to be found in the written Law ; and indeed outside
the Book of Daniel it is not clearly taught in O. T. What is said in favour of
it (Job xix. 26; Ps. xvi. 9, II ; Is. xxvi. 19) seems to be balanced by statements
equally strong on the other side (Ps. vi. 5, lxxxviii. ro, II, cxv. 17; Eccles. ix.
4-10; Is. xxxviii. 18, 19). Hence it followed, on Sadducean principles, that the
doctrine was without authority, and was simply a pious opinion. That the Sadducees rejected the 0.T., with the exception of the Pentateuch, is a mistake of
Tertullian, Origen, Hippolytus, Jerome, and others ; and perhaps arises from
confusion with the Samaritans. But no Jew regarded the other books as equal
in authority to the Books of Moses ; and hence Jesus, in answering the
Sadducees, takes His argument from Exodus (Bleek, Int. to 0. T. § 305, Eng.
tr. ii. p. 310). The name ~a.DaouKa.Zos probably comes from Zadok, the best
attested form of which in many passages of LXX is ~a.85ovK (2 Sam. viii. 17;
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Neh. iii. 29, x. 21, xi. II, xiii. 13; Ezek. xl. 46, xliii. 19, xliv. 15, xlviii. II):
but which Zadok gave the name to the sect, remains doubtful (SchUrer,Jewi:rh
People in the T. of J. C. II. ii. pp. 29-43 ; Hausrath, N. T. Times, i. pp.
136-150; Pressense, Le Siecle Aposto!z'que, pp. 87, 88, ed. 1888. For minor
points of difference between Sadducees and Pharisees, see Kuenen, Religi'on
of Israel, iii. pp. 234-238; Derenbourg, pp. 132-144).

27. nves Twv Ia88ouKatwv ol >..EyovTEs. The ol .Xey. may agree
with TLVE>, or be an irregular description of 7wv :Sallll. In the
latter case comp. Mk. xii. 40 ; but the former is better. All
Sadducees held that the resurrection was not an article of faith,
but some may have believed that it was true. One might render
ol .XlyovTE> "who were saying" at that moment.
'Xeyovres is the reading of NBC D L l 33 etc., de Syr-Sin. Syr-Cur.
Aegypt. Goth. Aeth., which is not discredited because it is also in Mt.
But Tisch. follows A Pr A A II etc. in reading avri'Xl-yovres.

'Euv TLvos d8e>..cj>os. The quotation gives the substance rather
than the wording of Deut. xxv. 5 ; comp. Gen. xxxviii. 8. The
levirate law is said still to prevail among the Kalmucks and
other nations in the East. See Morison on Mk. xii. 19.
29. ~'ll'Tcl o~v d8e>..cj>ol. The o~v appears to indicate that what
is about to be narrated was a consequence of this levirate law.
But the o~v may be a mere particle of transition. Mt. inserts
7rap' .:ip.l,v, as if they professed to describe what had actually taken
place. It is said to have been a well-known problem, the recognized answer to which was, that at the resurrection the woman
would be the wife of the first brother. This answer Christ might
have given; but, while it would have avoided the ridicule to which
the Sadducees wished to expose Him, it would not have refuted
their doctrine. D, Syr-Sin. c d ff2 l q ins. 7rap' ~p.'tv here.
aTeKvos. "Childless" as in ver. 28: comp. ver. 31. All three
imply that there was neither son nor daughter. And this is laid
down in the Talmud,-that the deceased brother must have no
child at all, although Deut. xxv. 5 says simply "have no son" (RV.).
Some maintained that the levirate law, which to a large extent
had gone out of use, did not apply to a wedded wife, but only to
a betrothed woman. The Mishna recommends that the levirate
law be not observed.
30. Ka.'I. 6 8EvTEpoo;, This is the reading of N B D L l 57, e, omitting
t'Xo.{Jev after Ko.I and r1)v ')'VPO.tKo. Ko.I ovros Mn!llo.vev 6.reKvos after o 8e&repos.
These insertions are found in A Pr A A II, Syr-Sin. Syr-Cur. Vulg.

31. oo KaTl>..L'll'OV TEKva Kal d'll'l9avov. The main point is placed
first, although their death logically precedes.
33. T(vos ai'iTwv y(veTm yuvfi;
The question is a plausible
appeal to the rough common sense of the multitude, and is based
upon the coarse materialistic views of the resurrection which then
prevailed.
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34. Jesus begins by removing this erroneous basis and shows
that the question is futile. The words oi viot Tov aiwvoi; • • •
':"vxe'i:v are peculiar to Lk., who omits " Ye do err, not knowing
the Scriptures, nor the power of God." Comp. Eph. i. 21.
35. ot 8( KaTa~tw9lvTEs Tou alwvos lKe(vou. One might have
expected simply oi viot ,., alWvoi; lK. But the substitution of
KaTa~iro8tvTE'> corrects the assumption that all the sons ot this
world will enter the Kingdom which begins with the resurrection.
Comp. Acts v. 41; 2 Thes. i. 5. Nowhere else does &aiwv lKe'i:vos
occur in N.T. It means the age beyond the grave regarded as
an age of bliss and glory. See on Rom. xii. 2. In itself it
implies resurrection ; but, inasmuch as this is the doctrine in
dispute, the resurrection is specially mentioned. The word d.vaCFTa1ns occurs Zeph. iii. 8; Lam. iii. 63; Dan. xi. 20; title of
Ps. lxv. But not until 2 Mac. vii. 14, xii. 43 is it used of
resurrection after death.
Tils EK VEKpwv. This must be distinguished from ["7] avauTauis
[Twv] vetcpwv. The latter is the more comprehensive term and
implies that all the dead are raised (Mt. xxii. 31; Acts xvii. 32,
xxiii. 6, xxiv. 21, xxvi. 23; Rom. i. 4; 1 Cor. xv. 12, 13, 42;
Heb. vi. 2 ). Whereas avauTaUL<; EK vetcpwv rather implies that
some from among the dead are raised, while others as yet are not.
Hence it is used of the resurrection of Christ and of the righteous,
and is equivalent to the avaUTaUL<; tro1Ji; (Acts IV. 2 ; I Pet. i. 3 :
comp. Col. i. 18). The avauTaUL<; VEKpwv includes the avaUTaui<;
Kp{ueros as well as the av. tro1Js (Jn. v. 29). Comp. xiv. 14;
1 Thes. iv. 16; Rev. xx. 5, 6; and see Lft. on Phil. iii. 11 and
Mey. on Rom. i. 4. With the construction comp. ToVTov ruxei:v
ol!K .;,~iw071v awoi; (Aesch. P. V. 239).
yap.£toVTm. Identical in meaning with yaµluKovTai (ver. 34).
In both verses the simple verb is the right reading.
follows inferior authorities in reading EK"(o.µ,.

In both places TR.

86. o~8( yap d.'ll'o9ave'i:v. The yap means that the abolition of
death involves the abolition of marriage, the purpose of which is
to preserve the human race from extinction.
For oM~ (A B D L P 106 157) Tisch. has
looks like a correction.

o~e

(N QR I' A A II).

It

tuayye~oL yap etuw. The adj. occurs here only in bibl. Grk.
and was probably coined by Lk. on the analogy of iuaUTepos
(4 Mac. xvii. 5), lu0.8eA.cf>os, iu60eos, tc.T.A. Mt. and Mk. have
ws /J.Yf.e'Ji.oi.. Grotius quotes from Hierocles Tovs iuooa{µovai; teat
iuanlAov<;; Kat TOL<; ayavot<; 1}prouiv &µolovs. "They do not marry,
because they cannot die ; and they cannot die, because they are
like angels ; and they are sons of God, being sons of the resur-
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rection." In correcting the error of the Sadducees about the
resurrection Jesus incidentally corrects their scepticism respecting
Angels (Acts xxiii. 8). See Latham, A Service of Angels, pp.
52-60 ; Charles, Apoc. of Baruch, pp. lxxvii, 8+
The connexion of Ka.I vlol elaw 0eo0 is uncertain. The repetition of
elaiv is rather against the clause being taken with ladyyiJ\oi "fdp elaiv. More
probably it is co-ordinate with oMe &,.,,.olJa.v<Lv ovva.vra.i. It is worth noting
that both in Job i. 6, ii. I, and Gen. vi. 2 LXX has not vlol but ll.yyeXo<
roO 0eoiJ. Comp. I Cor. xv. 52; Rev. xxi. 4. But in any case it is the

immurtality of the Angels, not their sexlessness or immateriality, that is the
point of the argument. For 'l"ijo; ~v. 11to\ ISvTEo; see on xvi. 8.

87. Having shown that their question ought not to have been
asked, being based upon a gross misconception of the conditions
of the future state, Jesus proceeds to answer the objection which
their question implied, viz. that the doctrine of the resurrection
is inconsistent with the Mosaic Law. On the contrary, Moses
implies the doctrine. The levirate law is no argument against a
resurrection ; and the passage here quoted is a strong argument
in favour of it. See Martensen, Chr. Dogm. § 290, 274.
Kal MwulTijs. " Even Moses," who was supposed to be against
the doctrine (Mey. Weiss, Holtzm.). Less well, etiam Moses, non
modo prophetre (Beng.). Jesus quotes Moses because they had
done so (ver. 28), not because the Sadducees accepted only the
Pentateuch (Tert. Orig. Hieron. ), which was not the case.
~flt]vuuev. Not, "hinted," but "disclosed, intimated, revealed."
Both in class. and bibl. Grk. 1x17vvw is specially used of making
known what was secret (Acts xxiii. 30; 1 Cor. x. 28; Jn. xi. 57;
Soph. 0. R. 102).
l'll'l Tijs ~1hou. "In the Bush," i.e. in the portion of Scripture
known as "the Bush." In Mk. we have lv rfi {3{/3A.'-';! Mwvulw>
brl Tov {30.rov, where AV. violently transposes E'll'L T. {3.,-" how in
the bush God spake unto him." Comp. 2 Sam. i. 18 and Rom.
xi. 2. The 0. T. was divided into sections, which were named
after something prominent in the contents. Examples are quoted
from the Talmud. The rhapsodists divided Homer into sections
and named them on a similar principle. In the Koran the
chapters are named in this way. But the possibility of the simple
local meaning here must not be excluded.
The gender of fldros varies. Here and Acts vii. 35 it is fem. In Mk.
and in LXX it is masc. (Exod. iii. 2, 3, 4; Deut. xxxiii. 16). So also in
Polyb. and Theophr. Several Old Latin texts here read sicut dixit vz'di
in rubo (cfft2ilq), which seems to imply a Greek text ws Xe'Y« elOov
EP rU fl.

88. The Sadducees based their denial of the resurrection on
the alleged silence of Scripture and on the incredibility of existence after the death of the body (Jos. B . .f. ii. 8. 14). Christ
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demolishes their premises by showing that Scripture is not silent,
but teaches the reality of existence after death. l His argument
has less force against those who admit existence after death, but
hold that this existence of the soul apart from the body will
continue for ever. This, however, was not the error which He
was combating, and perhaps was not a common view. Yet even
against this error the argument has force, as Bengel points out.
Deus non est non entis deus: ipse est deus vivens; ergo ii qui
deum habent, vivere debent, et qua parte vi'vere intermiserant,
reviviscere in perpetuum. But perhaps this is more than is intended. What is obvious is this :-Dead things may have a:
Creator, a Possessor, a Ruler : only living beings can have a God.
If Abraham or any of the patriarchs had ceased to exist when he
died, God would have ceased to be his God. "I am the God of
Abraham" implies that Abraham still lives. Comp. oi 8Lct. Tov
@£OV a1!'o8av6vT£S' 'W(]'LV T<i) @£<iJ, iJJ(]'7!'£p 'Af3paaµ, K. 'IuaaK K. 'laKw{3
(4 Mac. xvi. 25). 2 It is in reference to us that they seem to die:
in reference to Him 7ravns 'wuiv. The 'll'clVT£S need not be re-

stricted to the three patriarchs : it includes all who are mentioned
in vv. 35, 36. Mk. adds 7ro.\t. 7rAavau(h, but the condemnation of
this doctrinal error is less severe than of the Pharisaic hypocrisy.
89, 40. The Testimony of the Scribes. Some of the Pharisees
could not refrain from expressing their admiration of the manner
in which Jesus had vanquished their opponents. That proof of
the doctrine of the resurrection, which Sadducees had defied
the Pharisees to find in the Pentateuch, Jesus had produced, and
in the most convincing manner. The scribes were now persuaded
that it was useless to ply Jesus with hard questions. Such
attempts merely gave Him the opportunity of winning victories.
But we learn from Mt. and Mk. that one of them came forward to
try Him once more (7r£ipa,wv aw6v) with a question that was
much debated, as to which commandment was chief. There is
nothing to show, however, that there was any snare in the question: the scribe may have wished to try His sagacity on a point
which was very interesting. That a similar inquiry has been
narrated elsewhere (x. 25), may be Lk.'s reason for omitting the
incident here.
40. ycl.p. The fact that this was not understood caused it to be altered
in many texts into M. Godet maintains that it "has absolutely no sense," and
1 Gamaliel is said to have silenced Sadducees by quoting such promises as
Deut. i. 8, xi. 9. God's promises must be fulfilled, and these were not fulfilled
to the patriarchs during their lifetime. Again, if God quickened buried seed,
how much more His own people (Edersh. Hist. ofJ. N. p. 316).
2 The Fourth Book of Maccabees, although written before the destruction
of Jerusalem, was probably written not very long before Christian interpola·
tions, or conscious imitations of Christian phraseology, are possible (Schurer,
fewisk People in the T. ofJ. C. II. iii. p. 244).
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erroneously states that WH. have abandoned it. It is attested by ~ B L, 33,
Aegyptt., and gives excellent sense. Some of His opponents praised Him,
far they saw that He was always victorious, and that they must risk no more
defeats.

41-44 Jesus in turn asks a Question about David and the
Messiah. Mt. xxii. 41-46; Mk. xii. 35-37, where see Gould. It
is yet another opportunity of instructing them, not of vanquishing
and humiliating them, that is sought. The approbation recorded
in ver. 39 (comp. Mk. xii. 32) gave signs that some of His opponents
were open to conviction, and might even now recognize the
Christ.
41. 11'pos u~TOus. The scribes who had expressed admiration
are perhaps chiefly meant. In any case, " unto them " and not
" in reference to them " is the meaning.
n&is }u!youaw.
Mk. gives ol ypaµµaTe'ii; as the subject of
>..lyovow, which does not imply that the scribes had gone away.
" With what right do teachers say?" This is the usual doctrine ;
but do people consider what it involves in reference to other
statements?
42. a.{.Tot y6.p. This is the reading of ~ B L R I 33, 1, Aegyptt., and
may be safely preferred to Kai aor6s (AD P, Syrr. Vulg. Goth.). Q has Kai
a&ros -ycip.

lv B(f3A«:> 111a>.11&iv. See on iii. 4. Mt. has 7rVd1µan and Mk.
Tei> 'll'V. Tei> ay{ce for f3£f3>..ce '1!aA.µwv. The quotation is verbatim the
same in all three, excepting that Mt. and Mk. have v7roKa":"w for the
f!7ro7r68iov of LXX. and Lk. All three omit the b before Kvpioi;.
In the Hebrew we have different words for Lord : "Jehovah saith
to Adonai." Ps. ex. was always believed to be Messianic, and
to have been written by David. That it is Messianic is a matter
of spiritual interpretation ; and, as Jesus here gives this doctrine
the sanction of His authority, no loyal Christian will consider that
he is free to question it. The authorship of the Psalm is a
question of criticism; .and nothing in the method of Christ's
teaching, or in the contents of Scripture generally, warrants us in
believing that He here frees us from the duty of investigating a
problem which is capable of being solved by our own industry
and acuteness. We have no right to expect that Scripture will
save us from the discipline of patient research by supplying us
with infallible answers to questions of history, chronology, geology,
and the like.
The last word has not yet been spoken as to the authorship of Ps. ex.; bm
it is a mistake to maintain that Jesus has decided the question. There is
nothing antecedently incredible in the hypothesis that in such matters, as in
other details of human information, He condescended not to know more than
His contemporaries, and that He therefore believed what He had been taught
in the school and in the synagogue (see footnote, p. 124). Nor ought we
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summarily to dismiss the suggestion that, although He knew that the Psalm
was not written by David, He yet abstained from challenging beliefs respecting matters of fact, because the premature and violent correction of such beliefs
would have been more harmful to His work than their undisturbed continuance
would be. In this, as in many things, the correction of erroneous opinion
might well be left to time. But this suggestion is less satisfactory than the
other hypothesis. It should be noticed that, while Jesus affirms both the
inspiration (Mt. Mk.) and the Messianic character (Mt. Mk. Lk.) of Ps. ex.,
yet the argumentative question with which He concludes need not be understood as asserting that David is the author of it, although it seems to imply
this. It may mean no more than that the scribes have not fairly faced what
their own principles involve. Here is a problem, with which they ought to
be quite familiar, and of which they ought to be able to give a solution. It is
their position, and not His, that is open to criticism. The question, " Why
callest thou Me good? " appears to serve a similar purpose. It seems to imply
that Christ is not to be called good in the sense that God is called good (Mk.
x. 18). But it need mean no more than that the young man who addressed
Jesus as " Good Master" ought to reflect as to the significance of such
language before making use ofit. 1

44. K«l 'll'WS «~Toil utos ~OTLV; De Wette and Strauss both point
out that this question must imply either ( 1) that the Messiah is not
the Son of David, or (2) that the inspired Psalmist teaches that the
Messiah is no mere political deliverer. Strauss, with Schenkel and
Volkmar, prefers the former alternative. 2 But it is incredible that,
even if Jesus were a mere human teacher, He would thus gratuitously have contradicted the express utterances of Scripture (2 Sam.
vii. 8-29; Is. ix. 5-7, xi. 1-10; Jer. xxiii. 5-8; Mic. v. 2) and the
popular belief which was built upon them ; especially as this belief
was a valuable help to His own work (xviii. 38; Mt. xv. 22, xii. 23,
xxi. 9). Whereas, those who believe in His Divinity need have
no difficulty in admitting, that, on a point which was no part of
His teaching, Jesus might go all His human life without even raising the question as to the truth of what was authoritatively taught
about the authorship of this or that portion of Scripture.
45-47. The Condemnation of the Scribes. Like Mk. xii.
38-40, this seems to be a summary of the terrible indictment of
1
" If I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your sons cast them
out?" (Lk. xi. 19) is possibly a similar case. It need not imply that Jewish
exorcists had succeeded in casting out demons, but only that they were credited
with no diabolical witchcraft in making the attempt. The question may mean
no more than "Judge Me on the same principles as you judge your own
exorcists." See Wright ad loc. and xvi. 19.
On Ps. ex. see Gore, Bampton Lectures, 1891, Leet. vii. sub fin. and
note 55 ; Driver, Int. to Lit. of 0. T. p. 362 and note; Perowne, Psalms, ii.
p. 302, with the remarks of Thirlwall there quoted ; Meyer on Mt. xxii. 43 ;
Weiss on Mt. xxii. 43 with note ; Bishop Mylne, Indian Ch. Quar. Rev. Oct.
1892, p. 486; Schwartzkopff, Konnte Jesus irren? 1896, pp. 21-36.
2 Latham is of the same opinion from a different point of view.
He thinks
that Jesus repudiated the title" Son of David," as implying that the Redeemer
of the world was a Jewish Messiah, with a title based on legitimacy and
genealogy (Pastor Pastorum, p. 415).
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the hierarchy given at length in Mt. xxiii. Lk. perhaps did not
know the longer report preserved by Mt. As he had already given
an account of a similar discourse (xi. 39-52), there was the less
need to give a full report here.
45. 'AKoUoVTos St iraVTos Tou >..aou. It is in the hearing of the
multitude who had just been witnesses of the contest, in which the
scribes had been so signally defeated, that Jesus utters His final
condemnation of them. Comp. the similar condemnation xii. r,
where as here we have 7rpouix_•T• a7r6, and see notes there. Comp.
also the somewhat parallel passage in Ezek. xxii. 2 5 : apmi.,OllTES
apmiyµ.aTa, ifroxas KaTm-fH011ns Ell 8v11aCTT£{lf, Kal TLµ.as >..aµ.f3a11011T•>·
Kal ai iYJpa{ CTOV E7rA7Jevve7JCTall Ell µ.(uce uov.
46. ireptiraTELv £v OTo>..aLs. Mk. also has this Hellenized expression for 7rAaT611ovuiv Ta cpv.\aKT~pia a11Twv (Mt. xxiii. 5). The
saying from acr7rauµ.ovs £v rn'ls &.yopa'ls to Tots 8d7rvoi> is in all three

accounts.

Comp. xiv. 7, and see Wetst. on Mt. xxiii. 6, 7.

Salmon quotes AV. of this and of Mk. xii. 38 in illustration of the variety
which independent translation is sure to produce. There, "love to go in
long clothing, and love salutations in the market places and the chief seats in
the synagogues, and the uppermost rooms at feasts, which for a pretence make
long prayers." Here, "desire, walk, robes, greetings, markets, highest,
chief, show" for the words in italics, the Greek in all cases being the same.
'l'WV e.~OVT<alV '!l'Ef>L'll'O.TELV. This constr. of IN'Aw = '' like, love" c. infin.
occurs only here and Mk. xii. 38. It is perhaJ?S an extension of the
Hebraistic O{'Aw rtva or ,., = "take delight in,' and m Mk. xii. 38 an acc. is
coupled with the infin. Comp. Mt. xxvii. 43, ix. 13, xii. 7 ; Heb. x. 5, 8.
But Lk. separates the acc. from OeMvrwv by inserting the more usual
tj>t'Aoovrwv, Win. !iv. 4, p. 587. What follows is common to all three
accounts. See on xi. 43 and xiv. 7.

47. ot KaTEu6(ouow Tns otK(as i-Wv X'IJpwv. Comp. Mk. xii. 40 ;
but this item in the condemnation is not found in the true text of
Mt. xxiii. Probably wealthy widows are chiefly meant. They devoured widows' houses by accepting hospitality and rich presents
from pious and weak women. Sexus muliebn's ut ad superstitionem
pronior ita magis pate! ad eas fraudes (Grot.). They would find
widows a specially easy prey, and their taking advantage of the
defenceless aggravated their guilt.
C'etaient les Tartuffis de
l'epoque (Godet). Josephus says of the Pharisees o!> v7r~KTo .;,
yv11aiKw11'lTL> (Ant. xvii. 2. 4). Comp. the cases ofFulvia (xviii. 3. 5)
and of Helene (xx. 2. 5) as instances of devout and benevolent
women. The wife of Pheroras, brother of Herod the Great, paid
the fines of thousands of Pharisees who had been fined for refusing
to swear loyalty to Cresar (xvii. 2. 4). The Talmud gives evidence
of the plundering of widows. Inter p!agas qure a Pharisreis proveniunt hrec etiam est. Est qui consultat cum orphanz"s, ut alimenta
vidure eripiat (Sota Hieros. f. 20. 1, Schoettg. i. 199). Of a
plundered widow R. Eleazar says, Plaga Pharisreorum tetigit illam.
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>..1Jf1."1oVT<n 'll'EpLaaoTEpov Kp£f1.a.. The " more abundant" may be
understood in two ways : ( l) in proportion to the high estimation
in which they were held in this world ; or (2) in proportion to the
hypocrisy which makes a trade of religion (Gould). Qui male
agit, judicatur. Qui bono abutitur ad malum ornandum, magis
judicatur (Beng. ). For >..ftfl.+ofl.a.L Kp£fl.a. comp. Rom. xiii. 2 ; J as.
iii. 1 ; and for 'll'EpLaaoTEpov see on vii. 26.
XXI. 1-4. The Widow's Mites. Mk. xii. 41-44. The incident
is not recorded by Mt. The saying respecting "widows' houses"
might lead to the preservation of this narrative. Mk. and Lk. give
both, Mt. neither.
1. 'Ava.ji>..£+a.s. Mk. has Ka()law;;. The long discussions had
wearied Him, and He had been sitting with downcast or closed
eyes.
d8Ev TO~S ji&.>..>..oVTa.s ••• 11'>..ouu(ous. Either, "He saw the
rich who were casting," etc. Or, " He saw those who were casting
.. rich people." The former is better. In either case the imperf. part. expresses what was continually going on : vidit eos qut
mi'ttebant munera sua t'n gazophylacium divites (Vulg.).
To ya.tocj>u>..&.KLov. We are not sure that there was a separate
building called the Treasury. But the thirteen trumpet-mouthed
boxes which stood in the spacious Court of the Women appear
to have been known as the Treasury. These Shoparoth or
" trumpets " were each of them inscribed with the purpose to
which the money put into them was to be devoted. See Edersh.
The Temple, p. 26. Besides these there was the strong-room whither
their contents were taken from time to time. This, however,
cannot be meant here. Comp. Jn. viii. 20.
Both in LXX and in Josephus we find sometimes TO. "fa!ocf>vMK1a. (Neh.
x. 38, xiii. 9; B. J. v. 5. 2, vi. 5. 2), sometimes To "fa.!ocf>vMK1ov (2 Kings
xxiii. II; I Mac. xiv. 49; Ant. xix. 6. I): and we cannot say that there is
any difference of meaning.
~. 'll'EVLXpd.v.
Exod. xxii. 25; Prov. xxviii. 15, xxix. 7; but
nowhere else in N.T. Vulg. and 1 have pauperculam: see also
Vulg. of Is. lxvi. 2. Note the nva.
>..E'll'TU 800. See on xii. 59. The exact amount would not be
visible from a distance. Jesus knew this, as He knew that it was
all that she had, supernaturally. It was not lawful to offer less than
two perutahs or mites. This was therefore the smallest offering
ever made by anyone; so that Bengel's remark on the two mites
is out of place : quorum unum vt'dua retinere potuz't. She could
have kept both.
3. 'A>..110ws >..€yw 6f1.'i:v. Introduces something contrary to the
usual view. Here, as in ix. 27 and xii. 44, Lk. has &.>..71()wc;,
where Mk. or Mt. has &.µ:rfv.
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'll'~Eiov 'll'BVT111v. Non modo proportione geometrica, sed animo,
quem spectabat Dominus (Beng. ).

For 1rAeiov (AB r ~A II), which is supported by 1rAeov (tot), Tisch. prefers
1rAelC4 (D Q X), which is supported by 11"Aelova. (L). Orig. has 1l"Aefov several
times.

4. 'll'BVTES
in sight.
Eis

Tn

yap o~TOL.

8&ipa.

Pointing to those of them who were still

"Unto the gifts," which were already in the

boxes.
~K Toii ~OTEf"lp.aTos. Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 14, xi. 9; Judg. xix. 20;
Ps. xxxiii. 10. Whereas they had more than they needed for their
wants, she had less : they had a surplus, and she a deficit. Yet
out of this deficient store she gave,-gave all she had.

The Latin Versions vary much in rendering both expressions: de exuperan#a (s), de eo quod supeifui't illis (e), tie quo super illis fuit (a), ex eo quod
abuntlav# illt'.r (f), ex abuntlanti (Vulg.) : de exiguitate sua (a), de inopia sua
(er), de minimo suo (d), ex eo quod tleest illi (fVulg.).
'll'QVTa i-Ov f3lov. All that she had to support her at that time:
comp. viii. 43, xv. 12, 30; Cant. viii. 7; Soph. Phil. 933, 1283.
lS-36. The destruction of the Temple and of Jerusalem foretold. Mt. xxiv. 1-36; Mk. xiii. 1-32. The section falls into
three divisions : the Occasion of the Prophecy (5-7 ), the Prophecy
(8-28), the Exhortation to Vigilance based on the Parable of the
Fig Tree (29-36). Edersheim has shown in detail how different
contemporary Jewish opinion respecting the end of the world was
from what is contained in this prediction, and therefore how untenable is the hypothesis that we have here only a refiexion of ordinary
Jewish tradition (L. &- T. ii. pp. 434-445).
5-7. Lk. gives no indication of time or place. Mk. and Mt.
tell us that it was as Jesus was leaving the precincts that the remark
of the disciples was made. The discourse as to the comparative
merits of the offerings ma.de in the Temple would easily lead on to
thoughts respecting the magnificence of the temple itself and of
the votive gifts which it received.
5. Twwv ~Ey6VT111v. Mt. and Mk. tell us that these were
disciples.

Here again Cod. Be:zae has a reproduction of the gen. abs. in Latin,
quorundam dicentium: comp. ver. 26.
~(8oLs Ka~oLs. Some of the stones of the substructure were
enormous. The columns of the cloister or portico were monoliths
of marble over forty feet high. See Josephus, whose account
should be read in full (B. J. v. 5), Tacitus (Hist. v. t 2 ), Milman
(Hist. of the Jews, ii. bk. xvi. p. 332 ), Edersheim (Temple, p. 21 ),
Renan ( V. de J. p. 2 1 o ). " It is almost impossible to realise the
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effect which would be produced by a building longer and higher
than York Cathedral, standing on a solid mass of masonry almost
equal in height to the tallest of our church spires" (Wilson, Recovery
ofJerusalem, p. 9 ).
d.va~11aow. Mt. and Mk. say nothing about the rich offerings,
which were many and various, from princes and private individuals
(2 Mac. iii. 2-7): e.g. the golden vine of Herod, with bunches as
tall as a man (Jos. B. J. v. 5. 4; Ant. xv. 11. 3 : comp. xvii. 6. 3;
xviii. 3. 5, xix. 6. l ). Illzi: immensre opulentire templum (Tac. Hlst.
v. 8. l). For &.va071p.a comp. 2 Mac. ix. 16; 3 Mac. iii. 17; Hdt.
i. 183. 6. Here only in N.T.
On the relation between dvd.971µ,a, and dv&.9eµa, see Ellicott and Lft. on
Gal. i. 8; Trench, Syn. v. ; Cremer, Lex. p. 547. In MSS. the two words
are often confounded. Here ~AD X have dva.()eµa,o-.v, which Tisch. adopts.
6. TG.VTa. a 8e111pELTE. Nom. pendens: comp. Mt. x. 14, xii. 36; Jn.
vi. 39, vii 38, xv. 2, xvii. 2 ; Acts vii. 40.
l~evcroVTa.L 'ljp.ipa.L.
" Days will come" : no article. Comp. v. 35,
xvii. 22, xix. 43, xxiii. 29.
o~K d.cl>E9~crETm >.(9oc; 1111"1 >.(9'1'· A strange prediction to those
who had been expecting that the Messianic Kingdom would immediately begin, and that Jerusalem would be the centre of it.
Respecting the completeness of the fulfilment of this prediction see
Stanley, St"'n. & Pal. p. 183; Robinson, Res. in Pal. i. p. 295.
7. Just as Lk. omits the fact that the remark about the glorious
buildings was made as Jesus was leaving the temple (ver. 5), so he
omits the fact that this question was asked while Jesus was sitting
on the Mount of Olives. Mt. knows that it was "the disciples"
who asked; but the interpreter of Peter knows that Peter, James,
John, and Andrew were the enquirers. Both state that the question
was asked Ka'T' l8{av.
1rOTE oJv Ta.uTn lcrTa.L; They accept the prediction without
question, and ask as to the date, respecting which Christ gives
them no answer: comp. xiii. 23, 24, xvii. 20. Perhaps they considered that this temple was to be destroyed to make room for
one more worthy of the Kingdom. Their second question, T{ To
CT7Jp.e'iov, shows that they expect to live to see the preparatory
catastrophe.
8-28. The Prophecy. The Troubles which will follow the
Departure of Christ-False Christs, Wars, Persecutions (8-19).
The Destruction of Jerusalem (20-24). The Signs of the Return
of the Son of Man (25-28). The record of the prediction in Mt.
and Mk. is similarly arranged. But in all three records the outlines of the two main events, with their signs, cannot always be
disentangled. Some of the utterances clearly point to the Destruction of Jerusalem ; others equally clearly to the Return of the
Christ. But there are some which might apply to either or both ;
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and we, who stand between the two, cannot be sure which one, if
only one, is intended. In its application to the lives of the hearers
each event taught a similar truth, and conveyed a similar warning;
and therefore a clearly cut distinction between them was as little
needed as an exact statement of date. Some of the early commentators held that the whole of the prophecy refers to the end of
the world without including the fall of Jerusalem.
8. ir>..aV'l)&ijTE. "Be led astray." The verb is used nowhere
else in Lk. It implies no mere mistake, but fundamental departure
from the truth: Jn. vii. 47; 1 Jn. i. 8, ii. 26, iii. 7; Rev. ii. 20,
xii. 9, xx. 3-10, etc. "Deceive" (AV.) would rather be a1!'aT~v
(Jas. i. 26: comp. 1 Cor. iii. 18; Gal. vi. 3).
iirl Tc'il &v6p.aT( p.ou. Christ's name will be the basis of their
claim. We know of no false Messiahs between the Ascension and
the fall of Jerusalem. Theudas (Acts v. 36), Simon Magus (Acts
viii. 9), the Egyptian (Acts xxi. 38) do not seem to have come
forward as Messiahs. Dositheus, Simon Magus, and Menander
might be counted among the "many antichrists" of 1 Jn. ii. 18,
but not as false Christs. We seem, therefore, at the outset to have
a sign which refers rather to Christ's return than to the destruction
of Jerusalem.
9. &.KaTa<TTaalas. Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 33 ; 2 Cor. vi. 5, xii. 20 ;
Jas. iii. 16; Prov. xxvi. 28; Tob. iv. 13. In Josephus we have
abundant evidence of such things. Tacitus says of this periodopimum casibus, atrox prcelzi's, discors seditionibus, zpsa eti'am pace
srevum. Quatuor Princzpes ferro interempti. Trina bella civilia,
plura externa ac plerumque permixta (Hist. i. 2. 1).-11ToTJ&ijTE.
Only here and xxiv. 37 : Mt. and Mk. have fJpoliufJe.
8Ei:. It is so ordered by God : comp. xiii. 3 3, xvii. 2 5, xix. 51
xxiv. 7, 26, 44.
oOK E00ews. First, with emphasis: "Not immediately is the
end." For "by-and-by " as a translation of dJfJ~ws see on xvii. 7.
By TO T£Aos is not meant .TO 'TlAo> wUvwv (comp. Mt. xxiv. 8), but
1!'av'Twv To TlA.os ( 1 Pet. iv. 7), the end of the world and the coming
of the Son of Man.
10. T6TE E>..eyev aOToi:s. A new introduction to mark a solemn
utterance. The T6Te with ~A.eyev is unusual; but that does not
make the combination of T6Te with iyepfJ~ueTat (Beza, Casaubon,
Hahn) probable.
D, Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. ad e ff2 i I r omit the words.
iyepO~aET«L e0vos iir' E0vos. Only here and in the parallels 15
£yelpeu6ai £1!'{ nva found in N.T. Comp. €7reyep6+
'
I\
,
'
,,
, ,
, , A,tyu.7!'TtOUS
<TOVTat A tyv7!'Ttot
E7!'
• • • ['E7!'EYEP ()''l'}<TE'Tat 7!'0/\tS
E7!'t
7!'0/\tV
Kat voµ'Os €7rt voµ6v (Is. XlX. 2).

this use of

J

11. After describing the general political disturbances which
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shall precede the end, Jesus mentions four disturbances of nature
which shall also form a prelude: earthquakes, famines, pestilences,
and terrible phenomena in the heaven. Lk. alone mentions the
>..oLl'oC (elsewhere in a metaphorical sense : Acts xxiv. 5 ; Prov.
xxi. 24 ; Ps. i. 1; 1 Mac. xv. 2 1 ). Lk. alone also mentions the
cf>6{3710p&. TE Kal <rrJp.E"ia. On the prodigies which preceded the
capture of Jerusalem see Jos. B.J. vi. 5. 3; Tac. Htst. v. 13.
According to the better text (N B L, Aegyptt. Arm. Aeth.) Kami Twovs
belongs to Xo1µ.ol Ka.I X1µ.0£, not (as in Mk.) to awrµ.ol µ.eyd.Xo1 (A D, Latt. ).
Syr-Sin. has "in divers places" with both. Many authorities (NA D L, de
Boh.) have X1µ.ol K. Xo1µ.0£. For theparonomasia comp. S-w'l/v Ka.! 'lrvo1Jv (Acts
xvii. 25); ')'IYWIJ'Ke<s ll. 6.va.')'<YWIJ'Ko1s (Acts viii. 30); lµ.a.lhv d.ql wv l'lra.lhv
(Heb. v. 8); 6va.£µ.71v in 'Ov1}u1µ.os (Philem. 20); Tives Twv KMowv l~oKMu·
fJ71ua.v (Rom, xi. 17). Some Latin, Syriac, and Aethiopic authorities here
insert et hiemes (tempestates), "probably from an extraneous source written
or oral" (WH. ii. App. p. 63). Comp. the addition of Ka.! mpa.xa.l in Mk.
xiii. 8. And as regards the terrors generally comp. 4 Esdr. v. 4-10.

12-19. Calamities specially affecting the Disciples; Persecution and Treachery. While Lk. and Mk. emphasize the persecution that will come from the Jews, Mt. seems almost to confine it
to the Gentiles (but see Mt. x. 17-19). Jn. also records that
Christ foretold persecution (xv. 18-21), and in particular from the
Jews (xvi. 2, 3). The Acts may supply abundant illustrations.
Note that Lk. has nothing about "the Gospel being preached to
all the nations" (Mk. xiii. 10; Mt xxiv. 14). Would he have
omitted this, if either of those documents was before him?
12. 1Tpo 8E ToUTwv. The prep. is certainly used of time, and
not of superiority in magnitude. Persecutions are among the first
things to be expected. The tendency of Mt. to slur the misdeeds
of the Jews is conspicuous here. While Lk. mentions Tas uvvaywy&.c;; and Mk. adds uvv~8pia, Mt has the vague term 0>..{tf!iv.
13. d.1To~~aETaL til''Lv do; l'apTupiov. "The result to you will be
that your sufferings will be for a testimony." A testimony to
what? Not to the innocence of the persecuted, which is not the
point : and they were commonly condemned as guilty. Possibly
to their loyalty: comp. Phil. i. 19. More probably to the truth oj
the Gospel. For the verb comp. Job xiii. 16; 2 Mac. ix. 24.
14. 1rPO/'EAET(fv. The regular word for conning over a speech :
here only in N.T. Mk. has the less classical 7rpoµEpiµ1,~v. Comp.
Mt. x. 20, and see on xii. 1 I. Hahn would make the word mean
anxiety about the result of the defence.
15. £yw yap. With emphasis: "all of that will be My care."
In the parallel assurances in Mt. x. 20 and Mk. xiii. 11 it is the help
of the Holy Spirz't that is promised. In form this verse is peculiar
to Lk. By uT6µa is meant the power of speech ; by uocf>{a the
choice of matter and form. Comp. lyw &.vo{~w TO UT6µa uov
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(Exod iv. 12 ), and 8i8wKa Toils Aoyovs p.ov ds ,.0 <TTop.a uov (J er.
i. 9).
dmlM"ijvm.

This refers to uocp[a (Acts vi. 10) as aVTt:L1r£LY to
Their opponents will find no words in which to answer,
and will be unable to refute what the disciples have advanced. Vos
ad certamen acceditis, sed ego pnelior. Vos verba editz"s, sed ego sum
qui loquor (Bede). Quid sapientius et incontradicibilius confessione
simplici et exserta in martyris nomine cum .Deo invalescentis (Tert.
Adv. Marc. iv. 39. 20). Holtzmann would have it that these
verses (12-15) are the composition of the Evangelist with definite
reference to the sufferings of S. Paul and S. Stephen.
16. Kal lmo yovEwv. "Even by parents" (RV.) rather than
"both by parents" (AV.). Cov. also has "even." Comp. xii. 52,
53; Mt. x. 35 for similar predictions of discord in families to be
produced by the Gospel.
6avaTwaoua1v. This verb is in all three accounts. It cannot
be watered down to mean "put in danger of death" (Volkmar):
ver. 18 does not require this evasion. Comp. l~ awwv a1l"OKTG'ELTE
Kat <TTavpwCFETE (Mt. Xxiii. 34) and £~ avTWY a1rOKT£YOVO"W (Lk.
xi. 49). Here l~ lip.wv naturally means "some of you Apostles."
Three of the four who heard these words-James, Peter, and
Andrew-suffered a martyr's death.
17. Kal eaEa9E p.1aoup.Evo1. This verse is found in the same
form in all three, excepting that Mt. inserts Twv Wvwv after 7rcf.VTwv,
which is in harmony with his omitting synagogues as centres of
persecution (xxiv. 9). For the paraphrastic future see on i. 20.
18. Kal 9pl~ . . . o~ p.~ d11'0>..11Tm. Peculiar to Lk. This
proverbial expression of great security must here be understood
spiritually; for it has just been declared (ver. 16) that some will
be put to death. "Your souls will be absolutely safe; your
eternal welfare shall in nowise suffer" (Mey. Weiss, Nosg.). Jn.
x. 28 is in substance closely parallel. This is more satisfactory
than to take it literally and supply sine prremi'o, ante tempus
(Beng.); or supply from Mt. x. 29 avw TOV 1rUTpOS fiµ.wv (Hahn).
The proverb is used of physical preservation, Acts xxvii. 34 ;
1 Sam. xiv. 45; 2 Sam. xiv. 11; 1 Kings i. 52.
19. lv Tfi 011'op.ovfi liµ.wv. "In your endurance" of suffering
without giving way; whereas p.aKpoOvµ.la is patience of injuries
without paying back. See Trench, Syn. !iii. ; Lft. on Col. i. 1 r,
iii. 12; Wsctt. on Heh. vi. 12. The Latin Versions often confuse
the two words.
uT6µ.a.

Here we have patienti'a (efff2 i q rs Vulg.), tolerantz'a (a), suJ!erentia (d).
These three translations are found also viii. I 5. In no other Gospel does
inroµovfi occur ; and in no Gospel does µ.aKpoOvµla. occur.

KnJO'Ea9E Tns "1uxcls lip.wv.

"Ye shall win your souls," or "your
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lives." This confirms the interpretation given above of ver. 18.
There the loss of eternal salvation is spoken of as death. Here
the gaining of it is called winning one's life. See on ix. 2 5 and
xvii. 33. In Mt. (xxiv. 13, x. 22) and Mk. (xiii. 13) this saying is
represented by "He that endureth (fnrop.£lvas) to the end, the
same shall be saved." Neither Lk. nor Jn. use fnrop.iv£iv in this
sense.
The reading is uncertain as regards the verb. A B some cursives, Latt.
Syrr. Arm. Aeth. and best MSS. of Boh., Tert. Orig. support KT1/<TE<T0e,
which is adopted by Treg. WH. RV. and Weiss; while N DLR X r A etc.,
some MSS. of Boh., Const-Apost. Bas. support KT1/<Ta.<T0e, which is adopted
by Tisch. Neither reading justifies ''possess your souls," a meaning confined
to the perf. Cov. has " holde fast" ; but nearly all others have " possess,"
following in verb, though not in tense, the possidebitis of Vulg. Other Lat.
texts have adquiretis (c ff2 l) or adquirite (di). See last note on xviii. 12.

20-24. The Destruction of Jerusalem.
20. KuK~ou11.€VTJv. "Being compassed " : when the process was
completed it would be too late; comp. Heb. xi. 30. No English
Version preserves this distinction: but Vulg. has videritis circumdari, not circumdatam (a e). Instead of this Mt. and Mk. have
"the abomination of desolation,'' etc.
'lj ~p~11.111aLs. The word is freq. in LXX, but in N.T. occurs
only here and the parallels. The disciples had been expecting an
immediate glorification of Jerusalem as the seat of the Messianic
Kingdom. It is the desolation of Jerusalem that is really near at
hand.
21. T6Te • • • TB C:ptJ. Verbatim the same in all three. What
follows, to the end of ver. 22, is peculiar to Lk. By "the mountains " is meant the mountainous parts of J udrea: but ~v 11.la'i'
a.~Tijs (see on viii. 7) refers, like ds aw~v, not to Judrea, but to
Jerusalem.
xwpaLs. "Land-estates,, (xii. 16), "country,, as opposed to
the town. See Blass on Acts viii. 1. The Jews who fled from
the country into Jerusalem for safety greatly increased the miseries
of the siege. It is probably to this prophecy that Eusebius refers
when he speaks of " the people of the Church in Jerusalem being
commanded to leave and dwell in a city of Perrea called Pella, in
accordance with a certain oracle which was uttered before the war
to the approved men there by way of revelation" (H. E. iii. 5. 3).
The flight to Pella illustrates the prophecy ; but we need not
confine so general a warning to a single incident. It is important
to note that the wording of the warning as recorded here has not
been altered to suit this incident. Marci9n omitted vv. 18, 21, 22.
Vulg. and Lat. Vet. are misleading in translating iv Ta.is xwpa.Ls in
ngionibus. The Frag. Ambrosiana (s) give more rightly in agris. See Old·
Latin Bibli'cal Tetets, ii. p. 88.
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22. ~JJ-lpa.L MILK~aews. Comp. LXX of Deut. xxxii. 35; Hos.
ix. 7 ; Ecclus. v. 9. In what follows note the characteristic construction, and verb, and adjective. There is an abundance of
such utterances throughout the O.T. Lev. xxvi. 31-33; Deut.
xxviii. 49-57; 1 Kings ix. 6-9; Mic. iii. 12; Zech. xi. 6; Dan.
ix. 26, 27. The famous passage in Eus. H. E. ii. 23. 20 should
be compared, in which (like Origen before him) he quotes as from
Josephus words which are in no MS. of Josephus which is extant :
"These things happened to the Jews to avenge (Ka.T• £K8£K11cnv)
James the Just, who was a brother of Jesus, that is called the
Christ. For the Jews slew him, although he was a very just man."
28. o~a.l ••• ~fJ-lpms. Verbatim the same in all three. For
dvayK'I) Mt: and Mk. have O>..{tfn<;. In Job xv. 24 we have &vayK1J
Kal 0>..{if!i<;: comp. Job vii. II, xviii. 14, xx. 22. In class. Grk.
tlvayK1] rarely means "distress," a meaning common in bibl. Grk.
(1 Cor. vii. 26; I Thes. iii. 7; 2 Cor. vi. 4, xii. 10; Ps. cvi. 6, 13,
19, 28; Ps. Sol. v. 8). See small print on ver. 25. The meaning
of •hrl Ti)s yijs is determined by T<{l >..a.4,) TOUT'!'· The latter
means the Jews, and therefore the former means Palestine (AV.
RV.) and not the earth (Weiss). For the Divine opy~ comp.
1 Mac. i. 64, ii. 49; 2 Mac. v. 20; Ps. Sol. ii. 26, xvii. 14.
The
opy~ is provoked by the people qui tantam gratt'am calestem
spreverit (Beng. ).
24. Ka.l 11'eaouYTm OTOJJ-a.TL JJ-a.xa.CpTfS· This verse and the last
words of ver. 23 are peculiar to Lk. Note the characteristic
?Ta v Ta, periphrastic future, and /1, x pi. The often repeated assertion of Josephus, that 1,100,000 perished in the siege and 97,000
were carried into captivity (B. J. vi. 9. 3) is quite incredible: they
could not have found standing-ground within the walls. The
sexcenta milHa of Tacitus (Hist. v. 13. 4), if taken literally, is far
too many for the number of those besieged : but sexcentt' need
not mean more than "very many." Perhaps 70,000 is an ample
estimate.
The phrase iv <TT6µa.TL µaxalpas occurs Gen. xxxiv. 26; Jos. x. 28; ev
n6µan poµcpalas, Jos. vi. 21, viii. 24; e• <TT6µan ~lcpovs, Jos. x. 30, 32, 35,
37, 39. The plur. n6µaTa µaxalp1JS is found Heb. xi. 34. In the best MSS.
substantives in -pa. form gen. and dat. in ·p1JS and ·pTJ (WH. ii. App. p. 156)

EOTa.L 11'a.TOufl-lv11. See on i. 20, and see also Burton, § 71. Plus
sonat quam ?TO.T1J6~<T"TaL (Beng.) : it expresses the permanent condition, la domination ecrasante (Godet). Comp. the LXX of
Zech. xii. 3, O~uoµ.ai T~v 'Iepovua>..~µ. >..Wov KaTa?TaToiiµ.evov ?Tauiv
Tot<; Wveuiv.1
Jerusalem has more often been under the feet of
I This use of 'll'aTew, "I tread," as = KaTa'll'aTew, "I trample on," is classical:
Plat. Phmdr. 248 A; Soph. Aj. rr46; Ant, 745; Aristoph. Vesp. 377. The
meaning is certainly not "shall be inhabited by" (Hahn), as in Is. xiii. 5
Comp. Rev. xi. 2 ; Ps. Sol. vii. 2, ii. 2.
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Gentiles than in the hands of Christians. Romans, Saracens,
Persians, and Turks have all trampled upon her in turn.
The Latin Versions vary much: erit calcata (dB), erit incalcata (e), erit
in -lcationem (a), concalcabitur (r), calcabitur (Vulg.).

iixpL o3. See on i. 20 : tf.XPL'> ov is possibly correct Rom. xi. 2 5;
Heb. iii. 1 3.
Ka.Lpol .!9v&iv. As stated already, the whole of this verse is
peculiar to Lk., and some have supposed that the last part of it is
an addition made by him. It is not necessary to charge him with
any such licence ; although it is possible that oral tradition has
here, as elsewhere, paraphrased and condensed what was said.
The " seasons of the Gentiles" or "opportunities of the Gentiles "
cannot be interpreted with certainty. Either (1) Seasons for
executing the Divine judgments ; or ( 2) for lording it over Israel;
or (3) for existing as Gentiles; or (4) for themselves becoming
subject to Divine judgments; or (5) Opportunities of turning to
God; or (6) of possessing the privileges which the Jews had forfeited. The first and last are best, and they are not mutually
exclusive. Comp. d.)(Pt ov TO 71'A:qpwµ.a. Twv Wvwv EluD..Ov (Rom.
xi. 25), where the whole section is a comment on the promise
that the punishment of Israel has a limit. The plur. Katpo{ corresponds with the plur. Wv11 : each nation has its Kaip6s : but comp.
£we; 7rAYJpw6wuiv Katpol Tov aiWvoc; (Tob. xiv. 5), where the whole
passage should be compared with this.
25-28. The Signs of the Second Advent.
Lk. here omits
what is said about shortening the days and the appearance of
impostors (Mt. xxiv. 22-26; Mk. xiii. 20-23). On the latter
subject he has already recorded a warning (xvii. 23, 24).
25. iv ~>..('\> K. ae>..~vn K. il.IT'l'potc;. " In sun and moon and
stars." In Mt. and Mk. the thiee words have the article. All
English Versions prior to RV. wrongly insert the article here, Cov.
with "sun," the rest with all three words. Similar language is
common in the Prophets : Is. xiii. 1 o ; Ezek. xxxii. 7 ; Joel ii. 1 o,
iii. 15 : comp. Is. xxxiv. 4; Hag. ii. 6, 21, etc. Such expressions
indicate the perplexity and distress caused by violent changes :
the very sources of light are cut off. To what extent they are to
be understood literally cannot be determined : but it is quite out
of place to introduce here the thought of Christ as the sun and the
Church as the moon, as do Ambr. and Wordsw. ad loc. (Migne,
xv. 1813). The remainder of this verse and most of the next are
peculiar to Lk.
avvox..J occurs only here and 2 Cor. ii. 4 in N. T. ; but comp. viii. 45 1
xix. 43, xii. 50. In LXX it is found Judg. ii. 3; Job xxx. 3; Jer. Iii. 5;
Mic. v, I. In Vulg. Jerome carelessly uses pressura both for uvvox'1 here
and for civ<i'YK11 in ver. 23; although Lat. Vet. distinguishes, with conpress~
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(a), conjlictio (d), concluslo (e), or occursus (f) for <Tvvox?), and necessz"tas
(ad er) or pressura (f) for d.11d-yK1). See small print on xix. 43.

lv 1hropl~ ~xous. All English Versions prior to RV. go astray
here, but Wic. and Rhem. less than the rest, owing to the Vulgate:
in terns pressura gentium prm confusione sonitus maris et jluctuum.
Tertullian is better: in terra angustias nationum obstupescentium
velut a soni'tu marzs jluctuantzs (Adv. Marc. iv. 39). It is the
nations who are "in perplexity at the resounding of sea and
surge." Figurative language of this kind is common in the
Prophets: Is. xxviii. 2, xxix. 6, xxx. 30; Ezek. xxxviii. 22; Ps.
xiii. 7, lxv. 7, lxxxviii. 7. See Stanley,Jewt"sh Church, i. p. 130.
It is uncertain whether iixovs is to be accented iixovs as from iixcJJ, or
11xovs as from ?)xos (iv. 37; Heh. xii. 19; Acts ii. 2). See WH. ii. App.
p. l 58. The reading iixoM11s (D r .i. A IT etc.) is a manifest correction : the

evidence against it (~A BC L MR X and Versions) is overwhelming. For
the gen. after a..,,.oplq., "perplexity because of," comp. KaTa>.€-ywv TWll 'l:.KvlNwv
Tljv a..,,.opl1111 (Hdt. iv. 83. l). The conjecture €11 d.7retplq. is baseless, and gives
an inferior meaning.

26. d1rolJiux6vTwv. "Fainting, swooning," as Hom. Od. xxiv. 348,
rather than "expiring," as Thuc. i. 134. 3; Soph. Aj. 1031.
The arescentibus of Lat. Vet. and Vulg. is remarkable; but a has a
refrigescentibus and d has dejicientium. 1 Of these three words refrz"gescere
best represents d.7roifuxet11. But in LXX ifuxetv is used of drying in the sun
or air: Num. xi. 32; 2 Sam. xvii. 19. Comp. Toi Ii' llipw d.7reif;{Jxo11To
XLTcfJ11w11, <TTallTe 7rOTI 7rllot?)11 (Hom. II. xi. 621): "They dried the sweat off
their tunics." Rhem. renders arescentibus "witheringaway." Hobart claims
both d,.,,.oifuxew and 7rpo<TlioKla as medical (pp. 161, 166). But medical writers
use d,.,,.oif;(Jxew of being chilled, not of swooning or expiring. He gives many
instances from Galen of 7rpO<TlioKla (which occurs here and Acts xii. II only
in N. T.) as denoting the expectation of an unfavourable result. For this use
of dml see on xxiv. 41.
tjj olKoup.lvn. See on iv. 5.

o.1 8uvlip.us Twv o~pavwv 110.XEuO~uoVTG.L. Comp. TaK~uovTat 7ratTat
al 8vv6.µ.ns Twv ollpavwv (Is. xxxiv. 4). The verb which Lk. substitutes is one of which he is fond (vi. 38, 48, vii. 24; Acts ii. 25,
iv. 31, xvi. 26, xvii. 13). By ai 8vvaµ.eis T. ollp. is meant, not the
Angels (Euthym. ), nor the cosmic powers which uphold the
heavens (Mey. Oosterz.), but the heavenly bodies, the stars (De W.
Holtz. Weiss, Hahn): comp. Is. xl. 26; Ps. xxxiii. 6. Evidently
Mysical existences are meant.
27. K0.1 T6TE olJioVTG.L. "Not till then shall they see." Not
5i/!£tT(h : there is perhaps a hint that those present will not live to
;ee this. This verse is in all three: comp. r Thes. iv. 16; 2 Thes.
7, ii. 8; Rev. i. 8, xix. 11-16.
28. This word of comfort is given by Lk. alone. Only here in
1 Dejicientium hominum a timore: another reproduction of gen. abs. in
:.atin. Comp. iii. 15, ix. 43, xix. II, xxi. 5, xxiv. 36, 41.
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N.T. is &.vaKmrrELV used of being elated after sorrow. Comp. Job
x. I5 1 and contrast Lk. xiii. II; [Jn.] viii. 7, Io. The disciples
present are regarded as representatives of believers generally.
Only those who witness the signs can actually fulfil this injunction.
d11"0>.1hpC11atS. At the Second Advent. Here the word means
little more than "release" or "deliverance," without any idea of
"ransom" (A.vTpov). See Sanday on Rom. iii. 24, Abbott on Eph.
i. 7, and Wsctt. Heb. pp. 295-297. Comp. Enoch, Ii. 2.
29-88. The Parable of the Fig Tree. Mt. xxiv. 32-35; Mk.
xiii. 28-32.
29. Kat Ef'll'Ev. This marks the resumption of the discourse
after a pause : comp. xi. 5. More often Lk. uses E!71'EV 8£ or
lA.Eyev 8£: xiv. 12, xx. 4I, etc. For Et'll'Ev 'll'apa~o>.~v see on vi. 39.
Lk. alone makes the addition Kal '11'avTa Ta Uv8pa: see on· vi. 30
and vii. 35. Writing for Gentiles, Lk. preserves words which cover
those to whom fig trees are unknown.
80. 'll'pofJ.U.wcrw. Here only without acc. We must understand Ttt
In Jos. Ant. iv. 8. 19 Ka.p7rlw is added: comp. Acts xix. 33.
A4>' i ..,,Tc\iv ytvwcrKETE. "Of your own selves ye recognize : " i.e. without being told. For faVTou, ·wv, of the 2nd pers. comp. xii. l, 33, x.vi. 9, 15,
xvii. 3, 14, xxii. 17, xxiii. 28. It occurs in class. Grk. where no ambiguity
is involved.
There is no justification for rendering Oepos "harvest," which would be
Oepurµ6s (x. 2). In N.T. Oepos occurs only in this parable.
~vXXa..

82. 'lj yEvEA ailTIJ. This cannot well mean anything but the
generation living when t!tese words were spoken: vii. 3I, xi. 2932, 50, 51, xvii. 25; Mt. xi. I6, etc. The reference, therefore, is
to the destruction of Jerusalem regarded as the type of the end oj
the world. To make .;, yEvea avT'Y/ mean the Jewish race, or the
generation contemporaneous with the beginning of the signs, is not
satisfactory. See on ix. 2 7, where, as here, the coming of the
Kingdom of God seems to refer to the destruction of Jerusalem.
88. o o~pavos Kat 'lj yij. Comp. 2 Pet. iii. IO; Heb. i. 11, 12;
Rev. xx. 11, xxi. I ; Ps. cii. 26; Is. Ii. 6. A time will come
when everything material will cease to exist ; but Christ's words
will ever hold good. The prophecy just uttered is specially
meant ; but all His sayings are included. Comp. ovSE: yap rapfj.\(hv
a'11'' aVTWV A.6yos (Addit. Esth. x. 5).
oil ,..'1) 'll'C>pE~<vcrovTC>L, So also in Mk. xiii. 31; but in Mt. xxiv. 35
?ra.plMwcnv, which AR X etc. read here and AC DX etc. read in Mk. As
the subj. is the usual constr. in N. T. after ov µ:I,, copyists often corrected the
fut. indic. to aor. subj. Comp. Mk. xiv. 31 ; Mt. xv. 5; Gal. iv. 30; Heh.
x. 17, etc. The Old Latin MSS. used by Jerome seem here to have read
transz'ent ••• transz'ent. Our best MSS. of the Vulgate read transibunt
• . • transz'ent. Jerome may have forgotten to correct the second transient
into transibunt : or he may have wished to mark the difference between
-ra.pEAEvuoVTa,, and Ta.pAOwu'"· Cod. Brix. with the Book of Dimma and
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some other authorities has transibunt ; • , prllBteribunt.
No. xix. p. 386.

See Hermathena,

34-86. Concluding Warning as to the Necessity of Ceaseless
Vigilance. Comp. Mt. xxv. 13-15; Mk. xiii. 33-37. The form
of this warning differs considerably in the three Gospels. Not
many words are common to any two of them ; and very few are
common to all three. It should be noted that here as elsewhere
(x. 7 = l Tim. v. 18, xxiv. 34 = l Cor. xv. 5), Lk. in differing from
Mt. and Mk. agrees with S. Paul. Comp. with this 1 Thes. v. 3.
See Lft. Epp. p. 72.
84. For 1rpouexne St fouTo'Ls see on ver. 30 and xii. I ; and for
f30.p116wuLv see on ix. 32.
Kpem£>..n. Not "surfeiting," but the nausea which follows a
debauch: crapula. Here only in bibl. Grk. For this and p..!911
(Rom. xiii. 13; Gal. v. 21) see Trench, Syn. lxi.; and for the
orthography see WR. ii. App. p. I 5r.
f1o<pCf1ovctL<; ~•0>TLKctii;. The adj. occurs l Cor. vi. 3, 4: but is not found
in LXX, nor earlier than Aristotle. Comp. 7rpbs nl.s f3iwriKa.s xpela.s 07r71per<Lv
(Philo, Vit. Mo. iii. 18).
The remarkable rendering soniis for µeplµvau in Cod. Bezae has long
attracted attention, and has been regarded by some as a manifest Gallicism.
It is confidently connected with the French soins. But the connexion is not
certain. The word may be a form of somn#s, and the transition from "disturbing dreams" to "perplexities" and "cares" would not be difficult. The
word occurs once in the St. Gall MS. of the Sortes, and sonian" occurs four
times. It was therefore a word which was established in use early in the
sixth century. Whether it is original in the text of D, or is a later substitution, is much debated. Here other renderings are sol!i"citudinibus (a e),
cogitationibus (bf), cun"s (Tert. Vulg. ). The prevalent Old Latin rendering
was sollicitudines (a b d f) both in viii. 14 and Mt. xiii. 22 (comp. Mk. iv. 19);
and the translator of Irenreus has sollidtudinibus here. See Scrivener,
Codex Bezae, pp. xliv, xiv. Rendel Harris, p. 26; and an excellent review
in the Guardian, May 18, 1892, p. 743·
lclwCSLo<;. Here, but not l Thes. v. 3 or Wisd. xvii. 14, this form is best
attested: WH. Intr. 309, App. l5I. The Latin renderings are repentaneus
(a), subitaneus (de), repen#na (fVulg.).
~ ~p.lpo. ~KElV'l'J.
This is the one expression which in this
section is common to all three accounts. Comp. x. 12, xvii. 3r.
The day of the Messiah's return is meant.

.:.i; 'll"ctyC1. According to the best authorities (~ B D L, a b c e ff2 i Boh.,
Tert.) these words belong to what precedes, and the "'{rf.p follows fi7r«ae\euaerai, not 7ra")'ls. . The whole recalls cp6{3os Kai {361Juvos Kai 7ra")'ls t!cp' 7Jµils
rovs t!voiKovvras f!7rl rijs "Yi7s (Is. xxiv. 17). The resemblance between the
passages, and the fact that fi7reiae\euaerai suits the notion of a 7ra:yls
("noose" or "lasso"), accounts for the transposition of the ")'dp. Originally
a 7ra")'IS (7rfrrvvµi) is that which ho!Js fast: Ps. xci. 3; Prov. vii. 23; Eccles.
ix. 12. Here most Latin texts have laqueus, but Cod. Palat. has mus·
tipula.

85-36. Note the characteristic repetition of 'll"a<;,
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85. 11"UU1JS Tijs yijs. Not the land of the Jews only. Possibly
Kll011,Uvous indicates that, as at the flood, and at Belshazzar's

feast, people are sitting at ease, eating and drinking, etc. (xvii. 27):
but it need not mean more than inhabiting. Comp. p,dxaipav lytiJ
KaA.w €'1l'l mivTa> TOV> Ka071p,£vov> €'1l't riJ• ri• (Jer. xxv. 29). For
€'1l'l 'll'pou. 'll'. T. yi}s comp. 2 Sam. xviii. 8. The phrase is Hebraistic.
36. &ypun-vei:Te Si€. Comp. Eph. vi. 18; Heb. xiii. 17;
2 Sam. xii. 21; Ps. cxxvi. 1 ; Prov. viii. 34.
The ovv (AC R, b c ff2, Syrr. Aeth. Arm.) for
comes from Mt. xxv. 13 and Mk. xiii. 35.

oe (~ B D, ad e)

probably

iv n-llv-rl Kmp~. xviii. 1 and 1 Thes. v. 17 are in favour of
taking these words with 8e6p,evoi (Wic. Gen. Rhem. AV.} rather
than with aypV1TVEt'TE (Tyn. Cov. Cran. RV.). For similar questions
comp. ix. 17, 18, 57, x. 18, xi. 39, etc.
Ka.ncrx.l0'1JT•. This is the reading of ~ B L X 33, Aegyptt. Aeth. and is
adopted by the best editors. It properly means "prevail against" (Mt.
xvi. 18; J.er. xv. 18; 2 Chron. viii. 3; comp. Lk. xxiii. 23; Is. xxii. 4;
Wisd. xv1i. 5). The Ka:ra.~iwOi)-re of AC DR, Latt. Syrr. Arm., Tert.
perhaps comes from xx. 35.
O'Ta.91jvcu. "To hold your place," comp. T6're rrT-firrETa.t iv 1ra.pprwiq.
'll'OAAi/ o o£Ka.tos (Wisd. v. 1). It is clear from xi. 18, xviii. II, 40, xix. 8;
Acts ii. 14, v. 20, xi. 13, xvii. 22, xxv. 18, xxvii. 21, etc., that <TTa.Ofjvm is
not to be taken passively of being placed by the Angels (Mt. xxiv. 31).
Comp. Tis ouva.Ta.< <TTa.Ofjva.i; (Rev. vi. 17). For the opposite of <TTa.Ofjva.1
see xxiii. 30; Rev. vi. 16: comp. l Jn. ii. 28.
THE APOCALYPSE OF JESUS.

Hase ( Gesclz. Jesu, § 97), Colani (J. C. et les croyances messlani'ques de son
temps), and others think that Jesus had penetration enough to foresee and predict the destruction of Jerusalem, but they cannot believe that He was such a
fanatic as to foretell that He would return in glory and judge the world. Hence
they,conclude that these predictions about the Parusia were never uttered by
Him. Keim sees that Mk. xiii. 32 cannot be an invention (Jes. of Naz. v.
p. 241): in some shape or other Jesus must have foretold His glorious Return.
Therefore this eschatological discourse is based upon some genuine utterances of
Jesus; but has been expanded into an apocalyptic poem with the help of other
material. Both Keim and some of those who deny the authenticity of any prediction of Christ's Return assume the existence of an apocalypse by some Jewish
Christian as the source from which large portions of this discourse are taken.
Weizslicker holds that the apocalypse was Jewish, and was taken from a lost
section of the Book of Enoch. Weiffenbach, followed by Wendt and Vischer,
upholds the theory of a Jewish-Christian original.
But did this spurious apocalypse, the existence of which is pure conjecture,
also supply Lk. with what he has recorded xi. 49-51, xiii. 23-27, 35, xvii. 23,
37, xviii. 8, xix. 15, 43, xx. 16? Did it supply Mt. with what he has recorded
vii. 22, x. 23, xix. 28, xxi. 44, xxii. 7, xxv. 31, xxvi. 64? Mk. also with the
parallels to these passages? That all three derived these utterances from
Apostolic tradition is credible. Is it credible that a writing otherwise unknown
and by an unknown author should have had such enormous influence? And its
influence does not end with the three Evangelists. It has contributed largely
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to the Epistles of S. Paul, especially to the very earliest of them. Comp.
I Thes. ii. 16, iv. 16, 17, v. 1-3; 2 Thes. ii. 1-12.
And it would seem to
have influenced much of the imagery in Revelation, which foretells wars,
famine, pestilence, and per~ecution (vi. 4, 5, 8, 9), and the Return of the
Saviour accompanied by the armies of heaven (xix. 11-16). This supposed
fictitious apocalypse is assigned to A. D. 68, or thereabouts ; and therefore long
after the Pauline Epistles were written. Apostolic tradition, which is known to
have existed, is a far safer hypothesis. See Godet, ad !oc. (ii. pp. 430 ff.), whose
remarks have been freely used in this note. See also Briggs, The Messiah 01,
the Gospels, T. &. T. Clark, 1894, eh. iv. where this "Apocalypse of Jesus '
is critically discussed, with special reference to the theory of Weiffenbach and
others that the assumed J ewish·Christian apocalypse consisted of these three
portions :-(a) the apxi/ w81PwP, Mk. xiii. 7' 8=Mt. xxiv. 6-8=Lk. xxi. 9-11 ;
(/3) the 8Xl1/lis, Mk. xiii. 14-2o=Mt. xxiv. 15-22; ('y) the 'll'apov<Tla, Mk.
xiii. 24-27=Mt. xxiv. 29-31=Lk. xxi. 25-27. 1 Briggs points out the insignificance of the fact that ideas such as these are found in Jewish pseudepz'grapha.
These ideas were by them derived from the O.T., which was the common
source of both canonical and uncanonical apocalypses, whether Jewish or
Christian. Jesus uses this source on other occasions, and there lS nothing
unreasonable in the belief that He uses it here. The cosmical disturbances
foretold (vv. 25-27) "belong not only to the theophaniesand the Christophanies
of prophecy, but also to the theophanies and Christophanies of history in both
the Old Testament and the New. They represent the response of the creature
to the presence of the Creator" (p. 155). Both Briggs and Nosgen (Gesch, J.C.
Kap. ix.) give abundant references to the literature of the subject in Beyschlag
(L. J.), Hilgenfeld (Einl. i. N. T.), Holsten (die Syn. Ev.), Immer (Ntl.
Theo!.), Mangold in Bleek (Ein!. i. N. T. ), Pfleiderer ( Urchristen. ), Pressense
(J.C.), Spitta(dze Ojjbg. desJoh.)and Wendt (LehreJesu). See also especially
D. E. Haupt (Eschatolog. Aussagen Jesu in d. Syn. Evang., Berlin, 1895).

87, 88. General Description of the Last Days of Christ's
Public Ministry.
87. Tns ~p.lpa.s. " During the days." From the other narratives we infer that this covers the day of the triumphal entry and
the next two days. It is, therefore, retrospective, and is a
repetition, with additional detail, of xix. 4 7. The contrast with
TUS 8.l vUKTa.s, "but during the nights," is obvious. It is not clear
whether ~v belongs to £v T<i! lep0 or to 8i8acrKwv, which probably
ought to follow (~AC DLR X r A A TI) and not precede (BK)
Ev TW it:pW.
~~epx:Sp.evos ~u}\.(tETo ets. "Leaving (the temple) He used to
go and bivouac on" (iv. 23, vii. 1, ix. 61, xi. 7). Comp. fLYJKtTL
a.vA.icrO~TE ek Nivev~ (Tobit xiv. 10), v'll'o TOVo; KAa8ovo; a.-li~o;
al!>..icr0~0'£Ta.t (Ecclus. xiv. 26). On the M. of Olives He would
be undisturbed (xxii. 39). For Ka.}\.oul'evov see on vi. 15, and for
'EA.o.iwv see on xix. 29. It is not probable that Eio; TO opoo; is to
be taken with £~epx6µ.evoo;, but the participle of motion has
influenced the choice of preposition.
38. wpOptte Trpi'is a.&-rOv. Another condensed expression : "rose
early and came to Him." The verb occurs here only in N.T., but
1 Holtzmann (Handcomm. on Mt. xxiv. 4-34, Eng. tr. p. 112) makes the
divisions thus: (a) Mt. xxiv. 4-14; (/3) 15-28; (-y) 29-34·
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is freq. in LXX.

Twice we have the two verbs combined, ali>.lcr• ()pt€LTE
~
,,
• ooov
"'"
• ~
(J u dg. XlX.
. 9) :
op
avpiov
us
vp.wv
a{J'A.icrOwp.w £v icwp.ais· &p0p{crwp.Ev Els ap.1rEAwvas (Cant. vii. 11, 12).
The literal meaning is the right one here, although opOpt'w may
mean " seek eagerly " (Ps. lxxvii. 34 ; Ecclus. iv. 12, vi. 36 ; Wisd.
vi. 14). - Contrast Ps. cxxvii. 2 ; 1 Mac. iv. 52, vi. 33, xi. 67;
Gospel of Nicodemus xv. The classical form opOpuJw is always
used in the literal sense.
tiv•1Tt

.. ~ • • •
wof

icat'

Most MSS. of Vulg. here have the strange rendering manicabat ad eum,
which is also the rendering in Cod. Brix. (f), the best representative of the
Old Latin text on which Jerome worked. But G has mane ibat, which may
possibly be J erome's correction of manicabat, a word of which Augustine
says miki non occurn"t. See Ronsch, It. und Vulg. p. 174. Other renderings are-vigilabat ad eum (d), de luce vigilabant ad eum (a), ante lucem
veni'ebat ad eum (er), dt'luculo conveniendum erat (Tert.). See on xvi. 26.
Five cursives (13, 69, 124, 346, 556), which are closely related, here
insert the pericope of the Woman taken in Adultery, an arrangement which
was perhaps suggested by C:,p(Jpil"e here and fip8pov Jn. viii. 2. The common
origin of 13, 69, 124, 346 is regarded as certain. See Scrivener, Int. to
Cn"t. ofN. T. i. pp. 192, 202, 231 ; T. K. Abbott, Collation of Four Important
MSS. oj tke Gospels, Dublin, 1877. "The Section was probably known to
the scnbe exclusively as a church lesson, recently come into use ; and placed
by him here on account of the close resemblance between vv. 37, 38 and Uo]
vii. 53, viii. I, 2. Had he known it as part of a continuous text of St.
John's Gospel, he was not likely to transpose it" (WH. ii. App. p. 63).

XXII.-XXIV. THE PASSION AND THE RESURRECTION.

We now enter upon the last main division of the Gospel
(xxii.-xxiv.), containing the narratives of the Passion, Resurrection,
and Ascension. The first of these three subjects falls into three
parts :-The Preparation (xxii. 1-38); the Passion (xxii. 39-xxiii.
49); and the Burial (xxiii. 50-56). In the first of these parts we
may distinguish the following sections :-The Approach of the
Passover and the Malice of the Hierarchy (xxii. 1, 2); the
Treachery of Judas (3-6); the Preparation for the Paschal Supper
( 7-13); the Institution of the Eucharist ( 14-23); the Strife about
Priority (24-34); the New Conditions (35-38). In this part of
the narrative the particulars which are wholly or mainly peculiar
to Lk. are those contained in vv. 8, 15, 24, 28-30, 35-38.
XXII. 1-38. The Preparation for the Passion. Comp. Mt.
xxvi. 1-29; Mk. xiv. 1-2 5. For date see Hastings, D.B. i. p. 410.
1. "HyyLtEv. "Was drawing nigh." Mt. and Mk. say more
definitely p.ETa 8vo -l,p.ipas. Keim calls attention to the fidelity
of this introductory section, vv. 1-13 (v. p. 305, n.).
~ t!op-ri) Twv dtup.wv.
The phrase is freq. in LXX (Exod
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xxm. 15, xxxiv. 18; Deut. xvi. 16; 2 Chron. viii. 13, etc.), but
occurs nowhere else in N.T. Comp. ii. 41. Lk. is fond of these
Hebraistic circumlocutions : ~ ~p.Epa T. &.,. (ver. 7), ~ ~µlpa Twv
ua/3/3aTwv (iv. 16; Acts xiii. 14, xvi. 13), ~µ•pai T. &.,. (Acts xii. 3,
xx. 6); Bt{3A.os l/!aA.µwv (xx. 42; Acts i. 20), Blf3A.os Twv 7rpOcp1JTwv
(Acts vii. 42 ), etc. See small print on iv. 16.
~ >..c:yopb11 naaxa.. Strictly speaking the Passover on Nisan
14th was distinct from the F. of Unleavened Bread, which lasted
from the 15th to the 21st (Lev. xxiii. 5, 6; Num. xxviii. 16, I7;
2 Chron. xxx. 15, 21; Ezra vi. 19, 22; r Esdr. i. 10-19; comp.
Mk. xiv. l ). But they were so closely connected, that it was
common to treat them as one festival. Not only Lk. as "writing
mainly for Gentiles" does so, but Mt. (xxvi. 17); and Josephus
goes beyond either in saying fopT~v tl:yoµw lcp' ~µ£pas oKTtii, T~
Twv 'A,vµwv A.e-yop.£v1Jv (Ant. ii. 15· r). Comp. KaTa Tov Kaipov
n]s Twv 'A,oµwv fop.n]s ~v <MuKa. A.tyoµw (xiv. 2. l). Elsewhere
he distinguishes them (Ant. iii. ro. 5, ix. 13. 3).
2. .it~Touv • • • To 'll'W<;. " They continued seeking as to the
method": comp. xix. 47, 48, and for the TO see on i. 62. Mt.
tells us that they held a meeting in the house of Caiaphas.
dvl>..waw. Another of Lk.'s favourite words. Here, xxiii. 32,
and eighteen times in the Acts it has the special meaning of
" remove, slay" : so also 2 Thes. ii. 8, where the reading is
doubtful. This meaning is common in LXX (Gen. iv. 15; Exod.
ii. 14, 15, xxi. 29, etc.) and in class. Grk. Except Mt. ii. 16;
2 Thes. ii. 8, and Heb. x. 9 (where see Wsctt.), it occurs only in
Lk. With e<f>o/3ouvro comp. xx. 19, xix. 48, xxi. 38.
3. Etaij>..eev 8E Ia.Ta.vii<;. Comp. Jn. xiii. 2, where this stage is
represented as the devil making suggestions to Judas, while his
entering and taking possession of the traitor is reserved for the
moment before he left the upper room to carry out his treachery
(xiii. 27). See on x. 18 and comp. iv. 13, to which this perhaps
looks back. Satan is renewing the attack. Neither Mt. nor Mk.
mentions Satan here~ But there is no hint that Judas is now like
a demoniac, unable to control his own actions (Hahn). Judas
opened the door to Satan. He did not resist him, and Satan did
not flee from him. Jesus must suffer, but Judas need not become
the traitor.
Tov Ka>..061-1evov 'luKa.ptWT1JV. All three give this distinctive surname (see on vi. 16), and also the tragic fact that he was Twv
8wo•Ka. Comp. i. 36, vi. 15, vii. r r, viii. 2, ix. ro, x. 39, xix. 2, 29.
For Ka."houµ.evov (~ B D L X) TR. has OrtKa."hovµ<VOV (Ac p R r A A II), a
form commonly used in Acts (i. 23, iv. 36, x. 5, 32, xii. 25). In Acts i. 23
we have both verbs.

4. <TTpa.T'l'Jyo'Ls.

Lk. alone mentions these officials.

They are
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the leaders of the corps of Levites, which kept guard in and
about the temple. The full title is crrparqyol Tov l£pov (ver. 52).
See Edersh. The Temple, p. 119; Jos. B. J. vi. 5. 3. These
officers would be consulted, because they had to take part in
carrying out the arrest. The chief of them was called o uTpaTrJ'Yoc;
Tov l£pov (Acts iv. x, v. 24, 26), or "the man of the temple mount "
or "the man of the mount of the house." Comp. 2 Mac. iii. 4.
Here and ver. 52 the plur. has no art.
D, a b c de ff2 i l q Syr-Cur. Aeth. omit Ko.I tTTpo.-r"l"Yo'is, but all these,
excepting D d, substitute Ko.I -rols "(po.µ.µ.o.nfiuLv. C P retain both, adding
Tofi lepov to tTTpo.T'tf'(ols.
11'apa.S&i. In vi. 16 Judas is called 7rpo86r'Y}c;, but elsewhere
wapa?M6v~i, not ?rpo8i86vai, is the word used to describe his
crime.
6. .!xap11aav. It was wholly unexpected, and it simplified
matters enormously.
auvl0£VTo. Acts xxiii. 20; Jn. ix. 22; and quite classical.
Mk. has l7r1J'Y'YdA.avTo. The (ur'Y}uav of Mt. refers to the actual
paying of the money. He alone states the amount, - thirty
shekels.
6. 0.r£p <lx>..ou. Either "without a crowd" or "without
tumult." Comp. Mt. xxvi. 5. Contrast p.£ra 5x>..ov, Acts xxiv. 18.
In bibl. Grk. the poetical word ifrtp occurs only here, ver. 35, and
2 Mac. xii. x5.
Very possibly the priests had intended to wait
until the feast was over before arresting Jesus. The offer of Judas
induced them to make the attempt before the feast began.

Keim rightly rejects with decision the theory that the betrayal by Judas
is not history, but a Christian fiction personifying in Judas the Jewish people.
That Christians should invent so appalling a crime for an Apostle is quite
beyond belief. The crime of Judas is in all four Gospels and in the Acts,
and is emphasized by Christ's foreknowledge of it. Speculations as to other
causes of it besides the craving for money are not very helpful: but the
motives may easily have been complex.
The well-known difficulty as to the time of the Last Supper and of our
Lord's death cannot be conclusively solved with our present knowledge. But
the difficulty is confined to the day of the month. All four accounts agree
with the generallr accepted belief that Jesus was crucified on a Friday. In
the Synoptists this Friday seems to be the 15th Nisan. Jn. (xiii. I, 29,
xviii. 28, xix. 14, 31) clearly intimates that it was the 14th, and we shall
probably do rightly in abiding by his statements and seeing whether the others
can be brought into harmony with it. This is perhaps most easily done by
regarding, in accordance with Jewish reckoning, the evening of the 13th as the
beginning of the 14th. All, therefore, that is said to have taken place "on
the first day of unleavened bread" may have taken place after sunset on what
we should call the 13th. It seems improbable that the priests and their
officials would go to arrest Jesus at the very time when the whole nation was
celebrating the Paschal meal. It is more easy to believe that Jesus celebrated
the Paschal meal before the usual time, viz. on the Jewish 14th, but before
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midnight and some twenty hours before the usual time for slaughtering the
lambs, at which time He was dying or dead upon the cross.
Professor D. Chwolson of Petersburg has made a new attempt at a solution
in a recently published essay, Das letzte Passamahl Christi und der Tag seines
Todes; Mbnoire de I' Academic Impbiale des Sciences, vii• Serie, tome xii.
No. l. A criticism in the Guardian, June 28, 1893, tends to show that it
leaves the crucial question just where it was. A later contribution is that of
G. M. Semeria, Le four de la Mort de Jesus; Rev. bib!. l, 1896.

7. •H>..8Ev 8~ ~ ~I'· T. d.t. The day itself arrived, as distinct
from "was approaching" (ver. 1). This arriving would takt:
place at sunset on the 13th. See Schanz, ad loc. Mt. and Mk.
have rfj 7rPWT'{J TWV aC-6µ.wv.
~EL 86Eu81u. This in no way proves that the 14th, according
to our reckoning, is intended. The day on which the lambs had
to be killed began at sunset on the 13th, and ended at sunset on
the 14th; and the lambs were killed about 2.30-5.30 P.M. on the
14th in the Court of the Priests. Each head of the company sharing
the lamb slew the animal, whose blood was caught in a bowl by
a priest and poured at the foot of the altar of burnt-offering
(Edersh. The Temple, p. 190). It was on the evening of the 13th
that the houses were carefully searched for leaven, in silence, and
with a light: comp. 1 Cor. v. 7; Zeph. i. 12. The ~8£t refers to
legal necessity : it was so prescribed.
8. d.'ll'E<rTt:L>..t:v. Both Mt. and Mk. omit this preliminary order
and begin with the disciples' question : and Lk. alone gives the
names of the two who were sent. As this does not harmonize
with the theory that Lk. shows animus against Peter, we are told
that Peter and John are named by Lk. as the representatives of
the old Judaism. The treason of Judas might lead Jesus to select
two of His most trusted Apostles.
10. The care with which Jesus avoids an open statement to
all the disciples as to the place ordained for the supper may be
explained in the same way. Until His hour is come Judas must
be prevented from executing his project : and no miracle is
wrought, where ordinary precautions suffice. In what follows Lk.
and Mk. are almost identical: Mt. is more brief.
Evidently the civ9pw11'os is not the head of the household, but a
servant or slave : the carrying of water was specially the work of
slaves or of women (Deut. xxix. 11; Josh. ix. 21-27; Gen.
xxiv. 11 ; Jn. iv. 7). The head of the house is i'n the house
(vv. 10, 11). The suggestion, therefore, that this is the master of
the house drawing the water for making the bread, according to
custom, on the 13th of Nisan, falls to the ground. This incident
gives no help in deciding between the 13th and the 14th. The
water was more probably for washing the hands before the evening
meal. With K£p0.µ.wv vilaTO~ comp. &.>..af3arrrpov µ.-6pov (vii. 37).
As in the case of the colt (xix. 30), we are uncertain whether this
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1s a case of supernatural knowledge, or of previous arrangement ;
but in both cases prophetic prescience seems to be implied.
For ampkoram aqutB portans (Vulg.) bajulans bascellum (vascellum)
aqutB (d).
11. lp1iTE. Fut. for imperat. This is more common in prohibitions than
in commands (iv. 12; Acts xxiii. 5; Mt. vi. 5). In the Decalogue, only the
positive Tlµa. TOii 7rO.Tepa. has the imperative : the negative commandments
have o(J with the fut. indic. Win. xliii. 5. c, p. 396.
-r<i ot1<081u'11'0Tn -rij<; otda.<;. A pleonasm marking a late stage in the
language, in which the meaning of olKoli<ct7r6T11s has become indefinite : comp.
V7ro7r61i•ov Twv 7roliwv (xx. 43), ctvwv ctv(36ct•a., C1'Tpa.r7/'YDll riis C1'Tpa.r•iis, the
Daily Journal, etc. The cogn. accus. (7r6"/\eµo11 7ro"/\eµii11, olKolioµEiv oiKov) is
different.

6 8LMu1<a.>..os. Like o Kvpws (xix. 31), this implies that the
man knows Jesus, and is perhaps in some degree a disciple.
To Ka.Tc£>..up.a.. Not necessarily the same as the &vayawv
(ver. 12). It is possible that Jesus only asked for the large
general room on the ground floor (comp. ii. 7), but that the man
gave Him the best room, reserved for more private uses, above the
KaTa>..vp.a. It was a common thing for the inhabitants of Jerusalem
to lend a room to pilgrims for the passover, the usual payment
being the skin of the paschal lamb and the vessels used at the
meal. Mt. alone gives the words o Kaip6s p.ov 1.yy..Js l.unv, which
perhaps explains why Jesus is having the paschal meal before the
time. Neither here, nor at the supper, is any mention of a lamb:
and perhaps there was none. The time for slaughtering had not
yet come ; and, as Jesus was excommunicated, it is not likely that
the priests would have helped His disciples to observe the ritual
respecting it. Moreover, there would hardly be time for all this
and for the roasting of the lamb. The Last Supper was the
inauguration of a new order rather than the completion of an old
one; and its sigr:ificance is enhanced if the central symbol of the
old dispensation was absent, when He whom it symbolized was
instituting the commemoration of that which the old symbol prefigured. It was on the last great day of the F. of Tabernacles,
when the water from Siloam was probably not poured out beside
the altar, that Jesus cried, " If any man thirst, let him come unto
Me, and drink" (Jn. vii. 37); and it was when the great lamps
were not lit in the Court of the Women, that He said, " I am the
Light of the World" (Jn. viii. 12). From vv. 15-19 it appears
that To irc£axa. and cj>c£yw refer to the eucharistic bread and wine.
12. &vciya.iov. "Anything raised above the ground (civd or lLvw and
-ya.ia. or ')'ij), upper floor (Xen. Anab. v. 4. 29), upper room.'' Only here and
Mk. xiv. 15. The MSS. vary between ava")'a.wv, avb")'a.wv, av&y•wv, av&yews,
av&ya.•ov, and dv&yeov.
Most, including the best, have ava")'a.iov. That
this room is identical with the V7r<pciJov. Acts i. 13, is pure conjecture : the
change of word is against it.
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In both passages Vulg. has crmamlum, for which Old Latin texts have
here medianum (a), pede piano locum (b), superiorum locum (q), in superiori·
bus locum (ce), andsupenorem domum (d),

lOTpwpivov. "Spread, furnished "-with what, depends upon
the context, which here suggests couches or cushions : comp. Acts
ix. 34. Luther erroneously has gepjlastert. Mk. adds t:roiµ.ov,
which some insert here.
13. Ka.9ws. "Even as " : the correspondence was exact ; comp.
xix. 32. The Evangelists seem to intimate that Christ's knowledge
was supernatural rather than the result of previous arrangement.
But in any case the remaining ten, including Judas, were left in
ignorance as to where the meal was to take place.
14-23. The Last Supper, with the Institution of the Eucharist
as a new Passover: comp. Mt. xxvi. 20-29; Mk. xiv. 17-25. The
declaration that one of them is a traitor is placed by Mt. and Mk.
at the beginning of the section, by Lk. at the end (ver. 21) : comp.
Jn. xiii. 21, where the wording of the declaration agrees with Mt.
and Mk. Lk. seems to have used an independent source : comp.
1 Cor. xi. 24, 25.
14. Lk.'s independence appears at once: nearly every word in
the verse differs from Mt. and Mk.
c!.vl'll'E<rEv. Mt. has &v£KetTo: the practice of standing (Exod.
xii. 11) had long been abandoned ; first for sitting, and then for
reclining. Mos servorum est, ut edant stantes; at nunc comedunt
recumbentes, ut dignoscatur, exisse eos e servitute in libertatem, was
the explanation given by the Rabbins. The choosing of the lamb
ten days in advance had also been given up. Here, as elsewhere,
&va1T£.1m.11 implies a change of position (xi. 37, xiv. 10, xvii. 7; Jn.
xiii. 12, 25, etc.). Lft. On a Fresh Revision of N.T. p. 80.
ol A~<TToXoL. This is the true reading. In some texts owoeKa has been
inserted (AC PR) or substituted (L X) from Mt. and Mk. Ten to thirty
was the number for a passover. Note that Lk. once more has uv11, where
others have µ.erd. or Kai: comp. viii. 38, 51, xx. r, xxii. 56.

15. The whole of this verse and most of the next are peculiar
to Lk. The combination of £1Ti()vµ[q, £1Te()vp.YJrra with Tov 1u 1Ta()e'iv
is remarkable. The knowledge of the intensity of the suffering
does not cancel the intensity of the desire.
'E.,,.L9vflo£q. l'll'e9Vf1o1JO'«>. A Hebraism common in LXX. Comp. Acts
v. 28, xxiii. 14; Jn. iii. 29; Mt. xiii. 14, xv. 4; James v. 17; Gen. xxxi. 30;
Exod. xxi. 20 ; Deut. vii. 26, etc.

16. oo p.~ .j>&yw a.OT6. After this present occasion. The avTo
must refer to Towo To 1Tauxa (ver. 15), and shows that this need
not imply a lamb. The Passover of which Christ will partake,
after having fulfilled the type, is the Christian Eucharist, in which
He joins with the faithful in the Kingdom of God on earth. Others
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suppose the reference to be to the spiritual banquet in the world
to come. But if av-r6 means the paschal lamb, in what sense could
Jesus partake of that in the future? The Mishna itself contemplates the possibility of a passover without a lamb, and rules
that unleavened bread is the only essential thing. With an influx
of many thousands of pilgrims, to provide a lamb might be in
some cases impossible.
17. 8E~cif1-Evos. It was handed to Him: contrast Aa{3Jw, ver. 19
(Schanz). It is usual to consider this as the first or second of the
four cups that were handed round during the paschal meal ; the
eucharistic cup being identified with the third or fourth. But we
are in doubt ( 1) as to what the paschal ritual was at this time ;
(2) as to the extent to which Jesus followed the paschal ritual in
this highly exceptional celebration; (3) as to the text of this passage, especially as to whether Lk. records two cups or only one: so
that identifications of this kind are very precarious. In any case,
Lk. mentions a cup before the breaking of the bread, whether this
be the eucharistic cup or not : and S. Paul twice mentions the cup
first ( 1 Cor. x. 16, 2 l ), although in his account of the institution
he follows the usual order (1 Cor. xi. 23). In the Ai8ax~ the cup
is placed first (ix. 2: see Schaff's 3rd ed. pp. 58-61, 191).
E&xapicrn]ua.s. This seems to imply the eucharistic cup. All
three have dJxapiu-r-rjuai; of the cup. Lk. repeats it of the bread,
where Mt. and Mk. have el!)..oyrjuai;.
In the Jewish ritual the person who presided began by asking a blessing on
the feast ; then blessed, drank, and passed the first cup. Then Ps. cxiii. and
cxiv. were sung and the bitter herbs eaten, followed by the second cup. After
which the president explained the meaning of the feast: and some think that for
this explanation of the old rite Jesus substituted the institution of the new one.
After the eating of the lamb and unleavened cakes came the thanksgiving for the
meal and the blessing and drinking of the third cup. Lastly, the singing of Ps.
cxv.-cxviii. followed by the fourth cup: and there was sometimes a fifth.

8La.f1-Eplua.n. Comp. Acts ii. 45; Judg. v. 30. Followed by els
t!a.u-rous, it expresses more strongly than the mid. (xxiii. 34 ; Mt.

xxvii. 35) the fact of mutual distribution. In some texts (AD etc.)
Eli; fov-rovi; has been altered into the more usual dat. (Jn. xix. 24;
Acts ii. 45). The distribution would be made by each drinking in
turn, rather than by each pouring some into a cup of his own.
The Eli; fov-rovi; perhaps corresponds to the ?Tanei; of Mt. and Mk.
II{€T€ ( t7riov) £~ aVToV ?r0.vr£s.

18. &:ll'o Toil vilv. This at first sight appears to mean that Jesus
did not partake of the cup. "I say, Divide it among yourselves,
because henceforth I shall not drink," etc. But this would be
strange ; for ( 1) according to Jewish practice it would be monstrous
for the presiding person to abstain from partaking ; ( 2) Jesus had
just said that He earnestly desired to partake of this paschal meal;
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and (3) vv. 17, 18 seem to be parallel to 15, 16: He eats the
paschal food, and then says that it is for the last time under these
conditions ; and He drinks of the paschal cup, and then says that it
is for the last time under these conditions. There is nothing in any
of the accounts to prevent us from supposing that Jesus drank
before handing the cup to the others. The yap explains why they
are to consume it among themselves, and not expect Him to take
more than was ceremonially necessary ; and the &.11"0 rov vw will
then be quite exact. "I have just drunk; but from this moment
onwards I will drink no more " : comp. ollKfri oil µ~ 7rlw. It was
possibly because &.11"0 roil vvv seemed to mean that Jesus refused to
drink that some texts (AC etc.) omitted the words.
Toii y1:v~p.aTos Tijs cip.irl>.ou. Some regard this as a reference to
the Jewish benediction at the first cup : " Blessed be Thou, 0
Lord our God, the King of the world, who hast created the fruit
of the vine." It is quite uncertain that this form was in use at the
time. For y&'f/µ,a see Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 105.
Latin variations in rendering are of interest : generatione vitis (Vulg.),
fructu vinem (a), creatura vinem (d), gmimine vitis (o). Comp. iii. 7. Syr·
Sin. omits "of the vine." See Pasch. Radb. on Mt. xxvi. 29, Migne,
cxx. 895.
19, 20. In connexion with what follows we have these points to consider.
(1) Are the words from TO {rirep vµw11 0106µe11011 to TO V1rep vµW11 EKXV11116µe110'11
part of the original text? (2) If they are, is To r0Tfip1011 in ver. 20 the same as
1rOTT,p1011 in ver. 17?
Assuming provisionally that the overwhelming external evidence of almost
all MSS. and Versions in favour of the words in question is to be accepted, we
may discuss the second point. As in the other case, neither view is free from
serious difficulty. If the cup of ver. 20 is not the same as that of ver. 17, then
Lk. not only states that Jesus did not drink of the eucharistic cup (for oil µ7/
rl"' aro Toil 11011 excludes the partaking of any subsequent cup), but he also
records that Jesus charged the Apostles to partake of the earlier cup, while he is
silent as to any charge to partake of the eucharistic cup. So far as this report
of the Institution goes, therefore, we are expressly told that the Celebrant
refused the cup Himself, and we are not told that He handed it to the disciples.
If, on the other hand, we identify the two cups, and regard =· 17, 18 as the
premature mention of what 'should have been given in one piece at ver. 20, then
its severance into two portions, and the insertion of the distribution of the bread
between the two portions, are inexplicable. Of the two difficulties, this seems
to be the greater, and it is better not to identify the two cups. It is some confirmation of this that in ver. 17 r0Tfip1011 is without the article, "a cup," while
in ver. 20 it is '' the cup." But TO rOTT,p1011 need not mean more than '' the cup
just mentioned." In Mt. and Mk. r0Tf,p1011 has no article : and in all three
ilpo11 has no article: so that its absence in ver. 17 and presence in ver. 20 is
not of much weight in deciding between the two difficulties. The only way to
avoid both these difficulties is to surrender the passage as an interpolation.
Dad ff2 i I omit from Tovrep vµw11 to eKxv11116µe11011, and Syr-Cur. omitsver. 20,
while be Syr-Cur. and Syr-Sin. place ver. 19 before ver. 17, an arrangement
which has been elaborately advocated by Dean Blakesley (Prmlectio in Sclwlis
Cantab. Feb. 14, 1850). The possibility of the whole being an imr.ortation from
I Cor. xi. 24, 25 may be admitted on the evidence; but the probability ofver. 19,
either to To <Twµd µov (b e Syr-Cur.), ·or to the end (Syr-Sin.), having stood
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originally before ver. 17 is almost infinitesimal. In what way can we account
for so simple an arrangement (harmonizing with Mt. and Mk.) becoming almost
universally disturbed? " These difficulties, added to the suspicious coincidence
with I Cor. xi. 24f., and the Transcriptional evidence given above, leave no
moral doubt (see /ntrod. § 240) that the words in question were absent from
the original text of Le, notwithstanding the purely Western ancestry of the
documents which omit them" (WH. ii. App. p. 64). For the other view see
Scrivener; also R. A. Hoffmann, Abendmah!sgedanken Jesu Christz~ 1896,

PP· s-25.
19. >..uf3wv lLpTOV eaxupt~aus EK>..uaev. The taking bread (or a
loaf), breaking, giving thanks, and the declaration, " This is My
Body,'' are in all four accounts. But for d1xapiun}ua<; here and
I Cor. xi. 24 Mt. and Mk. have E(JA.oyrfuar;, and both here and 1 Cor.
A&.{3eTE is omitted. Mt. alone has cf>d.yETE with Ad.{3erE of the bread,
and Lk. alone has Ad.{3ETE of the cup (ver. 17); but perhaps this is
not the eucharistic cup (see above).
TouTo laTw TO awp.a p.ou. Not much is gained by pointing out
that the EUTLV would not be expressed in Aramaic. It must be
understood ; and the meaning of Tol!ro, and its relation to To uwµd.
µov must be discussed. The TOVTo cannot mean the act of breaking and eating, nor anything else excepting "this bread." For the
meaning of tUTi see ver. 20, where the 7ron}pwv is identified with
.;, Kaiv~ 8ia87/K7J, and comp. elµi in Jn. viii. 12, ix. 5, xiv. 6, xv. 1, 5.
In taking this bread they in some real sense take His Body. See
Thirlwall's Charges, vol. i. Charges v. and vi. ; vol. ii. Charge x.
and esp. p. 251, ed. Perowne, 1877; also Gould on Mk. xiv. 22.
To 1hrep 6p.wv 8i86p.Evov. Peculiar to this account : "which is
being given for your advantage." The KA.tiJµevov, which many texts
add to To ful''Ep fiµwv in 1 Cor. xi. 24, is not genuine.
Touro 11'ote"i:Te. The proposal to give these words a sacrificial
meaning, and translate them " Offer this, Sacrifice this, Offer this
sacrifice," cannot be maintained. It has against it ( 1) the ordinary
meaning of 1Toie'i:v in N.T., in LXX, and in Greek literature generally ; ( 2) the authority of all the Greek Fathers, 1 who knew their
own language, knew the N.T. and the LXX, and understood the
words as having the ordinary meaning, " Perform this action ";
(3) the authority of the Early Liturgies, which do not use 7TOtEl:v or
facere when the bread and wine are offered, but 7rpoucf>lpnv or
o.f!erre, although the words of institution precede the oblation, and
thus suggest 7Toie'i:v or facere; (4) the authority of a large majorz"ty
of commentators, ancient and modern, of the most various schools,
who either make no comment, as if the ordinary meaning were too
1
It has been asserted that Justin Martyr (Try. xii. and lxx.) is an exception.
But this is a mistake. That Tustin himself sometimes uses 'lrO«'iv in a sacrificial
sense is possible ; that he understood rouTo 7rOL€tT< in this sense is not credible.
No subsequent Father notes that Justin gives this interpretation, an interpretation so remarkable that it must have attracted attention.
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obvious to need stating : or give the ordinary meaning without
mentioning any other as worthy of consideration; or expressly
reject the sacrificial meaning; (5) the testimony of the Septuagint,
in which the various and frequent Hebrew words which mean
" offer " or "sacrifice" are translated, not by 'll'oiel:v, but by 'll'poucpipeiv or &.vacf>ipeiv or the like; (6) the fact that here and in 1 Cor.
xi. 24 the writer mzght easily have made the sacrificial meaning clear
by using 'll'poucf>lpeiv or &.vacf>lpeiv. He has not even suggested such
a meaning, as he might have done by writing 'l!'oiel:re rovrov, i.e.
rolirov r6v tl.prov. He has given as a translation of Christ's words
neither "Offer this bread," nor "Offer this," nor "Do this bread"
(which might have suggested "Offer this bread"), but "Do this
thing." See Expositor, 3rd series, vii. 441; T. K. Abbott, Essays
on the Original Texts of 0. &- N.T., Longmans, 1891, p. 110; A
Reply to Mr. Supple's and other Criticisms, Longmans, 1893;
Mason, Faith of the Gospel, Rivingtons, 1888, p. 309.
Eis njv lp.~v d.vdp.V1Jaw. "With a view to a calling to mind, a
recollection, of Me." The word means more than a mere record
or memorial, and is in harmony with the pres. imperat. 'l!'oiei:re :
" Continually do this in order to bring Me to mind," i.e. " to remind
yourselves and others of the redemption which I have won by My
death." The eucharist is to be a continual calling to mind of Him
who redeemed men from the bondage of sin, as the Passover was
an annual calling to mind of redemption from the bondage of
Egypt (Exod. xii. 24~27, xiii. 8, 14). In N.T. &.vcf.µv'Y}ULV occurs
only here, 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25, and Heb. x. 3, where see Wsctt.
Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 17; 2 Tim. i. 6. In LXX it occurs Lev. xxiv. 7;
Num. x. 10; Wisd. xvi. 6; the titles of Ps. xxxvii. and lxix.
T. K. Abbott has shown that a sacrificial meaning cannot be
obtained from &.vcf.µv'Y}uiv any more than from 'l!'oiei:rE (Essays, etc.
p. 122; A Reply, etc. p. 34).
The els corresponds to rva. rather than to ws, and indicates the purport of
the new institution. Fc;ir the possessive pronoun used objectively comp.
Rom. xi. 31; I Cor. xv. 31, xvi. 17.
The omission of this charge, rolh-o roielTe, K.T.X., in Mt. and Mk. has
attracted attention. Dr. C. A. Briggs says, "Jiilicher (Zur Gesck. der Abendmaklsfder in der a!testen Kircke, in the Tkeo!og. Abkandlungen Wez"zsifrker
gewi"dmet, 1892, s. 238 seq.) and Spitta (Urcknstentkum, i. s. 238 seq.) are
doubtless correct in their opinion that the earliest Christian tradition, represented by Mark and Matthew, knew nothing of an institution of the Lord's
Supper by Jesus on the night of His betrayal, as a sacrament to be observed
continuously in the future. But they admit that Paul and Luke are sustained
by the earliest Christian usage in representing it as a permanent institution.
It is easier to suppose that the risen Lord in connection with these manifesta·
tions commanded the perpetual observance of the holy supper, just as He gave
the Apostles their commission to preach and baptize, and explained the
mystery of His life and death (Luke xxiv. 25-49). Paul and Luke would
then combine the words of Jesus on two different occasions" ( Tke .JIIessiak of
tke Gospels, T. & T. Clark, 1894, p. 123). See Schaefer, Das Herrenmakl
nack Ursprung und Bedeutung, Giitersloh, 1897.
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20. TO 'll'OnJpLov. The To may mean the cup which all Christians
1mow as part of the eucharist, or (if this passage be genuine)
the cup mentioned before (ver. 17). Paul also has the article,
Mt. and Mk. not. The other portions of this verse which are in
1 Cor., but not in Mt. and Mk., are wcravTw> p.eTa TO 8mrv~crai ••.
TO 7roT~pwv • • • Kaiv~ • • €v T<iJ. On the other hand, Paul and
Lk. omit II{ETE €~ avTOV 7raVTE> (Mt.) or E7rlOV €~ avTOv 7raVTE> (Mk.).
The wCTa1hws means that He took it, gave thanks, and gave it to
them. For KaLvtj, which is opposed to 7raAai& (2 Cor. iii. 6;
comp. Rom. xi. 2 7), see on v. 38.
8ia.9~K'IJ lv T/(l a.'L/J.aTl /J.OU. Mt. and Mk. have TO a!p.a p.ov T~s
8w.0~K"1'• which is closer to LXX of Exod. xxiv. 8, TO a!p.a ~·
8ia01K'YJ>· Comp. lv alp.aTi 8ia01K'YJ> (Zech. ix. 11 ). The testamentum sanguine suo obsi'gnatum of Tertullian (Adv. Marcion.
iv. 40) gives the sense fairly well. The ratification of a covenant
was commonly associated with me shedding of blood; and what
was written in blood was believed to be indelible. For 8La.~K'IJ
see Wsctt. on Heb. ix. 15, 16, with the additional note, p. 298.
TO O'll'ep o/.l.wv lKxuvv6/.l.evov. The fiµ.wv is peculiar to this passage.
Mk. has v7r£p 7rol.../o.. &v, Mt. 7rEp~ 'll'oAAwv, and Paul omits. The
vp.wv both here and in ver. 19 means the Apostles as representatives
of all.
The part. is the JEolic form of the pres. part. pass. of iKx;ov"' = '"XI"'
(comp. Acts xxii. 20) ; "being poured out," like oiobµevov (ver. 19). In
sense rli EKX. agrees with atµan, but in grammar with 7rOTfipiov : in Mt. and
Mk., both in sense and grammar, with aiµa. But see Win. lxvii. 3, p. 791.

21-23. The Declaration about the Traitor. Comp. Mt
xxvi. 21-25; Mk. xiv. 18-21; Jn. xiii. 21-30.
If Lk. places this incident in its proper place, Judas did partake
of the eucharist. But the question cannot be decided. See
Schanz, ad loc. pp. 509, 510.
21. '11'>..~v i8ou ~ xelp . • • 4111'1 Tijs Tpa.'ll'ltTJS· The expression is
peculiar to Lk. The 7rA1v here indicates a transition ; an expansion or change of subject. From the meaning of His death He
passes to the manner of it. Others take it as a restriction of wf.p
vp.wv ; others again as marking a contrast between Christ's conduct
and that of the traitor. See on vi. 24, 35, x. 1 r, 14. The verse
may be understood literally, but probably means no more than
that the traitor was sharing the same meal with Him: comp. Mt.
xxvi. 23.
22. It is here that Lk. is almost verbatim the same as Mt. and
Mk. Such solemn words would be likely to be remembered in
one and the same form. Keim draws attention to their conspicuous originality. They are not adaptations of anything in 0. T.,
although Obad. 7 and Mic. vii. 6 might appropriately have been
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used (v. p. 309).

He regards Lk. as most exact.

(XXII. 22-24.

In any case

11'0pru£Tat, for which Mt. and Mk. have wa:yei, is to be noticed. It

is probably used in the LXX sense of "depart, die" : comp. Ps.
lxxviii. 39.
iln 6 utos p.lv. The "because " explains how such an amazing
thing has come to pass. Failure to see the meaning of 6n
(~ B D LT, Sah. Boh.) has caused the substitution in many texts
of Ka{ (AXraArr, bcefff2 Vulg. Syr-Sin. Arm. Aeth.), while
others omit (a d, Orig.).
Ka.Ta TO &piap.lvov. It is part of the Divine decree that the
death of the Christ should be accompanied by betrayal : Mt. and
Mk. have Ka()6'<; ylypa'll"Tat 11'£pl a-LJrov: comp. Acts ii. 23. Excepting Rom. i. 4; Heb. iv. 7, opt,£iv is peculiar to Lk. (Acts ii. 23,
x. 42, xi. 29, xvii. 26, 31).
'll'M1v o6a.L Mt. and Mk. have ofial 8t; but Lk. is fond of
11'A~v (ver. 21). Although God knows from all eternity that Judas
is the betrayer of the Christ, yet this does not destroy the freedom
or responsibility of Judas. The eK£Lv~ marks him off as an alien:
comp. Jn. xiii. 26, 27, 30. Mt. and Mk. add KaA.(w avrc{i d OVK
iyO'v!,eri 0 11.v() pw11'<>S iK£LVO<;.
23. Here ~p~a.VTo is the one word which is common to all three.
Mt. and Mk. say that they each asked Jesus (and Mt. adds that Judas
in particular asked) "Is it I?" No one seems to have suspected
Judas ; and perhaps Christ's };~ £l11'a~ was heard by Judas alone.
Jesus may have had Judas next to Him on one side, S. John being
on the other. For 11'pauu£iv of doing evil comp. Jn. iii. 20, 21;
Rom. vii. 19; Thuc. iv. 89. 2.
24-30. The Strife as to Precedence.
Disputes of this kind had taken place before, and the frequent records of
them are among the abundant proofs of the candour of the Evangelists. But a
comparison of the records seems to indicate that the tradition respecting them
had become somewhat confused ; and it is possible that what was said on one
occasion has in part been transferred to another. Comp. Mt. xviii. 1-5; Mk.
ix. 33-37; Lk. ix. 46-48; Jn. xiii. 14: also Mt. xx. 24-28; Mk. x. 41-45;
Lk. xxii. 24-27. Of these last three passages, Mt. and Mk. clearly refer to the
same incident, which took place considerably before the Last Supper. If Lk.
merely knew what Jesus said on that occasion, but did not know the occasion,
he would hardly have selected the Last Supper as a suitable place for the incident.
He probably had good reason for believing that a dispute of this kind took place
at the supper. Jesus may have repeated some of what He had said on a similar
occasion ; or Lk. may have transferred what was said then to the present occasion. But there is no note of time or sequence in ver. 24, where oe Kai simply
indicates that something of a different character (oe) from what precedes also
(Kai) took place: and it is scarcely credible that this strife occurred after Jesus
had washed their feet and instituted the eucharist. More probably the dispute
arose respecting the places at the paschal meal-who was to be nearest to the
Master; and the feet-washing was a symbolical rebuke to this contention.
Here ver. 27 appears to have direct reference to His having washed their feet.
24. 'Eylv£To 8€ Ka.l. "But there arose also": see small print on,
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iii. 9. The 8( perhaps contrasts this discussion with that as to
which of them was the traitor. But we are not sure that the one
discussion came closely after the other.
lj>LAOVELKta. "Contentiousness." Here only in N.T., but quite
classical. It is sometimes coupled with {3auKav[a (4 Mac. i. 26;
M. Antonin. iii. 4), and easily comes to mean "contention"
(2 Mac. iv. 4; Jos. Ant. vii. 8. 4).
8oKe'i: etvaL. "Is accounted, allowed to be"-omnium suffragiis;
implying who ought to be so accounted. See Lft. on Gal. ii. 6.
p.eltwv. Not quite equivalent to the superlative, which would
have indicated several gradations from lowest to highest. The
comparative implies only two,-a superior and all the rest as
equals: ix. 46; Mk. ix. 34. Win. xxxv. 4, p. 305.
215. Almost verbatz"m as the account of the earlier strife provoked by James and John (Mt. xx. 25; Mk. x. 42). For KupLeuouaw comp. Rom. xiv. 9; 2 Cor. i. 24; 1 Tim. vi. 15. Mt. and Mk.
use the compounds, KaTaKvp. and KaTe~ovuia,.
eoepyfrm KaAouvTm
Peculiar to Lk. The phrase efJepyET'YJ!
{3auiA.£os &veypacp'YJ (Hdt. viii. 85. 4: comp. Thuc. i. 129. 2; Esth.
ii. 23, vi. 1) is not parallel. There persons who have done special
service to the sovereign are formally credited with it. Here it is
the sovereign who receives the title of Benefactor (i.e. of his
country, or of mankind) as a perpetual epithet; e.g. some of the
Greek kings of Egypt. Comp. "2wT~p, Pater patrire, Servus servorum. For less formal instances of the title see McClellan and
Wetstein.
It is better to take Ko:"-ov11Ta.t as middle: "claim the title," kunc titulum
This is what the disciples were doing.

sibi vindt"cant (Beng.).

26. b p.ei'.twv. He who is really above the rest. True greatness involves service to others : noblesse oblige. For yLvlaOw, "let
him prove himself to be," comp. x. 36, xii. 40, xvi. u, xix. 17.
We have an echo of this 1 Pet. v. 3. For vewTepoc; as 8iaKovwv
comp. Acts v. 6, 10: veifinpov 8E A.fyei TOv luxaTov (Euthym.), the
lowest in rank.
The Latin Versions have junz"or (efVulg.), minor (acff2 i), minus (d,
fJ.£tKp6npos D),juvenis (r), adu!escentior (b q).
For o fryovµ.evos we have qui prmest (a bf q), qui princeps est (r), qui
primus est(!), qui prmsens est (e), qui ducatum agit (d), qui prmcessor est
(Vulg.). In N.T. fryeoµ.a.t means "lead" only in pres. part., and most often
in Lk. It is used of any leader, ecclesiasticai ar civil (Acts vii. 10, xiv. 12,
xv. 22; Mt. ii. 6; Heh. xiii. 7, 17, 24). In LXX it is freq.

f<.7. eyw SE ev p.la<:,> op.Cw. This need not be confined to the
feet-washing (Euthym. De W. Godet, Hahn), nor to the fact that
the person who presided at the paschal meal served the others
(Hofm.): and the reference to either is uncertain. The whole of
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Christ's ministry was one of service to His disciples (Nosg. Weiss).
For ev Jl.Eu'i' see on viii. 7.
Strauss, Keim, and others regard the feet-washing recorded in Jn. as a mere
fictitious illustration of Lk. xii. 37 and xxii. 27 (L • .f. § 86, p. 542, ed. 1864;
fes. of Naz. v. p. 341 n).

28-30. Nearly the whole of this is peculiar to Lk. But comp.
Mt. xix. 28. Having rebuked them for raising the question of
precedence among themselves, Jesus shows them wherein the
privileges which they all enjoy consist, viz. in their standing by
Him in His service to others. He gives preference to none.
28. ol. 8LaJl.EJl.ElnJKOTE!l JI.ET' e11.ou. The idea of persi'stent loyalty
is enforced by the compound verb, by the perfect tense, and by
the preposition (Lft. on Gal. ii. 5): "who have perseveringly remained with Me and continue to do so" (i. 2 2 ; Heb. i. 11; 2 Pet.
iii. 4).
ev To'i:s 1mpaa11.o'Ls 11.ou. The trials to which He had been subjected during His ministry, and especially the latter portion of it.
These, even to Him, were temptations to abandon His work.
Comp. axpL KaLpov (iv. 13).
Kd.yw 8LaTl6EJ1.«L 011.'Lv. "And I on My part, in return for your
loyalty, hereby appoint to you dominion, even as My Father
appointed to Me dominion." As in i. 33, {Jaui>..da is here
"dominion" rather than "a kingdom" : comp. xxiii. 42 ; Rev.
xvii. 12; 1 Thes. ii. 12. See on xi. 2. Comp. T~v {JaaLA.Elav d~
T~v 'A>..E~av8pav 8Li8ETo (Jos. Ant. xiii. 16. 1).
A connexion with li1aJJfiK'f/ (ver. 20) is doubtful. The Ka.1v1, li1a.fJ1}K71 is
with all the faithful ; this li1a.rlfJeµa.1 seems to be confined to the Apostles.
The verb does not necessarily mean "covenant to give" or "assign by bequest," which would not fit lMfJero here, but may be used of any formal
arrangement or disposition (Hdt. i. 194, 6; Xen. Anab. vii. 3, 10; Mem.
i. 6. 13; Cyr. v. 2. 7, 9).

30. lva Ea61JTE Kal 'll'lll'IJTE. This is the purpose of conferring
regal power upon them. Some make from Ka(),J,, to {Jaui>..dav a
parenthesis and render, "I also (even as My Father appointed to
Me dominion) appoint to you that ye may eat and drink," etc.
So Theophyl. Nosg. Hahn. But {JarrLAElav belongs to both 8iar{B£µm and 8L£8Ero.
So Euthym. De W. Mey. Weiss, Schanz,
God et.
e'll'l ri)s Tpam!t11s 11.ou. The Jews commonly regarded the
Messianic Kingdom as a banquet: comp. xiii. 29, xiv. 15. Cibus
potusque, ille de quo alias dicitur. Beati qui esuriunt et sitiunf
justitiam (Bede).
Ka6~a6E e'll'l 6pov111v. The meaning of the promise is parallel to
what precedes. As they have shared the trials, so they shall share
the joy; and as they have proclaimed the Kingdom to Israel, so
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they shall exercise royal power over Israel, judging them accord·
mg as they have accepted or rejected what was proclaimed. Comp.
1 Cor. vi. 2, 3; Rev. xx. 4.
As to the verb, the readings are very various : KaOl!eufh (E F K M S U
KaOlu71uOe (H), Ka0€!71uOe (D).
But the choice lies between
KaOijuOe (B* TA), which must depend upon 1va, and Ka01}ueu0e (~ A B3 G
L Q), which rather gives this as an independent promise. In Mt. xix. 28
Ka01}ueu0e is right, and may have been transferred to this passage, as owoEKa
has been in some authorities (~DX, a b c d f1 q) with Op6vwv.

vx r A),

81-34. The Prediction of Peter's Denial
Both the prediction and the fulfilment are given in all four Gospels. A
comparison of them shows that Lk. and Jn. are quite independent of one another and of the other two. We have three separate narratives. Lk. agrees
with Jn. (xiii. 36-38) in placing the prediction in the supper-room. Mt.
(xxvi. 30-35) and Mk. (xiv. 26-30) place it on the way from the room to
Gethsemane. It is not likely that it was repeated ; and the arrangement of
Lk. and Jn. is to be preferred. But some make three predictions; two in the
room (Lk. being different from Jn.), and one during the walk to Gethsemane.
Godet regards a repetition of such a prophecy impossible de supposer (ii. p. 476).

31. Lk. makes no break in Christ's words, but it is possible
that a remark of Peter's, such as Jn. records, is omitted. The
apparent want of connexion between vv. 30 and 3 I has led to the
insertion El?TE 8e & Kvpios (~AD Q X, Latt.), as if to mark the beginning of a new subject. B LT, Sah. Boh. Syr-Sin. omit. Bede
suggests by way of connexion, Ne gloriarentur undecim apostoli,
suisve vz"n"bus tribuerent, quod soli pame inter tot millt"a Judxorum
dicerentur in tentatz"onibus permanst"sse cum Domino, ostendit et eos
sz" non juvantis se Domz"ni essent opitulatione protecti, eadem procella
cum cxten's potuisse conten'.
I(p.wv I(11111v. The repetition of the name is impressive : see
on x. 41. Contrast IIfrpE ver. 34. The whole of this address
(31, 32) is peculiar to Lk. It tends to mitigate Peter's guilt, by
showing how sorely he was tried. Lk. "ever spares the Twelve."
See pp. 146, 172, 511.
Ii Iamiviis ~~n-nlaa.To il11iis. "Satan obtained you by asking"
(RV. marg.) ; "procured your being surrendered to him," as in
the case of Job (i. 12, ii. 6): exoravit vos. Neither postulavit
(Tert. Cypr.), nor quxsivit (c), nor expett"vit (fVulg.) is adequate.
The aorist of the compound verb necessarily implies success in the
petition. In class. Grk. the mid. would generally have a good
sense : "obtained your release by entreaty." See instances in
Wetst. and Field. As in x. 18 Jesus is here communicating a
portion of His divine knowledge. See notes there and on viii. 12.
Note the plur. il11iis, which covers both uv and Tovs &8EX<f>ovo;
oov. Satan was allowed to try them all (Mt. xxvi. 31, 56; Mk.
xiv. 27, 50); Juda non contentus (Beng.). Comp. Apost. Const_
vi. 5. 4 : Test. XII. Patr. Benj. iii.
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Toii am&acu. See on i. 74 : "in order to sift." Neither verb
nor substantive (uwlov, "a sieve, winnowing riddle") is classical.
They are probably colloquial for K6uKivov and KOUKivw£iv, which
survives in modern Greek. In Amos ix. 9 we have A.iKµ.(j.v. See
Suicer, s.v.

Ut ventilet (e fff2 i l qr, Ambr.), ut vexaret (Cypr. Aug.). ut cerneret (d,
Tert. Hi!.), ad cernendum (c), ut cribraret (Vulg.).

82. lyw 8~ 4!81:~611v. See on v. 12. The lyw Sl and the aor.
are in marked contrast to Satan and his request. We may regard
l$rrrr/uaTo and l8n]017v as contemporaneous.
'll'Epl aoii.
As being the leader on whom so much depended,
and as being in special need of help, as his fall proved. Jesus
prayed for all (Jn. xvii. 2 1 9, 1 51 17 ). The interpolator of Ignatius
understands this as a prayer for all: o 8£170£ts µ.~ lKA£l11"£Lv T~v
?r{uriv Twv &.71"ouT6Awv (Smyrn. vii.) For iva after 8loµ.ai comp.
ix. 401 xxi. 36.
p.~ lK>..l1111.
"Fail not utterly, once for all." Defecit in Petro
T] lvlpy£ia Tijs 11"lUT£ws ad tempus : at l$w labejactavit, non extinxit
(Grotius).
Kal au. Answering to lyw 8l Christ has helped him : he
must do what he can for others.
'll'OTE lmaTpliJtac; ~piaov.
" When once thou hast turned
again, stablish " (RV.). It is unnatural to take 71"0T£ with UT~piuov
(Mey. Weiss); and it is a mistake to make l11"tUTptifras a sort of
Hebraism (Ps. lxxxv. 7, l?rtUTpeifras 'w,J,uw; T]µ.as), meaning "in
tum" (Grot. Maldon. Beng. ), a use which perhaps does not occur
in N.T. See Schanz. On the other hand, "when thou art converted " is too strong. It means turning again after a temporary
aberration. Yet it is not turning to the brethren, but turning from
the fault that is meant. It is not likely that the transitive sense is
meant : "convert thy brethren and strengthen them " : comp.
i. 16, 17; Jas. v. 19, and contrast Acts iii. 19, xxviii. 27; Mt.
xiii. 15; Mk. iv. 12. See Expos. Times, Oct. 1899, p. 6.
This metaphorical sense of crr'l]plS'e111 is not classical : comp. Acts xviii. 23 ;
Rom. i. II, xvi. 25; Jas. v. 8, etc. The form crr1Jp1uo11 for crr1Jp1~011 jg late.
Some Latin texts add, without any Greek authority, et rogate ne intretis
t'n temftationem (a b c e ff2 i q).

83. p.i:Til. aoii. First, with enthusiastic emphasis : "With Thee
I am ready." The impulsive reply is thoroughly characteristic. As
at the feet-washing (Jn. xiii. 6, 8) he has more confidence in his
own feelings than in Christ's word; but this version of the utterance is less boastful than that in Mt. xxvi. 33 and Mk. xiv. 29.
84. M.yw aoi, nfrpi:. For the first and last time in the Gospels
Jesus addresses him by the significant name which He had given
him. Rock-like strength is not to be found in self-confidence, but
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in humble trust in Him. Mt. and Mk. have 'Aµ,~v A.£yw uoi: Jn.
'Aµ,~v &.p.~ 'A. uoi. The solemn earnestness with which this
definite prediction was uttered made a deep impression upon all.
ai]p.Epov. Mt. has Tmfr-y Ti/ vvKTt. Mk. has both. The new
day began after sunset. See iv. 40, v. 13, and xxiii. 38 for similar
cases in which Mt. and Lk. have different parts of an expression,
of which Mk. has the whole.
o~ ct>w"1jaEL • • • &.>..EKTwp. The third of the four Roman watches
was called dAEKropo<f>wvta, gallicinium (Mk. xiii. 35; Apost. Const.
viii. 34. 1; Strabo, vii. 35; Geopon. 1153). The expression here is
equivalent to "Before this night is past." Mk. alone mentions
the double cock-crowing, and the fact that Peter, so far from being
silenced, kept on protesting with increased vehemence.
f<»s TpCs p.E &'11'a.pl'1)cro elSlvcu. This is the true reading
The Tpls is in all four Gospels : the eioePa.• in Lk. alone.

(~

B L M QX T),

85-88. § The New Conditions ; the Saying about the Sword.
The opening words mark the beginning of a new subject ; and
there is no indication of any connexion with what precedes. It is
one more proof of His care for them. Precautions and equipments,
which would have hindered them in more peaceful times, have
become necessary now. What He formerly forbade, He now enjoins. Dominus non ed,dem vivendi reguld, persecutz"onis quam pacis
tempore discipulos informat (Bede).
85. 0TE d:ll'iO"TEL>..a lip.&s aTEP 13. The wording suggests a direct
reference to x. 4, which is addressed to the Seventy. In ix. 3,
where similar directions are given to the Twelve, the wording is
different. In the source which Lk. is here using the words given
in x. 4 would seem to have been addressed to the Apostles.
There may have been some confusion in the tradition respecting
two similar incidents, or in the use which Lk. makes of it.
0

This use of vanpe'iP TLPos occurs here only in N. T. Comp. Jos. Ant.
ii. 2. 1. The pass. is thus used xv. 14; Rom. iii. 23; Heh. xi. 37.

86. 6 p.~ exwv. This is ambiguous. It may look back to
./, lxwv /3all&.vnov : " He that hath no purse, let him sell his garment and buy a sword" (Cov. Gen. Rhem. RV.). Or it may
anticipate p.&.xaipav: "He that hath no sword, let him sell his
ganuent and buy one" (Tyn. Cran. AV.). The former is far the
more probable. Only he who has no money or wallet, would sell
·the most necessary of garments (ip.&.nov, vi. 29), to buy anything.
But even the ip.d.Ttov is less indispensable than a sword ; so
.dangerous are their surroundings. "For henceforth the quesnon
with all those who continue in the land will not be whether they
possess anything or not, but whether they can exist and preserve
their lives" (Cyril Alex. Syr. Com. ad loc., Payne Smith, p. 680)
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Christ implies that His Apostles will have to rely upon their own
resources and to confront deadly hostility. Comp. Jn. xv. 18-21.
Christ does not mean that they are to repel force by force ; still
less that they are to use force in spreading the Gospel. But in a
figure likely to be remembered He warns them of the changed
circumstances for which they must now be prepared.
37. 'J...lyw yO.p lip.iv. The yap introduces the explanation of the
change from on a1l"fO"TEtAa to v~v.

To

yeypcip.p.ivov.

Comp. xx. 17;

2 Car.

iv. 13.

More often we have

Ta 'Ye"fpaµµha: xviii. 31, xxi. 22; Acts xiii. 29; Rev. xx. 12, xxii. 19.
The ln before TOVTO (r .6. A II, Vulg. Arm.) is spurious. It is the kind of

insertion which versions are apt to make for the sake of completeness: "must
yet be fulfilled." For Sei see on iv. 43 and ix. 22.

iv ~p.oL Therefore the disciples must expect no better treatment
than the Master receives (Mt. x. 24; Jn. xv._20, xiii. 16: see on
vi. 40).
Kal p.erO. dvop.wv. The Kal is part of the quotation : Kal lv roi:s
av6,uois £.\.oyluB'Y/ (Is. liii. I 2) : "even with the transgressors " is
incorrect. In AV. 11.vo,uos is translated in jive different ways:
"transgressor" (Mk. xv. 28); "wicked" (Acts ii. 23; 2 Thes.
ii. 8), "without law" ( 1 Cor. ix. 21 ), "lawless" (1 Tim. i. 9),
"unlawful" (2 Pet. ii. 8).
Ka.l yap. An extension of the argument: "and what is more."
This fulfilment is not only necessary,-it is reaching its conclusion,
"is having an end" (Mk. iii. 26). The phrase ri.\.os iixeiv is used
of oracles and predictions being accomplished. See Field, Ot.
Noroic. iii., and comp. reri>..eurai (Jn. xix. 30).
Orn. 'Ydp D, ad e ff2 i1 Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin.
'Yap would cause the omission.

Failure to see the point of the

To '11'Ep1 ~p.oil. This form of expression is found in no other Gospel ;
but the plur., Ta 'll'epl iµov, occurs xxiv. 19, 27 and is freq. in Acts (i. 3,
xviii. 25, xxiii. II, 15, xxiv. IO, 22, xxviii. 15, 31: in viii. 12, xix. 8, xxviii.
23 the Ta is probably spurious). Some texts (AXr.6. etc.) have Ta here
for T6: ea quw sunt de me (Vulg.); ea quw de me scribta sunt (Cod. Brix.).
But T6 (~ B D L Q) has been altered to the more usual expression, perhaps
to avoid the possible combination of To 7repl eµov Tiilos. There is no need to
understand 'YE'"fpaµµ!vov. Much which concerned the Christ had never been
written.

38. p.axmpa.L. Chrysostom has supposed that these were two
knives, prepared for the slaughtering (ver. 8) or carving of the
paschal lamb. In itself this is not improbable : but nowhere else
in N.T. does ,uaxaipa mean a knife. Assuming that swords are
meant, these weapons may have been provided against robbers on
the journey to Jerusalem, or against attack in the city. Peter had
one of them, and may have been the speaker here. It is one
more instance of the Apostles' want of insight, and of the
Evangelists' candour: comp. Mk. viii. 17. Schleiermacher points
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out that the obscurity of the passage is evidence of its genuine1ess and originality (p. 29g, Eng. tr.).
'1Kav6v lcrnv. Satis est (c ff2 q Vulg.), sat est (a i), suificit
(b d fl r), which last perhaps represents &.pKE'i (D). The reply is
probably the equivalent for a Hebrew formula for dismissing the
subject (Deut. iii. 26), not with impatience, but with satiety or
sorrow. Comp. lws Tov vw [iKavov] (1 Mac. ii. 33). But even if it
means that two swords are a sufficient quantity ("They are enough
for you," Syr-Sin.), it intimates that the subject is dismissed.
Bede is hardly right in his view: duo gladii suificiunt ad testimonzum sponte passi salvatoris, i.e. to prove that he could have
resisted, had He pleased. If the words apply to the swords, they
are spoken with a sad irony (p.ovovxL 3iay£Ai, Cyril Alex.), as
meaning, not that the two weapons will be sufficient for the protection of the company, but that none at all are required : they
have grievously misunderstood Him. 1 Es gilt nicht mehr mit dem
leiblichen Schwerdt fechten, sondern es gilt hinfort leiden um des
Evangelti" willen und Kreuz tragen: denn man kann wider den
Teufel nicht mit Eisen fechten ; darum ist Noth Alles dran zu setzen,
und nur das gdstliche Schwerdt, das Wort Gottes, zu /assen (Luth.).
XXII. 39-XXIII. 49. The Passion.
In this part of the
narrative of the Passion proper, i.e. from the Agony to the Death,
the particulars which are wholly or mainly peculiar to Lk. are
xxii. 51, xxiii. 6-12, 27-32 [34], 40-43, 46: and these particulars
are among the most precious details in the history of the Passion.
39-46. The Agony in the Garden.
With regard to the
omission of nearly the whole of the last discourses (Jn. xiv.-xvii.)
Godet remarks that the oral tradition was not a suitable vehicle
for transmitting such things: cetaient des tresors qu'un ca:ur d'etite
pouva# seul garder et reprodut"re. On the other hand Jn. omits
1 The Bull Unam Sanctam of Boniface vm., A.D. 1302, bases the double
power of the Papacy on this text. The following are among the most remarkable passages: Igitur Ecclesim, unius, et unt'cm unum corpus, unum caput, non
duo capita quasi monstrum, Christus scilicet et Christi vicarius, Petrus Petrique
successor• ••• In hac ejusque potestate duos esse gladios, spir#ualem videlicet
et temporalem evangelicis dictis i"nstruimur. Nam dicentibus Apostolis : Ecce
gladii duo hie ; t'n Ecclesia sdlt'cet, cum Apostolz' loquerentur; non respondit
Dominus nimis esse, sed satis. • • . Uterque ergo in potestate Ecclesim, spir£tualis
scilt'cet gladz'us, et matenalis: sed is quidem pro Ecclesia, ille vero ab Ecclesia
exercendus; ille sacerdotis, is manu Regum et militum; sed ad nutum et
pa#entiam sacerdotis. Oportet autem gladium esse sub gladzo, et temporalem .
aucton"tatem spin'tuali subjt'ci potestati • . • sic de Ecclesia et ecclesiastica
potestate venficatur vaticinium Jeremim [i. lo]: Ecce constitui te hodie super
gentes, et regna, etc. qum sequuntur. , • • Porro subesse Romano Pontifici
omnem humanam creaturam declaramus, dicimus et dejinimus omnino esse de
necesst'tate saluft's (Raynald. xxiii. p. 328 ; see Milman, Lat. Chr. Bk. xi. eh.
ix.; Robertson, Bk. vii. eh. v.; Stubbs' Moshet'm, ii. p. 261; Zoeckler, 'Handb.
d. Theo!. Wiss. ii. p. 167; Gregorovius, Stadt Rom, v. p. 562; Berchtold, Die
Bulle Unam Sanctam. Miinchen. 1888).
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the whole of this scene, although there is a clear reference to it
xviii. 11. Lk.'s narrative once more differs considerably from that
of Mt. (xxvi. 30-41) and of Mk. (xiv. 26-38), which are almost
verbatim the same ; and it is very much shorter. It is in vv. 39,
42, 46 that Lk. comes most closely to the other two.
39. l~£Mwv. From the house.
Ka.TB ro £8os. Peculiar to Lk. (i. 9, ii. 42): comp. 11'oAMKtc
<TVV~X()'Y/ 'lYJuovs lKe'i (Jn. xviii. 2).
It was no longer necessary
to keep Judas ignorant of His movements; so He follows His
usual practice. Lk. omits the vµ.v~uanes which records the
chanting of the second part of the Hallel. Jn. alone mentions the
passing of the gloomy ravine of the Kidron (xviii. r).
40. Toil T011'ou. Lk. and Jn. call it "the place,'' Mt. and Mk.
xwpfov and add the name re()O"'Y}µ.avet = " oil-press.'' The traditional
Gethsemane is a questionable site. Both Robinson and Thomson
would place the garden higher up the Mount of Olives. The
tradition is continuous from the age of Constantine, but cannot
be traced to any earlier source. Stanley inclines to accept it as
correct (Sin. &>Pal. p. 455). See D.B. 2 art. "Gethsemane."
npo11£ox£118£. This first command to pray (comp. ver. 46) is
recorded by Lk. alone. It is given to the eleven ; the second is
to the chosen three, whom Lk. does not notice particularly.
41. d.11"£11m£11811. Avulsus est (Vulg.). "He was drawn away"
by the violence of His emotion, which was too strong to tolerate
the sympathy of even the closest friends : comp. Acts xxi. 1. It
seems to be too strong a word to use of mere separation : but
comp. 2 Mac. xii. rn, 17 ; 4 Mac. xiii. r 8 ; Is. xxviii. 9.
.:ia-el. >.c9ov ~o>...Jv. Mt. and Mk. have µ1Kp6v. Comp. wcrei T6~ov fJo'A:lw
(Gen. xxi. 16): Xel'll"ETO i5ovpos ip141W (Hom. Il. xxiii. 529). The acc. in Jn.
vi. 19 is not quite pi1.raael.

8£1s TB yova.w. Lk. alone mentions this. Standing was the
more common attitude (xviii. 11; Mt. vi. 5; Mk. xi. 25; r Sam.
i. 26) : but on occasions of special earnestness or humiliation
kneeling was more natural ( r Kings viii. 54 ; Ezra ix. 5 ; Dan. vi.
rn). In N.T. kneeling is the only attitude mentioned; perhaps
in imitation of Christ's example here : Acts vii. 60, ix. 40, xx. 36,
xxi. 5 ; Eph. iii. 14. The phrase n()lvai Ta y6vaTa is not classical,
but comp. genua ponere. See on iii. 2 1 : the imperf. 11'P0111JOXETO
implies continued prayer.
42. ndnp, £t f3oo>..£t, 11'a.plv£yK£. We might have expected d
()(Aet> (comp. lav ()J.A.vs, v. 12 ), because of To ()J.A.YJµ.a in the next
sentence. But this is one of the passages which tend to show
that in N.T. ()I.Aw indicates mere choice, while f3ail/...oµ.ai implies
deliberate selection (Mt. i. 19). The latter is far less common in
N.T. In LXX there is not much difference.
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This is the only passage in which the Attic {3o6Xet for f3o6Xri is well sup·
ported. Such forms are found in some texts Mt. xxvii. 4; Jn. xi. 40;
Acts xvi. 31, xxiv. 8.
In D a c de Ha µ.'I} To 6€X11µ.a, • • • 'YEVE1T60J precedes El {3o6Xet • • • iµ.ov,
..-Xl\v being omitted. Several of the same authorities have a similar inversion

ix. 62.

The reading ra.peve-yKelv (A Q X r <l A) turns the prayer into an unfinished pleading: "Father, if Thou be willing to remove this cup from
Me. "-Comp. Exod. xxxii. 32. B D T Versions, and Orig. support 7ra.peve-yKe. Vufg. transfer calicem istum ; Tert. transfer poculum t"stud; but he
may be quoting Mk. xiv. 36 (De Ora!. iv.). Boh. Sah. Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin.
have "let this cup pass."

"11'11plvEyKE TOuTo To "ll'onjpLov cl"ll'' tp.oii.
"This cup" and the
address "Father" are in all three accounts. In 0. T. the metaphor of " cup" for a person's fortune, whether good or bad, is
very common (Ps. xi. 6, xvi. 5, xxiii. 5, lxxv. 8, etc.). In N.T.
specially of the sufferings of Christ (Mk. xiv. 36; Jn. xviii. I I;
Mt. xx. 22, 23; Mk. x. 38, 39): comp. Rev. xiv. 10, xvi. 19,
xviii. 6. In class. Grk. 7rapacp£pnv 'Tf'orrjpwv would mean to place
a cup at the side of a person, put it on the table near him
(Hdt. i. u9. 5, 133· 3; Plat. Rep. i. p. 354). But in Plutarch
7rapacp£pnv is used in the sense of "lay aside, remove" ( Camill.
xli.). Elsewhere in N.T. it is used of leading astray (Heb. xiii. 9;
Jude 12).
To 6D..1Jp.O. p.ou. Either {30-6>.:qp.a or {3ovA.~ might have been
used of the Father's will, but less suitably of Christ's (Eph. i. 1 l ).
The ywla6111 is peculiar to Lk. It recalls y£v'1]8~Tw ro 8£A.'1Jp.a
uov (Mt. vi. 10), which Lk. omits (xi. 2). For "ll'"».~v comp. x.
11, 14, 20.

43, 44. As in the case of vv. 19, 20, we have to consider whether this
passage is part of the original text. For the evidence see the additional note
at the end of eh. xxiii. One thing is certain. " It would be z"mpossible to
regard these verses as a product of the inventiveness df the scribes. They can
only be a fragment from the traditions, written or oral, which were, for a time
at least, locally current beside the canonical Gospels, and which doubtless included matter of every degree of authenticity and intrinsic value. These verses
and the first sentence of xxiii. 34 may be safely called the most precious among
the remaz"ns of this evangelic tradition which were rescued from oblivion by the·
scribes of the second century" (WH. ii. App. p. 67). It matters little whether
Lk. included them in his narrative, so long as their authenticity as evangelic
tradition is acknowledged. In this respect the passage is like that respecting
the Woman taken in Adultery.
43. wcj>61J.
"Was visible" to the bodily eye is obviously
meant. It is against the context and the use of the expression in
other places to suppose that internal perception of an invisible
spiritual presence is intended. Lk. is fond of the expression
(i. 11, ix. 31, xxiv. 34; Acts ii. 3, vii. 2, 26, 30, 35, ix. 17, xiii. 31,
xvi. 9, xxvi. 16; comp. 1 Cor. xv. 5-8), which Mt. and Mk. use
once each (xvii. 3, ix. 4), and Jn. thrice (Rev. xi. 19, xii. r, 3), but.
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not in his Gospel. The chr' oGpavou would not have been added
if the presence of the Angel was invisible.
tlviaxuwv.
Elsewhere in N.T. only Acts ix. 19, of bodily
strengthening: comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 40; Ecclus. l. 4; and this may
well be the meaning here, but without excluding the strengthening
of soul and spirit. Either would tend to produce the other ; and
the sight of His Father's messenger would strengthen both body
and spirit. Commentators have speculated as to what the Angel
said (see Corn. a Lap. ad l.). There is nothing to indicate that he
spoke. Hobart remarks of €viuxiJ£tv that, outside the LXX "its
use in the transitive sense, 'to strengthen,' is confined to Hippocrates
and St. Luke" (p. 80). In Acts ix. 19 the true reading is probably
lviuxvfJ.11•1
tv dywvl'!'·

Here only in N.T. Field contends that fear is
the radical notion of the word. The passages in which it occurs
in LXX confirm this view: 2 Mac. iii. 14, 16, xv. 19; comp.
&ywvu;iv Esth. xv. 8 [v. 1 J; Dan. i. 1 o ; 2 Mac. iii. 2 x. .It is frequently coupled with such words as cp6f3os, 8£os, cpplKTJ, etc. For
examples see Field, Ot. Norv. iii. p. 56. It is, therefore, an agony
of fear that is apparently to be understood. Mk. has &8wwv£l.v
with £K()ap./3£f.u()ai, Mt. with AV7r£l.u()ai.-lKTEVEUTEpov. "More extendedly," and hence "more persistently." This seems to be
parallel to the 7rl7rT£LV l.7rt 7rpOUW7rOV awov (Mt.) and E7rt ri7• y~>
(Mk.). Heb. v. 7 probably refers specially to this. Comp. l.KTEVws
of prayer, and £Krlv£ta of worship and service, Acts xii. 5, xxvi. 7.
44. waEL Opop.f3oL alp.aTOS KO.Taf3alvovTEs. Even if Karaf3a{vovTO'i
(~ V X, Vulg. Boh.) be right, the words do not necessarily mean
more than that the drops of sweat in some way resembled drops of
blood, e.g. by their size and frequency. But it is not likely that no
more than this is intended, or that the words are a metaphorical
expression, like our "tears of blood." That Justin in referring to
the statement omits atp.aTos-18p6.is W<Td ()p6p.f3oi KaT£X£tTo (Try.
ciii. )-does not prove that he did not understand actual blood to
be meant. Rather it shows that he considered that ()p6p.f3oi,
"clots," sufficiently expressed "drops of blood." 2
The expression "bloody sweat" is probably a correct interpretation: and
the possibility of blood exuding through the pores seems to be established by
examples. Comp. Arist. Hist. Anim. iii. 19. De Mezeray states of Charles IX.

l Even Meyer is disposed to 11.dmit that this strengthening by an Angel is
legendary, because it is "singular" (absonderlzck), and not mentioned by Mt.
or Mk., who has Peter to rest upon. Let us admit that perhaps Lk. did not
mention it either. That does not prove that it is legendary ; unless we are
prepared to admit that the ministry of Angels after the temptation, which is
analogous to this, and which is attested by both Mt. (iv. II) and Mk. (i. 13), is
legendary also.
2 In class. Grk. (Jp6µ.fJos, both with and without a.fµ.o:ros, may mean a drop
.of blood (Aesch. Eum. 184; Ckoepk. 533, 546; Plato, Crit. p. 120 A.).
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of France that "During the last two weeks of his life (May 1574) his constitution made strange efforts ••• blood gushed from all the outlets of his body,
even from the pores of his skin ; so that on one occasion he was found bathed
in a bloody sweat." See W. Stroud, The Phystl:al Cause of the Death oj
Christ, 1847, pp. 85-88, 37g-389. Schanz cites Liinarz, De sudore sanguinis,
Bonn, 1850, and Langen, Die letzten Lebenstage, p. 214. Why is a.Yµ,aTos
added, if no a,fµ,a, accompanied the l/Jpws? It would be visible in the moonlight, when Jesus returned to the disciples: ubi quidem non solt's oculis, sed
r.uasi membris omnibus jlevisse videtur (Bernard, In Dom. Palm. Serm.
ill. 4). Diatess-Tat. has " like a stream of blood."

45. Lk. is much more brief than Mt. and Mk., but adds d.vacrTac;
d.11"0 ri)c; 1rpocrwx.iJc; and also a11"o ri)c; AV11"TJ>- Prolonged sorrow
produces sleep, and in mentioning this cause of their slumber Lk.
once more "spares the Twelve." For &.vacrTac; see on i. 39, and
for a11"6 of the cause see on xix. 3, xxi. 26, xxiv. 41.
46. T( Ka9eu8eTe; The special address to Peter is omitted.
-irpoueuxeu9e lva fL~· All three assign this to the first return
from prayer. No words are recorded of the second, and Lk.
omits both it and the third. These movements are some evidence
as to Christ's human knowledge. Would He have come to the
disciples, without waking them (as seems on the second occasion
to have been the case), had He known beforehand that they were
asleep? And does not eiJp{crKetv, which is in all three, almost
imply that until He came He did not know, as in the case of the
barren fig tree (Mk. xi. 13)?
tya. p..).
"That • • • not" (Wic. RV.) rather than " lest" (Tyn.
Gen. Rhem. AV.). Comp. ver. 40, where the constr. is equivalent, although
not identical. In both places we have the pres. imperat. of continuous
prayer.

47-58. The Traitor's Kiss and the Arrest of Jesus. Mt. xxvi.
47-56; Mk. xiv. 43-52; Jn. xviii. 2-1r. It would have been
possible for Jesus to have evaded Judas by not going to the usual
place (ver. 40) or by leaving it before he arrived. The sneer of
Celsus, that Jesus went to the garden " to make His escape by
disgracefully hiding Himself," is out of place. By going and remaining where Judas must find Him, He surrendered Himself
voluntarily. As Origen says, "At the fitting time He did not
prevent Himself from falling into the hands of men" ( Cels.

ii 10).
47.
8wbeKa.

~En

mhou >..a">-ouVTos ••. ilx'>-os Kal ••• '1ou8ac; E!c; Twv

These nine words are in all three accounts. He was
still addressing the disciples when He was interrupted by a hostile
multitude led by one of the Twelve. See Blass on Acts x. 44.
cl>t">-~um a1h6v.
Lk. omits that it was a prearranged sign ; also
the xa'Lre 'Pa/3/3e{ and the fact that an ostentatiously affectionate
kiss (KaTecp{A.7Jcrev) was given. Jn. does not mention the kiss
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His narrative shows how unnecessary the treacherous signal was,
for Jesus came forward and declared Himself. 1
48. .j>L>..~fl.a.n. First, with great emphasis. "Is it with a kiss
that thou betrayest?" Osculo Filium hominz"s tradis ? hoe est
amoris pzgnore vulnus injligz"s, et caritatt"s offedo sanguinem fundis,
et pacz"s instrumento mortem z"rrogas, servus Dominum, dz"scipulus
prodz"s magi"strum, electus Auctorem (Bede). Jesus does not say,
"betrayest thou Me?" but "betrayest thou the Son of Man?"
He reminds Judas that it is the Messiah whom he is treating with
this amazing form of treachery. Mt. words Christ's rebuke very
differently : 'Eral:pe, le/) 8 7rapei. Mk. omits the rebuke.
49. KupLE, Et '!l'a.Ta~of.1.EV lv fl.a.xa.lpn ; Lk. alone records this
question. It is said that " since it was illegal to carry swords on
a feast-day, we have here another sign that the Last Supper had
not been the Passover." But if the p.axaipa. was a large knife
used for killing the lamb, this would not hold: see on ver. 38.
For the constr. see on xiii. 23 and Burton, Ii 70, 169: and for the form
µ.a. xa.lpv see on xxi.

2+

150. ets. All three use this indefinite expression : Jn. alone
tells us that it was the impetuous Peter, who acted without waiting
for Christ's reply. When Jn. wrote it was not dangerous to disclose the name of the Apostle who had attacked the high priest's
servant. And John alone gives the servant's name. As a friend
of the high priest (xviii. 15) he would be likely to know the name
Malchus. Malchus was probably taking a prominent part in the
arrest, and Peter aimed at his head.
TO o~s mhou TO 8e~L6v. Mt. has ~TCov, Mk. and Jn. ~Tapwv.
Jn. also specifies the right ear. Mt. records the rebuke to Peter,
"Put up again thy sword," etc.
51. 'EaTE lws TOUTou. The obscurity of the saying is evidence
that it was uttered : an invented utterance would have been
plainer. If addressed to the disciples (as 0.TroKpdM> implies, for
He is answering either their question or Peter's act), it probably
means, "Suffer My assailants to proceed these lengths against
Me." If addressed to those who had come to arrest Him, it
might mean, "Tolerate thus much violence on the part of My
followers,"-violence which He at once rectifies. It can hardly
mean, "Allow Me just to touch the sufferer," for He is still free,
as ver. 52 implies: the arrest takes place at ver. 54. Some even
1 It wa.s perhaps in memory of this treacherous act that the " kiss of
peace" was omitted in public service on Good Friday. Tertullian blames
those who omit it on fast-days which are less public and universal. But die
Pasckm, quo communt"s et quasz' pub!ti:a jefunfi re!igz'o est, medto depom'mu1
osculu111 (De Orat. xviii. ). At other times the omission would amount to a
proclamation that one was fasting, contrary to Christ's command.
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make Ew> rovrov masc. " to go as far as Malchus " : but comp.
Lev. xxvi. 18. In either of the>e last cases we should have had
1u after (iiu. For Uw see on iv. 4r.
i&aa.ro a.Gr6v. Lk. the physician alone records this solitary
miracle of surgery. A complete restoration of the ear is meant
and required. "He touched the ear," not the place where the
ear had been. Peter's act had seemed to place Jesus in the
wrong and to justify His enemies : He was shown to be the
Leader of dangerous persons. To undo this result it was necessary
to render Malchus uninjured, and to surrender without resistance.
This confirms the interpretation given above of 'Eiiu lw<; rovrov :
they are a public command to the disciples not to impede the
arrest. Comp. Jn. xviii. 36. Marcion omitted vv. 49-51.
In the Classlcal Review of Dec. 1893 Dr. E. A. Abbott proposes to resolve
this miracle into a misunderstanding of traditional language. The ingenuity is
unconvincing. See Additional Note p. 545.

52. Tous 11'0.pa.y1wophous t11'' a.OT6v. These are not fresh arrivalsr
but portions of the ox-Ao<; of ver. 47 more particularly described.
There is nothing improbable in the presence of &.pxiEpEls, who are
mentioned by Lk. alone. Anxiety about the arrest, which might
be frustrated by a miscalculation of time, or by the people, or by
a miracle, would induce them to be present. For aTpa.n1yous Tou
t£pou see on ver. 4. Jn. tells us that Roman soldiers with their
chief officer were there also (xviii. 3, 12). Jesus addresses the
Jewish authorities, who are responsible for the transaction.
The reading br' a&r6v (A B D LT X r A II), "against Him" (RV.), is to
be preferred to 1t'p/Js a&r6v (t( G H R .l), "to Him" (AV.) ; but Tisch., with
his bias for at, adopts the latter.

'ns t11'l >..nan]v. First with emphasis. These words down to
Ka.8' .Y,1dpav are the same in all three accounts. Jesus is not a
bandit (x. 30, xix. 46). The fact that they did not arrest Him

publicly, nor without violence, nor in the light of day, is evidence
that the arrest is unjustifiable. Perhaps ~ukwv means "clubs," as
Rhem. fromfustibus (Vulg.): comp. Jos. B.J. ii. 9. 4.
58. Every point tells : "Every day there was abundant opportunity; you yourselves were there; the place was the most public
in the city; and you made no attempt to touch Me." The
sentence is certainly not a question (Hahn). Tisch. does not
make even the first part, from w<; to ~vA.wv, a question : sb also
Wic. and Cran.
d.>..l..' a.ifni £ar(v, "But the explanation of such outrageous
conduct is not difficult. This is your hour of success allowed
by God ; and it coincides with that allowed to the power of
darkness." So Euthym. i!Jpa £v ii 8Vvap.iv £A.a/3£r£ 1'a.r' Q.tov 8E&8w :'
3~
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comp. Jn. viii. 44- Perhaps there is an intimation that the night
is a fit season for such work: comp. Jn. xiii. 30, and see Schanz,
P· 529.
~ ~~ouaCa. Toil CTKOTou<;. See Lft. on Col. i. 13, where the same
phrase occurs. He points out that ~eovrrla is sometimes used of
unrestrained and tyrannical power, as well as of delegated and
constitutional power. But the latter may be the meaning here.
It is by Divine permission that Satan is ;, apxwv TOV KOfT/WV
ToVTov (Jn. xiv. 30).
Lk. omits the flight of all the disciples, which Mt. and Mk.
record. This is further evidence, if any be needed, that Lk.
exhibits no animus against the Twelve. See on ver. 45 and vi. 13.
154-62. Peter's Denials are recorded in detail by all four
Evangelists, who tell us that three denials were predicted (Mt.
xxvi. 34; Mk. xiv. 30; Lk. xxii. 34; Jn. xiii. 38), and record three
denials (Mt. xxvi. 70, 72, 74; Mk. xiv. 68, 70, 71; Lk. xxii. 57,
58, 60; Jn. xviii. 17, 25, 27). As already pointed out, Lk. and
Jn. place the prediction during the supper, Mk. and Mt. on the
road to the Mount of Olives, which is less likely to be correct, if
(as is probable) the prediction was made only once.
As to the tkree denials, all four accounts are harmonious respecting the first,
but differ greatly respecting the second and third. The first denial, provoked
by the accusation of the maid, seems to have led to a series of attacks upon S.
Peter, which were mainly in two groups; and these were separated from one
another by an interval, during which he was not much noticed. Each of the
four narratives notices some features in these groups of attacks and denials: but
it is unreasonable to suppose that they profess to give the exact words that were
spoken in each case. See on viii. 24 for Augustine's remarks on the different
words recorded by the three Synoptists as uttered during the storm on the lake.
Alford on Mt. xxvi. 69, and Westcott in an additional note on Jn. xviii., have
tabulated the four narratives: see also Rushbrooke's Synoptzi:on, p. 114. With
these helps the four can readily be compared clause by clause ; and the independence of at least three of them soon becomes apparent. This independence
results from truthfulness, and the variations will be a difficulty to those only who
hold views of verbal inspiration which are contradicted by abundant phenomena
both in O. T. and N. T.. "St. Luke adds force to the episode by placing all
three denials together. With St. John, however, dramatic propriety is sacrificed
to chronological accuracy" (Lft. Biblical Essays, p. 191).

M. Iu>..>..a.~clvTE<;. All four use this verb in connexion with the
arrest of Jesus. It is freq. in Lk., especially of the capture of
prisoners: Acts i. 16, xii. 3, xxiii. 27, xxvi. 21. Jn. tells us that
they bound Him and took Him 7rpos ~Avva.v 7rp0rrov, i.e. before His
being examined by Caiaphas, as recorded Mt. xxvi. 57-68 and
Mk. xiv. 53-65. Both these examinations were informal. They
were held at night, and no sentence pronounced in a trial held at
night was valid. Hence the necessity for a formal meeting of the
Sanhedrin after daybreak, to confirm what had been previously
decided. This third ecclesiastical trial is mentioned by all the
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Synoptists (ver. 66; Mt xxvii. 1; Mk. xv. 1); whereas Jn. gives
only the first (xviii. 12 ), and shows that it was in connexion with
it that Peter's denials took place. Lk. can hardly be said to give
either of the first two hearings. He says that Jesus was taken to
the high priest's house, and was there denied by Peter and
ill-treated by His captors ; and then he passes on to the formal
assembly of the Sanhedrin; but there is no mention of any
previous examination. With the help of the other narratives,
however, we obtain an account of all three hearings. The space
devoted by all four to these Jewish and Roman trials seems to be
out of proportion to the brief accounts of the crucifixion. But
they serve to bring out the meaning of the crucifixion by exhibiting the nature of the Messiahship of Jesus. Why was Jesus condemned to death by the Sanhedrin ? Because He claimed to be
the Son of God. Why was He condemned to death by Pilate?
Because He claimed to be the King of the Jews.
fjyayov K«l etui]yayov. "They led Him (away) and brought
Him." The latter verb is a favourite with Lk. See on ii. 27.
Dr, Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. some Old Lat. texts Vulg. Aeth. omit Ka.I el<TfrtA'YOI'.

ets rl)v o£K(av Toil dpxLeplws.
It is impossible to determine
whether this means of Annas or of Caiaphas (comp. iii. 2 and
Acts iv. 6): but the narrative of Jn. (xviii. 12-24) renders it
highly probable that Annas and his son-in-law Caiaphas shared
the same palace, occupying different parts of it. As Lk. records
no examination of Christ before either of them, we do not know
whether he connects Peter's fall with the hearing before Annas (as
Jn.), or with that before Caiaphas (as Mt. and Mk.). All that he
tells us is that Jesus was kept a prisoner and insulted between the
night arrest and the morning sitting of the Sanhedrin. Possibly
his authorities told him no more. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 100.
~Ko>..ou9eL p.«Kp69ev.
This following at a distance is noted by
all three. Quod sequitur, amoris est, quod e longo, timorz's.
55. 'll"EpLmltdVTwv. Here only in N.T. Comp. 3 Mac. iii. 7.
This would be April, at which time cold nights are not uncommon
in Jerusalem, which stands high.
AD RX r A A II have d.y11i11Tw11, which is peculiar to Lk. in the sense of
kindling: viii. 16, xi. 33, xv. 8; Acts xxviii. 2. For lv ,.EO''f' see on viii. 7.
lK0.911To ~ nfrpo11 ,.ea-011 a.imiiv. Cod. Am. and other MSS. of Vulg.
have erat Petrus in media eorum. All Greek texts have iKdlJTJTO. Where
did J::rome find i'jv? See on ix. 44
Here only in N.T. is <TV11Ka.IJlfw intransitive: contrast Eph. ii. 6. D G,
bcdefff2 ilq Vulg. Arm. Syr-Sin. have Tep1Ka.IJ11Tanw11. But a (consedentz'bus) supporu NAB LRX etc. (<Tv11Ka.IJ11Td11Tw11): and this is doubtles!i
right.
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156. 1'rcul>LaK'IJ. All four use this word of the person who
began the attack on Peter. Jn. says that she was the doorkeeper.
It was not Pilate, nor any of the Sanhedrin, nor a mob of soldiers,
but a single waiting - maid, who frightened the self - confident
Apostle into denying his Master. Note then~.
-rrpos TO +ws. Comp. Mk. xiv. 54. For dTEvCaaaa, which is a
favourite word with Lk. (iv. 20 and often in Acts), Mk. has
£p.f3A.ltftaua.
Kal o~Tos uuv a&Ti!» ~"·

The meaning of the Kalis not obvious:
as well as who? Possibly S. John, who was present and known to
the household. With uvv avr~ ~v comp. xxiv. 44; Acts xiii. 7.
The fondness of Lk. for uvv here comes out. Mk. and Mt. have
p.ETa, and Jn. has EK rwv p.a071rwv.
57. O&K o?Sa aihov. For avrov Mk. and Mt. have the less
explicitly false rl >..lyEir;. Lk. has 8 >..lyw; ver. 60, where they have
TOV avOpw7rOV. Here Lk. again mitigates by omitting the oath
which -accompanied the second denial (Mt.), and the cursing and
swearing which accompanied the third (Mt. Mk.). This first
denial seems to have been specially public, ~p.7rpou0Ev 7ravrwv (Mt.).
58. p.ml ~paxu. Lk. alone states that a second denial followed
close on the first. For lnpor; Mt. has a>..>..71, Mk. r, 7raLBl<TK7J, Jn.
E!7rov. For O.v9pw-rrE see on xii. 14.
59. 8taaTnO"'l)s i:iael iiSpas p.tiis. Mk. and Mt. say p.Era p.iKpov.
The classical 8dur711u is peculiar to Lk. (xxiv. 51; Acts xxvii. 28.
In LXX Exod. xv. 8 ; Prov. xvii. 9, etc.).
CJ.>..>..os TLS. Jn. says a kinsman of Malchus; Mt. and Mk. say
the bystanders. In this third attack all four call attention to the
positiveness of the speaker ; because he had seen Peter in the
garden with Jesus (Jn.), and because of Peter's Galilean >..a>..i&.
(Mt.). The Galileans are said to have mixed the gutturals in
pronunciation, and to have had in some respects a peculiar
vocabulary.
8ttaxuplteTo. Classical, but only here and Acts xii. l 5 in bibI.
Grk.
60. -rrapaxp~p.a.
All four note how quickly the crowing
followed upon the third denial. Lk. has his favourite 7rapaxp~p.a
and Mk. his favourite eMvs: comp. v. 25, viii. 44, 55, xviii. 43.
But the graphic ~TL >..a>..ouVTos a&Tou is given by Lk. alone.
l<f>wv'l)aev d>..lKTwp. No article: "a cock crew." A few cursives
insert A.
The objection which has been raised, that the Talmud pronounces fowls
which scratch on dungheaps to be unclean, is futile. In this the Talmud is
inconsistent with itself: and Sadducees would have no scruples about what was
not forlildden by the written law. Certainly Romans would have no such
scruples.

61. aTp«cj>els.

Lk. alone preserves this incident.

Peter is
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probably still in the court, while Jesus is inside: It is improbable
that Jesus was present when Peter denied Him.' He may have
been visible through door or window, but scarcely within hearing.
The aTpa.lj>els ev€f3Xei!tev may have taken place as He was being
led to or from the examination before Caiaphas.
<rfif'epov. Lk. alone repeats this word, as Mk. repeats his o£s:
otherwise all three have the same words, Jn. omits Peter's recollection of the warning and also his bitter weeping.
The ufiµ,epo11 is omitted in AD r A A and several Versions, but it is attested
by i:ot BK L MT, Boh. Sah. Syr-Sin, Aeth. b ff2 l.
62. WH. bracket this verse, which is wanting in a be ff2 i 1.. r, But o
Ilbpos (Ar 4 A, Vulg.) is no doubt an addition both here and Mt. xxvi 75.

63-65. The First Mocking. As Lk. omits the examination by
Caiaphas, it is impossible to determine whether he places this
mocking before or after it. He knows that Jesus, after being
denied by His chief Apostle, was insulted by His captors, and then
taken before the Sanhedrin. His omissions seem to show that
he is making no use of Mt. or Mk. Comp. Mt. xxvi. 67, 68 ; Mk.
xiv. 65.
63. ot auvlxoVTES uih6v. Not members of the Sanhedrin, but
the servants or soldiers in whose charge Jesus had been left. Here
only is avvex£tv used of holding fast a prisoner. Comp. viii. 45 ;
xix. 43. See Deissmann, Bibelstudi'en, p. 158.
Slpovn,. Comp. xii. 47, xx. 10. Of the five expressions which are used
in describing these blows each Evangelist uses two : Lk. i5EpovTEs and -ira.lua.s ;
Mt. t!KoM<j><<ra.v and t!pd:irwa.v; Mk. Ko'Aa.<j>ljeiv and /wrrluµ,a.u<v f/\a.{Jov.
Comp. the treatment of the Apostles, Acts v. 40; and of S. Paul, Acts
xxi. 32, xxiii. 2. Lk. omits the spitting. All three have the npocf>..]Te11crov.
65. lTepa. 11"0>..M.. Comp. iii. 18. The statement here is made by Lk.
only. On the combination of participle and verb, describing the same action
from different points of view, see Burton,§ 121,

66-71. The Third Jewish Trial. The Sanhedrin could hold
no valid meeting before daybreak, and what had been irregularly
done in the night had to be formally transacted after dawn.1
Comp. Mt. xxvii. l ; Mk. xv. I. But Lk. is quite independent;
whereas Mt. and Mk. have much in common.
66. ws eyEVETO ~f'Epa.. All three note the early hour: euOvs
1Tpwl (Mk.), 7rpw£as oe yevop.w'l)> (Mt.). The expression ~p.lpa.
y£veTai is characteristic of Lk. Comp. iv. 42, vi. 13; Acts xii. 18,
xvi. 35, xxiii. l 2, xxvii. 29, 33, 39.
. To -rrpeaf3iJTEpLov Tou >..a.ou, &pxLepeLs TE Ka.l ypa.f'f'O.TELS. The
meaning is that the three component parts of the Sanhedrin met,
1
Synedrium magnum sedet a sacrificio jugi matutino ad sacrificium juge
pomeridianum (M.aimonides, Sanhed. iii.) ; sessiones judt"cii sunt instituendtB
mane, non autem postquam homo edit et bib# (Synops. Soh. p. 56 n. 2).
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and that Jesus was brought before the whole assembly. Mt. and
Mk. also give the parts as well as the whole ; but the place of
meeting is not given by any. That portions of what is recorded of
one examination should resemble portions of what is recorded of
another is natural. Before Annas, Caiaphas, and the Sanhedrin
the same questions would be asked. At this last and only valid
trial everything of importance would have to be repeated. It is
probable that To uvvl8pwv atrrwv is here used in a technical sense
for the Great Council or Sanhedrin. Comp. Acts iv. 15, v. 21, 27,
34, 41, vi. 12, 15, xxii. 30, xxiii. 1, 6, 15, 20, 28, xxiv. 20. See
Herzog, art. Synedrium; Keim, Jes. of Naz. vi. pp. 63-72;
Edersh. L. &- T. ii. pp. 553-557; Hist. ofJ. N. eh. v.; Farrar,
L. of C. II. Excurs. xiii. ; and above all Schurer, J. P. in T. of
f. C. II. i. pp. 163-195, where the literature of the subject is
given.
Note the TE Ka.£, which neither Mt. nor Mk. has. In the Gospel Lk.
never has TE without Ka.£ following: ii. r6, xii. 45, xxi. I I, etc.

67. Et uu d 6 XptUTos, Etirov ~f.1.LV. Sz" tu es Chn"stus, dzc nobz"s
(Vulg.). The ei is conditional, and the emphasis is on o XptuT6>,
not on m1. This is the simplest construction, and is adopted by
Luth. Wic. Rhem. RV. De W. Schanz, Mey. Nosg. Go. Hahn, etc.
Others prefer, "Art Thou the Christ? tell us" : so Erasm. Tyn.
Cran. Gen. AV. Or, "Tell us whether Thou art the Christ":
Ewald and some others. The question was vital ; and in the
examination recorded by Mt. and Mk. it was coupled with " Art
Thou the Son of God?" (ver. 70 ).
'EO.v Of.1.LV • • • diroKpt6T)n. This part of Christ's reply is
peculiar to this occasion, whereas what follows (ver. 69) is almost
verbatim as in Mt. and Mk. The meaning seems to be, " If I
tell you that I am the Christ, ye will assuredly not believe ; and if
I try to discuss the question, ye will assuredly refuse to do so."
Note that here the proceedings are conducted by the Sanhedrin as
a body ; not, as in the· earlier trial, by the high priest alone (Mt.
xxvi. 62, 63, 65; Mk. xiv. 60, 61, 63). For the addition~ a'IJ"oAv<rYJT£ see additional note at the end of eh. xxiii.
69. diro roil viiv 8€. His glorification has already begun : Jn.
xii. 31. Hoe ipsum erat iter ad gloriam (Beng.) Comp. the
parallel Acts vii. 56, where see Blass.

oe

The is thus placed because d7ro TOV JIVJI is virtually one word. TR. with
I' A A II, Sah. omits 8e, and Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. substitute "(dp. The Latin
Versions are again interesting in their rendering of d7ro Toll vGv: a modo
(acdr), ex koc (fVulg.): see on i. 48 and also on v. ro.

70. El'll"av 8£ irnVTES. The 'll"ifvTE> is again peculiar to Lk.
(vii. 35, xix. 37, xx. 18): in Mt .. and Mk. the high priest asks the
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question. In the allusion to Dan. vii. 13 they recognize a claim
to Divinity, and they translate o vios Toii &v8ponrov into o viOs Toi:
@rnii. But it is not clear whether by the latter they mean the
Messiah or something higher.
lip.ELS >..lyETE on l.yw elp.L. Both here and Jn. xviii. 37 "that I
am " (English Versions, Godet) is more probable than "because 1
am" (Luth. Weiss, Hahn). A third possibility, to make the whole
a question, is worth noting. For other cases of ambiguous on
comp. i. 45, vii. 16, xix. 31.
71. fJKouaa.~tev. "We have heard" that He claims to be the
Messiah and the Son of God. It is quite natural that in accusing
Him to Pilate nothing is said about this charge of blasphemy,one of great weight with the Sanhedrin, but which the heathen
procurator would not appreciate.
xxm. 1-7. The Civil Trial before Pilate. Comp. Mt.
xxvii. 2, 11, 12; Mk. xv. 1-3; Jn. xviii. 28-37. Lk. assumes
that his readers know that Jesus was condemned to death by the
Sanhedrin. But it was necessary to have Him condemned by the
Roman procurator also, in order that the sentence might be
executed, and without delay, by him who possessed p.£XPi Tov
Knlvnv l~ovulav (Jos. B. J. ii. 8. 1).1 It is almost certain that at
this time the Jews were deprived of the right of inflicting capital
punishment. They sometimes did inflict it and risked the consequences, as in the case of S. Stephen : and the Romans sometimes
found it expedient to ignore these transgressions (Jn. v. 18,
vii. 1, 25, viii. [5,] 59; Acts v. 33, xxi. 31, xxvi. 10). A good deal
would depend upon the character of the execution and the humour
of the procurator. But besides Jn. xviii. 31 we have the express
statement, quadraginta annis ante vastatum templum ablata sunt
judicia capitalia ab Israi!le (Bab. Sanh. f. 24, 2). See Blass on
Acts vii. S7.
But it is quite possible that in some of the cases in which the Jews are represented as trying to put persons to death, the meaning is that they wished to
hand them over to the Romans for execution. See notes on Jn. xviii. 31 in
Camb. Grk. Test. In the accounts of this Roman trial we have the attempts of
the Jews to induce Pilate to condemn Jesus contrasted with Pilate's attempts to
save Him from execution. The Sanhedrin hoped that Pilate would confirm their
sentence of death ; but Pilate insists on trying the case himself. This he does
1 The expressions jus gladii and potestas gladii are of later date.
Professor
Chwolson argues that the Sadducees were dominant when Jesus was condemned
to death. It was against the law as maintained by the Pharisees to sentence a
criminal and execute him within a few hours. The law required an interval of
forty days for the collection of evidence on his behalf. It was the Sadducees,
the servile upholders of Roman authority, who took the lead against Christ.
They were the wealthy class, who lived on the temple sacrifices and dues, and
therefore were bitter antagonists of a Teacher whose doctrine tended to the
reform of lucrative abuses (Das letzte Passamakl Christi, etc., Appendix).
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in his 7rpa<-rwpwv or palace (Mt. xxvii. 27; Mk. xv. 16; Jn. xviii. 28, 33,
xix. 9). But we do not know where this was. A little later than this (Philo, Leg.
ad Gaium, § 38, ed. Mangey, ii. 589) the Roman governor resided in "Herod's
Prretorium," a large palace on the western hill of the city. But Pilate may have
used part of the fortress Antonia, the site of which is supposed to be known;
and some conjecture that a chamber with a column in it is the scene of the
scourging. For the rather considerable literature concerning Pilate see Leyrer
in Herzog, art. Pilatus, sub Jin., and Schiirer, Jewish People, etc. I. ii. p. 82,
who refers especially to G. A. Millier, Pontius Pilatus, Stuttgart, 1888.

I. dvaO"T&.v ihra.v TO ir>.:ij&os. All three words are characteristic:
see on i. 39, on iii. 21, and on i. ro. The whole body of the
Sanhedrin (a~n7w) is meant, not including the populace, who at
this point are not mentioned in any of the accounts.
eirl TOv nEL>..tiTov. Neither in order to shift the responsibility
on to him, nor to avoid disturbing the feast with a Jewish execution, nor to ensure death by crucifixion, but simply in order to get
their own sentence of death confirmed.
2. Lk. is alone in giving clearly the three political charges,
which could not fail to have weight with Pilate : ( 1) seditious
agitation, (2) forbidding tribute to Tiberius, (3) assuming the title
of king. The point of ~p~aVTo seems to be that they began to do
all this, but Pilate interposed: comp. v. 21, xii. 45, xiii. 25, xix. 37.
The TouTov is probably contemptuous : "this fellow" (Tyn. Cov.
Cran. Gen. AV.). Whether eupafJ-EV refers to "catching in the
act " or to " discovering by investigation " is not certain.
The form eVpaµev is well attested here (B* LT X) as avefJpav in ii. 16. In
Sam. xvii. 20 we have dipa.11 with -1jMa.11 and 7rapf}Mav. See small print
on i. 59.
2

8taO"Tpe4>oVTa TO l9vos ti11-wv. They imply that the perversion of
the nation was seditious. The excitement caused by Christ's
ministry was notorious, and it would not be easy to prove that it
had no political significance. For the verb comp. ix. 41 ; Acts
xiii. lo, xx. 30; Exod. v. 4; I Kings xviii. 17, 18.
KfllMoVTa 4>6pous Ka~uapL 8L86vm.
Jesus had done the very
opposite a day or two before (xx. 25). But this second charge
seemed to be of one piece with the third. If He claimed to be a
king, He of course would forbid tribute to a foreign power. Vulg.
wrongly changes the dare of Lat. Vet. to dari.
XptuTov ~autMa. "Messias, a king" (comp. ii. l l) is more
probable than either "King Messias," or, "an anointed king"
(Schegg). They add (3aui'A.ia that Pilate may know the political
significance of Xpt<rTo> (Schanz). It is here that the charge made
before Pilate approximates to the charge on which they condemned
Jesus (xxii. 69-7 l ). But with them it was the theological significance of His claim that was so momentous: and this Pilate
.could not regard.
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Epiphanius (Marc. 316, 317, 346) tells us that after 61auTpi<f>oJl'Ta. TO UJvos
Marcion inserted Kai KaTaMoV'Ta. TOv v6µ.ov Kai Taus 7rpo<f>f,Ta.s ; and that after
KwMona • • • l51Ci6va1 he added Kai d.7roUTpl</Jona Tas -yvvalKas Kai Ta
TlKva.
The former of these interpolations is found in various MSS. of
the Old Latin, et solventem legem [nostram] et prophetas (bee ff2 i 1q), and in
some MSS. of Vulg. (E QR), while the latter is added to ver. 5 in some Old
Latin texts : see below. Prof. Rendel Harris attributes these insertions to
Marcion himself, who was himself accused of these things, Texts & Studies,
ii. 1, p. 230. See small print note on xvi. 17.
·

3. :Iu £1 & f3mn>..eus Twv 'lou8a(wv; All four record this question,
and in exactly these words. The pronoun is emphatic, implying
that His appearance was very much against such a claim.
:Iu >..iye•s. Like the reply in xxii. 70, this is probably not interrogative. It condenses a conversation given at greater length by
Jn., without whose narrative that of the three is scarcely intelligible.
It would be extraordinary that Pilate should simply hear that Jesus
admitted that He claimed to be King of the Jews, and at once declare, "I find no fault in this man." But a conversation with Jesus
had convinced Pilate that He was a harmless enthusiast. He did
not claim to be a king in the ordinary sense.
4. KaL TOUS ox>..ous. The first mention of them. The procession
of the Sanhedrin would attract a crowd ; and perhaps some had
come to ask for the customary release of a prisoner (Mk. xv. 8).
afriov = alTla is peculiar to Lk., and is always combined with a negative :
22 ; Acts xix. 40.

vv. 14,

5. br(axuov. Intransitive, as in I Mac. vi. 6, so that nothing
is to be understood : "they were the more urgent," invalescebant
(Vulg.). They became more definite in their accusations, because
Pilate took the matter too easily.
Ka0' o>..'l)s Tijs 'lou8a(as. Comp. iv. 44· Whether this means
the whole of Palestine (i. 5, vii. 17; Acts ii. 9, x. 37, xi. 1, 29) or
Judrea proper (ii. 4 ; Acts i. 8, viii. I), is uncertain. In either
case we have allusion to an activity of Jesus in southern Palestine
of which Lk. records very little.
cbro Tijs ra>..1>..a(as. Nutrix sediti'osorum hominum (Grot.). The
i!ws cii8e may have special reference to the triumphal entry into
Jerusalem; but it may also refer to previous visits of Jesus to the
city.
With the constr. d.ptdµ.evos d.7ro ••• lws comp. Acts i. 22; Mt. xx. 8;

Un.

viii. 9].

The very words Ka!J' ll>..'l]s T?js 'lovCialas, d.ptdµ.evos d.7ro T?js

ra.>..1>..alas occur Acts x. 37.

At the end of ver. 5 Cod. Colb. adds et .filios 11ostros et uxore' avertit a
nobt's, non enim baptizatur sicut nos; and Cod. Palat. has the same down to
nobt's, and continues non enim baptizantur sicut et nos nee se mundant.
The retention of" Jewry" in AV. here, Jn. vii. 1, and Dan. v. 13 (where the
same word is translated "Jewry" and "Judah ") was probably an oversight.
7. hnyvov<;. Freq. in LI<. in the sense of "thoroughly ascertain";
vii. 37 ; Acts xix. 34, xxii. 29, xxiv. II, xxviii. I- etc.
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dvl'!l'ep..Jtev aihov. The verb may be used in the legal sense of
"sending up" to a higher authority or "referring " to another
jurisdiction, like remitto, which Vulg. has here and vv. II, 15:
comp. Acts xxv. 2 1 ; Jos. B . .f. ii. 20. 5 ; Philo, De Great. Prin.
viii. But in vv. 11, 15 the meaning "send back" is more suitable,
and may be retained here: comp. Philem. 12. If Jesus originally
belonged to Herod's jurisdiction, sending Him to Herod was
sending Him back ; just as the man born blind is said to recover
his sight (O.va(3A.£Treiv), because sight is natural to man (Jn.
ix. 15, 18). It was perhaps chiefly in order to get rid of a difficult
case, or to obtain official evidence from the tetrarch, that Pilate
sent Jesus, rather than merely to conciliate Antipas. Justin says
that Pilate xapi,6µevos 8e8eµlvov TOV '!7JUOVV (TrEfLtfrE (Try. ciii.) ; and
comp. Vespasian allowing Agrippa to have the prisoners who came
from the latter's kingdom (Jos. B . .f. iii. 10. 10). Herod had
come up to keep the feast, and probably occupied the palace of
the Asamonreans (B . .f. ii. 16. 3; Ant. xx. 8. II).
8-12. §The Trial before Herod. It has been noticed by
Schleiermacher that its omission by Jn. is no serious objection to
its authenticity. "The transaction is too circumstantially detailed
to admit a doubt, and our reporter seems to have had an acquaintance in the house of Herod who supplied him with this fact, as
John seems to have had in the house of Annas" (S. Luke, p. 304,
Eng. tr.). Joana, the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward (viii. 3),
w~uld be a likely source of information : see on viii. 3 and
XXlV. IO.

8. ~v 6€>..wv, TO dKoUeLv, ~>.'ll'Ltev. These expressions indicate
the continuance of the wishing, hearing, and hoping : comp. ix. 9.
Such curiosity is not gratified any more than the demand for signs
from heaven (xi. 29). With ~~ iKavwv XPovwv comp. XP6v<i! iKavri'
(viii. 27; Acts viii. II), XP6vovs iKavovs (xx. 9).
TR. follows AR r ~ A in reading e~ lKa;voD, to which H M X IT add
But ~ B D LT, Sah. Arm. give the plural.

x_p6vov.

9. a1hos Se oi)8ev 4'11'eKplvaTo ailT~. " But He on His part
answered him nothing." The language and tone of Antipas
showed that he was in no condition to profit by anything that
Jesus might say: see on iii. 1. "He regarded Jesus as a sight."
For 4'11'EKptvaTO comp. iii. 16.
Cod. Colb. adds quasi non audi'ens: and Syr-Cur. has the more remarkable quasi tum i/Ji erat. This may have suggested the possibly Docetic touch
in the Gospel of Peter, " He held His peace as in no wise feeling- pain." Both
Syr-Cur. and Syr-Sin. for e11 X6'yo1s lKa;vot:s have "in cunning words." SyrSin. omits uv. 10, II, 12.
10. tcrn)Kncrav. This, and not d<TrfiKe1v, is the pluperf. of 'l<rra.µa.1.
The evidence varies in the fourteen places ; but ltrrlin111 is never a mere
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itacism, and is freq. in LXX. Even B, which often prefers e' to '• supports
~Ke1 five times (WH. ii. App. p. 162).
w..-.Sv..,11. "At full stretch, vehementlr.,'' in N.T. only here and Ac.ts
xviii. 28: comp. Josh. vi. 8; 2 Mac. xii. 23. In Latin texts we have
instanter (c),jortiter (d), vehementer (a r), constanter (fVulg. ). Apparently
they had kept silence while Herod was questioning Jesus ; but His silence
had exasperated them. Syr-Sin. omits vv. 10-12.

11. l~ou9Evi]aa.s • • • lp.ira.l~a.s. These participles are put first
in their clauses with emphasis. Herod's baffled curiosity takes
this despicable revenge: comp. xviii. 9; Gal. iv. 14. We need
not suppose that Antipas formally pronounced Him innocent,
but that he did not condemn Him to death. He evaded the
responsibility, as Pilate tried to do. In the Gospel of Peter Herod
sentences the Lord; and when "Joseph, the friend of Pilate and
of the Lord," asks Pilate before the crucifixion for the Lord's body,
Pilate sends to ask Herod for it. The chief guilt throughout is
transferred from Pilate to Herod and the Jews.
auv TO~§ aTpO.TEUfJ-0.0'LV. Probably a guard of honour : cum militibus suis (f). It was one of these perhaps that he had sent to
behead John in the prison (Mk. vi. 27; Mt. xiv. 10). It was fitting
that the prince who had murdered the Baptist should mock the
Christ.
l.p.ira.(~a.s. He treats Him as a crazy enthusiast, and gives a
mock assent to His claim to be a king, which the scribes no
doubt reported. Latin texts have irrisit (c), i·nludens (d), deludens
(r), delusum (a), in/us# (Vulg.).
la9~Ta. >..a.p.irp&v.
"A bright robe," splendt.dum (c), rather than
"a white robe," candida (a), alba (f Vulg.). That it was a toga
candida to mark Him as a candidate for royalty, is not likely: it
was to mark Him as already king. The epithet does not indicate
its colour, but its "gorgeous " character : comp. J as. ii. 2, 3. In
Acts x. 30 it is used of angelic apparel. Elsewhere in N.T. i.a9~s
occurs only xxiv. 4; Acts i. 10, xii. 21 : comp. 2 Mac. viii. 35,
xi. 8.
12. i.yl.voVTo 8~ cj>£>..oL. Although Pilate failed in the attempt to
transfer the responsibility to Herod, yet something was gained by
the transaction. In the Gospel of Peter Herod addresses him as
'A8eA.cpf: IfoAiiTE. The cause of enmity may easily have been some
dispute about jurisdiction.
Ephrem conjectured that the enmity arose through Pilate sending soldiers
to punish the chief men of Galilee who had been the guests of Herod when he
put the Baptist to death, and that this was the occasion when the blood of
Galileans was mingled with their sacrifices. For the importance of this
strange idea as a link in the evidence respecting the Diatessaron see Rendel
Harris in Contemp. Review, Aug. 1895, p. 279.
D transposes the clauses, and has a..,,lilQ: for tx8pQ: : 61"Tes liE '" a..,,lilQ: o II .
.s. o'H. fyevoPTO <f,C/l.o' '" o.{JTij T. 1,µ.. So also Cod. Colb. cum essent autem
in dissensionem pit. et her. facti stttd 4Piici in ilia die.
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18-~. The vain Attempts of Pilate to avoid Sentencing Jesus
to Death. Comp. Mt. xxvii. 15-26; Mk. xv. 6-15. Pilate's first
two expedients had failed : ( 1) telling the Jews to deal with the
case themselves; (2) sending it to Herod. He now tries two
others: (3) to release Him in honour of the feast; (4) to scourge
Him and let Him go. Roman dislike of a grnss injustice to an
innocent person possibly influenced him ; but perhaps the chief
motive was the superstitious fear, produced by his wife's dream
and confirmed by Christ's bearing and words. Jn. states that he
again and again declared Jesus to be innocent (xviii. 38, xix. 4, 6).
In wording Lk. is not very similar to either Mt. xxvii. 15-26 or
Mk. xv. 6-15; but the substance of all three is the same. Jn. is
more full and quite independent ; he distinguishes the conversation inside the prretorium with Jesus and outside with the Jews.
18. uuvKa>..eu&,...evos. See on ix. 1. Pilate in taking the matter
in hand again summons not only the hierarchy, whose bitterness
against Jesus he knew, but the populace, whom he hoped to find
more kindly disposed, and able to influence their rulers.
14. 1hroCTTpecj>ona Tov >..aov. " Seducing the people from their
allegiance." He condenses the three charges in ver. 2 into one.
Note the emphatic lye!, and the lvwmov vp.wv: the one anticipates
'Hp<i'811s, and the other implies that they know with what thoroughness the case has been investigated.
d.vaKptvas. In its forensic sense of a judicial investigation the
word is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (Acts iv. 9, xii. 19, xxiv. 8,
xxviii. 18). But the classical use for a preliminary examination
must not here be pressed. See Diet. of Grk. and Rom. Ant., art.
Anakrisz"s; Gardner and Jevons, pp. 574ff. Pilate's ou8tv e1lpov is in
direct contradiction to their evpap.w (ver. 2 ). For a'hiov see on ver. 4.
15. a.>..>..' ou8£ 'Hp~StJs. Therefore the friendship between Herod
and Pilate is hardly "a type of Judaism and Heathenism leagued
together to crush Christianity." Both were willing to set Jesus
free. What we see here is, however, an anticipation of what not
unfrequently happened during the first three centuries, viz. that
Jewish mobs incited the heathen against the Christians.
d.vi'll'e,...+ev yap auTov 11'pos ~,...as. This reading agrees better with
"No, nor yet Herod" than does "For I sent you to him," and the
external evidence for it is decisive.

For the text, NB KL M T II and some cursives ; for dvlfreµ>fa. "fap vµO.s

7rpos a.frr6v, ADXr .:iA. Versions are divided, Latt. against .tEgyptt., while
Syrr. including Syr-Sin. have the conflate, "For I sent Him to him." Wic.
had a Lat. text such as Cod. Brix. nam remt'sz't eum ad nos, for he renders
"For he hath sent Him again to us," although Vulg. has nam remisi vos ad
ilium. Some Latin authorities combine both readings.

" Is done by Him," or " hath been
The former is perhaps better, as giving the

tlCTT1v 11'E11'p«yp.lvov auTci>.

done by Him" (RV.).
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result of the trial before Herod. The dat. indicates that what is
done stands to the person's credit; Win. xxxi. 10, p. 274: xxiv. 35
is not parallel. "Nothing worthy of death is done unto Him"
(AV.) is scarcely sense. Cov. has "There is brought upon Him
nothing that is worthy of death." For the periphrastic perfect see
Burton, § 84.
16. 'll'm8euaac;. He uses a light word to express the terrible
jlagellatio, in order to excuse the injustice to his own conscience,
and to hide his inconsistency from them. It is no punishment,
but a chastisement to warn Him to be more circumspect in future.
But the priests would see that a judge who was willing to inflict
this on an innocent person could be induced by further pressure to
inflict death. Scourging was sometimes fatal: Hor. Sat. i. 2. 41;
comp. i. 3. n9. Comp. Deut. xxii. 18.
17. This verse is wanting in ABK LT II, Sah. n, while D, Syr-Cur.
Syr-Sin• .IEth. insert it after ver. 19. It is a gloss based on Mt. xxvii. IS
and Mk. xv. 6. Alf. urges that dvd.'YK'7• eixev is an idiom in Lk.'s manner.
But Lk. uses it only once (xiv. 18), as do also S. Paul (I Cor. vii. 37) and
S. Jude (3). Homceoteleuton (ANArKHN, ANEKPArON) might explain
the omission in one family of witnesses; but against this is the widespread
omission, and the fact that the gloss is inserted in two different places. The
passage reads more naturally without the gloss than with it.
18. U.vlKpa.yov. We have the I aorist iv. 33, viii. 28; Mk. i. 23, vi. 49:
and in LXX both aorists are common. Here AD X r have 0.11.!Kpa~av,
NB LT dvi!Kpa'Yo•. Here only in bib!. Grk. does 7rO.V7rA?jlJe£ occur.
A!pe TOuTov. E medio tolle istum: Acts xxi. 36, xxii. 22; Mt.
xxiv. 39; Jn. xix. 15 : comp. Acts viii. 33. They are perhaps recalling such passages as Deut. xvii. 7, xix. 19.
d'll'6Xuaov 8€ ~p.Lv.
Nothing is known of this custom ofreleasing a prisoner at the Passover apart from the Gospels. Pilate says
"Ye have a custom" (Jn. xviii. 39), which is against the hypothesis
that he originated it. The Herods may have done so in imitation
of Roman customs. At the first recorded lectisternium prisoners
were released (Livy, v. 13. 7).
Ba.pa.j3j3iiv. "Son of Abba" (father). Other instances of the
name are given by Lightfoot: Samuel Bar-Abba, Nathan BarAbba (Hor. Heb. Mt. xxvii. 16). But evidence is wanting that
Abba was a proper name. On the remarkable reading "Jesus
Barabbas" Mt. xxvii. 16, 17 see WH. ii. App. 19.
19. Sul <TTQ<TLv nvcl yevop.lY1Jv. Of Barabbas they might with
some truth have said TOVrOV evpa/L£V 3iacTTpltf>ovm Td Wvos (ver. 2 ).
Not that he had originated the <TTacns, but that he had taken a
conspicuous part in it. The <T'Ta<Tis was probably n:o popular movement, but some plundering disturbance. Jn. calls him simply "a
robber,'' and he may have been connected with the other two
robbers who were crucified with Tesus. The rather awkwardorder
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of the words in the verse is perhaps to intimate that while the
uTauic; took place in the city the murder did not.
On the rare form of periphrastic tense (~v with aor. pa.rt.), see Burton,
{J"ArJ8els is the reading of B LT, for which Na AD X r etc. have the
more usual {JefJA'YJIL(µ)evos: and while NB LT X, f q have iv -rfi rj>v"Aa.Kfi,
AD r A etc. have the obvious correction els rl]v rpv"Aatjv.
Excepting Mk. xv. 7 and Heb. ix. 8, u-rdu1s in N.T. is peculiar to Lk.
(ver. 25; Acts xv. 2, xix. 40, xxiii. 7, 10, xxiv. 5). In LXX it represents
several Hebrew words of different meaning. Syr-Sin. here has "wicked
deeds."
20. That we should read lie (NAB D T, Latt. Boh. Sah.) and not o~v
(X r A .A. etc.) after ...a.xiv is certain. That a.V-rols is to be added after 7rpouerj>wv'Y}uev (NB LT, Latt. Boh. Sah. Syr-Cur. JEth.) is also certain. But
Lk. uses the verb absolutely, xiii. 12; Acts xxi. 40. Contrast vii. 32; Acts
xxii. 2.
§ 20.

21. E'll'Eci»wvouv. "Kept shouting at him": clamabant(f), proclamabant (a), succlamabant (Vulg.). In N.T. the verb is peculiar to
Lk. (Acts xii. 22, xxi. 34, xxii. 24); but it is classical. According
to all four Gospels the demand for crucifixion was not made until
Pilate had proposed to release Jesus on account of the feast. Lk.
and Jn. give the double cry, "Crucify, crucify." Mt. has CTTavpw8~rw, Mk. and Jn. CTTavpwuov, Lk. CTTavpov.
We must read UTaupov, 2 pers. imper. act., and not u-ravpoii, mz'd. NB
D F" have (f'TUVpov (bis), while AL p x r etc. have a-raupwuoP (bts); but
U I 57, a b e f ff2 1 Arm. Aeth. omit the second " Crucify."

22. T( y&.p Ka.Kov l'll'o£11aEv; So in all three. The yap means
"Impossible ; for what evil hath this man done?" This is well
represented by the idiomatic "Why,'' which we owe to the Vulg.
Quid enim, through Rhem. Cov. has "What evil then,'' etc. The
TplTov refers to vv. 4 and 14.
o08(v a.tnov 9a.v1hou. The 8avaTov is a qualification added after
the failure of the mission to Herod (ver. 15). Previously it was
oMtv aZnov without limitation (vv. 4, 14). In his weakness Pilate
begins to admit, "Well, perhaps He may be guilty of something:
but He is not guilty of a capital offence." He began by saying
that Herod had not found Him worthy of death. Now he says
the same himself. In each case the proposal is the same,-'lrai8wuac; d.11"0Avu111 ( vv. 16, 2 2 ).
23. E'll'EKEWTO cf>. I'· a.hou14EvoL. Comp. µOAA.ov e7rtK£LTo &eiwv.
µOAA.ov mtKELVTO {3Aa.CT<.f>7Jp..OVVTE<; (Jos. Ant. xviii. 6. 6, xx. 5. 3).
With cpwva'ic; p..£Y&.Aa.ic; comp. i. 42, iv. 33, viii. 28, xvii. 15, etc.
Ka.Tlaxuov. Comp. xxi. 36 : "they prevailed," but not until
Pilate had tried whether the 11"at8Ev£iv would satisfy them (Jn.
xix. 1 ). Mt. and Mk. connect the scourging with the crucifixion, because it usually preceded this punishment in Roman
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law. 1 It is extremely unlikely that Pilate allowed the scourging
to be repeated. He merely separated it from the crucifixion in
the hope that the latter would not be required. Note the
impressive repetition of tflwval.
24. ltreKpLVEv. " He gave sentence"; 2 Mac. iv. 4 7 ? ; 3 Mac.
iv. 2. Here only in N.T., but classical. For ro a?TIJfJ.U comp.
Phil. iv. 6.
25. citrEXuaEv • • • trapeSwKEv, This tragic contrast is in all
three ; and all four use 7raplowKEV of the final surrender. Comp.
Acts iii. 14, and note the contrast between these aorists and the
imperfect frrouVTo, "kept demanding." Both the repetition of
rov SLcl OTnaw, K.T.>t. and the addition of Tei> 9E>t~fJ.UTL aihwv are
peculiar to Lk. The writer thus emphasizes the enormity of the
transaction. In the Gospel of Peter Herod is present at this point
and gives the sentence. He does not wash his hands, and the
blame is transferred to him and the Jews. So also in the Acta
Pilati (B. x.) it is the Jews who hastily execute the sentence, as
soon as Pilate has pronounced it. Comp. Justin (Try. cviii.) Sv
crravpwcravTwv 7Jp.wv. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 245.
26-82. §The Road to Calvary, Simon the Cyrenian, and the
Daughters of Jerusalem. With the exception of ver. 26, the whole
of this is peculiar to Lk. In ver. 26 his wording is closer to Mk.
xv. 21 than to Mt. xxvii. 32.
26. Kup11vaiov.
Josephus tells of the origin of the Jewish
colony in Cyrene (Apion. ii. 4), and quotes Strabo respecting it
(Ant. xiv. 7. 2) : this gives us important information respecting
that branch of the Dispersion. Comp. Ant. xvi. 6. 1, 5 ; 1 Mac.
xv. 23; 2 Mac. ii. 23. That Cyrene was the chief city of the
district, which is the modern Tripoli, is shown by the name
Cyrenaica and by Acts ii. 10. For the literature of the subject
see D.B. 2 i. p. 688. This Simon may have been a member of the
Cyrenian synagogue at Jerusalem (Acts vi. 9). It has been proposed to identify him with "Symeon that was called Niger,'' who
is mentioned in company with "Lucius of Cyrene" (Acts xiii. 1).
But Simon or Symeon was one of the commonest of names ; and
Lk. would probably have given the same designation in both
books, if he had meant the same person. If the Rufus of Rom.
xvi. 13 is the Rufus of Mk. xv. 21, then the wife of Simon of
Cyrene was well known to S. Paul.
~PXOfJ.Evov d.tr' d.ypou.
Mk. has the same. He might be taking
"a sabbath day's journey"; so that this is no proof as to the date.
But he would not be likely to be coming in from the country on
such a sabbatical day as Nisan 15.
1 Jos. B.J. ii. 14. 9, v. II. l; Livy, xxii. 13. 6, xxxiii. 36. 3; Cic. In Verr.
v, 62. 162. Capital punishment of any kind was generally, according to Roman
custom, preceded by beating.
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The gen. of TR. following Apr .:1 etc. (2:lµwv6s
ably a grammatical correction.

TLVOS KVP?JVetlov)

is ptob-

brl91JKo.v o.&T<(> Tov <TTo.upov. His being a provincial may have
made them more ready to make free with him. Perhaps it was
only the cross-beam (patibulum) which he carried; and if he
carried both pieces, they would not be fastened together as finally
erected. On the shape of the cross see Justin, Try. xci.; 1 Apo!.
Iv. ; Iren. ii. 24. 4; Tert. Adv. .fud. x.; Ad. Nat. xii.; and
Schaff's Herzog, art. "Cross"; Kraus, Real-Enc. d. Chr. Alt. ii.
p. 2 2 5. At first Jesus carried it Himself (Jn. xix. 17 ), according
to the usual custom, (Ko.<TTo~ Twv KaKovpywv l.K<f>lpn Tov €avTOv
<TTavp6v (Plutarch, De Sera Num. Vind. ix. p. 554 B), as indicated by
the wordfurcifer: but He was physically unable to continue to do
so. Indeed it has been inferred from <f>£powiv al.rTov (Mk. xv. 22)
that at length He was unable even to walk, and was therefore
carried to Golgotha: but comp. Mk. i. 32, vii. 32, viii. 22, ix. 19.
On the other hand Lange interprets <f>£pnv 51r"LCT0£V as meaning
that Simon carried the lower end, while the top was still carried
by Jesus. But this is not in harmony with tva ap11 TOV CTTavpov
avTov (Mt. Mk.). Syr-Sin. here has, "that he might bear the
cross and follow Jesus." See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 529.
The Basilidian Gnostics taught that Simon was crucified in the place of
J esns, being transformed by Jesus to look like Him, while Jesus in the form of
Simon stood by and laughed at His enemies: and it was for this reason that
they disparaged martyrdom, as being an honour paid, not to Christ, but to
Simon the Cyrenian. See Photius, Bibi. cxiv. 292. Irenreus (i. 24. 4) wrongly
attributes this doctrine to Basilides himself, who was not docetic, but made
the sufferings of Jesus an essential part of his system. Contrast Hippo!.
Rifut. vii. r5. The Mahometans teach a similar doctrine; that God deceived
the Jews and caused them to crucify a spy, or an emissary of Judas, or Judas
himself, in mistake for Jesus. See Sale's Koran, pp. 38, 70, Chandos ed.

27. yuvaLKwv o.t .!KoirToVTo. This incident is in place in the
"Gospel of Womanhood" (i. 39-56, ii. 36-38, vii. u-15, 37-50,
viii. 1-3, x. 38-42, xi. 27, xiii. 11-16). These are probably not
the women who had ministered to Him previously (viii. 1-3), but
sympathizers from the city. Comp. Zech. xii. 10-14. In the
Gospels there is no instance of a woman being hostile to Christ.
For iKoiTToVTo comp. viii. 52 and Mt. xi. 17.
The Ka.l after a!-" which also bewailed" (AV.)-must be omitted upon
decisive evidence: A BC* D L X, Boh. Sah. Vulg. etc.

28. <TTpo.cf>Els irpos o.&T&.s. As they were following Him, this
would hardly have been possible, if He was still carrying the cross :
comp. vii. 9, 44, ix. 55, x. 23. For "daughter of"=" inhabitant of"
comp. Is. xxxvii. 22; Zeph. iii. 14; Jer. xlvi. 19; Ezek. xvi. 46.
1'11 K>..o.tETE lir' £,U· ir>..~v lcf>' tlo.uTcii K>..o.tETE. Comp. Tudg.
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xi. 37, 38. Note the chiasmus, making the contrast between £p.£
and fovnis very emphatic. His sufferings will be short, and an•
the road to glory : theirs will be prolonged, and will end in shame
and destruction. Christ is not rebuking mere sentimentality or
sympathetic emotion, as if the meaning were that they ought to
lament their own sins rather than His sufferings. The form of
command is similar to that in x. 20. They are not wrong in
weeping for Him : nevertheless there is something else for which
they may weep with far greater reason. That for which He wept
(xix. 41-44) may rightly move them to tears,-the thought that a
judgment which might have been averted must now take its
course. For the legend of Veronica see D. of Chr. Biog. iv.
p. 1107.
Comp. an eloquent passage in a lecture on the relation of Art. to Religion
by Ruskin, in which he contrasts the barren emotion produced by realistic
representations of the past agonies of Christ with sympathetic realization of the
present miseries of mankind (Lectures on Art, Oxford, 1870, § 57, p. 54).

29. epxoVTm ~p.lpm. "Days are coming": comp. Heb. viii. 8 ;
Jer. vii. 32, ix. 25, xvi. 14, xix. 6, xxiii. 5, 7, etc. In all these cases
i8o~ precedes £pxovrni. In Lk. the fut. is more common : v. 35,
xvii. 22, xix. 43, xxi. 6. Here the nom. to £povcnv is not Ta TEKva
fip.Gw, but "people, the world in general" : man wird sagen.
MaK~pLm at UTe'Lpai.
As a rule childless women are commiserated or despised (i. 25, 36), but in these dreadful times they
will be congratulated. Comp. Eur. Androm. 395; Ale. 882; Tac.
Ann. ii. 75. 1. See on i. 24.
80. TOTE cip~oVTm. The nom. is the same as to £povuiv,-the
population generally, not the women only; and the T6Te means
simply £v EKElvais Tal:s .Y,p.lpai<;. The wish is that the mountains
may fall on them and kill them, not hide and protect them. Death
is preferable to such terror and misery. So also in the original
passage Hos. x. 8; comp. Rev. vi. 6, and contrast Is. ii. 19.
81. on et lv T~ ~yp~ ~u'>..'!'. This is not a continuation of the
cry of despair, but gives the reason for predicting such things.
"These horrors will certainly come, because," etc. In Syr-Sin. the
ib is omitted : "Who do these things in the moist tree, what shall
they do in the dry?" Proverbs of similar import are found in
various languages, and are capable of many applications : comp.
Prov. xi. 31; I Pet. iv. 17, 18. This saying is an argument a
jorti'on~ and it may be easily applied in more than one sense here.
(1) If the Romans treat Me, whom they admit to be innocent, in
this manner, how will they treat those who are rebellious and
guilty? ( 2) If the Jews deal thus with One who has come to save
them, what treatment shall they receive themselves for destroying
Him? (3) If they behave thus before their cup of wickedness is
34
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full, what will they commit when it overflows? The use of tvA.ov,
lignum, for a tree as well as for timber is late Greek (Gen. i. 29,
ii. 9, iii. 1; Is. xiv. 8; Ps. i. 3). In Ezek. xxi. 3 [xx. 47} we have
evA.ov xA.wp6v and evA.ov e7Jp6v combined; but otherwtse there
is no parallel.

ryw,

For the de!ib. subjunct. -yev71ra.1 comp. Mt. xxvi. 54, and "0µ01
rl
ffdfJ"'; Tl vu µo1 µ-fi1aura. -yev71ra.1; (Hom. Od. v. 465). See Burton, § 169.

32. ETepoL Ka.KoupyoL Soo. This is the order of li't B and Aegyptt.,
which has been corrected to lrepoi 8vo KaKovpyoi, to avoid the
implication that Jesus was a KaKovpyo>. With a similar object
Syr-Sin. with Codd. Colb. and Palat. omits lrepoi, and perhaps
the omission of Ka{ before £repoi (Syr-Cur. b) is due to the same
cause. Yet the implication is not necessary. We may retain the
order of 1:ot B and translate, "others, viz. two malefactors " ; or, " two
very different malefactors." In the latter case KaKovpyo> is used of
Jesus with irony against those who treated Him as such : lv Tot>
&.v6µ.oi> £,\oylcr(}'YJ (Is. liii. 12 ). But it is perhaps best to regard it
as what Field calls "a negligent construction " not likely to be
misunderstood. In that case the AV. is courageously accurate
with " two other malefactors " : for the comma after " other" is
a later insertion of the printers ; it is not found in the edition of
1611. These two KaKovpyoi were bandits (Mt. xxvii. 38, 44; Mk.
xv. 27). The hierarchy perhaps contrived that they should be
crucified with Jesus in order to suggest similarity of crime. In
the persecutions, Christians were sometimes treated in this way.
Comp. 7roA.A.0.Kt> CI.µ.a. KaKovpyoi> lp.7rop.7revuac; r<e uraUce (Eus. Mart.
Pal. vi. 3).
Note the characteristic uvv, and for 6.vcnp•8'JvCLL see on xxii. 2.
The Latin Versions render K<J.KOVfY'YO< latrones (a b efff2 l), maligni (d),
rei (c), nequam (Vulg.), to which are added the names of the robbers, IoatAas
et Maggatras (I). Similarly in Mk. xv. 27 we have names added, Zoatha1' et
Chammatha (c), and in Mt. xxv~i. 38, Zoathan et Camma. See on ver. J?.

33-38. The Crucifixion. The narrative is substantially the
same as Mt. xxvii. 33-44 and Mk. xv. 22-32; but it has independent features.
33, TO'll'ov. This word is used by all three. The precise place
is still a matter of controversy, and must remain so until excavation has determined the position of the old walls, outside which it
certainly was. See MacColl, Contemp. Rev., Feb. 1893, pp.
167-188; D.B. 2 i. pp. 1205, 1652-1657.
Tov Ka>.oup.evov Kpa.v(ov. See on vi. 15· It was so called on
account of its shape, not because skulls were lying there unburied,
which would have outraged Jewish feeling. Lk. omits the Hebrew
name Golgotha (Mt. xxvii. 33; Mk. xv. 22; Jn. xix. 17), which
would have conveyed no meaning to Greek readers, as he has
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already omitted (without Greek equivalent) Gethsemane and
Gabbatha. It is from the Latin (locum qui vocatur Calvarire) that
the word " Calvary " has come into all English Versions prior to
RV., which has, "the place which is called The Skull."
The ancient explanation that the place was thus called because of the skull
of Adam, who was buried there by Noah after the Flood, is rejected by Jerome
(on Mt. xxvii., Migne, xxvi. 209), as interpretatio mulcens aurem populi, nee
tamen vera. But he wrongly adopts the view that it was a place in which
truncantur capita damnata, a view which even Fritzsche (on Mt. xxvii. 33) has
defended. No such place has ever existed in the East, least of all at Jerusalem :
and such a place would be styled Kpa.vlwv T07ros not Kpa.vlo11. A rockyfrotrusion,
resembling a skull in form, is no doubt the meaning. Thus Cyril o Jerusalem
speaks of it as "rising on high and showing itself to this day, and displaying
even yet how because of Christ the rocks were then riven" ( Cateck. Leet.
xiii. 39).
For the attractive Adam legend compare Ambrose, ad !oc. : Congruebat
quippe ut ibi vitm nostra primitia !ocarentur, ubi fuerant mortis exordia
(Migne, xv. 1852). Chrys. and Euthym. do not go beyond tradition (<f>Ml
Tlves), which they do not expressly accept. See Tisch. app. crit. ad Jn. xix. 17.
lUTa.upwua.v a.1hov. It will always remain disputable whether
our Lord's feet were nailed as well as His hands. Jn. xx. 2 5-2 7
proves that His hands were nailed : but it is not certaz"n that Lk.
xxiv. 39 has any reference to the nails. In the Gospel of Peter,
before the burial, nails are taken from the hands only. Ewald
refers to the Zeitschnft fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, i. 20, for
evidence that in Palestine the medireval tradition limited the
nailing to the hands ; but this is less probable.
Bv µ)v • • • Bv lie • •
xxi. 35, xxii. 5, xxv. 15;

• For this late use of the relative comp. Mt.
I

Cor. xi. 21; 2 Tim. ii. 20; Rom. ix. 21.

34a. As in the cases of xxii. 19b, 20 and of 43, 44, we have to consider
whether this passage is part of the original text. For the evidence see the
additional note at the end of the chapter. "Few verses of the Gospels bear in
themselves a surer witness to the truth of what they record than this first of the
Words from the Cross: but it need not therefore have belonged originally to
the book in which it is now included. We cannot doubt that it comes from an
extraneous source. Nevertheless, like xxii. 43f.; Mt. xvi. 2f., it has exceptional claims to be permanently retained, with the necessary safeguards, in
its accustomed place" (WH. ii. App. p. 68).

6 S~ '111uous e>...eyev. The Sl and the imperf. refer back to
luravpwuav a.vr6v : while they crucified Him, He in contrast to
them was saying.
alj>es a.GTo'Ls. This cannot refer to the Roman soldiers, who
were doing no more than their duty in executing a sentence which
had been pronounced by competent authority. It was the Jews,
and especially the Jewish hierarchy, who were responsible for
what was being done : and but for the pressure which they had
put upon him, even Pilate would have remained guiltless in this
matter. What follows shows that the petition refers to the act of
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crucifixion, not to their sins generally. In this way He " made
intercession for the transgressors " (Is. liii. 12) ; where, however,
LXX has Sia TCtS avoµlas aVTWV 7rape86o-q.
oo yO.p ot8aaw Tl 'll'oioGuiv. This was true even of the rulers
(Acts iii. 17), still more of the people, and most of all of Pilate.
Their ignorance of what they were doing in crucifying the Christ
mitigates their guilt. Comp. xii. 48, and 7rowila-iv in ver. 31 : also
the use of the words attributed to James the Just at his martyrdom
(Hegesip. ap. Eus. H. E. ii. 23. 16).
34b. ~ta.flepitcS,...evoi . . • KA~pov. The wording is very similar
in all three, and is influenced by Ps. xxii. 19, which Jn. (xix. 24)
quotes verbatim from LXX. Some texts wrongly insert the
quotation Mt. xxvii. 35 ; but the Synoptists use the wording of
the Psalm without directly quoting it. Jn. tells us that it was a
quaternion of soldiers (comp. Acts xii. 4) who were carrying out
the procurator's sentence, and thus came to share the clothes as
their perquisite. And Jn. distinguishes, as does the Heb. of Ps.
xxii. 19, although LXX and the Synoptists do not, between the
upper and under garments. This dividing of the clothes is one
more detail in the treatment of Christ as a criminal, and a criminai
whose career was closed.
The sing. K'Afipov (~BC D L, b c d Aeth.) has been altered in some texts
to K'A1,povs (AX, a e f ff2 Vulg. codd. p!ur. Syr-Sin.) to harmonize with usage,
e.g. 1 Chron. xxv. 8, xxvi. 13, 14; Neh. x. 34, xi. 1, etc.

35. 9ewp&iv. t~EfluKn1pitov. Both words are from Ps. xxii. 8 :
7ravns ot 8ewpoilvT's µ,e £~eµ,vKT~pia-av µ,e. Mt. and Mk. use other
words ; but they add, what Lk. omits, the fulfilment of £K{v'YJa-av
KEcpa.A~v. Lk. marks clearly four kinds of ill-treatment which
Jesus received. The people la-~Kn 8Ewpwv, the rulers £~EJJ-VK
T~pi,ov, the soldiers £v,7rat~av, and the robber £{3>..aa-cp~µ,n. They
form a sort of climax. The 8ewpwv implies vulgar curiosity,
staring as at a spectacle (comp. ver. 48) : for EKJJ-VKT'YJp{'w comp.
xvi. 14, where, as here, Cod. Bezae has subsannabant. For the
form tun1Ket see on ver. 10.
"A>..>..ou§ £uwuev.
This sarcasm is preserved in all three
narratives, but Lk. alone gives the contemptuous oVi-os and b
EKAEKTos. Comp. ix. 35. Jesus was elected from all eternity to
fulfil all these things. Comp. Enoch, xl. 5.
WH. and RV. put a comma after -roil 9<ov, which belongs to oXpiu-r6s, not
to 0 lKAEKT6s. TR.' following A C8 Q x r etc.' places 0 before 'TOV e.ov, while
C*, ff2 have oiKAEKT6s before -rou 0<ov. Syr-Sin. supports this combination.
D has El vlos El -rofi 9<ov El Xpiu-ros El oiKAEKT6s, sijilz"us es dei si christus es

electus ; and the insertion of vl6s is found in other texts.
The uvv e&rols after l!pxov-r•s (Ar A IT, f Vulg. Syr-Sin.) is an insertion

to harmonize with Mt. and Mk.

86, 37. This mockery by the soldiers is peculiar to Lk:
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Apparently it was the hierarchy who took the initiative. They
told the King of Israel to come down from the cross ; the soldiers
told the King of the Jews to save Himself. Note the change of
tense (Ee£p.vKT~pi,ov, £vi.,.aieav), which implies that the soldiers
were less persistent in their derision than the rulers. The reading
£vi.,.ai,ov (AC D Q etc.) has all the look of a correction.
36. Cl~os irpoucjuipoVTEs. Offering some of their sour wine or posca,
which the Evangelists call tSeos, perhaps in connexion with £.,.6nuav
p.E tStos (Ps. lxviii. 2 2 ).
Probably they could not have reached
His lips with a vessel held in the hand; otherwise the sponge
would not have been placed on a stalk, however short (Jn. xix. 29):
but there is no reason for supposing that Christ's feet were on a
level with the heads of the spectators, as pictures sometimes
represent. Syr-Sin. omits the words.
Comp. the words which legend has put into the mouth of His Mother at
the cross: KX'ivov 11Ta.vp€, tva. 7r<pi>..a.{JofJua. Tov vl6v µ.ov Ka.Ta.tj>i>..1,11"' Tov eµ.ov
vl6v (Acta Pilati, B. x.).
·

38. ~v 8E Ka.t imypa.cj>~ lir' a.dT/ii. For £7riypacp~ Mt. has T.
alT{av avTov, Mk. '7 E7rtypacp~ rijs alTlas avTov, Jn. TlTAOV. Thus
Mk. again has the whole expression of which Mt. and Lk. have
each a part: comp. iv. 40, v. 13, xxii. 34. The name and crime
of the person executed was sometimes hung round his neck as he
went to the place of crucifixion and then fastened to the cross.
The Ka{ suggests that this inscription was an additional mockery.
The wording differs in all four Gospels, and perhaps it varied in the
three languages. It was directed against the hierarchy rather than against
Jesus. All four variations contain the offensive words " The King of the
Jews" (Jn. xix. 21). But Lk. regards it as an insult to Jesus. In the
Gospel of Peter the wording is "This is the King of Israel," just as at the
mock homage the address is" Judge righteously, 0 King of Israel."
The words "(pd.µ.µ.a.uiv 'EXX71v1Kols Ka.! 'PtJJµ.a.iKo'is Ka.! 'Ef3pa.iKols are almost
certainly a gloss from Jn, xix. They are omitted in ~ c a BC* L, Syr-Cur.
Syr-Sin. Boh. Sah., and by the best editors. The authorities which insert
the words differ as to the order of the languages and as to the introductory
words 'Y<'Ypa.µ.µ.iv71 or E'll'L'Y<'Ypa.µ.µ.ev71, €7r' a.rnci' or €7r' a.oTci' 'Y<'Ypa.µµ.Ev71. The
omission of the statement, if it were genuine, would be unintelligible. Comp.
Jos. Ant. xiv. ro. 2; B. f. vi. 2. 4, v. 5. 2. In the inscription itself the
order of ~ B L, o{Ja.11. Twv 'I. owos, is to be preferred. D has the same,
adding ECTTLV after ooTos, rexJudreorum hie est. Contrast Eus. H.E. v. r. 44.

39-43. §The Two Robbers. Mt. (xxvii. 44) and Mk. (xv. 32)
merely state that those who were crucified with Hirn reproached
Hirn.
Harmonists suggest that during the first hour both robbers reviled Jesus,
and that one of them (who may have heard Jesus preach in Galilee) afterwarris
changed his attitude and rebuked his comrade. So Origen, Chrysostom, Jerome,
Theophylact, Euthymius, on Mt. xxvii. But Cyril of Jerusalem, Ambrose, and
Augustine confine the reviling to one robber, who in Mt. and Mk. is spoken of
in the plur. by synecdoche. See Maldonatus on Mt. xxvii. 44: with Suarez be
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adopts the latter view. Or they insist upon the difference between w11eUii?"ov,
which Mt. and Mk. use of the two robbers, and i{J'Aa.<T</Yfiµ,e•, which Lk. uses of
one of them. Both bandits reproached Jesus (perhaps for not having helped
them in their revolt against existing conditions of society) ; but only one of
them railed upon Him. It is much simpler to suppose that Mt. and Mk.
regard the two >.wra.L as a class, to which the conduct of either of them may be
attributed. Christ's conversation with the penitent robber would not be heard
by many. The constant reviling (imperf.) of the other would be much more
widely known. That 611e1lil?"w may mean much the same as f3Xa.<T<{Yr/µiw is seen
from vi. 22; Rom. xv. 3 ; I Pet. iv, 14. The two verbs are combined 2 Kings
xix. 22, and seem to be synonymous. Mt. and Mk. would hardly have omitted
the incident of the penitent robber, if they had known it ; but here Lk. once
more has other sources of information. The incident would have special interest
for him as illustrating the doctrine that salvation is open to all.
In the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy (xxiii.) the names of the two robbers are
given as Titus and Dumachus. Titus bribes Dumachus to release the Holy
Family, whom they had captured. In the Greek form of the Gospel oj
Nt'codemus (Acta Pilati x.) the penitent malefactor is Dysmas, and the other is
nameless. In the Latin form ( Gesta Pilati x.) the two are Dismas and Gestas.
See small print note on ver. 32.
39. Ets 8~ Twv Kpep.a.a9lVTwv. When used of hanging on a cross
or gibbet brt ~A.ov is commonly added (Acts v. 30, x. 39; Gal.
iii. 13; Gen. xl. I 9, 22 ; Deut. xxi. 22, 23, etc.): but here the
context is sufficient.
ooxl ao et. This is the true reading (~ B C* L and most
Versions, including Syr-Sin.) rather than El uv £l (A QR X etc.
c f q Vulg. ). "Art thou not" is a more bitter taunt than "If thou
art."
D de omit the utterance, and 1 substitutes qui destruebas templum et in
tribus diebus reaulijicabas ilium, salvum te Jae nunc et descende de cruce.

40. 008E <f>o~fi 0'0 TOV 0eov. The ov8€ cannot be taken with
either o-V (De W. Ni:isg.) or Tov ®E6v (Pesh.), but only with cpof3fi.
"Dost thou not even .fear," to say nothing of penitent submission
(Schanz). "Dost not even thou fear" would be ov8£ uv cpof3fj;
Vulg. Neque tu times, Beza Ne tu quidem times, and Godet Et toi non
plus, tu ne crains done point, are all inaccurate. The meaning is,
"You and He will soon have to appear before God. Does not
even fear restrain you from adding to your sins ; whereas He has
nothing to answer for."
41. o08Ev aTo'lrov. A meiosz"s: "nothing unbecoming," still
less anything criminal; Acts xxv. 5; Job xxvii. 6, xxxiv. 12, xxxv. 13;
Prov. xxiv. 55; 2 Mac. xiv. 23.
D has ov/5£11 'lf'Oll7Jpo11 l7rpal;e11 and then adds a characteristic amplification :
Ka.I <Trpa.rf>ds 'lf'pos TOii Kvp1011 e!?r<ll a.Ure;; M11i}<TIJ71rl µov i11 riJ 1]µ£pq. ri)s i"'A<V<T<ws
<TOV. a:1roKptlJds lie O 'l71<Toils el?r<ll a.UTcP re;> <'lf'A7J<TOllT& (?) 0ap<T<t, <Tf,µepo11
µ<r' iµoil l<Tv i11 re;> 'lf'a.pa.li<l<TC/). Respondens au/em Jesus dixit qui objurgabat
animwquior esto, hodie mecum eris in paradiso.

See on ver. 53 and vi. 5.

42. '1110-oil, p.vi]a91JT( p.ou.
"Jesus, remember me."
The
insertion of KvpiE (AR X I' A etc. and most Versiom) was made
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because 'I71uov was mistaken for the dat. after V..eyev : dicebat ad
/esum, Domine, memento mei (Vulg.). So also Syr-Sin. Comp.
d.A,\a p.vfiu071·rl p.ov 8ia ueaV'Tov 6Tav e~ uoi yiv71rni (Gen. xl. 14).
The robber knew that he had only a few hours to live, and therefore this prayer implies a belief in a future state in which Jesus is
to receive him in His Kingdom. Possibly he believed that Christ
would raise him from the dead. In any case his faith in one who
is crucified with him is very remarkable. Some saw Jesus raise
the dead, and did not believe. The robber sees Him being put to
death, and yet believes. Contempserunt Judrei mortuos suscitantem: non contempsit latro secum in cruce pendentem (Aug. Serm.
xxiii. 3). D again amplifies with uTpacpel> 7rpo> T. Kvpwv.
£v tjj ~acnll.e('?- uou. This is perhaps the best supported reading: comp. Mt. xvi. 28, xxv. 31. It means "when Thou comest
in the glory and power of Thy Kingdom " : whereas El> T~v
{3auiAe{av uov (B L, Vulg., Hil. Ambr.) would mean "comest into
Thy Kingdom." The former refers to Christ's return in glory, the
latter to His return to the Father through death. The alteration
of lv into El> as more appropriate to V..Oyc; seems more probable
than the converse. That the robber had_ heard what is recorded
Jn. xviii. 36, 3 7 is possible, but not probable. He believes that
Jesus is the Messiah, and he knows that the Messiah is to have a
kingdom. It is all but certain that the robber was a Jew. This
is antecedently probable ; and to a heathen the word "paradise "
would hardly have been intelligible.
There is no reason for supposing that the robber felt the need of obtaining
forgiveness from the Messiah. To the Jew death is an expiation for sin.
In the "Confession on a Death Bed" in the Authorized Daily Prayer Book o/
the United Hebrew Congregations we have, "0 may my death be an atonement
for all my sins, iniquities, and transgressions, of which I have been guilty
against Thee" (p. 317).

43. 'Ap.~v uoL >..f.yw. As usual, this introduces something of
special importance, or beyond expectation: iv. 24, xii. 37, xviii. 17,
29, xxi. 32. BC* L have this order; others the common 'Ap.~v
Atyw

<TOt.

~p.epov.

To take this with >..iyw robs it of almost all its force.
When taken with what follows it is full of meaning. Jesus knows
that both He and the robber will die that day, and He grants him
more than he had asked or expected. Uberior est gratia quam
precatio. Ille enim rogabat ut memor esset sui Dominus cum venisset
in regnum suum: Domtnus autem ait illi: A men, amen dico tibi:
Hodie mecum eris in paradz"so. Ubi Christus, ibi vita, ibi regnum
(Ambr. ad loc.).
p.eT' (p.ou £cm. Not merely in My company (uvv £p.o[), but
sharing with Me. The promise implies the continuance of consciousness after death. If the dead are unconscious, the assurance
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to the robber that he will be with Christ after death would be
empty of consolation.
£v Tci' 'll'apalMa'l'· The word, said to be of Persian origin, is
used in various senses in Scripture: 1. "a park or pleasureground" (Neh. ii. 8; Cant. iv. 13; Eccl. ii. 5); 2. "the garden of
Eden" (Gen. ii. 8-10, 15, 16, iii. 1-3, 8-10, etc.); 3. "Abraham's
Bosom," i.e. the resting-place of the souls of the just until the
resurrection (the meaning here); 4. "a region in heaven," perhaps
identical with "the third heaven" ( 2 Cor. xii. 4). It is doubtful
whether 6 7rap&.8mrni; Tov ®eov (Rev. ii. 7) is the same as 3 or 4,
or is yet a fifth use. By His use of the word, Jesus neither confirms nor corrects Jewish beliefs on the subject. He assures the
penitent that He will do far more than remember him at some
unknown time in the future : this very day He will have him in
His company in a place of security and bliss. See Wetst.
Epiphanius (3r7, 347) states that Marcion omitted this promise of Christ
to the robber.
Origen sometimes adds roi) 0eoiJ to rapaoel1Tcp : e 1r add pain's. Syr-Cur.
substitutes z"n horto Eden. See Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. r46.

44-49. The Death. In substance, and sometimes in wording,
Lk. is the same as Mt. xxvii. 45-56 and Mk. xv. 33-41. But
the words recorded in ver. 46 are peculiar to this Gospel, and
once more (comp. vv. 27-32) are among the most precious details
in the history of the Passion.
44. ~811 WITEL wpa EKT1). This is Lk.'s first note as to the time
of day (xxii. 66), and he qualifies it with his favourite w<r.C (iii. 23,
ix. 14, 28, xxii. 41, 59, xxiv. u). In days in which there were no
clocks, and on a day on which the darkness and the earthquake
caused so much disturbance of the ordinary signs of the hour,
very large margin for inaccuracy may be covered by w<reL All
three Synoptists give the sixth hour, i.e. about noon, as the time
when the darkness began; while Mk. (xv. 25) gives the third hour
as the time of the Crucifixion. On the apparent discrepancy between these statements and Jn. xix. 14 see Ramsay in the Expositor
for March 1893 and June 1896. The ~871 is in BC* L, Boh.
t1f>' oA1JV ri)v yijv. "Over the whole land" (Orig. Luth. Calv.
Bez. Maid. Nosg. Schanz, Hahn, Tyn. Cov. Gen. RV.), rather than
"over all the earth" (Euthym. Beng. De W. Mey. Godet, AV.).
For "land" comp. iv. 2 5, xxi. 2 3 : for "earth" xxi. 35 ; Acts i. 8.
The Gospel ef Peter has i;v 8£ µ•<T7]µ,(Jpla Kal <rK6Toi; KaTl<rx• 7ra<rav
T~v 'Iov8a{av, where, as here, the time of day and the darkness are
co-ordinate (Ka{, not OTe): Win. liii. 3, p. 543.
These exceptional phenomena, as Godet points out, may be attributed either
to a supernatural cause or to a providential coincidence. On ne peut meconnaitre une relation profande, d'un cdtl, entre fhomme et la nature, de fautre,
entre f humanite et Christ. The sympathy of nature with the sufferings of the
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Son of God is what seems to be indicated in all three accounts, which are here
almost verbally the same ; and possibly the Evangelists believed the darkness
to have enveloped the whole earth.

45. Tou ~>..lou lK>..Et'll"oVToc;. The reading is doubtful; but this
is probably correct, although .1KAL1rovTos may possibly be correct.
"The sun failing," or "the sun having failed," is the meaning:
and we must leave it doubtful whether Lk. supposes that there
was an eclipse (which is impossible at full moon), or uses EKAEl7rELv
in its originally vague sense of "fail." The latter is probable.
Neither in LXX nor elsewhere in N.T. is EKAEl7rw used of the sun.
The fact that it might mean an eclipse, and that an eclipse was
known to be impossible, would tempt copyists to substitute a
phrase that would be free from objection ; whereas no one would
want to change l.rrKoTlrrBYJ o ~A.ws. The Gospel of Peter states that
"many went about with lamps, supposing it is night," and that the
darkness lasted until Jesus was taken from the cross, when the
earthquake took place : "then the sun shone out, and it was
found to be the ninth hour." See Charles,Assump. ofMoses,41,87.
The evidence stands thus : Toil rj'A.lou eK"'Ael1rOllTOS (or fKA17r611Tos ~ L al., Tisch.) ~ B C* (?) L codd.
ap. Orig. Aegyptt. Orig. "Cels." WH. RV. Weiss. Ka.! etrKOTltr07] o ij"ll.ios
A C3 D Q RX r etc., codd. ap. Orig-lat. Latt. Syr. Marcion ap. Epiph.
Lach. Treg. D has etrK. oe. The Latin renderings are intenebricatus est sol
(a), tenebricavit sol (c), obsqeratus est sol (de f Vulg. ). See WH. ii. App.
pp. 69-7 I for a full discussion of the evidence.
Julius Africanus (c. A.D. 220) in his Chronica opposes the heathen
historian Thallus for explaining this darkness as an eclipse, which at the
Passover would be impossible (Routh, Re!. Sacr. ii. pp. 297, 476). In the
Acta Pilati, A. xi. the Jews are represented as explaining away the darkness
in a similar manner: l!K"'Arn/;is 1,Xlou "'fE"'fovev Ka.TO. TO elw06s !
Origen (Con. Cels. ii. 33, 59 ; comp. 14) tells us that Phlegon (a freedman
of Hadrian) recorded the earthquake and the darkness in his Chronicles.
Eusebius in his Chronicle quotes the words of Phlegon, stating that in the
202nd Olympiad (4th year of the 203r<1, Arm. Vers.) there was a very great
eclipse; also that there was a great earthquake in Bithynia, which destroyed
a great part of Nicrea (Eus. Chron. p. 148, ed. Schcene). It is impossible to
determine whether the events recorded by Phlegon have any connexion with
the phenomena which accompanied the death of Christ.

luxlu911 8~ To Ka.T<mfra.up.a.. Between the Holy Place and the
Holy of Holies (Exod. xxvi. 31; Lev. xxi. 23, xxiv. 3; Heb. vi. 19;
comp. Heb. x. 20) there was a curtain called To 8EvTEpov Ka.m7rl-rarrp.a. (Heb. ix. 3), to distinguish it from the curtain which
separated the outer court from the Holy Place. The latter was
more accurately, but not invariably, called To d.A.vp.p.a (Ex.
xxvii. 16; Num. iii. 25). But Jewish traditions state that there
were two curtains, one cubit apart, between the Holy Place and
the Holy of Holies, the space between them being called Tapafis
because of the perplexity which led to this arrangement (J. Light-
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foot on Mt. xxvii. 51). It is not clear how many curtains are
included in Td. KaTa7rmf.a-µaTa in 1 Mac. iv. 51. It is futile to
speculate how the curtain was rent ; but the fact would be well
known to the priests, "a great company" of whom soon afterwards
became "obedient to the faith" (Acts vi. 7). The µta-ov of Lk. is
more classical than the ds 8vo of Mt. Mk. and the Gospel of Peter. 1
46. cj>wVtjao.s cj>wvfi fLEya>..n. All three mention this loud voice,
which seems to indicate that Jesus did not die of exhaustion.
Comp. Stephen's cry (Acts vii. 60). But here the fondness of Lk.
for cognate words is conspicuous. While he has cpwv1a-as cpwv'fi,
Mt. has Kpatas cpwv'fi, and Mk. dcpds cpwv~v: comp. ii. 8 and 9,
vii. 29, xii. 50, xvii. 24, xxii. 15: and see on xi. 46. The aorist
does not prove that cpwv1a-as is not to be taken with e!7r£V, and we
may suppose that what was uttered with a loud voice was the saying, "Father, into Thy hands," etc. Comp. the freq. &.7roKpiOets
e!7rev. But it is admissible to make the cpwv~a-as refer to "It is
finished," or to some separate inarticulate cry. It is quite unnecessary to suppose that Lk. has here taken the words of Ps.
xxxi. 6 and attributed them to Jesus, in order to express His submissive trust in God at the moment of death. Are we to suppose
that Jesus did not know Ps. xxxi. ? or that, if He did not, such a
thought as this could not occur to Him?
ds xe~pas O"OU '11'0.po.Tl6EjlD.L T. '11'1'. ,,.. The psalmist, thinking of
a future death, has 7rapa01a-oµai, which L and inferior MSS. read
here. The voluntary character of Christ's death is very clearly
expressed in this last utteranc:e, as in acp~KEV TO 7rVevµo. (Mt.) and
7rap€8wKev To 7rVevµa (Jn.). None of the four says &.7rt8avev, or
lKoiµ~B'YJ, or heA.evT'YJ<rev.
Quis ita dormit quando voluerit, sicut
Jesus mortuus est quando voluit? Quis ita vestem ponit quando
woluerit, sicut se carne exuit quando voluz't? Quis ita cum voluerit
abit quomodo cum voluit obiit? (Aug. Tr. in Joh. xix. 30 ). To urge
lhat this utterance is not consistent with ver. 43 is futile, unless we
1 Jerome says, In evangelio autem quod Hebraids lz'tterz's scrzptum est,
legimus non velum templi sci'ssum, sed superlimenare Templi mirm magnitudinis coruisse (Ad Hedyb. viii.). Elsewhere he says, superlimenare templi
injinitm magnitudinis .fractum esse atque dz'visum legimus (Com. in Matt.
xxvii. 5r). See Nicholson, Gospel acc. to the Hebrews, p. 62.
In the Gemara it is stated that some forty years before the destruction of
Jerusalem, the heavy gates of the temple, which could with difficulty be moved
by many men, and which were locked at the time, flew open about midnight at
the Passover. Josephus (B.J. vi. 5. 3) reports an occurrence of this kind shortly
before the capture of the city. As Neander remarks (L. J. C. § 293 n.),
these accounts hint at some strange occurrence as being remembered in connexion
with the time of the Crucifixion.
The rending of the veil perhaps symbolized the end of the temple and its
services. In Clem. Recogn. i. 41 it is otherwise interpreted as a lamentation
(comp. the rending of clothes) over the destruction which threatened the place.
Better Theophylact : i5<LKvuvTos Toil Kvplov, lin ovK ln df3o.To. l<Trn< Ta" A'Y<O. TW•

A'Yiwv, a)\)\a 1'0Ls 'Pwu.alois 11'0.D0.15o1Hna, f3a<T<µa Kai {3£{371)\0. 'Y•vof/<TOPTO.L.
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believe that God is excluded from paradise (Ps. xvi. 10, cxxxix. 8;
Acts ii. 27).
Strauss, Renan, and others are unwilling to decide whether all the Seven
Words from the Cross are to be rejected as unhistorical. Keim will commit
himself to no more than "the two probable facts,. that shortly before His
death Jesus uttered a cry of lamentation, and when on the point of dying a
death-cry" (vi. p. 162). One asks once more, Who was capable of inventing
such words? Compare the inventions in the apocryphal gospels.

47. 6 lKa.TOVTBPX'IS· The one who was there to superintend
the execution, supplicio pr1£positus : all three speak of him as " the
centurion." Legend has invested him with the name Longinus
(Acta Pilati, B. xi.), which perhaps originally meant the soldier
with the AOYXTJ (Jn. xix. 34), and later writers make both him
and the soldier with the spear die a martyr's death. See D. oj
Chr. Ant. p. 1041.
TO yev61'evov. Not merely the manner of Christ's death, but its
extraordinary circumstances. Mt. has Tav ueiuµav Ka.£ Ta yw6µ.eva,
Mk. on OV'TWS l~l11"VEVUEV. Mt. says that those with him joined in
the exclamation, and that they "feared greatly."
.!86~atev Tov 0e6v. He glorified God unconsciously by this
public confession, by saying ('Afywv) that Jesus was no criminal,
but had died in accordance with God's will. The statement is the
Evangelist's appreciation of this heathen's attitude towards the
death of Christ. Some, however, suppose that the centurion was
a proselyte, and that He first consciously praised God, and then
added the remark which is recorded : comp. the use of the phrase
ii. 20, v. 25, 26, vii. 16, xiii. 13, xvii. 15, xviii. 43; Acts iv. 21,
xi. 18, xxi. 20. The good character of the centurions in N.T.
confirms the statement of Polybius, that as a rule the best men in
the army were promoted to this rank (vi. 24. 9). See small print
on vii. 5. AC P Q X etc. have l36~aue. .
•oVTws .•. 8£Kmos ~v. Mt. and Mk. have &.A..,,Bw> ®eov via>
~v. Harmonists suggest that the centurion said Urnw> before
the earthquake, and ®eoil vi6s after it. More probably the two
expressions represent one and the same thought : " He was a
good man, and quite right in calling God His Father" (vv. 34, 46).
The centurion would not mean much by via> ®eov. See Aug. De
Cons. Ev. iii. 20.
48. auma.pa.yev61'evot ••. 8ewp(a.v. Neither word occurs elsewhere in N.T. For Oewp{a. comp. Dan. v. 7; 2 Mac. v. 26, xv. 12;
3 Mac. v. 24. Note the 7ravTE> here and ver. 49. Neither Mt.
nor Mk. has it: comp. xx. 18, 45, xxi. 29, xxiii. 1. The multitude
would be very great, owing to the Passover, and thousands w0uld
see Jesus hanging dead upon the cross. They had looked on the
whole tragedy as a sight, spectaculum (ver. 35).
TU11TOVTES TO. <rn]&r]. Many of them had had no share in clamour·
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ing for Christ's death; and those who had taken part had been
hounded on by the priests, and now felt remorse for what they
had caused. In the Gospel of Peter they are made to say, "Woe
to our sins, for the judgment and the end of Jerusalem is at
hand!" One Latin MS. (G) here adds dicentes vm nobis qum jacta
sunt hodie propter peccata nostra, adpropinquavz't enim desolatio
hierusalem. In Syr-Sin. the verse runs, "And all those who had
ventured there and saw what happened, smote upon their breasts,
saying, Woe to us, what hath befallen us I woe to us for our sins I"
Syr-Cur. is similar. Dadds Kat Ta µhw7ra to urfi8TJ.
4:9. iun}Keiaa.v 8E 'll"uvns oi yvwaTol a.OniJ. "But (not "And,"
as AV. RV.), in contrast to the crowds who v7ricnpecf>ov (Lk.'s
favourite word), the faithful few remained." Lk. alone mentions
this fact : the Apostles perhaps are included. Comp. lp.&.Kpvvas
Tovs yvwuTovs µ.ov d7r' lµ.ov (Ps. lxxxvii. 9); oi lniUT&. µ.ov p.a.Kp68Ev
EO'T'IJO'av (xxxvii. I2 }.
For this use of 'Y""'<rr6s corn p. ii. 44. In the common signification of
"known," 'Yll"1trr6s is freq. in Acts: elsewhere in N. T. rare.
yvv4LKE!I.
Mt. and Mk. name Mary Magdalen, Mary the mother of
James and Joses, and Salome the mother of the sons of Zebedee.
bpwa..i T4VT4. These do not gaze as at a spectacle. The change of
verb from Oewpfitra11res (ver. 48) is ignored in Vulg. Tyn. Gen. Rhem. AV.,
while Cov. Cran. RV. distinguish. Although feminine, because of the nearest
substantive, opC:trai belongs to 'Yll"1<rrol as well as to 'YV114LK<s.

50-56. The Burial. Comp. Mt. xxvii. 57-61; Mk. xv. 42-47.
In this section the whole of vv. 54-56 and portions of the rest are
peculiar to Lk. Mk. tells us of Pilate's surprise that Jesus was
already dead, and of his sending for the centurion to be certified
of the fact. Jn. xix. 38-42 is altogether independent. All four
show how, even before the Resurrection, love and reverence for
the Crucified was manifested.
50. Note the characteristic Kat l8oli (i. 20, 31, 36), &v&µ.an
(see on v. 27), v7r&.pxwv (see on viii. 3 and 41).
f3ou>..£un]s. A member of the Sanhedrin is meant; and vtr&pxCJW
is to be taken with {3ovA.Evr~s. Another amphibolous expression :
comp. vv. 35, 43.
The Latin Versions render fJov>.evrfis by decuno, the technical word for a
member of a municipal senate; but lJ has consz'liarius. Cod. Colb. after
Joseph continues de c£vitate arimathia cum esset decurio qui sperabat regnum
dei et bonus homo non consen#ens concilio et actui eorum hie accessit, etc.a free transposition.

d.ya.Oos Ka.l 8(Kmos. Syr-Cur. and Syr-Sin. transpose the epithets,
which refer to his life as a whole, and not merely to his conduct at
this time (i. 6, ii. 2 5). Mt. says that Joseph was 7rAov<nos, Mk.
that he was Evux~µ.wv, Jn. that he was µ.a8'1JT~s Tov ·r,,aov KEKPVJ.11"
µ.(vos 0£ oia Tov cf>6(3ov Twv 'lovoa{wv.
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151. ouK ~v auvKa.Ta.n9eL,Uvoo;. We do not know whether he had
absented himself, or abstained from voting, or voted in opposition
to the sentence : the verb occurs Exod. xxiii. 32. Apparently he
was not present when the sentence recorded Mk. xiv. 64 was
pronounced, for that was unanimous.
Tfl f3ou>..fi. Excepting 1 Cor. iv. 5 ; Eph. i. 11 ; Heb. vi. 17,
{3ov>..fi is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. See on vii. 30. In LXX it is
very common. Syr-Sin. has "to the accusers."
Tfl 11'pn~eL. When the word is used in a bad sense, the plur. is
more common (Acts xix. 18; Rom. viii. 13; Col. iii. 9), as in our
"practices": but Polybius uses the sing. in this sense. Here the
method by which they compassed the death of Jesus is specially
meant.
a.{iTwv.

Who these are is suggested rather than stated by the preceding
Win. xxii. 3 (2), p. 182.

{Jov"/l.wrfis : a.frrwv means "of the Sanhedrin."

d'll'o 'ApLfl-a.9a.La.s 11'6>..ews T. 'I. The &:1r6 probably means birthplace or former residence (Mt. xxi. 11) : his having a burial-place
at Jerusalem shows that he had settled there ; and his being one of
the Sanhedrin confirms this. Arimathrea is commonly identified
with Ramah, the birthplace and home of Samuel. Its full name
was Ramathaim-zophim ="Double Height of the Watchers." In
LXX it is called 'App.a8a{p. (1 Sam. i. 19), and the identification of
its site " is, without exception, the most complicated and disputed
problem of sacred topography" (Stanley, Sz'n. &> Pal. p. 224).
The addition of 11'6>..ew> Twv 'IovSalwv points to Gentile readers.
11'poaeSixETo T. f3a.aL>..eLa.v T. 0eou. " He was waiting for the
Messianic Kingdom" : that he recognized Jesus as the Messiah is
not implied. Comp. ii. 25, 38; Acts xxiii. 21, xxiv. 15. The
verb is not found in Mt. or Jn., and only once in Mk., but occurs
seven times in Lk. and Acts.
52. The wording of all three is very similar, and also of the
Gospel of Peter, which represents Joseph as coming before Jesus
was dead, and Pilate as sending to ask Herod for the body, who
replies, " Brother Pilate, even if some one had not asked for Him,
we were intending to bury Him . . . before the first day of the
unleavened bread." Comp. the addition made in Cod. Colb.
153. lveTu'>..•~Ev mho awS6v•. The verb occurs only here, Mt.
xxvii. 59, and Jn. xx. 7. All three mention the uiv86Jv, which was
cut into sttips (<W6via or mp{m) for the burial. Mk. (xv. 46) tells
us that it had been bought by Joseph for the purpose, and therefore on that day ; which is another sign that the feast had not
begun the previous evening. The Gospel of Peter says that Joseph
washed the body before wrapping it in linen.
lv 1-"nJ!-"G.TL >..a.~evT<ji. For 1-""'ll-"a. see on xxiv. I : the adjective is not
classical; once in LXX (Deut. iv. 49) and four times in Aquila (Num.
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xxi. 20, xxiii. 14; Deut. xxxiv. I ; Josh. xiii. 20). Comp. A~<uw (Exod.
xxxiv. 1, 4; Num. xxi. 19, xxiii. 14; Deut. iii. 27, x. 1, 3, etc.). Verb and
adjective seem to belong to the important class of words which became current
through having been needed to express Jewish ideas and customs. Kennedy,
Sources of N. T. Grk. p. I I 6.
o\ii< 11v oii8•\~ oimw. Accumulation of negatives: comp. Heb. xiii. 5,
and see Win. Iv. 9. b, p. 626 ; Burton, § 489. Mt. has Ka.iv<I'. The fact is
mentioned as a mark of special honour in contrast to the shameful death :
comp. xix. 30.
Cod. Bezae has here one of its characteristic interpolations. After K<lµevos
it adds Ka.I Oevros a.Orov bre01JKE r<i' µv1}µEl'I' AelOov 8v µfryis erKOITI EKUAIOJI : et
posito eo imposuit in monumento lapidem quem vix vz'ginti movebant.
Scrivener (Cod. Bezae, p. Iii) remarks that this "strange addition" is "conceived somewhat in the Homeric spirit." Comp. Od. ix. 241. Prof. Rendel
Harris (Cod. Bezae, eh. vii.) finds a hexameter in the Latin : imposuit • . •
lapidem quem vix viginti movebant. But against this (as an acute critic in
the Guardian of May 25, 1892, p. 787, points out) are to be urged (I) the
intrusive in monumento, (2) the shortening of the final syllable in viginti,
which is improbable so early as the second century, (3) the fact that the same
gloss, rather differently worded, is found not only in Cod. Col b., but in the
Sahidic Version. Thus in one we have, posuerunt lapz'denz quem vix viginti
volvebant (c); in the other, posut't lapz'dem t'n porta sepukri quem vt'gt'nti
, homines volvere possent. To assume a Greek gloss, which was differently
translated in two Latin and one Egyptian text, is a simpler hypothesis than a
Latin gloss translated into Greek and Egyptian, and then from the Greek
into a different Latin. Moreover, the fact that the tone of the gloss is
Homeric rather than Virgilian points to a Greek origin. That there were
Homerizers and Virgilianizers at this early date may be inferred from Tertull.
De Prmscr. Hmr. xxxix.

54. 'll'apaai<eu~\l. The word may mean either the eve of the
sabbath or the eve of the Passover : and on this occasion the
sabbath probably coincided with Nisan 15, the first day of the
Passover. This first day ranked as a sabbath (Exod. xii. 16; Lev.
xxiii. 7), and therefore was doubly holy when it coincided with an
ordinary sabbath. If the Passover had begun the previous evening, would Lk. and Mk. (xv. 42) speak of its first day as the eve of
an ordinary sabbath? Just as we should hardly speak of "the first
Sunday in April," if that Sunday was Easter Day. But, although
the day was a 11'apa<TKEv~ to both sabbath and Passover, it is the
former that is probably meant. Comp. Mk. xv. 42. Caspari
(§ 157) would take it the other way.
For 7ra.pa.1TKEvfjs (~BC* L 13 346, cenm purm a b c I parasceues Vulg.)
A C2 p x etc., fff2 have 1rctpCLITK•vf/, Syr-Cur. ferz'a sexta. For the whole verse
D substitutes 1)11 oe r, 1JµEpa. 1rpOITct{3{3rirov, erat autem dies antesabbatum.
auf3f3aTOV t'll'Eci>W<TKEV.
An inaccurate expression, because the
sabbath began, not at dawn, but at sunset. But "it was dawning"
easily comes to mean "it was beginning," and is transferred to
things which cannot "dawn." In the Gospel of Peter, when Pilate
before the Crucifixion asks Herod for the body of Jesus, Herod
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replies that in any case the body would have been buried that day,
E7r£l Kal u&.(3(3aTov l7ricp.fJuK£i, ylypa7rTai yap (v Tc;i voµ<tJ, ~Xwv µ~
8vvai E11"2 7r£cpovwµlv<e. The verb has nothing to do with lighting
lamps at the beginning of the sabbath (J. Lightfoot, Wetst.), nor is
the rising of the stars or the glow of sunset meant (Hahn).
55. Ka.Ta.Ko>..ou9tlaaaa.L. In N.T. here and Acts xvi. 17 only:
in LXX Jer. xvii. 16; 1 Es. vii. 1; Judith xi. 6; Dan. ix. IO; 1 Mac.
vi. 23. Their following from the Crucifixion (ver. 49) to Joseph's
garden is meant, and the Ka.Ta- does not mean "down into the
grave,'' but "after Joseph and his assistants." Syr-Sin. and SyrCur. have " And the women, who came with Him from Galilee,
went to the sepulchre z"n thez"r footsteps, and saw the body when
they [had] brought it in there." The fact of the women beholding
the tomb in which the body was laid is in all three Synoptic
Gospels. It is part of the evidence for the Resurrection.
For al 'YllllaL'Kes (B L PX, Boh. Sah.) D 29, a be ff2 qr have 860 'YVPaL'Kes,
while TR. follows certain cursives in reading Kai 'YVPatK<s. ~AC r etc. have
'YvvaiKes without al or 860 or Kai, and this Tisch. adopts.
0:.1 hle1J• We might have expected 'll'"WS: comp. vi. 4, viii. 47, xxiv. 35.

56. d.pwp.a.Ta.. In N.T. only of these spices; freq. in LXX.
For µvpa comp. vii. 37. Mk. says that when the sabbath was
over, z".e. on Saturday evening, the women bought apwµaTa that
they might anoz"nt Him, which shows that ap.JJµaTa are not to be
confined to " sweet-smelling herbs " or to "dry " spices. The
chapter ought to end at µvpa, for TO µ£v ua(3{3aTOV plainly balances
rfi 8£ µuf. Twv ua(3(3aTwv, and no more than a comma is needed
after €vToX~v. D omits Ka.Ta T~v lvToX~v.
~auxaaav. The notice of this resting on the sabbath would be
strange if they had been working on so sabbatical a day as
Nisan 15; for it could not be urged that the preparation of spices
and ointments was in any sense necessary. When a sabbath immediately preceded Nisan 15, it was lawful to work on the sabbath at
preparatz"ons for the feast. But can we suppose that, if in this year
Nisan 15 immediately preceded the sabbath, pious women would
have worked merely to gratify affectionate feeling? Or, having
thought themselves justified in working for this purpose on
Nisan 15, that they would scrupulously have avoided continuing
such work on the sabbath ? If Nisan 15 coincided with the
sabbath, all is explained : up to sunset on Friday it was lawful to
work, and after sunset on Saturday it was lawful to work again. Of
the interval Godet remarks, On peut dz"re que ce sabbat etaz"t le
dermer de l'ancz"enne alliance quz" prenaz"t Jin avec la mort du Christ
II fut scrupuleusement respecte par tous ceux quz", sans le savoz"t
a/latent z"naugurer la nouvelle.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE ON READINGS IN CHAPTERS XXII, AND XXIII.

(1) xxii. 43, 44.

,,;i,,,

•o.<1>011 8€ ••• br! rlw
Evidence for the passage:N*0 D F G HK L M Q U X A etc. and nearly all cursives. A has
the Ammonian section of the passage marked in the margin, although it
omits the passage in the text.
All MSS. of Lat. Vet. excepting fVulg. some MSS. of Boh. of Sah.
and of Arm. Syr-Cur. (omitting Q.,,.' oilpaPoil) Syr-Pesh. Syr-Hier.
Just-M. Iren. Hippo!. Dion-Alex. Eus. Greg-Naz. Epiph. Hi!.
Hieron. Aug.
Evidence against the passage:N& A BR T 124: 13 has tfJtj>IJ11 M pn'ma manu, the rest secunda
manu. C 0 69 and all known Evangelistaria have the passage inserted
after Mt. xxvi. 39. ES V r A II and others, including nine cursives,
have the passage marked with asterisks or obeli. Et in Gnsds et in
Latinis codd. complur. known to Hilary it was wanting, and it was found
only in quibusdam exemplaribus tam Gnscis quam Latinis known to
Jerome.
f, most MSS. of Boh. including the best, some MSS. of Sah. and of
Arm. (see Sanday, App. ad N. T. pp. 188, 191), Syr-Sin., Syr-Harcl.
marg.
Cyr-Alex. omits in his Homilies on Lk. Ambr. likewise. The silenet
of Clem-Alex. Orig. Cyr-Hier. Ath. and Greg-Nys. can hardly be accidental in
all cases, or even in most.
Excision for doctrinal reasons will not explain the omission. "There is no
tangible evidence for the excision of a substantial portion of narrative for
doctrinal reasons at any period of textual history" (WH. ii. App. p. 66).
Nor does "Lectionary practice" seem to be an adequate cause for such
widespread omission. It is suggested that, because the passage was read after
Mt. xxvi. 39 in the Lection for Holy Thursday, and omitted after Lk. xxii. 42
in the Lection for Tuesday after Sexagesima, therefore some MSS. came to
omit in Lk. or both Gospels.
It will be observed that the early non-patristic evidence in favour of the
words is N* D, Latt. Syrr. "a frequent Western combination."
But, if we regard the passage as probably a Western insertion in the text of
Lk., we need have no hesitation whatever in retaining it as a genuine portion of
historical tradition. It is true, whoever wrote it.
(2) xxii. 68.

After oil µ'I, a11"0KpilJ;)re the words µoi 1) a11"0Mu11re.
Evidence far the words :A DX r A A II etc., Latt. Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin,
Evidence against the words:NB LT, Boh. one MS. of Vulg. (J), Cyr-Alex. Ambr.
A few authorities have µo< without 1) a1roMo-.,re.
With Tisch. WH. RV. we may safely omit. Treg. brackets, Alf. the same,
suggesting homceoteleuton as the cause of omission.
(3) xxiii. 34 a.

0 8€ 'I11uoils ••• 11"0tOVO"<P.
Evidence far the passage :N*• AC D2 L Q X r AAII etc.
cefff2 IrVulg. most MSS. of Bah. Syrr. (Cur. Pesh. Harcl. Hier,)
Aeth. Arm.
lren-lat. Orig-Iat. Hippo!. Clem-Hom. Eus. Ath, Greg-Nys. Bas.
Gest-Pilat. Chrys. Hi!. Ambr. Hieron. Aug.
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Evidence against tne passage:~a B D* 38 43 435. E has it marked with an asterisk.
a b d two best MSS. of Bob. Sah. Syr-Sin.
Cyr-Alex. is said by Arethas to .have regarded it as spurious ; and
this is confirmed by the text prefixed to the Syriac Homily on Lk.
xxiii. 3z-43 (p. 718, ed. Payne Smith). This, however, exists in only
one MS., which ends before ver. 34 is properly reached.
The omission in such witnesses would be very difficult to explain, if the
~e had been part of the original text of Lk. But, even more strongly than
m the case xxii. 43, 44, internal evidence warrants us in retaining the passage
in its traditional place as a genuine portion of the evangelic narrative. That
point being quite certain, it matters comparatively little whether we owe this
precious fragment to Lk. or not.

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON

xxm.

45.

Dr. E. A. Abbott conjectures that both here and xxii. 51 we have instances
of substitution tkrougk misunderstanding. In the Classical Review of Dec.
1893, p. 443, he writes: "Though these words (Tov .;,·,..cav €KJ\ehrovros) might
mean 'the sun failing (to give its light),' yet the natural meaning is 'the sun
being eclipsed.' Now every one knew that an eclipse could not happen except
at new moon, and every Jew knew that Passover was at full moon." Why,
then, he goes on to ask, does Lk. give an explanation of the darkness, which
neither Mt. nor Mk. give, and which involves a portentous miracle ? To the
imaginary reply, "Because Lk. wished to make it clear that it was a miracle
and not a natural obscuration of the sun ; for he is not afraid of being the only
Evangelist to insert a miracle, as is shown by his account of the healing of
Malchus' ear," Dr. Abbott rejoins that "the latter miracle is substituted rather
than inserted. It is substituted for a rebuke to Peter, 'restore thy sword to its
place.' Comp. Mt. xxvi. 52; Jn. xviii. II, with ci.roica.Ta.<M"dll'l}'Tdn Jer. xxix.
(Heh. xlvii.) 6, and it will appear that the miraculous narrative probably arose
from a misunderstanding of some ambiguous word, such as 611r0Ka.Ta.u,-d.ll71,-,
('be thou restored'), or 6.roica.Ta.u,-a.111,rw ('let it be restored'), in the original
tradition. 'It' (or 'thou') was interpreted by Mt. and Jn. (rightly) to be the
'sword,' and by Lk. (wrongly) to be 'the ear'; and the verb was interpreted
by Mt. and Jn. (rightly) to mean 'restored to its place,' but by Lk. (wrongly,
though more in conformity with the Synoptic vocabulary, Mt. xii. 13; Mk.
iii. 5, viii. 25 ; Lk. vi. 10, where it is used of a withered hand, or of a blind
man) to mean 'restored to its original condition.'"
Is it possible that the present, also, may be a case of substitution tkrougk
mi'sunrierstanding? Let us tum to the parallel passage in Mt. (xxvii. 46-49)
and Mk. (xv. 34-36). Here we find no mention of an eclipse, but of a saying
of Jesus which was interpreted by the bystanders to mean that " Elias" had
"abandoned" (fyKa.Ta.J\elretv) Jesus. Tkis Lk. omits alt~;etker. But the
genitive case of " Elias" is the same as that of the " sun,' viz. '1,J\elov, or in
MSS. '1,J\lov: and €icl\e£recv, although not often used of persons failing others in
an emergency, is so used occasionally. Thus '1,J\lov iKJ\elrovTos might mean
either " the sun being eclipsed," or " Eli"as failing, or forsaking."
But how could fyKa.Ta.J\elroVTos be changed into iKJ\ei'lrDl'TOS? Curtailments
of long compounds are not infrequent in MSS. of the N.T., and specially with
ica.Td: comp. Mk. xiv. 40; Lk. vi. 36; Mt. xiii. 40; Jas. ii. 13, iii. 14• . . .
If Lk., or others before him, concluded that '1,J\!ov must mean the sun, they
would naturally infer that fyKa.Ta.J\elrovros must be an error for €KJ\e£7rov,-os.
. . . It seems probable that Lk., finding obscure and divergent traditions
about some utterance of Jesus, . • . considered that he was restoring the
original meaning, and a meani;i$ worthy of t_he subjec~, in retaining two or
three words of the current tradition, but placmg them. m such a context as to
show that it was the sun, and not Elias, that "failed."·
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XXIV. The Resurrection and the Ascension.
It is well known that the difficulty of harmonizing the different accounts of
the Resurrection given by the Evangelists and by S. Paul is great ; and this
difficulty is perhaps at a maximum when the narrative of Lk. is compared with
the others. Here, as so often in the Gospels, we have not sufficient knowledge
to piece together the different fragments which have come down to us, and consequently the evidence for important facts is not what we might antecedently
have expected or desired. But our expectations and wishes are not adequate
criteria, and it is no paradox to say that the difficulty of harmonizing the various
narratives is in itself a security for their general truthfulness. Dishonest witnesses would have made the evidence more harmonious. As it is, each witness
fearlessly tells his own story according to the knowledge which he possesses,
and is not careful as to whether it agrees with what may have been told elsewhere. Nevertheless there is agreement in the following important i;iarticulars :I, The Resurrection itself is not described.
Like all beginnmgs, whether
in nature or in history, it is hidden from view. (Contrast the attempt at
description in the Gospel of Peter.)
2. The manifestations, while confined to disciples, were made to disciples
who were wholly unex_Pectant of a Resurrection. The theory that they were
visions or illusions, arismg from intense and unreasoning expectation, is contrary
to all the evidence that has come down to us. On the contrary,
3. They were received with doubt and hesitation at first, and mere reports
on the subject were rejected.
4. The evidence begins with the visit of women to the tomb very early on
the first day of the week, and the first sign was the removal of the stone from
the door of the tomb.
5. Angels were seen before the Lord was seen.
6. He was seen on various occasions by various kinds of witnesses, both
male and female, both individuals and companies, both sceptical and trusting.
7. The result was a conviction, which nothing ever shook, that "the Lord
had risen indeed" and been present with them (see Wsctt, on Jn. xx. I : he
gives a tentative arrangement of the events of the first Easter Day, which at
least shows that there is no serious discrepancy between the four narratives).
Sadler asserts, and Godet endeavours to show, that each narrative is determined by the purpose which each Evangelist had in view in writing ; but in
most cases the distinctions are not very convincing. Nearly the whole of Lk.'s
narrative is peculiar to him, the partial exceptions being vu. 1-6 and 9, 10.
The nucleus of the whole is the account of the walk to Emmaus (vu. 13-43);
and the first part of the chapter is an introduction to this graphic account, wi~h
special reference to vu. 22, 23. See Loofs, Die Aufstehungsberichte,
An excellent opportunity of comparing six forms of the Old Latin (a b c de f)
with one another and with the Vulgate is given in Scrivener's edition of Codex
Bezae in connexion with a large portion of this chapter. He prints the first
twenty-four verses of this chapter as given in these authorities in seven l'3-rallel
<:olumns (pp. xxxvi, xxxvii). This passage is " rich in peculiar and idiomatic
expressions, and little liable to be corrupted from the Synoptic Gospels." The
result, he thinks, is to show that the Latin of Codex Bezae was made " immediately from its Greek text,'' which it generally servilely follows ; but that
occasionally the translator was led away by his recollection of the Old Latin,
"sometimes for whole verses together," even when the Old Latin differed from
the Greek text which he was translating. Adhuc sub Judice !is est.

1-ll. The Visit of the Women to the Tomb and the Vision of
Angels. Comp. Mt. xxviii. 1-10; Mk. xvi. 1-8; Jn. xx. 1-10.
Lk. and Jn. mention two Angels; Mt. and Mk. mention only one :
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but we know too little about the manner of Angel appearances to
be sure that Lk. and Jn. mention the same two Angels, or that Mt.
and Mk. mention the same one. In the other two cases of similar
difference (the Gerasene demoniacs and the blind men at Jericho)
it is Mt. who mentions two, while Lk. gives only one. In all
three cases Mk. mentions only one. Where, out of two or more,
only one is spokesman, he is necessarily remembered. The other
or others may easily be ignored or forgotten. It is an exaggeration
to call such differences absolute discrepancies. Lk. records only
those appearances of the risen Lord which took place in Judrea.
1. Tli 8£ l"Lcj: TO.v cra.ppcl.Twv. "But on the first day of the week." The
iU corresponds to the previous µh : they rested on the sabbath, but the next
day they did not. Jn. has the same expression (xx. 1), which literally means
"but on day one of the week," una autem sabbati(Vulg.). Cov. here translates
"upon one of the Sabbathes," and in Jn. "upon one daye of the Sabbath."
But here with Cran. he rightly has "But" (RV.) and not" And" (Rhem.)
or "Now" (AV.).
Comp. Acts xx. 7; Mt. xxviii. I; Mk. xvi. 2; Jn. xx. 19; Rev. ix. 12.
This use of the cardinal for the ordinal is Hebraistic: Gen. i. 5 ; Esr. iii. 6;
Ps. xxiii. tit. In class. Grk. it occurs only in combination with an ordinal:
..-cfi ~11! Ka.! TPl'YJKOfTTcfi (Hdt. v. 89. 2).
llp8pov pa.8.!ws. It is doubtful whether {Ja.Bews is the Attic form of the
gen. of {Ja.Bus (De W. Nosg. Alf.) or an adv. (Mey. Weiss). The former is
probable ; for 6p!Jpos {Ja.Bus occurs (Aristoph. Vesp. 216; Plat. Grit. 43 A;
see esp. Prot. 310 A; Philo, De V·ita Mosis, i. 32), and 2 Cor. xi. 23 does
not favour the latter. For 6pBpou comp. On.] viii. 2; Jer. xxv. 4, xxvi. 5.
To p.vijp.a..
With the exception of Mk. v. 3, 5, xv. 46 ; Rev. xi. 9,
the word is peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (viii. 27, xxiii. 53; Acts ii. 29,
vii. 16). The common word is µv71µel.ov (xi. 44, 47, xxiii. 55,
xxiv. 2, 9, 12, 22, 24, etc.); but Mt. sometimes has Ta<flos (xxiii.
27, 29, xxvii. 61, 64, 66, xxviii. 1; comp. Rom. iu. 13). RV. has
" tomb " for µv~µa and JJ.V7J/LEl.ov, and "sepulchre " for Tacflos.

ACBDXr etc. dfq Syrr. (Cur. Sin. Pesh. Harcl. Hier.) Sah. Arm.
Aeth. (most MSS.) add Ka.l ri11es rril11 a.tl-ra.ls, and D c d Sah. add from Mk.
xvi. 3 ihcryll°ollTO at Ell ia.UTa.ls, rls ilpa. cl.'lrOKUAlfTEL TOii XlBov ; N BC* L 33 124
a b c e ff2 l Vulg. Boh. Aeth. (some MSS.) omit. The insertion is a gloss
from ver. 10 and Mk. xvi. 1, 3.

2. e~pov SE Tov M8ov. Lk. has not yet mentioned it, but he
speaks of it as well known or as usual. All three use a11"01C11Xtw of
the stone, while Jn. has ~pphov EK : the verb occurs nowhere else
in N.T. Comp. Gen. xxix. 3, 8, ro; Judith xiii. 9.
3. To\o Kvp(ov 'l11cro\o. The combination occurs nowhere else in the
Gospels, although possibly right [Mk.] xvi. 19; but it is frequent in Acts
(i. 21, iv. 33, viii. 16, etc.) and Epistles. Here the words are possibly a
very early insertion. See note on Western Noninterpolations at the end of
this chapter.

4.

KO.L

~yEVETO

'"

TW d.1Tope'i:a8a.. a.1hO.s 1TEpl. TOUTOU,

KO.L

tSoil. Note
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the strongly Hebraistic construction, so common in Lk., and see
additional note, p. 45.
The Latin Versions differ greatly: dum apon"arentur (d), h1Bsitarent (f),
.rtuperent (ac), mente contristarentur (ff2 ), mente consternatlB essent (Vulg.),
The last is wrong both in verb and tense. Aponari occurs in Vulg. 2 Car.
iv. 8; Is. lix. 16; Ecclus. xviii. 6, and in Irenreus, ii. 7. I, 2.

4v8pES 800. The plur. agrees with ayy,.\wv in ver. 23. For
c!.vi)p of an Angel in human form comp. Acts i. 10, x. 30; for
'11"EC1T1Jaav see on ii. 9 ; and for 4la6~s see on xxiii. 11. Only here
and xvii. 24 in N.T. does c!.OTpci'lfni occur.
Instead of EtT8f'rrL atT-rpo:trTOVITTJ (ii't B D, Latt. Orig. Eus.) TR. has EtT81/tTEITLr 4tT-rpa.r-rovtTa.Ls with A C D I' ;l etc., Sah. Bah. Arm. L has itT81/tTEIT..
>.evtca.ls, Syr-Sin. "their garments were dazzling." (tT01JtT<s occurs Acts i. IO
only. See Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 90.

The contrast between the Gospel of Peter and the Canonical
Gospels is still more marked in the account of the Resurrection
than in that of the Passion. There the watchers see Svo /1.v8pas
come down from heaven ; and aµ.<fl6-repoi oi veav{uKoi enter the tomb.
But the watchers see -rpiis /1.v8pa.s come out of the tomb. Then
/1.v8pw7r6s 'TLS comes down from heaven and enters the tomb ; and
the women find 'TLVa. veavluKov sitting in the tomb, and he addresses
them.
5. lp.1f>ofiwv 8.1 yEvop.ivwv. In N.T. the use of lp.cpof3os (always
with y{vur8a.i) is almost confined to Lk. (ver. 37; Acts x. 4,
xxiv. 25; Rev. xi. 13): in LXX (without y{veu8a.i) Ecclus. xix. 24.
The detail K>..wouuwv Tct 1rpoaw'lfa. ets T. y~v is peculiar to Lk
Note 7rpos a.{mis : Mt. and Mk. have the dat.
Tl tTJTELTE Tov twVTa p.ETn Twv vEKpwv; A rebuke: comp. ii. 49.
There is possibly a reference to Is. viii. 19, T{ tK,1JTovuw 7rept Twv
'~vTwv Tovs veKpovs; They ought to have remembered His assur·
<tnce that on the third day He would rise again.
6. o~K laTw ~Se, G.XXG. -liylp811. Like the doubtful words in ver. 3, this
sentence is wanting in D and important Latin authorities. A reason for the
omission is hard to find. A very early insertion from Mk. xvi. 6=Mt.
xxviii. 6 may be suspected : see note at the end of this chapter.

p.vi]a61)TE. Angels "may be employed in endless ways of which
we can form no idea, but we have Scripture warrant for supposing
that they call things to remembrance, and it is not going much
farther to suppose that they put thoughts into people's minds"
(Latham, A Service of Angels, p. 162).
c:is 'M>..11aEv 6p.Lv. The ws is not exactly Cln, but suggests the
wording of the statement: in both ix. 22 and xviii. 32, 33 the important "on the third day" is predicted. The whole of this to
the end of ver. 8 is peculiar to Lk. On the other hand Lk, who
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records no appearances in Galilee, omits '11'po&.yet vpiis di T1]v
ra.\t.\a{av, which refers back to Mk. xiv. 28; Mt. xxvi. 32.
7. Sei:. See on iv. 43 and ix. 22.
9. 011'01TTpl+11ua.t. Lk.'s favourite word: Mt. has &.71'e.\9ovuat
and Mk. £~e.\9aii<Tai. Lk. omits the speed with which they returned
in mingled fear and joy.
1br1]yyet>..11v. Mt. says the same (xxviii. 8), but Mk. says ofiSevl
oVS£v eT'Tl'av, £cf>of3oiivTo y&.p. If we had the conclusion of Mk.'s
Gospel we should know how this apparent contradiction is to be
explained. Obviously they did not remain silent about it for the
rest of their lives, but only so long as fear kept them silent. When
the fear passed away, they told their tale to the disciples (not
merely to the Apostles) in accordance with the angelic charge
(Mt. xxviii. 7). But it is perhaps simpler to suppose that Mt. and
Lk. here give, as Mt. and Mk. do in the case of the crucified
robbers, the tradition which was generally current, and which
attributed to all the women what was true of only one, viz. Mary
Magdalen. She on her return told the Apostles, while the others
kept silence through fear. A little later no doubt all told to all.
Note the characteristic 7l'ri.vT11 and 'Tl'auiv. Mt. has neither, and
he sums up " the Eleven and all the rest " in TOLi p.a9'YJTa'ii a.&aii.
10. The other Evangelists give the names of the women at the
beginning of the narrative. All four place Mary Magdalen first,
and Jn. mentions no one else; but of!K olSap.ev (xx. 2) implies that
others were with her. " Mary the [mother] of James " or "the
other Mary" is mentioned by all three ; Joana by Lk. alone, and
Salome by Mk. alone. For Joana see on viii. 3: it is from her
that Lk. may have got both these details, and also what he relates
xxiii. 8-12. Here only does the order~ MayS. Map{a. occur: elsewhere Ma.p[a. ~ MayS. (so D here).
All English Versions previous to RV. follow a false reading, and make
one sentence of this verse. There are two sentences. "Now they were
Mary Magdalen, and Joana, and Mary the mother of James " : these were
the women specially referred to in ver. 9. "Also the other women with them
told these things unto the Apostles." The evidence against the second a!
(before D-e-yov) is overwhelming (tot" A B DE F G H etc. b de tf9 q Sah. Aeth. ),
and the reason for its insertion is obvious.
Syr-Cur. and Syr.Sin. interpret "1 'IaKw{lov "the daugJiter of James."
There is little doubt that " mother" is meant, and that James is not the
Lord's brother, the first president of the Church of Jerusalem. She is called
"the mother of James and Joses" (Mk. xv. 40), and "the mother of Joses"
(Mk. xv. 47) ; and she is probably the same as "Mary the [wife] of Ciopas"
(Jn. xix. 25). SeeJ. B. Mayor, Ep. of St.James, Macmillan, 1892, p. xv,
perhaps the best discussion of the vexed question about the brethren of the
Lord.
11. lvth-tov a.v'l'wv. "In their sight," in the judgment of the Apostles
and others; aj>wl illos (c), in consputu eorum (d), coram illis (f), apostolis (1).
For lv'11'LOV see small print on i. I 5, and for &a-.C on i. 56.
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Mjpos. " Nonsense " ; the word "is applied in medical language
to the wild talk of the sick in delirium" (Hobart) : comp. 4 Mac.
v. II: here only in N.T. derisus (d), delira (a), deliramentum
(f Vulg.). The incredulity with which mere reports were received
is noted [Mk.] xvi. II. Even S. John did not infer from the disappearance of the body that He had risen until he had examined
the tomb himself (Jn. xx. 8). Apparently no one had understood
Christ's predictions of His rising again. They were interpreted of
His return in glory, either with a new body or as an incorporeal being.
No Apostle had grasped the fact that He would be killed, buried,
and raised again to life. They had seen Him dead, and women's
talk about Angels who said that He was alive did not cancel that.
-r& p1)f£a.Ta. -ra.u-ra. (~ B D L, a b c de 1 q Vulg. Sah. Bob. Syr-Cur. Aeth.)
is certainly to be preferred to Ta pfiµaTa afrrwv (A IX I' A etc. f Arm.). SyrSin. has "They appeared in their eyes as if they had spoken these words from
thez"r wonder." For neut. plur. with plur. verb comp. Jn. xix. 31.

12. §The Visit of Peter to the Tomb.
The whole of this verse is of unknown and doubtful authority. It is
absent from important Western documents, and has the look of an insertion.
Its source is probably Jn. xx. 3-ro, part of what is there said of "the other
disciple" (ver. 5) being here transferred to S. Peter. The only words which
are not found in Jn. xx. 3-ro are civauras, µ6va, Oavµa)wv TO 'Y•"(ov6s: but of
these civa<TT<is (not in Jn. and rare in Mt.) and TO 7ryo116s (not in Mt. or Jn.
and once in Mk.) are specially frequent in Lk. And although Lk. more
often writes Oavµat'<Lv br! Tc;;, yet he sometimes has Oavµdt"eiv T• {vii. 9; Acts
vii. 3 I). Perhaps the hypothesis of an insertion made in a second edition is
here admissible. See note on Western Noninterpolations at the end of this
chapter.
The verse has probably no connexion with what precedes. Certainly it
does not give the reason why the Apostles disbelieved, viz. because Peter
had already been to the tomb and seen no Angels but only grave-cloths.
That would require 7dp for Be and the pluperf. The Be would rather mark a
contrast; although they disbelieved, yet Peter went to the grave to satisfy
himself. Didon supposes two visits of Peter to the tomb, one with John
when Mary Magdalen reported the tomb empty, and a second when she
reported that she had seen Angels and the Lord Himself (.f. C. eh. xii.
p. 797). More :probably this verse (whatever its source) is an imperfect
account of the visit of Peter with John.

Tel 690.,Lu p.ovu.

"The grave-cloths without the body."

This is the reading oft.t 0 b B, Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. Bob. Sah., omitting
Kelµe11a, while ~*AK II omit µho.. L, c f Arm. have µ6110. Kelµe110., I X I' A
etc. Kelµevo. µ6110.. Cod. Am. has posita only, but many MSS. of Vulg. have
sola posita.
.
1rpo1; a.{o-r.Sv. So B L, the rest reading Tpos lo.VT6v. The words are
amphibolous (comp. xxiii. 35, 43, 50), and m:w be taken either with ci?rf)Mevt
"he went away to his home," i.e. his lodging in the city (Syr-Sin. RV. 1
Hahn), or with Oo.vµdt"w11, "wondering with himself" (Vulg. Luth. AV.
RV. 2 ).
13-82. The Manifestation to the Two Disciples at Emmaus.
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This narrative forms a counterpart to that of the manifestation to
Mary Magdalen in Jn. There is a condensed allusion to the
incident in the appendix to Mk. (xvi. 12, 13); but the narrative is
peculiar to Lk., and is among the most beautiful of the treasures
which he alone has preserved for us. He almost certainly obtained
his information from one of the two disciples, and probably in
writing. The account has all the effect of personal experience.
If this is accepted, then Cleopas may be regarded as the narrator;
for Lk. would know and be likely to name the person from whom
he received the account.
The fact that Lk. was almost certainly a Gentile (Col. iv. 10-14), and that in
the preface to his Gospel he indicates that he was not an eye-witness, renders the
conjecture of Theophylact, that Lk. was the unnamed disciple who went with
Cleopas to Emmaus, very improbable. This disciple was evidently a Jew
(vv. 20, 27, 32) or a proselyte. Lk. may have been a proselyte before he was a
Christian, and his preface may mean no more than that he was not one of those
"which.from the beginnt'ngwere eye-witnesses": but nothing is gained by such
conjectures. In the Acts he uses the first person plural, when he himself was
present. Why does he not do the same here, if he was one of the two? It
would have added greatly to "the certainty " which he wished to impart to
Theophilus, if he had assured him that he himself had talked and eaten with
Jesus on the very day of His Resurrection. But the hypothesis still finds supporters, e.g. Lange, Godet, Bp. Alexander. Origen twice gives Simon as the
name of the unnamed disciple (Gels. ii. 62, 68). This may be an erroneous
interpretation of (/)rp()71 'Zlµ,wv1 (ver. 34). Epiphanius conjectures Nathanael,
which could hardly be right, if Nathanael is Bartholomew (ver. 33). But all
such conjectures are worthless. Probably Lk. himself did not know who the
other was.

13. Ku1 t8ou. As often, introduces something new and unexpected: i. 20, 31, 36, ii. 25, v. 12, 18, vii. 12, etc.
Suo £~ u~Twv. Not of the Apostles (ver. 10), as is shown by
ver. 33, but of the disciples generally. A direct reference to 7rauiv
To'i~ A.ot7ro'i~ (ver. 9) is not manifest. For £v u1hjj Tjj ~p.ep'l-see small
print on x. 7, and contrast AV. and RV.
iE.)Kona.. The reading lKa.rov i~?jKovTa. (~I K1 N1 II and some other Gk.
Lat. and Syr. authorities) is "an Alexandrian geographical correction, though
not of the type of I'qryerr71vwv or B710a.fla.pd. ; evidently arising from identification of this Emmaus with the better known Emmaus which was later called
Nicopolis. The identification is distinctly laid down by Eus. Hier. Soz.,
though they do not refer to the distance" (WH. ii. App. p. 72). Syr-Sin.
has " threescore."

'Ep.p.uou§. The fortified town afterwards called Nicopolis cannot be meant, although all Christian writers from Eusebius to
the twelfth century assume that it is meant. It is 176 stadia, or
20 English miles, from Jerusalem ; and it is absurd to suppose that
these two walked about 20 miles out, took their evening meal,
walked 20 miles back, and arrived in time to find the disciples still
gathered together and conversing (ver. 33). Yet Robinson contends for it (Res. in Pal. iii. pp. 147-151). El Kubeibelt, which is
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63 stadia from Jerusalem, on the road to Lydda, is probably the
place. It is about 7 miles N.W. of Jerusalem, in the beautiful
Wady Beit Chanina, and the tradition in its favour dates from the
crusades. Of other conjectures, Kulonieh and Beit Mizzeh are too
near (36 to 40 stades), and Khamasa is not near enough (72
stades). But Caspari is very confident that Kuloni'eh is right
(p. 242 ). See D.B. 2 and Schaff's Herzog, art. " Emma us" ; also
Didon, .f. C. App. U.
14. Kat Q~TOt &,...£Aouv. If avTo{ has any Special force, it is "and
they communed "-as well as those mentioned in ver. 10. Among
the disciples this was the topic of conversation. The verb is
peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (ver. 15; Acts xx. 11, xxiv. 26). The
meaning of " converse, talk with " is classical, and survives in
mod. Gk.
Vulg. leads the way in translating 0µ1'A.el11 differently in ver. 14 (loquebantur, "talked" AV.) and ver. 15 (fabularentur, "communed" AV.).
See footnote on ii. 9.
15. KAL u{JT?!i 'l11crov,. B omits Ka.I, which makes no difference to the
sense, but is the common constr. after eyevero : see note at the end of eh. i.
"It came to pass •
that Jesus Himse{/," about whom they were talking.
eyyr.aas. He overtook them, for they assume that He comes
from Jerusalem (ver. 18), from which they are walking.
16. eKpaTouvTo. There is no need to assume a special act of
will on the part of Christ, " who would not be seen by them till the
time when He saw fit." They were preoccupied and had no
expectation of meeting Him, and there is good reason for believing
that the risen Saviour had a glorified body which was not at once
recognized. Comp. ev fripq. p.opcf>fi in the appendix to Mk.
(xvi. 12), the terror of the disciples (ver. 37), the mistake of Mary
Magdalen (Jn. xx. 141 15)1 and the ignorance of the Apostles on
the lake (Jn. xxi. 4). But it is quite possible that the Evangelist
understands the non-recognition of Jesus here and the recognition
of Him afterwards (ver. 31) to be the results of Divine volition.
For KpaTe'ia8m comp.. Acts ii. 24. See on xviii. 34.
Tov 11-1). This may mean either "in order that they might not" or "so
that they did not." If the latter is adopted, the negative may be regarded as
pleonastic. "Were holden from knowing" easily passes into "were holden
so that they did not know," or" were holden that they might not know."
Comp. Ka.re7ra.vrro,11 rou µ1/ lhleiv (Acts xiv. 18) ; Kw'A.urro,1 rou µ:;, {Jo,7rT1rrOfi110,1
(Acts x. 47); oiJx !rrerrre1Mµ'l]11 rov µi) d.110,yye£Xo,1 (Acts xx. 27): see also
Gen. xvi. 2; Ps. xxxiv. 14, etc. ; Win. xliv. 4. b, p. 409. For E'1rl"'(llW110,1
comp. Acts xii. I 4, xxvii. 39.
17. ~vT•fl.0.'A.ETE. Here only in N.T. and once only in LXX (2 Mac.
xi. 3). It looks back to rrwf'IJTeL11 (ver. 15).
1<a.l. laTli811auv aKv8pw'll'o(. This is the reading of Jot B, e Bob. Sah. It
is supported by the l<TT'l]<TBll of L, and probably by the erasure in A. It is
adopted by Tisch. Treg. WH. Weiss, RV., but contended against by Field,
Ot. No1v. iii. p. 6o. With.this reading the question ends at 7rep17rBToU11res.
For tTKu0pw7rol comp. Mt. v1. 16 ; Gen. xl. 7 ; Ecclus. xxv. 23.
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l,8. 6v6p.a.TL K>.16.,,.a.i;, See on v. 27. The name is not to be identified
with K;>..onriis (Jn. xix. 25), which is Aramaic, whereas K;>..161l'as ( =K;\e61!'arpos)
is Greek. The incorrect spelling Cleophas (AV,) comes from some Latin
MSS. The mention of the name is a mark of reality.

:Iu p.6voc,; impoLKELc,; 'lepouua.>..i]p.. The pronoun is emphatic. The
plwoi; cannot mean "only a stranger" (AV.), but either "the only
stranger" or " a lonely stranger,'' i·.e. either " Dost thou alone
sojourn at J.," or "Dost thou sojourn alone at J." The former is
more probable: see Wetst. and Field for examples. The verb
occurs only here and Heb. xi. 9 in N.T., but is common in LXX
of being a stranger or sojourner (Gen. xxi. 23, 34, xxvi. 3, etc.).
Comp. 7rapoiKo> (Acts vii. 6, 29) and 7rapoiKla (Acts xiii. 17). The
usual construction would be b 'IEpovcra'll.~p.: but we have y7jv ~v
7rapotKEt> (Gen. xvii. 8; Exod. vi. 4).
19. no'i:a; "What kind of things? " 'fhe question leads them
on to open their hearts, and He is able to instruct them.
Sc,; l.ylvETo d~p ,..po4>1]T1Jc,;. "Who proved to be, showed Himself to be, a Prophet." The &v~p is perhaps a mark of respect, as
in addresses (Acts i. 16, ii. 29, 37, vii. 2, etc.); or mere amplification, 7rpocp~T7J> being a kind of adjective.
Suva.Toe,; iv £py'(l. Comp. Acts vii. 22, xviii. 24; Ecclus. xxi. 8;
Judith xi. 8. In class. Grk. without iv. In Ps. Sol. xvii. 38, 42
we have both constructions, but in a sense different from this.
With the order comp. 2 Thes. ii. 17 : usually A&yo> Kal £pyov.
l.vaVTlov. He proved Himself to be all this before God and
man ; but no more than this. In thinking Him to be more they
had made a mistake.
20. It is not out of any favour to the Romans (Renan) that
Lk. does not mention their share in the crime. Lk. alone tells us
that Roman soldiers mocked Jesus on the cross (xxiii. 36). And
here their share (which was notorious and irrelevant) is implied in
7raplowKav and luTavpwuav.
21. ~p.e'i:c,; 8~ .fi>..irltop.ev. "But we were hoping," until His
death put an end to our expectation, "that precisely He," and no
other, "was the one who should redeem Israel." Comp. the use
of o p.l>..>..wv in xxii. 23; Mt. xi. 14; Jn. xii. 4.
>..uTpoilu9m. "To cause to be released to oneself, set free for
oneself the slave of another, redeem, ransom." Comp. Tit. ii. 14;
Deut. xiii. 5; 2 Sam. vii. 23; Hos. xiii. 14.
The ol ae ei11'av justifies us in concluding that vv. 1g-24 were spoken
partly by Cleopas and partly by his companion. But the attempt to assign
definite portions to each (19, 20 to Cl., 21a to the other, 21b to Cl., and so
on) is wasted ingenuity.
&.>.>.&. y•. The combination occurs elsewhere in N. T. I Cor. ix. 2. In
class. Grk. another particle must immediately follow, and with this the -ye
coalesces, as d}..M. -ye M1 or c!.}..}..Q. -y• ro<. Otherwise a word or more must
separate c!.;>..X&. from "Y•· The force of the two is concessive. See Stallbaum
on Plat. Rep. i. 331 B. The /Cal after d;>..M -Y• is certainly genuine (B D L~
33, Arm.).
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cMiv .,,.aO'w 'TOV'TOL!l. Super hEU omnia (Vulg.): rather a lax use of <Tvv,
Comp. Neh. v. 18; 3 Mac. i. 22. Syr-Sin. omits.
TplTIJv T«UTIJ" ~flolpav ltyi:L. The verb is probably impersonal:
"one is keeping the third day, we are at the third day" (Grot.
Beng. De W. Nosg. Wordsw. Hahn). Perhaps we may understand
o'l11uovs (Mey. Godet, Weiss, Alf.) : the speaker has an impression
that there was a prediction about the third day. But it is not
probable that either 0 ~ALO>, or 0 ovpav6s, or XPOVO>, or 'lupm],\ is
to be supplied. Comp. 7ri:pdxn €v ypacf>fi ( 1 Pet. ii. 6). The
1
uwupov after cl'.yei (AP X r ~ etc. Syr-Pesh. Sah. Aeth. Vulg.)
may be omitted(~ B L, Boh. Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. Arm.) with Tisch.
WR.RV.
22. &>..>..a Ka£. "But, in spite of this disappointment, there is
also this favourable item."
t~ ~,_..&>., : and therefore not wanton deceivers. With t~ECTTTJ<Ta.v
comp. Uiunf.vwv Acts viii. 9: the trans. use is found nowhere else
in N.T. There should perhaps be a colon at ~µ.as. To put a
colon (AV.) or semicolon (RV.) at µ.v11ve'iov implies that the being
early at the tomb was the astonishing thing. Better "amazed us :
having been early at the tomb and having failed to find His body,
they came, saying," etc. &p8pw6s is a later form of Jp8pws.
23. ~Ma.v >..eyouam ••• ot >..lyouaw. It is all hearsay evidence
and unsatisfactory; but it is sufficiently disturbing. For the constr.
see Burton, § 343.
24. c't'lri)>..Oav TLvi:s. If this refers to the visit of Peter and John,
it confirms the view that ver. 12 was not part of the original
narrative. The pleonastic Ka{ before a.i yvva'iKE> ought probably to
be omitted with B D and most Versions.
a.ihov 8~ oGK d8ov. This was true of Peter and John: and
perhaps Cleopas and his comrade had left Jerusalem without
having heard that Mary Magdalen had said that she had seen
Him. If they had heard it, like the rest, they had disbelieved it,
and therefore do not think it worth mentioning.

25. a:v611ToL. Four quite different Greek words are translated "fool" in
AV.; civ6wos (elsewhere "foolish,'' Gal. iii. I, 3; 1 Tim. vi; 9; Tit. iii. 3),
11.<To<f>os (Eph. v. 15), IJ.<f>pwv (xi. 40, xii. 20; I Cor. xv. 36, etc.), and µwp6s
Mt. v. 22, xxiii. 17, [19]; I Cor. iii. 18, iv. 10). The latter two are much
stronger in meaning than the former two. Here the Latin translations vary
between insmsati (acde) and stulti (fVulg.), as in xi. 40 between insipientes
(c) and stulti (fVulg.): xii. 20 and Mt. xxiii. 17 all have stultus, Mt. v. 22
l.
t
The gen. IS
. one 0 f 1·Imlta·
.
• • • 'TOV 'll'LO"'TEVELV ..... '11'0.CTLV 0 ljl.
tion depending upon {3po.oiis, which occurs here and Jas. i. 19 only. Comp.
lroiµoi Toil civeXew (Acts xxiii. 15): lroiµoi Toil l>dNiv (1 Mac. v. 39). Else·
where Lk. has the acc. after T1<1'1"e6ei11 hrl (Acts ix. 42, xi. 17, xvi. 31, xxii.
19), in all which cases the object of the belief is a person. The difference is
between faith resting upon, and faith directed towards, an object. Note the
characteristic attraction: see small print on iii. 19.
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tl1rl 'll'UO'W ots n. &.>..11aav ot '11'pocl>1iTaL. There is special point in
the "l!"auw. Like most Jews, they remembered only the promises of
the glories of the Messiah, and ignored the predictions of His
sufferings. We cannot well separate l'll'~ "ll"auw from 'll'LO"Tevew and
take £'11'{ ="on the top of, after, in spite of": "slow of heart to
believe, in spite of all that the Prophets have spoken" (Hahn).
Still more unnatural is Hofmann's proposal to transfer these words
to the next verse: "On the basis of all that the Prophets have
spoken ought not Christ," etc.
26. oilxl TauTa €lleL. "Behoved it not the Christ to suffer
these very things and thus enter into His glory ? " According to
the Divine decree respecting the Messiah as expressed in prophecy,
precisely the things which these two had allowed to destroy their
hopes were a confirmation of them. The rnvrn stands first with
emphasis: for ~Sei comp. ix. 22, xiii. 33, xvii. 25, etc. There is no
need to understand SeL with elueA.!Mv in order to make it clear that
He had not yet entered. Grammatically ~Sn belongs to both
verbs, but it chiefly influences "l!"a()e'iv : the suffering comes first,
and is the road to the glory. Comp. ver. 46. The same is said of
Christ's followers Acts xiv. 22.
27. d:rr~ Mwualws. For the form see on ii. 22. Such prophecies
as Gen. iii. 15, xxii. 18; Num. xxiv. 17; Deut. xviii. 15, and such
types as the scape-goat, the manna, the brazen serpent. and the
sacrifices, are specially meant. Comp. Acts viii. 35.
Kal d.~ '11'0.nwv Twv '11'pocj>1JTWv. This may be regarded as a lax
construction not likely to be misunderstood : comp. l-repoL KaKovpyoi
8vo (xxiii. 32 ). But this is not necessary, for with each Messianic
passage there was a fresh start in the interpretation. It does
not help much to say that Moses and the Prophets are here considered as one class in distinction from the rest of O.T., and that
the meaning is that He began with these and thence passed to the
Psalms (ver. 44) and other books (Hofm. Hahn). The repetition
of the a'll'6 shows that the Prophets are regarded as separate from
the Pentateuch. The literal meaning of the characteristic "ll"i£vTwv
and "ll"auai-. may stand, but need not be pressed. There is
nothing incredible in the supposition that He quoted from each
one of the Prophets.
01epµfivev1uv (N< B LU) supported by 0•11pµfi11ev11ev (M) is probably right,
rather than OLepµfivevev (A G p x r !:.. A) or OL1/PJL1Jvevev (E H K s v II etc.).
But instead of d.p~d.µevos , • • Biepµ1)11ev11e11 we have in D ~" d.p~d.µevos d.'ll'o
l\Iwv11lws Ka.IT. T. 'll'p, epµ11vdmv, erat incipiens a mosen. et omni'um propheetarum interpnBtan· (d); also erat incipiens •.• interpretans (b ff9 r), fuit
inctpiens • • • interpretans (c e). erat inckoans • • • interpretans (a). But
fVulg. have et incipiens . • • interpretabatur. The Kill 01epµ1111efm11 of
N* points to some form of this W estem reading.

llLep11-'1veuaev ••• TO. 'll'epl fouToi.i.

Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 30, xiv.
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5, 13, 27. In Acts ix. 36 and 2 Mac. i. 36 the verb is used of
interpreting a foreign language. Neither yrypaµµha (De W. Mey.
Weiss) nor anything else is to be understood with Td. 7rEp2 foVTov:
see small print on xxii. 37.
28. 1rpoue11"0L~<Ta.To. No unreal acting a part is implied. He
began to take leave of them, and would have departed, had they
not prayed Him to remain. Comp. His treatment of the disciples
on the lake (Mk. vi. 48), and of the Syrophenician woman (Mk.
vii. 27). Prayers are part of the chain of causation.
The Latin Versions suggest pretending what was not meant: finxit se
(b c fffa), dixlt se (1),ftcit se (d), slmulavlt se (e), adftctabat se (a). But all
of these, excepting the last, support 1rpouwo•fitra.To (lit A B D L) against
1rpotre1roLetTo (P X r A A Il). The 1rp0tr1rOLe'iulJa.L did not continue. The verb
does not occur elsewhere in N. T. Comp. Job xix. 14In this verse 06 for or or eis 1J11 is genuine ; not in xxii. 10.

29. 11'11pefhaua.v-ro. Moral pressure, especially by entreaty, is
meant: Acts xvi. 15; Gen. xix. 9; l Sam. xxviii. 23; 2 Kings
ii. 17, v. 16. In the last case the urgent entreaty is unsuccessful,
and therefore the word does not imply compulsion. Comp.
&vayKauov eluEMNZv (xiv. 23).
Mel:vov p.e9' ~p.wv. Combined with what follows, this implies a
dwelling, which may have been the home of one of the two. Their
allowing Him to preside does not prove that it was an inn. In
their enthusiasm they naturally left the chief place to Him. On
the other hand, µdl -t,µwv is simply "in our company," not necessarily "at our house" : comp. ui.rv aiffol's below.
Tpo~ ~u,,.lpa.v.
Comp. Gen. viii. II; Exod. xii. 6; Num. ix. II; Zech.
xiv. 7. The classical etr1repa. is very freq. in LXX, but in N. T. is peculiar to
Lk. (Acts iv. 3, xxviii. 23). So also KXl11w of the declining day (ix. 12):
comp. J er. vi. 4.
The 1J6'1/ after KEKXLKe11 (lit B L l 33, a be f ff2 Vulg. Boh.) is doubtless
genuine. Syr-Cur. and Syr-Sin. paraphrase the sentence: "And they began
to entreat Him that He would be (abide) with them, because it was nearly
dark."

30. ~v T~ Ka.Ta.KX.L9Tjva.L. "After He had sat down " ; not "as
He sat," etc. (AV.), nor dum recumberet (Vulg.): see on iii. 2r.
In N.T. the verb is peculiar to Lk. (vii. 36, ix. 14, 15, xiv. 8):
see on ix. 14.
>..a.13~w Tov lJ.pTov.
"He took the bread" that was usual, or
"the loaf" that was there. That this was a celebration of the
eucharist (Theophylact), and a eucharist sub una specie, is an improbable hypothesis. To support it Maldonatus makes lv 'Tifl
KaTaKA. mean "after He had supped," as a parallel to p.ETtt 'TO
8Ei?rV~ua.i (xxii. 20). But the imperf. brE8{8ov is against the theory
of a eucharist. In the Last Supper there is no change from aor.
to imperf. such as we have here and in the Miracles of the Five
Thousand (Ka.TlKA.a.crev Ka.2 l8l8ov, ix. 16) and of the Four Thousand
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( (KAfiuev Kat £8{8ov, Mk. viii. 6 ). In none of the Gospels is the
imperf. used of the eucharist (xxii. 19; Mk. xiv. 22; Mt. xxvi. 26),
nor in 1 Cor. xi. 23. Wordsworth, although he regards this as a
eucharist, points out that "bread" was to the Jews a general
name for food, including drink as well as meat ; and that to " eat
bread" and "break bread" are general terms for taking refreshment. That the bread was blessed in order that it might open
the eyes of the disciples is also improbable : the evA.6y1)<T£v is the
usual grace before meat. It was the breaking of the bread on the
part of Jesus, rather than their own partaking of the bread, which
helped them to see who He was : see ver. 35.
31. 8n1volx971aa;v ot 3c!>9a>..,...ol. This must be explained in
harmony with ver. 16. If the one implies Divine interposition,
so also does the other. These two had not been present at the
Last Supper, but they had probably often seen Jesus preside at
meals ; and something in His manner of taking and breaking the
bread, and of uttering the benediction, may have been the means
employed to restore their power of recognizing Him. Wright's conjecture that the eucharist was instituted long before the Last Supper
is unnecessary. Comp. Gen. xxi. 19; 2 Kings vi. 20; Gen. iii. 5, 7.
For the augment see WH. ii. App. p. 161. All three forms, 1}voixll-f/v,
dn~x011v, and 1}vEc,lx011v, are found well attested in N.T. Gregory, Prolegom.
p. 121, Syr-Cur. and Syr-Sin. add "immediately" to "were opened."

licl>aVTos tylveTo. "He vanished, became invisible" : comp.
ver. 37, vi. 36, xii. 40, xvi. 11, 12, xix. 17. It is very unnatural to
take £ylveTO with a'll'' avTWV and make tJ.q,avTO<; adverbial : " He
departed from them without being seen." Something more than
a sudden departure, or a departure which they did not notice until
He was gone, is intended. We are to understand disappearance
without physical locomotion: but we know too little about the
properties of Christ's risen body to say whether this was supernatural or not. Nowhere else in bibl. Grk. does /J.cpavTo<; occur :
in class. Grk. it is poetical. In 2 Mac. iii. 34 cicpave'i<; lyl:vovTo is
used of Angels ceasing to be visible. The a'll'' awwv implies no
more than withdrawal from their sight : to what extent His
presence was withdrawn we have no means of knowing. But His
object was accomplished ; viz. to convince them that He was the
Messiah and still alive, and that their hopes had not been in vain.
To abide with them in the old manner was not His object.
The Latin Versions vary much, but none of them suggest a mere quiet
withdrawal: nusquam comparuit ab eis (c e ff2 ) or illis (a), non comparut't ab
eis (dr), invisus factus est eis (bf), non apparens factus est ab eis (o),
evanuit ex oculis eorum (Vulg. ). Syr-Sin. has "He was lifted away from
them" : so also Syr-Cur. Respecting Jos. Ant. xx. 8. 6 see p. xxx.

SS. KBLOfloEVTJ ~"·

The periphrastic tense emphasizes the con-
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tinuance of the emotion. Common and natural as the metaphor
is, it seems to have been misunderstood; and hence the reading
K£KaAVfLfLEV7J (D), perhaps from 2 Cor. iiL 14-16; while excrecatum
(c), and optusum (1) seem to imply ?rm7JpWfL~V7J as another correction. Other variations are exterminatum (e) and gravatum
(Syr-Cur. Syr-Sin. Sah. Arm.). They regard the glow in their
hearts as further proof that it was indeed Jesus who was with them
as they walked.
@s ~M~eL • . • Gis 8L~voLyev. "While He was speaking . . .
while He was opening." Note the asyndeton and the use of the
same verb for the opening of their eyes and the opening of the
Scriptures.
33-43. § The Manifestation to the Eleven and the other
Disciples at Jerusalem. We cannot determine whether this is
the same appearance as Jn. xx. 19. If it is, then -roo> ~v3£Ka is
not exact, for on that occasion Thomas was absent ; and in any
case it is improbable that he was present. If he was, why was
the incident which convinced him delayed for a week? Can
we suppose that he withdrew between vv. 35, 36? It is much
simpler to suppose that "the Eleven" is used inaccurately.
33. aurfi rfi iilp~.
"That very hour" : comp. x. 7. The
lateness of the hour, which they had urged upon their guest
(ver. 29), does not deter them. Note the characteristic dvaOTGVTES
(i. 39, iv. 29, etc.) and ~'ll'EOTpe"1av (i. 56, ii. 20, 43, 45, iv. 1, etc.).
It was in order that others might share their great joy that they
returned at once to Jerusalem. Yet D c d e Sah. insert Av?ro-6/Levoi
(tristes, contrz"stati) after &.vauTdVT£>.
-ii8poLCTfLEVovo;. This is the reading of N B D 33, adopted by all the best
editors. The verb is not rare in LXX, but occurs here only in N.T. TR.
has u-vv-r10p. with ALP X etc., a verb which is found in N. T. only in Acts
xii. 12, xix. 25.
Tolls CTuv auTois. Much the same as ?rdvTe> ol >..oi?rol (ver. 9).
Comp. Acts i. 14.
84. >..lyoVTas.
This was the statement with which the
The
assembled disciples greeted the two from Emmaus.
appendix to Mk. cannot be reconciled with this. There we are
told that, so far from the two being met by news that the Lord
was risen, their own story was not believed (xvi. 13).
w+e"I l:Lf£WVL. There is no other mention of this manifestation
in the Gospels ; but S. Paul quotes it in the first rank as evidence
of the Resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 5): and this coincidence between
the Evangelist and the Apostle cannot well be accidental. It
confirms the belief that this Gospel is the work of one who was
intimate with S. Paul. For w+e"I see on xxii. 43. This manifestation apparently took place after the two had started for Emmaus
and before the disciples assembled at Jerusalem. The Apostle
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"most in need of comfort was the first to receive it." But Lange
is fanciful when he adds, "We here learn that after his fall Peter
named himself, and was named in the Church, Simon, not Peter"
(L. of C. iii. p. 387 ). See on vi. 14.
85. Ka.l. a.OTol. £~11youVTo. "And they on their side rehearsed."
Excepting Jn. i. 18, the verb occurs only here and Acts x. 8,
xv. 12, 14, xxi. 19. Note that the Lord's breaking of the bread,
and not their partaking of it, is spoken of as the occasion of their
recognizing Him. Syr-Sin. has "as He brake bread."
36. £aT1J t!v fJ.la<t>. A sudden appearance, analogous to the
sudden disappearance (ver. 31), is intended. See on viii. 7. On
the words KaL A.Eyei O.WOL!> Elp'r]v'r} vp.l:v, which look like a very
early insertion from Jn. xx. 19, see note at the end of the chapter.
They express what is true in fact, but is probably not part of the
original text of Lk.
37. 'll'T01J8EvTEo; Si. There is some confusion of text here. This is the
reading of ALP X r a etc. supported by conturbatiqia (b Ifs), turbati autem
(c e), et conturbati (1), conturbatt' vero (f Vulg.). But D has a.Vl'o! lie 'llT07J8e11·
Tes, ipsi autem paverunt (d), ~ <f>ofJ11IU11Tes lie, exterriti autem (a),, and B
8po118e11Tes. The last may possibly be right. Syr-Sin. has "shaken" both
here and for Tera.pa."(µho' in ver, 38.

'll'VEUfJ.O.· "The disembodied spirit of a dead person, a ghost."
Comp. cpavTaup.a (Mt. xiv. 26), which D has here. Thomas
would explain away their evidence by maintaining that this first
impression respecting what they saw was the right one. For
€JMl>ojioL yev6fJ.EVOL see on ver. 5 ; and for this use of 7rVEvp.a
comp. 1 Pet. iii. 19. To introduce the notion of an evz'l spirit
is altogether out of place.
38. TL • • • KG\ 8L0. TL. So in ~ Ax r a A* II, quid • • • et quare,
abcefff2 1 Syr-Cur. "Why . . . and wherefore" RV. But DLhave .,.£
••• Zva. Tl, and B A 2 .,.£ ••• TL, Syr-Sin. has Why .. , why, Tert. quid
. . . quid. Vulg. inaccurately omits the second iuid.
&va.~a.£vovaw lv tjj KGp8£q. ~p.c\iv.
So A (?) B D, i'n corde vestro
(abceff2l· Sah. Aeth.); for which ev Ta.LS Ka.plila.'s vµ.wv (~A1 LXra
etc.), in cordibus vestris (f Syr-Sin. ), is an obvious correction. Vulg. it
a~ain the least accurate with in corda vestra.
Nowhere else does dva.{J. b
TlJ Ka.plilq. occur : elsewhere br! rl]v K. (Acts vii. 23) or br! Ka.pola.11 ( r Cor.
ii. 9; Jer. iii. 16).
39. 'IBeTe TO.s xeLpcis fJ.OU Ka.l. Tous 11'68a.s. This seems to imply
that His feet as well as His hands had been nailed. Jesus first
convinces them of His identity,-that He is the Master whom
they supposed that they had lost ; and secondly of the reality of
His body,-that it is not merely the spirit of a dead Master that
they see.
Tyn. Cov. Cran. Gen. AV. all have "Behold ••• see" for rlieTe •
Wic. Rhem. RV. follow videte ••• videte of Vulg. with "See •

rlieT'e.
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see." The first refers to the test of identity, the sight of the wound -prints,
the second to the test of reality, the sense of touch.
"'11>..a.cj>~ua.Tl flE.
1 Jn. i. 1 seems to be a direct reference to·
this passage : the same verb is used. The remarkable quotation
in Ignatius ( Smyr. iii. l) should be compared : 6re 7rpos rovs 7repl
IT€rpov ~A.(hv, Ec/>71 ai'.iro'Ls· Aa/3en, if71A.acp~uari µ.e, Kal W£Te 6rt
ovK dµ.l 8aiµ.6vtov &uwµ.arov. Eusebius (H. E. iii. 36. 11) does
not know whence Ignatius got these words. Jerome more than
once gives the Gospel according to the Hebrews as the source of
the saying about the incorporate dremonium. Origen says that it
comes from the Teaching of Peter. As all three writers knew the
Gospel according to Hebrews well, the testimony is perplexing.
We may conjecture that Origen is right, that Eusebius had never
seen the passage, and that J erome's memory has failed him.
That it is quite possible to forget much of a book that one has
translated, every translator will admit. See Lft. on Ign. Smyr. iii.
Cln irveu11a.. Once more an ambiguous 6n: comp. xix. 31, 43,
xxii. 70, etc. But "because" or "for" (AV. RV. Nosg. Godet,
Weiss) is much more probable than "that" (Mey. Hahn). Comp.
OU yap En uapKa> TE Kal ouria lves Exovuiv (Hom. Od. xi. 219).

40. The evidence against this verse is exactly the same as against the
doubtful words in ver. 36 with the addition of Syr-Cur. It may be regarded
as an adaptation of Jn. xx. 20, Ka.I rliv 7r'll.evp&.v being changed into Ka.I roils
7r6oa.s to suit ver. 39. Apelles in Hipp. Ref. vii. 26 combines the two,
oel~a.vra. -rous -rurovs -rwv ~'Jl.wv Ka.I rijs .,,.xevpa.s. Tertullian uses ver. 40 to
answer Marcion's perversion of ver. 39 (iv. 43). See note p. 568.

41. dmuTooVTwv a~Twv diro rijs xa.p&s. A remark, "which,
with many similar expressions, we owe to the most profound
Vix sibimet ipsi prre
psychologist among the Evangelists."
necopinato gaudio credentes (Livy, xxxix. 49). For this use of d7Ta
comp. xxi. 26, xxii. 45; Acts xii. 14; Mt. xiii. 44, xiv. 26, etc.
"ExETl Tt jipwui11ov lva&Se; The objection that, if Jesus took
food in order to convince them that He was no mere spirit,
when food was not necessary for the resurrection-body, He was
acting deceitfully, does not hold. The alternative-" either a
ghost, or an ordinary body needing food "-is false. There is a
third possibility : a glorified body, capable of receiving food.
Is there any deceit in taking food, which one does not want, in
order to place others, who are needing it, at their ease? With the
double sign granted here, the handling and the seeing Him eat,
comp. the double sign with Moses' rod and hand (Exod. iv. l-8).
and with Gideon's fleece (Judg. vi. 36-40). For jipwut11ov comp.
Lev. xix. 23; Ezek. xlvii. 12; Neh. ix. 25: not elsewhere in N.T.
£v0U8e: rare in LXX, and in N.T., excepting Jn. iv. 15, 161
peculiarto Lk. (Acts x. 18, xvi. 28, xvii. 6, xxv. 171 24).
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4;<!. Ka.t cl.1To f.l.E~L<T<Ttov KT)p(ov. The evidence against these w01ds i11
far stronger than against any of the other doubtful passages in this chapter
(vv. 3, 6, 9, 12, 36, 40, 51, 52). Here ~A B D L, de Bah. Syr-Sin. omit
the whole, while a b omit mellis. Clem-Alex. Orig. Eus. Cyr-Alex. speak of
the broiled fish in a way which makes it very improbable that they would
have omitted the honey-comb, had it been contained in their copies of the
Gospel. N X are the best uncials which contain the words, and of these X
with E* has K'f/plov for K'f/plov. Even Godet admits that not only here, but
in vv. 36 and 40, the disputed words are probably interpolations.

48. evwmov adTwv E'cj>ayEv.
Comp. olnves a-vvECpayop.ev Kal
<rVl'E7rf.op.EV awe;; P.ETfL TO &vaa-rljvat avTOV EK VEKpwv (Acts x. 41).
Nothing is said here or in the meal at Emmaus about drinking,
but are we to infer that nothing was drunk ?
K II and some cursives with many Versions (Syr-Cur. Syr-Hier. Boh.
Aeth. Arm. c Vulg.) after {<j>a.-yEV add Ko.! [Xo.,Bwv] Ta brl:>..017ro. t<iwKev o.VT"o'ir.
sumens reliquias dedit eis.

44--49. Christ's Farewell Instructions. This section seems to
be a condensation of what was said by Christ to the Apostles
between the Resurrection and the Ascension, partly on Easter
Day and partly on other occasions. But we have no sure data by
which to determine what was said that same evening, and what
was spoken later. Thus Lange assigns only ver. 44 to Easter
Day, Godet at least vv. 44, 45, Euthymius vv. 44-49, while
Meyer and others assign all the remaining verses also (44-53) to
this same evening. On the other hand Didon would give the
whole of this section to a later occasion, after the manifestations
in Galilee. It is evident that the command to remain ev Tjj
7rOA£L (ver. 49) cannot have been given until after those manifestations, and was almost certainly given in Jerusalem.
44. Et'll"ev 8E irpoc; aihouc;. This new introduction points to a
break of some kind between vv. 43 and 44; but whether of
moments or of days we cannot be certain. It is probable that
Lk. himself, when he wrote his Gospel, did not know what the
interval was. This was one of several points about which he had
obtained more exact information when he wrote the first chapter
of the Acts.
Oiho• ot Myo•. "These are My words, which I spake unto you
formerly (and repeat now), viz. that all things," etc.
ETL WV <TUV op.iv: refers to His intercourse with them before His
death, a mode of intercourse which is entirely at an end: comp. Acts
ix. 39. Not that the new intercourse will be less close or continuous, but it will be of a different kind. His being visible is
now the exception and not the rule, and He is ceasing to share in
the externals of their lives. That the words refer to what He said
during the walk to Emmaus (ver. 26) is most improbable. Christ
is addressing all the disciples present, not merely those who walked
36
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with Him to Emmaus. Such passages as xviii. 31-33 and ix. 22
are meant.
ev Ti{i v6fL<:! Mwuulws Kal [Tois] 1rpocj>~Tats Kal lfia>..11ois. This is
the only place in N.T. in which the tripartite division of the
Hebrew Canon of Scripture is clearly made. But it does not
prove that the Canon was at this time fixed and closed ; nor need
we suppose that "Psalms " here means the whole of the Kethubim
or Hagiographa. Of that division of the Jewish Scriptures the
Psalter was the best known and most influential book ; and, moreover, it contained very much about the Messiah. Hence it is
naturally singled out as representative of the group. In the prologue to Ecclesiasticus we have the tripartite division in three
slightly different forms ( 1) "the Law and the Prophets and others
that have followed their steps " ; ( 2) "the Law and the Prophets
and other books of our fathers"; (3) "the Law and the Prophets
and the rest of the books." Elsewhere we have "the Law and
the Prophets" (xvi. 16; Mt. vii. 12); "Moses and the Prophets"
(xvi. 29, 31, xxiv. 27); and "the Law of Moses and the Prophets"
(Acts xxviii. 23); where the third division is not to be regarded as
excluded because not specially mentioned. Ryle, Canon of the
O.T. pp. 150, 191, 291.
Note that the prep. is not repeated with either rpo<f>iJrais or if!aXµoZs, and that
the art. is not repeated with if!aXµo'is and not quite certainly with rpo<f>i/ra<s:
the three divisions are regarded as one storehouse of Messianic prophecy.
The evidence stands thus: Kai rpotpfiraLS (AD N x r A A II, et prophetis
Latt.), Kai rots rpo<f>firais (B, Boh.), iv rols rpotp. (~), Kai iv ro'is rpoq,. (L).

45. This opening of their understanding is analogous to that
in ver. 31. Comp. Acts xvi. 14, xxvi. 18; 2 Mac. i. 4. Godet regards this as parallel to " He breathed on them, and saith unto
them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost" (Jn. xx. 22 ). It was by the
gift of the Spirit that their minds were open to understand. Contrast xviii. 34. D has 8i7}vu~EV (sic) avTWV TOV vovv, but d has
adaperti sunt eorum sensus.
46. Godet would put a full stop at ypacpas and make Ka! £i?T£v
a1'Tols introduce a fresh summary of what was said, possibly on
another occasion. It is very unnatural to make tm mean " because" or "for," and take it as the beginning of Christ's words.
"He opened their minds and (in explanation of this act) said to
them, Because thus it is written," etc. (Mey.). It is more doubtful whether 6'Ti introduces the oratio recta (Weiss, Hahn), in which
case it is left untranslated (AV. RV.), or the oratio ob!iqua
(Rhem.).
ollT111'll yiypa.'ll'TCU 'll'0.9Eiv TOV XpLcrr6v. Thus ~ B C* L, Aeth. Syr·
Harcl. SoalsoD,abcdeff2 lr Boh., but with rov Xpt<T'1'6v before ra.8el11.
Syr-Sin. and Arm. substitute for -yeypa.rra.< the to., of the similar ver. 26,
while A C2 N x r A A II, f q Vulg. insert KO.I ot!Tws lo<L after -yeypa.rra.L, and
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c e Cypr. omit olfrws. All are attempts to get rid of abrupmess, and perhaps
the reading of A C2 etc. is a conflation of N B etc. with Syr·Sin. and Arm.
D omits EK veKpwv.
For the aor. infin. referring to what is future in reference to the main verb
see Burton, § 1 14.

47. ~irl T~ .Sv6p.a.n a.1hou. "On the basis of all that His name
implies": it is His Messiahship which makes repentance effectual.
Comp. the use of €7rt T<(i ov. ix. 48, xxi. 8; Acts iv. 11, 18, v. 28.
40, etc.
f!-ETUVOLll.V de; act>eow O.p.a.pnwv. The els (tot B, Boh. Syr.) was
corrected to Ka{ (AC D N X etc.) on account of the second els.
The e1s is confirmed by iii. 3; Mt. xxvi. 28; Mk. i. 4: comp. T~v
µer&.voiav els Cw~v (Acts xi. 18). Comp. also Mt. xxviii. 19.
G.p~G.l'-EVOL. It is difficult to decide between taking this as a rather violent
anacoluthon, as if " that ye should preach" had preceded, and making it
the beginning of a new sentence, "Beginning from Jerusalem ye are witnesses of these things." The former is perhaps better. The correction ap~a
µ,evov (A C8 etc.) is meant to agree with Tov XpLrrT6v, or perhaps to be an
impers. acc. abs. like i~6v, 7ra.p6v. Comp. &;.,,.3 ae Ilorreio17tov 7r6Xios, ap~d.
µ,evov a"lrO TO.UT?jS µ,Expi Al-y(J"lrTOV (Hdt. iii. 91. I). The priority of the Jewish
nation in its right to the Gospel is still acknowledged, in spi le of thei1
rejection of the Messiah. D has d.~a.µ,Evwv, d indpientium.
48. -bl'-EL'i 1'-G.pT11peo; TOvTwv. The omission of ine is against taking
d.p~aµ,evoi 0,.,,.3 'fop. with this clause. That irrTE is rightly omitted (B D, Aeth.
Aug.) is shown by its being inserted sometimes before (tot A C3 L etc.) sometimes after (C*) µ,d,pTvpes. A C2 X r etc. have vµ,els M, D Ka.! vµ,e'Ls M. ~ B
C* L, Boh. Syr-Harcl. have vµ,els alone. The omission of both conjunction
and verb makes the sentence more forcible and vµ,e'is more emphatic. That
bearing testimony respecting the Passion and Resurrection was one of the
main functions of an Apostle is manifest from Acts i. 8, 22, ii. 32, iii. 15,
v. 32, x. 39, 41, etc.

49. Ka.l Lllou F.yw. The fyw balances the preceding fiµe'is. " I
have told you your part: this is mine." The lllov is wanting in
.N D L, Latt. Boh. Syr-Sin. The combination i8ov €yw (xxiii. 14;
Acts x. 2 1, xx. 22) is extraordinarily frequent in LXX.
~~a.iroaTr!>..>..w TI)v ~·;ra.yye>..(a.v.
Present of what will come in the
immediate and certain future. Here first in the Gospels have we
€7rayye>..{a in the technical sense of the "promise of God to His
people": see on Rom. i. 2. The gift of the Spirit is specially
meant: comp. Is. xliv. 3; Ezek. xxxvi. 27; Joel ii. 28; Zech.
xii. 10. "The promise" therefore means the thing promised.
For 18ov ryw €~a7rocrTi>..>..w comp. Jer. viii. 17; 18ov ryw &.7roCTT£>..>..w,
vii. 27; Mt. x. 16; Mal. iv. 4 (iii. 23]: N* AC D NI' A II have
&.7roCTT£>..Aw here. In Jn. xv. 26 and xvi. 7, where, as here, Christ
speaks of the Spirit as His gift, 7rtp.ifw is used: in Jn. xiv. 16 the
Father 8wcrn at the petition of Christ.
llp.e~c; St Ka.8(aa.Te ~v ifj ir6>..u. Once more an emphatic contrast
between ryw and llµe'is. For KaBlCnv of spending some time in a
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place comp. Acts xviii. II; Exod. xvi. 29; Judg. xi. 17, xix. 4;
Ruth iii. l [ii. 23]; l Sam. i. 23, etc. With the command here
given comp. Acts i. 4. To suppose that it was spoken on Easter
Day involves a contradiction with Mt. xxviii. 7, 10, 16; Mk. xvi. 7;
Jn. xxi. I. It implies patient waiting.
£v8u111Ju0e • . 8uva.1uv. The metaphor is common both in
N.T. and LXX: Rom. xiii. 14; l Cor. xv. 53; Gal. iii. 27; Col.
iii. 10; Eph. iv. 24; Job viii. 22, xxix. 14, xxxix. 19; Ps. xxxiv. 26,
xcii. l, etc. There is no need to discuss whether the Spirit is the
8vvap,ic; or confers it.
According to the best texts (~BC* L 33, Eus. Syr-Hier.) e~ ~ifous precedes ouva,µiv and immediately follows evi51HT7)<r8e, to which it belongs. Comp.
Is. xxxii. I 5.

50-53. The Ascension and the Conclusion of the Gospel. It
is not improbable that, at the time when he wrote his Gospel, Lk.
did not know the exact amount of interval between the Resurrection and the Ascension. That was a piece of information which
he may easily have gained between the publication of the Gospel
and of the Acts. And while he does not state either here or
ver. 44 that there was any interval at all, still less does he say that
there was none: there is no £v aiirfi 7"fi ~p,£pq. (ver. 13). Being
without knowledge, or not considering the matter of importance,
he says nothing about the interval. But it is incredible that
he can mean that, late at night (vv. 29, 33), Jesus led them out to
Bethany, and ascended in the dark. So remarkable a feature
would hardly have escaped mention. Probably 8€ both here and
in ver. 44 introduces a new occasion.
50. · ews 1rpos B1J9a.vla.v. It is doubtful whether this can mean
"until they were over against Bethany." Field regards 7rp6c; after
£we; as a mere expletive and compares Kat acp{K€ro £we; 7rpoc; t1.v0pw7r6v
riva '08o>..>..ap,lr'Y)v (Gen. xxxviii. l). In LXX i!ws de; is common,
and many texts (A C3 X r ~A II) substitute i!wc; de; here for £ws
7rp6c; (~BC* L). D has 7rp6<; without EW<;. The E~W after avrovc;
(A C 3 DX etc.) is omitted by ~BC* L 33, a c Boh. Syr. Arm.
The well-known passage in the Epistle of Barnabas (xv. 9) is probably only
a clumsily expressed explanation for keeping Sunday as a day of joy; viz. because Jesus on that day rose from the dead, and (not to die again, as Lazarus
and others,-on the contrary) manifested Himself and ascended into heaven.
~to Ka.! IJ:yoµev r1/v -IJµEpa.v 71/v o-y156riv €ls eu<fJpo<rUV1JP, EV fi Ka.! 0 'I11rrovs cl.vEITT1J EK
veKpwv, Ka.! <fJa.vepwOeh cl.vif311 Eis oupa.vous. Grammatically ev ii belongs to cl.vif3ri
as well as to cl.v€ur11, and with Hefele we must admit the possibility that
Barnabas believed that the Ascension took place on Sunday. But Funk is
right in saying that iv ii is perhaps not intended to go beyond cl.•frrri EK veKpwv.
Dressel's expedient, however, of putting a full stop at EK veKpwv, is rather violent.
Harmer does not place even a comma between the clauses.

51. Surcrrri cbr' a.1hwv.

"Parted, withdrew from them." The verb
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peculiar to Lk. in N.T. (xxii. 59; Acts xxvii. 28). This refers
to the Ascension, whatever view we take of the disputed words
which follow. Weiss holds that, if the doubtful words are rejected,
we must interpret OLECTT7/ of mere withdrawal, as after previous
appearances; and that Lk. purposely reserves the narrative of the
Ascension for the Acts. But at least a final departure is meant.
It is evident that ver. 50 is preparatory to a final withdrawal, and
that vv. 52, 53 are subsequent to such an event. And was there
ever a time when Lk. could have known of Christ's final withdrawal without knowing of the Ascension? In the Acts (i. l, 2)
he expressly states that b 7rpW'To> A.6yos contained an account of
the work of Jesus axpi ~> ~p.£pa> ••• d.ve>..1]µ.cj>0..,. He himself,
therefore, considered that he had recorded the Ascension in his
Gospel. See Hastings, D.B. i. p. 1 6 I.

1s

Ka.I. ~vE.j>EpETo el<; TOV o-lipa.vov. The important witnesses which omit
the disputed words in vv. 3, 6, 9, 36, 40 are here joined by ~* and Aug.
No motive for their omission, if they were in the original document, can be
suggested. They look like a gloss on li<Eu.,.., : but it is conceivable that Lk.
himself (or Theophilus) may have added them in a second edition of the
Gospel, in order to make it quite clear what liLIUT'I/ cbr' a.frrwv meant. See
p. 569. Note the change from aor. to imperf.
52. 11"poa1<11v./iaa.vT•'i a.-liTov. This again is either a very ancient gloss
or an insertion made by the Evangelist in a second copy. See the note at
the end of the chapter. Comp. Mt. xxviii. 17.

U1TEUTp1nlmv £Ls 'lepouaa>..~µ. : in obedience to Ka0lCTaTE £v

.,.ii

71'"6Au (ver. 49 ).
µ.nit xapiis µ.eyn>..11s. A writer of fiction would have made
them lament the departure of their Master: comp. Jn. xiv. 28,
xvi. 6, 7, 20, 22, 24.
Note how the marks of Lk.'s style continue to the end. In
ver. 51 we have £"/f.veTo, £v T<{l. evAoyet'v, OtECTT7J: in ver. 52 Kat
avTo{, V7f"ECTTpEt/tav, and the addition of p./.yas to an expression
of emotion (ii. 91 lo, viii. 37 ; Acts v. 51 11, xv. 3).
53. ~aav Stn 11"ClVTos iv T~ iEp~. These words are to be taken
together : ~uav does not belong to the participle, and this is not
an example of the periphrastic imperf. (Hahn). The continued
attendance of the disciples in the temple is recorded in the Acts
(ii. 46, iii. 1, v. 21, 42). It savours of childish captiousness to
find a contradiction between Ota 7ravT6> here and Acts i. 1 3, where
it is stated, and ii. 44, where it is implied, that the Apostles
were sometimes elsewhere than in the temple. No reasonable
critic would suppose that Ota 7ravT6> is meant with absolute strictness. It is a popular expression, implying great frequency in their
attendance both at the services and at other times. Comp. what
is said of Anna, ii. ~7. which is stronger in wording and may mean
more.
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Lachm. Treg. WH. Weiss write 61cl. ra.vr6r, while Tisch. Wordsw. and
the Revisers prefer 6ia.ra..-r6r. Comp. Acts ii. 25, x. 2, xxiv. r6 ; Mt. xviii.
ro; Mk. v. 5, etc.
•li~oyovvn~. The reading is uncertain. There is little doubt that a.lvovl'rn Ka.I eilX<ryovvrer (A Cl x r A II, cfq Vulg. Syr-Pesh. Syr-Harcl. Arm.)
and roX<ryoiJ.-ru Ka.I a.lvofiner (Aeth.) is a conflation. But is a.lvouvTEr (D,
a b d ff2 1 Boh. Aug. Tisch.) or evX<ryouvrer (NBC* L, Syr-Sin. Syr-Hier.
Weiss, WH. RV.) the original? The fact that a.lvovVTer is a favourite word
with Lk. does not turn the scale in its favour: eiJX<ryouvrer might be corrected
to a.lvovvrer for this very reason. See WH. ii. p. 104, where the distribution
of evidence in this and similar instances of conflation is tabulated. Comp.
ix. 10, xi. 54, xii. r8. See Introduction, p. lxxiii.

The various conjectures as to why the disciples were so joyous
and thankful may all be right: but they remain conjectures. Because of the promised gift of the Spirit (Euthym.); because of the
Lord's teaching and blessing (Mey. Weiss); because of His glorious
return to the Father, which was a pledge of the victory of His cause
(Godet); because His Ascension confirmed all their beliefs and
hopes (Maldon.); because His presence with God was a guarantee
for the fulfilment of His promises and an earnest of their own
success (Hahn).
'A.µ.1,,. : probably not genuine, but a liturgical addition.
N c• D L ll, several cursives, a b d e ff2 l Syr-Sin. etc.

It is absent from

WESTERN NON-INTERPOLATIONS.

Unless Mt. xxvii. 49 and Lk. xii. rr (l) rl) are to be regarded as examples,
all the instances of Western non-interpolations are found in the last three
chapters of S. Luke. In eh. xxiv. they are surprisingly frequent. The opposite
phenomenon of interpolation is among the most marked characteristics of the
Western texts. And although omissions also are not uncommon, yet Western
omissions for the most part explain themselves as attempts to make the sense
more forcible.
But there are cases in which the absence of words or passages from Western
authorities, and their presence in other texts, cannot be explained in this way.
In these cases the more satisfactory explanation seems to be that it is the other
texts which have been enlarged, while the Western documents, by escaping
interpolation, have preserved the original reading in its simplicity.
It is evident that these insertions in the original text (1f insertions they be)
must have been made very early : otherwise they could not have become
diffused in every text excepting the Western. Alexandrian corruptions which
have spread widely are a common phenomenon. But these insertions have a
different aspect ; and neither internal nor external evidence favours such a theory
of their origin. We must look elsewhere for an explanation. That the original
readings should be preserved nowhere else but in a text which is wholly Western
is so unusual a result that there is nothing extravagant in assuming an unusual
cause for it.
It must sometimes have happened in ancient times that authors, having published their MS. and caused it to be multiplied, afterwards issued revised copies
with corrections and insertions. In the cases before us " the purely documentary
phenomena are compatible with the supposition that the Western and the Non·
Western texts started respectively from a first and a second edition of the
Gospels, botli conceivably aposloli"c (WH. ii. p. 177)." This conjectural source
of variations, viz. changes made in later copies by the authors themselves, is
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accepted by Scrivener as a general possibility (Scriv-Miller, i. p. 18), and is suggested as specially applicable to the latter part of S. Luke's Gospel (ii. pp. 298,
299 n. ). Blass regards this as highly probable with regard to the Acts. Lk. made
a rough copy first on cheap material, and then a better copy to give to Theophilus,
who was a person of distinction. In this second copy he made alterations. But
both remained in existence and became the parent of other copies, the Western
text being derived from the rough draft, and the more widely diffused text
from the presentation copy. 1 Salmon thinks that something of the same kind
" took place with St. Luke's Gospel ; and that in the case of the Gospel,
as well as in that of the Acts, it was the first draft which went into circulation
in the West." He supposes that the second edition of the Gospel was about
contemporary with the Acts, and that between the two writings Luke had conversed with a witness able to give him additional information about the Lord's
sayings and the Ascension. Having just written the full account of the latter in
the Acts, he added a word or two to Lk. xxiv. 5 I, 52. " And since in Luke's
account of the dying words of Stephen (Acts vii. 59, 6o) we find an echo of two
of the utterances which the common text of St. Luke's Gospel places in the
mouth of the dying Saviour, I find it hard to regard the coincidence as fortuitous,
and but the lucky hit of an unknown interpolator" (App. to Ht"st. Int. to N. T.
7th ed. p. 603). See also Rendel Harris, Four Lectures on the Western Text,
Camb. 1894 J>· 62. A theory such as this certainly is very welcome as an
explanation ot Lk. xxii. 43, 44 and xxiii. 3¥, although neither of them can
be called Western non-interpolations. But in other cases the apparent insertions
are perhaps scarcely worthy of so high an origin: e.g. the non-Western insertions
in xxiv. 3, 6, 9 seem to be about on a level with Western insertions. See WH.
ii. pp. 175-177.
The question cannot be regarded as settled ; but, assuming that there are
such textual phenomena as Western non-interpolations, the more manifest examples are Lk. xxii. 19b, 20, xxiv. 3, 6, 9, 12, 36, 40, 51, 52. To which may
be added as a possible instance in a secondary degree xxii. 62.
(1) xxii. 19b, 20.

.,.c} irr~p {JµWp B1B6µ.e11011 • • • iicx.v11116µ.e111W,

Evidence for the passage:NAB C EFG HK L M (PR defective here) SUXVrAAII and
all cursives.
Almost all Versions.
Marcion or Tertull. Cyr-Alex.
Evidence against the passage:D omits.
adff2 il omit.
be Syr-Cur. omit and put vv. 17, 18 in the place of the omitted
passage, so that the verses run-16, Iga [b], 17, 18, 21, 22, etc. SyrSin. has an elaborate tran~tion :-16, 1ga b, 2oa, 17, 2ob, 18, 21,
22, etc. It also exhibits considerable changes in the wording.
But in order to appreciate these various attempts to get rid of the difficulty
involved in the ordinary text, owing to the mention of two cups, it is necessary
to see them in full in a tabular form.

Cod. Veron. (b).
et accepto pane gratias egit et
fregit et dedit illis dicens hoe est corpus
meum 17 et accepto calice gratias egit
et dixit accipite hoe et dividite inter
vos l8dico emm vobis • . • . • veniat.
11 veruntamen ecce, etc.
lt

1

Cod. Pa!at. (e).
et accepit panem et gratias egit et
fregit et dedit eis dicens hoe est corpus
meum 17 et accepit calicem et gratias
egit et dixit accipite vivite inter va.
18 dice enim vobis . . . . . • veniat.
21 veruntamen ecce, etc.
111

Apostolorum Acta, Fr. Blass, Gcettingen, 1895, § 13, p. 32.
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It is obvious that these two Latin texts represent one and the same Greek
original. There is much more difference between the two Syriac Versions, ol
which Syr-Cur. agrees more with the Latin texts than with its fellow.
Syr-Cur.
And He took bread and when He
had given thanks, He brake it, and
gave to them, saying, This is My body,
which (is given) for you: this do in
remembrance of Me. 17 And He received a cup, and when He had given
thanks, He said, Take this and divide
it among yourselves : 18 for I say to
~ou, I will . . . . . , . . . . come.
l But behold, etc.
19

Syr-Sin.
And He took bread and gave
thanks over it, and brake, and gave
unto them, saying, This is My body
which I give for you : thus do in remembrance of Me. 20 And after they
had supped, 27 He took the cup, and
gave thanks over it, and said, Take
this, share it among yourselves. 20 This
is My blood, the new testament. 18 For
I say unto you, that henceforth I will
not drink of this fruit until the king·
dom of God shall come. n But nevertheless behold, etc.
19

(2) xxiv. 3. After uwµ.a. the words Toil Kvplov 'bwoil.
Evidence for the words:Almost all Greek MSS.
Most Vers10ns.
Evidence against the words :D omits the whole, 42 omits Kvplov.
a b de ff2 l r omit the whole. Syr-Cur, Syr-Sin. Sah. omit Kvplov.
Nowhere else in the true text of the Gospels does o KfJpios 'I'l/tToils occur :
but it may be right in the appendix to Mk. (xvi. 19).
In the remaining instances only the evidence against the passage need be
stated.

(3) xxiv. 6. OUK ~t!'T&V wile, c!.>..Xci i}-yepe.,,.
D omits the whole. C* omits c!.>..M.
a b d e ff2 l r* omit the whole. c substitutes resurrexit a mortuis,
which perhaps is an independent insertion. Syr-Pesh. g 2 omit c!.>..M.
Aeth. transposes, omitting c!.>..>..d: iJ-yepe.,,, ouK ttTT•v wile, exactly as Mk.
xvi. 6, which is the probable source of the insertion: comp. Mt. xxviii. 6.
Marcion apud Epiph. seems to have omitted all but iJ-yep8.,,.
(4) xxiv. 9. d.7To Toii µ.vwJ.elov.

D omits.
a b cd e ff, I r_omit.
{S) xxiv. 12. 'O Ii~ Ilbpor • • • -yryol'6r.
D omits.
a b de I r omit. Syr-Harcl. * omits at the beginning of one lection,
but perhaps accidentally.
(6) xxiv. 36. KO.I M-yei a.&ro'is, Elp>jv.,, vµ."1.
D omits.
a b d e ff2 I r omit.
G p 88 I 27 I 30 after vµ."1 add from Jn. vi. 20 eyw elµ.i, ,,,., .pofJelrr8E.
cfVulg. Syrr. (Pesch. Hare!. Hier.) Arm. and some MSS. of Boh.
after vobis add ego sum nolite ti'mere. Aeth. adds nol#e timere, ego sum.
Probably from Jn. xx. 19. Tisch. and Weiss omit. WH. place in double
brackets.

(7) xxiv. 40. Ka.I ToiiTo elrw11 • • • Ka.I Tovs 1TOOa.s.
D omits.
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a b de ff2 l r Syr·Cur. omit. Syr·Sin. is here defective, but apparently
contained the verse.
Probably an adaptation of Jn. xx. 20. Tisch. and Weiss omit. WH. place
in double brackets.
(8) xxiv. 5 I. Kill av•<f>lpero •ls TOV oupa.1•fw.
~ .. Domit.
a b de ff2 l* omit. Syr-Sin. condenses, omitting tlduT'f/ and Eis ro'
oupa.v6v : "He was lifted up from them." Syr-Pesh. is defective.
Aug. omits once antl inserts once.
Tisch. and Weiss omit. WH. place in double brackets.
(9) xxiv. 52. 7rpOCTKVV1/CTllVTES a.UrOll.
D omits the whole.
a b de ff2 l Syr-Sin. omit the whole.
Aug. omits the whole.
c Vulg. omit eum.
Tisch. and Weiss omit: WH. place in double brackets.
It will be observed that throughout these instances the adverse witnesses are
very much the same. The combination D, ad e 1 prevails throughout ; and in
almost all cases these are supported by b and ff2, and very often by r also. In
xxii. 62, which was mentioned as a secondary instance of possible non-interpolation, D deserts its usual allies. The verse is found in all Greek MSS. and in
a.ll Versions, excepting a be ff2 i l* r.
INTERPOLATIONS IN THE SINAITIC SYR!AC.

Some of these have been pointed out in the notes ; e.g. pp. 53, 449, 468,
507, 540, 543, 556. But there are others which are of interest ; and in some
.cases they are peculiar to this MS.
i. 3. to write of them one by one carefully unto thee.
6. blameless in all their manner of lift.
12. was troubled and shook.
13. for belzold, God has heard the voice of thy prayer.
49. name is $'lorious and holy.
64. the string of his tongue was loosened.
ii. 10. as they told them about what they had seen and heard, wondered and
were astonished.
20. glorifying God, and talking about the things.
22. according as it is written in the law of Moses.
37. the rest of her life she was in widowhood.
39. Now Joseph and lffary, when they had fulfilled in the temple on the
first-born all that is written in the law.
41. at the feast of unleavened bread of the passover.
44. supposed that He had gone out with their company . . . sought for
Jesus among the men of their company.
iii. 4 make straight in the plain a path for our God.
6. the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it
together.
iv. I. the Holy Spirit led Him and took Him out to the wilderness, that He
might be tempted of Satan, and He was there forty days. And
after forty days that He lzad fasted, He hungered.
6. All these kingdoms and their glory which are committed to me will I
give Thee, all this power and glory, because that to me He gaf!e it.
23. done in Capernaum, ye will say to Me, do also here.
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3. Jesus went up and sat down in it, and said, Take it from the drJI
land a little way on the water.
·
7. They were nearly sinking from the weight of them.
40. There is no disciple who is perfect as his master in teaching.
45. from the evil treasure that is in his heart (AC).
48. when the rivers were full, they beat upon that house.
r5. that dead man was raised and sat up.
Io. but to those without it is not given to them to know.
I3. receive it hastily with joy (Cur.).
29. brake his bonds, and cut them, and was led.
44. the fountain of her issue of blood was stanched.
6. when His apostles had gone out they went about among the villages
and the cities.
36. in the sight of men they told nothing.
40. they were not able to deliver him (comp. Cur.).
48. he that is small and is a child to you (comp. Cur.).
6I. to them of my house, and I will come (Cur.).
25. while He said these things, a certain (Cur. Lat. Vet.).
I, after He had ceasedfromprayer (Cur.).
29. no sign from heaven shall be given unto them, but the sign of Jona
the prophet (AC, etc.).
36. thy body, when there is in it no light that shines, is dark.
53. And as He said these things (A) against them in the sight of all tlu
people (D, Cur.).
7. the very hairs ofthe hair of your head are numbered (xxi. 18),
56. this time and its signs ye do not desire to prove (Cur.).
r3. immediately her stature was made straight.
23. a certain man came, asking Him, and said.
I. they watched what He would do (Cur.).
r3. call the poor, and the blind, and the lame, and the afflicted (order),
and the outcasts, and many others.
2I. and the outcasts (order changed).
22. yet there is room at thefeast (Cur.).
r3. because he was living wastefully with harlots (Cur.).
23. And being cast into Sheol, he lifted up (Hard.).
24 when Jesus saw that he was sorrowful, He said (AD, Cur.).
32. spit in His face, and shall scourge Him (Cur.).
36. when he heard the voice ef the multitude (Cur.).
39. Good Teacher, rebuke Thy disciples, that they shout not (Cur.),
9. planted a vineyard, and surrounded it with a hedge.
I6. when they heard these things, they knew certainly that He spake this
parable about them (from v. 19).
23. WAy tempt ye Me? Show Me a penny (A C D, Cur., etc.).
24. And they shewed it to Him, saying, Cresar's (CL, etc.).
29. There were seven brethren amongst us (D, Aeth.).
30. the second took the woman, and he also died childless.
34. The children of this world beget and go on begetting, and marry and
are given in marriage (comp. D, Cur. Lat. Vet.).
37. Moses shewed, when God spake with him from the bush.
41. How say the scribes concerning the Christ (Cur.).
II. great earthquakes in divers places, and pestilences in diven places,
and famines.
18. one hair oj the hair of your head (xii. 7).
25. distress uEon the earth, and weakness of the hands of the natio111
(comp. Cur.).
30. shoot forth and yield their fruit (comp. D, Lat. Ver.).
34· by the eating offlesh and with the drunkenness '!f wina.
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xxii. 58. Let a_lone, man, I know Him not.
68. answer, nor e'llen let Me go (AD, Cur., etc.).
xxiii. 15. notkt'ng tliat is worlliy of deatli did lie find against Him, nor has
anything worthy of death been done by Him.
:ao. again Pilate called them, and said unto tliem, because he was willing
to release Jesus, Wlunn fllill ye tliat I release unto you ?
23. their voice prevailed, and tke ckiefpriests were witli tkem.
37. Saying, Hail to Tliee I If Thou be the King of the Jews, save
Thyself. And tliey placed also on His liead a crovm of thorns
(D, Cur.).
52. This man, wko kad not consented to tlie accusers.
xxiv. 5. bowed their heads and looked on the ground for tlieir fear. Tlies•
men said unto them (Cur.).
10. Mary the daugkter of James.
19. in power and in deed and in word.
22. went to the sepulchre, wliere He liad been laid (Cur.).
23. We have seen angels tliere, and we wer1 amazed, and they said about
Him that He was alive (Cur.).
33. And He liatli appeared.

INDEX TO THE NOTES.
INDEX

I.

GENERAL.

Abijah, the course of, 8.
Abila, 84.
Abilene, 84.
Abraham's bosom, 393.
Acts, parallels between the Gospel
and the, 17, 38, 375, 521.
Adam's skull, legend respecting, 531.
Adultery, 389.
woman taken in, 455, 489.
Aeolic forms, 170, 314, 499·
Agony, 510.
Almsgiving, 329, 385.
Alphreus, 173.
Amphibolous constructions, 10, 63,
107, 176, 215, 265, 278, 317, 346,
396, 408, 428, 447, 46o.
Analytical or periphrastic tenses, II,
17, 18, 120, 131, 142, 146, 151,
17I, 44I, 454, 482, 525, 526, 557.
Andrew, I 73.
Angels, II, 20, II4, 278, 393, 469,
509, 547, 548.
Anna, 71.
Annas, 84, 5 I 5.
Annunciation of the birth of the
Baptist, 7, 13.
of the birth of Jesus, 20, 23.
of the Passion, 245, 256, 427·
Antipas (see Herod).
Aorist, the supposed gnomic, 33, 208.
Aorist and imperfect, 6o, 245, 286,
556.
Aorist and perfect, 3I.
Aorist, mixed forms of, 36, 59, 295.
Apocalypse of Jesus, 487.
Apocryphal gospels, their contrast
with the canonical, 26, 35, 46, 53,
6I, 76, 168, 229, 539, 546, 548.

Aposiopesis, 340, 450.
Apostles, lists of the, I72•
Archelaus, 74. 430, 438.
Aramaic, different translation of the
same, IOZ, I 54, 186, 22J.
Arimathea, 54I.
Article, force of the, 56, 2u, 404, 441.
absence of the, I5, 57, 281, 407,
45I.
repeated, 2 l 9.
Ascension or Assumption, 262, 56+
Asyndeton, I21, I89, 25I, 324. 383,
408, 558.
Attic forms, 137, 509, 547·
Attraction of the relative common in
Lk., 5, 17, 60, 97, I45, 256, 332
374, 447.
Augment, 40, 170, 392, 557.
Augustus, the Emperor, 48, 51, 195·
Ave Maria, the, 2I.
Baptism of John, 42, 85, 88, 457.
Baptism of Jesus by John, 98, roo.
Baptist, the characteristics of the, I 4,
I5, 38, 42, 44, 79, So, 86, IOI,
n5, 205, 457.
the date of the appearance of.
81.
his message to Christ, 20J.
Barabbas, 337, 525.
Bartholomew, 173.
Bartimreus, 429.
Basilidian Gnostics, 528.
Baskets, different kinds of, 245.
Beatitudes, 30, I79, 203, 3o6, 359Beelzebub, 301.
Benedii:tus, the, 38, 39·
Bethany, 289, 445, 56+
513
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Bethlehem, 52.
Bethsaida, Lk. perhaps ignorant of a
second, 243.
Bezae ; see Codex.
Birth of Christ, date of, 55.
Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit,
321.
Blind, healing the, 203, 431.
Bloody sweat, 510.
Bread, break, 557.
daily, 295.
Brethren of the Lord, 174. 223, 549·
Bull Unam Sanctam, 507.
Bush, the, 470.

Oiesar, 466.
Cresarea Philippi, 83, 246.
Caiaphas, 84, 515.
Calvary, 530.
Capernaum, 131, 195.
Capital punishment, 519, 527.
Census, 47, 52.
Centurions, 194, 195, 539·
Chiasmus, 277, 324, 529·
Childlessness, a calamity to Orientals,
10, 19, :;29.
Children, Christ's attitude towards,
257, 421.
Chorazin, 276.
Christ, meaning of the title of the,
67, 121; comp. 448, 456.
Christology of the Synoptists, 282.
Chronology in Lk., 5, 19, 75, 81, 102,
250, 261.
Circumcision, 36, 61, 62.
Cleansing of the temple probably repeated, 453.
Cleopas, 551, 553·
Climax, 184, 203, 204, 245.
Cocks not excluded from Jerusalem,
516.
Codex Bezae, 93, n9, 168, 188, 256,
294, 300, 327, 340, 427, 428, 438,
443, 486, 534, 542, 546, 555, 559·
Coincidences between Lk. and S.
Paul, 274, 4II, 514, 558.
Coins, 320, 370, 465, 475.
Colt, 447.
Confession of Peter, 245.
Conflation of texts, 243, 300, 316,
324, 524, 563, 566.
Court of the Women, 67, 475.
Cross, 248, 528.
Crucifixion, 531.
day of the, 491, 492, 527, 541,
542, 543.
Cups at the Passover, 495.

Darkness at the Crucifixion, 537.
David, 52, 167, 472.
city of, 52.
Davidic descent of Mary uncertain,
21, 23, 53.
Day of Questions, 455.
Dead, raising the, 197, 201, 237.
Demoniacs, 134, 136, 229, 253, 342.
Demonology, Lk. has no peculiar,
242, 277.
Demons, 133, 139, 208, 228, 278, 301.
Denials, Peter's, differences respect·
ing, 503, 514.
Destruction of Jerusalem, 250, 451,
481.
Development of Christ's human
nature and character, 78, 79, I 14.
Devil, personal existence of the, lo8,
220, 278, 343·
influence over Judas, 490 ; see
· Satan.
Disciples other than the Twelve, 176,
179, 198, 254, 267.
pairs of, 272.
Discourses of Christ, 176, 316.
Discrepancies between the Gospels,
226, 239.
Dives, 391.
Divinity of Jesus Christ, 25, 78, 121,
364, 370, 519.
Divorce, 390.
Documents used by Lk., 7, 44, 46,
26o.
Dogs, 392.
Door, the narrow, 346.
Doric usage, 128.
Dove in symbolism, 99.
Doxology to the Lord's Prayer, 298.
Draughts of fishes, two such miracles
to be distinguished, 147,
Ebionism not found in Lk., 180, 300,
329, 390, 413, 425, 426.
Elijah and the Baptist, I 5, 241.
and Moses, 251.
Elisabeth, mother of the Baptist, 91
25.
song of, 27, 29.
Emmaus, 551.
Enoch, Book of, 156, 398, 461.
Essenes, 44.
Eternal life, 284, 386, 427.
Eucharist, Institution of the, 494'

557.

Evening, 138, 556.
Excommunication, 181.
Exorcists, Jewish, 259, 302.

I. GENERAL
Faith, 154, 213, 226, 236, 400, 431.
Fasting, 72, 108, 161, 417.
Feasts, 74, 448, 490, 493·
Fig tree, the barren, 339.
Fire, baptizing with, 95.
Five thousand, the feeding of, 242.
Forty, the number, in Scripture, I08.
Fox, 265, 349.
Funerals, 198, 199, 237,
Gabriel in Scripture and in Jewish
legend, 16.
Galileans, 263, 337.
Galilee, 20, n7, 521.
Gehenna, 277, 319.
Genealogy of Christ, 101.
given as that of Joseph, 103.
Genitive absolute in Latin of Codex
Bezae, 93, 256, 438.
Genitive, characterizing, 124, 383.
Gennesaret, 142.
Gentiles, salvation open to the, 69,
89, 105, 129, 270, 363, 461.
Gerasenes, 227.
Grace before meat, 244, 557.
Graves, 312.
Hades, 277, 319, 393, 397·
Hands, laying on of, 138, 341.
Hebraisms, 9, 10, 17, 29, 37, 68, 162,
263, 273, 320, 360, 438, 46o, 465,
494, 548.
Hermon the probable scene of the
Transfiguration, 250.
Herod the Great, 7, 430, 438.
his supposed destruction ofJ ewish
genealogies, 102.
Herod Antipas, 83, 97, 241, 337,
348, 522.
Herod Philip, 83.
Herodians, 464Herodias, 97.
High priest, 8, 84, 515.
Hille!, 182, 189, 304, 318.
Hinnom, 319.
Holy Spirit, 14, 24, 66, 95, 99, 107,
n6, 121, 300, 321, 562.
Hom of salvation, 40.
Houses in the East, l 53, 318.
Iambic verse, accidental, 155·
Ignatius, false tradition respecting,
258.
Imperative present, 186, 196, 199,
288, 5n.
Imperfect and aorist, 6o, 245, 286,
556.
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Impersonal plurals, 189, 325, 385.
Inspiration, not a substitute for research, 5.
Interpolations, 22, 120, 165, 168,
264, 294, 312, 327, 331, 410, 450,
521, 522, 525, 531, 533, 540, 542,
551, 561.
lturrea, 83.
J airus, 234.
James the brother of John, 145, 1731
237.
James of Alphreus, 173·
Jericho, 429, 438.
Jerome, Greek text used by, 256
485, 515.
occasional carelessness of, 347 ·
45 l, 483, 552,
Jerusalem, two forms of the name,
64.
destruction of, before S. Luke
wrote, 451.
Jesus does not publicly proclaim Himseliioas the Messiah, 247.
abstains from invading the office
of constituted authorities, l 50,
322, 404.
often answers questions indirectly, 332, 443.
seems to use His supernatural
power of knowledge with reservation, 434, 446.
by Divine decree must suffer,
247, 250, 350, 408, 5o6, 555.
Jews and Samaritans, 263, 289.
Joana, 216, 549.
John the Apostle, 145, 237, 250, 259,
264, 279, 292, 512, 516.
John the Baptist ; see Baptist.
Jonah, 306.
Jordan, 85.
Joseph the husband of Mary, 26, 52,
63, 67, 75, 78.
Joseph of Arimathea, 540.
Judrea, meaning of the name, 8, 141,
200, 521.
Judas of James, 174Judas Iscariot, 172, 175, 425, 490,
499, 5n.
his treachery not a fiction, 491.
Judas of Galilee, 248, 337, 466.
Judge, the unrighteous, similarities
between this and other parables,
413.
Judgment, day of, 276.
J uttah possibly the birthplace of the
Baptist, 28.
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Kingdom of God, r40, r4r, 249, 275,
406.
Kiss of peace, 5r2.
Kneeling at prayer, 508; comp. 416.
Last Supper, day of the, 491.
Latinisms, 336, 36r, 44r.
Lawyers, r52, 206.
Lazarus, 390.
Leaven, 3r8.
Lepers, healing of, r49, 40+
Leprosy, r48, r50.
Levi, 158, 268.
Levirate law, 468.
Life, 235, 249, 323.
Lilies of the field, 327.
Limitation of Christ's human knowledge, 79, r97, 236, 404, 446, 472.
Lord, the word, how used of Christ
and of Jehovah, r52, 199, 309, 400.
Lord's Prayer, 293.
Lord's Supper, 495, 557·
Lot's wife, 409.
Love, 184.
Luke, not an eye-witness, 2, 3.
not one of the Seventy, 270.
not one of the two at Emmaus,
551.
has no animus against the
Twelve, r72, 248, 255, 494,
5u, 5r4.
his order mainly chronological,
5, 19, 75, 81, 102, 250, 261.
characteristics of his style, 22,
45, I 16, 119, 142, 232, 233,
243, 250, 254, 256, 262, 293,
323, 416, 428, 429, 432, 565.
Lysanias, 84.
Maccabees, Fourth Book of, 47r.
Magdalen, 215; see Mary.
:lfagnijicat, the, 30,_ 39.
Malchus, 5r3.
Mammon, 385.
Marcion's alterations in the text of
Lk., 283, 347, 389, 423.
Marcion's excisions, 6, u9, 347, 536
(p. lxviii).
insertions, 264, 52 r.
Mark, Gospel of, whether used by
Lk., 2, 246, 250, 494.
Marriage, 21, 469.
Martha of Bethany, 233, 290.
Mary of Bethany, 209, 290.
Mary of Magdala, 209, 216, 540, 549.
Mary the Blessed Virgin, 21, 25, 29,
32, 34, 53, 60, 65, 70, 77.

Mary, her supposed vow of perpetual
virginity, 24, 53, 224.
Matthew, 158, 173.
Gospel of, whether used by Lk.,
26, 27, 64, 74, 246, 250, 462,
479, 494.
Measures of quantity, 383.
Medical language in Lk., 19, 28,
135, 137, 152, 161, 167, 199, 235,
254, 354, 392, 425, 452, 5ro, 550.
Messiah, 101, 448.
Millenarians, 427.
Ministry in Galilee, n5.
in J udrea, 352.
Ministry, duration of Christ's, l 22.
Miracles, their harmony with a great
crisis, 7.
their position in the Ministry,
140, 217.
condensed reports of numerous,
137, 151, 176, 203.
Mission of the Twelve, 238.
of the Seventy, 269.
Moses, 65, 251.
Mount of Precipitation, r29.
of Transfiguration, 250.
Mustard-seed, 344
Nain, r98.
Nazareth, 21.
Nazirite, 10, 14, 267.
Nominative for vocative, 238, 282.
Non-interpolations, Western, 322,
566.
Nunc dimittis, the, 67.
Olives, Mount of, 445.
Optative mood, 22, 94, 170, 42r.
Oral tradition, 3, 6r, 507.
Orthography, questions of, 2r, 28,
51, 57, 63, 128, 13r, 142, 359,
389, 434, 486, 493.
Parables, characteristics of Christ's,
2r7, 285, 367, 371, 390, 458.
coincidences between, 4r3, 437·
pairs of, 163, 344.
Paradise, 536.
Paronomasia, 479.
Passion, 489.
Passover, 490.
Paul ; see Coincidences.
Periphrastic tenses ; see Analytical.
Peter, 140, 142, r44, 172, 236, 237,
252, 331, 492, 504, 514.
his mother-in-law, r36.

I. GENERAL

Pharisees, 152, 101, 210, 309, 348,
367, 377, 387, 417, 464, 467.
Philip the Apostle, 136, 173.
Philip the tetrarch, 82.
Philip son of Mariamne, 96.
Phlegon, 537.
Pilate, 82, 337, 339, 520, 524.
Popular enthusiasm for Christ, 139,
306, 430, 447, 454, 489.
Pounds, parable of, not a version of
that of the Talents, 437.
Prayer, Lk. 's Gospel the Gospel of,
99, 151, 171, 246, 251, 294, 298,
411, 508.
the Lord's, 293.
Precepts of Christ that cannot be kept
literally, 185, 329.
Preface of the Gospel, its resemblance
to other prefaces, 6,
Pregnant construction, 122, 141, 201,
488.
Prepositions of rest with verbs of
motion and vice versti, 15, 151,
169, 201, 299, 488.
Presentation in the temple, 64.
Priests, 9, 18.
residences of the, 19, 28, 287.
Procurators of Judrea, 49, 51, 82.
Prophecies of Christ, 277, 451, 477.
Prophets and prophesying, 40, 66, 72,
428, 457.
Prophets, the, as a division of
Scripture, 555, 562.
Psalm x., Christ's question about,
472, 473.
Publicans or tax-collectors, 91, 159,
367, 433·
Purification, 63 1 64, 150.
Purpose of the Gospel, 5.
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Rents, Jewish methods of paying,
383, 459.
Resurrection, 467, 469, 546.
Riches, dangers of, 182, 325, 395, 425.
Righteousness, meaning of, 9.
Robbers, the two, 530, 533·
Room, upper, 493.
Ruler, the young, 421.

Sabbath, attitude of Jesus towards the,
168, 170, 343.
miracles wrought on the, 353.
Sadducees, 467, 519.
Salome, 540, 549·
Salt, savourless, 366.
Salvation, 41, 68.
Samaritans, 263, 289, 337, 404, 405.
Sanhedrin, 248, 269, 455, 514, 517.
Sarepta, 128.
Satan, 108, 111, 278, 302, 341, 490,
503
never said to be visible, 109, 114.
Scorpions, 279, 300.
Scourging, 321, 52 5, 527.
Scribes, 160, 368.
Sepulchre ; see Graves, Tombs.
Sermon on the Mount, 176.
Seventy, the, 269, 277.
Shealtiel, 104.
Sheba, the queen of, 307.
Shechinah, 24, 55, 252.
Sheol, idea of in 0. T., 397.
Shepherd, the Good, 328, 368.
Shepherds, 54.
Shewbread, 167.
Sicarii, 174, 455.
Silence, why enjoined on the healed,
149, 233, 238.
Siloam, 339.
Simon, Lk.'s use of the name, 144
Quirinius, census of, 49.
172.
Simon the Pharisee, 209.
1
Simon Zelotes, 174.
Rabbinical sayings, 13, 89, III, 168,
Simon of Cyrene, 527.
170, 171, 193, 306, 385, 494; see
Hille!, Mishna, and Talmud, in ' Sinaitic Syriac ; see Syriac.
Index II.
Slaves, 26, 68, 332, 376, 401, 439,
Rationalist explanations of miracles,
459.
Socrates, 146.
61, 149, 245.
Readings, important differences of,
Soldiers, 92, 523, 531, 533·
22, 59, 63, 100, 110, 120, 141, 165,
Son of David, 431.
Son of God, 25.
187, 193, 227, 243, 253, 264, 272,
Son
of Man, 156.
292, 294, 315, 355, 385, 387, 420,
Son
of the Law, 75.
486, 496, 509, 524, 525, 531, 533,
Soul and life, 249, 324.
537, 544, 548, 550, 551, 552, 560,
561, 565, 566.
Sparrows, 319.
Rebel's beating, 129.
Spirit and soul, 31, 71; see Holy
Spirit.
Remission of sins, 42, 86, 154, 563.
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Steward, different kinds of, 332, 381.
Style of Lk. ; see Luke.
Subjunctive mood, 169, 244.
Superscription or title of the Gospel,
l.

on the Cross, 533,
Supper, the Last, 494.
Surgery, miracle of, 513.
Susanna, 216.
Swine, difficulties respecting the demons and the, 229.
Sycamore, 400, 433.
Synagogues, business done in, n7,
195, 321.
offices of, 123, 342.
service of, n9, 123, 341.
numbers of, n7, u8.
Symeon, 65.
Synoptic Gospels, n5, 125, 141, 147,
151, 242, 248, 254, 260, 424, 429,
450, 491, 532, 536, 549.
Syriac, Sinaitic, readings of the, 53,
63, 253, 258, 268, 272, 283, 288,
322, 352, 356, 373, 402, 403, 408,
444, 447, 448, 449, 452, 459, 465,
466, 468, 478, 479, 496, 517, 518,
526, 532, 533, 534, 543, 544, 545,
547' 548, 549, 550, 556, 559, 561,
562, 566, 568, 569.
Tabor, 251.
Talmud ; see Index II.
Tell Hum, n7, 131, 195, 276.
Temple, the, II, 476.
pinnacle of, II 3.
captains of, 490.
Temptation of Christ real, 106, 114.
Tenses, sequence of, 169, 421.
Tetrarch, 82.
TheoJ?hilus, a real person, 5.
Tibenus Cesar, the fifteenth year of,
81.
Tiberius Gracchus, 266.
Title ; see Superscription.
Tolerance, lessons of, 258, 261.
Tombs, 198, 229, 313, 547·
Trachonitis, 83.
Transfiguration, 250, 253.
Treasury in the temple, 47 5•
Trials of Christ, the ecclesiastical,
514, 517.
the civil, 519, 522.
Tribute to Cresar, 463, 520.

Triumphal entry into Jerusalem, 444t
452.
Twelve, the, 172, 215, 239, 428.
Uncleanness, 63, 150, 267, 310,
Unicorn, 40.
Usury not forbidden by Christ, 188.
Veil of the Temple, 537.
Veronica, 233, 529.
Version, Authorised, criticisms on,
73, 102, IIO, 122, 212, 248, 320,
325, 331, 333, 347, 354, 357, 358,
368, 440, 464, 521, 525, 549, 554.
Revised, criticisms on, 25, 85,
272, 274, 325, 331, 347, 354.
368, 377, 407, 440, 46+
Versions, English, prior to AV., 3,
15, 34, 146, 159. 208, 339, 340,
358, 366, 386, 401, 418, 439, 449,
483, 484, 549.
Latin, remarkable features 'in, 3,
15, 55, 175, 217, 313, 31~
318, 327, 371, 375, 396, 413,
442, 448, 452, 48o, 481, 484,
489, 501, 504, 521, 523, 530,
540, 548, 555, 556, 557, 559.
Vespasian, 87, 251, 522.
Virgin birth, 26, 67.
Voice from heaven, loo, 253.
Vultures, 410.
Washing, 309.
Wedding, 331, 357.
Western non-interpolations, 322, 566.
Widow, 72, 198, 412.
Wine, new and old, 164, 165.
Woes, 181, 276, 3n, 398, 500.
Words of our Lord, the first recorded,
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from the Cross, 531, 535, 538.
the impossibility of inventing
such, 539·

Zacchreus, the head true-gatherer, 432.
Zacharias, father of the Baptist, 8, 9,
36, 85.
his prayer, 13.
Zacharias, the blood of, 314Zealots, I 74, 269.
Zerubbabel, 103.
Zeugma, 37.
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WRITERS AND WRITINGS.

Quotations from Greek and Latin authors in illustration of Grammar and
Diction are not included in this Index. 1
Abbott, E. A., 138, 513, 545·
Abbott, T. K., 489, 498.
Acta Pauli et Theclm, 23.
Acts of Pilate, 233, 489, 527, 533,
534, 537' 539.
Africanus, 102, 103, 537.
Alexander, Bishop, 91, 329, 55r.
Alford, 19, 21, 132, 207, 210, 249,
304, 351, 514.
Ambrose, 24, ror, Uo, 209, 264, 273,
323, 340, 368, 391, 4rr, 422, 483,
531, 533, 535.
American Church Review, 86.
American Revisers, 208.
Anastasius Bibliothecarius, 258.
Andrewes, Bishop, 56.
Andrews, S. J., 55, 64, r3r, 350.
Annius of Viterbo, 103.
Antipho, 92.
Apostolic Constitutions, 67, I 55, 186,
432, 503.
Aquila, 26, 57, 339·
Aretreus, 2 54Arethas, 545·
Aristotle, 185, 323, 347, 442.
Arrian, 466.
Assumption of Moses, 262, 310.
Augustine, roo, 109, 125, r86, 210,
2II, 214, 226, 273, 280, 289, 291,
294, 298, 354, 375, 385, 437, 443,
489, 533, 535, 538.
Bacon, 216.
Barnabas, Ep. of, 145, 564.
Baur, 232, 264.
Bede, 9, 12, 37, 241, 246, 249, 255,
257, 292, 407, 421, 423, 436, 438,
457, 464, 480, 502, 503, 505, 512.
Becker, 222.
Bengel, 17, 29, 37, 78, Sr, go, 93,
137, 143, 2II, 214, 246, 271, 274.
287' 322, 334, 362, 367' 396, 423,
441, 471, 475, 503.

Bentley, 396.
Bernard, Saint, 417, 5n.
Beza, 102, 146, 202, 249.
Birks, 260.
Blakesley, 496.
Blass, 125, 236, 415, 481, 519, 567.
Bleek, 16, 71, 443, 463.
Blunt, J. H., 3r.
Blunt, J. J., 216, 287.
Boniface VIII., 507.
Briggs, C. A., 488, 498.
Browne, E. Harold, 79.
Burton, 194, 208, 229, 236, 257, 278,
441, 449, 459, 482, 517, 526, 542.
Cajetan, 249, 350.
Calvin, 249.
Campbell, Colin, 91.
Caspari, 9, 178, 261, 445, 552.
Cassiodorus, 48.
Catullus, 199.
Celsus, 425.
Chadwick, 172, 230.
Chandler, 208, 226, 229.
Charles, R. H., 398, 461.
Chase, F. H., 294, 295, 298.
Cheyne, 182.
Chrysostom, 150, 197, 202, 205, 436,
437, 506, 531, 533.
Chwolson, 492, 519.
Cicero, 442, 449, 46+
Classical Review, rr9, 513.
Clement of Alexandria, 55, 122, 136,
143, 157, 189, 266, 271, 424, 432.
Clement of Rome, 33, 189, 399·
Pseudo-Clement, 273, 386.
Clementz'ne Homilies, 161, 189, 281,
423, 432.
Clementine Liturgy, 279.
Clementine Recognt'tions, 270, 432,
538.
Complutensian Bible, 37, 63.
Conder, 85, 129, 251, 276.

1 In the majority of cases the references given in this Index are to actual
quotations. But, as one of its purposes is to supplement the list of commentaries given in the Introduction (pp. lxxx-lxxxv), by mention of other
writers and writings which have been found helpful, bare references without
quotation are often included.
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iK/l.el'TrEIV, xvi. 9, xxii, 32, xxiii. 45.
EKp.vKT7Jpl!<1v, xvi. I 4EK7r<1pate1v, iy, 12.
EK7r/l.fi<t<te<TfJa.1, ii. 48.
EK7rvee1v, xxiii. 46.
lK<TTa.<TIS, V. 26.
EKTEVE<TT•pov, xxii. 43.
€/I.a.la., xix. 29, xxi. 37,
l/l.a.1ov, vii. 46.
'E/l.a.1wv, xix. 29, xxi. 37.
i/l.ax1<TTos, xvi. 10.
EAE'"fX<<TfJa.1, iii. 19.

lA<os, i. 50, 54, 74'EX1<ta.los, iv. 27.
eXKoii<TfJa.1, xvi. 20.
'Eµ.µ.a.otis, xxiv. I 3,
iµ.7r1p.7r/l.ava.1, vi, 25.
lµ.7rpo<t0ev, xix. 4, 28,
iv, iv. 32.
iv iEov<Tl~, i. 32.
iv after verbs of motion, i. 17, v. 161
vii. 17.
iva.vTlov, xx. 26.
lvlioEos, vii. 25, xiii. 17.
ivou<1v, xxiv. 49.
ive/ipev<1v, xi. 54.
iv£x<1v, xi. 53.
iv1a.UTOV Kvplov OEKT6v, iv. 19.
ivKaKe"iv, xviii. I.
lvovTa., Ta, xi. 41.
lvnµ.os, vii. 2.
lVTOS vµ.wv, xvii. 21.
ivTpE7rE<TfJa.1, xviii. 2, xx. i l•
EVW'TrlOV, i.

15.

i~a.1Tii<tfJa.1, xxii. 31.
i~a.l<f>V7]S, see iEE</>V7J$,
i~a.7ro<TTe/l./l.<1v, xx. 10.

iHpx<<TfJa.1

d.r6, iv. 35.

l~E<TTL, XX. 22,
i~l<f>v7Js, ii. 13,
e~ijs, vii. II,

ix. 39.

''•<TTava.1, ii. 4 7.
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lEooos, ix. 31.
eEouOevew, xviii 9.
eEouula., iv. 32, 36, ix. I.
eEou<Tla. TOU <TKIYrous, xxii.
bra.lpe111 <fJwvfw, xi. 27.
e?ra.iux611euOa.1, ix. 26.
f7raLTe'iv,

53.

xvi. 3.

e?r&.11' xi. 22, 34f?ra.11&.-yei11, v. 3·
e?ra.11a.?ra.6euOa.1, X- 6.
f?rELOfi, vii. l,
e?reiofivep, i. 1.
i?rlpxeuOa.1, i. 35.
e?rep=V,11, iii. 10.
e?rlXELll, xiv. 7.
f?r'l/pe&./;et11, vi. 28.
evl, iv. 25, v. 5.
f?rl Ti)S {JaTOV, XX, 37•
e?r1{J1{J&.J;EL11, xix. 35.
en{J"Afreiv, ix. 38.
e?rlfJ"h'f/µa., v. 36.
f?rl'YLllW<TKELll, i. 4, v. 22.
E?r<-ypa.</Jfi, xxiii. 28.
enoew, i. 25.
eno10611a.1, iv. 17,
e?r<!;'f/Tew, iv. 42.
e?r1KelcrOa.1, v. 1, xxiii. 2J.
f?rt"Aa.µfJ&.11euOa.1, ix. 47.
f?rLAelXELll, xvi. 21,
e?r106u1os, xi. 3.
E?rL'll'l'll'TELll, i. 12, xv. 20.
f?rL<TITl<Tµ6s, ix. 12.
E?rl<TKf'll'Te<TOa.1, i. 68, vii. 16.
e?r<<TKtd!;eiv, i. 35, ix. 34E?r<<TKo?rfi, xix. #
f?rl<TTdT'f/S, V, 5•
f?rL<TTpe</JELll, Viii, 55•
f?r<<TX6EL11, xxiii. 5.
i?rLTLµi.11, iv, 39•
bn<fJW<TKeLll, xxiii. 54
brixelpe111, i. I.
ep-ya.ula.11 IJ11J611a.1, xii. 58.
tp.,uo1, i. So.
l<T0'f/<TLS1 xxiii. II.
r<T?repa., xxiv. 29.
!uwOe11, T3, xi. 39, 40.
hepos, ix, 56, xxiii. 32.

bi, i. 15.

ho1µd.!;e111, ii. 31.
bas, i. 24, ii. 41.
eua.-y-ye"Al!;euOa.1, i. 19, ii. ro.
•~'Y<,

xix. 17.
e6-ye11fis, xix. 12.
efJOoKe'iv, iii. 22.
<OiJoKla., ii. I 4•
<uep-yfr.,s, xxii. 25.
<00<Tos, ix. 62,

euOiws, xii. 54
eiJKwcfJTepo11, v. 2].
eu"Aa.{Jfis, ii. 2 5.
eu"»o-y•w' vi. 28.
eiJ"l\O'Y'f/µlvos, i. 42.
eu"AO'Y'f/T6s, i. 68.
<iJT611ws, xxiii. IO.
eiJxa.p1<TTet11, xxii. 17, I~
e<P'f/µ<pta., i. 5.
e</J1<TT&.11a.1, ii. 9.

fy_E111, vii, 42•
lws, iv. 42.

s.

Za.xa.pla.s, i.
l:'l/"»OJTfis, vi. 15.
!;y11, ii. 37·
l:'f/TEtll, xiii. 24Zopo{Ja{Je"l\, iii. 27.
!;6µ'1/, xii. 1, xiii. 21.
l:OJ'Ypew, v. 10.
!;OJfi, viii. 43.
J;wo-yo11<'i11, xvii. 33•

11, xv. 7, xvii. 2.
11. d"A"A', xii. 51.
fi'Yeµo11e6EL11, ii. 2, iii. J.
fi'Yeµo11la., iii. 1.
7rfeµ,Wv, xx. 20.
7/AIKla., ii. 52, xii. 25,
i/µepa.LS, W TO.Ls, i, 39•
i/µl<Tta., T4, xix, 8.
'HpciJIJ'l/s, i 5.
'HpciJIJ'f/S (Antipas), iii. I, ix. 7•
'Hpwoi&.s, iii. 19.
i/uux&.J;eiv, xiv. 3.
1ixos, iv. 37, xxi. 25.
Odµ{Jos, iv. 36.
Oa.vµd!;ei11 i?rl, ii. 33.
OeauOa.1, v. 27.
Ol"Ae111, ix. 24, 54, xiii. 31, xx. 46.
(Jf"»'l/JLa., xxii. 42.

ee6q,1"Aos, i. 3.
Oepa.ve6EL11, iv. 40, v. I.§.
Oepos, xxi. 30.
OplE, xxi. 18.
Op6µ{Jos, xxii. #
66e111, xv. 23.
'Ideipos, viii. 41.
'IdKw{Jos Ze{Je/Ja.lov, v. 10, vi. 14'IdKw{Jos 'A"A<fJa.lov, vi. I 5.
lauOa.1, v. 17, vi. 17.

ra.uis' xiii. 32.
1006, i. 38.
I/Jou -ydp, i. #
lepa.Te6E111, i. 8,

Ill. GREEK WORDS
leperls, v. 14, xvii. 14o
'Iepeixw, xviii. 35.
lep6v, ii. 46, iv. 9•
'I<porr6/l.vµo., ii. 22.
'Iepovrra.11.1/µ,, &, ii. 25,
'I..,uous, i. 31.
lKa.v6s, vii. l 2.
IKµ,ds, viii. 6.
l/l.drrKerrlla.1, xviii. 13.
lµ,dTiov, vi. 29.
lµ,O.Tl<TJ.'6S, vii, 25fva., i. 43, iv. 3·
'Iooaa., i. 39.
'Iovaa.ta., i. 5, iv. 44t .U. 17,
xxiii. 5.
'Iooaa.s 'Ia.Kw{Jov, vi. 16.
'Iooaa.s 'IrrKa.piwe, vi. 16.
irrdrye/l.os, xx. 35.
l1TTdva.1, l911, yiii. #
• • •• , l<TTws, 1. 19.
• , • •, ITTO.!ie£s, xviii. IJ,
'Iwava., viii. 3, xxiv. 10.
'lwd.v'ls Ze{Jeaa.lov, v. 101 vi. 14.
'Iwvas, xi. 29.
Kd-ycfi, xvi. 9•
K<iµ,0£, xvi. 9•
KO.!ia.p£1eiv, V. 12.
Ka.lla.p1rrµ,6s, ii. 22.
Ka.lle~fis, i. 3, viii. I.
Ka.llerlaeiv, viii. 52.
Ka.lll1e111, iv. 20, xiv. 28.
KO.!i~TI, .i. 7•
Ka.llws, 1. 2.
KO.! a.rJT6s, i. 16, Vo 14. vL
KO.! -yap, vi. 32,
Ka.rd..pa.s, iii. :z.
K0.11161, V, 38.
KO.tp6s, viii. 13•
Ka.iira.p, ii. 1, n. S4o
Kd.11.a.µ,os, vii. 24.
Ka.11.efv, vi. 15, xiv. 12'
Kdµ,'1/1.os, xviii. 25,
KO.(Ylf6s, i. 42•
Kdpl/>os, vi. 41.
Ka.Td., viii. 1.
Ka.II' i}µlpa.v, Tb, xi. ].
Ka.Ta. AovKa11, p. 1.
Ka.Ta. µ,6ms, ix. 18.
KO.Td.-ye111, V. II.
KO.TO.l<TXOVEIJI, xiii. 17,
KO.TO.K/1.£11<111, ix. l4KO.TO.Kp'1J.'ll£re111, iv. 2g,
KO.TO.il.111d.1e111, XX. 6.
KO.TO.AOElll, xix. 7.
Ka.Td.11.vµ,a., ii. 7, xxii. II.
KO.TO.VOflJI, vi. 41, xii. 27.

:.IQ,

KO.TO.rba.tTµo., xxiii. 4S
KO.To.r/l.ie111, viii. 26,
KO.Ta.p-yiiv, xiii. 7.
KO.Ta.PTl1eiv, vi. 40.
Ka.Ta.rrtjvwrris, ix. 58.
KO.Ta.,P1/l.el11, vii. 38, xv. 20
KO.TEllO.llTI, xix. 30.
KO.TtPX<<rlla.1, iv. 31,
Ka.T'lx•<rrlla.1, i. 4
KO.TOIKELJI, xi. 26,
Ka.rlrrwv, xii. 5~·
Ka.,Pa.pva.o{Jp., IV. 2;, 31.
Ke'i<Tlla.1, ii. 34Kepa.s, i. 69.
K<pd.TIOll, XV. 16,
1Ce,Pa.M1 -ywvla.s, xx. 17.
K'1prlrrrre111, iii. 3.
K/l.a.£<111, xix. 41,
Kil.a.vllµ,6s, xiii. 28.
K/l.e!s Tfjs 'Y"W<rews, xi. 52.
K/l.e6ra.s, xxiv. 18.
1Cil.'1po110µ,el11, x. 25.
1C/l.l{Ja.11os, xii. 28.
K/l.£11e111, ix. l 2.
1C/l.l11'1, v. 19.
1C/l.111la1ov, v. 19.
1C/l.1rrla., ix. 1+
"Ma""', viii. 2 4
1Co1/l.la., i. 15·
KOIJIWv6s, v. 10.
1Co/l.il.arrlla.1, x. II.
1C6/l.ros, vi. 38.
1C6/l.ros 'A{Jpa.d.µ,, xvi. 22.
KO'lrl~JI, v. 5.
K6ros, xi. 7.
IC07rpla., xiii. 8.
1C67rTerrlla.1, viii. 52.
K6pa.E, xii. 24
1C6pos, xvi. 7.
1C6,P111os, ix. 17.
Kpa.1rd.il.'1, see KpE1r:i.>...,,.
Kpa.vlov, xxiii. 33.
Kpd.rrreaov, viii. 441Cpa.Tefrrlla.1, xxiv. 16.
Kpd.n<TTos, i. 3.
Kpa.v-y1/, i. 42,
Kpeµ.arrlla.1, xxiii. 39.
Kp<7rd.il.'1, xxi. 34KP'IJ.'"6s, viii. 33·
Kplvov, xii. 27.
Kpl<ris, xi, 42.
KpfJTT'I, xi. 33•
K vp..,110.&or, xxiii. 'Z6
K vp1/111os, ii. 2.
Krlpios, v. 17.
K rlp1os, o, vii. 13.
rcwt/>6s, i. 62.
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xa,,x&.11e1>, i. 9.
A&.japos, xvi. 20.
Xa'iXmp, viii. 23.
XaEevr6s, xxiii. 53.
Xarpeve111, iv. 8.
AE'Y«" 7rapa(3oA1w, v. 36.
AE')'W cro1, vµ'iv, vii. 9, 47, xviii. 14.
Xe')'<efJv, viii. 30.
Xeirovnla, i. 23.
Xe7rr611, xii. 59, xxi. z.
Awls, v. 27.
Mipos, xxiv. II.
AT/<TTT,s, x. 30.
Xl!Jos, iii. 8, xx. 7.
X1Kµ~11, xx. 18.
Xlµwq, v. I,
X1µ6s, v. 25.
A6')'os, i. 2.
Xb')'os TOU 0eo0' viii. I I,
Xo1µ6s, xxi. 1 r.
Avcravlas, iii. I.
Xvcr1reXe'i, xvii. 2.
XvrpoOcrfJa1, xxiv, 21.
Mrpwcr1s, i. 68.
Xvxvla, viii. I 6.
Mxvos, viii. 16.
Ma')'/JaX,,v-q, vrii. 2, xxiv. IO.
µaK&.p1os, i. 45, vi. 20.
µaKpcf.11, XV, I 3•
µaKp60ev, xvi. 23, xviii. 13.
µaKpofJvµeZv, xviii. 7.
µaKp6s, xix. 12.
µaµwvas, xvi. g.
M&.pfJa, x. 38.
Mapla Ti 'laKw{3ov, xxiv. 10.
1\iapla Ti Ma')'/JaX'1Jv1J, viii. 2, xxiv. JO,
Mapla Ti MapfJas a/JeXtpT,, x. 39,
µapvpe'iv, iv. 22.
µaprvp1011, els, v. 14.
µ&.crr1E, vii. 2 I.
MarfJaZos, vi. 15.
µaxa1pa, xxii. 38.
µE')'aM11e111, i. 46, 58.
µE')'&.A'1J tpwvt,, i. 42.
µEXXew, ix. 3 I .
µEv, viii. 5.
µb o~v, iii. I 8.
µ€11e111, xix. 6.
µevouv, xi. 28.
µep1µ11~11, x. 41.
µ€p1s, x. 42.
µep1crrT,s, xii. I 4.
µeU'o11VKTLov, xi. S·
µEcr41, lv, viii. 7.
µ,era/J1/J6va1, iii. II.

µer&.1101a, iii. 3, v. 32.
µerewpljecrfJa.1, xii. 2g.
µEroxos, v. 7.
xvi. 16.
µT, interrogative, x. I 5.
µT, prohibitive, vii. 6.
µ1J with participles, i. 20.
µ7} ')'EllOITO, XX, 16.
µ1J 'lrOTe, iii, I 5•
µT,v, i. 24.
P,'1]1IVe111, xx. 37.
µ1Kp6repos, cl, vii. 28.
µtcre'iv, xiv. 26.
µvf'Jµa, xxiv. 1.
µv'1]µe'iov, xxiv. I.
µ11'1]CTTevecrfJa1, i. 2 7, ii. 5.
µ6')'1s, ix. 39.
µ6010s, xi. 33.
µovO')'evT,s, vii. 12, viii. 42, ix. 38.
µvpov, vii. 37.
µwpalve111, xiv. 34MwUcrf'Js, ii. 22.

µw1,

Najaph, i. 26.
Najap'1]v6s, iv. 34·
Natv, vii. II.
veKp6s, xv. 24vios, v. 37.
vT,7r1os, x. 21.
voµtK6s, vii. 30.
110µ0/J1McrKaXos, v. 17.
116µ,os, cl, xvi. 16.
116ros, xii. 55.
vvµtp71, xii. 53.
vvµtpwv, v. 34vvv, xi. 39.
11011, U'lrO TOU, i. 48.
vvf, ii. 37.
EvXov, xxii. 52, xxiii. 32.

cl /Ji, i. 29.
r6 with clauses, i. 62,
roO with infinitives, i.
Ell T~ • , • , i.
ro Ka9' T,µEpav, xi. ,;.
o/JvvacrfJa1, ii. 48, xvi.
olKET1JS, xvi. 13.
o1Kov6µos, xii. 42, xvi.
oiKos, ii. 4.
o1Kovµiv'1], .;,, ii. 1, iv.
Ka9' liX'1]s, iv. 14o
~µ(3pos, xii. 54.
clµ1Xew, xxiv. 14oµolws, xiii. 3, 5.
OJJ.OAO"Ve'iv b xii. 8.

ix. 46.
74, 77.
8, iii. 21,
24o

r.

5.

III. GREEK WORDS
6• 6µ,o.-rt, v. 27.
E'll"L .,.~ 6v6µa.n, ix.

4!1.

61;os, xxiii. 36.
117rt<T0ev, xxiii. 26,
071"-raulav, i. 22.
67r-reu0a<, xxii. 43.

{/.v, ii. 35•
xxi. 38.
optvf}, .;,, i. 39.
6pos, ix. 28.
lls attracted, i. 4, iii. 19.
Buns, i. 20, ii. 4, vii. 37.
li-rav, xi. 22, 34.
lln causal, ii. 30.
&rt recitative, vii. 16.
lln ambiguous, i. 45, vii. 16, 39.
otl with a participle, vi. 42.
ll'll"WS

op(}pl~ELP,

ov ••• 7riis, i. 37.
ovv, iii. 7, xiv. 34·
ov-ros contemptuous, vii. 39, xiii. 33,
xiv. 30.
o<f>pus, iv. 29.

61f;Jma, iii. 14-

7rclty1s, xxi. 35.
'll"ctLaEUELV, xxiii. 16.

'll"ctls, vi. 7, xv. 26.
nls aU-rov, i. 54.
.,,.avaoxe'iov, x. 34
7rctVOVp"(lct, XX. 23.
7raneXes, els To, xiii.
7rdno0ev, xix. 43·

u.

7rdv-rws, iv. 23.
1rapd, v. l, vii. 38.
1rapd after comparatives, iii. 13.
1rctpaf3u£~eu0at, xxiv. 29.
1rctpaf3oAf}, iv. 23.
7rapaf3oMw Ae-yev, v. 36.
1rctpaf3oMw ei'lr•v, vi. 39.
7rapa-y-ylXXELv, v. 147rapa-ylveu8a1, vii. 4.
7rapdi5e1uos, xxiii. 43.
1rapai51i56vat, i. 2, vi. 16, ix. 44.
1rapdi5ol;ov, v. 26.
1rapatTEluOa1, xiv. 18.
1rapaKA'1/ITLS, ii. 25.
1rctpaKoXov0elv, i. 3.
7rapaXaµf3dvELv, xviii. '.JL
7rctpaXueu0at, v. 18.
7rapct<TKEvfJ, xxiii. 54.
1rctpctr'1/pEtv, vi. 7•
7rapa-rfip'1/<Tts, xvii. 20.
1rapan0lvat, x. 8, xi. 6.
7rapa<f>lpELv, xxii. 42.
7rapaxpfiµa, v. 25.

rraplivat, xiii.

I.

Traplpx.euOat, xi. 42.

rap£xEtv, xi. 7.
7rctpL<TTdVELV, ii. 22.
rapEITTWTES, ol, xix. 24
7rU.p0LKELV, xxiv. 18.

,,.as, i. 66, iii. 16, iv. 13, vi. 30, ix. 42.
,,.aua ud~, iii. 6.
raTEw, x. 19, xxi. 24
'lf'ctrf}p, ii. 49, xi. 2.
'll"a-rpta, ii. 4.
11"Ea'1/, viii. 29.
7r<atv6s, vi. l 7.
7r<i0Eu0ai, xvi. 31.
ll<iXiiTos, iii. l, xiii. l, xxiii. l.
7r<tpd~eiv, iv. 2.
7r«pauµ6s, xi. 4.
11"eµ7r<tv, iv. 18.
11"<V0<pd, iv. 38.
7r<P<XP6s, xxi. 2.
7rlpa-ra -ri)s -yi)s, -r<i, xi. 31.
7rEpl, Oavµd~""• ii. 18.
7rEpl, TO, -r<i, xxii. 37.
7r<p<Nivvvu0ai, xii. 35·
7r<plXv7ros, xviii. 23.
7r<pt7rl'll"TELV 1 X, 30.
7r<p<7rot<'iu8a1, xvii. 33.
7rEpL1T'11"8.1T8a1, X, 40,
7r<pt<T<T<UELV, xii. l 5·
7r<p<uu6upos, vii. 26.
'll"EpLITTEpa, iii. 22 .
7r<plxwpos, iii. 3.

IIfrpos, v. 8, vi. 14.
.,,.,vaKlaiov, i. 63.
1TtCTTeUetv, xvi. 11, xxiv. 24
'll"l<TTts, v. 20.

7f'!ITT6s, xii. 42.
'll"ActviiuOat, xxi. 8.
'll"AaTaa, x. 10.
'll"AEOVEl;la, xii. l 5.

.,,.">-'1/'Y<is emnOeva<, x.
7rXf}Oew, i. 15.
.,,.XfiOos, i.

30.

10.

...x'1/µµupa, vi. 48.
.,,.Xfiv, vi. 24, x. II, 20
7rAi}fY'IS Xe7rpas, v. 12.
'll"A'1/po<f>opeZv, i. I.
'll"A'1/<Tlov, x. 29.
?rXUvetv, v. 2.

'll"VEVµa 11.-yiov, i. I)·
11"V<Vµa 1 i. 47.
'll"Ot<'iv, xxii. 19.
'll"OLELP Aeos, i. 72, :i..
'll"OLELV Kdp ...ovs, iii' 8.
11"01<.v Kpcfros, i. 5 L
7rolµv1ov, xii. 32.

7rofos, v. 19, vi. 32.
'11'6Xis ilavdo, ii. +
T6Xis 'Iouaa, i. 39.

37.
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1rope6eulla.•, iv. 30.
1r6ppwlleP, xvii. I 2.
1rOTa.1r6s, i. 29, vii. 39·
7rorfip<oP, xxii. 17.
,,..6Qa.s, 'Ira.pa Toils, vii. 38.
1rpa.-yµ.a.Te6eulla•, xix. lJ.
1rpriK"rwp, xii. 58.
1rpa~•s, xxiii. 51.
1rp&.uue<P, iii. l 3.
rrerrpa-yµePoP tunP, xxili. l 5.
rrpeu(3uTep<oP, xxii. 66.
1rpeu(3&repo•, vii. 3.
rrpfP, ii. 26.
rrpo(36.A.A.e<P, xxi. 30.
rrpoli6n1s, vi. I 6.
7rpoepxeulla•, i. I 7.
7rpo1Uuews, o! d,PTo• ri)s, vi. +
7rpo1<67rTe<P, ii. 52.
7rpoµe"h<Tij.P, xxi. 14.
7rp6s, xxiv. 50.
el7reP 1rp6s, i. 13, v. 30.
ra 1rp6s, xiv. 32.
rrpoulia7raPij.P, x. 35.
7rpouliexeulla.<, xv. 2.
7rpoulio1<ij.P, iii. 15.
7rpouep-y&.l"eulla•, xix. 16.
7rpoueuxeullai, iii. 21.
7rporr•uxfi, vi. 12.
1rporrexe•P, xii. 1.
rrpoUKUPetP, iv. 7.
7rpOU7rOLeLIT!iat, xxiv. 2g.
7rpOITTLllEPaL, iii. 20, xvii. 5.
7rpoulle!s el7reP, xix. I l.
7rporrelJeTO 'lreµif;ai, xx. 11.
7rpoucf>wP<'iP, vi. 13.
7rpouif;aueiP, xi. 46.
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